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NEWSPAPERS HURTING B.O.
NAZIS' RADIO

PROPAGANDA

INTO U. S.

That Germany is making strong,

tfiorts to propagandize American

radio listeners and German-born

resident* of the U. S. on a regular

basis is seen in new program sched-

ule" especially designed for North

America. Written in both English

ind'. German, monthly booklet of

programs 'has established a regular

mailing list for its Nordamerika
Program in U. S.

., perito-Haus des Rundfunks (Berlin

Broadcasting; House) issues the 36-

booklet .which includes every

program of the Deutscher Rurz-

wjlenfender (German short-wave

Hatlon). Listing include 'news' in

English and German, economic re-

views, fireside chats of German
youth, soldier evenings, rafts of

brass: bands and military, marches,

wind pictures of Germany today,

etc Much is later translated into

German. Book Is believed to be only

one of its kind coming to U. S, from
I foreign country.
Free mail in the U. S. makes it

possible for the matter to come
through regular channels. Same is

Mt so with European countries
where mails are watched and pos-
sible propa nda eliminated. How-
ever, understood that programs are
also printed in other languages for
two column, dual-tongued pamphlet,
which Includes 'inspirational' pic-
tures of Nazi gatherings, scenery,

* (Continued on page 53)

Pluggers Also

Give Lessons in How

To Do 'Lambeth Walk'

Taking It Seriously

Sam Rosoff, the subway con-
tractor, was on the jury during

a performance of 'Night of Jan-
uary 16th' recently at the. Spa
summer theatre, Saratoga:
None of the jury is supposed

to talk, being recruited from
the audience, but' Rosoff asked
one' witness (an actor) to repeat

his testimony.

Rodgers-Hart's

Four Concurrent

Musicals in '38-9

Professional men at Mills Music,
jMVN, Y., are doubling as. terps in-

Jjhtttors. It's in connection with
Tambeth Walk,' the British song hit
»w dance craze. Mills holds the
African rights to the . tunc.
Ballroom teams, as well as vocal-

sis and band leaders, keep popping
jj^ith the request that the staff men

them how to do the corkney
Nt. Jack Mills, head of the pub-
™tog firm, is hoping that the
Jflce lands solidly with the older
^jent before the kids start shagging
j|*jj<Mhe Harlemites merge it with

Airing Debbie's Life

Society family program is being
2™* lor a sponsored spot this fall,

ff!* O'Brien, 18-year-old deb, and

^ mother, Mrs. Esmond O'Brien,
registerites. are in the skit,

is Henry Dagand's.
^Mild be a iseries dramatizing the

a-. 0' a debbie from childhood
jj^h extensive schooling and on

fj**,
eventual coming out. Edmund

U^ng, the film director and au-
*111 script.

Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart
look to have four concurrent musi-

cals on the boards this season. It's

something of a record for musical

stage productions, although there

have been instances of prolific

dramatists gathering royalties on as

many, or more, straight plays during

the same season.

Their 'I'd Rather Be Right' re-

sumes with the return of George M.

Cohan, and 'I Married An Angel' is

still current on Broadway. The new
George Abbott musical, The Boys

from Syracuse,' based on Shakes-

peare's 'Comedy of Errors,' is slated

to open shortly, and right thereafter

Rodgers and Hart will have a new
Beatrice Lillie-Charles Butterworth

musical, via Harry Kaufman (Shu-

bert) production. This book will be

based on a Robert L. Ripley's 'Od-

dities' libretto idea.

Rodgers and Hart at one other

time, in. the heyday of Broadway mu-
sical oomedy successes, had .

four

shows running simultaneously on

and off Broadway, viz, 'Dearest

Enemy,' 'The Girl Friend,' the sec-

ond 'Garrick Gaieties' and 'Betsy,'

the latter a flop. The songsmiths

like to consider the ill-fated Billy

Rose Fifth Ave. Club as a fifth score,

since they wrote a special set of

tunes, but that was a nitery venture

and hot legit.

Apropos 'Boys from Syracuse. Lor-

enz Hart points out that they've au-

thored 30 stage shows and many pic-

tures, but this is the first lime he's

writing for his brother, Teddy Hart,

who is co-prominent in the Abbott

show with Jimmy Savo.

SEE SPA GAMBLING BAN

EXITING '39 TURF MEET

Saratoga. Sept. fi.

From Inside racing sources it is

stated that unless this resort per-

mits gambling next August the

race meet may not be held. In that

event there will be longer meetings

at the New York tracks. Season of 15

days is figured to be the limit here

next summer, anyhow, because of the

New York World's Fair.
.

Understood, however, that the leg-

islature would have to first pass a

bill to eliminate the Spa from the

race circuit. Without the horsey

month, tew night clubs would at-

tempt to operate.

IN THE SHOW BIZ

Midwest Capital eynotes

How the Big Newspapers'
Promotional Shows Drain

the Boxofficea—'Theatres

Can't Stop It, So They're

Trying to Tie-In with

These Record Turnouts in

Some Way

SPORTS, , SHOWS

Chicago, Sept, 6.

Crowd-pulling promotions by

newspapers, which formerly was an

occasional stunt and which received

the full co-operation of the theatres,

have now become part of a well-

planned, well-organized and well-

publicized schedule on the part of

the dailies and are attracting .the

public in such large numbers that

they have become a real threat and
headache to theatres throughout the

nation.

Entrance of newspapers into the

sports and show biz promotion an-

gles has reached such proportions

in the past year or so. that the the-

atres are looking: upon these stunts

as real competition, and are how
considering ways and means of re-

ducing the damage that these stunts

are doing to the theatres' box-of-

fice.

Chicago area is a prime example
of the broad advance made by news-
papers into, show biz" field. Crowds

(Continued on page 21)

A Dummy Jazzes Up

A City Festival; St. L
Can't Get 'Charlie McC

St. Louis. Sept. 6.

Because the Music Corp. of Amer-
ica could not deliver Edgar Bergen
and 'Charlie McCarthy' to the St.

Louis Festival Assn., which planned

a three-day entertainment and cele-

bration in the $7,000,000 Municipal

Auditorium following the annual
Veiled Prophet parade and ball here

next month, the fate of the plan is

hanging in the balance. The idea ot

having Bergen and McCarthy,

Dorothy Lamour. Bobby Brceh and
other headliners of the screen and

radio make p.a.'s originated about

six weeks ago when Mayor Bernard

JF.. Dickmann 'thought it -would bo a

good one to attract natives from the

! hinterlands.

I Last fall the mayor sponsored a

i street dancing and singing festival

! in Memorial Plaza in the downtown

I
istrict following the parade which

!

is patterned after the Mardi Gras in

j
New Orleans. Some 75.000 partiei-

1 patcd in the event and it was so

i

' (Continued on page !">>

$2,000,000 in Film Money Spoken

About to Renew Bway-Pix Accord

Preparedness

Des olnes, Sept 6.

anagement of the Grand
here pulled a - unique ballyhoo
stunt when it showed 'Birth of

a Baby.'
Invited expectant mothers as

its guests, with nurses and an
ambulance in attendance.

Mae West Back

On B'way During

Fair; Own Pix Co.

The New York World's Fair sea-

son will draw Mae West back to

Broadway legit, according to insid-

ers. She's reported due to appear
in a play, 'The World's Worst
Woman'.
As for the writers, a number have

participated, with the star having
considerable to do with the author-

ing. She similarly figured in the

scripting of most of the shows in

which she appeared, including 'Sex,'

which ran for months until they

backed up the patrol wagon.

Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Louis Lurie, .San Francisco

financier, is. discussing with Mae
•West the formation of a new produc-
tion company for her pictures with

around $3,000,000 working capital to

be tossed into a pool by Lurie and
a Frisco business group. Outfit

would bear her name and star her

in four pictures annually.

Meantime she embarks on a Coast

p.a. tour late this month, opening
Sept. 26 at the Golden Gate in Frisco.

Louis Prima is coming west to join

the act. Five weeks' booking ar-

ranged by William Morris office.

Attempt will be made at the
American Theatre Council conven-
tion next week to bring about re-

vision of the Dramatists Guild
minimum basic igreement. Plan la

to have some outside referee an-
nounce a fund of $2,000,000 of film

coin for Broadway production on
condition the Guild will make con-
cessions in the agreement. Herbert
Bayard Swope has" already been
suggested as the referee.

From what the juild has learned,

the idea is. that with a $2,000,000

production fund in the offing, pro-
ponents of the plan hope to place the
dramatists in the spot of having to

make concessions in the contract or
appear to be acting selfishly against

the interests of the theatre as a
whole. Understood the $2,000,000 has

tentatively been offered by Samuel
Goldwyn, who hopes to use Broad-
way as a school for talent and story

material. Walter Wanger and David
O. Selznick are named as co-

operating.
"

Guild had at first declined to par-

ticipate in the convention, but last

(Continued on page 54)

WINCHELL WOULD NOW
LIKE 'BLESSED EVENT'

Walter Winchell is flirting with
Darryl Zanuck for a third 20th-Fox
film, this time more or less straight

comedy-drama, sans music. Win-
chell's idea is a revival of the Man-
uel Seff-Forrest Wilson play, 'Blessed

Event,'' which Warners filmed in

1932 with Lee Tracy doing the

cinematic counterpart of Winchell.
There's a role also there for a

crooner-maestro,, which could again
enlist Ben Berriie as co-star with
the columnist.
Winchcll-Bcrnie did two musicals

for 20th last year and the year be-
fore at $75,000 and $50,000 each, re-

spectively.

Present negoti
talking stage.

ED. SULLIVAN
In New York Daily News Aug. 31, 1938, Says—

Finest stage show
is at the Paramount.
Phil Spitalny s all-

girl band and choir

Just concluded third week
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LESS THAN 2,000 PLAYERS WORK IN

SEASON

Average of Principals Stayt That Way Every Year-

Necessary Interchange of Marquee Talent Among

Studios Will Be Part of Reply to U. S. Suit

Fewer than 2,000 screen actors, ex-

cluding extra players, appear in ma-
jor productions,in Hollywood studios

in an entire season'6 group of fea-

ture pictures. Some of the vagaries

of acting, employing will be graphi-

cally presented in answers to the

Government's, anti-trust suit against

the larger film companies.

Players come and go through the

years, but the totals are singularly

consistent season after season. At-

torneys for major companies are as-

sembling data from their respective

studios in order to answer that por-

tion of the Gbvenmenfs complaint

(pp's. 202 to 213, incl.) in which the

charge is made that whereas the ma-
jors lend and borrow screen talent,

similar privileges are denied to in-

dependent producers.

Listings only of contract directors

and players tre contained in the bill

of complaint In the seven major
studios cited; directors under term
contracts for the season of 1937-38

are given as follows: Columbia, 12;

20th Century-Fox, 20; Metro, 20;

Paramount, 13; RKO. 20; Universal,

14; and Warners, 22; total, 121. This

compares with a total of - 112 di-

rectors under contract in 1838-37, and
124 in 1935-36.

Government investigators also dug
Into the lists of contract players in

the same studios. For the production

season just ended, 1937-38, the figures

are Columbia, 53; 20th Century-Fox,

85; Metro, 90; Paramount, 96; RKO,
78; Universal, 11, and Warners 81;

total, 554. The combined figure is

considerably higher than in the pre-

vious season C36-'37), when 401 con-

tracted actors were listed, which, in

turn, was slightly higher than the

1935-36 total of 393. Some pruning
of contract lists was made during
the past spring and summer, and, the

current total is said to be closer to

the 1936-37 figure.

Hollywood's freelance field em-
braces names of thousands of play-

ers who, at various times, have acted

in the theatre but never have ap-

peared before the camera. Recent
survey of call bureau lists shows ap-
proximately 15,000 registered play-
ers, of both sexes, who by stage and
screen experience qualify for char-

acter and supporting - bit parts in

features. Actually not more than half

the entire list has played in films

in which they have received screen
credit as cast members. These totals

do not include registered extras,

which far exceea in numbers the call

bureau registrations.

Delving into the records of a re-
cent production season, typical of

|
the current conditions of actor em-

f ployment in so far as the number
of feature films produced for 12

months is concerned, some surprising
data is uncovered. In art entire year
only 1,200 supporting players from
the call bureau freelance lists found
places in one or more major Studio

productions. Of, these only - 1,040 ap-
peared In two or more pictures, and
172 played in three or more.

M Big Freelancers

There are about 40 higher-bracket

stars and featured players not un
der exclusive studio contracts, but

available for picture to picture as-

signments. These two score, almost

continually in demand, plus the free

lance and the contract players, total

about 1,800 as the full personnel com
plement in a whole season's output
of nearly 500 films from the major
plants.

Interchange of talent among major
studios has been practiced more fre-

quently since the. introduction of

sound than in the previous days of

silent films. The. reasons are obvious,

as costing requirements have become
intensified and the individual acting

part much more Important in the

ensemble, than in silent films. The
complexities of casting for the out-

put of any individual studio are so

great that no single plant can cast

its own productions from its contract

lists.

Interchange of acting talent is one

of the highly developed functions

of studio management. The demands
to borrow far exceed the' desire to

lend. At. the same time every pro-

duction head is alert to the advan-

tages of placing a younger and prom

Marching Thru Georges

ising player in an important, com-
petitive picture when the opportu-
nity arises. Good parts are the prov-

ing ground for talent.

Conspicuous as a recent example
is the popular success achieved by
Hedy Lamar'r in Walter Wahger's
production, 'Algiers,' a United Artists

release. Actress has been.under con-

tract at the Metro studio for more
than six months without an assign-

ment Her initial Hollywood- role,

therefore, was as a 'guest' player off

the lot She returns to Metro a more
valuable screen personality.

It will be contended, no doubt, in

the answers drafted by film com-
panies to the. Government's suit, that

the type of independent production.

Other than for United Artists' re-

lease, is unsuited to the tents , of
higher-priced players. Some of the
major stars at Metro, Par, Warners
and -20th-Fox receive 'per picture
compensation fair in excess of the
entire budget for some independent
productions.'

Studios use various formulas for

estimating the compensation to con-
tract players who are loaned to. a

competing plant- Most common prac-
tice is a minimum .charge of four
weeks'- salary, with three additional

weeks' total as a bonus, to cover
necessary retakes and -forced idle

time. Another method is to charge
the basic salary plus 25%.
Any forced limitation of the pre-

vailing customs of interchange of

talent would necessitate, radical

changes in the Hollywood procedure.
Observers do not believe that act-

ing: employment would be extended;
rather, it is said, the. contract lists

would be shortened and the free
lance roster, already too crowded,
wouid be extended to include,many
names that now are under steady
employment

By JACK OSTEBMAN
Last night we had a dream. We

dreamt we were marching through

Georges. The first one happened to

be George Washington, daddy of this

country and the guy who made the

cherry tree famous long-before Harry
Green did it as a sketch. He never

told a lie, which today' would make
him a swell' Dewey witness. Then
came Arliss, who was chatting with

Bernard Shaw, who said he was re-:

writing the life of the late King
George of England. Mary Aster's

dairy fell in our .lap, and- -a. pic-

ture of. George S. Kaufman fell

out, toiling us his new play,

The Fabulous Invalid,' looks like

it will hit as well as George

Herman (Babe) , Ruth before

he dodged the Yankees for the

Dodgers. Georges Carpentier told

George White he couldn't go in the

'Scandals,' and George Jesse! called

up his mom to tell her how grand

the George Gershwin memorial con

cert was. By this time (George M.
Cohan told us we left out another

famous George and that her first

name is Grace. We awakened and
mmediately called up George Jean

Nathan to ask him if he could think

of any other important Georges that

we didn't march through.'

N. Y. to L. A.
Louis Armstrong.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Astaire.
Bern Bernard.
Ben Bernie.
Marjorie Crosland.
Deboy Dare.
Mary Dees.'

D. A. Doran.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Fowler.
Susan Jackson.
Arthur Loew.
Christine Maple,
'Joe Moskowitz.
J. Carroll Naish.
Doris Parker.
Irene Purcell.

Ethel Remeyi
AI and Jimmy Ri
Ernest C. Rolls.

Joseph M. Schenck.
Norma Shearer.

0. 0. McINTYRE SCREEN

BIOG WITH NED SPARKS?

Toronto, Sept. 6.

After a fortnight of fishing in the

Georgian Bay 'area with .Premier

Hepburn and other Canadian biggies,

Ned Sparks has left for Hollywood.

First assignment may be the lead

role in a picture based oh the life of

O. O. Mclntyre which Warner Bros,

will produce.
. Prior to columnist's recent death,

Sparks was repeatedly mistaken for

Mclntyre.

20th Tail Spinning'

Cleveland Air Show;

Par Ties In on

U TIES-IN WITH

AIR PROGRAM

ON MILLION

L. A. to N. Y.
Ken Asprey .

"

Marion L. Balderston.
Whitney Bourne.
Earl Carroll.

June Collyer.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Curtis.
George Dean.
Stuart Erwin.

.

Sidney Howard.
Henry Jaffe.

Louis LoefTler.

Nate Manhei
Leona. Massey.
Louis B. Mayer.
Hal Moh.r.

Moe . SiegeL
Bob Sill.

Paula Stone.
Carol Stone.

Mabel Todd.
Spencer Tracy.

Open Letter

Dear Joe .Laurie, Jr.—Anent your
criticism, of : yourself, which is one

way -of getting a good notice, let me
tell you we resent that crack about

Osterman being in the night club

class. We are a member of the fourth

estate and expect to reach the fifth

one shortly. As far as you being

called an actor, and holding an

Equity card, allow me to inform that

Equity is holding our card on account

of owing them a smart 300. Don't

know anybody with enough dough
to go to Fire Island, which is where
you went after your route of one
consecutive week. Heard you did a

swell job, however, but" you know
how. rumors are.

Hoping this finds, you in another

theatre and with best wishes, from
one mugg to another, we remai

,

etoJ

It Happened Last Week:
Charlie McCarthy , getting top bi -

ing at the Rivoli and doing swell in

'Letter of Introduction,' with
Adolphe Menjou doing a . fine job as

the drunken ham. See what you
started, Ferber and Kaufman, when
you wrote that pari- in 'Dinner at

Eight'?

Backstage at Hippodrome watching
them construct for Jai-Alai arid think-

ing of the girls who used to go in

the water and come up dry. ... the. late

Charles Dillingham and the Burnside
productions. . .the Hipp/marches on.

The crowds on the street Sunday
night—all Broadway needed was a
merry-go-round and a scenic railway,
and the set would have been perfect
Right around the corner from the

Hihes trial you can buy all the num-
bers you want; they're going like hot
cakes. Well, why not? This whole
affair is probably a publicity stunt
for the game.
Add 'now-it-can-be-told*— Jimmie

Cagney was elevator boy at"the NVA
club.

Wonder how the sophisticates, Har-
old Arlen and Yip Harburg's nursery
rhymes are in forthcoming *Wi rd
of Oz.'

Arid Lennie Hayton remarks, The
-corn is always taller in the other
fellow's band!'

Cleveland, Sept. 6.

Twelve cameramen and staff of

three executives were, sent to Cleve-

land last week by 20th Century-Fox
to shoot scenes of national ,air races

at Cleveland Airport, which will fur-

nish background for aviation yarn

tagged Tail Spi .' Alice Faye and
Richard Greene mentioned as tenta-

tive leads.

Crew spent eight days here work-
ing under James Tinling, director;

Ben Wurtzel and Fred Spencer, as-

sistant director. Latter was one of

the Forest City's richer young blades

before going celluloid. Five of the

technicians flew in Saturday (3) at

start of races to give the. scene: a

final o.b. .For a double-check, they

staged a race of their own when the'

meet closed, just in case some of the

actual races didn't come up to screen

par.-

Twentieth-Fox is reported to have
paid $15,000 to Henderson Bros., who
promoted annual event, lor exclusive

feature film rights. Understanding
was reached with cameramen for

major" newsreel companies that they

wouldn't steal or crab special scenes

for Tail Spin.'

Airport officials virtually did som.
ersaults trying to accommodate Hol-

lywood.crew, hoping they would give

Cleveland and races a better break
than Metro- did -last year. Metro
sent even a bigger troupe, paid some-
thing like $18,000 for rights, and shot

miles of film of champ aviators for

Test Pilot' What-happened back in'

the studio nobody has yet flggered

out Nearly every authentic shot was
dumped, only a half-minute scene of

the 1937 races here being shown.
Rest of the Clark Gable aerial stunts

were dubbed in from old newsreels
or faked on the Coast.

ith cool, favorable weather over
holidays, three-day. aviation' classic

was expected to pass last season's at-

tendance mark of 250,204. Gross ot

$300,000 was hit by '37 edition, and
'SB's out-of-town advance sale was
40% better; Prize money was in-

creased to $102,750, while races were
made longer and more hazardous.
Hendersons are still fighting U. S.

Treasury Department's edict that they
should pay 10% amusement tax on
all tickets, claiming it was. a nbn
profit air event organized for educa
tional purposes. It's the first Federal
action ever taken to tax races, ac-
cording to J. D. Wright, attorney for

co-sponsoring Thompson ' Products.
Wright now in Washington for ofr

ftcial hearing on question, but threat-

ens to get injunction restraining col-

lection of taxes if they are upheld
by Treasury.

A direct hookup between pictures
and radio will revolve around Uni-
versal's forthcoming film, 'I Stole

a Million,' which is based an the law-
less career of a 50-year-old' western
guerilla, Roy Gardner, just but of
Alcatraz. U paid Gardner $5,500 for

his life
, story and all rights. -

Philip Morris' radio program,
which features a '.Thrill of the Week'
sequence, will periodically point up
a-n excerpt from Gardner's, crime
career, tieihg It in directly with the

U fll .-And just before 'I Stole a
Million' is ready for release, the

ciggie show will reprise some of

the highlights. Philip Morris show
is on a CBS national hookup.

To further cement the hookup, the

now famed 'Johnny;' who 'pages'

Philip Morris on the air, will do a
page-boy bit in the U film.

In the annals of present-day U. S.

crime, Gardner is rated the modern
Jesse James. Is encounters with

pos authorities for robbing the

mails, etc., has had hi in and' out

of Federal penitentiaries many times,

His last Alcatraz bit dates from 1921.

John Bright and Robert Tasker au-

thored the U script from Gardner's

original.

FILM-RADIO ANGLES

TO $10,000 MISS. RACE

St Louis, Sept. 6.

A race up the Mississippi from

New Orleans to the local port next

spring, between the Delta Queen of

Stockton, Cal., and the City of St
Louis, owned by Commodore Ed-

ward C. Koenig for a side t of

$10,000, ill revive memories of the

historic contest between the steam-

boats Robert E. Lee arid the Natchez,

It already has film and radio peo-

ple interested for sponsorship. The
owners of the Delta Queen- want
the race in California as an -attrac-

tion for. the San Francisco Expo-

sition, but Commodore Koenig coun-

tered with the proposal that if the

Queen was victorious, everyone

would;want to see the boat anyway.

The Queen will be powered by oil

and the City of St. Louis by coal.

Commodore Koenig said it will cost,

him between $50,000 and $75,000 to

rerondition his craft, which formerly

was the harbor boat of the city, for

the race and he expects to use 500

tons of coal which will cost another

$5,000. Commodore Koenig has also

agreed to pay 50% of the insurance

costs of transporting the Queen to

New Orleans for the race. The City

of St. Louis, Commodore Koenig
said, will carry a crew of 60 and

about 40 passengers, including news-

paper men, film folk, photographers,

radio gabbers, etc. It has not been,

learned here what the Queen will do

to accommodate those interested in

the contest.

The Robert E: Lee's record of

hours and 20 minutes made in the

70s is certain to be shattered in the

forthcoming race.

•SHADOW CAST
Hollywood, Sspt. 6.

'Shadow Valley,' .first In the new
George O'Brien group of westerns
for RKO, starts Sept. 15 with Dave
Howard directing.

Other News of Interest to Films
Lee Tracy clicks in London's 'Idiot's Delight'.....,. Pager 11

Tom Mix scores in London Page 11

Eddie Cantor's' small studio ideas. . Page 29

Radio reviews of 'Good News', Jim Ameche, Olivia de Hayir

land, Grace George-W. A. Brady, Teddy Hart, Lou Parker. .Page 30

Radio battli ' television in England ; Page 34

Suit over w White's" whistle... .Page 39

WB vs. Par on 'Says My Heart song........... :. .Page 39

Vaudeville again trying to 'revive' •, :.Page 43

George Jessel to do 'Our Town' with Jed Harris i ...Page 49

Tying. In with the National air

races at Cleveland, Saturday, Sunday
and Labor Day (3-4-5), Paramount
was represented by two ships in the
competition. Stunt was conceived as

a plug for 'Men With Wings? fall re-

lease. Par studio sent 'Edward
Churchill on to Cleveland on

.
the

stunt One of the planes was called

'Men With Wings,'

This is strictly a newsreel and ex-
ploitation stunt, differing from 20th's

feature production idea.

ARRIVALS
William S. Paley, Joseph Herge-

sheimer, Alfred J. McCosker, Andre
Kosteianetz, Lily Pons, Sylvia Sid-
ney, Luther Adler, Paulo Lbngpne,
Lillian Emerson, Morris Carnovsky,
Roman Bohnen, Art: Smith, Phoebe
Brand, Sanford Meslner, Mady
Christians, Sir Harold Harmsworth.
Carmel Snow, Norman Marshall.'
Maurice Schwartz, Mr- and Mrs. Ar-'.

thur 'Bugs' Baer, Raymond Massey.
Joseph M. Schenck, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry A. Bull, Peter Mathew, Ru?
ddlph Ganz, Isaac F. Marcossbn,
Robert Morley. Alfred de Liagre, Jr.,

Betty Allen, Paul Stanton, George
M. Cohan, Herbert Graf.

SAILINGS
Oct 12 (Los Angeles to Sydney),

Bernice Claire, Maryon Dale, George

Dbbbs, Helene. Denizon, Jack Arthur,

Fred Hatper, Katheryn Crawfor

(Monterey).

Sept. 15 (London to New York),

Bert Wheeler, Ernie Dillon (He de

France).

Sept 14 (Los Angeles to Sydney),

Irene Furcell, Mary Dees, Christine

Maple, Marjorie Crosland, ' the!

Remey (Mariposa).

Sept. 8 (New York to Lon
Dorothy Alt (Queen Mary).

Sept. 7 (London to New York)

Ben Goetz, Gilbert Miller, Sonja

Henie, Alexander Korda. Archie

Mayo (Normandie).

Sept. 4 (New York to London),

Chester Hale, Nick Long, Jr.. Vera

Hall, Marion Daniels, Jeanne Ross.

Johnny Gaynor (Champlain).

Aug. 30 (New York to London;,

Sherman K. Ellis' (Europa). .

Sept. 20 (London to New Yorki,

London Casino Revue, Eddie Fisner

(Degrasse).
• Sept. 15 (London to New \orK'.

Mr. and Mrs. Clifford C. Fischer, Mr.

and Mrs. Henry Lartiguc (lie fe

France).
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WITH PIX
Text of Arnold's 'Consent' Invitation

Washington, Sept. 6.

Here is the text of the Government's poorly disguised.ultimatum to

.

the film industry, sent by U. S; asst. attorney-general Thurman Arnold

to the Hays office's chief counsel, which so far has been disregarded

by the five majors at whom it is directed:

• 'As Mr. Williams of my staff advised you over the phohe last week;

this department is engaged in preparing the papers upon an applica-

tion for a preliminary injunction in order to. make effective prayer

one of the petition. The preparation of supporting papers will be

Intensive'.'
;

'It will be appreciated if you could communicate with the Ave pro-

ducer-exhibitor, defendants and ascertain whether or not they, or any,

of them, would consider, stipulating for the entry of such a preliminary

Injunction in order to maintain the status quo until the determina-

tion of the suit upon its merits or until the further order of the' court

'It would be understood,' of- course, that outstanding obligations

and commitments from which, no relief may be obtained would be

'excluded from the operation of such a preliminary injunction.'

Communication, dated July 28 and signed by Prof. Thurman Arnold,

assistant attorney-general in charge of anti-trust actions, was addressed

to Gabriel L. Hess, general counsel of the otion Picture Producers

and Distributors of America.

SMITH LEAVING

UA; CO. MEETS

TOMORROW

Andy Smith, sales manager under

George J. Schaefer, vice-president

in charge of distribution of United

Artists, is leaving that company.

Smith came to UA from Warners

two years ago, where he was eastern

pies, manager for several years.

mere is every indication that the

icheduled meeting of the United

Artists board tomorrow (Thursday)

iBernobn will be; "air ordinary ses-

doo. for purposes of discussing cer-

tain routine corporate matters in ac-

cordance, with company regulations.

Any. thought purporting to indicate

tfait a new chief executive, such as

I president, would be named at this

meeting is treated lightly for sev-r

cnl reasons.

Principal one is that under com-
pany-regulations the president of the

turn.must also be a member of the

bond. Secondly, to name a presi-

dent, the: unanimous approval Of the
board is necessary. At the moment,
wen unanimity of opinion is lacking,

but should it be had, the only pos-

sibility the board Would name ap-
pears to be Maurice Silverstone,

chairman of the executive commit-
tee. Silverstone is the operating
head of U.A., but not a member of
the company board.

It requires a meeting of- stock-
holders to name directors. So -far,

Ihere has been none called. The
hoard'setup might be altered event-
ually,. In accordance with previous
understandings of the partners, at

*ucb a shareholders meeting, at some
future date.

The presently scheduled board ses-
«ton was to have been held today
(Wednesday), but has been post-
poned a day in order thatMary Pick-
{wd might be 'able to attend.
Whether or not the new pact with
George J. Schaefer, distribution head
°* 'he company, comes up at this
"eating depends on whether it is

»nrpleted and signed by that time.
|P far as official indications go, the
Schaefer deal is all that'latter wishes
« to be.

As regards Silverstone, his duties

JJ*.
authority are governed by coh-

ort signed some time ago, so that
o change could be envisioned or
ttatemplated therein.

• Schaefer's new deal is for Ave

Some operating, changes are ex-
J^d under the Silverstone rule,
*« already certain economies have
«*n put forward since he came into
«e company. These are distinctly of
"> operating nature.

Fun in Durance Vile

Hollywood, Sept, 6.

rners added $50,000 to the

ffif ,

pf ,BIackwell's Island' for ad-

^"J'^Miies, particularly in com-

JJIchael Curtiz Is working with
""am McGann on direction.

Tax Exemption Idea

To Encourage Live

Shows in the N. W.

inneapolis, Sept 6.

As a means of increasing employ-
ment of flesh-and-blood talent and
theatre labor generally by encourag-
ing stage presentations, Congress-
man Dewey Johnson .of one of the
Minneapolis districts announces he'll

introduce a bill to exclude all the-
atres, playing vaudfllm, straight
vaude and legit from the present
theatre admission tax.

Johnson believes, that the elimina-
tion of the tax for the theatres in
question would serve as a stimulus
to live talent Whatever tax revenue
would, be lost directly would be
more than offset by direct tax gains
through additional tax money from
more corporations, individual tax
payers, etc., in his opinion.

KENT AND JOE SCHENCK

BACK; LATTER TO COAST

Sid Kent, who has been vacation-
ing in Maine, returned to his office

in New York City yesterday (Tues-
day) coming into town for confabs
with Joe Scherick, just back from
Europe. Kent returned from his va-
cation at Rangely Lakes last month
to meet Darryl Zanuck when he
reached N. Y. Aug. 1, but went- back
after a brief stay. He5s been in

Maine for his health.

Before returning north early in

August. Kent indicated that nothing
could be done on the. trade reform
program until after Labor Day, if

anything at all was done.
Schenck and Joe Moskbwitz, his

N. Y. rep, leave for the Coast today
(Wednesday).

U.S. MAY ASK FOR

Decision This Week—Wash*
ington Still Hopes for

Parleys with the Indus*

try's Legalists on 'Consent'

—Know of the Film Busi-

ness' Intention to 'Fight'

—Bans Any Moves for

Further Theatre Expat*

TRUCE MOVES

Mrs. Fox Agrees to Open

All-Continent's Books

Atlantic City, Sept. 6.

Compromising still farther in their

battle to prevent William Fox's
creditors from recapturing asserted

assets in All-Continent Corp., the

ex-picture magnate's wife last week
offered to permit the creditors tc

examine All-Continent's books.

Mrs. Eva Fox recently offered

creditors $500,000 if Hiram Steelman,

of Atlantic City, trustee of the $9,-

535,000 bankruptcy, would drop his

suit' against All-Continent. Steel-

man maintains that Fox, knowing
bankruptcy was coming on, trans-

ferred his assets to Ail-Continent, a

corporation owned almost solely by
Mrs. Fox.

Selznick's 50G 'Rebecca'

Hollywood, Sept. 6.

David Q. Selznick paid $50,000 for

'Rebecca,' a British best seller, as

a starrer for Carole Lombard. Pro-

ducer aims to get Ronald Colman as

a co-star.

Novel has already sold 50,000

copies in England. It was authored

by Daphne. Du Maurier, who wrote
'Jamaica Inn.'

Washington, Sept. 6.

Decision whether to request pre-
li ihary injunctions against the
major fll companies named in the
Federal Government's anti-trust ac-
tion is looked for late this week.

With officials still hoping the in-

dustry lawyers will consent to open
conversations aimed toward a con-
sent decree, the Justice. Department
appeared to be getting impatient
over the continued failure of the
principal units to answer whether
they will. promise to maintain status

quo concerning theatre investments.
Matter of waiting longer is one of

No More Theatres

The film industry, coinci-
dental with the original filing

of the U. S. Government's suit,

expressed itself opposed to fur-
ther acquisitions: In fact,

spokesmen for the major com>
panies, which, have theatre af-
filiates, state that long before
the U. S. civil action they had
decided to do a .little self-di-
vorcement on their own.
A hew tack is that the in-

dies, seemingly inspired by the
cloak of Governmental litiga-

tion, are the ones going in for
the haphazard theatre-building.
The majors feel the brunt of
this when the indies find
themselves embarrassed for
film product, due to ' prior
commitments, and then they
squawk anew to Washington
and to the courts via a flock
of nuisance sui

the propositions Prof. Thurman
Arnold, assistant U. S. attorney gen-
eral, is expected to take up with as-
sociates this week, following absence
from his office most of the last fort-

night.

Silence on the part of the industry
for more than a month irks the Jus-
tice Department: Only response to

Arnold's suggestion of an amicable,
agreement, sent to Gabe Hess Of the
Hays organization within a week
after the petition was filed,' is a curt,

non-committal acknowledgment, to

the effect that the Government's
proposition would be laid before at-

torney's for Paramount, Loew's,
RKO, 20th Century-Fox, and Warner
Bros.

In the face of the industry's pro-
tracted refusal to take a stand, the

Justice Department prosecutors con-
tinue to expect the assailed majors

(Continued on page 21)

Hammons-Alperson-SkirbaU to Set

1938-39 Program for New GN-Educ 1;

Minimum of 30 Pix; Jackson's B. R.

Coast Preview Famine

Hollywood, Sept.
Previewers. had a soft snap last

week. Only one picture projected
for their criticism.

Reason for slump is that most
studios are either well advanced- in

their exhibitor commitments or
have quite a few being edited' and
cut. Local exhibs managed to do
quite well without the preview
prop.

LONDON MUSIC

PUB MAY JAM

UP 'ALEX'

London, Sept. 6.

B. Feldman, music publisher here,

is holding out on 20th-Fox in con-

nection with musical numbers in

'Alexander's Ragtime Band,* for

which clearance had not been ob-

tained up until today (Tuesday).

Feldman still holds rights to

many of the original Berlin'numbers,
while Chappell's has the remainder.
'Alexander' opens, at the Regal
Sept. 23.

. Warners' new thcarre opens with
'Robin Hood' the end of the month
'Saint Martin's Lane' opens at the

Carlton in October.

G0ETZ BRINGING M-G'S

'CITADEL' FROM LONDON

London, Sept. -6.

Metro's 'The Citadel' has been
completed.

The sneak preview p-roving.sati.sfy-

ing, Ben Goetz sails with it on the

Nbrmandie Sept. 7.

Flack Makes Good
Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Lew Smith, former Paramount
flack, has been lipped to ; associate

producer in the Frank Lloyd unit.

He gets screen credit as such in

'If I Were King.'

Pix at Crossroads,

Says PettijohuVGov't

Policing, or Self-Reg

Milwaukee, Sept. 6.

Claiming that the industry today
is at the fork of two roads—self
regulation or another which is to be
policed by a cop—Charles C. Petti-

john, of the Hays office, outlined

his conception of the' film business
as it currently exists, in a talk be-
fore the Wisconsin Motion Picture
reunion here last Wednesday (31).

'If we follow the road of self-

regulation we can continue to con-
duct our own business,' he said. 'The
other road provides us with a po
liceman whose beat is changed so

often he can never learn the busi-

ness. If any of you are thinking of

taking this road, I beseech you to

reflect just for a moment on the fate

of other industries which have felt

the throttling grip of political con-
trol.

'We are still free to choose the
road we shall travel. I am old-
fashioned enough to believe that self-

regulation is the correct course, not
only for ourselves but for the public
we serve. We haven't long to make
up our minds, and by 'we' I mean
all of us—exhibitors, distributors arid

[

producers. We cati !
t just stand still

j

and do nothing. The forces, in and
out of the industry, which would
put us under thumb are on the
march. And we need a united front.

|

i 'First necessity in self-regulation of
j

our trade. .problem's is to adopt- the
j

principle of live and help live. This :

industry cannot operate successfully

under any system which would give
j

one group unfair advantage over

another. Every, group must have
equal opportunity to do business and I

slay in business. . . . All that is re-
|

quired is good faith, integrity and
common" sense. If we have the will

to act, the methods of self-regula-

tion are easy to find. To help us

make up our minds we don't heed
courts., and lawsuits, we don't need
legislatures and .laws. Exhibitors,

distributors 'and producers must
make the decision for themselves.'

Cancelling prior plans to discuss

initial 'season's lineup over the Labor
Day weekend at his home in Ma-
maroneck, N.- Y., E. W.- Hammons
went into huddles yesterday (Tues;).

with Edward L. Alperson and Jack
H. Skirball to lay out the 1938-39

program concurrent with immedi
preparation of papers for incor ra-
tion of the 'company that will reprer
sent the merger of Grand National
and Educational. . Haste being im-'
perative in view of the lateness of
the selling season, the entire '38-39

setup will: probably be set today
(Wed.) or, at the latest^ by the end
of the week.

Under plans to proceed conserva-
tively the first year, the season's out«
put will/number at least 30 features
the initial semester.. How many
more might be made, if more, not
decided, nor just what shorts sched-
ule will be. Shorts will carry the
Educational label.

Having under consideration nu-
merous substitute titles, the tentative,

name of New Grand National may
be changed. If something else isn't

accepted, old company's' name of
Grand National Films may- be
changed to Grand National Pictures,
Inc., Hammons having dislike for the
appellation 'New' which is being
tentatively used to designate the ac-
quired GN organ! tion.

'

Coincident with Immediate plans
for a program schedule for '38-39

and incorporation of the merged
GN-Educatlonal companies, ' ac-
countants are at work making- audits'

which will be forwarded to Wash-
ington for the information of tho
Securities & Exchange Commission.
This will require about a week or
10 days, in the opinion of Hammons.
Having approved the stock setup for
the'new GN company meantime, the
underwriting, of the securities of GN
will be set and officially, announced
when the audits now under prepara-
tion are filed with the SEC. Ham-
mons states' two large houses are
interested in the underwriting. They
are not disclosed pending 'completion
of official procedure with the SEC
The initial payment under the ac-

quisition of GN by Hammons,
(Continued on page 15)
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'Alex Sets Another Kind of Record

Through Almost Getting Back

Its Neg Cost in the First Month

Placed on- national release less than

three weeks ago, date of availability

throught the 20th-Fox exchanges

having .been Aug. 19, 'Alexander's

Ragtime Band' lays clai to the un-

precedented distinction of having

gotten back close to its negative cost

in rentals within that very brief

period. Costing around $1,200,000 to

make, nearly $1,000,000 has already

been r ched in rentals in a com-

paratively small number of key en-

gagements.

A large proportion of the rental

return is credited to two major en-

gagements, the Roxy, N.Y., and the

Chicago, Chicago, with new run

grind records set in both. Picture

is the first irt the history of the Roxy

to go more than four weeks and the

first to do more than two in B.&K.'s

flagship, Chicago, Chi. The total gross

at the Roxy will be arpund $340,000

on the five weeks, while the total for

the 21-iiay run at the. Chicago totals

$148,300. Over $200,000 in film

rental is collected on these two

engagements, a record in each in-

stance. Additionally, as owner of

the Roxy, 20th obtains the theatre

operating profit ort the house after

payment of overhead and the per-

centage to Fanchon & Marco,

operators.

On the four weeks ending Thurs-

day night (1) the Roxy had scored

exactly $283,832 and played to a total

of 636,253 people. On the fifth week,

gauged at $57,000, the attendance will

run more than a quarter of a mil^

Hon. Theatre, on a basis of gross,

could hold a sixth" week, excepting

that other pictures, committed under

contracts, are waiting for their open-

ing (national release dates meantime

having been set and availabilities

being held up), plus that RKO,
buyer of 'Alex' 2d, run, has been

backing *ip its play date calendar

waiting for it:

It is variously estimated that

•Alex' will gross from $3,500,000 to

$4,000,000 in domestic rentals alone.

True to Title

Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Les Goodwins, RKO director,

claims a record for-working his

company on seven different sets

in one day.
He was maki

Racket.'

Douglas Fairbanks is due back
from a European stay on Sept 14,

and goes to . the Coast pronto.

20th Sales Up 10%
Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Selling for the new season at 20th-

Fox is up 10% over the correspond-

ing period for last year, according to

Herman Wobber, general sales chief,

here to confer with Darryl Zanuck

and other production execs.

Bill Hart Takes His

$185,000 UA Suit Up

To U. S. Supreme Court

Washington, Sept. 6.

Squabble between William S. Hart,

past, generation cowboy star, and
United Artists . over split in profits

from 13-year-old thriller was laid

before the U. S. Supreme Court last

week. Hart is requesting a review
of Second Circuit Court of Appeals'

decision nixing his suit foe $185,000

against the distributing company
Fight is Over distribution of rentals

from Tumbleweed.'
UA booked the film in accordance,

with provisions of the contract, Hart
told the judges, but 'knowingly and
intentionally' agreed on low rentals

so that receipts from exhibitors, were
insufficient to cover production
costs, which hit $302,000 without con-
sidering worth of his own' talent.

$87,000 Income Tax

Claim Pursues Sr.

Fairbanks; Appeals

Washington, Sept.

Douglas Fairbanks is latest film

personality to get his back up oyer

the Treasury Department's persist-

ent attempts to snare bigger portions,

of Hollywood income' and has turned
to the Board of Tax Appeals in hope
of. relief- from mounting tax burdens.

Fight over receipts from securities

transactions.- Fairbanks asked the

Board to review the way the Fed-
eral accountants' classified a profit of

$689,594' from sale of bonds..

Government assessed a deficiency

judgment of 7,283 for 1930.

ALAN HALE MULLING

B'WAY PLAY; WB DEAL

Alan Hale is in New York from
the Coast on a possible play; along
with personal business.. Freelancing

in films for a s' 11, a Warner termer
is in work.
Hale came east to look into sales:

angles of a. new theatre seat manu-
facturing firm in which he's inter-

ested/ If Coast deals permit it,

likely he will take a spot in Eddie
Dowiing's forthcoming production of

Madame Capet.'

'CAVALCADE' TITLE

STICKS FOR U. S. PIC

Film industry's feature, 'Cavalcade

of America,' will be known as that

when .it is shown In the theatre

auditorium of the Federal building

at the N. Y. World's Fair next year.

This is the original title, but a pos-

sibility existed that it might be re-

tagged "These United States,' be-

cause E. I. duPont, de Nemours Co.

had protested it had a radio program
bearing the same name. However,
'Cavalcade: of America' Is the best

title and will stick.

Ed Flynn, designated by President

Roosevelt to have charge of the

Government's building and exhibit

at the New York exprsition, asked

the film business to make this fea-

ture for showing in . the Federal

building's theatre. Will Hays and
board of directors pi the Motion Pic-

ture Producers & Distributors, asso-

ciation agreed to. produce the film.

Production largely, will consist of

highlights of American history as

presented in great historical photo-

plays that principal U. S. producers
turned out in the last 20 years. Part

of picture may include a. superj - •

posed description and overlay effect;

!

but this has yet to be ruled on. I

Astoria Plants Extensive Ptod

Necessitates Another New Bldg.

Down but Not Out

Hollywood, Sept. 6.

That old Hollywood tragedy*

'The Face on the Cutting Room
Floor,' was reversed for Wal-

ter Kingsford, playing Tristan

L'Hermite in Paramount's 'If I

Were King.'

Attracted by Kingsford's vil-

lainous face peering from the

sweepings. Producer - Director

-Frank Lloyd inserted half a

dozen close-ups' which' had been

discarded in the first cut of the

film.

MUCH ACTIVITY

IN JULY WALL

Shorting M-G Features

For Foundation Stunt

Hollywood,. Sept. 6.

Four old Metro features are being

cut into 14 shorts as an educa-
tional experiment by Joseph Losey,
financed with $69,000 by the Rocke-
feller Foundation!
Shorts made from 'Captains Cour-

ageous^ 'Men in White,* 'Fury' and
'The Devil Is a. Sissy,' ill be used'

as material on human relations by
the Progressive Education Associa-
tion, N. Y-.

ERWINS EAST FOR PIC

AND PERSONAL TOUR

Speed Up lady'

Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Behind in its production schedule,
Samuel' Goldwyn's 'The Lady and
the Cowboy* is being directed in two
units on the United Artists lot.

Henry C. Potter continues to pilot

the first company! and Stuart Heis-
ler is handling No. 2, completing tie-

ups between' outdoor and indoor
stuff.

Stuart rwin and his wife, June
CoIIycr, will arrive in New York
around Sept. 10 to arrange a per-

sonal appearance tour and make a

picture at the Astoria, L. "I., studios.

Harry Enger of Fanchon &" Marco,
office' is holding up booking at the

Fox theatre, Detroit, until pair work
put their film, studio time. Not set

whether they will tour or film first.

U Drops Whale
Hollywood,

Universal is droppi to

James Whale.
Letting his option lapse Sept. 20.

'GUN' FOR RUBEN
Hollywood, Sept. 6.

J. Walter Ruben's second jqb as

producer at Metro will be 'Gun in

His Hand;' now. being scripted by
Wells Root from an original by Wil-
liam A. Ulman, Jr. Wallace Beery
gets the top role.

Ruben cooperates with Mervyn Le-
Roy irt his first Metro production,
'Stand Up and Fight.' He will, have
complete charge of 'Gun.'

Washington, Sept 6.

Topflight bos s of 20th Century-

Fox dominated resurgence of stock

market trading by film corporation

insiders during July, the i-

monthiy ...Securities & Exchange

Commission report showed last

week. Unusual number . of transac-

tions, ending long period of. in-

activity on the. part of officers and
directors /of pic companies.
Both Joseph M. Schenck and

Darryl . F. Zanuck sheared substan-

tial part of their holdings of 20th-

Fox common. In 16 blocs, peddled
over- the entire, month, the board
chairman unloaded 19,600 tickets,

while Zanuck, in Ave deals over as

many -successive days, turned 10,000

ducats into cash. At month end,

Schenck still accounted for 129,643

shares of common and 23,284 of $1.50

preferred; Zanuck for 152,130 com-
mon and 21,946 preferred.

. Trading also in paper of Warner
Bros,,. Pathe, Loew's Boston and Uni-
versal, while belated report showed
details of April 1936. transactions in

Universal Pictures securities.

Stanleigh P. Friedman; officer and
director, gave away $5,000 worth of

WB debentures, hanging on to $41,-

000. He also holds title to 600 com-
mon shares.
Gurdbn W. Wattles. Pathe board

member, peddled 400 Pathe common,
in two 200-share lots, cutting his in-

terest to. 800 shares.
Loew's continued corralling stray

shares of its Hub realty subsidy
Loew's Boston Theatres. Added 29
more common shares, bringing the
total in the parent company's port-
folio to 99,634.

Series of deals in Universal Corp.-
voting trust certificates by Daniel M.
Sheaffer. In six batches, he disposed
of 600 coupons, cutting his pile to

13,600,, plus his stake in Standard
"Capital Co.'s 26,500. Whiskered re-
port showed P. D. Cochrane in April,
1926, dumped, all of his paper, 688
voting trust certificates of the first

scries, 1,408 of the second series, and
184 pieces of second preferred.
Another overdue statement showed

Daniel C. Collins, added to the Uni-
versal Corp. directorate last year,
has no financial interest in the firm

READY FOR GRID SEASON
Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Metro has three football shorts

ready to be released as soon as the

grid season opens.

Robert Bonchley's 'How to Watch
Football' is a comedy. The other

two are Pete Smith specialty , 'Grid

Rules,' a technical explanation, and
'Football Thrills,' a collection of un-
usual plays from last year's news-
reels.

Spitz Betting $75,000

Corrigan Is an Actor

Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Leo Spitz still hopes to make a
film actor out of Douglas Corrigan.
RKO president paid the 'wrong way'
flyer $25,000 for his biography and
technical advice, and is ready to pay
him $75,000 more, to appear in the
picture tentatively titled 'My Flight
to Ireland.'

Corrigan is slated to report to
Pandro -' Berman, studio production
chief, Sept. 10. Picture is.skeded to
hit the cameras within five weeks.-

Par, Look Mag Have

HoHyw'd Time' Idea;

U's Similar Newsreel

Look magazine In conjunct! n

with Paramount will essay a sort

of March of Time of Hollywood. The

stunt will be a series- -of shorts,

taking,, the public behind the Holly-,

wood scene, - ti in with the Look
periodical. Par and. the Des Moines
Register-Tribune crowd, which pub-,

lishes Look, have, long had a co-

operative exploi tion tieup.

Universal newsreel has just closed

with George McCall, Old Gold's
Hollywood gossiper, for a similar

weekly stunt, treating with the film

studios. McCall gets $100 a week
for this chore.

FAY WRAY REFUSES COL

PIC TERMER FOR B'WAY

ray, who has starr

eral shows at the Spa theatre,' Sara-

toga, is summer, is slated to ap-

pear on Broadway this fall. Picture

player stated she did not wish to re-

turn to Hollywood this season and is

known .to have turned down an of-

fer from Harry Cohn of a termer
with Columbia films,

:
Miss Wray's final appearance at

the Spa was in There's Always
Juliet,' which closed the season there
last week.

Grace Moore's $339,175

Income in '36; U.S. Probes

Washington, Sept. 6.

Government hauled Grace Moore,
Warbler, before the Tax Appeals
board last week in an effort to collect

large amount which she allegedly
failed to pay on her 1936. film and
concert earnings. Bureau of Internal
Revenue levied deficiency assess-

ment of $109,292, on. ground that, en-
tire income is taxable.

Brief presented the board Saturr
day (3) said she pocketed $339,175
in 1936.

M-G Icing Three Rinks

Hollywood, Sept. 6;

Metro, is building three complete
ice rinks to film 'The Ice Folli' ,'

which Harry Rapf will produce and
Reinhold Schunzel direct.

Locale of the rinks will be Holly-
wood, New York and an imaginary
city.

This is the troupe from the Inter-
national Casino, N. Y., which MCA
sold to Metro.

3 Young 'Uns Okayed
Los Angeles, Sept. 6.

Superior Judge Emmet H. Wilson
last. week, approved film and radio
contracts for three femme minors.
Pacts were between Samuel Gold-

wyn and Earleyne Schools; Eddie
Cantor and June Harrison; and

' Loew's-, Inc., and Ann Morriss.

STEVENSON HEADS ERPI
T. .Kennedy Stevenson has been

named president of Electrical Re-
search\Products, Inc., to 'fill the. post
left vacant through the recent death
of Whitford Drake.
Stevenson has been associated with:

Western Electric for. 24 years, serv-
ing as comptroller, ths last 10 years.

With an untitled feature by a.
Waxman and associates, and a not
by Educational - Grand National
spotted, for forthcoming production
tit the Astoria plant. Eastern Service
Studios and Audio Productions', Inc
have drawn plans for a new building'

to be erected adjoining its present
studios. This would provide three
additional studio stages in a struc-

ture the same height at the present
studio building. New- structure would
be 200 by 350 feet in size and fill out
the full square block owned by East-
ern Service.

No date set as yet for start of .con.
struction, and it is possible that
Audio and the educational picture
group of Electrical Research Prod-
ucts might confine all its activities
to the new plant addition. Audio
produces industrial and commercial
subjects.

Feature film which Waxman win
produce is reported as set for Uni-
versal release. The Educational-GN
feature would be among the first to
be turned out under the merged set-
up. It is understood also to be in the
nature of an experiment to deter-
mine how eastern production costs
compare with those on the Coast
where Grand National has made

'

of its features thus far.

William Rowland is now winding
up shooting oh first of group of Span-
ish language features which RKO
will handle- for the Latin-American
market Production on 'One Third
of a Nation,' which Harold Orlob and
associates will make, starts Sept. 6,
with Sylvia Sidney in the lead. Wil-
liam K. Howard and Bernard Steele
also will make 'Home Town' at the
Astoria studio. Both pictures will-

be distributed by Paramount.
Milton Schwarzwald will add to

production activity at the Eastern
Service, plant this month, when, he
swings into .action on additional mu-
sical shorts for the 1838-39 programs
of both Universal and RKO. Educa-
tional unit also- starts on its new
short features this month.

Sylvia Sidney had to return to New
York by Thursday (1) on a. smaller

boat from Europe in order to live up
to her contract with Harold Orlob
for 'One Third of a Nation,' which
specified she must be in New York
three days In advance Of Labor Day
(5).

Par Has Tessei' Pic

For U. S. Release; Wfll

Try for Quota Credits

'Vessel of Wrath,' Charles Lau
ton starrer which Erich Pommer Was
trying to spot for distribution in

U.S. during his stay in U.S. last

month, will be handled by Para-

mount. Deal will be signatur

shortly.

The British-made feature will be

used by ' Paramount in fulfilling its

quota lineup the first year of' the

new English quota act. Effort will,

be made to obtain at least $150,000

gross rental on the picture in the

U.S. market. This will enable Par

to receive credit for two. quota pic-

tures. If below that figure, but in

excess of $100,000, distributors figure

it will give Paramount one quota

credit.

BENNY-LAM0UR TEAM

IN PAR'S 'ABOUT TOW
Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Dorothy Lamour co-s rs ;

.
with

Juck Benny in Paramount's 'Man

About Town,' a comedy based on

Bcnn W. Levy's original.

Production starts Nov.. 14. w
.

ilh

Arthur Hornblow, Jr., producing

and Mark Sandrich directing.

11 Kick Off in Sept. at RKO

Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Starting tomorrow (Wednesday).

RKO is slated to roll 11 pictures dur-

ing September.' 'Picardy Max,' a

Cliff Reid production, is the fust t°

go, followed by 'Law est of Tomb-

stone,' Sept; 12.

Three more, 'Pacific Liner, 'L°ve

Match' and an untitled Gcor6e

O'Brien starrer, get the gun Sept. 15.

'Trailer Romance;' Sept. 20; 'Sorority .

House' and 'The Castles;' *«"

Astaire-Rogers. Sept. 21; 'Miss a,

Sept. 23, and 'Memory of Love find

•Little Orvi ,' Sept. 30.
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FALSE FACES OVER H'WOOD
: r 5

.

Radio StiO Peeved Because Fix Biz

Overlooked 'Em with Some of That Ad

Coin; Talk 'Reprisals' on Film Plugs

freedom of Press' Issue in Fox

Movietone's Loss of 'Klondike' Shots

Philadelphia, Sept. 6.
:

Fox-Movietone cameras arid 'sound

taulpment and 665 feet of film were

wnflscated last Thursday by city

Sflcials investi ting the roasting to

death of four convicts at Holmesburg

Prison. An assistant district attor-

ney ordered police tolake the equip-

ment and reels from J. Dennis Welsh,

chief of the crew despite the fact

Welsh had previously obtained per-

mission to shoot the footage frorn

the' coroner, who Is nominally : sup-

posed to be In charge of the prison.

When Welsh refused to budge

from the scene until
,
his film and

camera were returned, the d.a., John

Boyle, went before Common Pleas

Court Judge Gerald F. Flood with

a petition to impound the pix. Film

was ordered impounded, but Boyle

was Instructed by the court to re-

turn the' equipment Welsh was
principally angered at the confisca-

tion of his equipment, valued at $18,-

000, because he needed it the next

day for the start of the Davis Cup
; matches at the Germantown Cricket

Club.

Film, which has been sent to New
York for developing and will be re-

turned' to the crew if it includes

nothing to injure the State's case

against prison officials, were of

preparations for a test of the heating

'apparatus in the 'Klondike,' where
file convicts were roasted.

Boyle argued that release of the

Sim uncensored might not only ob-
struct justice, but might 'jeopardize

an important homicide, case right in

the middle of a trial and even might
jive the defense grounds to' demand'

. a change of venue.'

.Robert N. Green, attorney for

Fox-Movietone, told Judge Flood the
"da. had used 'high-handed methods
and emphasized that the men were
inside

, the prison walls taking pic-

tures, with the specific consent of

Coroner Hersch. He declared Boyle's
.action 'infringes on the freedom of
the press.'

Judge Flood said he wanted to be
' wry careful . about infringing on the

v

freedom of the press, but felt the
.alms might prove too dangerous to
• an Important case to be shown un-
censored. Hersch later withdrew his

permission when Boyle so: vehenv
ently objected to the shooting of the
Pix. In giving the okay to Welsh,
the Coroner .'stipulated that print's

for simultaneous release, had to be
provided to all other major news-
reels,

In the crew from which detectives
took the truck containing films and
*?uipment were included sound
technician James McKeoh, electrician
John Hawking and cameraman U. B.
Whipple.

ADJOURN RKO REORG

UNTIL END OF SEPT.

The hearing on the confirmation
of the RKO reorganization plan,

•flglnally set for this Thursday (8),

*ul be further adjourned until the
week of the month. It was

learned yesterday (Tuesday) that
>Mge Bondy will not return to the
tench until then arid, as a result,
V°L" H. C. Rickaby, counsel to the
Woponents of the plan, will ask.
Judge andelbaum to adjourn the
"earing.

The same action will be taken on

if
apPlicat'°n for fees by George

A1?er, special master, who has not
guested a lefinite amount.

It's Done in Sixes

Long Time No Tumble

Hollywood, Sept. 6.

David O. Selznick achieved
another record by the purchase
of 'The Married Life of Helen
»nd Warren,' longest serial in

newspaper history. It was
started 25 years ago by Mabel
Urner arid is still going.

Selznick also owns 'Gone with
the Wind.'

Columbia Pix Net Profit

$183,392, as Against

$1,317,771 in '37

Columbia Pictures net profit, after

all charges, taxes and other deduc-

tions, totalled $183,392 for the fiscal

year ended June 25, statement sent

to stockholders is week revealed.

This compares with $1,317,771 net

profit for fiscal year endi' in June,

1937.

Decrease in profits was recorded

despite the fact that gross income

from. 'film rentals and sales totaled

$20,101,699. fost of amortizing pro-

duction figured as the largest single

item to be deducted from, this total,

being $12,230,387. General admi is-

trative and selling expense also was
a large item being placed at $6,-

598,216. Taxes set the company back

$36,484.

Columbia showed that it paid out'

$585,577 in dividends, with almost

equal amounts of . cash on both the

common and preferred shares. In-

cluded in this total was. $117,214

which was supposed to represent the

value of common -shares distributed

as stock dividends.

Company's earned surplus as' of

June 25 this year was placed at $4,-

098i680, as "a result of operations in

the past fiscal year. Report also re-

vealed that the company issued

500,000 of its six-year 4%% deben-

tures in that period, being placed

privately with an insurance' com-
pany.

. Registers Stock

Washi , Sept. 6.

Permit to register another batch

of voting trust certificates and al-

ready authorized common stock was
sought from the Securities & Ex-

change Commission Thursday (1) by
Columbia Pictures Corp.

Trustees asked to have listed on

the New York Stock Exchange cou-

pons for 34,454 shares of no-par, as

well as the securities themselves.

Also want to register 36,272 com-
mon ducats on the New York Curb.

Hollywood, Sept. 6.

It will take six weeks to complete
*•* days of actual shooting of re-
«k» on David O. Selznick's 'The
"ung in Heart.'
Required for some of the scenes"e

.,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., cur-.

?.nt|y working in RKO's 'Gunga
and Roland Young, busy

'

"al Roach's Topper Takes a Tri .'

Field Day for Needle

Workers at Warners
Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Dressmakers and tailors are get-

ting a heavy play at Warners, with

five heavy budget productions re-

quiring 2,800 costumes.

Requirements are 1,000 for 'Jua-

rez'; 500 for 'The Sea Hawk'; 300

for 'Dodge City'; 750 for 'Memphis

Belle,' and 250 for 'Oklahoma Kid.'

En-oll Flynn is slated for the top

role in 'Dodge City,' second of the

Technicolor supoi-outdoorers, ic-

ture set to roil about Oct. 15. War-

ners' other prairie linter is 'Okla-

homa Kid,' starring James Cagncy

and Ann Sheridan, due for a mid-

September start. Both screenplays

are by Robert Buckner.

Studios' Paint-and-Wig Spe-
cialists verworked—

-

Cycle of Outdoor and Cos-

tume Specs Call for Un-
usual Transformations

Doran Back West
D. A. Doran. east for conferences

at the Columbia home office, left

yesterday (Tues.) for the Coast.

, In the east two Weeks, he will
;

' make periodic trips back and forth.
|

! probably corning on again shortly

;

! to see the new crop of fall plays. 1

BULL MARKET

By BOB MOAK
Hollywood,. Sept. 6.

These are golden days for Holly-
wood's army of studio makeup ar-
tists. Because of the flood of out-
door spectacles and . unusual cos-
turners carrying heavier-than-usual
casts, the demand for grease paint
spreaders, and Wig and chin spinach
specialists is running fair in excess
of the supply. Result- is that all

those of the clan who want it are in

a position to pile up fancy overtime
earnings.
Record number of. pictures cur-

rently being shot in Technicolor is

further swelling the makeup prob-
lem. Paint, formerly purchased in

gallon units, is now being bought by
the barrel.

Headaches seem to be the order of

the season for production executives,

what with the regular, studio ' con-
tract and freelance face and hair
toucher-uppers, as well as those em-
ployed by the Factor and Westmore
cosmetic and wig plants, booked
solidly until late into the fall.

Most monumental task yet pre-
sented any talker factory makeup
bureau is that of converting human
thesps Into the semi-human charac-
ters in Metro's 'The Wizard of Oz,*

which producer Mervyn Le Roy will
send before the cameras within the
next few days. Calling for such
screwy characterizations as the
Munchkins, the Cowardly Lion, the
Scarecrow, the Tin Woodman and
the Wicked Witch of the West, 'Qz,'

which will be turned out as a tinter,

has occupied the vastly swelled
makeup personnel of the Culver
City lot for more than, two months.

Lion-Sized Job
Munchkins, to' be played by

midgets, will wear plastic masks de-
signed by Jack Dawn.

.
More than

150. of these, bearing the same, char-
acteristics, but of a necessity evi-

dencing distinct personalities, have
been manufactured. Cowardly Lion
will wear a lion skin which sets a
mark as the largest wig ever made.
Instead of using a real skin, which
by no stretch of the imagination
could be made to fit a full-sized ac-

tor,, a synthetic one has been assem-
bled hair by hair.

Filming of exteriors for 'Gunga
Din,' near Lone Pine, has James
Parker, RKO makeup chief, and his

big crew working day and night.

(Continu on page 22)

Ti Typed

Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Two tinsmiths were required
to tailor Buddy Ebsen's costume
in Metro's 'The Wizard of Oz.'

His role is the Tin Woodman
and his clothes are ^made of
sheet aluminum.

Television Tourists

(At 55c Per Tour) See

Themselves Via Visio

Television Tour, latest to be In-

augurated by National roadcasting

Co. in Radio City, began giving the

public intimate gl>npses of sight-

sound secrets last Thursday (1).

High spot of tour, admission for

which is 55c, is when members of
touring party are televized. Stunt,

is cleverly arranged so that some
members may see into television
studio Atjhile sight-sound broadcast is

in progress and then see the tele-

vision program on four different
television sets at same instant.-

Screen image shown on sets Is

clearer, and more lifelike than those
shown . by NBC-Radio Corp. several
months ago before it temporarily
halted test televizing. Television
tourists are brought through from
the adjacent studio room by means
of coaxial cable. No makeup of any
sort needed, indicating how far
television :has progressed in the
hands of NBC engineers.
For this tour, the usual 441 lines

standard is employed with the image
approximately 7 by 9 inches in size,

same as when last viewed by the
public i New York. . Black and
white objects appear on the televized
screen, admittedly a stride forward
although employed before.'

Remainder of tour consists of word
description, of equipment and
methods used in television, in the
past and at present time. Tour has
what is known as a self-contained
unit and is separate from the one
currently in use for experimental
telecasts from Station W2XBS, atop
Empire State building tower, by
NBC-RCA.
When the N. Y. World's Fair opens

next year, tour probably will be
elaborated so that telecasting and re-,

ceiving between the exposition
grounds, where RCA will have an
extensive television exhibit in its

building, and the RCA building.
Whole tour is through a series of
rooms oh the ninth floor of the RCA
structure.

Forcing Holdovers

To Offset Nabe

IsMpls/Way

Theatres' Inroads

Minneapolis, Sept.

The latest 'way for local down-

town first-run houses to combat the

inroads on their busi from

curtailed buying power and from
the neighborhood and suburban
houses, helped by lower admission

prices, parking advantages, etc.,. is

to extend more engagements. Given

a product break like they're now
getting it's a logical procedure, they

claim. More films than ever before

are being held over and a. picture

now will be given a second week
f

or longer engagement on consider-

ably loss initial business. I

As a result, the downtown first-

run spots get more out of the pic-

|

lures. By delaying the films" ar-

:

rival uptown and in the suburbs,

they overcome some of the public

!

tendency to' wait and save. The I

psychological effect of extended
loop runs, it's, found, is to increase
the average person's desire to sec
the attraction immediately.
Then, too, it's pointed out. there

are fewer hew first-run attractions
to split the available business and
oven the weaker newcomers get a

better boxoffice break. In this con-
nection, it's felt, the trade attracted
by the holdovers comes under the
head of additionally created patron-
age—as far as the loop houses
are concerned—that never would
have come into being except for

the extended first-runs, business

;

that wouldn't have reached down-

1

town. Under, present conditions.!
too, there's only a li itcd amount i

of;- trade' available for new. altrac-i

tibns and too many of thcrn can't be
supported. -The holdovers .help to.:

solve this problem, it's believed.

Washington, Sept. 6.

Radio means business in checki

on the gratuities given the film i

duslry. Vendetta looks sure, par-
ticularly in view of picture leaders'

refusal to. give broadcasting stations

a slice of the big fund raised to

build good-will through 'Best Enter-
tainment' campaign.

.
Attitude of the film crowd' has.

strengthened determination to con-
duct a thorough study into radio sta-

tions' generosity. Survey outlines
now being pondered by the National
Association of Broadcasters, with
Paul Peters, researcher, is due to be-
gin active inquiring within a few
weeks.

In the week'sine'e Ed Kirby, NAB
public relations boss, chided Howard..
Dietz, Metro p.a, about the intent

to use newspapers predominantly in

the business-building effort,' the
radio industry has received no ex-
planation, no alibis, apologies, or
promises.. Unconcern of the Hays
organization about holding' the good-
will of broadcasters—particularly
while films are trying to win friend-
ship of the public—seems to be ir-

ritating the radioites specially.

Only - response since the Kirby
letter was from Jim Stahlman, presi-

dent of American Newspaper Pub-
lishers Association, disclaiming any.
thought among the press of freezing
out radio. This was heartening, as
it improved prospects of better rela-
tions between, broadcasters and
newspapers.

Reciprocity Angles.

While no direct threats have been
uttered, the NAB staff

.
expects to

collect data showing film moguls that
radio has been very open-handed
and Is entitled to some, return.
Among the matters due for examina-
tion are; (1) amount of gratis time
for 'previews,' gossip, spielers, nut-
shell dramatizations; (2) extent of
plugging for film tunes; (3) use of
platters arid fr chatter sent out by
Hollywood praiseries; (4) number of
stars employed on radio programs.
Broadcasters take, the attitude that

they have built up film personalities
arid attracted new crop of picture
customers. Good business tactics,

since novel airwave personalities

have stimulated listener interest..

But the talent has been compensated
when hired for commercial pro-
grams,- so radio cannot be accused
of widespread . chiseling. On the
contrary, chains often have Identi-

fied musical numbers with current
or forthcoming screen features as a
matter of course, ithout com-
pensation. [This seemingly refers to

an ASCAP requisite that a copy-
righted tune from any production,
stage or screen, must credit its

source by title.]

What will be done with the data
is a matter for Neville Miller arid

the directorate. Probability the
NAB will move in on film execu-
tives and talk pointedly- suggesting
that the relations in the future be
on a two-way basis and emphasizing
that one-sided good neighborliness
will not go on forever.

Northwest Radio's Beef

Seattle, Sept. G.

Radio execs are not feeling very
happy since the $250,000 Movie Quiz
broke here Sept, 1, leaving them out
on a limb as far as spending money
in the outlets is concerned. Local
committee in charge of the promo-
tion here is using only blade and
while, all of the sheets breaking
with first page layouts and reams
of publicity. The radio boys are
keeping mum but thinking plcnly
and do not expect to retaliate, but
naturally are hot cheering sinre they
are not to .gel sumc of the easy
money that is being spent.

Kddie Rivers, p. a. for. a rick-

Kvcrgreen, and .Jack Sampson. doing
the same trick for ,Slrrhiig chain nf
houses, say tlic.v derided to use one
media of expression for carrying out
the campaign, feeling they could. <\<>

.(Continued- on page 1!>>
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Benny Goodman-Bailor Saul to Nice

$50,000; Cm' Biz Very Good All Over;

Henie 12G, Lloyd Astaire 18G 2d

Chicago, Sept. 6.

u.w season Is under way this week

Ja all"theatres,
particularly under

£?|alaban * Kate Jbanner,,spread

Selves with additional advertis-

?S5Swy and exploitation; Weather

flSXg««. anVwlth Labor Day
»^?the theatres currently have

Sgtog about which to squawk.

EflisFup and down the line.

rMcaeo continues with its parade

JScT attractions which has had

JLfrwicket whirling like a pror

££r these last eight weeks. If

JSrthW the turnstiles are whizzing

SStnan usual over Labor Day
2* with .Benny Goodman or-

I«tra heating up the customers.

5§te fie Chicago still doesn't

we as the Jitterbug center of

Sa nation, as does the Paramount

ta 'New York, the youngsters^ are

nevertheless shagging up and^down
the aisles, with the ushers trying

Lniv to keep the runways clear.

In for two weeks, Goodman is a

cinch tor nice -trade, this being

hu first theatre appearance in Chi-

cago despite fact; he originally

clicked locally at the Congress hotel,

Switching suddenly on booking,

B 4 K. pushed 'Lucky Star' into the

Roosevelt and detoured- 'Professor

Beware' Into the Apollo. It has be-

come B. & It's intention, more and
more, to keep the Roosevelt for at-

tractions which, have femme appeal

lud deliver the slapstick, gunplay

md more masculine-appeal flickers

Into the Apollo and Garrick.

Holding for additional looping cur-

rently are 'Carefree,' 'Antoinette' and
3oy Meets Girl.'

. Estimates for This Week
&a»li« (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65)—

Professor Beware' . (Par). Looking
tiittd to a sprightly session with
tor/of Labor weekend , aid, and
lading to: $5,500, good. Last
nek, 'Andy Hardy' (MG) concluded
iterrlf loop gallop to $5,000. Picture
ijnunife from the bell,

aicaco (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
tlve Me. Sailor' (Par) and Benny
:Gttdman orchestra on stage. Strict-

ly the stage pull currently though
Xirtha Raye pictures have done
insistently well around here. Zing-
os to a high-numeral session of at
hast $50,000 from the getaway. Go-
af at the rate

;

of six .. shows daily
m only a question of turnover. Last
nek, 'Alexander' (20th) finished
third smackeroo stanza to hefty
WOO.
Gttrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65)—

Inf Meets Girl' (WB). Filling in
lor the most part, shoving in here
liitr a quickie stay in the Roosevelt.
Wl go to about $6,500, good. Last
nek, 'Crowd Roars' (MG) wound
H>

Its third loop stretch to $5,100,

Mice (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)
-tarefree' (RKO) and vaude (2d
wek). Holding well and with the
Widay strength will turn in, a
taig-up $18,000. Started slowly last
w« but picked up momentum and
Wlked away with $24,700, strong.

Iweyelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-
'S^lucky Star' (20th). In quicklyM looks.like easy $12,000 this week,
gettug plenty of matinee aid oh kids
'"Fjk skater. Last week, 'Boy Meets
Girl' (WB) faded to $8,000, meek for
• wrt-ninner.

i..^|«-Uke (Jones) (2,700; 25-35-
JWJ^'Fast Company' (MG) and
™«e. Repeat in loop for picture

J«
«tu good here. Steady pace of

«J» holds to $10,500 currently,
WSts. Last week, 'Reformatory'

was meat-atid-drink for this

J*M>d the shekels totaled to fine

Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;

Sf5"!5)—'Antoinette' (MG) (2d

J**).
Femmes banging down the

jws and continuing in second week
?ffi?

Mul *16,00O after grinding out
JWUOping $20,500 last week. Held
"^n by length of flick.

far Hypoes Lincoln ;

Texans' Good $4,000
,

Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 6.

wTj'^a State Fair is in full swing
?Uv? /es are getting goodly share

J« out-of-town trade. Stuart sin-

Sni» Si2.
g00d one for visitor atten-

SlC;jne Texans,' which is a natu-
yiv.tn's territory. Lincoln's dual
u «cn Man, Poor Girl' and 'Give

ViL-i
ailor ' is also okay,

i S'y'S going through remodel-
JgWK staying open. Will probably
STi'. L about three or four days
**ifc «.I

he month and then reopen™« runs. Scale will advance
Present 10- 15c to 10-25-35c.

lllJSr
llnates for This Week

•Wt£ (c°oper) (1,200; 10-15)-
*ill

Ues
.

,ReD > and 'Accidents
tr cSf£?*

n (WB), split with 'Coun-
De*n

a
',
r̂ an' (20th) and 'Drums of

*e»klft,
.(Cres). Fair $900. Last

«ehi' r
Express' (U) and 'Wildw

* < th), split with 'Bulldog

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . .. .$i,832.20»
(Based on 26 cities, 169 thea-

tres, chiefly first runs, Includino
N. V.)
Total Gross Sam* Week
Last Year. . . .»1J89,7M

(Based on 22 cities, 154 theatres)

Drummond' (Par) and 'Speed to
Burn' (20th), fair $900.
Lincoln (Cooper) (1,600; 10-25-35)

—'Rich Man' (M-G) and '.Sailor'
(Par). Good $3,000. Last week 'Col-
lege Swing' (Par) and 'Dangerous to
Know' (Par) split with 'Give Mil-
lion' (20th) and 'Passport Husband'
(20th), fair $2,700.
Stuart CCooper) (1,900; 10-25-40)—

Texans' (Par). Will go well and
probably $4,000. Last week 'Letter'

(U) $3,700, good, but less . than ex-
pected.

BALTO STEADY;

'SPAWN* NICE

$9,000

Baltimore, Sept. 6.

Steady if not sensational biz right
down the line here this week, with
nice lineup of product and cool, holi-
day; interlude helping matters.
'Spawn of North,' at Keith's arid
'Carefree,' at the combo Hipp, are
leading the parade, but not too far
ahead, of the other entries.
Third - week of 'Alexander' holding

strong at the New, running up a
possible record for that limited
scater.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000: 15-

25-35-40-55) — 'Has Nancy' (M-G).
Getting some play on strength of
marquee names, with nice $7,500 the
possible count. Last week, 'Woman'
(.M-G) poor $5,100..

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.205;
15-25-35-40-55) — 'Carefree' (RKO)
and vaude headed by Tommy
Tucker's or,ch. ' Probably okay.
$11,000. Last week, 'Breaking Ice'

(RKO), owing it all to ballyhooed
seventh anniversary stage layout
headed by Frances. Langford and.
Red Skeltoh, packed them in all

week to socko $18,300.
Keith's fSchanberger) (2,460; 15-

25^35-40-55 )-«-'SpawnT (Par). Step-
ping' along to pleasing $9,000. Last
week, five days of 'Sailor' (Par),
nothing much at $2,900..

New (Mechanic) (1,558: 15-25-35-
55)—'Alexander' (20th) (3d week).
Maintai ing a healthy pace to $6,000,

after booming total of $19,000 for

first two weeks.
Stanley (WB) (3.250; 15-25-35-40-

55)—'Boy Meets Girl' (WB). Not
getting gross looked for, with just

fair $7,000 indicated. Last week,
'Racket Busters' (WB), pleasing

$8,600.

CANADIAN NAT'L EXPO

DENTS TORONTO 15%

Toronto, Sept.. 6.

First week of Canadian National
Exhibition here has dented theatre

attendance an estimated 15% but de-

luxers show a good profit, with 'Al-

ex?nder's Ragtime Band' as top
grosser, but 'Crowd Roars' crowding.
Third and final stanza of 'Alexander'

will bring the figure up to. $34,000

for the run after a first-week zoom
of $16,000.

Influx of C.N.E. visitors might gen-
erally be expected to boost the b.o.,

but reverse is. fact, During the two
weeks of the Expo, locals flock to the
outdoor atractions while visitors,

under current release practice, have
seen the present film crop simul-

taneously with, or possibly a little

before the big town. Presence at

C.N.E. of such dance bands as Benny
Goodman. Guy Lombardo, Buddy
RoKors and Tommy Dorsey isn t

helping downtown show biz either.

Estimates tor This .Week
Imperial (FP-Can) (3.373: 25-35-

50)—-Spawn of North' (Par), oft to-

very good $7,200. Last week, 'Boy

Meets Girl' iWB). Kood Sfi.800.

Loew's iLocw' (2.G11: 25-35-50)

—

'Crowd Roars' (M-G). Should garner

$8,500 and will hold over. Last week.

•Andy Hardy' (M-G) good $7,100 on

second stanza.
SheaV i FP-Can) (2.603; 25-40.) —

'Army Girl' fRcp) ahd 'Prison Farm
(Pai ). Passable at $4,000. Last week,

'Little Tough Guy' (U) and 'Sinners
in Paradise* (U), fair $4,800,
Tlvoll (FP-Can) (1,433; 25-40) —

•Tropic Holiday" (Par) and 'You and
Me' (Par). Middling $3,200. Last
week, 'White Banners' (WB) and
'Cowboy from Brooklyn' (WB), fair
$3,600.
Uptown (FP-Can) (2.761; 25-35-50)— Alexander' (20th) (3d wk). Snar-

ing $8,700 for third lap, very good;
last week, excellent $11,500 after,
smash $16,000 on initial six days,

lUCKYSTAR'BIG

328500, DETROIT

B way Bullish, 'Can't Take Wow 120G,

'Andy-Harvest Mooners Sock $39,000,

'Alex 57G 5th, letter 20G,W 13G

Detroit, Sept. <J. ..

Despite hefty opposish from free
Gold Ciip races on Detroit River,
Michigan State Fair and other out-
door attractions, local film row sur-
vived the Labor Day holiday with
some to spare.

.
'Lucky Star,' plus stage show at

the Fox, looks like the winnah, with.
'Marie Antoinette' and 'Alexander's
Ragtime Band,' both holdovers, con-
tinuing to click at the UA and Adams,
respectively.

Estimates for This Week -

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40)—
'Alexander' (20th) (2d run) plus
'Safety in Numbers- (20th), dual.
Former opus moved here after two
smash sessions at Fox: headed for:
nice $6,000. Last week about: $3,900,
okay,, for .'Little Tough Guy' (U)
plus 'Limberlost' (Mono).
Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—

•Lucky Star' (20th) plus stage show.
Clicking ni ly for around $28,500,
aided by extra holiday price sked.
Last stanza $22,500, spiffy, for second
session' of 'Alexander' (20th), fol-
lowing riotous $42,500 first week.

Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000;
30-40-65)^'Sing You Sinners' (Par)
plus 'Men Are Such Fools' (WB),
dual. Figured .at $9,500, good. Last
week, $9,200, .pretty, good in view of
opposish, for 'Spawn of North' (Par)
and 'Give Me a Sailor' (Par).
Palms-State (UD) (3,000; 30-40-50)

—'Spawn of North' (Par) (2d run)
plus 'Paroled from Big House', (In-
die)^ dual. Former pic moved here
from. Michigan and look's good for
$5,100. ' Last stanza,. 'Clitlerhouse'
(WB) (2d run) and 'Army Girl'
(Rep) just under $5,000, okay-.
United Artists (UD) (2,000; 30-40-

55)--'Man'e. Antoinette' (MG> (2d
week). Clicking off neatly at $11,-

500 following smash $16,500 for .first

session, which reopened house after
two-month layoff. May hold for
third stanza.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ...... .$388^4*

(Based on 12 theatres)

Total Gross Same erk
Last Vear $4

(Bused oil. 14 theatres)

ALL SEATTLE FIX BIG;

'SINNERS' FINE $7,500

Seattle, Sept. 6.

The four new ones for Labor Day
week are

,
'Letter of Introduction,'

at Fifth; 'I Am Law,', at Liberty;
'Sing: You Sinners,' at. Orpheum, and
'My Lucky Star' at Paramount. La-
bor Day influx helped all houses.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 27)—'Draciila' (U) and 'Frank-
enstein' (U) (2d week ), Five days,
getting big $7,800. Last week, same
pi'cts., great $5,400.
Coliseum (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(1,900; 21-32)—'Blind Mice' (20th)
and 'Swiss Miss' (M-G). Headed
for good $3,000. Last week, 'Block-
ade' (U) and 'Rascals' (20th), $2,700.

Colonial (Sterling) (800; 10-21)—
'Justice' (Par) and 'Reckless Living'
(U), split with 'Double Danger'
(RKO) and 'Arizona' (Col). Indi-
cate big $2,500. Last week, 'Blondes
Work' (WB) and Trip to Paris'
(20th) split with 'Hawaii Calls'

(RKO) and 'Heart of Rockies' .(Rep),
dandy $2,100.
Fifth Avenue (Hamrick-Evergreen)

—'Letter' (U). Running nine days
and looks like big $8,500. Last week,
'Alexander' (20th), five days of seer
ond week, good $4,500.
Liberty (J-vH) (1,800: 21-32-42)—

'Am Law' (Col). Big campaign get-

ting big. $6,500. Last week, 'Nowhere'
(Col) and 'City Streets' (Col), $4,-

800, good.
Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 32-37-42)—'Spawn' (Par). From
Paramount for third week here.
Anticipate great S4.800. Last week.
'Andy Hardy' (M-G) and 'Rich Man* I

(M^G) (3d week). $3,100. big.
|

Orpheum (Hamrick-Everyrcen )

'

(2.600; 32-37-42)—'Sinners' iPar) '

and 'Danger on Air' <U). Paced at i

great $7,500. Last week, 'Touch Guy'
J

(U) and 'Speed' f 20tl> ). Tair S4.400. 1

Palomar (Sterling-.) ( 1.350: .
1.6-27- !

37)—'Music Mountain' (Rep) and
'Wild NiKht' (20th). diial. and vaude.
Anticipate biR $4.5 Last week.
'Blind Alibi' (RKOt and 'Leather-

necks' (Repi. and vaude. $4,100. good.
Paramount (Mnmrick-Evci Ki cen

)

(3.049: 32-37-42 ) - 'Lucky Star'

(20th) and 'Smashinv Rackets'

(RKO). Indiciilf. meat $0,000. Las)

week, 'Spawn
-

(Par), six days, sec-

ond Week, oke $5,500.

Roosevelt ..(Sterling) .(B00: 21-32

»

—'Hoosier Schoolboy" 'Mono! and

'Man's Castle' -(Cn'l ' i rehsuc'). Good
$2,300. Last week. 'Holiday' (Col)

and 'Morgue' (U ) S2..400,. bi

Heavy influx of out-of-towners
over the three-day Labor Day week-
end move than made lip for absent-
ing natives who scrammed else-
where, managers claiming better
play than for the same holiday
period last year. lesser money to-
tals created by fact there are several
key holdovers this week. Business
was better than average Friday night,
usually off when a ,holiday is coming,
While Saturday, Sunday and Monday
(3-4-5) was powerful all the way,
though drop-off occurred after 7 p.-

m. Monday night (5), as expected,
when folks started for back home.
It is estimated that about 75% of the
patronage represented visitors. . ith
,the natives back to town, business
opened excellently yesterday morn-
ing (Tues.)' and had the Roxy con-
sidering a sixth week for 'Alexander.'

Labor Day accounted for one of
the best grosses the Music Hall will
have had, $120,000 appearing in
the .bag with 'You Can't Take It

With Yo'u,' while two other houses,
Roxy and Par, 'on' holdovers, beat
their- prior week's grosses. Hall's top
was scored by 'Top Hat,' over Labor
Day in 1936, at $134,800, in inclement
weather as against sunshine and
warmth this yeaiy'while .'Prisoner of
Zenda' last winter did S122.000.
Third week for -'Sing You Sinners'

and Phil Spitalny, plus.ZaSu Pitts;

at the Paramount, ending last night
(Tiies.) was close to $41,000, as com-
pared with $39,500 the prior (2d'
week), while 'Alex,' given a terrific
push over Labor. Day, .may go to
$57,000 on its current (5th) week as
against $55,500 the fourth.
On its first four weeks having

grossed $283,832, playing to 636,253
persons, the approximate total for the
run of five weeks for 'Alex' will be
$340,000 and attendance over three-
quarters of a. million,.truly phenome-
nal. The decision not to go a sixth,
week, though grossing pace suggests
ability to do several additional
rounds, is prompted by necessity of
20lh-Fox to get 'Alex' rolling in sub-
sequent, runs, plus the fact - 'My
Lucky Star' is being held up on first
run. Roxy yesterday (Tues.) adver-
tised it would open the doors at 11
a.m., but due to heavy crowds, was
forced to open at 10:20 instead.

! The State and Strand, with their
stage show-policies apDealing to the
out-of-town crowds, are very- strong,
the holiday again proving that the
folks from the outside usually veer
to the theatres which have some-
thing in. person with the pictures.
This accounts in part for straight
filmers like the Rivoli and Capitol
running behind the five combination
houses.
Second-run State, with 'Love Finds

Andy Hardy' and, m person, Ed Sul-
livan and the Harvest Moon dance
winners, will -do around $39,000, best
since Mae West played the house last
spring ana not far from the record
of $45,000 held by Rudy Vallee. The
Strand, on its second (final) week of
'Boy Meets Girl' and Ben B rnie,
will be $30,000 or better. This com-
pares with $35,000 the opening week
of the new oolicy.
Behind the stage show houses arc

'Three Loves Has Nancy,' which will
be satisfactory though under hopes
at about $24,000 for the Capitol: 'Let
tor of Introduction,"

Ave. Kid' (Rep). . An Unusually
strong grosser for this spot,' looking
$13,000 or bit over. Will hold. Last
•week, 'Bulldog Drummond' (Par)
finished poorly, under $6,000.
Globe (1,274; 25-40-55)—'Safely in

Numbers' (20th). New Jones family
release opened here Monday (5) and
off fairly good. In ahead, 'Gladiator'
(Col), here for eight days, went to
$8,100, good.

Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Little
Tough Guy' (U) (2d run) and 'Meet
the Girls' (20th) (1st run), dualed.
Fair going here again, probably
about $8,500. Last week. 'Gateway'
(20th) and 'Mother Carey's Chickens'
(RKO). both 2d run, doubled S9.000.
Paramount (3.664; 25-35-50-85-99)

—'Spawn of North' (Par) and Eddy
Duchin band, plus Three Stooges,
opens this - morning (Wed.). The
third -(final) week for 'Sing You Sin-
ners' (Par), plus Phil Spitalny and
ZaSu Pl.tts. was nearly $41,000,,
mighty. This topped . the second
week's take, first time that ever hap-
pened in this house, second lap be-
ing $38,500.
RadU City Music Hall (5,980; 40-

60-84-99-S1.65)—'Can't Take It With
;You* (Col) and- stage -show. Smash
business being recorded here on the
first week, chances looking- good for
$120,000, close to best in history of
house. Starts second heat tomorrow
(Thurs.). Play on which picture is.

based- continues on Broadway and
over holiday was sellout Last week
here, second for 'Four Daughters'
(WB), $86,000. excellent.
Rialto

. (750; 25-40-55)—' issing.

Guest- (U). Opened here yesterday
morning (Tiics;). 'Blockheads' (M-G)
on .9% days scored a' little .over
$10,000, good.

RIvoll (2,092:25-55-75-85-90)—'Let-
ter of Introduction' (U).' Starts sec-
ond week today (Wed.), "though dis-
appointing on the first seven days at
this side of $20,000. May pick up as
word gets around. Final (2d) week
for .'Little Tough Guy' (U) only
$7,000, poor.
Eoxy (5,836: 25-40-55-75)—'Alex*

(20th) and stage show (5th-flnal
.week). Unprecedentcdly steady
grosser, with aid of Labor Day, will
beat fourth week's take by going to

'

$57,000 or close. The fourth stanza'
also went over expectations, closing
at $55,500. Run of five weeks at
around $340,000 is reallv something
for the files.

Strand (2.767; 25-55-75)—'Boy
Meets Girl* (WB) and Ben Bernie
(2d-final week). Weht to a strong
$35,000 first week and on holdover
will be $30,000 or a little better, exr
cellent. Good profit, despite what
was spent on opening new policy,
will be shown. 'Valley of Giants*"
(WB) and Ozzie Nelson band opens
Friday (9). ft

State (3,4 ; 35-55-75)-Undy Har-
dy' (M-G.) and. on stage. Ed Sulli-
van with Harvest oon dance win-
ners. Combination of Sullivan and
Harvest Moon dancers, plus draught
of 'Hardy' turning the trick in neat
fashion here currently, with gross
climbing to smash $39,000 or there-
abouts, up with the half dozen lead-
ers of all time^ Record high is $45,-
000, held by Rudy Vallee. Right-
about face on business this week
contrasts with sad $12,000 last week
with 'Texans' (Par); and Don Red-
man band, Joe Laurie, Jr., and Raye
and Naldi.

low Temp. Ups Montreal;

'Sinners' Good $7,000

Montreal. Sept. (1.

. Coolish weather giving theatres a
considerable of j

boost, with Palace still leading the
a disappointment in spite, of the com
petition at under $20,000 at the Riv-
oli, and 'Tenth Avenue Kid,' a sur-
priser.at the Criterion, where it will
score an excellent S13.000 or. bit bet-
ter -on the week. 'Kid' will hold, as
will 'Letter.' The latter may irhnrove
on the second round. 'Block-Heads'
went to over $10,000. on 9'£ days at
the Rialto. good, while 'Gladiator'
carried the Globe on eight days to
S8.100. also nice. Globe brought in
'Safety in Numbers' Monday '5>.

while Rialto opened 'Missing Cuosf
yesterday (Tues. ).

The first week. $15,200, having in-
cluded some paper, the second for
' aric Antoinette' at the $2 Aslor

atx lhal. going to SI 7.600'. caoacity.
Estimates for This Week

Astor (1.012: 55-51. 10-S-I.fi5-S2.20)--

'Antoinetlc' (MG ) CM week). I'irkfrl Shoulri'
up. last week (2d) to get SI7'iOO.
which capacity, .pliis <-t;indin;!

room.
ranil.tl (4.520: 25-35-55-B5-SI .25 )•-

'Three Loves lias. Nancy' (M-G). Ur>
igainst terrific' Brondwjiy comnoti-
tfon over Labor Day. inclndin" from
•ilnr/o-show houses, hut at S24J00O
•f! irlv sood. Last week. •'! Am "the.

L» ' (Col). $22 000.
' :rilerii>n (1.002:

town on .third week of 'Alexander's
Ragtime Band.' Other spots will- do'
fair to good on outlook.

Estimates for This Week
Palace 'CT) (2,700: 50)—'Alexan-

der' (20th) (3d week). In line for
good $7,500; after big. second week of

' $10,000.

!
Capitol (CT) (2.700: 50) — ' ing.

; You Sinners' (Par) nnd :' ulldog
! DnimmontI' 'Par). Looks ljir» pood
I
$7,000. Last week. Texr-n*' (Par)
and 'Born' (Pnr). so-so ss 500.

Princess (CT) (2.300: SOJ- 'Scirlct
1 Pironern"!' (BriD and 'Oniel.v Girls'
(Brit). Pacint for Sfi.OOO. very •tnoii.

r.ast. week. 'Fast Comb.inv-*' ' -G)
rind 'Ha(tlc of Broadway' ( Oil) ;, goo
S5 000

.

Oriilipiim (In/1) (1. 100: "i i 'Army
rHrV (Rcpl 'and -fiack Sin-ci' ifthiy):

>ss satisfacioi v S3 ()()(). L.-isl

wpek. 'Viclor' (H'rii i 'i;;hling
Navv' (Rn'l). gu-irl S2.-i')H.

C'lnrma (Je l":nis .( Krancc-Filin)
:(!()()• 50 1 'i'.-^-.ir .S-iii--- It-.iivaii.x' i-Jti

v:k ) Fxpci'l SI 200 .iflcr ;;iiod enough
SI 400 last w"i'k.

St. pnis /Ki -»'->Iin> (2.300:34)
'nci-ciil'.'' "I" 1 I. ) (!lu.* On the way

tit vcrv Koorl t-'idt!!). f.sst \v-=».-?k, Tir.l-

th.'izar" ••'>'(. IJiivicurs fl'lfoiiiinc;;.'

good $5,300',
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Henie-HaUett Strong $27,000

In My; 'Sailor'-Vaude $2,300

Philadelphia, Sept. 6.

Nice break in the weather over
the long holiday weekend, plus
strong line-up of product and flesh

marquee hypoes, giving all the mid-
town de luxers a swell ride this

week alter endless sessions of dol-

drums. Clear skies and pleasantly
cool temperatures prevailed all three
days, only bad break being inter-,

mittent rain Saturday night (3).

Fox got off to a tremendous start

this week on its first vaudfllm combo
in a year and- a half. Clipping a red'

hot $27;O0O with 'My Lucky Star'
flickering and Mai Hallet's orch in

the flesh. Other vaudfllmer,; the
Earle, is in second spot in coin
parade with $23,000. Pic is 'Give Me
a Sailor,' with Ethel Merman,
Chester Morris and Rufe Davis on
the boards.

Estimates for This eek

Aldine (WB) (1,303; 42-57-68-75)—
'Algiers' (UA) (2d week). Took a
pretty hefty slide this turn-to $8,800
after v.g. opening week at better
than $15,000. Inked in for' one more
stanza, however, going out next
Wednesday (14) for 'Secrets of ah
Actress.'

'

Boyd (WB) (2,350; 37-57-68-75)—
'Has Nancy' (M-G). Posies from the
crix lofting this zany to good $15,500.
Last week, 'Four's a Crowd' (WB),
n.s.h. at $11,700.

Earle (WB) (2,758, 25-37-42-57-68)
—'Sailor' (Par). Ethel Merman,
Chester orris, Rufe Davis fleshing.
Combination hot with $23,000. Last
week, 'Keep Smiling' (20th) ith

Phil Harris's orch. so-so $18,500.
Fox (WB) (2.423; 37-57-68-75)—

"Lucky Star' (20th). Mai Hallett's
orch. on stage. House given strong
pic and stage attractions for bang-up
getaway in first week of vaude, but
a pleasant surprise even at that with
socko .$27,000. Last week, 'Spawn'
(Par ).~weak $12,200.
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 37-42-57- )

—'Spawn* (Par) (2d run). Slightly
better than its initial gallop in com-
parison at $4,000. Last week, 'Swiss
Miss' (M-G). slow $2,600;.

Keith's (WB) (1.870; 37-42-57-68)—
Tour's Crowd' (WB) (2d run). Out
of mesh altogether with sad $3,700.
Last week, 'Boy Meets Girl' (WB)
(2d run), poor $3,800.
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 37-57-68-75)

—'Alexander' (20th) (4th week).
Smashing along to mighty $18,500 for
eight-day .final session, making a
total of better than $85,000 for the
stay. Last week, $19,000. 'Carefree'
(RKO) in Thursday (8).
Stanton (WB) (1,457: 26-42-57)—

'Smashing Rackets' (RKO). Con-
tinuous procession of rackets and
jails at this house, seems to be
weakening the gross. N.s.h. $4,000.
Last week, 'Reformatory' (Col), poor
$4,000.

KG Orph Reopens

With Tarefree,'

Good at

Kansas City, Sept. 6.

RKO reopened its long shuttered
Otpheum Friday (2) after three
weeks and approximately $30,000 in
renovating was spent. House is

under the direction of R. J. Haley,
who came here from a Singer thea-
tre in New Orleans.
Orpheum .was erected as a legit

house. As a film outlet, gallery is not
used and seating capacity is listed at
1,500. Mainstrect remains closed for
the time being; Building is RKO
firoperty erected on leased ground,
t was closed early in the summer
and town has been without regular
RKO: outlet since.
Opening of Orpheum brings a

sixth house into, first-run situation.
'Carefree' as lead off film bringing
very satisfactory returns.
Week has topnotch , attractions In

every spot and. grosses are "respond-
ing in kind. Holiday is also boosting
totals, The reception' for Douglas
Corrigan however took the' spotlight
off theatres.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox-Midwest) (820; 15-

25-40-55) — 'Alexander' (20th) (3d
week). Easing off from previous
totals but oke $4,500. Last week,
got $8,000, only mite off from opening
week.
Midland (Loew's) (3.573; 10-25-40)—'Marie Antoinette' (M-G). Breaks

a hard and fast double feature
policy. Booming 817,500. Last week.
'I Am- Law" (Col) arid 'Gladiator'
(Col >. average $0,000.
Newman (Pprpmoiinl) (1.900; 10-

25-40)—'Spawn' (Par). Stands on its

own in sturdy fashion. Headed for

$9,000, good figure here. Last week,
'Sailor' (Par), average S7.Q00.

Orpheum (RKO) (1.500; 10-25-40)

—'Carefree* (RKO). Cets chore of

reopening this long shuttered house.
Outlook for $10,000 very good. Will

holdover at that scale. Brings RKO
back to exhibiting after two-months
absence from the local scene.

Tower (Fox-Midwest) (2,200: 10-

25-35-55) — 'Speed to Burn' (20th)
arid Jan Garber's orch on . stage,

Combo pushing toward good, $15,000,

but below expectations. Last week,
'Devil's Party'' (U) and Rufe Davis
headlining vaude,. only six days for
fair $9,000.
Uptown- (FoxrMidwest) (1.200; 10-

25-40)—'Alexander' k20'.M. Brought
in to run for week day-and-date
with Esquire. It's $6,500 is the big*-

gest take, this month. . Last week,
'Texans' Par) In a subsequent run
following two recent weeks at New-
man,, fair .$2,700.

AIR RACES BOON

TO CLEVELAND;

MCTT16G
Cleveland, Sept. 6.

National ir races drew 250,000

visitors to Cleveland Airport, hotels

and theatrical section over Labor

Day, and all film row is getting, a

heavy share of the gravy. Pre-holi-

day crowds on Friday (2) caused

traffic jams, yet gave houses sellout

performances that set a terrific pace

for season's start.

Comfortably cool weather also

boosted two current leaders, "Three

Loves' and 'Carefr .' For at

Loew's State, following last week's

tremendous take by 'Antoinette,' is

well over standard gross, but being
given a tough race by "Irving Berlin

musical at Hipp. 'Boy Meets Girl*
right on their tails, at Palace, which
goes back to vaude Sept. .16 with
ZaSu Pitts. All three praying it will
rain, making air-race fans more pix-
minded.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-55)—

'Alexander'. (20th) (4th week). Noth-
ing like it this season. Rolling along
strong for fourth week of $7,500. after
moveover from Hipp, and. could stay
another stanza. Last week, a very
nifty $8,500.
Alhambra (Printz) (1,200; 20-30-

35)—'Letter of Introduction* (U).
First indie showing- and alsb spot's
initial single-bill of summer, boosting
biz to fine $5,000.. Last week 'Crime
Ring* (RKO) and 'Main Event' (Col)
on split-week dualer barely caught
$1,900.
Hipp (WB) (3,700; 15-40t55)—

'Carefree* (RKO). Originally skedded
for RKO Palace, but shifted in ex-
change for 'Boy Meets Girl.' and
house got best of the trade. Heavy
Rogers-Astair.e ballyhoo banging it
Ud to $15,500, swell. Last week
'Four's a Crowd' (WB) liked enough
to collect $11,000.
Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-40-55)

—'Boy Meets Girl* (WB). Not up to
snuff as far as cricks and play-ver-
sion concerned, but holiday trade
more amiable, promising $14,000.
Last week 'Racket Busters' (WB),
dented by heat, $6,500.
,. State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-40-55)—
'Three Loves Has. Nancy' (MG).
Three-star combo a sure-fire magnet;

should be a juicy $16,000. Last week,
'Antoinette' (MG) galloped five leads
ahead of other for socko $19,000
prlie.

Stlllman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-40-55)
—'Antoinette' (MG). Transported to
circuit's h.o. house, where it prob-
ably will hit record run. Standees
opening day herald a first-class $10,-

500. Last week, 'Rich Man' (MG)
was surprise for lightweighter, oke
$6,500.

MARIE' BIG 35G

IN 2 HUB SPOTS

Boston, . Sept. 6.

'Marie Antoinette' is tallying high,
'Spawn of the North' is plenty okay
and holdover, of 'Carefree' is coming
through with a good take.
'Alexander's Band,' shifted to Par

and Fenway for 'fourth ..week, is

showing pleasing strength.

Estimates for This Week
Fenway ,(M&P) (1,332; 25-3JJ-40-

55)—'Alexander' (20th) arid 'Keep
Smiling' (20th), dual. Came in (1)
after three frames at Metropolitan;
headed for dandy ,500. Last week
'Sailor' (Par) and 'Speed Burn'
(20th), medium $5,000.

Keith .Memorial ( ) (2,907; 25-
35-40-55) — 'Carefree' (RKO) and
'Smashing the Rackets' (RKO) (2d
wk). Very good $18,000. First week
hefty $24,600.

Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 25-35-
40-55)—'Spawn' (Par) and 'Numbers'
(20th), dual. Big $20,000 indicated.
Last week, third of 'Alexander*
(20th) and 'Keeping Smiling' (20th),
very good $22,300.

Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40-
55)—'Marie Antoinette* . (M-G).
Smashing through to .big $19,000;
Last week 'Algiers' (UA) and 'Rich
Man' (M-G), dual,- big $16,000.

Paramount (M&P) (1.797; 25-35-
40-55)—'Alexander' (20th) and 'Keep
Smiling' (20th), Moved over from
Met and ai ing -t juicy $10,000. Last
week 'Sailor' (Par) arid 'Speed Burn'
(20th). fair $7,300;

Scollay (M&P) (2.538: 25-35-40-50)
—'Racket Busters' (WB) and 'Sailor'
(Par), dual (2d run). Okay $7,000.
Last week 'Texans' (Par) and 'Pen-
rod' (WB), dual, third run, fair
$6,000.
State (Loew) (3.600; 25-35-40-55)-^

'Marie Antoinette' (M-G). Very big
$16,000. Last week 'Algiers' (UA)
and 'Rich Man' (MG), dual, spiffy
$13,000.

2 Prov. Spots Reopen,

1 with Vaude; 'Marie'

Very Good at $14,600
Providence, Sept. to.

With. Fay's arid Carlton reopening,
downtown s pic arid vaude houses are
again in full swing. Loew's is stand--
out with 'Marie Antoinette^ Strand's
'Spawn of the North' is helping that
stand to better biz than usual.
Albee is also looking brighter with

'Carefree.'
' Estimates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (2,200: 25-35-50) —
'Carefree' (RKO) and 'Prison Break'
(U). Pulling for swell $8,000. Last
week, 'Carey's Chickens' (RKO) and
'Sky Giarit* (RKO), fair $6,500.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 25-35-
50)—Alexarider's (20th). Third week
downtown. ' Weekend holiday hurt,
but still good for nice $5,000. Last
week dark.

Fay's (2.000; 25-35-50) — '

'Keep
Smiling' (20th) and vaude. Return'
of vaude after summer absence help-
ing for nice $6,800. Last week dark.

State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50) —
'Marie Antoinette' (M-G). Big coin

Holiday Influx Hypoes Wash. Biz;

'Nancy -Vaude Click with $25,

Washington, Sept 6.

Threatening weather at start of

holiday weekend, plus influx of

tourist trade, hypoing b. o. nicely.

Capitol is bidding for biggest gross
in months with 'Three Loves Has
Nancy* and stage bill. Earle, other
vaude spot, also in the big dough
with 'Four's a Crowd' and Phil Har-
ris' band.
Most interesting angle of week Is

way revival of 'King Kong' is giv-
ing Met, WB repeat spot, swell week.
Pic was previewed for critics and
bullied almost as much as new pic.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3.424; 25-35-40-

OOTTT-'Has Nancy' (M-G) and vaude.
Harriet .Hoctor and Joe Morrison
top stage. Heading toward swell
$25,000. Last week, 'Texans' (Par)
can thank- "iGeorge Hall's orch for
most of the otherwise weak $15,500.
Columbia (Loew) (1,583; 25-40)—

•Crowd Roars' (M-G) (2d run). Back
downtown after two big weeks at
Palace and shooting for nice $5,000
in nine days. Last week, 'Keep
Smiling* (20th), yanked after five
days with floppo $2,000.
Earle (WB) (2,244; 25-35-40-66)—

'Four's a Crowd' (WB) and vaude.
Phil Harris orch helping toward big
$19,000. Last week, 'Boy Meets Girl'
(WB) and Tony Martin, p. a., big
$19,000.

Keith's (RKO) (35-55)—'Carefree'
(RKO) (2d week). Nice $9,000. Last
week, same pic. bic $13,500.
Met' <WB) (1.853: 25-40)—'King

Kong' (RKO) (revival). Big bally
with rjreview for critics is catching
on for probable nice $6,000. Last
week. •Clittcrhouse' (WB) (2d run),
good $4,500.

Palace (LncwV (2.363: 35-55)—
'Alexander' '20th) (2d week). Hold-
ing at sock S13.000. Last week, same
pic, smash $21,500.

OK Pix, Hobday and Fair Boost Mpls,

Grosses; 'Carefree -Heidt Good $8,1

and looks like swell bet for Carlton
holdover. Racing to sellout $14,000.

Last week, 'I Am Law* (Col) and
'Blockheads' (M-G), finished ith

only fair $10,500.

Majestlo (Fay) (2,300; 25-35-50) —
'Boy Meets Girl' (WB) and "Penrod"
(WB). Past several week's fast pace
slowed to walk by this one. So-so

$7,000 in offing. Last week, 'Alex-

ander* (20th) (2d wk), surprised with
socko $10,000: First week hit: $15,000.

Strand (Indie) (2,200; 25-35-50) —.

'Spawn' (Par). Improving outlook
with good $7,000. Last week, 'Texans'
(Par) and 'Main Event' (Col), fair

$6,500. .

"

FRISCO FRISKY,M BIG

$25,000

San Francisco, Sept 6,

With one of the hottest state elec-

tions out of the way. the natives

seem to be showing a little more in-

terest in the theatre, ' .Public- also

seems to be going for the' ovie Quiz
contest which was launched last

week, with the mayor of San Fran-
cisco Issuing special proclamation
in honor of the campaign. Seventy-
one', theatres, have united in cam-
paigns which finds the nabes and the

first runs joined together' solidly for

the first time. Theatremen expect
to pass out 500,000 of the quiz books.
Two special holidays this week.

Labor Day and Admission Day, also,

a great help. Fox, With 'Spawn of
the North,' is luring plenty, of cus-
tomers. The new Rogers-Astaire pic-
ture, 'Carefree,' is a hit at the Golden
Gate, where biz is way above av-
erage.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F-WC) (5.000; 35-55-75)—

'Sjiawn of North' (Par) and 'Safety
In Numbers' (20th). Both pictures
well liked, take in the riabe of $25,-
000. Last week (2nd) 'Alexander'
(20th) grabbed a terrific $19,000.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55)
—'Carefree' (RKO) and vaudeville.
All crix gave Rogers and Astaire
picture rave notices which have -been
backed up by cwell comments from
customers. At $19,000 biz way above
Astaire's last opus, 'Damsel in Dis-
tress.' Last week 'Breaking the Ice'
(RKO) with Bobby Breen in person,
a nifty $16,700.

Orphenm (F&M) (2,440: 35-55)—
•Letter of Introduction' (U) (3rd-:
final \yeek) and selected shorts. Sev-
eral previews thrown in to stimulate
biz during third and final stanza,
which is paced for good $5,200. Labor
Day always brings pretty good biz
to first^'un houses. Last week 'In-
troduction' (U) got $6,600.

Paramount (F-WC) (2.740: 35-55-
75)—'Marie Antoinette' (MGM) (2nd
wk). Plenty of strange faces in town
from the sticks, which have helped
considerably in garnering sizable
$14,000 on the hold-iver of this cus-
tomer.' Labor Day is.<Jways a pretty
good holiday in this strong union
town. Last week 'Marie Antoinette'
got fancy $19,000.

St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 35-55-
75 ^'Alexander* (20th) (3d week).
Still getting the trade after two ter-
rific weeks at the Fox. usical will
do great $7,500 in this small house.
Last week (4th) 'Andy Hardv' (MG)
and 'Army Girl' (Rep) closed to good
$4,500.

United Artls (Cohen) <1,200; 35-
55-65)—'Algiers' (UA) (7th wk). Ex-
tra holiday a big help; giving the
Wanger picture a needed boost dur-
ing a. sagging 7th stanza, which will
now reach a fine $5,000.. Last week
(6th) managed to get around $5,000.

Warfleld (F-WC) (2.680; 35-55-75)
—'Four's a Crowd* (WB) and 'Time
Out for Murder' (20th). War-
ner comedy has exceptional marquee
strength; h-'aded by Errol Flyrin,
who is very popular here, Olivia de
Havilland, a local girl also in the
cast. : strong $14;000 in the bag. Last
week 'Boy Meets Girl' (WB) and
BnoVr' (Par) a.big disappoinlment,
suddenly dropping to dismal $10,500.

FOOTING IN THE SLICKS
Hollywood, Sept. 6.

. George Hurrell checked in at
Warners as head portrait photog-
rapher, iving up his private busi-
ness for a salary reported at $1,100
a week.
Since Hurrell was signed several

weeks ago, arners has had requests
for his pictures from mags that the
studio had never* been able to crash.

Minneapolis, Sept. 6
Grosses curreritly are getting'

»

boost, from the -Labor Day holiday
the launching of the national pi£
tures earnpaifri, and the nximeroua
State Fair visitors; Continued strong
attractions, however, remain the
dominant factor in the. revitallz
box office.

' Hain and cold diverting transient!
from State Fair to. theatres at night
Both of the principal newcomers

this week—Spawn of the North' and
'CarefreeVare getting plenty of box.
office attention. After two big weeks
at the State, 'Alexander's Ragtime
Band' moves over to Century for ex-
tension of its first-run. Still hitting
profitable pace. 'Letter of Introduce
tion' is in its fourth loop week at
the World and again will keep that
sure-seater in the black.. Another
stage show, Horace Heidt orch,
moved into the Orpheum Friday.

Estimates for This Week.
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)—

'Booloo' (Par) and 'Blockheads' (M-
G), dual, first runs. Playing entire
week and zooming toward- big' $1 -
800. Last week. 'Saint New York'
(RKO) and 'Chump* (WB), dual
first-runs, split with 'Danger on Air'
(U) and 'Highway Patrol' (Col). $1..
500, good.
Century (Par-Singer) (1.600; 25-

35-40)—'Alexander' (20th) (3d week).
Taking up quarters here for final
seven days after highly prosperous
fortnight at the State. En route to
fine $6,000. /Last week, 'Tough Guy'
(U), $3,200. bad.

y

Orphenm (Par- inger) (2,800: 25-
35-40)—'Carefree' (RKO) arid Hor-
ace .Heidt orch. Good exploitation
and publicity helping this one. Do-
ing better than recent Astaire-
Rogers. ; Headed for good- $8,000.
Last week, 'Give Million' (20th) and
Bowes ams, $11,000, good.

State (Par-Singer) (2,300; 25-35-
40)—'Spawn* (Par). Swell selling
campaign for this one and: well-re-
ceived by customers. Good $8,500
indicated. Last week, 'Alexander'
(20th) (2d week), with Princess
Wahletka, seeress.. ,000, fine after
immense $15,000 first week.
Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)—'Cop-

perfield' (M-G) (reissue). This house
how devoting itself almost entirely

to reissues and getting by okay.
Looks like fair $700.. Last week, 'Star

Is Born' (UA) (reissue), $800, good.
Uptown (Par) (1,200; 25-35)—Tex-

ans' (Par). . First neighborhood
showing, Fair $2,500 in prospect.
Last -week, 'Miss Broadway' (20th),

$3,200, good.
World (Steffes) (290; 25-35-40-55)

—'Letter' (U) (4th week). Still de-
livering nicely at box office. Not
much variation in gross since, filnv

moved, here after good $51500 first

week at Orpheum. Should reach
satisfactory $1,600. Last week, $1,800,

okay, after neat $1,400 first week.

'Nancy' Plenty Hot On

Port. Dual, Big $8,500

Portland, Ore., Sept. fl.

Batting average is up for all spots.

Three Loves Has Nancy* and 'Marie
Antoinette*, tied for top gross honors
at Parker's Broadway and UA, latter

in strong second week.
Holiday biz was excellent.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-40)—'Has Nancy' (M-G ). Strong $8,500.

Last week. 'Algiers' (UA) and 'Block-

heads' (M-G), good $6,000.

Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen ) (1,500;

30-40—'Alexander's' (20th) 14th wk).
Still big for this house at $4,000 fol-

lowing three great weeks at the

Paramount. Last week 'Andy Hardy
(M-G) and 'Prison Break' (U),

closed its fourth week with average
$2,400. First three weeks got $14,500.

Oroheum (Hamrick - Everqreen)
(2.000: 30-40)—'Carefree* (RKO) and „

'Citv Streets* (Col). Getting big

SR.500 and may hold. Last week,

'Racket Busters' (WB) and 'Going

Be Rich' (20th). ooor $3,200.

Puram-Mint (Hamrick-Evemeen)
(3.000: 30-40)—'Soawh' (P.~r) and

'Speed to Burn' (20th). Great $7,000.

Last week. 'Alexander' (20th) ended

bitf third stanza with $4,700.

Rlvoll (Indie) (1.200: 30-40)--

'Kentuckv Moonshine' (20th) and

'Bulldog Drummond" (Par). Average

$1,700. Last week, 'Girl of Golden

West' (M-G) arid 'Stolen Heaven
(Par) (reissues), nice $1,800.

. United Artists (Parker) O 000: 30-

40)^-'Marie Antoinette' (MG) '2d

wk). Strong S4.r,00, Fi ft weeK

.exce^nV'l rxpectations and built up

great $0,700.

Greene in 'Kaintuck*
Hollywood. Sept. 6,

Richard Greene rco'lafcd Don

Ameche as the- male Icoct ooposite

Loretta Young in the 20'.!i-'F°*

Tcchivcolor production of. 'Ken--

Itucky.* which rolled today (Tiics.-V

i Amoche. Who rorentlv uwlc.rvv««

an appendectomy in- Holloa!, was

ordered by his doctors to pvolonj his

.- vacation.
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Hew South Wales Would Have Natl

Quota, Not Imperial, to Restrict Law

Sydney, Aug. 17.

,t n0W looks as though the New

outh Wales government would

Sits hands of any quota for this

by recommending a nationalS B is popularly called an In>

«rial Quota but the meaning is in-

Ended to cover Australia, according

nbreserit understanding, since it is

Sileved not to be the intention to

include India, Canada or South

ju^ica in any such setup as the name

might imply.. . ..

While Queensland, Victoria and

South Australia, are pressing for

some sort of workable quota, in-

cluding protection against what they

describe as exorbitant rentals

charged by U. S; distributors, prob-

lem of getting various states to

agree to a national quota statute is

more difficult than appears on the

surface.

Certain states obviously would

have nothing to do with a Sweeping

quota law. They doubtless would

point to India and Canada as prov-

ing their point that these countries

and exhibitors in them are able to

get along without quota setups.

New South .Wales , government
knows that American' distributors

will not . be forced into " quota pro-

duction and realize that both its

quota .laws have been failures.

Hence, despite' heavy pressure on the
government here. Premier Stevens
has hinted that his ministerial party,

is not keen on shouldering: every-
thing' and would prefer passing a
portion of the present mess onto fed-
eral authorities, ing ' the na-
tional quota.

Though ..British Interests are
known to be pushing for bigger out-
lets for their own product,, big catch
in any Imperial Quota lies in the
f«et that Great Britain took a slap
it Australian picture production in
Its own new- quota act.

Rumblings under the surface, about
eicessive film rentals and charges
that U.. S. distributors get around
restriction rights indicate that there
will be plenty of fireworks in the
next.few months.

11TH

WK. IN SYDNEY

,
Sydney, Aug. 14.

Respite a good lineup of U. S. and
Irtish pictures,

. biz; with a couple
M_exceptions, continues at a so-so
tbb,

Walt, Disney's "Snow White*
niKO) experienced no difficulty at
bifUng a weeks, with more ahead.
I See Ice' (BEF) and 'Divorce of
Hoy X' (UA) doing exceptionally
well for the British side. 'Bad Man
,

"mstone' (M-G) had average
*" weeks, but Three Comrades'
(M-G) appears set for run. 'Jungle
wve (Par) f»ded out, with 'Cocoa-
nut Grove' (Par) in for doubtful try.
vivacious Lady' (RKO) medium
ana made way for 'Gold Diggers in
Pans' (WB).

J$£* 'he Li V (G-B) no high,
win We're Going to Be Rich' (20th)
nexn 'There's Always a Woman'
Ul) may make the grade, but pub-
j^s little weary of such nutty fare.
"<ekly-change is pretty solid cur-tly with 'Scrapper' (BEF) and£w of the Underworld' (RKO).
**sr 1 biz maintains a high level
'" the time.

elboarne'a Upbeat

^ Melbourne. Aug.
^ws been a tough tim for manage-
™ws here, but trade now on" the
S6*8 '. ist shows 'Zola' (WB),
«nproof (M-G), 'Rosalie' (M-G),

Itn^
nsle (Par) ' 'Tovarich'

•«*.,!

'Merry-Go-Round 1938' (U)
"» Under Red Robe' (20th): 'Let

r°r

,

ge Do If (BEF) is a click for
locals.

Auckland Looks Up
.

Auckland; N, Z.. Aug.

ta„lf
ht bi!: in Auckland. Welling-

n. Chnstchurch and Dunedin with

hmu .

Pilot ' <M-G); 'Wife, Doctor,
"«rse (20th), 'Angel' (Par). 'Baroh-

^ and Butler' (20th ). 'Bri ing Uo
(RKO), 'Rosalie' ( ) and

ue»i End' (UA).

London. Aug. 30.
>now While' (RKO) is in its 27th

at the New Gallery, London,

Lee Tracy Clicks As

Lead in London Idiot'

London, Sept. . 6;

Lee Tracy, fresh from Hollywood,
stepped into Raymond Massey's lead
role in 'Idiot's Delight* at the Apollo
here last week and scored handily.
Massey left the cast to go to New
York as the lead in the Five Play-
wrights Co; production of 'Abe Lin-
coln in Illinois,' due on Broadway
Oct. 17. Playing opposite Tracy is

Tamara Geva, who did the same with
Massey.
Following Tracy's success, the 1U

braries made .a new, deal for the
show the following day.
Opening Thursday night (1) at

the Lyric, Charles organ's 'Flash-
ing Stream' showed itself to be too
highbrow for general appeal. Mor-
gan is drama critic of the London
Ti Godfrey Tearle, who's pre-
senting the play, is also taking a
leading role.

'Maritza' folded at the Palace Sat-
urday (3) ithoiit notice, and the
backer, who claims to have invested
$90,000, says he will open with play
shortly at another larger theatre at
cheaper prices;

SANDRINI PLANS

PARIS MODE

OF INT1

Paris. Aug. 29.

Pierre Sandrini, French producer;
who had his share in the first New
York International Casino show,
will have this town sewed up for
that type of nitery by the end of

the year if present plans materialize.

Already the operator of the Bal
Tabarin, one of the largest and most
successful spots of" its kind in Eu-
rope, Sandrini hopes to go himself
one beUer in December when he rer

opens his Moulin-Rouge with a revue,

planned as one of the biggest things

ever produced here; Present sched-
ule calls for an on-comer of the same
type as that .now running in the Bal,

but on a larger., scale, which this

larger spot can accommodate.
Sandrini is presently, putting the

greater portion of his attention on
a new revue for the Bal, which is

scheduled to go in early in Novem-
ber, with the Moulin Rouge coming
as soon afterwards as possible.

ALEXANDER MARTON

DEAD IN BUDAPEST

Budapest, Aug. 26.

Alexander Marton, leading Hun-
garian drama agent, died of heart

failure while staying with friends.

Marton was instrumental in open-

ing the foreign market to Hungarian
plays. He represented the great ma-
jority of. leading Magyar authors,

such as Molnar, Lengyel, Eodor, etc.

Widow and two sons; George Mar-
ton, playbroker of Vienna, now of

Paris, and En 're Marton, .film pro-

ducer, ' and a daughter, Baroness

Hatvany, survive.

Jeff Bernerd and G-B

Settle; He's on Riviera

London, Sept. 6.

Jeffrey Bernerd has secured a sat-

isfactory remuneration for cancella-

tion of his contract with Gaumont-
British.

He's now in the south of Fiance.

'Music,' Tollies' Hold
Strongly in Copenhagen

.Copenhagen, Aug, 30.

lm revivals strong

here rst-i-uns are garnering the
major coin.

'Professor, Beware' (Par) got a
cool reception at the Metropole.
'Jezebel,' in its second week at the
Scala-Bio, won't last much longer.
IMad About Music' (U) is a big click
at the Palladium and 'Goldwyn Fol-
lies' (UA) Is likewise at the Kino
Palaet. Five first-run theatres- are
playing the Danish comedy, The
Male Housemaid' (Asa) to good box-
offices.

LOEW ENCORING

Arthur Loew, head of etro's in-

ternational department, this week
decided to start on another extensive

tour of world exchanges, . leaving

New York, Sept. 28. He will go i -

mediately to Paris for conferences

with Laudy Lawrence, who called off

contemplated trip to U. S. when he

learned of Lbew's coming visit

Loew also will confer with Sam
Eckman, Jr., i

While abroad, Loew will visit prin-
cipal key cities of Europe. Just now
it is not known whether his trip will

extend beyond European capitals but
it is probable that present «ne will

be the first leg of a tour Including
South America and the Far East.

The Metro foreign chief last year
started for' Australia and adjacent
territory shortly before the close of
1937. He was absent .about six

months.

Loew left yesterday (Tuesday) for

the Coast for studio confabs pre-
paratory to European tri Planed
out and will be back by airplane
Friday (9).

PIPER SEES JAPANESE

FOREIGN BAN LIFTING

Opti ism over the prospect of

early settlement of the coin and pic-

ture stymie in Japan, expressed gen-

erally in the last few weeks by in-

dustry officials, also was voiced this

week by Jf. W. Piper, Paramount's

manager in Japan, now in New York

for home-office huddles.' Piper, who
leaves today (Wednesday) for the
Coast end shortly their fter for

Tokyo, said that the deal of eight
major companies with the Japanese
government, seemed hearer solution

than it has for some time.

There will not be the free and
open market of the past in Japan, he
indicated, but some sort of a three-

year deal for unleashing coi in that

country and permitting some U. S.

films, in for distribution now is being
negotiated with prospect of early

success.

Paris Prepares Big Legit Program

After Worst Summer in Yrs.; Deval,

Guitry, Bernstein Map Productions

Paris, Aug. 28.

lthough deader this summer than

in many slack seasons of the past,

the French legitimate theatre is

planning i most formidable pro-

gram in years.

First one due to appear is a world

premiere and is in English. The
English Players, ' headed by Edward
Stirling, will present the English-

banned 'Brave New World/ by Al-
dous' Huxley, and adapted by Louis
Walinsky, at the Theatre de TOeUvre
this month. This is the second play
banned in England that the English
Players are presenting here this,

year, 'Oscar Wilde' having been
played during the summer season.

Among, the revivals, which have,
already reopened, or will open be-
fore the end of the month, are the
operetta, The Tour of the World in

80 Days/ by.Ennerj and Jules Verne,
at the Chatelet; *Le Misanthrope,' at

the Theatre des Anibassndcurs, with
Alice Cocea and Jean Louis 3arrauit
in the leads; 'Altitude 3,200/ which
will hold down the first part of the
season at the Theatre' Pigalle, and

250 US. PIX INTO

ITALY CUT

TO ISO

Tom Mix, Diamond Bros.

Click in London Vaude
London, Sept. 6.

New bill at the Palladium, which
has 10 foreigners out of 11 acts, is

the most expensive one of the sea-

son. Heavy outlay for lineup prom-
ises to yield a hefty take.

Tom Mix, Diamond Bros, and Chil-

ton and Thomas go over but the

Winter Sisters are only fair. Bob
Ripa, last-minute replacement be-

cause of indisposition of Lucah and
McShane, is ah effective opener..

Prospect that the Italian-tr. S. film

agreement of 1936, arranged through

the activity of Will Hays in Rome,

would be changed and the number
of films per itted into Italy cut from

250 to 150, loomed this week. That,

was the unofficial word from Italy,

which was partially substantiated, by
the fact that distributors of. Ameri-
can pictures were unable to import

further films till the Mussolini gov-

ernment assigned quotas. Italian

authorities failed to designate quotas

early this month for the final quar-
ter of the year, according to' infor-
mation received in New York.
No official confirmation of any

drastic change in quota arrangement
has been received by the Hays office
in N.. VY. However,. it was indicated
by Haysians,. a reduction in the num-
ber might be. attempted because of
the present Italian monetary situa-
tion; A need for more coin in Italy
may have something to do with a
plan to reduce the number of foreign
-^American and others—pictures into
that territory.

Balcon Vice Dean

and will continue to be shown
through the rcgulai London release

dates, Sept. 19 for North London, and

Sept. 26 for South London.

There is a likelihood the New. Gal-

lery first-run will run until Christ-

mas. Picture reported to have ex-

ceeded $500,000, passing Radio City's

five-week mark,' which just .fell

short of $500,000.

London^ Sept. 6.

Basil Dean, out of Associated Brit-

ish Film Distributors, has been re-

placed on directorate by Michael

Balcon.

AUSTRIAN EMIGRES

TO FILM ANSCHLUSS

Paris, Aug. 26.' •

Austria Fil
, production company,

founded in Paris by, emigrant Au-
strian film people, will shortly start

shooting a feature on the Anschluss
in French.
Nora Gregor, erstwhile actress of

Vienna Burgtheatre, and wife of the
Heimwehr chief, Prince Starhem-
berg, one of the first emigres of the
Hitler era. will play the leading part.

'

Proposed title is.'Sans Patrie' (' With-
out Country').

Hall's Korda Chore

J. B. NATHAN TO N.-Y.

. John B. Nathan, Paramount's man-
I aging director for Argentina, Uru-

guay and Paraguay, is due to reach

• New York next week for scries of

homeoffice parleys.

It will be Nathan's first visit to

N. Y. in the last' two- and one-half

j
years.

Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Jon Hall, borrowed by Alexander

Korda from Samuel Goldwyn,

ling to London for the top role in

' 'The Thief of Bagdiid,' once played
' by Douglas Fairbanks.

•Sigrid Guric, slated for a part in

the British production of "Burmese
'ilvcr, also on a loanout from Gold-
wyn, isn't going over after all. AI-.

}
leged passport trouble— or. just a

I Goldwyn press gag.

'Le Corsaire/ at the Theatre de
TAthenec,

. Other revivals include
'Les Jours Heureux' at the Theatre
Michel and 'Plutus' with Charles
Dullin at the L'Atelicr,

Sacha Guitry has his .hand in at
least one and' possibly two new plays
for the season. The first, as yet un-
selcctcd, will open the season at the
Madeleine and Will of course star
Guitry and Jacqueline Dclubac, ith
Andre Lefaur and Elvirc Popescd in-
cluded in the. cast. Some considera-
tion is also being given to his 'De-
jazet,' with Gaby Morlay in one of
the leads, but that would not be
shown before January.

New Bernstein Play

Henry Bernstein comes next with
a hew play called 'Fortune/ to be
produced at the Gymnase, with
Claude Dauphin, Michele Alfan, Jean
Davy and Jeanirie Crispin holding
the top parts. This is expected to
make its appearance next month
while a revival will, hold down , the
bill until then. Jean Giraudoux will
have two new plays shown- during
the coming season. The first will be
his own adaptation of his 'Bella/

which will replace 'Le" Corsaire'
the Athenee, when the latter closes.

The second is only a one-act play,
'Le Cantique des Cantiqucs (The
Chant of Chants'), but shares honors
with TricolOre/ by Pierre Lestrin-
guez, as being the first of modern
works to be presented at the Com-
cdie-Francaise. Both due this month.
The other national theatre, the
Odeon, is also going modern, with
a new play, 'Le President Haude-
coeur/ by Roger-Ferdinand, slated
to open the season there.

To be seen for the first time in this
country are a French adaptation of
Clare Booth's 'Women' by Jacques
Deval and

.
George Bernard Shaw's

'L'Argcnt n'a pas d'Odeur;' The first

will be presented at the Theatre
Pigalle,. when 'Altitude 3,200' closes,

by The Young Associated Comedians,
headed by Jane Marnac, Who will
also produce. The second will show
at the Mathurins, to be followed later
in the season by 'Danger of

.
Death,'

a comedy by Maurice Diamant-
Berger.

Louis Verneuil, whose Train'pour
Venise' ('Train for Venice') enjoyed
a long run here last year, and has
since been made into a film, will- see
at least one of his new plays pro-
duced. 'Leonidas,' his latest four-act
comedy, is scheduled for either the
Theatre de Paris or the Theatre
Marigny, with Zita" Perzel, Pierre
Brasseur and Marcel Simon in the
leads.

'La Femme de ma Vie' (The Wo-
man of My Life'), another new Ver-
neuil comedy, will see light this fall,

too, but its premiere Is planned for
Brussels. It will undoubtedly see
Paris before the year is out, how-
ever. He also collaborated with
Georges Berr on 'Le Coffre-fprt

Vivanf ("The Living Strongbox'),
with music by Maurice Yvain and
Josept Szulc, which will replace the
present operetta at the Chatelet in
November.

Wlllemetz Revues
On the operetta and revue side

Rip and Albert Willemetz will have
two of the latter to their credit, first

to be 'God Save Paris' for the sea-
son's lead at the Bouffes-Parisiens,
with Dorville and J. Gael topping,
and the second, as yet unnamed, calls

for an opening at the Michodiere,
with Yvonne Printemps, Pierre Fres-
nay and Victor Boucher slated for
the leads. , 'Paris' is to be followed
by 'Mes Amours' ('My. Loves'), by
L. Marchahd and Wil'emctz, with
Belle Baker and Michel imori being
mentioned as the leads! Maurice
Lehmann has adapted 'Balalaika'
from the English and has taken, over
the Mbgador to offer that operetta
this month.
There will also be the standar

fall revue productions at the Folics-
Rergei-c, the' Casino de Paris and the
Alcazar. Jeanne Aubert is slated to

head the first. Maurice Chevalier the
second and iho third will be another
MarseiHaisc revue, with Godett,
Mi'riellc and Porisnrd in the lead's.

I Others are bound to show as the
season progresses. At least one other

, cinema, besides the Tigalle, is ex-
:

peeled to turn legit showcase, the
Edouard VII, with Madame Hen-

;
riette Pasear taking over ;manage-
ment. No play has yet been set
there, however.
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You Can't Take It With
You

Columbia release of Frank Capra pro-

duction. FcaiurCB Jean Arthur. Moiiel

Burryroore, James Stewart,. -Ed ward Arnold,

Mlsrha Auer, Ann Miller, -Spring Uyluglon,
Samuel S. Inils, Donald iluek and Halll-

n'dl Hn'obes. Directed by Frank :Ca;>ra.

From play of sanie name by Ocnrgo a.

Kauimim un I Mum' Hurl; adaptation. Holi-

ert Rlskfn; editor, ' Gene Havllck; photog-

raphy, Joseph Walker. At Radio City

Music Hnll, X. V., week Sept. I, 'as. Run-
ning time, li" mlns.

, Jean Arthur
. Lionel Jlarrymore
, . . iJarnea Stewart
...ilidwnrd Arnold

Misoha Auer
Vnn Miller

..Spring Hylngton
. .. amuel rt. Hinds
..... Donald Meek

,11. 11. Warner
,. alllwcll Hobbcs

Uuu. Taylor
Mary Forbes
Lllllun Yarbo

KdiUe Anderson
. .Clarence 'Wilson
... .Josef Swlekard

..Ann Doran
Schmidt" Cnrl "!.",J!

"u0
lira. Schmidt •'• -Hodll Rising
Hch.lerson . .Charles Lane
judge Harry Davenport

Alice Sycamore.
Martin V.inderhof. . . .

.

Tony Kirby . . •

Anthony 1'.

Kolckhov. .-.

EshIo Cnrmlcha
Penny'Sycomoi
Paul Sycamore. '. ,

roppla. •

.

Ramsey
De Pinna. . >..

Ed Carmlclr.icl. ...... ...

Mrs. Anthony Kirby..
Rhebn... .. .'........"
Donald. '• i •

John Olnkoly. . .'. '.

Professor, . •

Mnggle O'Neill..

A strong hit on Broadway, You
Can't Take It With You' is also a

big hit on film. It is still playing in

leait form, the New. York Music Hall

engagement of the George S. Kauf-

man-Moss Hart comedy being iii ad-

vance of national release of the pic-

ture, date of which is Sept. 29 but

likely to be set farther back, than

that Of interest will be study of

the effect the picture run has on the

play's Broadway business.

A long picture (120 mins.) and not
lending itself comfortably to double
billing or engagements where stage

shows are also used because of diffi-

culty of turnover, 'You Can't Take
It With.You' could have been edited

down a bit here and there, though as

standing it is never tiresome. The
tempo is generally fast, arid there

are no sudden spurts or sharp let-

downs: None the less, here and
there the editor. Gene Havllck, might
have eliminated some detail without
injury. There might have been some
slight improvement through a short-

ening of the running time.

This is one of the higher-priced

pi s to be bought b - pictures in

history, Columbia having taken, the

rights for $200,000. Production, not
calling for anything elaborate but
involving' expense in Frank Capra,,

producer-director: Robert Riskln,

who. adapted, and a large, capable
cast of players; brought the negative
cost to around a reported $1,200,000.

It will get all of. that back and much
more, with business for the' theatres
also averaging high. In all ways fig-

ured, smash, takings are inevitable.

For the masses and bound to get a
strong play in the provinces as well
as large key downtown runs, it is

fine audience material and over the
heads of no one. The comedy is

wholly American, wholesome, home-
span, human, appealing, and touch-
ing in turn.
The wackier comedy side contrasts,

with a somewhat serious, philosoph-
ical note which may seem a little

overstressed on occasion, although
on the whole the Kaufman-Hart
piece Is not supposed to be entirely
reasonable as to cause, effect and re-

sult The Vanderhoff family, alone,
is a travesty. Tribe is played, ap-
pcalingly but screwily, the antics of

the polyglot combination of grandpa,
daughter, son-in-law, grandchildren
and hangers-on, including a meek
adding machine operator turned in-

ventor, and a ballet teacher, being
basically for creation of fun. Capra
succeeds in getting much of that
from the Vanderhoff bunch, mostly
under their humble but partly mad
house roof.
Oh the other hand and to. another

extreme, Capra makes banker Kirby
and his establishment a colossus of
imagination, with the big financier
and his lovesick son doing things
that might be a trifle off-keel as to

expectation. The romance between
James Stewart -and Jean Arthur is

the keystone - of the comedy ? and

J

played legit- in most-respects, albeit

t forms the basis- for much of the
laughs drawn. Other comedy .ele

ments are registered at the expense
of Edward Arnold, the stuff-shirt

banker, and his wife, played excel
lently by Mary Forbes. The link that

is formed between.the modest, homey
Vanderhoff coterie'and the ; very rich
Kirbysy created principally - through,
the romance of the Arthur-SteWart
pair, is a. bit unbelievable but for the
purposes of entertainment has li-

cense.
Stoutest comedy scenes revolve

around the action in the Vanderhoff
home as everyone proceeds with
what they want to do. Lionel Barry-
more plays the harmonica, his mar
ried, middle-aged. daughter is typing
plays that'll never sell, witha kitten
cutely used as a paperweight; one
of her daughters Is practicing danc-
ing: her husband is at the xylophone,
and others are testing firecrackers
or doing something else. Capra
moves these scenes into swine beau-
tifully under, smart timing. The se-

quence with the income tax man is

a honey.: Another is the sequence in

which the visiting Kirbys ^re taken
for a slapstick ride amir'st what
seims a nuthouse gang. Still an-
other which approaches a hbwl is

the night court session. A night
club stretch is also rather funny.
A< park bench serves as the setting

for a brief but very natural and well

performed love sequence, topped by
a Big Apple bit with' some urchins

which gets by because it has a pur-

pose' in connection with the nitery

laughs following.
Miss Arthur, the very appealing

quality of her .speaking voice carry-

ing her far on the screen and again

here, acquits herself creditably.

Stewart is not a strong romantic

lead opposite her but does satisfac-

torily in the love scenes. Others are

tops from Lionel Barrymore down.
Barrymore Is on crutches, indulging

his hobbies and his homey philos-

ophies. Those in his three-ring cir-

cus home include Miss Arthur,

Spring Byington, Ann Miller, Sam-
uel S. Hinds, Donald Meek, Halli-

well Hobbes, Dub Taylor and the

visiting Mischa Auer, plus the col-

lored help, Lillian Yarbo and Eddie
Anderson. Arnold is a dandy banker
type, a fine selection for the part,

while lessers are H. B. Warner. and
the judge of the night court, Harry
Davenport. Latter's brief footage

adds to swell results. The panic in

the courtroom is all pointed for

laughs except for the break between
Stewart and Miss Arthur under
rather fiery, denunciatory circum-
stances when Miss Arthur hands it

pepperily to the Kirbys.
Riskin's adaptation, retaining as

much of the origin?! Kaufman-Hart
dialog as possible, adding for. other
parts, represents a capable' job. It

was a one-man assignment of impor-
tant proportions.

Settings are not elaborate but good,
and the photography of Joseph
Walker and crew all that might be
desired. Char.

BOYS TOWN
Metro releases of Jctin W. Consldlne, Jr..

production. Stars Spencer Traoy and
Mickey Rooney; features Henry Hull, lies-

lie Fenton, Gene Reynolds and .Bobs. Wat-
son. Directed by Norman Taurog. Screen-
play by John Meehan and' Dors Senary
from original story by. Senary and Eleanors
Grlffln, musical score by Edward Ward;
arrangements, Leo. Arnaud; editor,. Elmo
Vcmn; montage, ' Slavo Vorkapl.ch; camera,
Sidney 'Wagner. Reviewed In Projection
Room, N. V., Sept. L '38. Running time,
DO mlns.

.

Father Flanagan Spencer Tracy
Whltey Marsh: Mickey. Rooney
Dave Morris......... .Henry Hull
Daii Fairow....... .Leslie Fenton
Tony Ponessa .'...' Gene Reynolds
Joe Marsh. .Kdwanl Norrls
The Judge . . Addison Richards
The Bishop Minor Watson
John' . Hurgravos. Jonathan Hale
Pee Wee ..Bobs Watson
Skinny Martin Spellman
Tommy Anderson Mickey -Rentschler
Freddie Fuller '. . .. .Frankle Thomas
Paul Ferguson .'.'......Jimmy Butler.
Mo Knrin Sidney Miller
nutran...; rt Emmctt Keane
Ttie Sherl .....Victor Kllllan

Miniature Reviews

•Ton Can't Take It 1th You*
(Col.). From legit success, still

on Broadway. Big grosses

looked for.

•Boys Town' (M-G). Spencer
Tracy and Mickey Rooney to

new heights in tear-jerker.

•Three Loves Has Nancy'
(M-G). Janet Gaynor, Robert
Montgomery and Franchot
Tone in a dizzy comedy.

•Safety in Numbers' (20th).

Actionful new entry in Jones
Family group, geared for laughs.

•Breaking the Ice' (RKO).
Bobby Breen in a combination
folk drama and musical; pass-

able dualler.
'

Time Oat for Murder' (20th).

Harum-scarum meller launching
Whalen-Chandler in new rov-

ing reporter series. O.K.
dualer.

•The Hlgglns Family' (Rep).

First in typical American fam-
ily series shows fine promise,

with Gleasons topping cast.

'Boys Town' should go to town for

the exhibitor alert to its tremendous
exploitation potentialities. Looms as

healthy: boxofflce. Moreover it is a
production that should build good-
will for the' whole industry. Though
an . intangible' preachment for- the
Catholic priest, it has considerable
mass appeal and is gripping enter-
tainment most of time.
The. story of Father Flanagan's

struggle to make a successful boy's
home- and then an entire commun-
ity near Omaha, Neb., is the motivat-
ing theme throughout Producers
shrewdly have not made it entirely
a paean of praise for Boys Town,
but rather a realistic portrayal of
Father Flanagan's untiring efforts to
make something of wayward young-
sters who otherwise might wind up
in the electric chair.
With Spencer Tracy- and Mickey

Rooney as the priest and the Incor-
rigible lad, in tailor-made roles,
'Boys Town' is a tear-jerker of the
first water. Yet it has equal distri-

bution of humorous and bitter mo-
ments. Film stamps Ickey Rooney
as the No. 1 American boy of the
screen. He virtually takes" the pro-
duction away from the capable and
veteran Tracy, though not appearing
until feature is half finished.

Inspiration for - the -home for
-youths of all races and creeds is

deftly unfolded- in the initial se-
quence as Father Flanagan, consol-
ing, a man about to die in the chair,
is swayed by the doomed convict's
bitterness .toward his own hapless
youth. Priest decides to remedy sit-
uation. And though blocked on all
sides, he pushes his home for boys'
movement forward, until he has a
complete juvenile community.
His theory that there is no such

thing as a bad hoy holds good until
he agrees, at the earnest beseech-
ing of a lifer, to take an imprisoned
gangster's kid brother to his town
development. This boy, the flip

Whltey Marsh, who wanted to be-
come a big, shot like his.older broth-
er, has wisecracking notions on the
Boys Town and nearly blasts the
oriest's cause. It takes a defeat in
the boxing ring, the ihiury to his
diminutive pal. Pee Wee; arid ac-
tive contact with his brother's gang-
ster pals., to bring him to his normal
senses. Defeated in his Crly ennniv-
ins to be mavor of Boys Town.
Whitey wins, the hidhest honor in

the youths' rnmmuritv for H's sturdy
loyaltv finally to Father Flangari.
Mickey Rooney is the toughie

whose repartee is as laughable a<; his
cockv walk and nunnersims. Slow
curbing of his desires ins he bucks
Boys- Town customs and rules is a
transition of character that is logic-
ally worked out. Rooney supnlies
sad and dramatic moments as effec-
tually as his reveral uproarious
scenesi Trapy( showing necessary re-

straint, makes his portrayal of Flan-
agan sincere *nd human. It is not
the first time he has played the role
of a priest on the screen.

Henry Hull, the money-supplying
pawnbroker who long is the sustain-
ing financial influences that makes
possible the actuality of (he boys
home, buildr vthls comparatively
minor role into an impressive assign-
ment Group of youngsters who fig-

ure importantly in Boys ToWn epi-
sodes are unifo. -\y fine, with Bobs
Watson, as Pee Wee, and Gene Rey-
nolds, one of the leaders, furnishing
outstanding performances.' Other
sterling .parts are played by Mickey
Rentschler, Jim.ny Butler, Sidney
Miller^ Martin Spellman and Leslie
Fenton. while support is headed by
Edward Norris, Minor Watson. Jona-
than Hale and Robert Emmett
Keane.
John Meehan and Dore Schary

have done an expert job in scripting
the screen story, best portion being
the indelible dialog fitting the varied
characters. Norman Taurog. known
for his vivid handling of juvenile
types, touches a new peak here as he
highlights several youngster per-
formances from a large cast of
youngsters. John W. Considine, Jr.,

has given the picture fine production.
Sidney Wagner's photography Is

aces.
Boys : Town also - has been freely

publicized in newspapers and on the
radio. Picture should gain the sup-
port of all church r.roups in indi-
vidual communities. ' The exhibitor
can safely -build his opening On
theory that it will hold- up from then
on with word-o'-mouth. Wear.

Three Loves Has Nancy
etro release of Norman Krasna produc

tlon. Stars Janet .Gaynor, Robert Mont-
gomery, Franchot Tone; features" Guy ({lb-

bee, Claire Dddd. Reginald Owen. Di-
rected by Richard Thorpe. Story. Lee Loeh
and Mort Braus: screenplay. Bella and
Samuel Spewnck, George Opuenheliner,
David Hertz; musical BCore. Dr. William
Axt; camera, William Daniels; film edi-
tor, Frederick V. Smith. At Cnpltol. N. Y.,

week Sept. 1, '38. Running, time, 70 mlns.
Nancy Brlggs Janet Gaynor
Malcolm Nlles Robert Montgomery
Robert Hansen Franchot Tone
Pa Brlggs.. Guy ICIbboe
Vivian Herford Claire Dodd
William Reginald Owen
Mrs. Herford Cora Wlthorspoon
Mrs. Brlggs ...Emma Dunn
Grandpa Brlggs Charley Grape'wln
Dr. Alonzo z. Stewart Lester Matthews
George Grady Sutton

wonder what all the uproar's about.
. If the script of Three Loves'

stretches the limits of nonsense, so

does the performance. Where the

scenarists have completed the yarn,

director Richard Thorpe and the

cast play it with broad relish.. They
act like a barnstormer's farewell ap-
pearance, pouncing on every situa-

tion, clutching each bit of business

and walloping across all the gags and
points. It's enough to make a timid
spectator cringe, but it's frequently
pretty funny, too.

As the naive little menace from
the sticks, Janet Gaynor gives an ad-'

mirably straight-faced performance,
her intense seriousness contrasting
sharply with the wild and woolly
clowning Of Robert Montgomery and
Franchot Tone. Latter two, as the-

author and publisher, respectively,
pull all the acting stops and; fre-
quently make a ludicrous situation
even- funnier. Hard to see how per-:

formances - could be much broader
and still stay in the studio. Some of
the takes' they register are so forth-
right they can almost be heard. It

mleht be a demonstration in thespie
hokery—and posslbl / for that reason
it seems to fit requirements.
The other players are compara-

tively unimportant- Guy Kibbee has
an almost indistinguishable part . as
the girl's father.-' Claire Dodd ap-
pears briefly as ah -amorous actress,
Reginald Owen is Montgomery's
valet, Cora Witherspoon is the' ac-
tress' scheming mother, and Charley
Grapewin is Miss Gaynor's pugnaci-
ous grandfather. . Jlobe.

SAFETY IN NUMBERS
20lh.Century-Fox production and release.

Features Jed Prouty, Spring Byington, Ken
Howell and Russell Gledson. Directed by
Malcolm St. Clair. Screenplay- by Joseph
Hoffman, Karen de Wolf and Robert
Chapln from original story by Dorolhy
Manney and-Zena .George;; based1 on orig-
inal characters created by Katharine Knv-
anaugh; musical direction, Samuel Knylln:
camera, Charles Clarke. At Globe. N. T.,
dual, week Sept. 5, '38. Running time, 68
mlns.
John Jones.
Bonnie Thompson..
Mrs.' John. Jones. ..

.

Herbert Thompson.
Jack Jones.........
Roger - Jones.
Lucy Jones
Granny Jones.

......Jed Prouty
. . .Shirley Deane
.Spring Byington
..Russell Gleasoh

Ken. Howell
...George Emest
.. ..June Carlson
Florence Roberts

This may not be the funniest pic-
ture of the season, but it's certainly
one of the wackiest It was adapted
byBella- and Sam Spewack, George
Oppenheimer and David Hertz from
an original by Lee. Loeb and Mort
Braus—and apparently it took all six
to* cram all the screwballisms- into
the script. Anyway, 'Three Loves
Has -Nancy' is a completely daffy,
reasonably entertaining romp by
Janet Gaynor, Robert Montgomery,
Franchot Tone and a group of . fa-
miliar supporting players. Chiefly
on its name, pull it's potent enough
for single-billing or a hefty top-
decker for the duals.
Story is one of the trivialities

about a semi-conscious smalltown
gal who gets stranded in. New. York
and becomes the object of a furious
set-to between a flighty author and
his hell-raising publisher. On that
slender framework have been scrib-
bled all the balmy situations, crack-
pot gags, and slapstick whimsy that
six frenzied scripters could concoct
Every dizzy wheeze that ever dec-
orated a Mack Sennett two-reeler or
was refurbished for the recent ro-
mantic comedies has been revived,
twisted slightly and Stretched to the
ultimate of absurdity.
Unleashed in a steadily mounting

rush at an unsuspecting- audience, it

all results in a fairly rollicking pic-
ture, with ' Occasional moments of
outright hilarity. Sometimes, though,
the. humor wears thin and once in

a while it evaporates completely in
the determined effort at horseplay.
In former seasons, 'Three Loves'
would have been a laugh-sensation,
but it is weakened by the interven-
ing boobyhatch comedies. All the
same, this picture is likely to tickle
most audiences and only a few will

Bobby Jones, Billy Mohan
Tommy McOul Marvin Stephens
Tonl Stewart. Ivo Stewart
Mrs. Stewart ..Helen Froeman
Dr. Lnwrence Edmonds Henry Kolker
Mr. Henaley Paul McVey

The Jones Family series continues
blithely on its way, garnering maxi-
mum of laughs with their"' homey
carryings-on in this latest effort, in-
cidentally a 20th-Fox offering in the
quiz, contest Three scribes had a
hand in the screen writing, and two
are credited with doing the original
but in this case the number of writ-
ers-appears to have been a handicap.
It requires Malcolm St. Clair's best
directorial skill consequently to take
it over numerous rough or incongru-
ous spots." 'Safety in Numbers' will
fill the bill with those going for
Jones Family films and may even
win new friends through the me-
dium of swift action and absurd an-
tics.

Latest episode in lives of the
Joneses employs the artifice of a
phoney mineral water scheme, with
the housewife oh the radio, to gen-
erate • audience sympathy and hold
attention. Not exactly a" new thought
even down to the spotting of the
missus on a broadcast. Familiar
ring is partially wiped out by the
didoes of the different Jones boys
and girls though a more sensible
climax is sacrific for a typical
Hollywood chase.
Despite speedy plot development,

film is unusual for this group be-
cause of the number of trim char-
acterizations. Probably something
else for which director St Clair
should take a bow. Ken Howell, as
the oldest son, fits more closely to
the character than on oossibly any
previous appearance. He is typical
college boy amazed that a girl is
madly In love with him even to the
extent of eloping. Jed Prouty is even
a- more likable head of the fam-
ily, while Spring Byington, as his
wife, receives a full opportunity to
make something of her role as the
problem-answering mother of the
airwaves. -

Picture Is Inclined to kid the radio

f
bit. getting laughs out of a mixup

an the engineer's control room and
in poking fun at radio program con-
tests. In fact whole production de-
pends on the youngest daughter's
triumph in one of these for plot. Odd
part is that the fll itself is in the

PiSl"!
6* industry's guessing-essay

$250,000 contest; just a case of hav-
ing been produced before the film
contest Was decided on. Premise
that sponsors of the broadcast, fig-
uring in this feature; later are shown
to be crooks, may be viewed by
radio folks as a too heavy ribbing.
Besides Prouty, Miss Byington and

Howell, a newcomer, Iva Stewart
appears to be the most refreshing
addition to the series. She is the at-
tractive brunet who nearly elopes
with the older boy. Formerly a
model, Miss Stewart combines per-
sonality with a certain .amount of
acting ability. George Ernejst. the
second tallest male member of the
Jones boys, again clicks with his
boyish enthusiasm. Florence Roberts.
Shirley Deane and June Carlson,
other Joneses, and Henry Kolker
also do well Helen Freeman, though

BREAKING THE ICE
(WITH SONGS,

RKO release of Sol Lesser production
Stan Bobby Breen; features Chnrlm )iu»
gles, Dolores Costello, Robert Burn.t Ditrl
othy Peterson, Hilly Gilbert. Irene 'iw"
Directed by Edward F. Cllne. Origins!
story, Fritz Falkensteln and N. Iircwsie-
Morse; screenplay^ Mary McCall j.;.
Munuel Serf and Bernard Schubert; liiuska!
director, Victor Young; musical »u|iprvi I0r
A-be

.
Meyer; camera, - Jack Mm-Kenile'

dances, Dave Gould; editor, Arthur Hil-
ton:' songs, Frank Churchill, Victor Youni
Paul Webster.

. Reviewed In l'rojoi-ilon
Room. Ni Y., Sept. 1, '38. Running ilnie.
80 mlns.
Tommy Mnrtln. , , ,

Samuel Terwllllger ,

Martha Mnrtln,....
William Decker ...
Annie Decker, ..

Henry Johnson..,.,,
Mr. Stnnll
Janitor
Mrs-. Small ........
Kerne
Farmer Smith.
Mr. Jones

• • Dnbuy Dreen
......Charlie HuKgles

Dolores Costello
.Robert

. Iiorrat
Dorothy Peterson

....John King
" nilly OIlfcoK
,; Charlie Murray
...Margaret Un inlitoa

Jonathon Hale
....;Spencer Charters

.Maurice Cass

Moderately engrossing little yarn
about ..the Mennoni in Pennsyl-
vania. It's a combination folk drama
and musical, wi five incidental
songs and an ice show. Too slim
for solo-billing, but totes enough
steam for. the duals; Cast is strong
on performance, but has only mild
name draw. 1

.
Major

, flaw in 'Breaking the Ice'
is structural. It opens and closes
as a homely story about the so-called
•Pennsylvania Dutch' and the sunny-
hearted

.
little chap who runs away

to the city to earn money so his
mother can have her own farm. But
the lengthy mid-portion located in
the metropolis is entirely out of
character with the rest of the story.
Instead of adding Interest to the
main narrative. It jars with' the
flavor of the' rest of the .picture, im-
pedes the action and serves merely
to introduce , a moppet ice skater.
The film's plot is rudimentary

enough; It simply, tells of the young-
ster and his widowed mother who
live with her sister and brother-in-
law. True to the stern, harrow tenets
of the Mennonlte sect, this Pennsyl-
vania tobacco farmer is the harsh,
domineering head of the household.
According to his lights he is right-
ous, devout and just, but to a more
lenient outsider he appears bigoted,
insensitive and cruel. It is. to help his
mother escape this withering atmos-
phere that the urchin runs away to
Philadelphia and gets a job singing
at an ice. skating rink. Even when
success and money come the kid.
cares' little for city, ways or a sing-
ing career. He only wants to get
away with his mother to the Kansas
farm,' but first he has to clear him-
self of his uncle's: suspicion that h«
stole $20 when he ran away.
The dramatic portions at the start

and finish of the picture are admir-
ably done, catching the quaintnessof
the Old World backwater in rural
Pennsylvania, It not only mirrors
the picturesque countryside, but also

brings, out .the restricted outlook and
manners of the people: When the
scene shifts' to Philadelphia, and its

skating, rink show, howev.cr, it .be-

comes just another Hollywood pro-
grammer—and : not -a very good one
at that This is more obvious and
regretable in view of the authenti-
city of the rest of the picture. As an
ice show, it isn't in a class with the
elaborate and finely-balanced pro-
ductions already seen on the screen.
And it- is hardly justified by' the in-

troduction of tiny Irene Dare, billed

as the world's youngest ice skater,

at the age Of five. That such a wee
Miss should be able to skate at all

is remarkable, but even so she's sim-
ply a baby gliding uncertainly across
the ice.

Considering the inherent weakness
of the script, Edward F. Cline has
done a good direction job. He has
deftly blended the serious and com-
edy -moments' of the script, caught
the flavor of the surroundings and
characters and toned, down the ten-

dency of some of his actors to over-

play; However, it is unfortunate
that the attenuated mid-portion was
not cut to a mere montage back-
ground effect
As the cheery little fellow of the

story, Bobby Breen gives one of his

best performances to date. The
aggressive precociousness that has

formerly marred his playing is toned
down. He no longer sells' his. songs

so outrageously, but sings them sim-

ply arid rather appealingly. Hes
still just a trifle too bricht and

heroic for complete conviction, but

at least his playing is sincere and

direct
,

As the genial' but grasping junk-

man who befriends the youngster,

Charlie Ruggles is confronted with »

rather complex part But he clari-

fies it commendably and, possibly to

the credit of Cline's direction, softens

his mannered comedy style. Dolores

Costello is oroperly gentle and ap-

pealing as the boy's mother. Robert

Barrat is suitably overbearing and

Unfeeling as the uncle, while Dor-

othy Peterson is appropriately color-

less as the aunt. The sets vary from

genuinely realistic to downright
Dhoney. Of the sontts. 'Hapov As a

Lark* seems most likelv. while the

'Goodbve. My Dreams. Goofl^vr is a

production arrangement of Schu-

bert's 'Serenade.' •"P 1,e -

only in a minor role, manhandles
her character. .

Better than average product loivior

this series. Charles Clarke's photog-

raphy is nothing to shout about ex-

cepting in some action shots., wear.
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Advance Production Chart

-mounting to $50,000, was airmailedSI
Wright, trustee of GN. dur-

ing the past week following a tele-

phone conversation in which Wright

Stated he would airmail Hammons a

certified copy of the court's approval

of the deal accepted on the Coast.
.

Production plans and Setup will

follow discussion on the initial year's

program- and subsequent considera-

tion of various proposals made, i -

eluding from various producers with

money who desire releasing outlet

arrangements with GN. These pro-

ducers would partly or wholly

finance their own production. In

other cases GN may. finance pro-

ducers who it would bri into the

organl tion.

Louis Jackson, of London, who Is

interested in getting into the GN
'

icture, may become Identified with

c new Hammoiis- enterprise. Pro-

posal of Jackson and associ , un-

der considerat on by Hammons, but

with no known developments to

date, is reported to involve the or-

ganization Of' a $500.00 distributing

company in England for the release

pf GN and ether product in: that

territory. Understanding is that

Hammons and assoclater would have

50% control of such a company,

while Jackson and nis people would

have the other 50%. Hammons, un-

der the proposal reported, would be

chairman of the board ' Jackson is

said to have stro-g banking connec-

tions in England.

The sales setup of GN also remains

tentative except that Alperson, as

y.p. of the new GN, will head distri-

bution in- that post. "Skirball may
figure in a sales connection or on the.

producing side, as well as in control

of shorts, both as to production and
distribution, depending on the execu-
tive lineup created' by Hammons.
Skirball has long been associated

with Hammons, having moved into

the Hammons camp when latter ac-

quired World-Wide, of which' Skir-

ball was sales head. He is presently

associated with his brother, William
Skirball, in the much-discussed 'Birth

of a Baby.'

$1,500,000 Bankroll to Start

A complete roster' of officers of the

new. company will follow incorpora-
tion, with Hammons expected to set a
meeting for that purpose within two

' weeks after papers have been signed.

New company is being incorporated
at $5,440,000. Hammons puts in $440,-

000 as a starter and judges, roughly,
that there will be about $1,500,000 to

work on at this time.
Hammons owns the studio which

GN, when formed two years ago, took
over oh the Coast. Majority ot the
features will be turned out there,

with possibly five or six. to be made
at the Eastern Service Studios, As-
ton , L; I., where under plans all of
the shorts product will be made.
Educational assumed all assets of

GN in acquiring the company under
77B. These include various con
tracts and ' numerous . stories owned
by GN, but as to contracts only those
which have been made within the
past two months. Additionally, Ham
mons .owns several stories, which,
together with those on the GN
shelves, will probably be .

included in
the initial (1938-39) season's output.

Promises made jot 581 'pictures during 1937-38 releasing season were
well met by studios, which, with the exception, of Grand National, delivered
all but 37. QN's failure, to deliver was due to reorganization .troubles, but
studio turned. out nearly half of the 65 features announced.
During 1938-39 season studios have promised total of 502: features,

eluding Westerns, and as of Aug. 31, have already put 122 of total number
required before the cameras. Of this figure 37 are currently in work, 62
cutting, and 23 previewed, leaving 380 to shoot be/ore season closes one
year hence.

; 20th-Fox came

through with 57- promised; Warners, turned out its promised GO; and
Monogram delivered the 42 features announced. RKO, fell short two of

the 5.1 promised; Columbia was short one of iO feature commitment, and
still needs eight westerns to round out -required 22; Metro was short four

out of 51, while United Artists needed eight, to total.32 as announced.

Universal still has seven to go for total of 50; Republic also needs seven

more to complete its 52, but as its new season docs not get under way until

latter part of September full quota should be delivered.. Grand National,

currently completing details of takeover by Educational for fonnation of

New Grand National Films, has not yet announced number of features for

1938-39 and is dropped from the chart until details are forthcoming'.

(Table wider each studio contains figures for 1938-39 season.)

Columbia

Features
Westerns
Serials

Now
Shoot-
Ins
0
1
1

Now Balance to
in. Be Placed Stories In

Cutting Before Prepara-
-Bobms Camer tloo

3 35 35
2 13 13
0 3 3

Dummy Jazzes

(Continjed from page 1)

successful that the Mayor thought
the idea could be enlarged upon.
He figured out the local merchants

would stand a tap for the necessary
dough to bring big screen and radio
names here, and corralled the Festi-
val Assn. and Chamber of Commerce
for aid. The two groups jumped at
a chance to' stimulate conditions for
its members by drawing prospective
customers into the St. Louis trade
area arid - quickly obtained pledges
totalling $75,000. About $30,000 was
to have been earmarked for the stage
talent, and the rest to tooters, rent
of the auditorium, promotion ex-
penses, advertising, etc:

The plan was making swell
Progress until two representatives of
the Chamber trekked to Chicago to
sew tip Bergen, et al., for the p.a.'s.

When they learned that usic Corp.
couldn't deliver they were not inter-
ested; in the other -talent.

Now the mayor, the Festival Assn.
and the Chamber are debatlrig

whether to confine the celebration
to the street dancing and songfest.
°r toss the whole idea into the
basket.

60 2 2 5 51

in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are;

'PHANTOM GOLD,' formerly titled 'GOLD RUSH DAYS,' produced by
Larry Darmour; directed by Joseph Levering; original screen, play by Nate
Gatzert; photographed by James S. Brown, Jr. Cast- Jack Luden, Beth
Marion, Barry Downing, Charles Whittaker, Hal Taliaferro, Jack1 Ingram,
Tex Palmer, Bus Barton, Art Davis, Marian Sais. Lafe cKee. Tiiffy
(canine),

.'SOUTH OF ARIZONA,' formerly titled 'SINGING GUNS,' produced by
Harry Decker for Irving Briskih unit; directed by Sam Nelson; original
screen play by Bennett Cohen: photographed by Benjamin Kline. Cast:
Charles. Starrett. Iris Meredith. Bob Nolan, Pat Brady. Dick Curtis. The
Sons of the Pioneers. .Eddie Cobb. Art Mix. John Tyrrell. Robert Fiske.

'GIRLS' SCHOOL,' formerly titled 'FINISHING SCHOOL,' produced by
Sam Marx; directed by John Brahm: original and screen play by Tess
Schlesinger; photographed by Franz Planer. Cast: Anne Shirley,' Nan
Grey, 'Ralph Bellamy. Margaret Tallichet* Doris .'Keriyon. Noah Beery,
Jr., Cecil Cunningham, Franklin Pangborn, Marjorie Ford, Marjorie Deari,
Marjorie Reynolds. Dorothy Moore, Joan Tree.- _

•THE LADY OBJECTS,' formerly titled 'LADY LAWYER,' produced by
William Perlberg; directed by Earl Kenton; screen play

,
by Gladys Leh-

man, and Charles Kenyon; photographed by Alan Seigler. Cast: Lanny
Rossi. Gloria Stuart. Joan Marsh, Roy Benson, Robert Paige, Arthur Loft;
Pierre Watkin, Robert Fiske.. .

.

•FLIGHT TO FAME.' formerly titled 'WINGS OF DOOM,' produced by
Ralph . Cohn for the Irving Briskin unit; directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr.;

original screen play' by Michael: Simmons; photographed: by Lucien Bal-
lard. Cast: Jacqueline Wells, Charles FarrelL Alexander Dorsey, Fred-
erick Burton, Eddie Earle. Addison Richards, Charles D. Brown, Hugh
Sothern.

THE STRANGER FROM ARIZONA,' formerly titled 'PHANTOM
TRAIL,' Coronet Pictures production for Columbia;' associate producer,
Monroe Shaft; directed by Elmer Clifton; original screen play by Monroe
Shaft; photographed - by Eddie . Linden. Cast: Buck .

Jones, Dorothy Fay
Southworth, Roy Barcroft, Bob Terry, Hank Worden, Hank Mann, Horace
Murphy, Ralph. Peters. Dot Farley, Joe Girard, Walter Merrill, Lon Reibe.

THOROUGHBREDS,' produced by Ralph Cohn for the Irving' Briskin
unit; directed- by D. Ross Lederman: screen play by Michael Simmons;
photographed by Henry Freulich. Cast: Edith Fellows, Cliff Edwards,
Jacqueline Wells, Richard Fiske, Robert Paige, Helen Brown, Virginia
Howell, Charles Waldron.

'EARLY ARIZONA' (for 1938-39)! produced by Larry Darmour; directed
by Joseph . Levering; original screen play, by .Nate Getzert; photographed
by James S. Brown, Jr. Cast: Gordon Elliott, Dorothy Gulliver, Harry
Woods, Franklin Farrium, Frank Ellis, Art Davis, Charles King, Edward
Cassidy, Jack Ingram, Charles: Whittaker, Bud Osburne, Lester Dore,
Symona Boniface,. Buzz Barton, Tom London, Dick Durrell, Oscar Gahan,
Jess Cavan, Margaret Fealy, Frank Ball, Arthur Millette, Kit Guard,:
Florence Dudley, Cy Shindell, Clyde Burns,

'JUVENILE COURT* (for 1938-39 release), produced by Irving Briskin;
associate producer. Ralph. Cohn; directed by D. Ross Lederman; briginsl

story by Robert E. Kent and Henry Taylor; photographed by Benjamin
Kline. Cast: Paul Kelly, Rita Hayworth, Frankie Darro, David Gorcey,
Hally Chester, Don La Tourre, Dick Selzer, Allan Ramsey, Johnny Tyrrell,

Dick Curtis, Lee Shumway, Joe D. Stephani.

•NOT FOR GLORY- (for 1938r39 release), produced by Larry Darmour;
directed by Lewis D. Collins: original screen play by Gordon Rigby; photo-
graphed by James Brown, Jr. Cast: Jack Holt, Beverly Roberts. Noah
Beery, Jr, John Qualen, Helen Jerome Eddy, Arthur Aylsworth. Charles
Middleton, Barbara Pepper,- Harry Woods, Vic Potel, Claire Du Brey.

•HOMICIDE BUREAU' (for 1938-39 release); associate producer. Jack
Fier; directed by C. C. Coleman,- Jr.; no writing credits released as yet;

photographed by Lucien Ballard. Cast: Bruce Cabot Rita Hayworth,
Robert Paige. Marc Lawrence,,Ed Fetherston, Richard. Fiske. Jane Morgan.

•WEST OF THE SANTA FE' (for 1938-39 release); executive producer,
Irving Briskin; directed, by Sam Nelson; screen play by '..Bennett Cohen;
photographed by Allen Siegler Cast:: Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith,
Sons of the: Pioneers, Bob Nolan, Hank Bell, Buck Connor, ick Curtis,

Hal Taliaferro, Eddie Cobb.

Columbia Fix Now In Production

•CALL OF THE TRAIL* (for 1938-39), produced by Harry Decker for

the Irving Briskin unit; directed by Sam Nelson; screen play by Charles
Francis Royal: photographed by Lucien Ballard.' Cast: Charles Starrett,

Ann Doran, Hal Taliaferro, Dick. Curtis, Bob Nolan, John Tyrrell, Fred
Burns. •'

•THE SPIDER.' serial (for. 1938t39), produced by Jack Fier for the

Irving Briskih unit; co-directed by Ray Taylor and James Horrie; screen

play by Robert' Kent, George Plympton, Basil Dickey, Marty .Ramson;
photographed by Allen Siegler. Cast: Warren Hull, Iris Meredith, Richard

Fiske, Gloria Blohdell, Ann Doran. Marc Lawrence, Johnny Tyrrell, Ken-
neth Duncan.. Beatrice Curtis, Charles Wilson.

•SOUTH OF THE RIO GRANDE' (for .1937-38), produced by onroe

Shaft"; directed by Elmer Clifton; photographed -by Eddie Linden. Cast:

Buck Jones. Dorothy Fay, Kenneth Harlan, Don Douglas, Joe Whitehead,

Matty Kemp.. Joe Baird, Bob Kortman. Jack Ingram, Jack Hendricks,

Loren Reide.

Hyman: directed by Julien Duvivier; ho writing credits released as yet;

photographed by Joseph Ruttenberg. Cast: Luise Rainer. Fernand Gravet,

Miliza Korjus. Hugh Herbert, Lionel Atwill. Minna Gombell, George

Houston, Herman Bing. Bert Roach,: Christian Rub.

'SWEETHEARTS' (In Technicolor for 1938 39 season), produced by Hunt

Stromberg; directed by W. S. Van Dyke; screen play .by Alan Campbell

and Dorothy Parker; photographed by Oliydi Marsh. Cast: Jcunette Mac-

Donald, Nelson Eddy. Mischa Auer. Frank Morgan, Ray Bolger. Herman
Bing, Minna Gombel, Gene and Kathleen Lockhart, Raymond Walburn,

Lucille Watson, Florence Rice. Reginald Gardiner. Allyn Joslyn, Fay

Holden. Olin Howland, Terry Kilburn, Betty Jaynes; Douglas McPhail.

etro Fix Now in Production

•STABLEMATES' (for 1938-39), produced by Harry Rapf: directed by

Sam 1 Wood; no writing credits released as yet; photographed by John

Seitz. Cast: Wallace Beery. Mickey Rooney, Arthur Hohl. Minor Watson,

Cliff Nazarro, Margaret Hamilton.

•LISTEN, DARLING,' produced by Jack Curhmlngs; directed by Edward
Marin: original story by Katharine Brush. Cast: Freddie Bartholomew,
Judy Garland, Mary ..Asfor, Walter Pidgcon, Scotty Beckett, Gene Lock-

hart, Alan Hale, Barnett Parker.

'VACATION FROM LOVE,' produced by John Considine; directed by
George' Fitzmaurice; no writing credits released as yet; photographed by
George Flosey. Cast: Dennis O'Keefe, Florence Rice, Roger Converse,

Kenneth StevehSj James. Blain, Andrew Tombes. Arthur Loft, Frank Mor-
gan.

THE SHINING HOUR' (for 1938-39), produced by Joseph Mankiewicz;

directed by Frank Borzage; screen play, by Ogden Nash from play by
Keith Winters; photographed by George Folsey. Cast: Joan Crawford*

MaTgaret Sullavan, Robert Young, Melvyn Douglas.

Metro

Features . .

.

Selznlck-Int'l

Total

Number Number
of Plx Com-,

Promised pitted
50 1

1 0

51 1

Now Balance to
In Be Placed Stories In

Cutting Before Prepara-
Rootns Cameras tion

3 44 44

0 1 1

ictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'TOO HOT TO HANDLE' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Lawrence

Weingarten; directed by Jack Co.nway; -original 'story 'by Lawrence .Stall-

inev screen play by Stallings and Leonard Hammond; photographed by

HalRosson. Cast: Clark Gable. Myrna Lny. Walter Pidueon,
.
Leo Carrillo.

Walter Connolly. Marjorie Main, etty Ross Clarke Peter Lynn. Aileen

Pririgle Patsv O'Connor, Virgi ' idler, Johnny Hincs, Henry Kohler,

Willie Fung. Lily M'*:.
••

> THE GREAT WALT2'

Monogram

Features
Wester

Total .

Number Number
of Fix Com-

promised pleted
26 0
18

M

Now Balance to
In Be Placed Stories li

Catting Before Prepara-
Robdis Cameras tlnp

3 22 22
1 14 14

36

Pictures in the cutting room:

•BAREFOOT BOY* (for 1938-39 season), produced by E. B. Derr; directed

by Karl Brown; screen play by John T. Neville; photographed, by Gilbert

Warrentbn. Cast: Jackie Moran, Marcia Mae Jones, Claire Windsor, Ralph
Morgan, Marilyn Knowlden, Matty Fain, Frank Puglia. Edward Pawley,

John Morris, Bradley Metcalfe. George Cleveland.

-UNDER THE BIG TOP,' formerly titled THE CIRCUS COMES TO
TOWN' (for 1938-39 season), produced by W. T. Lackey; directed by Karl

Brown; original screen play by Marion Orth; photographed by Gilbert

Warrenton. Cast: Anne Nagel, Marjorie Main, Jack La Rue, Herbert
Rawlinson,; Betty, Cbmpson, George: Cleveland. -

•WANTED BY POLICE* (for 1938-39), produced by Llndsley Parsons;

directed by Howard Bretherton; screen play by Wellyn Totmah from
original story by Don Mullaly and Renaud Hoffman; photographed by
Bert Longenecker. Cast: Frankie Darro, Evalyh . Knapp, Robert Kent^

Matty. Fain, Lillian Elliott, Thelma White, Willy Costello, Ralph Peters*

Wilbur Mack, Walter Merrill.

•STARLIGHT OVER TEXAS' - (for 1938-39), produced by Edward Fin-

ney; directed by Al Herman; original screen play by John Rathmell; photo-

graphed by Francis Corby. Cast: Tex Hitter, Carmen La Roux, Snub
Pollard, Horace Murphy, Salvatore Damino, Martin Garralaga, Karl
Hackett, Charles King.

Monogram Plx Now In Production

•MR. WONG, DETECTIVE,' produced by Scott R. Dunlap; supervised by
William T. Lackey; directed by William Nigh; screen play by Houston
Branch from magazine story by Hugh Wiley: photographed by Harry
Neumann, Cast: Boris Karloff, Grant Withers. Evelyn Brent, Maxine Jen-

nings, Lucien Prlval, John St Polis, William Gould, Hooper. Atchley, John
Hamilton, Lee Tong' Foo.

•WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM,' produced by Edward Finney; directed

by Al Herman; original screen play by Robert Emmett; photographed by
Francis Corbey. Cast: Tex Hitter, Dorothy Short, John Merton, Horace
Murphy, Peewee Pollard. Richard Alexander, Karl Hackett, Charles King,

JrM Dave O'Bri , Bob Terry, Ed Cassidy, Ernie Adams, Bob McKenzie,
Denver Dixon, ise Massey and the Westerners.

Paramount

studio .. .:.

Harry Sher

Total

Pictures now in cutting rooms or awaiting previ

•MEN WITH WINGS' (in. Technicolor—for 1938-39 season), produced and
directed by William Wellmah; semen play by Robert Carsbri; photo-
graphed by W. Howard /"reeric.

.
Cast: Fred MacMurray. Ray Milland,

Louise Campbc ,
Andy Dcvine. Edjjar Kennedy, Walter Abel, Porter Hall,

Gene Reynolds, Cheryl Walker, Billy Cook, Dorothy Tcnnant, -James Burke,
Virginia Weidler, Harvey Stephens, Helen Dickson, Lillian West, Grace
Gobdall. Kitty Kelly, Lynne Overman. Donald O'Connor, pilots—Paul
Mantz, Tex Rankin, Frank Clarke, Dick Rinaldi, Robbie Robinson. Frank
Tomick; Herb White, Jerry Phillips. Ace Br.unguiner, Jerry Andrews,
Howard Batt', Ray Crawford, Dick Randall.- Bob Blair, Cubby Gordon. Jim
Barwick, Walter Quinton; Stanley Hicks. Jonathan Hale., Joe Whitehead,
Pat West. Frank Mills, Art Rowlands. Ralph McCullough. David Newell.
Charles' Hamilton, Eddie Dunn, Ronnie Rondell. Edward Earle. John T.
Murray. Dell Henderson, rClaire Dii Brcy.- Willy Morris. Billy Blctcher,

Syr! Saylbr, Lu Miller, Gary Owen, Bobby Tracey, James Burtis,. Paul
Krueger. Al Hill. George Chandler. Lee Phelps.

THE MYSTERIOUS. RIDER* (for 1938-39 sgasnn) produced by. Har
Sherman; directed by Leslie Selandcr: screen play, by Maurice Gerhaghty
from story by Zane Grey; photographed by Russell Harlan: Cast: Douglas
Dumbrille. Sidney Toler, Wcldon Heybiirn, Charlotte Fields. Monte Blue.

Bob Kortman, Mabel Colcord. - Stanley Andrews, Robert Fiske- Glenn
Strange, Leo McMahon. Ed Brady. Dick Alexander. Earl Dwire, Jack
Rockwell, Ben Corbet, Charles Murphy.

TOUCHDOWN, IRMY' (for 1938-39 season), produced, by the Harold
Hurley unit; directed by Kurt Neumann; original story and screen play by
Lloyd Corrigan and Erwin Gelsey: photocraphed by Victor ilner. Cast:

John Howard, Robert Cummings. Mary Carlisle, Owen Dav'a. Jr., Belinj

-Baker; --Minor Watson, Raymond Hatton, William Frawley, Hamilton Me-
(Contlhuod on pa«c 17)
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MEET ALLURING ANNABEL.MOVIE STAR
and the press-agent who keeps her famous ...no matter how!

Amazing Annabel - she's klssablllty mixed with
dynamite— and Lanny Morgan, trigger-quick
publicity man...What he thinks up, she does;
and what she does Is NEWS!..Come on Inside
Hollywood . . . Live and love and laugh with a
movie queen off the screen!

$ mum
OffHMRBEL

Directed byBENSTOLOFF. Producedby Lou Luaty.

Serooa Plajr by Bart Grant* and Paul Yawitm.

Omt ofoat jam into another

.

. . Now the must pate under-

eaver as a maid m a private home. AND THEY MADE
HERWORK WITH HER. HANDS!...DID SHB BURN
AT LANNY

I

RUTH DONNELLY
BRADLEY PAGE

FRITZ FELD
THURSTON HALL
ELISABETH RISDON

HO
RAfilQwTHE FIRST OF A GREAT NEW SERIES

..NEXT: "ANNABEL TAKES A TOUR"
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Advance Production Chart
(Continued from page 17)

.

Breslon and John Patrick; photographed by Daniel B. Clark. Cast: Diohne
Ouintupltts, Jean Hersholt, Claire Trevor. Inez Courtney, Cesar Romero,
Slim Summerville, John Qualen. Henry ilcoxon, John Russell, Jane Dar-

nell. Joan Valerie.

•JUST ABOUND THE CORNER' (for 1938-39 season), produced by
David Hempstead; directed by Irving Cummings; screen play by J. P.

McEvoy and Ethel Hill; original story by Kenneth Earle and Howard
Smith* songs by Walter Bullock and Harold Spina;- photographed by Arthur
Miller. Cast: Shirley Temple. Joan Davis, Bill Robinson. Charles Farrell,

Bert Lahr, George Barbier, Franklin Pangborn. Bennie Bartlett, Amanda

20th-Fox Plx Now In Production

'JESSE JAMES' (for 1938-39), produced by Nunnally Johnson; irected

by Henry King; no writing credits released yet; photographed by, George
Barries. Cast: Tyrone Power. Henry Fonda, Nancy Kelly, Walter Bren-
nan, John :

Carradirie, J. Edward
, Bromberg, . Brian :Donlevy, Douglas

Fowley, Jane Darwell, Donald Meek; Ernest Whitman.,

'DOWN ON THE FARM' (for 1933-39). Jones Family feature produced

by John Stone; directed by Malcolm St. Clair; no writing credits released

yet; photographed by Edward Snyder. Cast: Jed Prouty. Spring Byington,

Louise Fazenda, .
Russell Gleasori. Ken Howell,

.
George Ernest, June Carl-

son, Florence Roberts, Billy Mahan, Roberta Smith, Marvin Stephens,

Eddie Collins, Dorris Bowdon.

«A VERT PRACTICAL JOKE' (for 1938-39). produced by Howard J.

Green; directed by Ricardo Cortez; screen play by Jerry Cady; based on

a story by Ben Ames- Williams; photographed by Virgil Miller. Cast:'

Michael Whalen.'Jean Rogers, Chick Chandler, June Gale, Douglas Fowley,
Jane Darwell, Theodore Von Eltz.

'MR, MOTO TAKES A VACATION,' produced by Sol M. Wurtzel; di-

rected by Norman Foster; no writing credits released' yet; photographed

by Charles Clarke..' Cast: Peter Lorre. -Virginia Field, John King, Joseph
Schildkraut, Lionel Atwill, Iva Stewart, George P: Huntley, Victor Var>

coni.

'THE ARIZONA WILDCAT,' produced by John Stone; directed by Her-

bert, I. Leeds; no writing credits released yet; photographed by Luclen

Andriot. Cast: Jane Withers, Leo Cairillo, Pauline Moore, Henr/ Wil-

cpxon, Etierine Girardot.

United Artists

ner; original screen play by Joseph West; photographed by Gus Peterson.
Cast: Bob Baker, Hal Taliaferro, Dorothy Fay^ Jack Rockwell, Carleton
Young, Forrest Taylor,. Glenn Strange.

Universal Plx Now In Production
'THAT CERTAIN AGE, produced by Joe Pasternak; directed by. Edward

Ludwig; original story by F.Hugh Herbert; screen play by Bruce Manning,
Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder; photographed by Joe Valentine.
Cast: Deanna Durbin, Jackie Cooper, Irene Hich; John Holliday, Melvyn
Douglas, Jackie Searle, Juanita Quigley, Addison Richards.

•SERVICE DE LUXE' (for 1938-39), produced by Edmund Grainger;
directed by Rowland V. Lee; no writing' credits released yet; photographed
by George- Robinson.' Cast: . Constance Bennett, Vincent Price, Charles
Ruggles, Mischa Auer, Helen Brbderick, Joy Hodges.

. 'THE LAST EXPRESS,' produced by Irving Starr- directed . by Otis Gar-
rett; screen play by Edmund Li Hartmann from novel by Baynard Ken-
drick. Cast: Kent Taylor, Adrianne Ames', Don Bro'die, Greta Granstedt,
Paul Hurst, Shaw and Lee, Edward Raquello.

THE STORM/ produced by Ken Goldsmith; directed by Harold-Young;
screen play by Hugh King, Daniel Moore and George Yohalem from origi-

nal' by' Hugh King- and Daniel MoOre; photographed by ilton K'rasner.
Cast: Charles Blckford, Barton MacLnn Preston Foster, Tom Brown,
Andy. Devine, Frank Jehks, Samuel Hi

RadioSiiliPeeved

(Continued from page 7)

Samriel Goldwyn.

.

Seltnlck ..........

Walter Wanger....
Chaplin ..........
Roach-

' London FU

ictures. i

Now Balance to
In Re placed Stories In

Catting Before Prepara-
Rooma Cameras Won

e 3 3
l e «
0 7 7

• 1 1

l 6 6
0 4 2

21 19

Warners

Total

Now
Shoot-

Ins
8

Now Balance to .

In' BePlaced Stories In
Cutting llefore Prepara-
Rooms Cameras, tlon

12 32 32

a better job of this : magnitude in the

black and white.-. They did not

deny that radio outlets might come
into the picture later on to give it

the necessary momentum to put the

program, over, if it needs a little

prodding, The -radio bunch is doing

a watchful waiti , hoping- that ink

might not do the job in the proper

way, and they might be called to the

rescue.

Pictures, in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'SECRETS OF AN ACTRESS,' formerly titled 'WOMAN HABIT,' for-

merly, titled 'LOVELX. LADY,' produced by David Lewis: directed by WiU
Ham Keighley; original screen play by Rowland Leigh, Milton Krims and
Julius Epstein; photographed- by Sid Hickox. Cast: Kay Francis, George
Brent, Ian Hunter, Gloria Dickson, Isabel Jeans, Dennie Moore, Gloria
Blondeil. R6sel.la Towne,:John Ridgeley, Penny Singleton, Larry Williams.
Selmer Jackson, Herbert Ralwlinson, Emmet Vogan, James B. Carson.
Grace Hayle, -Marion Alden, Paillette Evans, Eddi Graham, Stuart Holmes.
Jack Goodrich, Arthur Houseman, Jack Mower, laf Hytten, John Harron.

•BROTHER RAT,' produced by Robert Lord; directed by William Keigh-
ley; screen play by Jerry Wald and Richard Macaulay from the play by
John Monks, Jr," and Fred Fihkelhoffe; photographed by' Ernie Hallor.
Cast: Wayne orris, Priscilla Lane, Jane. Wyrrian, Johnny 'Scats' Davis,
Henry O'Neill, Ronald Reagan, " Jessie Busloy, Louise Beavers, William
Tracey, Edward Albert,- Gordon ^Oliver.

•ANGELS WITH Dirty FACES,' produced by Sam Blschoff; directed
.

by Michael Gurtiz; original, story by Roland Brown; photographed -by Sol
i

Politb, Cast: James Cagney. Pat O'Brien, Ann Sheridan, Humphrey Bo '

Norfolk's Press-Radio Bally

Norfolk, Sept: 6;

Norfolk theatres took a heavy ad-

vertising, splash on, Hie $250;000

Movie Quiz contest; in the local

papers and over WTAR and WGH
Sept. 1. Full impact of tieup was
felt in opening performances of

'Carefree' at Newport and 'Three

Loves Has Nancy'
!

at the Loew's
Stale, with 'Marie Antoinette,' get-

ting first rate buildup .from the ex-

-

ploilation.

Special sections.wore issued by the

Portsmouth (Va.) Star,.and the Nor-
folk (Va.) Ledgcr-'Ditspatch and
Virgi ianrPilbt. They were crammed
with pictures and carried sketches
of the landing lights in the inoti

picture world.

Quakcrtown's .Radio Buildup OB
iladelphia,

Former spirit of cooperation and
good fellowship; between. Alms and
radio, which has ' been gradually
getting more and more strained, blew
up With a loud explosion here this

gart, Billy Halop, Bobby Jordan, Leo Go'rcey. Bernard Punsley. Gabriel week as result of the failure of the

Dell, Huntz Hall. -

,

'Best Entertainment

•CURTAIN CALL,' produced, by Bryan Foy: directed by. John Farrow; i include radio

screen play, by Mark Hellinger from magazine story by Faith Baldwin; budget
Two stations announced definitely

that they. are.through -ith all chat- '

ter, gossip, criticism or anything that

room or awaiti

THE YOUNG IN HEART/ produced by David O. Selznick: directed by
Richard Wallace; screen play by Paul Osborne and Charles Bennett from
novel by LA.R. Wyli . .'The Gay Banditti'; photographed by Leon Shamroy.
Cast: Janet Gaynor, Douglas Fairbanks; Jr., Paulette Goddard. Roland
Young, Billie Burke. Richard Carlson, Minnie Dupree, Margaret Early.

Charles. Halton, Lya Lys, Eily Malyon. Henry Stephenson, Tom Ricketts.

THERE GOES MY HEART' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Hal
Roach; associate, producer. Milton H. Bren; directed by iforman McLeod;
original screen play by Eddie Moran and Jack Jevne; photographed by
Norbert Brodine. Cast: Fredric March, Virginia Bruce, Patsy Kelly, Alan
Mowbray, Nancy Carroll, Claude Gillingwater, Arthur Lake,\Adia Kuznil-
zoff, Mary Field. Pat Gleason. Greta Grandstedt, Moroni Olsen, Kenneth
Harlan, Eugene Pallette, Etienne Girardot, Irving Pichel. illiarri Davidson.

United Artists Plx Now in Production

<LADY AND THE COWBOY' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Samuel
Goldwyn; directed by H, C Potter; screen play by Sam Behrman from an
original by Leo McCaiey and Frank R Adams; photographed by Gregg
Toland. Cast: Gary Cooper, Merle Oberon. 'David Niven. Thomas'
Mitchell, Walter Brennan. Patsy Kelly. Mabel Todd, Fuzzy Knight, Henry
Kplker, Emma Dunn, Harry Davenport.

TRADE WINDS/ produced by Walter Wanger; directed by Tay Gar-
nett; screen play by Dorothy Parker* Alan Campbell and Frank R. Adams
from original story by Tay Garnett; photographed by Rudolph Mate. Cast:

Fredric. March, Joan Bennett. Ralph Bellamy, Ann Sothern, Alan Baxter,

Robert Emmett O'Connor/Patricia Farr, Wilma Francis, Kay Linaker,

Dorothy Tree, Phyllis Barry, Walter Bryon, Wilson Benge, Harry Paine,

Hooper Atchley, Franklin Parker, Lee Phelps, John Webb Dillion, Dick
Rush, Mrs. Sojin, Gloria Youngblood. Ethelreda Leopold. Marie DeForest,

Earl Wallace, Princess Luana, Paulita Arbivu, Iko Magara, Suzanne
Kaaren, Lotus Liu.

TOPPER TAKES A TRIP/ produced by ilton H. Bren for Hal Roach;
directed by Norman Z. McLeod; screen play by Jack Jevnie and Eddie
Moran from the Thome Smith novel; photographed by Norbert Brodine,

Cast: Constance Bennett. Roland Young, Billie Burke, Alan Mowbray*
Verree Teasdale, Alexander D'Arcy, Franklin Pangborn, Leon Belasco,

Irving Pichel.

•MADE FOR EACH OTHER,' produced by David O. Selznick; directed

by John Cromwell; screen play by Jo Swerling;: photographed by Leon
Shamroy. Cast: Carole Lombard, James Stewart, Lucile Watson, Donald
Briggs.

photographed "by . James Wong Howe; Cast: ' Kay Francis, -Ian Hunter,
Janet Chapman, Melville Cooper, Donald Crisp, John Litel, ian- Keith.

TORCHY GETS HER MAN/ formerly titled 'TORCHY FINDS OUT,',
produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William Beaudine;' no writing credits

j can -be construed as a plug for- films,
released as yet; photographed by Arthur Todd. Cast: Glenda Farrell,

] similar step is being considered by
Barton MacLane. Tom Kennedy. Willard Robinson, George Gould. two other outlets and will probably
'BLACKWELLS ISLAND'/ produced by Bryan -Foy; .directed by William I taken. A fifth station already

McGann; drigjnal screen play by _Crane_Wilbur and Dave Marcu's;_ photo- j b j,ns aii
'juch material.

Universal

Now Balance to

in Be Placed Stories in

Catting Before Frepara-
Rooms Cameras tlon

7 34 34

ictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews:

RED BARRY' (serial) (for 1938-39 season), produced by Barnty Sarecky:

directed by Ford Beebe and Alan James; screen play by Ford Bcebe,

Norman Hall, Ray Trampe: photographed by Jerry Ash. Cast: Larry

(Buster) Crabbe. Frances Robinson, Edna Sedgwick.

'YOUTH TAKES A- FLING' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Joe Past-

ernak; directed by Archie Mayo; original by Phil Epstein: screen play by
Myles Connolly; photographed by Rudolph Mate. Cast: Joel McCrea.

Andrea Leeds. Dorothea Kent. Frank Jenks. Granville Bates. Oscar O Shea.

George Offerman. Jr.. Frank 'Scully. Eddie August Isabel; Jeans.

'SWING THAT CHEER' (for 1938-39), produced by Max Golden: directed

by . Harold Schuster; storv by Thomas Ahearn and F. Maury Grossman;
screen play by Charles Grayson: photographed by Elwo'od Bredell. Cast:

Tom Brown, Andy Devine. Robert Wilcox, Constance Moore, tanley

Hughes. Samuel S. Hinds, Rav Parker, Ernest Tiuex. 'Doodles eaver.

Margaret Early.

'GUILTY TRAIL' (for 1938-39), produced by Trcm Carr; directed by
George Waggner; screen play bv Joseph West; photographed by Gus Peter-

son. Cast: Bob Baker, Hal Taliaferro, Mafjorie Reynolds. Forest Taylor,

Glenn Strange, Jack Rockwell, Carleton Young, Georgia Odell.

'PERSONAL SECRETARY/ formerly titled 'PRIVATE SECRETARY-
formerly tilled 'THE COMET/ produced by Max H. Golden: directed by
Otis Garrett: screen play by" Betty Laidlaw and Robert Lively; photo-

Sraphed by Stanley Cortez. Cast: William Gargan: Joy Hodges, Andy
Deyine, Ruth Donnelly. Florence Rober

. 'BLACK BANDIT/ Bob Baker western (for 1938-39 ^eleasol. produced
by, Trem Carr: directed b.v George W.aggncr; screen play by Joseph West:

Photographed bv' Gus Peterson. Cast: Bob Baker. Hal Taliaferro. M<ir-

lorle Reynolds. Forest Taylor. Glenn Strange, Jack Rockwell.

'PRAIRIE JUSTICE/ need bv frem Carr; directed by George Wagg-

graphed by - Sid Hickox. Cast: John Garfield, Rosemary Lane, Morgan
Conway. Peggy Shannon. Dick Purcell. Lottie Williams, Stanley Fields.
Charley Foy, Norman Willis. Granville -Bates, Raymond Barley, Jimmy
O'Gatty, Wade Boteler. William Davidson, Walter Young.
THE. SISTERS/ produced by David Lewis; directed by Anatole Lilvak;

no writing credits released yet for adaptation of novel by Myron Brinig;
photographed by Tony Gaudio. Cast: Bette Davis, Anita Louise. Jane
Bryan, Errol Flynh, Harry Travers, Beulah Bondi.'Heriry Davenport.

•DEVIL'S ISLAND/ formerly titled 'RETURN OF. DR; X/ produced by
Bryan Foy; directed by William Clemens; no writing credits released as
yet; ^photographed by, George Barries. Cast: Boris. Karloff, Leonard Mudie,
f'rank .Rcicher, James Stephens, Pedro De Cordoba, Nat Carr, Tom '.Wilson,
Sidney Bracy. Stuart Holmes. Dino-Corrado. John Harman. i, u„ „„,,„ , r-..-,,... « _
'KISS AND RUN/ formerly titled 'HOT HEIRESS/ formerly titled

r

ll
?
e
„.
c?lke

' V?
0,

,

Evel y ^Pfr >t gets a

'HEAD OVER HEELS/ produced by Sam BischofT; directed by Ray En- 1

nyllton dollars worth of free radio

rigl»t;~no writings credits released yet; photographed by Charles Rosher: I
programs, free buildup for stars and

Cast: Dick Powell, Olivia De Havilland. Allen. Jenkins, Charles inninger, I exploitation' for its songs and pic-
Isable

.

Jeans, Bohita Granville, Melville Cooper, Patric Knowles, Penny iui-es. Like a woeful doggie, radio
Singleton. "

. .

'VALLEY OF THE GIANTS' (in Technicolor), produced by Lou Edel-
man; directed by William Keighley; screien play by Seton I. Miller; from
novel by Peter B. Kyne: photographed by Sol Polito; Allan Davey. in charge
of Technicolor. Cast: Wayne Morris, Claire Trevor. Charles Bickford, Jack
LaRue, John Litel. Frank McHugh. Donald Crisp, Russell Simpson, Dick
Purcell. William Haade. Cy Kendall, Nat Carr, Wade Boteler, Helen Mac-
Kellar, Sol Gross, Don. Turner, Tom Wilson. Cliff Saum, William Pawley,
Frederick Burton, Pierre Watkins, Herbert. Rawlihson, Trevor Bardette,
Paul Panzeri Jack Mo.wer.. George Chandler, Frank Darien, Don Barclay.
Spencer Charters. Ben Hendricks. ,

•KING OF THE UNDERWORLD/ formerly titled 'UNLAWFUL/ pro-
duced by Bryan Foy; directed by Lew Seiler; screen play by George
Brlcker; photographed by Sid Hickox. Cast: Kay Francis, James Stephen^
son, Humphrey Bogart, John Eldredge, Jessie Busleigh, Harles Foy, Joe
Develin. Penny Singleton.
'HEART OF THE NORTH' (in Technicolor), produced by Bryan Foy;

directed by Lewis Seiler; screen play by Robert Rossen, Vincent Sherman
and Leef Katz from novel by William Byron Mowery; photographed by
L. William O'ConnelL Cast: Dick Foran, Margaret Lindsley, Gloria Dick-
son; Janet Chapman, Patric Knowles, Allen Jenkins, James Stephenson,
Alec Harford. Russell Simpson, Gordon Hart, Pedro de Cordoba, Jack
Mower, John -Har.ron. Anthony Averill, J. Crawthers.

Warners Plx Now in Production
•WINGS OF THE NAVY/ produced by Lou Edelman; irected by Lloyd

Bacon; original screen play by Michael Fessier; photographed by Arthur
Edeson. Cast: George Brent, Olivia, de Havilland, John Payne, Frank
McHugh, John Ridgeley. Henry O'Neill. John Litel, Regis Toomey, Donald
Briggs, Max Hoffman, Jr.. John Gallaudet.
'GOING PLACES/ produced by Barney Glazer; .directed by Ray En-

right; screen play by Maurice' Leo, Jerry Wald;- Sig Herzig; photographed
by Arthur TOdd. Cast: Dick Powell. Anita Louise, Allen Jenkins, Walter
Catlett, Minna. Gombell, Thurston Hall, Hal Huber.

, 'DAWN PATROL/ produced by Robert ' Lord; directed
.
by Edmund

Goulding; original screen play by Setbh I. Miller and Don Totheroh; Cast: ... „ .

Errol '-Flyhn, Melville' Cooper. Basil Rathbone, . Rodin Ratnbon'e, David La week of film news, which will be
Niven. Barry Fitzgerald, James Stephenson, Michael Brooke, Stuart Hall, 1 eliminated. It is a sustaining by
Norton Lowat'er'. I Edwina: Snyder WIP carries 15
'THEY. MADE.ME A CRIMINAL/ produced by Benjamin Glazer: direct- inutcs five niahls a week bv F M

ed by Busby Berkeley: screen play by Sig. Herzig from, story, by Bertram 2*
It wi» nrZl L

Millhauser and Beulah Dix: photographed by James Howe. Cast: John :
ro*.it». -It will probably be dis-

Garfield,. Gloria Dickson, Beula Bondi. Claude Rains, Billy Halop, Huntz :

continued when present commercial
Hall. Leo Gorcey. Gabriel Dell. Bobby' Jordon. Bernard Punsley;. |

contract with Steel Pier expires on
'TORCHY IN CHINATOWN/ produced by Bryan Foy: directed by W.il-

|
Sept. 15. WDAS has two I5-mi

liam Beaudine: screen nlay by George Bricker; nh'otogranhed by Warren shows a week by Pat Stanton in
Lynch. Cast: Glenda Farrell. Barton MacLane. Henry O'Neill. Tom Ken- which he gives gossip and criticism
ncdy. Janet Shaw.' Dick Bond. Patric Knowles. James Stephenson. Andy
Lawlor. Frank Shohnon. George Guhl. Joe Cunningham, Jack Mower.
Charles Hickman; Brure Mitchell. John Harron.
'WOMEN IN -THE WIND.' produced by Bryan Foy^ directed by John

Farrow; screen play by Leo Katz and Albert. DeMond from novel by;
Francis altoh. Cast: 'K»v* Fronds. William Gargan, Victor. Jory.' Maxi<- . .

.Hosenbloom. Sheila Bromley, Harvey Stephens, Frarikic Burke, Frank m^nn-Vinccnt and Feldman-Blum
iFnvlen. '

'

'"».
(

agencies- in Holly wood, is cast of-
!' 'UNFIT TO PRINT,' nmditrpd , by ' Sam BischofT: irected . by . Ja s feeling deals wjth several fte'w York
! Flood: screen play by Earl Baldwin. Niven' Busoh. Lawrence- Kimble' an. a-'ents.

: Robert Buckner from nrii'inal story bv Saul. Elk-Ins. and Sally Sand I in:

rnhofowaohcrt hv Charles Rosher. Cast: Pat O'Brien. Joan Blonrlell. B'ibb.v

Jordan. Alan Baxter. Joe Cunningham. Douglas Dumbrillc, Armand Kaliz.

KH nrnrinc. .,

'PASSPORT TO LARKSPL'R LANE,' produced by ryan Foy: flirec'^d

I
by William Clemmens: rio writini! credits rel.ca.wrt yet; phot<iicr;ii>h«d by
Lew O'Cohricll. Cast: Bojiita Granville. Frprikic Thomas,, John Litel.-

Two outlets which shut off the
him chatterers this week : are WFIL
arid- WPEN. Execs of both stations

let out- with' blistering statements.

Considering similar moves are WIP
and WDAS, WTEL for some Weeks
lias had a nix on film material.

Don Withycomb, WFIL g.m., de-
clared, 'It's abppt time we broad-
casters woke: up. For years Holly-
wood has. been taking the bread and

plugged along year after year wait-
ing for the neverrappearing bone of
a commercial contract. And then,

when the larder is' full, radio gets

the doghouse. From now on, as far

as we arc concerned, ' free, plugs for

movies are out.

'If broadcasters all oyer the coun-
try would follow along the same
line,' Withycomb continued, 'Holly-

wood would Arid but how much an
asset radio is in keeping it going.'

Motion pictures may be your, best
entertainment, as the. magnates tell

you. but if it weren't for radio a
lot fewer people would know, it.'

WFIL was carrying 18% minutes
.daily of film chatter and criticism;

Of that time, three and one-half
minutes is. in the regular 15 minutes
morning newscast of Al Stevens.
Stevens, received orders to . cut it at
once, The other 15 minutes a day
of film stuff is ' a commercial by
Barbara Young for John Davis, fur-
riers. Withycomb has 'no actual con-
trol over this -program until the
contract expires, but declared he will

attempt to get the sponsor to- change
to something else.

WPEN is. carrying only 15 minutes

Ned Brown East
Ned Brown, story lic.->d for Ed-

Thi' is a reversal on both agencies'
former .pwlice.. when Rosalie Stew-
art he;ifli:rl. iheir , story department
and worlted solo, having' her owf
('On I arts and not spliltliig enmmi'
sinus with {inyb-fiy in the
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A lot of the fans are pronouncing the

industry's big Drive slogan this, way:

they call it "METRO-GOLDWYN-
LAYER'S GREATEST YEAR."

Sensible when you consider what's, hap-

pening.

Starting with "Marie Antoinette" (Big!)

Next release "Three Loves Has Nancy"
(A joy!)

Next release "Boys Town" (Watch!)

Nextrelease"TooHotToHandle"(Hot!)

And look over what's coming below?

(Abo look over to the bottom of the next column to

'seehow to merchandise what's below.)

HAPPY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN!
Gfttt M-O-M Hto «t to Wayl

OUTWKTWITH
HAtOYS

Lnrti Stmt, Mkto K*"M>
and all lite rest al your favorite

screen family—back again in

MAME AMOMETTf hilarious. Kmt-toudnK. ro-

Nonu Shearer lad Tyrone auntieof(-am advtotmal
rrttt in " the fife. UK sou of
m royal ba4.gj*i" ... at
REGULAR POPULAR
PRICES -arnik New Yolk
and Los Angeles pay 121

SWEETHEARTS
In Technicolor li Victor
Herbert's eniling operetta

Jtsncttt MxDtiuUmiNtUm
£MynirpaatlMlhrilborRoK
Marie" and "Maytlroe"t

THE CITADEL

Froni the startling page* of
Dr. A. J. Cronin's best-telling

novel cornea this dramatic ro-
mance witii Rtbttt Donot and
Raulini RusuU.

MVS TOWN
Sptmr trtty and Mithy
Remty are teamed la a swell

story that wM tag at your
heart-tlrings . . . The greatest

heart-drama ever made!

TOO HOT TO HANDLE
Ttie ttare ol"Test Pilot". Cto*
CoUr and Mytna Lay, in the

imnance ol a daredevil 'round.

thC'Dror Id newireel cameraman.

LISTEN DARKNO
Warned: a husband lor Moml
, . . FitUU Orrfietmrw and
Judy Ctilcnd ia Katherine
Brush's grand story. You'll ate

it with a rag in your heart

THE SHtNINO HOUR
Clamorous Joan Creiejori—in
a triumphant screen version of

the brilliant long-runNew York
stage success. ..A romance to

thrill yuu to the corel

DRArdttTIf SCHOOL
Luiu Rc\

Ihc SOW
and kwr
of roman
of the fot

HOC* 5?

STABUMATES
Wmllm Bury with Htikiy
Roomy as his pal m roaring

laughs and thrills . . . Not since

"The Champ" such a drama!

VACATION FROM LOVE
A pair who are clicking roman*
tically with the fans: firmer
Ria and Dmit ffKttft.;.
Rlginoid Own for laughs!

THE OREAT WALTZ
Im'u Koiim, Fmuni Ciwt,
and M-G-M's beautiful anting
dacovery.Mi/iM Kttjta, us the

thrilling musical life of Jobssvi

Strauss II. the Walte Hint.

JI/jV*Vi- 1

M-G-M .

the scree:

American

romantic

COMMG
WATI

Here ore j

Dickens'
"CHRIS
Lhntl B
others
dramati
Robert
PASSAC
Marring J

TrtfrvaiM

riotous-
~

DAY Al
The fame
in Tech
M-G-M

«

Myma I

"THEC
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"Today's white-haired boys"

THE TWO GREATEST
ACTORS ON THE
SCREEN!
With tears in your eyes you'll .say it!

With a laugh on your lips you'll agree

it's a fact. Spencer Tracy and Mickey
Rooney in M-G-M's sensational "Boys
Town" will take your audience into

their grasp and hold them with the

power of drama, heart-throb and hu-

manity from the opening thrill to the

final punch-line! Remember Tracy in

"San Francisco."
Here's a role similar,

powerful yet kindly.

And as for that superb

little trouper Mickey
Rooney, wait 'till you
see him swagger, get

tough, get soft, laugh,

fight, cry . . . it's im-

mense! A sure-fire hit The first medal for

even before the lines iK^A^S
begin to form at your

/pr Best Movie. More
box-office. coming!

*

HOW TO GET A
FULL PAGE IN
YOUR PAPER!
The best investment for your /theatre at

season's beginning is to tell them you've

got M-G-M pictures. We've made that

easy for you by preparing an Institu-

tional Press Book, containing ad layouts,

pictorial still lay-

outs, feature stories,

etc. With FREE
MATS of every-
thing! To the left is

reproduction of an
actual newspaper
page with an ad
for "Marie Antoi-
nette" plus a two
column listing of
other pictures to
come. Inmany cities

deals arebeingmade
by theatres with
local newspapers
where the balance
of the full page is

devoted to publicity

andphotos .A lively

Way to start your
season. Try it.

Mor* AnlomeriQ Openi Moi-on Pictures Greoieu Yeor A t Lexw i Tbmofro

WATCH FOR
LEO'S "GREAT
WALTZ"
CONTEST!
It's a honey for a

honey of a picture.

Plenty of promotion
for "The Great
Waltz" including one of Leo's big post-

ing campaigns. Thousands of stands in

1200 cities. (An eyeful—below.)

^"w«*w^™^»S,'«r««;.

ISN'T IT TRUE!
The life-blood of this business is show^
manship and your pal Leo gave film biz:

another shot in the arm this week^
Always something new. That Trackless*

Train. That Travelling Studio. And novi?

the trade press is agog with M-G-M's
"Marionette Moviettes." Now starting

a countrywide tour and then around the

world! Marionettes enacting scenes from
"Marie Antoinette" with synchronized

records of the stars themselves deliver-

ing the dialogue. Thrilling to hear.

Fascinating to watch. It created a traffic

bedlam on blase Broadway. Other big

forthcoming attractions will be added to'

the repertoire as it proceeds on its wayS

Photo of Leo's latest trick!

*****
"MARIE" A SOLID HIT!
What a whale of an attraction to opert

the season with! It's a house-packer, a

critic-charmer,AHOLD-OVER EVERY*
WHERE! Smacked across with high'

powered showmanship.

Another big stunt for "Marie" is click-

ing lustily. It's the "MARIE ANTOI'
NETTE FREE TRIP TO FRANCE
CONTEST." More than 200 big-time",

big-city papers are already running it;

with 3000 more newspapers actually

lined up to start!

Ten free round-trips to ooh-la-la Paree,

with exhibitors participating in addition

to the public. That means you!

A great attraction plus high-powered
promotion is an unbeatable combina-
tion. And the results prove it.

It's a pet of a show and showmen have
a pet name for it.

Affectionately they're saying:

"SWEET MARIE!"
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Bioff Out of IATSE as U.S. Pushes

Probe; Douglas for Prez of SAG

Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Announcement that William Bioff

was bowing out as boss of West

Coast studio locals , of the Interna-

tional Allianbe of Theatrical Stage

Employees overshadowed all Guild

fights for producer -recognition.

George E. Browne, IA International

president, wired his Coast offices

that Bioff was severing all official

connection with ihe organization.

Shortly after this announcement

•was received it was disclosed, that

federal agents are still .hare in-

vestigating the receipt by Bioff of

$100,000 shortly after settlement of

the studio strike last summer. Pat

Casey and other producer repre-

sentatives have been questioned by
G-men, and the financial records of

various studios are being scru-

tinized.

Bioff admitted to a Sacramento
grand jury that he deposited the

money in a Hollywood safety de-

posit box, but contended it was a

personal loan he had negotiated;

Government is interested ;in thie in-

come tax angle.

West Coast operation or the IATSE
will be taken over by Harold Smith,

another personal representative of

President Browne, in collaboration

With Harland Holmden, third vice-

pr ident of the IA. Smith is gen-

erally popular with the member-
ship.

.

Plea of young writers for a mini-

mum wage scale has won over the

executive board of Screen Writers

Guild, and minimum will be set at

$100 per week if the proposal is

okayed by the membership. Mini-

mum has already -been approved by
the board and ballots mailed to

members.

Scrlb Agreement In Making

Seven major studios have already
contacted Screen Writers Guild and
suggested they 'get together and
talk agreement* Companies are

acting independently, however, in-

stead of jointly -as before anti-

monopoly suit was instituted by the
government.
Paramount was the . first to con-

tact the Guild. Metro, RKO-Radio,
Samuel Goldwyn, Columbia, Repub-
lic and Universal: quickly followed
suit. Companies advised the SWG
that, in offering to talk agreement
they were not waiving any legal

rights and were in no way rec:

cgnizing the jurisdiction of the Na-
tional Labor. Relations Board
Opening parley is scheduled, for

•8 p.m. Wednesday (tomorrow) un-
less the producers decide qualified
acceptance by the SWG might
jeopardize any future action that
night be taken in the courts.
Studios which have not yet con

taeted the Guild are 20th-Fox,
Warners, Monogram, 'Larry Dar
mour and Selznick-International.

Donglas Wants to Be Prez

Melvyn Douglas Is a last-minute
nomination for president of the SAG.
He will oppose Ralph Morgan, se-
lected as a candidate by the Guild
nominating committee,
Other nominees advanced by

senior members outside the admin-
istration nominating committee, are
Irving Pichel , for recording secre-
tary and J. Edward Bromberg, Doro

Hurting B. O.

(Continued from page 1)

ho organizatipn had the right to
waive the state minimum wage.
Strike of Studio Painters has been

authorized unless producers grant
organization a closed shop for scenic
artists. Situation is now being dis-

cussed by Pat Casey
^
producer-labor

contact, and Herbert Sorrell, busi-
ness representative of Motion Picture
Painters Local 644.

Hearing on petition of Screen
Directors' Guild charging 10 major
studios with unfair labor practice
and asking to be certified as bar-

gaining representative for directors,

unit managers and assistant direc-

tors, was resumed today before the
National Labor Relations Board
Session was recessed from last Fri-

day (2) to give attorneys an op
portunity to stipulate on tentimony
of directors who are now engaged
in production.

Three Groups Linked

ost of hearing has been devoted
to efforts by the SDG to show that

a community . interest exists among
the three groups. .

ove by Guild,

however, to show that intention of

all unit managers and assistant di-

rectors is to become directors was
blocked by producer attorneys. Lat-
ter pointed out that in the Bendix
case even apprentice" employees were
not permitted to testify as to their

intentions. Alfred Wright, attorney
for 20th-Fox, said a man Ight de-
sire, to . be one thing ' today and
change his mind tomorrow.

Maraonllan's $3,866.67 a Week'
Principal 'interest centered on

salaries paid directors. ... Rouben
Mamoulian's contract with Para-
mount, sighed March 4, 1931, was
for 60 weeks with two options of 45
weeks each. It called for produc-
tion of 10 features, with Mamouliaii
to receive $3,866.07 per week, with,
advancement to $5,000. Clause pro-
vided that if 10 productions were fin-

ished- ahead of schedule the director
was to receive the difference: be-
tween what - he had been paid and
$658,000.

-Another contract, dated Oct, 20,

1936, called for $75,000, payable at

rate of $7,500 weekly for directorial

duties oh 'High, Wi .and Hand-
some.' He was to receive $1,250 per
day for retakes, with additional
Compensation for cutting. Attorneys
contended he actually was paid
$178,750 for directing the picture,

but Mamoulian said he thought the
figure, was closer, to $145,000.

Herbert Biberman testified he
signed a term contract with Co-
lumbia on Nov. 13, 1934, for five

years, but asked for and. received his
release after one and a half years.

His starting salary was $250 week
and had been advanced to $350 when
he quit. Had he served out the con-
tract his maximum pay would have
been. $750 week.
Howard Hawks stated that he had

received an average of $75,000 per
picture for his last six productions.
Contract of Frank Tuttle. with

Paramount showed he was paid $3,-

000 per week for 10 weeks for di-

rectorial duties on 'Paris Honey-
moon.'

Dyke's Bonus Scale

Five-year contract between Metro
and W. S. VanDyke calls for pay-
ment of $3,250 per week. However,

of 100,000 and more are common
occurrences at most of the

.
promo-

tion festivals pulled by the local

dailies, Chi's situation is a mirror
of the newspapers' extra-publishing
activities ' everywhere.

Good-Will, Mostly
In most, cases, the newspapers

are pulling these stunts strictly for

publicity and good-will rather than
any immediate gains in advertising

or circulation since the majority of

these promotions do not lend them-
selves to any direct tie-in with
newsstand sales or home, delivery.

But the promotions are coming
through, with remarkable success,

and- pulling hordes of potential pa-

trons away from the theatre box-
offices.

In one season the various stunts

delivered by the Chicago news-
papers have pulled an estimated at-

tendance of 2,500,000. And some of

the- bigger promotional events have
actually emptied the downtown,
streets of picture-goers.
Among, these promotions which

are rated as particularly tough com-

Rivoli, N. Y., in a Spot for Product;

Shuberts Talk Cabaret-Theatre Idea

Gov't Impatient

(Continued from page 3)

thy Petersen, Maurice Murphy and fu
supplemental agreement provides

Robert Gleckler as members of the
*u ~ J

board of directors.
Regular administration slate in ad-

dition to Morgan is James Cagney
and Joan Crawford for relection as
first and second vice-presidents, re-
spectively; Edward Arnold for third
v.p., Paul Harvey for recording sec-
retary and Porter Hall for treasurer;
Board candidates selected by the

the director is to receive additional
compensation of $750 per week for

the first/year of his contract; $1,000
the second year; $1,250 the third
year; $1,500 the fourth year, and
$1,750 the fifth year.

J. P. McGowan, executive secre-

tary of the SDG, testified that he
had been a director for 28 years; He
said his first salary was $75 week

Harvest Moon's B.O.

One instance of tieing In

with a big newspaper stunt , is

Loew's State's . regular book-
ing of the Harvest Moon dance
contest winners, a stunt staged

by the N. Y. Daily News. Ed
Sullivan, the tabloid's column-
ist, m.c.'s at $2,500 a week,
the winning dance team gets

$250 each - for the Week's en-
gagement, the No. 2-3 Lindy-
hoppers realize $100 a team for.

their services, and the State
invariably does bullish b o. The
winners- usually play a fort-,

night at the Broadway vaudr
fllmer, and this year. Sullivan
also takes the prize hoofers to

Chicago for a supplementary
engagement;
The News shindig at Madi-

son Square Garden a week ago
' Wednesday (31) was jampack-
ed. with 20,000; tickets, were
at a premium, and the- News
turned away many more ap-
plications for tickets.

will at least assemble for a talk
about the issues. This, despite the
strong . indications from New York
that the companies intend to fight.'

Unless the industry makes a move
soon on the matter of theatre own-
ership, the Federal Government is

likely, however, to adopt a stern at-

titude which would lessen chances
of reaching terms on a. consent de-
cree.

Should the Justice Department re-
quest a preliminary Injunction, ban-
ning further expansion of theatre
ownership, the burden on the indus-
try would be increased. Already
swamped by the chore of preparing
formal answers to the Government's
119-page petition, the majors' legal
battery would be compelled to con-
centrate immediately upon the pro-
ducer-exhi itor phase of the prob-
lem and ready for an advance fight.

The Department appears to be still

counting oh the possibility the in-
dustry will prefer to avoid this in-
crease In work and added expense.
The Justice Department is willing

to make a limited concession in try-
ing to simplify the proceedings
through a truce, it was revealed last

week. Text of the July 28 letter

suggesting a stipulation under which
the companies would voluntarily re-
frain from increasing realty hold-
ings, revealed by Arnold's office

Friday (2), showed the Government
ready to promise that contracts
which cannot be suspended by
mutual agreement should hot beaf- :

footed by the proposed pact. If the
industry refuses to initial a pledge,
and the D. J. is forced to resort to a
temporary restrainer, no such ex-
emption is likely.

'
|

with $7.50 hotel allowance. He said
° ",""1 *".\"""^ •'7', this was increased frorr. lime to time

IW. v\ r^"? ,
Arnold

'

Beulahj
Ulltil he' received $1,700 per week

Jw, ' S
3
P
h
„
By

.

rd
'
Melvyn Dol,Slas '

'
for directing the Helen Holmes

Porter Hall, Paul Harvey, Hugh Her-
1 sel

.

ia is
bert, Howard Hickman, Peter Loire,
Edwi tanley and Gloria Stuart.
Election is scheduled for Sept. 18 at
general membership meeting.
Universal executives and officials

of the Boy Scouts of America have
been instructed to appear before the

"

State Wplfnrp rnmmlcclnA nn Sont i

J;

Keighley Draws 'Kid'

Hollywood, Sept. 6.

William Keighley gets the direct-,

ig job on 'The Oklahoma Kid,'

SUfe WclFa^-ComSon ^
2b

WW V
tl
°?

W
J

th eZ?7Tn
l
° £

: T^c on to spot locations for the pic-
ouu Boy Scouts for 'That Certain ,,

" ,„ m ii c5„t in
Age,' featuring Deanna JDurbin. Only Uuc

'

due t0 10" Sept ^
22 of the Boy Scouts were members
of -the SAG and received $11 per
day for their appearance. The re-
mainder were not paid, but it was
explained Universal had agreed to

?iake a substantial donation to the
Roy Scout organization

petition for the theatres are the

Chicago Tribune's All Stars-Pro
Champions Football game' in Sol-

dier's Field; the Tribune's Golden
Gloves contests; the Tribune's Gold-
en Gloves Champions-vs.-European
Champions tourney; the Chicago
Times Ski Meet in. Soldier's Field;

the Times Swingfest in Soldier's

Field; the Tribune Golf School and
Golf Championship Tourney; the

Hearst Soft Ball contest; the Hearst:

Money-Fish stunt; the Hearst Soap
Box Derby; the Hearst Regatta; the

Tribune's annual Music Festival, and
the. Tribune's. Silver Skates.

Some Last a Long Time
Most of these are one-time shots,

but many others, such as the golf

school, the Silver Skates, the Gold-
en Gloves, the Soap Box Derby and
Soft Ball contests, run several

days, or through a number of weeks
of preliminaries and eliminations.

Theatres can't see any way.' to

buck these shows and are now fig-

uring out methods or tying in with
'em in some way, so as to salvage
something out of the actual box-
office damage. What makes it par-
ticularly an aspirin-doser for the

exhibitors is that there is ho stop

in these activities on the part of the

newspapers in the future. Instead

they are looking ahead into even
increased hustling by the dailies, to

put over big citywide and nation-

wide show biz and sports stunts,

with the sports editors, amusement
editors and promotion heads look-

ing about frantically- for additional

avenues for crowd-gathering events.

Wellman's Kipli
Hollywood, Sept. 6.

William Wellman's next job at
Paramount is Rudyard Kipling's
story, 'The Light That Failed,' slated
to roll next January,.
European vacation for the Well-

man family has been called off, with
Bermuda' as a probable substitute.

Source of product supply for the

Rivoli, New York, for the new sea-

son becomes further complicated

with United Artists selling all its

product to date to the Music Hall,

N. Y., under individual deals.

The Roxy, N. Y.,. now owned
20th-Fox, is expected to make a new
deal with Universal on a selective

basis. And with first-choice on prod-
uct being covered for every major
producer-distributor by a Broadway
first run outlet, the outlook is that

the Rivoli, controlled by the United
Artists Theatre Circuit, headed by
Joseph M. Schenck, but in ho way
affiliated with UA, will have to play

second fiddle on each company's out-

put. Theatre has had a difficult

struggle since' its long-term. UA
franchise ran out last year; enabling
UA to offer its pictures to the Music
Hall.

Opening, this season with 'Gate-

way' and following with 'Little

Tough Guy,' b.o. fizzles, the Riv is

currently in the! chips with 'Letter

of Introduction.' The house got a
break on this picture siiice the Roxy
had call on it as a '37-'38 Universal
release but permitted it to go to the
Riv in view of the holdover of
'Alexander's iRagtime Band.' Other-
wise the Roxy would be playing it,

Metro, has the Cap as its show
window; Paramount the Par; RKO
the Music Hall; Columbia the M.H.
under a selective deal; Warner Bros,

its own Strand, and, if last year's

deal is renewed as expected, the
Roxy will have initial pick on around
12 Universals. Additionally, the
Hall gets' anything it wants from
UA, which- leaves a former well-en-
trenched first run, the, Riv, in the

position of taking what's left, along
with lesser first runs such as the
Rialto, Criterion and Globe.

Rivoli property, owned by an es-

tate which tried to sell it two years
ago to Walter Reade and others, is

a far more valuable property than
the other secondary first run grinds,

There have been reports of the

Rivoli flirting with the idea of going
cabaret-theatre. The Shuberts are
more or less interested, as Lee Shu-
bert is also a UA Theatres director.

New York Theatres

Beg. Friday, 9 A.M.
l!f l'KKKON

WAYNE MORRIS
os tub sta<;k

Ozzie Nelson. & Orch.
ON TIIK Nt'KKKN

"Valley of the Giants"

STRAND — 25c
Jl'way 4 4<lli St.

TJ LOT DOLLING UP
j Hollywood,

:

Sept. 6.

Unk-ersal studio is putting on a

hew makeup under direction of C.I i IT

Work, who has ordered every build-

~. i£auj£ ,
ing on the lot repaired and repainted.

.Matter reached Welfare Commis- l Some of the struc »rcs hayent

s'on when several mothers protested. been painted ;i more than lu years.

TITLE CHANGES
Hoi I vwood. Sept. 6.

'One for All' is latest title for The
Three Musketeers' a.t 20th-Fox.
Warners changed. 'The Hot Heiress'

to 'Kiss and Run.'
Release title of Warners 'Passport

' to Larkspur. Lane' ' 'Nancy Drew,
1 Detective.'

j
Latest tag for 'Deportation TV

at Republic is ''Forged -Passport.'

'Inside Storv' hits the release sheet

as 'A Very Practical Joke' at 20lh-

Fox.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood. Sept. 6.

Metro purchased' 'Such Mad Fu
mag story by Jane Hall.

Rcmiblic bought 'M.ss Streamline.

PARAMOUNT^
George RAFT
Henry FONDA

Dorntliyl.AMOUR

"Spawn of

the North"
I'.iramounl ricliire

IN PERSON

Eddy Duchin

And Hie
ORC1IE8TBA

The 3 Stooges

7th tr.« 6UU1 HI.

R 0 X Y
i a i.i. 25* TO
BKAT8- I I'M.

"MY
LUCKY
STAR"

—'On the Nlnff«-
Njew Btiiire Shim

NORMA TYKONK
SHEARER POWER

MARIE ANTOINETTE
M. (;. m. nit

nailr 2:?.0. 11:13: M[.lrl«lilAIR-C'OOI.ED
Show Sal.. Snn. 3, <).

.\fyl«. SDr. li, $]. Kiel. •"'».

In J2. Sal. & Sun. '.Msn.,

Kai. MM. .& Sun. r, I' M.
...

lo 41.50 (i'lui Tax) ll'ivny & •I.""

AST0R

I Loew's STATE
| I PADWAT 4 <Jth irnIT

I

Today Only
>:» sri.MVAN I

A Ifurvrhl Moon
Jlillire WlriNiTM

,

"Love Finril And/, t

H«rd>" I

Senrtu

Xh urti.

Itol,!.

TAVl.Olt
'The

Crowd Roars'
Vllll'l'-l illo

by Clarence Marks and Robert

Wylcr.

".Vv
0 MUSIC HALL

II KM) OVKK

"YOU CAN'T TAKE
IT WITH YOU"

Spectacul Stage Production*

N'niv I'lii.vlnir

.limi't (i.WNOIC
It.ilirrl .MONT<i«.MKUV

Kriiiirlilil TONK In

'Three Loves Has Nancy'
Slirlt Thuri., Snenttr T.RACV.
Mickey ROONEY In 'Boyt Town'
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HuDy's Criminal Test on Quizo

Games Points to Drive's Movie

Quiz' Contest for Legal Support

Philadelphia, Sept. 6.

Four men were arrested here at

Iheir own invitation last week in the

first ste-pof a unique test suit on new
type theatre games designed to re-

place the outlawed bingo and banko.

Arrests were made as a criminal

action, on advice of high-powered at-

torneys consulted by the game pwn-

rrs, because a trial and decision can

:>e had immediately this way. Civil

test could be drawn out for several

years.

Those pinched were Nat Abelove,

manager, and Al Shrier, assistant

manager, of the Ritz, and Herb

Lewis, owner and manager of the

Jewel theatre, and Lou Schleifer, who
m.c.'d the game. . Ritz, which was

nlaying 'Quizo;' is owned by Dave
Barrist, operator of the Quality

Premium Co., distrib of the.
; .
game,

jewel was using 'Hollywood Party,'

distribbed by Dennis Game Co.

Both houses notified police that

they would use the games Tuesday

night and give away 10 cash prizes of

$2.50 each. Plainclothes men. were

assigned to the theatres. They mere-

ly looked On to verify that the

games actually were played, but

made no attempt to ;stop them.

Then they put the managers under

technical arrest They were, merely

toH to appear, in Central Police

Court next morning.
Magistrate Beifel, at thai time,

held them each in $300 bail, they
were allowed to sigh their own bond.

Thereupon, attorneys David . H.

Cohen and Frank Fogel, representing

'Quizo,' and David . Malls, represent-

ing 'Hollywood Party,' immediately

filed habeas Corpus proceedings to

free their clients.

Proceedings were heard on Friday

by "Judge Gerald F. Flood, who wlil

give a decision in a few days. He
may rule at once that there was no
lottery allowed; and throw the case

out, making the games legal, or re-

fuse the habeas corpus, thus sending

the case to a jury.

Argument before Judge Flood was
entirely friendly. Prosecuting for

the . city was Assistant Solicitor'

James Ryan. Ryan, only a few
months . ago, declared the games in

question legal. His opinion was held
unauthorized, however; and with-

drawn by his chief.

Attorneys used as their principal

argument in favor of the gimmicks,
the present national ' ovie Quiz' con-
test in conjunction with 'Motion Pic-

tures Are Your Best Entertainment'
drive. They maintained that 'Quizo'

and 'Hollywood Party' are based on
the same principle as the quiz, and
if that is legal, this is. They also

pointed to the numerous radio quiz
games, to which the film games are
an exact counterpart. Contests in

the Philly newspapers were likewise
cited as setting a precedent of

legality for the games in point.

Demonstrations, were made for

Judge Flood of the games being
played. He said the principal thing

he would determine would be
whether they were mainly chance or

skill.

Bingo and banko and all their rela-

tions were ruled out by Judge Harry
S. McDevitt in what attorneys for the
?ame companies consider .a fairly

airtight decision. New games, how-
ever, are forbidden not by court
order, but by an arbitrary decision of

Mayor S. Davis Wilson.

EPSTEIN SUCCEEDING

MOORE WITH WB IN N.Y.

Zeb' Epstein, ^manager of the

Strand, N. Y. for many years, is in

active charge of Warners' metro-

politan circuit following resignation

of B. F. (Dinty) Moore, managing
director, and may succeed to Moore's

post with the Warner organization.

Moore was. transferred from War-
ner operations ir St Louis following

the F. & M. settlement there o: the

Government anti-trust suit to N. Y.

about two years ago. He resigned to

take over operations of Standard

Theatres in the Oklahoma City terr

ritory, which comprises a combina-
tion of J. H. Cooper, WB and Para-
mount

FeldB

AGENTS SUE

in vs. Rogers^-Hayward
Humphrey Bogart

Stoky Records Taw'

For Disney Feature

Hollywood, Sept 6. .

Leopold Stokowski has started re-

cording 'The Entrance of the Faun,'

second of the six musical numbers,
to be included in a feature length

cartoon at the Walt Disney studio.

First of the compositions was The
Sorcerer's Apprenti ,' recorded last

spring."

Other numbers so far selected for

the feature are 'Clare De Lune' and
The Flight of the Bumble Bee:'

Disney is negotiating for 'Bolero' and
one other piece.

Roach Tags Sutherland

For Hardy-Langdon Pic

Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Edward Sutherland has signed a
four-year pact as associate pro-
ducer-director at Hal Roach - studio.

First job is 'Zenobla's Infidelity,'

introducing . Harry ' Langdon as
Oliver Hardy's new teammate.

Los Angeles, Sept. 6.

Charles K. Feldman has filed $15,-

000 action ith the State Labor

Commission against Howard Emmett
Rogers claiming the writer owes

commissions on his earnings since

April 27, 1934, under a five-year

managerial pact.

Plaintiff declares Rogers has

earned $150,000 during that period.

Leland Hayward, agent sued

Humphrey Bogart for $42,008. claim-

ing .the actor, walked out on a seven-

year contract. Agent declares Bogart

will earn $420,085. under his pact

With Warners, and demands 10%.

'BABY BIRTH' PK IN

{350,000 SUIT IN CHI

Chicago, Sept 8.

Suit charging unfair trade prac-

tices has been filed la the federal

court here by Maurice. Co landj

who has picture tagged 'Life,' against

the American Committee on Ma-
ternal Welfare arid Special Pictures

Corp,, associates in the flicker, irth

of a Baby.'
Copeland- Is seeking a cease and

desist order, an injunction and
damages of $350,000 against the two
defendants on the allegation that the

defendants published misleading ad-

vertisements and representations re-

garding the birth pictures.

Copeland alleges that no injunc-

tion has been .issued .against him by
any courts and claims that exhibitors

are being intimidated against book-
ing his picture on threats of legal ac-

tion against the theatre.

Copeland claims that his: 'Life' pre-

dates 'Birth of a Baby' by almost
a year.

fat'! Lab Shuns Red

Hollywood, Sept 6.

Samuel A. Miller, attorney for In-

ternational Cinema, Inc., summoned
stockholders to a meeting to work
out a plan for continued operation
of the lab. Company went into 77b
last January and was ordered liqui-

dated in April by Federal Court'..

Profitable operation of the labora
tory since- April is the. cause of the
new move. Court is said to favor it

Shyer Settles, Walks

Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Melville Shyer, associate producer
at Progressive Pictures, settled his
contract . which still had several
months to run.
He had produced 'Slander House'

and 'Delinquent Parents' and was
slated to make 'I Want a Divorce,*
which has been postponed In-
definitely.

False Faces

(Continued, from page 7)

'38-39 Deals

STUDIO CONTRACTS
Hollywood, Sept. 6.

20lh-Fox hoisted Wally Vernon's
player option.
Metro picked up Nat Pendleton's

option-
Hal Hudson signed to a wrl

tract by 20th-Fox.
Columbia signed Larry Simms,

moppet
Metro lifted Reinhold Schunzel's

director, option.
Walter .Reisch's writer pact re-

newed by Metro.
Paramount took up Frank Loessev's

composer option.
Franz Waxman, music scorer at

Metro, inked, a new contract.
P.-eston Sturgis signed writer-

director ticket at Paramount
20th-Fox picked up Chick Chan-

dler's player option.
Edgcumb Pinchori signed to write

six. originals for Coronado Films.
Linn Mayberry inked an ei

picture deal with Coronado.
Warners handed Jane Bryan a new

player contract.
Buster Keaton signed up with Sol

Wurtzel unit at 20th-Fox.

(Continued from page 5)

ihg placed to a test during 1938-38
in the play ing of Par product, in the
Warner houses, has created consider-
able interest' in major theatre arid
sales quarters. In addition to the
known interest of other distributors
ir writing similar dealc with WB,
with percentage* on pictures broken
down in units of 1% against theatre
gross performance, all distribution
ranks will follow the results of the
Par-WB experiment closely. Test
may prove forerunner of a complete
departure in percentage contracts for
the following season Of 1939-40.

By that time numerous long-term
deals will run out. there having been
an unusually large number of two-
year franchises last summer (1937)
in view of the good economic condi-
tions then prevailing. This year the
buyers are steering awf.y from deals
thr.t would run two year; or longer
due to the. gamble involved, and. for
other reasons.

Dating on . certain .pictures on the
"38-30 season sent out early has been
held Up because of late contract-tak-
ing. Encouragement for the negotia-
tion of deals now v hich remain to

be set has been strongly lent by 'sev-

eral fresh releases, both of the. old

and new season's crop, among them
'Algiers,' 'Letter of Introduction','

'Alexander,' 'Sirm You Sinners, 'Four
Daughters,' 'You Can't Take It With
You,' 'Love Finds Andy Hardy.' 'Boy
Meets Girt,* 'Crowd Roars' and Tex-
ans.'

Treeless territory in which the film-

ing is: being done is one of the hot
test spots in Californi , with the
mercury usually hovering 'around
110. Several hundred extras por
traying East Indians in G-strings

must be sprayed with dark Samoah
stuff several . times daily to keep the
pigment up to the proper shade.

Matter of making up atmosphere
people hired in : location sectors is

much more difficult than the prob-
lem of dolling up Hollywood talent,

in that the former, being inexperi

enced, cannot, do the ..job themselves.
Henry King, directing the 20th-Fox
tinter, -Jesse James,' hear Pineville,

Mo., has just discovered that fact,

and has summoned additional, make
up experts from the Westwood lot

to handle the 450 townsfolk he has
hired to emote in the background.

The Dandruff Era

Paramount's plans to produce
'Gettysburg' already has. Wally
Westmore doing special research
work on mustachios and beards.
Chief source of information on the
subject is Brady's Pictorial History
of the Civil War, which reveals
more than 50 ways of wearing facial

fuzz. Meanwhile, Warriers makeup
staff 'is studying 19th century Mexi
can features preparatory to develop,
ing wigs and whiskers arid daubing
paint for the cast of .'Juarez.'. Chore
is an out-of-the-ordinary one, in that
most modern impressions of Mexican
characteristics are incorrect. Peon
type will definitely not. qualify.
Metro's 'Northwest Passage,' an

other important color undertaking,
making of which has been set back
until Spring, is another screen offer

ing requiring much preparation .by
the makeup crowd. More than 5.

000 scalp locks and other- primitive
adornment will be manufactured for
the Indians, part of whom will be
real and part grease-coated whites.

Laboratory experiments are now un
der way in an effort to produce, paint

that -will match the markings and
colors used as. bodily decorations by
the redskins of a century ago.

EXPLOITATION - b» u» w. s«tm
Good Campaign

Paul E. Glase, of the Embassy]

Reading, reports on. the campaign for

the Greater Films season as plotted

and executed by the combined man-

agers of Reading theatres, all of

whom cooperated fully. It's a good
campaign from every angle..

The big day was Sept 2; but the
campaign, started, the previous Mon-
day, and worked up to the Friday
climax. Two 10 page special sections

were .
promoted, one running Thurs-

day and the other Friday.' On Fri-

day, there was a band concert and
rally in the city park in the evening,
with a brief address by the mayor,
arid invited speakers from among
those- prominent in the industry.
During the exercises 1,000 gas bal-

loons were released, each carrying a
single ticket to the Reading theatres,

Following the band concert there
-was a community sing, led by the.

Penn Wheelmen's chorus. Com-
munity sings are not so hot in some
spots, but top hole in Reading where
the late ' George Eisenbrown intro-

duced the custom. This ' was fol-

lowed by a parade.

The Chamber of Commerce sent
out 2,500 letters to members, asking
their cooperation, and there was a
special Movie Sales Day in Which .all

merchants offered special bargains
and dressed their windows with stills

and other, material. The stills were
used for an identification contest
with 50 ticket prizes.. The -Mer-
chants. Bureau loaned the flags and
other decorative material- kept on
hand for gala occasions, and all

crosswalks were stenciled with the
urge 'Let's go to the movies.'

Ah information booth in charge
of an attractive girl was opened on
the main street where information
could be had on the Movie Quiz and
coming, pictures, and the quiz was
further promoted by quizzes on the
two local radio stations, WEEU and
WRAW.
They were on the air for 10 an-

nouncements daily for the week. The
traction, company donated a ban-
nered car and gave the: back page of
its house/organ to play up, and there
was also a special co-op movie sec-
tion in the same sheet

Newspapers ran special co-op ads
in. advance telling the readers to
watch for the special sections, and
cooperated. fully, with special stories
and art As a finisher every em-
ployee Was pledged to get 20 friends
to join the national Movie Quiz.

Cooperating managers were George
Peters, Loew.'s Colonial, chairman;
C. G. Keeney, Park; Lester Stahlman,
Aster; Paul E. Glase, Embassy; Al-
vih Hostler, State; Calvin Lieberman.
Rajah: Dave ' Brodstein. Orpheum;
G. B. Jeffries, Strand: W. H. Smith,
Rio and Rex, and Walter Finch. Cap-
itol.

WB Three Ways

.
Warners seems to have. Kit upon a

new idea in presenting 'its newspaper
advertising campaigns to exhibitors.
Heretofore the advertisement section
of any press book has covered a' va-
riety of advertisements from wheih
the exhibitor could make his selec-
tion. In the: book for 'Four Daugh-
ters' three distinct styles of campaign
have been laid out.
The first section ca'rri mostly

type advertising, stemming from
the two Jack Warner ads which
proved, , so signally successful in
launching the picture in New York.
[Incidentally, a major aspect of
these Jack ' Warner 'personal' ads.
was the fact they were spotted up
front In the dailies, away from, the
amusement section.] Mats of these
two are available in the original
four-column width and also in three
col measure..: These are, supple-
mented, by 10 other displays, rang-
ing from one to four columns.
Sparing and careful use has been
made Of illustration, the main idea
being to appeal to the better class of
theatregoers with type-set argument
.The second section offers a set of six
ads carrying out the previous, idea,
but more strongly, pepped, up with
cuts, intended to appeal to the mid-
dle class of patrons. The third set
comprises eight ads in the regular
picture theatre style, intended for the
smaller houses where they still sell

by illustration.

. A novelty is several ads in three-
Column width, with one column car-
rying national criticism. This sec-
tion may be replaced by local com-
ment or completely amputated to
leave heat two-column ads..

Theatres-Exchanges

The Last Word
RKO Radio's announcement book

this year is what S. Barrett McCdr-
mick describes as the de luxe edition
of the coming season's announce-
ment. Book is

.
just about the last

word in tops for all time in super, ele-
gance.

It's enclosed in a zipper port-
folio of white leatherette with a
glass window to permit the title of
the book itself to show through.
Book is. in red, leatherette covered,
with covers about an eighth of an
inch . thick. Inside pages are all in
color, beautifully printed from good
art. By, large and sideways the
book is about the most elegant put
out since producers first issued an-
nual announcements, and will take
a lot of beating if it ever is headed.
McCormick has been in the game
since when, and has done some
mighty important stunts, but he has
never beaten this attempt nor has
anyone else.

Double Payoff

Hamilton, O.
Nat Turberg, manager Paramount,

Southio unit, paid off a 'daily double'
to local family qualifying for free
ducts for most prolific offspring pro-
duction. Turberg ' offered flock of
passes to see 'Love Finds Andy
Hardy' to first family, registering
with five sons. Next day he made
si Har offer to couple with five
daughters. Winner took all when he
proved that five -male arid five female
descendants gathered at the table
daily.

Canton, O.
Ray Scaffer, Palace theatre here,

transferred to Mansfield, where he
will manage the Park.

Troy, N. Y.
Jack S. Swartout, manager of

American, installed as president- of
Warner Club, embracing WB thea-
tres in Troy, Schenectady, Albany
and vicinity.

Schenectady, N. Y.
Supreme Court Justice John Alex-

ander' approved reduction in assess-
ments on Plaza and Proctors Thea-
tres. Reduction of $16,000 allowed on
Proctor's and $20,000 on Plaza, a
total cut of $36,000. Both reductions
effected by Mann & Mann, attorneys
for the theatres, and Corporation
Counsel Arlen T. St. Louis, by
agreement.
The RKO-Proctbr's Corp. is listed

as owner of Proctor's. Assessed for-
merly, for a total of $724,500, it is

now listed as worth $708,500. The
valuation of land left at $103,230, re-
duction being made only in assessed
value of the building.. Owner of the
Plaza is Fabian Operating Co., Inc.

The attorneys' agreement brought
the total valuation down to $337,100
from $356,100. The value of the land
was left unchanged at $59,760.

Charlotte, N. C.
County. Attorney J. Clyde StancllI

has rulel that the proposed con-
struction of a $750,000 auditorium-
theatre for Charlotte did not depend
op the bond issue. He said that the
Federal Government, if it accepted
the project as self-liquidating, would
not require Mecklenburg county to

issue bonds but would require a

stipulation that all rent, and profits

be paid to the government until 55%
of the total cost was repaid.
After conferring with State Sena-

tor James A. Bell, Stancill .said that

if the WPA should approve the ap-
plication, it. would make an outright
grant of 45% of th- cost The project

must be self-liquidating in 30 years,

though.

G.M.S. Press Book
'Motion Pictures', Greatest Year'

committee has issued a press book
for the use of local promoters of the
screen that will prove useful -to most
of those engaged in, putting the big
idea over. The stories cover all the
angles embraced in the campaign' and
offer a collection of signed articles
that causes the book to resemble a
Who's Who.

»

Stuff, runs from paragraphs to
pages, and can supply practically any
need of the . local committee. Plenty
of good press work with mats ob-
tainable from 36 headquarters stra-
tegically located. Stories exploit the
pictures in general and not those of
any one company.

Jersey City.

With the elevation of Rudolph A.
Kuehn, from manager of the Stanley.

Jersey City, to distri:t manager of

the Hudson County Warner theatres,

George Kelly, manager of the

Fabian, Hoboken. moves Into

Kuehn's vacant slot. Frank: Haller of

the Central, J. C. relieves Kelly, and
Nat Mutnick, manager of Warners
Newark' district switches over to

Haller's forriier post.

Indianapolis.

A request to secure permission to

erect a theatre here was filed last

week with the Board of Zoning by

Beulah Taylor. This is the second

attempt to secure permission to

build a riabe house since Carl Nicsse

opened the Vogue earlier this year.

The first , filed by Joe Cantor,

operator of the east side Rivoli, was
nixed by the board.

,

Indications are that present appeal

will also get the thumbs-down ns

neighborhood residents are pnmea
to protest

Wheeling. W. Vs.

Tl.e Court theatre, which, since

spring, has been undergoing a re*

modeling, job thnt virtually amount-

ed 'to its rebuilding, will be re-

opened .Sept 2;
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rA AJOK
BOWES
UNITS

It is notable that boxoffice records
for our third year on the road demon-
strate that the public warmly welcome
and will buy honest entertainment
value.

MAJOR BOWES
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MAJOR
BOWES

FROM

INTERNATIONAL
REVUE"

NEELEY EDWARDS
MASTER OF CEREMONIES

JAMES MACLEAN
.< -i

CARPENTER

DAVE BROWN
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

JOE HARRIS
COMPANY MANAGER

^V \ \\

JOHNNY and JULIUS

MARSHALL ROGERS

SOL STRAUSSER

DANNY DRAYSON

PAT THIERAULT

JACQUE GOKEY

QUINN SISTER

HARMONICA JACKS

J/i
1

1

YEAR ON THE ROAD FOR MAJOR BOWES UNITS!
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MAJOR
BOWES

FROM

ANNIVERSARY
REVUE"

TED MACK
MASTER OF CEREMONIES

E. HIGGENBOTHAM
CARPENTER

.

ROSCOE LEIGH
COMPANY MANAGER

JIM LEVINE
ADVANCE AGENT

-^^\\\\\\\\\\\\\\A \ ^ \ \\\ \ v \ v

THE 4 SERENADERS

STOSH

LARRY EISLER

HERMAN SILVERMAN

VAN ZANDT SISTERS

BYRON BROS.

VIVIAN LAMANCE

STRAWBERRY RUSSELL

NEVA AMES

4 HYDE PARKERS

YEAR ON THE ROAD FOR MAJOR BOWES UNITS!
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MAJOR
BOWES

FROM FROM

"Rodeo
Rhythm"

Intercollegiate
Revue"

ALICE KAVAN
MISTRESS OF CEREMONIES

GRACE JOHNSTON
MISTRESS OF CEREMONIES

CARL ABRAHAM
COMPANY MANAGER

EDWARD RUDLEY
MUSICAL CONDUCTOR

JOE KENNEDY
WEST COAST REPRESENTATIVE

•

BOBBY & DOTTY EDWARDS

BILL McILWAIN
COMPANY MANAGER

GASTON LEVY
ADVANCE AGENT

•'

ROY DAVIS BERT and BETTY

THE 3 CHORDS
•

JACK FIELDS
•

PHIL IRVING O'BRIEN and GOLDBERG

DIANE GUNNER BILLY IRONS
•

JOHN STANTON ALEXANDER MECUCCI

PLEASANT CRUMP
•

JOE SMITH & DAUGHTER
•

KAY KRIVOKUCHA BILL BOADWAY

5 MELODY COWBOYS
•

SAM HINTON

VtAR ON (Ht ROAD FOR MAJOR BOWES UNITS
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Chain Income from Time Sales

NBC
1938 1937 1936 1935

January ..... ...... $3,793,516 $3,541,999 $2,681,815 $2, 5,037
February 3.498,053 3,295,782 2,714,300 2,758,319

3,614,283 3,037,873 3,025,308
April 3,310.505 3,277,837 2,741,928 2,682,143
May...... • ..... 3,442.280 3,214,819 2461,720 2,685,211
June 3,200,569 3,003,287 2,323,456 2.386,845
July 2,958.710 2.707.450 2,429,983 2,208,935
August 2.941,099 2,784,977 2,422,431 2,021,365

$25,440,434 $20,913,506 $20,657,163

CBS
1938 1937 1936 1935

January $2,879,945 $2,378,620 $1,901,023 $1,768,949
February 2,680,335 2,264,317 1,909,146 1,654,461

March 3.034,317 2,559,716 2,172,382 1,820,553
April 2,424.180 2,563.478 1,950,939 1.615,389

Kay 2.442.283 2,560358 1,749,517 1,287,455

June 2,121,495 2,476,567 1,502,768 1,066,729

July i....... 1.387,357 1.988,412 1,292,775 910,470

August 1,423,865 1,955,280 1,232,588 979,019

$18,746,948 $13,711,138 $11,103,025

Mutual
February . . .

.

March ;

April
May «.*......
June ........
July .........

August ......

MUTUAL
1938

,. $269,894

,. 253,250

. 240,637

... 189,545

.. 194,201

. 202,412

, . 167,108

. 164,626

.$1,681,673

1937

$213,748

233,286

247,431

200,134

154,633

117,388

101,457

96,629

$1,364,706

VIA U S. STUDIO

Shannon
, irector,

Promulgates Set of Rules
to Keep Programs Im-
partial—Must Be Educa-
tional, Factual and En-
tei-tai

WANT SHOWMANSHIP

NBC's Aug. Time Sales $2,941,099,

Up 5.6%; CBS Off 272% to $1,423,865

While Columbia's gross for last,

month took another dip, as com-
pared with August, 1937, NBC's time
billings continued to stay above the
plus line. . NBC time billings for the
past month came to $2,941,099, or
5.6% over what it was for the like

period in "37. CBS this time got

$1,423,865, which is 27.2% less than
last August's tally. On the first

eight months of the year NBC is still

up by 5.6%, while CBS slid off 2%
Mutual drew $164,626 from the

sale of iacilitl last month, a tilt of
70.4% over last August's gross. On
the eight months this network is

22.7% ahead.
NBC's total for August, 1937, was

$2,784,977 and for the previous Au
gust, $2,422,431. Columbia garnered
$1,955,280 in August of last year and
$1,232,588 for the parallel month, of
*36.

Detroit Dailies Stick

To Radio News Ban,

Bat Stations Hopeful

Detroit, Sept. 6.

Flood of protests over deletion of
radio pages has subsided and the
three Detroit dailies apparently, are
determin to stick by their guns.
Network stations are still hoping
sheets will reinstate gossip and pro-
gram previews, but there's nothing
to indicate papers will dp this even
when, as and if advertising revenue
perks up here.
Better line on possi ilities will be

forthcoming later this month when
new shows hit network. Should a
sizable expenditure be . made for
newspaper bally, it's considered like-
ly sheets would, reconsider publish-
ing of more radio news. Otherwise
it's very likely that sheets will seek
line, rates for program listings, which
now appear in agate in all three
dailies here.
Herschell Hart, radio ed of the De-

troit News, has resumed his gossip
column over WWJ, broadcasting be-
tween chores oh editorial side of
News. Also pens 'Revelry by Night'
column, devoted to niteries, etc.,

which appears Sundays and Mon-
days.

Novelist Wins 1st Round

In Tor Men Only" Suit

Initial preli inary skirmish In

the restraining action brought by
B"eth Brown, novelist, against Bris-

tol- yers, Pedlar .& Ryan, NBC and
WLW, Cincinnati, in connection with

the program, 'For Men Only,' was
won last week by the writer, when
Justice Frank Noonan denied
WLW's plea that the litigation be
transferred from the N. Y. supreme
court to Federal court. Justice
Noonan ruled that even though
WLW, creator of the program, is an
Ohio corporation, one of the other
defendants, P&R, provides the nec-
essary corporate residence in New
York for trial of the issue in the
state court.

Miss Brown contends that the pro-
gram title seeks to capitalize on a
novel she had published in 1931.

Her 'For Men Only' used a Ncv
Orleans sporting house of the '8u's

for its background.

NAB'S 3D DISTRICT

HUDDLES IN PHQ1Y

Philadelphia, Sept. 6.

Member stations of the third dis-

trict of the National Association of

Broadcasters will meet at the Ben-
jamin Franklin hotel Friday after-

noon (9), District takes in- Penn-
sylvania, New Jersey and Delaware
and is represented on the NAB board
by Clair A. McCullouyh.

Neville Miller, new.NAB prez, will

be among those present. After a

general meeting Friday, there will

be a dinner and the following day
the broadcasters will huddle by
states.

ingtbn, Sept. 6.

Politicians appearing before the
microphone in the Government's new
$100,000 transmitterless broadcasting
studio cannot engage in political bal-
lyhoo, or partisan propaganda. Rules
of conduct are the height of piety
along censorship lines.

Determined effort to keep the
broadcasts on a high plane of im-
partiality is reflected in the regula-
tions promulgated by Shannon Allen,
acting director and former NBC an-
nouncer! Code bans loud-speaker
stuffing a la Hitler and Mussolini,
with specific caution that: programs
'must not be political' and further-
more 'must not deal with propa-
ganda.'

Taking the slant that the studios
are to facilitate legitimate" educa-
tional broadcasting, Allen's rules
state that 'no exposition of an ad-
ministrative ' view should be given
unless clear authority from Congress
has defined that view as a Federal
fUncti or. rvice.'

Network Qaallly

Emphasis is placed on a quality
often lacking in- Government pro-
grams' .showmanship. Drawing on
his commercial experience, the In-
terior Department radio boss -has
advised that Federal programs must
have 'the same basic quality as the
best network radio programs,' a. di-
rect dig at boring reams of statistics.

Entertaining slants should be placed
on factual information, with dra-
matic exploita.ion a must.

New studios are to be linked with
key web stations in the future, al-
though; the chains have been lacka-
daisical so far. Principal use for the
present will be making transcrip-
tions. Suite embraces two large stu-
dios, surrounded by offices, recep-
tion room, loung~, observation gal-
lery and fully-equipped control
room.

Old Show Biz Headache, Billing, Kills

Pepsodent Deal for Connie BosweO

School Pays

Philadelphia, Sept. 6.

N. W. Ayer will have 40 sports
announcers gathered in Phila-
delphia Thursday (8) for a two-
day session oh . the style they
are to follow in handling this
season's gridiron broadcasts for
Atlantic Refining. They will
be schooled in clarity; accuracy
and interpretive uniformity.
Meet will be topped off with a

dinner Friday night.

Roosevt Wants

CBS to Release

2 Hearst links

ride in Ban*.

Buffalo, Sept. 6.

Owen McBride. Chicago baritone,

has joined the WBEN staff;

He's vocalist in two NBC-Red net-

work airings a week, as well as three

local sustainers.-

Brewer Buys Up New

St L Station's Sports

Programs; 400 Hours

St. Louis. Sept. 6.

Gricsedieck Bros. Brewing Co. has
purchased 400 hours of time on
KXOK. hew Star-Times Publishing
Co. station skedded to start opera-
tion Sept. 20. Time is station's en-
tire sports program. It is divided
into 30 min. resume of 10 big foot-
ball games the station will cover this
fall; all baseball game programs in.

1939 major league season and minor
sporting events at Coliseum, Arena
and Auditorium that the station will

broadcast. Contract runs for a year
from Sept. 20.

Before KXOK had built its trans-
mitter at Venice,. III., or had contract
blanks printed, the Gricsedieck Co.
was one of several local companies
that began angling for the entire

sports program of the station.

Elliott Roosevelt, president of
Hearst Radio, Inc., and head of the
Texas State Network, is due in New
York tomorrow (Thursday) to dis-
cuss the possibility of obtaining a
release of CBS' contract with WACO,
Waco, and KNOW, Austin. Roose-
velt is negotiating for the purchase
of these two outlets from Hearst and
adding them to the TSN. E. M.
Stoerr. comptroller of Hearst Radio,
is making the trip north with Roose-
velt.

The TSN's affiliation with Mutual
becomes effective Sept. 15. Ques-
tion involved, it is understood, is

what is to become of the business
that CBS has sold on WACO and
KNOW for the coming season.
KNOW rates as a bonus station to
KTSA, San Antonio, as far as CBS
customers, are concerned, and a
commitment on KTSA ' is a commit-
ment on KNOW, when and if the
latter outlet is available.
Also inter ted in the outcome of

the CBS attitude toward KNOW is.

the group of Texas oil men that are
dickering for the purchase of KTSA
from Hearst

RUBINOFF LEAVING HOSP

AFTER 4-MONTH SIEGE

Detroit, Sept. 8.
Recuping from four-month illness

siege, Dave Rubihoff took part in a
special broadcast from his room in
Harper hospital Saturday (3) over
WWJ. George Arno. of WWJ's staff,
accompanied Rubinoff at piano; and
Bob Stanton did the interviewing.

Violinist, who has undergone four
operations • since an appendectomy
last May 4, left the hospital early

'

last week for the first time to at-
tend a testimonial dinner at the De-
troit Golf club with Rudy Vallee,
here for Michigan State Fair. Plans
to leave hospital this weekend. Will
go to Atlantic City and then to Val-
lee's home in Maine for coupla
weeks' of rest.

Negotiations ' for the inclusion of
Connie- Boswcll in the Pepsodent
show, which starts on th'e'NBC-red
(WEAF) link Sept. 27, blew up last
week when.Lord 8c Thomas rejected
a clause in .the contract which gave
the vocalist equal billing with Bob
Hope in all newspaper spotlight ad-,
vertising. It was the first time in
years that a condition of this sort
had prevented a deal in radi .

Harry Leedy, Miss Boswell's man-
ager-husband, had insisted on the in-
sertion of the clause through 'her
agents, RockweU-O'Keefe. Leedy
claimed that' she should be accorded
the newsprint attention in return for
her willingness to sigh up with the
account for six years.
What particularly prompted

Lecdy's course was the possibility
that a huge percentage of the news-
papers throughout the country would
in due time eliminate their program
lists, with the result that radio ad-
vertisers would be compelled to go
in heavily for spotlight ads. Under
the circumstances, the only print
mention, that the singer could look
tb would be that contai in the
program advertisements. '

While the. negotiations were on.
Miss Boswell cancelled four weeks
of Paramount circuit appearances,
totalling $8,000, as the program
would have taken her to the. Coast
The stage dates have since been
picked up. Edward Lasker, who is

currently in Hollywood, handled the
negotiations for L 4c T.

ishface Treks West
Senator Fishface (Elmore Vincent)

is moving from New York to Chi-
cago toward. the end of this month,
preliminary to going on a tour of

persona] appearances in the mid-
west.
Meanwhile, he has created a new

character, 'Uncle Elmore, Your
Kracker-Barrel Kommentator,' which
is being dickci'ed for as a flvc-min-

ule transcription.

Monroe May Coordinate

General Mills for B-S-H

100G Cost Pfns Yankee

Power Icing Possible

Sponsorship of Series

Sales departments of the three net-
works are inclined to the belief that
the World Series has little chance of
being sponsored. The two things
which are likely to militate against a
sale is the expected $100,000 price for
the broadcast rights, and the general
feeling that it won't be much of a
contest regardless of what national
league team is pitted against the
Yankees.
Understood that Mutual tri to get

an exel iye option on the sale of the
series but Judge K. M. Landis, base-
ball czar, said that he wasn't ready to
talk about broadcast rights. Mutual
nonetheless had Its salesmen scout
the ad agency field. The recc ion
was uniformly cold. Webs feel con-
fident that even if the series isn't sold
it will be made available to them on
a sustaining basis.

Series last season collected $100,0
from Henry Ford, though he let his
rights, to the series lapse. When the
motor magnate sponsored the games
in 1936. overall cost came to around
$250,000.

Chicago, Sept. C.

BJackett-Sample-Hummcrt 1 agency
is negotiating with producer Paul ^ t„ ,,„ yc iiiiMituMonroe to come in as general co- I when' told'VtVuT wcb'"fo1lowsTther
ordmator for all General Mills pro-

|
nctwoik practices and couldn't per-

Detroit's Headaches
Detroit, Sept. 6.

ichigan stations arc reaping an-
nual mixture of dough and head-
aches as state primary election .bat-
tles enter their final week. PolitU
cians' shekels unusually plentiful for
ether talks this fall, since hot race
impends for Gov. Frank Murphy's
chair. But. the headaches are even
more plentiful.

Most spectacular of these was the
denouncing of Michigan network by-
Grand' Rapids mayor. Latter, desir-
ing time over WXYZ's chain in be-
half -of a friend running for state
otfice, is reported to havfc burned up

grams.
Coor Inator would supervise and

edit scripts, casting,, direction and all
other items of the Mills radio opera-
tions out of the B-S-H office. This
follows the setrup of General Mills
itself, which has Ed Smith in Min-
n.apoJis. to supervise the radio ac-
tivities for the flour fir itself.

With increased activity in the

i

radio time buying department of B-
i S-H-, purchasing chief Jack Lacmarr
hrts added an assistant. Aiding in

setting schedules and rates is Earl

|

mit political speech. After reportedly
threatening Grand Rapids outlet with
almost everythini;. mayor was finally
cooled down by web officials. But
still no political speech.

Palmy,

Schroeder Vice McNeil
Lester Schroeder last week suc-

ceeded Bob McNeil as time buyer
- for the Blackett - Sample - Hummert
agency in. New York.

I McNeil was promoted to assistant

I
to George Tormoy, account execu-

tive.
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Deforest Sick' of His Protege, Radio;

'CommVIs Maddening, Visio 4 Yrs. Off'

Los Angeles, Sept. 6.

The man who helped nurse the

infant radio through its turbulent

swaddling days, and who is called

by some tHe 'father of present-day.

radio reception,' due to his perfection

of the tube, is sick of it all. Unbur-
dening himself -of a .few choice re-

marks on his 65th birthday, Dr. Lee
De Forest has practically disowned
the lusty kilocycle brat and switched

his affections to television/

At his birthday fete, someone
asked him what he thought of pres-

ent-day radi ' Without mincing
words he summed it pp in one terse

passage, 'Isn't it sickening?'

'I seldom listen to it any more,' I

he added, 'except for a weekly sym-

1

phony program and some cheerful

music while I'm dressing. Not only

are the programs, poor, too much
swing and crooning, but the comr
mercial interruptions are maddeni
It isn't at all as I imagined it

would be.
'

'The way I envisioned it, stations

would have been specialized '— one

would play symphonic music and
opera; another educational, .and an-

other dramatics, and so oh. In that

•way you'd know exactly what you'd

hear at any point on the dial. As it

is one never knows, because too

many stations are doing, the same
things/
Commercial television is at least

lour years off, De Forest believes.

He is' now working on the sight-

sound development arid hopeful of

perfecting visio to the point of. be-

ing projected on a screen two feet

square. Smaller screens will never 1

prove profitable, he said.

De Forest obtained the first radio

patent in 1900, and sold it in 1917.

NBG Rule Sticks

Roy Wltmer, NBC v.p. in

charge of sales, declared last

week that the contract for. a
two-station hookup given Nestle

(Lamont, Corliss St Co.) did

hot involve ah exception to the

policy requiring the use of at

least 50 stations on the red

(WEAF) link during the eve-

ning. Witmer. pointed out that

the Nestle show, 'Quite By Ac-
cident,' will be aired frjpm 7:30

to 8 p.m. Tuesdays, with this

period coming within the time
alloted affiliated stations for.

their own use.
: Otherwise, added itmer,

NBC still sticks to its 50-station

rule. Nestle series starts Oct. 4

arid the other station in the

hookup is WMAQ, Chicago.

Programs Back on the Networks
(• Indicates new show or change of

NETWORK

Campbell Soup

Ford Motor......,:.,. ......... CBS
John Morrell Si Co. . . ... NBC Red
•Cummer Products t NBC-Red
Wheeling Steel....,......;...; Mutual

FTC Warns Baking Co.

It's Advertising Bread

Too Much Like Cake

NEBRASKA GAMES CUFFO

BUT WITH RESTRICTIONS

Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 6.

Bob Russell, former Cornhusker
football player, won the assignment
here this week to represent all radio

stations interested in broadcasting
the football games played by Ne-
braska this year.; He will be placed
in front of a universal mike and
any station can: hook on. He'll use
as spotters Harry Johnson, of KFAB,
Lincoln, and Harry Burke, of WQW,
Omaha.
Nebraska Is making no charge to

any radio station for the broadcasts,

but insists on time being sold only
before, in the middle and after the
game. University athletic, depart-,

ment must look over all commer
cial copy 24 hours previous to the
games.

ington, Sept,' 6.

Warning to Gordon Baking' Co.,

Detroit, to quit advertising its Sil-

|
ver Cup Bread as containing 'two-

thirds of a pint fresh whole milk'

per loaf, was issued Monday (5)

by the Federal Trade Commish.
Broadcasts and newspapers bally-

hoo have misled the public, Com-
mish charged, since bakery has been
charged with using condensed milk
instead of fresh, and even the
canned milk 'is present in a quan-
tity less than the equivalent of two-
thirds of a pint of fresh whole milk.'

Advertising was clever, but false,

Commish. Indicated, admitting that

it 'induces; or is likely to Induce,
purchase of the respondent com-
pany's bread.' Company must prom-
ise to be good within the next 20
days, or receive a cease, and desist

order.

CAN'T KD ABOUT

HONEST PHELY COPS

Lever

•Penick & Ford
'Kellogg (Pep)

Ballard & Ballard (

Chas. B. Knox (

•Wheateha

NBC Blue
NBC Red
NBC Red
Mutual

Lever

Lever

•Cummer Products

Ti

Vick Chemical. .

.

D„ L. & W. Coal.

NBC Red

Bowey's, Inc.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber.

Quaker Oats..............

Quaker pats

Ralston Puri

General

Glidden Co....
(Durkee's Famous Foods)

Cal-Aspirin

Procter

Ward Baking,

•Pepsodent ;

.

Acme White Lead & Color

NBC Red

NBC Blue

NBC Red

NBC Red

NBC Red
NBC Blue

Oiler Ties Up Coast

Football at 310G Cost

Lbs Angeles, Sept. 6.

Associated Oil has again tied up
Coast football for broadcasting, the
13th year of its domination in airing
the grid pastime. Around $250,000
will be spent this fall for air time.

Pacific Coast conference grabs off

$60,000 for Itself In giving Associated
exclusive commercial tieup.

ladelphla, Sept,

Thoughtless wisecrack by Byron
Saam, baseball spieler for Atlantic
Refining Co. on WIP, last week
brought the wrath of the Philly po-
lice department and a goodly number
of fans down on him. Foul ball was
caught by a cop in the stands, who,
instead of pocketing it, tossed it back.
Saam remarked, in effect, 'His con
science must hurt hi . He must have
gotten in on a pass.'

Bops for Saam were plentiful and
he was forced to apologize when the
police department complained. Un-
aware of which was which, many of
the fans sent their catcalls towards
Stan Lomax, airing for Kellogg's over
WFIL. To prevent a recurrence next
day, WFIL gabber put' a sign on his
booth, 'My name is Stan Lomax.'

General Foods (Sanka)..

Liggett

General Foods (

CBS

General Foods . . . ; ,

(Calumet, Swan>down)

Tillamock County Creamery Assri.
Liggett & Myers (Chesterfield) . . .

.

Lambert PharmacaL.. ...... ,

'Quaker Oats

Yale Grid Games Debut

On Yankee Net Oct 1

Boston, Sept 6.

Pigskin spiels start flying over air-

waves of New England Oct. i; when
the Yale-Columbia elevens scramble
in the Yale. Bowl. in. New Havsn to
preem the Yale sked of radio play-
by-play descriptions. Sponsored by
the Atlantic Refining Co. A network
of 11 Yankee outlets will carry the'

games, with Bill Slater at the mike,
Yale sked of home games and out-of-
town Penn-Yale, Cornell-Dartmouth
and Duke-Pitt games are included..
Network includes WNAC, Boston;

WTAG, Worcester; WSAR. Fall
River; WNBH, New Bedford;. WLLH.
Lowell-Lawrence: WSPR, Spring-
field, Mass.; WEAN, Providence;
WTIC. Hartford: WJCu Bridgeport-
New Haven; WNLC, New London,
and WBRY, Waterbury,
Sked reads: Yale-Columbia at New

Haven, Oct 1; Penn-Yale at Phila-

delphia. Oct. 8; Yale-Navy, Oct 15;

Yale-Michigan, Oct 22; Yale-Dart-

mouth, Oct. 29; Yale-Brown, Nov. 5,'

Cornell-Dartmouth, Nov. 12 at

Ithaca: Yale-Harvard, Nov. 19, and
Duke-Pitt at Durham, IT. C Nov. 26.

From Heirs to Kids

Penn Tobacco,...

Pet

•General Foods (

General Foods (Jell-

H. Fendrich, .nc. ..................

.

American Tobacco (Half and Half)
International Silver .................

•George W. Luft (

Chicago, Sept. 6.

Skelly Oil Co., which had 'Court
of Missing Heirs' on a 30-minute
weekly schedule last season, returns
to the air with a children's show' in
October.
Spotted through the Blackett-

Sample-Hummert agency, program
is a flye-a-weeker tagged "Captaiii
Midnight' Will be on approximate-
ly 25 stations around the midwest.
Skelly previously had the 'Jimmy

Allen' program, also directed at kid
audiences.

ONE JOB ELIMINATED
San Francisco, Aug.

Position of night program super-
visor has. been abolished at local

NBC studios, following the transfer
of Robert Dwan to the production
staff. Jerry McGee, former ass'-'lnf

to Dwan, has been jiamed chief of
the sound effects department
Richard Ellers, supervisor of an-

nouncers, and his assistant, Paul
Gates, now share duties formerly
assigned to the nigh', program super-
visor. Changes were made, last week
by Lloyd E. Yoder, manager of KPO
and KGO, local NBC outlets.

Dortey" Owing* has become head
p.a. of WINS, New York,

General Electric .

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco.

Kl

•Lamont Corliss Co.
Bristol-Myers

General Foods
(Diamond Crystal Salt)

R. B. Semler, I (Kreml).

Chas. Gulden. Inc ; ;

Bristol-Myers ....... .... .. .

•The Texas Co. ..

Colgate Dental. Cream
Palmolive Shave Cream

Liggett

Modern Food Process Co. ..

•Grove Laboratori
(Bromo Quinine)

Sherwin-Williams .

Vadsco Sales......;

NBC Red
CBS

NBC Red
NBC Red

NBC Blue
Mutual

TIME

SEPTEMBER 16

F: 10-10:15
Sat; 10-10:15
F: 3:30-45 .

M-WrF; 5:45-6

SEPTEMBER 20

; 8:30-9

SEPTEMBER 25

Sun; 7:30rB
Sun; 5:30-6

SEPTEMBER 26

M-Tu-W;
5:15-30
M thru F
1:15-30 a.m.

thru F
4:45-5
M thru F
5-5:15
M thru F
5:45-6
M thru F
5:30-45

M-W-F;
10:30-45 a.m.
M-Tu;
11:30-45 a.m.
M thru F

• 10-10:15 a.m.
M.thru F
10:15-30 a.m.

SEPTEMBER 27 •

Tu; 10-10:30 p.m.
Tu-Th;
10:30-45 ;.m.
Tu; 9-9:30

SEPTEMBER 28

W; 8:30-9

SEPTEMBER
Th;

SEPTEMBER 3f

F; 10:30-45 a.m.
F; 8:30-9
F; 10:30-11 .

OCTOBER 1

Sat; 8-8:30 p.m.

M-F;
12:15-30

OCTOBER 4

Tu; 7:30-8 p.m.
Tu; 8:30-9

Tu-Th-Sat;.
12-12:15
Tu; 9:45-10)..

OCTOBER 5
W-F; 6:30-45
W; 9-10

W; 9:30-10:30

OCTOBER 6

Th-Sat;
6:30-45 p.ni.

Sun; 3-3:15

OCTOBER S

; 8:30-9 p.m.

Sun;
Sun;

PEOGEAM

otelr-Herbert Marshall,
Frances Langford,

, Claudette Colbert;

Symphony; guest conductors, solois
Bob Becker
Paul Wing's Spelling Bee
Musical Steelmakers

Lux Radio Theatre—Cecil
Louis Silvers, guests

'Mighty Show'
Capt Tim Healy's Stamp Club

Ed McConnell

Woman's Magazine of Air (guests)
Ford Rush, Tinkle Toy Band

Al Jolson, Martha Raye, Parkyark-
. arkas, Lud Gluskin, guests
'Big Town'-Edward G. Robi

Claire Trevor
'Battle of the Sexes'-

Julia Sanderson

Seth. Parker .(

'The Shadow*
illips Lord)
ill. Johnstone

' Terry andThe Pirates

' ight Shooters

Jack Anhstronr

adame Courageous

ouseboat

.

'Jane -Arden'-

Bob Hope; others to be set

Ed McConnell

Paul Whiteman, Joan Edwards,
ernnaires, Paul Douglas, guesters

Joe Penner, Ben Pollack;
be set

'

Kate Smith, guesters

'Bonnie Walker's Tillamock Kitchen*
Burns &' Allen, Ray Noble
'Grand Central Station'

Tommy Riggs & Betty Lou;
to be set

Vox Pop-Parks Johnson,
terworth

Mary Eastman,
Haenschen '

Joe E. Brown;

Jack Benny, Phil
Baker, Mary Livi
Devine.

'Smoke Dreams,'
. ists

Ben Bernie, Lew Lehr, guesters
'Silver Theatre,* Rosalind Russell

guests

Audience Participation-Emily Post,

Ned Weaver
Phil Spitalny, Dorothy Thompson
Eddie Cantor, Jacques Reriard, Bert
Gordon guesters

'Her Honor, Nancy James'

Gulden Serenaders.
'Town Hall Tonight'-Fred Allen,

Portland' Hoffa, guesters
Texaco Star Theatre'-Max Rem-
hardt Adolphe Menjou, Charles
Ruggles, Una Merkel, Kenny
Baker, Jane Froman, Dave Brock-
man

Jim McWilliams'
'Gang Busters'

Eddie Dooley's Football

Fred Waring, Foley McCli
Feme, Stuart Churchill!

.'

Metropolitan Auditions' of the Air
'Court of Human Relations'
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Coast Indies Will Fatten on Political

Com; Millions to Beat Pension Plan

Los Angeles, Sept. 6.

Political situation in the state has

gmall station operators rubbing

their hands in anticipation of the

wildest spending of any election in

recent years. With liberals squaring

off against conservatives in Novem-

ber for the berths of U. S. senator

and the governorship, war chests are

bulging and radio is expected to get

a lion's share of the coin. Network

stations won't profit so handsomely

as most of their desirable time has

been gobbled up.

Setup recalls the state race of four

years ago when Upton Sinclair was'

the gubernatorial candidate. Big

jnonled interests poured no end of

coin in the campaign coffers of the

conservative candidate, Frank Mer-
riam, who is again in the race to

succeed himself. The issue is even

more serious this time, with the lib-

eral nominees favoring the *$30-

every-Thursday' plan.

Guesses have been made that mil-

lions will be spent to beat the pen-

sion gimmick and that radio will not

be out there with boxing, gloves

when the dinero is passed around.

FCC STALLING

ANTHONY DEALS

Los Angeles, Sept. 6.

Earle C. Anthony's two-way deal,

that of buying KEHE from the

Hearst interests and selling KECA
(NBC blue) to a group of San Diego
businessmen, with CBS in the back-
ground, took another setback last

week upon receipt of word from
Washington that the commission has
continued the hearing without set-

ting a date. Transfers were to have
been gone into by FCC Oct 121 Com-
mlsh blessing is all that's holding
up both transactions, as the physical

aspects of the deals have been con-
ummated.
Anthony plans to use KEHE's fre-

uency and substitute the KECA call

letters.

Whether CBS is still interested in

the San Diego deal is debatable,
lince the chain's new transmitter
now pierces the south south coast

fade area' without much trouble,
and double the former intensity.

NBC's blue here, on the far end of
the dial, has long been a headache
and cost Anthony and the network
considerable biz.

Acquisition, of KEHE's wave
length would put the two NBC sta-

tions ithin a few notches of each
other in a preferential section on
the band.

Playing Down Comm'ls

On Rnppert Beer Show

Half-hour program which Ruppert
beer has arranged to debut on
WEAF, N. Y., Sept 20, will have
practically no commercial copy. It

will be strictly semi-classical dinner
music, with Nat Shilkret conduct-
ing, arid go on at 6 p.m. -Tuesdays
and Fridays. Original contract, is for
13 weeks, but if the program shows
results the account will sign for a
82-week extension.
Merchandising vtie-in will Include

newspapers, billboards and stereop-
ticon slides. Lennen & Mitchell is

the agency.

R&R's Chi Additions
Chicago, Sept. 6.

Ros Metiger, radio chief for the
RuUirauff & Ryan agency here, has
further increased the ether staff.

"wo new scribblers are pounding
the typewriters, Dorothy Mallinson
»nd Robert Gardner. Indications
Ve that Metzger will make several
other additions around the first of
we year, especially in the produc-
tion department.

Fine Thing

Los Angeles, Sept. 6.

Southern . California's silk
stocking istrict, Pasadena,
long known as the 'city of
millonaires,' will be represented
in Congress by a hillbilly

radio singer,, if Stuart Ham-
blen is as successful in the
November election as he was
in last week's, primary.

,

He did most of his campaign-
ing on two loc radio stations
with the sagebrush air troupe
he heads.

NIX ON BEER AS

SPONSOR FOR

FOOTBALL

St Louis, Sept. 6.

St. Louis stations broadcasting
home . football games at the Uni-
versities of Missouri and Illinois will

not be per itted to have beer or
liquor sponsors and must pay for the
privilege. The tap at Columbia, Mo.,

is $100 per game, whether sustaining

or commercial, while at Urbana, 111.,

stations are charged $50 if the broad-
cast is a sus iner and $100 if it's

sponsored.

KMOX will broadcast three games
from each university; KXOK, which
starts operations Sep*. .20, will cover
three Missouri home games and two.

Illinois home contests: KSD has not
determined the number it will cover

from each school, although it has a
sked of 10 games in the Mississippi

Valley. KWK will cover outstanding

games but has no sk id, at this time,

that includes Missouri and Illinois. ,

WEW and WIL will limit their

football coverage to St. Louis, where
the Washington and St. Louis Uni-

versities make no charge.- The big

football game of the season locally

is between these two teams on
Thanksgiving Day and all stations

horn in. WTMV, in East St. Louis,

will probably cover all of Illinois

home games and also high school

games in its area.

Ayer Switches Sutter

To Enlarged N. Y. Staff

Philadelphia, Sept. 6.

With switch of Clifford Sutter, ac-

count exec, from the Philly to New
York office last week, N. W, Ayer
agency completed enlargement by

three men of its Manhattan head-

quarters. Previous week Donald H.

Long' was shifted from London office

and Robert Collins was added to the

staff.

Sutter will handle radio and gen-

eral publicity. He started with the

Ayer force in 1935 doing publicity on

San Diego exposition. Collins, who
will do radio writing, production and.

merchandising,, was formerly v.p. of

George H. Hart'man Company.

Pbilco Strike Ends

Philadelphia, Sept. 6.

Strike which has kept the gigantic

Philco radio manufacturing plant

here closed since May 1 was ter i-

nated today (Tuesday) with the sign-

ing of an agreement between the

company and United Electric, Radio

and Machine Workers, CIO. End

came with a secret ballot on accept-

ance of a contract offered by Philco.

Workers had. refused to accept it in

open voting.

Plant is expected to get under way

by tomorrow (Wed.). As many of the

12,000 workers on the- payroll as of

May 1,- 1937, as business warrants

will be taken back.

BLACK RIVER

APPEALS IN D . C.

Question Right of Comraish
to Order Rehearings on
Own Initiative— Water-
town, N. Y., Outlet Points

Up Fact No New Petitions

Were Filed

Radio Okay As Is, According

To Philly Man-on-Street Poll

POLITICAL DYNAMITE

Washington, Sept.

Right of the Federal Communica-
tions Corrimi ion to. order new hear-

ings on its own initiative—reputedly

because of political 'considerations—:

is slated for early argument in the

District of Columbia Court of Ap-
peals. Big radio docket is waiting
for judges' return 'hom summer
layoff.

Unusual question comes before the
appellate tribunal in proceeding, de-
signed to prevent further delay in

constructing the proposed' local out-
let at Watertown, N. Y., of the Black
River Valley Broadcasts, Inc. Case
has many political, angles, including
unproved charges that power trust

moguls, unfriendly to the New Deal
are angels for the contemplated
transmitter, and.reflects rivalry with
two other local groups in the up-
state community.

Resort to new weapons was a'

failure at the outset, when the Fed
eral District Court here denied peti-

tion for an injunction Which would
prevent the FCC from hearing the
witnesses again. Correctness of the
finding, by Justice Jennings Bailey,

who concluded that the Black River
crowd had other remedies at law, is

the issue before the Court of Ap-
peals.

The Black River brief asserts that

an injunction plea is the only prac-

tical way. of ducking prolonged de-
lay and unnecessary expense, as well
as of safeguarding considerable ex-
penditure of time, effort, and cash
(station construction was under way
when the'Commish vacated its grant
and ordered de novo hearings).

Legality of the new hearing order
is challenged, inasmuch as the FCC
did not act on reconsideration pleas

of disappointed rivals, but rather re-

opened the matter for undisclosed
reasons of its own.

Political Dynamite

From the outset, the case has been
filled with political dynamite.; After
the Black River application was
granted—in what opponents main-
tain was suspiciously rapid fashion

—

whispers connected personalities in

Niagara Hudson Power Corp. with
the proposition and charge was made
that prominent aide of Postmaster
General Farley turned the heat on
the FCC. Intervention of Gov. Her-
bert Lehman is reported to lie be-
hind the decision to think it over
again, with White House orders rer

putedly preceding the cancellation

of the Black River grant. Reason
for the political concern is the Ad-
ministration's effort to bring to

fruition plans for American-Can-
adian development of the St. Law-
rence Seaway, and fear that the

power interests were seeking a radio

outlet to stir up opposition to an in-

ternational pact under which elec-

trical possibilities of- the river would
be exploited.

The important legal questions

raised by Eliot C. Lovett, counsel for

Black River, center around, content

tion that in the absence of a court

order, the Commish could not on its

own account disturb a final grant,

except by revoking the papers.

This was not done, rior was the re-

hearing order based bn petitions of

other parties, Watertown Broadcast-

ing Co. and Watertown Times pub-
lisher.

FCC Didn't Give Reason

Complai ing that his clients will

be
,
irreparably damaged, Lovett

emphasized that the FCC never ex-

plained why the grant was set aside

(Continued on page 32)

Daily Headache

Few news events in recent
years have evoked the bitter-

partisanship from listeners as
has 'the coverage of the con-
spiracy trial of James J. Hines,
Tammany chieftain. Telephone
calls flood the stations after
each broadcast review, of the
running testimony, with some
listeners protesting against the
alleged favoritism shown the
defendant, and others taking the
outlets to account for what is

construed as strong bias toward
the prosecution. There are also
lots of letters.

New York stations carrying
these programs are beginning to
look on .the event as a daily
headache.-

STRIKE DEADENS

ROCH. OUTLET

FOR 3 HRS.

Rochester, Sept. 6.

WSAY, here, went off the air for

more- than three hours last Wednes-
day (31) when technicians went on
strike for more pay. They detuned
the. transmitter and walked out at 1

p.m., leaving the station dead with
no explanation over the air.

General anager Gordon Brown,
a licensed operator, worked 'frantic-

ally to get back on, the air, but it

was 4:18 before ' he ' succeeded.
Shortly after he 'reached' ah agree-
ment with, the Electrical Workers
Union for a 50 percent salary in-
crease pending further negotiations,
and the technicians returned to
work.
Brown said the walkout was the

result of a misunderstanding caused
by his resentment at a union leader's
statement that 'if he couldn't pay
adequate salaries he shouldn't be in
business.' According to Arthur M.
Bruczicki, business agent of the
union, weekly salaries for five tech-
nicians totaled $64. He said the chief
operator received $18 when the
union scale is $45, and his assistant

$16 against a Union rate of $35. Two
technicians received $10 and $5, re-
spectively, the latter a part-time
worker.
This was the first serious labor

trouble in the history of radio in

Rochester. Technicians at. WHEC
are members of the. Radio Teleg
raphers Union. WHAM technical
staff negotiated one contract as
members of that union, but later
withdrew and now operate on open-
shop basis.

-Philadelphia, Sept. 6.

Radio is doing a good job just as it

is, in the opinion of 111 out of 124
people interviewed by WFIL, in its

unique man-on-the-strcet survey to
determine listening habits and rcaci
lions to broadcasting.

Ten questions are asked of passers-
by chosen at random. at noonday at
Broad and Chestnut streets, city's

busiest intersection. Replies are aired
on a regular quarter-:hour show and
recorded on wax. Tabulations are.
made from the discs, which will be
played back for any agency or client

To the specific question. 'What
could radio do to improve its pro-
gi-Hir,?' 90% of those queried replied:
'Nothing: they're okay -as' is'.' Prin-
cipal criticism was what commercials
are overemphasized. ThVro were als
a few derogatory remarks about re-
corded shows shot full of spot an-,
nouncemcnts.

Order of program preference was
.(I) Variety

. shows, (2) usical
shows, (3) Drama, (1)

•"
(5)

Quiz, shows, (6) Sports.

Among other things learned was
that 121 out of the 124 interviewed
had radios- in their homes and that
the average listening time per day
was two.and one-half to three hours.

Femmes.LIke Serials

In dramatic shows, women favored
the serial type, while- men liked
theirs complete in on program. About
90% thought that the adventure type
of kids' shows arc definitely helpful
in building morals and character.
Less than 3% thought that these pr
grams are harmful in any way, whi
76% confessed they listened to some
of them' themselves. 'Lone Ranger*
rated first place, with 'Flash Gordon*
second.

Of 124 asked, 68 said they con-
sciously looked for local productions;
51 said they stuck to the networks,
and five said they had no preference.
Special. ' events broadcasting, was
called 'colorful and interesting' by
81, who said there' wasn't enough of
it Twenty-two; thought most special
features so much hooey, while 21
didn't give a. toot about them either
way. •

Seventy of those asked thought
there are enough good musical, cul-
tural and educational programs on
the air; 21 thought there are too
many, while 12 wanted more: Ninety
of 124 preferred their news Without
editorial comment and 102 were op-
posed to anything that might smack
of government control of radi

REPORT DOC, IKE LEVY

BUYING PHILLY TEAM

Philadelphia, Sept. 6.

Doc and Ike Levy, prcz and v.p.

of WCAU,- respectively, are reported
to be in on a syndicate which has
bought or is about to buy a con-
troling interest in the Phillies, Na-
tional League ball club.

Also in on the deal, it is under-
stood, is M. L. Annexiberg, publisher
of the Philly Inquirer and the N. Y,
Morning Telegraph.

Mark Warnow Goes On
Blue Velvet program', tinder the

direction of ark Warnow, Columbia
musical director, will run on indefi-

nitely. Program of popular and semi-
classical tunes was previously a sum-
mer affair, fading off with the advent
of commercial pickups.
Warnow will also have the 'We.

the People' program, starting Sept.

27 on CBS.

CANTOR TESTS

SMALL STUDIO

Hollywood, Sept 6.

Figuring his stage technique un-
suited to broa icasting, that of try-
ing to make his voice reach to. the
rear pews, Eddie Cantor last week
experimented in one of the smaller
studios at KNX. He made a surprise
appearance on 'Studio Parly,' Coast
network siislainer, in a two-minute,
bit. Auditorium has seats for only
200,' whereas the main studio, where
his program originates, comfortably
holds 1,000.

Cantor was impressed with the
test, but will take a couple more
tries before reaching a definite de-
cision. Intimate spot convinced co-
median that he can do a better home
dialer job arid still not deprive the
studio mob of any of his antics, vocal
or visual.

Should Cantor decide on a move to

a smaller studio it \ il' be a hard
blow to the cuffo snatchcrs, who
prey on his program and pack the
studio at all broadcasts, includi
the night-bc/ore dress rehearsal.

Jimmy Shields, tenor, set for reg-
ular spot in new Pall all program
on WEAF, N. Y.
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'GOOD NEWS OF 1938'

Robert Young, Frank Morgan, Fanny
Brlee, Meredith Wlllson, Henry
Stafford,. Louis: B. Mayer,. Alice
Faye, Spencer Tracy, Mickey
Rooney, Father Edward J. Flan-
nagan.

Variety
6* Mlns.
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
Thurs., 9 p. m.
WEAF-NBC, New York

(Benton & Bowles)

First of the big-timers to return to

a network niche for the fall, 'Good
News of 1938' proved last Thursday
(1) that it was still an adroitly fash-
ioned package of solid entertainment.
Practically all those associated with
the program's click rise last season
were again on hand. So was Louis B.

Mayer, production chief for Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, to offer his wishes
for another successful season and
also to introduce Father Edward J..

Flannagan, upon whose life and
works Metro had based its current
release, 'Boys Town.'
About the Only thing about this

installment that was different from
last season's,, series was the heavy
plugging given a picture from an-
other lot; Brought in to fill the vocal
high spot.-. Alice Faye got plenty
mention for her connection with
'Alexander's Ragtime Band.' As an
encore to a current pop tune she did
a chorus of 'Alexander's, with the
program's male chorus cutting in for
a few harmonic licks.

In the comedy department there
were Fanny Brice and Henry- Staf-
ford for a well-contrived Baby
Snooks-s hd -her-choleric-pareht rou-
tine, and. Frank Morgan, who has
made his character merger of Major
Hoople. Don Juan and Baron
Munchhausen one of the brightest,
laugh sources in radio. Morgan s ex-
changes, whether -with Robert Young,
the m.c; Alice Faye or Meredith
Willson, the program's showmanly
maestro, were uniformly funny.
Blending together of excerpts from

'Boys Town/ with Spencer Tracy and
Mickey Rooney playing their film
roles, indicated exceptionally, good
judgment for this sort of chore. The
dramatic bits each had a sock quali-
ty, and the chances are that the air
plug will do much toward stimulat-
ing an interest around the box office.
The Rev. Father Flannagan, founder
of actual Boys Town, came on" fol-
lowing the preview to'thank all con-
cerned with the way they carried out
their conception of his philanthropic
creation

IViin musical interlude revolved
around *Sylvla,' with Willson's or-
chestrated interpretation getting sup-
port from the male chorus.
Even the plugs for Maxwell House

stuck closely to last season's formula.
Remark about retiring for a hot, re-
freshing cup of coffee was interpo-
lated at the program's halfway point,
and the roaster-fresh and no-loss-of-
flavor angles were stressed in the
copy period which came toward the
end of the show. Odec.

THE LAW BEATEBS'
Melodrama
FEDERAL THEATBE, BADIO DIV.
30 Mlns.
Wed, 10 p.m., EDST
WOB, New York
This weekly stint", depicting in-

cidents in lives of mobsters and
showing that law-beaters pay
through the nose, has been rear-
ranged and seems a more worthy-ef-
fort than previously presented. Lat-
est Is tagged as 26th in series, being
based on Richard Connell story, and
reproduced by permission of Col-
lier's.

As with other vehicles of this tvpe
presented by radio players with Fed-
eral Theatre (WPA), there is a
wealth of sound effects and no lack
of actors, numerically, at least, Re-
sult is that there's to much sound
manipulating and too many charac-
ters introduced. Latter fault might
have been overcome with more care
In casting; as it is. there is much
similarity between voices on some
occasions.

.
Showing transition of

scenes and passage of time by means
of a narrator also. might help.
Crooked attorney, who is depicted

as bumoing off two enemies, and a
notorious gem thief and killer, are
spotted unfolding highlights of their
criminal careers over a bottle.
Climax has both beim? readied for
the chair. Harry Goldsmith did
creditable job bh the scripting.

Wear.

•HEADLINES AND BYLINES'
News Comment
With H. V. Kaltenboro, Ralph Ed-
wards, Harold Brayman

3s Mlns.
Sustaining
Sunday, 10:39 p. m„ EDST
WABC-CBS, New York
This Columbia sustainer has been

on the air for nearly a year, pretty

much in the same form, but with
changes in personnel H. V. Kalten-
born, dishing his interpretation of

world affairs, is a fixture and bats

in the cleanup spot. Ralph Edwards,
formerly announcer on the program,
is now leadoff man, giving general
news in place of Bob Trout who has
his own program and handles vari-

ous outside stints'. Middle perch,
normally occupied by a guest Wash-,
.ington correspondent, elucidating

the national scene, was held last

Sunday night (4) by Harold Bray-
man, reporter for the Philadelphia
Evening Ledger and a vet. in Wash-
ington for various papers:
Any program of this sort naturally

depends for interest on the degree
of excitement in the current news it

treats. Moreover, aside from the ex-
ceptional last-minute news flash,

radio seems better suited to news
commentating than news reporting.

That is the value of this show.
' Sundays are traditloually unpro-
ductive of major news, so this stanza,

at the end of one week and on the
eve of another, is admirably placed
to offer analysis, interpretation, back-
ground color and even prediction.
That it generally carries out that idea
makes 'Headlines and Bylines' one of
the most pungent programs' of its

kind, on the air.

Best of the three spielers on the
show caught was. naturally Kalten-
born, who has .come to be something
of a figure in his metier. Although
the exrnewspapermah tends to over-
dramatize his commenting (he
emoted his piece last Sunday like
an old. stock actor giving a Shake-
spearean reading), what he has to
say is pertinent, keenly-reasoned arid
informative. Kaltenborn is a shrewd,
analytical reporter:
Edwards, ' leaning more on the

Press-Radio dispatches themselves

.

than on his editorial view of them,
contrived to make his session rea-
sonable and still colorful. His choice
of subject matter was gratifying and,
since he is an announcer of consider-
able all-round experience, his deliv-
ery is direct and yet vivid. When he
abandoned feature and. background
telling for straight reporting, how-
ever, he straightway floundered into
a familiar radio weakness. That is,

his up-to-the-minute news flashes
(about Lloyds refusing to insure
against war or a third term for
Roosevelt, for instance) were old
stuff from the dailies.

Doing a single appearance in the
Washington guest spot, Brayman
discussed the political situation,
stressing Roosevelt's 'purges' and
other aspects of the coming elections,
as well as making explanations, de-
ductions and predictions as to the
President's plan's, aims and hopes.
Spieler has what sounds like a west-
ern twang, speaks a trifle

.
thickly'

but fairly Clearly, and hasn't learned
to make his reading sound like spon-
taneous stuff. Also, as he continued,
he began to drone. Pretty dull be-
fore he finished. Hdbe.

GRACE GEORGE AND WILLIAM
A. BRADY

'A Penny a Loaf*
10 Mlns.
ROYAL GELATIN
Thurs., 8 p. m.
WEAF-NBC. New York

(J. Walter Thompson)
While each has appeared on net-

work assignments before, last: Thurs-
day (1) marked the first time that
these famous figures of the American
stage, Grace George and William A.
Brady, have jointly plied their tal-
ents on a cross-country hookup. It
was an ingratiating event, both as to
performance and the script furnished
them. Edwin M. Marshall authored
the sketch, titled 'A Penny a Loaf.'
With a theme that implied much

.tumor. Brady and Miss George crisp-
ly and charmingly retold the story of
two Irish etderfolks who consummate
a 20 year's troth only after the wom-
an has outsmarted the procrastinat-
ing groom in business. . The piece
was deftly produced, and made choice
listening. Odec. I

DICK BARBIE ORCH
30 Mlns.
Sustaining
Tuesday, 10:30 pjn, EDST
WOR, New York

Saxaphonist Dick Barrie offers a
program of very smooth dance mu-
sic, hypoed just enough via a muted
cornet. Band gets four shots weekly
from remotes.
Leader himself sings In easy

crooner style and is augmented on
the vocals by Eddie Metcalfe, also a
crooner, and Anita Boyer. Trio are
especially good in making their
lyrics understandable with good
enunciation.
Band, is minus screwy arrange-

ments and instrument specialties.
Dont blast and don't boast (musi
cally), but manage to leave impres-
sion of having entertained, with
danceable music. Hurt

HAROLD G. HOFFMAN
Commentator
IS Mlns.
L. N. RENAULT
Sunday, 9 p. m„ EDST
WOR, New York

(White-LouieU)
Making his debut as a hews com-

mentator on the week's world affairs

for Renault wine, former New Jer-
sey Governor Harold G. Hoffman, on
th- opener Sunday (4), showed him-
selMo be still a politician. He em
ployed politics mostly for his source
of commentary, in the home . field
and abroad. He also, and indiscrimi-
nately so, reverted back to his home
state for a couple of comments, dur-
ing which the first person came in
unwisely,

Hoffman's voice lacks the fire and
snap of the better commentators.
Hasn't any style, all seeming to- be
a recitation. He lent a note of pathos
with his discussion of the homeless
children in Spain, but that's ';een
done before, and often. Diction, too,
fails to measure up.
His weekly broadcasts are due to

be transferred to Tuesdays, same
time, after Sept. 27.

TEDDY HART and LOO PARKER
With Hlldegarde Holllday
Comedy
7 Mlns.
FLEISCIIMANN YEAST
Thurs., 8:30 p. m.
WEAF-NBC, New York

(J.' Walter Thompson)
Teddy 'Hart, who clicked in such

Broadway comedies as 'Room Ser-
vice' and Three Men on a Horse,'

did not do so well in what was pre-

sumably his first effort . in network
radio. He had teamed himself up
,for the occasion with Lou Parker,
for whom CBS had tried to do things

in a sustaining way as well as com-
mercial auditions. Parker proved
himself fairly effective in dishing
'em out via the mike, but in the case
of Hart not only, was the piping fal-

setto hard on the ears, but his tim-
ing might have caused listeners to

wonder whether his taglines .
were

sudden
.
afterthoughts. His was a

cuckoo-clock delivery, with the Jer-
kiness of his style killing many a
line.

The script that the boys dished up
aided by the skillful Hildegarde Hol-
iday, was not so hot in itself. The
theme (a rundown summer resort),
the set of characters (the fast-talk-

ing room, clerk, the fresh bellhop
and the granddame guest), and the
situation blowoff have been heard
over and over again on the air. There
were some nifty lines, and the fade-
out gag, ' the . havoc wrought by a
long-restrained sneeze, was well car-
ried off.

Another thing that marred the in-
ning was line bungling. At one point
Miss Holliday had to go back a
couple paces so that Parker could,
catch up with her and come in with
the punch line. Odec.

FITCH BAND WAGON
With Gay Lombarda's •roheitra
30 Mlns.
F. W, FITCH CO.
Sunday, 7:30 p. hi.,

WEAF, New York
(L. W. Ramsey Co.)

First of a series of American dance
bands to guest on the F. W. Fitch
Co. weekly Sunday (4) program'
was Guy Lombardo and his Royal
Canadians, aired over 41 stations of
the NBC web. Outlet was through
WWJ, Detroit.
Half-hour spot showed several

flaws, chief of which was the exces-
sive plugging of the shampoo prod-
uct. Opening the program, Lombardo
Went into a song and dance on his
use of the product since way back
when, which, immediately left a de-
sultory impression. Then, imme-
diately following, that, announcer for
four solid minutes proclaimed the
product once more. Other indis-
criminate plugs followed intermit-
tently.

Otherwise, the program,, when hot
plugging the shampoo product, went
to town for Lombardo's crew. There

.

were brothers Liebert.and Carmen
who came in for bows, along with
Guy, in narrations of their early ex-
periences when they were breaking
into the. biz. It all had a

.
corny

touch, which wasn't at all com-
pelling.

Outside of that
,
the Lombardo or-

chestra still- showed itself to be one
of topnotch bands with its soft,
sweet music.

Richard Himber's orch is on tap
for the second program next week,
while others scheduled to follow In-
clude Hal Kemp. Benny Goodman,-
Vincent Lopez. Eddy Duchin, Tommy
Dorsey and Ben Bernie.

Follow-Up Comment

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND
With -Don Ameche
Dramatic Sketch
CHASE & SANBORN
Sunday 8 p. m.. EDST
WEAF, New Yprk

(J. Walter Thompson)
For Don Ameche's return to Chase

St Sanborn's Sunday evening hour
after his European trip and subse-
quent illness, Olivia de Havilland
skipped Warners' lot for a duo with
Ameche in 'When the Sun Rises.' It
was strictly dramatic stuff, somewhat
stalemated by this time due to pres-
entation of similar themes over the
airwaves of late, but, nevertheless,
all to the good due to the splendid
approach to the subject, by Miss de
Havilland.
Her comparatively recent popular-

ity in films' can be defined similarly
for radio. Her flair for drama, evi-
denced in pictures, was made a diffi-
cult transition for her on the air
due to the difficult theme. Latter
reached out into the medium be-
tween life and death, with the in-
terlooing forces of each threatening
to part \meche and Miss deHavil-
land, as lovers, after a near-fatal
auto crash. Dialog was on the much-
beaten path, but rrianaged to main-
tain interest with dramatic savor
given it by the guest star.
There was a little to-do with

Charlie McCarthy and Edgar Bergen
afterward, but it was the usual stuff
between the dummy and program's
guest stars.

10WHAN OUT WEST
Hollywood, Sept.

Columbia's Lawrence Lowman,
vice prez in charge of operations,
planed In today (Tuesday).
While here he'll huddle with Don-

ald W. Thornburgh, Coast topper,
and Arthur Rush, Columbia Manage-
ment headman here.

Politics were given the temporary
go-by Thursday night. U) by Con-
gressman Bruce Barton, who revert-

ed to the field in which he gained
prominence^advertising. ' Launching
Nationally Advertised Brands Week
over WJZ, New York, Barton showed
himself to be still an astute copyist
—he didn't commit himself. He left

that to Jerry McQuade, editor of
Drug Topics & Drug Trade News;
and the latter certainly let himself
in for plenty.
Since the program was intended to

push the drive of the National Assn.
of Druggists, in its attempt. to bQOst
nationally advertised brands, Mc-
Quade answered the clarion of his
readers and sent the. nationally, ad-
vertised drug brands soaring. He
intimated that the consumer would
never go wrong in purchasing such
products.
Barton was more general and yet

showed a sense of proportion. In-
stead of extolling the druggists' na-
tionally advertised products, he went
jnto the. more humane phase, show-
ing how the 'druggist helps his com-
munity, his problems, etc.

. Allen Josephy and WOR are do-
ing a good job on the Hines side-
lights. The hourly flashes by the
station point up the interest so that
when Josephy's scheduled 6:45 p. m.
resume period comes round there
has been an arresting continuity all

through the day;
The Mutual's commentator has a

carefully prepared, but. extempo-
raneously-sounding script of high-
lights, which does something .the
press-radio news dispatches are sup-
posed not to do—make unnecessary
the -further reading of any news-
paper accounts. The 15-mihute re-
sume is thoroughly complete as to
what transpired, plus also the hu-
man interest sidelights on the pro-
ceedings.

NBC has two mono-named maes-
troes who bespeak of romantic dahs-
apation and neither disappoints. From
Boston comes Rakov and his 'Easy
Rhythm,' and from San Francisco
comes Rendezvous with Ricardo.
Both R's do their terp tunesterlng in
tip-top style, Ricardo is more Lat-
inesque, as the name implies; Rakov
forthright and rhythmic.

'Gang Busters' is back on the air,

again via Palmolive sponsorship, and
say what they will about gangsters
cycles being passe, it's still arresting
stuff,. Certainly the sales of detective
Action would disprove and so does
"Gang Busters,' with its sagas of
crime and, of course, eventual pun-
ishment.
There's an authentic air lent the

general structure, with the usages
of famed, criminologists like Col.
Schwartzkopf arid Commissioner
Lewis J. Valentine interspersing the
recounting of the cases of eminent
outlaws.
The broadcasting of real-life clues

for wanted men is another socko
touch.

Raymond Seett. Quintet somehow
didn't come off as socko on the
White man-Chesterfield show as
might be expected.

. Maybe "Siberian
Sleigh Ride' and 'Egyptian Barn
Dance' sound too much alike; or
maybe there's not enough contrast
between an integral band unit and
the major Whiteman organization.
But it was just passingly fair, al-
though the Scotters have performed
to more socko. results on other occa-
sions; via air and screen.

Bill Stern was quite a little mixed
up in his broadcasting of the season's
debut football game, that between
the. Washington Redskins, pro
champs, and the Collegiate All-Stars.
Stern stumbled frequently on iden-
tities; only followed the passers, and
missed on commenting on the other
plays or niceties of the game. It was
NBCd from Soldier's Field, Chicago,
where over 80,000 attended, last
Wednesday (31 ). Stern usually does
a good grid job, so maybe he was
rusty because it was too early in the
season.

On the subject of sportscasters,
Ted Husing did a calm, collected and
his usually expert job from the Ger-
mantown Cricket Club in spieling
the Davis Cup matches. While ten-
nis is never exciting to follow in the
abstract, via the mike, Husing's fine
knowledge of the game helps con-
siderably. His side-comment on the
bad gallery,' which was talking up
the game and seemingly bothering
the players, was rather unusual, but
apparently quite in order;

Colonel Stoopnagte was away off
his usual comic flavor during last
Wednesday night's (31) installment
for Bristol-Myers on NBC. The gags
sounded consistently pointless and
overstrained, particularly when
Stoppnagle, aided, but dubiously, by
Harry Von Zell, tried to make some-
thing funny out of the theme of
radio advice givers. Hank Morgan's
string and whatnot combination,
recruited as guesters, sounded
melodious enough, but it must have
been exasperatingly puzzling to
listeners what ' the mirth in the

studio was all about while thiswas on. It is possible that the Shoteshow had been routined strictlv «K
studio; appreciation and that' th».*}*« constituted just so muchadded audience. .'"ucn

Information, Please,' which goes
out over WJZ-NBC net Tuesday
night at 8:30, EDST, still is the
brightest 'question-answer' program
to hit airwaves recently. Sponsor
that-. Anally snags this 30-minute
stint' is certain to get value.

Clifton Fadiman, literary critic
for New Yorker magazine, again was
master of ceremonies last week (23)
Marcus Duffleld. day news editor ofNew York Herald Tribune; Franklin
P. Adams (F.P.A.) of Post; Percy
Waxman of the. Cosmopolitan mag
and John Kternan of the RY.. Times
sports, department, made up board of
experts,

Stealing • march on other bands
Horace Heidt Rave what amounted
to a preview of college gridiron
songs 'on the Alemite program Sun-
day (4) night over NBC. Built his
entire show around the idea of the
band's current bus tour through the
midwest, shifting alma mater tunes
according to state and towns. In-
cluded in his repertoire were- foot-
ball songs from Pennsylvania, Iowa,
Marquette U. Minnesota, Indiana and
California. Heidt employed his glee
club heavily in putting over numer-
ous familiar school songs.

. Symphony concert from Grant
Park, Chicago, last Sunday night (4)

was mostly tepid fare, even for clas-
sical music bugs. Session was carried
by CBS from 8:30 until 10 and picked
up for the ensuring half-hour by
NBC blue. With due allowances for
the difficulties of outdoor pickups;
the music itself was aggressively or-
dinary. Walter SteindeL's conducting
was painfully uninspired, while the
orchestra merely played against
time.

Solo portion of the program by Al-
bert Spalding, however, was just the
reverse of the orchestral part Vio-
linist's playing was finely concelv ,

skillfully executed and vividly col-

or

Jim Ameche and Betty Loti Gerson
continue to bat along near the top of

wackiness in .their 'Win Your Lady'
series Sunday nights over NBC blue
for Woodbury soap. Piece is in the

'My Man Godfrey' groove of ro-

mantic comedy; that is, reason is

tossed out the window, and anything
goes for a laugh. As. it happens, the
idea works pretty well. It's all broad
farce—romantic, dizzy and shot

through with humor.
Last Sunday's (4) session, the 10th,

related how the ardent swain ad-
vanced another step toward getting

his gaj, this time by getting a nitwit

dame through her college entrance
exams. Since the college is even
goofler. than the girl, it makes a

happy farce combination. No. effort

is made to hide the fact that the hero
is ultimately going to realize his real

love is his femme helper- Jim
Ameche continues to sound like a

carbon of his brother, Don Ameche,
while Betty Lou Gerson Is properly
dry . and wise-cracking as the hero-

ine-to-be. Commercials do every-
thing but choke the listener with
suds.

Station WOR, in co-operation with

the New.Jersey motor traffic author-

ities, haa been conducting an excel-

'

lent safety campaign all summer,
with its regular weekend broadcasts
of traffic conditions along the pop-
ular routes in Jersey, Westchester,
county and Long Island, etc.- It came
to a climax with extra broadcasts
guiding the heavy Labor Day weekr
end motorists, detailing just how
congested were certain roads, etc:

LUM AND ABNER
Dramatic Serial
With Chester Lanck and Norrls Gaff

IS Mlns.
GENERAL FOODS
Motti. Wed., Frl, 6:45 p. m.,

WABC-CBS, New York
Crackerbarrel comedians returned

Monday (5) for their eighth season

as rube gaesters and sages. Continue
their familiar routinerof broad' com-
edy.in their hayseed voice. character-

izations. And since it's been stand-

ard stuff for seven years there's noth-

ing much to be said about it at this

date. It obviously rings the bell, as

witness its continuous sponsored run.

Situation at show caught. (5) had

Lum just returning from a fruitless

trip to England to collect an inheri-

tance that had been left hi .-Al-

though Lum had disposed of nis

business to pay for the trip, he dis;

covered the estate Was in litigation.

Whereupon Abner wondered where
litigation is. It's that kind of com-

edy. It unravels slowly and noth-

ing much happens.. ^
Sponsor plugs Postum with the

series. Compared to most of radios

super-colossal claims, the commer-
cials are fairly painless. Hooe.
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FCC Assures Nets-Affiliates

Samuel Rosenbaum,. head of WFIL, Philadelphia, and chairman of

the executive committee of the Independent Radio Network Affiliates,

reported last week that he had received assurances from William J.

Dempsey, staff counsel for the Federal Communications Commission,

that the latter would not put any unfavorable construction on the

efforts of the networks arid their associates to co-operate on the forth-

coming monopoly investigation. Dempsey voiced this opinion after

Rosenbaum had explained what the IRNA had been doing with the

webs oh the proposition and that the IRNA's executive committee

wanted the FCC to be fully aware of whatever steps the nets and
affiliates took jointly..

Rosenbaum last week transmitted the gist of his- conversation with

Dempsey- to Lenox R. Lohf and Edward Klauber. He said yesterday

(Tuesday) that he had drawn up an explanatory statement on the

progress made by the networks and affiliates jointly to date for dis-

tribution to the broadcasting trade, and that he was trying to get

approval for its release from the IRNA executive committee.

Suggestion that Rosenbaum feel out the commission had been made

by Columbia while the network, and affiliate factions, were in meeting

a couple weeks ago. CBS' viewpoint was that before either, side

started committing itself they ought to find out how the FCC would

regard as such a common front.

CBS B'd to Get American Record

Report, but Deal Looks Quite Cold

GOV'T NOT LIKELY TO PROBE ASCAP,

ICING BROADCASTERS' NEW ATTACK
'Good Will Hour' Gets

Yeast and More Time
On Sept 25 the 'Good Will Hour'

on Mutual and Inter-City net will go
to a full hour for Ironized Yeast.
Program has been running only

half hour, starting 10 p. m. on Sun-
days. WMCA, originating station and
on Inter-City, feeds the Mutual net

CBS board pf di ctors, at i t-

jng this afternoon (Wed.), will likely

receive, a preli inary. report on the

examination made by network rep-

resentatives into the operations and

books Of the Ameri rd Co.,

with a 'view to buying the. phono-

graph disc combine. Possi ility of

this deal going through does not look

bright In addition to members of

the CBS executive staff s the network

has had thr lawyers and four ac-

countants engaged for weeks in prob-

ing the proposi

Columbia is reported to have been

nudged into the American .Record

picture by far more than an interest

in expanding its holdings into the

transcription business. Arthur Jud-

ton, associated with CBS financially

and officially via the Columbia Con-
certs Corp., is credited with original-

ly suggesting the American Record
Co. look-in.

Judson's idea, it is said, was not in

terms of transcription, but rather, of

phonograph records. As a managing
and booking service, the Columbia
Concerts Corp. is concerned with the

popularity of concert artists through-
out the world. The phonograph rec-

ord is still a potent box office builder

in Europe, and South America as far

concert artists are concerned.

Vic onopoTy

In recent years RCA Victor's.Red
Seal had enjoyed pretty much of a
monopoly in the classic field, and it

has been a physical impossi ility for

Red Seal to include every recognized
artist in its list Because of this sit-

'uation, quite a number of the CCC's
artists have had to forego the build-
up and publicizing aid of the pho-
nograph on their tours abroad. These
artists have expressed themselves as
deeply resentful at the handicap, and
have urged that their managers, who
are part of the CCC combine, do
something about remedying the need
for a phonograph company which
could take up where Red Seal leaves
off.

It was .pointed out that any record-
ing company that CBS controlled,
could in due time have exclusive call
on all CCC artists and develop into a
stiff competitor of RCA Victor, a sis-

ter subsidiary of NBC and the NBC
Artist Bureau, whose major business
Is the managing and booking of con-
cert artists.

-Acquisition of the American Rec-
ord Co. would give CBS the right to
>' kindred trade name, the Columbia
Phonograph record. Columbia artists
would be associated with a Columbia
record label. The other labels put
jut by the ARC are Brunswick and
Vocalion.

William Paley returned yesterday
(Tuesday), from Europe, and was
slated, to go over the American Rec-
ord situation before the board meet-
tag. It was the old Columbia Pho-
nograph Co. that actually financed
the organizers of the Columbia
Broadcasting System. This was long'
Before the. Paleys and the Levys got
into the picture. The. original pro-
mpters of the network induced the
Columbia Phonograph Co.. to pay
them $100,000 for the use of the Co-

• lumbia name.
. At .that time phono-

graph recording was still a booming
industry.

He's ConuV Around

Mountain to Senate

Salt Lake City, Sept 6.

In his attempt to land a seat in

the U. S. Senate, Arthur C.

Wherry, local dentist and Republican

standard-bearer, has spent- $1, 1.82,

most of which went for hauli is

hillbilly troupe throughout the state

to drum up TOtes. Wherry's election-

eering, methods are similar to those

successfully employed by Lee Mc-
Daniels, of Texas, who with a couple

of lush mountain ballads and slo-

gans won the gubernatorial nomina-
tion.

Dentist's outfit consists of a sound
truck, three cleffers and a femme
warbler.

Seeds Agcy. Patting

30-Min. Show on NBC

For B-W, BBD&O Acc't

Chicago, Sept. 6.

Freeman Keyes has snatched off

another hunk of the Brown-William-

son account from the Batten, Barton,

Durstine & Osborne agency and

brought it into his Russell M. Seeds

agency here. Managed the takeover

with a 30-min. weekly show which
will ride over a 54-statioh NBC red

network every Saturday night, origi-

nating at WLW, Cincinnati;

It's a variety show headed by
comedienne Kitty CNeil and singer

Red Foley. Keyes held a preview

of the show before .an NBC studio

audience here last week. Let 'em
hear a waxing of the program and

then asked for audience comment.
Following this survey, he made sev-

eral, revisions in the setup of the

program to conform with the tastes

of the public.

NOBLESSE OBLIGE

NBC's Grand Gesture to CBS, or

Else—Tennis Racket

NBC has decided that It won't 'an-

noy' CBS at any of the future tennis

matches. Instead of having its com-

mentator, John R. Tunis, and an an-

nouncer occupying the press box,

NBC, out of considerations for CBS'

feelings, will hereafter buy regular

spectator tickets for the
1

twosome.

They'll later 'report' the game out-

side of the tennis grounds proper.

-. Grand gesture on NBC's part is

the aftermath of an incident which

occurred last Saturday (3) during

the international matches at Ger-

manlown, Pa. Ted Husing, on hand

for. CBS, which holds the exclusive

broadcasting rights to all U. S. Lawn
Tennis Association matches, com-

plained to the latter's officials about

the presence , of Tunis and an NBC
announcer in the press box and asked

that they be removed. The request

was refused.
. Tunis reported that Husing told

him that the plaint was not personal,

but that he had to take the action

against NBC.

WCAU Cops Republican

Coin from WFIL, Ph%
May Line Up Own Net

iladelphia, Sept. 6.

Republican campaign airings in the.

coming Pennsy elections were swiped
from WFIL last week by WCAU.
Quaker State Network, organized and
keyed by WFIL, has the Democrats
tied up and has had the GOP for the

past three years. It had full expec-
tations of getting their business

again.
WCAU, it is understood, will form

a network of its own. Inasmuch as

many of the towns covered have but
one major outlet, it will be necessary

to line up stations in WFIL's web.
WFIL has prior rights, but no exclu-

sive agreement with them.
Quaker set-up of 16 outlets has just

been signed by the Democrats for 36

quarter-hour periods, Mondays
through Fridays, starting today

(Tuesday), -Commentator will.be a

Philly attorney. Will also air a se-

ries of 43 spot announcements on 16

station hook-up.

ERIK BARNOUW HEADS

COL ITS NEW COURSE

Columbia University, N. Y., is

-launching a new radio course this

fall, Radio Today, which will be in

addition to the old course in radio

writing. It will be a survey of what
is going on in the broadcasting field.

Columbia's new course will be su-

pervised by Erik Barnouw, who was
program director for Erwin Wasey
and Arthur Kudner agencies, and
also writer of NBC serial, The
Honeymooners.' He also handles the

radio writing course.

Practical side of broadcasting will

be touched on in the new course by
such speakers as Arthur Pryor, Jr.;

Paul Kesten, Orson Welles, John
Carlile, Walter Pierson; Lewis Tit-

terton, Frank Stanton, Clarence

Goshorn, Jack Johnstone, .
Douglas

Coulter, Anne Hummert, -Franklin

Dunham, Margaret Cuthbert, Tom
Hutchinson, Sterling Fisher, Clifton

Fadiman, Rudy Vallee and others.

Department of Justice Not Interested Now After

Withdrawing 1935 Suit—Paine Attacks Miller's

Unsent Letter as 'Same Old Red Herring'

Seattle, Sept. 6.

Ted' Bell, program director of

KRSC, has been reappointed instruc-

tor in charge of radio broadc ting

classes, at U. of Washington. So
popular has been this course, an
extra class, the third, has been added

to the curriculum for the next school

term.
U. of W. maintains its own studio,

sound effects and continuity offices

and is on the air daily by remote
wire to -stations KRSC, KOMO
(NBC) and KOL (Mutual).

Sam Paley Unloaded

1,000 Shares in July

Washington, Sept. 6.

More stock peddling by Sam
Paley, director of Columbia Broad-
casting System, during July, accord-

ing to latest Securities & Exchange
Commission report on the operations

of ground-floor residents.

Web head's dad dumped 1,000

shares of his. class A stock, reducing

his pile to 12,000. Herbert Bayard
Swope, another director, also un-

loqded 200 shares, leaving him with

9,800.

Publication of a letter to Senator
Joseph C. OTWahoney, dratted but
not mailed by Neville Miller, new
president of the National Associa-
tion of Broadcasters, attacking the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers as a monopoly
deserving of Federal Investigation,

caused both amazement and chagrin
in ASCAP quarters in New York.
ASCAP heads had. been' expecting, a
studious and sober approach to the
performing rights situation by Miller
and had. expressed a willingness to

extend him the fullest co-operation
In exploring the possibilities of

working' out a friendly basis for a
new five or 10-year contract

John G. Paine, ASCAP gen. mgr.,]
declared Friday (2). that he was
'sorry that' Miller had not, ap-
parently, brought an Individual di-

rection or Intelligence to the solu-
tion of the. problem, bat had let him-
self be Influenced by the same old
clique.' Paine said. thai it was un-
fortunate that Miller had let him-
self become the tool of the old
ASCAP-baitlng crowd In the NAB,
and that he had lent himself to do-
ing the. same old thing In the same
old way. It was the same old red
herring, that Miller was drawing
across the same old trail, but
ASCAP, added Paine, has long
been accustomed to the smell.

Paine stated that he had looked
forward to -Miller's advent In the
post of NAB president with hope
that the: old hates could be cleared
away and a groundwork for pleasant
relationship.

.
laid. Paine Is - disap-

pointed to find that It hasn't worked
oat that way, and that, Instead,

Miller had become *a new voice for
the same old general counsel and a
not very intelligent brain-trust'

It was too bad, Paine said, that
Miller got off on the wrong foot
with regard to ASCAP, and that he
saw fit to lay , down the barrage be-
fore he had heard two sides of the
story.

'Hoosier Hop's' P. A.

Fort Wayne, Sept. 6.

WOWO's 'Hoosier Hop' crew will

go to the Indiana state fair for per-

sonal appearances. Weekly feature

will be aired from fair grounds at In-

dianapolis Sept. 8.

'Hop,' sponsored by Indiana Farm-

ers Guide, will appear under that

publication's banner at the fair.

Washington, Sept. 6.

Strong indications that the . New
Deal monopoly;, Investigators would
include copyright in their economic
studies, this -week appeared to have
doused cold- water on a faction in

National Association of Broadcasters
which recommend the Administration
probers assist them in getting relief

from American Society of Com-
posers, Authors & Publishers.

Trial balloon sent up by Neville
Miller, pr ident of NAB, late last

week, fell so fast that all talk about
sending the plea for assistance was
hushed until the end of this week.
Feeler in the form of an unofficial

preliminary draft of an unsent let-

ter brought little encouragement
from brain trusters steering the hunt
for monopolies.

,

Strong disapproval, to a move of
the sort Miller was contemplating
was- voiced in some radio quarters
here. Likely to be reflected at the
next meeting of the NAB executive
committee, tentatively listed for . the
middle of this month, when the copy-
right situation probably will be
threshed out

*35 Case Too Weak
Proposal appears to some industry

figures to be based on poor strategy,
particularly since the Justice De-
partment has been disinterested in
reviving the shelved 1935 -anti-trust
suit against ASCAP. If the NAB
now appeals for Federal aid in

breaking the ASCAP hoid on pro-
tected music, it will look ridiculous,

in the estimation of several observ-
ers. Those lukewarm or hostile to

the idea point out that Andrew W.
Bennett, how special NAB advisor
on oopyright matters, roosted on the
Justice Department payroll three and
one

fish to fry and that the size of the
copyright business will not warrant
the effort to unfold ramifications of

such a complicated matter. The
committ . is after much bigger game
—steel, cement, oil, tires, automo-
biles, etc.—and the copyright busi-

ness by comparison is only dime-
store scope.

Repercussions Possible

Radio, business might stick its chi

out in requesting help of the Con-
gressional - Department anti - trust

group, critics note. Already there
have been repeated intimation that
broadcasters may be placed on the
defensive themselves by the probers.

|

In such circumstances, wailing about
ASCAP possibly would only stimu-
late foes of radio to insist upon ag-
gressive attack on broadcasters.
Eyen though NAB. should have a

strong complaint against ASCAP,
there is a faction In the business
which feels it would be un ise to
present it to the administration dig-
gers because of the Bennett angle.
Hints from government sources in-
dicate that the industry would be
embarrassed

' when the Justice De-
partment gave Its appraisal of Ben-
nett's ammunition. The fact, that
Bennett was hired to represent ra-
dio after drawing down $2,000 in .the

43 months he was a special assistant
to' Attorney-General' CUmmings does
not sit well with some elements in
NAB, who wonder why he was un-
able to crack down on ASCAP If

he had such a good case.

Matter was ' placed in -abeyance
Friday (2) after reaction to the in-
spired publication of the tentative
letter proved discouraging. Showing
up the advocates of the idea by de-
nying they had received a plea from
Miller, aides and members of the
committee were not inclined to take
seriously the thought that copyright
is a sufficiently serioUs problem for
them to include it in the inquiry
schedule! After learning of re-
sponse, Miller decided to put the
proposed letter, in which he had
made several changes, aside until
he can go into the policy angles
more fully.

WEW, St L, Cooling

Plant Takes Rap For

Spread of Hay Fever

St Louis, Sept 6.

Recently installed air conditioning

plant at WEW is being, blamed for

the epidemic of hay fever that has
almost put the entire staff out of ac-

tion. First to be hit was 'Arthur

Jones, program director, who hur-
riedly switched plans for his vaca-
tion in the south for a spot in north-

ern Minnesota, where the cooler

climate would alleviate his suffering.

Other snifflers and eye dabbers are

Al S. Foster, general manager; Bill

Durbin, gabber; Jack Nordcr, actor;

Lou Hagcrman, p.a.; Ralph Barnett,

operator, and Mary Rose Collins,

secretary. Station theorists believe
the pollen was trapped by the air

conditioning apparatus and distribu-

ted through the studios.

HARRIETT WILSON'S

BAD AUTO CRACKUP

Hollywood, Sept. 6..

Harriett Wilson, conductor of rar
dip's ' inging Strings,' is in a critical,

condition Tollowing an automobile
accident on Labor Day.
Femme director suffered a skull

i fracture and internal injuries in thp

-half years, occupied particularly
!

m^' S,n« ,n,i Slr,nBS ,s an

with the investigation of ASCAP and i

the abortive trial.

If the D. J., after obtaining an in-

dictment and starting to. take evi-

dence, . suddenly, decided the case

against ASCAP was too weak to pro-

New Yankee V.P.s
Boston. Sept. 6.

Roy Harlow, assistant to the presi-
dent, and Linus Travers, .production

ceed, there is scant -likelihood that manager, were elected vice-pi-esi-

thc present monopoly diggers would. 1 dents of the Yankee and Colonial
be disposed to go over the same Networks at directors' meetings her.

ground again, It is felt. Indications

from official sources are that the
Sept. 1.

John, Shepard,
Roosevelt Administration has bigger of both networks

3d, re
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September chores for. sun-tanned
; EXAMINER'S REPORTS

Commissioners who-^wUh a couple
: ; oncwRl of license for. wjxrq. New ej-

Of exceptions—have been ducking ford CX pcr | in ,,ntcr. recommended by Examiner Robert U.

their responsibilities during the Irwin because of Interesting listener-survey now being con-

Washington dog-days-outlined as ^^^g%XTin.ntw: smoo. »W ,bd «oo k«.

follows: I proposes 'to'Yry OMt various t ypes : of anTeiina and moko olner

(1) Motions, pleadings and other
|
equipment changes in on effort to usefully employ the ultra-

procedural matters will be toW:^
u" —

~

: c"w ••»»«
steady listener as far away hs Parsons. Kans. •

Station Is owner by E. Anthony & Sons. Inc., licensee or

WNBH. and carries programs of the latter from 1 to a

p.m. dally. Will put on publicity .eampal la local rag*

owned by the corporation Willi a view; lo hopping the local

populace io tho fact that the shortwovor Is broadcasting

entortalriment.
: Arthur W. Scharfo)
appeared' for applicant.

Missouri: Permission to operate two additional hours, with

(4) All Alaskan matters, with the

exception of licenses, either for

broadcast stations, amateurs, ship and
other operators, Commi loner Case.

by Commi ioher Sykes, who has

spent most, of the summer sizzling

here. . I

(2) License applications, following

construction; applicants for time ex-

tensions, changes in equipment and
other small technical matters, Com-
missioner Walker. 1 „«»........ . ^ -. • . , ,,. , , .

(3) Uncontested Droceedines in- ' power throttled from 2'A kw. to 600 watts. Bliould be. gi anted
J unconjesiea proceeain^s in

.

; £ £Q - g 3oaviih; accOrdlng-to a report by Examiner Melvln
volving public convenience, neces-

J; Daibers
Sity, itc, or emergency wire service, ! Transmitter, sharing the '68.0 kc. ribbon with KPO, Snn

fnmmi inner Craven i Francisco, would perform a more efficient service If allowed
UOmmi loner craven. .1 ^ -

on ,neB , r un tll sunset In the California city, Dnlberg..

found. Now has to ?slgn oft at sundown, local time.

Winter broadcasts of KPEQ are sometimes shut oft as early

as & p.m.; Dalberg pointed out,', but. operating on California

time, station could keep going during: the summer as late as

_, - 9-45.p.m. St. Joseph, an Important livestock and. grain enm-

(5) All 'subjects' Concerning admin* munlty, would benefit by crop and market reports .which

istration of riff circulars of the '° "8,en '°
Und°r

Commish adopted pursuant to Sec-
| Son)0 Interference expected between KFEQ and "WPTF,

tion 203 of the Communications Act,' Raleigh; N. C. report admitted, but this would prevail only

r«mmicci/.nar p,„„e ' short time during the additional hours requested...
Commissioner Payne. , kpeq was represented by Ben S.. Fisher and Charles V.

(6) All applications for aeronauti- vvny inn d.

cal, aircraft, geophysical, motion pic- I Oregon: juice-Jump for KMED,, Mcdford. was frowned on

Commis- by Chief Examiner Davis G. Arnold.
Upplhg of the station's power from . 250 watts to I kw.

would cause Interference to two Canadian stations—CKMO
and CKKC—Arnold found, and demand for Increase Is not
sufficiently within the public Interest. Plea was .based on
need for ah extension of the frost warning, service, broadcast

by KMED to local pear-growers, and upon the probability

i that national advertisers, Including American Tobacco Co.,

D * I <D IJ «. f General Motors, General Foods and General Mills, would be

KPQnV HI LUX iMl(lD(lt6 i

Interested In buying time.WUUJ UI UU V«UU|H*aV I Clarence c _ Dili nnd j al

i_: — I of the applicant.

i Puerto. Rico: V.t.iy ideas of Juan izn. San Juan, as to

! what he would do with It If lie liud It. drew a recommenda-
tion ' for denial- on his pica for- 'an experimental broadcast'
station to be operated, with 1 kw, on 4797.6, 6426, and 8656 kc.
-Applicant, who owns tatlori WNEL, San Juan,was 'unable

or unwilling to offer any statement as to the general objec-
tives of his' application other than that his Intention was to
experiment' arid find out,' according to Examiner R. H. Hyde.

Co.. Inc., New York, present license extended on temporary

basis, only to Oct. I. pending action on application.

Ohio: WCLB. Cleveland Radio Ilrondcastlng Corp.. Cleve-

land, granted 'renewal of ilccnso for the. period Sept. 1 lo

arcli K
Ohio: Sprln eld Broadcasting Corp., Springfield, applica-

tion for new' station to be operated op 1310 kc with 100

watts dismissed without prejudice on applicant's request.

Pennsylvania : WJXAUi WCAU Ilrondcastlng Co., Newton
Square, granted modification, of. -license to add frequency
10270 kc. In addition to the frequencies authorized in exist-

ing broadcast station; AVPEN, William Penn Broadcasting
Co.. Inc.; granted renewal of llconse from Sept: 1 to. March. 1.

. I'trili: Midwest Broadcasting Corp., Provo, application for

new station to be operated on 1.210. -kc wllh. 100 watte wlth-
'drawn without prejudice on applicant's request.

>uth Dakota: KUSD. University of South Dakota. Ver-
illlon, present license extended tompornly pending dctermlr

nation of application, .for period ending Oct, 1; .WNAX,
WN'AX . Broadcasting Co., Yankton, granted renewal of
license 'on temporary basis only, subject to Goinmlsli actjon:
on. application for renewal.

Te ' a:' KIUN,'- Pecos Broadcasting Co.. Pecos, .granted re-

newal of- license for period e Ing Jan. 1;? KFDM, Sabine
Broadcasting Co., Inc., Beaumont, present license further ex-
tended'on temporary basis. only tor 'period of three months.

West Virginia: WMMN, Monotigaheid Valley Broadcasting
Co.,- Fairmont;: granted . license renewal on temporary .basis
only, subject ..to Commis!) action on application,

Wlseonslo: WTMJ, The Journal Co.. Milwaukee, granted
. renewal of license for period Sept. 1 to March lj 'WEAU.
Central Broadcasting Co.. Eau Claire, granted .renewal of
license for' period onding Kcb. 1.

tures, airport/police,

sioner Brown,

DeK Witt Act With

in Lux

Hollywood, Sept.

Cecil B. DeMllle, producer-.'

narrator of Lux airshow, will take

an acting part in broadcast Sept 26

of 'Seven Keys to Baldpate.' Jack
n j. „r r i„iH.n,A.n ua..a expertmenc. ana nna out, according- 10 bxiuiuncr .n. n. nyae.
Benny and Mary Livingstone have Has retalnod a New York engineering consultant to super-
the leads. Marks first thesp role for

DeMllle since he played part of the
faro dealer in the picturization of

'The Squaw Man' 25 years ago.

Ed Beloin and Bill Morrow, io

writers for Benny, will collab with
George Wells, Lux scripter, on . the

'Baldpate' continuity.

vise the jproject by remote control.
Testimony nt the hearing developed that much of the pro-

gram material would be drawn ' from Flza's 'existing trans-
mit; . with Examiner Hyde apparently, suspicious that the
proposed DX-er would be used primarily to get the jump
i,n WKQ. Fizz's only Puerto Rico opposition. After study-
ing Ihe proposition, examiner concluded that, applicant's 'plan
of cxperlmentatlcn, s.6 far as disclosed by the evidence, Is

dimply to broadcast programs and have observations made of
the tranihilsslon and reception ot same.' Not enough reason,
to grant an eX>o> hnehta'l license, Hyde ruled,

i Slmer W. I'ratt wus retained by applicant.

MINOR DECISIONS
; Alabnnm; .'BIIP, "Wilton Harvey Pollard. HuntsvHle,
present )kence further extended on temporary bnsia to Oct.
1, pending determination on renewal application; AVJRD,

-

Jarnea R. Dohh, Jr., Tuscaloosa, extension of present license
to Out. 1, pending Commish decision on pending renewal
application.

Alaska: KOBU, Ala»T<a Radio m. Service Co., Inc., Ketchl-

Rathborn Hypoes Philly

AGA on New Constitution
Philadelphia, Sept.. 0.

Mervyn Rathborn, international:;

prez of the American Communica-

:

tions Assn., CIO panelmen's organ- I

ization, urged the Philly local at a

!

meeting Friday night (2) to vote for 1 <<an, present license further extended on temporary basis to

accentflricp of the npw Ar"A rnn<sti. \ 0>:t ' Pending determination on renewal; KVCJU. Anchor-acceptance OEine nc\y AVA consil-, >w Radio Club. Inc., Anchorage, granted renewal of license
lUMon, .KaUlDOrn came over from" on temporary basis only, subject, to Commish' action on'

New York for the confab; first time Pending renewal, application,

he has addressed the radio en- I Cullfo lat KMTn Radio Corp., Los Angeles, granted, re-

gineers here. '

i
n°wal of license .for the period Sept. -1 to March

ACA is now hesotiatine with 1 Connecticut: WBLI, City Broadcasting Corp.. New Haven'.

TOOAM raJSSl JSrSSn ' a ill \
»">«•»«> "cenae extended on temporary basis only, for' periodWIAM, t-amaen, ana Wi*ls, Atlan- ending Oct. Impending determination On renewal application;
WBRY, American Republican,' Inc., Waterhury, present
license extended ' further on .a temporary .basis only for a
period .of three 'months.

'

Georgia: WGST. Georgia S<hpol of Technology. Atlanta,
granted renewal of license .for the period Sept. 1 to Dec.-.l.

Honolulu: KGU. Marlon A. Mulrony & Advertising Pub-
lishing Co.. I.id.-, Honolulu, granted renewal of license for
the period ending Feb. 1. %

1 llllnsls: Mutual Broadcasting System. Inc., Chicago,
;
granted extension on. temporary basis only.', nnd subject to

tic City, where knobtwisters are all

organized but have no contract.
Talks will get underway soon with
WFIL, whose contract expires Nov. 1.

B-S-H'i 2 Serials
New serial, 'Young Widder Brown,'

will late this month begin airing Commish action on pending application for continued author-

five times weekly over NBC red for '
lty 10 lrnnarnl « programs to CKJ..W, stations : owned andnve times. weeKiy over WBt, rea lor , operat(, (1 bj. CHnH(nan Broadcasting Corp., and stations II-

Cal-Aspirin and Haley s EmO. censed by the Canadian Minister of Transport, through the
facilities of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

I Kansas: K\VBO, W. B.. Greenwald, transferor; John T.
Harris, transferee: Nation's Center Broadcasting Co.. Inc..
licensee; application for . transfer of control of corporation,

John DeWlU,. who scripts the heretofore set for hearing, withdrawn at applicant's request.

B-S-H 'David Harum' for Babo. has : „*-»» ,"i»»«:. Kmlb, i.mer's lnoadcasting station, inc.

„,,;»i__ »u. 1 Monroe, granted renewal of license for period ending Dec. 1;taken Over the writing of the same WJBW. ohar.les c. Carlson, New Orleans, present license
agency's' rs. WiggS Of the Cabbage further extonded on temporary basis only for period of 3

Pat£/» ^1 A
En
i
liSh ^ H

' WACM. Aroostoo, Broadcasting Corp.. Pre.nu.
Succeeds Robert Andrews, Who COn- 'Isle, granted rene««; of license for-perind ending Jan. 1.

Blackett-Sample-Hummert is pro-
ducing the show, in . 15-minute epi-
sodes.

tinues on Bisodol's 'Just Plain Bill'

series, also for B-S-H.

HEW DET. ANN0MCEBS
Detroit, Sept. 6.

New additions to announcing staff

at WJBK here include Charles Mc-

SET FOR HEARING
Cullforulu: KGCC. Golden Gate Broadcasting Co., San

Francisco, assignment ' of license to' Golden Gate Broadcasting
Corp. ta newly organized corp.) and. voluntary assignment
of construction permit from Golden Gate Broadcasting Co.,
Robert J. Craig, to the new corporation (transmitter has
-already, been set do\yn for hearing on program .complaints
Involving lottery broadcasts,' medical programs. and dubious
political talks aired from Its studios).

Illl 1st WJBC, Arthur Malcolm McGregor and Dorothy
Charlotte McGregor, Bloomlngton, Increase time 'of

.
opera-

tion from sharing with WJUU Decatar, to unlimited; WJBL,
Commodore' Broadcasting, Inc., .-Decatur, change -.frequency'
from 1200 to 1310 kc, boost day power from 100 to 260 watts,
change operating, time from shsrlng with WJBC to unlimited
-and Increase height of vertical- radiator (contingent on 'grant-
ing application of WBOW, Terre Haute, Ihd., for frequency
change to 1200 kc).

'

Illl Is: The Moody Bible Institute Badlo Stutlon, Chicago,
new- non-commercial educational station to be operated on
A-} emission, 41300 Kc. with 100 watts.

Indiana: WBOW.'.Bonks of Wabash, Inc., Terre Haute,
move station locally and' change frequency .'from- 1310 "kc to
1200 kc.

Iowa: WHO. Central Broadcasting Co., s Moines, special
experimental authority to install new equipment for 600
kc, subject to approval of the Commish and to Increase
power to C00 kw. from 50 kw. (to be heard before the Com-
mish).

New York: WCNW. Arthur Faslte, Brooklyn; renewal of
license (temporary license granted pending hearing);

Ohio: WTOI,. Community Broadcasting CO., Toledo, change
ours ot operatlou from days to unlimited, using 100 watts.

BAYUK RENEWS ON

IWUTUALFOR 15 WKS.

Mutual was flooded with tobacco
leaf this week with Bayuk Cigars
renewing for 15 weeks starting
Sept. 13 and making raft of time
changes throughout net and time al-
terations on Sensation and Bugler
cigarets (Brown & Williamson).

Bugler's 'Plantation Party' in-
creased time to add station WOR,
N. Y., to its collection, while Sensa-
tion changes to 7:30-7:45 p.m.
Tuesdays, and Thursdays, oh WOR
CKLW and WLW. WBAL andWOL pick up only on Thursdays.
Colonial net in New England re-
mains unchanged.

Bayuk changed everything but
regular announcers Sam Baiter and
Jack Stevens. Latter handles New
England stations, while Baiter takes
oh from there. Schedule now in-
cludes.WOR, WFIL, WRVA, WCAE
WKBW. WSYR, WHK (Tues.-Thurs

-

Sat.); WGN, KWK (Mon. through
Sat.) ) and WLW,. Mon. through Fri-
day. All go on at 7; 45 for 15 min-
utes. KHJ, KFHC, KGB and
KPMC take it Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday, at 10:15-10:30 p.m.

NEW APPLICATIONS
Artsoha: KCR.T, .Charles'c. RoblnBon, Jerome, voluntary

assignment of .llcen.se to Central Arizona Broadcasting Co.

Arkansas: KOTN. Universal Broadcasting Corp., Pine
Bluff; change hours from days to unlimited, using 100 watts.

California: Larry Rhine, San Francisco, new station to
be operated on 1420 kc. with 100 watts (requesting facilities
of KGGC,- San Francisco):

orlda: Panama City Broadcasting Co., Panama City,
new station, to be operated, on 1200 kc. wllh 100 watts nights,
200. watts dayj,

. Illl Is: WCBS, WCBS, Inc.. Springfield, lncrense power
from 100 watts nights, 250 watts days, to 1 kw. all times.
Kansas: KGKO,. Dodge City Broadcasting. Co., Inc., Dodge

City, Increase power from 260 to 000 watts.
Maryland: WJEJ. Hagerstown Broadcasting Co., Hagers

town,' Increase day power froth 100 to 260 watts.
Monta : KOVQ. Mosby's Inc., Missoula, change night

.-power from 1 to 6 kw.
North Carolina: 'WEED, William Ayera. Wynne, Rocky

Mount, change - time' from unlimited days, sharing with
WCHV, Charlottesville. Vs., to unlimited.
New York: -The Niagara Kalis Gazette Publishing Co..

Niagara Falls, new. station to be .operated dayso'nly.on 1260
kc. with ' 200 watis; Bamberger Broadcasting Service, Inc.,
New York, license to use the equipment of W2XJI for a
relay experimental broadcast station on 31100, 34G00, 37.600
and 40000 kc. with 100 watts, A-3 emission.

Texas: Sweetwater Hadlo, Inc., Sweetwater, new station
to be operated daytimes on 1210 kc. with 260 watts; KGKO,
Wichita Falls 'Broadcasting Co., change name of licensee lo
KGKO Broadcasting Co.

Virginia: -WCHV, 'Community Broadcasting Corp., Char-
lottesville, .change .hours of operation from unlimited days,
sharing with WfOBI), Rocky Mount, N. C.. nights,- to -un-
limited.

Isslsslppl:. -WCOC, Mississippi Broadcnstlng Co.. I tic'..

Meridian, present license extended on temporary basis only
to Oct. 1. pending determination renewal.

Mlssoarl: KC.DX. Springfield Broadcasting Co.. Springfield,
request for 1230 kc with 1 kw. heretofore set f6r hearing,
dismissed with prejudice (application . for withdrawal re-
ceived -less than 30 days prior to hearing).
Missouri: KSb. Pulitzer Publishing Co., St. I.ouls. granted

withdrawal, without prejudice o( application heretofore set
for hearing, for . extension of special experimental authority
to Operate facsimile station using' 550 kr. with 1 kw.; KFUO.

Laughlih, formerly with WGN and Evangelical Lutheran Synod of Missouri, etc,, Clayton, pres-

WMAO rhioaffo u/h'o rpnlacpc Ed ent license extended' on temporary basis only until Oct. 1,

r „ V ?»'. ~ i
replaces ta

p<!n<u„ tf Rct lon on renewal application; KSC. Pulitzer Pub-
LiOngwell. Latter left to take post in llshlng Co., St: I.ouls, present license Extended temporarily
Indianapolis. until Oct. 1, pending Commish action on nppllratlan.

Newell Davi<! fornipHv with' Nelirnaka: WAAW. Omaha Grain Kxchnnge. Omnlin. ap-rieweii ^ayis, lormeriy WlUl pucntlon for trahsfer of control of corporation, heretofore setWMCA and WOR, Newark,, takes for hearing, withdrawn without prejudice at request of ap-
place of Don Wille: who moves into pi'cant.

continuity' denBrtment tn writ* nn 1 WOAV. Woodmen of the World Ufo Insurancecontinuity aepanmeni 10 write an So(.|etVi Omaha, present license extended on temporary busi
hour program. to Oct. l, pending action on renewal application.

New Jersey: WPG, city of Atlantic City, Atlantic City,
application, for frequency change (1100 to 1130 kc). and un-
limited hours dismissed' without prejudice.
New York: WOV, International Broadcasting Corp., New ;

York, application for switch from O30 to 1100 kc. and un-
limited operation dismissed without' prejudiced. Columbia

artha' in Chi
Chicago, Sept, 4.

Last seasons test Of
.
Lem and Broadcasting System, Inc., New York. gr«nled extension of

Martha' Comedy show on WHO, Des authority to transmit programs to Canadian Stations' CFRB
Mninpc turnerl nut <:n urpll for fish, and CKAC and stations of the Canadian Broadcaatlng Cor-jnoines, lurnea out spweu ior wsn

I)orfttlon for B perlod of ull montlw from ' Sept. K,; National
KOSh- overalls, RUthrauR & Ryan Broadcustlng Co.. Inc.. New York, granted extension of ex-
Bgency Is bringing it into Chi this Istlng authority for period of -six months from' Sept. 15 to

csaenn onrf nnttlnp It on WMAO transmit to Canadian stations CFCF. CBN and other stationsseason ana puiung m on
:

wwiaw,
lmiler cnntI.0l ot the Canadian Broadcasllng Corp. by means

starting with- the change back, to 0f wire lines furnished by a. 't. a T. Co. (also granted ex-

standard time. tension of existing authority for the same, period to deliver

will u. . »ttrAa.« -il .M. tn programs to all broadcast stations under tho control of the
Will oe a inree-BTWeeK

,
nae m Canadian Broadcasting Corp., that may he heard consistently

15-minute platters. In the United SUtc«>;.; WMCA,' -Kntokerbofker Broudcustlna'

MAJOR DECISIONS
I>oulsluna': Ambitions of KMLB, Monroe, to become i

regional, were dashed when ' Commish ' ruled that the- ap-
plicant had failed to show the existence of public heed for
the change. Station, which now uses 1200 kc with 100 watts
nights,. 260 watts, days. Is rendering a purely local broadcast
service at present and offered ho testimony that programs
would be changed to satisfy: a wider audience, Commissioners
pointed, out. Request for the 620 kc channel also would mean
Interference with a station at Wichita Falls, Tex., whose
'.construction recently was authorized by the F.C.C;

Considerable difference of opinion between KMLB's en-
gineering witness and Commish experts over present ' and
future oovcrnge cf the station, ljnih days and nights.

"Applicant has failed to provide an accurate busls upon
which the. commission could compare the ' areas'/now being
served with day and nighll » service w|th those which ap
pllcant might-be expected lo jaerve. 'operating as proposed,
according to Commish findings. Also charged that Irans-
niiiter 'would not have the nlghtlme coverage claimed for
It by Its own .engineering witness' and that mutual Inter-
ference would result between KMLB and the Wichita Falls
station, which plans to operate on the same frequency.

Liner's Broadcasting Station. Inc.. licensee of KMLB, was
represented by Frank Stollenwerck,
Mkrhlgun: New daytime station for Grand Rapids- ash

canned, by the Commish liecause of probable scrlmm Tnler
ference to WKAH. State-owned station In Bast Lansing. Ap
plication of Leonard A. Vcrsliila for a 600-wattef on 830
kc wne vigorously opposed by WKAH, and by WASH andWOO

. of Crand Rapids, wllh Commish deciding that too
much disturbance would, result to warrant grantln

FCC'sAbout-Face

(Continued from page 29)

or offered opportunity to present ob-'
jections.

The only logical conclusion which
may be reached is that the Commis-
sion intends ultimately to deny ap-
pellant's application; but that it could
not do so under the procedure pro-
vided, by statute, and that it could
not conveniently and successfully

prosecute revocation
, proceedings,'

Black: River spokesman charged. 'If

it does not intend. to deny the appli-

cation, why should it order a second
hearing? If, on the other hand, the

Commission intends to grant the ap-

plication again, why should there be
the expense of another, hearing? But
if it should grant the application

again,' what will prevent another set-

ting aside of the grant and a dupli-

cation of the present procedure?
'There, is no way for the, appellant

to. prevent numerous repetitions of

the present procedure except by pro-

ceeding in equity as it did in this

case. There would be no point in

appealing to this court from a. grant

of its. application, . even though it

could, do so under the statute: And
it cannot appeal from a mere order

setting aside a grant and ordering a

hearing de novo. If the Commission
should repeat such action many
times, it could easily discourage an
applicant or render it financially

unable to continue.'

SI I r Case

Issues in another si . ilar case

aimed at the Commission's disregard

for precedent were clarifled also last

week. Brief of Hannibal ( o.)

Courier Post raises the question

whether the Commish can interpret

testimony differently than its exam-
iner.

Central point- in the Hannibal case

—where the paper and a rival appli-

cant both were turned down because

of no need—is the statement in Com-
mission decision, conflicting with the

examiner's conclusions, that the

town already receives ample service.

While the examiner held there is

definite ne for local coverage, the

Commish nixed the request because,

in its eyes, three other stations were
doing the job.

The evidence, according to the

brief, showed that the only full tlme^

program service to ' the city would
come from the proposed newspaper
station. Other nearby transmittera

do not operate both day and night,

or are not audible in all sections of

town. This interpretation received

support from the examiner. Primary
service at night is provided solely

by KMOX, St. Louis, which hits only

residential areas and does , not give

local fare; WTAD, Quincy, 111., and

KSD, St. Louis, give less satisfactory

radio entertainment.
In contradiction of the examiner,

the Commish held there is no need

for a local Hannibal outlet since the

town .'now receives primary broad-

cast service from three stations, one

of. which broadcasts- programs orig-
request. Admitted, however, that testimony Vxisted^showlng mated hv ra«idehts ofHanrtibal. and
that present serv ce received by residents of the Grand J

?"
.

.

Dy
.
feSltlen

.

K " £^„v «>r-Raplds area Was 'not wholly satisfactory.' i that It also receives secondary set
(

Decision Included plenty or back-patting for WKAR, * 11— -* -*"'*"«"
owned by tho Michigan Stale College of Agriculture .and
Applied Science. Programs ol exceptional Interest to rural
coverage: would he severely affected. If Versluls' plea were
Michigan arc conducted hy the transmitter, Commish ob-.
served, anil rural - coverage Would be severely affected If
Versluls' plea were granted. Operation of the proposed! sta-
tion on 830 kc would limit WKAR—operating on 850 kc—to
Its .6 millivolt per meter contour and need for additional
service In Grand uplds would not warrant curtailing, the
'exceptionally meritorious' service rendered to the. farm
populace by the Bast: Lansing. station.
Frank D. Scott nppoured for the applicant.

vice from a number of- stations.

Such findings were declared arbi-

trary and capricious by the local

sheet, which also complains FCC
erred in not granting another hear-

ing' and. refused to apply the same

standards used in -other comparable

situations. Numerous citations were

brought to show the alleged incon-

sistency.
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KOL Withdraws 250G Conspiracy Suit

Vs. CBS, Sen Bone, KIRO, Saul Hass

Seattle, Sept. 6.

50,000 damage suit, filed June

inst U. S; Senator and Mrs.

omerT Bone, Mr. arid Mrs. Saul

Hass, Columbia Broadcasting System

and station K1RO. by station KOL
^ dismissed Friday (2) by super-

ior court Judge F. G. Remann in

•
T
DLsml'ssal came on stipulation of

lawyers lor the plaintiff, except as

to CBS. Attorney for latter said

CBS suit would be dismissed later.

Archie Taft, v.p- of KOL, said:

•This law suit was begun in good

faith. It was based upon informa-

tion reported by former representa-

tives and by other persons not di-

rectly interested, who, for what now
appears to be reasons of their own,

volunteered what at the time seemed,

to be facts.

'After the suit was filed and formal

denial was filed, we felt it our duty

to further investigate the facts as-

serted and denied. Upon that inves-

tigation, particularly of the files of

the Federal Communications Com-
. mission, we found that the allega-

tions could not be substantiated. We
also found that the assertions made
against Senator Bone were without
foundation. We therefore felt it our

right and duty to dismiss the action.'

When, informed that the suit had

been dismissed, Senator Bone said,

1 can't do anything but commend
the sense of fairness which induced

the plaintiff in this action to act hon-
estly upon the facts . discovered. If

they believed the former statements,

I can't blame them for filing the suit.

Since upon discovery of the truth

they dismissed the suit, they certain-

ly have evidenced a good American
sense of decency and sportsmanship.'

. Suit had claimed, damages for al-

leged conspiracy to. transfer the CBS
franchise, formerly held by KOL in

Seattle, to KIRO in Seattle.

Failure' to dismiss the suit against

CBS, along with the others, was be.

cause of a technicality raised by CBS

FCC CHAIRMAN McNINCH

BACK AT WASH. DESK

Washington, Sept 8.

After absence of nearly two
months, FCC Chairman Frank R.
McNinch was back at the desk last
veek. Still taking thing;, easy, but
ready to plunge i_to the mass of adr
ministrativs chores when the dol-
drums end.
Mc inch left his post early in July,

fjr a short rest, but was confined to

the Naval Hospital most' of the
rronth. Subsequently he has been
regaining strength at a. seashore spot.

WFIL, Philly, Attempting

Disguised Talent Quest
Philadelphia, Sept. 6.

,
Talent hunt conducted for three

months last season by WFIL, which
admittedly flopped, is being resumed
shortly, but heavily camouflaged. It

has been retagged, 'WFIL. Musical
Festival.'

Instead of inviting individuals to.

participate, station, has asked only,
glee clubs, schools, choral organiza-
tions and the like. It will award
prizes to outstanding glee club; quar-
tet, trio, baritone, soprano, blues and
pop chirpers. Best of the lot in the
eight-week test is. promised a 13-

week cuffo spot on Mutual.

Pete Peterson Joins

Kastor Agcy. in Chi

Chicago, Sept. 6.

M. H, (Pete) Peterson joins the
H. W. Kastor agency here as radio

director this :week. For the past six

rronths Peterson has been handling
time sa'.es for Mutual web locally.

This marks a return, to the agency
business for. Peterson, who was for-

merly radio director here' for Black-
ett-Sample-Hummert

FAN COLUMN AD

PAID ADV. RATES

lone Ranger,' Sustainer 7 Years

Ago, WiD Earn $1000,000 in 1938

Portland, Ore,,

ith the local' dailies in revolt
against printing any . radio news or
chatter, KOIN has come forth with
the idea of a paid ad radio column.
It goes in at display rates and is

edited by Les Halpin, of KOIN.
To. get attention, KOIN is offering,

a $50 prize for a title to the column,
accompanied by ideas on what makes
the best reading.

Widdifield with Seeds
Chicago, Sept. 6.

Freeman Keyes, Russell M. Seeds,

agency chief, has brought in Cecil

Widdifield to handle radio scripting

and production supervision.

Widdifield was formerly with the
Schwimmer & Scott agency locally.

and the chain's refusal to file an
answer to the suit, according to A. J.

Westbery, attorney of KOL. Formal
dismissal later is only formality.

Senator Bone charged at the time
of filing of the. suit that it was mere-
ly a political attempt to embarrass
hi in his campaign for re-election.

Now She's Grown Up
Philadelphia, Sept. 6.

Ginger Manners, now appearing
here at the Forrest in Max Gordon's
revue, 'Sing:' Out the News,' did a
guester Sunday (4) morning on her
alma. mater, Horn & Hardart kiddies

show from WCAU.
Fem'nie broke in, on the show

from WABC, when that station al-

ternated with WCAU. each week in

its presentation.

NEW $25,000 SUIT

VS. KEEN, SEATTLE

Seattle, Sept. 6.

KVLj Inc., operators of KEEN,
part time platter indie, is on the re-

ceiving end Of a suit for $25,000 filed

in the Superior Court against it.

the ' Seattle Little Business Men's
Bureau: and others by E. B. Fish,

labor relations expert. Station only
a few days ago defended itself

against the appointment of a re-

ceiver to protect a judgment of $12,-

500 secured by Howard Ryan, ad
agency head.

According to the complai , a
broadcast that the Little Business
Men's Bureau made Aug. 9 over
KEEN, was alleged by Fish to have
been done 'maliciously' and to 'ex-

pose' the plaintiff to hatred,' con-
tempt, ridicule, etc;, and to injure
the plaintiff in his employment.

Other defendants include Frank
Olson, charged with preparing the
statement as an agent for the Bu-
reau.

New WWNC Home
Spartanburg, S. C, Sept. 6.

WWNC, one of largest stations in

Carolinas, will be housed, in new
plant of. Asheville Citizen-Times,
scheduled for completion early next
year.

Station is now located in Flatiron

building and is owned and operated
by Citizen Broadcasting Co., sub-
sidiary of newspaper publishing com-
pany.

'Crimson Trail' From
Hollyw'd Set for Canada

Toronto, Sept 6.

First "... built-in-Hollywood r a d i o
show aimed exclusively at Canadian
listeners, 'The Crimson Trail,' shoves
off. Oct. 3 under sponsorship of

Maple Leaf Milling Co., makers of

Red River Cereal.'
Empire-building series of 65 epi-

sodes (15 mins.) will go out thrice-

weekly at supper-time to catch the
juve listeners of CFRB, Toronto;
CFCF, Montreal; CBO, Ottawa;
CKY, Winnipeg; CKCK,. Regina;
CKWX, Vancouver; CJAT, Trail;

CHNS, Halifax; CFCY, Charlotte-

town; CFNB, Fredericton; CKLW,
Windsor; CHSJ. St.. John.. Promotion
and merchandising by .

Cockfleld-

Brown, Toronto;

Chicago, Sept. 6.

From a sustainer seven years ago,

'Lone Ranger' show this month be-
comes a $i,00b,000-a-year proposi-
tion. In this, its seventh year, and
sixth as a commercial, the show will

gross around $000,000 on the air and
will snatch an additional $400,000
from its various; sidelines.

Alan Campbell, general manager
of WXYZ, Detroit, who has been the
nurse and guardian of the program
since, its inception, last week signa-
tured a deal for an additional 35 sta-

tions for the -program, bringing the
number of. station^ carrying 'Lone
Ranger' 16 a total of 87. New com-
mitments are through the south and
southwest, primarily for the Ameri-
can Baking Co.

Campbell has now licensed 48 out-
side companies, to ti -in with the
'Lone Ranger' popularity. Products
include such items as chewing gum,,
candy, department store displays,
caps, irigiblcs, cowboy hats, suits,

books, animated cartoons, pop-guns,
handkerchiefs; balloons. Also there
has been the 'Lone Ranger' picture
serial- and this week the 'Lone
Ranger' newspaper cartoon strip hits
some 120 dailies from coast-to-coast
through King Features syndication;

Campbell has already started 'Lone
Ranger' oh the radio in the foreign
market, having set the show in Au-
strali , South Africa, Canada and
other English-speaking countries.

Trendle's Braln-Child

Original idea for 'Lone Ranger*
was the brain-child of George Tren-
dle, of the King-Trendle ' radio flrni

and Paramount theatre circuit part-
ner and operator.

Following In the wake of 'Lone
Ranger' is the other WXYZ serial,

'Green Hornet,' which is aired on
Tuesday and Thursday; alternating

with 'Ranger' on the ether. .Just as
the 'Ranger' program has been re-

strlcted almost completely to baker*
ies, 'Hornef Is aimed at sponsorship
by dairy companies.
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RADIO VS. VISIO NOW MAJOR

BATTLE IN ENGLAND; BBC SPLIT

Radio Contends Tele Still Few Years Off for Stix,

but Ballyhoo Has Public So Hypoed They're Not

Buying New Sets

London, Aug. 30.

While the current Radiolympia is

putting television into its stride with

the biggest boost yet given to the

service, a mighty battle wages on the

inside of the radio industry here to

decide whether visio goes forward

or is kept in check to let radio con-

tinue to make all the running. Mak-
ing the situation still more piquant

and fraught with possibility is the

attitude of the British Broadcasting

Corp., which in itself is divided into

opposing camps on the selfsame is-

sue.

At bottom is the basic fact visio is

rapidly outdistancing itself, the ar-

tificial boost it has been getting in

recent months having worked up the

public to a pitch of enthusiasm
where they look to tele as their en-

tertainment of the near future, so

that radio as such is likely to And
itself on the skids.

This is the contention of those who
are struggling tooth and claw to

keep the situation as is. With a

strong element of justification, they
bitterly assail the big biz interests

who are forcing television ahead,

claiming that the livelihood of manu-
facturers who are straining to keep

up radio sales is in dire jeopardy.

In this, moreover, they have support

of the dealers in all parts of the

U. K., and especially those outside

the London television reception

range, who see the customers hold-

ing on to their old sets, preferring

not to go to market for newer
models in the belief that by next

year they will be getting visio-radio

instruments at the price they are

now expected to pay for sound sets

only.

Still Several Years Off

The ballyhoo that has culminated

in handing over Olympia's annual

radio exposition completely to the

television interests has built up a

facade which effectually conceals

from the populace that all the fuss

is premature by several years, and
that those who anticipate a look-see

ether service shortly on a national

scale face disappointment.

It is admitted on all sides of the

industry that business needed a

stimulant, and interest In the Radio
Show had begun to nose-dive sig-

"^"BLUE

PENCIL
•JpHE size of WSM's voluntary audience has been built not by net-

wor shows which are available from many sources, but from the
unique manner in which we handle the sustaining and commercial
broadcasts originating at WSM.

The continuities for all these broadcasts are subjected to careful

scrutiny and editing. Unless copy is in keeping with the WSM standard

it is blue penciled and rewritten by our own staff.

Commercial copy must meet these standards: 1. Is the product meri-

torious? 2. Are the claims for it truthful? 3. Arc tbey in good taste?

This is the all inclusive test of a WSM broadcast.

Is it in the Public Interest ?

This self-imposed censorship lins a two-fold purpose—to justify the

faith of one of the largest voluntary radio audiences in America and
to protect the good name of the products wc advertise to them.

jHIMIHIIM
HEzna

niBcantly in the last year or so. By
swamping the exhibition with visio

sets this year, and dragging in BBC
to cooperate to the fullest degree,

the promoters are certainly bring-

ng the public back in, but in the

final outcome it is doubtful whether

they will be spending the money for

radios tricked out with a multi-

plicity of new gadgets while it is be-

ing plugged on all sides that tele-

vision is at their elbow.
Via press statements, advertising,

radio announcements by BBC's
deputy director general, listeners are

inevitably bolstered into belief that

a national service is waiting at the

door, when not only members of

RMA, but BBC itself, knows it will

be a matter of two or more years

before there are transmitters for

others than the citizens of London,
At this time, research is going into

possibilities of reaching the sticks by
means of ultra short wave stations,

which would pick up transmissions
from Alexandra Palace and pass them

to Birmingham or other key
cities, where full size stations would
then put them out for home viewers.

Sequel to Cable Failure

Such plan is a sequel to failure of

the hoped-for twin cable pipeline
service the BBC had hoped to op-
erate in conjunction with General
Post Office, but it must obviously be
many months before any such net-
work could be devised, even sup-
posing it would operate, which has
not yet been ascertained.
Even were that situation not

enough to slow down the rate of ad-
vance, the attitude of BBC, and the
Government behind it, is sufficient
guarantee that nothing will be ef-
fected in a hurry. With BBC itself

split, although visio boosters are for
a moment in the driver's seat, it is

difficult to foresee direct progress,
and the canny Government attitude,
which is unwilling to commit itself

without first deciding just how tele-
vision is going to serve its particu-
lar ends, further ensures there will
be no hasty development.

State's stranglehood on BBC be-
comes clearer each day, and resigna-
tion of Sir John Reith removed the
last obstacle to its complete dom-
ination of the air. Although Reith
was personally opposed to giving
television its head, it is known he
did rule BBC according to his own
regulations and refused to put him-
self under the Government thumb.
But with appointment, directly
through the Government, of a suc-
cessor, the case is altered.
What will happen to television as

a public service is a matter only for
the Television Advisory Committee,
a Government controlled body, to
decide. Under the existing regime,
the whels of national progress move
with infinite slowness; whatever
progress is made will be so gradual
as to be almost imperceptible. With
television under such control, the
outlook is indeed bleak.

Static Headache
How to suppress interference on

visio transmissions is a headache for
BBC and General Post Office
officials. Short wave transmissions
used for visio admi'. forms of static
unknown on normal radio medium
and long wavebands, main sources of
which are igniti. i systems of auto-
mobiles and similar engines, small
electric motors and electro-medical
apparatus.

First two can be checked simply
and at small cost, but screening of
medical plant is :o..ipIicated and ex-
pensive; in any case, owners of
sources of interference are expected
to foot the bill. All the $et owner
can do, meanwhile, is to use a di-
rectional aerial, but without guaran-
tee this will do the trick; owners
living near heavily trafficked high-
ways have no remedy, it seems, un-
less resistors are fitted as standard
equipment to sparkplug leads of all
autos.

Washington Lobby

Washington, Sept. 6.

Covering politics has become a steady nightmare for Washington pro-

gram planners. Newest example of criticism growing out of well-inten-

tioned scheduling is a newspaper-column attack on CBS for offering fret

time to Representative John J. O'Connor, running for re-election in New
York's silk-stocking district in the face of personal denunciation of Presi-

dent Roosevelt. Unfriendly point was made that two web bigshots (Paul

A. Porter, Washington attorney, and Judge John J. Burns, special counsel

for the monopoly probe) are ex-New Dealers.

Laugh is on the Democratic strategists who were so alarmed about radio

coverage of President Roosevelt's holiday invasion of Maryland in behalf
of Representative Davey Lewis, favorite New Deal senate. candidate. After
an administration legman left for Denton, small eastern shore community
where F. D. R. talked Labor Day, to see about wire lines, web officials

revealed they had arranged telephone links a week or more previously.

The New Dealers became frantic upon learning only one long-distance

wire hooked Denton to the Bell system, visioning diabolical plot by sup-
porters of incumbent Senator Millard Tydings to tie it up while the Prez
was spieling.

Echoes of the Anning S. Prall regime at the FCC .were heard in District

of Columbia courts this week. Appeal in the delicate Black River Valley
(N.Y.) case, due for argument in the fall, and in the Hannibal ( o.) case,

also on October docket, both grew out of intrigue while the late Staten
Islander was heading the commish. In the New York case, gossip was that

Democratic fixers induced FCC to grant application of a corporation said

to be angeled by the power trust, in disregard of the White House anxiety
to put over a treaty providing for American-Canadian exploitation of the
St. Lawrence River's hydro-electric possibilities. The Missouri matter has
been accompanied by whispers that the commish followed advice of a
state relief boss in deciding which of two rivals should get a grant.

Political cat fights—besides causing pain to broadcasters who operate in

political 'purge' areas—last week accounted for much of the picayunish
business of the FCC already groaning under the handicap caused by the
absence of vacation-minded commissioners. To Commissioner Eugene O.
Sykes, old-line Democrat of Mississippi, fell many odd chores, such as

okaying, for WMAZ, Macon, Ga., special temporary authority to clear the
way for extra-curricular operation in behalf of Senator George, who is

spotted for political extinction by the New Deal. Sen. George will keep
WMAZ working overtime on Sept. 13 to broadcast another blast at the

administration. Already has utilized the station for an anti-Roosevelt
squawk (31). WMAZ also was privileged to stay awake Sept. 13 to air

the election returns.

Sykes also gave WFMD, Frederick, Md., the right to emulate King Solo-

mon,, in permitting both anti-New Deal Sen. Tydings and Rep. David J.

Lewis (White House favorite) an equal opportunity to take their cases

before the knob-twiddlers last week. Besides acting as impartial ump in

many pre-primary state squabbles, Sykes must see to it that the Kentucky
State Softball Finals and other sports events are carried to the radio

audience.
Defeat of Congressman William D. MacFarlane of Texas cheered broad-

cast representatives. He was driving spirit behind the movement to put

both the industry and the FCC on the pan during last two sessions of

Congress. Ed Gossett, his conquerer, is not known to have any special

interest in broadcasting, but political snoopers wonder if he will stir up

trouble over that Wichita Falls matter, where the company launched hy
MacFarlane's father won the nod.

CBC's New Link
Montreal, Sept. 6.

New link to the CBC basic net-

work, station CHGB, opens Thurs-
day (8) at Ste. Anne de la Pocatiere.
New station has 100 watt power

and will be fed NBC programs
through CBC.

Zenith's Profit

Zenith Radio showed a profit of

$124,806 for the three months ended
on July 31, after charges but before

federal taxes.

Company had $1,122,184 profit in

similar quarter of 1937.

Ex-Scribe Gets New
Post at CKAC, Mont'l

Montreal, Sept. 6.

Henri Lelondal, former newspa-
perman and radio producer, has been
appointed artistic and musical di-
rector at Station CKAC, a newly cre-
ated position.

Letondal was director of the Pro-
vincial Hour for several years. Be-
fore that he was on the editorial slaff

of 'La Patrie,' 'Le Canada' and 'L'll-

lustration' at various times.

TAKE A
CHOICE CUT
... in. this Billion Dollar Market

Southern New England, with its

consistent billion dollars of spend-

able income, offers a juicy piece of

business to any advertiser. And
it's a matter of record that the

surest way to assure a really choice

cut in this responsive market is

through this area's most popular
station—WTIC. Here is the way
WTIC rates—with listeners and
advertisers

—

Transradio News

NOW AVAILABLE

on WTIC
15 Minute Periods

8 A.M.

1 P.M.

6 P.M.

11 P.M.

DAILY

FIRST
IN LISTENER POPULARITY by more than 2 to 1

IN NUMBER OF NETWORK ADVERTISERS
IN NUMBER OF NATIONAL SPOT ADVERTISERS

50,000

WATTS WTIC HARTFORD.
CONN.

THE TRAVELERS BROADCASTING SERVICE CORPORATION
MEMBER NBC RED NETWORK AND YANKEE NETWORK

Paul W. Morancy, General Manager

Representative!: Weed i Company

Jamee F. Clancy, Bustneil Manager

New York, Detroit, Chicago, San Franelieo
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FREE SHOWS UNDER FIRE

OPPOSE PRACTICE

Theatre Ops Organize as

Indie Outlets Plan Expan-

sion of Gratis and Low-

Priced Studio Shows

—

Government May Step in

With New Decrees to Halt

Stations

PIC PAPERS PROTEST

Paris, Aug. 27.

Heading for the biggest season in

Its history, French radio is going to

have one stiff fight on its hands this

fall as a result of the practice of of-

fering public broadcasts for an insig-

nificant price, or in most cases on

the cuff. Habit of brewing up some-

thing for nothing for the public had
Its beginning a couple of year's ago,

but plans for this fall by radio sta-

tions to enlarge on the practice of

letting in the public has brought

plenty of yowls from other quarters.

The act that knocked the leg off

radio's chair was the announcement
made by Poste Parisien, most power-

ful of the private French stations,

that management had leased the Em-
pire theatre for two matinees and
four evening broadcasts weekly,

.commencing at an unfixed ' date in

the near future.

Practically all of 'he private sta-
' tions have at sometime given free

public broadcasts, with several of

them, such as '.adio Cite, Poste
Parisien and others, offering per-

formances in differon'. halls and the-

atres—Cine Redio-Cite and the Nor-
mandie for example—but none of

these could accommodate nearly as

many people as the Empire with its

2,200 seats. So when Poste Parisien

let it be known that it was taking

over the Empire for several broad-
casts a week, the fireworks be-
gan. The combined protests are like-

ly to see government passing laws to

regulate the question.

First big blast came from music
hall and theatreowners led by Mitty
Goldin, operator of the ABC, the

unanimous opinion being that such
broadcasts furnish unfair competi-
tion because of the great difference
in prices charged.
Letters were written to the press

and the latter took it up editorially.

Then the film trade papers joined
in, saying that if these broadcasts
were unfair competition for the
music halls and theatres they were
the same for the cinemas.
Goldin, however, is going them all

one better and has organized 40 the-
atre directors to back him and has
requested an audience with Minister
of National Education to argue the
question. Too, the authorities of the
Assistance Public—which gets a slice
of the taxes paid by theatres to help
provide for the city's poor—is said

to be on the side of the theatre man-
agers, as the amount of taxes they
would get from the rac io broadcasts
would be nil.

COUNT
MOST

weed e company
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London, Aug. 26.

Two Gaumont - British pictures,
'Jack Ahoy' and 'Aunt Sally,' tel-

evized by BBC daily during run of
Radioiympia show.

BBC visio unit scheduled to pay
return visit to Pinewood studio, to

take . up behind the scenes shots on
current production of 'The Mikado.'

F. Buckley Hargreaves taking over
film critic job at BBC in October,
with Andrew Rice scheduled to re-

turn later.

Series of 104 quarter-hour con-
certs from Radio Normandy on
week-day mornings on behalf of

Andrews' Liver Salts has been
booked by Saward Baker & Co.

'Your Message From the Stars,' by
Murray Lister, which is broadcast
from Radio Normandy every morn
ing at 6:40, has been sponsored by
the International Chemical Co. This
company has also booked a series of

52 concerts on the same station at

7:30 a.m. every Tuesday. Both con-
tracts were placed through C.
Mitchell &. Co.

BBC WILL AIR TWO
FULL-LENGTH OPERAS

Charles Laugbton goes on the air

Sept. 4 with extracts from several

of his pictures.

Eddie Carroll and his band have
been engaged for 13 weeks for the

Lux Radio Theatre programs, broad-
cast every Sunday from Luxem-
bourg. Band replaces Teddy Joyce,
on air for Lux for last six months.

Jessie Matthews has signed with
BBC to star in next Leslie Bailey's

'Star Gazing' series, to be aired in

November. Program will trace her
life, from childhood spent in an alley

in back of Wardour street, until she
became a name in lights.

Sydney Howard and Arthur Riscoe
doing their 'Two Dames' sketch from
'Wild Oats' in a BBC Saturday va-
riety hour.

Gamble Vice Bradley

As Ford's Announcer

Detroit, Sept. 6.

Ron Gamble, youngest spieler at

WJR here, was chosen late last week
to succeed Truman Bradley as an-
nouncer on the Ford Sunday Evening
Hour (CBS), which resumes next
Sunday (11). Gamble won out over
61 other applicants, including John
Stinson and Franklyn Mitchell, both

of WJR, who also ranked in the first

four.

Bradley is going to Hollywood to

make a film.

Dorothy Alt Sails

Toronto, Sept. 6.

With 13-week contract, Dorothy
Alt, rhythm singer on CBC payroll

for past two seasons, sails for South-
ampton tomorrow from New York
to appear on the Horlick's Malted
Milk program piped out of Luxem-
burg.
Producer of the British commer-

cial is Stanley Maxted, program
chief for J. Walter Thompson, Lon-
don, and former regional director

for Ontario of the how defunct

Canadian Radio Broadcasting Com-
mission .since replaced by CBC.

BOYLING'S SURVEY TRIP

Moose Jaw, Sask., Sept. 6.

Sid Boyling, program director

of CHAB, off on a holiday trip to

Toronto and Chicago. While in the

east he will visit CBS and NBC
studios studying production methods

there.

He will be gone for three weeks.

Rions' New Sponsor
Montreal, Sept. 6.

Fleischmann's Yeast is sponsoring

Rions Ensemble over CBF and the

French regional network of Cana-

dian Broadcasting Corp. for 13-week

period.

Program is aired three times

weekly, starting this week.

London, Aug. 30.

Two full-length operas in English
will be produced by BBC in its own
theatre, St. George's Hall, during
the fall. Titles have not been set,

but dates will be Oct. 28 and Nov.
25, each being repeated on an al-

ternative wavelength a week later.

Idea is an innovation BBC previ-
ously hooking up to Covent Garden
or some European city.

Programs are part of musical pro-
ductions plans for last quarter of

year, which will include broadcasts
of Tom Jones' and Johann Strauss'

'The Queen's Lace Handkerchief,'
never before aired here. Both oper-
ettas will run 75 mins.

FCC's Temp. License Renewals Have

Another 12 Stations on Anxious Seat

Sieveking to Toronto

On BBC-CBC Interchange

Toronto, Sept. 6.

Drama producer for the British

Broadcasting Corp., Lance Sieveking
is the second exec to come to Canada
on the exchange-of-producers plan
now being carried out by the Ca-
nadian Broadcasting Corp. and BBC.
He reports to CBL, Toronto, Oct. 15.

Simultaneously, Rooney Pelletier,

program director for CBF and CBM,
Montreal, will report to BBC. The
exchange will be in effect for six

months, during which time both pro-
ducers will make a study of broad-
casting activities in each country.
Last year George Taggart, CBC re-

gional director for Ontario and the

Great Lakes, exchanged places with
Laurence Gilliam of BBC for a

similar period.

Washington, Sept. 6.

Nearly a dozen more stations are
on the nervous list as result of more
temporary ticket renewals and ex-
tensions cranked out by the Federal
Communications Commission during
the closing days of August. Though
some plants previously on short-
term papers got regular renewals,
there is a net increase in the num-
ber of outlets which cannot make
definite plans for the future.

While only one more renewal ap-

plication has been set for hearing,

the Commish added the following
plants to the already-long list of

temporary licenses: KFUO. Clayton,

Mo.; KSD, St. Louis; KUSD. Ver-
million, S. D.; WCOC, Meridian,
Miss.;. WFIL, Philadelphia; WMCA,
New York City; WOW, Omaha;
WELI, New Haven, and KFQD,
Anchorage, Alaska.

Group of stations returned to reg-

ular ticket basis include WAGM,
Presque Isle, Me.; KIUN, Pecos,

Tex.; KMLB, Monroe, La.; KGU,
Honolulu, and WiJAU, Eau Claire,

Wis.
The temporary papers of several

other stations were further con-

tinued, in most cases until Oct. 1.

This group embraces KGBU, Ketchi-

kan; WBHP, Huntsville. Ala.; WJRD,
Tuscaloosa, Ala.; WMMN, Fairmont,

W. Va.; WNAX, Yankton, S. D.;

WBRY, Waterbu. y, Conn.; WJBW.
New Orleans, ana KIDM, Beaumont,
Tex.
Examiner's hearing was ordered

on the renewal application of

WCNW, BrooKlyn, with no explana-
tion forthcoming as to- the reasons
for requiring Arthur Faske, owner,
to defend right to continue in busi-

ness.

CBC PROD. BUDGET

NOT YET DEFINITE

Montreal, Sept. 6.

Budget appropriation for the pro-

duction of radio programs for CBC
has not been clarified to date and
schedules for the coming season are

temporarily in the 'maybe' stage.

With the CBC beginning to broad-

cast an additional three or four
hours daily from Oct. 1, appropria-
tion required for the coming year
will be greater than last year. Esti-

mated that the CBC will require
around $500,000 minimum.
Estimates must be approved by

Government departments and, pend-
ing such approval, no definite infor-

mation regarding proposed pr uc-
tions and probable cost can be ob-
tained. At the CBC meeting held
in Ottawa Aug. 9, the matter of the
appropriation for production pur-
poses was taken up. Final okay is

presumably being awaited before in-

structions are given to regional pro-
gram heads.
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from five downtown theatres
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Agencies-Sponsors

IOWA NETWORK
MCCormlck-Deerlng Dealers of

Iowa, six quarter-hours per week.
Northwcsterners and Les Hartman's
German Band, KRNT-WMT, through
McCord agency.

Dr. Caldwell's Syrup, 'The Party

Line,' five quarter-hours per week,
KRNT-WMT, through Cramer-
Krasselt agency.
Oke-Doke, three 10-minute periods

per week, KRNT, through J. Walter
Thompson.
Iowa State Fair, 64 announce-

ments, KRNT. Fairall agency, Des
Moines.
Omaha Area, First M. E. Church,

26 half-hours on KSO-WMT from
WOW, Omaha. Direct.

Quaker Oats. Co. (feeds), half-

hour weekly on WMT, through Ben-
ton & Bowles.
Morris Plan Banks, half-hour re-

U/i L L
Radii Originator

ONE MAN SHOW
TWO VOICE SAM AND HENRY
MASTKR OF CEREMONIES

BAIN NO MO' VERSE CONTEST
VARIETY HOUR
COMMUNITY SING

Addrcm: 4331 N. Paolloa St.. Cblcago

newal (Sun.), 'Ports of Call,' KSO,
throv..,h R. J. Potts.

Adel Clay Products Co., five-

minute farm news daily, KRNT,
Coles agency, Des oines.

Lydia Pinkham, three quarter-

hours per week, 'Voice of Experi-

. ence,' KSO.
j

Lutheran Laymen's League, The
! Lutheran Hour,' KSO-WMT, through
1 Kelly, Stuhlman & Zahrndt.

Chrysler Corp. (Plymouth), 26

announcements, KRNT, through J.

Sterling Gctchell.

International Harvester is expand- ,

ing its radio activities, with the busi-
|

ness being placed by local distribu-
j

tors. A night farm program, running i

a half hour, has been bought on

WLW, Cincinnati, and indications

are that California will be included

in the campaign.
J

Bayuk Phillies Cigar has renewed I

'Inside of Sports' for 13 weeks over
j

M3S-WGN. Effective Sept. 20.
|

Alka-Seltzer has renewed 'Na-

tional Barn Dance' for 52 weeks,

effective Oct. 1. Marks sixth con-

secutive year for 'Barn Dance' on

NBC. Wade Agency, Chicago,

handles account.

Programs Back on the Networks

ACCOUNT

General Foods.

Musterole

Continental

( Indicates new show or change of sponsor)

(Continued from page 28)

NETWORK TIME
OCTOBER 10

.... M; 8-8:30 p.m.

M; 8-8:30 p.m.

OCTOBER 14

F; 7:30-8

PROGRAM

Jack Haley, Virgini
to be set

Thos. Leeming •: Co
(Baume Bengue)

Chesebrough Mfg .

Wm. R. Warner Co

•P. Lorillard (Old Gold) CBS

OCTOBER 16

Sun; 11:45-12

OCTOBER 17

M-W-F;
2:45-3

OCTOBER 18

Tu: 10-10:30

OCTOBER 21

F; 8-8:30 p.m.

NOVEMBER 20

Sun; 10-10:30 Robert Benchley; others to be set

LISTEN TO

DORIS RHODES
WADC

7:15 P. M. Wednesday) 6:15 P. M.
Thnraday: 5 P. M. Friday

Mft. Colombia Artists Bnreau

Atlanta Sales Corp. (Coleman's

mustard), through J. Walter Thomp-
son Co., New York, signed with

KSFO, San Francisco, for five one-

minute spots weekly for 26 weeks,

beginning Oct. 17.

Procter A Gamble (Lava Soap)

has switched 'Houseboat Hannah' to

NBC. Effective Sept. 26, goes over

split Blue net at 9:00 a.m., and at

4:00 p.m. over Red. Blackett-Sample-

Hummert, agency.

Bayuk Cigars, Inc., has bought
'Inside of Sports,' featuring Sam
Ealter, for 13 weeks over Mutual,

THE O'NEILLS'
By JANE WEST

now radio's most popular

family brings you more

[aughter "[ears »«d |-|eart-throbs

Presented by Ivory Soap 99" '.oo
0

: pure

r
LISTEN TWICE DAILY

nbc Red Network,

IN..
12:15 ts 12:30 P.M.
2:15 to 2:30 P.MCBS • WABC—

COAST TO COAST

DST
DST\

Dir. COMPTON ADVERTISING AGENCY
MGT., ED WOLF—RKO BLDG., NEW YORK CITY

effective Sept. 26. Arranged by Ivey

& Ellington agency..

Safeway Stores, chain grocers,

start six-week spot campaign Sept. 1

over KSFO, San Francisco, using

four announcements daily. J. Walter
Thompson agency handling.

Commercial Credit Co., on KSFO,
San Francisco, for 13 weeks with
weekly quarter - hour transcribed

safety program, 'It Happened So
Quick,' Sundays at 8:30 a.m.

Tillamook County Creamery Assn.

(cheese), through Botsford, Constan-
tine & Gardner, Portland, Ore., re-

turns to NBC Coast Red web Sept.

30 for new series of domestic science

programs, 'Bennie Walker's Tilla^

mook Kitchen,' off air during sum-
mer. Broadcasts originate in San
Francisco.

Rumford Baking is putting on sppt

announcement campaign through the

Atherton & Currier agency. Con-
tracts call for 312 daytime announce-
ments and 156 night-time spots to be
run off within a period of 26 weeks
at the rate of three a day. Station

list' will figure around 40.

Wesson Oil and Snowdrift Sales

Corp. (salad oil and shortening),

through Fitzgerald agency, New Or-
leans, La., inked year's renewal,

effective Sept. 26, for dramatic serial,

'Hawthorne House,' aired from San
Francisco Monday nights over NBC-
Red.

Vadsco Sales Corp. (Quintax),
through Lawrence C. Cumbiner, New
York, placing 'Court of Human Rela-
tions' transcriptions on KSFO, San
Francisco, Sundays from 4 to 4:30

p.m., starting Oct. 16. Thirteen-
week contract.

Miles Laboratories, Inc., through
Wade Agency, has signed for new
three-a-week series on NBC starting

Oct. 23.

Energine's Spelling Bee
Energine has set Paul Wing's

'Spelling Bee' as its fall network
show to replace 'Spy Secrets," w'.iich

was used this summer. New show
starts Sept. 11 over NBC-WEAF on
Sundays between 5:30-6 p.m.
Stack-Goble is the tgency for

Cummer Products Co., which mar-
kets Energine.

DAILY APPEALS

FCC DECISION

Honor Hiram Maxim

Hartford, Sept. 6.

Homage was paid Friday (2) to

Hiram P. Maxim, first president and
founder of the American Radio Re-
lay League, when a memorial tablet

to the noted inventor was unveiled
at dedicatory exercises for the
league's new $18,000 shortwave radio
station in Newington. Tablet was
unveiled by Dr. Eugene C. ood-
ruff, of Pennsylvania State College,
prexy of the ARRL,

Station, known as the Hiram Percy
Maxim Memorial radio station,

houses transmitter and receivers ca-

pable of maintai ing two-way tele-

communication in . code and voice be-
tween all points of the world.

Renew Oldneld's Chatter
Lincoln, Sept. 6.

. Barney Oldfield, Sunday Journal
and Star pic columnist, was renewed"
for another year on KFOR with a six

nights weekly Hollywood news pro-
gram. Sponsored by Lincoln Thea-
tres Corp.

DUBXEE'S 'MADAME'
Chicago, Sept. 6.

Durkee food products has snapped
up a thiee-a-week script show
tagged 'Madame Courageous' and
will go on a split NBC blue hook-
up, through the western, and south-
ern markets, starting Sept. 26.

Hitting the air at. 9:30 a.m. CST.
Set through the C. Wendell Muench
agency here.

.Thanks, Peter Arao, but you've got company for

/ just Cotta listen to ichard Hi

Walter Winchell says:
"New Yorehids: RICHARD HI ion
'My Margarita.' "

Dinly Doyle says:
"HIMBER has as good a band as there is in
town right now."

Ben Gross says:
"DICK HIMBER S new dance style makes fas-
cinating listening. Yesterday his program was
the height of musical effervescence."

Sid Shalit says:
"RICHARD HIMBER'S unique pyramiding
made the Monday night beer show sparkle. His
orchestra work overshadowed anything on the
program."

Alton Cook says:
"That Monday night Brewer Show has become
one of Monday's consistently diverting spots after
getting off to one of the dreariest starts in his-
tory, and, incidentally, have you noticed the new
style of flourish HIMBER js using to decorate
all his melodies lately? If you happen to be up
at midnight tonight, the new device is in-
triguing enough for a twist of the dial toward
HIMBER on WEAF."
Ted Lloyd says:
"SOCK SPOT: Agency exec seeking a 'different'
spot for a show is recommended to NBC Sun-
days at 3, following the 'Magic Key' program,
which insures a ready-made audience and
which is now presided over by RICHARD
HIMBER and his 'rhythmic cascades' orchestra—the band everyone's talking about!"

Nick Kenny says:
"Here's probably the best band in town."

RICHARD HIMBER
and ORCH.

Direction M.C.A.

Washington, Sept. 6.

Objections to dismissal of Times
Dispatch (Richmond, Va.) Radio
Corp.'s appeal from FCC decision,

granting power increase for the out-
let of a rival rag, New Leader, were
given the District of Columbia
Court of Appeals last week. With
a squawk based on fact that only
three regulators voted in favor of

the juice jump already on file,

WRTD movec? to prctsct its legal

rights in case the U. S. Supreme
Court holds that a station cannot
wait until the commish has ruled

on a rehearing petition before seek-

ing sanctury before the bench. The
Times Dispatch's protest against nix-

ing its appeal is occasioned by re-

quest of another party, (Havens &
Martin) WMBG owner, that the

Commish reopen the proceedings.

Intensive concern over the legal

angles results from past spring's

crop of court opinions. In several

instances, the D.C. tribunal ruled it

improper for an aggrieved applicant

to press an appeal while a rehearing

petition is before the commish, con-

sidering this was an attempt to pur-

sue two remedies at once.

At the time the appeal was
docketed, no rehearing petition was
on file, WRTD claimed, adding that

subsequently the third Richmond
transmitter (WMBG) did urge the

Commish to re-examine its logic.

Court opinion in the Saginaw Broad-
casting Co. case—that petition for

rehearing suspends the running of

the 20-day appeal period—is not en-

tirely clear as to effect petition to

the FCC may have on a previously-

presented appeal, WRTD claimed.

WPEN's 1st Web Show-

Philadelphia, Sept. 6.

WPEN will make its bow as a key
station Sept. 11, when it reverses the

usual direction of the waves and

pumps first of a series of shows to

WOV, New York, and to its other

sister outlets, WCOP, Boston, and
WELI, New Haven. Program is

half-hour variety, sponsored by San
Giorgio acas«Ri-and set by Aitken-

Kynett agency. Music will be

Italian and gab will be in both Eng-
lish and Italian.

Show's locale will be in a cabaret,

with Ralph Borelli as m.c.

From Swing to Opera
Philadelphia, Sept. 6.

WPEN, which probably plays more
swing recordings than any station in

the country, is going arty.

Has inked in Lillian Zavidow. for-

mer warbler with Pennsylvania
Grand Opera Co., for oncc-a-weck
sustainer.
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Inside Stuff-Radio

Heads of all St. Louis stations, except KSD, accepted invitations ex-

tended by Jerry Hoekstra, director of KMOX's Public Affairs dept., to be

featured on the station's 'The Onward Road* program Sunday (11).

Program, one of a series, is devoted to interviews with industrial heads

in the burg who, incidentally, plug the town to the limit. Those who will

irv to sneak in a little build-up for their o-/n station are John C. Roberts,

jy KXOK; Robert T. Convey, KWK; Al S. Foster, WEW; L. A. Benson,

WIL- William West, WTMV, and Herman Hohenstein, KFUO. Merle S.

Jones, gen. mgr. of KMOX, will be the last to talk. Walter Head, pres. of

the General American Life Insuranc Co., will serve as toastmaster, and

the usual 15-min. program will be extended to half an hour.

CBS officials nixed the idea last week of bringing members of the

jury sitting on the Jimmy Hines trial to a broadcast of Orson Welles'

'Mercury Theatre of the Air.' Stunt was to have been a repetition of

the one which brought the jurors uptown by special bus to see a private

projection room showing of 'You Can't Hove Everything,' Columbia pic-

lure, last week. It would, of course, have excluded any other auditors

from the radio studio.

Al Meltzer, of Columbia Artists, whose idea it was, already had Monday
(5) night's show earmarked and was negotiating with Justice Pecora for

permission to tote the jurors uptown, when CBS higherups turned thumbs

down. Fears of repercussions were given as reason for the nix.

The publicity department and the continuity key hammerers of Seattle's

KOMO-KJR (NBC Red and. Blue) climaxed a feud of long standing Aug.

31 when the personnel of each vied for honors in a general quiz contest

on KJR's 'Totem Broadcasters Presents' half-hour sustainer. Four rounds

of 10 questions constituted the' quiz, with the last round made up of ques-

tions submitted by the ten contestants. Latter was the downfall of the

publicity gang. Final score was continuity,' 700, and publicity, 575.

After the broadcast Seattle newspapermen issued a challenge to the

continuity department team. Date for this has not yet been set.

Deal for Bert Lytell to do a series for Turns does not involve the actor's

"Lone Wolf series. Contract, set by the William Morris office through the

H, B. Kastor agency, calls for Lytell to do.two-a-week 15-minute dramati-

zations from stories in Liberty mag. Series is being produced by Trans-

american for Lewis-Howe Co., the sponsor. Will air over WJZ.
'Lone Wolf series was adapted by Aubrey Wisberg from the Louis

Joseph Vance stories and waxed by Intercontinental Productions, Inc.

Rights to the title were acquired by Lytell from the Vance estate. Lytell

has placed the show with the Morris office to sell for him. It is not waxed.

MCNINCH PUSHING FCC MONOPOLY

PROBE FOR PROBABLE OCT. START
Program Possibly Will Be Made Known This Week

After Special Counsel Airs Findings—Scope of

Inquiry Remains Indefinite

Television test programs, which have been sent out twice weekly since

the middle of August, will be temporarily suspended again Sept. 16. by
National Broadcasting Co.-Radio Corp. Understood they will stop only

for a short period while engineers continue additional improvements and
remedy defects revealed in latest series of tests. Attempt to follow some
general rules on makeup was started last week when NBC placed an
expert in charge of supervising makeup for all artists appearing on test

telecasts.

Possible immersion in the Potomac river for one, or both, of NBC's
crack Washington announcers is skedded for Sept. 23 when Gordon Hitten-

mark of Iowa and Lee Everett of inland North Carolina, will stage a

speedboat race during the President's cup regatta, an annual affair which
usually results in plenty of spills. Each spieler will carry special short

wave equipment aboard rival water-scooters for WRC and WMAL.

Unusual' collection of discs is owned by Howard Jones, WIP, Philly,

gabber. As chief .interviewer for the outlet, he has presented more than

150 celebs in three years of airing. Each time he has had the show re-

corded. Now he has a huge file of the waxings, used principally to enter-

tain friends. He's aiming to get permish from the interviewees to use

chunks of the recordings in a single program.

Though the Hearst morning Chicago Herald & Examiner goes tabloid

this week, it will not affect the radio column under Ulmcr Turner, which
continues as is. Only one other paper in Chicago, carries a radio column.
This is the Evening Times, also a tab.

- =+

Washington, Sept 6.

Program for the FCC's forthcom-
ing inquiry into possible monopoly
and desirability of regulating chains
is expected to be made known this

week. With Chairman Frank R. Mc-
Ninch at last back on the job, the
special four-man committee soon
will talk over the issues and time
for the witch hunt. Probably will

get under way the middle of Oc-
tober, with 30-day notice giving li-

censees a chance to ready evidence
on the principal lines of study.
Announcement that the commish

will 'push forward as rapidly as

possible' came from McNinch on his

return from protracted illness and
recuperation absence. Meeting is

tentatively carded for latter part of

this week to hear what special coun-
sel William J. Dempsey, McNinch's
personal brain-truster, has unearthed
and what course he thinks the in-

quisition should follow.

Scope of the inquiry remains in-

definite, pending adoption of formal
notice of hearing, but commish at-

taches think four to six weeks will

be needed to receive evidence. This
guess is held conservative",- although
all parties are anxious to speed up
the oratory and the FCC is desirous
of being able to make a report .to

Congress not long after opening, Jan.

3. Motive is to forestall renewed
charges that nothing has been done.

Probing FCC Records
Preliminary digging has been con-

fined chiefly to the commish records,

with the multitudinous statistical re-

ports and other data mostly on finan-

cial experience trotted out at the
super-power hearings, getting close

ogling. Dempsey has been micro-
scoping the statements of ownership
and control, already on file, and the
insinuations and public accusations

about secret tie-ups. Examiner's re-

ports and transcripts of hearings
likewise are valuable source books.

And »he innuendoes and charges in

the Congressional Record, volumes
of committee hearings, and other
legislative documents are not. being
overlooked, either for leads or guides
as to what matters demand exam-
ination.

From unofficial sources, the most

important line of inquiry is expected
to be the relations between webs
and affiliates, while multiple owner-
ship will get considerable attention.

Committee probably will go deeply
into the typical contracts to see if

the chains exercise so much control
over time of subscribing members
that the provisions of the law (not-

ably section 310 and the general
anti-monopoly provision) are ren-
dered meaningless. Reports of secret
financing of supposedly independent-
ly-owned stations by networks is

due tor testing.

Leases 111 Figure

Matter of leases will be important
in the inquiry. Especially Westing-
house's contract with various stations

(KYW, the Fort Wayne outlets,

WBZ-WBZA, etc.), since this matter
was brought into public light last

spring by Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven and Congressman Richard B.

Wigglesworth, both of whom doubt
whether the relations are in har-
mony with the law. The FCC attor-

neys do not see anything amiss,

even while admitting there is room
for controversy.

One theory sure to be advanced is

that chains should not be allowed to

own and operate any stations. Press
association status will be recom-
mended, without a doubt, and
amendments to the law prohibiting

any program-distributing service

from engaging in actual manage-
ment of a transmitter probably will

be offered for commish deliberation.

Educators, religious crusaders and
other groups with real or fancied

grudges are among the anticipated

witnesses. Also people who have
wanted, but could not get, commish
consent for new transmitters. Both
of these factions are believed sure
to allege that conspiracy, either busi-

ness or political, has hurt them and
crushed their ambitions.
Expanding interest of several

broadcasters, notably Arde Bulova,
George Richard and George Storer,

look like pay dirt -for the probers.

Attempts to produce evidence have
been made, with their transactions

being pondered.
Commish will be very much on

the spot in the proceeding. For that
rcuson most critics look for few im-
portant revelations. Expect nothing
like the searches of the LaFollette
(Senate) civil liberties committee or
the Pccora-run hunt for Wall street

devils. Inasmuch as the FCC has
acquiesced in the expansion of re-

gional and national networks, plus
multiple ownership, industry fixers

are relatively calm about the out-
come, although there is concern over
the presence of Commissioner Paul
A. Walker, big-corporation foe, on
the jury. Two of the probers are
administrative veterans — Commis-
sioners Eugene O. Sykes and Thad
H. Brown—so license-holders count
heavily on them to squelch any ex-
cursions into embarrassing fields.

Transformation of Chairman Frank
R. McNinch—who started out with
ideas of regulation which subse-
quently have been forgotten or
modified— is also somewhat reassur-
ing.

FCC Definitely Nixes

Cleve., Mormon Permits

Washington, Sept. 6.

Finis was written on two hard-
fought radio cases last week, when
the FCC refused to reopen decisions
denying Great Lakes Broadcasting
Co., Cleveland, and Mormon Church
permits for new transmitters. Three
other petitions for reconsideration
were simultaneously spiked.

Without explanation—as is the cus-
tom—or comment, the Commish an-
nounced it has denied requests for
rehearing of evidence presented by
the Mormons in effort to acquire a
new international short-waver, and
that of the Clcvelanders seeking a
regional plant in opposition to the
Cleveland Plain Dealer. Paves the
way for both parties to go to court,

if they are determined enough.
Other similar pleas turned down

were those of W. P. Stuart, Prescott,

Ariz.; KPQ, Wcnatchee, Wash., and
Louisville (Ky.) Broadcasting Co.

Miller Quits WIP, Philly

Philadelphia, Sept. 6.

Ken Miller, WIP gabber, resigned

Thursday (1).

Tom Dane, who substituted at va-

rious times on the staff, has been
given a permanent ticket.

50OO4<^ipOO<Rj0&

ALL YOU
NEED IN

CENTRAL OHIO

WFBR
•N THE NBC RED NETWORK
NQTIONRL REPRESENTRTIVES
EDWARD PETRY & CO.

But Dialects Stick

Getting away from its original

purpose, WARD, Brooklyn, has insti-

tuted a policy of Americanizing its

foreign language programs. As much
as possible programs are being done
in English, with music getting swing
treatment along with Anglicization

of lyrics.

Idea is Oscar Kronenberg's. who
is son of station's owner. He has
already introduced 'Jewish Caval-

cade,' a news dramatization in Eng-
lish. Wants to build a new audience

in younger element, while still re-

taining old with accents and lan-.

guage cliches in native tongues.

Spanish, Hungarian, Polish and
Ukrainian programs will get same
treatment. Folk songs are getting

treatment a la 'Bei Mir Bist Du
Schoen,' etc. Sports will also be i

eluded in trend.

Shampoo's New Sponsor

Washington, Sept. 6.

New commercial for WJSV is

sponsored by S-0 Shampoo. Two
q\iar.ler-hour broadcasts weekly by

an instrumental swing trio called the

'S-O Swingsters' is aired from the

People's Drug Store Radio Grill and

is piped to WCAO, Baltimore, as

well as being carried locally. Agency

is Grant & Wadswortli.

Second new WJSV feature is

'Night Round-up,' combo of news

and sports concluded by Lee Vick-

ers, staff announcer.
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as
A MESSAGE TO THE

AMERICAN BUSINESSMAN
An opportunity presents itself for a patriotic radio sponsor

to enthrone himself in the hearts of the great American

people to sponsor this nationwide movement in behalf of the

American composer.

A monument far greater than the Hall of Fame could bestow.

B. A. ROLFE'S
Patriotic Conception of the

'AMERICAN MUSIC LEAGUE'
(A Non-Profit Corporation)

A NATIONWIDE PROCLAMATION—HERALDING THE ENROLLMENT OF A STANDING

ARMY OF OVER 3,000,000 YOUNG MUSICIANS BANDED TOGETHER IN A PATRIOTIC

LEAGUE—EMBODYING MORE THAN EIGHTY-FIVE THOUSAND AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
BANDS AND ORCHESTRAS THROUGHOUT THE NATION, PLEDGED TO SUPPORT BY

MONTHLY PURCHASE, THE STEADY OUTPUT OF THE SUCCESSFULLY COMPETING
AMERICAN COMPOSER, TO BE PUBLISHED UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE

'AMERICAN MUSIC LEAGUE'
A dynamic movement to assist—enhance and stimulate the entire music publishing industry*

wherein worthwhile works of American composers are concerned.

A relentless search for an American Master to paint a musical picture symbolic of our great

people.

To the American composer, tve say—"remove that bandage

from your eyes-—your vision is impaired by foreign view-

point."

FREE YOUR MIND! AWAKE AMERICA!

Address Inquiries to

B. A. ROLFE
Steinway Hall, West 57th Street, New York City

B. ROLFE—Currently over NBC network with

ROBERT L. (BELIEVE IT OR NOT) RIPLEY, for Post's

Bran Flakes. Radi irection, DOUGLAS F. STORER.
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CPRS Vs. Can. Expo Dispute to Court;

Goodman, Rogers, Lombardo Figure

ispute between ian

Perfor ing Rights Soci and the

Canadian National ,
on

whether dance orchestras and mili-

tary bands at the expo may play

lections held by CPRS under copy-

ithout first obtaining formal

permission and paying dues, will be

taken to court by CPRS (collection

agency in Canada for ASCAP and

the British Perfor ing Rights So-

ciety).

Regardless of this announced in-

tention, Elwood Hughes, g.m. of the

expo) has ordered the. musicians to

go ahead and play whatever music

tbey please. Affected in the prom-

ised court - action are Benny Good-
man, Buddy Rogers, Guy Lombardo
and Lieut. , O. W. Geary, conductor

of the Royal Artillery Band, ace

army band attraction at the C. N. E.

Tommy Dorsey is skedded to appear

at the expo's dance pavilion Sept.

8-10 and, presumably, will also be
pencilled into the complaint of

CPRS.

Baton wlelders were delivered let-

ters by messenger from CPRS which
read:. 'You may not perform any per-

formances of our music without our
permission.' Both Goodman and
Geary were handed the identical ad-
monition as they were registering

at their hotel desks. After confer?

ring with C. N. E. officials, all band
leaders decided to ignore the com-
munication and are heeding Hughes'
instructions to 'play what you like.'-

Expo's g.m. declared, The Canadian
National Exhibition does not' have
to take but a license from the Ca-
nadian Performing Right Society to

use any music. We are exempt from
•any such compulsion. Our exemp-
tion was given by Federal Act of
Parliament ithin the last few
months.*

Exemption referred to was an
amendment, to the Copyright Act,
passed oh June 24, 1938, which ex-
empts 'the performance without mo-
tive of gain , of any musical work at
any agricultural or agricultural-
industrial fair which receives a grant
from, or is held under, Dominion,
provincial or municipal authority by
the directors thereof.'

Position taken by CPRS hinges
upon the Canadian courts' definition
of 'without motive of gain." Inas-
much as admission to the dance pa-
vilion is $2 a couple, CPRS spokes-
men claim they have grounds for ac-
tion on infringement of copyrights.

Philly Bands Shift

Philadelphi
,
Sept. 6..

General shift is taking place in
nitery bands here with start of the
new season. Bill Honey orch is out
of Benny the Bum's and into the
Anchorage. Johnny Graff, formerly
at the Anchorage, into Benny's. Graft
was last at the Arcadia-International,
where, he, is being replaced by Clem
Williams.
Herb Woods out of the Anchor-

age and Joe Frasetto is out of the
Aflelphia, after playing there for a
full year. Harry Wharton's band
inked into Harvey Lockman's new
Village Barn, set for opening
Sept. 14.

Snow White's Whistle

Figures in New Suit

Vs. Disney Pic's Score

Score of 'Snow White and the
S>even Dwarfs' has another infringe-
ment claim against it. Latest suit,
Bled by .Olis Altschuler, band leader,
In New York supreme court, charges
that 'Whistle While You Work' has
much in common with an unpub-,
"shed composition of his, the •Rus-
sian Soldier Song.' It is understood
Wat Irving Berlin. Inc., publisher ofwe -Snow White' score, will contend
"iat the Tjasic melody of 'Whistle' is
aerived from 'London Bridge Is Fall-
ing Down,' which is in the public
domain.

Another action filed against the
same score involves 'Some Day My
prince Will Come Along.' Thornton
«uen, composer, and the Robbins
music- Corp., are behind the latter
"tigation.

Small Orchs For

Discers to Duck

Boosted Scales

Recording and electrical transcrip-
tion companies, are lining, up de-
fenses against the recent upping of

musicians' wage scale for disc em-
ployment Increase goes into effect

Sept. 15 on ' national scale, hitting

pressers of general and commercial
platters. Angles of the manufactur-
ers are to use small combinations in-

stead of larger bands and fancy in-

strumentation.
Around New York, transcribers

are already dickering with band
booking offices

.
for available cock-

tail units and similar small combos.
Recorders are also looking into eight
and nine-piece bands With an eye to

tricking up instrumentation. Idea-

is to so orchestrate- crews as to make
them sound like full organizations,

while actually playing with about
one third less than usual.

Scales were recently upped to $24
per man for two hours, with men
permitted to work only 40 minutes
out of each hour. Old scale' was $20
for three full hours work. Means
an increase of ITCp in money for 66%
less' work.

Last week union also revised its

ruling on social security payment to

read: The making of any contract
or agreement for the payment of

such tax by a leader, contracting

member, booker, or personal agent of

a band or orchestra, composed of

members of the Federation^ or any
assumption of liability therefor, will

be considered a designedly unfriend-
ly act toward the Federation, and
will leave the Federation no alterna-

tive except to cancel the booker's or
agent's license.' Licenscrcanccllation

phrase was injected into revised reg-

ulation, first issued July 5.

ASCAP in Mi
Contracts German
and Austrian Societies-
Latter Taki

,

Not to

Important Composers Now
in Exile

Copyright Renewals Take New

Angle as Pubs Demand ASCAP

Checkup Before Giving Credits

2 DET. DANCE SPOTS

SHUT FOR WINTER

Sam Pokrass and alter Bullock
Hue, 'Three Musketeers' at 20th-

idney Clare and Jule
impy Dimp' for 'Hold

at 20th-Fox.

Detroit.

Two of Detroit's outdoor dance
spots, Westwood and Jefferson Beach,
shuttered for the winter yesterday

(Monday) following fair-lo-middlin'

season. Other top emporium, East-

wood Gardens, plans to remain open
through September. Bunny Bergan,

current, will be succeeded by Artie

Shaw on return (late.

Eastwood by far had. the better

name attractions through summer,
and as result clicked off the best

grosses, chief among them being

chalked up by Ben Bernie and Eddy
Duchin. Westwood enjoyed spas-

modic activity, due partly to its re-

mote location, . but. biz boomed with

Phil Spilnlhy's band and Horace
Heidt. Jefferson Beach also had
an in-and-out season.

All three spots consider .they were
lucky, however, in view of general

biz conditions hereabouts for past

eight months.

The. American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers is. in

the middle of a peculiar situation

brought about by the Hitlerizing of

Austria, and its effect on a score of

topflight Viennese composers. any
of them are now emigres in France,
England and America; most of them
refugees, voluntary or involuntary,

as their race or reli ion may be.

What has happened is that the

Austrian society :pf composers and
authors continues' to collect large

sums from ASCAP, the most valii-.

able of their copyrights being au-

thored by non-'Aryan' tiinesmiths.

ASCAP has a contract, with both the
German and the Austrian perform-
ing rights societies, and while the.

1938 political 'anschluss' has sup-
posedly made the Austrian republic
non-existen;, us a nation, and sup-
posedly part of a 'Greater Germany,'
the. Viennese songwriters society

thinks otherwise, so long as it can
collect funds from ASCAP, the Brit-

ish Performing Rights Society and
the French Society.

Catalogs Important
ASCAP is in a spot because, of all

the foreign catalogs it offers to radio

broadcasters and other music
licensees, the very fertile catalogs

of the Viennese composers is among
the most important, if not the most
valuable. If ASCAP refuses to remit
to the Austrian society, there is the

danger of alleged breach of contract,

a pact, that doesn't expire for an-,

other two or three years.

On the other hand, the refugee
Viennese tunesmiths aver that' since

they're no longer permitted to share
in the royalty dividends, and par-
ticularly since Austria is now. part

of Germany, politically, they—the
Austrian songwriters—refuse to rec-:

oghize their former contractual com-
mitments to the Austrian society.

Hence, say these refugee songsmilhs,
they'll join ASCAP, or the perform*
ing rights societies of other friendly

nations, and be in position to collect

for their creative music.
ASCAP is in sympathy with the

thought, but recognizes the fact that

there is an existing contract. Mean-
time, as a step toward clarification,

possibly, many a non-Nazi Viennese
songwriter has written the Austrian
society to the effect that it must can-'

eel the writer's contracts because (1)

of political diserifranchisement, and
(2) non-payment of royalties.

Paper 'Credit'

The Austrian society, now o Nazi
subsidy, however, has written back
that the contracts must be deemed
in force and that while no cash can
be paid the refugee composers, they
will get a paper 'credit.' Such
farcical interpretation of the issues

is what prompted ASCAP to realize

(hat it's a ridiculous situation:

Furthermore say the Vi se

composers now in the U. S.,

London, Zurich and elsewhere, if

they should combine their own copy

Kemp's One-Nighters

Closing an engagement at the Astor
Roof, : N. Y.; which extended over
most of the summer, Hal Kemp
wound up there Labor Da/ night (5)
and today (Wed.) leaves for a tour
of one-nighters.

The swing band is going into Rich-
mond, Va., first on a trip through the
south, returning to New York later
in the. fall. Nat Bra'ndwynne suc-
ceeded at the Astor Roof.

WB Files Suit

Vs. Par, Famous

On Heart' Tune

arner ine last

week took- its controversy with Para-

mount Pictures and Famous usic

Corp. over the tune, ' eart,'

to N. Y, Federal court. iled charges
claim that 'Heart! is an infringement
on 'Tell Me More'.and asks the Para-
mount and its music subsid give an
accounting of the profits on the song
and the filmusical, 'Cocoanut Grove.'
in which the tune was used. . WB
claims that 'Heart' sold over 100,000
sheet copies: and 7,500 orchestrations,
while the picture had over 20,000
exhibitions.

'Tell My Heart' was written by
the late George Gershwin, Ira Gersh-
win and Buddy DeSylva, and pub-
lished in 1925 by Harms, Inc., now
part of the WB group. Burton Lane
composed the melody of 'Says My
Heart,' which WB contends is a. close

takeoff of the Gershwin work.

MPPA MEETING

ON DISC COIN

Board of directors of the usic

Publishers Protective Association is

slated to meet tomorrow (Thursday)
in New York to discuss the proposed
campaign to collect a special royalty
on phonograph records used in coin-
operated machines. Also the ques-
tion of establishing a flat -tee' of 50c
for transcription rights. At present
it's 25c for pop tunes and 50c for

restricted numbers.
Matter of retai ing A. M. Wallen-

berg and Francis Gilbert as special

counsel in the coin-machine move-
ment will likewise be laid before the
board.

WB SETS CATALOG

DEAL FOR ITALY

Controversy oh the . question of
copyright renewals took a new tack,
last week, when several major pub-
lishers notified the American .Society
of Composers, Authors & Publishers,
that -they expected that organization
to check with them before giving
performance credits for any old
works in their catalogs involving re-
newal rights. They want'ASCAP to
make sure that if any of the re-
newals-were 'sniped' from them it

was done lawfully and that the
actual renewal registration isn't un-
der dispute.

The new approach to the issue was
inspired by Irving Berlin, Inc.. In
a registered letter addressed to most
of the pop publishers in the trade
the Berlin firm pointed out that un-
der its printed publishing agree-
ments it was entitled to the renewal
rights to all compositions published
by it. and that it intended to take
all necessary steps to enforce such
rights. Letter also stated that the
warning had been prompted by the
fact that 'one or more writers, some
of•'whom collaborated wi -Irving
Berlin and some with others, have
attempted to assign or have offered
to assign to other publishers the re-
newal rights' of compositions -pub-
lished by this firm.

Various recipients of the Bcrli
tetter discovered that their old con-
tracts were worded very much along'
the same, lines and decided that un- -

der these terms the writers had no
alternative but grant the renewal
rights to . the original publisher.
These old contracts not only .sell, as-
sign and transfer the composition to
the publisher, but grant him all re-
newal rights deriving from the orig-
inal copyright. It is contended by
this group of publishers' that accord-
ing to the Tobani; vs. Carl Fischer,
Inc., decision, a writer bound by one
of these contracts must either assign
such number to the original pub-
lisher, or stand the risk of having it

thrown in the public domain.
Fisher Asks Accounting

Fred Fisher, songwriter and pub-
lisher, last week countered the. re-
straining action filed against him by.

Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. with a de-
mand that the. latter firm give him
an accounting on all the income from
'Come, Josephine, in My Flying Ma-
chine.' Demand was in letter form
and came

. from Fisher's counsel,
O'Brien, Discoll & Raftery.
Shapiro-Bernstein's suit, brought

in the Federal court, N. Y., seeks an
adjudication of the renewal rights to
'Come Josephine.' Al Brytn, one of
the - authors, had assigned his re-
newal rights to the Famous Musi
Corp., while Fisher took out a copy-
right renewal in behalf of his own
publishing concern. S-B contends
that Fisher and Bryan have no re-
newal rights whatever to 'Josephine,'
since they wrote it under an em-
ployment agreement and that: the
FMG's registration is in viblation of
that provision of the copyright law
which makes a work, of that type
the absolute property of the original
publisher.

Letter from Fisher's counsel asks
that Shapiro-Bernstein furnish the
writer with a detailed statement o
revenue received on 'Josephine,'
from sheet sales, synchronization
rights, phonograph recordings and
all other sources since the publica-
tion of the tune. Shapiro-Bcrnslei
slates that it is not obligated to sup-
ply this information, since FisherWarner Bios, publishing group has

,!„;,, ; , ',,„ „„,u.i,.,..,„.J„tt signatured a three-year contract wilh i

wgndluied a complete, bill of sa c in
rights it may create embarrassment i „ v> ... .. Yv.nnoeimn ..n't, • i.- .

for as<-:ap 'n„,i iiw nihor nrrfnrm. * ranchi & Co., Rome publishing ejection w,lh Joseph. over 15
for ASCAP and the other perform-
ing lights societies. Because, then,

it could becloud the issue of copy-
right ownership; it could create a

doubt as to whether ASCAP, for

example, is in legal position to' li-

cense the Austrian works; consider-
ing the fact that the Austrian com-
posers now deny it.

Important Composers
There are a flock of such irnpor-

tant composers whose wealth of ma

house, giving the latter the agency
rights to the Harms, itmark and
Remick catalogs for Italy and its

colonics. E. B. (Buddy) Morris,- gen.

mgr. of the WB music, combine, who
returned from Europe last week, also

reported that his organization has
taken over the representation of its

own catalogs in France from G. Fcld-

man on a 50-50 basis.

While, abroad, Morris ro-sigried

with Chappeli & Co. on the Harms
tcrial is almost self-evident from a Caiai0g for Great Britain, and gave
reprise of some of their names.. They . B; FeWman similar rights to the Wit-

(Continued on page 53) mark and Remick catalogs.

years ago.

The 'Josephine' suit is regarded in
the music industry as likely to de^
velop into ah important test ease o
the issue of copyright renewals.

AUGER WITH B.V.&C.
Fred Auger, formerly New Eng-

land rep for Leo Foist, Inc., has
signed up wjth Brogman. Vocco te.

Conn, new music combine. Will,
headquarter in Boston and cover all

N. E. and upper New York State.

Auger has been in the pop music
field for about 25 years.
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Network Plugs, 5 P.M. to 1 A.M.
Following is a totalization of the combined plugs of current tunes on NBC (WEAF and WJZ), and CBS

(WABC) computed for the week from Monday through Sunday (Aug. 29-Sept. 4).. Total represents accumu-

lated performances on the two major networks from 5 p. m. to 1 a. m...In 'Source' column, • denotes film

song, r legit tunes, and 'pop' speaks for itself. GRAND
TOTAL.
.... 41

TITLE PUBLISHER SOURCE.
A-Tisket A-Tasket Robbins P°P
I've Got a Date with a Dream Feist *My Lucky Star

You Go to My Head ... ' .Rernick Pop
I'm Gonna Lock My Heart Shapiro ..Pop
I Used to Be Color Blind ..Berlin ....'Carefree

I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams Santly-Joy "Sing You Sinners

What. Goes on Here in My Heart... Paramount *Give Me a Sailor

Stop Beating Around the Mulberry Bush. .BVC Pop
So Help Me Rernick Pop
Now It Can Be Told ..Berlin 'Alexander s Ragti

Whan Mother Nature Si s Her Lullaby Santly-Joy Pop ,

Garden of the Mo-m ..Harms ...'Garden of the

How Can We Be Wrong Crawford Pop
Will You Remember Tonight Tomorrow?. BVC Pop
Change Partners Berlin 'Carefree

Bambina ....Spier Pop
There's a Faraway Look i ...Tennev Pop
Don't Cross Your Fineers Ager-Yeilen P°P
I Hadn't Anyone Till You ABC Pod .........................

Alexander's Ragtime Band ABC 'Alexander s Ragtime Band..

Small Frv Famous 'Sing You Sinners

Put Your Heart in a Song Miller 'Breakin the Ice

Tu-Li Tulip Time Chappell P°P
If I Loved You More Words-Music Pop
Love of My Life .ABC P°P
Lambeth Walk. Mills P°P •••••• •• • •

••

I'll Dream Tonight Witmark 'Cowboy from Brooklyn

Naturally Lincoln.. Pop .

Ride. Tenderfoot. Ri Witmark 'Cowboy froir. Brooklyn. ..

My Walkine Stick Berlin 'Alexander s Ragtime Band..

At Long Last Love Chappell. ........ tYou Never Know 13

Love Is Where You Fi Harms ...'Garden of the Moon 13

Colorsdn Sunset Gilbert Pop .............

No Wonder Crrwford tHellz-a-Poppin

I Haven't Changed a Thing Mills P°P ••••••

Don't Let That Moon Get Away... Santly-Joy ^Sing You
Hearts Are Never Blue in Blue Kalua Morris P°P
Teacher's Pet : Marks P°P
Says My Heart Famous.. 'Cocoanut
Where in the World Feist Josette

Lullabv in Rhythm Robbins P°P
Think It Over Mario Pop

15 Best Sheet Music Sellers

(Week ending Sept. 3, 1938)

•Alexander's Ragtime Band ABC
A-Tisket, A-Tasket Robbins
•Now It Can Be Told Berlin
When Mother Nature Sings Her Lullaby Santly-Joy

•I've Got a Pocketful of- Dreams... Santly-Joy
I'm Gonna Lock' My Heart Shapiro
Music. Maestro, Please Berlin
You Go to My Head Rernick
So. Help Me ...Rernick
There's a Faraway Look in Your - Tenney
•Small Fry .' Famous
I Let a Song Go Out of

.

My Heart Mills *

Little Lady Make Believe Olman
•Garden of the Moon '. Harms
Stop Beating Around the Mulberry Bush BVC

• Indicates filmusical song. t Indicates stage production song.
The others are pops.

midnight to 4 a.m. last Wednesday
(1) in coliseum of ichigan State

Fair, Detroit

Art Mooney's band will replace
Henry Theis Sept. 13 at Webster
Hall, Detroit.

Si

I Married an AngeY. '. '. '. '. '. ........ ....... ..Robbins tl Married an Angel : 10

SONGS FROM

ROBBINS
The Sensation of The Century I

—

A-TISKET A-TASKET
By Ella Fitzgerald and Al Feldman

From the New Universal Picture, "That Certai

MY OWN
YOU'RE AS PRETTY AS A PICTURE

By Harold Adamson and Jimmy McHugh

The Year's Foremost Production Hitsl

I MARRIED AN ANGEL
SPRING IS HERE

By Lorenz Hart and Richard Rodger*

From the Musical Comedy, "I Married An Angel"

America's Novelty Hit I

WHEN THEY PLAYED THE POLKA
Words by Lou Holzer Music by Fabian Andre

The Coming No. 1 Hitl

MY REVERIE
By Larry Clinton

From the 20lh Century-Fox Picture, "Str ight. Place and Show"

WITH YOU ON MY MIND
By Lew Brown and Lew Pollack

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
799 SEVENTH AVENUE • NEW YORK

On the Upbeat

Bob Auman's band concluded sum-
mer run at Oak Grove House, near
Strousburg, Pa. Collegiate outfit

from Westchester State Teachers'
College.

Clair Hill's orch continues into the
fall at Buckwood Inn, Shawnee-on-
the-Delaware, Pa.

Glen Gray and the Casa Loma
band start east after the Los An-
geles County Fair, Oct. 2, with book-
ings at Wichita, Topeka and Kansas
City.

Ben Pollack, held over for another
week at the Olmos club, San An-
tonio, Tex., is slated for musical as-
signment on Joe Penner's airshow
from Hollywood.

Ray Bradford now at Omar's
Dome, L. A.

Johnny Blowers is the tag of Ben
Bernie's drummer, who was not
billed by name at the N. Y. Strand
last week.

Sammy Kaye is vacationing at As-
bury Park, N. J. First layoff of
length for the band leader in Ave
years. Opens soon at the Hotel Com-
modore, N. Y.

Barney Rapp's orch, with Ruby
Wright doing the vocals, opened
New Penn, Pittsburgh, Saturday (4)

for second engagement there this

season.

Paul Martin and orch return to

NBC in San Francisco this week
after trip to Hollywood to cut some
Victor records. Band played some
one-nighters on the way back.

King's Jesters open at the Clover
club, Los Angeles, Sept. 17.

Buss Morgan will go into Paradise
Restaurant, N. Y., early in October
for CRA.

Gray Gordon band will guest the
RCA Magic Key program Sept. 11.

Heidt, Vallee Orchs

Set Omaha Dates

Omaha, Sept. 6.

Horace Heidt's orch is booked for
Orpheum here the week of Sept. 26,

with Sunday (25) broadcast ex-
pected to be aired from theatre
stage.

Rudy Vallee and his Connecticut
Yankees will make their first Ne-
braska appearance at the Ak-Sar-
Ben Coliseum here Sept. 26, bring-
ing entire company from Kansas
City Jubilesta. Admish scale will
be $1.10 per.

KRUPA PULLING ABOVE

GUARANTEES IN N. E.

Gene Krupa orchestra drew ap-
proximately 9,500 terpers in five one-

nighters in the Charlie Shribman
territory in New England last week.
At Onset, Mass., crew played to

1,995 payees who forked up $1,191

to listen to Krupa. Outfit walked
out of Bal-a-lair, Shrewsbury, Mass.,

with $65 over its guarantee, having

pulled close to 1,000. In Lynnfleld,

Mass., at Kimball's ballroom band
set a new season record, luring
1.792 shagge^-s. Canodie Park,
Salem, N. H., handed the crew $247
above its guarantee, paid by 1,694
customers. At Old Orchard Beach,
Me., a set figure date, crew played
to an estimated 3,000-3,500.

Band has done consistently good
biz on the road despite the ab-
sence of pre-tour location wires.
In the new Ocean Casino at Vir-
ginia Beach, Va., two weeks ago,
band drew 1,800 and copped $245
over its guarantee.

OLD SONG SUGGESTIONS
FOR YOUR PROGRAMS
JIMMY McHUGH'S

LOST IN A FOG
ROBBINS MUSIC CORF.

Dick (Hotcha) Gardner and his
band go into Willows, Pittsburgh,
Wednesday (7), replacing Joaquin
Grill following latter's summer-long
run.

Etzl Covato back in Pittsburgh
from summer engagement at Heilig's
Supper Club, Atlantic City, and re-
turns this week-end to Italian Gar-
dens in downtown Pitts, spot he
bought into some time ago.

Lawrence Welk orch reopens Wil-
liam Penn hotel's Chatterbox, Pitts-

i

burgh, Oct. 3.

!
More than 3,000 jitterbugs paid a

|

dollar per head to attend Benny

I

Goodman's 'swing jam session' from

IRVING BERLIN'S LATEST
RKO's sensational musical production "CAREFREE,"
starring FRED ASTAIRE and GINGER ROGERS.
With four hits:

I USED TO BE COLOR BLIND

THE NIGHT IS FILLED WITH MUSIC

CHANGE PARTNERS

THE YAM
(The new dance novelty created by

Fred Astaire and Irving Berlin)

NOW IT CAN bTtOLD

MY WALKING STICK
Two Irving Berlin hits from New York's record-breaking

picture, "ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BAND"
A Darryl Zanuck 20th Century- Fox Producti

HARRY LINK, Gen. Prof. Mgr.

THE SEASON'S MOST BEAUTIFUL I

WHO BLEW OUT Tl
Lyric by MITCHELL PARISH

LEO FEIST, INC. • 1629 B R O A D W 4

IRVING BERLIN, Inc., 799 Seventh Ave. N. Y.
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Colored Orchs Really Send 'Em

At 2d Benefit for Blind footers

By BERNIE WOODS
Peace and quiet were at a pre-

mium at the second of four benefits

blind musicians at Randall's

Lid stadium, N. Y„ Thursday (1).

JLjon was an all-colored affair as

TZ^as talent was concerned, and

nrtmised—on paper—to be extra hot

ind in the jitterbug groove. It was.

Steaming hot licks passed out by

dozen or so colored aggregations,

and- a few small but swlngy units,

used as stage waits, kept about 7,000

fans swinging for nearly four hours.

Draw was about twice the figure

lured across the Triboro Bridge the

week previous.

Session produced a couple of

unique items. Records were made of

every tune popped by each outfit and

an attempt was made to hypo the

gross by auctioning 'em off. Martin

Block, who again m.c.'d, tried first

to get rid of a set of the opening

band's waxings, but was howled

down. He mace another attempt at

the finale to sell cuttings of the en-

tire shindig, but failed. Sometime
during the affair somebody got the

bright idea of combining four crews

and at the finale Claude Hopkins, Er-

skine Hawkins, Luis Russell and Hot
Lips Paige put their outfits together

for a swing outfit to top 'em all.

Combo added up to 60 men.
Bit was something new and looked

to be a killer, but it suffered from
overbuildup and poor distribution of

men and mikes. Block built It too

heavily between bands, and when it

finally did - get going was exploited

to a letdown. Cab Calloway's crew
was supposed to be in on it, which
might have added rockbottom
rhythm, but he had to scram to catch

a train. Mob wanted more of Cab's
etuff, but Block begged off for him,
explaining the rattler's imminent de-
parture, Pew holder screamed at

Block, 'Let him grab a plane.'

Trying to rate the clickability of
the various crews would be tough as

the mob went for 'em all. However,
the payees had their faves. Count
Basie was on third, excluding several
mall units, and the mob was audibly

impatient for his stuff. Basie's crew
currently rates near the top. Of the
comparitively lesser known outfits,

Roy Eldridge, the one-man brass sec-
tion, showman Willie Bryant and Er-
skine Hawkins, seemed to be the best
liked. John Kirby also drew fa-
vorable reaction.

Powerful speakers of the p. a. sys-
tem in the stadium made every band
sound better, than ordinary. Ampli-
ers are set in a natural deep tone
which can be lowered further to
bass. It gave each crew an exciting
undertone.
Urge of the hot licks was apparent

in the stands., Harlemites, who had
only to travel a few blocks to listen
to their idols, were going to town in
every section. Couple of enterpris-
ing 'gators brought along searchlights,
which picked out the wildeyed solo-
ists for the crowd. Several at-
tempted to vault the railing to the
cinder track,- but were boosted back
into, their pews by alert cops and at-
tendants.

Of the small units, which are get-
ting more popular every day and
which were used here to allow shift-

ing of main crews onstage, all

clicked. Inkspots, harmonizing quar-
tet, panicked the mob with 'Ol' Man
Mose.' Slim and Slam repeated with
several including 'Flat Foot Flbogie,'
which they wrote, and Dickie Wells
and an unbilled swing singer-terper
also clicked. Deacon Brown, blind
pianist, imitated Fats Waller and got
across.

Third and fourth benefits will

probably be combined and put on at
M'adison Square Garden, Sept. 14.

Officials have taker, an option on the
Garden for that date, but have not
definitely deicded what will be done.
Third concert was originally .iet

for today (Wed.) but Labor Day
weekend made it tough to get a bill

together. Another angle which fig-

ured in the decision to hold it in-

doors was that the weather will be
decidedly cooler by middle of Sept.,

which would tend to keep the b.o.

take down. It was topcoat temp, on
the Island Thursday (1).

Band Bookings

Tito Swindle, Lincoln hotel, N. Y.,
Sept. 21.

O'Keefe Quitting R-O'K Partnership

After Policy Diffs with Rockwell
Jack Winston, Bal Tabarin,

Francisco, Sept. 8 via CRA.
San

Carl Ravazza, Rainbow Rondevue,
Salt Lake City, U„ Sept. 15.

Chauncey Cromwell, Commodore
Club, Detroit, Sept 22.

Johnny Lone plays for Bill Green's
Pittsburgh nitery starting Sept 9.

On Oct. 21 he goes to Statler hotel,

Buffalo, N, Y., for MCA.

Les Brown being groomed to fol-

Francis C. (Corky) O'Keefe will

ithdraw from active association

with Rockwell-O'Keefe Oct. 15. Un-
til a deal is made for the purchase

of O'Keefe's stock interest, the firm

will continue under its present name.
O'Keefe's decision to quit came a

few days after his return to N. Y.
from a stay at the company's Holly-
wood branch. While O'Keefe had
been thinking about the move for
some time the parting is a friendly
one. It's a case of two partners,

low Blue Barron in Edison hotel, i Thomas J. Rockwell, pres., and
N. Y., by CRA. Bows in early in O'Keefe, being unable to agree on
October. 1 policy. O'Keefe states that he has

j no definite plans for the future.

Woody Herman makes a Vitaphone 1 As a result of O'Keefe's with-
short for Warner Oct. 13. Current drawal, Mike Nidorf, one of the four

ing and more
Kemp.

He will -etain his Florida public
relations work during the winter.

R-O'K is expanding its Coast office.

Norman Doyle has been added to

sales staff in addition to Reg Mar-
shall, who replaced Ed Fishman. Of-
fice also added a new band in Billy
Mozct, Coast crew, and current at

Wilshire Bowl.

at Edgewater hotel, Gulfport, Miss.

!

Jimmy Dorsey held over at Bon
Air Country Club, Wheeling, 111., un-
til Sept. 15. Then goes on one-niters
for R-O'K.

Casa Loma opens theatre tour at

Tower theatre, Kansas City, Oct. 7,

after closing at Palomar, L. A.

DON BESTOR DROPS

SUIT AGAINST CRA

Ramona into one-niters on exiting

Lakewood Park, Denver, Sept. 11.

Clem Williams, Arcadia ballroom,
Philadelphia, Sept. 6. Opens season

, there for winter dancery.

Claude Hopkins, Ritz ballroom,
Bridgeport, Conn., starting Sept. 4.

Ina Ray Hutton follows Sept. 11;

Larry Clinton Sept. 18.

Lee Shelley succeeded Jimmy
Livingston at urray's, Tuckahoe,
N. Y., WOR wire.

Little Jack Little, International

Casino, N. Y. On Oct. 5 Larry Clin-

ton opens here with the new show,

Nat Brandwynne, Hotel Astor
Roof, N. Y„ succeeding Hal Kemp.
Lee Wiley debuted Labor Day with ! Ames now supervising this branch
Brandwynne. I Ames for years was with Fred War-

partners in Rockwell-O'Keefe, will
return to the New York office from
Hollywood, where lie established
himself several weeks ago. Remain-
ing stockholder is Thomas Martin, I

who also holds the title of v.p. I

Split, it is understood, will also af-

fect the relations of the Casa Loma
band with the Rockwell-O'Keefe of-
fice. O'Keefe has been the orches-
tra's personal manager and a stock-
holder in its co-operative setup since
the band's organization. Indications
are that the aggregation will no
longer book exclusively through
R-O'K, but accept engagements
through any agency that gets it

work.
Rockwell-O'Keefe was organized

nearly five years ago, starting off

with Rockwell's representation of
Bing Crosby in radio and personal
interests in the Mills Bros, and Louis
Armstrong. O'Keefe brought in the
Casa Loma band. In the succeeding
years the firm developed into a
major talent agency in commercial
radio and the leader among indie

band booking offices. At one time
the office was clearing as many as
42 bands.

Intensifying its talent sales promo-
tion, Rockwell-O'Keefe has Ronnie

After running through courts for

past three months, Don Bestor's suit

against Consolidated Radio Artists to

restrain that office from further
booking him has been dropped.
Suit was the first in which a band
had contested legality of a manage-
ment-booking contract and was one
being closely watched by band biz,

since all contracts are basically the
same.

A favorable decision for plaintiff
would have virtually nullified all ex-
isting band contracts, since he
charged that the pact lacked mutual-
ity, did not bind management at all,

that office had no license to book
bands (none have, using act booking
department license) and that the
band had the right to drop manage-
ment at will.

Bestor has Informed CRA that he
will abide by his contract, which has
three and one-half years to run.
Complaint to the union has also been
dropped and Bestor will pay $1,600
back commissions, which he pro-
tested along with suit.

Nell Bondiha, at Lake Merritt
hotel, Oakland; Leon Mojica at El
Patio ballroom, San Francisco, and
Denny Moore, at Athens Athletic
club, Oakland, all had their con-
tracts extended.

ANOTHER JACK MILLS SCOOP

THt LAMBETH WALK
(AIL STAGE RIGHTS RESERVED)

Current London Sensation Sweeping The Country
THIS JACK MILLS IMPORTATION IS THE MOST
PUBLICIZED AND MOST TALKED ABOUT NUMBER
TO HIT THIS COUNTRY IN MANY A YEAR

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES. NEWS-REELS, PHONO.
GRAPH COMPANIES, RADIO NETWORKS, HOTELS,
and EVEN DEPARTMENT STORES are HEADLINING IT

Hop On The Banc/wagon And Be Among The First To Feature It

CURRENT BULLS HEADUNERS

I HAVEN'T CHANGED A THING
Novelty Fox-Trot Ballad

I LET A SONG GO OUT OF MT HEART
The Current MIIU No. 1 Hit Song

A BLUES SERENADE
Hear Blng Crosby Sing It On Dacca Record No. DIA 1311

MT HEAVEN IN THE PINES
Another Sensational European Mill* Importation

IN PREPARATION

FROM THE GRAND NATIONAL PICTURE

FEATURING SALLY RAND

I'd Rather Look At You
y SAM COSLOW

FROM THE UNIVERSAL PICTURE

'THE ROAD TO RENO"

Tonight Is The Night • I Gave
My HeartAway • Ridin'Home

By McHUGH oad ADAMSON

The Grtatest Cotton Club Show Ever Written

The New Cotton Club Score
By BENNY DAVIS aad J. FRED COOTS

MILLS NEVER-TO-BE-FORGOTTEN STANDARDS
STAR DUST • I'M GETTIN' SENTIMENTAL OVER YOU • SOPHISTICATED LADY* DINAH • MARGIE • SERENADE IN THE NIGHT • MOOD INDIGO

POPCORN MAN • MOONGLOW • THE SHEIK • NOBODY'S SWEETHEART • THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT A SOLDIER ' LET'S ALL SING LIKE THE

BIRDIES SING • THE BELLS OF AVALON • GIRL OF MY DREAMS • JEALOUS • KITTEN ON THE KEYS • MR. GALLAGHER AND MR. SHEAN

AND A THOUSAND OTHERS

MILLS MUSIC, Inc.,
JAC

?,.r
5 161* Broadway •new york, n. y.
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Bernie Out Larry Clinton Band In

For Cliff Fischers New Int'l Show

i 15 YEARS AGO •
(from V/warrr and Clipper)

Eddie Lewis, manager of the Lon

flpn Casino revues for Clifford C
Fischer, sails from London, Sept. 10,

with the show, which is due to bow
into the International Casino, on

Broadway, early next month,

Fischer himself, with Henry Lar

tigue, his Paris associate; and their

Wives, sail from London Sept. 15

The London Casino revue goes in-

tact into the Broadway nitery, plus

refurbishments and additions.

Because of Fischer's percentage

deal, Ben Bernie will not be the

name band at the International. In

stead, Larry Clinton will give out.

with the dansapation, on a deal be

twcen Rockwell -O'Keefe and Music
Corp. of America, shifting Clinton

away from his scheduled opening at

the Hotel Lincoln, New York.

The Lincoln, instead, will have
Tito's Swingtet as the dance attrac

tion. Tito is Paul Whiteman's fea-

tured accordionist. Mrs. Max J.

Kramer, wife of the owner of the

Hotel Edison, N. Y., who recently

took over the Lincoln, favored Tito

basically. Clinton had been booked
In before she took over. John T.

' Horgan, incidentally, from the Hotel
Victoria, N. Y., will be managing di-

rector, of the Lincoln.
Bernie lias a new radio commer-

cial and will essay theatre dates in.

addition. He's winding
;
up a fort-

night's stay at the Strand where he
debuted that Broadway theatre's

new v&udeband policy.

A No. 2 ice-show spot. Gay Blades
Casino, is due to debut soon on the

West 52d street site of Iceland,

which Fischer has in mind. Lou
Brecker, co-owner of the Inter-

national, is impresarioing the Gay
Blades and part of the 'Ice Follies'

from the International shifts there,

headed by Evelyn Chandler.

NITERY P.A.'S AND TMAT

Equity Players, under the aegis of

Equity, reported a loss of $79,000 on

its first season. But it had produc-

ing rights to three plays to dispose

of, if possible;

They Want to Koow What Happen, !
About 20- new

;

plays

Should They Not Join Union duced on tne new season
'

Tnreeon
were outright flops.

Shuberts' 'Artists and Models' put

on more clothes in response to. the

still' selling

While the majority of New York's

nite . club press agents' favor joining

the Theatrical Managers, Agents arid
i

. . .

Treasurers union, there are a few, outcry, but tickets

balky ones who want to know what around $25 a pair,

happens if they refuse. These hold- |
.

-

outs insist that the musicians' union |
Labor. Day put a kink In N. Y.

states it will not want to jeopardize shows. Most of the town had gone

employment of five to 12-piece bands to the country. Out-of-towners

in any sympathy walkouts just be- helped some.

cause a spot employed a non-union

P.. a.

However, the jury is still.out until

the p. a.'s consult an attorney to fur-

ther ascertain things from TMAT.
This was so decided at a last week's

meeting in George D. Lottman's

office.

Lopez, at the Palace, was putting

over 'Ndla' in a big way. Phono Co.

was making a new-record to replace

the nine-year-old Master.

U. S. NITERIES

IN REOPENINGS

Seattle, Sept. 6i

With Labor Day, number of night

N. Y. University School of Busi-

ness took a vote on the most popular
theatre. Of 1,012 ballots. Keith's got

615 with the Hippodrome runner-

up at 118. Keith's got a cup. Variety
got a page ad.

Five roadshowir's of pics on
B'way. Included 'Hunchback of

Notre Dame,' 'The Silent Command.'
'Rosita,' 'If inter Comes' and The
White. Sister.' 'Rosita' was Mary
Pickford's try under Lubitsch's di-.

rection.

spots that had been dark for the] Nellie Revell out of the hospital

summer have reopened. Floor shows after four years in one room,

and bands .bring considerable re-

Chrysler Expense Curb on Previews

Of New Cars Hits Bookers and Acts

Switch on Cohan's '45

Mins.' Slated (or Unit

A titular switch on George M,

Cohan's '45 Minutes From Broad-

way' is the unit being produced

by Ji Mi , '45 Minutes

On Broa"dway,' in Dave Malr

len, well known as Cohan's double,

personates the star and shows the
rest of the cast what- the present-
day Broadway looks' like. Ruby
Norton will do Mae West-Alice Faye
takeoffs and Fred Hillebrand, Doris
Winston, Eddie Cole (arid Snyder)
are other principals.

Joe Laurie, Jr., is authoring and
staging the unit, which will have
a line of 16. It's being primed also

for a film short, Intact.

B'KLYN STRAND

BACKTOVAUDE

Loew circuit issuir b contracts for

17 full weeks.

Duluth picture theatre managers
buying newspaper space in which to

call each other names. Paramount
against Finkelsfein & Ruben.

Milan Staging on Coast

Hollywood. Sept. 6.

Wallace ilan, New York stager, is

coming here to stage the show at the
new Casa Manana, Culver City, open-
ing this month.
Combo restaurant-theatre is on the

Site of the old Cotton Club.

WILLIE and EUGENE

HOWARD
"Hollywood Hotel" Revue

TOURING

Fuller Circuit, Australia

Fer. AddreM
WM. MORRIS AGENCY

NEW YORK

employment of artists. Opening La-
bor Day were The Mint, Missouri;

Bock's, Yakima, and Smittie's, at

Bow, Wash.
Randall and Carr, after four weeks

in Vancouver, B. C, booked, by Ed
Fisher for minimum four weeks at

Lobby No. 2, Juarez, Mex. i

——

—

— Fiscal year ending June 30, 1933,

Philadelphia, Sept. 6. !
saw $70,148,480. paid to the govern-

Two niteries now shut down will menl in admission taxes. Down. $3,-

reopen here shortly. First is Harvey ,
0OO.00C from the previous year.

Lockman's Village Barn, set to light !

•-——
up Sept 14. Lockman formerly pre- I Estate of the late Albert Cheva-
sented all-Negro talent. j

lier, coster singe.", set at $35,000. Dan
Second spot to unfold will be the Leno amassed $50,000 arid Marie

old Club Cadix, more recently known Lloyd $35,000.

as the Kit Kat Klub.
|

—
| Capt. Bruce Bairnsfather,

Baltimore, Sept. 6. r
war cartoonist, ,h

First nitery entry of season will be vllle - Standard

the Two O'clock Club, which opens ?
mateu

.

r C?™ J"-
, .-

Thursday (8). Again under direc-
,

house ln wh,cn ne Plaved -

tion of Sam Lampe, spot will feature

name headliners and revue type of

shows, with in-between pianology by
Nan Woods, long-time feature here.

ritish

American vaude-
exploitation was
contest in each

Western Electric experimenting on
a public address system for Loew's
State, N. Y. Badly heeded.

Syracuse, Sept.' 6.

After three years of m.c.'ing in

major Syracuse spots, Irving Jacobs
opened the Club Irving, just inside

the city limits last night (5).

Irving Spector provided the music.

Jacobs is m.c.'ing, and first show
features Joe Altee, Gertrude Bond,
songstress; George and Eloise, ball-

room dancers; Hoffman Sisters; The
Girl Friends; Sema Laska, ballet,

and Helen Whit*.

Fred Allen was doing 'A Small
Timer's Diary' for VAiucrr.

Benny Meroff's band playing Hur-
tig & Seamon's burley show on sal-

ary and percentage.

The, THE AT RE of the STARS

Two Philly manager- pinched for

emulating 'Artists and Models.'

SARATOGA GYPS AND

OTHER POST M0RTEMS

Strand, Brooklyn, operated in a

pool between. Warners and Fa-

bian's Paramount, is resuming vaude

again this coming season, but on

a full-week basis. Strand last year

played stage shows only on week-

ends, its success at that time prompt-

ing the enlargement of the policy

this fall.

Tentative vaude openi is set for

Sept. 16, negotiations still current

with the musicians union holding

back a positive announcement. Pol-

icy will be strictly variety shows,

with the house building up pit

maestro Teddy King as the person-

ality come-on. Only act set thus far

is the Andrews Sisters, with the har-
mony trio also booked for a re-

turn date at the New York Para-
mount in November.
Because of the pooling deal at

the Brooklyn Strand, house will be
co-booked by Harry Kalcheim, of
Paramount, and Harry Mayer, of

Warners. Report that the N. Y.

Paramount' shows will break in at

the Strand prior to a Broadway
debut is denied, the Par homeofflce
pointing out. that the lower admish
scale in Brooklyn makes such a pol-
icy impossible.. Fact that the Strand
will shy clear of name orchestras,
which is the basis of the Para-
mount's policy, also negates the
break-in idea.
Opening of the Strand's vaude

policy will give Brooklyn its first

full-week major vaude theatre In

several years. Only other flesh there
of late has been the indie split-week
Folly, the once-weekly amateur
show at the Fox and the Strand's
own weekend variety.

Detroit, Sept. 6.,

Recent innovation of Chrysler
Corp, in holding only one preview
for all of its four makes of cars i

stead of the heretofore four separate

press previews, carries forebodings

for bookers and entertainers, otor

previews and dealer powwows in

past have been a very lucrative field

for local and out-of-town talent.

While Chrysler divisions never
have been hefty users of entertain-

ment for its guests and while other

companies' previews of 1939 cars this
fall will be separate as heretofore,
Chrysler stunt, nevertheless, looks
for numerous duplications in the
future, at least since the innovation
pleased the more blase newspaper-
men, who get pretty weary of pre-
views by the time they come around
each fall.

Whether previews with little or no
entertainment, will satisfy the less

blase auto dealers from every stick
is improbable,- but moguls of General
Motors, Chrysler and Ford may
decide that a composite preview of
all their various makes would be
'advantageous to their various deal-
ers. Which, if followed through,
would about .cut In half the potential
market for entertainers.

Especially hard pill to take would
be if General Motors divisions,- es-
pecially Chevrolet, were to combine
for previews and dealer gatherings.
Chevrolet annually spends . a tidy

sum for names for its previews and
dealer powwows in Detroit and else-

where.
Combination previews among the

independent auto producers would
be impossible, but that- fact is less

heartening in view of the fact that

these smaller companies have little

to spend for entertainment anyway.

Hillebrand Writes Jazz

Opera for Met Audition

Fred Hillebrand, vaudeville-com-
poser, has written an original jazz

opera, 'Black Requiem,' which he'll

audition for Edward Johnson, man-
aging director of the Metropolitan
opera house, in October.- Opera calls

for a mixed black and white cast

It's an 'American opera' in the

sense it treats with the native Dixie

background.

AZA
Dressed by

SIDNEY FISHER
76/77, Shaftesbury Avenue

PICCADILLY, LONDON, ENG.

BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX
160 WEST 46™ ST. NEW YORK

tky&d 9-7100

J H . L U B I N
OENERAl MANAGER

SIDNEY H. PIERMONT
BOOKING MANAGER

By BILL (PABST) HALLIGAN
The telephone company charged

full rates for night calls. Auto camps

within the 10 mile rt ius grabbed
four slugs for a pasteboard cabin;

40c. for Saratoga water at the track;

all dailies a! dime—August the
sucker semester.
The turf writers' dinner at Arrow-

head: Bill Corum pinch-hits for Dan
Healy as master of ceremonies;
Warren Wright, the baking powder
king, paralyzed with mike fright;
John Kieran of the N. Y. Times,
Henry King of the Sui.. and Frank
Ortell of the Telly all take a crack
at the oratorical crown, but Alfred
Gwynne Vanderbilt grabs the photo
finish with poise and brevity.
Turf writers gazed with awe on

two former newshounds now up in
the millions—Herb Swope of New
York and John Hertz of Chi.
Heywood Brpun's star crack of the

night—he says his wife's pocketbook
is a 'moth haven.* Lamaze grabbed
10 grand for

.
grape in one night; a

record. Playrooms closed meant a
loss of plenty.

'Sticks,' the dice philosopher,
opines, 'A man can't win with
frightened money.' Nick the Greek
conies back with, 'If you ain't a
gamblerr-you ain't nothin'.* Take It

or leave it there's no place like

Saratoga.

Send more money.

N Y. Astor's Bull Cafe Biz

Requires Call for Band
Hotel Astor's roof biz is so good

that this New York spot had to hur-
riedly book in Nat Brandwynne's or-
chestra, and Lee Wiley to take up
the slack, following Hal Kemp's clos-
ing. Latter concluded Saturday (3).
Roof will stay open on a week-to-

wcek basis so long as biz holds up.
The Astor's grillroom band policy
not yet set..

Best Coffee in England

QUALITY INN
Leicester Square

LONDON, WEST-END

JACK and JUNE

BLAIR
On Tour Fuller Circuit. Australia

with

"Hollywood Hotel" Revue

BRANDT SISTERS
WOltLDS HMvST SKATIMi TKAM

eadlining ICE REVUE, College Inn
IIKI.I) OVKK 17lh WKKK—SIIKKMAM HOTrX, CHICAGO

MnnnKcinrnt:

ICE SHOW PRODUCTIONS
180 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite 2310—DEAr 7146

Dr. Arthur Itninilt, Producer llnrold Ntelnmun. •Jfanaiser

ILDEGARDE
fturiieil From n Triumphant Tour of Euro

Sow Apimirlhc at the

MOUNDS CLUB, CLEVELAND, OHIO
IVrminnl M«r., ANNA SOSKNKO

American Rep.: JACK HKRTRI.L • Kuropran llrp.: HE. :V SIIKKr.K
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AFA's Strike Call at N. Y. Strand

Burns Bernie; Scorches Union s

Tactics, Quits V.P., Council Posts

en Bernie did a burnup at the

Strand on Broadway when repre-

sentatives from the Actors Federa-

tion of America wanted to pull out

the show on him.Saturday afternoon

(3), which resulted in the maestro

(1) resigning from the AFA as vice-

president, (2) resigning from its

council, of which he's a member, (3)

continuing membership simply in the

body, and (4) telling the union dele-

gates that if they went through with

their rash act he'd propagandize

against the AFA through the length

and' breadth of the show business.

He was visited backstage by Harry
Calkins, union organizer for the

AFA, and Charles, Mosconi, an of-

ficial of the body, along -with a 'col-

elector,', who told Bernie, apologeti-

cally, that 'You know, it's hone: of

our own doing, and besides you're

a vice-president of AFA, but the
- council so decided.'

Asked what the council decided,

and why wasn't he, as a council

member aware of it, he was finally

told that the whyfore of the strike

had to do with a demand that the

Eight Ladies i lue, a femme choir,

be paid'the'minimum of $40 a week
(not $35), and, secondly, any extra

shows beyond the four-a-day be paid

ro rata' to all actors.

Bernie said that all circuit thea-

tre contracts call for ,35 shows a

week, unless otherwise specified,

which .could mean up to flve-a-day,

if Warners so decided, but it so

happened that the opening, week
they did only 32 frolics, and this

week only Saturday and Monday
(Labor Day) called for five-a-day,

bo the week's total is 30. In addition,

any actor's union must ,know about
contracts, and that a written cov-
enant between theatre and players

always governs every booking.
AFA's Exception

.

:
The AFA reps then stated that

they'd make an exception for Bernie's.

band, but that they had already noti-

fied the other acts—Harris and Shore,

Art Frank, Betty Bruce, Sarah Ann
McCabe and Eight Ladies in Blue-
that a walkout would be called after

the second show.
Whereupon Bernie burned. He

pointed out that it was he who, a
week ago, got the non-AFA members
of the first WB bill that brought

' the Broadway Strand back into vaud-
fllm to join the union; that he saw
to it that acts like Harris and Shore,
•Art Frank and Betty Bruce each
coughed up $12 membership dues;

that the femme octet paid $4 or $5

down, each, for the first year's mem-
bership; that he even complied with
the AFA's demands for boxoffice

orders to insure payment of the dues.

Iris Over Minimum
As for the Eight Ladies in Blue,

they're payrolleJ at $450, which
means $56 a girl, hence they're above
the $35 minimum. It developed that

(Continued on page 44)

SELASSIE'S U. S. REP

RAPS ROSE'S OFFER

alaku E. Bayen, American rep-
resentative of Haile Selassie, former
Ethiopian ruler,, took blunt excep-
tion of the alleged offer of Billy
Rose to Selassie in a letter he di

rected to the vaudeville-pageant
producer. He particularly objected
to publication of story that Rose,
after offering him $1,000 per week
for appearing at the N. Y. World's
Fair, added, 'That's nice money and
these are tough times. Otherwise,
some day soon you'll raise your arm
and when you drop it you might find
a shoe-shine box under it.'

Bayen in his note said Rose's com-
ments were worthy of Mussolini, al-

leging that he would degrade a king
to the level of a bootblack. He said
in part. 'You would set up a king
of

. ancient lineage as a buffoon to

satisfy the idle curiosity and malice
and pity of the common herd,'

Hugh Herbert Set for K.C.

Jubilesta, Vallee Hour
Hugh Herbert's been booked for

two days at the Jubilesta,; Kansas
City, on his way back to the Coast

from eastern personals, Down for
Sept 19-20.

Herbert closed a date at the Steel
Pier, Atlantic City, Monday (5) and
does a guest stint on the Rudy Val
lee radio show tomorrow night (8).

CO-OP OF

Circuits Await Line on Com-
ing Films Before Going In

for Personal s—Watch
Progress of B'way Strand
to Ascertain Feasibility

Union Demands Stymie Operation

Of Indie Vaudeville, Aver Bookers;

Houses Ask Trial at Lower Scales

STANLEY, PITT,

HAS BIG ACT

LINEUP

ittsburgh, Sept. 6.

Launching of Ben Berni ' new
network show first of next month
has brought cancellation of maes-
fro's stage date at Stanley week of

Sept. 30. Spot still to be filled but

otherwise WB deluxer booked solid

for flesh through middle of Octo-

ber.

Tony Martin ore current and will

be followed Friday (9) by Schnikel-
fritz band, ZaSu Pitts and Samuels
Bros. Also pencilled in for this

show is Brjan McDonald, local radio
fave, who has been conducting ama-
teur hour every Sunday over WJAS
for a jewelry firm for last three
years. He'll m.c. Week of Sept.

23 brings in Kay Kyser at more than
three times his asking price of

$2,500 when he played William
Penn hotel here only two years ago.

Freddie Bartholomew makes a
personal Oct. 7 and on his heels
comes Chick Webb for his first visit

to Stanley along with Ella Fitz-

gerald.

Brother Sues Dan Healy

After Smash-Up in Auto

Dan Healy and his crooning

brother, Frank, are nearly as at-

tached to each other as Siamese
twins, but the latter is suing the

former for $50,000 as the result of

alleged injuries in an auto smash-up
near Saratoga last month. Explained
that the action is coupled with , one
against an insurance company. Also
in the car, owned by Dan Healy,

were Arthur Sullivan, formerly in

vaudeville, and Harry Hayes; Al-

bany realtor, but .they weren't seri-

ously injured.

Healy will stage the new Cotton
Club (N. Y.) show, which will open
soon, featuring Cab Calloway. His

stay at the Oaks, Saratoga, was cur-

tailed bec&use the show was cut due
to gambling being vetoed. Brother
appeared as an entertai at

Cherry's in the resort town.

Stays Straight Films

Alliance, O., Sept. 6.

Columbia here, which in former

years has 'played stage units Thurs-

days and Fridays each week, will

maintain a straight film policy, for

the time being, at least, Ray S. Wal-

lace, managing director, has an-

nounced.
House will continue- film policy for

the next several weeks, but will play

worthwhile stage shows for one day,

and perhaps ah occasional unit show,

after the middle of October.. Colum-

bia,, dark all summer, recently was

reopened.

CRY FOR HYPO

Vaude 'revival' talk is growing and
on a national scale. Reports from
scattered sections of the country in-

dicate a definite swing towards stage
shows with coming of cooler weather,

As in the past, no. vaudeville
'comeback' will be possible or prob-
able unless the major circuits them
selves take an important part. Thus
far the chains, while a month or so

ago admitting a dire need for a b.o.

hypo, have decided to wait a while
longer in order to get a better line

on the forthcoming picture product,
But the underlying need is there, and
only a stimulus is needed to bring it

to the surface.

A general hypo of the circuits may
well be the success of the Strand, on
Broadway, which,, after years with
straight pictures, resumed a band-
show (Ben Bernie) policy Aug. 26.

Warners, which operates the house,
Loew's and RKO are studying this

situation very closely. Outcome may
be that WB will extend the policy to

other key spots—Stanley, Jersey
City, arid Mosque, Newark, for in-

stance. Loew's is primarily con-
cerned because of its Capitol, up the
street, on Broadway. Questionable
that this house can offstand the corh-
petish from the Strand at a higher
scale for straight pictures. Opinion
within Loew's is that the de luxer
will resume stage shows by winter.
RKO's interest in the Strand and

Its. grosses with, stage shows is only
natural. Once the leading vaude cir-

cuit, RKO has lost rank. The RKO
tag on vaude, however, could and
would still mean plenty to theatre-
goers all over the country. In. July
this circuit was steamed up plenty
about live entertainment to 'bolster

skidding biz. Its plans for several

key situations may well hang on how
the Strand's b.p. continues to hold
up. So far as the Palace, on Broad-
way, is concerned, the circuit ap-
pears definitely non-vaude-minded.
Point to the State, with its much
larger seating capacity, plus now the
Strand, Paramount and Roxy, as too

much de luxe competish for the 1,700-

seatcr to overcome.
Vaade's New Fans

An underlying reason for all this

vaude 'revival' talk is possibly the

(Continued on page 44)

Palmer, H'wood Doubles

Signed for Yank Vaude
Nat Kalcheim. of the William

Morris office, has signed Gaston

Palmer, European juggler, for .U. S.

work. He opens in Washington,

Sept. 30.

Hollywood Doubles, troupe of

American screen star doubles, which
sailed a couple months ago from
New York, also are pacled. No dates
have been set for latter yet, how-
ever.

FT. WORTH CASA

SEEKS '39

FUNDS

Fort Worth, Sept. 8.

Directors of Casa Manana here

will attempt to raise by Oct. 1

enough money to insure at least a

six-week show for 1939, planned to

open June 30 and running through

Labor Day.

Music Corp. of America, which

staged the show this year, not only

did not call' upon the Casa Manana
Assn. for any of the $30,000 de-
posited in escrow, but. turned back
to it a net profit of $6,800. The
Assn. raised about $51,000, includ-
ing the $35,000 guarantee for. MCA.
About $22,000 was spent to put the
show properties in shape.
William Monnig, Assn. president,

said the 100 firms and individuals
who subscribed the $51,000, will get

from 60 to 63% of their money
back;
After the guarantee funds for. the

193? show is raised, directors will

consider propositions of MCA or
some other organization to produce
the 1939. show. Contract for this

show due to be signed not later

than. Nov. I, so plenty of time for

advertising and booking will be al-

lowed.
Lew Washerman, of MCA, an-

nounced Casa Manana grossed, less

some $7,200 in taxes, about $86,000
during its 30-day run. Total cost

of production was about $79,000.

Biggest item was $42,000 for enter-
tainers.

Modified Vaudfilm Back in S. W.

As Byron Moore Takes Charge

Oklahoma City, Sept. 6.

Byron F. Moore, former Warner,

Bros, theatre head in N. Y. City,

pulled into Oklahoma City last week
to take the helm of Standard The-
atres (WB-Paramount-J. H. Cooper)
and promises to bring back a modi-
fied stage show program at either

the Criterion or Midwest, and possi-

bility of reopening the Empress and
Folly, two' Standard subsequent runs

shuttered since the dark days of the

'third new deal.' W. B. Shuttee, for-

mer Standard managing director,

will remain as Moore's assistant.

Shuttee distontinued stage shows
and name bands at all Standard the-

atres shortly after taking the helm
about nine months ago.

Standard houses include the down-
town first runs Liberty, Midwest,

Criterion and suburban first run

Tower, with subsequents Circle, Vic-

toria, Ritz, Plaza, Warner, Empress
and Folly i latter two dark. Present

policy spots the Liberty as Stand-
ard's only first-run double bill house
with other three first runs flickering

singles. All subsequent runs have
been double billers since outlawing
of bnnk night several months ago.

A look at former boxoffice returns

for stage shows at the Criterion re-

veals' substantial boosts over
straight-film takes. June 20, 1D3R,

Cab Calloway and 'One Rainy After>

noon' (UA) drew $7,000,. with 'Prin-

cess Comes Across' (Par) pulling, in

only $3,800 as /a.- single two weeks
earlier. Ina Ray Hutton and 'Pica-

dilly Jim' (M-G) got $8,700 Aug. 22.

1936, with 'Earthworm Tractor'

(WB) pulling only $4,200 a week
earlier. Count Berni Vici and 'Man
Proof (M-G) accounted for $8,100

Jan. 8, 1938. Bowes' ams with 'Para-

dise for three' (M-G) got $6,200

Feb. 19 of this year. This was the

last stage show presented at the Cri-

terion under Shuttec's management.

Consensus of the indie bookers

indicates that there would be more
vaude weeks than actors this com-
ing season if the unions could be

brought to the theatre operators'

terms. Nearly all of the unaffiliated
show buyers claim that theatre own-
ers are apparently more receptive
to stage shows now than in the past
eight years, but stymied by the high,

cost of operation due to demands
from both the stagehands and mu-
sician unions.

In regards to the indie theatre
operators' vaude plans, the question
of picture product quality doesn't
figure as importantly as with the
major circuits. Due., to zoning and
clearances, almost all of the indie
theatres are subsequent-run' picture
houses at low admish scales. Vaude
would up their scales, but not
enough to make the stage shows
profitable, unless they can get a
break from . the unions.
According to the indie bookers,

who have been, canvassing the the-
atre owners these past several
weeks, vaude will have a perceptible
'revival' if the unions make con-
cessions. Some of the houses, from
reports, have approached the unions
with the proposition of a trial-pe-
riod for. vaude, to wit: a low union
scale for, say, eight weeks,, during
which time the theatre's profits or
losses would determine the future
labor ' costs.

Dows Invest
One of the indie booking offices,

Al and Belle Dow, is buying into
theatres to insure itself this com-
ing season. One house it has be-
come financially interested, in is the
State, Hartford, which resumed
vaude Thursday (1) with the Ozzie
Nelson orchestra-Harriet. Hilliard
( rs. Nelson) combo. This house
will have a flexible policy, playing
vaude as many days as it can. For
instance, Nelson-Hilliard are in for
six days, then Sophie Tucker fol-
lows for four. Future bookings en-
tail a five-day date for Paul White-
man and a full-week spotting of
the Chick Webb, colored orchestra.
Otherwise, the indie time this fall'

looks very , much like last year's. In
quality as well as quantity.' This
takes in the William Morris, Dow
and Arthur Fisher office's.

Indie, time includes Hippodrome
(Continued on page 44)

HEIDT SETS NEW BAND

VAUDE MARK IN INDPLS.

Indianapolis, Sept. 6.

Horace Hcidt's orchestra estab-

lished an all-time 26-year attendance

mark for bands at the vaudfilm Lyric

for the seven days ending Thursday

(1). Heidt drew 63,129 during the

week's stand, shattering the former

record of 55,100 set by Phil Harris'
band. New gross record is $18,400
and Harris' old mark was $16,300.
Eddy Duchin held the record pri
to Harris ilh $15,600.

The Lyric, which has played vir-
tually all the touring name bands
(luring the past few years, is a 1.900-
scater, which is operated independ-
ently by Charles M. Olson, with Ted
Nicholas as manager. To accom-
modate the overflow, Olson had 'emi

silting on stage and in the orchestra
pit.

Jan. Garbcr's orchestra, the
Schnickclfrilz Band, Gene Krupa's
band and Phil Spitalny's all-girl
crew are on the lineup of coming
bands booked to play the house in
successive weeks, opening Friday
(9).

Horace Hcidt orchestra is set for

the N. Y. Strand, Oct: 14; returns to
the Biltmorc hotel, N. Y., Dec. 1 or
15. Frank Novak's riewey ~--i.t.

:

.z.

band opens Sept. 21 at the Bilt

until Heidt comes in again.
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Moss Denies Burley Tide Return

In N. Y, Calling It His Final Verdict

New York burlesque must struggle Ann Gorfo SlgnS To
along as best it can sans its official

label. Application to restore the tag

revoked last year was filed with the

Burlesque Censorship Committee

and denied by License Commis-
sioner Paul Moss.

Application was filed by Tom
Phillips, prer of the Burlesque Artists

Assn., and placed before ine com-
mittee several weeks, ago? Latter

was set up to control burley when
the houses were allowed to reopen
under the Follies tag last September,
After a delay occasioned by the hos-

pitalization of John MastersOn, who
heads it, the decision was relayed to

Phillips by Moss, Moss added' that

the decision was final and under ho
circumstances would any more pleas

on the subject to considered.

Appeal contained numerous rea-

sons why the return of the. tag would
benef.t burley and outlined the

present circumstances of principals

and chorus girls who were thrown
out of jobs with the general dis-

integration of burley since the

crackdown, a year ago. last May.

Play on Hirst Circuit

Ann Corio, burley stripper,- has

been signed by Izzy Hits! for his

'Girls in Blue' unit. Show is sched-

uled to start around the circuit next

month.
.

Itls Miss Corio's first date since re-

turning from Europe a few weeks
ago.

PICKENS
7
15TH

ST. L. SEASON,

OTHERS OPEN

AFA's Strike Call Burlesque Reviews

St. Louis, Sept 6.

W. B. 'Bill' Pickens is readying the

Garrick, this burg's only burlesque

house, for opening Sept. 9. This will
Argument;' which was figured as a

be Mth consecutive season for
strong point in favor of repealing

the Follies dictum by Mayor La
Guardia, vwas that most of those peo-

ple are currently- on relief rolls. The
return of the burlesque title would

create jobs through the reopening

of dark houses, it was pointed out,

thereby removing 'em from being

dependent on the city.

In contrast to this particular point

Is the opposition to the return of

the tag by operators of the Eltinge

and Republic theatres, spots which

have managed to thrive without it.

Both were hit during the summer
but stuck it out Max Rudnick and

Joe Weinstock, operators of the

stands, have vigorously opposed its

return, reasoning that they are get-

ting along all right as is and if the

word was allowed to be hung out

dark theatres would be relighted and

cut in on their biz.

BAA has been feeling out both

New York and . road houses anent

aligning themselves to BAA for the

coming season. It has had several

assurances from N; Y. spots and is

currently meeting with midwestem
operators to iron out minor objec-

tions to regulations. Phillips prefers

not to press the move until the sea-

son gets rolling.

Jules Leventhal, who owns the

Hudson theatre, Union City; N. J;,

and the Empire, Newark, N. J., was
mulling the idea of setting up a four-

cornered circuit of his own with a

house in Worcester, Mass., and
Werba's, Brooklyn. He's since given

up the idea and will be. part of the

Izzy Hirst wheel. Gaiety, Triboro,

N. Y., both taking Hirst's shown, and
the Star, Brooklyn, have all re-

opened.

Earl Carroll East

To line Up Show

For His Coast Nitery

Earl Carroll has started work on
his theatre-restaurant in Hollywood,
estimated cost of which will be $500,-

000. New building will be spotted

at Sunset boulevard and Vine street,

where the establishment is dated to

open Christmas, night. Former
Broadway producer pf 'Vanities' is

due in - New York by plane today
(Wednesday) for the purpose of en-

gaging talent and girls for the floor

show.
Manager, who has been on the

Coast for several years, is also slated

to act as a judge at Atlantic City's

beauty pageant on Saturday.

the Garrick under Pickens' opera-

tion. Road shows, augmented: by
vaude acts booked by Pickens, will

be the policy, as for the past several;

years.- Last season, the house opened
in August, -closed for one week prior

to Xmas and then shuttered for the

season on. Jan. 31 when biz dropped
badly. '.,. .

'

'

Frank Reidelberger, who doubles

as Justice of the Peace in Venice,

III., across the Mississippi from here,

will wave the baton for his ninth

consecutive season.

Rory, Cleve., Reopens
Cleveland, Sept. 8.

George Young, nitery and burlesk

operator, reopened his Roxy Fri-

day (2) with burley-vaude policy.

Valerie Parks, Bob Ferguson and
Harry Levine top flr-t opus, includ-

ing Honeybee Keller, Mary Murray,

Georgie ' Clyne, Milt Bronson, Bob
Taylor, Hal White and a permanent
line..

House has been dark four months
and is only burley spot left in Cleve-

land. Young, .
who is changing prin-

cipals weekly, also operates Back
Stage Club, nitery.

Vaude Revival

Pfailly Cnrfew Drive Nets

Another Cafe Indictment

Philadelphia, Sept. 6.

The Pennsylvania Liquor Control
Board continued its drive last week
on niteries selling hooch, after cur-

few. Among hew spots cited for

hearings is swank Evergeen Casino.

Harold B. Larzalere,. operator, said

he was unaware his employees were
dishing the stuff out after hours.,

Last Thursday (1> was final day
for filing requests for 1939 license

renewals. Board promises tough in-

spection of every spot before any
renewals- will be grant

(Continued frorn page 43)

the act's agent had coached and

costumed the octet and was deduct-

ing some of the initial expense, and

hence the girls were only drawing

$35 each. With that explanation, the

union reps dwelt on the more than

four shows a day, and also added

that Frank Phelps, the Warner Bros,

labor contact, had treated them high-

handedly.

It developed that Phelps, a veteran

labor mediator, had taken umbrage
at AFA tactics. Besides, Phelps, was
away for.the long holiday weekend-
all this happened on a Saturday—
and it wasn't until Bernie gave Mos-
coni and Calkins a verbal bawling

out that they left -with the promise

to be back yesterday (Tuesday) for

a showdown with Phelps.

On Tuesday Phelps stated he had
told the AFA reps at a Tuesday a.m.

meeting that since actors* contracts

are with theatres, he thought the

matter should be wrangled between
agents', managers and AFA, and not

With Warner Bros, in the middle.

AFA has agreed to wait until a meet-
ing can be arranged; but states de-

mands will not be alter

Bernie couldn't thr logic in any
demands for ah extra one-twenty-

eighth for every show, when his

contract calls tor 35 performances a
week, as does every other agreement
When he observed the same has held

true at the Paramount,. State and.

other Broadway stands, the unionists

said they were 'going to get after all

of : them,' but were starting first with
the Strand because pf the alleged
tiffing with Phelps.
Bernie emphasized to Mosconi,.who

is of the long-standard. Mosconi danc-
ing family in vaudeville, that here
was a theatre anxious to do some-
thing about reviving vaudeville; that

the American Federation .of Actors
should be basically, interested in the
perepetuarion of vaudeville,' as that

is obviously to the best welfare of

the vaudevilli ; but that, instead,

they were dc'ing everything, possible

to embarrass any vaude- comeback.

Sarnac Lake
By Happy Behwa'y

(Continued from page 43)

factor that virtually a new genera-

tion has grown up since stage shows
hit the skids nearly a decade ago.

Many of the 16-year-olds now going

to theatres don't remember vaude,

or perhaps never, even saw it. This

is especially true in the stix (towns

of less than 500,000).

Some of the theatre operators con-

templating vaude are also planning
to aim their campaigns at the novi-
tiates. Primary idea is. to give .'em

sock shows of ace entertainment in

order to build a solid following for

variety. The ops appear to have to
the realization that ordinary vaude
layouts, carelessly booked as though
it was almost a 'nuisance adjunct' to

pictures, would be of ho more help
to the b.o. now than they were four
and five years ago.

An important vaudeville educa-
tional factor for the youngsters of
yesterday has been the big variety
shows on radio. The 10, 12 and 14-

minute sock acts these programs
have been utilizing,, many of them
stemming from vaude originally,

have served to point up for the kids

the speed and pace of a good va-
riety layout, just as it wises 'cm up
to the dansapation quality of the

different orchestras.

It's' because of radio that theatre

operators now can't cheat on the
stage shows, when , and if resuming
them. Those newcomer fans ' of

vaude will want the ace talent they
hear on the air and see in musical
pictures. Also, naturally, the name
bands.
Because of this, the theatre ops arc

faced with the biggest headache of

all in their vaude plans—salaries.

Latter have remained on a fairly

even keel for the strictly vaude and
nitery acts, but have zoomed sky
high where they pertain to former
vaude acts who've since become
names on radio or in pictures, or
both.. High salaries, the ops point
out,' once helped murder vaude 'and
may now cause a still-rebirth.

Ben Schaffer and Jimmy Marshall!
visited Tupper Lake Vet hospital to

ogle Tommy Abbott, who is doing
so-so.

' Judge Andrew Weller tied the
marital knot for Dr. Rudolph (Will
Rogers) Marx and Kaethe Bongartz.
Romance started in Germany.

.
John Dempsey, of Fenway theatre,

Boston,, after two . months' vacash
here, is again backstaging at the
Fenway!

Jackie Roberts, ex-chorine and
NVAite, gained considerable weight
while yacashing here, and is bound
for her Brooklyn home.

Jack Eskiris (Will Rogers), to the
general hosp for observation,' is back
at the- lodge.
William O'Brien, Bill Henderson,

Uncle Elmer Williams, Bob Roberts,'
all troupers, ogling the Actors
Colony and handing out smokes to
the -needy.
Jimmy Cannon, now mostly time

bedding it, wants to hear from fel-

low sax players, etc. Marion Can-
non, his wife, doing well at the Will
Rogers.
The Actors Colony thanks those

who sent it books and magazines.
A. B. Tony' Anderson, who came

here 15 years ago for his health, is

originally from New York. After two
years in bed he got a job as usher
at the local Pontiac theatre. Then
up to ticket taker, then assistant
manager and for last eight years he's
been manager.
After out-of-town ozoning, Chris

Hagedorn is back here for checking.
Thanks to Eleanor E. Pryde^ Utica^

N. Y., for the many books sent to
the Will Rogers.
Herbert Elder, who ozoned here

and then returned to work, is back
at the Will Rogers for a rest.

. Edith Lemlich and Eddie Dowd
are one year older.

ilton Reich and Marie Phillips
( ill Rogers), returned home with
health much improved.
Marie Bianchi, who saw a siege of

this up here, weekending friends
and getting a Will Rogers final
checkup.
Hank (Atlanta) Heorn successfully

operated on by Dr. Wariner ood
ruff;,

After more than a year in bed,
Johnny Di iovanni and Bobby
Burke are up and around for their

meals.

(

ELTINGE, N. Y.

. House Chorus (16), Boob McMonui,
Steve Mills, Phil Stone, Lou Denny,
Dorothy Dee, Lillian Murray,
Georgia Sotliem, Babe Davis, Joan
Dare, Manya Del Ray, tty

Wayne.

Now a unit of the Minsky-Rud-
nick local chain, the- Eltinge out-
shines its sister house, the recently
reopened Gaiety, in all but clean-
liness of clothes, comics and cuties.

Doesn't quite get up to the produc-
tion of the Gaiety but makes it up
to the mob with plenty of quick-
peek nudity, old school bumping
and low comedy.
Old one, two, three routine of

production, numbers hold forth as
usual with interspersed specialties.
Boob McManus and Steve Mills,
comics, get into the blue regularly
but majority is double, entendre and
not outright muck. Frequently, it's

not understood generally, .. being
tradey or colloquialisms, but mob
laughs anyway. Pair work two bits,

together and singly, hitting it off
best wHen paired in army bit of
shooting girl spy, and as sailors
in a Chinese joy house. Straight-
iiig: of Phil Stone and Lou Denny
ably supports

,
pair, Stone making

a better actor than singe*.
House leans to beefy side in its

femme contingent with a hefty,
though not fat chorus.' Couple of
epidermic exposers are on the beef
trust side, Dorothy Dee and Lillian
Murray. Latter has plenty of grace
despite her size. All, unfortunately,
try to sing.
Best of the strippers . are Georgia

Sothern and Babe Davis! Latter, on
as closer, panics the denuded-pate
boys in front rows with her cigaret
number, wherein she descends to
floor and passes but buts while
kissing pates and chucking chins.
On stage, she finales with her bump-
ing.: and wildfire peelin'g, shaking
and. tossing every part of her an-
atomy. Miss Davis presents some-
thing hew in burley with her pass-
able pipes, aided by mike, unusual
method of peeling with one quick
backhand stroke and: quick change
to a veil behind center curtain. Has
style and looks, plus dancing abil-
ity, . demonstrated in acrobatic terp-
ing on entrance. One of many try-
ing to be different these days and
one of few succeeding.
Joan' Dare, also in nudedition,

presents same fast tempo, of whole
crew. Possibly not a style, with any
but rather managerial instruction to
give, it to them fast with but one
encore. All go to the string and oil
in what seems like a race to see
who can get undressed faster.
Chorus is light in work and not

too strong on looks. Statue girls
are up to their - usual nothingness,
except for exposures and long gam-
parading. It's about time somebody
thought up something hew -for the
showgirls besides looking dumb, but
unlikely that it will come from the
Eltinge, where they look exception-
ally uninspired.
In productions sailor boys num-

ber Is- considerably misleading, with
dancer anya Del Ray background-
ed by a Chinese setting while do-
ing a Siamese dance to Spanish
music. Girl's ability Is unques-
tioned as she delivers intricate ges-
ticulating and dance with all she
has. Monty Wayne, tap dancer, on
in two spots, eoes off first without
favorable results. In second ap-
pearance, he holds up the show.
Does three routines in second ap-
pearance, winding up with two
chairs, dancing to and from both to
floor, etc.
On whole, show Is well-paced,

meriting its full house when caught
(3), but much of credit goes to
comics and the two top strinpers.

Hurl.

STAR, BROOKLYN
Star returns to the abbreviated

list pf stands offering a gander at
flesh in the raw after its usual sum-
mer layoff period, Allen Gilbert's
excellent production is apparent in
the current BO-min. show. Opening
day s biz good, Show gets under
way With a succession of popular
yesteryear dances, leading up to the
current

;
strip. First is the minuet,

done
j
by six girls in hoopskirts. fol-

lowed by a military tap and French
cancan. Sally Rand's -fan and bub-
ble dance, both of which are mere
demonstrations, lead up to current
strip. Last best liked, of course.

•
There are 10 ponies and six show-

girls: Ppnies are well-trained and
fresh-looking. Latter can be traced
to the current craze for hairdress-
jngs, girls affectirg the Marie An-
toinette coiffures; Showgirls are
shapely.
Comedy Is effective without too

much;blue. Stinky Fields, his part-
ner Shorty Little: Jack Rosen and-
Fred Binder ha., lie it. Quartet, at
various times, uses overworked sit-
uations, but manages to get 'cm over.
Binder and Rosen work the court-
room scene late in the show with
stripper Joy St. Clair and straight-
man Joe Lyons. Binder and Rosen
obviously enjoy themselves in this
and add little ad libbed bits here
and there that keep payees giggling.

Flesh section has Barbara Doane,

Miss St Clair, Mary Joyce, Geral
dine and Roxanne. Blonde MissJoyce and Roxanne pipe popiuartunes before shucking. Neither arevery effective behind a mike. rSx!anne the. least. She's exciting enoiish
at the peeling but her vocalizing de-
tracts.. Miss Doane, one of the most
versatile strippers i:> the biz, can do
interpretative stuff, tap, which shedoes here very well, and eases the
sameness of the strip strut with one
in rhumba tempo. Latter gives

ot 0PPortunity for bump"
Geraldine is a smooth-lookine
blonde. All five called back for cur.
tain peeks,
Russ. Brown, colored tapster Umore than a stage wait. He does arhythm and military tap and draws

a well-deserved hand,. Johnny Head
juve, vocally backs production
numbers, and dances, but has seen
better days.
Usual good pit accompaniment

here is
.
augmented with a celeste

adds new life to pieces.

GAYETY, MPLS.
inneapolis, Sept 4,

Strip teasing continues to be bur-
lesque's piece-de-resistance as far as

its local fans are concerned, despite

the lavish, good-looking production
numbers of Harry Hirsch's season
opener here.

There are four stripping principals:
all of whom, are easy on the optics.
The'' choristers, too, aren't at all
stingy in their physical; revelations.
It's 'a fast moving, elaborate revue
with the stripping and off-color, stale
comedy alone marking it as bur-
lesque.

Mile. Starlette is ah exotic acro-
batic dancer,, who's set off to par-
ticular advantage in a well-con-
ceived, novel 'Jungle jitters' number.
Valerie Parks, featured stripper, is

a blonde looker. Joe De Rita and
Harry 'Boob' Myers, comics, land
plenty of laughs despite their poor
material. They dig deep into the
dirt frequently, too.

The veteran Roy Cummings re-
vives his knockabout comedy with
considerable success, displaying
much . enthusiasm in his clowning.
Ah attractive blonde Lucille Abbey,
proves a good foil and the comedy
business goes over well.

The Marflelds, man and woman
ballroom, acrobatic and adagio team,
click handily. A well-trained, hard-
working, dancing chorus of 12, plus,

six parading showgirls' help, has
been routined well by Bobby Peg-
rim,

. Problem of sameness and lack of

novelty and variation, which blight
burlesque '-. shows, is still present
here, though. flees.'

Union Demands

(Continued from, page 43)

and State, Baltimore; Fay's and
Carmen, Philadelphia; Paramount,
Newark, N. J, all full weeks start-

ing Sept. 16. The Majestic, Pater-

son, N. J, and Colonial, .
Lancas-

ter, Pa., are also set for split weeks.

Weekend vaude will be found at

Steel Pier, Atlantic City; Broadway,
Pittman, N. J.; Runnemede, Runne-
mede, N. J.; Broadway, Camden, N.

J.; Dante and . Colonial, Philadel-

phia; Keswick, Glenside, Pa,; Egyp-
tian, Bala, Pa., plus occasional full

weeks at the State, Easton, Pa. and
State, Harrisburg, Pa. Latter, two
play unit shows one week out of

each month.

Besides the State, Hartford, the

Dows will have the Capitol, Wheel-
ing, and Palace, Stamford, again

this year. They contemplate taking

Over four more houses, two in New
York. Will remain unnamed until

set.

Arthur Fisher has the Community,
Hershey, Pa.; Freeport, Freeport
L. I.;. Huntington, Huntington, L. .1.;

Gaiety, Boston.' and Jamaica, Ja-

maica, L. I„ all on half-week basis.

Also states he has six weeks more
in the making, but is not ready for

announcement until theatres work
Out film' buys, etc.

In addition, the William Morris

office reports . vaude due back at the

Palace, Ft. Wayne, Ind;, on Sept. 4.

Other three houses booked by Mor-
ris last year, and likely to resume,
are the Circle, Indianapolis; Pal-

ace, Youngstown, and Palace, Ak-
ron; All operate with four days of

flesh.

T.. D*. Kemp's Paramount time in

the south is again open to travel-

ing units and some, band shows, as

is the Gus Sun time in the south and

midwest.
Others around New York which

will probably resume are the Bronx
Opera House, and the Folly, Brook-
lyn, both splits.
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Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK (Sept. 12)

THIS WEEK (Sept. 5)
Numeral! in connect!

•how,
opening day of

NEW XOBK C1XY

Ed Sullivan ;.

Bobbins Bros A sis:

Marjorle. Galnaw'rth
Stan Kavanagh
Harvest Moon .Co

' BALTIMORE
. Century '(•>

Helen Forrest
Joan Engel ;

EVANSVILLB
Majestic (8-10) .

Royal Frolics
WASHINGTON

Capitol (•).
'

Red. Skelton
Brltt Wood
Ann Lester
G A n McDonald
16 Rhythm Rockets
Earlyne Wallace

CASA MANANA, NEW YORK

NOW
TIP TAP and TOE

• •*»
Mark j. leddy

Paramoflut

NEW YORK CITY
-Paramount (7);

Eddy Duchln Oro
3 Stooges
Danil Ooodell
Frank Payne

' CHICAGO.
Chicago (•)
nny Goodman Or
DCLUTH

Oarrick (•-11)
' Major. Bowes. Co

HIBBING
State (14, one day)
Major Bowes Co '

MARION
Palace (8, oae day)
ZaSu Pitts
MINNEAPOLIS
Orpheum (*)

Horace Heldt Orr
VIRGINIA

State (IS, one day)
Major Bowes Co

RKO

NEW YORK CITY
Mule Hall (7)

Paul Haakon. Co-
Eunice Healey

A Jan Peerce
Viola Phllo
Corps de Ballet

Erno Rapes Symph
CHICAGO
Palace

(9)
Oxford Boys.
Cass,. GWen ft 'Ij

Cbaney A Fox

,

Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Strand (9)

Oxzle Nelson Orr
Harriet Hllllard
Frank ParlB'
Johnnie Davie

(2)
Ben Bernle Oro

' Betty Bruce
Art Frank
Harris ft Shore
Sara. Ann McCabe
PHILADELPHIA

Eerie <B>
Larry Clinton Oro
'Betty Brnce
Art Frank

(2)
Chester Morris
Rufe Davie
Ethel Merman
Pansy the Horse
>t Samuels ft Hayes

Fox -<»)
Lee' ft Latbrop Bros
Al Bernle

Connie Boswell
Irene Vermillion

(2)
Mai Hallett Ore
Darlb & Diane
Bob Bromley
PITTSBURGH
Stanley (9)

Schnlckelfrltz Oro
ZaSu Pitts
3 Samuels ft Hayes
4 VeBperB

(2)
Tony Martin- Oro
Brltt Wood
Sylvia ft Clemence
WASHINGTON

Earle (»)
Chester Morris
Vic Hyde
Marie ft Florla
Sinclair 2
Melissa Mason

'
. (2)

Phil Harris Oro
Pepplno ft Camilla
Wences

Independent

NEW YORK CITY
Boxy (•)

Ulnnevltch Co
Ray chs
Nadlne Gae
H'wood Majorettes
Oae Foster Gls
Paul Ash Ore
ATLANTIC CITY
Steel Pier (»)

Hugh Herbert
Sibyl Bowan
Cass Daley
Muriel Page
Clyde Hager
Frank Paris
Floyd Christy
Joyce Bros ft D
Walter Long
Watson ft Bailey
Abbott ft CoBtello
.Ben Yost Co
Ed Kaplan
George Johnson.
Bobby Rerna-d
Paul Mohr

Hamld's M D Pier
• (»)

.
George - Jessel
Harry. Rose
Fill D'Orany
Smith, Rogers ft E
Gae Foster Gls

CHICAGO
Stratford (18-12)
B & JSeverln
Jack Pepper
York ft Tracy
Titan 3
Radio Ramblers
Dixie Jitterbugs.

DAYTON .

Colonial (9)
Puppeteers
Chuck ft Chuckles
Nick 'LucaB
Leavltt ft Lockw'd
Saiil Graumrinn

.

INDIANAPOLIS
Lyric (8)

Jan. Oerber Ore
MILWAUKEE
Riverside (2)

Blncksione

London

Week of September 5
Dominion

Turner Layton
Magyar. Tr '

Groavenor ouse
Tadily Brown
Morton Fraser
La'zantler 4

CAMDEN TOWN
Gauniont

Loon Coriez Bd
Bryan Mlchle
Tessa Denne .

Jack Wai-man
Michael

:
-Moore

o Herons
CI.AniAM
Grnmiriii-

Kddle Carroll Rd
east ham
Granada

* Hlltons
'

Co as booked

GREKNWICn
Grnndda

fl HIHons
Mlrlnm. M'rrhy ft SI

Paddy Drew
HA'.MMKKSMITn

Pnluce
.Mcxnncis Norenadcrs

ISLINGTON
Hue Hull

T.eon Vorle.z.' Rd
Jack Wflrman
r» Mc-rnns
SIIKI'H'HIiS IILSII

Pavilion
Mexnnn Serc-nndevs

TOOTING
Grnnnrin

Eddie r'dri-iill. nd
'WOOLWICH

Gnuindn
E Soulre-n A Gls
S ft M .Harrison'
Uobby Howell

Provincial

Week of September 5
ABERDEEN

. Tivoll
Ftorrle Fordo

.

Howard ft King
May Jack & Buddy
Issy Bonn
Levan'der
Roy Bros
4 Hermans
Geo Clnrkson ft Son
EDINBURGH

. Royal
Brit. Film Doubles
Billy Burke
Sylv'ster.ft N'phews
Donald -Peers
Dennis Fam
Hal Yates
Drake A Fraser
Elsie Kelly

-GLASGOW
Pavilion

Gaston Palmor

Herschel Henlere
Andy ft Irving
Harold. Wnldeh
i Smart Gls
Alphonse Berg Co
Edna Ashby
Malsle Weldon
Allen Bros & June
Exhibition Concert'

Hall
Moreton ft Kaye
Sntsuma ft Ona
Manhattan, 6
Bower ft Ruthert'd
Sylveatrl

"
LIVERPOOL
ShukespeAre

De Vlto's Bd
Howard ft Rogers
Truda Clair
Les Plerrotys
Alamar ft Carmen

Cabaret Bills

HEW YOBX CITY
.Areola Ian

(Areola, N. J.)

Jerry Carr' Ore
Chlqulta Venezla
Ruth Warren
Kay Blalre
George Scottl
Walter Cole

BertolotilV

Don Syivlo Ore
Angelo's Rhu'ba Bd
Chita ',.'"

lias' Dion
Letty Kemble
Annette Guerlalne
Roberta Welsch

Bill's Gay 80'a

Charles Touchette
John Panfer
John Eliot
Don.Cortez
Jim Phillips
Mary Roberts
Harold Wlllard
ArthurBehan '.

Harry Donnelly
Joe Howard
Spike Harrison
Bernle Orauer
Bodlevard Tavern
(Elmhurst, L. I.)

Helen Wehrie
Antolne ft DuBarry
Patsy King
Lucille Rich
Dave Fox'
Thelma Nevlns
Cameron Crosby
Jan Fredrlcs Oro

Cafe Afrlqoe

Snub Mosley Ore
Alberta Prime

,

Marie Pollard
Margaret Hall

? Caen Manana
Ted Lewis Oro
Patricia Ellis
James Barton
Al'Slegel
Cardlnl
Al Trahan
Tip, Tap ft Toe
Robert Wlldhack
Harry Armstrong
Shelton Brooks
Ben Yost Co •

Claremont Inn

Rbn Perry Oro
Club 18

Pat Harrington
Ann Rush
Frankle Hyers
Irene Mauseth
Willie Grogan
Beale St Boys
G Andrews Oro

Corso's

Vincent Padula Ore
Ernest Kramer Ore

Dlxxy Clnb
Elder Johnson
Charlie Linton
Jackie Thomas
Kathryn Merz

El Chlco-

Don Alberto Ore
Asuncion Granados
Joylt ft Maravllla
Dorlta ft Valero
Francisco Ramos

Famous Doer

Count 'Basle Oro
Helen HumcB
Jerry ,Kruger
Jerl Wlthee
James Rushing
Glen Island Casino

Will Osborne Ore
Havana-Madrid

Nano Rodrlgo Ore
Juanlto Sanabrln <jr

Marllnez & Ant'nlta
Dolores Iteyes
Felicia Monianez

. lllckory llouBe

Joe Marsala Oro

:
Hotel AihbniKMMlhr

Arthur. Herbert Oru
Gabriel Cocco
.Monle Fried

Hotel Astor

N Urandwynno Ore
Leo .NVIlcy

otel IMmont-
Tlnut

Ernie Hoist Ore
cico Si'herliaii Ore
Soltnes' Cuba Ore
O'lnsa' Mansllftd
llclmont Ilnlluilccrs
Muriel Dyrd

Hotel lllltmore

Horry Owens Ore
Hnymiind Andrade
Freildy Tnvar.es
Alvln Knleolaiil
LeIUint' Knhnnkahl
Kaliala Mapuana

otel Bnasert
(Brooklyn)

Will McCune Ore
Hotel Edison

Blue Barron Ore
Don. Alexander

.

Hotel Essex . House
Rlch'd Hlmber Ore
Dell ft Hnmory
Hotel , Gov. Clinton
Eddy Maveheft Ore
Betty Gale

Hotel Half Moon
(Brooklyn)

Eddie Harris
George Vedegls'
Hotel -Lexington

Ray Kinney Orb
Hotel Lincoln .

Will: Hollander Ore
Hotel McAlpIn'

James D'Arcy
J Messner Oro
Gonzales A Menen
Hotel New Yorker
Henry Busse Oro
Baptle A Lamb
Eric Walt '.

.Roberts & Farley
Bobby Duffy
May Judels

Hotel Park Central
De Carlos & Gr'n'da
Rogers 4

Hotel Pennsylvania

Sed Norvo Oro
lldred Bailey

Hotel Piccadilly

Adrian Rolllnl 3
Hotel Pierre

Harold Nagel Ore
Hotel Savoy-PUia
Emlle Petti. Oro
Hildegarde

Hotel Shelton

Jimmy Vincent. Ore
Hotel St. Georce

( Brooklyn)

Murray Drlscoll Ore

Hotel St. Morll*

Ralph Gonzales Ore
Basil' -. Fomeen. Oro
Collette ft Barry
Yvonne Bouvler
Hotel. St. Regis

Joe Rlnes Oro
Don Marton Oro:
Ramon ft Renlta

Hotel Tan
Enoch Light Oro
Peggy Mann
George Hlnes
Light Brigade
Hotel Waldorf-.

Astoria

Geo Olsen Ore
Mlscha Dorr Oro

Hotel White
Frances CbmBtock.
Clifford Newdahl
International Casino

Sonde Williams Ore
Evelyn Chandler
Guy Owen
Bruce Mapes
Dorothy Lewis
Slmp'soh Sis
Nathan Walley
Von Gassner ft V
Adele InKO

I4>' Mnrqul
Karl Moss
Cal natemnn
Doug Speaks
Frances Connolly

Larue
Eddie Davis Ore
Joseph Smith Oro

Le Coq Rouge
Nick VouisenB Ore
Tola Murgla
(lay Oliver

Leon ft Eddie's

Jrfy C Fllppen
Eddie Dnvls

,

l.ou Martin Ore
Helen Walnwrlght.
Texas Tommy.
Wally Wangcr 6

.Ann' OVfinnor
Massey .A Miller
;r J'lay Hoys
Curol I'algo

Monte Carlo

Pierre Hcnm-alro
Itltn 'llcnnud
Klnlne ft Henry
-Oasion

Nut Club
Freddie Mnslcr Or^
D Mllchell-rledges:
Chick Darrow

Onyx Club
stuff Smith Oro
Frank Froeba

1'aradl

Phil Napoleon- Oro
Jackie Gateley
Charles Carrer
Vera Fern
Winter Sis
Alun Carney
Marge Ellis

Place Elegante
W Palmer Oro
Bill Farreil
Ernest Franz
Vincent DeCosta
Rex Gavltie

Plantation Club
Jigsaw Jackson
Luckee Sis
Louis Williams
Skeels Tolllver Ore

0,ueen Mary
Ann White '

Muriel Dawn
Ruth Waring
Audrey Carroll -

Dick. Rogers
Radio Pranks' Club
Frank Besslnger
Jerry White
Qua Wk'ke
Jimmy Burns
Fred Bishop
Wynne Ralph
Lou Williams '

Ebony 8
Truth Leonoft*

Rainbow' Grill

Paul Kaln Ore
Ruth Nlgey
Rainbow Room

Al Donahue Ore
£ddle I.ellnron Oro.
Paula Kelly •

J.ohn'Hoysradt-
Jack. Cole Co

.~ Rlvle

E Madrlguera Ore
Vincent Plrrb Oro
Fatrlcla Glllmore
Raye ft Naldl
Rellleys
Una Wyte

Grade Barrle -

Eddie Garr

Russian' Kretcnma
Volodia Katov Ore
Nastla I'olla Kova

'

Simeon Karavaeff
Mnrusla Suva
Darla lilrse
Michel Michon
Mlscha Osdonon?
Klavdta Kapelova
Sergei Ighatenko

Stork Club
Sonny Kendls' Oro
Jose Lopez' Oro'

Swing Club
Kay Marin Oro .

Freddie Fulton
Pete Clifford
Ruth Osbom
Tonl Oaye
Cellhda

'

Joe Van Green
jack Huber
Luclnda^.Lung

Tavern-on-Green
Hughle Barrett Ore

Versailles

'

Marjorle Galnsw^rth
Panchlto Ore
Val Ernie Ore
D'Avalos Dancers

Village Barn
Mitchell Ayres Oro
Walter- Donahue
Maryann Mercer >'

Theod're. ft 'Denesha
Zeb' Carver Co

Whirllag Top
Geo MorrlB.Orc'
RuBsell Dracken
Trent Patterson'
Ramon Rlngo
Stephen Ilarrl

Wlvel
Charley Bowman Or
Bob ' I^e
Eddie Harris
FJola Marine
Ernie Mack
Nick Hope
Amelia Gllmore
Patricia Clancy

LOS ANGELES
Ball

Charlie I^wrence -

BrUz Fletcher
.

.
Beverly Wlishlre

Howard Jerrard
Viola Vaughn
Tal. Sings
Lou. Sallee Oro

Rlltmore
Mardonl
Alice King
$ Maxelloa
Dave Saxori
Ranhle. Weeks
Jackson ft' Blackw'l
Frank Trombar Ore
Roma Vincent '

.

Rose ft Ray Lyte
Cafe Calleato

Elenlta
Diana '

Leo
Miguel Dllches
Lux Dasquez'
Jtinn Navarro
Agullar Rumba Bd

Cafe De. Paree
The Seven Parisians
Pat Manners
Paul McLean
The Blssels
Luke Peasl
Geo Burns
Meta Acres
Charlie Ament' Oro

Cafe La Maze -

Myrus
Ben Light Oro
Magic Hands

Clover Clnb
Stan Myers Oro

Clob Morocco.

Jim Kerr Oro
Gladys Bagwell
Cocoanni Grove

Leo Relsman. Oro
Georges & Jalna
Envoys of. Rhythm

Hawaiian
Paradise Club

Searles ft Lena
Bobby Ramos
Princess Luana
Kay Kalalnl
Eddie Bush 3

Andy lone Oro
It Cafe

Joe Moshay
Bob Searles
Bill Roberts Oro

La Conga
E Durando- Oro

Hal Howard Oro
Chlqulto
Rumba 'Bd

ttle Clnb
Jane Jones
Tiny Merldlth
Chas Thorpe

Omar's Dome
Dorothy Roberts
Geo Redman" Oro
Walter Wade
Elmer ' m
McDonald ft Rots

/ Palomar
Rudy ft La Tosca
Janet Evans
Hudson Metzger' Is

Glen Oray Oro
Paris Inn-

Marguerite ft M
Dominic Columbo
Thora Matthlson
Ken Henryson :

.

Worthelmer 2
Zara Lee
Prlncee Marl Ye
Henry Monet.
Frank. Sortlna Ore

P Selinlck'e Clob
Maxlhe Sullivan
Rose Murphy
Max Fldler Oro
Billy Lankln
BUI Brady

Seven Seas
.Candy .Cahdldo
Joe Frisco
Swinging Sailors.

Somerset Honse
Harry

.
Rlngland

3 HI Hats
Marjorle Dee.

Topsy'a

Lorraine Oerar
Maxine Wlngo
Jacquelln Cherry.
Margaret Walden
Gloria Randall
Leona Rice
GIL Dagenals
Pat O'Shea
Joy Williams
Lenore Thome

.

Armanda ft Llta
Barrett ft Wright
Benny Meroff Ore

Trocadero
Jose's Cuban Bd
Maressa
Bob Grant Ore
V Hugo Restaarant
Sklnnay Ennls Ore
Colleen Calhoun

CHICAGO
Bismarck Hotel

- (Walnut Room)
Jules-'Duke Ore
Arlene O'Day
Betty Grey
Sanloro ft Lorraine
Maxine MarDeld
Glace McCarthy

Blackliawk
Bob Crosby Oro
Marian Mann
Jim & J Byrnes
I.'oma Cooper
Jack Gaulke Oro
Maclovla Ilulz

blue Goose

3 Loose. Screws
Jane Irhes
Ralph Hovey
Kay Allen
Harry Singer Oro

Hon Air

Jimmy liorscy Ore
Bob Hall
Lillian Carmen
llaron & Blair
Condos PVos
Dukes & Ouchess Oi
Kobe Ballet

llrevixirt lintel

(Crystal Room)
Florence Schubert
(;harlcs Baldwin
(Iraco K.'itrol

Norma Ballard

llrondmont
\ Adi,rahlcs
J ii I"'<nK
Oay KntKht
llllllo l-'al'k'n

lr(-ne ViiTXOHA
Alii'a A IMcn
llerUle. Rudolph Or<-

Caravan
Kddle 'lorman
Riic.ke Jtnniano'
Toildv O'Orady
i)on Morgan
Dot ft Jerry

Edna Leonard
Carl Scholtz Oro

Chez Paree
Abe Lyman Oro
Ethel Shutta
-Harry Richman
3 Oxford Boys
Dolly Arden
6 Jitterbugs
Rose Diane
Don Orlando Ore
Evans Adorabl'is

club
Hal Barber
Sutnn Kessler
Estclle Ellis
Nona
Alice Logan
Rhythm Kings

Club Alabaro
Harriet Nfirrls
Kay LaSalle
Hbiiore ft tfla

Sadie . Moore
V Ambassadors
Phyllis Brooks
Marjorle King
Elllo Burton
Dernle Adler
Dave Unells Ore
Chalk Robinson On-
Eddie Roth Ore

Club Spanish
Pinky -Tra'ry
Loreita l^elioer
Kve Kvon
Nula *'oo|ier

Kay .Marshall,
ftalslfin .Ens
.foe ^al"ritlne
Joe Null Ore

Colony Club
Dwight Flske
.lo«tl Maiizanjires <ir

Hugo .dcl.'auls Ore
ColmdntnB

iVorothy Marihyn
.Li'i-kson. ISf;e\es.V*
norothy Wuhl.
S|iPCk ft Spot
DeBold 2

Grace Dryadale
Kr.anclta-
Geraldlne 'ft Joe
Bobby Danders
Bob Hyatt
Pronnph' Gls
Hollywood 6
Henri Gendron Ore

Club Dellsa
Evelyn White
Myra.Taylor
John Oscar
Itliythm Willie
Bunny
3 l,U"ky Ducks
Sam- Theard
Snm Robinson.
Charles Isom
Partello Gls
Red. Saunders Oro

Dutch's
Ralph Cook Rov
Rlttman' Dancers
Roberta .

Peggy Moore
Helen Dove
Mort Lund Oro
Edgewater neacb

Hotel
(Marine Room)

I^elghton Noble Ore
Edith Caldwell
Chick Floyd
Muriel Groy
Harriet Smith Qli
Evelyn Pelser

Kanioos boor
Ed banders Oro
Terry. O'Toole
Helon DuWayne
Bernle Plncus
Bryan Wolfe

4th. Club
Homer Roberts
Hazel Talbot
Jenne.
Isabel Gerhart
Adelaide Klrkoff.
Shorty Ball Ore. :

Franke'a Casino
Gretcheh Werner
Dave Tsnnen .

Buddy Klrby
Bobby Mathta
Billy Rogers
Betty Mae
J ft Chuckle Hess
Vlr Duvall '

Rocke Ellsworth
Bob Tinsley Ore

The Gable*
Leon Chess Oro
Alice Tannen

Gey Pare*
Wellington
Mary William*
Sam Ha'as
Patsy Linn _
Gladys Beauyllle
Bernlce Bodel
Bob Riley Oro

Grand Terrace

Catherine Perry
Sonny ft Sonny
3 Sharps, ft A Flat
Pedro ft. Dolores
Connie Harris
Mercla Marques
LeRoy Harris
Leonard Reed Gls
Earl" Hlnes Oro
flraemere Hotel
(Glass House Bra)

Don Pedro Oro
Elsa Harris
Joe Vera

Hickory lis
4 Top Hats .

The New Yorkers
HI. Hat

Joe Lewis
Terry Lawlor .

Pal-Mar Gls
Jeanne Walker
Sid Lang Oro

Hippodrome
Flo Whitman Rev
Jerry Marks Ore
Sherone
Nyra Lou
Dee Adrian
Muriel Joseph
Genevieve Val

Ivanboe
Helen Sumners
Helen Irwin
4 Hawallans
Earl Hoffman Ore

L'Alglon
Mary W Kllpatrlcb
George Bay -Bd
Enhio Bolognlril Or

Hotel .La Salle
( lue Front Room)
Richard^ Schrelber.
Blltmore Boys
Dixie Frances.

Liberty Inn
Tommy O'Neal
Dolores Green
Rags Gallagher
Mickey Dunn
Marlta Ryan
Sylvia 'Tucker
Earl Wiley Oro

McLaughlins
Enid Phillips
Deo'ne Page

.

Sammy Barry
Natasha
Stan Carter _

Jules Novlt Oro
Melody Mill

Jack Russet Oro
Miami Clab'

Deza White
Earl Rlckard
Joe Cassldy
Lynn Barclay
Dorothy Johnson

Mlllsto
niith ft B Duckl'nd
Kay lioberla
I Montefortc Sis
Charlie Patrick.
Edna Kellly -

Vlrg -M'Gkinls
Hoy Swift Oro

Minuet Club
Margo Gavin
Illlly Ftrber
Sunny Gl.lla'm
Gale 'Lawrence
Jack Morton Oro

Morrison Hotel
ktoii Oyster
House)

Manfred Gollhclf

NumeleHs Cafe
loan LaMae '

una Mao
'Kd .Lffon
A .\r-usMcicers
Lydla Harris
Frank Ita.Mondl
Mae dl Fill.

Navy pier
Bill Kelbs Ore
Florence Beaumont'

. Old Heidelberg .

Old Heidelberg Co
Ilerr Louie ft W
Herby Hrudt Ore
Geo Gunlher Ore

Puliner llo
(Empire Kihi )

Veloz Yolanda
Paiiclio Ore
LaKnincnnl
Novcllo Bros
Smith's Marlnnels
Don Hnolon
Ornce Dltlinan
Abbott Dancers
Ed Allen
Phil Dolley Oro

Parody Club
Freddie Abbott
Molllo Manor
Dollle Diilene
Sara'. Thebold
Marie. Thomas
Freddie Junls Oro
I'ow Wow Club

Gene Emerald
Mathews ft Chall
D ft G Rogers
Warren ft I'hyllls
Jerry Frost
Kenny Wrlgnt
Tod Simon
Steve Stulland Ore

Rose Howl
Paulcite Lal'lerre
Gloria Panlcu
Tom Ferris

Sherman Hotel
(College Inn)

Brandt Sis
Robin. Scott
UkBllla ft Vlda
Jenna
Bud Lewis-
Mary Jane. Too
Genevieve Trojan
Duke ft Noble
Betsy Ailing
Lynn Clara
Dorothy Erlckson

'

'Madeline Raymond
Russcl ft Genevieve
-'Snowllake .Ballet -

F Maatera .Oro

Dome
Earl Rlckard

Silver Cloud
Bert Nolan
Nlta LaTour
Miller ft -Miller'
Sue Lombard'
Hart ft Alii
Mltele Rae
Marian Boyd
Hazel. Zalus -

Nord Richardson
4 Tops
Johnny McFsll rc

Silver frolic*

lone O'D'onnell >

3 Kings of Swing
Ealalne Kabey
Fay Wallace
Art Freeman

688 .Clnb

Billy Carr
Trudy de Ring
Renee Villon
Marg Faber Gls
Jessie .Ros'ella.

White Sis
B ft L Cook
Collette
Peaches Strange
Dolly Sterling
Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli 3

Sky Rocket
Marjorle Whitney
Dictators
Mathews ft Shaw
4 Kings
B Tanks Socialites

Stevens Hotel
(Continental Room)
Don Julian ft. M
Lola Harper
Jackie Heller Ore

Stockade Inn
Charles. Chaney

Sosl-U
Irv Dornflehl
Rosalene Gls-,
Gloria Starr
Betty '.Harris
Edith Principle
Verne Wilson Orp

Swlaglaad
Joe Johnson
Mae Dlggs
Alma Smith
2 Rhythm Pals
Fata Patterson
Ted Smlln
Billy ft Charles
Jlmmle Noone Ore
Thompson's 18 Clob
Ray Reynolds
Patsy Thomas
Ho Nlles
Jlerb. Shrlner
Flo Poulls
Joan Dawn
Frlsco'B Oro

Three Deucee
Art Tatum

Tower Inn
Frankle Dbvle
Inez Oonen
Wlnnlo Hoveler Gls
Dancing Leonards

'

.Jerry Lynn
George Arnold'
Eleanor. Johnson
Frank Davis Oro

Trocadero
Gloria Romano
Adelle St Clair
Terry -circle
Roy Rankin .Oro

VIIIh Mmlerne
Carlos' Molina fid
Rosemary. Deerlng
M ft M Kan,hill

Vlllu Venl
C A C l.a'inburtln
Holly Sis
Lazzeronls
Noll ft Nolan
Felldo ft- Tama'
Ann Lewis
Linda Marsh
Michel fir Meilcsca
l.ou Hoffman
Rones Jay
Carlos ft Ca rl La
F Qua rlello' Ore

Xlg /.ill

Sunny Bouclie
Virgin lu IJare
Sakura
Larry Lux Ore

Ben Franklin Hotel
Leo -Zollo Oro

Embassy
Helen Benton
Bert Clemoux
Marjorle Druihm'qd
Barbara. Johnston
Ann Klrwln'
I'edro Ulnnco Oro
Mary Winters

Evergreen Casino
Hairy Schilling
Do Itonda ft Harry
Katlioi-ino Smith '

Kay King
Belli Chullls
Joe Mlllkoiif.

lllldrbrund's

Cosier ft Rich
Dell Sla
La Rue
Wanda U'est
Richard Uach
1'aula
Nk-kl Galluccl:
Bella Bcluiont
Bubby Lee. oro

Hotel Adelphla
(Hoof)

Joe' Frusefto Oro
Jackie Beekman
La Conga Gls
Don Angelina Oro

Herb's 1413 Club
Kay. Bangor
Dotty sjtrouser
Helen Heath'
Lucille Renee.
Peggy' Bradley
Pepper 'On rat
Lillian KUnn
'Bernlce' Burns.
Gnuclios Ore
Peggy Wagner

Little Rathskeller
Jack Orlllln Oro
Gay Dlxson-
J nek Gleason
James ft Pelts
Joan y Ickers

'

rarrlsh Cafe
Ted Miller
Anna May Fisher x

Eddie Cushenberry
Little Ann
PeeWee Glllett
Shorty Scott
Jimmy Shore Oro

Stamp's
Pat Perry
Johnny Welsh
Don Rice

'

Mattn ft Thereto
Martin ft Lee
Kay. Allen,
Jack Hutchinson
Irving Braslow Or8
Silver Lake Inn
. (Clementon)

Mickey Kamilsnt
Frank Hall
3 Kscorls
Renato A Rochelle
Sharon Harvey.
Dulkin's H'Hlliskeilet

Franchbn ft Camilla
llonla Bradley
Mario Drumniond.
Sandra I^ydell
Viola Klnlsa oro
Frank Pnnti

i:,23 UM'lItt

Linda Huy
Heloiia llnrt-
Boloros Merrill
1'oirgy Uowcu
Gladys Crane
Dnve Layion
Rubhlos Shelby
Swing King -'Oro

Walton Hoof.

Jeno Dona! h Oro
Vincent . Rlzzo Oro
Barney Zeerhan Ore
Agnes Tolle
Gloria' Grafton
Caporl'n ft Col'
Solma Marlowe
Jimmy lllake
Mildred Heed
Ross McLesn
Paul Iloslnl .

Jack Lynch Gls (6)

Webrr^s llof Bran
(Camden)

Louis. Clialkln Ore
.Nino Carmlno
.Karl ft Grctchen
International 3
Bavarians
Eldoradlnne
Use Hart
Joe Romano
Rudy Uriider
Ray Miller
Duke Art .

Patricia ft Darlo'
Bob Fink
Yorbtowne Tavern
Frank Staub Oro

PHILADELPHIA
Anchorage

Bill Honey Ore
I'aul Rich
Marguerite Jloward
.eo'nard :&' J^yons

Arcadia Int'l

r'lem Williams Ore
I'aul Rich

Mnrglicrilo Ilowaiil
Leonard ft Lyons
llellevlie :S( rat ford

Meyer Davis' .Ore

llenny the llum't

}larg» Tells
Deli,yd McKay
Johnny Graft Ore

ATLANTIC CITY
Babett

Loyce Graham
3 MarshaUs
Betty Jerome
Charles Becker-
Joey Dean
Earl Lindsay Gls
Brio Correa .Oro
Mary Louise
Babette

Bath ft Turf Club
Eddy Bratld Oro
Ann 'Pennington-'
Freddy Bernard
Horace Huatler

Frolics Club
Francis Renault
Joy King
Bernard ft Rich
Estelle Thomas /

.

Frances Robert*
Buster - Hewitt
Neal Lang
Elaine Foster
Arty Walker- Oro

Hotel Ambassador
Frank Fuhda Oro

.

SETBorr
Bopk-Cadlllae Hotel

(Rook Casino)
Bobble Grayson Oro
Bill Conway
Jl le Stevenson

(Motor: )

Callfornlans
Lawrence LaPrl

Minor ft Root
Eddie, Jack ft B

Hotel Chelsea
Joe Follman Oro'

Nomad Clab
Shirley Herman
Pole Montoya -

Led Perrlns
Sally Keith.
Ondra
Marge Kelly
Phil Knye
Frank Rltts'Oro
Sally Keith
.Grace Collins
Renee
Pat Purcell

Paradl
Charley Johnson Or

Palnmbo'*
Renault Tavern

Watson Sis
Bobble Tremalne
Lee Bartell .

Stuff ft Stuffing
Eddie Thomas
Jon Arthur Oro

Eastwood Garden*
Will Osborne Oro
Janice Todd
Graystone.Garden*.
Ray Gorrell Oro
Peggy cColl ,

Hotel Blatter
(Terrace Room)

Frank Gagen Ore
Jefferson Heaeh

Coyle MacKaye Ore
Anne Moore
Al Nalll
Oogle Clazzl

. Northwood Inn
Ray Carlln Oro
Monty VVysong
Lafayette ft I-aV
The' Guardsmen

Oasis
Jimmy Fitzgerald
Marilyn Brattaln

Hal Boom Ore.
Plantation. Clnb

Cecil Lee Ore
Dot Soltera
Llthla Hill
June Harris
Dewey Drown
Tandelayo ft Lope*

Pawatan
Paul Neighbor Oro
B ft F Gilbert
Frances McCoy
Bennett Banc'efs
Adorables s

Bake
Les Arquetts Oro
Ralph Fisher
Chet Campbell

To-Jo roil

Phil Bur'none Oro
Walled Ijike Caala*
Ray Horbeck Oro

Webster Hall
(Cocktail Grill)

Henry Thels Ore
Gene Cox
Erwln Klocka
Kaye

Wonder Bar
Dorothy Berlin
Al Vlcrra Ore

BOSTON
Club Mayfalr

Lewis Bonlck Oro'
Ed Richard
Roberta Jonay
Gls 9

Cocoanot Grove
Billy Loasez Orb
Gls s
Hylton. Sis (3)
Ted Mezn
Al Clark
Robbcrls ft White
Son'la ft Margo

Congo
Eddie Deas Oro
lloso Chapnian
Crawford House

Ray Phillips Ore
Ann 1'ennlngton
Gls-

Kenrhore Cafe-
Rob Koy Ore
Terry o;Toole

Fo'i'JiH'le

(Murhleliead)
Don Julio Oro'

Vox ft' ilounils Club
(Boston

)

Jason Tobias Oro
Fox ft Ilounils Club

Kluinry)
Sally J.uMarr

Frolics Club
(Salisbury)

Karl RoBde Oro
Hilly dcWolfo
» Fnillkcttas -

lllinillljllrg'ri

PeKKy 'VNi.lll
l.'urry K Gj'uhai
I King Sis

. llofliniu
(fiiwreni***)

I iiiiiuy - llodg'*s

.
Hon f^iy Utt

.liii.-'.Maro'l.firc

llnfel Cnptey ' i'liixa
I.M'rry-<;o-Hounil)

Jj imy. Avalvno Ore

Hotel Essex
(French Casino)

Duiine Marshall Ofo
Billy Kelly
Jack Manning.
Marie Barton
Curtis (2)
Cella Stanton.

Hotel Imperial

Cliff Jarvls Oro
Hotel Itx-Carlion
Vincent Lopez Ore

. Hotel Statler
.. (Terruce Room)
Dick Abbott Oro
Hotel Westminster

(Hoof (iurden)

Jackqiies. Renard Or
Ethel Sidney '

New Amerir'n Hot
(litwell)

Lou ' Clarke Oro
Bob ft K Wuyne
jlay English
Edith Belln

Old Fiisliloned Cafe
Chlikola
Slgna Sliarnt
Jack Cameron

Ort's Grill

Don Humbert Ore
Pehiberton Inn

Art nilbln Ore
Seville

Don lllco Ore
Hliernton Itonf

(Slierulon lli'ilel)

Bob .Hardy Oro
I'oggy Wood
Soutli Sll'iire ' Farm
'roiniitv i'HlT tjto..

Tr'rinont I'lii/ii

'lone. NickerHoii. Or
Wlgwiuil Itullro'on)

Count 'l-'raililliiii i>'



MUSIC HALL, N. Y.

Viola Philo; Jan Peerce, Eunice
Healey, Paul Haakon, Glee Club,

Rockettes, Ballet, M. H; Symphony
with Errio Rapee .conducting; 'You
Can't Take It With You' (Col), re-

viewed in Variety, this issue.

A tight, thoroughly entertaining
and smartly produced stage show,
held down as to running time, goes

with the overlong feature, 'You Can't

Take It With You' (Col). The pic-

ture runs 126 minutes, making, turn-

over difficult in spite of the fact the

presentation is kept down to 27 mins.,

including a brief orchestral opening.

Additionally there is the newsreel
and organ interlude.

One of the beauties of this week s

stage portion, produced by Leon
Leonidoff, is that it's short and, ,

in

addition to being colorful, is fast all

the way. - .

.

Show is labeled erry Widow
Melodies.' No effort is made to re-

produce actual scenes from the

Franz Lehar operetta, with Leonidoff

providing backgrounds of his own,
which, however, are satisfactory.'

Strung across the stage in a
straight line, the Music Hall Glee

Club, featuring one of its members,
as an old man, whose performance
suffers from poor diction, opens in

front of an attractive drop. Another
drop takes its place to background
the tap waltz specialty by Eunice
Healey. the Glee Club also remai -

ing for this. The Rockettes have an
excellent routine, being costumed
smartly In vivid red and black lace

outfits. Costuming throughout, de-

signed by Willa Van and Marco
Montedoro, with execution by H.

Rogge, is highly effective and cred-

itable.
Love 'song, done well by the Hall

regulars, Viola Philo and Jan Peercej

sandwiches the opening and the

finale, 'In Marsovia.' Closing set is

brilliantly gaudy and serves as the

locale for Paul Haakon's flashy dance
of Russian flavor with four ballet

girls as well as for additional singing

and the big dance number by the'

Rfickettes-ballet corps combination.
Seventy, girls do. the ' erry Widow
Waltz.' obtaining pretty effects with
ostrich fans and lending pretentious-

ness plus glamour. In the finale, Miss

Philo leads the choral ensemble in

•Vilia.'
,

Business opening night at the peak
hour of 9 capacity. Char.

EARLE, WASH.

Washington, Sept. 4.

Poppino & Camille, Ruth Robin,
Wences, Phil Harris Orch; 'Four's a
Crowd' fWB). '_

House is presenting one of the
smartest, streamlined little revues to

play local boards in months, Phil
Harris band, across full backstage,

opens with . 'You Do Something to

Me' and 'Hindustan,) Harris m.c.'jrig:

dominating show at start with
smooth patter, which is never forced.

Peppino and Camille on for waltz,

rhumba and swing ballroom to bring
down house without apparently
working too. hard. Ruth Robin fol-

lows to keep, 'em on the edges of
their chairs with 'Music, .Maestro,'
'Sweet Leilani' and a sock duet ar-
rangement of 'How's About It?' ith

Harris.
Band takes it back for smash spe-

cialty, The Two Old Vets,' drama
tizing 'Dixie' and 'Yankee Doodle.'
Wences on for smooth ventriloquism,
using small dummy and his fist for
its head, and closes strong with com-
bo juggling and ventriloquist bit.

Harris takes over again . to' warble
'Devil and Deep Blue Sea' and gets
over big with 'Nobody.' Harris band

better with Charlie McCarthy Ber-

gen and Lionel Stander. Others

helnine to fill out the 55 minutes are

the Van Zant Sisters, opening with

two accordions; Byram Bros., tap

dancers; Vivian La ,
Mance, aero

dsncer; Neva Ames, xylophone; Her-

man Silverman, youthful tapper, and

Mack, who' fills a spot, of his own
nrjr the middle of the bill with

some clowning, then takes ofTwith

good clariheting of 'St. Louis Blues

with house orchestra. -No .
amateur

is tied in with the particular radio

program, nor is any given a buildup.

Bowes is mentioned only once as on-

stage label is applied tounit
Biz fair at last show Friday (2).
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TOWER, K. C.

Kansas City, Sept. 4.

Jan Garber Orch with Lee Ben-

nett, Fritz Neilbron & Patricia Nor-

man; Serge Flash; Jeanne Lorraine

& Rdgnan; 'Speed to Burn' (20th).

Vaude at- the Tower, this week
goes musically-wacky, but it's all. ex-

plained by the appearance of Jan

Garber. ^he radio maestro is mak-

ing his umpteeth.appearance in town,

this one six months after his last

dance engagement at the Pla-Moor.

His show is basis for his popular

reception here.

Show is left almost solely to. Gar-
ber as the house line, the Adorables,

takes a week's vacation. Bill , in-,

eludes only two outside acts with
running time, let out to 60 minutes.

There's sufficient variety supplied by
members of the band, plus the addi-

tional acts, to prevent dragging,

though. Gartner's m. c.'s and gives all

his boys a chance, does his own spe-

cialty and gives the supporting acts

plenty of plugging. Leader shows
showmanship and strikes at infor-

mality with novelty band numbers,-

hear slapstick comedy from, pianist

and general kidding throughout.

Patricia Norman, featured, disports

herself before the mike with swing
songs, mountain music, torching,

novelty tunes and sweet .stuff. Has
the looks and shows herself in a very
becoming gown. Her two scheduled
songs became four before the' cus-
tomers, would let her off when
caught.

Male vocaling is handled by Lee
Bennett and Fri,tz Neilbron. Bennett
is back with the outfit after a long
illness, and. absence; he's familiar to

Garber. followers, from way. back,
even though he was out with his
own band for a spell. Neilbron takes
the novelty tunes, Bennett the croon-,
ing.

Serge Flash has worked out an in-

tricate, intriguing, routine with a
couple of rubber balls and flock of
juggling sticks. He's above par in

his bouncing' antics and works his
routine to -the proper climax, also
ringing in the audience to toss a few
with him. Lorraine and Rognan
burlesque a ballroom routine, some-
thing which has been done . a great
deal here lately, but mix in enough
comedy to stand out over the gen-
eral run of this type of acts.

Biz good. Bill opened Thursday
(1) in place of usual Friday starter.

Quin.

STATE, HARTFORD

Hartford, Sept. '4,

Ozzie, Nelson Orch with Harriet
Hilliard, Evelyn .Poe, Edna Janis,
Marc Ballero, Gil Lamb & Tommy
Sanford, Raleigh at Verna Pickert,
Sam .Kaplan 'house orch; 'Romance
o/ the Liiiiberlost' (Mono).

Philadelphia, Sept. 4.;

Ethel Merman, Chester Morr\s,

Rnfe Davis, Three Samuels and Har-

riet Hayes, Pansy the Horse, Lou
Schrdder house band; 'Give Me a

Sailor' (Par).

Combo of two film names is pro-,

viding plenty of b.o. hy po, plus con-

siderable entertainment: Topping is

Ethel Merman, whose, 'Alexanders

Ragtime Band' (20lh ) is at the Stan-

ley, while, in next-to-closing, is.

Chester Morris, whose "Smashing the

Rackets' is at the Stanton. Pan- are

spinning the wickets' merrily.. Rute
Davis m.c.'s and in his own turn also

clicks.

In absence of the usual name band
Lou Schrader's capable house crew

is switched, ffo,n pit to boards.

Greater care has been given also^ to

drops and decorations behind the

tooters to provide neat,, colorful set-

ting.

Davis, corralled out of his regular

spot to mic, is highly refreshing in

such a spot. Distinctly a get-away
from the usual smoothie act-introer,

he's as good as the best at bringing

'em on and gets in a load of his own
type humor as well. , Also does a
full turn In his usual hillbilly style,

twanging his guitar and hasaling

dizzy lyrics.

Opening the bill are the Three
Samuels and Harriet Hayes, two men
and two gals, in a tero routine. Make
a second appearance later in fourth

spot. Both hoof - sessions sfereoed,

particularly the late- one: in military

dress, and tod long. There's also a
mediocre attempt at humor by one
male getting mixed up in military
commands. ,

'

.

Patsy the Horse, two fellows In the

skin, who work '.iard, get. good re-

sults, although the act and its imi-
tations are starting io wear by now.
Davis next comes along in. his turn-,

clicking solidly all the way. He fin-

ishes off by- introing Morris.
Morris has pleasing personality;

not quite so good in the flesh as in

films, but at show caught he had. a
pleiily big following. Turn is a disr

tinctly Unusual p.a., and its merits lie

in that more than in actual enters
tainment value of his' performance
itself, which .is sometimes slightly

dubios.
He . gets under way by espousing

hi* 'new idea'—that stars visit the
homes oi fans, instead of fans com-
ing to' theatres. Then he goes into

his idea of Chester Mcrris visiting

the Jones family some night. Good
monologue: Follows with a story of

a mysterious box. sent him by a Chi-
nese as a gift. Uses this as the take-,

off . for about five minutes of magic,
consisting mainly of . yanking silk

scarfs from the empty box. Encores
by producing a bouquet out of the
air for the band leader. Very strong
applause.

Miss Merman, in long white dress,

white cape and white flowers in her
hair, looks swell, a surprising • im-
provement over her phiz in 'Alex.'

Chirping, however, suffers from
tendency to stand too far from the
mike.' Tones .veer slightly to the
nasal, side arid as the

.
p.a. 'system

gives them depth, Miss Merman
would be wise to take all' possible
advantage of this. Also errs in run-
ning off instead of walking with dig-
nity into the wings. Her running is

so hobbly-leggged it's almost: funny.
Nevertheless the turn is socko. Does
'Pocket Full of Grief,* ' ith You on
My Mind' and medley of tunes she is

paid to have Introed. Herb.

APOLLO, N. Y.

Unable to draw with straight va
- -,v «nu - ,.,u t -. t -,

i

riety biHs
-
the state this year is con^

encores with Thats What I Like tinuing its policy of last year, pre-
A Ua»( *Ka- Cn.tfK* f%nA TJ^prie „*s/4 1

' I i . .About the South' and. Harris and
Miss Robin team again to ring down
curtain to thunderous applause with
trick lyrics to ^Thahk You for a
Lovely Evening.' Biz passable. Craig

LYRIC, INDPLS.

Indianapolis, Sept. 4.

Major Bowes' Revue, with . Ted
Mack, Van Zant Sisters, Byram
Bros., Concert Serenaders (4), Viv
ian La Mance, Larry Eisler, Straw^
berry Russell, Neva Ames,. Hyde
Parkers. Stosh, Herman Silverman
'Boy Meets Girl' (WB).

House orchestra Is moved on
stage for week; with Ted Mack wav-
ing the stick and introducing the
tyros, doing -a smooth job, Only one
act has a pro touch. Strawberry
Russell, Negro, being standout with
slow delivery of gags, and playing
of 'Roses of Picardy' on his One-
string, home-made fiddle. He fin-

ishes with a shuffle dance.
Stosh, given feature billing among

the amateurs.' has a false tenor and
baritone, which he strains to squeeze
out *0,< Ma-ma,' 'Gold Mine and
number with quartet. The Concert.
Serenaders (4) don't measure up
while the Hyde Parkers, four boys,

playing bass fiddle, guitar, trumpet
and clarinet please, with their Im-
pressions of well-known dance or-

chestras.
,

Not go good with Imitations Is

Larry Eisler, . who . muffs on Ronald
Colman. Ben Beraie. Edward G.
Robinson and Ned Sparks. Does

senting name bands and radio and
screen stars. Also continuing its
policy of 90-minute shows. All for
a 40c top,

Featuring Ozzie Nelson's orchestra
with Harriet Hilliard, house has a
strong show, with both splitting the
hand patter With the balance of the
acts. . Miss Hilliard, despite a bad
cold, warbles effectively.

Nelson's band opens strong with
'Alexander's Ragtime Band,' then
jumps into, a swing version of 'Old
Gray Bonnet.' Evelyn Poe, a looker,
has lots of what it takes, singing
'Rhythm Man,' 'A-Tiskct, A-Taskct'
and 'Love Bug.'
Edna Janis, interpretative, tap

dancer, follows and is brought back
for an encore. Several members of
the band indulge in some goofy
comedy while Nelson vocalizes an
original number on the trials and
tribulations, of a band leader.
Marc. Ballero, impersonator, fol-

lows next Clicks with his imper
sonations, all excellently done. Gil
Lamb, dour-faced comedian arid

dance flash, and Tommy Sanford,
harmonica player, are winners, too,

as are Raleigh and Verna Pickert,
who do a novelty big apple on stilts.

. Miss Hilliard duos with her hubby
' (Nelson) i 'Don't You Remember?'
arid then goes into 'Kid in the Three
Cornered Pants,' which was written
for their 22-month-old son. She. bows
off after 'Music, Maestro, Please' and
'I Can't Give You Anything But
Love/ ' which she encores,
Band finales with swing version

of 'Martha.' Biz fair at show caught
Friday (2). Eck.

House line (14), Jimmie Baskette
Baby Hines, Stump and Stumpie,
Pigmeat, Four La Vemes, Annabelle
Wilson, Erskihe Hawkins Orch. with
Merle Turner, Jimmy Mitchell, Avery
Parish; 'Dark Sands' (Pic).

This week it's Erskine Hawkins;
next it'll be Jimmie Liinceford's or
chestra jivin' away at Harlem's
Apollo. For Hawkins, who's a name
around the dancehall spots as a fave
of. the jitterbugs, the Apollo is some-
what of a step-up, inasmuch as he's
leading off the fall season for colored
name bands at the Harlem theatre,
The Apollo is presenting Haw-

kins rather conservatively; nothing
much in the way of production to
help. However, tha dapper band-
leader .manages to offset' that with
an innate color all his own, his blar-
ing trumpet peckin' away for an exp-

edient climax to the band's end of
the show.
Hawkins, however, gives several

of his boys a chance to disport
themselves without attempting- to
hog ' the spotlight. There's Jimmy
Mitchell, who quits the bandstand
for a smart vocal, and pianis* Avery
Parish really gets hot and' clicks
with 'Three Little Words' and 'I Got
Rhythm." Merle Turner gets by with
a. 'Cheri' vocal.
There are 14 in the band, includ-

ing Hawkins, four saxes, three trom-
bones, three trumpets, guitar, drum,
piano, arid bass violin, Band's' good
enough , for this spot,, but will have
to temper its brass! for the ofays,

Opens with 'Swinging In Harlem,'
'What Goes on Here' and the swmgs
Rachmaninoff's 'Prelude In C Sharp
Minor,' the latter being all to the
good. Another stumbling block is

the band's, mode of dress, their civies

being far. too somber and. out of

keepi
ities,

In the rest of the show there's con-

siderable variety, paced by the

ubiquitous Stump and Stumpie, mad-

cap tapping youngsters formerly with

Cab Calloway at the Cotton Club.

Pair disport themselves gleefully

and with aplomb, particularly in

their solo taps, but they even give

out with vocals that, while not show-

ing particularly good voices, indi-

cate they know how to reach an
audience with them. '

-. ,

,Then. too, there s Baby Hines,

who's built along generous propor-

tions, and who vocal's 'Drifting Tide,

and then returns later to parody

'The Laziest Gal in Town,' good.

Jimmie Baskette is in a sketch with.

Annabelie Wilson, from the line;.

Stumpie and Pigmeat old faves here

and from burlesque. Latter type

acts still get over here.
.. .

Opening nutnber, in .
which the

house line figures, is on the
:
show-

boat angle and serves to intrb all

the principals, including the Four La
Vernes, white knockabout acros,

three men and a femme, with the

latter taking some brutal punish-

ment Act, while fair enough, is not

for here,

PARAMOUNT, L. A.
Los Angeles, Sept. 2,

Emily Hardy, Keene Twins' with
Vic & LaMar, Kenny Gardner, Rube
Wolf's House Orch, House Line;
Spawn oj the North' (Par),

Paramount is staging finals ' in j it-,

terbug swing contest that has been
going ori at the house for past sev-
eral weeks, and opening day's near-
capacity turnout sat through a rip-

snorting exhibition; Four white
couples ftom Hollywood are vieing
with four Negro pairs from the Har-
lem of Los Angeles in the finals,

with the . audience judging the . win-
ners, aided by an applauseograph.
Contest gives the stage unit plenty of
punch and has the customers going
for it in a big way.

Emily Hardy, concert soprano,
registers well with a couple of
Italian arias, and then introduces a
'prodigy,' seven or eight-year-old-
»irl. who warbles one"number in
Italian and another in English to tre-
mendous returns. Youngster, who
shows a decided resemblance to Miss
Hardy, has great promise.

Keene Twins .with Vic and LaMar
offer fast, acrobatic hoofing, while
Kenny Gardner, singer, now in his
ninth, consecutive week at the Para-
mount, is a winner' with a new rep-
ertoire.

Fanchohettes. are on for two rou-
tines, first, at opening, being a pre-
cision number in which the femmes
manipulate batons and then toy
drums. For finale they do a: roller-
skating routine that -shows expert
training, and careful direction. Rube
Wolf m.c.'s and conducts the house
orchestra. Edwa.

LOEW'S STATE, N; Y.

Roxy, Salt Lake City

Salt Lake City, Sept. 6.

Jan Riibini, Large & Morgner, The
Four Steppers, Barbara's Pome-
ranians, Frances & Wally, Orch
(9) ; 'Anything for a Thrill' (Conn.)
and . 'This Marriage Business'
(RKO),

Pot pourri of acts, well-paced and
effectively staged, headed by Jan
Rubint, violinist, Riibini, not new
to vaude patrons locally, is at ease
while batoning nine-piece band of
local cleffers, introing several . acts,
and displays " acute showmanship
during his solo fingering.

Increasing the personnel of the
house stand-by band from six to
nine enables Rubini to present sev-
eral well-received musical stints.
Show opens with band playing ex-
cerpts from 'Faust,' alternating from
serious style to swing arrange-
ments.
Fred Wally. of the mixed team,

Frances and Wally, m.c.'s in a wacky
style, relying on gag falls and hoke
instrumentations to mete out laughs.
Four pomeianians strut their well-
rehearsed lessons at the command
of their singing-dancing .mistress,
Barbara. Gets by for No; I spot.
Surprise, is tapolbgy of four mop-
pets, whose efforts rate plenty of
palm-patting. Act built around two>
boys and two girls, dressed effec-
tively, and hard workers. The Four
Steppers will bear watching as each
is talented enough

,
to sew up dates

on any Class B and in some top
houses.
Wally and Frances, comedians, on

next. FemiTie's forte borders on
screwball handling of operatic
themes. As a foil for her partner,
handles her cues o.k. Her costume
is a hindrance when dancing and
taking tumbles. Rubini pitches
extraordinary, devoting more than
five minutes to a spirited rendition
of a medley of old Irish songs.
Stage lighted artistically in a me-
lange of greens, lending Erin at-
mosphere. Rating several calls, his
encore is 'I Hear You Calling.' ac-
companied by the stage, band.
Dramatic ending provided by

Large and. Morgner.' monopedic
gymnasts. Act receives tremendous
applause for Its uniqueness and the
one-legged' strongmen overshadow
their physical deformities by per-
forming seemingly impossible', body
lifts and hand balancing. Guu.

Ed Sullivan, Robbins .Family (3)
Marjorie Gainsworth, Stan Kava-
nagh, Harvest Moon Ball Winners
Ruby Zwerling house orch.; 'Love*
Finds Andy Hardy' (M-G).

Loew's State's annual b.o. mopper-
uppers (by virtue of a tie-in with the
N. Y. News), the Harvest Moon Ball

winners are current this week, Ed
Sullivan, who shifted from the
Broadway to Hollywood beat for the
News a year ago, came east espe-

cially to m.c. the ball at Madison
Square ' Garden Wednesday night

(31), and opened with .the winners
the following day (1) at the State.

Show is tentatively set to. stick here
two weeks, with the screen fair
switching to "The Crowd Roars"
(M-G) for the second canto. On the
way back west, Sullivan will stop
off for a p.a. in Chicago.

. In sharp contrast with recent
weeks, the State's gross for these
seven days will go well above
$30,000. Last week; the house didn't
hit- $15,000 and ' went into the ' red.
Numerous friends and relatives of
the. five winning combos, plus, natu-
rally, the horde of swing and shag
fans, are a tremendous help in boost-
ing the take. State is grinding six
shows daily to accommodate the
mob.
As sharp a contrast as the State's

grosses is the comparison of ' this
year's winners with those of "37.

Current, crop is quite ordinary, not
one of the teams showing anything
really, unusual in the tango, rhumba,
shag, waltz and lindy hop routines.
The Harvest. Moon Ball contestants
must have been an especially poor
lot for these to have copped the first

prizes. Oh the hoof and in appear-
ance, none of the winners rates a
professional break, All - around
champ team, Sylvia Teitelman and
Walter Bourie, are getting $750 for
their waltzing at the State. Other
teams are getting $250 each. They
are:

Lillian Warga and Luciano De Lu-
cia, tango;' Mildred Pollard and Al-
bert Minns, lindy hop; Grace Mur-
ray and Nick Haas,, collegiate shag;
Anthony Yacovino and Rose Kuhn,

"

rhumba, In addition, there are the
second and third-prize winning lindy
hoppers, colored. They're each get-

ting $100 for this date and evidently
spotted in as an audience enthusi-
asm-hypo for the particularly medi-
ocre crop of winners.

Entire layout is running only 50
minutes to allow for the six-show
grind, with the result that the out-
side-booked acts are held down, to

three, besides' Sullivan. On top of

the introes, Sullivan is also doing his

now familiar' newsreel of fllmites,

bid and young. His present reel if

a hew assortment,' and all right, as
is his spieling. Also, he's going in

for guest stars; Bill obinsbn showed
up at this catching (1) and, after do-
ing a brief routine, found it plenty
tough to get off.

Opener is the Robbins Family, two
boys and a girl, in hboflrig-acrobatics.

Smooth, punchy stunters, their hoof-
ing is - good- enough to make ,

their

actual forte a surprise when it comes.
They start the audiehce applauding
and the response hits successive
crescendos with Marjorie Gains-
worth, sock soprano, and Stan Kava-
nagh, ' juggler. M'iss Gainsworth
rims the gamut of vocals, nursery
rhymes, pops arid operatics and the
customers demanded a couple of en-

cores. She could enhance her ap-
pearance, however, with: a gown,
that's rnore trim than the organdy
affair she wears. Another handicap
and also easily fixed is the blasting

effect she's getting from the p.a. sys-

tem in a couple of her songs.

Kavanagh has added several

tricks to his ball and Indian club

juggling. He's one of the tops in

his line, with plenty of panto com-
edy to the tricks.

As usual with all columnists-pre-
sided shows here, the layout is in a
nitery setting. With Ruby Zwerling s

pit orchestra encamped ori the stage.

The musicians' pans are becoming
so well known because of the parade
of columnists, the kids will soon be
asking for their autographs as they
lounge around the 46th street stage-

door.

The State was forced to ante up
an extra $250 currently by the New
York News . for ' the Harvest Moon
winners. Ex tra coin- went '.to the allr

around champ team, which got $500
last year. Individual dance winners,
fox-trot, rhumba, shag, lindy-hop
arid tango oach got same as they did
in '37. Sullivan is drawing down
$2,500 weekly for the probable two-
week m.c. stint.

The. personal, at the State is actu-
ally the major prize offered by the
News every year for the Harvest
Moon winners, with the State paying
off. This year, the tab wanted to

make it more lucrative for the con-

testants, hence the salary boost, for

the champs.
As a means of upping the gross,

the State boosted its early-bird mati-

nee scale (25c) one hour earlier the

first three days of this week, Thurs-
day, Friday arid Saturday. Admish
of 25c prevails only till noon, when
the scale goes to 35c till evening,
when the 55c-75c tap is in effect. -

Seho
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STANLEY, PITT

Pittsburgh, Sept, 4. .

Tony Martin Orch (10) with Lola

Jensen, Beau Lee, Sylvia & Clem-

Jrtce Britt Wood; 'Four's o Crowd'

(WB). '

crow's all Tony Martin .and stands

or falls with • him. Currently it

stands because Hollywood lad de-

livers While no bona fide socko in

the flesh, palpitating lemmes virtual-

ly make him that here. Put a name-
less batoneer in front of the medi-

ocre 10-piece band Martin, batons,

keep the supporting bill intact, arid

the ushers would need alarm clocks

to get thercustomers out.

Martin has a nice, easy manner
that cornea across the footlights,

much better than it does in cellu-

loid; he lofts his ballads but at 'era.

with loads of the old s.a. and the

"dames cry for It. J
-.

Martin's stick is only for looks; he

has another fellow in the crew di-

recting when the acts are strutting.

Gives the impression .'anyway .that

he knows something about batoning

even though his vocalizing and rri.c.-

ing would be sufficient. Handles him'

self expertly in both departments.
Martin's carrying a femme vocal

1st, cute-looking Lola Jensen, Par
stock actress, who makes up in de-

livery what she lacks in pipes. Make
up and garb bad at opening appear
ance- but when she returns for the

'

finale in long skirt for bit of hulaing,

she's really a looker, hidden earlier

behind shadowy facial applications

and a short dress. Sings three num-
bers, clicking best with the inevitable

•A-Tisket A-Tasket.* A few mo-
ments also allotted to the .drummer,
Beau Lee; for some comedy song im-
pressions. . Not too good, however;

'

his I itations being in need of plenty
of polish.
• Only two outside turns on .the bill.

First is femme knockabout dance
team Of Sylvia and Clemehce, fairly

cute, who will have a pretty com-
pact routine. once it's scissored. They
wear out the welcome they earn with
their early stuff.' Some of their ma-
terial is in

,
slightly bad taste, but

never too emphatic, although con-
stant repetition grows more tiresome
thati unsavory; Next-to-closing, is

vet harmonica player, Britt Wood,
interspersing the mouth-organ trick-
ery with his usual supply of corny
cracker-barrel stories. ' Wood's still

a satisfactory filler but he's being
passed by in the growing parade . of
younger harmonica whizzes.

. For. his finale Martin goes into a
South Seas semi-production, precede
ing this with a nicely-developed
medley, tracing' his film career via
snatches of songs he's done on the
air. and the: screen,
. Dave Broudy's orchestra in the pit

..for an abbreviated overture on ac-
count of length of bill. Biz terrific.

Cohen.

Embassy Newsreel,. N. Y.
NeWsreel's are offering aid to other

forms of advertising, which are be-
ing employed 'in . the present better-
business drive- of the fllni industry.
Inaugurating this newsreel activity,

Pathe offers RKO's Ned Depinet in

a precise, dignified closeup of the
purposes of the campaign. 'Motion
Pictures Are Your Best Entertain-
ment.'

Fred Astaire, Norma Shearer, for-
mer New York Mayor James J.

Walker, and Ed Sullivan, Hollywood
columnist, are. a few of those ;

glimpsed in Movietone's entertaining
clip on the Harvest Moon Ball, staged
by. the New York Daily News.
Juvenile boxers provide some

laughs. Lew Lehr talks back at a

leopard cub for a hearty midriff
tickle; and up-to-date domestic and
foreign flashes cover a wide and in-

teresting range.
Paramount gives you some of the

Srincipals in the James Hines trial,

ut not Hines himself. .' Stark horr
rors of the Jap air bombing of Han-
kow are by Pathe and Par.,. Movie-
tone has the inside on German stuff,

providing clear-cut shots of Hitler's
tete-a-tete with Admiral Horthy, at

Kiel, while the German navy steams
past. Also, King Leopold, of Bel-
gium, reviewing his troops. All of
Which are intended to bring home
the proximity of another war.
From San Pedro. Metrotone re-

calls the Panay bombing as Lt. An-
ders, hero of that incident, is shown
being decorated in front of his U. S.

Navy comrades, in full dress. This
jibes with the Hankow stuff. Movie-
tone leads with sports material, giv-
ing you. Patty Berg on golf, Ford-
ham football practice, and a woman
crack shot.
A race by husbands to 'put out the

cat' by Metrotone is" funny, and lat-

ter also has an advance-season plug
on Miami. Universal, is' exceedingly
brash in advertising a model's agency:
California-

item, by Movietone, has
the girls in California now wearing
toe .jewelry.
Among the outdoor stuff that's in-

teresting is some salmon catching
matetial by Universal. Paramount
gives you ;a closeup of the Lind-
berghs in Poland and offers. the info
that maybe Col. Lindbersh' is work
ing secretly on a hew Washington

pursuit plane, which Jacqueline
Coohran (Mrs. Floyd Odium ) will
pilot In the Bendix race for women.
Miss Cochrane makes a pretty, pic-
ture.: Reels of the hew French flying
boat, which recently arrived here
from the Azores, are interesting, too.

Shan.

HIPP, BALTO
: Baltimore, Sept. 4,

Tomviy Tucker Orch;, Eddie White,
The Voices Three, Amy Arnell,
Jack Lenny & Statler Twins, Evelyn
Wilson,' Don Cumrhinos; 'Carefree'
(RKQ).

' "

Tommy Tucker's orchestra, with
Eddie White as m.c„ and several
standard

. acts combine to knock' out
a. pleasing 45. • minutes '• of variety.
Tucker, with something of a radio
name, has. assembled a workmanlike
crew. ;

Opens nicely with Well-arranged
medley, followed by 'Butcher Boy,'
with the Voices. Three' stepping down
for a vocal,- assisted by Amy Arnell,
band's femme- chirper, , and. okay'.

. White, back here for steenth time!
is welt received, taking hold -with
some new gags. Brings on Jack
Lenny and Statler Twins for legiti-

mate 'hoofing, pleasingly sold.

'ArTisket' by band -next, not very
startling * in -'; arrangement '• but an
audience pleaser, and a good spot
setter tor Evelyn Wilson, whose im-
pression of a femme barfly gets a
bundle of laughs and a begoff. White
follows with good talk and a brace
of comic parodies, sold to the hilt.

Two more numbers by band, 'I've

Got : a Guy' and 'Jitterbug,' nicely"

contrasted; with clever handling of.

vocals' by Voices .Three and Miss
Arnell in the first, and musicianly
treatment, by the entire orchestra in

the second, send Tucker's outfit over
strongly and precede Don Cummings
in the closing slot. ...

In tails and using some effective
chatter while skillfully manipulating
his ropes, Cummings is solid spot
and audience likes him. Finale by
band, Tiger Rag,' off the cob and a
bit of a letdown;- Biz okay; Burm.

Blake, who extracts comedy from' his
trombone;- Ease With which he hits
high Cs win him a well-justified
hand. Next came the corpulent':
Buddy Welcome,, whose comedy
chatter is drawn Out, but who scores
emphatically, With- the support of
the orchestra, in . his 'Posin'' war-
bling.- /
Show's first major'hit, however, Is

provided by Bud Bromley with his
unusual puppet act. Ease and non-
chalance with which he -manip-
ulates his. three-string characters,
and his veritriloquistic skill make
Bromley stand out in any show. Al-
though his act rah rather long at.

the opener, the crowd- out front was
still asking for more when he fin-

ished.
Jerry . Perkins, recent acquisition

of the Hallett outfit, displays a pleas-
ant personality and a nice tenor, in

'A Little Dutch Kindergarten' and
'I Married an Angel.* Joe Cabanero,
bass fiddler., has the audience with
him from . the start as he renders
'Nola' and 'O Sole
Band's climactic numbor is de-

scribed by Hallett as 'Xmas Night in

Harlem,' In which the' lighting efr
fects are particularly noteworthy.
Miss Bard' solos 'Underneath a Har-
lem Moon' as the finale of the num.
ber. Dario and Diane, .'given second
billing to Hallett i the ads, didn't
apnear at the afternoon show caught.
Fox orchestra registers strongly

with Its overture, of George Ge'rsh
win numbers.- Waters.

STATE-LAKE, CHI

Chicago, Sept.. 4.

Banfields, Soul Grauman & Co.,
Roscoe Ates, Cerrillo Bros., Nick
Lucas, house line; 'Fast Company'
(M-G).

Show, tries hard enough currently,
but the audience doesn't care. Open-
ing and closing turns on the bill are
the

.
only items which save the bill's

face, while the other acts need
apologies.

'

Banflelds, formerly known as
Alexander Bros, and Evelyn, are now
a two-act, doing ball-bouncing jugr
gling. It's an. old-fashioned type of
turn but: gets by anyway. Couple
make a fine appearance and deliver
earnestly. A. novelty that can play
almost anywhere.
Closing is Nick Lucas, who - has

added a couple' of new songs, but
who, basically, continues with his

standard warbling, including the
comedy plant who keeps requesting
'Side by Side.' Old stuff but still

solid.

If Saul rauman keeps .adding to

his act he's going to find himself
with a unit on his hands. Starting
from scratch with his musical stairs

prop, he has embellished it with tap
dancers, ;a duelling dance routine,

a femme. canary, who doubles on the

hoofing, and himself as. an' over-enr
thusiastie m.c. It shapes up as plenty
of running around and winds up
pretty much of a jumble.
Roscoe Ates hasn't any act but is

getting by oh his comedy and stut-

tering. He has a tough time con-
vincing 'em that, he's doing comedy.
Girl he has with him is fine, having,

excellent diction and good showman-
ship; However, her costumes are

disappointing.
There used to be three Cerrillo

Bros., but now there are two and
they are in need of material. They
work hard but fail to make grade.

Comedy attempts are pretty sad< too.

Business lair last show Friday (2).

Gold.

FOX, PHILLY

New Acts

CHANEY AND FOX
With Camille DeMontes
Dance Team
12 Mlns.; Full
Palace, Chicago
Always an outstanding dance team

in vaudeville, the act is again show-
ing its ability to keep abreast of the
times by coming through with a
fresh and bright set of r6utines~that
will fully satisfy.

The acme of grace and taste

Chaney and: Fox open with a waltz
number that is an eye-filler, being
extremely well-planned both in

musical accompaniment and in exe
cution. Finish with a series of whirl
wind ins that is surefire. Follow-
ing this standard stuff* the

:
team re

turns with a melange of modern
steps, that fits in with the tempo of

present-day likes. Under the. label

of 'a dance lesson,' it's a neat medley
of tru'ekin,' the scrbnotch, Susi-Q,

tango, rhumba; shag and wind up
with the .newest, the Lambeth Walk.
Just enough of each step to get the

meat out of if, and then go on into

the next bit. of 'instruction.': It's a

nifty variety trick and Will score

with audiences anywhere.
In between the two dance sessions

there Camille DeMontes plays the
piano and warbles; She comes
through with a:.Mexican flower song
that has plenty of novelty, and mel-
ody, and then winds up the number
by tossing flowers among, this audi-

ence. She does well.

In all, -a smart, up-to-the-minute
act that will make good solidly With
any audience. - Gold.

MAURICE and BETTY WHALEN
Dancing, Acrobatics
8 Mins.
Astor Roof, N. Y.
Maurice and Betty Whalen, youth

ful brother-ahd-sister combination
are from Minneapolis; They ,were at

Leon & Eddie's for a couple of weeks,

but -were, unbilled there and are
given more of a major opportunity
on the Astor Roof as a spot act. Team
has a crack act. routine of which in-

cludes a ballroom waltz and. ari ada-
gio. It will do well in the east or
elsewhere, and fits for floors as well

as theatres:
It is the adagio principally which

makes the Whalcns a smart little act,

More acrobatic basically than most,

it is distinguished by unusually fine

form as well as by grace, plus the

roied with "which, it is executed.
While Maurice Whalen, a rather
smallish lad, handles his partner in

a very competent manner, it is the

sister whose acrobatic noses ;and po-
sitions stand out sharply.

The waltz, up ahead, is prettily

done and serves as a nice curtain-

raiser for the adagio. No; doubt the

Whalcns were originally schooled in

acrobatics. Char.

Nitery Reviews

RIVIERA
(FORT LEE, .

Eddie Garr, Gr-acie Barrie,. Mary
Raye and' Natdi, Enric Madriguer.a
Orch, Vincent Pirro Orch.

Ben Marden's cliff-top rendezvous
on the Hudson,, -changing shows
every two weeks until closing, plans
to/ end' its

:

season' Oct 19.. It got an
unfortunate start this summer with
a rainy July and, toward the end of

August, ran into cool Weather. -

Current show is a bit less preten-
tious 'and less costly thati others in
front of it. Eddie Garr, mimic, who
isn't performing, as effectively here
as he has on other occasions, and
Gracie Barrie, singer, are heading
the - small lineups It -may be that

Garr appears to better advantage in

theatre?; being at - closer ' range to
many, of his customers here. Most
of his chatter is;satisfactory, and im-
personations stand up satisfactorily,

though not so socko as he has made-
them 6n prior 'occasion's..- His fight

announcement, as Roy Aiwell would
do it, is tops in his. repertoire. Jimmy
Durante also very good, but W. C.
Fields, with, the same hose as for

Durante, is of lesser importance.

In addition to his regular, sli ,

Which closes, Garr m: c.'s, bringing
on Miss Barrie first. Song stylist; is

attractive, modest type, who per-
forms without any exaggerated flash,:

and is doing four numbers. Routine
is varied . and includes 'A-Tisket-A-
Tasket,' 'You Go to My Head,'. 'Alex-
ander,' and 'Weekend of Private Sec-
retary.' Miss Barrie is doing .a - not-

so-effective . arrangement of 'Alex-

ander.' which in its new swing form;
as prepared for;.- 'Ragtime Band'
(20th), couldn't easily De improved
upon, if at all.

Mary Raye and Naldl, exotic danc-
ers, who have,come lip fast and last

week played Loew's State on Broad-
way, have been brought back. They're
a very smooth, ultra modern team,
with rich performance and poise in-

cluding them with the topnotchers.

Enric . Madriguera's band con-
tinued, with its smooth dansapation,
relieved by'Vincent Pirro, with his

accordian arid orchestra. Both out-

fits carry -soloists. Char.

prohi ittori era, and he's more at

home than ever In the intimate sur-

roundings ,of the Hi-Hat. \He has a
tremendous following in town, and
the Falkenstoin boys have to dust
off the SRO sign early.

Spot has increased its seating
capacity to 300. Other ' than Lewis,
this northside , eatery has little to

-recommend It- <

The line,, five Pal-Mar girls, open
with a. Park avenue fantasy. Gals,

all lookers, ' have booh together for

about four years and, have a largo
stock of routines and work well
together..
Jeahe Walker, tapstress. is okay,

in the : deucer. Could . use better
choice of music though. Terry
Lawler,. throaty: swlngstress. sizzles

latest pops well and with deep
fervor.
Lewis follows , with a parody :pn

Miss Lawler's rendition of 'Weekend
of Private Secretary.' Some of his

others include 'Lady Is a Tramp'
and 'Who- Are the Brothers Ash-
kenazi?' all socko. . Also has a grand
takeoff on contemporary nitery stars
in 'Genius.' He makes his getort with
his bid standby, "Scm, you made the
pents too long.'

Pal-Mar girls close with a mixture,
of acrobatics, tans and strut iii a
jockey routine. Sid Lange's orches-
tra-has been at the spot for some
time; Six-piece combo pleases for
dansapation and show. Loop.

Philadelphia, Sept. 4.

Mai Halletl's Ofch with Lola Bard.

Charlie Blake, Buddy Welcome. Bud .

Bromley, Jerry Perkins, Joe Caba- VINCE and ANITA
nero. House Orch; 'My Lucky Star'

(20th).

VILLAGE BARN, N. Y.

Walter Donahue; Mitchell Ayres
Orch, Mart/ann Mercer, Theodore &
Denesha,. Zeb Carver's Hillbillies,

Fordham Colleglates.

Now a Greenwich Village institu-

tion as 'New York's only country
nite club,' the Village Barn has been
a consistent- clicker with a' canny
variety show to a bargain scale. The
constant radio plugging by its sun-
dry bands has been another factor,

the management disbursing $164, at

the rate of $3 a man, for its : multiple
broadcasts over. WOR .and the Mu-
tual network.

Show is brightly paced by Walter
Donahue,' a ringer for his late danc-
ing brother-star, Jack 'Donahue;
Former looks now as Ziegfeld's No.
1 hoofer looked in the heyday of his

career. He affects the same terp style

and. has the same engaging front,

which should carry hirh far.

Mitchell Ayres band, from the
Hollywood, gives out. with' the dance
rhythms and okay, tob. : Maryann
Mercer; from the band, does a solo
specialty during the show. Theodore
and Denesha, last at the Rainbow
Grill, are

;
as ever,- satisfactory ball-

roomblogists. Zeb Carver's Country
-Cousifis are a hillbilly quintet from
the Bronx and Brooklyn that seem-
ingly go with the lease. Combo has
been here for seven years, off and
on. As Meyer Horowitv owner of
the Village Barn puts it, 'The Jcves
and the Italians make the best hill-

billies; the real McCoy doesn't seem
to have the necessary floorshowman-
ship and stage presence.' For all

their Ozark misfit; getups, the boys
have staple salesmanship, and enter-
tainment substance to their stuff.

Hotel Walton Roof
(PHILLY)

'. Philadelphia, Sept. 2.

Jeho Donath Orch, Vincent -Rizi
Orch, Violet Love, Crawford. & Cas-
key, : Paul Itosini.- Gil Lamb with
Tommy Sanford, Jimmy Blake, Rosa
AfcLean, line (6).

Heaviest nitejry bill In Philadel-
phia, particularly during the current
mercury spree, show here runs above
an hour, and 40 minutes but keeps
full .steam ahead nearly, all the way.
Innovation here is the -.overture

Joe Lynch -regularly provides before
each show, played by 19-piece or-
chestra batoned by Jeno - Donath,
former, podiumist at the Fox theatre ,

here. Crew for this bit-is made up
of Dohath's own 11-piece hoof-muslc
combo; Vincent Rizzo's four-man.
rhumba band, which alternates with
Donath's outfit in the main room;
Paul Neff's three-piece squad, re-
cruited from the cocktail room and
Agnes Tolle, who regularly harps the
lull music. Overture,' when caught,,
was pleasantly light arrangement of
Viennese' waltzes.

,c. is Ross McLean, no Apollo,
but clear and straight with his in-
troes and baritonlng. Does 'Stout
Hearted Men," 'I Love You Truly,'
'Song in- the Air' and encores 'All
Ali\ 'When Irish Eyes are Smiling*
and 'Home on the Range.' Franklyn .

Crawford and Joe Gaskey, terp duo,
follow; - Pair are both nifty lookers,
femme particularly

,
striking. Offer-

usual hoofolbgy, with a touch of
adagio, in smooth, graceful style, and
then two swell novelties; First is a
Ginger Bogers-Fred Astaire -takeoff
with, masks and, second, a magic
number, in which they change colors
of kerchiefs and wind up with the
still-mystifying bit of. tearing up a
newspaper, rolling it together and
finding, ft whole once more.
, Violet Love, chirper, cxhibs plenty
of what it takes in. 'Every Day's a
Holiday,' 'Private Secretary' and
'Music, Maestro, Please.' . Swell look-
ing. - Her voice is nasal and metallic
but good choice of numbers .and
clever arranging more than compen-
sate. Weak point, if any, in the
show is. the line. of six gals. Gams
get .by, but figures: and phizes gener-
ally second rate.. Production weak
throughout. Beach umber cute and.
although rials h.ive only two lines

each to deliver, all the gab is muffed.
Rosini, magi, is very good. Swift

manipulator, he's extra strong on
cards. Bafflers include uncanny
mind-reading when he asks someone
in the aud to 'Think of a Card,' and
then pulls it out of the pack. Also
does i rope-cutting and produces
chicks from under cups;

In filial spot , is Gil Lamb, comic
terpcr, aided by Tommy Sanford,
harmonica-nViffer. I-.*mb is built and

After a hiatus of a year and a

half/ the Fox has returned to its old

stage-show policy. First one. caught

Friday (2) was enthusiastically re-

ceived by a. good house.
Mai Haletfs 'double rhythm" or-

chestra holds the spotlight through-

out. Suave and agreeable person-.

ality of Hallett soeiris to click neatly

with Fox's more or less conservative
of the

Dancing:
9 Mlns.
Boulevard Tavern, Elmliurst, . .

Boy and girl 'lean? -of hoofers, billed

as 'the fastest 'steppers; in' the world,'

have plenty of speed and enough
showmanship to. get by with mod-
crate success. The; ; taps arc fast-

clicking but. could be sold more ef-

fectively a little slower with more
eye-filling .steps. i'nging, for in-

stance, even at the sacrifice -of some
.speed, would have garnered heavier

applause, although • the duo clicks

Combo is. said to be a very much
in-demahd unit for club dates.

Rounding out is a sextet of big
j
hoofs in sinvlar fwhion to Hay Bol

aoplers,. in typical sharpie getups. »cr. Comedy cu-lly ''ood. narticu-
Th'e b.a. is still potent here and for a

i iarly in' his mit^'Tv of nosipi'sleger-
finale Ihcy dolt their shoes and ' domain, wilh'a deck of curds: Sanford
stockings and go into the peelin'-

, exhibs lechr'"uc on' a dozen mouth
the-peach routine

A feature of the bucolic folrde-rol
at this no-couvert spot . are the
square dances, musical" chairs, po-

j
tato games', live-turtle jaces and
other homes okum. Abel.

that

clientele, although some .
,

.

show's, 'ingredients would probably
;

satisfactorily,

recister more heav.lv with the jit- irl docs a solo acrobatic

iei-hiiB f ms of the Earle. > opens with a walk across on hands.

Band o en the p.oce'cdings with legs in a split, and continues w,lh

ils w"cll-known 'Tiger Rag,' which
,
chest rolls and a body twist or two

hits "the bill)'* eve solidly: First per-/; for r.oulinc. material; Climax is a

' former introduced by .Hallett is- leap to floor in a split- .Boys spc-
to^oscow route by

I^/ war^M ciaTtyi, a rope^um ingclo:
a\iauon sum incniHw

,

njc<5
,-

y
-

wUK - hcr . ^j.. 'Bctwccn-the ...tempo.Host of aviation stuff
Maior Sovcrsky leaving Flovd Ben-
nett Field. N. Y.. and arriving in

Burbank, Cal., with hi army I

at rapid
,

•Between the . .

Devil and' thc Dcep:Blue Scar
|

Both

Next ipecialty is that of Charlie ,- smoothly together.

HI-HAT, CHICAGO

Chwmjit. S';pl. 3.

Joe E. Lewis, Terra Lnvldr, Jva,ir

Walker, Line <3). -Sid Lumje Orch.

ith a nev/- iddln initial and a

lot of Hollywood pilish. Joe E.

Lewis returns to his own bailiwick

with fresh '.material -and tin; same old-

Lewis personality to wham it across.

Hp's still the excellent perf/ir er

Who earned the title of 'Clown
Prince of Night Clubs' durlna the

brr'aas and 1'-—
' ''eu; Off, a swell bit

with Lamb, Lnlt'.T apparently swal-
lows a tiny harmonica and plays it

by. pressing his stomach. Herb,

Yates Repping CRA

Charles Yates represent all

OoiD.nlidylcd It'i'li Artist's' bands
for thb.'itrK bookings. N. Y. vaudc
agent will not giv;; up his present,
office, but. will work from thorc as
exclusive theatre rep for CT(A.

Theatre dates were formerly han-
dled by the ills Artists office for

CKA. Yates takL-ovpr makes final

M.vcrancc of C'llA-Mitis lie, which
has been dissolving piecemeal for
p.-i' t yrar.
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FRIDAY AT FOUR
rovincetown, Aug. 29.

Gomedy \n two acta (three 'acem-al. by
Ralph ' Holmes; preaenled by Nell McFee
Skinner. Staged by E: Stanley Pratt. Sct-

tlnita, Hay' Tnllmun. At; the Wharf the-
atre. Provlncetown. Maes.; Sept. 3. '33.-

Daphne "Van Cleeve,.. -.Dnrtithy Sione
Potter Van Cleeve. .Chnrlo. Collins
1'rlmrosc. ;.Mnr>- l!llen \'nrne

Mrs. Oatrnnder. F.lxle MucKle
Mr. Wnllirldire . ; ; . . . I.cRmI (iperll

Patrick Conklln.
Mr. Thompson.
Haldy Baldwin.....
Dolores 1 Avon.

,

Quakers. .'

Barnes. .'.

.

'. .......

.

Abbott..... ,

Mr: - Van Cleeve. • .

.

Mrs. Van Cleeve......

Sergeant Wataon...
Officer Edwards.. .

.

leaves little to the i ination and
may need pruning.
Jacques is kept from completing his

first job as bank messenger by the
theft of a portfolio containing. 30.000

francs, by his former partner in

crime. Faced with prison, he is

saved by Sister Therese, who takes
30,000 francs from the Mission : fund
and deposits it in. the bank. As the
police are about to- arrest Sister

Therese, M. Dargent (Edgar' Kent),
the bank president, appears and ex-
plains that the. Mission money will

be returned as the portfolio en-
trusted to Jacques had contained
only scraps of paper. Disillusioned.

Jacques takes Sister Therese to him-
self, and promises' to make his own

' way in the world honestly.

.

I Selwart plays competently. Bul-
'gakov and Count' Marinski "(Stiano
' Bra.?giotti) have parts which call for

sympathy and' understanding and
thev handled them well. Armand
(William Bendix) and Suzanne
(Je.inne Cassele), as the wife-beat-
ing but. loving husband- and wife,

register nicely. Miss Roos. Dleases as

Sister Therese. Matthew Smith' and
twist and a" healthy lift'iDoris Ri"h also • play adequately,

snappy dialog. A ' longer Emeline Clark Rbche's setting leaves
-j mtie room for improvement

Mnrce.

..Ralph Morehouse
. . .Konnelh Uarllclt
. . .: . .Joseph Vttale

.Vivian Vance
Mllldn I'arsona

.Colette Humphrey
Waller ninrler

...... Hobert Flnkel
Muriel WrlRlIt

,-llrucc Cook
ward Lcderberg

Mawbry (Mary Young) an MJP. of

American extraction, tells him -.that

he proposed to her at the same party.

Amid all the excitement of iron-

ing out the affairs of the Empires
'crisis,' Brlxall (William Lawson).

the victim of this dual Yankee skull-

| du eryi takes these scandalous per-

plexities in his stride; He promptly
offers to marry" Marial, the actress,

and just as casually jilts the . P.

Stirred up in this mixture, which-

doesn't jell, is a wealthy young
Frenchman, who turns out to be an.

illegitimate son of Brixell; an Amer-
ican film producer, some chatter

about birth control, which the lady

M.P. champions, and frequent ses-

sions of pseudo-British hot potato

gab. ,

Mary Patton gets top honors for

her characterization of the: conniving
actress. Drawing room and office

sets by Edward Griffin' are good.
Fox.

Cleverly written and generously
interspersed with songs and- dances,
'Friday at Four' gives Dorothy Stone
and '. Charles Collins a chance to

really go to town. However, this fast-

moving comedy is much 'too short
in its' present form,.

The mistaken identity plot is given
a new
through _ _

buildup should help it on the road to

Broadway.
Miss .Slone (Mrs. Collins) gave a

convincing performance as Daphne
Van' Cleave, petite country maid,
who finds- time hanging heavily on
her hands in the big city. To relieve
the monotony, she imagines herself
>as the socialite Mrs. Van Cleeve and
pens. tea> invitations to. members of
the' Blue Book, a screen .star, po-
litical bigwigs and an aunt, of the
real Mrs.. Van Cleeve, though never;
intending to. mail them. Potter Van :

Cleeve . (Charles Collins), 'is her hus-
band and upon his return .from busi-
ness, she shamefacedly confesses how
she. had occupied Her time. How-
ever, he suggests that an invitation
be penned to a big-time gangster to
round out the. set;

Later in the evening,- the maid
(Mary Ellen.. Vorse) finds the ..un-

stamped invitations and thinking her
mistress had forgotten to tell her to

mail them, sends them on their way.
V/ith seldom, a halt in continuity,
theme runs merrily throughout the
entire show. It's dialog is. witty and
catches, many laughs.

Plot is plausible enough and clever-
ly, interwoven are several songs, 'Ten
o'Clock Town,'.' 'Beware' and 'Man-,
dalay,' and dance, routines by M'iss
Stone and Collins.-' A tap dance
routine similar to those they did in
'Dancing Pirate' (UA) is also in-
cluded. Vivian Vance and Joseph
Vitale carry 'Beware' and 'Manda-
lay' effectively.

The denouement occurs with ar-
rival of the real r. and Mrs. Van
Cleeve. Their snobbishness, how-
ever, turns their, wealthy aunt
against them again, and the theme
ends on a happy note with the latter
practically adopting the abashed im-
personators.

Ray Tallman's sets ably carry out
the spirit of the. theme. E. Stanley
Pratt's direction and performers are
excellent Marce.

BROKEN THREADS
Marbledale, Conn., Sept 3.

Drama In ttiree acta (Beven scejien) by
Curia . Greenfield; presented by Cledce
Roberts. Staged, by author and Robert*.
Setting. Jiinn Root. At Theatre-In-the-
Pale. Aug. 31-Sept. 5, '38.*

'Pop* . .Norman Porter
Ml!;*' ,'.Y ..Cledce Rolwrte
Butch ..... .Richard Irving
Thick ... .Jane Bradford
Yannfe . ,. . .Juan Root
Hunker' ...Conway Washburn
Doctor J^hn HaJnea
Cnry N elHon -Tj'ArKIn

"Inspector. , , .Stanley G orhum
Officer ;.Wayhe Palmer
Mady .Stalrtey linker

fDelho Vlckrey

.

Reporters , , . i Ken,von Greene
[Stanley Edge

COGNAC
Newport R. I., Sept. 3.

Drama In three acta- adapted by Olpa I.ee
• nd Fran* Hoellorine from the Hungarian
of . Frantlsek' ganger; presented by Tue
Actor-Managers, Inc'. Staged by Agnes
Morgan.. Setting, Emeline Clark Koche.
At the New rt Casino theatre, Newport,
K. 1.

Papa Duval. , T.co Tluigakov
Count Marinski Sllnno lSiuKKlmtl
Armand William nendlx
Corbler Alan Hewitt
Suzanne - Jeanne OtHHCllo
Jacques l>uvul Tonlo Selwart
liorlel Matthew S-nlllh
Captain of lha Mi '.Hnyripn ltnrke
Sinter Therese. .

" "

Colette.
.Joanna Hoon
...Diirla ltlill

Kin.. 'ulenllne -Vernon
Alphonse
I.nulse. . .

.

Kernodlne
Jeanne. . .

,

Marie
Guslave.^
Lllll

Nanon , hhodelle
Andre

,

Pipl
Gendarme
Madame Darken!..
Bf. Darcent
Tail Driver. .. . ....
Gendarme.'. ........

Theodore StcKer
Leopold ]lohni;r;r
.Evelyn Aronaon

. . . ; . Marlon I.utz
...Rlt.i Hallli-nn

Melvln VmIb
.Allre Itoaenthal

Heller
Prank Culler

. . .Jumea Honnen;
.Juii Addjss

. . . 2llz:ilieih -Leon

. . . . . .Ednnr Kent

..Theodore S.e/ter
Lpoitold HoflnKer

Tryout of , 'Broken - Threads' is

probably one answer to whether or
hot an airing In the summer sticks

has any actual value in determining
a play's worth/ Had this same
premiere been staged in some good
tryout key- city under adequate
working conditions, the real merit,
or lack of it, would undoubtedly be
pointed' out definitely to the audi-
ence and producers.. As it was put
on here, it's -pretty much of a wild
guess to gauge its chances due to
mauling of script necessitated by
cramped facilities:. Despite these
handicaps, continuity is maintained
on a level .high enough to give
promise of better things under more
favorable conditions.

Locale is the 'squattei-s' dump
under Brooklyn Bridge., Mike
(Cledge Roberts)' lias j t been freed
from Sing Sing after- serving 20
years on miscarriage of justice in.

murder charge. His alibi, which he
had not used at the trial, was that he
was spending the night with Mady,
his sweetheart, when the crime was
committed. Unknown to Mike, a girl

is born to Mady, ana 20 years, later,

at play's opening, ike and the girl,

who is masquerading as a boy called
Chick, are thrown together when
both are befriended by Pop (Nor-
man Porter), one of the older in-
mates of the dump.
Mike falls for the girl and asks her

to marry him, hot knowing she's his
Own daughter. Pop discovers the
relationship and locates Mady, how
a wheelchair invalid. Reunion of.
the three causes' Mady to see the
hopelessness of trying to pick up the
broken threads of 20 years previous
and she kills herself. Daughter be-
comes bitter but curtain finds her
and the father reconciled.

Richard Behnen was originally set
for the role of Pop in this produc-
tion. Porter is .well-cast in. the part.
Balance of troupe is in-and-out and
would require several replacements
for a fair test of the play: Staging
is generally fair and several scenes
carry punch. Writing, on the whole,
is okay, with dialog better than
adequate. Bone.

WUTHERING HEIGHTS
Litchfield, Conn., Sept. 3,

Drama In three'acts (five scenes) by Ran-
dolph Carter. . from ,the novel of the same
name by Emily llronte; presented by
Charles O, Carey's Litchfield' Theatre. At
The Playhouse, Litchfield, Conn.. Aug. 31-

Sept. 11. Staged by Ham Iph Carter. Set-
tings,. John Mylrae.
Catherine .Erhstmw..
HeatAcltffe. . :

.Edirar Linton.'. ......
Isnbel Linton........
Elle Dean...
Joseph.'

..Charlotte Acheson

. . . .P. C. Purculowe
. . . .Randolph I'orter

.....Ton! Volz
. , . : . ..Mary. Fischer
...... .Patrick Fox

Revised, dramatization by Ran-
dolph Carter of the novel of the
same/name by Emily Bronte,. 'Wuth-
ering Heights," as evidenced by its

tryout, is not yet ready for Broad-
way. Charles O. Carey plans to pro-
duce it -on the Main Stem this fall

with the same cast.

Play deals'- with the types found
n a rugged, moorland county dur-
ing the early 19th-century in North-
ern England. Revolves about Heath-
cliffe, an illiterate, cold-hearted man,
who was brought as a child to Wuth-
erihg Heights ' and . reared by the
Ernshaw family. Catherine, a daugh-
ter, returns his love. However, she
marries Edgar Linton, a gentleman's
son, following a hectic argument
Seeking revenge on Linton, Heath-,

cliffe marries his sister (Isabel) and
mistreats her until- she wants to run
away^-yet dares not because of her
love for' him. Play ends with the
death' of Catherine , in the arms of
Heathcliffe, after he has given a
strong avowal of his love, for her.
Commendable performances are

turned in by F. C .Furculowe, Pat-
rick Fox and Mary Fischer. Ecfc.

CHASE A COMET
Moun in Lakes, . j., Sept 3.

Drama In three acta by Donald B. Robin-
son; presented by llandbox Players. Staged
by Sydney Wade Bell. Costumes arid set-,
tings, Whiting Thornton. At the Little
theatre, Mountain Lakes, N. J., Sept.' 4
and 3.

Ted Hosklns F. Moore Evana
Mary McCalllster. ....... 'leanor Mitchell
Philip Porter. Robert Toms
Richard 'Marley ,...' aiv Moltenberg
Constance' Barries...-. .Jane Hnrvc'n
Boyd Aldrlch.. . .. .. ..Arthur Boughton
Commissioner Fitzgerald Porter Cole.
Frank Marsh.. George ' Baehr
Joyce {Cnthnway Lillian Rlfkln
Vincent Thorndyke. . . . . . WliillnK Thornton
Mis. O'Sulllvnn .; Lucille. Brophy
Toby. Jack Delchnmps
John .Teffers, James Pearl
Dot O'Sulllvun. .......... .Wllmo, Thornton
Ituss Palmer : Jack Bamford
Tony Ferretll.. Hcrlwrt Montky
Detective. . ............ .Ceorge C. Williams
Able ' Goldstein Bus Auser
Jackie Miller ....Ken Atkins

Inside Stuff-Legit

Dr Robert Katscher, Viennese emigre, now in New York, whose best

known international hit is 'When Day Is Done,' and; Cole Porter, whose

No. 1 song is 'Night and Day.' are cq-composers of the forthcoming Shubert
.

musical, 'You Never. Know,' which bows into the Winter Garden, New
York, Sept. 20; However, because Porter, so the Shuberts aVer, also has a

production interest, the billing is 'Cole Porter's 'You Never Know'.' The
Viennese tunesmlth is making no issue over this but insist? that he also

get program credit lor the fact he authored the first must 1 adaptation

from the original, 'By Candlelight,' which was a straight play written by
Siegfried Geyer, He also composed the score. Porter wrote Aye new songs

and Katscher's original score has been retained for about the same number
of tunes.

George Abbott has been anonymously fixing up some of the Scenes and
tightening up the show. Rowland Leigh, who adapted the German libretto,

staged. Reports were around, and subsequently denied by the Shuberts,

that Leigh had bowed out as stager due to tiffing between Libby Holman
and Lupe Velez, who are co-starred with Clifton Webb.
The Winter Garden is being reduced 300 seats, removing the side loca-

tions of the very wide theatre, in order to cr te a -more intime air for the

book musical. The W. G. was basically a revue theatre.

ilm rights to Top Much 'jphnson,' which the ercury theatre will do
on Broadway this season, are held by Paramount. Picture company-
bought the play from the Charles Frohman estate some years ago, with a
number of other properties; Frohman produced the play with' William
Gillette in 1892 after the actor adapted it from the French play, 'Plantations

Thomassim;' Mercury leased the legit rights from Samuel French for. try-

out this summer at the Stony Creek (Conn.) strawhat and. Paramount
thereupon notified both parties of its Interest in the play. Contrary to

previous, report, the same, cast that did the, show at the tryout will appear
in it on Broadway.

Production and administrative setup of the ..Mercury theatre will be
virtually the same this season as last, With Orson. Welles arid John House-
man again in charge. However, Houseman will have a general assistant,

Harold, Kennedy, who will be specially assigned to the group's recordings

of classics for use in classrooms, etc.' Kennedy did the Mercury's lecture

promotion in schools' last season for the-road tour of 'Caesar' and did some-
what similar, promotion during the summer for the .Berkshire -playhouse,

Stockbrldge, Mass.

irst presentation in New York- of Jai Alai (pronounced hi-li) at

Hippodrome tprhorrow (Thursday) promises to attract a class .and' sport-

ing crowd. Game which was made popular in Havana and Miami, has
-several showmen interested in the metropolitan season, including Lee Shu-
bert and Harry Kaufman. Mike' Jacobs, is- also in, with Richard Berenson,

'who's managing director. S. Jay Kaufman, who." has. been away from
Broadway for some time, is representing his brother and handling special

publicity for the venture. Norman St. Denis heads the press department

Production of The Best ressed Woman in the World' awaits script re-

visions by Jack Muhro, ' oman' will be done this season by Forrest C.
Haring,' however, possibly in association with Dwight Deere Wiman, for

whom Hari is general manager.
Comedy, ich was. tested this summer at Stockbridge, is being, eyed by

several picture .companies, but will probably not be sold until produced
on Broadway. -Haring. would not share in the sale price unless the play
ran at least three weeks.

Early in. the baseball season Horace Stpneham, president of the NY.
Giants, bet Crantland Rice $100 that the Pittsburgh Pirates would -hot

fiiiish in the .first division. George- M. Cohan took half the wager. Joe
Bannon, who ' was present also took the century-note bet the same way
and Sam H. Harris was declared in for half. Early this, week Pittsburgh

led the league by four games, with the end of the season not far off.

rave New World,* Louis .Walinsky's dramatization of a novel by Aldous
Huxley, was world-preemed in Paris last week by the Edward Sterling

Players, a London group. It's in English. Production had been skedded
earlier, but Was- delayed by the click of the same author's 'Oscar Wilde.'

Norman Marshall plans to bring 'Wilde' to Broadway this season. .Both
plays are handled here by Pinker Sc Morrison.

When Hallie Flanagan was in Chicago recently, she addressed local

Federal Theatre department heads. National director particularly ad-

monished publicity and promotion departments to retain utmost dignity

in all exploitation. Last week, promotion department had an organ grinder

and monkey on the streets to ballyhoo 'Little Black Sambo.'

Play concerns a newspaper's cru-
sade against vice. There's the fa-
miliar lackadaisical reporter,, the sob
sisters, a managing editor who would
clean up the city, and an unscru-
pulous publisher. There is enough

.

meat here for an
.
evening's repast

but the
: author has only a crude

technique at his disposal.

Hyman ottenberg as' the reform-
ing editor does well, as does F.
Moore Evans, the reporter. Jack
Bamford and Lucille. Brophy are' also
capable. Dalzelt.

Preemed . before Newport's smart
set. 'Cognac' proved itself worthy of
further stage- exploitation, but will
need a double whitewash if it ever
expects to get by the Hays office for
pictures. Plot is rife with innuendos
and puis an emphasis on sex. It's

colorful, thoush at times dull, which
should be eli inated with rewrit-
ing.

Plot deals with the efforts of Jac-
ques Duval (Tonio Selwart), jobless
son of Papa Duval (Leo Bulgakov),
to find himself. Unable to get a iob.
he turns to petty thievery and then'
to a safe robbery in the home of a
bank president. His plans go astray,
however, when the house which he
robs catches fire and he rescues the
bank president's infant daughter.

Hailed as a hero. Duval gains a
new outlook on life, which is further
strengthened by a prevaricating Mis--

slbh lassie,. Sister Therese (Joanna
Rons), and a job as bank messenger.
Sister Therese's soap-box confession
Of a previous life of wrongdoing

AMERICAN INVASION
{

Centerville, ass^ Sept. .

- Comedy In. throe nola- (wllh prologue), by
I Joiinnetie Druco; preaonfed find dlrwled Hy
I Mury Younj;. SeulngH, Kdvvitrd <irllTln. At
j
Mary Vonhif theatre, Centcrvllle, Muatr..
week <>t A'.uif. -HO.

' Chrlnluphi'r IU'IkuII- .'.

:

I lilnhop of Kent. .......
Lord Hit yehfllie:id .....

.

Oiike of Wesiorfthire. .

.

..Wimble...'.
Murli.l M;

r lill.<s...

I T.;idy Mnuhry, M.l»..-.,

I
llonrl do lii Qulnlelk*..

j
lifujmnin ChlnoHree...

.

Drirr* I) Hupo.

JAIL FOR SALE
Suffieid. Conn., Sept. 1.

Pluy In three- nets by Samuel J. • Park:
presviiieil by the Uand Bon IMnyei-.i.
Stnt'eO l»y Mary Ann Dcnllcr. SeUlngs.
I.lnyil Simnirlpr. At the Hnhd iiox theatre.
SurcielJ. Conn., Aug. .11,

'

Legit player of Austrian extraction has nixed an offer from Jed Harris

to play the lead in his forthcoming-production of an anti-Nazi play. Al-
though she is a U. S. citizen, she has a number of relatives in Austria and
fears reprisals against them if she took the part.

. . .William T;u\VHnn

...J'. Colvllle )>iinn

. ..Ilcrhcrt Standing
William Hum

.> . . Odwnrtl Loaltrr
Mary- Paltnn

...... ..Davlil Mir
..Mary Ynui'n:

......Tlln Uenuldd
. .; .lohn T.'iylnr

Iieihei'l Clark

Quite suitable' for littery summer

.!,„

Jin> , . ;

Mutt
Slali* ;

I 'link

Mu
M;M .'

Ram
Tucker .'

X'TOKBS
C'nr.soh -,

llltu

Juil^e Carter
Docfoi Mobile
Kill .Icskui)

.I.ohn HiiU.'on
I*reilei-irk t;rahnm
.Mi'-.H. JohnHon. . . .

Siilke

, . Itnhert Jackanh
. .... .Don- Thnmitaon

t'alvln Hewe'y-
.Ouriia Wheeler
Douglas' Keui-na
Lucille l.aVerrie

Marina SUeen
Hal»rt ^su-wiiri

. ... .Samuel J, Park
MnrcUH MeuHCh
fJnnlon PelerM
Itiith Theaford

' nal-J M. Itralnmd
.l'nul nartlclt
Don Thbmiwin

.Frederick llof unn
' Ivan -eon

....Milan' ffnlhewity
; .l.layd S|>'ani;lcr

Samuel J: Park would seem to be
a

'
better actor than author. He por

audiences; 'Invasion' would_be given
i trays a prison turnkey in 'Jail for

" " ' Sale,' and makes the old gent amus-
ing in a wry, befuddled way. How-
ever,- the script is a muddled, com-,
blnation of far-fetched comedy and
melodrama.
tumorous moments verge oh the

absurd, hence the ..audience has a
hard time settling down to the seri-
ous passages and accepting them at
face value. Story throughout- is I -

the swerve by winter-time Show
shoppers. Most of the gab and action
has to. dp with a girl faking preg-
nancv. Victi is an ultra-dignifled
English politician, of anonymous
rank.
. Not only doe's the,American actress
pretend that the upper .crust fellow
Seduced her at a drunken house
party, but to confuse matters, Lady

probable and hokey, anyway, but
there's a possibility that if the in-
gredients had been bet r mixed,
something more entertaining might
have resulted.

Lucille LaVerne is. entrusted with
the one really colorful role, that of
Ma Shellrock, who . has taken over
her late husband's job of sheriff in
a small western burg. Ma is out to
get the bandit responsible for Shell-
rock's death, and how she does it is
the main idea of the play, though the
action wanders pretty far afield at
times:

At the first rformance. Miss La-
Verne 'didn't seem Very sure of her
lines, and the characterization fell
flat. Cast as a whole fails to do
much, poor makeup in several in-
stances cramping Its style.

Jail interior set by Lloyd Spangler
is creditable. Paui.

S. L City And Oat

Salt Lake City, Sept. 6.

Heated controversies between pro-
tagonists of a plan to/erect a $550000
civic auditorium and opposing/forces,
representing the Apartment House
Assh'. of Utah, resulted in the idea
being shelved temporarily by the city
coi issiOn.'

Gus P. Backman. secretary of the
Salt Lake chamber of commerce,
who parentcd the proposition, with-
drew his request after several tax-
payeV groups vetoed the. proposal..
PWA funds were to have been used
in financing, the.- construction, aided
by- local grants,

Bleecker Hall, Albany,

Makes Legit Comeback

Albany, Sept. 6.

Harmanus leecker Hall, once the

city's leading legit theatre and scene
of many tryouts under the late F.

Ray Comstock, Shubert associate,

when Albany was a leading road
town, is once more a legit stand.

The house last played legit and stock

regularly about 15 years, ago, under
the F. F. Proctor management The
Capitol, how dark, has been the city's

legit house in recent seasons. An-
nouncement of the formation of a
Hall stock company, with weekly
guest starSi and of the scheduled
booking of touring Broadway; shows
along with radio and screen names,
was made by Lou R. Golding, divi-

sional manager of Fabiah theatres;

Understood that O. E. Wee will be
i terestcd ' in the operating end. al-

though he hasn't been mentioned for

that job.

The stock scale will be 35c to $1.10

at night and 35c to 55c for matinees.

Madge Evans, in 'Stage Door,' Will

91. eh. Dough's Montgomery, Erin

O'Brien-Moore and Hilda Spong will

play the leads in -
'

ig'ht Must Fall'

the second week. ert Lytell will

appear the third in 'The First Le-

gion.' Violet Heming may also guest;

It's said that some members of the.

strawhaltors in nearby Schenectady
and Stockbridge, Mass., may be re-

cruited for the regular company.
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Irked by Inaccurate Assertions At

Dies Probe, Hallie Flanagan Lashes

Back at 'Failure to Permit Defense'

Washington, Sept. 6.

Because she's irked by 'inaccurate

and misleading' assertions, Hallie

Flanagan,; boss of the Works Progress
Administration's theatrical ventures,

asked last week why no Federal The-
atre Project spokesman has been , in-

vited to discuss the charge that reds

are active in the Government drama
ventures and the plays are com-
munist propaganda.

In an - open letter to Chairman
Martin Dies, Mrs. Flanagan explained

she offered to testify at the Govern-
ment inquiry when the first attack

occurred but has not been taken up
oh the proposition. This is decidedly
unfair, she. complained, defending

the purity of the drama which Uncle
Sam angels.

Reading repeated complaints, FTP
head recalled her communication
that the National Policy Board was
ready to be quizzed and pointedly
remarked that 'in the course of the
month since I wrote to you no per-
son connected with the direction of
the FTP has' been called to testily,'

though the board was in session dur-
ing August.

'As an example of the inaccurate
and misleading statements made con-
cerning; the project, I wish to cite

the charges attributed to Congress-
man Thomas of your committee in

newspapers of Sept.- 1,' she wrote.
'Regulations duly Issued pursuant to.

law prohibit payment for any time
not actually spent at work , on a
project, therefore we could not pay
project employees for time spent in

Washington as witnesses. As evi-

dence of the fact that we had no de-
sire to penalize them for testifying,

as Mr. Thomas implies, we had ar-
ranged that, they could make up. the
time lost on the project as a result
of their testimony. This is the regu-
lar procedure in all- such cases.'

Miss Flanagan made plain she
wants to talk but also expects a
formal bid.

ROLLS GETS 2 MORE

SHOWS FOR AUSSIE

Option for the Australian rights
to 'She Loves Me. Not' and 'On Your
Toes' have been, acquired by Ernest
C. Rolls for Australia-New Zealand
Theatres, Ltd., and negotiations are
on for 'Idiot's Delight'
Other Broadway shows previously

bought include 'I Married an Angel,'
The Women' and 'On Borrowed
Time.' Principals for the shows are
being recruited in New York and the
balance will be cast in Australia.

Indict 3 WPA B. 0.

Workers in Fraud Plot

Three box office employees for-
merly connected with the WPA cir-
cus which has been playing near
New York have been indirtcd on
charges of conspiracy to embezzle.
Those named are Abe Halle, super-
visor; Julius Specter, ticketseller, and
Joseph Harris, ticket-taker. Re-
leased under bail of $500 each;
WPA snoopers contend that tickets

were palmed by Harris and resold.
The men declared, however, that they
are the victims of a disgruntled WPA
investigator, and state; that no evi-
dence has been secured against them.
Heported that the same investigator
accused others in the WPA managers
and treasurers division, but those
charges were not substantiated.

$225,000 ASHEVIILE AUD
Asheville, S. C, Sept. 6.

New $225,000 auditorium slated for

Asheville to include facilities for
stage shows, operas, musicals, etc;,

will be started, soon with PWA do-
nating $102,272.

Marshall Signs for Lead
In Show; Air, P.A. Offers
The Shuberts have signed Everett

Marshall for the lead in a Broadway
revival of Franz Shubert's perennial
'Blossom Time.' Show is tentatively
scheduled to open on the road late

this month and come into New York
sometime in December.
Singer held off on signaturing

the contract due to offers from
Elliott Roosevelt for a commercial on
the latter's southwestern radio web.
Now figuring a way of airing the
singer from towns the show hits and
piping it south. Nothing concrete
yet. However, interstate vaude
p.a.'s were offered Marshall as side-

line to radio job, but will probably
be nixed.

TICKET CODE TO

BE EFFECTIVE

NEXT WEEK

Code of fair practices, the new
ticket control plan, id not go into

operation last week as expected, but

is. now slated to become operative

with the arrival of the season's first

new shows next week. A meeting
of the League of New York Theatres'

board will be held today (Wednes-
day) to iron out some points raised

by ticket agents. Latter will then

be asked to a special meeting for

the purpose of signaturing the stipu-

lations provided for in the code.-
;

The brokers filed objections to the

code in general and sought a num-
ber of changes. They were told,

however, that the only way changes
could he made, was by agreement be-
tween the managers (League) and
Equity and that there was little like-

lihood of getting action before the

system was actually in operation.

Principal objection arose over the

requirement to file bonds, brokers
saying the provision is a hardship.

Understood they were assured that

the board would lower the amount
of the bonds.

Agency people also objected to the

5c per ticket fee, which they will

pay the League on each ticket sold

by them. Coin from that source will

be used to police the agencies. Re-
ported, too, that the tax collector

proposes to watch the theatre zone,

following claims from the' Federal
men that the admission tax was not

fully paid by a number of brokers.

Latter still say the law is inequitable

because it calls for a 'tax upon a

tax,' Government seeking 90c on
tickets sold at $5.50, Instead of the

straight 10% levy.

Known that some managers object

to the code on general principles but
they're in the minority. Under the

League's new constitution such pro-

testants will be required to go along
with the others, unless they resign

from the manager organization,

I. If.

FAIR BULLISHLY

Heavy Tourism Must De-
flect Most eneficially on
Times Square Theatres,
Niteries, Etc.— Bids for

Hotels Being Turned Down
in Prospect of Banner
Season

IGGER SHOWS

Robert Morley in N. Y.

As Lead for 'Oscar Wilde'
Robert Morley, English legit

player, arrived in New York Mon-
day (5) to play the lead in 'Oscar

Wilde,' which Norman Marshall

plans to open Oct. 10 on Broadway.
Play was tried out in London and

Paris.

Broadway is really getting steamed
up over what the World's Fair in

1939 will mean for. show biz and the
hotels. The latter are cueing the
showmen, because any number of
bids for hotels hav : been turned
down of late. There are instances'
recorded among the hoteliers of a
$1,000,000 profit to dispose of an inn,

but with the influx of tourists the
next two years—because 1940 should
be also big—none is interested.

Broadway legit managers are par-
ticularly pointing for the 1939-40
seasons.
New season on Broadway is

bringing an unprecedented percent-
age of elaborate and costly produc-
tions. That is attested by the lead-
ing scene

.
designers and costumers

and borne out by a cursory survey
of the advance production list.

Although the number of produc-
tions scheduled is around the level
of recent seasons, the percentage of
lavish shows is far above normal,
with more musicals, ambitious re-
vivals and elaborate costume pro-
ductions being listed this season
than have been played in years.
Advance list shows. 14 musicals on.

the way and at least eight costume
revivals,- or other, straight produc-
tions, that are expected to run into
heavy coin. That does not in-
clude moderate-sized but expensive
straight plays.. Nor does it cover
WPA shows.
Among the musicals on the way

are 'Sing Out the News,' 'Knickerr
bocker Holiday',' 'You Never Know,'
'Hell's a-Poppi ,' .'Clear All Wires,'
'Great Lady,' 'The Boys From
Syracuse,' 'Swing to the Left,'

'Knights of Song,' the Irving Berlin
revue, 'Blackbirds,' Tling in the
New,' 'The More the Merrier' . and
the Vincente Minnelli . show.
Straight plays, both costume re-

vivals and major new productions,
include the Maurice Evans 'Ham-
let,' the Mercury's Tive Kings,'
The Fabulous Invalid' (which is so
big Equity is granting it an extra
week's rehearsal, as a spectacle),
the. Philip Dunning bills of 'Great
Scenes from Great Plays,' 'Madame
Capet,' 'Here Come the Clowns,'
'Herod and Minaprine* and 'Mamba's

(Continued on page 50)

Vroom Quits as TMAT Chief; Green

Selects Him, Browne, Weber And

Gerber to Iron Out Group's Snags

Now, That's That

Town recorder at Kenosha,
Wis., has grown so' annoyed at

repeated inquiries from metro-
politan newspapers as to the
actual birth date of Orson
Welles that he's given a stan-
dard reply to the local tele-

graph office, to be sent, collect.

Welles is said to b: 23, but that
statement has been frequently
questioned, as he looks con-
siderably older.

Until- the inquiries began ar-
riving the Kenosha official

hadn't even heard of Welles.

However, he looked up the

town records and found -that a

boy of that name was born
there 23 years ago.

JESSEL, HARRIS

TO DO TOWN'

IN LONDON

George Jessel will do 'Our Town'
in London, in association with Jed
Harris. This is in addition to Jes-

sel's other production plans with
Alex 'Yokel. "\

Another venture that will keep the

actor-producer in. New York for

some time is the Little Old New
York concession he's' just Signed for

at the 1939 World's Fair in N, Y.
'All I need now is a quarter of a

million to go through with it,' says

Jes 1, who, otherwise, has been for-

mally approved. Concession is a

replica of the old Haymarket, Tom
Sharkey's saloon, Steve Brodie,'

Chuck Connors, etc.

Jessel got' back from London with
his wife, Norma Talmadge, last

week.

Warren Hymer to Play

In Father's Strawhatter
Skowhegan, Me., Sept. 6.

Warren Hymer, here from Holly-
wood, will play the title role in

Land of Honey,' new play written

by his father, John B. Hymer. Owen
Davis, Jr., will co-star, Opening
scheduled for Sept. 12.

Playwright Hymer has been in

Hollywood since 1935 working on
film scripts.

ime li it set for the committee

appointed ,to redraft the revised

constitution of the Theatrical

agers, Agents and Treasurers union

has been exceeded but the report-

may be ready this week. Mean-
time, Lodcwick Vroom, who was
drafted to head the organization, has
resigned for his outside press agent
activiti

During his incumbency, first "as
executive secretary with ' powers
over the board, the basic agreement
with the managers was worked out
and signatured. Since, then, TMAT
has expanded rapidly, ran afoul of
other unions and then discovered
that there was no coin left in the
treasury. That caused a row
among the membership

. but it's

hoped that the new constitution and
bylaws will satisfy the several fac-
tions in TMAT.
Vroom was supposed to com-

pensated as a regular employee but
it was necessary to slice his TMAT
stipend to $75 weekly, which is half
the minimum set forth ' for press
agents in the basic' agreement Be-
lieved that the money angle fig-

ured in Vroom's decision to with?
draw as active head of the union,
with Saul - Abraham, now vice-
president stepping in as> successor
until the annual election 90 days
after the new constitution is rati-
fied. George Ashby has been ele-
vated to vice president, while Jimmy
Murphy is assistant to Abraham.

To Continue Activities
Proz's resignation was rejected at

first but he insisted on withdrawing,
although he'll not cease 'his activi-
ties, with TMAT. He's oh a. com-
mittee appointed by William Green,
head of the American Federation of
Labor, to work out the problems of
the union. Stated that such pro-
cedure by AFL is not unusual, al-
though not known to have been fol-

(Continued on page 50)

'Shadow' in Last 4 Wks.,

Slated for Road Tour

George M. Cohan to Open 2d Parley

Of ATC Next Week; Seek Permanency

HANLEY SCORES 'CAT'S'

James F. Hanley is setting a score

to Pat Ballard's libretto, 'When the

Cat's Away.'
Book musical deals with swing

musi

George M. Cohan will deliver the

address of welcome at the opening
of the second convention of the

American Theatre Council, Tuesday
and Wednesday (13-14) at the Hotel

Astor, N. Y. There will, be a fair

representation from out-of-town,' but

the sessions will not be as populous
as last year, which is expected.

Stated that the principal purpqse
of the convention will be to estab-

lish the ATC oh', a permanent basis.

General idea of the ATC was that it

was to work for the welfare of the

theatre, but to date it has been a

skeleton organization.

First luncheon Tuesday (13) will

be devoted to the stage unions and i

crafts, with Brock Pemberton pre-
|

siding. Speakers, will include James ,

J. Brennan, for the stage hands; Al-
|

fred Lunt and Fred Marshall for the
,

scenic artists, and Sherwood (or the
,

dramatists.

Wednesday's (14) luncheon will

have Arthur Hopkins presiding ami
the main topic will be the road.

Speakers will include Lawrence
Langner, M. E. Holdcrness, of St.

Louis; Robert Ferguson, Helen
Hayes and William A. Brady, in the

morning there will be discussions

anent theatre attendance, the new
ticket code and women's clubs.

Speakers will include Paul Dullzell,

of Equity; James F. Jtcilly; of ATC;
and George Frecdley. in charge of

the N. Y. Public Library's drama
collection. Afternoon session will be
presided over by Frank Gillmorc.
who, with Warren P. Munscll, will

talk about the proposed drama fes-

tival in N. Y. attendant to the

World's Fair. Congressman EmnnuH
Celler is also slated to speak, as i=

Antoinette Perry.' Final stages of

the. convention will be turned into

an open forum.

'Shadow and.Substance,' one of last
season's prize-winning plays, is in its

last four weeks on Broadway, im-
port being due to move from the
Golden to the Plymouth, Monday
(12) for the final weeks. It will

open road tour Oct 3 in Montreal,
with Toronto to follow, drama then
going to Boston for a run.
Victor Leighton, former booker for

Klaw & Er Ianger, will go in advance
four weeks, with Howard Herrick
two weeks ahead. Harry Benson
wlil be company manager. Saul
Abraham, general, manager for Eddie
Dowling, who has been presenting
'Shadow,' will remain with the
actor-manager's enterprises in New
York.

;

Dowling's first presentation of the
new season will be 'Madame Capet,'

|
which will star Eva L6 Gallienne.
'Shadow' was Dowling's first click
show in reasons, Lee' Shubert having

l a 50% interest, but the former having
\
full say as to management.

Family 'Soliloquy'
Los Angeles. Sept. 6.

Helen Craig gets the femme role
opposite her husband, John Beal, in
the Victor Victor legit play, 'Solilo-
quy.'

Piece opens here early next- month
with Homer Curran, John Cameron
and N. H. Rappaport producing.

Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Eve Green, Paramount scripter,
leaves' for New York this week wi
the manuscript of 'Happily Ever
After.' a three-act play, written by
herself and Frank Dolan.
Piece is slated for Broadw.

fall.
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1938 B way and Road Summer Biz

mm Under '37; N. Y. Low

Of $67,500k Reached for OneWeek

By
This summer has been a tough one

for legit For the 13-week, period

from June 6 to 1 t Saturday (3),

the estimated total grosses for New
Tfork and' the road were $1,

That compares with $2,070,700 for the

corresponding period last year.

Estimated total for Broadway for

the same stretch was $1,174,500.

Amount drawn on the road during
the same time , was $465,500. Cor-
responding period during 1937 saw
a take of $1,463,200 for Broadway
and $607,500 for the road.

Factor about the current summer
on Broadway, is that the total eross

has been nearly $300,000 less than,

last summer despite the fief the

total playing weeks, this year have
been above 1937. Both this summer
and last shows have never fallen be-

low eight. The list included 16 shows
et the start of both summers, but it

dropped off 'more quickly In 1937

than It did this year. Total playing
weeks, for last summer were 1 , as

egainst 143 playing weeks this year.

Situation on the road has been just

the reverse. Total playing weeks
this year have been 38, while the

figure for last year was 47. List has
frequently contained only a Single

show this year, whereas In 1937 not

a single Week saw less than three'

touring companies out and most of
the time there were several more.
For the purpose of this classifica-

tion, of course, strawhats 'are not
figured. Neither are such strictly

summer spots as the St. Louis muny
"nor Elitch's Garden, Denver. Straw-
hats are^cattered and their osses

.vary widely.

$153,906 Opening TO Week
Gross for Broadway the opening

week this summer was estimated at

$153,300, or slightly below that of the
similar week in 1937, when $158,500

was rung up. Second week dipped
to $140,500 for 15 shows this year,

then kept dropping. It registered

$125,500 for the third week for 14
shows, $126,500 for the fourth week
for 13, $113,700 the fifth week for 13,

$83,500 the sixth week for 11 and a
like amount the seventh week for.

nine. Lowest: total gross this sum-
mer was $67,500 for eight shows
(while 'Shadow and Substance' was
laying off.at.the Golden, N. Y.).

Second week's figure last year was
$140,500 and the third week's was
$131,000 for 15 and 11 shows; respec-
tively. Lowest total any week dur-
ing the summer of 1937 was $86,6:9
for six shows.
This condition was even more no-

table on the .road when comparing
the two summers. Total figure the
first summer week this year was
$123,300 for sever, shows, against
only $60,500 for three shows the first

week last summer. Biz fell off fast
this year. One week registered only
$6,000 total gross for the country
Lowest single week in 1937 was $19.-

500 and the highest was $34,500.
Angle of the sour road 'figures for
this summer was the situation in

Chicago. That town, was active all

summer in. 1937, with at least one
show ('You Can't Take It With
You') continuing throughout', but
was entirely dark after July 4 this

year. Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco were likewise both feeble this

summer as compared to 1937,

Far and wav the biggest grosser
on Broadway this summer has been
'I M'arriei an An."el.' at the Shu
bert. which has soared along at

$27,000. or more, a week and chalked
no a total gross of aDoroximately
$3fi0,000 for the 13 weeks end
inc Saturday (3). 'On -Borrowed
Time,' L^ngacre. and 'Our Town
Morosco, hrw'e both done well, while
'Bachelor Born.' Lyceum; '-Shadow
and Substance,' Golden; 'What a

Life.' Biltmore; 'You C>n't Take It

With You.' Booth, and 'Pins and
Needles,' Labor Sta"e, have all

earned steady profit'. 'Tobacco
Road.' Forest, is a'so claimed to be
doing better than breaking even.

1937 Show Runs

Shows which ran the better part

Of the 1937 ..ummer were 'Babes in

Arms/ 'Room Service,' The Women*
and 'You Can't Take It With1 You'
among the heavy cbin-.»etters, while
•Brother Rat,' 'Havln" onderful

Ti ,' 'Tobacco Road.' ,'Tovarich' and
'Yes, My Darling Daughter* also

Shows in Rehearsal

The Fabulous Invalid*—Sam
H. Harris.

'Knights of Song'—Laurence
Schwab.

'Kiss the Boys Goodbye'—
Brock Pemberton.

•Missouri Legend'—
McClintic.

'Abe Lincoln in Illinois'—

laywrights.

'You Never Know'—Shuberts;
'Come Across'— Busbar,

Tuerk, Brady.
'Knickerbocker ' —

Playwrights.
'Dame N a t u re' — Theatre

Guild.
'Lightnln' ' (revival )— John

Golden.
The Good'—Norman Pincus.

'Once Upon ft Night'—Lau-
rence Schwab.
'Thanks for Tomorrow'—Jay

Strong.

'it Days Hath September'—
Irving Gaumont.
Tobacco Road' (road)—Sam

H. Grisman.

Melton Sets Record

At Toronto U. Concert

James Meltbri pulled 7,462 last

Thursday (1) night for his Uni-

versity of Toionto. guest, appearance.

It established a new attendance for

a commercial concert there.

Capacity of the arena is 6,800. Be-

sides the 662 standees, it was esti-

mated there,were 1,200 turned away
by police,

FRED STONE TO RETURN

IN '39 AS MOHAWK STAR

Schenectady, N. Y., Sept 6.

Fred Stone, who drew 6,228 in

five performances of 'Lightnin" at

the Mohawk • Drama Festival last

month, -will be brought back in a
play, yet to be selected; next sum-
mer.

Next to Stone, of this year's guests

in boxoffice pull was Walter Hamp-
den, with .4,611 . admissions for

Trilby.' Coburn, in 'High Tor' the
closing week, came closest to Stone's

mark, drawing 5,531.

Hollywood, Sept. 6,
'.

illy Rose is angling for Al Jol-
son to do a four weeks stand at

Casa Manana in New York, but Jol-
son isn't receptive. No- salary was
broached.

Jolson Nixes N. Y. Casa

ENGAGEMENTS
Helen Trenholme, Richard Warr-

ing, Arthur -Vinton, A. P. Kaye, Don
Costello, Dayid Orrlck, Richard
Taber, 'Come Across.'

Irene Bordoni, Helen Ford, Tul-
lio Carminati, 'Great Lady.'
Carole Landis, William Forp/i,

Philip Woods, Harold Grau, Max
Showalter, Dan Starr, Harry Bel-
laver, 'Once Upon a Night.'

Richard Bishop, Dan Du'ryea, Karl
Maiden, Joseph Sweeney, John
Woodworth, 'Missouri Legend.'
Lelah Tyler, "Thirty Days Hath

September.'
Charlotte Greenwood; Edward H.

Robins, George Tobias, 'Clear All
Wires.'
Jean Madden, Marion Alta, George

Watts, Jack Howard, Harry Meehan,
'Knickerbocker Holiday.'

Richard; Gordon, Elsa Ersi, 'The
Fabulous Invalid-^'
Irene Purceii, Mary Dees, Chris-

tine aple, Marjorie Crossland, Su-
san Jackson, Debby Dare, Doris
Packer, Ethel Remey, 'The Women'
(.Australian company).
Bernice Claire, Helene Denizon,

Jack Arthur, Maryoh Dale, Fred
Harper, George Dobbs, Kathryn
Crawford, 'I Married an Angel'
(.Australian company).

CHI OP. CO. ON

PACT

^Having signed a contract with the

San Francisco Opera Co., Leo
Fischer, executive-secretary of the

American Guild of Musical Artists,

will stop off several days in Chicago
to confer with the Chicago Civic

Opera Co. execs. Latter outfit is

the only ranking company in the
country hot having a contract with
the Guild. Fischer is due in New
York Sept. 9.

AGMA now has contracts covering
choral, singers with the -San- Fran-
cisco,. Los Angeles, Cincinnati, For-
tune Gallo and Alfredo Salmaggi
companies. . Deal with Salmaggi be-

comes effective 'for choristers' at the

end of this year. AGMA figures on
shutting but the Grand Opera Choral
Alliance • by setting the contracts.'

Since losing its' American .Federation'

of Labor charter from.the Associated

Actors and ' Artistes of America,
GOCA now has only its current con-

tracts With, the Metropolitan and
Salmaggi.' AGMA expects that by
the end of the year it wiirhave deals

with all companies in the U. S.

Not. only has. GOCA lost its Asso-
ciated Actors tmd Artistes of Amer-
ica charter, but its application for a
charter from the New York' Board
of Standards and Appeals was also

recently denied. Number of GOCA
members are now reported, trans-

ferring to AGMA, since the latter

just about has the choral contract
situation sewed up.

Stagehand Strawhat Theft
Maplewood, N. J., Sept. 6.

Edward Neville, stagehand at the
Maplewood summer theatre, Maple-
wood, N. J-i' was caught, last ' week
(3), after he held up and robbed
nearly $150 from Robert Dalzell,

group's treasurer. Neville was ar-
rested a few minutes later and the
money was recovered.

Vroom Quits

4As to Send Reps to AFL Conv.

In view of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees'
jurisdictional threat, the Associated Actors and Artistes of America
will probably send two or three delegates to the annual American
Federation of Labor convention in Houston beginning Oct 3.

Four As has hitherto always sent a single spokesman to the confab,
but feels at least: one additional representative might be needed this
year. Expected that Frank Gillmore, persident, will go and either
one or two representatives from the Screen Actors' Guild; The Four
As is permitted three delegates.

Decision will be made Monday (12) when -the- Four As national
board holds its. first meeting of the fall. Mrs. Florence Marston of
SAG, Leo Fischer of the American Guild of Musical Artists, and
Henry JafTe, attorney for several of the groups, are expected to at-
tend. All have been on the Coast.

Four A's session will also consider the charges filed by . the Amer-
ican Federation of Actors a couple of months, ago against Tom Phil-
lips, president, of the Burlesque Artists' Assn. It is.

,
hoped to clean

up that case at Monday's meeting. Also slated for discussion at the
confab is the matter of/Four As' . participation in the second con-
vention of the American Theatre Council, skedded to open the next
day (13),

Lehman Backed Opera-on-Wheels

Big B'way Year

showed a healthy profit. 'The Thow
Is Oh/ which was still- in the big
gross class at the start of last sum-
mer, dropped out after, a lew weeks;
Various reasons have been ad-

vanced for the sad legit businessthis
summer. Mid-July started it with
record temperatures, which have
subsided only slightly since.

Doubted- that the fast-spreading
strawhat theatres have hurt Broad-
way" legit to. any extent. Most sum-
mer business in New. York is reputed
to come from vacationing out-of-
towners. who presumably wouldn't
stay- away fronv Broadway legits be-
cause of stock companies in their

home localities. Possible, however,
that in some cases strawhats may <?3-

crease summer grosses .on the road.

(Continued from page 49)

lowed concerning show business
unions.

Others on the committee are
George Browne, head of the Interna-
tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees; Joseph N. Weber,: pres-
ident of the American Federation
of Musicians, and Gustav Gerber,
Counsel for TMAT. Committee was
named after the executive board of
AFL considered various complaints
on TMAT activities. Board frankly
admitted it knew little about show
business and thought that TMAT
should be straightened out by peo-
ple who arc in the know.

TMAT Questions Control
. IATSE had declared its intention
of taking on certain people in

'front of the house' and TMAT
questioned that jurisdiction. It

went ahead organizing icture
house managers and assistants

1

after being instructed to lay off. by
AFL, and has about 150. such mem
bers, who have a charter . in the
union. IATSE was slated to take in
TMAT with an arrangement which
would, have given the show crowd
autonomy but that plan went awry.
When the managers signed up,
TMAT seemed to lose all interest in
whatever support IATSE promised.
Too rapid expansion brought

about TMAT's financial troubles.
Its. row with IATSE appears to have
been somewhat tempered as in-
dicated by the appearance of Browne
on the committee. :Latter is said to
have been most, friendly to TMAT
since Green's selection of . the coirir

mittee. Suggestion that TMAT be-
come attached to the Associated Ac-
tors and Artistes of America, which
takes in the actor-artist unions, has
riot been acted on but the commit-
tee "may make such a recommenda-
tion.

Daughter.' ow much coin is rep-
resented in all the above shows is

anybody's guess, but estimating it

on' the basis of an average of $25,-

000 per production, it reaches $600,-

000.
'

'

Explaining the sudden splurge to-

ward -lavish production after sev-
eral notoriously lean seasons is. an-
other matter for unlimited guess-
work. However,

^
scene .

designers
and costumers offer a number of
theories in that connection. One is

that with the New York World's Fair
scheduled for next spring, managers
figure that, spectacles will be likely

to get the attention of out-of-town-
ers. Visitors, it is explained, are
always partial to musical- shows,
particularly the' big ones.

Freer Coin

Another possible explanation ad-
vanced is that Wall Street money
for Broadway production is more
plentiful this season than in pre-
vious years, particularly for elabo-
rate shows, such, as musicals. Fur-
ther suggested that the example of
the. Federal Theatre, which has
staged a number of shows thought
too big for commercial manage-
ment, may have had some influence.
Also, the legit theatre has found:
it must compete with Hollywood, for
audience attention and. that such-
pictures as 'Marie Antoinette,' and
so on, have accustomed showgoers
to lavish displays.

The masterminding on the Fair Is

that the midway will get a quickie,

but that they'll' be domiciled in the
hotels around midtown Manhattan;
that the first, things the visitors must
do is eat (ai.d drink) when they
check info town, and of course" the
theatres and night li o must benefit
accordingly.

No more preview, visitors are
allowed inside the New York World's
Fair grounds, on Flushing Meadow.
Last spring the gates were closed
excepting Oh Saturday afternoon and
Sunday, when public was admitted
at 25c fee. This has been eliminated
because of desire on part of various
contractors to speed cdnstruction.
Partial stalling of work resulted
from strike extending oyer six weeks
and contractors, with union pacts,
now are using every moment to
make up. lost time.

Despite this there is now talk of
permitting some sort of 'previ w
drive-through'

. concession two or
three months before the exposition
opens on Sunday?. This would be to
curry interest of out-of-towhers, in
town over the weekend.
Such arrangement would, be for

small fee, with no parking of cars or
walking on grounds allowed. Idea
seems feasible because of tremendous
drawing population near New York,
in Jersey and on Long Island, all
within a radius of a few miles.

-

Apart from the obvious benefit to
shows, bars,, cafes and niterics, the
knowledge that boat lines, for ex-
ample; which look liners- off Canal
service, from the Coast* are re-
instating them,, all points to what
tourism should mean "to New York.
The Grace Line, for one, is putting
four South American coastal liners
back into the passenger service from
California to New York.

.
Proposed opera-on-wheels, which

the Lehman banking clan is- angel-
ing, is mired' in union' troubles.
Unless difficulties with the musi-
cians' union; the stagehands and the
American Guild of Musical Artists

are ironed out, the southern tour this
fall and inter may have to be
cancelled.'

Union objections to the plan is'

based on the fact that the opera
company would use recorded
chestral and choral music and elimi-

nate stagehands. Figured the outfit

could get along without the musi-
cians, but the.ban by AFM'A and the
International Alliance of Theatrical

Stage Employees is likely, to keep
the company in the barn.

Importance" of the AGMA and
IATSE angles is that the singers,

which the company has signed and
hopes to use, arc members of the

Musical GUild, while the director,

Felix Brentano, belongs to IATSE.
Both groups have declined to per-

mit their members to work with the

company. Bradford Mills, manager
of Opera-pn-Tour, Inc., claims , the

troupe will go -out in October as

previously scheduled.

According to Mills, he's, had no
official word from either the. musi-
cians or stagehands regarding their

attitude toward the Opera-on-Wheels
plan. Concerning AGMA, 'he says

that outfit has made an exception to

its rule against companies using

recorded music and has given per-

mission to its singers to fulfill their

contracts with the company.
AGMA bluntly contradicts that

statement, saying that at a. meeting
only last week Mills was told defi-

nitely that no AGMA member would
be allowed to sing with the troupe.

AGMA claims the contracts signed

by its members with Opera-oh-Tour,
inc., were signed after the union,

passed its ruling against recorded

music outfits. AGMA will positively

not permit any of its members to

Sing with the troupe as long as it

uses recorded music, it's stated.

Meanwhile, an effort is being made
to persuade Oj-era-on-Tour to ex-

pand its scheme to include choruses,

an orchestra and stagehands.. Under-
stood the company has already spent

several thousands of dollars for the

production, costumes, etc. AGMA,
the music union and IATSE
believe that with the addition

of live choral and orchestral musi
and regular, stage crew the -enture

could be turned into a success.

Company's recorded orchestral

and choral music was made by Sir

Thomas Beecham in London. Idea,-

tb which the unions object, is to use-

that as a background, with live

singers as principals. Only opera the

outfit, has at present is 'Faust.'

Vladimir Shatitz. who is announced
to conduct the venture, -is: credited

with originating the", combination
live-recorded opera in Russia several

years ago. At that time, in addition

to recorded choral and orchestral

music, projected scenery, (flashed pti

the stage in the man of film

projection) was used.

'Package* for B'way
Los Angeles. Sept: 6.

Percival Montague will produce
'Surprise Package,' by E. S.- Chester,

in New York this fall, with Dave
Gould directing.
Play was. presented two years apo

at the Spotlight theatre here.
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'Susan' Grabs Big $21,000 in L A.

Despite Election, Strike; Tins' 8G

San Francisco, Sept. 6.

Although the town was in the

idst of a hotly-contested state elec-

tion and suffering from a strike,

which has tied up most of the city's

warehouses, Gertrude Lawrence
managed to do another good week at

the Curran, where she played the

fourth and next-to-last stanza of

•Susan arid God' last week. Play is

good . for several more weeks but
Miss Lawrence is due in Los Angeles,

where 'Susan' is slated for three

weeks/ ' *

'Pins arid Needles' suffered a drop
in the fourth stanza. 'Alien Corn'
folded at the. Alcazar last Friday (2)

after customary two weeks' stretch.

Estimates for Last Week
•Pins and Needl ,' Geary (1,550;

$2.20) (4th week). iz. fell off a bit

more than anticipated last week
with take dropping to $8,000. Labor
trouble in town is given the reason
for the drop. Company will play one
more week. arid will, then jump to.

Seattle where 'Pins' will run a week.
When word was received by the
company of the picketing of the the-

atres in Portland, where it was to

play. 'Pins' outfit cancelled engage-
ment there. Labor Stage has a clause

in its contract which gives it. the
right to*55ncel any engagement in a
city where the theatre, in which, it's

being- booked, '.is picketed.
'

'Susan and. God/ Currah (1,771;

$2.75) , (4th week). Gertrude Law-
rence is still the big fave here.
Fourth week did $21,000, about the
same as previous stanza.

WPA
'Allen Corn,' Alcazar (1,269; $1.10)

(2d week). Folded after two good
weeks. 'See How They Run,' by Dr.
George Milton Savage, preemed at
the Alcazar last night (Monday)..

BERKSHIRE PLAYHOUSE

UP 20% IN BIZ OVER '37

Stockbridge, Mass.,
The Berkshire Playhouse, ich

closed its 11th season Sept. ,- ith'

Jane Cowl in 'Road to Rome,' id

20% better business in 1938 than in

1937. No deficit has been incurred
since William Miles took over man-
agement
'Rome' played an extra matinee,'

business being second only to that

done with 'Susan and God,' featur-

ing. Violet Heming, during one of the
Berkshire Music Festival weeks.

5 B'way Hits Set by Pitt

A1S; Up Subscriptions

Pittsburgh, Sept. 6.

Although Nixon theatre hasn't yet
announced an opening for legit sea-

son, six American Theatre Society
subscription, plays have already been
set for the impressive lineup. Shows
slated are 'Amphitryon ' and 'Sea

Gull,' on a split week; 'Qf Mice and
Men,' 'Our Town,' 'Golden Boy,'
Guild-Mercury production of 'Five

Kings' and probably, although still

to be definitely slated, 'On Borrowed
Time.'

In past, subscriptions have been
slow coming due to presence on list

of several tryouts, Pittsburgh crowd
being wary of new shows. Coming
season's schedule, however, reveals
only one of these, 'Five Kings,'
others all tried successes, accounting
for 'increased pre-season advance
sale.

Only other shows definitely set so
far are Katharine Cornell's 'Herod
and Miriamne,' 'I'd Rather Be Right,'

"What a Life' and the inevitable 'To-
bacco Road,' ing back for
'sleehth time.

Future Plays,

'Window Shopping,' by Louis
Schecter and Norman Clark, will be
placed in rehearsal next week by
Thomas Kilpatrick. Bcrtrand Rob-
inson, to stage.

•Oh, Say Can You See' will be
Anne Nichols' first venture of the
season as an associate of Martin
roones.
'People Like Us," a new play by

George Salvatore and Jo La G.attuta,
is skedded to arrive Sept 16 at the
ayes theatre and marks' the debut

of the New Actors Group into the
Broadway field.

•Heaven Can Walt,' comedy by
Harry Srgall, has been purchased by
Richafd Dornn and Charles H.

iter, who plan a late October pro-

Road Legit Totals

Estimated total grosses
Urt week. ......... ...$37,000
(.Bated ori three (hows)

Total crosses same week
last year............. $?4,tW
(Based on two: shows)

TALU MILD 8G,

TRIM LA RUN

Los Angeles, Sept.

Decision to limit the engagement
of Tallulah Bankhead in her pew
opus, 'I Am Different,' to two weeks
instead of planned three at the Bllt-

more, has the house dark for cur-

rent stanza, iting arrival (12) of

'Susan and. ' coming here from
San Francisco.

Interest in the Bankhead play

eased off - sharply after first few

days of the engagement despite con-

siderable rewriting. Opus does four

one-nighters this week, then goes
into the Curran, Frisco, fdr a brief

stay.

Estimates for Last Week
•I An Different,' Biltmore (CD-

1.656: $2.75) (2d-final week). Couple
of heavy matinees helped final

week's take of $8,000, which is not so
hot.

WPA
'Having Wonderful Time,*' Holly-

wood Playhoused Get under way (2)
for li ited run. .

'
, Little Chilton/ Mayon. Con-

tinues to attract favorable trade and
comment.

L L THEATRE TO OPEN

WITH H0AD' TOURISTS

First legit show to play' the

Queensboro, Elmhurst, L. I., will be
the road company of 'Tobacco Road,'

featuring. John Barton, uncle of

James. Barton, the show's Broad-
way company star, to open Mon-
day (12). House is being operated

by John J. Livingston and will be

made part, of the 'subway circuit,'

interest in neighborhood showings at

pop prices haying , been revived last

season.
'

Boxoffice staff is Frank Frayer and
Bob Howard. Department heads,back
stage: William Stoft carpenter;

Domiriick Fox, props and Ike Russell,

electrician. There is a theatre party

department, handled by Gertrude
Miick,

Pitt Playhouse to Open

Season with Lewis Play
Pittsburgh, Sept. 6.

Pittsburgh Playhouse season will

open Oct. . 25 with Sinclair Lewis'

'It Can't Happen Here.' Play se-

lected by Director Frederick . Bur-

leigh because of its success this sum-
mer -at Cohasset, Mass., where Bur-

leigh served as an aide to Alexander
Dean for fifth successive year. Six

other shows will be produced, among :

them 'Tonight at 8:30,' probably star-

ring Polly Rowles, former screen

player, and the usual annual mu-
sical.

Another likely candidate is a new
play called 'His Brother's Keeper'

by Tom Wilmot of Pittsburgh, who
appeared in a couple of Playhouse
productions last season. It would be

the first time ' Playhouse has ever

gone ini for an 'original. Wilmot was
formerly a Joe Penner radio

scripter.

Current Road Shows
eek of Sept. 5)

PHH1Y SEASON SLOWS

AFTER * FAST START

Philadelphia, Sept. 6.

Unless the completely unexpected-
happens, Philadelphia's 1938-39 legit

season is going to. duplicate last

year's getaway procedure. Early;
opening of Max Gordon's .'Sing Out
the News' Aug. 29 at the Forrest and
announcement that the Erlanger
would relight Labor Day with Noel
Coward's one-act play cycle; 'Tonight
at 8:30,' raised general hopes that

there" would be plenty of activity

throughout September. . However,
Coward engagement has been pushed
back to Sept. 26, and no bookings
have been announced for the three
Shubert houses, Forrest, Chestnut
and Locust, until Oct 3.

Latest word is. that .'Sing Out the
News' may be held for a third week
at the Forrest, but even that will

leave, a 4wo-.week gap before local

preem of George M. Cohan's 'I'd

Rather Be Right.' Biz hasn't been
any too healthy ' for 'Sing Out the

News' . despite fine press and mod-
erately cool weather. Show has
been getting plenty- of doctoring
with a drastic rearrangement of acts

due to take place this week.
Eddie Cowling's drama tryout,

'Madame Capet' is set for the

Locust's , bow Oct. 3 arid Dwight
Deere Wiman's new musical show,
'Great Lady,' is due at the Chest-
nut the same week'. After three

weeks of the Coward, onc-acters,. the

Erlanger figures on a tryout with
Jane Cowl.

Richards, Leon janney

Plan Long Island Strawhat
Stanley Richards arid Leon Jan-

ney will operate a summer theatre

on Long Island next year.

Janney will -direct ' and Richards,

fprriie'rly with Shubert office, -Will

produce and manage. Theatre will

probably be near the. World's Fair,

Flushing, though definite site hasn't

been selected , as yet.

Roanoke's 'Colony' Finale

Charlotte, N. C, Sept 6.

The season's final performance of

Roanoke Island's drama,. The Lost
Colony,' was held last night (Mon-
day). It was its 41st performance
this summer and the 83d since it

was .inaugurated in 1937, as a part

of the celebration of the 350th an-

niversary of the ttlement of

Roanoke.
Approximately , 50,000 tourists

came to the island to see the show
this year.

Broadway Speeds Up with Season

Opening Next Week; 'Can't' Spurts

Despite Film as 15 Shows Rehearse

B'way Legit Totals

Estimated total grosses
last week. . . $80,680

(Based on nine shows}
Total grosses same week

last year.. ....... $82,900

(Based on eight sliotos)

DRAMATISTS TO

JUDGE STATUS

OF PRIESTLEY

Dramatists' Guild council will, meet

tomorrow (Thursday) to consider"

the case of J. B. riestley, whose

deal with Gilbert iller for a Broad-

way production of 'I Have Been

Here Before,' is -a violation of the

Guild's rules. As a member of the"

Guild, Priestley is not permitt to

deal, with Miller, who is a non-sig-

natory to. the minimum basic agreer

ment.
Still not indicated what action the

Guild will take against. Priestley, or

even that it will take any at all. It

may be that the Guild Will merely
hold punishment against the play-

wright in abeyance, as it did . last

spring against Frederick Lonsdale

under similar circumstances, On
the other hand, Priestley is pre-

sumed to have made the deal with
Miller after being warned by the

Guild, so- the council is likely to be
more severe with, him than ith

Lonsdale.
Real object of any Guild action,

of course, would be Miller, the only

ranking Broadway manager who
has refused to sign the minimum
basic agreement. While the Guild
may find it hard to deal with Miller,

it is understood the council lias

asked its at rrieys to attend tomor-
row's meeting, indicating it contem-
plates steps against the producer as

well as against Priestley.

Younger Group in Equity Council

Say Too Much Attention to WPA

The younger and mOre energetic

members of Equity's council are

planning another housecleaning in

the organization. They are 'not part

of the so-called radical group, which

has quieted down to a whisper.

Feeling pervades that too much at-

tention has been given the minority

group, which is on relief, and .not

enough' consideration afforded to

other matters.
Known that the Federal Theatre

Project people, who are members of

Equity, have demanded and secured

Equity support for the past two

years or more. The pink slip has

been a matter of importance, but in

the last analysis was found toi have

been exaggerated. Such letouts

were comparatively few and now
the keen observers in Equity want

to know about 'those, who have not

Parnell Thomas, of New Jersey, had
Insisted that the FTP is a 'hotbed of

communism' and he -warned those

who made denials that they would
be forced to disprove the 'mass of

evidence in the committee's posses-

sion.'

Discuss Casting Agents

Another question that Equity will

probably consider concerns the cast-

ing agents. It's most difficult for

any newcomer to secure an agency
permit with the result that hustlers,

who can deliver, must work ..through

those who are recognized and with
whom they must split commissions.

Some time ago Equity changed its

agency rules but players feel that

the newer, aspiring agents be given

more leeway and they also say. that

the deadwood among the agents

shouid be dropped because such of-

fices are Ijvjng on the efforts of the
gone on the Federal *"KMwe i people who can deliver cn-
ho need protection even more than

ga({emenls
1

AccordinK t0 indications,

'Golden Boy,'

Beach, N. Y.
j

I Am Different' (Tallulah Bah -

head), Auditorium,. Santa 'Barbara

(7); Auditorium, Sacramento .(10).

'Pins' and Needles,' Geary, San
Francisco.

'Sing Out
Philadelphia./ ,

'Susan and God' (Gertrude Law-
rence), Curran, San Francisco.

'What a Life,* iJbur, Boston.
'

the WPA-crs.
Complaints Received

Declared that' despite the numer-
ous complaints for the relief end qf

the 'membership, they are earning as

much, or more, annually than

plenty of others who are supposedly

gelling good salaries. In other

words, the $250 per week player may
work a few weeks in an in-between

Equity will completely revise the

agency regulations but will probably

maintain a 5% limit on fees, there
are some agencies which are per-

mitted to. collect 10% per week for

a limited period and others for the

length o( the engagement, but the

latter must guarantee at least 20

weeks work per season and are

classed as managers rather than

show and nt the end of the season
|
casters. Few permits of the latter

find himself in no- better financial are extant and it is understood thai

condition than people on WPA, who Equity will not issue more of the

are paid for 52 weeks. so-called grade A permits. Somr>

Overemphasis of the WPA and of agents, who held such permits, vol-

Eciuity was brought out, too, be- untarily turned them back after

cause of charges before the congrcs- : losing heavily on the guarantees dur-

sioii.'il com itlcc investigating un- ' ing Hie period when legit was on
Amcricanis Representative J. the downgrade.

Broadway- managers stepped on
the

.
gas during the past two weeks

and the New YOrk World's Fair sea-

son of 1938-39 was on, There are 15

shows in rehearsal, largest number
in years for early September. Most
of those readying the first flight of

attractions are prominent producers.

Actually, the season- opens .next
week when .three premieres are

carded.

Cool, clear weather over Labor
Day meant " strong attendance to
holdovers, all of which are staying,
as indicated early in August. Nearly
all played a matinee Monday (5).
because of the holiday and most sold
out. Lines formed at the boxoffices
in the morning, there being an in-
flux of visitors 16 match the exodus
of locali tes.

Standout in business onday night
was "You Can't Take It with You,'
which moved from the Booth' to the
Imperial, latter having twice the ca-
pacity of the former. Despite the
showing of the film version of 'Can't*
at the Music. Hall, the stage version
sold out. Excellent attendance ii
credited to the lowering of the scale,
to $1.65 top. Show will probably
tour soon regardless- of the picture,
the Imperial being due' to get •
musical during the fall.

'I Married an Angel' drew more
standees at the matinee than at any
previous performance. It did around
$27,600 last week and should hold up
even, jn the face of incoming new
musicals.
'Shadow and Substance' is in its

last four weeks. It moves from the
Golden to the Plymouth next. Mon-
day, to be followed by the revival of
'LightninV Other debuts for the
coming week are 'Come Across,' at
the Playhouse, and 'Once Upon a
Night,' Cort

Estimates for Last
'Bachelor Born/ Lyceum (33d

week) (C-957-$3.30). Climbing and
may extend well into fall; business
$5,000 arid satisfactory.

'I Married an Angel.' Shubert
(18th week ) (M-1,367; $4.40 ). Clean-
up musical holding to virtual capac-
ity all~ performances and takin
were quoted at $27,600.
'On Borrowed Time,'. Longacre

(32d week) (D-1,019; $3.30). An-
nounced to stick indefinitely with
pencilled road, time set back; up-
ward trend, $9,000., '

'

'Our Town/ Morosco (32d week)
(D-961-$3.30). Another of past sea-
son's clicks that continues -to draw
good grosses; $8,500: may stick until
late fall; resumed Monday night
'Shadow and Substance/ Golden

(31st week) (D-789; $3.30). In final
four weeks; will move to Plymouth
Monday (12) for getaway weeks;
over $7,000 again, okay for small cast
drama.
'Tobacco Road,' Forrest (248th

week) (C-1,107; $1.65). As Indicated,
run leader is staying into another
season and length' of run Indefinite;

$5,000, which provided fairly good
profit.

'What a Life/ Biltmore (22d week)
(C-991; $3.30). Road company has
opened in Boston, with original
slated well into new season; has been
bettering $6,000 and making some
coin right along. \

'You Can't Take It With You/ Im-
perial. (91st week) (C-1.468-$1.65).
Moved here from Booth Monday (5)

and started with capacity house;
lowered scale counting; got $0,500

but can double that here this week
if weather remains cool.

Added
'Pins and Needles/ Labor Stage

(40ih week) (R-500; $2.75). Labor
unionists, with amalcur players in

intimate revue, still riding high and
indefinite stay -announced; $6,000,

which is plenty for this one.

PA
'One-Third of a Nation,'

(34th week).
•Halt)/ Daly's (28lh week).

Muny Theatre, St. Louis,

Hit $460,000 for Season

St. Louis, Sept. 8.

With a lake of approximately
$460,000 for 85 of the 87 skedded
performances in the al fresco theatre
in Forest Park, the unicipal The-
atre' Assn. finished its 20th consecu-
tive season in the black. Threat of
rain on the last night held the at-

tendance down, but had* thatper-
formance 'been lost the season would
have been finished in the red.
Total season -attendance was 704,-

131. Last year all-lime record of
-774.958 was hung up with' 1

80. per-
formances, but !!)?,& was the second
best season in the history of the
o crctta enterprise.
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Brooklyn Eagle Fir 32

Brooklyn Eagle fired 32 em-
ployees, three of them new Guild
members, because of economy last

week. Notice of dismissals was
given Guild In advance, In accord-
ance with Guild contract. Dis-

charges were in editorial, classified

and circulation departments.
Guild contract with management

expires end of /year and negotiations

for new one will start next month.
Among grievances settled last week
resulting from last year's strike was
reinstatement of Helen Worth in

her .old job of conducting, advice

column bearing her name. Frank
D. Scro'th is new publisher of sheet,

replacing Preston Goodiellow.

Syndicate Buys Printer's Ink

A syndicate, comprising officers

and employees of Printer's Ink, arid

headed by Roy Dickinson, president,

has purchased the controlling inter-

est in the New York advertising-

magazine from the estate of John
Irving Romer and from Mrs. Kath-

erine N. Romer.
Neither change:- in personnel nor

marked switch in editorial depart-

ment is contemplated.

; t •

with a »few and it's explained that

the rest are to go to the bookstores,

newspapers' for review,; and the like.

Actually, the remaining volumes are

dumped Into the . nearest- refuse .re-

ceptacle as the bookstores won't take

them, even on consignment, nor will

the newspapers bother reviewing

them.!
Publisher does retain some copies

to send to the picture producers;

with the author previously sighed to

a contract giving the publisher 50%
of the film rights.

Look-Life Circulation Battle

Look getting set to battle Life, for

premier circulation among the pic-

ture publications, by moving its cir-

culation department from. Des.

Moines, its headquarters, to New:
York.
Preliminary to the move, Look has

lured S. O. Shapiro from Macfaddfcri

to, take' charge, of its -circulation.

Shapiro had been for some time in.

charge of circulation .for Macfadden
Publications, and credited with -get-

ting True Story the biggest news-
stand sales in the country.

2 Monthlies Go Quar

Current mag .trend, is to the quar-

terly, with two monthlies set to fol-

low in the wake of Ballyhoo, and
appear but -four times: a year. They
are Modern Monthly and Partisan

Review.
; .

Modern Monthly will be of much
greater bulk as a quarterly but
Partisan Review will stay as is.

New Omaha Weekly Tab

Omaha Post, new. weekly tab, will

hit the streets for the first time Sept.

16. Publisher David Blacker hopes
to go semi-weekly and finally to a
daily within' a year.

"~ James R. .O'Hanlon, .Jr., former-
city editor of Hearst's . now-defunct
Omaha Bee-News, will handle edi-

torial helm. . Jake Rachnian, Bee-
News film critic and columnist,.more
recently with KOIL, Omaha, will
handle films, radi and chatter
column.

New Specialized Book Pub
New specialized book house is the

Madison Publishing Co., with a
limited number of non-fiction vol;

umes skedded. Starter, according to

Palma Madison, will b? a book by
John Phocus.
New firm has headquarters in heart

of Times Square, .one of very few
book-publishing organizations in

that location.

'Company Union' Bulla;

Labor headache for Hollywood
Citizen-News was induced Friday

(2) when the National Labor Rela-

tions Board ordered Harlan G. Pal-

mer, rag's publisher, to dissolve his

'company union' and further directed

a secret ballot election must be con-
ducted within 45 days among- all em-
ployees Of the composing room, to

determine whether they want to join

up with the Los Angeles. Typograph-
ical union, local no. 174, of the
American Federation of Labor.
Charged that a membership drive

by the AFL bac:; in February; 1937,

was upset by Palmer and that em-
ployes were' later 'flattered' into

joining, unaffiliat . Citizen-News
Welfare Assn., which eventually was
incorporated as Printing T'ades'
Union. Inc. Much of the blame was
placed by the Labor Board on W. E.-

Phelps,- a former, foreman of the
.plant,, who allegedly attacked the
AFL and soft-soaped the workers
into, shifting- to the company union
point of view. :-

Rowswell Tarns Columnist

'Rosey' Rowswell, who in the past
couple of months has become well
known in Pittsburgh as. a result of

his broadcasts of Pittsburgh Pirates
baseball, games, has just been signed
by the Hearst Sun-Telegraph to con-
tribute a daily column. It's a letter

addressed to Aunt Minnie, a fictional

character Rowswell has popularized
in his torch-carrying; for the pen-
nant-bound Pirates.

.
Rowswell at one time m.c.'d Harry

Reser program over NBC for a bev-
erage account and for years has been
in demand as toastmaster and after-
dinner speaker. This is his first stab
at a newspaper stint

•Vanity Publisher' Back

The 'vanity publisher' is back;
Means that some deluded, would-be
authors will pay money to see their I

Inspirations in print.

First vanity publisher in some
years has hung his. hat in a New
York public steno's office. .Hat, and

|

his name on the public steno's door
' along with about, a dozen others,

constitute the sole publishing or-

ganization of this individual.

Modus operandi is to send out
glowing announcements of a new
book publishing organization. .News
of the entry of another publisher

will cause scribblers to dig up novel-
length manuscripts turned down
everywhere, and promptly send them
to the new firm; Reply is, of course,

that the script is sensational, but
since the author is new, the pub-
lisher is doubtful, as to how the book'
will be received. But the publisher
-will take a chance, providing, the au-
thor puts up half the cost of pub-
lishing.

Charge to the author for his sup-
posed half-share of. the publication
cost is whatever the traffic will bear;

sometimes as low as $500, and often

as high as $5,000. Price in each case,

however,, more than covers the
manufacturing cost of the few hun-
dred copies of the book.
Vanity publisher managers to 'get

a few more dollars from the scrib-

•bler in. other ways: A copyright fee

Is' one. Item,' that being many times

the actual cost. Then there are also

press-agent charges, etc.

Author is shown the pile of books
when the volumes come back from
the printer. Is graciously presented

j

it Pie Services IHIsrep'

A photographic service, which al-

legedly has buffaloed the public into,

believing Wat it is connected with-,

the Associated Press
,
and that its

photos will be used by the New York
Times arid other prominent dailies,

resulted Monday (5) in a preliminary
spanking by the Federal Trade Com-
mission with threats of further dras-
tic action unless the outfit backs:
down.
Associated . News Photographic

Service,. Inc., New York, has flattered
prospective purchasers into believing
that newspapers are anxious to have
their pictures, FTC charged, repre-
senting that they take pictures of
prominent persons for. use in the
trade and daily

. press; that the pros-
pect's picture is wanted by the New
York Times and other newspapers,
and that the Associated News is

likely to get calls for the prospect's
picture.' Same misrepresentation is
said to be carried on by Blackstone
Studios, Inc:, N. Y., and Leo Fried,
prexy, and William Shapiro, vlce-
prexy, of both organizations,

j
Racket reported even to Include

use of purported 'press cards' by rep
resentatives of tht two photo ser-
vices,; according to complaints, and
'exorbitant' prices for pictures that
never get into the papers.,
Services and their head men must

answer charges within 20 days or re-
ceive a desist order from Uncle Sam
Squawks against the group point out
that they 'do not have news connec-
tions as advertised and receive,
practically no. calls for news photon
graphs of individuals.'

NEW PERIODICALS
The American Woman, a women's

mag, Is under way by the Authors

International Publishing Co., likely

to make its bow around the new
year. The name Is subject to change.

Firm gets out an annual, Leading

Women of America, and put the

proposition of the proposed mag to

many of the subjects. Response said-

to have been sufficiently gratifying

to 'warrant preparations. Authors

International Publishing Co. issues a

number of publications, including

the American .Advertiser and World
Trade'Review, all under the editor-

ship of Archer Leslie Hood, who will

likewise guide the new mag.
Metropolitan Sports Review and

Varieties of Sports and Amusement
are to compete with The Sports

Sampler. Both to bow. in, around
Oct. 1 with former to be published

by Anthony ^Fiduccia,
;
who operates

a number of New York skating rinks,

latter , by the newly-formed Sussex

Publishing Co. Latter is headed by.

J. Richard .Branson and Arthur H.
Bienenstock. Like The Spor.s Sam-
pler, proposed new mags will con-

tain coupons for free admissions to

various sports events. Mag . ties up
with the sports events operators for

exploitation. etropolitan Sports'

Review will sell for around $1 a
copy, with buyer getting, among'
other things, around $25 worth- of

admission's . to a variety of sports

events. Price of Varieties of Sports

arid Amusements not fixed as yet, but
will, approximate that of the other.

Views and Reviews is skedded for

issuance Nov. 1. It's proposed as a
Reader's Digest or radio, printing

pertinent speeches made on the
radio throughout the country.

Thomas Stevenson, publisher, is

former publisher of Broadcast Re-
porter. Mag, being published in

Washington, is pocket-size.

Pictorial publications, small-sized,

said to be new to this 'country but
reputedly popular abroad, notably in

the German-speaking countries, will

be introduced to America by a new
organizati East and West Pub-
lishing Co. Sponsors Ernst K. Fa-
bisch, Martin Fuchs -and 'George M.
Goldberg, temporarily keeping the
exact nature of their publications
under wraps. Trio have had pub-
lishing experience abroad, and are
familiar with the type of publica-
tions they are to introduce here. .

Comedy and This Season's Cook-
book are new quarterlies to be added
to the Dell list. Comedy, compila-
tion of jokes and gags,: will hit the
stands Oct. 1, , while Cookbook is

ready now. Victor Bloom editing
Comedy, and Marjorie.Deen in. the
editorial chair for the cookbook.
Mrs!, femme counterpart of Dell's
Mr., ill. definitely appear end of
this week. Novelty of Mrs. is that it

will have a handle, with mag to be
carried like a handbag.

Pubs in Several Languages

Publication of books and maga
zines in several languages, mostly
non-English, is object o' a new pub
lishing organization now being
formed by Maurrce Roger. Name of.

ti e company will most likely be the
Lh-guist Publishing Co.
Because' of Influx of literary 'emi-

gres, Roger lieves much gobd.writ-

inn in. foreign an.ruages to be avail-

able fo.r publication, - Roger now
for ing an editorial board.

Ordered.' ( irnon & Schuster, Sept.

16, publication.)

So what does image Frank Scully

do with time on his hands till then?

He runs for office. He runs for what

he calls the lowest office in the low-

est legislature in the land. He tries

to beat an incumbent. .California.al-

ways votes for incumbents, so he

tries to beat an incumbent. Just a

mugg.
He gets a stri of indorsements

that reads like a telephone book.

Every candidate uses endorsements.

But Candidate .Scully goes out of his

way to print a list of organizations

which have not indorsed him, fin-

ishing up with The Neutral Thou-

sandsi including Hitler, Chandler,

Mussolini, Girdler and the Mikado.'

Last week he went on the air,

using the little Galli sisters singing

The.Voting Class Is Getting Sore'

as his theme song to the music of

'Funiculi, Funicula..' Then he trotted

out J. P. McEvoy, Jim Tully, Paul

Gerard Smith, Dorothy Parker and
Lewis Browne. Only Dottie Parker
couldn't get away from, her studio.

So Mrs. Scully doubled for Mrs.
Parker-Campbell. Mrs. Scully has a

Norwegian accent It sounded as if

Parker had gone Garbo.
His last speech proclaimed that he

had so many votes he was giving
the overflow to any candidates that
needed them. When he finally won
by less than 100 votes his alibi was
that the other candidates had taken
him at his word and scooped up
buckets of his votes, nearly licking
him. They-: played the ' gag-man
straight.

Guy he licked was a Republican,
in a Republican stronghold. He had
muscled into the Democratic column
and had almost taken that too. But
Scully stopped that. Now he has to
meet the incumbent and lick him
again in November..
Just a mugg'.

NEW MAGAZINES
National Dog Magazine, which: quit

publishing some time ago, will be re-
vived by Alexander P. Uptcgraff.
Former publisher was Hugh Patrick
Kelly, with publication offices in

Rockefeller Center.. Uptegraff has
taken quarters In downtown Manhat-
tan.. National Dbg Magazine is one
of a number of such periodicals,

most important of the others being
Dog World, Dog News, Dog Craft
and Dogdom. -

The Atlantic Presents, a digest mag,
Is being tried by Atlantic Monthly
Co., which gets out the monthly of
that name. A full-sized periodical,
in contrast to the pocket size of the
usual digest, it will cover a single
topical subject in each issue, with
pros and cons to 'ie reproduced from
all. sources.

The Atlantic Presents will be fol-

lowed by a subtitle in even l?rger
type describing the current subject.
Starter of The Atlantic Presents
deals with Mexico and 'is subtitled
^Trouble Below the Border.' ag
will be edited from New York, al-

though editorial offices' of the At-
lantic Monthly are i,i Boston,

Bull's Eye Detective Stories and
All-Amerlcan Football agailhe are
being put. out by Fiction House,
whose mags now reach 10. Latter,

not a one-shot designed for the im-
minent football season, but will have
regular publication. Malcol iss

editing the pair.

Charter to Rogers Co.
Will Rogers Publications, Inc.. .has

been' chartered to conduct publish-

ing . and printing business in New
York, with a capital slock of $25,000,

$1 par value.

Directors' are Spl M. Trent. George
D. Weir, Jr.. arid Louis Isquith. Each
holds one shar

A Mugg In Politics

VAFiEnr 'has a mugg on the west
coast who followed Hanneri SwafTer
as' the paper's prima donna abroad
arid never got over it. When the
paper gave hirn layoffs he. wrote
best-sellers and that had to be
stopped by putting him back on the

payroll.

Recently he took a sabbatical from
his mugging" labors On the Coast in'

order to write a fourth 'Fun in Bed'
book called 'Just What the Doctor

LITERATI OBITS THIS WEEK
Norman. Etheredge Hamilton, 35,

assistarit publisher of the Portsmouth
(Va.) Star, died of a heart attack at
his home in Portsmouth Aug. 31. He
had been at' his offi trie day pre-
vious to the attack. was the son
of Representative Normari R. Ham-
ilton (D), of Virginia, arid had beeri
associated ith the Star for the last
three years; Funeral services were
conducted In Portsmouth Sept. 2.

Newell Bent, 85, author Of 'Amerl-
Polo' and Boston insurance: man,
died Aug.! 28 at his summer home in

the Back Bay of Boston. Was a
graduate of Harvard College. Ex-
tremely:^ active in golf, yachting and
polo.- Survived, by a daughter and
two sisters. Burial In Carribri

Colonel Howard H. , , a
member of the Philadelphia Record
editorial ^ staff for '47 years, died at
his home in Philadelphia Sept 4.

Col. Derr had gained prominence as
an- authority on Pennsylvania, poli-
tics and was reputed to know every
politician of his day. He started on
the old Philadelphia Times in 1883,
and later was with the Call, the
News and Inquirer. He joined the
Record in 1890 and retired in May,
1937.

Virginia Milmow, poet and author,
died last week in Atlanta after ill-

ness of several rnonths. She suf-
fered broken leg in fall during last
Christmas, complications developing
Which caused her death. A native
of. London, England, she moved
with her parents, when a child, to
Rugby, Tenn. Burial was in At-
lanta. Two sisters and a brother
survive.

illlam S. Brazelton, 67, for 15
years editor of Winchester (Ky.)
Truth; and Herald, died last week of
a heart attack in Rome, Ga., where
he had been publishing The Chero-
kee Independent for years.! Burial
was iri Rome. Widow, son and three
daughters survive.

Beorg for Marine Book Pub
Kennedy Bros.,' publishing house

specializing in marine books and
mags, has been reorganized with
name changed to Yachting Publish-
ing Corp. •

Of the Kennedy brothers, James
and John, who headed the firm, only
former remains, as the new prez. H.
L. Stone, editor for the concern, be-
comes vice-prez and E. D. Grimm "is
the new treasurer.
No change in policy under the new

setup, except that the organization's
mag, Yachting, ill get a buildup.

Ardls Smith's

Ardis Smith, drama and' picture
critic of the Buffalo Times, moved
oyer, in the ::ame capacity to the Buf-
falo Evening News Sept. 1.

Forrneriy-owned Scripps-Howard
Times is undergoing drastic retrench-
ment policy under new ownership of
George Lypris. Victor Knox, former
picture critic of the News is out

CHATTER
Robert McBrlde, the book pub.

lisher, in Mexico.
Doubleday, Doran has won-

Charles G. Norrls.
Helen Ware sold a story, '

the Money,' to Colliers.

Upton Sinclair will be 60 when hi
60th book is published this month.
Autoblog of Edna Ferber starts in,

the October Woman's Home Com-
panion.

Stanley Walker, editorial writer of
the N. Y.,Herald-TribUne, is writ'
a hew novel.
Quentih Reynolds ghosted that

Paul Whiterhan all-American swi
team in current Colliers.

Budd Schulberg sold a short story
'Proceed at Your Own Risk,' to CoU
Hers and was. asked for six more.
Daniel alnwaring's new novel

'Then There were Three,' will
'

published by Morrow in October!
After all those books, Max Miller

has finally written a novel. And, of
ccurse, it's a story of the waterfront.
Dora Aydelotte in New. York from

New Hampshire to deliver a new
novel to her publisher, Appleton-
Century.
Charles G. Poore, assistarit editor

of the New- York Times Book Re.
view, is shortly to have a book pii
lished himself.

John O'Donnell, who covers Wash,
ington for the N. Y. Daily News is

writing the life story of Supreme
Court JUstice Hugo - L. Black.

. t,eague of American Writers wi
host Theodore Dreiser at a dinner
Sept 15 in. New York. Proceeds to

the American reiief ship for Spain.

.
Jim Crouch, Greenville, S. C,

Variety mugg, has joined the staff of
Barron's - Advertising Agency there,

as head of the copy writing depart-
ment.

Dispersal of the Covici-Friede staff

continues, with George Joel going
over to the- rejuvenated Dial Press
as an editor and in . charge of pub-
licity.

Ernest Hemingway was in. Chicago
last week confabbing with Esquire.
Ken publisher Dave Smart. Left
immediately for New York and
Spain.

. Claude Binyon has completed the
captions for John Swope's photo
book on Hollywood. Swope's pop is -

Gerald Swope. Random House pub-
lishing.

George B. Turrell, Jr., associate

editor of Country Life and The
Sportsman, will marry Helen Elise

Droste, of Garden City, on Sept. 10,

at the Droste home.
Mary Louise Mabie, who has just

h'r' a novel, 'Root of the Lot ,'

published, ' a daughter of Louisa -

Kennedy Mable, who' contribs regu-
larly to the Satevepost.
Story by Stanley G. Weinbaum in

the December Thrilling Wonder
Stories was completed by . his sister,

Helen Weinbaum. Weinbaum, who
did a heap of science fiction, died

before he could complete the tale.

Charles Palmer, lyricist - for

Charley Henderson and Chuck Wal-
cott, whose first short story appeared

.

in the August. Cosmopolitan, has re-

peated with the sale of 'Imperfect

Lady' to the same publication. Deal

set by Elsie McKeough.
Gene Fowler, with the - Mrs. and

Gene, Jr., a cutter at 20th-Fox stu-

dios, sail Sept 14 from Los Angeles

to Fiji Islands on a holiday and to

work. Due back on the Coast Dec.

22;. Doing a book ori .the Powder
River. <Wyo.) cattle war.
Katharine Comly Tailer, social

rcgisterite and sister of the late Mrs.

William Adee, who burned to death

when her Tuxedo, N- Y., home was
destroyed by fire last month, now
assisting Nancy Randolph, society

editor of the N. Y. Daily News.
Daniel Rochfbrd, former Time mag

associate editor and managing editor

of Sportsman, has jUst published a
16-page pictorial booklet for Lowell
Thomas! Pamphlet describes corri-

mentator's 2,000-acre real estate proj-

ect at Quaker Lake, N. Y., near
•Pawling.

Unless Ernest Hemingway finds a

new producer for his play, 'The Fifth

Column;' very soon, play will be
among a collection of Hemingway
pieces Which Soribner's will publish

in a single volume next month.
Screen,- stage and radio are repre-

sented by three sections in 'New
York

..
Panorama," a 52G-pagc tome

compiled by the WPA Federal

Writers Project, published by Ran-
dom House. Practically every func-

tip.. of the city is treated. A second
volUme is to be published this wi
ter.

T. D. Kemp, Jr., booking asent,

operating as Southern Attractions,

Charlotte, N. C, has started a daily

column, 'Now,' in the Charlotte

(N. C.) Observer. Kemp conducted
a column in the. Observer for four

years prior to 1930, when- he resigned

to go into the' booking business. He
will continue to book.
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Broadway

inton Freedley's new offices In

io.City. :

Jack Curtis, agent, due east end of

is week-.

idney Howard Is, due from the

t shortly.

S N. Behrrhain returned last week

from the Coast.
' Horace McMahon
wood. Just visiting.

Jeff Brophy has dropped;- :131
,

pounds by dieting: Formerly weighed

430.

Talk of the Rivoll going into a

cabaret-theatre policy,, possibly with

the Shuberts interested.

Caspar Moriahan. theatrical critic

on the Pittsburgh Press, in town for

brief vacaUpn and to look over latest

shows. , .
.•:

Warner Bros, golf tournament at

Old Oaks, Purchase, N.Y., Sept. 18.

Jerry Keyser chairman of arrange-

ments.

Fi is Farr,' Pedlar St Hyan agency

radi scripter. has Sateveposted a.

piece on Sherman (Stork Club) Bill-.

ingsley-

Bill McLaughlin, manager of

Strand, Brooklyn, due back shortly

at his berth after being ill for two
months.

John Joseph, Universale advertis-

ing-publicity chief, back to the Coast

after Uo weeks in New York for.

home offlee conferences.

Stuart, Ames it James, Inc.. rk

avenue advertising and- publicity

firm, filed bankruptcy listing assets

of 83,530 and liabilities of $12^755.

.

Ben Bernie flying to the Coast Fri-

day to visit his son; Jason, now a

second- 'asst. director to Gregory
Ratoff at -ZOthv Hasn't seen him in

-vear.

Mari Armstrong, the first Mrs.

Ben Hecht, now married to- a Capt..

Essipoff, of Russia, is cbllabing with

Joe Laurie, Jr., oh 'Hollywood Call-

in?.' show biz play. .

St. Regis Roof , distributes a leaflet

'illustrating- how to do the Lambeth
Walk. When. Joe Rines strikes up,

many of 'em get up and try to follow
from, the throwaway herald..

Ramon and Renita returned- to

New York last night (Tuesday) at

the St. Regis after a year in Mexico
City and on the Coast Just closed at

Hotel Vista del Arroya; Pasadena.
Ezra Stone; lead in 'What a Life* at

-the Biltmore. is making his .
second

16mm. film.: 'While the Cat's Away.'
Deals with what goes on in the

George; Abbott office when the boss
isn't there.

'

First benefit of the season for the
Stage Relief Fund will take place
Sept. 18 With 'Shadow and Sub-
stance,' at the Plymouth, where, the
show' moves from the Golden next
Monday. (12).

Marion -. L. Balderstbh. novelist,

wife of playwright John Balderston,
is due from; Hollywood. next.Tuesday
H3)> and will sail immediately to

England to place her son: in school
Returns at once.
Tom Mead, who will be laid up for

a month or more as result of auto
accident, has a direct wire from his
hospital bed to office ,

in RCA build-
ing, where he's managing, director of
Universal newsreel.
Mary Baye and Naldl had the idea

of bringing a nitery show downtown
for the Hines 'blue ribbon* jury. Idea
was nixed, .- although talesmen • did
come untown for a orivate screening
of 'Can't Take It With You.'
Frisco ' fair officials; plug their

show by having .
Toe Di Maggio.

Lefty Gomez and Frankie CrbsSetti
wear arm bands proclaiming the
Coast exposition. Trio's from San
Francisco or vicinity.

. Tysort-nited. Inc.. has changed Its

name to Tyson United Theatre &
GDera Tirket Office, Inc., and Tyson
Theatre Ticket Bureau, Inc. has
changed its name to. M. D; Theatre
Ticket Bureau, Inc.. filed in Albany.

year, came out of retirement to play
his original role in "Belle of New
York' revival in Melbourne for Wil-.
liamson-Tait

Clarence Badger is handling radio
production for the Macquarie net-'
work -at its Pagewbod studio. Orig-
inally came here to produce local
pictures lor National.
Understood that the Victorlan:gov-

ernment will -not have any objection
to night trotting next season. Just
another headache to the nabes in
whose territory the track will be lo-

cated. '

London

Paris

Ichael Balcon has seven new'pro>
ductions scheduled at Ealing studios.
Jack Ogden Will have charge, of

advertising for Warners' new- thca*
tre.

Etic Maschwitz's 'Paprika' will be _ ..

produced at His Majesty's theatre of the Roxy, N. Y„ visiting his par-
Sept. 15. . ents. Accompanied" by wife and

M'oser. and Katherine Ganley, to New
York for legit and: radio auditions.

•Lt E. Moyer of Horner, Moyer 8c.

Horner, Kansas City booking agents,,

in town trying to sell Ted Shawn
dance recital to Paul Beisman and
William Zalken,

. Homer H. Harmon,, former p.a. for
Warner Bros, and Fanchon & Marco-
here,: arid ,iow advertising manager

Noel Coward in town.
- Charles Trenet on tour.'

Harold Smith iii Venice,
Beatrice Wanger in from Riviera.

. Arthur Chadwick' back to London.
Edward Everett Horton ' va-

cash.

.

. Reine Paulet i in auto acci-
dent.'

. Andrew from
Toulon;

- Marlehe Dietrich back from Cote
d'Azur.

.

Harry Salznian vacationing at St.

Tropez.
. Rosalind Russell here ito

with sister Mary Jane.
Pierre Sandrini making plans for

new Bal Tabarih revue.
William S. Paley in on 'vacation

and then', off for Continental points.

Sheila Barrett in from New -York
on way to London to fill contract
there/.-

, \

Opera gaining hold On U. S; public,

through; radio, according to Wilfred
Pelletier.
Quatre Saison's company rehears-

ing 'Le Bal de Voleurs' for opening
this month at Theatre des Arts:
Milene ' Stravinsky, - daughter of

composer.. ' making film' debut in

Charles Trend's picture, as singer.
: Mistinguett drumming old one
again, that she is going to apoear in

l¥ew York, this time at World's Fair,
French - government constructing

new radio station at Djedida, near
Tunis, to be one of. the strongest
in North Africa.

'Non-Aryan '

(Conti

Sydney
By Eric Gorrick

Stuart F. Doyle .exploiting
.

'Son of
the. Sheik'-over own. air network,
Charles Munro and Johnny Glass

back from-. -western ' Australian chain
probe for Hoyts.
Percy Curtis co-operating with

Greater Union in Brisbane exolpita-
tidn .of 'Mad About Music' (-UT.

Betty Balfour may make one' pic-
' lure for Cinesound during stay here.
Another silent star, Alma Taylor, is

currently visiting.
illinmson-Tait will bring in re-

vival, of 'Rose Marie' here after Mel-
bourne run, Just a filler whilst
awaiting -hew- -attraction*.
Metro bringing in 'Girl- of the

Golden West'- for own theatre and
giving -'Yellow Jack* to Greater
Union for chain run around.

include people like Ralph Benatzky,
Oscar Strauss,. Dr. Robert Katscher,

Fritz Rotter, Geza Herczig, Em-
merich Kalmann, Paul. Abraham,
Hans Geiringer, Ralph Erwin and
many others.

Many of them .are wor ing in Hol-
lywood, Elstree and Paris film stu-

dios, others 'are working on shows
on Broadway or in London.

Basically,, all have the cultural

sympathy of every liberal creator of

music, or arty of the other lively

arts; Result is thus a sympathetic
as well as a political muddle.

ASCAP feels that perhaps by mid
October the Austrian society may
recognize, the~ fact that .contracts

with .non-Nazi writerr-members have'

been, breached. If so, this' would
enable the composers to. join any of

the' other major performing rights,

societies, and ^hus benefit from their

works!!

As things stand, the Viennese
writer, in .America, for example,
can't, even benefit from the works
created while in the U. S., since he's

basically a member of the Austrian
Society. Nd writer can belong to

more than one performing rights

society.

Another burn-up to the refugee
tunesmiths is that even today, de-

spite Nazidom's' allegation about, not

being, 'contaminated' by non-'Aryan'
composers' music, their stuff is be-

ing performed in Germany and Aus-
tria, as fits the convenience -of the

cultural dictators of the regime. In

Other words, if there's a shortage of

music, or if certain ; films require

Columbia has arranged with Den-
ham Studios to produce three quota
pictures here.

Colin: Gee (Cyril Gilmour) out 'as

press director at the Palladium and
Frank Shaw i .

Brian. Aherne hasn't yet recovered
from' his illness, and is "still at the
American Hospital, Paris:

Roy Fox has had to cancel $70,000
worth of contracts and go off to
Switzerland for his. health.
Mae Wynn and Zella forming their

own vaudeville unit, to be .titled:

Anglo-American , vaudeville unit.'
"] General Films' productibn of The
Mikado' will be

.
completed two

weeks under the budgeted time.
Robert Messulam, , representing ;A1-

Sherman Associates In United King-
dom, to scout stories- for Monogram.
Metro has bought film rights to

'Death on the Table.' American gang-
ster play prbduced here last March.

Averil Coleridge-Taylor, daughter
of the. composer, leav.es.for America
shortly- to conduct the Boston Sym-
phony.;
John Lodge left- for Paris, where

he's to appear in a new picture, still

untitled, -to be dirested by G. W.
Pabst. -

'Conquest of. the Air,' made by
Alexander Kbrda three years ago at
cost of $1,500,000, and shelved, is be-
Inc remade:
Grand; theatre, Croydon, reverts to

legit after 15
' years of variety and

revile. - Reopening :with .'Passing of
the Third Floor Back.'

Jessie Matthews and Sonnie Hale
have just formed Hale Productions,
Ltd., with.a nominal capital of $5,000,
for the production of musical shbws.
Ross and Stone doubled from the

Ooera House into the Palace, both in

Blackpool, marking first time any act

ever doubled into two provincial
spots,. .

Anton Dolin, who's heading
sian ballet which opens, in Melbourne
end of this month, flying from Croy-
don to Australia Sept.: 19, Trip will

take nine days.
Gaumont-Britlsh has put screen

television plant into Marble Arch
Pavilion, making three West End in-

stallations, but Is still waiting per-
mission to use' it.

'

Charles Forsythe is so pleased
with his . .vaudeville: unit, .'Anchors
Aweigh.' he's negotiating to bring it

into a West' End- legit house for a
twf:e-nightly run.
Elizabeth Welch's mother, here

from America, spending her vacation
with her daughter in ackpool,
where: colored . songstress is in for
the summer season.
Herbert ilcox washed up on

'Sixty Glorious Years' and getting
down to cases on the . Marie. Lloyd-
picture; in Which Anna Ncagle will
plav the vaude queen.

s

• Florence Walton, formerly of au-
rice and Flbrence Walton. American
ballroomers, has scenario . on hus-
band's life, which she's trying ,to sell

to Hollywood, with Anton Doli to

enact the Maurice part.

baby.
Tom Rohan, \distrlct manager for

Publix-Great States, Danville. Ill,, in

town with ;izy Wie'nshienk, of the
New Grand theatre, Alton,- III., set-

ting up month's booking for the
southern district..

Phtsborgh
By Hat Cohen

ith herLela- Moore off for
.'Dance of - (he Lovers.'
Jimmy Joy back on bandstand at

Bill .Green's after ailing.
.

'

rs. Joe Feldman called east by
serious illness of her sister.

Bernie Conroy and Gertrude Gard-
lock.wiU wed in near future.
Miriam Verne, on' way to dance

engagements. in Paris and Berlin.
Flushed; With summer success. Wil-

lows plans to remain open all year,
Kap Monahan's stolen' car discov-

ered by poll in small Ohio town.
' Bob Flske joins George Hamilton
next month as batoneer's personal
manager.
Kay Duncan, from here, sighed for

role in : new Kaufman-Hart play,
Fabulous Invalid.'.

Eddie Hesses (Freda Pope)' cele^
brated. their ,11th wedding anniver-
sary over week end.
Billy Leach, of Art Kassell band

expected to hook up with Herman
Middleman's new outfit.

Keyboard-pounder Louise' ann
pulling out of Playhouse Grill for
Manhattan's Famous Door,

Stroudsburg
olomtw

Night baseball: folded.
Linton Wells a visitor.

.
Rosenberger marimba ensemble ht

Pocono Manor.
Author and Mrs. Sholbm Asch at

Camp Tamiment.

.

Resort biz way under last summer.
Night football starting.
Fred Waring was eli inated In

first round of
.
the annual Shawnee

invitation golf tournament at Shaw-
nee-on-Delawnre.

. Bands remaining: ernie ilmnn
Bossard's Mt. Pocono Grill. t. Po-
cono, Pa.: Dixie Ramblers, Columbia
hotel, Columbia. N. J.; Willard Schill-
ihger. Tennis Club. Buck Mill Falls.
Pa., and Tommy Cullen's Swingslcrs,
Glenwood hotel, Delaware Water
G.td, Pa.
Bands departing include Tommy

Pinlean.dc's Vaeabonds. Bob Smith's

Atlantic City
By Bolll Frledland

Joan Edwards causing attention as
she- chair-rides.:
Eugene Conrad at the Claridge and

. avoiding' all the,night spots.
Paul Whitenian . applauding Ami

Pennington at the Bath and Turf
Club.
The Edward B. Marks leaving the.

Seaside on their way to see. the play
at the Garden Pier.
Hugh Herbert mobbed by auto

graph hounds as he walks through
the Haddeh Hall lobby.

,
Michael Todd, just in from Chi

cago, very secretive about the new
play he's producing this fall.

Harry Rose finishes his sixth show
on the day at Hamid's Pier, ;and is

still rarin' to go, so he visits most
all the niteries in town.
George Jessel, tired out after do

ing six shows a day at Steel Pier,

confides - that he's . worked harder
than in all of '36, '37 and '38.

Gloria Grafton's1

,
singirtg getting

raves frbm-the beach-sitters; Big'dis-

cussions- going on whether her' beau
tiful hands detract or add to her ex-

pressive way of putting over a song.
Hilda Ferguson's daughter will be

in the beauty pageant held here this

week.
.
We who knew Hilda will.be

on hand to give this beautiful daugh-
ter of a beautiful mother a big hand.
Wish that Broadway columnist

who mentioned; that the' Jack Pearls
were here a few weeks back- would
be: a bit more careful. .Too many
people, in these parts ! felt' neglected
that they didn't say hello. When, In

reality, they spent the week-end on
their terrace facing Central Park.

Biggest excitement of the week-
end was the sudden appearance bf a

bat in Herman's at 2 a. m. Sunday.
Place .was jammed with midnight
snackers and women patrons were
in. an uproar. Heroine of the eve-
ning was Helen Kaufman of Radio
City Music Hall, who hit bat on the
fly with Sunday napcr and felled It.

Plaudits for Miss Kaufman, who
probably was only femme present
who didn't squeal.

Nazi Radio

Hollywood

Louis B. Mayer to Coronado.
Bob Oakley in from Chicago.
Joe Gilpin en route, to Europe.

atty Fox iii from New York.
Jack Y.'Beiman iii at. his home.
J. J, Milstein back from Europe.
Ray- Corrigan north on p.a. tour.
Wallace Beery bought a hew plane.
J. P. Friedhoff in from Manhattan.
Harold H, Kopp in from Manhat-

tan.
Elizabeth Mitchell out bf the hos-

pital. " •

Russ
crash.
Bette Davis vacationing at Lake

Tahoe.
Boris

Hawaii.
Abe Lastfogel returned fr

hattan.
Douglas

vacash.
Cecil

Mexico.
.

Freddi ralick vacati
Nevada,
Max Schoenberg In hbspi

dog bite. .

Eddie Schellhorn on
up north.

G. P. Huntley flirting -vvith Broad-
way legit.

Jbhh Howard bought a house in
.Brentwood.-
Walter Lantz motoring to-

.

stone Park....
Sol M. Wurtzel back at wbr

short illness.

Frank Orsattl bbught 24 yearlings
for his stable. "

Cecelia? Parker to Salt Lake City
for personals-

Florence Rice back to Work after
week's illness.
'. Walter Wanger hos
from Florida U.
Humphrey Bogart and br.i

from honeymoon.
• Constance Moore brul
thrown by a horse.
Ann Strauss here from Mobile

write about studios.
Edna Cantor and Jimmy McHugh,

3t.. to: wed Sept. 17i -

J. Carrol Naish has a new home in
the Los Feliz sector.
James Hogan looki

Irish babies to adopt.
' Margaret Haase and Charles ' See-
berg to wed Sept. ,24.

'

Virginia Sturm here from Dayton,
O.. to interview stars.

Landon Laird here from. Kansas
Citv ganderlng studios.

. Claude Rains and family back
from Pennsylvania farm.
.Otto Kruger going, to England

when he finishes film jobs.
Jon Hall back to work after.honey-

moon with Frances Langford.
.
George Burns and Gracie Allen

due from Honolulu today (Wed. ).

• Fanny Brice's mother recovering
from injuries sustained in an auto
crash.
Carl Schaefer' tossed a barbecue in

honor of his bride-to-be, Virginia
Clark.

Dr. -Ryland Mattison -back to Stan-
ford U after a summer as technical
director.
'Clark Gable, Andy Devine and

Carole Lombard shooting ducks at
Bakersficld.
Barrett Keisling, just In from 24,-

000-mile biz toiir, off on 3,000-mile
vacation trip.

Mary Astor out of the hospital, but
still unable to work as a. result of a
fall from a horse.
David O. ."Selznlck's bust to be

placed in- .the Hall of Fame at Ogle-
thorpe University.

certain well-established themes, al- !
Cadets, /rom Pocono. Alps Tavern,

though known to be- written- ..i«enryvMl|c - Tommy Chord's. Swing-
Ti.i.,.(, A« „„„ ,.„„„. ,.ii} 4 k».» tctle. Vogts Tavern. Mountainhome;Jewish or non- Aiyan wiiten

, i,joe McCormick's. P'Rourke's Worn-
authorities blind themselves to- ..i.t ta! ii . ].roU gC . Tob^hanna: Jack- Jones;
until such time when • another cir-

, Craig's e.-idows hotel, and John Al-
cu stance can permit them to be , tiei i, Penn illi Lodge, Analomink.

(Continued from page 1

)

etc.. desiiined to attracl readers to

a- return homeward, or a visit.

|
Anti-Nazis sce.a subtle comc-on in

I
the music and travel talks ir'cd.

i

Thought is that som'o :
are especially

I devised to create lgic yon in

[ Gcrman-boi n and create a now. in-

consistently adamant about the entire

situation.

The Austrian. Society's, importance-

as a source of the worlds, music „ «,«,'» -li -t
i tcrcst in younger element of German

may be gathered, further, rrbrn the '"*.
:
" ur!"-

.,
)
extraction .since weight of new school

fact that even before Hitler, the
| pclcr Dana, newly appointed m:d-

' ot tferman teachings is directed ill

German Society's total income was vc:.-t district manager, for Universal ;

coming generations.

In the MPlhoin-nP nnhP^thPi-e are; split CO'i to the Austrian Society. ."Pictures visitin« local exchanges. ' Station is. controlled by the.Min-
in .tne Melbourne nabes

•

thei e -are
a(wa was a ere;ltcv ,cu) . ' Harold as.saye. director or Little isiry of Propaganda and all pro^iams

tufal capital. c-for ''an'scKliiss.
,

T
«
he

,

a,rc
,
^ Loui?. due here Scpi.

J

internal- and otherwise niuU /-lc..i

many German tunes itbs became ^n
Sl ? rt =

P«paral.ons Cor 1038-39 lhrou „h- br,.Jo,cPH Goebbel.s. >
Austrian nationals, only to. find .the j

' Ralph Bartlctl; manager- of the II- I
fnec

!
il1 .iPPfpriaUon .has beer,

Nazi axis catching up with them, liriois theatre. Jacksonville. 111., serv- 1
create! to underwrite the special

Furthermore, the cream of Polish, ing as director and judge of Morgan : American programs, which contrast

Swiss and Hungarian songwriters. :
County, 111., fair.

!
sharply with the internal programs

for many years, have been members I

Hotel York, may resu
.
twiro-a- >,i outright propaganda.

„, a,,..,.;' c^;»(„ thiiUtv 'ho- u'cek amateur contests in its nitery
of. the Austrian Society chiefly be-

, whcn fali:soisnn so is
. uh

-

der way . r;

cause of the fact that Vienna wos.,.was a click last season,
so lohfi the cultural centre of mid-;

. Three 'members of muny opera

20 theatres solely devbtcd to Par
and Metro product. Known as In-'

dependent Suburban Theatres,
Now that biz is brightening some-,

what in New Zealand for stage
shdwsv. Ftank Neil is again transport-
ing Vaude-revue units- fr m. here, for
Tivolj.-

. Charles Chaiivol is said to have
suspended production bn his 'Thun-
der Over the Desert' picture owing
to lack of finance by Expeditionary
ilms,

Lcsli star of yester-

Minneapolis
By Les Rees

Joan Davis In.from Hollywood for
visit to father.

20th-Fox exchange to continue
flve-day week indefinitely.
Nicollet hotels Minnesota Terrace

extended Frank Dailey's orchestra
three weeks.

Sol Torodor, . Independent,
hibitor, bitten by fish while
cationing and laid up a week.
Kenny Adams, Paramount booker,

moved over to RKQ, succeeding Har-
old Wise; who returns ;to Chicago;
Many smaller houses offering in-

struction's' in, modern dances as
added attraction. Phonograph music
being used.

• Former. iHie Dove; of films and
her husband, R. B. Kenaston. former
Minncapolitan, on visit from Santa
Monica; Cai.
Clyde Cutter, whb just quit as

head booker to hecomc -exhibitor,
daddy of baby giii—his third child,
but first'.girl. " ' -

Formal opening : ot Twin City
Variety club's new. larger and. more
elaborate quarters in Hotel Nicollet
scheduled' for Sept, 10.

Harold Johnson promoted from
salesman to Universal branch man-
ager here, succeeding Frank Mant-
zke. transferred to Chicago.
Art Patstla .. WB Chicago booker

and his' family spending vacation, as
gucMs of .Mori). Blass. local orficc,
manarjer.. at Cleai'wator LaKe. Minn,

.

, Ted Mans.. Twin City independent
exhibitor, and former 'fighter", work-
ing out v/ith Russ Wasser and- -Dirk
Daniels,, local heavyweights, ..'Id'

European artistic endeavors. chorus, Jcancllc Gorman, Gertrude

U:-R'.' Government has been Iri-

forrrtud.of the mail matter but has

not yet taken any action on ' the

matter.

reduce,
John

T-ov.ell

ti'i-'ePt

riedl, arpy urke and
aolan arhohg local dim con-
that attended AJI-Slars-

Washini'lon . Redskins football game
at Soldiers' Field, Chicago,' last

I week.
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News From the Dailies
This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as pub-

lished during the weefc in the daily papers of New York, Chicago,

San Francisco, Hollywood and London. Variety takes no credit, /or

these news items; each has 'been rewritten from a daily paper.

East
ing an exhibition jump. Apparently
the line fouled the fabric. His wife
and two children were watching the

jump. Dropped 2,000 feet.

Road 'What a Life' cv. which
opened in Boston Monday, gave both
performances at the Biltmore, Satur-

day, spelling the regular company.'
Workshop theatre added to. the

list ot those planning series of; one
acters. Will use the Bayes. theatre

if and when. Planned for Sept. 22.

Montauk staged a rodeo Saturday
and Labor Day. All amateur riders,

but they put on a good show.
Cross Bay bridge to the Rocka

Peaches Browning faces a cutdown
ot her legacy from- Daddy Browning.
Referee recommends that: her dower
be held to one-third the rental value
of eight parcels of real estate, some
of it unimproved.

'Missouri Legend' Is Guthrie Mc-
Clintlc's latest for the former 'Leg-
end, 'Split the ind,' 'American
Saga,' etc.

Mrs. Emily Ringling, widow of the v,,„„ „„. w -.
late circus tycoon, took another

, ways closed Saturday when it was
slap from Florida court last week.

|
found the bridge was settling. Holi-

Refused a reopening of her suit to
! day makers had to make a nine mile

void the divorce on the grounds the
[ detour or go somewhere else,

new witnesses she alleges should have
j ; First and second prizes in Legion

been brought into' court before the
\ drum corps contests at N. Y. State

divorce was made permanent.
j Fair went to Syracuse. Tops was

Abe Halle, Julius Specter and Sops of the Polish American Vet-

Joseph Harris, of the WPA circus |
erans, with Sons of Uie Legion rank-

staff, to jail in default bf.bail to await :
ing _sccond.

trial Sept. 8 on charges of ticket I
.Edward Neville, stage hand at the

fraud. Arraigned last week in Brook--! Maplcwood (N. J.) theatre, laid off

jvn ! for a day, came back to the tneatre,

British officials took Tom Mix's °!>ta 'n«^
guns away from him when he landed "d

i^',rt
to

?n
fr
?u"

t
?«6Fj5

><
X5f on?

at Plymouth last week. He didn't
j

"n£r5fn» t£ Iht n&t Hi.
$w«

Si«%«rg
™ri?jfftJ If^JiJht eh," '

throwing away the guns.

S„^?r^5^«wfl«P 1 S Westchester county planning ah

Robert E Thomas" Hollvwood acJ exhibit next year in Whope of ad-

to? who c^ntend^^'eT the son of i
vcrtising to World's Fair Visitors;

the' lateC Yohef attended°"h« ! te
° "e held in the Community Cen-

funeral, services in Boston last week,
i T ^-„j„„. An

Bruno Walter to conduct a sym-. dr
C
j£

st" ^
phony concert in the League of Na-J m ^ ^?=?r^>,^ l

h
ftW assembly hall Friday for the !iS

m
t"|J°5 ^h-enJ ,

hls

benefit of the International 'Bed i ^*
l̂i

t,l

fnf5"
cyB

1

8 '^,£"5;
Cross. Marks opening of the sessions. 5fi ,

a
c
P
/,t ' ii« ?elfeve<i

Dorothy McGuire replacing Martha rl^V'

i

3 *^^!^,S°
2e

'
prevent

Scott in 'Our Town.' W &-n suh- ln
S..

hls
-
mak n8 *he turn- , _

MARRIAGES
Gertrude Killian to William B.

Marvin, in New York, Aug. 29, He
is ith March of Time.

Giiehevere Shelton to Ray Cox
in Nashua, la., Aug. 27. Bride is

former singer over KNX, Hollywood;
KIEV; Glendale, Ca'l.j he's sound ef-

fects! man for WHO, Des Moines.

Ethel Sommers to Gene Seymour,
radio cowboy warbler, Sept. .4, in

Los Angeles.

Ro Saraphine to Joseph Chasin In

Brooklyn, Sept. 3. He's in art de-

partment of Warner ros., New
York.

Ethel M. Sullivan, to Edmund W.
Dempsey in New York, Sept. 3. He's

in Warner Bros'; art department.
New York.

Alice Cheap to Jack Ruggiero In

Los Angeles, Sept. 3. He's film edi-

tor at Metro.
'

Anne; George to Jimmy Tyson, in

Philadelphia, skedded Sept. 12. He's
staff drummer at WIP, Philly.

Minnie Cutler to Endre Gottesman
in Atlanta, Sept 4. He's a violi ist

in Radio City's Symphony.

Elizabeth Wilds, screen actress,

to Alfred Shenberg, Metro assistant

director, Sept. 4; in Yuma.

I
OBITUARIES

(Continued from page 1)

WALDEMAR YOUNG
Waldemar Young, 60, screen writer

and former newspaperman, died Aug.

30, in Hollywood Hospital after an

attack of pneumonia. Since 1917 he

had been one of the beat known film

scribtis, writing or collaborating on'

such pictures as 'The Unholy: Three,'

'The Miracle Man,' 'Love Me To-

night/ The Sign of the Cross/ 'Men

in White/. 'Lives of a Bengal Lancer/

'The Crusaders/ 'The Plainsman/ and
'Test Pilot/

Grandson of Brigham Young, he
was born in Salt Lake City, studied

at Stanford and wrote a column in

the San Francisco Chronicle titled,

!Bits of Color Around the Town/
Before he became a scenarist he did

a turn on the' Orpheum circuit- in

his own. skit.

Surviving are his widow, mother,
and two brothers.

Scott in 'Our Town/ 'Has been sub
stituting since Miss Scott's illness, «nnn"b-i/»« of -A. =«-„oi "«-^iu""" "i
but now on regular assignment. |-*.P00Jcids at the annual Are show at

City fire department to be host to

Warren 'p^Mu^m'^of
6
Actors' ^e

tu^v
den

- Sterts tomorrow; ends

Fund,, asks Equity for the right to
call a benefit any time within, a 15

Profanity on a WBZ (Boston)

week period..' Rile how is that any d^rt mL d
!L™,F£ed ^ua

show running 15 weeks then stages
'

d
5tl'r«,,M^-t^ u

h
?
w
. $0?

a benefit. He points out SUge Relief ,

mi
"J* "^if? f*

1.**1* »'*• £ut it did.

Fund is not similarly nandicapped. i K * . ?* *
G st ^PP*?

i»
ep

t
hand-

Columbia Pictures staged a special
| uir i?f

wat
S.
r at .Manhattan

showing in their projection room ofi
Beach Monday. Took the police

•You Can't Take It With You' for the i

emergency Squad an hour to recover
Hines case jury last week.
Body of Warner Oland, who died

in Sweden Aug. 8, cremated in

it. Qhly 7 in cash but papers were
important.
Gene Krupa at Wanamaker's to

;

Stockholm Aug. 30/ Services had '
day- Hoped to draw the Jitterbugs

been delayed pending the arrival of ! to- the. display of adolescent, fash ions,
his widow from Hollywood. Group of players from The Lost
Dorothy Lamour and George Raft Colony/ Roanoke Island pageant

presented to the Prospect Park will tour the southern college town
(Brooklyn) Zoo last week. They are in repertory.
two seals used in 'Spawn of the
North/ with the presentation a plug
for the picture,
Last week police dumped 707 slot

machines, two machine guns, 2,763
pistols, 1,718 rifles and 99,886 subway
slugs into Long Island Sound. Regu-
lar annual clearance of contraband.
.James Paskoyicks; held for alleged

killing, of Clark Twelvetrees, freed
when the grand jury refuses to find
a true bill on evidence.
RKO 86th Street offering free hor-

oscopes this week.'

,
DPUI! Corrigan refused to visit At-

lantic City ice show last week when
he found his name was. being used as
a come-on for a private enterprise.

Surfside beach club, Atlantic
Beach, raided by Nassau county cops
last Thursday. Just to be different
they dropped in at 4:30 p.m. instead
of the usual late hour visits. Connie
Immerman and 10 employees given
subpoenas. Top chips one grand
each.

Mrs. Constance Drake held in $50
bail for general sessions. Charged
with assaulting the officer who was
escorting Norma Shearer from the
Mad. Sq. Garden last Wednesday.
She explains she was knocked down
by the crowd pressing around the
star. She may have accidentally hit
nim while regaining her footing.

Hilda, the Prospect Park zoo ele-
phant, shOveu into a 20-foot moat by
her mate, bumped again last Thurs-
day. An effort was made to raise
her off her feet with a sling; and a
chain broke.
Kirsten Flagstad back from Hono

lulu and bound for Norway. Her
party of four soaked $800 fine for
traveling between U. S. ports on a
foreign liner. It's an old law and
seldom invoked.

Carlyle Bennett, tenor, and Wesley
Boynton, actor, in the toils in West-
port, Conn., charged with larceny of
valuables from a house they once oc-
cupied. Police say they have admitted
removing, antiques and other valua-
bles, valued at between $3,000 and
$4,000.
N. Y. Strand puts In a beauty ex-

Sert to advise women. She's the
'uchess d'Aridria. who'll put in an

hour in the mezzanine each after-
noon.

Ojie Act Repertory Co., Inc., start-
ed rehearsals, yesterday. Hopes to
open next month with three shorties.
Appearance of a shark at Hudson

Park, New Rochelle, Friday caused
a temporary shut down of the beach.
Labor Day exodus from city below

par. Forecast, of rain hurt railroad
and- bus business. '.

- Harry Dalrymple, parachutist,
killed at Easton, Pa., airport Sunday
when bis chute failed to open dur-

Vanderbilt theat , Y., being
done over. All seats will '.be. up-
holstered in white leather to match
the white and crystal decorative
scheme.

Coast

Venita Varden, stage and film ac-
tress, awarded divorce from Jack
Oakie, screen comic, in L. A.
„Mary Lanei screen player, settled
$50,000 damage suit out of court in
L. A. She had been injured in a
motor crash.

Income tax liens filed against mem-
bers ot the Hollywood colony listed
Edwin Carewe as owing $22,237 for
1930; Jules Furthman, $2,495 for
1827; Harry Lachman, $945 for 1935,
and Bryan Foy $227 for 1935.

Mrs. W. M. Smith and her mop-
Pet Protege, Beverly Floyd Murray,
settled their sit-down strike against
the National Talent Picture Corp. of
Hollywood for $150 and went back
to Memphis.
Hearing was set for Sept. 8 on fel-

ony charges against I. C. Overdorff
president, and Edward W. Rose v
p. of National Talent Pictures Corp.
of Hollywood. They are accused of
selling, stock without a permit.
Bernarr Macfadden narrowly es-

caped injury when his airplane
crashed at Glendale. Plane was
eliminated from the Bendix air race;

.
George Donald Smart, former

sound recorder convicted of forging
Louis B. Mayer's name in a $100,000
fraud, was sentenced to San Qucii-
tin from one to 14 years.

Clifford Arquette. radio comic,
was sued for divorce in L. A. Wife
asks $250 monthly alimony.

Charlotte Wynters. screen actress,
filed a divorce suit in L. A. against
Charles Schall, asking no alimony.
Phil Escalante, circus aerlalist,

was injured in a 40-foot fall while
performing before' the cameras at
the RKO studio ranch at San Fer-
nando.
Warner Oland's will Is contested

by his brother, Carl ., in a. suit
filed in Superior Court, L.A. Pro-
bate was postponed to Dec. 19. Oland
left his estate to his widow. Edith
Shearn Oland. with the exception of
$6,000 to his two brothers and their
children.
Mae Bower Ingraham, former

Mack Sennett actress, won a divorce
in L. A. from Irving Ingraham.
Ogden Elliott horse trainer for

the Hagenbeck-Wallace circus, suf-
fered a fractured skull when kicked
by one of his horses In L, A.

week reversed its stand and.accepted
an inyite. Robert Sherwood,':!

Guild prez, and several other mem-
j

bers are expect to attend and !

probably address the convention.
|

However, if Swope or someone else,
|

i chosen as referee, the Guild might
refuse to consider any- proposal on
the ground it had hot been consulted
in his choice.

Don't Need H'wood Help

In general, the attitude . of the
Guild toward Hollywood financing
has-been that Broadway can get all

the production coin it needs without
film business help. The proposed
$2,000,000 production fund is figured

mostly bluff. Pointed out that there
is no lack of money on Broadway for

production of good scripts. Shortage
is of scripts, not of financing, it's

claimed, and if $2,000,000 or any
Hollywood money was made avail-

able to Broadway it would have to

be used for poor scripts, or would
lie idle for lack of proper, play ma-
terial. On that ground the $2,000,000

film coin proposal is viewed as
merely the newest of Hollywood
maneuvers to bring about revision of

j

the minimum basic agreement.

Figured, the chances of,, the Guild
;

agreeing to any revisions in the con-
tract are just about nil... Last official

word on the subject was Sidney
Howard's report last spring as re-

tiring president. His statement listed

to the Guild all the advantages of
the new contract and reiterated the
organization's stand In favor of it

and against any revision. Sherwood,
who succeeded him, is, if anything,
an even stronger advocate ot main-
tai ing the present agreement.
What's' more, it's reported that at the
last general meeting of the Guild,
the membership expressed itself

again squarely against any con-
cessions.

No WB Buy Progress

Although Jake Wilk, of Warner
Bros., and representatives of the
Guild have been meeting for some
ti on a tentative plan to cover
film buys of; Broadway plays, little

real progress has been made. Plan
being worked out would call for a
purchase' price based on the length
of run and total gross piled up by
the play. While Wilk' is reported to
be hopeful that some plan can be
worked out, little interest is ex-
pressed in the idea in other quarters.

eanwhile,
' reports persist that

considerable Hollywood coin is being
invested in Broadway right along.
However, it's virtually all being put
in by individual executives of the
major companies, acting as indi-
viduals rather than as - executives.
Nevertheless, the money is actually
company money and not that of indi-
viduals, it is thought. So: far as
known, there is virtually no Holly-
wood studio coin (as such) in.Broad-
way production at present. But John
Hay Whitney and Selznick are re-
ported to be among those partici-
pating as individuals.

Columbia has not done any legit
financing despite its statement last

season that it would re-enter the
Broadway field on a large scale.

Understood the other, major com-
plies put the -pressure on Columbia
and forced it to abandon the plan.

BERT GOOTE.
-Bert Coote, 70, English comedian

well known in America, died in

London Sept. 1.

i. Born of a theatrical family, he
made his debut, at the age of five,

and was 12 when he made his Ameri-
can debut with Lotta Crabtree.
He played in The New Boy/ A Bat-
tle Scarred Hero,' 'Supper for Two/
and other comedies, and for a time
enjoyed great popularity in vaude-
ville sketches with Julie Kingsley,
his. first wife. Returning home, he
made his greatest hit in The Wind-
mill Man/ which he played off and'
on for 10 seasons. He took an oc-
casional flyer in British film produc-
tions, but did not score very strongly.

A son, Robeam, is now in Holly-
wood.

FLETA JAN BROWN
Fleta Jaii Brown, 55, died in

Hackensack, N. J., Sept. 2, of a heart
ailment In private life she was
Mrs. Herbert Spencer.
For a number of years she ap-

peared with her husband on the
major vaudeville stages. She was
also known as the composer of a
number of songs popular a genera-
tion ago' including 'Underneath - the
Stars/ There's Egypt in Your
Dreamy Eyes' and 'In the Candle
Light.' Her husband, also a song-
writer, with whom she collaborated,
survives.

DIMITBI SKOURAS
Dimitri Skouras, 60, brother of

Spyros, Charles P. and George
Skouras, died suddenly, Sept. 2, at
his'home in Athens, Greece. Cause
of death was not mentioned in cable
dispatches received in this country.
Deceased was in charge of Skouras

Bros, theatre operations in Greece.
The widow, sons Spyros and Thanos,
both of whom spent some time in
this country studying American
methods of theatre operations, and
another son and daughter' survive.

JAMES G. PEEDE
James G. Peede, 52, theatrical

manager and press agent, died -Sept.
2 in New York after a brief illness.

In 1911 he became business man-
ager for William Faversham, passing
to a similar capacity for Richard
Walton Tully three years later. He
went to Winthrop Ames for a time
and then joined the Shubert forces,
remaining with them until shortly
before' his death.
Interment in Somerset,

ILLIAM ROSENBLUM
William Rosenblum, 45, manager

of a New Rochelle, N. Y., picture
theatre, was. found dead in the
garage of the apartment house in Mt.
Vernon in which he lived Sept. 1
Death was ascribed to carbon mon-
oxide poisoning, but the medical
examiner did not decide whether
death was accidental or intentional.
He was last seen by his: wife when

he left their apartment at 7:20 a m
to drive to the theatre,

FRED GUTTERSON
Fred S. Gutteison, 71. cellist and

oldest member of the Los Angeles
Philharmonic Orchestra, died Aug
30 after a heart attack in his Los
Angeles home.
He joined the orchestral when it

was founded, in 1919 and served as
librarian as well as cellist. Born in
OwatOna, Minn., Gutterson lived in
California for 50 years. Surviving
are his widow, a son and a daughter.

VICTOR BEDINI
Victor Bedlni, 73, for many years

a vaude and circus equestrian, died
In Aurora, 111., on Sept. 1 following
an apoplectic stroke a month ago in
Iowa. Bedini equestrian act trouped

with practically every big top in the
country, and played .all the big-time
vaude circuits and. houses during the
past 35 years. >>

Survived by widow and
daughters. Burial In Aurora,

ELIZABETH MILLS
(Florence, Miller)

Florence Miller, known profes-
sionally as Elizabeth Mills, reper-
toire and stock actress,' died Aug 12
in FayeUe, O., after a lingering ill.
ness.

She was the idow of Ed Mills,
character .man. • Surviving is a son,'
Orland Walker, now with the Norma
Ginnlvan Dramatic tent show. Burial
was in Chillicothe, O.

L. BROWN
F. L; rown, 69, long connected

with legit in Carolinas, died Aug
27 in Columbia, S. C. He managed
the old Columbia from 1903 until it
gave way to screen productions and
was former manager of the .Char,
lotte (N. C.) auditorium. For many
years he booked roadshows for the
Columbia Township auditorium and
for the Camp Jackson (war-Ume
mili ry camp) theatre.

ROLAND CATON
ffoland Caton, 45/ of the T. J. Gor-

maq Attractions, died Aug. 23 in
Jackson Center, O:, where the at-
tractions were appearing.

A native of Roseville, he had for
years been identified with many of
the leading carnivals in the United
States and Canada.

BOB DOBAN
Bob Doran, 48, cameraman, ied

Aug. 30, in Hollywood. Veteran of
the studios, his first camera job. was
with Thomas Ince. Later he worked
with William S. Hart, Harold Lloyd
and Stan Laurel. is last picture
was 'Eagle's Nest/
Surviving is his wi

THOMAS FORD
Thomas Ford, 44, casting director

for several, studios during the 20-

year association with the film biz,

died . Sept. 3, in Los Angeles. De-
ceased was invalided since last May
after a heart attack.

ALLEN GARCIA
Allen Garcia, 51, casting director

at Chaplin Studios, died Sept. 4 In

Los Angeles. He also played minor
parts in Chapli ictures. Widow
survives.

Edward B. Block, v.p. of Berk-
shire Poster Co., N. Y., died Sept 4
in New' York, after a long illness.

Father, 70, of J. Leslie and Ralph
Atlass, radio station owners and di-

rectors, in Chicago,' on Sept 2.

Leslie is v. -p. of Columbia-WBBM,
Ralph is owner of WIND and WJJD.
Burial' in Chicago.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Santel, son,

Los Angeles, Aug. 29. Father is film

editor at Columbia.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fisher, daugh-

ter, in Hollywood Aug. 29. Father
is assistant director, at RKO.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Salkow,

daughter, in Hollywood, Aug. 30.

Father is an agent.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Barbra,.

daughter, in Hollywood. Aug. 29.

Father is, technician at Metro.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Thelsen, son, in

Los Angeles, Aug. 29. Father
Hollywood editor for Look mag.
Mr. and Mrs. Duke Wales, daugh-

ter, in Hollywood, Aug. 30. Father
is screen arid radio editor of Detroit

Free Press.

Mr. and Mrs. Myron' Blank, sonj

in Des Monies, Aug. 28. Father is

associated with his father,. A. H.
Blank, in operation of the Central
States and Tri-States theatres.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kahn,
in Hollywood, Set, 1. Father is wi
Merit Pictures.
Mr. and Mrs. Marcell us Beale, son,

in Washington. Father is staff en-
gineer at WJSV, Washington.
Mr. and Mrs. William Renner, son,

in Pittsburgh, Aug. 12. Father is

with Brad Hunt's orchestra.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sprenkle,

son, in Pittsburgh Aug. 22. Father
is on staff of WWSW, PltUburgh.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Hayes,, son,

Linesville, Pa., Aug. 30. Father is

operator of Regent theatre in that

town.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Santell, son,

in Hollywood, Sept. 2. Mother is

the former Jane Keithley, Aim
player; father is film director.
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Carny Boys Ordering Aspirin

Already, Before Frisco's Fair

Opens in Feb.; Comml Doubts

San Francisco. Sept.-

, of aspirin already being

timed along the corridors of the

World's Fair; the outlook is none

too promising around here. any of

the' proposed concessions have fallen

through and the hopes for a gala

fair are slowing down. Reported

figures on intake considerably be-

low, early expectations and indica-

tions are that much of the proposed

ill have to be revised,

ittee had originally figured

on a pre-sale of $1,500,000 in tickets.

But last week the total ducat les

are understood to have reached only

$269,000, far below what had been

expected by this date. And to top

that . disappointing mark it is esti-

mated that it cost $76,000 to sell

the $269,000 worth of tickets.

Fair had been planned on the

basis of a bond subscription of. $7,-

500,000, but the figure at present

stands at $5,800,000. Of the latter

figure the fair has obtained about 6%
in cash.

Bit Shows Look C«M
It now appears, also, that many

of the big shows which had been
expected for the fair will not ma-
ter' lize with the pull-outs slated

to be the Barbary Coast, Cavalcade
of the Golden West, Black Forest,

Showboat, Midget Village and the

Streets of Paris. Also in the doubt-

ful list is the proposed Casino which
was slated to cost $250,000 and to

operate with a weekly show hut of

$18,000. Harry Joe Brown, a 20th-

Fox production executive, who was
figured on, for a 'Hollywood' setup, is

reported chilled on the deal as it

now stands.

Concessionaires' yelp is based on
the percentage take for the home
office, which will run from 15% for

the Villages, on the gate admission',:

and 5% on the inside receipts, to

17^4% on restaurants and 20% on
the rides. This is to be figured from
the first dollar in nearly all > in-

stances, with no waiting on the per-

centage until the building cost has

been amortized.
Midway boys are yelping that the

middle walk is too wide, being 70

feet, as' compared' with the 50-foot

spread in Chicago. Feel that the

wide stretch will run the people
down' the middle and keep "em out

of reach of the spielers.

IS Months, Too Long

Most of the concessionaires also

feel that the proposed 10-month
period for the fair is far too long

and that they could do as well on

a six-month basis without going on
the nut for the additional four

months' upkeep. Squawking that

the "scheduled opening for Feb. 18

is at least a month too early.

As far as the general works setup

on the fair grounds, it is generally

conceded to be exceptionally fine

and well made. Have planted around
$1,000,000 worth of trees. The build-

ings and architecture of the general

.structures are acclaimed as truly

beautiful. Fair also has received a
remarkably high percentage of ac-

ceptances from a flock of foreign

governments, already on the line for

participation in the fair.

Structurally, artistically and edu-
cationally, everybody agrees that the

1939 fair is a knockout. But the boys
who are around looking for a quick
buck in promotions are putting up. a

Rreat holler that it looks like an
nrtistic triumph. But commercially

Fales the East

Lynchburg, Sept. 6. .

'Mighty Sheesley Midway, backer
of fairs in Lynchburg and neighbor-
ing Amherst County for four or five

years, has faded out this season,
transferring rights to Amherst Agri-
cultural Exposition to Marks Bros.,
of Richmond.
Understood Sheesley is riot play'

ing anywhere in east this season.

AFA'S UNIONIZATION DRIVE ON CARNIES

INCLUDES A 100% LAW-ABIDING BALLY
MOVE IN ON FAIRS

AFA to Picket All State \ni Coonty
Events Using Non-Union Acts

OHIO PARKS SUFFERED

FROM BIZ DEPRESSION

Canton, O., Sept. 6.

Eastern Ohio amusement parks,
which folded for the season Labor
Day, experienced their worst season
in more than a decade, a survey of
the major spots, recently revealed.

Take at Meyers Lake park here,

one of the largest in the 'district, was
50fE> off, as compared to last season,

Carl Sinclair, manager, has an-
nounced. Idora at Youngstown, 30%
off; Summit Beach park at Akron,
about 15%; Chippewa • Lake park,
Medina,. 25%; Rock Springs park,
Chester, W. Va., better than 50%;
Lake Brady park, Ravenna, about
the same as last year, with bingo
and slots helping there, and Craig
Peach park, near Youngstown, about
30%.

ides fared badly all season, while
concessionnaires reported their busi-

ness better the last half of the sea-

son. Crowds were as
.
large as in

former years, but did little spend-
ing.

TROUBLE FOR BARNES
i

OUamwa Brings Suit far Skewing
Wltheat a License

Des Moines, Sept. 6.
-

Charges of exhibiting a circus

without a license has been brought
against the Al G. Barnes, Sells-Floto

circus following its recent appear-
ance at Ottumwa. Information was
signed by county attorney' E. J.

Grier.in district court after the show
played just outside the city limits.

Wapello county fair at Eldon, la.,

opened on the same date. Circus
representatives at first brought a

mandamus action against the board
of supervisors but later dropped the
district court fight. Despite action

of the board in refusing the license

because of the fair, the circus made
plans to show and. had an audience
estimated at 5,000.

Circus Juicer Slugged

St. Louis, Sept. 6.

Earl R. Geithman, 47, a juicer, em-
ployed by the Al G. Barnes and
Sells-Floto circus is in a serious

condition at the City Hospital under
treatment for a fractured skull suf-

fered when he was attacked while

the circus was making a four day
stand here recently. Geithman and
Andrew and Charles Legg, brothers,

also employees of the circus told

cops that Geithman was struck by
an unidentified man who accosted

them on the street near the circus

grounds and first struck at Charles

Legg.
The gendarmes are holding a sus-

pect pending the outcome of Geith-

man's injuries. Geithman resides' at

Genoa, III.

Chicago, Sept. 6.

Fair agencies and bookers have
come within the range of notification,

by the American Federation of Ac-
tors here, which has begun an active
campaign to organize the outdoors
division around this territory. Barnes
fit Carruthers agency and the other
fair agencies and outdoors talent, of-

fices have been sent letters notifying
them that the AFA will expect them
to operate on a closed shop basis, and
handle only AFA members.
This follows notifications to the

fair secretaries that the AFA will
picket and declare unfair all. fairs,

county or state, which persist in us-
ing non-union performers. This takes
in free acts as well as grandstand
and. midway turns.

Campaigns Against Lewd or Gambling Shows 1—Car-

nivals Cooperate Because U. S. Mass Patronage

These Days Is Very Union-Minded
:———— ' ' "'

.
— +•

Jam Session at N. Y.

State Fair's Benefit;

Attendance Off So Far

FAIR'S $1,000,000

SUIT BY N. Y.

IDEA' MAN

While the N. Y. World's Fair cur-

rently is facing $1,000,000 suit be-

cause Joseph Shadgen claims he first

thought of the 1939 exposition, San

Francisco fair officials say thus far

they'have been free of such difficul-

ties. Reason is believed to be that a

bill seeking $1,500,000 for the Coast

exposition was introduced in Con-

gress in 1932, .and hence it is officially

on record that far back.

Shadgen, the New York man pres-

ently, suing the world's fair company

on the clai that he originally sug-

gested the exposition, at one time

was employed by the. N. Y; Fair at

about $600 per month, t r so the fair

officials claim. They also contend he

Syracuse, Sept.

Performers on the New York

State Fair grounds, more than 400,

will stage a 'Fair Inside Out' party
at the Coliseum here Wednesday
night (?) for benefit of the National
Showmen's Association. A battle

of music between Paul Whiteman
and Tommy Dor9ey will help, swell

the gate. Other music for. the jam
session will be provided by the In-

dian band of the J. E. Roach Ranch
Rodeo, the Syracuse WPA band,
and Willie Austin's swingsters from,
the Cherry & Rubin midway.

Party will open at midnight at

close of regular dance program on
fair grounds and - will be on the

open-house plan, with performers
and chorines as hosts and hostesses.

Between dances, performers will

present acts and chorus ensembles.
Reuben Gruber, president of the
Showmen's Association,, who con-
ceived' the party idea, is bringing
over one of the midway rides to

add novelty to the event.
This will be first time Syracuse

has ever seen the dawn-to-dusk
event and- it shapes up as biggest
'after hours' jubilee in the history

of the fair.,

Good Labor Day turnout failed to

bring the State Fair attendance
anywhere near '500,000 attendance
mark set for the first two-week pro-
gram in the expo's, history. Offi-

cials have, now revised their goal

and are shooting for. 300,000, de-
pending on four-day running, horse
meet now in progress and auto races
on Saturday, final day, to turn the
trick.

First week of the '.fair drew Only
161,000, . thus running more than
100,000 behind- record for the. same
days set {last year. Concessionaires,
socked plenty this year because of

worked for about a year, but quit I ?^en*f
d run .°r <ai ^' '

WW«*-—" Many reduced staffs during thebecause he had so little to do. Suit
followed.

In exposition circles, Shadgen is

credited with having been on a much
higher salary basis, reputedly as a
consulting engineer when he re-

signed Understood that his discov-

ery that George Washington was in-

ducted into office in the region near
New York City prompted him to sug-

gest the exposition, idea. N. Y Fair
officials say that they had the idea

in mind while the Chicago exposition

was still in progress, and that every
World's Fair of size i goes through
si ilar experience of having people
claim that they first thought of hold-

ing the exposition.

Corrigan Crate , at S. F.
Douglas Corrigan has promised

the 1939 Golden Gate International

Expc officials that h. will exhibit

hjs nine-year-old crate which car-

ried him to Ireland/ during the en-

tire 288-day run of the local fair

next year. Corrigan also has prom-
isor, that he will spen," as much time

as possible on Treasure Island, site

of the fair.

The exposition will show news-
reels of the Corrigaiy trip to Ireland,

including shots of his welcome in

Dublin and leading cities of the

United States in connection with the

cxhi ition of the plane,

N. C. to N. Y.

Charlotte, N: C, Sept. 6.

North Carolina has launched plans

for a $100,000 exhibit at the New
York World Fair next year, having

signed contracts for 4.S0O square feel

of space within the slate buildings

area at the exposition.

W. E. Fenner. of Rocky ount, is

chairman of the commission and

Coleman W; Roberts, of Charlotte,

exhibit director.

Recent special session of the Gen-

eral -Assembly appropriated $75,000

ing.

week and are praying for banner
turnout on auto race doy Saturday
to get them out of the red/

Flop of the Arthur Murray New.
York state dance contest, finals of

which were staged at the State Fair
Coliseum here Saturday night (3),

coupled with legal complications re-

sulting from a suit charging viola-

tion of copyright, may lead state

fair officials to drop the contest next
year.

Although house was liberally

papered in last-minute effort to

build up crowd, less than 2,000

turned out for the finals, which were
conducted by Murray. Lucky win-
ners among the couples entered
after sectional elimination contests

walked out with $500 in cash and
radios as prizes.

Poor billing and lack of publicity
also killed the 'WLS National Barn
Dance' Saturday afternoon. Although
the event marked first use . of the
coliseum's new $17,000 dance floor, it

drew less than 500 paid customers.

Granters' Eskimo-Pie

Annahelding; New Bally
Minneapolis, Sept. 6.

Local i cream manufacturers get
a break this week when Gordie
Greene, going wrestling in the mud
one better, launches wrestling . in

chocolate, strawberry and vanilla

ice cream for the first time any-
where as an 'added attraction' one
night weekly at .his Palace- theatre,

lower loop subsequent-run film

house. Shades of Anna Heidi

Greene will use the same ring as
t

for. mud~\vi'cslling, but will substi- Spartanburg, S. C, Sept. 6.

tute 50-60 f M -gallon cans (a ton Cotton, peach and tobacco up
and a half ) of Eskimo-pie filler, pre- swing indicates a turning of finan^

cooled to 30 below zero before' leav- cial tide for circuses and midways
ing the creamery for the mud. The i playing upper South Carolina this

gooey stuff will be dumped between I fall. Rurals are well-heeled and
the padded sideboards , of the ring, indications point to ono of lop fail-

seasons in years.

CIRCUS TILT INDICATED

FOR S C. AS CROPS HIKE

Gounin to Head French

Chicago, Sept. 6.

At the end of its first week of an
organizational drive, the Carnival
Division of the American Federation
of Actors has made considerable
progress in lining up the carnivals
under the AFA banner. In a single

week Ute Carnival Division has re-

ceived offers to negotiate from such
top carnivals as Royal American,
Beckmann Si Gerrity, Rubin &
Cherry, Hennies Bros.

It marks the start of the most
ambitious, and intensive labor organ-
ization campaign in the history of
the carnival business. Both- labor
leaders and the carnival chieftains
believe that the time has arrived
for such organizing considering the
temper of the American public and
officialdom. Carnival leaders openly
state that- they believe that the
unionizing of their shows would re-

sult in increased- business for. the
carnies in view of the fact that the
great majority of the patrons at the
carnivals are union members and ex-
tremely union-conscious.

AFA carnival division, which is

being handled by Paul Sander, is

asking for 100% closed shop on the
part of the carnivals, and has so in-

formed the carnival owners and the
leaders of .the American Federation
of Labor, which Is cooperating in

the current AFA' drive.

Official C««DeratUn
In a decision to keep the entire

organizational campaign out in the
open, the AFA heads have kept in

touch with officialdom and public
leaders throughout the country to

keep them informed of their activi-

ties regarding the carnies. Letters
have been sent to the secretaries of
the various state and- county fairs

throughout the nation, to' the cham-
bers of commerce, to .governors and
state legislatures, to the mayors and
the city councils, to chiefs of police

and sheriffs. Also to the heads of
such sponsorship ' groups as the
American Legion, the Moor.e, Elks,
etc.

.

. These -letters explain the stand
that the AFA carnival division has
taken in its organizational drive and
state that besides merely seeking
unionization, of the carnivals, the
AFA is determined not to permit its

members to work for carnies which
are lewd, obscene, and which permit
gambling or immorality.

. Pulta no, Punches
AFA letter, is blunt in its discus-

sion of the carnival situation and
doesn't hesitate to declare that the
presence of gambling or immorality
on any carnival is prima facie evi-
dence that there is collusion with
the law enforcement bodies of the
city, county or state. That, if the.

police chieftains are in earnest,

there is no likelihood that the
carnies could get away- with lewd
shows or open-air gambling.
These notifications to the various

officials, of the nation has resulted
in a flood of commendatory replies

from these bodies, all of whom de-
clare that they, are 100% in accord
with the campaign and will co-
operate in every way with the AFA
in its determination to obtain
superior conditions for the carnival
performers.

AFA leaders are planning to bring
their campaign directly to the public

by a picketing campaign against
carnivals which refuse to recognize
the jurisdiction of the American
Federation of' Labor and the AFA.
Not only will the carnies be picketed,

but also the state and county fairs

which book non-AFA carnivals,

AFA carnival division has pre-

pared a large plaque to be exhibited

by AFA-member carnivals as the

sifin to the public that the trick

100',;. union.

Spartanburg counly f;iir, one of

top Carolina layouts, opens laic

tiA'SLSi _* V*icM Vvnn. '
October for 30th season. Kobbins

Exhibit at fnsco fcxpo . Bros _ with Hool Cib ..on and a ,„„.

Paris. 27.
| Realty, booked here cpt. 5.

Cal. Fair Gets Going

Though belatedly getting under;

way, the French have finally named
a commissioner general. Rene Gou-
n'n, to take charge of the Pavilion

France will have at the San Fran-

CIRCUS ROUTES
Week of Sept*- \>?r 12

for the stale to use on its exhibit,
{
Cisco exposition next year,

which fund will be supplemented j
France 'has voted lfi.000.000 -francs

with private, contributions, ' (about $275,000) for the pavilion.

-SHN-KIii'o
1

1



NOW. Week September 2, Chi-

cago Theatre, Chicago.

CURRENTLY in Third Year on
the Camel Cigarette Pro*

gram Over C.B.S. Tues.,

9:30 to 10 P.M. EDST.

OPENING October 26, Waldorf-
Astoria, New York.
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N.A.B.'S PEEVE

Jheatre Men Not Partic-

ularly Concerned If Na-

tional Ass'n of Broadcast-

ers Should Influence the

Cutting Down of Holly-

woodiana on the Radio

FILMS STAND PAT

Under-surface forces of inde-

pendent theatre opinion are guiding
the management of the Motion Pic-

tures Ave Your Greatest Entertain-

ment campaign in the stand-pat
policy of passing up paid radio ad-

vertising as a medium ot film indus-

try exploitation. Efforts of broad-
casting int"rcsts to crack the $1,000.-

000 campaign war chest and obtain
an appropriation for station com-
mercials arc unavailing. If radio's

veiled threats of reprisals, because
of Hie snub, result in curtailment of

aired film publicity, it's going to be
all tight from the theatre man's
.viewpoint. In fact, he'd like it.

Ed Kirby, director ot public rela-

tions of the National Association of

Broadcasters, has stated radio's

apathetic attitude towards the film

industry's united campaign. Picture
people, he says, may expect very
little free publicity support in view
of the omission of paid broadcasting.
1'or the moment, checkup reveals no
curtailment of free film news and
chatter on the air-lanes. Whether
punitive action will be taken later

(.Continued on page 4, col. 3)

U. S. Brushoff?

Because American picture com-
pany officials feel that they again

were given the brushoff by
judges at the Venice Interna-

tional Picture exposition this

year, there is growing talk of

ignoring the exposition next
year. Award for outstanding
film went to the Cerman indus-

try's newsreel clips on the

Olympic games.
'Snow White' (RKO) was

given a prize especially set up
by the judges. Despite prom-
ises that this year the judging
would be different, American
officials claim it still remains
entirely politico backslapping.

M-G WILL TRY

WALTZ REVIVAL

PAR IN MIDDLE

OF DUCE S BEEF

OVER 'ARMS'

Washington, Sept. 13.

Hope of a satisfactory adjustment

of complaint against proposed redis-

tribution of •Farewell to Arms," was
s?en here last week by Italian Em-
b..ssy. following disclosure Musso-

lini is seeking to keep the Para-

mount flicker in the vaults.

Confirmation of reports that Rome
ordered protests tiled with the com-
pany was given by n diplomatic offi-

cer, who described th" matter as

•very delicate.' Ducked the rumor
that Par's quota will be sliced by

Italian authorities unless the pic is

materially revised before revival.

State Department h.-s no official in-

formation, since the Embassy went

direct to the ompa.

Paris. Scpl. 13.

Now. Italy's racial laws are going

to cut both ways here: refugees arc

going to be u new headache as ex-
j

cess labor, bu! me of them will
!

also bring in money and brains, and
j

is expectci llicy will lend to

strengthen French film production.

Cohan, Sherwood

See Best Legit

Season in Years

The way to get the road back.'

said George M. Cohan, keynote
speaker yesterday (Tuesday) at the
second national convention of the
legitimate theatre, under the
auspices of the American Theatre
Council, 'is to get back on the road.'

Thereupon, some 300 delegates to

the meeting, which is being held at

the Hotel Astor, New York, ap-
plauded enthusiastically and entered
with great seriousness into a two-
day program of discussions with no
other purpose in mind than to de-
vise ways and means to 'get back.'

Convention will end its sessions to-

night.

To spur the delegates, representa-
tive of all branches of the legitimate

theatre, to the proposition that a
great audience for legit attractions
exists throughout America, Mr.
Cohan and the other speakers tossed

(Continued on page 50

J

RADIO SERIAL BEATS

DRUMS FOR THE G.0.P

Des Moines, Sept. 13.

For the first time in the history of

broadcasting politics in Iowa, there
will be a regular flve-a-week quar-
ter-hour schedule of programs eight
weeks before election day. And, in-

stead of political speeches, a serial

drama, 'The Park Family,' will tell

the Republicans' story.

Series originates at KMA. Shen-
andoah. Iowa, and will be heard over
KSO. WMT and KMA. Mondays
through Fridays. First show goes on
today (Tues. ).

Inlei miilenl attempts to bring
back the waltz lo its former stage of

d nice popularity have resulted in

considerable progress, but Metro, in
|

cooperation with its n.usic publish-
'

ing subsidiaries, hope., lo finally pul .

it over the lop as part of the prelim-
i

imry campaign allenlant lo its

f ii llie'iming release of 'The < lea!

.ill/..' However, instead of employ-
ing the immoiial 'Blue Danube
'Anil/.' a-; l!ie llicmc. another
Jnhaiiu Strauss air is the ba.-is of

lh~ film (iperetla's score, titled "One
Day When e Were Young." which
Usfir 1 lainmciViCin II )yr;c:/ed fro:

an arrangement by Dinutri Ti":nk
who .;':iri'(l the Metro picture.

Wall/ In the elder Strauss v. .11

li.i 1
1 y In : x-;l well ln advance i'( I' 11

film's release, lo p .ml up the
iiiindedness of the nation, he radio,

of nun .i'. will l> 'runic the dum..
e m ;i -ii -on me ' iii:n. w .'.h

ii, i!m; tin- |ihi
: f,-.;

II •:.:>. ns Mu ;it ,-uli.":d.

HUGE AUDITORIUMS

NEW TREND IN EAST

Dartmouth as The

Salzburg of America

Annual summer drama festival

at Hanover. N. II.. is planned by
the Dramatists Guild, in association
wilh Dartmouth College. Program
is slill fairly nebulous, but the
Guild council will direct the proj-
ect .'.nd hopes to make it a distinctly
American venture, gradually de-
veloping into a Salzburg of the
U. S.

Project has been aypi-nvi-d l>v C»
1,'iilinouth trulcis. "iy Ernest M
llipkmv pre/, ol the college, and
by liie Guild CMiocil. Plan; for a

Si.niill.ono plant have been turn-
p!c?ed arid ok;.ycd ;ird w,rl; will

he^in upon C'im;i!rt;< ol a drive
lor funds. Il h"p.- t> hold the

first festi\;j! dm summer of

1940. Austin Kent \ lei -presidenl

of P.iia.ri. i!.'. "1 a D.jrlni iuIIi

alumnus, is chaii- .in of the rotn-

nnr.ee raisin ; SI :'.'>'< nun

Af'ciiiliii,! j-l Ih'-re will

w 'I he a en' '.:l- theatre plant,

wilh iv. i p! ivh ni-es and a fully

c'lu.p wnrlt-h'ip. Id. -a is thai the

i jiilmued on page fifi)

The Convincer

Pittsburgh, Sept. •'13.

Grantland Rice, Joe Williams
and Paul Mickelson have all

called Sol Goldberg, indie ex-
hibitor from Elkins, W. Va.,

and father of Marshall Gold-
berg, University of Pittsburg's

AU-American back, the 'na-

tion's No. 1 football fan.'

Last week, Goldberg, pere,

proved it. He sold his house to

the Manos chain. Said it

would interfere with his fol-

lowing the Pitt team this sea-
son to see Goldberg, flls, in ac-
tion.

STUDIOS GUARD

VS. LEGION

RUSH
m̂t

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

Film studios are putting on pre-

paredness campaign for the Ameri-
can Legion ivasion, scheduled for

next week.
At Warners, where the execs have

been named as picture industry's

official hosts to the Legion, a pro-
gram including a parade through the

lots and a luncheon for visiting of-

ficials has been arranged. More than

15.000 Legionnaires and their fam-
ilies will be entertained.
Meanwhile, Paramount Is hiring 50

extra yard cops, and other lots are

reinforcing their police forces, In

case the boys put on a gate-crash-

ing drive.

ANOTHER SPITALNY

MAESTRO-JIMMY, 14

Pittsburgh, Sept. 13.

Music still runs in the Spitalny
family. Fourteen-year-old Jimmy
Spitalny, son of Maurice Spitalny,
director of KDKA's staff orch, and
a nephew of Phil and H. Leopold
Spitalny, has crashed his father's

racket, organizing a kid band of his
own for a half-hour broadcast over
KDKA every Saturday morning.
Younger Spitalny has been whip-

ping his outfit into shape for several
weeks. with George Holt and
arian Malvin, also youngsters, as
•alurcd vocalists.

HEAVY BALLY VIA

32 Accredited Radio Com-
mentators in H'wood—Be-
sides, Vast Press Army
Floods the World with
Possibly Too Much Film
Chatter

radio - Press analyses

Hollywood, Sept 13.

That old films vs. radio issue which
has been sleeping quietly in the Wide,
open spaces which separate the new
CBS broadcasting plant and the
nearly completed NBC Radio City,

is stirring again. But it's all right

with the picture' industry, which
feels that maybe^betweeri the flood

of Hollywood press matter, plus the

fiock of fflm chatterers on. the air-
it's been overdoing a good thing.
There can be such a thing as too
much publicity.

Threatened clipping of broadcast-
ing time devoted to films, and film-
folk is disturbing news to the re-
cently created coterie of commenta-
tors, interviewers and air gossipers
who spread film propaganda, for bet-
ter or for worse, over the airwaves
and Into the homes.
There are 32 accredited radio com-

mentator's and news reporters who
possess official cards of identification
as such issued by the Hays office.
These cards open the doors of the
studio publicity offices, giving the
bearers access to the sources of news.

(Continued on page 4, col, 4)

SECRET SERVICE

HAS NO COLOR

Drys' Film Campaign Via

'10 Nights in Bar Room'

Detroit. Sept. 13.

Anti-Saloon League of America
will carry its temperance campaign
before the nation through a fllrr of
that venerable tear-jerker, 'U'Nighls
in a arroom.'

Satisfied that the dry movement
ii gaining ni'inv."v\im again, leligue

,

I' i.lers niappi-' plans to screen the
j

new flick' " "'fore thousand- of jiive;

'

tin ou:-! Ihc country in an effort

.L .Juud fioin the giound up. .

Radio Project of the, WPA has
' abandoned planned series on the
operations of the U'. S. Secret Service

which it was to present on NBC
facilities. Attorney General's office
has so censored -materials that the

|

project no longer sees value in thrift,
'

it's stated. •
i

!
roject was first and ,iiy one to

I get okay of the Gor.niment to o.o.

i

the archives itjr case histories on
|

cniiuterCiting, etc. Previous to that
:iiri<: Uncle Sam nixed any probing

his .ecrcls. WPA writers had
: linple'ed two scripts before matter
.was dropped,
fiovision of okay had. it that

scripls ttiu.sl be shown to the Depart-
ment of' ju.i'.ice bururc b.nng aired.
When bosses got through with blue-
pencilling, scripts were devoid of
any color, it is claimed, and hence
dropped.
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Major Cos. May Ask ft. a Further

Delay to File Answers After Nov. 1;

Some See Trial Stalled Until 1940

Although most of defendant com-

panies are scheduled to file answers

to the Government's anti-trust civil

action on ,Nov. 1. further delay in

actual filing may be sought by most

of companies because right now one

or two of them are averse to hurry-

ing, their replies .even, to' that extent.

There is no assurance that there will

be additional postponement of time

when defendants must reply, but it

looms as a possibility.

Unless present tactics are com-

pletely altered, it will be 1940 before

actual taking of testimony is started.

This date is seen now because of

previous experience in anti-trust acr

lions. The ASCAP suit, in which the

anti-trust angle is stressed, but which

is regarded as considerably more

simple in its details than, the case

against the film companies, just now

is coming up. for trial r having

been filed three years ago.

Involved nature of the federal ac-

tion against major picture companies

and affiliates is being appreciated

more and more as legal experts delve

into details. Now estimated that

there are 15. different major charges,

most of them so elaborate that they

constitute virtually 15 different law-

suits all filed- iri one action. To fur?

the'r complicate matters some of them

appear to be unrelated.

Example of this is the 'move-over'

phase of film bookings and other ex-

change matters appeals in tne

same bill of complaint as the clause

seeking to halt borrowing of stars

and exchange of talent Alsp, some
attorneys classify the anti-trust law,

under which the Government is

suing, as being a bit ambiguous and

requiring plenty of interpretation.

Actual word use is "conspiracy to in-

terfere with interstate trade and
commerce.' Just what portion? of the

suit may be applied to this loosely

defined stipulation is the major, head-

ache that legalites on both sides will

have to consider during the next two

years or more.

Another thing the action will at-

tempt to settle is whether, baldly

speaking, It is illegal for a picture

corporation to buy a theatre building

for its affiliate setup. Effort, of

course, will be made to apply the

anti-trust statute to this phase.

To the lay mind and even to some
attorneys, the exchange of a top star

for an ace director because both com-
panies feel they will be benefitted;

seems a difficult thing to place in the

category of 'combination in con-

spiracy in restraint of /interstate

trade and commerce.'

John W. Davis has been retained

by Metro-Goidwyn-Mayer as chief

counsel in its defense of the gov-

ernment's anti-trust suit against ma-
jor film companies. Firm of Davis,

Polk, Wardwell, Gardiner Sc Reed is

preparing Metro's answer to the

complaint

U. S. SLEUTHS DUE TO

WIND UP COAST PROBE

Monday I Am a Man

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

reddie Batholomew gradu-

ated into the he-man class

yesterday (Monday) when he
returned to school the

Metro lot.

After using a lot of per-

suasion on Aunt Cissy, he wore
a sweat shirt instead of an
Eton collar.-

STARTS

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

illion-cVollar studio construction

program *at Universal to provide, for

the 1938-39 production schedule

starts as soon as the home office goes

over the details of the' plans okayed
last week by J. Cheever Gowdin.

Construction includes six-story,

air-conditioned administration build-

ing, and. two large air-conditioned

stages lb"be erected to the south
,
of

the present Stage 20. Other stages

will be remodelled, sound-proofed
and equipped with all modern inv

provements.

PITT HEARS HARRIS

MAY BUY A BALL CLUB

Pittsburgh, Sept. 13.

Rumors flying thick and fast here,

putting name of John H. Harris, of

theatrical family bearing his name,
as prospective . purchaser of Pitts

burgh Pirates baseball club in Na-
tional League. Reported franchise
and property had been placed on
market for $3,000,000 and said it

would likely go to 'a party in Pitts-

burgh: who had made a fortune in

the motion picture business and had
backed; several sports enterprises
without using his, name.' Descrip-
tion points to Harris:

Latter has been behind several
boxing promotions here, • owns
hockey team and at one .time backed
McKeesport baseball team, a Pirate
farm. William E. Benswanger, presi
dent of pennant-bound Pittsburgh
team, denied club was for sale, but
fairly reliable sources hint other
wise.

Possibility that if Harris makes an
effort to buy club, Joe E. Brown
film comedian, might possibly come
in with him. They're close friends
and Brown's interest in baseball is

well' known. At one time he was
part owner of Kansas City Blues in
the American Association;

Los Angeles, Sept. 13.

Uncle Sam's probers, looking for

anti-trust law violations In .local film

exchanges, will wind up their field

work next week, but it will take six

weeks more to compile the evidence.

Currently the investigators are

finishing up their survey of the Fox
West Coast theatres. Exchanges

By JACK OSTERMAN
We have often wondered why they

call it a swan song when someone
leaves. Personally, we don't know
who wrote it and never have heard

_ swan sing on key* The nearest

we every got to one was watching

Eva LeGallienne play it some years

ago. However, what inspires this

column is the fact that we are leav-

ing to work on a musical play (Go

on, laugh; remember Gilbert and

Sullivan had to wrlte' their first one

and Rodgers and Hart carried on

from there) and want to devote our

time to the aforesaid.

could save our Ives a lot of

time, probably, by writing the plot

in this space but think it'll look much
better with girls and scenery. Read

the prolog the Other riite and have

already received an advance, from
Cain's, which : makes it look surefire.

•We'll mi the noise of the typewrit-

ers banging away and the noise of

the boys that bang 'em. We'll- miss

the 46th Street characters that passed

by our 24-sheet window. We'll miss

the faces who anxiously.askfor mail,

meaning this is their only, address.

In fact we'll miss the entire setup,

but who knows, we may finish- the

show by next Monday and might be,

with you again^-'you never know'

( lug for John Shubert!).

It Happened Last Week
Raps received for leaving the fol-

lowing out of pur- 'Marching Through
Georges' paragraph: George Prim-
rose, Price, Raft, Geo. (Honey Boy)
Evans, Geo!' (T calla Rosie, she no
answer') Beban and the father of

'Bringing Up Father'-KJeo e c-

Manus. Sorry, Georges!
Ed Sullivan, the actor, who also

writes as a sideline, playing soft ball

in the middle of 46th street Saturday
afternoon - and whistling, ' 'Shine on
Harvest oon Dancers.'

Wonder if Bill Terry produced
The Valley of the Giants'. . Jt's get-

ting so. now you can fly to California,

stay for three insults and fly back in

time for dinner. . .Since Jack Demp-
sey started showing old Chaplin
comedies in his Broadway place, it

costs him. more to clean the windows
than the bar.

'

And we have a new remark for

people who act screwy, They're re-

hearsing for a 1 !'

Korda, Pkkford, Fairbanks in UA

Biz Moves; Presidency Talk Again

Now You're a Cobra
Hollywood, Sept. 13.

Makeup for rattlesnakes

—

Hollywood does that too. Lack-
ing cobras for a sequence in

'Gunga Pi .' RKO technicians

dolled up a troupe of rattlers

with leather hoods to make
them look like the ferocious

reptiles. New millinery is un-
popular with the rattlers.

Only real cobras in Holly-'

wood are under contract to.

Walter Wanger for Trade
Winds!' They ithout

makeup.

L A. DAILIES TO

DROP REVIEWS

OF PREVIEWS

GRIFFIS BACK,

FAVORS MORE

THEATRES

Cohan Asks $500,000

For Screen Autobiog

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

George M. Cohan's price for his
appearance in a picture based on the

.story of his life is $500,000. The two
probed were Metro, 20th-Fox, Para-

i must go together,
mount, Radio, Columbia, Universal
and Warner Bros,

SAILINGS
Sepl. 22 1 K" -•• York to London)

Al T^hai.. ' (U- .'e /ranee).
|

Sopt 'A York London)
i

Betty Allen. A Smith. '—nrriy
\

Thompson (Queen iSnry).

Sept. 14 (London to "i

Mr. and Mrs. Robert,

(Queen Mary).
Sept. 14 (New York to. London >

George Oppenhcimer, Eliot Paul,

Natalie Kalnius, Bennett A. 'Cerf,

Eddie Moran, Arthur Jarrett. Fer-
nnnd Gravet, Paul raper, Russet

H ilmah (Norniandie).
Sept. 13 (New York' to Lim on)

John Stevenson. Elsie Davenport,
Duanc ant) Leslie, Paul Oskar
tParis).

That is the information disclosed
by Jack Curtis^ the comedian's agent,
in his negotiations with Metro.
Curtis left for New York Satur-

day (10) to talk over the picture
deal with Cohan.

Paramount is more likely to expand
on foreign production rather than on
theatres abroad: As regards televi-

sion,' no official point of view
is forthcoming from the firm so far

as the foreign, end is concerned.
Stanton Gri s, chairman of the

executive committee of Par, returned
Monday (12) from a brief sojourn
to London and Paris where he delved
into Par activities. Returning with
him .was . also Paul Raibourn, who had
gone . abroad principally to Study
television.

Griffis has returned prepared to

recommend that Paramount expand
on the theatre end, stating that Par
has .only 16 theatres in the London
area.

First impression Is that Griffis

must have some deal in the embryo
by 'which such expansion could be
realized. From London, the advices
are that such a deal might possibly

involve the Odeoh (Oscar Deutsch)
circuit and Par. The same advices
treat the situation lightly and do not
look for any conclusion of such a

project
John W. Hicks, Jr., vice-president

in charge of foreign, leaves for Eu-
rope in about a week on routine
business for the company.

.

Other News of Interest to Films

Hollywood, Sept 13.

Formal previews of motion pic-

tures were dropped' by the downtown
dailies of Los Angeles as a result of

an agreement between publishers

and exhibitors.

Arrangement allows for general

stories, and columnar comment but
formal reviews are withheld until a

picture opens its regular 'run. Exhibs
contended that previews are a dis-

tinct function of the trade papers.

Rodney Paritages. Thornton Sar-
gent, Jack Gross, Ben Wallenstein

and -Harry Wallin represented the

exhibs in- the conference.

L. A. to N. Y.
Dr. Saul C- Colin.

Ricardo Cortez.

J. Cheever Cowdi
Bing and Larry Crosby;
Matty Fox.
Gale Gltterm'an.
W'll Hays.
Lotte Lehman.
Russell Dyck Lewis,
Arthur Loew.
Lawrence Lowman.
George McGarrett.
Robert Mizzy.
Robert Mom
Victor Moore.
William Morris,
Mike Nidorf.
Mary Pickford.
Otto L. Preminger.
Harry Richmen.
Buddy Rogers.
James Rogers.
Leo Turtledove.
Kay Van Riper.
William A. Wellman.
Thornton Wilder.
Jerome Wilzin.

N. Y. L. A.
Edward L. Alperson.
Nancy Carroll.

Harry Cohn.
Frank Craven.
Ben Freedman.
Mr. and -Mrs. Lewis
Ben Goetz,
E. W. Hammons.
Pete Harrison.
Sonja Heme.
Mrs. Seima Heni
Leif Hcriie.

Peter Holden.
Jose Itur '.

Alexander Korda.
Joe Mankiewicz,-
Roger Marchetti,
Claude Ruins.

Jack Skirball.

Nate Spingold.
Gladys- Swarthout.
P. J: Wolfson.
William Wyler;

forecast dismal, future for Fr
-a Odcon-GB merger. . .

Jack- ."'s top hookup.
lolsor, r>- ' E. G. Robinson's shows
Raan , . , ->•<; 6f Hollywood Hotel. H.

atv Air, <Vn»h Heibert, Norma
tr.' .vto Lotis '1..,.,^

Metro -bins i- .'ii. A i'V 100-year rehewai
r. ci).j.y)ii;lii. disputes. ...

.

'.bins i.
!

WB blame* /.'SC'.

Ne\C act reviews of

(Set.) Davis.,..
Talk bootlegging Broadway .Hit.:

.Page 13

......i.........Page 13
Page 24

.................Page 25
nklin. Lux The-

Fred Stone
Pages 30-31

...Page 41
Page 41

t .Hilhai: 'Vayne Morris, Johnnie
.Page 47

. .Page 49

ARRIVALS
Alexander Korda, Burgess Merer

dith, Robert Donat, Guy Beauchamp,
Giovanni Martinelli, Nino Marti i;

•Mr. and Mrs:. Charles B. McCahe,
Oscar Harhmerstcin, 2d. Paul Reuil-
lard, Thercse Quadri, Mr. and Mrs.
Heinrich von Schnitzler, Eddie
Lewis, London Casino Revue, Alfred
Lunt, Lynn Fontanne, Sonja Henic.
Kitty Carlisle, Peggy Hopkins Joyce,
Gilbert Miller, Ben Goelz! Dale Car-
negi. Harry Novak, Sabu, Brian
Ahcrne, J. H. Scidelman,. Mclchor
Guzman, Edward Everett Horton,
Jill Ster

Alexander Korda is. in California,

having- planed .out onday (12)

ni , following his arrival in New'
York with Stephen Pallos from Lon-
don. Korda and Pallos,

his business associate, now in the

U. S., the probability also arises for

an el of a president of UA,
sooner than might have been antici-

pated. Whether ill be done is

something else.

Douglas Fairbanks is

London, next week. is going to

the Coast to prepare a 'Lola Montez-

fllm for UA release,. Mary Pickford

is on her way to New York from
the Coast.

Both Korda and Pallos have much
to accomplish here in the few weeks
that each remains on this side. They,
are in America on matters , outside of
UA, additionally, such as production
by bther

:
American majors in the

London Films (Korda) studios. With
the Korda studios, booked to capacity
for such production by various
majors, Korda can concentrate on
UA's needs, and it. is probable he will
embark on a new policy and schedule
of only four or five 'A' films yearly,

making no secondary films of so-
called 'B' product whatever.

To elect a president of United
Artists, or' a chairman, other than
Maurice Silverstone, requires the
unanimous consent of the sharer
holders and ; there is no such
unani ity at present. If a president
or chairman will be named,. Maurice
Silverstone will probably be the one.

He is presently general manager of
the company, with the fullest man-
agement powers to. which neither the
presidency nor the chairmanship,, if

he were so named, could add.

Korda and Pallos' brought, with
them a print of 'Prison Without
Bars,' latest Korda production. Sabu,
youthful, native Indian star of
Drums,' arrived yesterday (Tuesday ),

a day following Korda. They will be
here to see the premiere of the pic-

ture at Radio City Music. Hall.

Korda may go to Hollywood soon,
where it is presumed he will- see
Goldwyn, Charles Chaplin and Mary
Pickford, his associates in UA.
Following their arrival, Korda and

Pallos huddled with Silverstone,
and Korda 's representatives, Emanuel
Silverstone and Morris Helpfjni
Pallos may ' remain here for si

weeks. Korda returns to London be-
fore him.

Andy Smith's Future

Plans Uncertain; UA's

Meeting Was Routine

Andy Smith, Jr., sails for London
Sept. 21. Further than this Smith's

future plans are unknown. He re-

signed from United Artists Thurs-

day (15) as sales manager under
George J. Schaefer, v.p, in charge

of distribution. Schaefer announced
Smith's resignation on that date,

while the company directors were
meeting at a - regular board session'.

His resignaton was not unexpected.

The board meeting was routi ,

the directors being informed of
Smith's withdrawal from the firm
prio^' to Schaefer's official an ounce-
meht of the fact,

.aurice Silverstone, operating
head of- the company and general
manager of UA, reported on the state

of the company. No extraorelinnr
matters were on the agenda, it was
learned afterwards. Schaefer's new
contract' was not taken up.

Neither Silverstone nor Schaefer
are members of the. board. Attend-
ing the meeting were James Mul-
vey, William S. McKay, Charles
Schwartz, Dennis F. O'Brien. Ed-
ward C. Raftery and Emanuel Sil-

verstone. Not all are directors of

the company. ' Mary Pickfordi who
iva.s to have been present, did not
attend.

It is understood that included in

Silverstotic's report was a survey of

a simplified operating- plan for the

company which has been put into

operation iri the firm with his ad-
vent. The company's annual share-,

holders' meeting is schedued for No-
vember.
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Chi Distribs Feel That the Indies

Restraint Suit Will Open Up Long

Closed Books, Disclose Profits, Etc.

Chicago, Sept. 13.

ile the exchanges are being

rt of the independent theatre

owners' restraint-of-tfade suit, the

distributors are awaiting the suit

ith considerable interest They

1 that, though they are named as

the defendants by the exhibi-

rs, they will ..come -put '-of the suit

armed with enough information and

Inside dope on the theatres to make
up for most of the trouble and head-

aches of the suit itself. .

There is . no question that the at-

torneys for the defense, in the com-

ing suit by the exhibitors against

Balaban & Katz and the distributors,

will demand that the plaintiffs bring

in- their books to prove that they

have suffered, and are suffering, the

financial, damage they allege in their

bill of complaints.

Exchange men around here
.
have

always been anxious to get a', first-

hand squint at. the boxoffice receipts

of the theatres in this territory.

They have never had that privilege,

since, the town has been closed to

percentage flickers in all quarters;

With the result that the distributors

have been forced to deliver flickers

on a straight rental basis, and rate

no share in the receipts of the the-

atresr-

On that basis the exchanges have
been able to gain ho direct info on
.'the b.o. strength of theatres, and
have been forced to rely strictly on
guesses when it comes to setting up
prices for film rentals to these

nouses.

Maybe Films Sold Toe tow?

Maybe these prices have been Just

and fair, state the exchanges. But
QH the other hand, the revelations In

the trial may show that the prices

have been far under what the ex-

changes feel the theatres should pay
for product. And therefore, no mat-
ter what the actual decision in the

lawsuit itself, the exchange men be-
lieve that they will win consider-

able important knowledge when the

books of the individual theatre own-
ers are brought to light
Exchanges are even looking to the

suit as the wedge which will finally

give them the opportunity to bring
percentage flickers into the Chicago
territory. Should the books in court
reveal that the theatres have been
getting product at a cheap price, the
exchanges will insist on higher
rentals next season.
On their hand, the exhibitors will

unquestionably battle any attempt to

put through a real price boost, with
the result that the exchanges feel
that they will then settle for a num-
ber of pictures on percentage.

MG Not Renewing Krasna

Hollywood, Sept' 13.

Norman Krasna is not being im-

pacted by Metro , as a producer.
He is now on three months' vaca-

tion in Europe after completing
Three Loves Has. Nancy.'

LOEW QUITS AS

JOE L BROWN

PRODUCER

I WINNIE SHEEHAN'S SOLO

FOR METRO LOOKS SET

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

W. R. Sheehan is dickering with
Louis B. Mayer and Eddie Mannix
to make one picture for Metro. Shee-
han has his own story, 'Florian,'
based on the fall of -the Austrian
throne, with a horse as the central
character. Deal is to be set by to
night or tomorrow.
Metro finances the picture under

the proposed deal which may be ex
tended to other films.

Wm. Koenig-Melro Part

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

Metro on Monday (12) agreed to

abrogation of William Koenig'S con-
tract as. executive studio manager
after 20 months on his five-year
deal. Understood he will negotiate
with two other major plants which
have wanted him for similar spot.
No financial consideration is in-

volved in cancellation, although
Koenig was draw 1 sssnn weekly
tat the entire t-

Hollywood, Sept. 15,

David L. Loew disbanded his pro-

duction unit with the completion, of

the Joe E. Brown starrer, 'Flirting

With Fate,' and is planning a long

vacation in South America.
As an independent, Loew made

six Brown, starrers in the last two
years, paying the comedian $100,000

a picture. He is considering several

offers for the release of 'Flirting.'

Joe E. Brown's athletic antics, on
and off the screen, wound up with a

double hernia operation, from which
he is recovering. In The Gladiator,'

Brown put on a rough-and-tumble
bout with Man. Mountain Dean, and
at recent benefits and public ap-
pearances he had gone in heavily for

comic acrobatics.

ON 1-39 SELLING

Exhiba Surprised That the

Major Companies Aren't

'Playing Ball' on New
Product Deals—Most Buy-
ers Object to Repeating

Last Year's Terms

SOME DEALS SET

Wall Si's Bullishness on Amus,

Stocks Predicated on Current

Drive; Estimate $125,000,000 Value

Aside from the fact that the' nor-

mal uptrend at the box office shortly

will begin to be felt, Wall Street is

Anding several factors on which to

base an optimistic attitude towards
picture company shares. Not the

least of these is the $1,000,000 drive,

with - financial experts figuring that

the Movie Quiz contest is certain to

improve the returns at. the theatres

as well as the revenue on pictures

Otterson Off Remake

Idea; Just Distribing

Frenchies; Brandt Deal

J. E. Otterson and his Inter-Allied

Films Co. have abandoned the origi-

nal plan for remaking French-lan-
guage pictures into English ver-
sions in New York. Instead he will

concentrate on the distribution of

French-made production, with about
20 films tentatively set for the 1938-

39 season.

Otterson group has 12 films under
contract, of which three are re-

garded as potentially good draw
pictures. First pictures to play the

Brandt circuit under deal set up
with Otterson, which calls for sensi-

ble spotting in certain types of

houses, start some time this month.
Initial booking is 'Borage,' with

Charles Boyer. "

Otterson has lined up deal where-
by Harry Lachman will be his offi-

cial representative in France. Lat-

ter plans to make some pictures in

France but will represent Otterson

on future product in addition to this

activity. Lachman. who. has en on

the Coast recently, is expected in

New York for confabs with Otter-

son in about 10 days prior to shov-

ing off for France.

MACK SENNETT BACK,

STAN LAUREL HIS STAR

Expressing some surprise that dis

tributors are not inclined to budgt
on rental demands for the 1938-39

season, although there has been much
delay and an exceptional amount of

bickering, buyers have been expect-
ing the situation would be eased
somewhat' because of the U. S. anti-

trust suit against theatre-owning ma-
jors. .Criticizing distribs for their

die-hard stance, the buyers take the
position that the producer-distribs

would be exercising foresight if .they

tried to give the. theatres more of a

break, in view of the Government's
complaint

In cases where the distribs are of-

fering the same deals as written last

year/ various buyers are not' satisfied

to accept them. In most instances

they want contracts that are. more in

their favor and, aside from condi-
tions this year as against last, cannot
see why the distribs, notably those
mentioned in the Government's suit,

are -not jumping at the chance to

prove they are easing up on the the-

atres. Most buyers are reported feel-

ing that the distribs,. regardless of
how their product stacked up during
1937-38, are not entitled to 'the same
bracketing and the same percentages
or guarantees as last year.

Instead of easing up, following the
Government suit, the distribs are al-

legedly as tough as ever and' less

willing to compromise. Negotiations
on buys in some cases have, carried
over several months, with deals still

not closed up. These instances are
getting scarcer, however, as theatres
must have supply and pictures must
get their circulation.

One of the deals which was all set,

but how has been called off and
negotiations are proceeding along an-
other tack, concerns the sale of
Paramount pictures to the Warner
theatre chain. After mulling a deal
on a basis where percentage would
be determined by gross, in certain
selected houses, with " percentages
broken down into units of 1%, Par
has decided it wants a deal along the
same lines as with other circuits at

set percentages. This knocks out the
testing of the plan, worked out by
Clayton Bond, general film buyer for
WB, and looked upon with interest

by others. Par started huddling with

(Continued on page 21)

DISTRIBS NOT

RUSHING 'EM

ON SELLING

Minneapolis, Sept. 13.

Some of the major companes here
are adopting new selling tactics that

have independent exhibitors worried
and uneasy. Instead of 'rushing'

the exhibitors, these companies have
been giving them the 'absent treat-

ment.' The .'effect on the exhibitors,

apparently, has made them anxious
about where they stand in re-

gard to product. There's less talk

now going the rounds regarding dic-

tating to the companies what they'll

pay for the product.
Exchange managers in question in-

sist they'll sell this - year at their

terms,, instead of those of the ex-r

hibitors. Regardless of such de-

velopments in the industry as the

theatre divorcement decision and
the Government's filing of an anti-

monopoly unit, the major distrib-

utors here are not being 'swerved
from':lheir course.'

Hollywood. Sept. 13.

Mack Sennett is coming back to

films as head of Sennett Pictures

Corp., with Stan Laurel signed as

the first star on his roster.

Initial picture will be 'The Prob-

lem Child.' with Laurel playing the

part of a son of midget parents. Rest

of the cast will be ot normal size.

DE-FEMMING CORRIGAN

RKO Shoos Off Dames While Flier
Works On Pic

Hays Due in N. Y.

. Will Hays is expected in New York

from the Coast the last of this week.

One of the important meetings he

is set to. attend will be the regular

quarterly session of the Motion Pic-

ture Producers & Distributors di-

rectorate.

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

Douglas Corrigan, who flew to Ire-

land alone, requires a. bulwark to

protect him from the gals of Holly-
wood. The protector is Roy Larsen,
Of. RKO, who accompanied the flyer

on his 'welcome home' tour across
the country and hustled into Holly-
wood ahead of time.
When. Corrigan signed a contract

as technical advisor on a picture
based on his life story, he insisted

|

, that he was not to be put on display
during the term of the pact. Lar-

|

I sen's job is to see that the girl-shy
i

|
aviator is not molested by femmes.

;

i Corrigan arrived Saturday (10 J at
Long Beach for a welcoming party.';

: went to San Oicgo Sunday for an-
:

I
other and starred in still another

I yesterday (Monday)'in Los Angeles
|

Contract calls tor the screen play
! of his life story to be ready Sept. 10

|
and the shooting to start shortly

, after. When he completes his picture

j

job. the flyer will gel together with

;
Ed Dohorty, who is assigned to write

1 the story in serial form for 'Liberty,
' publication to start Nov. 5,

Okla/s 2% Tax Figures

Disclose Exhibs in '37-8

Grossed $8,364,176

Oklahoma City, Sept. 13.

The 2% consumers sales, tax fig-

ures at the state capital reveal that

Oklahoma exhibitors grossed $8,364,-

176 and were, nicked by the state to

the tune of $167,283.52 during the

12-month period from July 1, 1937,

to June 30, 1938. This figure repre-

sented 1.56% j." the entire sales tax
collections ol the state during the

fiscal year.

Breakdown shows the following
nipnth-by-month theatre sales tax.

returns:

July, 1937. $13,093.52; August, $13,-

584.02; September. $15,364.60: Octo-
ber, $14,045.50: November, $13,964.37;

Uecembe", $16,601.99;. January, 1938.

$9,606:28: February, $18,057.48; March,
;$13.709.48; April, $14,059.06: May.

|

$12,920.60, and Junr $12,276.62.

|

Large discrepancies from month to
' month arc explained by the fact ex-

|
hibs may report monthly, or each
two months.

released between, now and the first

of next year.

Other factors that the Street is

optimistic about, as regards amuse-
ment shares, is that they feel, the

picture companies no longer are con-,

tent to go overboard on production

budgets but will think twice before

considering an outlay of $2,000,000 to

$3,000,000. They are not sure whether
this is traceable to trimming of re-

turns from the. foreign field, or be-
cause: of economic conditions gener-

ally in the last 12 months.
Another factor is that smart finan-

cial investors are not overlooking is

that film distribution companies and
theatre outlets will derive real bene-
fit from the two expositions, New
York and .San ' Francisco, in 1939.

Wall Street men are fully cognizant

of what, this additional revenue
means . 'from their experience with
amusement stocks during the Chi-
cago Great Lakes expositi

One Wall Street statistician has
figured out that the 'Greatest Pic-

tures' campaign will mean $125,000,-

000 in the industry's till before the
close of the year. This is predicated
on the belief that about 25.000,000

people will enter the Quiz and that
in: order to see 30 features, pre-
requisite to insuring a fair chance
at the prize money, this group will

attend the picture theatres at least

,20 times in that perioU oh the possi-

bility that >n some instances two
contest pictures might be shown on
the same program.
Basing the income on an average

admission of 25c for the entire na-
tion, statistical expert arrives at

these figures. He estimates that prize
winners will pay out this average
amount 500,000.000 times during the
duration of the contest
Wall Street, too. appreciates the

fact that attendance automatically
will hold up even after Jan. 1, 1939,
if product manages to stay compara-
bly as strong as that offering, during
the film' year drive.' Whole campaign
is based on the idea that pictures
will be good enough to keep patrons
coming back to the theatre, or actu-
ally reacquiring the cinema habit in
many instances.
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BEN GOETZ TO COAST

WITH 'CITADEL' PRINT

Ben Goet;;. Metro's chief of pro-

duction in London, arrived Moiiday
H2) bringing'' with him a print of

'The Citadel,' Metro's British-made
film, and flew to the Coast pronto to

huddle With L. B. Mayer.

en Thau, also of Metro's produc-
tion executives. scheduled to ar-

rive back in America next week.

Goetz reported Metro's London
production in full swing with five

ready to go into work or in' prepara-
tion.
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$5,000,000 TO FILM AIRERS
Film Gossip on the Air

(Tabulation of programs devoted to Hollywood gossip ( ); reviews (R);
and personality interviews (I), on the networks and local stations; by
quarter hours per week and classification. This list is by no means com-
plete; it merely highlights a few key spots and is indicative of the type of

radio chatter on the air in many another key city and smaller communi-
ties. Where commercial, r

the ,radio sponsor is mentioned also; S means
Sustaining.)

COAST-TO-COAST

SOCBCE
NBC

NBC
CBS
NBC
NBC
MBS

JKECA
KEHE
KEHE
KMTR
KMTR
KNX
KRKD
KMPC
KGFJ

KMPC

KRKD
KFAC

• %HBS.
* NAME CLASS TYPES PER WK.
'Good News'......... . Maxwell

House 4
P&G 2
Old Gold 2
Jergens 1

S 1

S 1

HOLLYWOOD
s I 1

s R 1

s G-P 1

s I 1

s R 2
s I 3
s R 1

s R 1

G-I 1
(transcriptions)
Independent

Van & 5
Storage Co. -

S 1

Pacific 1

st Musician
Knick's

Dept. Store G 1KOY
(Arizona) (Phoenix)
1

(Of the network broadcasters, Fidler uses KFI (NBCred) as the Holly-

wood broadcast center; McCall out of KNX (CBS); is. SchaUert via

KECA (NBC-blue network) , and Fischer KHJ (Mutual.)

WABC
WHN
WINS
WINS
WINS

WMCA
WMCA
WNEW
WNEW
WOR
WOR

WCAU
WFIL
WFIL
WDAS

1 WHAT
WHAT
wn»
WPEN

NEW YOKE
Ruth Brine
Sam Taylor...;
'Talk About Stars'..
Rosalind Sherman
'Critical Critics'
(Lewis Tappe)

Martin Starr
Jack Eigen
David Lowe
'Movie Matinee'.
Bide Dudley..... ,

Radie Harris

PHILADELPHIA
Powers Gourand S

.

Horn & Hardart
S

..John Davi
S

.. S
S
S
S
S

PORTLAND, ORE.
argaret Allen.

LITTLE ROCK
Carolina Rawls
David Banks •

Frank Keegan

NEW HAVEN
Elida B. Sterling
Vincent E. Palmeri
Sam Badamo ••

MONTREAL
CFCF
CFCF

KXA
SEATTLE

BALTIMORE
ing

PITTSBURGH

WGAR
CLEVELAND

Sidney Andorn. El i n Brew G

Green Quits 20-Fox

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

After producing three pictures in
six months at 20th-Fox, Howard
J. Green has tendered, his resignation.
He served as associate in the Sol

Wui-tzel unit.

MISS KING'S STAGE YEN
.
Eleanor King,, femme star of

Birth of a Baby,' plans a Broadway
Play this season.
• Yen for stage caused actress to
turn, down Coast film offers.

GLADYS GEORGE IN 'MO.'

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

Gladys George steps into the

femme lead opposite Bob Burns in

Paramount's 'I'm From Missouri;'

which gets the gun Sept. 19.

Picture is a Paul Jones produc-

tion with Theodore Reed directing.

'Women'

ilywood; Sept.. 13.

Norma Shearer,, back from a vaca-

tion in New York, started prepara-.

tioiis for her next Metro starrer,

'The Women.' :

Clarence Brow

MELON GUT UP

FOR 600 PLAYERS

Top Coin for Guest Shots
Held to $5,000—Biggest
Spread of Largesse in

Coast History—'For Free'

Sign Comes Down

12SG WEEKLY TAP

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

Radio's golden stream will pour
Over $5,000,000 into the coffers of
film players in the next 39 weeks.
Coin spread more than doubles the
largesse scattered last season.
Around 600 players will drag down
that bonanza—and Uncle Sam won't
be standing around in boxing gloves,
either.

If a defense Is needed against any
talk of dwindling radio interest on
the Hollywood shores. Coasters be-
lieve this is their best argument.
Colossals -will pour out their ether-
ized entertainment in larger doses
than ever. The two add up to the
most stupendous season in radio his-
tory hard by these latitudes.
Top coin for a name player is still

pegged at $5,000 a guest shot. Jack
Benny, now a definite picture per-
sonality, still nets himself around
$12,000 a week, and there are others
nicking the sponsorial hander-out>
ers for equally important where-
withal. But the solo price tag.

hasn't exceeded that figure. Top
agency buyers, long on the ground
here, have kept the coin within
bounds despite efforts of 'newcomers
to step it up to spare themselves
a shoving around in the bargaining
square.

How It's Passed Ont
Coin will- be delegated in these

portions: $5,000 class, 10 players;
$3,500 to $5,000, 25 players; $2,000
to $3,500, 50 players; $1,000 to $2,000,
150 players; three-figure class, 350
players.

Conservative estimators have
placed $125,000 as the weekly tap on
Coast shows, ultiply that by 39
weeks, thei customary commercial
season on the air, and the $5,000,000
total is not far behind. There are
those who insist the figure is low,
as several new shows, are in the
making for origination here. Before
the season's end, there'll be a
dozen or more moving west to take
on board name players, a proven
tonic to droopy ratings.
Another contributing factor to the

gold shower is the ashcanning of
'for free' appearances. Screen Ac
tors Guild, American Federation of
Radio Artists and other talent
agencies have driven the spike deep
into . that one. However, it has not
been entirely eliminated, as picture,
studios still slip that clause into con-
tracts that players must go oh the
air, sans payoff, to exploit the film
in which they appear. That one is

also expected to get a going-over
soon.
Hollywood, as a passing fancy In

radio, just won't give itself up, in
spite of efforts of the big money-
baggers to concentrate production
in the- east so they can' kick the
shows around, in person, rather than
trust to the teletype.

20-Fox PAing Henie

Until the Snow Flies

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

Sbrija Henie, scheduled to report
at' 20th-Fox last week, is. set for a
personal appearance tour instead,

and will not return to Hollywood
until next January.
Delay was caused by outdoor

scenes in her next picture, which
can only be filmed during the winter
months.

. Sonja Henie, her mother and
brother, Lief, arrived on Monday
(12) aiid departed for the Coast later

this week to report- at 20th-Fox
studios'.

Hammons, Alperson and SfcirbaD

Go West to Get GfTs Prod. Rolling

Stationary Targets

Hollywood, Sept. 13

Duck hunters from the studios.

are warned by a sign:

'Don't Shoot Till It Moves.
It Might. Be a WPA Worker.'

N. Y. ALLIED IN

MOVE VS. FILM

STARS ON AIR

Syracuse, Sept. 13.

Plans for a ban on film stars who
are also featured on the radio are

underway in upstate New York to-

day following special sessions here
of the Allied Theatre Owners of New
York, Inc. More than 300' independ-
ent exhibitors who are members of
the association went on record as

opposing appearances of film aces on
the airwaves, charging that such
radio programs are cutting heavily
into their business. They are now
trying to line up some kind of sup-
port for a direct appeal- to major-
studios to ban players from the radio.

Lead in the battle was taken by
Max A. Cohen of New York, presi-

dent of the Allied Theatre Owners.
His attack on such stars as Jack
Benny, who receives substantial in-

comes from both films and radio,

stole the limelight at the meeting
-here, called to discuss the role of the
independents in the U. S. anti-trust

suit against the major companies.
. Cohen charged that broadcasts
featuring film stars, particularly dur-
ing evening hours, definitely cut into

theatre attendance.
The group whipped their objection

into the form of a resolution, which,
it is expected, will be sent , to each
of the studios' and to similar inde-
pendent groups all over the country.
Representatives of every major

studio were in attendance at the
session and agreed to take -ihe com-
plaint back to their respective head-
quarters. The studio men were on
hand as observers to judge the re-
action of : the independents to pro-
jected legislation,

Led by Harry G. Kosch of New
York' city, general counsel for the
organization, members passed a
series of resolution: citing -he evils
allegedly practiced by the major
companies against Independents.
These will be put in affidavit form
and will be submitted to the Depart-
ment of Justice for use in possible
application for a preliminary In-

junction against the eight major mo-
tion picture companies against which
the Government has launched anti-

trust charges.

MILTON BERLE BUYS

BACK HIS AGENT'S 10%

Milton Berle has bought back his
contract from Irving Mills. Berle's
deal -with RKO expires Oct, 10, and
the comic wanted to be free to

change representation at the same
time.

Agreement with the studio was for
40 weeks out of 52 at $3,000 a week.
While under Mills' management
Bcrle also had a season's run in

radio for Gillette Razor! Berle made
but one picture under the RKO con-
tract and- has been idle for months.

Queen Gloria
Hollywood, Sept: 13.

Gloria Stuart pl'iys the queen's
role in the musical version of 'The
Thro? Musketeers,' starring the Ritz
brothers, : at 20lh-Fox.
Don Amcchc is set as D'Artagnan,

and John Carradine as Richelieu.
Allen Dwan directs.

Following preli inary huddles in

the east, during which stories owned
by E. W. Hammons as well as those

controlled by Grand National were
discussed, Edward L. Alperson flew

west Friday (9), to be joined later

by Hammons and Jack H.. Skirball

for purpose of immediately setting up
initial (1938-39) program for the
newly organized GN. The schedule-

will contain at least. 30 features but
probably not more than 40, under

'

advance plans. Skirball left Monday
(12) by train and Hammons leaves

tomorrow (Thursday).
Hammons and Skirball will re-

main on the Coast a week or 10 days
setting the program and laying plans
for the inauguration of production
activity at the Hollywood Educa-
tional studio which was under lease

to the old GN interests. The shorts
will be produced in the east' at the
Eastern Service Studios, Astoria,

L. I., where also it Is the thought to

turn out five or six features the com-
ing year. Lineup will be announced
'from the Coast.

. On return of Hammons and Skir-
ball to New York, the sales force
will be set in motion tor marketing
of the '38-'39 program as set up as

soon as possible,- with Hammons , at
present searching for suitable home
office space. He cannot get sufficient

floor room in the Paramount build-
ing where now quartered. Alter
getting back east, the producing pro-
gram for Astoria will , also be laid
but.

For the time being a deal for dis-

tribution of GN product in England
remains status quo following discus-
sion of an - arrangement with Louis
Jackson, representing British Inter-

ests, which Jackson, has taken . back
to London for presentation to his
group. Proposal reported calls for
organization of a $500,000. English
corporation, with Hammons, as
chairman of Its board, to control
50%, the Jackson people the' other
50%.

SHIRLEY'S TRINCESS' TO

BE A $1,000,000 TINTER

Changed from black-and-white to
Technicolor and its budget upped
beyond the $1,000,000 mark, the Shir*
ley Temple starrer, 'The Little Prin-
cess,' got the gun yesterday (Mon.)
at 20th-Fox. It's the moppet's first

tinter.

Arleen Whelan and Arthur
Treacher are in the supporting cast,

Walter Lang directing.

REUNION

Bergen's Charlie to Joust
Fields In V Pie

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

Edgar Bergen (and Charley Mc-
Carthy) have signed for a verbal
Clinch with W. C. Fields in 'You
Can't Cheat an Honest Man,' budget-
ed as one of Universale most elab-
orate pictures for the 1938-39 pro-
gram.

Picture, based on Fields' original
yarn with a circus background, is

being screenplayed by George Ma-
rion, Jr. Shooting starts around
Oct. 1.

Metro May Go Off Air

There are growing indications that
the Maxwell House- Coffee division
of General Foods and Metro will call
it quits when the current contract-
or! 'Good News of 1939' expires Dec.
29. The java distrlb isn't sure
whether it wants to continue with
the tieup, while Nick Schenck, M-G
chief, is reported to be inclined the
same direction because, in his

i

opinion, the show is costing the.

, studio money and its exploitation

|
.valuers proved negligible.

I Atherton Hobler, Benton & Bowles
agency prcz, is currehtly in Holly-
wood,
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NLRB CALLS FILM CHIEFS
Considerable New Theatre Bldg.

All Over as Business Picks Up

Oklahoma City, Sept. 13.

Oklahoma exhibs, looking forward

to increased fair and winter busi-

ness, are breaking out in a rash of

new houses, remodeling and redeco-

rating projects. Local theatre sup-

ply firms are experiencing the best

early fall business in recent years

as both .circuit and independent op-

erators place orders for all types of

equipment.
New houses either opened in the

last few weeks or set for' ah early

opening include: Roy Creason's new
house at Eufala (he now operates

the Palace there); M. R. Parks will

open his second house at Disney
Sept. 18; S. P. Seller's 300-seater will

open Sept. 15 at Westville; R. S.

Fryer has ..already opened a , 300-

seater at Grove; Buffum and Doty,

partners, will open their new Best,

at Broken Bow, around Oct. 1; Roy
Aikens has. already opened his new
Palace at Helena; P. H. James, owner
of the Jewel (colored) in Oklahoma
City, will open his second colored

house, also known as the Jewel, at.

Ardmore; S, P. Days and Marvin
Lowe have bought the Chief (350

seats) at Eufala from Bradly Walker;

A. C. Wootcn opened the Ritz at

Skiatook Sept. 9.

Remodeling jobs contemplated or
completed include: . Redecorating and
remodeling of the Palace at Lawton
plus 300 hew Irwin seats. Palace is

owned- by Max Brock, Harry Wil-
liams and Margaret Bay; new carpet,

lighting fixtures and 300 hew Irwin
seats for V. A. Wilkinson's house at

Comanche; 1,800 new seats, remodel-
ing of mezzanine, new front and new
carpets for Robb St Rowley's Ritz;

Muskogee; 325 Heywood-Wakefield
seats for the Metro at Purcell; new
Simplex projectors, Filmspeaker
sound, Strong lamps, Forest rectifiers

and. seats for Charles Mahone's Ok-
lahoma theatre at ' Hobart; Griffith

Amus. Co. has closed the Empress at

Altus for remodeling with opening
'date late in September, and the Ma<
Je'stic at Gainsville, Texas, for re-

opening early in October.

Northwest's Spurt
Minneapolis, Sept 13,

With show business on the upturn,
all sighs point to a revival in the-

atre construction in the territory,

Several new houses will be built in

Mihneaoplis suburbs and, if the city

council here relents and will grant
the permits,, a number of new local

theatres will come into existence. A
half-dozen other new showhouses
are planned by independent interests

throughout the territory.

Engler brothers start construction
next month on a : ew $05,000 700-seat

theatre at Hopkins, a Minneapolis
suburb, where they now operate one
house. At St. Louis Park, another
local suburb, a new $751000 show-
house is being planned for Harold
Field, circuit operator.
H. L. Griffith, is making another

effort to obtain a permit to build a
new $150,000 theatre in uptown Min-
neapolis. The city council has turned
him down several, times, but he. now

(Continued on page 21)

750-Mile 'Zoning'

inneapolis, Sept.

What Is believed to be a rec-

ord for long-distance zoning Is

claimed by . a .Pierre, S. D., ex-
hibitor who alleges he has been
refused certain United Artist

pictures for which he contract-

ed 'because they haven't had
first runs yet in Minneapolis.'

Minneapolis is 750 miles away,
from - Pierre and such protec-
tion Is 'unreasonable and pre-
posterous,' according to the ex-
hibitor's complaint filed with
W. A. Steffes, president of

Northwest Allied,

From Freak to Flack

Lincoln, Sept. 13.

Ske'dded to be a freak four shows
a day for five days, Barney Oldfield,
Varietv mugg, columnist and radio
blabber here who was mentioned by
Ripley for seeing 944 features (all of
them) made in 1936-37, did one ap-
pearance here at the state fair and
•iivas then hired by the barney, Beck-
mann & Gerety, to act as press agent
lor the rest of the week.
Walter Hate, press handler, parted

_
mpany with B & G at the conclu-

ion of the Iowa State Fair engage-
ment. Doc Kellogg, formerly .with
Associated Press here, signed on for
the Test of the season, making To-
Peka as the first town.
Freak appearance was caught by

three national mags, three wire ser-
vices; a newsreel, and broadcast on
tnr stations.

SEE INSURGENT'

MOVE IN SAG

ELECTIONS

oilywood, Sept. 13.

Nomination of an independent

ticket for next Sunday's (18) Screen

Actors Guild election is viewed in

some quarters as an extension of the

activities of the so-called Insurgent

faction in Actors Equity. Although
Melvyh Douglas, as candidate for

president, is nominal head of the

slate, Lionel Stander and. J. Edward
Bromberg are regarded as prime
forces in the move.
Stander was east 1 t spring dur-

ing the hectic scrap in Equity and
was reported to have campaigned
with the insurgents then; He also

saw considerable of Phil Loeb dur-

ing the lat r's recent stay in Hoi
lywood while making 'Room Service'

at RKO. Loeb is one of the leaders

of the Equity insurgents. Bromberg
was active in the militant wing of

Equity before coming to Hollywood,
and has been one of the small group
critical of the SAG administration

since going into pictures.

Douglas is not regarded as an ac

tlve insurgent, but is figured to have
been picked to head the ticket to

avoid the radical label. Irving

Pichel, nominee fpr-fecbrdlng secre-

tary, is viewed in the same' light,

Others, including Bromberg, Dor-

othy Peterson, Maurice Murphy and
Robert Gleckler, are considered

among the outright militants.
.

This sudden entry of an independ

ent ticket is the first overt move of

the insurgents in the Guild. For

the last couple, of months there has

apparently been a lull in the fac-

tional affairs of Equity, as well as

in the Associated Actors and Artistes

of America.
The producers and the Screen

Writers Guild met Monday (12)

night to discuss an agreement, but

after a preliminary skirmish, re--,

cesscd until next Monday. Only, biz

transacted was the submission to

producers of the writers' proposed

contract.

After, establishing jurisdiction to

represent 84 producers, and adopting

methods of procedure, meeting of the

SAG-Producei'S Arbirtation Board

adjourned until next Monday also.

LeRoy Furman Won't

Talk on Missing Wife
Clues in connection with the mys-

terious disappearance two weeks ago

of Mrs. LeRoy J. Furman. wife of the

former executive secretary to Sam
Katz, now associated with the Mon-
arch theatre chain, are being investi-

gated. Furman slates he has nothing

to report on the case so far, other

than what the dailies tried to steam

U P-
, _ .

The Furmans were married, in

New York July 2. The bride was the

former Betty Young, dancer,

IA Rank and File Not In-

vited to Sit in at N. Y.
Meeting, of Ac-
tion—Studio Locals Ex-
pected Reject Auton-
omy Overtures

MAJORITY

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

Executives of major film studios
will be summoned before National
Labor Relations Board this week,
together with tops in international
Alliance of Theatrical Staged Em-
ployes for questioning relative to un-
fair labor practice charges filed by
Jeff Fibre, representing Motion Pic-
ture Technicians Committee. Dr.
TOwne Nylander, regional director
of NLRB, said if preliminary inves-
tigation warrants, complaints will be
issued against studios and a hearing
ordered.

Kibre charges producers were
guilty of unfair labor practice in

holding Producer-Labor basic agree-
ment meeting in New York, without
rank and file of IATSE being given
representation. Agreement with ;IA

to continue present wage scales and
working conditions was negotiated
with George E. Browne, international
president of IA. Five West Coast
studio locals of IA have been oper-
ated by international officers for sev-
eral years, but' President Browne last

week ordered tops here to call meet-
ings for election of local officers and
governing board.
Locals only recently turned down

offers of autonomy and are expected
to renew this action. ' Conservative
leaders are well satisfied- with salary
agreements, and claim they could not
be maintained without support of
theatre projectionists. Support of
latter would be lost if locals are
turned back to rank and file.

Locals taken over by International
officers several years ago after an
unsuccessful strike and now offered
return of autonomy are:

Local 583, laboratory workers.
Local 659, assistant cameramen.
Local 695, sound technicians.
Local 700, makeup artists.

Local 37, studio mechanics, set
electricians, grips, property men,
special effects workers and animating
men.
The following announcement , was

(Continued on page 19)

SAG in N. Y. Votes To
Close Membership Books
Resolution to close the books of

the eastern division of Screen Ac
tors Guild was adopted onday
night (12) by the organization's ad
visory council. Action was taken- at

the group's first meeting since its

election last spring. Recommenda-
tion will now be considered by the
SAG senior board on the Coast,
which is scheduled to meet next
Monday (19). Approval by the
senior board is necessary for the pro-
posal to become effective.

According to the resolution, the
extra books would be closed Oct. 1.

Any person applying up to the date
of the meeting (that is, up to last

Monday) . is eligible for membership
if he pays the regular dues and a $15
initiation fee by Oct. 15. All those
not paid up . by that time or applying
as of a later date, must pay th-: reg-
ular dues plus $25 initiation fee.

Contrary to previous report, it is

stated that when the SAG books are
closed. Equity, American Guild of

Musical Artists and American Fed-
eration of Actors members will hot
be per itted to Join the extra ranks.
However, the rolls, are always open
to featured. players.

Monday's meeting, also elected

Stephen Kent permanent chairman
of the council. Philip Ober vice-

chairman and John Hyland record-

ing secretary. Session was attended
by eight of the nine council mem-
bers.

Mpls. Exhibs Fear Film Shortage

This Winter Through Delayed

Releasing and Long Holdovers

Mickey's Quickie

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

ickey Roor.ey did his quick-
est film job last week—two
lines.

They were spoken in a reel
for Freddie Bartholomew's p.a.

tour.

REPUB MAKES

NOISE LIKE

A

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

With 320 new domestic outlets and
heavy gains in the foreign field, Re-
public is upping the budgets on its

1938-39 products. Formerly an
$80,000 feature was considered a
super-colossal, . but the recently re-

leased 'Army Girl' cost $450,066. Herb
Yates, chairman of the Republic
board, has set $750,000 for the film-

ing of 'Wagons Westward.'
Current scribe roster is up to 40,

the highest in the history of the stu-

dio, with salaries ranging as high as

$1,000 a week.
Writers at work are Franklin

Adrean, Ronald Davidson, Sol Shorr,
Norman Hall, Barry Shlpman, Rex
Taylor, Stan Roberts, Lucy Ward,
Betty Burbridge, Jefferson Coates,

Doris Schroeder, Jack Nattefprd,
Edward Earl Repp,: Paul ' Franklin,

Paul Pores, Gerald Geraghty, Her-
bert Dalmus, Connie Lee, E. E. Para-
more, Jan Fortune, Aben Kande'l,

Dorrell and Stuart McGowan, Her-
bert Lewis, Ring Lardner, Jr., Ian
Hunter, Earl Felton, Alice Altschu-
ler, Miriam Gieger, Alex Gottlieb
and Sammy Fuller.

Republic's new $100,000 scoring

ana dubbing stage was put in opera-
tion for the first time yesterday
(Mon.) with Bill Lava and Cy Feuer
directing original scores for 'Night
Hawk' and 'Down in Arkansas.'
Completion of the layout gives

Republic its first full-sized modern
dubbing stage.

Republi has closed a five-year
distributing franchise deal with Gil-

bert Nathanson of Minneapolis to

cover the territory covered by that
exchange center. It is retroactive
under its terms to July 1 last when
selling on the 1938-39 program be-
gan. Metropolitan New York cir-

cuit of Loew's has signed a contract
with Rep for itj serial, 'Dick Tracy
Returns.'
Another five-year' distributing

franchise closed by Rep has been set

with Barney Rosenthal and Nat
Steinberg, of St. Louis, for that ex
Change territory. It is also retro
active to July 1 last.

SAG'S DRIVE AGAINST

COMMERCIAL STUDIOS

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

Eastern studios turning out com
mercial films will be the target of
the next organization move' by
Screen Actors Guild. First wedge
was.driven in Chicago where several
outfits moved to from New York, os-
tensibly to escape Guild wage scale
and regulations.

Cleveland also is a focal point as
13 companies are now reported ac-
tive, there in commercial production,
Detroit also will be 'visited.'

ENGEL MAY GO METRO
,
Hollywood, Sept. 13.

Sam. Engcl, who recently left

20th-Fox, is ickering with Metro
for a production berth.

Minneapolis, Sept. 13.

Fearful , that they'll be faced with
a product shortage later in the win-
ter and will not have any pictures
to play, Twin City independent
neighborhood and suburban ex-
hibitors are up in arms over the
slowness with which films now- are
being released and are demanding a
change in clearance regulations.

. During the last three Weeks only
two of the new-season pictures were
released in Minneapolis. The slow-
ness is due to the exceptionally
large number of holdovers and to
the reduced number of loop first-

run houses.
Independents charge that ex-

tended first-runs are being forced
to prevent them from getting prod-
uct. They want the Paramount
circuit, which enjoys 56 and 72 days
clearance over them, to be com-
pelled to play a picture within at
least 60 days of its release date or,
failing to do this, to agree that the
film shall be available for the 20c
suburban house 72 days from the
national release date and for the 25c
situations EC days.
The closing of the Minnesota has

meant one less downtown, house to
absorb first-runs. When the Grand,
now being remodeled, reopens next
month this will be rectified. It's

possible that the opening of the
Alvin as a first-run house also will
help to clear up the situation. The
Paramount circuit operates the Min-
nesota and Grand; W. A. Steffes, the
Alvin.
Independent neighborhood ex-

hi itors also are squawking about
an alleged inability to obtain short
subjects which they have bought.
When they try to date shorts, they
complain, they're told the dates
can't be filled and the shorts aren't
available because they haven't been
played yet by the Paramount cir-
cuit at its downtown first-run
houses. In consequence, they assert,
they're having . much difficulty in
making up their programs.

There's dissatisfaction here, too,
with the makeup of some of the in-
itial newspaper ads in the film cam-
paign, exhibitor leaders here de-
claring that the publicity chiefs are
trying to sell the industry, instead of
the contest.

Quli Tipsters Cleaning Up
Another local development un-

doubtedly true in other key cities,

is the advertised offer to supply the
answers, to all the contest questions,
plus the required essay, for a small
fee. The racket is believed to be
cleaning up, although cxhib associa-
tions have warned against them.
A good effect of the campaign is to

bring exhibitor. competitors together
to work for the industry's and their
own benefit. In this- way, coopera-
tion and a better feeling within the
trade is being created, leaders here
say.

In La Crosse, Wis., an instance of
this promotlon of harmony is pointed
out. The Eddie . Ruben circuit and
the Frank Koppelberger company
have competing theatres here and
the. latter is suing the former and
major film exchanges, charging a
conspiracy to deprive it of product.
Despite the supposed hard feeling
existing, Ted Bolnick, Ruben city
manager, and Bill Freise, Koppel-
berger head, are working hand in
hand to promote the drive and have
put over many valuable tie-ups and
obtained much newspaper and other
publicity for It,

WB Renews 2 Lanes

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

As a result of their work in 'Four
Daughters,' Priscilla and Rosemary.
Lane were handed new contracts at
Warners, three months ahead of op-
tion dates.

PrisciUa is teamed with Jeffrey
Lynn in 'The Great Lie,* and Rose-
mary is taking tests for the lead i

'The Desert Song.'
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Trade Just Over the line in1 A.;

'Nancy' Topper at $24,500, Daughters'

Fairish $18,800; rUb Keeping Firm

Los Angeles, Sept. 13.

Trade off slightly in most spots,

though majority of houses will come
out on profit side of ledger. Town s

topper is Three Loves Has Nancy
paired with same, studio's Rich Man,

Poor Girl,' which is headed for be-

tween $24,000 and $25,000 at the day-

date State-Chinese.
'Four Daughters' failed to make -an

appreciable dent on initial screening

at the Downtown and Hollywood and

combined take will not be much over

$18,800, somewhat disappointing.

Holdovers are doing okay, particu-

larly *Spawn of the North,' 'Lucky

Star' and 'Carefree.'

'Algiers* sticks at the Four Star,

still in profit class after eight cork-

ing weeks.
,

Estimate* far This Week
Chinese (Grauman-F-WG) (2,024;

30-40-55-75)—'Has Nancy' (MG) and
'Rich Man Poor Girl' (MG) dual.

Okay biz but not too hot at $11,000.

Last week, .'Lucky Star' ^20th) arid

•Safety in Numbers' (20th) held to

strong $12,700. „
Dawntown (WB) (1.800; 30-40-55-

65)—'4 Daughters' (FN). Despite

unique ad campaign is hot coming up
to expectations arid, will probably
Bnish with fair $8,300. Last week,
'Four's a Crowd* (WB) and 'Bulldog
Drummond' (Par) eased off near fin-

ish for so-so $8,200.

Four -Star (F-WC-UA)—'Algiers'
(UA:) (9th week). At $2,200 will be
another profitable .week. Eighth
stanza brought nifty $2,900, within
few dollars of seventh week.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-10-55-

65)—*4 Daughters* (FN). Running
well ahead of its downtown day-
dater for what looks like nice $10,500.

Last week, Tour's Crowd (WB) and
'Bulldog Drummond' (Par), okay
$9,100.
Orphebm (Bdwy.) (2,280; 25-30-35-

40>—'Billy the Kid Returns' (Rep)
and 'I'll Give Million' (20th) dual
and vaudeville. Combination

.
of

Roy Rogers on stage and in. Rep's
'Billy* (first run) is plenty okay and
helping pile up neat $8,500. Last
week, second run features.
Faataces (Pan) (2,812; 30-40-55)—

•Carefree' (BKO) (2nd week) and
'Young Fugitives' (U) dual. Will
likely finish , with okay $7,500 on
holdover, after initial neat $13,200 on
opening stanza.
Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-40-55)

—'Spawn of North' (Par) (2nd week)
end stage show. Will have another
profit session with probable $19,500
on nine days. First week, big $24,-

C00.
BKO (2,872; 30-40-55)—'Carefree*

(RKO) (2nd week) and 'Youiig
Fugitives' (U) dual; Holding to exvul
returns on second, week with $7,000
in sight First'seven days ended with
satisfactory $10,100.
Stale (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-55-

75)—'Nancy* (MG) and 'Rich Man
Poor Girl

f (MG) dual. Will be
okay at around $13,500. Last week,
•Lucky Star,' (20th) and 'Safety In
Numbers' (20th), just slightly be-
low anticipations with $14,400 in the
till.

United Artiste (F-WC) (2,100;
30-40-55)—'Lucky Star' (20th) and
•Safety Numbers' (20th) dual. Move
over will hit fair $3,000. Last week,
•Crowd Roars' (MG).and 'Keep Smil-
ing,' (20th), okay for continued first

run with $3,700.
Wtlshlre (F-WC) (2,296; 30-40-55-

65)—'Lucky Star' (20th) and 'Safety
Numbers' (20th) dual. Not breaking
any records on moveover, but will
hit satisfactory $5,500. Last week,
'Crowd Roars' (MG) and 'Keep
Smiling* (20th) close to $5,400,

letter' Happy $8,000

In Monti; 'Alex' Still OK

Montreal, Sept. 13.

Fourth week of 'Alexander's Rag-
time Band*, still getting good biz, but
Capitol, with 'Letter of Introduction,'
will get the call at ,000 currently.
Laurel - Hardy's •' lockheads,' at
Princess, is doing nicely. Season
will be at full blast in another fort-
night with Loew's reopening and His
Majesty's- going legit.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (Ct) (2,700; 50)—'Alex-

ander' (20th) (4th wk). Will gross
good $6,000 in its last week after
an excellent $9,000 in third.

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 50)—'Letter'
(U) and 'Spy Ring" (U). Shaping
for very good $i3,000. Last week,
'Bulldog Drummond' (Par) and
'Sinners' (Par), nice $7,500.

Princess (CT) (2.300; 50)—'Block-
heads' (M-G) and 'Eooloo' (Par).
Outlook good for excellent $6,000.
Last week. 'Scarlet Pimpernel'
(Brit) and 'Gaiety Girls' (Brit), very
good 55,500.

Orpheum (Ind) (1.100: )—'Army
Girl" (Rep) and 'Back Street" (Rep)
(2nd wk). Good $2,500 after very
good $4,000 first week.
Cinema de Paris rance-Fil )

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week. . $358,70*

(Based on 12 theatres)

Total Grass Same Week
Last Year.. ,....$328,200

(Based on 14 theatres)

(600; 50)—'La Mort de Cygne*.
House picking up on cooler weather
and. may gross good $2,000. Last
week's repeat of 'Prison sans Barr

reaux*. good ;$1,400.

Si Denis (France-F\lm) (2,300;

34)—'La Dame dc Malacca* arid

'Monsieur Breloque a Disparu.'

Wickets clicking again here with
good chance for $6,000, excellent
Last week, 'Hercule' and 'La Glu,'

swell $6,500.

HENIE SWELL

$11,000 IN PROV.

. . rovidence, Sept. 13.

Consistently meek pic ' fare has
forced - Strand to drop its top price
from 50c to 40c Sunday (11) in hopes
that lower admish will draw cus-
tomers. Other 'stands, however,
arent cutting.

Albee is merrily running through,
second week with .'Carefree,' while.
Carlton is more than holding its own
with 'Alexander' in fourth downtown
week.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 25-35-50) —

'Carefree' (RKO) and 'Prison Break'
(U) (2d wk). Looking for swell
$7,000. Last week drew sock $9,500.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 25-35-

50)—'Alexander1 (20th) (4th wk).
Cinch for neat $5,000. Last week
(3d), wow $6,300.
Fay's (2,000; 25-35-50) — 'Cowboy*

(WB) and vaude. Holding lively,

pace for swell $8,5.00. Last week,
'Keep Smiling' (20th) and vaude,
nice $7,000.

Stat* (Loew) (3.200; 25-35-50) —
'Has Nancy* (M-G) and *Chaser'
(M-G). Pacing lor $11,000. nice. Last
week, 'Marie Antoinette' (M-G), sock
$14,000.

Majestle (Fay) (2,300; 25-35-50) —
•Lucky Star' (20th) and 'Speed Burn'
(20th). Sonja Henie appeal makes
spot nice bet for swell $11,000. Last
week, 'Boy Meets Girl' (WB) and
'Penrod* (WB). poor $6,000.
Strand (Indie) (2,200; 25-35-40) —

'Sinners' (Par) and 'Desperate Ad-
venture ' (Rep). Brisk biz for a
change may warrant 11-day run to
straighten regular opening day
schedule. Headed for strong $12,000.
Last week, 'Spawu* (Par), hefty
$11,500 in nine days.

HENIE ONLY FAIR

$8,000 IN DENVER

Denver, Sept.

Theatres were helped agai ith

rains over weekend. Most first-runs

are doing average or better.

'Alexander's Ragtime Band' is

finishing five weeks in first-runs.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—

'Alexander' (20th), after a week at

each the Denver, Aladdin and Para-

mount; now., day arid date with

Rialto. Nice $4,000. Last week,
•Letter* (U), fair. $3,000.
Broadway (Fox) (1,100; 25-40) —

'Marie Antoinette' (M-G) (2d wk),
after 10 days at Orpheum. Good
$2,500. Last week, same pic, very
good $3,500.
Denhmrn (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35-

40)^'Spawn' (Par) (2d wk). Nice
$6,000. Last .week, same pic, good
$14,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-50) —

'Lucky Star* (20th). Henie drawing
only fair $8,000. Last week, 'Clitter-

house' (FN), assisted by. neat stage
show, good $13,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)

— 'Carefree' (RKO) and 'Smashing
Rackets' (RKO) (2d wk). Fair $7,800.

Last week, same pic, nice $11,600.
Paramoant (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—

Racket Busters'. (WB) and 'Speed
Burn' (20th). Fair $3,000. Last
week, 'Alexander' (20th), got $9,000
to beat all available house records,
arid went day and date to the Alad-
din and Rialto to give the film five
weeks in first-runs.

Rialto . (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Alex-
anders' (20th) after a week at each
the Denver, Aladdin arid Para-
mount, arid day and date with the
Aladdin. Nice $2,000 here. Last
week; 'Gateway* (20th), after a week
at the Aladdin, and 'Rawhide' (20th),
were nice at $1,800.

Port's B.O. Holds Up;

'Boys Town' Good 6G

Portland, Ore.. Sept. 13.

'Three Loves Has . Nancy' is as
heavy a scorer in its second week as
any pic in the burg. It's a wow
winner .for Parker's Broadway.
Latest top scorer is 'Boys Town' at
theUA.
That the b. o. Is on the upcurve is

indicated by these pix holding to
strong results: 'Spawn of the North.'
at Paramount, and 'Alexander,', now
in its fifth week,: at the Mayfair.

Estimates tor This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-40)— Has Nancy' (M-G) and 'Rich Man'

(M-G) (2d wk). Good $5,000. First
week topped burg's grosses with ter-
Tific $8,000.
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,-

500; 30-40)—'Alexander' (20th) (5th
wk). Still great biz at $3,300. Fourth
week good $4,000. First three weeks
totaled $18,000.

' Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(2,000; 30-40)—'Sinners' (Par). Av-
erage $4,500. Last week "Carefree*
(RKO) winner, at $5,600.
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3,000; 30-40)—'Spawn' (Par) and
'Speed to Burn* (20th) (2d wk).
Good $4,500. First big $7,200.
Blvail (Indie) (1,200; 30-40)—'Dr.

Daughters Hefty $19,500 in PhiBy,

But Astaire-Rogers Weak $14,000

Key Qty Grosses

Estimated T«tal Gross'

This Week. ,'.
. . , . $14«4,50«

(Based on 26 cities, 160 thea>
tres, chiefly first runs, Including
N. Y.}

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $1,7«6J««

(Based on 23 cities, 160 theatres)

Rhythm' (Par) and 'Yellow Jack'
(MG) (revivals). Average $1,600.

Last week 'Kentucky Moonshine'
(20th) and 'Bulldog Drummond'
(Par), nice $1,900.
United. Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30-

40)—'Boys Town' (M-G ) and 'Fresh-
man Year' (U). Answering to strong
bally for good $6,000. Last, week
'Antoinette' (M-G) closed good sec-
ond week at $4,500. First week' big
$6,800.

BOY-GIRL' HOT

$18,000 IN 2

HUB SPOTS

Heme Good $17,000, Robinson Big

$13,000 Despite Frisco's Strike

: San Francisco, Sept. 13.
Although 6,000 department store

clerks are on strike here, the warm
weather is hurting business more
than the strikers. Natives are get-
ting fed up with labor, troubles and
the current strike, is getting little if

any sympathy from them. As a
matter of fact the stores, which
are operating with skeleton staffs,
are packed with customers who- are
openly, showing- their disapproval, by
defying the picket lines.
Although the new Sonja Henie ice

picture at the Fox will take in most
money this week ori Market street,
'I Am the Law' at the Orpheum is

making the best showing. All of the
other houses have holdovers which
are faring fairly well.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75)—

'Lucky Star' (20th) and 'Speed to
Burn* (20th). Not as big a clinker at
the b.o. as some of the former Sonja
Henie pictures. A State holiday,
Admission Day, Friday (9); heloing
boost take to good $17,000. Last,
week warm weather and strike news
cut 'Spawn' (Par) and 'Numbers'
(20th) to $20,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55)

—'Carefree' (RKO) and vaude (2nd
wk). Second stint headed for hefty
513,000. Last week built to very big
$22,000.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,440v 35-55)—
Am Law' (Col) and 'Freshman Year',
(U). From audience reaction it i tions at $12,000,

looks, as though Universal has a win
ner in this series; Combo headed for
great $13,000, which is the best the
Orpheum has done in many a day.
Last week (3rd), 'Letter' (U) folded
to good $5,400.
Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 35-55.

75WSpawn* (Par) and 'Numbers'
(20th).- Holdover at Paramount sat-
isfactory at $11,000. Last week (2d),
•Marie Antoinette' (MG), hit by heat,
dwindling to $11,000.

St. Francis (F-V7C) (1,470: 35-55-
75)^- 'Alexander* (20th) (4th wk).
Now in its second week at the St.
Francis, making its fourth on Market
street. Natives nuts about picture,
which will get tuneful $7,000 during
fourth stanza. Last week grabbed
terrific $9,000.

United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-
55-65)—'Algiers* (UA) , (8th wk).
Spot is getting to be known around
town as the 'Algerian Theatre.' the
Walter Wanger picture having
stayed there so long. A preview or
'Drums' last Saturday (10) added
several hundred dollars to the take
this week of $5,000. Last week, v.g;

$5,400.
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,680; 35-55-75)

—'Four's Crowd' (WB) and 'Murder'
(20th) (2d wk). Although take was
disappointing last week because of
strike conditions and sudden heat
wave, F-WC is holding pair for a
second' stint, which will do slim
$7,000. Last week below expecta

Boston, Sept. 13.'

Van , which usually bounces in
at this time; is conspicuous by its

absence. Topsfleld Fair opened
Wednesday night (8),. with Jupe
Pluvius. baptizing the day for all

amusements.
.'Marie Antoinette' continues to

lead the coin parade at Loew's twin
houses on a holdover. 'Alexander's
Ragtime Band' continues its merry
pace of running along an unbroken
gait at M&P houses. Three-weeker
at the Met was followed by one
frame at the twin Parampurit-Fen-
way, and in at the Scollay for its

fifth week (third run). Hub link of
Trans-Lux chain preemed Friday
(9). Formerly the Park, and imme-
diate predecessor the Hub.

Estimates for This Week
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 25-

35-40-55)—'Carefree' (RKO) and
Smashing the Rackets' (RKO) (3d
week). Third frame headed for okay
$14,000. Very good $19,000 last week.
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 25-35-

40-55)—'Sinners' (Par) and 'Actress*
(WB). Fair $15,000 indicated. Last
week, 'Spawn' (Par) and 'Numbers'
(20th), nice $18,000.
Paramount (M&P) (1,797: 25-35-

40-55)—'Boy Meets Girl' (WB) and
'Kid' (Rep). On strength of stage
play's success, here, will probably get
around $10,000, good. Last week,
'Alexander' (20th) and 'Keep Smil-
ing' (20th), tremendous $14,800.
Orpheara (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40-

55)—'Marie Antoinette' (M-G) (2d
week). Indications point to first

frame's smash $23,000 being guillo-
tined by maybe a coupla grand. Has
'em standing.

Scollay (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-40-50)
—'Alexander' (20th) and 'Keep
Smiling' (20th). Opened its fifth

Hub week (3d run) (8); dandy $7,-

200 in the offing. Last week, 'Racket
Busters' (WB) and 'Sailor' (Par),
dual (2d run), okay $6,500.

State (Loew) (3.600; 25-35-40-55)—
'Marie Antoinette' (M-G) (2d week).
Set for around $14,000, good. Last
week, attractive $16,000.
Fenway (M&P) (1,332: 25-35-40-55)

—'Boy Meets Girl' (WB) and 'Kid'
(Rep). Pointing for nifty $8,000.
Last week, 'Alexander' (20th) and
'Keep Smiling' (20th). following
three sessions at the Metropolitan
was sweet music to -the tune of
$8,500.

Philadelphia, Sept. 13.

Continued cool- and clear weather
maintaining b.o.'s at pretty fair
figures, with one exception, the new
Astaire-Rogers flick, 'Carefree,' at
the Stanley, which is disappointing in
view, of past grosses, at weakish
$14,060. Ticket yardage at other spots
far from spectacular, but certainly
pleasant after the string of dud ses-
sions which hit here during the hot
spell.

Fcnciest total being hung up. by
the Boyd this week with 'Four
Daughters.' Heavy exploitation and
advertising, including the Jack
Warner ads, plus strong word-of-
mouth, responsible for hefty $19,500.
Fox, which slipped, back into vaude
last week and got started with a bull-
ish $26,000 with *My Lucky Star' and
Mai Hallett's orch, settled back, into
the normal groove this sesh, register-
ing $18,500, Pic is 'I Am the Law,'
with Connie Boswcll on stage.

Estimates for. This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 42-57-68-75)—

'Algiers' (UA) (3d week). Slowed
down a lot after powerful get-away,
but not so bad at $7,000. Last week,
$11,000. 'Boys Town' (M-G) in to-
morrow (Wed).
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 37-57-68-75)—

'Four. Daughters' (WB). Swell palms
from the crix hypoing this to nifty
$19,500. Good for another gallop. Last
week, 'Has Nancy' (M-G) started off
nicely but slipped at the tape for so-
so $14,000.

Earle (WB) (2,758; 25-37-42-57-68)—'Annabelle' (RKO) and Larry
Clinton's orch p.a.'ing. Slightly dis-
appointing in gross, but plenty okay
for the nut at $19,500.. Last week,
'Sailor* (Par) and Ethel Merman and
Chester Morris in person, plus holi-
day, sent figure here scoring to
whopping $24,000.
Fox . (WB) . (J.423; 37-57^68-75)—

'Am the Law' (Col) with Connie
Boswell on stage. Not hot at $18,500.
Last week, 'My Lucky Star' (20th)
with. Mai Hallett's band on stage, hit
sockaroo $26,000.

Karlton (WB) (1.066; 37-42-57-68)
—'Has Nancy' (M-G) (2dixun). Hit-
ting about comparatively same stride
as in its initial gallop at $4,000, so-so.
Last week. "Spawn' (Par) (2d rim),
n.s.h. $3,600.

Keith's (WB) (1,870; 37-42-57-68)—
'Alexander' (20th) (2d run). Still

slamming 'em out here .with nifty
$7,000 on fifth week in town. Last
week, 'Four's Crowd' (WB) (2d run),
repeated its weak act in first run
with $4,000.

Stanley (WB) (2,916; 37-57-68-75)— Carefree' (RKO). Astaire-Rogers
team, once b.o. tops here, showing no
strength at all with $14,000. Only sor
so reception from crix no help. Last
week, 'Alexander' ( th), clipped
neat $15,000 in final eight days of
four-week run.

Stanton (WB) (1,457; -42-57)—
'Lucky Star* (20th) < run). Shift
of policy for this one, as house
usually uses, rough-stuff fare on first

run. Reacting okay though for nice
$5,500. Last week, 'Smashing Rackets'
(RKO), n.s.g. at $4,000.

GARBER-SECRETS' LOUD

$13,500 IN INDPLS.

Indianapolis, Sept. 13,

All the downtown houses are flour-
ishing this week, with better busi'
ness generally than has been the
case in many months. Every, first'

run spot is considerably above nor^
mal because of strong attractions.

'Secrets of an Actress,' with Jan
Garbcr and his band on the stage as
the principal magnet at the Lyric,
are clicking the turnstiles swiftly
and steadily, while Loew's; with
'Three Loves Has Nancy' and The
Gladiator.' also in the front ranks
with a strong gross. 'My Lucky Star'
and 'Safety in Numbers' at the.Circle
are. pressing closely for first honors,
while the Apollo continues okay
with the fourth week of 'Alexander's
Ragtime Band.'

Estimates for This Week
llo (Katz-Dolle) (1.100; 25-30-

40)—'Alexander* <20th) (4th^week)

Martin Through at U

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

Charles Martin, writer, director
and producer, settled his Universal
contract, which had six months to

run.
Release was secured to allow Mar-

tin to work on the screen play of
'Captain Midnight' for Hal Roach.

Fitzmaurice's Outdoorer;

This Time It's an Expo
George Fitzmaurice, Metro direc-

tor, has been signatured to produce,,
the 'Cavalcade of the West' show at.

the San Francisco Golden Gate ex-
position next year.
Pageant affair may include people,

from Hollywood lists. Dorothea: Gray
of M-G already having been set for

a role in the World's Fair show.

Fourth consecutive week of down-
town run still good at $3,500. Same
pic turned in $4,500 in third stanza,
excellent.

Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 25-30-
40)—'Lucky Star* < 20th) arid 'Safety
in Numbers' (20th). Sonja Henie
flicker pulling 'em in to fine $8,500.

Last week, 'Spawn' (Par) and 'From
City' (RKO). okay at $6,500.

Loew's (Loew's) (2,400: 25-30-40)-^

'Has Nancy* (M-G) and 'Gladiator'

(Col). Former picture given strong
newspaper ad buildup. Very .

good
$9,500. Last week, 'Marie Antoinette
(M-G). $11,500. soeko.
Lyrlo (Olson) (1,886: 25-30-40)—

'Secrets of Actress' (WB) and. Jan.

Garber orch on stage. Latter given

the billing and responsible for very
good $13,500. Last week, 'Boy eets

Girl* (WB) and Bowes* ams on stage

shared credit for dandy $11,5
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WITH PIX
Text of Arnold's 'Consent' Invitation

Washington, Sept. 6.

Here is the text of the Government's poorly disguised.ultimatum to

.

the film industry, sent by U. S; asst. attorney-general Thurman Arnold

to the Hays office's chief counsel, which so far has been disregarded

by the five majors at whom it is directed:

• 'As Mr. Williams of my staff advised you over the phohe last week;

this department is engaged in preparing the papers upon an applica-

tion for a preliminary injunction in order to. make effective prayer

one of the petition. The preparation of supporting papers will be

Intensive'.'
;

'It will be appreciated if you could communicate with the Ave pro-

ducer-exhibitor, defendants and ascertain whether or not they, or any,

of them, would consider, stipulating for the entry of such a preliminary

Injunction in order to maintain the status quo until the determina-

tion of the suit upon its merits or until the further order of the' court

'It would be understood,' of- course, that outstanding obligations

and commitments from which, no relief may be obtained would be

'excluded from the operation of such a preliminary injunction.'

Communication, dated July 28 and signed by Prof. Thurman Arnold,

assistant attorney-general in charge of anti-trust actions, was addressed

to Gabriel L. Hess, general counsel of the otion Picture Producers

and Distributors of America.

SMITH LEAVING

UA; CO. MEETS

TOMORROW

Andy Smith, sales manager under

George J. Schaefer, vice-president

in charge of distribution of United

Artists, is leaving that company.

Smith came to UA from Warners

two years ago, where he was eastern

pies, manager for several years.

mere is every indication that the

icheduled meeting of the United

Artists board tomorrow (Thursday)

iBernobn will be; "air ordinary ses-

doo. for purposes of discussing cer-

tain routine corporate matters in ac-

cordance, with company regulations.

Any. thought purporting to indicate

tfait a new chief executive, such as

I president, would be named at this

meeting is treated lightly for sev-r

cnl reasons.

Principal one is that under com-
pany-regulations the president of the

turn.must also be a member of the

bond. Secondly, to name a presi-

dent, the: unanimous approval Of the
board is necessary. At the moment,
wen unanimity of opinion is lacking,

but should it be had, the only pos-

sibility the board Would name ap-
pears to be Maurice Silverstone,

chairman of the executive commit-
tee. Silverstone is the operating
head of U.A., but not a member of
the company board.

It requires a meeting of- stock-
holders to name directors. So -far,

Ihere has been none called. The
hoard'setup might be altered event-
ually,. In accordance with previous
understandings of the partners, at

*ucb a shareholders meeting, at some
future date.

The presently scheduled board ses-
«ton was to have been held today
(Wednesday), but has been post-
poned a day in order thatMary Pick-
{wd might be 'able to attend.
Whether or not the new pact with
George J. Schaefer, distribution head
°* 'he company, comes up at this
"eating depends on whether it is

»nrpleted and signed by that time.
|P far as official indications go, the
Schaefer deal is all that'latter wishes
« to be.

As regards Silverstone, his duties

JJ*.
authority are governed by coh-

ort signed some time ago, so that
o change could be envisioned or
ttatemplated therein.

• Schaefer's new deal is for Ave

Some operating, changes are ex-
J^d under the Silverstone rule,
*« already certain economies have
«*n put forward since he came into
«e company. These are distinctly of
"> operating nature.

Fun in Durance Vile

Hollywood, Sept, 6.

rners added $50,000 to the

ffif ,

pf ,BIackwell's Island' for ad-

^"J'^Miies, particularly in com-

JJIchael Curtiz Is working with
""am McGann on direction.

Tax Exemption Idea

To Encourage Live

Shows in the N. W.

inneapolis, Sept 6.

As a means of increasing employ-
ment of flesh-and-blood talent and
theatre labor generally by encourag-
ing stage presentations, Congress-
man Dewey Johnson .of one of the
Minneapolis districts announces he'll

introduce a bill to exclude all the-
atres, playing vaudfllm, straight
vaude and legit from the present
theatre admission tax.

Johnson believes, that the elimina-
tion of the tax for the theatres in
question would serve as a stimulus
to live talent Whatever tax revenue
would, be lost directly would be
more than offset by direct tax gains
through additional tax money from
more corporations, individual tax
payers, etc., in his opinion.

KENT AND JOE SCHENCK

BACK; LATTER TO COAST

Sid Kent, who has been vacation-
ing in Maine, returned to his office

in New York City yesterday (Tues-
day) coming into town for confabs
with Joe Scherick, just back from
Europe. Kent returned from his va-
cation at Rangely Lakes last month
to meet Darryl Zanuck when he
reached N. Y. Aug. 1, but went- back
after a brief stay. He5s been in

Maine for his health.

Before returning north early in

August. Kent indicated that nothing
could be done on the. trade reform
program until after Labor Day, if

anything at all was done.
Schenck and Joe Moskbwitz, his

N. Y. rep, leave for the Coast today
(Wednesday).

U.S. MAY ASK FOR

Decision This Week—Wash*
ington Still Hopes for

Parleys with the Indus*

try's Legalists on 'Consent'

—Know of the Film Busi-

ness' Intention to 'Fight'

—Bans Any Moves for

Further Theatre Expat*

TRUCE MOVES

Mrs. Fox Agrees to Open

All-Continent's Books

Atlantic City, Sept. 6.

Compromising still farther in their

battle to prevent William Fox's
creditors from recapturing asserted

assets in All-Continent Corp., the

ex-picture magnate's wife last week
offered to permit the creditors tc

examine All-Continent's books.

Mrs. Eva Fox recently offered

creditors $500,000 if Hiram Steelman,

of Atlantic City, trustee of the $9,-

535,000 bankruptcy, would drop his

suit' against All-Continent. Steel-

man maintains that Fox, knowing
bankruptcy was coming on, trans-

ferred his assets to Ail-Continent, a

corporation owned almost solely by
Mrs. Fox.

Selznick's 50G 'Rebecca'

Hollywood, Sept. 6.

David Q. Selznick paid $50,000 for

'Rebecca,' a British best seller, as

a starrer for Carole Lombard. Pro-

ducer aims to get Ronald Colman as

a co-star.

Novel has already sold 50,000

copies in England. It was authored

by Daphne. Du Maurier, who wrote
'Jamaica Inn.'

Washington, Sept. 6.

Decision whether to request pre-
li ihary injunctions against the
major fll companies named in the
Federal Government's anti-trust ac-
tion is looked for late this week.

With officials still hoping the in-

dustry lawyers will consent to open
conversations aimed toward a con-
sent decree, the Justice. Department
appeared to be getting impatient
over the continued failure of the
principal units to answer whether
they will. promise to maintain status

quo concerning theatre investments.
Matter of waiting longer is one of

No More Theatres

The film industry, coinci-
dental with the original filing

of the U. S. Government's suit,

expressed itself opposed to fur-
ther acquisitions: In fact,

spokesmen for the major com>
panies, which, have theatre af-
filiates, state that long before
the U. S. civil action they had
decided to do a .little self-di-
vorcement on their own.
A hew tack is that the in-

dies, seemingly inspired by the
cloak of Governmental litiga-

tion, are the ones going in for
the haphazard theatre-building.
The majors feel the brunt of
this when the indies find
themselves embarrassed for
film product, due to ' prior
commitments, and then they
squawk anew to Washington
and to the courts via a flock
of nuisance sui

the propositions Prof. Thurman
Arnold, assistant U. S. attorney gen-
eral, is expected to take up with as-
sociates this week, following absence
from his office most of the last fort-

night.

Silence on the part of the industry
for more than a month irks the Jus-
tice Department: Only response to

Arnold's suggestion of an amicable,
agreement, sent to Gabe Hess Of the
Hays organization within a week
after the petition was filed,' is a curt,

non-committal acknowledgment, to

the effect that the Government's
proposition would be laid before at-

torney's for Paramount, Loew's,
RKO, 20th Century-Fox, and Warner
Bros.

In the face of the industry's pro-
tracted refusal to take a stand, the

Justice Department prosecutors con-
tinue to expect the assailed majors

(Continued on page 21)

Hammons-Alperson-SkirbaU to Set

1938-39 Program for New GN-Educ 1;

Minimum of 30 Pix; Jackson's B. R.

Coast Preview Famine

Hollywood, Sept.
Previewers. had a soft snap last

week. Only one picture projected
for their criticism.

Reason for slump is that most
studios are either well advanced- in

their exhibitor commitments or
have quite a few being edited' and
cut. Local exhibs managed to do
quite well without the preview
prop.

LONDON MUSIC

PUB MAY JAM

UP 'ALEX'

London, Sept. 6.

B. Feldman, music publisher here,

is holding out on 20th-Fox in con-

nection with musical numbers in

'Alexander's Ragtime Band,* for

which clearance had not been ob-

tained up until today (Tuesday).

Feldman still holds rights to

many of the original Berlin'numbers,
while Chappell's has the remainder.
'Alexander' opens, at the Regal
Sept. 23.

. Warners' new thcarre opens with
'Robin Hood' the end of the month
'Saint Martin's Lane' opens at the

Carlton in October.

G0ETZ BRINGING M-G'S

'CITADEL' FROM LONDON

London, Sept. -6.

Metro's 'The Citadel' has been
completed.

The sneak preview p-roving.sati.sfy-

ing, Ben Goetz sails with it on the

Nbrmandie Sept. 7.

Flack Makes Good
Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Lew Smith, former Paramount
flack, has been lipped to ; associate

producer in the Frank Lloyd unit.

He gets screen credit as such in

'If I Were King.'

Pix at Crossroads,

Says PettijohuVGov't

Policing, or Self-Reg

Milwaukee, Sept. 6.

Claiming that the industry today
is at the fork of two roads—self
regulation or another which is to be
policed by a cop—Charles C. Petti-

john, of the Hays office, outlined

his conception of the' film business
as it currently exists, in a talk be-
fore the Wisconsin Motion Picture
reunion here last Wednesday (31).

'If we follow the road of self-

regulation we can continue to con-
duct our own business,' he said. 'The
other road provides us with a po
liceman whose beat is changed so

often he can never learn the busi-

ness. If any of you are thinking of

taking this road, I beseech you to

reflect just for a moment on the fate

of other industries which have felt

the throttling grip of political con-
trol.

'We are still free to choose the
road we shall travel. I am old-
fashioned enough to believe that self-

regulation is the correct course, not
only for ourselves but for the public
we serve. We haven't long to make
up our minds, and by 'we' I mean
all of us—exhibitors, distributors arid

[

producers. We cati !
t just stand still

j

and do nothing. The forces, in and
out of the industry, which would
put us under thumb are on the
march. And we need a united front.

|

i 'First necessity in self-regulation of
j

our trade. .problem's is to adopt- the
j

principle of live and help live. This :

industry cannot operate successfully

under any system which would give
j

one group unfair advantage over

another. Every, group must have
equal opportunity to do business and I

slay in business. . . . All that is re-
|

quired is good faith, integrity and
common" sense. If we have the will

to act, the methods of self-regula-

tion are easy to find. To help us

make up our minds we don't heed
courts., and lawsuits, we don't need
legislatures and .laws. Exhibitors,

distributors 'and producers must
make the decision for themselves.'

Cancelling prior plans to discuss

initial 'season's lineup over the Labor
Day weekend at his home in Ma-
maroneck, N.- Y., E. W.- Hammons
went into huddles yesterday (Tues;).

with Edward L. Alperson and Jack
H. Skirball to lay out the 1938-39

program concurrent with immedi
preparation of papers for incor ra-
tion of the 'company that will reprer
sent the merger of Grand National
and Educational. . Haste being im-'
perative in view of the lateness of
the selling season, the entire '38-39

setup will: probably be set today
(Wed.) or, at the latest^ by the end
of the week.

Under plans to proceed conserva-
tively the first year, the season's out«
put will/number at least 30 features
the initial semester.. How many
more might be made, if more, not
decided, nor just what shorts sched-
ule will be. Shorts will carry the
Educational label.

Having under consideration nu-
merous substitute titles, the tentative,

name of New Grand National may
be changed. If something else isn't

accepted, old company's' name of
Grand National Films may- be
changed to Grand National Pictures,
Inc., Hammons having dislike for the
appellation 'New' which is being
tentatively used to designate the ac-
quired GN organ! tion.

'

Coincident with Immediate plans
for a program schedule for '38-39

and incorporation of the merged
GN-Educatlonal companies, ' ac-
countants are at work making- audits'

which will be forwarded to Wash-
ington for the information of tho
Securities & Exchange Commission.
This will require about a week or
10 days, in the opinion of Hammons.
Having approved the stock setup for
the'new GN company meantime, the
underwriting, of the securities of GN
will be set and officially, announced
when the audits now under prepara-
tion are filed with the SEC. Ham-
mons states' two large houses are
interested in the underwriting. They
are not disclosed pending 'completion
of official procedure with the SEC
The initial payment under the ac-

quisition of GN by Hammons,
(Continued on page 15)
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Forecast Dismal Future for French

Films in U- S.; Flood of Mediocrity

Distributors; pi French-made Alms
iii New York are openly pessimistic

this week over the outlook for these

imports in the U. S. during the next

few months. They! point to the

forthcoming influx of weakie French
language productions as indicating

that forecasts made several months
ago regarding, the dismal future for

films made in France are about to

become reality.

Success of 'Mayerling/ 'Carnival in

Flanders," 'Pearl of Crown,' 'Club

des Femmes' and a couple of others

inspired the urge to flood the

American market with imports from
France. If the incoming produc-

tions measure up even partially to

these Alms, the outlook would not be

so gloomy for French language, dis-

tribs, it's held. But . they shudder

at the expected reaction to these

weaker films, figuring that the Amer-
ican public will condemn the thin

productions and ruin what they, have
built up in good-will towards French
product
One distributor was reported re-

cently to have paid $60,000 for six

French-made pictures, which he

rated a Bargain. Veterans in for-

eign language field hint that if half

that amount is returned in. film ren-

tals, this distrib would be lucky. A
wealthy backer has invested $26,000

iti another French language import,

\vhich indicates activity in istrib-

uting. foreign language films.

Perhaps definite trend bh the

American, reaction to new imports

from France will be obtained when
and if John E. Otterson's foreign lan-

guages start appearing in Brandt

circuit houses. Deal calls for Brandt

to play the films in certain houses,

but no specified number will be used

on the circuit.
' One angle that's stressed is that

two or three duds in the French film

field j t about washes up a distribu-

tor.

HEAR ODEON TO

MERGE WITH G-B

London, Sept. 13.

Deal is being quietly discussed be-

tween the bankers, insurance com-

panies and the Ostrers, heading

Gaumont-British, and Oscar Deutsch,

head of the Odeon circuit, to join

forces.

Project involves more than 600

houses, including several under, con-

struction, with capital of $75,000,000.

'Snow White' Approved

By Censors in So. Africa

African Consolidated Theatres has

been permitted to. show Walt Dis-

ney's 'Snow-White' (RKO) through
South. Africa.
Censor board had previously con-

idered banning picture.

83 New Houses for So. Africa

Cape Town, Sept. 1.

Reported that 23 cinemas through-
out the country would be in con-

duction at the end of the year.

Current London Plays
ith Doles When Opened)

'I'ruii'h Without Tours," Criterion—:
i. '::»;.

'('.Klwrl'o Wife.' Rlolie-Nnv. S3. "37.

'Mi' unit My Girl." .Victoria Maeo-
.

Nine Sharp.' Little—J:in. SO.
'MIiiCm .J>cllgM,' Aliullo-Murth SS,
WIW Ortls.' 1'rlnioj.H-Alilll IS. •.Hi;

'Ifcniiinn lllilKe." Klrmid-Aiull ST,
'lllorloun Mornlne,' Wlllll'hll Mm;

No».

Dec.

5S.

'

"in;

SI,

"I'lic Fleet'

—An«t.

lp|iodroine-rAuK.

;[;iM train South.' SI. >fxilln'ii- Am. II.

.•liisliliifc simiiii,' Lyrl.-Sei't. 1.

London Group Merges

Resources in Joint Prod.
London, Sept.

Cooperative Assn; of Producers
and Distributors, to be known as

Capad, will combine its resources for
production. Under the new arrange-
ment, Michael Balcon joins the
boards . of directors of Associated
Talking Pictures and ATP Studios.

Cooperative film producing plan
has the support of. Arthur Rank and
Stephen Courtauld, who built Pipe-
wood and ATP Ealing studios, re-

spectively.

It is planned to take into the or-

ganization other producers on the

same cooperative basis.

ITALIANS, NAZIS

SPLIT VENICE

AWARDS

Rome, Sept. 3.

Third and last week of Venice

International Film Exhi ish brought

forth best batch of competing films,

among them the Mussolini Cup
wi Italy's 'Luciano. Serra

Pilota' and Germany's film record

of the Olympic games in Berlin.

France showed its ace picture of

the year 'Quai des brumes' CQuai
of Fogs'); England entered its

'Pyghtalion' (GFD); and Hollywood
showed 'Snow White' (RKO), 'Goid-
wyn Follies' (UA), 'Vivacious Lady'
(RKO), nd 'Mart Antoinette'

(M-G).
'Snow While.' Ginger- Rogers'

comedy in 'Lady' and George Stev-
ens' direction of the film also were
popularly, received: The striking

color effects of 'Goldwyn Follies'

were, singled out as were the dignity

and. restraint of 'Antoinette' and
Norman Shearer's performance.

Italy's 'Luciana' has for its theme
adventure and glorification of mili-
tary aviation. Other Italian entries

were the Juventus Film production,

They've Kidnapped a Man' and
'Under the Southern Cross.' For-
mer, directed by Gennaro Righelli,

and starring Vittorio De Sica, Ca-
terina Boretto and Maria Denis, is

light, unpretentious comedy. 'Cross*,

was produced by Fontana, who is

becoming a cialist in colonial

films. The latest Fontana produc-
tion is., directed by Brinone. and
stars Doris Durante. Antonio' Centa,

Giovanni Grasso and Enrico Glori.

Leni Riefenstahl's 'Olympia' is the

German documentary record of the

1936 Olympics, in two parts, both

full-length, films, of which the first

is more dramatic. Fifty-four pho-
tographers shot the 1 .500.000 fect

that Were put at Miss Riefenstahl's

disposal. After two years of prep-

aration, she has turned out a con-

vincing, exciting and dramatic
record.

Other German entries were ' us-

tergatte' ('Model Husband'), a con-

ventional comedy, in which Heinz
Ruma.nn gives an amusing charac-

terization. 'Leave On Word of

Honor,' about soldiers given a

couple of hours' leave on their word
that they will return; they all show
up at the end and after many con-

trasting experiences.

France's 'Fogs' Was considered

as typical of French films as the

German and Italian entries were of

their industries. It. stressed all the

usual French .features — setting,

psychological treatment of charac-

ters and crass realism. While

strong, it was not considered up to

last year's French prize-winner,

-'Carnet De Bal,' nor to 'Kermosse

Eroique' of the year before.

'Pygmalion' was praised for its

fast pace, although it was: fell that

thcr~slory was primarily for the

stage.

Lati -American and British

'Business Sought to Com-
pensate for Curtailment
of Distribution from 250
Pictures Annually to ISO
—Policy Linked with Ger-
many and Japan

FILMS' PUSH

Italy's announced proposal to dras-

tically reduce American features

permitted into that country is the.

final straw that has fully convinced

U. S| major companies of necessity

to bolster foreign income -through

cultivating the' British and Latin-

American territories.

They not jnly are laying plans for

further expansion in Central and

South America, Cubi, reat

Britain and the remainder of the

British Empire, but actually have

star turning out features with

definite appeal for these, nationali-

ties. And others, while hot having
specific appeal, are receiving spe-
cial attention not to offend sensibili-

ties of patrons in these countries.

Though the industry is hopeful
that U. S. Government' protests,

which have gone forward already to

Rome, against the new restrictions

on foreign films, will meet with suc-

cess, even the most optimistic, with
foreign departments in New York,
do not anticipate restoration to the
original status, effective until Sept.

1. This allowed American distribu-

tors' 250 pictures into Italy annually,
an arrangement negotiated by Will

Hays in 1936 and apparently work-
ing out tisfactoriiy until .Italians

served notice abruptly that the an-
nual basis would be approximately
100 less pictures for U. S. distribs.

May Compromise.

While the present heavy reduction
in films allowed into Italy may bo
adjusted through some compromise,
many major companies foresee the
virtual expulsion of American prod-
uct. They envision Italy getting the
same, slant on American producers
as.has Germany.
With Italy oh the verge of joining

the ever-increasing list of nations
having highly restricted markets for
foreign films, principal producers
now arc realigning their plans and
product, Besides Italy, Germany
(including Austria) and Japan have
also diminished in importance as

highly profitable distribution coun-
tries for foreign films.

Only three major companies op-
erate currently in Germany, and not
many more now are operating in

Austria. Japan still has its. bars up
officially against U. S. films enter-

ing its country right now because of

(he SinorJapancse struggle. Many
American officials' still are hopeful
that some plan will be worked out
whereby the log jam on coin col-

lected in Japan can be broken and a

certain number of new pictures ad-
mitted into that nati h. Bui it will

not be the old unrestricted market
for U, S. companies that it was in Ihe

past.

- China is partially washed up just

now as a distribution outlet because
of the warfare now in progress in

one-half of the country. Virtually

no profit can be secured from the

extremely li itctl distribution in

Spain. Another annoying note to

foreign departments of American
companies is the fact that lations

under Nazi influence arc following
Germany in laying down restric-

tions that hamper U. S. distribution.

Seek Spanish 5.B, Trade
Features with box office eye fixed

on Spanish-speaking countries' in-

clude 'Tropic Holiday' (Par) and
others are in the offing: Number of

films with definite rilish allele is

G-Bs Bigger Shows at Cut Prices

In London Hits Theatre Operators

Oscard to London With

Troupe for Cafe Date

Paul Oscard sails for London to-

day (Wednesday) with company to

open at the Dorchester House Sept.

24.
' Duahe and Leslie, dance team,, and
a line of eight girls sail with jumT
Al Trahan, also in show, follows next

week. Sidney Llpton's band remains
in the London nltery for new show
and other European acts will be
added when Oscard. arrives,

MEX PRODUCERS

LABOR ROW

Mexico City, Sept. 13.

Mexico's 38 major film producers

have suspended operations as a re-

sult of the flare-up of the old row
between the studio workers' union
and the federation of picture em-
ployees, said to have been caused by
efforts of the latter to gain exclusive

control of Mexican film labor.

Producers decided to hang up the
sponge, for the while, when the fed-

eration enforced a one-day strike

against the Cine Palacio, large local

first-run house, because it was to

exhibit . a made-in-Mexico picture.'

Federation, asserted that, the picture

had been made' under labor condi-
tions It did not approve. It threat-

ens to call strikes against all cinemas
that show home-mades. Palacio was
able to get going by withdrawing
the picture and substituting a for-

eigner.

Producers . have asked President
Lazaro Cardenas to "intervene, say-
ing that laborites' action threatens to

kill what promises to become one
of Mexico's most important indus-
tries.

Warring laborites threaten to
carry boycott against Mexican pic-
tures throughput Mexico unless they
get what they want.

Hawkins-Best New Play

For London Is Unlikely
London, Sept. 9.

'Can We Tell' opened at the New
theatre- last Wednesday (7). ' Play
based on the premise that success is

a matter of luck and written epi-
sodically, was nicely received. How-
ever, it looks unlikely.

. Jack Haw-
kins and Edna Best head the cast.

'Room For Two,' comedy by Gil-
bert Wakefield, produced by Richard
Bird, opened at the Comedy last
Tuesday (0). It's a bedroom farce,
based on marital infidelities, para-
phrasing plots of French farces pop-
ular in America 40 years ago.

Lon , Sept. 3.

Theatre end of picture business is

going into the melting pot, with not
only influx of second runs in the
territory giving West End operators

a headache, but also drastic recon-
struction of Gaumont-British policy,

affecting both its downtown and nabe
houses. Gag being put into, force

under Arthur Jarratt is to. give 'em
twice the show for half the money.
Thus, Tivoli, which was formerly:

doyen of West End first-run spots,

has descended to dual bills of big

features, which have come out of

first-runs in major spots, and is

frankly; billing: 'Program doubled—
pr: -j halved!', Last week it had
'Yank at Oxford' (M-G) coupled
with 'We're Going to Be Rich' (20th);

playing to 85c. top, compared to their

solos at Empire, and Regal, respec-

tively, to an approximate $2 topi

Uptown situation looks even worse,

and with opening of Gaumont thea-

tre in. HoUoway Monday (5), G;B
goes to bat on a- plan of the. week's
biggest release,, plus shorts and

,

newsreels, and an hour - of
.
topline

'

variety. Admfsri starts at 12c. for

matinees and 18c. for, nights. This

isn't an isolated instance, either, be-

cause identical practice ill be
adopted at other uptown centres,

.

which aside from smacking local op-
posish, also takes a slap at the West
End, as most of these spots are near
Leicester Square, whose six film

theatres make it the hub of London
enter Inment.
Precincts like Hammersmith, Shep-

herds Bush and Camden Town once
boosted the West End, but the cen-

tral operatora cannot even' hope to

draw customers from the' suburbs to

recompense them for the patrons
they are losing to the half dozen or
more cut price institutions inside the

central ring itself. Astoria, Dominion,
Metropole, Marble Arch Pavilion,

New Victoria, Paramount and Tivoli

all cater for amusement seekers look-

ing for a big program at cut prices.

Jarratt is now left only with Gau-
mont and New Gallery for which to

find: first-run product One major
feature and vaude solves his problem
of finding sufficient product. G-B
also contends it should solve the

problem for the indies as well.

Indies, meanwhile, aren't sure,

because it looks to them as if G-B
takes all the gravy, and the support
they give the major circuits on the
rentals and grading issue gives them
no return at all. So while West End
operators how have a headache,, it

seems there may be an epidemic of

woes for all the exhibs besides if the
G-B plan doesn't click.

Metro Tops Field In

S. Africa; Par, RKO Up
Cape Town, Sept. 1.

Metro, with four pictures, is set-

ting the pace here. Films playing
include, the following:
Colosseum, 'Joy of Living' (RKO),

followed by 'Robin Hood' (WB);
Plaza, 'May Time' (revival) (M-G),
followed by 'Yellow Jack' (M-G):
Royal. 'Yank at Oxford' (M-G);
Adclphi,. 'Hollywood Hotel' (WB),
and His Majesty's, 'Love Is a Head-
ache' (MtG).

," 20th Week, Hague
The Hague, Sept. 3.

Universal'.-; '100 Men And a Girl'
at the Studio theatre here, is showing
the picture for the 20th week, ich
is a record for the last 10 years.

legion in new product lineup, in-

cluding 'Suez' (20th), 'If I Were
King' (Par), 'Artists and Models
Abroad' (Pari, 'Gunga Din" (RKO),
'Dawn Patrol' (WB; and others.
Manner in which some foreign coun-
tries arc slipping away from being
ace money-makers . for American !

companies forecasts further product
j

along same lines. I

Several coinpani
, notably RKO,

|

20lh-Fox and Paramount, are devel-
|

oping special prestige in Spanish )

language nations by preparing sev-
eral productions especially designed

j

for distribution In those lands.

Johannesburg. Sept. 1.

Picture? here arc as follows:
Plaza, 'Merry-Go-Round of 1938'

(U), followed by 'Manhattan Mad-
ness' (Col); Colosseum, Bringing Up
BHby' (HKO), followed by 'Joy of
Living: (RKO); Metro,, 'Yellow Jack'
(M-G) followed by 'Frou-Frou'
('Toy Wife') (M-G); Bijou, 'Yank
at Oxford' (M-G); Standard, 'Break
the News' (Jack Buchanan), and
Palladium, 'Dybbuk' ( "icMish).

Durban. Sept. 1.

Metro and Par, with two films
apiece, are, leading the field here.
Other pictures:

Metro, 'Frou-Frou' (Toy Wife')
(M-G): Playhouse. 'Bluebeard's
Eighth W'fC (Par); Prince's, ' onto.
Carlo' (Par), followed by 'Keep
Your Seats' ( o'sil Dean ); Criterion,
'Housemaid' (ABP), and Kin

'

'Nothing Sacred' (UA).
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ROOM SERVICE
-nvn.nndlo release of Pandro. 8. Bern-inn

-Jlrtucllon./ Stars the Marx Bros.; features,

tfine n" ». Ann Miller, Frank Alberts™.C cd l>V Wtlllnm A. ScUen Screenplay

i,. -Mnrrli- Rysklnd from, play- by John

Si.irmv and Allan BoreU. "Camera. J. Roy

wurtt" inuslc. Boy Webb; asst.. directors.

SXmi l,neb, Jnmoa Anderson: oilltor.

$2£L Cr . Hevlewcd In Projection

jlaom. N. Sept; 0, '33; Running time,

70 - niiiin.

fiordoii Miller loucho Marx
jBrry BlnoHl thlco Marx
i}Si„ Harpo Marxf&e - •••• L

r„
l ',C
vmJI

Hilda ...Ann Miller

T ci Diiils. .. .Frank Alliortson

nremry Wagner.. . .Donald- Mncnrhlo
Josoiih Grlbble, .-;'..';.-.- Cliff: Dunstnn
n-lmoihy Hngnrlh. . ,.. .Philip Ijoeb

'Simon Jenkins.., •. ;PhM» IVood

Sasha ... ,.»'•• • AlexnnderUsro
Br. Class Charles -JinHon

•Room. Service' with the Marx
Bros. Is a natural for the boxoflfice.

Will do plenty of business and satisfy

on the laugh . score. There may be
captious ones who'll miss - (1);

Groucho's. standard- rasslin' with .a'

,femme .via-a-vis: (2), Harpo's harp
solo; (3), Chlco's equally standard:

pianology. But the change of- pace is

a good idea - and, basically, the
Marxes have a more, staple stcrry

structure upon which to. hang their
buffoonery.
The minimization of the -musical

highlights by the mute and Italian.

Marx brothers..naturally points up
Croucho's comedy all the more. But
running - a . close' second, is Donald
MacBrlde. from the original George
Abbott play production, re-creating
his role-.- of the bombastic hotel
executive. MacBride well niqh steals
all of his -scenes, adroitly foiled by-
Cliff Dunstan (also of the Broadway
original) as the distrait hotel man-
ager who has permitted the shoe-
string impresario, Groucho Marx, to
camp a stranded troupe of 22 in his
hostelry and run up a $1,200 tab. This

'

is the thing that brings MacBrlde,
the supervisory chain hotel exec, into
the scene as an alternatihgly apoplec-
tic and gullible menace.
' Frink

,Albertson is the trusting
young playwright from Oswego;
Lucille , Ball and Ann Miller are
virtually walk-throughs as the

. femme visra-vis to Groucho arid
Albertson. Philip Loeb. also from the
original, Abbott play, this time does
a different role, that of bill-
collector. Philip Wood, another
Abbott company: recruit, makes his
assignment as the confidential agent
for a financier stand up; as does
Alexander Asro, the ex-Moscow Art
thesDian now turned waiter in this
madhouse hotel. Asro completes the
.roster of original company members
gone Hollywood.
Another Marxian departure is the

.absence of any songs, a6 well as the
lack, of musical specialties. The only
thing vocal is a reprise of 'Swing
.Low, .Sweet Chariot' in a phoney
deathbed • requiem, all part ' of. the
climactic hokum to delay the ; irate
MacBride from halting the progress
of the new play which is just having
its premiere jn the downstairs thea-
tre adjoining the hotel. The play, of
course; is. clicko. and that squares
everything.

'

There are a number of highlight
sequences punctuating the comedy
structure. The gleeful anticipation of
future events, wherein MacBride
breaks open the champagne, con-
trasted to the mentar distress of the
rest of the cast, is a -basic comedy
premise, expertly trouped here. The
Phoney measles;, the business' with
the moose-head; the goose that flies

. high and escapes the hungry Marxes:
the eating scene with the smuggled
Jood, and the rest of the byplay make
lor a succession of strong laugh
interludes.

Morrie Ryskind's script switching
nicely dovetails the proceedings to
properly point up all the Marxes
throughout, and William A. Setter's
direction is fast-paced and tight,
Permitting no loophole's and a mini-mum of letdowns.
The b.o., test on the Marxes, sans

music and songs, as they are now, in
straight comedy, will have supple-
mentary trade value for future com-
mentary. As ah entertainment, 'Room
service should maintain a verv nice
Pa™y. Abel.

prove adequately - entertaining for
the masses.- With .the aid of the
draught ..the Henie name has gath-
ered, it, will do satisfactorily at the
box office,- although far from a
smash. In her preceding trio .the
petite Norska champ had better sup-
port as well as more surefire com-
edy. '

'

'Lucky Star' has' some pretty good-
music and effective, ice-skating se-
quences. The comedy is quite thin.
Arthur Treacher, excellent comedy
relief in 'Thin. Ice,

1

is virtually wast-
ed here, the. burden of laughs fall-

ing upon Joan Davis and Buddy Eb-
sen. Their antics are not enough,
though the pair is amusing.

. Equipping Miss Henie is no easy
task, but while the; story built for
her this time takes .care of the exig-
encies of. the 'situation suitably,
Harry. Tugent and Jack Yellen have
not . given the adaptation- the de-
sired force. It propels slowly and,
on the whole, is commonplace as to
situation, development, plot and dia-
log. A college in .cold country . (os-

tensibly New Hampshire), where an
annual ice-carnival is the big thing
of the season, * rrhs the major back-
ground for the action; a department
store in New York the balance. The
three skating -sequences which en-
able Miss Henie to put on the Ice-

cutters are a tryout for the carnival,

a dress rehearsal of the show to be
put on,, and the show itself, last-

mentioned staged,, however, at the
department, store where the star is

found working at the opening:

Plot ger iriates from the depart-
ment store tycoons' ; idea to send
Miss Henie to a college where she
can display a lot of clothes as a
stunt to push winter spdrtswear.
sales. She. gets mixed up innocently
in a divorce case, but as another
stunt, backed by. college friends, the
big ice carnival is put on at Papa
Cabot's store, aided no little by Jthe
son of. the establishment's owner,
played by Cesar Romero.- George
Barbier is the merchant.
Mack Gordon and Harry Revel's

song numbers are conveniently spot-
ted. Best are 'Date with a Dream'
arid 'This May Be the Night,' both
done by group's. Miss Davis and Eb-
seii do 'Could You Pass in Love,'
cute-sounding novelty number.

Ice -sessions/ are- neatly staged by
Harry Losee, with Miss Henie's rou-
tines on the skates prettily executed,
and ever a delight to watch. The
!Alice tn Wonderland' number clos-

ing, is done in sepi and very ef-
fective;

Besides Treacher, also wasted is

Louise Hovick as the goldrdigging
gal . who marries the store owner's
irresponsible son, only to break with
him one day later. Richard Greene,
20th's newcomer, opposite

.
Miss

Herii ," screens well; but is light on
equipment otherwise; The clowning
of Miss Davis ;

clicks smartly, while
her teammate, Ebsen, also -gets across

swell. He is an effective, unortho-
dox comedy type. Romero rates pass-
ing acceptance, as do others, includ-

ing Barbier and Billy Gilbert.

.

Char.

Reviewed in This Issue

'Room Service' (

'My Lucky Star' . (30th).

'Campus Confessions' {

'Juvenile Court' (Col).

'Pals of the Saddle' (Rep).
'Under the Big Top' (Mono).
'The Isslng Guest' (U).
'Everyman's Law' (Prln).

'Edge of the World' (Pax).
'Grand Illusion' (French).
'Advocate D'Amour' (French).
'Solo Per Te' (Italian).

'Die Sextanerln' (Ger

George Archainbaud excellent. Dia-
log is fresh and crisp. Photography
on basketball sequences, in follow-
ing the plays, shows expert .camera
work. Walt.

JUVENILE COURT
Columbia production and release: -Fen

turea Paul Kelly,' It I Id .Hoyworlh. Fi.ank:* i'

Oiirro. Directed by .D.' nnsH I.edl>rnian.
)

Original screenplay. Michael -U Slmmr.i*.
Robert K. Kent. Henry Taylor: cam*1

'
-

:'..'

Ilenjnmln Kline; .film editor. Uyron Uiil-ln

son : muslrn 1 director, Morris Stoloff.
'

' V

Clone, V .Yi/ vctik Sept. 10, :3S, dual ' l..:
,

-Running lime, .(10 mlns.

Gary Fr.nnklll,, ..-...'..'.•'.-..
. .- Paul

. My
M.ircla Adam KUa Haywtirth
'Stubby Ki-nnUle Dnrro
I.ofy ... Hally ChJsler
Mickey Don; hntorre
Pithead. . .- David (lorcey
Gars .......... Dick Rills
Davy., . ; . .-. .Allan-. Ramsey
Squarehead. . .. . .. . . .Ghafles Hart
Governor Stanley. ... ..... .Howard Hickman

stuff, dialog in - one or two places
only infering romance interest with
Miss McKay. She's making her- Re-
public debut In this arid handles her
pari neatly. Absence of love stuff at

-the ' finale ; surprises a little, but it-

allows the trio to ride off into the
hills toward logical continuation- of
the series. Ray Corrigan again docs
all right as dittoes Max Terhune, the
comedian-ventriloquist.

Direction allows the film to lag a
little, in the opening reel but it

speeds up as it goes along. Dialog
okay and - photography better than
usual throughout.

UNDER THE BIG TOP
MonoRrath- release or wm'lsm Lackey,

produo'tloh. Features Marjorle M.-iln.

Anne Na'Rcl.- Jack I.allue, Grant Itlili-

ards.; -.Directed l»y Karl Rrown. Screen*

'Play, -Marlon Orth, from oi-lKlnai -sioi-y. I,y

Llewellyn HuKhcs; camera. -.Gilbert -Wnr-
renlon; eitltor. nussc|l Scliocnfinrlli. Itc-

viewed In Projection. Itoom. N. V.. Sept.
II. ',",8. nunnlng time, 03 mlns.

•Pc-niiy Anne K:i|tcl

S:*.rn '

'.' Mnrjorle Main.
Ulciir.lo Jack r,aRue
I'ablo -....'.. Grant Hlchaids
J«e ...........i. GcorKe (.levelanil

iC>r.ia r ; -Ilerbei-t Rawllnsnn
1'icire Iiolfe Sedan
'."t-.rle Letly {'fimpKoh,,
.iJlin ". Snowdnlcei
' Cnrlhy ...;./............ Hurry llnrvcy

'

l-Miriy (child) Charlcne Wyaii
Inrly Speed lhnFCn

EVERYMAN'S LAW
T'hnclpal relean© of Suprome (A, W.

Hnek el) -production. Stnr« Johnny Mock
.troA'h; directed hy Alhert ,JWy: rcAjLuro.^

Iloth Marlon. Story nnd Kcroon|i|ny. F;nr!«.

Shpll; CHmcra, Jack Grocnhnlkh. At (.'hftlo*

npr.- N*. V.. dual, Sept. 10,' '39. Iluunlntf
l.ltnc, rill mlns..

Tlio Dog Town Kid. ... Johnny Mack Tlrmvn
Mnrlun. [lolli Morion
"ItlihH. .

.'.
. . ,t Frank ('mnpeou

r.obo.K(«l.. rtoffi-r Oruy
Aror^art. .-. .' IJny.I InKHihum
Pike , ,-••'« -.John llcek
Sljnrl lira Horace Murphy
11 ii'ticr. . . ,T>lc!c Alcxnndor
IVtc. ... .....Slim W.hltQker

MY LUCKY STAR
(WITH SONGS)

.Mth Century-Pox release of Harry Joe

Pi„h ," ôductlon
- Stars Sonjn Henie and

p«,,/
d G«<me; features. Joan Davis. Cesar

J.miicro.^puddy Ebsen. Arthur Treacher.
» Cnru| e''. Louise Hovick. . Directed

inrf if 'i'
1 Rutn '' Story, Karl Tunlicrir

"iin uon KttllnRcr;- adaptation. Harry Tu-'

t»3 'J!?
J»ek Ycllcn; songs. Mack Gordon

If' novel; skntln'B Cnfomblos
v?n

ed h
Y 1Ia ""y Losee. editor. .Mien Mc-

ii.L J!
holnBrftphy, John .Mescall. At

tlhi. ci
1 ?- wccl« Sept. 0. '3S. ItuimhiK

^r'" 11 ' 1" Nielson.. Sonjn Henie

MarT N
aylor lt'"" rJ (;iefn<'

("i?
. HoOp Jo ;in ]);,,-(.,

J.Lni-cc i ul)ol . Ilnnwi-O

Y?£,y ~. ; ..middy i:h.,,.|.
"nipple Aiihur Tfencher

^"'••'•v ,'. I,o„lso ll'.vl.-k

boCSn' ' Hi'iy til"""

\Zu
hy ;.,... I'atrl.la Wilder

. ffl J'.1ul llurM

l-cn oh
Jun, ; • .Hubert K-lluiMJune and .lean, ......;..... .-lircwsier Twin..

.'. r' -. • Kay tli irdth'
' ^ ..t'tinries Taniwi
V?" }< . IMMl Sl,„,l..n
p^'MUve.... ...|.M r.n snlnl

ur •»'> -. Knin J.i.iuy.l.

'Mv tiicky Star' is Sonja Henie's
\iounh piciure and, while not the
..-strongest, it has enough strength to

Campus Confessions
Hollywood, Sept. 13.

. aramount production and. release. Fea-
ttires Uotty Orablo, Elcanore Whitney,
William Henry; KrltJi Kcld; John Erledgo.
Thurston Hall. -Itlchard' Dennlnu, 'Hank'
I.tilseill. Directed by C.'eorKo Archainbaud.
Original story .und screenplay by Lloyd
Currlffan and Knvln Gelsey: camera, Henry
hilarpc; lllm editor. Stunrt Gllmore. I'rc-
vlc.wed at rarumount. i.. A., 'Sept. 1.2, '3S.

Running -time, t)5 mlns.
Joyce Cllmore .......Betty Grable
Susie .Qulnn ...l..;. Elcanore Whlthey-
Wayne Atterbury, Jr William Henry
Lady Macbeth' Frltr. Fold
Freddy Fry John Arlcdge
Wayne Attci-bury. ^i- Thurston Hall
Dean Wilion ltoy Gbnlon.
Conch lNirker. . .. '.T-»ne Chandler
lluck tlogan. Itlchard Dennlnit
Kd' nigffa-.. Matty Kemp
'Blimp* <; ..Sumner Gelchell
'Hunk'- Himself

Paramount parades the all-Amer-
ican basketballer Hank Luisetti onto
the screen in a fast-paced and spar-
kling collegiate comedy-.- It's a pro-
grammer which, in spot's where bas-
ketball is popular, his name should'
help draw substantially, especially in

college and highschoot circles. These
should be heavily exploited. Prowess
of Luisetti with the casaba is neatly
displayed. Basketball sequences are
not overdone to become tiresome to

those not familiar with game:
A well chosen cast is lacking in

marquee names, but it performs
adequately with William Henry, out^

stah'd.c°r,' showiri<! possibilities of de-
veloping stronRly. :

Yarn, basically, is the same col-

lege formula, being done continu-

ously but has refreshing twists and
gags new to. rah-rah films,- plus a

fast clip maintained after initial reel.

This overcomes story weaknesses.
Middleton College is bankrolled

. bv Thurston. Hall who frowns on all

|
athletic activity. Son, .

William
' Henry, arrives to enroll, and has two
i strikes on him from start.. Ignored
I arid insulted at every turn, he deter-

, mines to stick it out when E(etty

Grabie gives him the brusholT. 'Kid

tries hard and lihally takes basket-

ball team to country .'home' to train

for- summer;.- becoming star of the
1

tcim next to Luisetti and returns, .to'

. .school -' a -popular dy. For final

I cams. -falhfr turns ud to keen Lui-

setti ofT. the floor until last few mln-
'

tiles when entry allows for the last,

scfond.'tvin.-.

Picture is s,

i- Willi production

This is a minor item for the duals.
It's merely a rehash of a familiar
idea; hurried through the production
mill. Nothing of interest in the
script, . direction or performances-
all, threadbare stuff. Has negligible
marquee rating and few apparent
selling angles.
Yarn, deals with a far-seeing young

public ' defender who fails to win
acquittal; for a murder suspect, but
through his interest in ,the man's
family: organizes a Police Athletic
League' to: rehabilitate, gutter-bred
urchins. He ' persuades even the
toughies to join the outfit, which is

going- to make Little .Men of them.
And, when several jump the traces
to. stage a holdup, influences them to

right the wrong and come back in

the fold. As a sop to the matinee
juve- trade, the public defender's ro-

mance with .the suspect's sister Is

onlv hinted.
Paul Kelly gives a standard Paul

Kelly- performance as the high-,

minded young attorney who helps
the kids.. It's a direct and- well-con-
trolled job within the confines of a
sterotype part. Rita Hayworth has
the opaque

,
part' of the eirl, while

Frankie Darro is the leader and
toughest of the kids. ' Hobe.

PALS OF THE SADDLE
Republic Picture* prmlucllon' nnd .release.

Features' John Wayne/^'Hay Ctirrlcan and
Ma-x Te'rhuhe fthe .Three Mo<*o.ulteors).

blrecterl by Geonre . Sherman. Screennlay
by Stanley' Roberts. Hetty rtiirbrldi;e.

based on- -characters ci-eated hy.Wllllam roll
Mar.Dnnnld; camera', IIcrrIo .f.annlni;. Re-
viewed in Projection n'ooin. . N. Y., Sept. 8,

•3S. Itunnlnir time, ; C5. mlnsl
Stony- nronke.... . John. Wayne
Tucson .Smith...',. .Ray CorrlBarl
T.tillaby Joslln'. '..'....,. -.Majc Tei-hune
Ann ...Do'reen McKay
Judge .' Jt>sef Forte
.Ilnrtman .Gcoreo Doutrlas
Palps -. ..Frank Milan.
Onrdon .'..1'ed Adams
Hotel Clerk -. Harry Depp
Russian .Musician. . ..Dave Weber
TtnllanVMuslcinn *. .-Don', Orlando
EhRllsh Musician.,.. Charles Knleht
EherllT Jack Kirk

This edition of the esquiteers'

series marks the second change in

the casting of the three quick-draw-

ing enemies of outlawry since the

string was started a. year and a half

ago. John Wayne replaces Bob
Livingston as Stony rooke, . leader

of the trio,, arid, stamps the footage

with realism in appearance and per-

formance. Wayne,, who doesn't affect

the circus cowboy regalia; should

please the juve trade. Film will fit in

wherever they like sagebriishers.

Plot deviates slightly from the
usual western formula and. by acci-

dent or' design, is up: to the minute
with current war rumblings abroad.
Instead of rounding: up. cow
smugglers; trio fs assigned -to corral a
bunch of munitions smugglers who-
are manufacturing a high explosive
on the desert and exporting it to
foreign powers. Stuff is found only
on the desert arid mined here- under
the guise, of a salt factory.

Yarn has ayne and the trio re-

placing a Secret Service agent who is

knocked off intercepting a messenger
to the sriiugglersl Wayne is blamed
for the murder of the S. S. man by
the.latler's -femme partner, Dorcen
McKay, and has to clean up the gang
in order to clear his name. Trio go

|
about it in the usual western style.

| with Wayne -impersonating the mes-
senger who was also erased in tlic

! gun battle in which the S, S. agent
! was dropped. It gets hirri into the
smuggler's stronghold and momen-
tarily into the confidence of its

.members. '-He's found out, however,
trussed, tip. and tossed into a wagon

'-when 'the giing -hands, for the b->rd-jr.

Two .partners' and the girt round: up
• Ihe. U. S. Cavalry aud it all turns out
right at the fr-i'ilicr.;

aync doesn't go in for any heart

Monograrh treads the well-beaten

circus track in 'Under The Big Top.'

a weak tale that will only get by on

the. duals. Only good feature lies in

the excellent, performance of

jorie Main, who, heretofore, gained

her greatest prominence as the

gangster's mother In 'Dead End.'

Miss Mai as a hardened operator

of a circus," however, is li ited by

inconsistent dir tipri,- -scripting and

camera.

Jack and
Grant , aerialists in the

circus, who "are the inevitable
'eternal triangle,' are capable enough.
The rise of "the Post Circus, from
the moment that Sara Post (Miss.
Main) takes in her sister's child,
until the -latter 'becomes 'the . world's
greatest aerlalist,' is outlined, in the
yarn'.

There are brothers Pablo (Rich-
ards), and Ricardo (La Rue), her
partners,' who love her. However,
it's Pablo that Penny (Miss Nagel)
cares for, which causes a breach be-
tween, the aunt and niece, and the
Three Flying Pennies' quit, only to
be called back when Sara needs her.
There's also- a suggestion of tragedy
with the fall of Ricardo, but, some-
how, it's indicated- that he'll pull
through.

A similar theme Is employed in
'The Show Goes Oh* (G-B), reviewed
in Variety Aug. 17. In the latter,

the nerialist triangle includes Leslie.

Banks, Tullio Carminati and Anna
Neagle, the British player, who is

not to be confused with the 'Big
Top's' featured player, Anne Nagel.

Dressed up, this one mjght. have
been an: entertaining, departure from
the bi-oncs formula. . As is; it still

contains some unusual situations- and
thought in writing, also in the<direc-
lorial touches, but suffers from short
budgeting, ' uninspired casting,, bad
found arid the poor treatment usual-
ly accorded the brand. Johnny, ack
Brown may also attract.

While there are anachronisms,
i.e;. mention- of Indian Territory
along with modern dress, fanning
guns, etc., and miich of.' the trite
sage ingredients, plus a meaningless
title, 'Everyman's- Law' still has a lit-

tle something on the ball. Average
western: fan won't mind too much.
Beth Marion fits the famine lead

role ./hyiically. but, like Brown,
falls iiorts when talking. She's
given little' more opportunity than
average ginghamed heart, but looks
best only when surrounded by fire-

place, baby and trimmings. The
heavy, sheriff, monied baddie, et al.,

all standard and vet iri roles, that
require .couple of good fistic battles,

chases, etc.

Tri of pro bad men ( rown's
really a ranger in mufti) rent theni-

,

selves out to a rancher. who wants'
to clear the range of homesteaders.
They turn to girl's side, somewhat
unwillingly and with aid of recently .

landed gentry rout.' the hoods. Yarn,
is familiar, but asides, buildup and
relief make it, in total, something
a little new. Hurl.

The Edge of the World

Pax release of Joe Rock- Production. Feai
lures ' John Laurie,- liolle Chryslall, Brio
llerrjr;. Finely Currle, Nlnl MucGlnls,. Grant
yulhj :and. Directed . by Michael Powell,
'^tory and adaptation, Michael Powell; edi-
tor. Derek Twist; -camera; Ernest Palmer.

-

lleviewed In Projection Itoom, N. Y., Scpu
T, " -Uumilng time, 74 mlns.
Peter. ; .John Laurie
Kulh. his daughter ......... . Ucllc Chrystalt
RobUie, her brother .'..si.;. Brie Uerry
Jean, their grandmother Kitty Kerwln
Jumea ..,...;.,.......Flnaly Currle-
Andrew, his son. ............ .Nlal Mdcglnls
]'h» (,'uiechlst Grant Sutherland
t'lii r.alid ; . . .Campbell Robson
l hii Skipper . .Gcorgo Summers
And all the people of the. Island of Fouls,

whci-o the lllm was made

THE MISSING GUEST
Universal release of Bd'rjiey- A. Sarecky

proiluclion. Features. Puul Kelly, <;on T

stance Moore, William Lundlgan; Directed
by John Hnwllns. ; Story. Krlch Plilllppl;

screenplay.' Charles Martin and Paul Perez:
camera, Milton Krosnor. At ltlallo, N. ¥.,

Sept. U. "
. Running time, V8- mlns.

Scoop Hahloni; .Paul Kelly
Stephanie Klrkland Constance Moore
Uirry DcOrUon. William Lundlgun
Dr. Carroll .....Rdwln iitanloy

Frank Ilnldrlch SeUncr Jackson
Vic .Hilly Wayne
lake - -George Cooper
IMwards .;...' i ..Patrick J. Kelly
Undo IJalclrlch. Florence' Wlx
Kendall ; . . .Harlan Urlu'Brf

Inventor..': ' ..Pat C. Flick

Feeble whodunit for bottom billing

in the duals. It hasn't a visible sell-

ing angle.
Attempted .spook mystery -yarn is

localed in a haunted house as full of

prop noises as a Hallowe'eri ghost
walk. There are enough sliding
panels, hidden .stairways; phantom
voices and clutching hands to make
a satire to end all whodunits. But
this one is so. bad it can't, even be
viewed as a gag.

If possible, the production and di-

rection arc worse than the writing.
If they did anything to relieve the
phoniness of the script it isn't evi-
dent. Instead, every outdated situ-

ation and piece of business is, in-

cluded—not only included, but cm-,
barrassingly highlighted.
Although nothing any of the play-

ers can ck> can redeem the picture,
the cast, as a whole manages not to
make things .worse.. That's particu-
larly true of Constance Moore, who
docs what ' she can to minimize the
sappincss' of the helplessly-femi ine
heroine; Larry Deardon, who gives a
straight portrayal of a straight juve-
nile; Edwin Stanley, who .avoids
teeth-gritting as the heavy; Selmer
.Jackson and Florence Wix, who are
believable in. secondary parts, and
Patrick J. Kelly, was as satisfactory
as- a menacing butler.
On the other hand, Paul Kelly acts

as. if he .were trying to personify the
'Bcoop' portion of his. chaiabter's'
name—at least he typifies

. all the
more poisonous qualities of ii re-
porter in (11 s. In the same way;
Ilarlan-Briggs. and Pot C.. Flick arc
moi-6 Ih'ah necessarily objectionable
as the riewspnper publisher and in-
ventor, respectively. Billy Wayne
and George- Cooper {ire trying loo
hard to be actors. ifooe.

There :has always been drama Jn
struggle, regardless of its nature, and
in 'Edge of the World.' which recites"
the hardships of - lonely islanders oft
the northwestern coast of Scotland,
the undertone of drama as well as.
tragedy represents a strong driving
force. The simplicity of the people,
including island natives, and the

'

drama encompassing them on all
sides, is one of the . beauties of
this British-made. Another is the
excellent scenic- and photographic
effects obtained. Together, these
elements make the picture compel-,
ling, interesting film fare. -

Commercially, , much, will depend
on the reception in arti engage-,
men is and . the attention aroused
through that apprenticing. Like
'Mayerling,' which earned its spurs
in the arties for Pax, which is also
distributing this: one, extensive regu-
lar-run circulation might later be
obtained. Properly primed' for the
masses, the picture has a good chance
as a money-maker' in this country.
Michael Powell, who is said to

have financed the production and
written the story, as well as directed,
was inspired to. do 'Edge of the
World' after reading an account in
1930 of the depopulation of St. Kilda.
one of the Hebrides Islands oft* the
Scotland coastline. Selecting the re-'
mote island bf ; Foula In the wind-
swept North Sea, less than three
rnilcs long and two miles wide, with
fawcr than 100 inhabitants, Powell
filmed the entire picture here but for.
a coudJc shots of a Scottish fishing
center. He used the island's natives
as extras in the development of the
drama, that- engulfs their rr.ugged,
drab lives, but in a greater measure
depended on the shooting of back-
grounds for production value, The
nrecinitoiis cliffs, the pounding. surf,'
the small portions of land that are
tilled, the stone homes, buildings,
etc.. are . all impressive and add to
•i he strong note of authenticity. Hol-
lv«ood could use a cameraman like
rncsf Palmer. He obtained some

swell background and action shots in
Ihr- fare of adversity and fl-fTicilties.
His storm effects are excellent

Powell's story; basically, tells of
Jho forljturle of a sm->ll <<roim of
•sl.and. dwellers who cling l-> their
homes against great odds until an
i-ndarrurrcnt of defpnlism e-'velons
them. rcsuMing finally in nlnns
eyaf tialc, A love sto'rv is vraii?- i

i.in in the footage an'i irivi'vrs
inman-iod mother, ,-Thh nliase r'
the slotv may n^c'essil-^te
"han''ns h<;rc in vitvw- of the .'

Riccning- the .industry' has
*•

Ih-'Mi-'h in late yoai's.
Si')i v onen (ill- the ln>i*ir>-*i >»

des'i-lfl islimd b.v a nai'v' r"
n'lui—--;. whose captain, r->f a

(Continued on page 23)
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"BRISTLES WITH UP-TO-THE-MINUTE POLITICAL

BARBS WHICH WILL MAKE THE COUNTRY ROAR! "

says Washington, D. C., Eve. Star ...as "Hold That Co-Ed" panics

nation's capital . . . piling up one of year's

fO* mbszzm!* biggest grosses in smash world premiere!

1^**5&»H ^EWj* * Raves from Washington! Cheers from the Coast! Hoorays from the trade! READ 'EMI

"Satire on politics and football that top* any-

thing Hollywood has attempted! Hasn't boon

so much laughter since a film critic swallowed

the top off a pop bottlel"
—Warfi. Daffy N*wt

"Blends romance, football/ politicsandmelody

In a hilarious hurly-burly. Will surely hold that

line at every boxofflce, -coast!"

"Smash hltl Scores as polhical-plgskln film!

Hold everything for 'Hold That Co-Ed'l"

-Wmh. HtraW

"Satire on political scene makes It a laugh hltl

An hilarious gem of entertalnmentl

tickling situation after anotherl"

"Mixture of satire on politics and fun on grid-

Iron unbeatable combination for superb com-

OorfwJn, fiwWtnl Whtf ffow* CormpondutH Ann.

"Money laugh-hit! A sure-thing for any box-
office clean-upl A new high in hilariously

screwy climaxes!"

"Will delight all audiences with Its boisterous

comedy and flippant satire on politics and
footballl"

—OoUy Vmrimty

"Audience positively rocked with laughter!

Anything can happen In pigskin tussles and
pontics!"

—1. A. Hm»M « Upt*n

"The exhibitor who cannot do S. R. O. busi-

ness with this might Just as well give his

theatre back to the Indians!"

"The funniest picture of the year!"

"I laughed till I had to tape my rlbsl And I'm

still laughing. Don't miss Itl"

-frank "fwfc" Q'H*m, neHonoHy foiww cofeMfltt

•<,?<»

For sheer, screaming en-

tertainment 20th has never

given you its equal before I

SCREEN IT!
You'll double up . . . your

playing timel

oo 1

\ \ D° tie**
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NLRB Calls Film Chiefs
(Continued from page 7)

issued by Harold Smith,' IA interna-

tional .representative, now in charge

of West Coast offices:

tth Calls eetings

'Meetings for nomination of : offi-

cers for studio workers affiliated

with the IATSE were ordered Tues-

day from New York City by Inter-

national President George E. Browne.

I will call the meetings immediately.

This foliows the fact that a commit-
tee appointed. by International Pr i-

dent George E. Browne and the gen-

eral executive board of the Alliance

has been in session for the past 10

days in the IATSE West Coast studio

offices.

'The committee several days ago
completed its survey of- the opera-

tion and existing conditions of the

est Coast' Studio Locals and sub-
sequently submitted its report to the
IATSE general executive board now
in session in the. east.

'President Browne and the general
executive board are convinced that

the best interest of the studio work-
ers would be best served under the
International supervision, but there
is a small minority who resort to

villiflcation and instigation of

trouble, demoralizing proper, pro-
cedure for the betterment . of condi-
tions for the membership, conse-
quently it is necessary to take this

action.

'The general executive board does
not feel that the International Alli-

ance in' general should be subject to

these unwarranted attacks and from
now on it will be the duty of each of

bur West Coast Studio locals to clean
its own house with . respect to the
subversive element' retarding prog-
ress within its own ranks.
' 'The action' filed before the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board by one
individual previously shown to rep-
resent a small minority of less than
84 but of 12,000 members is only an-
other attempt to discredit IATSE of-

ficials. It seems apparent that the
action filed was a last attempt to

discolor previous action of the com-
mittee appointed, by the international

president and the general executive
board to benefit the IATSE member-
ship in' the studios. This action was
filed after word was out that meet-
ings of the membership for nomina-
tion of officers would be held.'

Co. Union Charge Denied

Kibre's charges were that pro-
ducers had paid Browne and his

personal representative, William
Bioff, to operate the IATSE studio

locals as a company union. This was
denied by Joseph M. Schenck, presi-

dent of the Association of Motion
Picture Producers, Inc.

. Attack on the IA is seen by many
leaders as another move by CIO
sympathizers to create a wedge for

the Committee lor Industrial Or-
ganization to get into the studios. It

was pointed out that Carey McW«l-
liams, who filed the charges for

Kibre, also is counsel for the Los
Angeles Newspaper Guild, a CIO af-

filiate. *

Hearings on petitions of the Screen
Dir tors' Guild . for certification as

collective' representative and charg-
ing 10 major companies with unfair

labor practice in. refusing to negoti-

ate probably will be completed this

week by the NLRB. Sessions were
resumed' after recessing last Friday
(9) so the NLRB trial examiner,
WilHam R. Ringer, could visit Para-
mount' studio to see how directors,

unit managers and assistant -direc-

tors function; Ringer and other at-

taches of NLRB were guests of stu-

dio on sets where 'St. Louis! Blues'
Is being shot.
. Last hearing had been devoted
largely to introduction of testitiony

by the SDG, indicating that a . sub-
stantial majority. 'of directors, unit

managers and assistant directors em-
ployed in each of the major studios
are Guild members. J. P. McGowen,
executive secretary of the'. SDG,
identified membership application

blanks and listed the Guild member-
ship at various studios on dates in

1937
. and 1938 when the SDG was

lighting for producer recognition.

Following tables listed by Mc-
Gowan disclosed that Guild had a

majority at studios during August,
1938:

Non-
guild.

10

4
2

1G

Columbia
Directors..,...'........ 9
Asst. director./.

6

Totals ;., 15

Paramount'
Directors ...Vi".-.,. ...... .14'

First asst. iroctors. .. , 10
Second' asst. directors. , 6
Unit managers,.'.,.. .. 7
Asst. unit managers.. 1

38
RKO-Radlo

Directors 10
Asst. directors. ........ 10
Unit managers.......;. .2

Totals 22

Directors ............
First asst. directors..,.

Second asst. directors.

.

Unit managers .........

Totals

Directors •

Ass* directors'

Totals .4

Selznick-Internatlonal
Directors .-. . ... . ' 2

Asst. directors.

Unit manager* ........

Totals 5

Directors .
'3

First asst. directors 5
Second asst. directors".

. 5

Totals 10

Directors ............. 10

Asst. directors........ 16

Unit managers . 1

Totals 27
anger

Directors 1

Asst. directors, 2

CHANEY, JR.'S, SPILL

Bat Not Halting 'Jesse James' —
Ozarks' Big Turnouts

Totals. , 3 3

Percentage of Guild members em-
ployed fluctuated from time to time,

McGowan's figures showing that the

SDG did not have a majority of

those employed at Metro on- May
11 1938. By Aug. 31, however, the

Guild had a substantial majority.

Those Directors' Salaries

Salary lists furnished by studios

at the request of the NLRB showed'
John M. Stah.1, with $4,000 per
week; and James Whale, with $3,000,

topped list of directors at Universal.

Henry Koster was
.
paid $1,750. Ag-

gregate' weekly salaries for directors

at Universal on dates. listed was $8,-

850, and the weekly average paid di-

rectors was $1(106.25. Pay of as-

sistant directors ranged from $35

per week to $65.

John Ford was highest salaried di-

rector at 20th-Fox. He received $6,-

250 per week. Others listed in high-
er pay brackets were Roy Del Ruth,

$4,873.64; Henry King, $4,333; Bill

Seiter, $3,250; Dave Butler, $3,000.

Ernst Lubitsch headed list at Par-

amount,, with a weekly stipend of

$5,000. Al Santel'l was listed at

$4,000 Frank Lloyd at $3,500, and
Wes'ey Rugglcs, $4,f25. Cecil B. De
Mille received advanc; of $75,000 per

production on royalties.

Film industry is making a job sur*

vey of all studios to classify 40,000

workers before the federal wage and
hour bill becomes effective Oct. 24.

Work is being supervised by Pat

Casey, producer-labor contact.

Each studio s furnishing a com-
plete list of all employees. These
will be analyzed by Pat.Casey's office

and divided into various divisions in

order to determine which groups .can

be classified as professions; The gov-

ernment has ruled that profession-

als are not subject to wage and hour

law rovisi

An effort will be made to classify

CLineramen, electricians and others

employed, on production as profes-

sionals to avoid payment of thou-

sands of dollars in overtime.

St. Louis, Sept. 13.

Lon Chaney, Jr., of the 20th Cen-
tury-Fox studio, became the first

casualty during the filming of 'Jesse

James' in the Ozark mountain region
last week when he fell from a horse
and the. one following behind rah
oyer. him,. Chaney suffered an in-

jury to his left leg but not of suffi-

cient seriousness to interfere with,

the picture.. Fil ing is. attracting'

crowds of 1,000 daily; farming, hunt;
ing and fishing being pigeonholed
while the film makers are at work-
Last Sunday more than 25,000 are

estimated to have watched several
scenes being shot and a good number
of the crowd motored from St..Louis
and Kansas City. The Neosho, Mo.
depot was ' filmed as the St. Louis
station, and the depot at Southwest
City as the one at Liberty, Mo., near
where Jesse James (Tyrone Power)
and Frank James- (Henry Fonda)
held up a train as it huffed and
puffed its way near Southwest City..

Newsreels Win

Treedom of Press

Issue in Philly

The newsreels
.
won out in their

'freedom of press' fight before Com-
mon Pleas Court

.
Judge Gerald F,

Flood at Philadelphia last week, ap-
proximately seven days after Metro's
.'News of Day' clips were, seized by
the police on orders of an assistant

district" attorney. N. of D. film was
of preparations for a test of the
heating apparatus in the 'Klondike'
at the Holmesburg (Pa.) prison
where four convicts died' in. the
|Black Hole of Calcutta.' News-
reel negative had been secured by
this crew through cooperation of
J. Dennis Welsh, Fox Movietone
cameraman, who had Only a still

camera on the day that newsreel
pictures were sought.

Welsh had obtained permission to

shoot footage from the coroner at

Philadelphia,. District Attorney John
Boyle went before Judge Flood with
a petition to Impound the films when
Welsh refused to leave the scene.;

This brought, the seizure of prints

and camera equipment. Plea of
newsreel attorneys was that Boyle's
action 'infringed on the freedom of
the press,' and sought speedy release
of film because it was claimed that,

delay would impair the value of the
newsreel material. Pictures were
screened in front of the judge and
"attorneys before decision was
reached.
When News of Day secured re-

lease of newsreel prints, it decided
to . give the other reels copies of
material. Did not get into New
York until flrst-of-week issues this

week -went out, and then had to be
heavily trimmed or eliminated be-
cause of huge play given to the
European war scare,

Exhib's Manslaughter

Jam After Auto Crash

Raw Film Mfg. in Canada Gives The

Dominion a Trading Point with U. S.

More Motos, Less Chans

Hollywood, Sept. 13.,

ifficulty in finding a suitable suc-
cessor to Warner Oland has caused
20th-Fox to reduce the number of

Charlie Chan pictures from three to

two for the 1938-39 program.

To. offset this decrease, the Mr.
Moto fil ill be upped from three
to four. {

NO LAB STRIKE

IN N. Y. SO FAR

Printing of film and other lab work
in the Greater New York zone are
threatened by developments in the

campaign of Local 702, Motion Pic-

ture Laboratory Technicians, to r-

ganize the field 100% and obtain new
deals with the only two. plants which
last year had recognized the union,

Consolidated and De Luxe.
. Although 'setting -Monday. (12) as

the deadline for a strike, where
greatest resistance to negotiations

was being met, the membership of

the union Saturday night (10) failed

to vote such action. As. a result, the
power to strike was placed in the
hands of the. executive committee
which, meantime, will- continue its

efforts for a settlement without pick-
eting or other attacks. Should no
progress be made by the end .of the
week, the exec committee might sud-
denly order a strike against all or
part of the labs. The union has been
picketing Du-Art since Aug. 15 but
has: not taken any action against
others.

Du-Art does the printing of the Joe
E. Brown pictures made by David L.
Loew, as well as foreign title super-
imposing on pictures: of. various ma-
jors, including Metre,' Universal and
United Artists.

Any strike against. Consolidated'
and De Luxe, largest of the labs,

could result in possible serious dif-

ficulties on printing. Most of the ma-
jors print at Consolidated, which has
its plant at Ft. Lee, N, 3., while De
Luxe handles everything for. 20th-
Fox as well as some shorts. While
sources for Consolidated say no
trouble is anticipated, a settlement of
negotiations being looked to, in lab
union circles it is said that progress
with both Con and De Luxe has not
been satisfactory so far. Aside from
Du-Art, it is indicated deals with
lesser labs, including Ace and Par
News, look more promising. It is un-
derstood 702 officials will avoid a
strike if at all possible, not wanting
to take this action unless forced.

H I Reorg Ordered

Los Angeles, Sept. 13.

Fcclerpl Judge L. R. Yankwich has

given Harman-Ising. cartoon outfit

another 30 days to file plans for re-

organization after rejecting motion

by group of creditors to dismiss pe-

tition for new setup under 77B. At-

l torneys for creditors contended com-
:

pany could not be. successfully rb-
1

organized;

|
Jiidpe Yanttwich. hcl otherwise

and told the company to get busy on

the veva:

St. John, N. B., Sept.
A. J. Mason; of Springhill,' N, S.,

a veteran film exhibitor, and now
concentrating On one theatre after
some years of operating two houses
in Springhill, will face trial on a
charge of manslaughter. He was. I

committed after preliminary exami-
j

nation, the charge developing put of
j

the death of a bicyclist as well as

j severe injuries to another cyclist,

following a highway collision be-
tween a car driven by the exhibitor
?nd the two bicycles, in the early
morning. The examining magistrate
found probable cause, and sent the
oase up to a higher court;

aspn is head of the Nova Scotia
Amateur Baseball Association and -,

the. Cumberland County Baseball
League, as well as bein? interested

actively in politics in Cumberland
County.

STANDARD LEADS OFF

WITH THE HEADLEYS'

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

'The Headleys at Home,' first pro-
duction of the new Standard Pier
tures Co., goes before the cameras
Sept. 28, with Frank Morgan in the
lead role. Picture is the first of six
home-type comedies based on the
Broadway legit play, 'Among Those
Present,' It will be filmed at Grand
National studio.

In addition to 'The Headleys,'
Standard will film six mystery
stories in serial form, built on the
magazine tale, '20,000,000 Witnesses.'
B. W. Richards is president of the
new firm, Harvey C. Leavitt, asso-
ciate producer, Chris Beute director,
and Emile de Ruelle, production
manager.

OUI, OUI
Hollywood, Sept.. 13.

'Crime' Chalked In
Hollywood, Sept. 13.

'Crime Is a Racket' goes into pro-
duction this week after, being parked
on the writing Shelf for more than
a 'year. Humphrey. Bogart and Billy
Halop have the featured roles.

Play originally was a legit, titled

'Chalked Out.'

Toronto,. Sept. 13.

ith the new reciprocal Trade

Agreement between Canada and the

United States now being drafted,

efforts of American distributors to

secure further concessions . on the

entry of films into Canada are not

;e.x cted to meet with success.

presenting their case, stand
was taken that Canada docs not
produce full-length pictures and
that, because of ' this situation, a
non-existent industry warranted no
tariff protection.. Representatives of

the American industry, however,
lost sight of the fact that Canada
has built up the manufacture of raw
film, together, with the establish-

ment of laboratories, and that this

phase of the film industry -in Can-
ada will receive the continued pro-
tection of the government. — -

'Should any concessions or changes
in duty be embodied in the new
Trade Agreement, these would not
affect the existing practice of bring-
ing negatives, into Canada and print-

ing the positive in this, country,' said

Coll John A. C°0Per' president of
the. Motion Picture Distributors 4.

Exhibitors ]'ot Canada. 'Film lab-'

oratories are well established in

Canada and are sufficient to take
care of print requirements here, and
they are in a. position to give dis-

tributors positive prints at a price'

which will always be lower than
the cost of imported positives, plus
the attendant duties and sales tax.*

: Present rate of duty on imported
positives is 3c a foot plus l'/ic per
foot, for sales, and' excise tax, but in

order to maintain the film-printing
Industry in Canada, the .government
charges a low rate of duty on im-
ported negatives. .. Lowering of tariff

rates might be of some small benefit

to. the American exporter of a sin-

gle positive but, where five prints
or more are required for Canadian
release, the advantage lies in Ca-
nadian printing. The average num-
ber of prints required for feature-
lcngths in Canada is nine but may
fun to 15-17 for first-run trans-
Canada coverage.

Color, the Exception

The only
,
exception to the . above

practice is In the .field of Techni-
color, ith . no color printing fa-
cilities in Canada to date, such
prints must necessarily be imported.
Any tariff reduction, therefore,
would be helpful as far as color
prints are concerned, but the num-
ber is proportionately small. When
Technicolor production' increases
sufficiently to warrant the expendi-
ture on color printing equipment,
laboratories for this purpose will un-
doubtedly be established in Canada,
Even on British films, on which

the tariff is only 50% of the Amer-
ican levy,' the pructlce Is to. print
in Canada from an imported neg-
ative.

Wi regard to accessories, there
is little likelihood of the duty on
these being lowered. Imports of
these are too small in quantity to
warrant their being made in Canada
but the present duty, is 12Vic a
pound or 27%% ad valorem, which-
ever is greater In Government
revenue. In addition, there is an
0%. sales tax and a 3% excise tax.
In computing this triple levy, the
charge, is made on an arbitrary
value of about 30% above the nor-
mal contract price in the. U. S. mar-
ket. British fil accessories
used to a more limited extent,
though the duty on these is a
straight 5c a pound as comoared
with the tariff on' U. S. Imports.

In assuring American representa-
tives that further tariff reductions
on accessories were impossible. It

was pointed out that, under the
preceding reciprocal Trade Agree-
ment between Canada and the U.
S., which came into force Jan. 1,
193G; the duty was reduced from 15c
to l2%c per pound and from 35%
to 27',i% ad valorem.

To allay French protest's. Warners
; plans to change the title and several
scones in 'Devil's Island.' i

Picture deals with re'nch.j

i penal colony in the Cari I

'Darling' Back in Work
Hollywood, Sept. 13.

Metro resumed shooting on 'Listen
.Darling' yesterday (Monday) after
two weeks' layoff, dye. to Mary .Ac-
tor's -fall

' from a- horse.
Actress hns

;
completely recovered

from her injuries.

Thorpe Takes Over

*Oz' from Taurog
Hollywood, Sept. 13.

Richard Thorpe directs 'The Wiz-
ard of Oz' at Metru in place of Nor-
man Taurog. Change was made to
allow Taurog to start preparations
for 'Huckleberry- Finn.'

Thorpe recently finished 'Three
Loves Has Nancy.' Son« and danco
routines for iznrd' have started
Under direction'of obby Connolly.

:
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OUR
OWN
MOVIE
QUIZ

Question

:

What is the best thing that ever happened to the film industry?

Answer: The sensational success of MOTION PICTURES' GREATEST YEAR campaign*

Question: What is the first big success of MOTION PICTURES' GREATEST YEAR?

Answer: "Marie Antoinette!" (3rd week holdovers! Sweet Marie is box-office sugar!)

Question: What is the next big hit in MOTION PICTURES' GREATEST YEAR?

Answer: Spencer Tracy, Mickey Rooney "Boys Town!" (Every Opening Held 2nd Week! Sensational!)

Question

:

And what follows?

Answer: Clark Gable, Myrna Loy "Too Mot To Handle!" (Hot Preview.' Hot reviews! Read 'em!)

Question

:

These Big Hits come one week after another?

Answer: You bet!

Question

:

Why is Leo roaring louder this year than ever before in his rip-roaring career?

Answer: Because here's his new release schedule just for the start of the new season:

... "MARIE ANTOINETTE"
Norma Shearer, Tyrone Power

September 2nd . "THREE LOVES HAS NANCY

"

Robert Montgomery, Janet Gaynor, Franchol Tone

September "BOYS TOWN"
Spencer Tracy,

September 16th . "TOO HOT TO HANDLE"
Clark Gable, Myrna Loy

September 30th . "VACATION FROM LQVE"
Denni.< O'Kee/e, Florence Rice

"STABLEMATES"
Wallace Beery,

"THE CITADEL"
Robert Donat,

.
"YOUNG DOCTOR K1LDARE"

Lew Ayres, Lionel Barrymorc

, "THE GREAT WALTZ"
Ltiise Rainer, Fernand Gravel, Miliza Korjiu

"LISTEN, DARLING"
Judy Garland, Freddie Bartholomew

"SWEETHEARTS''
Jeaneite MacDonald, Nelson Eddy

"SPRING DANCE"
Franchot Tone,

November 25th . 'THE SHINING HOUR"
Joan Crawford, Margaret Sulfation, Robert Young, Melt>yn Douglus

December 2nd . "OUT WEST WITH THE HARDYS"
Micfeey Rooney, Lewis Stone, Fay Hplden, Cecilia Parker

December "DRAMATIC SCHOOL"
Luise Rainer,

Question: What is the Exhibitors' slogan for MOTION PICTURES'

GREATEST YEAR ?

Answer: (A push-over! ) "METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURES ARE

OUR BEST ENTERTAINMENTS!'*
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HALLETTS HEFTY HIGH

!

„aU,tt8tr.
BgS27,0O0mP»

"
iladelphia, Sept. 6,

_
iladelphia, .

^
« * o tremendous start this

tetf, orch in the fles

^ 5)
^tucky

FoX (WB) (2,423\ 37 5 ^ stage<

Star' (20th). ^J** and stage attrac-

House given strong^
first week_ 0f

tions for bang-upg^rise even at that

^• w
;t

$^^ 7 -
,938>

(Reprinted from V«t*» -

Mai HaUe« Orchestra

1 " * ctaee show

Welcome stepped from w d lent n
<£

(ReprinJeJ from / ' -

Just Concluded Record

Opening Week, Fox Theatre, Phil.

MAL HALLETT
AND HIS

DOUBLE RHYTHM ORCHESTRA

LOEW'S"
NEW YORK

Opening Fall Season

(September 21)

ROSELAND STATE, BOSTON

D E C C A RE C ORD

S

WARNER BROS. SHORTS

Personal Representative

CHARLES SHRIBMAN
2412 RKO Bldg.. Radio Cliy, New York

Management

ROCKWELL-O KEEFE, INC.
New York Chicago Hollywood Dallas
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Radio Still Hazy on Wage-Hour Law;

Uncertain as to Scope of Regulations

Washington, Sept 13;

Oiling of wage-hour machinery to

enforce new labor control act writ-

ten at last session of Congress dis-

turbs broadcast industry, observers

because of continued uncertainty re-

garding scope of regulation. Although

Elmer Andrews, recently named to

head the enforcement crew, has be-

gun laying groundwork, effect of the

statute on broadcasting remains con-

jectural. Nothing official in the way
of rulings, with only a few weeks

left before radio is expected to con-

form.

With legislation becoming effective

late next month, industry heads rec-

ognize Wagner-Conriery act will af-

feet them, inasmuch as broadcasting

Indisputably is form of interstate

commerce. If not, then the theory

underlying the Communication Act is

wholly wrong.

Time restrictions look to be the

worst radio headache. Pay standards,

except in minute proportions, will

not . bother station or network' man-
agers. Existing scales in most cases

are far above even the top" figures

—

40c an hour—which Andrews can de-

cree. In the money phases, only some
of the smallies will be very much
affected. Few classes of workersr—
notably page boys, elevator' oper-

ators, cleaners and less important of-

fice help—will benefit financial in

radio.

But the hour, standards are a dif-

ferent matter. Especially in an indus-

try that' functions 18 or more hours
daily, where split shifts are often,

necessary, and where—as in many
100 watters—hired hands fill more
than one role. Plants which have the
minimum staff and expect members
to act as chief cook and bottle wash-
er on round-the-clock assignments
will have something; to fret about :

Extent of exceptions is one of the
chief worries. Who in radio will be
regarded as executive or profession-
al, and thus outside the regulatory
pale, must be cleared up before man-
agers can know what to do.

Union angle must be considered.
Lawmakers disclaimed any intention
of undermining existing contract pay
scales or working conditions. ' Union
chiefs are pressuring Andrews to

adopt their standards as official in
numerous lines, but organi tions in
radio so far have not revealed their
position.

Point generally
. overlooked Is the

speed with which maximum require
ments may become effective. While
law theoretically starts out with 25c
pay base and- 48-hour stop and
reaches the' $16 per week (40 hours
at 40c) in seven years, Administrator
Andrews can, whenever he considers
conditions propitious and finds ho
Injury will result, decree maximum
figures for pay and minimum hour
limit Likely the regulations for
radio will approach the ultimate ob-
jective at the outset, in view of the
generally prosperous condition and
the high scales now in effect

Venuta Off Air Pro

Tern for Legit Opening

Benay Venuta cancels two of her

WOR-Mutual Sunday afternoon sus-

tained while out of town ,for the

opening of her legit try 'Kiss the

Boys Goodbye.' Singer plays a

straight dramatic role in the show,
which opens in Washington, Sept.

19, and comes into New York
Sept. 29.

Airings erased are t s Sunday
(18) and the following week (25).

Program goes back oh regular sked

Oct 2.

Weld's Illness May

Further Delay Nets'

Rural Study Release

Illness of L. D. H. Weld, research

director of McCanri-Erickson, may
further hold up the release of the

rural study which NBC and Colum-
bia have jointly prepared. Weld,
who is chairman of the technical

committee of the Joint Committee on
Radio Research, has been ordered by
his doctor to take a rest A badly

rundown condition was the. diag-

nosis.

The technical committee super-

vised the gathering of the rural

listener data and turned it over to

the networks for presentation to the

trade. Latter job has been com-
pleted and the question, how is

whether the technical committee will

be agreeable to okaying the thing

without Weld giving it the once-

over.

Continued existence of the JCRR
is also in abeyance. The project has
been marking, time -all summer wait-

ing for a meeting of the main com-
mittee. Among the; questions' to be
considered is future financing of the

bureau by the networks, and how far

the National Association of Broad-
casters will go toward sweetening the

same kitty.

PBA ELECTS

1ST OFFICERS

Philadelphia, Sept. 13,

C. G. Moss, manager of WKBO,
Harrisburg, was elected prez of the
Pennsy Broadcasters Association at
Its first annual meeting here Friday
(9). Meeting followed confab of
Third District, NAB, earlier in the
day.

Others elected by the Pennsy
group were Clifford Chaffey, WRAW,

MARJ0RIE GAINSW0RTH
Lovely soprano 'who . does with

her voice what krelaler does with
his violin.'

Return engagements within one
year at Fox Theatre, Detroit, 6

weeks; Loew's State, New York, 4

weeks; Versailles Club, New. Yor<c,

8 weeks; Walton Roof, Philadelphia,

9 weeks; Eaile Theatre; Philadel-

phia,. 3 weeks.
DIreotlon'

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Inside Stuff-Radio

Trick new coverage map showing territories blanketed by WFIL, KYW
and WCAU was issued by WFIL, Philadelphia, this week. Maps are based

on a survey made by Paul t\ Godley, consulting engineer, in July. They
are contained in ah eight-page brochure so arranged that they are imme-
diately comparable. Printed on one of the pages itself, in black, ink, is

the WFIL map. Then printed 6n transparent glassine are the KYW and
WCAU maps. These latter fold over the WFIL map so that WFIL can
be compared with KYW or WCAU or all three can be compared at once
through the glassine.

. .

WFIL claims by the. survey that despite the fact it has only 1,000 watts,

its new transmitter and low frequency give it a coverage area as large as

WCAU's 50,000 watts and considerably larger than KYW's 10,000. There is

also a population study, based on the 1930 census, of the number. of people
within the one-half millivolt contour of each station, it clai WFIL
has 5,577,501; WCAU, 4,940,150, and KYW, 3,658,638.

. A spider which helped WGR's Roger Baker while away some time dur-
ing a lull in one of the Buffalo baseball games this summer has turned into

a .major problem. Baker, in the press- box, described the spider's progress
in weaving a web. Next night he carried on the narrative and he con-
tinued to mention the spider from time to time in subsequent broadcasts;

Inevitably, fans began sending him spiders. He made a personal ap-
pearance in. one of the Buffalo suburbs and a committee of juves pre-
sented him with a box -containing' nine spiders. Seven more, came in dur-
ing the past week, one so big it was a little frightening. Just to add to
Baker's troubles, his pals are now addressing trim as 'Little Miss Muffett'

BENNY RETAINS

HOOKUPRECORD

Compton Agency planned going in extra heavy for British accent on
Pall Mall ciggie program before, account was lost to Young & Rubicam.
Alistair Cooke, Britisher, was being dickered for to announce the' pro-
gram; with emphasis on the broad A, but deal hit ice with loss ,of the
account.

Pall-Mali has changed the pronunciation of the ciggies' tag since chang-
ing its air show this season. Last year, with Dorothy Thompson spieling

comments on international- affairs, tag was pronounced with a broad 'a'.

Current show; with Eddy Duchin, now calls it 'Pell MelL'

P&G'S NEW DENTIFRICE

GETS TEST PLUGGING

Chicago, Sept; 13.

New liquid dentifrice by Procter

& Gamble, known as Teel, will be
plugged through the Kastor agency
here on several ether shows in the

Chicago territory for a test.

Teel commercials will
.
replace

Drene plugs on the Jimmy Fidler

show each Friday in Milwaukee, and
Chicago. To bring Drene to a three-

a-week schedule in Chicago, the

agency is placing Jerry Cooper vocal

discs on WENR on Sundays, making
up for the loss of plug on Fidler

show.
Additional Jerry Cooper platters

will be placed on WBBM and WMAQ
here, to give Teel a three-a-week
scheduling locally. Cooper discs also

will be spotted on WMBD, Peoria,

each Tuesday. Teel ether spotting

being arranged by M. H. (Pete) Pet-
ersen, recently appointed radio chief

for Kastor agency.

Orders currently on hand with the

networks indicate that Jack Benny's

program for Jell-6 will this season

again have . the largest commercial
hookup of stations, in the U. S. and
Canada. Following are the programs
that are slated to have from 60 sta-

tions up:
Number

Program Stations

Jack Benny 113

Al.JoIson..; 112

Edw. G.Robinson .112

Lux Theatre..., 108

'Big Sister' ; 107

Silver Theatre . -. 105

Burns and Allen 97
Paul Whlteman 95

Lucky Strike (CBS) 95

Major Bowes. 92

Benny Goodman. 87

Hollywood Hotel 86
Eddie Cantor 85

Ford Symphony 83

Kate Smith. 79

Lucky Strike ( 76

Joe Penner. 72

Good News of 1939. 72

Robert L. Ripley. 64

Chase It Sanborn..... 62

Gang Busters 62

Jim McWilliams
We, the People. ...........

Bob Benchley.

Beth Brown,.novelist, who is suing Bristol- yers, Pedlar & Ryan, agents,

NBC and WLW. Cincinnati, over the use of the program title, 'For en
Only,', claiming an infringement on her novel, gained a second point in
the. action Friday. (9) when N./Y. Supreme/ Court Justice Julius Miller
denied the request for a severance of the action as far as Pedlar & Ryan
are concerned. Request, for an extension of time to answer the suit was
also denied. Two weeks ago the plea of WLW to have.the case transferred
to the Federal court on non-resident grounds was also denied.

62
60
60

Buick Back on Air, But

Only with 12-Word Blurbs
First of the General otors group

coming back, to radio is Buick. It

will, use a series of "26 12-word an-
nouncements inscribed oh wax.
Arthur Kudner is the agency.

Guzman Back in N. Y.
Melchor Guzman, • New York .rep-

Reading, v.p.; Clair McCullough;
I
LeseM>tiv

.

e of Radio El Mundo m
w * J ' Buenos Aires, returned from B »

WGAL, Lancaster,, secretary, and
Dr. Leon Levy, WCAU, Philly, treas-
urer. Sam Rosenbaum, WFIL, was
named chairman of a. committee to
draw up by-laws. Arthur Simon,
WPEN, and McCulldugh are to , as-
sist him.

Association, in addition to adopt-.

Ing a resolution condemning the.film
Industry, approved a request to the
American Federation of Musicians
that the quota set for WPEN, Philly.
be reduced. Simon, g.m. of the sta-
tion, who requested the step be
taken, declared that the $31,000 de-
manded by the AFM is oiit of pro-
portion to anticipated revenue for
1938-39.

David Freedman's Son,

18, Wins Script Job On

Jolson-Lifebuoy Show

The late David Freedman's 18

year-old son, Ben Freedman, left for

Hollywood oyer the weekend to

script for Al Jolson on the Rinso-
Lifebuoy show. This makes- him
probably the youngest radio scripter

.in the business.

Young Freedman just graduated
from Columbia and landed the radio
writing chore in an open competition
against a flock of other professional
writers.

His mother, who had been doing
publicity for the Shuberts until re
cently, will join him west later. She
has a publicity berth out there.
David Freedman, who died, sudden-
ly about a year ago, was perhaps the
No. l radio author in earnings.

this week after a two months stay
down under.
Guzman went down early in July

for biz o. o. and homeoffice confer-
ences. Healso is U. S. rep for Uni-
versal Publishers, S. A. . mag and
newspaper chain.

New campaign on farm radios was launched by Philco in wide list of
rural papers this- week. Copy is being placed through Hutchins Adver-
tising Co., Rochester, N. Y. Theme of the campaign, which will run
through. Christmas, is economy, based on contention that new inventions
cut operating costs two-thirds on farm sets.

Horse owned by Leith Stevens, CBS music director, abbed a ite

ribbon in the lightweight hunter class in the Ninth Annual Soldiers' and
Sailors' Club horse show at Old Westbury, L. I., Sunday (11). Nag was
ridden by Selma Wickers, assistant to Bertha Brainerd, who is manager
of the commercial program division at NBC.

Station popularity survey as carried in WOW's, Omaha, latest promo-
tional piece, 'Fqrmers Aren't Hicks,' rated this outlet as having 49.1% of
Nebraska's farm audience at night and 36.8% during the day. These fig-

ures were reversed' in a story on. the poll last week's issue.
'

Radio's biggest case of 'nerves' was experienced Monday (12) around
New York when decisions on two major events were eagerly awaited.
Every station was keyed to heights in trying to get Hitler's speech and
the Pecora ruling on Jimmy Hines' lottery trial.

Annual NBC outing in New York afforded a day off yesterday ( uesday)
to some employees who just bought ducats and lammed for the day. - Of-
ficial instruction was that holders of tickets ($2.50) had the day off to at-
tend shindig. Some just didn't go oh the picnic, nor to the office.

No MoreDlissing Hits,

Smash Tunes Replacing

Robert Emmet Dolan replaces his

'Port of Missing Hits' program on
NBC Thursday 8.30 to 9 p.m. with
one similar in idea tagged 'Curtain
at 8.30,' set to start Thursday (15),

on the Blue. Airing is sustaining
and will include the Joe Lilly
chorus, Genevieve Rowe, who was on
the Coca Cola program on CBS last

year, and guesters.

While 'Missing Hits' included tunes
rated as of hit calibre, but which
never reached' that rating, 'Curtain'
will feature tunes from hit musicals.
Initialer will include score, of
•Roberta.' Otto Harbach will guest.

' ing Hits,' which ran 'out. of
tunes, ill, be done agai It will be
short-waved- to BBC in England,
repeating each of its NBC airings, on
Saturday .afternoons at 4.15-4.30 p.m.,
starting Oct. 8. Short-wavers will go
in quarter-hours, while U. S. show
ran 30 minutes.

FRISCO STRIKE

HITS RADIO

SHOWS

PAGING DIALECTS
Crown Advertising, Inc., New

i York, hew Arm, will specialize in

foreign markets' via
papers and mail.
Oscar Kronenberg, formerly with

station WARD; Brooklyn, and son df
station's owner, heads outfit. Will
build programs for foreign language
stations.

Abrams' Tip-Offs Again
Pittsburgh; Sept.. 13.

Al Abrams, Post-Gazette sports
writer, has been signed for the third
successive year by the Duqucsne
Brewihg Co. for half-hour Friday
night show. Under the billing of 'La
Marba,' he predicts scores of follow-
ing day's college football games,

radio,' news- j

Program placed by Walker-Downing
' agency and runs through -Thank'sgiv:-

ing Day!

Abrams will have with hi on
show Howard Baum's orch, present-
ing college medleys, and Joe Tucker,
WWSW sports announcer, as m.c.

Howie WingY Hookup

Chicago,

Kellogg cornflakes division will
put the 'Howie Wing' serial on a
cross-country basis for the kid the
middle of October. CBS is lining
iip the stations.

J. Walter Thompson has the ac-
count

WOXR's Sales Rep
Station WQXR, New York, high

fidelity outlet, has appointed Jo-
seph H. McGillvra its national sales
rep.

First, time that station has had
any such representation.

'

San Franciso, Sept. 13.

Cancellation of a number of radio
programs sponsored by' local retail-

ers has resulted from the strike of
some 4,000 clerks against 35 San
Francisco stores which began last

Wednesday (7)..

Affected by the labor dispute' was
the Joseph Magnln ' Co;, account on
KPO,- although the program, 'Who's
Dancing Tonight,' is. being aired as a
sustalner until the difficulties are

ended;, the C. H. Baker Shoe Co.'a

quarter-hour weekly show on KSFO,
'Hollywood Reporter' with Don Al-
len, and two quarter-hour transcrip-

tions, 'Magic Isle." on KFRC; Sher-
man, Clay & Co.'s programs of re-

corded music over KJBS; The Em-
porium and the . Federal Outfitting

Co.'s shows on KJBS; the Star Out-
fitting Co.'s participation in the 'Rise

and Shine' broadcasts on KFRC and
another program on KYA, and the

Frank More Shoe Co. airer on KYA.
Newspaper ads are also being

dropped by the stores pending settle-

ment of the strike.

All stores are remaini
business as usual.

Wash; Tobacco Testing

George Washington tobacco
being primed for a test campai
the spot . announcement route.

William Esty, afiency on the R. J.

Reynolds account, has laid out a plan

for three spot announcements a day
over a period of 25 weeks;
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NAB. SETS PLANS IN PH1LLY
Neville Miller Claims Present

Libel Laws Put Radio on Spot

As Applied to Political Airings

Philadelphia, Sept. 13.

With heated campaigns on in every

state, the problem of how to handle

political airings was revealed at the

National Association of Broadcasters

Third District meeting here last Fri-

day as .
the principal troublemaker

for station operators right now.
Neville Miller, NAB prez, declared

he is faced with the same question

from all sides and admitted it is also

giving him plenty of call for an
aspirin.

Study of the situation he has been

able to make so far, iller said, only

brings out the -necessity tor new laws
governing political broadcasts.

'We are trying to apply to radio

laws governing free, speech and
newspapers,' he declared. These do
not apply and just won't;, work.'

Two . suggestions made by broad-
casters are hot solutions, , Iller said.

One is to eliminate political talks al-

together and the other is to get

agreements or. bonda signed before a
broadcast, relieving the station of
responsibility. Dumping out all pol-

itics, Miller averred, is merely dodg-
ing the issue, not. solving the prob-
lem. And no matter how many
papers a politician sighs before he
talks, the NAB prez maintained, the
stati can never, be legally free

from responsibility for libel and
slander.

Cul-Offs N.G.

Having an engineer announcer
cut a speaker off doesn't solve the
problem, either, he said, for it Is

Utterly impossible to give snap judg-
ment on '.what is slander when the
Supreme Court has split 5-4 on the

. same question after months of study.

Miller, recounted a recent case
which caused considerable head-
scratching. In this, Candidate A had
bought time and given his talk. Then
Candidate B appli for time;

.
Bui

B's script - was slanderous. Under
the law, the outlet couldn't censor
his talk, nor could it refuse him
time inasmuch as A had already
been on! So it was right between
the devil and. the deep.
Dr. Leon. Levy, prez of WCAU.

said his outlet had found it wise to

change the standard contract to read
that the client will defend any suit

brought against the station as a re-

sult of his, speech.' The other way,
he declared, clients are only re-

quired to 'pay the cost of defense'.'

So what happens is that the station

lays, out the expense of defense and
then has to sue the candidate to re-

cover them.
Ralph "Brunlon. of KJBS, San

Francisco, declared his station found
It profitable to make the candidate
sign a release for the station before
going on the air, if only for the
moral tfTe'ct it had on him when
mpted to deviate' from the straight
nd narrow.

BAN ON RADIO COLUMNS

DRAWS FANS' SQUAWK

Fort aync. Sept. ,13:

" io fans here are raising a fuss
over the suspension of radio, columns
in two dailies; Journal-Gazette and
News-Sentihel. Papers, however:
are standing pat on move, which
went into offset Sept. .5. Radio sta-

tions to date have not commented.
Chester Brouwcr. radio cd of The

Jdurnal-Ga'/.clte. lias been switched
to theatrical desk. Charles Keetcr,
Pf News-SeritincK went on the gen-
ial news- staff.

Freedman's Sports Show
Zac rveedman. CBS producer, is

Presently lining up a sports show
with nation-wide tieups and ultimate
hookup with the New York World's
Fair next year.
Freedmnn has been huddling wllh

Ch.fls.ly Walsh, head of 'sports.' divi-
sion at the fair, regarding details.

Touchy

Philadelphia, Sept: 13.

New Independent Radio Net-
work Affiliates committee of
the National Association of

Broadcasters, Sam Jtosenbaum
declared, 'is like a lady. Her
reputation is being ruined by
people talking about' her too

much.'
That . was Rbsenbaum's
e^e Friday (19): at the meet-

ing of NAB's Third District to

queries as to IRNA's activities.

Rosenbaum, prez of W/F1L, is

chairman. He maintained that

the committee was only getting,

started and is being 'hampered
by all. the talk, whispering and
publicity. He said the only thing
accomplished so far has been
conferences with the webs ami
a few other

,
people .arid there

is nothing up his 'lady's sleeve.'
: He promised a fuller report
on IRNA's dpings later.

Union Rule Balks

Sponsor Mention

At Grid Clambake

Philadelphia, Sept. 13.

Atlantic Refining Co., through N.

W. Ayer, put a half-hour air show

of football previews on WCAU Fri ;

day (9) night, but were prohi ited

by the musicians' local from men-

tioning either the name of .the spon-

sor or agency. Broadcast was from

the Arcadia - International Restau-

rant, where Atlantic was entertain-

ing at dinner the 40 gabbers who'll

play-by-play the games for the oil

company this fall. Each announcer

gave a brief prospectus- of his team's

season, with a fanfare of music, by

Clem Williams' house band in be-

tween.

It was the latter bit which Caused
the footers' union to balk. They
ruled that if any sponsor's name was
mentioned .on the show it would be^-

conic a straight commercial and the

Union would, have to be paid $7 a

man for a standby band. So the

show was put on as a nameless
orphan.
Arcadi inner followed a two-day

school session attended by the spiel-

ers, irst day they wore shown the

Atlantic plant and lectured on com-
merci Second day they were
taken in hand by Les Quailey, Ayer
football expert, who gave them chalk

talks on plays and rules and. spoke
oil enunciation, diction and general

air conduct..

First Annual Meeting of

istrict Told 'Copy-

right,* 'Political Broad-
casting.' iased News'
Being Studied Manuals

Be Issued for Radio
Education of Congress-
men, ivic Leaders and
Groups

GOOD-WILL

Jolson, Robinson Shows

Take Campbell West

Lawton Campbell, RuthraufT &
Ryan radio chief, trained out for

Hollywood to be on hand for t.." re-

sumption of the Al Jolson ( ifo-

bouy) and Edward G. Robinson

(Rinso) shows on Columbia. Open-

ing date is Sept. 20.

Campbell plans to be back in New
York Sept. 23.

A & A's Hosp. 'Cast

Amos
hospital

{.tonight.

Amps underwent-

1

Hollywood. Sept, 13.

ndy broadcast- from a

i Monday I -aiid

iladelphia, Sept. 13.

Complete outline of plans and poli-

cies of the newly-reorganized Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters
was presented here last Friday (9)

by the. exec staff at the first annual
meeting of broadcasters in the NAB's
Third: District', coriipr' ing Pehhsyv
Jersey and Delaware.
For mpsf'bf'the approximately 35

station operators present, it was their

introduction to Neville Miller, new
prez, and his aides. Accompanying
Miller from Washington -were Ed
Kirby, public relations director; Paul
Peter,' research director, . and Ed
Spence, secretary-treasurer and of-

fice director. Each detailed his de-

partment's activities following a
general round-up by Miller. Only
NAB exec absent was Joe Miller,

labor relations director
New/directing head of the broad-

casters declared the NAB is faced

•immediately with three major prob-
lems. First is copyright and ASCAP;
second, to handle political

broadcasting,' arid third, 'biased

news.' Studies are being made on
ail' three, he said, itb the third

one most advanced.
. Survey of how stations are han-
dling news will be continued before
he makes a report to. the FCC, but.

the results, to date, are most satisfac

tory, Miller said. 'If they were any
more perfect,' he averred, 'they'd

look doctored.' c

'Solid Organ! tlon'

Spence was then introed by the

very tall, slightly-past-middle-aged
Miller, who speaks with just a tinge

of a Southern drawl. Spence told

the ops the NAB was 'building a

solid organization to represent you
in Washington' and declared that the

office was already prepared to an
swer all questions on advertising
regulations promulgated by the
Federal Trade Commission and on
health and food items.

Lengthiest explanation of what the

NAB is. doing and intends to do was
offered by Kirby. He said his de-

partment is now preparing a primer
of radio which will' be ready for dis-

tribution early in the fall, is

pamphlet, he declared, will give in

simple language all the basic facts

of the broadcasting industry, for the

benefit of those who now know noth-

ing about it. Each station operator

j
will be supplied with copies, which

j he is requested to give to his con-

l

yressman with a speech to the effect:
' 'Vote as you choose about radio, but
know the facts. Here they are.'

j

Copies will also be supplied for bank

|
presidents, presidents Of luncheon
clubs, parentrteachers' associations

and other civic organizations and
: leaders in key positions.

I Educational Man

Also under preparation, irby

said, is an educational manual which
wiil be supplied to stations at cost

and which will have a place for their

!

imprint. This will be for distribu-

tion to schools, colleges and civic

• groups to aid in preparation of in-

teresting radio shows.

'Educational programs,' irby de-

clared, 'aside from- their intrinsic

value. ust bo looked on by the

broadcasters- as insurance ' for the

commercial side of radio. Further-

more, by doing a good educational

julj, you will have plenty of wil-

'onlinucd on page 38 >

Say Broadcasters' Failure to Set

Yardstick on Air Listeners Cost

Radio $88,000,000 in '3? Biz

Smallies Squawk

Philadelphia, Sept. 13.

National Association of Broad-
casters is working with, radio

manufacturers in an attempt to

And. a satisfactory solution to

sets with automatic tuning,

members of the NAB Third
District' were told at their, first

annual meeting here Friday
(9).

Ed Spence, NAB secretary-

treasurer, declared numerous
confabs have' been' held with all.

the big manufacturers as a re-
sult of complaints from small
stations all .over the - country
that they are. being left but in

the cold when distributors set

the automatic tuning keys on
the .sets,. He said manufac-
turers have agreed to try to in-

crease the number of keys and
are also providing manual -tun-

ing on everything but the most
inexpensive receivers.

CBS Studying

s

For 2 Stations

i

Elliott Roosevelt was informed by
Columbia last week that the network
would have to take some time in

studying the feasibility of his re-

quest that it release KNOW, tin,

and WACO, Waco, from their ob-
ligations to CBS so that he can buy
the two stations and add them to

his Texas State Network. Roosevelt

was in New York Friday (9) and
present with him at the. discussions

with CBS was E. M. Storer, comp-
troller for Hearst Radio, Inc., owner
of KNOW and WACO.

In any event, the two. outlets will

not be included in the TSN group,

which becomes allied officially with

Mutual tomorrow (15), CBS wants
to find out how important these two
stations are to the network's cover-

age problems in Texas and whether
any contracts with clients would be
breached if KNOW and WACO were
released. KNOW now rates as a

bonus station to KTSA, San Antonio.

Ft. Worth. Sept. 13.

EllioU'Rooscvell's new Texas State

Network will have its formal coming-
out exercises Thursday (15) with a

one-hour program originating from
the Casa Mnnana here, and aired

over the entire Mutual system.

Ralph. Rose. Jr., Oklahoma-Federal
symphony orch conductor in Okla-
homa. City, has been made musical
director for the 23-station chain and
will have- complete charge of all

musical productions. Rose,will take
time off in the' fall to conduct the
Oklahoma City orchestra in a series

of concerts and, it is understood, has
not completely severed his. connec-
tions with that organization.

Casa Mariana seats 4,000. Celebs
expected to participate and appear
in person on the ariana boards are
George haft. Bob Hope, Gene Aulry,
Shirley Ross. Everett; Marshall and
George Fischer, MBS' Hollywood
spicier, who will rri.c. the 'flicker,

intros. Texas Governor James V.
Ilred, Governor-elect W. Lee

O'Duniel and His Hillbilly Boys, and
Elliott Roosevelt, will compose the

his •igs who will share mike honors
with the olher celebs.

Fourth annual natal party of
Mutual will be feted in conjunction
with the birth of Roosevelt's new
web and: Mutual will wire salutes
tr its key stations, featuring ad-
ditional name personalities and dance
bands.

Philadelphia, Sept.

Radio industry lost $88,000,000 in

advertising last year, members of the

National Association of Broadcasters'

Third District were told Friday (9)

because, of its failure to. provide a

yardstick showing definitely to how
many listeners an advertiser's mes-
sage, on any station goes.

William H. Appleby, of WPG, At-
lantic City, who cited the figure, de-
clared he has been studying the

yardstick problem for years. He said

it Is so acute at the larger advertis-

ing agencies that he has been offered

gratis help by- N, W. Ayer and Son,
Young & Rubicam, and J. Walter
Thompson Co. to establish a stand-

ard.

He called on Paul Peter, NAB re-

search director and former member,
of the Joint Committee on Radio Re-
search, ior explain why the latter

group, in two years of activity,

hasn't yet come forth with a meth-
ord of measurerhent.
Peter declared there were two

principal reasons for failure of the

Joint Committee, to do anything.
First, he said, was the fact that the
NAB has never been interested

enough to demand a yardstick. And,
secondly, that the committee can't

make up its mind on a method of

measurement, although 'average au-
dience' seems most popular now.

. 'Someone must take the bull by
the horns,' Peter said, 'and adopt one
method or another. It doesn't make
too much difference which one, just

so that a start is made. It can be
improved later.'

Newspaper System

Personally, he said, he favors the
station's largest potential audience,
not its average, as the means of
measuring. This would be more in

line with - what newspapers do, he
maintained, as their figures don't
give the average number of people
who read an' ad on page 7, but the
potential number.
Peter said that he is aiming to es-<

tablish in the NAB ' some sort ot
audit bureau, like the publishing in-

dustry's Audit Bureau of Circulation,

to supply accurate and unbiased re-

ports on station coverage. He de-
clared the NAB anticipates a demand
for this type info from advertising
agencies and wants to supply it be-
fore they get misleading impressions
from other sources. If the NAB
doesn't supply the yardstick, he de-
clared, someone else will, and on a
basis which won't suit the broad-
casters.

Appleby complained that a good
newspaper space solicitor can steal
an account from a local radio outlet
every time because he has something
definite from the ABC to show an
agency, while all the station has is a
bunch of surveys and brochures
which it 'doesn't even believe itself.

RADIO BUILDUPS SET

FOR HEARST'S CHI TAB

Chicago. Sept. 13.

Sch i.mmer & Scott agency has
snapped up two new ether accounts,
the Herald & Examiner and the
Strauss & Schram furniture stores.
Plug on the tabloid format of the
Hearst paper will ride on a daily
l!i-minute schedule on WMAQ with
a show tagged 'News About News,'
with radio editor Ulmer. Turner as
m.c. Turner will introduce the vari-
ous sub-editors of the paper, each,
giving a spiel o his personal out-
look on the news. In between
be news flashes.

'

Furniture stores will be on WBBM,
the Columbia outlet, with a weekly
shot on Sundays titled 'Riddles, iii

Rhythm.' n live musical show wjlh
a questionnaire hook-up for publi
attention. Agency is negotiating
with Lynn Chalmers to handle the
canary

- duties on Mi < program;
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NAPA Curbing Royalty Demands

Till Whiteman Case Decision in N. Y.

Philadelphia, Sept: .

No further demands will be made
•by the National Association of- Per-

forming Artists for royalties from
radio stations until a', decision is

handed down on the Paul Whiteman
case in New York, Herbert Speiser,

NAPA counsel, .said here yesterday

(Monday) . Whiteman. case will be
heard next month. On it hinges

NAPA's right to collect the royalties

and whether it goes ahead with
present plans depends, on the out-

come.
NAPA's apparent hibernation and

what, it intends/doing was a subject

of speculation at the meeting of the

Third District, Natipnal Association

of Broadcasters, , in Philly Friday

(9). To queries of station operators,

NAB" execs could, only answer that

they are trying to find out what
NAPA's intentions are. They were
unwilling to advise at. this time

whether operators should sign with,

the performing artists association.

Far from hibernating, Speiser said,

NAPA is building up an effective

organi tion all over the country,

ready to. spring into action, the mo-
ment the New York court gives it

the nod. He declared agents have

been appointed in 37 states. Each of

them is fed a constant stream of

bulletins and educational matter,

Speiser explained, so they know
every, pngle of performing rights.

In addition, every station operator

in the country has had or will have

demands made upon him by NAPA
before next month. In most cases

NAPA has no intention of trying to

collect, but is merely letting broad-

casters know that such an organiza-

tion exists. Speiser said he was hold-

ing back on further suits, as he

didn't want to be a source of annoyr

ance to the industry, and all would
necessarily be based on the same
facts, which '

ill be settled by the

New York decision.

Agents have also been named In

•ome South American and European

countries, Speiser declared.

16 CLEVE. ANNOUNCERS

DOUBLE AS RADIO PROFS

Cleveland, Sept. 13.

Announcers of four Cleveland sta-

tions are becoming profs in the art

of teaching greenhorns how to han-

dle a mike in new radio school or-

ganized by Janet Jane Baker, for-

merly of WHK and WCLE. Prexy
of the recently formed Airwave Ra-

dio Broadcasting Studio, who pre-

viously handled programs for

femmes, rounded up 16 of the town's

best known air gabbers to teach

various phases of radio technique.

Course ranges from diction to

writing scripts and being funny even

though it hurts. Roster ot instruc-

tors consists of Wayne West, Al
Ward, Annabelle Jackson, Fred Wil-

son, Helen Garman, Clarence Died-

rich, Peggy Black, James Wood-
worth, Marvin Arnold, Rena Titus.

'Cactus Plant' Jim Bettis, Lou Fiori.

James Stipck, Maurice Feese and
-Tiny' Baker Myers, who represent

WHK, WCLE, WTAM and WGAR.

Irwin Vice Jansen

At KVI, Seattle

Seattle. Sept. 13.

Earl T. Irwin, who has been in

the Chicago office of Free & Peters,

comes here as sales manager, of

KVI, taking the place of Ed Jan-
sen, who accepted a spot at KGU,
Honolulu, according to. Mrs. Vernice
Boulianne, president of the station.

Wade Thompson,, formerly head
of the radio department of Strang
& Prosscr, local ad' agency, hr.d been
spotted as program director of the.

station.

Exterminator

Greenville, S. C., Sept. 13.

WFBC here has done away
with plush and padded recep-
tion hall easy chairs. Oglers
and Saturday afternoon farm-
ers became such a nuisance, of-

ficials were forced to replace
comfortable settees and chairs

with hard benches.
It works.

CANTOR'SCAMEL

OPENER IN N. Y.

: As. soon as Eddie Cantor sets his

new film deal on the Coast, he'll

come east to tee off the initial broad-

cast this season for^Camel from New
York. He starts Oct. 3 on CBS.

Original plan was to broadcast and
shoot coincide'ntally on Coast, but
since Cantor's breakaway from 20th-

Fox due to story dissatisfaction, he'll

start on his. radio series first before

tackling the next Hollywood chore.

He has a deal on with Metro.

DEWEY LONG APPOINTED

WSAI, CINCY, MANAGER

Cincinnati, Sept; 13.

Dewey H. Long is due here next
week to take oyer the managerial
reins/of Crosley's WSAI as successor

to Robert E. bunville, who has been
appointed general sales manager of

WLW and WSAI.
Like Dunville and James D.

Shouse, general manager of WLW
and WSAI, Long is from the CBS
ranks. Of. late Long has been at
WAPI, Birmingham, Ala., - in the
Southern office of Radio Sales. Pre-
viously hte had been assistant to Bill

Schudt, who was manager of WBT,
CBS station iii Charlotte, N. C.

Several months ago Schudt was
transferred to Cincy. as manager of

Columbia's WKRC.

Monroe Associate-Prod.

With Transamerican

Paul Monroe, writer and director,

has become associate producer for

the Transamerican Broadcasting &
Television Corp. under a long-term
contract His first assignment will

be the Bert *Lytell show for Turns,

which is slated to start on. WJZ,
N. Y., early next month.
Monroe has worked on such shows

as 'Big Sisters,' 'Gang Busters,' 'Aunt

Jenny,' Kate Smith-Swansdowrt and
Milton Berie-Gillette Razor.

Plugging Maine

State of aine. will plug Us spuds

and other attractions over lG-siation

Mutual hookup starting Oct. 11. It

will be a weekly 15-minute stanza

featuring Marjorie Mills. Program
will originate from WNAC, Boston.

Campaign is being directed by the

Maine Development Commission,
while Brooke. Smith. French &
Dorrance is the agency.

WOPI, Bristol,. Tenn., has named
J. J. Devine as ils national soles

ftp. Appointment takes effect im-

iately.

WLW-WSAI Sales Shifts

Cincinnati, Sept. 13.

First move-ups on. WLW-WSAI
sales staffs since recent promotion

of Robert E. bunville to general

merchandising manager took effect

yesterday ' Monday)

.

Jack Thornquest. salesman, be-

came sales .manager of WSAI. Wal-

ter Cailahan.Mil.so a sales . ad-

vanced to service manager of that

station. Emerson C, Krauttors, who
was in charge of WSAI 'sales serv-

ice, stepped up to. lime-pcddlcr on

WLW.

CQMMERSH PLUGS

Stations See Little Revenue
from Big Garnet This Fall

Due to Ban by Most Mid-
west Schools on Ad Spiels

—Situation ifferent in

Other Sections' of Country

PRO GAMES OKAY

Chicago, Sept. 13.

It doesn't look . as though college
football will prove much of a source
of revenue to midwest stations this

coming season. So many' angles have
developed in. the collegiate gridiron
situation regarding commercial and
even sustaining broadcasting of the
games, the stations have about given
up trying to work out ideals with (1)

the colleges and (2) the advertisers.
Prime difficulty is the attitude of

of the universities
,
themselves to-

wards .broadcasting. Most of the
schools \jn the midwest have rules
against commercialism, which im-
mediately eliminates their games
from consideration as possibilities

for sponsorship.' What makes it par-
ticularly tough is the fact that most
of the schools that reject commercial
tie-ups for the broadcasts are the
leading schools around, here on the
gridiron and. have .the games which
rank high in public interest and
following^

Northwestern had been Iking
$2,000 for commercial broadcasting of
its home games. University of. Illinois

has been discussing $100 per game on
a sustaining basis and $200,per game
for commercial shots. University of
Chicago is not talking money at all.

Minnesota will accept no commercial
sponsorship whatever. University of
Michigan will permit broadcasting,
but won't take any money.

No Excloslves

With none of the teams selling the
games on an exclusive basis, the
sponsors are veering away from foot-
ball as an advertising medium, since
they feel that they don't want to
buck broadcasts of the same game oh
a sustaining basis. ,

Also they feel that it's such a
strictly seasonal gag that it' doesn't
figure as an essential item in an ad-
vertising campaign, especially inee
it's a once weekly ride which cannot
accumulate too much importance.
Result is that college football re-

mains on an amateur basis around
the' midwest anyway, with the sta-
tions themselves haying quit trying
to make any deals for collegiate
sponsorship and preparing to air the
games this autumn and winter
strictly on a sustai ing basis. Sta-
tions are announcing that they are^
passing up the sponsorship angles be-
cause they don't believe college foot-
ball should be burdened with adver-
tising spiels. But it rates solidly as
sour grapes for: the most part, with
the stations having tried, but failed,
to garner any ad deals.
Pro games, on the other hand, are

on tap for. sponsorship, with the two
Ralph Atlass' stations. WJJD and
WIND, and the Tribune outlet,
WGN, all set to ether the Chicago
Bears vs. Cardinals game as a com-
mercial.

In the east, west, south and south-
west it is an entirely different situa-
tion. Atlantic Refining will have as
strong gridiron representation this
season in the east as it had last year,
and indications are that the clashes
of major. teams will have a hearing
on. the air even if they have no com-
mercial alliances,

The sponsor tie-ups in the south
rate a; heavy as the previous season,
while the newly formed Texas State
Network is confident of lining up an
advertiser for most of the important
local games.

Disc Mfrs. Warn AFM Prexy New

Scale Will Lower Product Standards

What Brand?

Gag going the rounds of ra-

dio concerns' the flip comeback
that Lenneh fit Mitchell is pur-
ported to have received in an-
swer to a query it sent Bob
Benchley, who- starts for Old
Gold oh CBS Nov. 20. Agency
recalled recently that it had.
overlooked asking the humorist
what his preference was in cig'

arets when he got the Old Gold,

contract seven weeks ago. So it

wired him: 'What do you
smoke?'
Benchley is credited with

sending back a two-worded re-

joinder: 'Opi 'Why?'
°

IB-STATION PA.

WEB TEES OFF

Philadelphia, Sept. 13.

Permanent new Pennsy web of 16

stations was set up here by WCAU
last week. It carried its first, show
Saturday night (10), a State-wide
broadcast for the Republican cam-
paign committee. Chain was set up
principally to handle political biz,

but other commercials', are being
sought for it and two, to run until

Thanksgiving, have, already been
signed. WCAU, which Is the key
and in whose offices' all the biz will

be handled, will also feed sustainers

lo the li . Initial shows will be a

series for the Christmas seal cam-,
paign.

NetWork is in direct competish
with the Quaker State set-up, creat-

ed and: operated by WFIL. Prac-
tically every one of the outlets in

WCAU's circuit is the same as in

WFIL's. Inasmuch as they were in

no way bound to WFIL, all the sta-

tions, accept business from whichever
web offers it first.

Creation of the Pennsylvania Net-
work was necessitated by the fact

that WCAU Copped from WFIL this

year all the .Republican campaign
commercials. WFIL has carried and
fed to its own net all of both the
GOP and Democratic shows for the
past several years. It is still han-
dling the Democratic business.

Stations involved, majority of

which serve both Pennsy and
Quaker webs, are WAZL, Hazleton;
V.'KST, Easton; WGAL, Lancaster;

WORK, York; WSAN, .Allenlown;
WFBG, Altoora; WLEU,.Erie;. WHP,
Harrisburg; WJAC, Johnstown:
WRAW, Reading; WGBI, Scranton;
WKOK, Sunbury; WBRE, ilkes-

Barrc; WRAK, Will' .rnsport. and
WKBO. Harrisburg. All Pittsburgh
stations are optional.

Joseph N. Weber, president of the
American Federation of Musicians,

advised, a committee of transcription

and phonograph record manufac-
turers Monday (12) that there was
nothing he could do about altering

the new musicians wage scale which
goes into effect tomorrow (Thurs-
day). Committee had called on him to

protest against what they termed the
burdensome terms of the new scale

and to warn him that it's net results

would be a reduction; in the num-
ber of musicians employed.
Weber pointed out to : the group

that the wage scale had been set at

the recent AFM convention and that

it would have to stand as is. The
phonograph record men told him that

the sharp- increase in musicians
wages wbuld force them to lower the

standard of their product, since

their budgets, allowed but a certain

amount of money to operate on for
the next two and a half months.

Chicago, Sept.
Chicago firms which have .

handed licenses to use musici
making phonograph records and
ether discs are World, Decca, RCA,
Associated Music Publishers, NBC,
20th Century Radio Productions, Chi-
cago. Recording Studios, Standard
Radio, American Record Corp.,

D'Arcy Recording Lab., Broadcast
Productions Corp., Carle B. Chrisfen-

son and Blackett-Samplc-Hummert
agency.
Ruling on the license set-up for

American Federation of Musicians
went into effect Saturday (10).

New rate set-up starts Thursday (15).

On phonograph recordings, musi-
cians will get $24 for one. session,

which means not more than two con-
secutive hours of 40 minutes playing

time in each hour, with overtime at

$6 for each, additional 30 minutes or

less.

Commercial ether discs will rate at

$18 per man for each 15-miriute plat-

ter, to be made in hot more than 75

minutes, and $24 for a 30-minute
program to be recorded in not more*
than 150 minutes. Overtime is set at

$6 for each additional 30-minute
period or less.

Library service discs are scaled at

$18 per man for each 15-minute unit

to be made in not more than one
hour. Rules state that not more than
one 15-minute show may be recorded
in any one hour:

BERKELEY TO 0.0.

EUROPE FOR NBC

CECIL QUITS C.W.&L

TO FORM OWN AGCY.

Washington, Sept. 13.

Kenneth H; Berkeley, NBC's
Washington station g.m„ has been
chosen by President Lenox R. Lobr
to make a study of European meth-
ods of broadcasting on a month's tour
of continental cities. In addition to
checking on European program
methods, Berkeley will observe for-
eign engineering facilities and at-
tend the meeting of the International
Broadcast Union in Brussels, in
October.

Unless European war crisis pre-
vents, Berkeley is, skedded to sail

from New York Sept. 21. Dr. Max
Jordan, NBC's European rep, will
meet the WRC-WMAL manager
abroad and will accompany him ,on
his trip through London, Paris. Ber-
lin, Geneva, Rome, Moscow. Stock-
hold and Brussels. Mis. Berkeley
will accompany the' NBC official on
his trip.

Vallee to Coast

Jay Ildnna, radio director,, has
' joined Phillips H. Lord offlrc. Will

: work nh Gang sters program with

|
Sclh Parker.

i

James M. Cecil is withdrawing
from his partnership in Cecil. War-
wick & Legler Jan. 1. Firm in New
York will then become known as
Warwick fit Legler. Breakup also

extends to the agency's southern di-

vision, of which James' brother, John
H. Cecil, is president. The two
brothers will operate the Richmond
office on their own.
Henry Legler joined the firm a

couple years ago, with his name re-

placing that of the other Cecil. "

~aik,„„ it
nu,ly Vallee -Standard Brands

ur 'I.. Albany, Sept. 13. :how win originate fl
.f)m |hc c st

. Warw.ck ^ Legler, Inc.. has been
. xtal

.

tin(! Nov . 10 , (or at
chartered by the Secretary of State I WCCJ«
to-coriducl an advertising business in

| Vailco's going out toNew York. Capital stock is 25,000
; c.'ocbanul Grove

shares, no par value. Organization .' .

tax of $1,250 is one of the largest re- lut » a j> M
ccntiy noted at the Capitol. .!

Mennen s- Audience Idea
Directors are: T. Newman I,

-

Kathryn V. Kowaleski and
erine Devin'ci O'Brien, Driscoll
Haficiy the filing attorneys.

least

play the
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GIVE EM THE PARAMOU
ONE-TWO!

...andWATCH THOSE
RECORDS FALL!
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ADOLF HITLER
Nuremburg Address
90 Mlns.
Moil.' (KM 2:15 p.m., E.DST
WJZ, WABC, New York

One bf the most momentous
speeches in modern history was
given .America first-hand via short-

wave-Horn Nuremburg Monday (12).

when both the NBC and CBS nets,

broadcast Adolf Hitler's closing ad-

dress to the. annual Nazi congress.

The international importance of Dei-

Fuehrer's speech rand the fact that it

would keynote a major war or peace

(temporarily at least) had been

driven home to the world by news-
papers and commentators. for weeks
past. Because, of this, there's little

doubt that the event probably drew:

the greatest and most profoundly in-

terested listening audience in radio

history, next to the English kings
abdication address.
With the exception of minor static

peculiar to short-wave re-broadcasts.

Hitler's speech dame over the air

very clearly. . A dynamic, 'spellbind-

ing speaker, the broadcast was most
impressive when he' worked up the

thousan of Nazis in attendance to

frenzied cheers, 'Heil Hitlers' and
•Sieg Hells' ('Hail Victory.') As usual

with -
political speeches from Ger-

many (or Italy), the demonstrations
were frequent, pretty nearly, at the

end of each sentence.
CBS had Kurt Heiman, of its New

York staff, translating passages of

Hitler's speech as it ran along, but
Heiman. wasn't as clear coming from
New York as Hitler was from
Nuremburg; NBC's between-para-
graphs interpreter was Kort von
Forstmeyer, German announcer,
from Nuremburg.; He was a little

more distinct. CBS alone comment-
ed on the speech editorially, after it

was over. H. V. Kaltenborn holding
the air from 3:35 p.m., rwhen Hitler,

ended, till 3:45. Kaltcnborn's- digest,

held wi in nine minutes and conse-'

quently 'limited, imply pointed up
the inflammatory passages in'' the' ad-
dress. At 4:15 p.m. NEC went on the
air again from Nuremburg, with Dr.

Max Jordan, its Continental Euro-
pean rep, giving a summary of the
essential parts of Hitler's sfieech.

While exceptionslly clear on the re-

broadcast, Jordan noticeably, re-

frained from editorial/Comment He
also appeared to ba soft-pedalling—
understandable in viaw of the strict

censorship in force in Germany.
Jordan's qui vive attitude, on .the

war talk, however, may also have,
been in linewith NBC's policy (de-
tailed elsewhers in th>s issue) of
playing down (he current agitation
and tension in Europe.

WMCA, New York, at the last

minute decided to put commentator
Johannes Steel ..on 'the air at 4 p.m.
Monday, a half-hour after Hitler
finished, with a digest: of the speech.
Steel, naturally, editorialized, but
wasn't exactly consistent with his
translation of the speech.
As Steel heard it. Hitler Insulted

Great Britain's ambassador; called
Czechoslovakia's President Benes all

sorts of names; claimed that Czecho-

.

Slovakia could not exist any longer
—but, Steel point ly exclaimed a
couple of times, there's no immediate
prospects of war. He admitted, how-
ever, that the tension abroad con-
tinues unlessened.
Without referring to him by name,

or even to the network, Steel took a
couple of pokes at Von Forstmeyer.
who did the translations' for NBC
from Nuremburg. Steel accused
him of purposely misinterpreting
Hitler's speech so that it was. less
Inflammatory., Commentator quoted
a couple of passages from the actual
address and then pointed to the Way
Von Forstmeyer aired 'em. They
were quite different in meaning and
tone, he said. Scfio.

LUX RADIO THEATRE
'Spawn of the North'

With George Raft, Fred MacMurray,
. John Barrymore, Dorothy Lamour,

,
Akim Tamlroff, Cecil B. DeMllle,

Will H. Ilays
Dramafie

60 Mins.
LUX
Monday, 9 p.m., EDST
WABC-CBS, New York

(J, .Walter Thompson)

Series this week (12) began its

fourth year on the air with an
adaptation of ' Paramount's current

release. 'Spawn of the North.* Re-
tains the same formula, with Cecil B.

DeMille billed as producer and
serving as m;c. arid scene-setter. Will

H. Hays guested on the seasons
initialer to 'Ballyhoo the film in-

dustry. Told about the function of

the MPPDA,, of the size and impor-

tance of the picture biz and referred

to the films' 'greatest year.'

Cast for 'Spawn' brought the

mike George Raft as Tyler Dawson,
Dorothy Lamour as his llght-o -love.

Nicky Duval; John Barrymore, as

Windy Turlin, and Akim Tamirofr,

as Red Ska in, all repeating their aim
roles. Fred MacMurray substituted

for Henry Fonda as the hero, Jim
Kermherlce. Radio players had the

other parts.
Slory of the salmon fisheries in

Alaska presented considerable pro-

duction difficulties for radio, since it

is an outdoor yarn and must depend
for much of its appeal on the color-

fully rugged locale. ' However, the

production was up to the mark and
the piece rolled along with insistent,

compelling force. Except for his ap--

parent effort to enunciate clearly.

Raft sounded "eminently realistic as

the disillusioned fishtrap robber,

while ' MacMurray^ was a suitably

heroic lead . and Dorothy Lamour.
bathed the ftudlo in weeps as speci-

fied. Barry sviore pulled all the
emoting stoos as Windy and TainUv
o-T was his customary villain,

DeMille was' plausible m.c, as
usual.
Commercials stick to the drama-

tized blurb idea, how none Of her
sisters will believe Susie Glutz
actually does . her share of the dish-
washing because her hands are so
lovely and stir the swains to such
ardor. It seems, she explains, she
merely uses Lux. Hobe.

BETTY AND BOB
With Spencer Bentley and Alice 111

Serial Sketch
13 Mlns.
GENERAL MILLS
Mon.-Frl, 2 p. m. EDST
WEAF-NBC, New York

(Blaclceft-SampIe-Humtnert)
One bf longest-run daytime serials

designed to catch the ear of house-
wives, this General ills standby
continues to roll along. Show is

noteworthy in that it was the vehicle
for one of Don Ameehe's early dra-
matic efforts on the airwaves, back
in 1932, and that it aided Les Trc-
maine to gain further recognition as
one of Chicago's top mjke players.
Newest entry to handle the Bob role
is Spencer Esntlcy. who was in stock
and legit before radio. He is an able
successor and now is entering. second
yei>r in the character.

Shift of pace from the strictly dor
mestic affairs of the Betty arid Bb,b,
young married couple! to molbdra-
mnlic in which action '..predominates,
probably has enabled the show tq
continue year after year.' As day-
time serials go. it manages to sustain'

interest five days weekly where oth-
ers tend to bog down. Skit gets
away from soft-soap .domestic sketch
material by keeping out of the vut
on nlot development.

Alice Hill makes a likely mate for
Spencer Bentley in the series.' Both
bring a surprising amount of thes-
pinn talent to the mike. . Pierre
Andre, nnhdiincer, handles trim com-
mercials, sponsors evidently appre-
ciating the strength of brevity.

TQN ANNIVERSARY
Variety

'

Two .Hours
Sustaining
Sept. 10, C p.m.. CST
WBAP, Fort Worth

. 'Roundup of premiere talent- from
each of Texas -. 'Quality Network's
units. WBAP, Fort Worth; WFAA,
Dallas; WOAI, San Antonio,' and
KPRC, Houston, coupled with
straightforward web sales talk, com-
memorated net's fourth anniversary.
WBAP opened show

.
presenting

brassy sounding concert orchestra
with unnamed maestro, plus Virgi ia.

Pulley and * Ray Dunaway, local
warblers, Especially effective was the,

Futuristic Four, Negro foursome,'
Singing spirituals. During web spiel
by Nelson Olmsted, a train whistle
seeped through studio window with
noticeable effect. '

'

. Karl Lambert's combo open -the
WFAA stanza ' with, an -effectively
played march,, followed by capable
deliveries bf the Plainsmen .Quartet,
soprano Bessie Ruth Bickford. the
Treasure Gold Quartet, baritone
Gordon Soots and tenor Ivan Wayne.
Orch was particularly capable in
rendition of 'Dance of the Top Pines.'
Prideful ballyhoo pointed to TQN's
part, in recent "• Gubernatorial cam-
paign of Governor-Elect W, Lee
O'Daniel.
KPRC's contribution . centered

about Bert Sloan's musical combo,
which lacked depth and quality.
Introduced as 'radio's newest find,'
Songstress Kate Martelli appropri-
ately sang 'Bewildered.' Combo
known as (he Swingtet supplied ear-
tickling version of 'Avalon' in
manner bf Andre Rolllhi.
Mexican theme was supplied by

WOAI in colorful manner. Opening
rhumba too lengthy, but segued into
pleasing onslaught on the tango, 'La
Cumparsita.' Rosita, the exponent of
Mex swing, fitted neatly into Latin
American scene, with three ditties.
Chief mikestcr . Lew Valentine did
creditable job with well written'-
continuity.

NOVELTY CHOIR (7)
With Jim Peterson
Singing
15 Mins.
Sustaining
Wed.. 9:15 p.m., EDST
WOR, New York
Clever collection of voices -is. un-

fortunately, limited; Lacks strong
enough appeal to .hold average- lis-
teners in sola Choir works' many
:hbuse shows and could well be part
Of a commercial program; If given
sufficient support of more, generally
appealing entertainment

Includes four male and three
femme voices,, ranging from soprano
to bass. Work, in harmony and in
split gender groups with director-
accomo- of Jim Peterson, who also
arranges. Range from pop songs to
standard, all of which is fancily ar-
ranged and well delivered. Girls
"n under label of 'Silhouettes in
Blue' while boys take 'Our Quartet'
tni.!. Equally, pleasant when split-, ns
when, co-working. Hurt,

HOLLYWOOD HOTEL
With Herbert Marshall, Claadette

Colbert, Frances Langford, Jean
Sablon, Ken. Miles, Victor Young
Orchestra

Variety
80 Mlns.
CAMPBELL'S SOUP
Fri„ 9 p. m. EDST
WABC, New York

(L. Ward Wkeelock)

An attractive cast for, a program
which deviates from its previous

formula. But a summation of its

worth is that Friday night remains
wide open to the opposition.

Gene is Lolly Parsons and her on-
the-cuff film plugs. Now it's on the

line, down the line. Instead of

scenarios it's now stage plays with
the familiar (too familiar? ) picture
players. In this case, the opening
session for the '38 T39 season sub-
ject was the stage play, 'Dark Angel,
with Claudette Colbert and Herbert
Marshall heading the performers.
Marshall will be a regular here for

the next five weeks after, which Wil-
liam Powell is due to take his place.

The guest players will change week-
ly, of course.
The current framework is defeated

by its length, that 60 minutes. This
particular night, the first quarter
hour was taken up with songs, some,
badinage between the smooth Mar-
shall and the vocalists, the reason-
able commercial, and band selec-

tion. For the next 35 .it was 'Dark
Angel,' straight. Nicely done, but on
the. long side. That left 10 minutes
to clean up. It wasn't enough, so
the end of .the program went to

pieces. It hurt this performance but
didn't cloud the tapestry the pro-
gram intends to weave. • The sched-
ule misses its former comedy mo-
ments. (Ken Murray) though' mostly,
because of the one hour's running
time. It would be pertinent to hear
this program, with the same people,,
reduced to a half - hour, the .guest
star thence doing a one-act playlet.

There are some good ones, around if

the boys will dig.
Other regulars intended for this

season are Frances Langford, , the
lone holdover from last year; Jean
Sablon, arid Victor Young's neat or-
chestra: This makes it all music
other than the play of the week:
Miss Langford did three, songs,

opening with 'Now It Can Be Told.'
These Coast girl singers must do

something about their material. They
don't sing -songs so well that' they
can follow the east by five or six
weeks with tunes which have been
done to a turn. There are too many
girls on the air, in and out of. New
York, who warble just as well as the
California canaries—and they seem,
to get the songs first. It's important
that Miss Langford be on the alert
for new melodies instead of waiting
until they've been, through the wash.
Which gets around to Jean. Sablon,

a guy who is finally on a commer-
cial program—the wrongs one, and
after waiting, two years. It's the
wrong program because they've
made just an average', vocalist of
him. Sablon is no ordinary singer
of a song. He. has, or had,. style and
plenty of charm. That's all hidden
here. When Sablon was on' WJZ he
was something to hear. . In fact, he
was so good no one naid much atten-
tion to him. So they moved him
west, made him a glamour lad, and
he drew a- bid. He sings a better
song than on this session.

It was during Sablon's finishing
song that the works fell apart. They
broke into the middle of it for the
closing commercial and announce-
ment of next week's bill:, the ap-
plause came when, they didn't need
it. and was absent when tb''" did.
The wind just went out of ;iie bal-
loon.
Some day sponsors are going to

find out that these full hour pro-
grams are the double film features
of radio. Which ' prompts the ques-
tion, how many hour sessions do you
know which would be as good, may-
be better, if reduced to 30 minutes?

ED EAST'S HOUSE 1\
Music, singing
30 Mlns.
C-N
Mon.-thru-Frlday,
WHN, New York

(Moser it Colitis)

Normally a participation program,
Ed East's (and Dumke) rogram is
bankrolled by C-N- cleanser current-
ly. A strictly hen-party studio audi-
ence acts as stooge for East's trite
and Unfunny smart-alccking and
also as animated applause machines
for all-recorded music, which back-
grounds.
Music Uf- not without merit, em-

ploying discs of Freddy Rich's band,
Adrian Rolli.ni's x'ylophonic platters
and

1
D'Artega at canned .piano. In-

cludes some passable vocalizing, also
on plates. Commercials could stand
a little pruning, running too many
times and for too long a time.
Program also presents a new low

in radio's playing down, to -intelli-
gences; Offers prizes; minus box
tops, or facsimiles in obvious attempt
to gather more listeners and more
sponsors for. shoring show; for an-
swers to weekly questions, Brain-
teasers are of kindergarten variety,
example being 'What big event is
coming to New York in 1939 that
will attract great throngs.' Every
reply gets some reward, ranging
from cash (for best) to surprise
handouts for all participants.

LIFE CAN BE BEAUTIFUL
Karle Larlmore, Alice Belnharl,
Ralph Locke, Carl Eastman, Waldl-
nuur Kappel '

: t

Dramatic Serial
IS Mini.
IVORY SOAF
Hon.-Frl., 4:30 p.m.
WEAF-NBC, New York

(Comvton)
Carl L. Blxby and Don Becker, the

Ecrlpters of 'Life Can Be Beautiful,'

have evolved a surefire .formula. In
borrowing characters and incidents
the pair has shown smart judgment
in picking only from' the tried and
true and successful: Practically
every one- of the characters has- a.

counterpart in some click daytime
serial, so that the amalgamation, re-

inforced by a crack cast, can't help
but deliver for Procter At Gamble.

Serial standby family includes a
male oily Goldber" given, to lib-

eral quoting of the Talmud, a gamin
who's- bound to turn out the lost

princess, a righteous young man un-
der whose icy exterior, beats a warm,
turbulent love for this same gamin,
a gangster heavy who is determined
to make ' the 18-year-old waif his
moll, and a neighborhood youngster
who's strong on the girl himself, but
in a nice romantic way. The action
takes place in the second-hand book-
store of David Solomon, where the
gamin seeks refuge from the prowl-
ing gangster. Background, charac-
ters and plot. so far suggest the sort
of ingredients that can keep' the
hausfrau listener in a sustained
dither:
Earle Larimore endows the part of

Stephen Hamilton, a cripple, who
live; .'with Solomon,- and who is in-
clined to show his love for. the gamin
in reverse English, with lots of. sub-
stance and understanding. Alice
Reinhart lends a broad experience
and talent*, to the role of the. waif,
while Ralph Locke Proves engaging
in the stock Hebe character. Waldt-
mar Kappel ilays the heavy, and
Carl Eastman the neighborhood
youth. ...
Becker is also responsible for the

production. His is one of the more
adroit samples of dramatic strip di-
rection to be found on the daytime
network schedules. - Odec.

JEWISH SYMPHONIETTA
Music
30 Mlns.
ROKEACH PRODUCTS
Sunday, 10:39 a.m.,

WMCA, New York
(Advertisers Broadcasting co.)

Half hour of classical Hebrew
music seems to be misplaced: in time
of broadcast Early Sunday a.m. is

hardly time for heavy, stuff directed
at Jewish listeners, or any others for
that matter.
SevenrPiece orchestra, under di-

rection' of Louis Sherman, handles its

task well. Instrumentation is such
that crew sounds larger tha." it is.

Selections run from .familiar He.-?

braic melodies to more obscure na-
tional music. Also pretty hefty in

music of- American
,
Jewish com-

posers, all of which is suited to
market aimed at and for students of
music. Includes' Jewish cantoris in

vocals for relief from str ight clcff-

ing.

Girl announcer, Thelma Altman,
could well drop pseudo-British ac-
cent, which she occasionally forgets,
anyway. Seems a little stiff in her
gab also.

Program is hardly designed to
snare other than Jewish listeners,
although announcer states that it, is

for all. Interest is obviously limited
to users of kosher products and
music students. Hurl.

BOREDOM BY BUDD
With Budd Hullck, Harrison Knox,
Joseph Lilly Whispering Chor us,
Lennle Hayton's orchestra

Music, Comedy, Singing
30 Mlns.
Sustaining
Sua., 7:30 p.m.,
WJZ, New York
With more attention paid to pro-

duction, including additional re-
hearsing, Budd H,ulick (formerly of
Stoopnagle and Budd) -has a sustain-
ing show that could be developed
into something big; Hulick has the
knack of dry humoriz.ing and ability
to go along with absurd lines. His
support, however, let him down
badly by muffing their speeches or
coming in so late they spoiled the
laughs. This obviously did riot/help
Hulick's. easy manner of working.
Lennie Hayton's orchestra was In

usual fine trim; Harrison
.
Knot's

tenor voice loomed strong , and
Joseph Lilly's Whispering chorus
went along in slick fashion. Hence,
the sustainer has the ingredients
What it needs is. more attention' to
details to tie it together. Snappier
scripting also mighthelp.

Lilly' chorus put over 'Easy to
Love,' with a novel arrangement, and
came back with 'You Were Meant
for Me' and the finale 'What Goes on
Here.' Hayton dashed off one of his.
slick piano solos. 'Sweet Sue.' Knox
delivered one song, 'Love o£ My
Life.'

The one announced band, number
for the. Hayton .crew was 'Just
Around' the- Corner,' an original ar-
rangement. But also heard in others
besides

1

providing excellent "musical
background. Show was short, calling
for extra music and ad libbing.
Sounded like part of the script was
lost In the shuffle. car. .

FRED STONE JUBILEE
With Fred Stone, Mrs. Stone (Allehe

H. Crater), Dorothy, Paula and
Carol Stone, George M. Cohan,
Frank Craven, Irving. Berlin,
Jerome Kern, Rex. Beach, Joseph
P. Kennedy, John Golden, Ben
Grauer,- Harold Sanford conducting

30 Mlns.
Sustaining
Monday (12), 7:30 p.m., EDST
WJZ-NBC, New York

In honor of Fred Stone, star of
John Goldeh's revival of 'Llghtnln','
which opens at the Golden theatre,
N. Y„ tomorrow (Thursday); NBC'
offered this anniversary program
Monday night (12). According to
Who's Who in America, Stone made
his stage debut at the age of 11, in
1884, or just 54 years ago. However,
he subsequently, joined the Sells-
Renfrew circus and still later played
Topsy in 'Uncle Tom's Cabin,' so this
golden jubilee program is figured on
.that as his professional bow.

Regardless of the occasion, for the
ceremony, there was no mistaking
the sincerity of Stone's --well-wishers
who were heard on the show. All
spoke of their long association- with
the actor, bf their admiration for him
and all ' manifestly felt deeply the
war sentiments they . expressed.
What's-, more to' the- point, such is

Stone's standing and reputation that'
the utterances never seemed stilted
or forced; rather they were simple,
touching tributes to one. of the most
beloved characters of the '.American
stage.
There is considerable question

whether the program rated as enter-
tainment, for the radio public at
large. Certainly it was hardly the
accepted brand of ether fare. But
there must be a huge listening audi-
ence that . retains a .tender memory
of the old Fred Stone' musicals. And
to regular playgoers the ' sentiments
of the occasion carried a breath of
the romance of the theatre.
As for the program itself, George

M. Cohan, Frank .Craven, Rex Beach,
Irving . Berlin and John Golden
spoke from the New York studio.
Jerome Kern expressed good wishes
from - Hollywood . and Ambassador
Joseph .P. Kennedy short-waved
greetings from London. Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt wired Congratulations and
regrets from Rochester, Inn,, where
she had to go for her son's operation,
instead of .guesting on the program
as scheduled. Harold Sanford batoned
the orchestra and mixed . chorus in
several hit . tunes from the old Stone
shows, including .'Stepping Stones,'
'Jack-a-Lantern' and 'Chin Chin.'
And at the end, Stone, his wife and
three daughters spoke from the star's
dressing room at the Golden, N. Y.

- Show was distinctive in that all
the expressions - of admiration
sounded as if they had been written
by the speakers. There, was a
genuine heart-tug in Craven's .state-
ments about the feeling of the people
of the theatre towards Stone, while.
Cohan's toast from 'an ordinary song
and dance man to the greatest song
and dance man bf them all' was sim-
ple and -affecting. Possibly because
Rex Beach's sly fun had an underly-
ing note of tenderness for his friend
'who has always remained a boy,' it
was the most moving of all. In replyr
ing to his old friends and to the
greetings of his family, Stone was
apparently too choked up to offer
much; more, than a simple Thank
you. thank you.' And that expressed
it better than anything else could.

Hobe.

UNCOMMON KNOWLEDGE
Voice of Popular Educator
NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL AL-
LIANCE

Sat, 7:30 p.m.. EDST
WOR-Mutual, New York

(Walter E. Thwiiio)
In an effort to boost "Popular Edu-

cator" publication, sponsors have a
substantially good idea in striving to
interest radio listeners by means of
harping . on uncommon knowledge
facts. That it doesn't quite jell can
be attributed mainly to weak presen-
tation and -wavering program con-
struction. Both' can be readjusted
easily.

Central theme of program now Is

that uncommon knowledge spells

.

success; Pertinent facts that might
well fit into parlor patois provide a
question and answer slant as the
man and girl play dumb while the'
'>voice' explains.
' Commercial patter is not difficult
to digest, though loo prominent for
a show of this short. Weor.

LEROY
Music, sing Ins
15 Mins.
LEKOY
Mon.-thru-Friday, 11:00 a.m.
WHN, New York

Quarter-^hpur commercial. . 'ilh

interpolated music and singing by
Leroy, plugs his own play-by-ear
piano technique. Sells booklet of
instructions of five Icssons'for $1 and
then, 'when I first sat down, etc'
is supposed to come via ' true car
playing.
On twice daily, five times weekly,

keyboard tickler presents, the style
he sells, simple ear playing which
is just that/'nothing more. Singing
is even less entertaining, whole
combo. being 'our gang' quality stuff.

In .15 minutes he offered only three -

choruses, 1 remainder of time dsr.

voted to selling his method. Pro-
grams are sometimes transcribed, as
with one caught, but usually ,

Leroy "

soils, sings and stomps in 'person! -

'
' ' Hurl.
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Argentine Radio Fears Re-Licensing

Will Lead to Nationalization; Gov't

Dissatisfied with Current Programs

Buenos Aires, Sept. 6.

Latest outcome of the govern-

ment's dissatisfaction with quality of

programs, of commercial stations is

possible nationalization , of radio, a

la British Broadcasting. Threatened
late in July ith re-licensing: sub-

ject to program approval of the

Postmaster General, stations, are
now in fear of being totally disen-

franchised.

Although couple of more impor-
tant stations have imported expen-
sive artists and spend important coin

in attempts to improve their output,
majority are generally regarded as

pretty low, using cheap talent and
recordings and stealing from each
other via off-the-air pickups for re-

broadcast. Latter condition . em-
phasizes sameness of many pro-
grams.
Postmaster General has projected

the idea of nationalizing all stations.

None would be? excluded in' the
shake-up, which would hit El Mundo
(LR1) and Belgrano (LR3), nation's
two biggest and most advanced out-
lets.

However, it's . still only a propo-
sition and has not reached stage
where boys are packing up. Re-
licensing is law now, however, and
Immediate threat of not being per-
mitted to continue , when ticket
comes up for renewal still hangs
over heads of all.

80 Yrs.' History

Of Music Halls

In Mm. 'Cast

London, Sept. 6.

Scheduled, for airing during the
fall is series comprising a pageant
of famous U.K. music halls. Devised
by Leslie Ba'ily, script writer, and
Roy Speer, producer, of , BBC
Variety Dept., programs have taken
12 months to compile, with prepa-
ration of scripts needing keen re-
search and ingenuity to telescope 70
or 80 years of history into a 60-min.
broadcast.

Programs will be offered fortnight-
ly and will give a. panorama of the
history of eight celebrated theatres,
two in London and si in the sticks.
Each will end with an. actual excerpt
from the show being staged at the
theatre that night.

Production of London programs
will be in hands of Speer; producers
attached to regional stations will di-
rect those from the provinces.

CAN. SET SALES UP

1917,488 Worth Sold In Jbly ;alnst
$763,812 in June.

Washington, Sept. 13.

Encouraging pick up in: Canadian
Bales of radio receiving sets was re-
ported yesterday ( onday ) to the
Department of Commerce by the of-
fice of the American Commercial
Attache at Ottawa.

July sales numbered 13,588 units
with a list value of $917,488, as
against 19,385 sets with a list value Of
$763,812' in June, report noted. Not
up to the July, 1937, turnover, how-
ever, which amounted to 20,222 units
valued at $1,569,288.
July increases applied to sales of

both alternating current and battery
sets, report added, but automobile
receivers decreased, below June fig-
ures.

Dbreen S(icnce, one-time member
of ex CBC and CBS femme trio,

back visiting friends in CKCK and
CJRM, Regina. Was seriously in-
jured in auto accident' in Van-
cover a month ago, but has now re-
covered.

CJRM, Retina, and CJRC. Winni
PK1- jointly sponsoring appearance
of Harold Green and his Royal
Alexandrians orch at Trianon ball-
room, egjna, currcnlly.

CAB. Not to Confab

Montreal, Sept. 13.

Meeting of directors of the Ca-
nadian Association of Broadcasters,

to deal with, the problems of private-

ly owned radio stations', which has
been mooted here for some consid-

erable time, has been shelved for an
indefinite period, according to re-

ports.

Regular annual meeting of the
members of the C.A.B, was held in

February, There has been, talk here
of calling a special meeting of di-

rectors either in: September, or Oc-
tober. This meeting, from accounts,

will not be held.

AUSSIE MULLING

NOSTRUMS BAN

Sydney, Aug. 27.

.Government of"New South Wales
is preparing legislation to wipe out
quacks and their medicines from
the commercial air lanes, eans that-

other sponsors will have to be found
by' the stations to make up time from
the cure-alls.

Move has
:
been pressed upon the

government by members of the med-
ical profession who, n the main, are
not permitted by the British Medi-
ci. Assn. to do any advertising here
whatsoever; For months past the
local air lanes have been, absolutely
cluttered by sessions .boosting all

kinds of curies for various diseases.

Such sessions are far removed,from
the sphere of entertainment,- and, as
the government believes the air
should mainly be used for the enter-
tainment of . the public, a stop order
will shortly be issued to station man-
agements,
Another nix will concern race-

track tipsters who have been plying
the air lanes for so long. It's the i -

tention of. the' government to 'put a
quick stop to a'.l race chatter,- -

cepting description of races; No air

info, especially as regards bettings
quotations, . will be permitted.

BUSHNELL NOW CBC

PROGRAM CONTROLLER

The King's English

oose Jaw, SaskJ Sept. 13.

ritish Columbia 'School

Trustees Association- conven-
tion at Kamloops Sept. 26 will

haye before it a resolution

aimed at the Canadian Broad-
casting Corp,
Will demand a better stand-

ard of grammer and pro-
nunciation due to 'the careless

and ignorant use of the English
language shown by radio an-
nouncers and news commenta-
tors over the CBC

Cleve. Experiment

Halves Time On

'Casts to Europe

Cleveland, Sept. -13.

Experiment by WHK, working
with WHJ in Little Neck, N, Y., and
WOR in Newark", N. J,,' was tried

Sunday (11) that may change entire

system of transmitting press news
to European stations;' Secretary

Ickes' speech at Put-in-Bay's Com-
modore Perry Memorial, marking vine

125th anniversary of Battle of Lake
Erie, was used In a co-operative

broadcast to Paris, where it was re-

broadcast in French in half the

usual ti .

*

WHK employed its mobile outfit

stationed .on- Put-in-Bay Island to

shoot Ickes' talk to W8XMB, its own
short-wave- station in Cleveland.
From there it was routed through
WOR and picked up by WHJ. Lat-
ter, usually limited to 400 to 3,000

cycles, got the boosted benefit of

17,440 kilocycles in re-broadcasting
speech to a Paris short-waver.-
- Stunt' was one .of the first success-
ful attempts by. WHJ in reproducing
an American news event vocally to

Europe. Ordinarily it sends news
reports by code, which must, be
taken down by a Parisian stenogra-
pher on the other ide, transposed
into French and then aired. Simpli-
fied system tried by three stations
enables' Paris studio to wax . talks on
platters, which can be translated and
re-broadcast more quickly.

FIELDS WILL DO INSERT

ON LUCKIES HIT PARADE

Montreal, Sept. 13.

New title awaits C. E. Bushnell,
program supervisor of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.. upon his return
from Europe within the next six
weeks, due to a realignment of pro-
duction methods decided upon by the
CBC. Bushnell will become Pro-
gram Controller, in order to be re-
lieved of routine work, and will de-
vote more time to general program
plans.

Production schedule for the com-
ing year has not yet been definitely
lined up by CBC, owing to Govern-
mental red tape involved in getting
budget appropriations approved.
Some of the major programs have
been decided upon but schedule of
the bulk 'of small productions, in-
volving the use of the majority of
Canadian entertainers and musicians,
is still uncertain.
Among the major CBC programs

originating; in Montreal will be- two
symphony orchestras, ' the Montreal
Orchestra under, the direction of
Douglas Clarke, dean of the Faculty
of Music at McGill U., and La S6-
ciete des Concerts Symphoiiiques.
under the direction ot Rosario
Bourdon. Baton, wielcler Bourdon,
now in Now York, was' the Cities
Service maestro for many years and
will come to Montreal regularly in
connection with the CBC. program,
although retaining his permanent
residence in New York.

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

Deal was closed this week, for W.
C. Fields to do a comedy insert from
Coast for Lucky Strike Hit Parade.
Plan, is to make comedy cut-in a
permanent feature, with Fanny Brice
next in line for CBS Saturday night
show.
George McGarrett. who has been

here for several weeks, will produce
the Coast cut-in.

Reported here that iss
.
Brice is

being dropped by Metro when cur-
rent 'Good News' series terminates
in December.

Leona Det.ne on
Sydney, Aug. 27.

Lenna Dcane, radio script writer,
has loft her home n Rose Bay for
a bicycle tour Of Europe, and pos-
sibly locating in.j.ondon in. the radio
field. .

She is sister jt Albei t Dcane. head
of foreign advert is.in£-publicity tor

1 Paramount in Ne v York.

Fordham Games On

Market for $15,000

Broadcast rights to Fordham U.'s
gridiron efforts are being offered
around this season by Donald Peter-
son agency for $15,000.
New York school never had its

grid games sponsored, until last
year, when Kellogg took last three
games ot season. .This year they are
o'fTering all but one outside game
for commercial sponsorships.

Switching Kid Shows
Chicago, Sept. 13.

ith the acquisition of the Camp-
bell's Malto-Meal account, the Kastor
agency here is switching show for
the product, replacing: the former
'Jack Westaway Under the Sea'- pro-
gram with another kid show tagged
'Tina and Tim.'

Will be a threc-a-week show siart-
infj Oct. 3. Exception to this is Min-
neapolis. Campbell's home town,
where program will be. on a flve-a-
week basis.

Every Monday, from Oct. 3 to Dec.
26. BBC, in. collaboration with

. CBS,
Will air series of talks/ from New
York. 'The Week- in Wall Street,'
speaker being finance expert H. P.
Elliston,

WLW-WSAI HiflbiDy Shows in Emery

Aud., Cincy; 42c Top and Sponsor

On Location

Detroit, Sept. 13.

Obtaining background for series of

radio talks on America over Paris

station this
.
fall, Paul Edmond

Decharme, chief of radio service of

La Petite Parisienne, Paris news-,

paper, was in Detroit late last week
to record noises of the Ford, otor

Co, assembly lines in Dearborn.
Decharme, who is personally wax?

ing typical noises in various U. S.

and Canadian factories, will end his
tour this week. Although he could
have achieved similar noises in

French plants,: Decharme wanted the
real thing' for a true-to-iife back-
ground, for ether series on various
parts of U. S.

BBC AIRING

RIB ON SELF

London, Sept. 6.

Newspaperman Campbell Dixon
and Pat Dixon, Mather St Crowther
radio manager, have authored a new
type musical that BBC has scheduled
for three-way "broadcast on Regional,
National and Empire wavelengths
Sept. 15 and 16. Titled 'Give the Air,'
piece runs for an hour and will
satirize BBC itself and various BBC
programs.
Unusually big cast will take part,

including. Edwin Styles, A. Bowlly,
Rhythm Brothers, arjorie Stede-
ford, Carlyle Cousins, S. J. Warm-
ington and Effie Atherton, the latter
in her first- broadcast since return
from America, and also special
chorus and orchestra. Roy Speer is

produci

EDUCATORS WIND UP

MEET IN L'VILLE, KY.

Louisville, Sept. 13.

National Association of Education-
al Broadcasters- closed its two-day
meeting at the University of Ken-
tucky radio studios Thursday (8)
after the educators had heard ad-
dresses by Dr. L. L. Dahtzler, of the
Department of English, U. of Ken-
tacky; Maurice Jansky, Washington
radio attorney; prrin Towner, radio
technical director of Louisville; E. -D.

Peterson, Chicago rep of a sound
products concern; R. C. Higgy, rep-
resenting Ohio Stale U's station, and
Carl Menzer. director of radio at the
University of Iowa, president of the
association.

Conference was arranged by El-
mer G. Sulzer, head of the U. of K.
radio bureau. Thirty college broad-
casters attended the meeting.
Wallace Swink, continuity writer

at the U. of Kentucky, told meet-
ing, that 'every college professor
should be forced to spend one year
in the advertising game before he is

permitted to teach. Then he would
soon find out that no matter ,how
much a person needs an education,
merely telling him a series of facts
is not enough.'

Waddington Lays Off

Toronto. Sept. 13.

Top conductor ot the CBC. Goef-
t|cy addinglon, belatedly took
Horace Greeley's advice and left

•Sunday (11) for his home town,
Winnipeg, at the close of his final
program in the 'Music for You' series
over CBC's network.
Admittedly a little tired after his

multifarious duties in the east, Wad-
dington goes home to the prairies
and will take a warranted rest. He
has nothing lined up in the way of
contracts but, later op he would like
to reorganize the Winnipeg Sym-
phony. CBC officials state that the
voluntary, sabbatical still has Wad-
dinglOn oh the payroll,

Turkelt Freelancing.
Hollywood, Sept. 13.

Frank Purkett lias left Associated
Cinema transcription studio, where
he was general manager, to free
lance in production.
He also will han iz affairs

of Cliff Edwards.

Crosley's talent bureau, under th«

new direction of George C. Biggar,

starts this week with a series of Fri-

day night hillbilly' shows, ori

in the 2,-200-seat Emery, auditor)

which will have a gate charge of 42c.

for adults and 20c. for juves.
Acts from WLW and WSAI will

be bolstered by guest talent from the
National Barn Dance troupe in Chi-
cago, where Biggar formerly was
program director of WLS. Hoosier
Hot Shots and Helen Diller will
the initial guesters.

Rural ... opry is labeled- Boone
County Jamboree; From . 9 to. 9:30

p. m. it will be aired on WLW with
International Harvester as sponsor.
For the sight audience there' will-

a two-hbur entertainment.
From the Crosley staff will be

Pa and Ma McCormiek, Brown
County Revels, Hugh Cross and His
Radio Pals, Drifting Pioneers, and
Judy Doll, Chuck Woods and . His
Southern Stars, Crosley Glee Club
of 40 voices, DeVore Sisters, the
Plainsmen, Barton Rees Pogue, Boss
Johnston and Gordon Shaw, an-
nouncer. Charlie Dameron will be
m. c. and Harold Carr.is to handle
production, under Biggar's super-
vision.

Hillbilly shows for paid audiences
were started in Ciricy a -year ago
by the Renfro Valley Barn Dance
combo, directed by John Lair. They
have been staged on Saturday nights
in Music Hall, except during the
outdoor season, when . thr show
trouped through Ohio and Indiana,
playing theatres and fairs and draw-
ing big audiences. At usic Hail,
where the troupe has reappeared
for the past two Saturdays; the gate
is 25-42-75C Portions of the Satur-
day night programs are carried on
WLW, with commercial tags, and
also have been picked up by Cros-
ley's WSAI.

''

Renfro is scheduled cai-rv
through oh WLW during the fall and
winter season..

Should Renfro pull out of Ci
it is probable that it will skip. be-
tween, such towns as Indianapolis,.
Ind., Columbus, O., Lexington, Ky.,
and Huntington, W. Va„ for Satur-
day night presentations, . with stayt
running up to four weeks in somt
instances.

Oh nights other than Saturdays,
when Renfro is off the air, the aggre-
gation plays one and two-night
stands! in small cities and towns. Tal-
ent includes Red Foley, Ah't Idy an
Little Clifford, and male and femm
orchestras.

OGILVIE NEW

HEAD OF BBC

London, Sept; 13.

Frederick Woolf Ogilvie will re-
place Sir John Reilh as director-
general of the British Broadcasting
Co. Oct. 1. Ogilvie, who has never
had anything to do with radio before,
comes from Queens University, Bel-
fast, where for four years he, hel
the post of president and vice-chan-
cellor.

.
Sir John Reith quit as head of. the

world's leading radio monopoly 1o

become
. chairman of Imperial Air-

ways.

Evelyn Laye making a charity ap-
peal- for a Leeds hospital over the
air Sept! 18.

BBC's Scottis Ration will air

dedication of a peal of bells in Dun-
fer line Abbey to memory of An-
drew Carnegie, in which Mrs. Car-
negie takes part, Sept. 19.

Pamela Stanley and Paul von Hen-
riod to broadcast scenes from 'Vic-

toria "Regina' from Midland Studio

before West End production opens in

Birmingham Sept. 19.

AlisUIr Cooke signed tor six talks

titled' 'Mainly About Manhattan.' be-

ginning Oct. 13, and will, discus;:

events of week in New York, outsi

politics. '
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Cbmmish Usually in Accord With

Exammers, 4-Year Record Shows

Commersh Vs. Educ Station Battle

Looms as WHA Asks WMAQ Facilities

Washington, Sept. 13;

Decisions of the Federal Communi-

cations Commi ion are substantially

in cpnfor Ity with recommendations

of trial examiners in four out of

every five cases, survey of four-year

record shows. There's a wide varia-

tion, however, in the record of the

individual examiners.

From the creation of the Commish
in the summer of 1934 to Sept 1 this

year, the recommendations have been
followed' 'In slightly more than 80%
of the broadcast matters ventilated

at public hearings. On; proposed

transfers of control; the Commish is

tougher than the referees who hear,

the evidence.

On the whole, an applicant who
obtains the nod from ah examiner
has a five to one chance of achieving

his ambitions. But on the basis of

experience, parties to a sale of an
existing transmitter have only a four

to one prospect of receiving final

O.K. even when the examiner ap-
proves.

The compilation, covering ultimate
disposition of 772 propositions over
the four-year span, shows that ex-
aminers were fully sustained in 628
cases, reversed 125 times, upheld in

part 5 times and neither sustained
nor reversed 14 times. There were
167 reports pending when the analysis
was made.

On the matter of transfer applica-;
tlons, examiners recommended denial
of consent for one-third of the "pro-

posed sales. Included in the 53 re-
ports were 35 favorable and 18 ad-
verse recommendations. The Com-
mish, with 18 matters still on the
spindle, finally granted only 27 out
of 35 requests, denying the other 8.

Examiner Seward Tough
. Toughest to get a favorable recom-
mendation in a transfer case is from
Examiner P. J. Seward. Out of 10
consent requests heard by him, rati-
fication of sale has been urged only
3 times. Next sternest are George
Hill and Robert L. Irwiri, who liked
the looks of the '.eal in % of their
cases, Hill recommending approval in

9 of 14 instances, and Irwin favoring
3 of 5 transactions.

Easiest, to get the hod from is el-
vln H. Dalberg, who favored all four
transfer pleas put up to him. Tyler
Berry approved 8 of 9 cases he heard.
Chief Examiner Davis G. Arnold was
favorable in 3 of: 4; John Bramhall
in 3 of 4; and R. H. Hyde in 2 out
of 3.

Batting averages on cases of all

types, excluding the reports pending
at the start of the month and the in-

stances where the final opinion was
a partial agreement with the ex-
aminer's findings, show the bulk of
the evidence weighers and the Com-
mish reach, the same conclusion about
four-flfths . of the time. Best record
is Berry's, with his recommendations
being adopted in. 95% of his' cases;

while lowest standi is Bramhall's,
only 68% of his reports' being
adopted. Others rank as follows, on
the basis of the number of times
they were sustained: Arnold, 82%
Dalberg, 79%; Hill, 90%; Hyde, 84%:
Irwin, 84%; Seward, 83%, and Ralph
Walker, 81%.
Most reports were turned in by

Dalberg, 164; Hill, 163, and Seward,
156. Commissioners' opinion was in
harmony with their recommendations
in 337 cases.

'

CORRIGAN GETS $3,500

FOR J0LS0N OPENER

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

iny Ruffner landed Douglas Cor-
rigan for guest shot on Al Jolson's

opener for Rinjo-Lifebuoy from
Coast Sept. 20.

Wrong-wayer understood pocket-
ing $3,500 for flip gab with mammy
yet.

Campus Capers, early Saturday
afternoon football show fed to the
NBC red net last season by KYW,
Philly, resuming:
On it are Jan Savitt's 16-piece

crew, singers and Arthur Hynett,

organist.

WIL, ST. L, MULLS

24-HR. BROADCASTING

St. Louis, Sept. 13.
WIL, operated by the Missouri

Broadcasting' Corp. and the pioneer
.commercial station in the Mississippi
Valley is mulling the idea of utiliz-
ing its local channel to be on the
air 24 hours daily. Since the sta-
tion, founded by L. A. Benson in
1922, has been " operation, it

limited its air activities to 14. hours
daily until 18 months ago, when it

inaugurated a policy of broadcast-
ing dance music from midnight
until 3:30 a. m., thus being on the
air 17'^ hours daily.

Under the contemplated arrange-
ment, which will be definitely de-
cided this week, WIL will operate
completely around the clock with
the dance music continuing until

6 a. m., when the first early a. m.
program, The Breakfast Club.' hits
the air.

While KMOX, KWK, WTMV and
KXOK, the latter starting broad-
casting (19), also have unlimited
broadcasting rights, WIL will be
the first locally t .ake advantage
of this opportunit

Mary Small, jb Gibson

Set as Bernie Vocalists

Bob Gibson- and Mary Small have
been signed as vocalists oh the Ben
Bernie program sponsored by Ameri-
can Tobacco's Half-and-Half.

Be'rnie's program with Lew Lehr
and guesters starts Oct. 2 on CBS.
Gibson was formerly a CBS page boy
at Radio theatre No. 3 in New York.

Marglis* Orch Off
NBC has dropped the 'Accent on

Brass' musical series which. Charles
Marglis . conducted Tuesday nights
on the Blue. Network explained:

that the program had been put on
with show-window intent and that

when there was .no sign of its get-

ting a commercial bite it was de-
cided to put the stanza in mothballs
for.the time being.

.NBC rated the show as an un-
usually expensive one for sustaining
purposes.

ington, Sept. 13.

Head-on collision between com-
mercial broadcasters and educators

is in prospect, , with WHA, radio

rostrum of U. of Wisconsin, seeking

facilities of WMAQ, one of NBC's
Chicago outlets, and the" LaFollettes
threatening to carry the fight to U.
S. Supreme Court on the issue of
state rights..

With Governor LaFollette and.
University President Dykstra taking
pokes at money-making enterprises,

the Federal Communications . Com-
mission was placed directly i the
middle last week by the filing of

request for permit to let WHA, now
a 5 kw daytime plant, shift to

WMAQ's 670 kc roost and
.
operate

with maximum power unlimited
hours. It's part of a double-edged
scheme to develop educational uses,

of radio in Wisconsin, other feature
of which .is transfer of control of
*VT t! -r state's other 5 kw day-

n, from the Department-
ot ture to the University
facuk.

In a "igthy exposition of their

past, services and future ambitions,-

the educators noted that time limi-

tations on licenses of the two ex-
isting state-owned transmitters pre-
vent reaching large number of adult
listeners and restrict full exploita-
tion of radio's cultural possibilities.

Object' of the new moves is to have
a night channel not loaded with
commercial puffs and entertainment,
Commish was informed.
The dig at -commercial stations

was contained in a supplementary
letter noting that 'educational ac-
tivities of Wisconsin cannot reach
their fullest development unless the
State is granted the right to build
and maintain a radio station pow-
erful enough to render service to

all its citizens.' LaFollettes want to

acquire 'a broadcasting, channel
comparable i its coverage and
available time ' to the many clear-
channel facilities -now completely
monopolized by commercial inter-

ests.' .

Reason for islodgc

NBC, which has two other Chicago
outlets in WCFL and WENR-WLS,
is the urgent need for a frequency
and power assignment which will
cover the entire state, Wisconsin
officials explained. No clear-chan-
nel facilities currently are allotted

their state.

Transmitter site would be moved
to Arlington, with studios still h»-

University buildings at Madison, the
capital.

SPROUL, PETTIT MOVE

UP ATKDKA, PITT

Pittsburgh, Sept 13.
;

,. First move of Sherman D. .Gregory,

KDKA's new manager, was to an-
nounce two promotions, effective im-
mediately. Derby Sproul, head of

continuity department, becomes pro-
gram manager, a post which has been
vacant since resignation of John
Gihon several months ago, and Clar-
ence Pettit has been made director

of public relations. This is a new
job and will hot interfere' with duties

of Kay Barr, station's'! p.a. Both
Sproul and Pettit were brought here
from Denver :by Gregory's prede-
cessor, A. E. Nelson, now sales chief

of NBC's Blue web.
G. Dare Fleck, traffic manager at

KDKA, has also been' placed in

charge of program listings, ' day
books, announcer assignments and
studio schedules. William E. Jackson,

acting head of station between Nel-
son's, departure and Gregory's ar-

rival, returns to his regular job of

sales head.

Olitistead Back With

Y&R on Talent Buying
Clarence Olmstead has been re-

assigned to do the talent buying for

Young & Rublcam out of the. New
York office. Therese Lewis will

assist

Joseph . R. Stauffer continues as
agency's talent buyer in Hollywood.

birds talk and snakes hiss

Mr, Spindler lives in Cincinnati. He has a one-room

apartment. His roommates include gila monsters,

snakes, tarantulas, ground hogs, talking birds and trained

spiders. WKRC ran a line into the one^rooni menagerie;

invited Spindler and friends to broadcast their talents. So

popular was this uniqueWKRC show that it was repeated

coast to coast over the Columbia network with

Ben Bernie "m.c.-ing" the show. Another example of why

WKRC is Cincinnati's most popular local radi

WKRC* COLUMBIA'S STATION FOR CINCINNATI

operated by Columbia Buoadcasti

New York

• Los Angeles • rancisco
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FCC Decisions

On KGO, WMEX

Open to Appeal

Washington, Sept. 13.

Path was opened last week for at-

tempt to get judicial review of two

recent FCC decisions, which- have

occasioned much gossip and con-

troversy. Last hurdle was cleared

when the Commish turned down rer

quested rehearsing of applications of

KGO, San Francisco, for more wat

tage and WMEX, Boston, for sky-

scraperish jui jump.

Without giving reasons, as is the

Invariable custom, the Commish
threw out by a split vote the Na-
tional Broadcasting Co. petition for

another chance to urge additional

power for the Frisco outlet. An-
other difference, of opinion came
when regulators declined to reopen

case which led to favorable action

on WMEX plea for power jump
from 100-250 watts to 5 kw. Com-
ml ioher T. A. McCraven voted in

the: negative on the first- proposition

and Commissioner Eugene O. Sykes
was the minority in the second.

The KGO matter is of. widespread
importance, since the opinion was
the- vehicle for the Commi ion's

expression of disapproval of leases,

In turning down the application,

the regulators not only declared; the

web showed no; need for more
power, but indicated there may be
trouble when the . lease between
NBC and General Electric runs out
Commissioners showed hostility to

deals whereby station- owners let

others run their property for a pe
riod of years and then get the whole
works back.

The Boston case caused consi

able- trouble, occasioning whispers
of political heat when the examiner
changed his view, on the financial

ability of WMEX to shoulder the
load involved . i building a new
transmitter. Opposition came from
the two Sheppard stations, WAAB
and WNAC, which fear stronger

Baron Elliott Vice Riley

As WJAS, Pitt, Ofch Dir.
Pittsburgh, Sept. 13.

Baron Elliott has been named di-

rector of staff orch at WJAS. He
replaces Luke Riley, another ball-
room maestro, who was handed post
when union rules forced station to

install a band of its own last winter.
Elliott espects to take along most

of his own personnel to the studio,

dropping out of the dance field en-
tirely. Riley, who has been jobbing
around in cafes and roadhoiises. for

last few months, will continue doing
that

Daily Puffs KDYL On

New Transmitter Debut

. Salt Lake City, Sept. 13.

Progress since 1922 of radio station

KDYL, local NBC affiliate, was ef-

fectively exploited in a special eight-

page section in Sunday's (11) Salt

Lake Tribune. Extensive praisery
highlighted campaign on the opening
of its new 5,000-waft transmitter to-

night (Tuesday), when station will

feed the Coast network a 30-minute
show from its 450-seater Radio Play-
house.

Station; owned and operated by the
Intermountain Broadcasting Corp.,
began its career in May, 1922, pow-
ered at 50 watts. In 1925 the station

Was acquired by. Sidney S. Fox, who.
has been president and general man-
ager ever since that time.

San Francisco's NBC outlet will

salute KDYL in two quarter-hour
stints, sandwiched in between the
local

.
dedicatory program; Featured

on KDYL's portion of the inaugural
airing will be U. • S. Senator Elbert
D. Thomas,, Governor Henry H.
Blood, Mayor- John M. Wallace and
Don E. Gilman, v.p. in charge of

Coast NBC chain.

KDYL joined NBC in 1932, after

affiliating with CBS. for several

years.

FCC'S BAR ASSN. PROPOSES VITAL

CHANGES IN COMMISH PROCEDURE
Would Remove Doubts, End Racketeering and Con-

form to Procedure of Federal Court*—New Code

Not Likely to Go Into Effect Before Jan. 1

competition, WCOP, another Hub
outlet which feels it should get first

crack at better facilities, and WLAC,
Nashville, which is apprehensive
about interference.

Washington, Sept. 13.

Series of vital, changes in the pro-
posed FCC rules of practice and pro-
cedure, one of them specifically in-

tended to standardize handling of

complaints against stations, were
recommended to the Federal Com-
munications Bar Association this

week by the committee on practice.

In the main subscribing to the ten-

tative code drafted by the Commish
rules committee, the Bar Association
group advanced a host of suggested:
phraseology changes, some complete
substitute paragraphs, and a few en-
tire deletions. Chief object is to re-

move doubts, insure uniformity, end
racketeering -and conform to prac-
tices before the Federal courts. .

Additional paragraph requiring
the Commish to . give formal notice
to licensees of complaints and criti-

cism before issuing a temporary per-

mit is the outstanding proposal of the
lawyers, from the industry stand-,

point Report
1

adds, language de-
signed to bring a permanent end to

the present confusion and worry by
prohibiting the Commish from hold-
ing a' club over the heads of station

owners without giving some, idea of

the reasons.

. Bulk of the recommendations were
in the direction

,
of giving more lee-

way to practitioners, although some
would go father than the FCC com-
mittee in tightening up the system.
Notable suggestion stiffening the

rules would put a crimp in use of

dilatory tactics and help stamp out-

obstructionist methods that often

cause infuriating and costly delay in

getting cases through the Commish:
Provisions covering, amendment and
consolidation of applications should
be revised, the Bar Association group,

said, to prevent late-comers from

putting a brake on the Commish
machinery. Consolidation of pleas

could be done only by formal order
of the commission—not by exami-'
ners or individual members—and not
after - an application has been desig-

nation by hearing, if the amendment
is accepted.

On the other hand, it would be pos-

sible to make changes in applications

or yank them back with greater

freedom if the Commish follows the
lawyers' ideas. With prejudice tag

would not be tied to withdrawals
after application went on the hearing
docket, providing formal consent was
given by the Commissioner presiding

over the motion docket. Amend-
ments could be filed after the papers
were scheduled for hearing under the
same circumstances. •>

Would J^er

Instead of lifting the veil from
virtually all papers filed by appli-

cants and licensees, the attorneys

propose a change 'which would per-

mit the Commish, by formal order,

to place veil of secrecy on certain

documents. This would permit1

, net-

works to keep confidential their con-
tracts with affiliates, for' instance,

and allow seals- to go on contracts
for station sales.

Further modification of the. ex-
tremely controversial 'two. year, rule*

governing ex-attorneys of the Com-
mish is desired by the profession.

Less rigid ban is satisfactory but it

should extend to former FCC law-
yers, examiners and officers who
sign up with public , bodies—such as

state utility, commi ibns-r-as Well' as
those who enter private pract'Ve. As
proposed, lawyers takin/< posts with
governmental agencies would not be
foreclosed' from practice in cases

with which, they were connected while

on the Federal payroll.

Less oierous provisions regarding

exhibits, supplemental data, and
financial statements are suggested, a
point which would benefit many in-

dustry members. Instead of allowing

an examiner to demand further evi-

dence, Bar Associationers would fix

it so that only the Commission could

exercise this right In place of semi-

annual financial statements, the cbmr
mittee suggestions would allow sta-

tions .to submit reports for their most
recent fiscal year with their license

renewal applications and would not

require dope on non-broadcasting ac-

tivities. No necessity is seen by law-
yers for insisting: that requests for

construction permits s cify the ex-

act location of transmitters. Formal-
orders, not mere requests, should be
issued when the jCommish wants ad-

ditional info in connection with re-

quests for consent to transfer control

or assign licenses.

Tighter control over those s cial

temporary authorizations is sug-

gested; Besides, getting. . the . consent

of the dominant station on a clear

channel or oJt. of other stations on
the same frequency nearer than the

approved separation, distance,, mana-
gers seeking special favors would
have to get approval of adjacent-

channel plants which may be closer

than specified for interference-free

service.

Ban on resubmission of applica-

tions denied, defaulted, or dismissed
with prejudice would be limited by
the lawyers only to requests of the

same general nature. While the
Commish. apparently, had this in

mind, , the attorneys wish the rule
more precise, so an unsuccessful ap-
plicant will not be foreclosed from
asking for seme of r type of fa-

cilities, such as television, facsi ile,

experimental, etc.

•re Tl

More time to answer complaints
about technical violations is sug-

(Continued on page 38)

Demand and Get Actual Station
Coverage Data of the Denver-
Rocky Mountain Region!
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Agencies-Sponsors

WHO, DEC MOINES
Mantle Lamp Co., Chicago, through

Presba, Fellers & Presba, beginning

Oct. 15 for 13 periods of 30 niinutcs

each. Portion Sunset Corners Frolic.

Flex-O-Glass Miff. Co., Chicago,

through Presba, Fellers fit Pvesba,

beginning Oct. 1 for 13 periods of 13

minutes each. Portion Sunset

Corners" Frolic.

Iowa State Fair, through Fairall

6 Co., Des Moines, beginning Aug.

7 for 63 announcements of C5 words

each.
Sl-Noze Co., Chicago, beginning

Aug. 1 for three periods of 15

minutes each.

Duluth Chamber of Commerce,
Duluth, Minn., through Stewart-

Taylor Co., Duluth, beginning Aug,

3 for 18 announcements of 65 words
each.

United Electrical Machine & Radio
Workers of America, through Less-

ihg agency, Des Moines, beginning

Aug. 3 for three periods of 15

minutes each.

Drs. Hess & Clark, Inc., Ashland,

Ohio, through N. W. Ayer fit Son,

New York, beginning Sept. 2 for 26

periods of 30 minutes each. 'The

. Farmers' Forum.'
White Laboratories (Feenamint),

Newark, N. J„ through Wm. Esty fit

Co., beginning Sept. 6 for .195 an-
nouncements of 100 words each.

Beaumont Laboratories, through
H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago, be-

gi ing Oct. 13 for '30 periods of 15

minutes- each; also, beginning Oct 9,

for" 10.0' one-tninute 'announcements.'
National Radio Revival, , River

Forest, 111:, beginning Sept. 8 for 52
quarter-hour periods.

Florida Citrus Commission, through
Ruthrauf*. fit Ryan, New York, be-
ginning Aug. 1 for 20 or more an-
nouncements of 30 word's each.

Nashua Variable Power Co.,

Nashua, Iowa, beginning Aug, 19. for

cix periods of 100 words each.

Purina Mills, St. Louis, through
Gardner Adv. Co., beginning' Sept. 5
for 117 periods of 15 minutes each.
Standard Brands (Tenderleaf Tea),

through J. Walter Thompson Co.,

started beginning Aug. 10. One 65-

word announcement per week, cut in

•n 'One Man's Family/
Utlca Knitting: Coi, through John

inning
words

Thomas iller, New
Sept. 5 for 26 peri

each.

Peter Paul, Inc. (Mounds, candy
bars), through Platt-Forbes, New
York, beginning Aug. 29, for 62 an-
nouncements of one-minute each.

Refrigeration & Air Conditioning

Institute (Chicago Engineering

Works), through James ft. Lunke fit

Associates, Chicago, beginning Aug.
15 for four or more periods of five

minutes each. 'The Camera Speaks.'

Cardlnet Candy Co., through
Tomaschke-Elliott, Oakland, Cal., re-

newed Hal Burdick's 'Night Editor'

program for one year over the Coast
NBC-Red from Sari' Francisco; effec-

tive Sept. 27.

Standard Oil Co. of California,

(petroleum products), through Mc-
Cann-Erickson, Inc.. San Francisco,
resumes weekly educational feature,

'Standard School Broadcast,' over
Coast NBC-Blue Oct. 6. Program
formerly was aired over Red outlets.

WHKC, COLUMBUS
'Monticello Party Line' for Dr.

Caldwell's Syrup of Pepsin. 26 weeks.
Firestone ..'Voice of the 'arm'

transcriptions return after summer
lay-off.;

Horseshoe Mike and Cowboy Joe,
hillbillies, for Neo Vim, back after
summer lay-off.

Montana Meech; cowboy band,
jjajly from .Ohio State Fair, for.Allis-

ChalmerSj one week.
'Singing Troubadors,' il-

bert's Shoes]

WDRC, HARTFORD
Commercial Credit Co., 15-min.

transcription program through O'Dea,
Sheldon and Canaday, Inc., Sunday
mornings, 13 times. Began Aug. 21.

Crygler Tobacco Co., Hartford, 15-

minute live show, placed direct. Be-
gins Oct. 2 through Dec. 18, Sundays.
Plymouth Motor Car Co., 26 one-

minute announcements, evenings, for
two weeks beginning Sept 22. Placed
through J. Stirling Getchell.
Wood's Ground - Grlpper Shoes,

three one-minute announcements in

7:45 a.m. United Press News. Placed

direct. Begins through
March, 1939.

Rumford Baking Powder Co.,

placed by Athorton fit Currier, two
daytime and one evening 25-word
announcements, Begins Sept. 12

through March, 1939,
"

Vita Builds, 85 one-minute an-
nouncements placed by Lauesen fit

Salmon for 13 weeks in evening
United Press News, Monday through
Friday, beginning Nov. 15.

. Robart's Furriers, indefinite num-
ber of one-minute .. announcements
daily in 'Shopper's Special' and .'Ad-
Liner.' Placed direct.

Hygrade Oil Co., Hartford, five 25-

word announcements per week,
placed direct. Began August 24
through March 15. 1939.

Lorraine Shoe Co., 10 one-minute
announcements, placed through
Julian Gross Agency, on the 'Ad-
Liner' every Friday. Begins Sept.
9 through Nov. 11.

Manchester Chamber of Com-
merce, 25 50-word announcements,
placed direct, in the 7:45 a.m. United
Press News, Tuesday through Sat-
urday, for five weeks..
Narragansett Race Track, 16 one-

minute announcements, placed by
Chambers fit Wiswell.

Post Carpet Co., three weekly an-
nouncements. Placed direct.

Relchlln and Levin, furriers, Hart-
ford, 50-word announcements Mon-
day, Wednesday, Friday in 11 p.m.
United Press News, plus two 50-

word night announcements per week
through November.. Placed through
Randall Agency.

WOV, NEW. YORK
Procter & Gamble inaugurates

'The Ivory Masque' series starting
Sept. 12. Set for five times weekly.
Compton agency set.

Planters Edible Oil will sponsor
six programs Weekly starting Sept.
12. Will be fed to WPEN, Philadel-
phia. J. Walter Thompson agency.
Rex Jewelry begins airing weekly

half-hour show Sept. 11.

WFAA-WBAP, DALLAS-FT. W,
Purlha. Mills, three quarter-hours

weekly, Mon., Wed., Fri., for 39
weeks.

;
Transcriptions. Placed

through Gardner Agency, St. Louis.
Mrs. Balrd's Bread Co., Dallas, five

quarter-hours weekly,. Mon.-Fri., for
26 weeks. Transcriptions, 'Jerry of

the Circus.' Placed through Tracy-
Locke-Dawson, Inc., Dallas.

Comet Rice Mills, Beaumont, two
quarter-hours weekly, Wed., Fri., for

15 weeks. Transcriptions," 'Comet
Potpourri.' Placed through Frcitag

Agency, Atlanta.

Standard Brands, Inc. (Royal Bak-
ing Powder), New York, Ave quar-
ter-hours weekly, Mon.-Fri., for 17

weeks. ~" Transcriptions, 'Visiting

Nurse,' Placed through McCann-
Ericksori, Chicago.
Wander Co. .(Ovaltine), Chicago,

five quarter-hours weekly, Mon.-
Fri., for 39 weeks. Transcriptions,

'Little Orphan Anni .' Placed
through Bluckett-Sample-Hummert
Inc. Chicago.
I.ehn & Fink Products Co. (Hinds

Honey and Almond Cream), New
York, five quarter-hours weekly,
Mon.-Fri., for 13 weeks on WFAA
and Texas ' Quality Network. Live
talent, dramatic show, 'Helen's Home.'
Placed through William. Esty fit Co.,

N. Y. '

'

.

'

Peter Paul, Inc. (Mound's Candy
Bar), Naugatuck, Conn., 62 tran-
scribed one-minute announcements.
Placed through Platt-Forbes, Inc.,

N. Y.
Sears Roebuck Co„ Chicago, five

quarter-hours weekly, Mon.-Fri.,- for
26 weeks. Transcriptions, 'Grandma
Travels." Placed through Blackett-
Sample-Hummert, Inc., Chicago.

Byer-Rolnlck Hat Co. (Resistol
Hats), Dallas, one quarter-hour
weekly, Sun., for 39 weeks. Tran-
scriptions, 'That Was the Year.'
Placed through Pitluck Agency, San
Antonio.

WGH, NEWPORT NEWS
Burrow Martin Cd„ duggists, Nor-

folk, Va„ adds 15 minutes to its half-
hour daily, except Sunday, 'Musical
Clock.'

Sunnybrook Beverage Co. (Hires
Root Beer) 15-minute daily program
using hillbillies.

Virginia Optometrlcal Society spon-
sors two quarter-hour shows per
week;- educational..

M. Lewis Goodklnd, Chicago
agency, has become affiliated with
Raymond R. Morgan Co., of Holly-
wood. Goodkind's Chicago firm will
be known as Gopdkind fit Morgan,

WFIL, PHILADELPHIA
Supplee- ills-Jones Milk, sponsor-

ship three times weekly for 52 weeks

of 'Lone Ranger,' pumped by Mutiui
from Detroit. Placed by N. W kvT

.
White Laboratories, New '

York'
eight spot announcements per. wJk
for 39 weeks for Feen-a-mint Wn.
Ham Esty agency.

J. R. Pharmaceutical Co., Chester
Pa., eight spots a week for six week!
for Foot-Ease. Placed by Gallashw
fit Weir.

6 w

Delaware, Lackawanna 8c Western
Coal Co., half-hour Sundays for S
weeks for Blue Coal, airing tv
Shadow.' Ruthrauff fit Ryan.
Wheatena Corp., Rahway, N. J

'«

mi.nutes^three times weekly for'. 13
weeks. WFIL to pump to Mutual,
Rohrabaugh fit Gibson agency, Philly,

WMCA, NEW YORK
Procter & Gamble Co. (Oxydol)

has started 26-week announcement
series on WMCA. Half-minute shots
five times weekly through Trans-
american for Blackett-Sample &
Hummert agency.
Carleton 4 Hovey Co. (Father

Johns Medicine), 26 weeks of one.
minute announcements five times
weekly, starting Oct, 23. John W.
Queen agency, Boston.
Midget Raceway, Inc., Roosevelt

Field, L. I. (midget auto racing),

start: Indef scries of five-minute an-
nouncements Mondays and Wednes-
days. Effective immediately with
extra half-minute on Saturdays. Dk
rect.

Roma Wine Co;, daily news shot
for 52 weeks. tarted Sept 4. Di-
rect.

Jadwlga Remedies (Flemex), an.
nouncement series of seven one-half
minutes per week for 52 weeks,
starting Oct. 10. Klinger Advertis-
ing Corp. placed.-

Kemp & Lane (Orangine Headache
Powders) already operating set of 20

half-minute spots Monday through
Thursday.

WIND, CHICAGO-GARY
Speedway Gasoline Co., news bul-

letins, 10 minutes daily' at noon; U
weeks. Direct.

Tidewater Associated II
' Co,

'Football Previews,' 15 minutes pre-

ceding pro-football games of Chicago
Cardinals each . Sunday. Direct
Haysma Laboratories, Two an-

nouncements daily for six weeks,

Direct.

DeBarry Ss Williams. Three five-

minute periods weekly for 13 weeks,

D. T. Campbell agency.

Washington spot advertisers prefer WJ SV

tight now
1
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Washington's Best Salesman

because WJSV sells goods

10,000 WATTS . WASHINGTON, D. C. A CBS STATION
Owned and operated by the Columbia Broadcasting System. Represented by Radio Sales:

New York, Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukee, Charlotte, N. C, Los Angeles, San Francisco
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vi ine foundation for request that

the order gagging WARD and

WLTH, giving WBBC three-fourth

time and renewing license of

WVFW, be vacated and the decision

reversed. The principal propositions

up for review are:

First, in givi facilities of an

existing station to a rival transmit-

ter, is the FCC not obliged to weigh

prospects of improved service

against demonstration of past op-

eration?

Second, does the evidence sub-

stantiate findings that the two plants

illegally transferred control of their

facilities; lack ample finances; that

WARD possessed poor equipment;

that objectionable- programs actually

were aired via the two accussed sta-

tions, and that deletion is justified?.

Third, did the FCC abuse its au-

thority and act in an arbritrary,

high-harided fashion?

Fourth, was the procedure legal,

in view of changes in Commish per-
sonnel, adoption of ex-post facto

reasons, and lack of discussions of
evidence?
In a lengthy discussion of these
ints, the WARD-WLTH barristers

claimed there is no showing WBBC
promised, better service; pointed out
that only a short time earlier the
Commish found WARD entitled to

renewal; complained ho charge of
improper operation or bad program-

ing was contained' in the notice of
issues to be taken up at the hearing,
and insisted, the burden of proof
rested on WBBC, riot on. the two in-
dicted transmitters.

The Commish made a serious error
in not ruling on WARD-WLTH mo-
tion for dismissal of the WBBC ap-
plication for their facilities, Segal et
al., maintained. Improper to force
defendants to go on with their case
while the Commish made up its

mind whether WBBC had made a
satisfactory and complete presenta-
tion.

'Abuse of Power'
Deletion of the station was termed

a serious 'abuse of power,' without
foundation. No findings relative to
program service of WLTH and only
sketchy ones re WARD. Insinuations
of the Commish are improper, the
judges were told, particularly those
concerning medical advertising, poor
finances, undcpcndable equipment,
and loss of actual control over fa-
cilities.

Declaring FCC lacks authority to
ban advertisements for proprietary
remedies, Segal and his associates
seek a definite ruling on a matter
which has troubled numerous sta-
tion managers. Statute is silent on
this problem, being limited only to
particular types of program- of-
fenses (obscenity, lotteries, political
speeches, etc. ), and 'the broadcast of
commercial medical programs can-
not by any stretch of the imagina-
tion be construed as obscene, in-
decent, or amount to profane lan-
guage.' Right to rule on medical
advertising is vested in the Trade
Commission, they contend, adding
that 'public interest in the Com-
munications Act cannot be construed
to mean ..'public health and safety'
"n the control of broadcast adver-
tising.'

If claims for remedies are with-
out foundation, the FTC is the
Proper body to. start vendettas and
the advertisers are the proper tar-
gets, brief said. Issuance of com-
plaint or negotiation of stipulation,
which would bind broadcasters, is
we appropriate procedure, with the
courts being used to impose penal-
««• Putting broadcasters on the

,w ^ ln confl'Ct with the theory of
">e Communications Act and the

Ution
Ple behind government regu-

Besides challenging the FCC's
Powers, the attorneys maintained
"ieir clients should not be punished
ior practices that are general
;"ro"ehout the business. Unfair for

tt?»°
mmish to censure WARD and

ii T when 70,000,000 listeners hear
s miiar puffs day after day. Adver-

m u„
0f Pr°Pr'etary medicines is 'an

^"Wished American custom,' as
remonstrated by perusal of sched-

tion
networks and individual sta-

wftno
Similar testimony regarding

"OBC programs was ignored, they

fair h •

Ue
' Pointin« out that the

for
'red aDPIicants air propaganda

a»j
Several Pharmaceuticals, panaceas

a«d'remedies.
The finding that WARD'S apparatus

™as. undependable was opened to
Eyong attack. Illustrating again con-
ation that the FCC was biased, the
oarristers stressed the fact that
"ARD was off the air only 22 min-
uses durirtf^several years of opera-

tion, while WVFW, which is due to
continue existence, was out of com:
mission 147 minutes in a two-year
period.

Gag Unjustified

Even if majority of the charges are
true, the FCC is without authority to

gag the stations, it is asserted. Com-
mish has no concern with financial
dealings between broadcasters and
American Society of Composers, Au-
thors and Publishers or a cancelled
mortgage; and the sale of time to

advertisers is not. a loss of control
(or else the network outlets violate
the statute every day in the year).
Finances of both stations are ample,

brief said.
. Comparative balance

sheets show WLTH with largest as-
sets ($44,413) and reveal a fictitious

item on the credit side of the WBBC
ledger. Capital and surplus of both
WLTH and WARD are bigger than
WBBC's, and finding that the latter

is well heeled conflicts with the evi-
dence > which shows the station op-
erates at a loss.

The actual mechanics of the Com-
mish decision were assailed,, much

along the lines followed successfully
in obtaining reversals or reconsidera-
tion last year. One important point
made by Segal, et al., is that adop-
tion of opinions, decisions, orders,
etc., by referendum method is con-?
trary to law, which presupposes a
thorough exchange of ideas, group
discussion of evidence, and action of
a clear majority.
Only three members of the Com-

mish; less than a quorum required
under the law, actually passed on the
case, the attorneys remarked. Be-
cause of the death of former chair-

man Anning S. Prall and the re-

tirement of vice-chairman Irvin W.
Stewart, only five members had fol-

lowed the proceedings and two of
these (George Henry Payne and Paul
A. Walker) never sat in on the tes-

timony. So only Norman S. Case,
Eugene O. Sykes and Thad H. Brown
were in position to decide the case,

less than the number needed to

comply with legal requirements.

Brewer Shifts Stations

St. Louis, Sept. 13,

Alpen raun Brewing Co. has
shifted i 'Alpine Varieties' from
KSD, where it was broadcast for al-

most a year, to KMOX. Variety show
is skedded for Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday from 6:00 to 6:15 p.m.

Broadcasters, Philly Union Set

For Showdown; Allege Threats

iladelphia, Sept. 13.

A. Rex Riccardi, secretary of the

Philly Musicians Local, declar to-

day that he had received veiled

threats from Arthur Simon, g. in. of

WPEN, that the union would run

into difficulty in getting contracts

from other unaffiliated stations here

unless WPEN's music- quota is cut.

Riccardi vehemently declared that

such threats are serving only to re-

solve the union to stick to its guns
more than ever.

Simon's alleged action presumably
followed adoption by the Pennsyl-
vania Broadcasters Association Fri-

day (9) of a resolution he proposed
demanding that WPEN's quota be
cut. . Pennsy group agreed that

WPEN was being asked far. beyond
what its anticipated revenues merit;

Figure set for WPEN- is $30,853;

This is considerably more than the

5%% of the gross receipts set in the

national agreement. Agreement con-

tains a clause, however, stating that

no station shall spend a smaller per-

centage of its gross than it did last

y_ear. WPEN last year spent approx-
imately $41,000 for musicians. It

wants to cut that figure for the com-
ing season to $27,000.

Outlet at present has a 12-man
band with the privilege of playing

four hours of commercials a day.

Riccardi said that Simon pleaded

that whereas before the station was
able to sell the orch, it is now bereft

of . salesmen and unable to do so.

Salesmen were all allowed to go im-
mediately after they formed a union.

Station continues to operate under
last year's contract, which, expired

on Labor Day.. Riccardi's willing to

continue on that basis forever- as the

outlet is spending $11,000 more a

year on it than it is required under
the quota.

Oil for the Cars

of Cincinnati!
. . . WE'VE TOLD YOU ABOUT THE SENSATIONAL IN-

CREASE OF WSAI SPOT BUSINESS . . . NOW HERE'S A
CASE HISTORY OF ONE ADVERTISER WHO HAS

HELPED ESTABLISH WSAI'S RECORD. .

.

TRESLER OIL, DISTRIBUTORS OF PHILLIPS 66 GASOLINE,

WRITE: ". . . AFTER CAREFUL CONSIDERATION WE DE-

CIDED THAT RADIO OFFERED THE BEST MEDIUM, AND AS

THE RESULT OF OUR EXPERIENCE WITH SEVERAL LOCAL

STATIONS, WE ARE CONVINCED THAT STATION WSAI

PROVED THE MOST SUCCESSFUL."

AS A RESULT TRESLER OIL SPONSORED RED BARBER'S

SPORTS RESUME, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

GIVING AWAY 20,000 RED'S STICKERS DURING A 2-

WEEK OFFER.

BEFORE YOU PLAN YOUR NEXT RADIO SHOW, IN-

VESTIGATE THE POSSIBILITIES OF AN INDIVIDUAL

PROGRAM, CREATED AND BROADCAST BY THE EX-

PERIENCED STAFF OF

CINCINNATI
National Spot Representatives

TRANSAMERICAN
NEW YORK CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD
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Rolfe Heads Move to Aid Composers

To Sell Works Via Radio, Students

With the endorsement of leading

music authorities, a national move-
ment, which would enable ambitious

composers to market their works,

was launched last week under

auspices of the American Music

League. It- is planned to make the

high school bands and orchestras of

the nation, with a personnel of .3,-

0,000 musicians, the actual market

for new compositions once they,have

been approved by the League's music

committee.

Idea, was conceived by B. A. Rolfe,

band leader and president of the

League. Part of plan is to present

works of American composers,, past

and present, by means of radio, with

a parent musical organization of. 85

Instrumentalists and a chorus Of 30

mixed voices included in this broad-

casting idea.

If new musical works pass the

League's music committee, arid win
approval .from the air audience, they
will be published in orchestral form
and distributed to high ' schools at

wholesale price; Planned to. release

six arrangements monthly for nine

months. Composers would receive

regular royalty from all sales and

in this \yay ambitious composers

would be encouraged.

League also contemplates covering

musical organizations representing

patriotic societies much the same as

done with high schools. AML re-

cently formed, will operate on a non-
profit basis.

League has received support from
Dr. Walter Damrosch, George H.

Gartlan, m ic director for New
.York schools; Lyttbh [ Davis, music
director, for Missouri;' Capt. ' J6hn
Barabash, 'music director for Chi-

cago schools; E. C. Mills, general

manager, American Society of Com--
posers, Authors and Publishers;,

and Ferde Grofe. James. F. Gillespie,

for years manager for Paul 'White-

man's interests,', is partnered with
Holfe in this new movement Judge
Frederick E. Goldsmith is counsel for

the League.

STRAIGHT JABS

Bobbin? Mike Nearly Ruins Good-
man and- Downey, in Detroit

Pic Treatment on Band

Something new in band advertis-

ing comes iip from Memphis, where
Herman Waldman,. playing his third

date there in five years, is. featured

in a co-operative ad. in which 19

business firms,, three theatres, and

j
a radio station unite to give greet-

l ing to the returni home-towr
I product.

First use of the moti ictur*

standby lor a band. .

Morton' Downey and Benny Good-
man, with whose band Downey sang,

were victims of a tricky mike at the

Michigan State Fair in Deirc it last

week. ..Mike was .equipped with a
spring inside the barrel of the stand

to hold it at full height, with a c:amp
to hold it lower when required.

At different times the clamp slipped

and allowed the thing to shoot .up-

ward and clip first Goodman, then

Downey, in the face. Goodman had
his glasses broken and. was cut under
the eye. Downey nearly had his

dental work driven, down- his throat

when it hit him in the mouth.

N.Y. WORLD-TELE

B10G-ING ORCHS

NAPA Counsel

Derides MPPA's

Phono Licensing

Philadelphia, Sept. 13.

Attempt by the Music Publishers
Protective Associati to license

coin-operated phonograph machines
is so much hokum, Herbert Speiser,

counsel for the National Association

of Performing Artists, declared here
yesterday.. It is merely a round-
about attempt to. get more, money
out of the record companies, he said,

as the.MPPA knows it hasn't a legal

leg to stand on.

Move to .use -the copyright owners'
right to grant permish for special ar-

rangements, as a means of bringing
the coin machines under control,.just

won't work,- Speiser said. Without
the right to make their own arrange-
ments, he claimed, no half-way im-
portant band will play a tune. And
that publishers will allow their tunes
to go unplayed is preposterous, he
stated, when they use every form of

human guile now to get a plug.

New York World-Telegram started

• series of feature articles Monday
(12) recounting the early history and
rise by-lined by H. Allen Smith,
to prominence of some of the

name orchestras. Series' initialer was
Guy Lombardo, selected to lead off,

the story inferred, because the crew
has managed to survive the many
shifts in musical 'styles since it

reached the top without following
suit. Duke Ellington was the sub'

ject yesterday (Tues.).

Articles ate prefaced with a para'

graph in italics stating that 'Organi-
zation and management of dance
bands has become a major- industry
in America. No effort has been-made
to select or designate the best of the
bands. Those included in the series

are representative organizations, cur
rently in the heavy money/

Series has created a stir among
band press agents, most of whom are
scrambling to get their clients

listed.

Lapham't Concerts
Claude Lapham, composer and ar-

ranger, is now conducting a weekly
'Salon International' concert idea at

the Astor hotel, N. Y.
His session next Tuesday night

(22) will feature the traditional

music of Hawaii.

TOMEI QUITTING

PHILLY UNION

PREXY POST

iladelphia, Sept. 13.

A. A. Tomei, prez of the Musicians
Local here arid one of the city's

best-known labor leaders, has ten-

dered his resignation, effective Oc-
tober 3, it was learned this week.
He will J-in the Philly orch at that

time, from which he has had offers

for the past three, years. ' He is re-

putedly one of the best French horn
players in the country.

Tomei declared yesterday that it

was a toss-up whether he wanted a
career as a labor leader or a mu-
sician, and chose the latter. Abuse
and . heartaches that necessarily go
with the task of leading a union de-
cided him, he sai Difference in pay
between the two jobs is only about
$250 a year. As head of the Tooters

he received $3,500 a year, while in

the new spot he'll get $80 a week for

a 33-week season and, if he chooses
to play in the summer concerts, an-

other $400, making a total of about
$3,250.

'

The union prez's resignation cpmes
as a complete surprise—though cer-

tainly no disappointment—to thea-

tre owners, cafe operators arid

radio stations, all of whom -

: were
practically in a continuous battle

with the militant leader. The 33

months he has headed the AFM local

have been by far the most turbulent
in. its. history arid the ones in which
it has advanced fastest in Obtaining
large-size concessions and contracts.

Included in Tomei's term was a
lengthy strike agai" t all of War-
ner Bros, theatres.

'

Joseph Levy, v.p., ill serve in

Tomei's stead until his term expires
in December.

15 Best Sheet Music Sellers

(Week ending Sept. 10, 1938)

'Alexander's Ragtime Band
A-Tisket, ArTasket .............

"I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams.

.

•Now It Can Be Told. ..... ... . . ...

.

Music, Maestro, Please ............

When Mother Nature Sings

I'm Gonna Lock My Heart. .

So Help Me ..... ... ..........

You Go to My Head. . ........

Cathedral in the Pines V. ...

•Change Partners ; .

.

•Small Fry
•Garden of the Moon . . . ; .

,

•I've Got a Date With a Dream'

....... ABC
, ..... . .Robbins
...... Santly-Joy
...... Berli

, .. . . .Berlin

. .... .Santly-Joy

. . . . . ..Shapiro

...... Remick

. .....Remick

.......Berlin

. .. , . . .Chappell

. ... ...Famous
Harms
.Feist

top Beating Around the Mulberry Bush. .... '.', . . ByC

Indicates flimusical song. t Indicates stage production song.

The others are pops.

Inside Stuff—Music

A bit of a casus belli was almost pr ipl ted on the etro lot when a
Walter Donaldson tune for 'Honolulu' was placed by him with the new
Bregman-Vocco-Conn firm, 1 tead of going to Metro's own music subsids.

Feist or Robbins for publication. The associate producer on the Aim stated

he wasn't thinking of any copyright or music publishing angles; his main
job was the film, at the moment What aggravates it more is that Jack
Bregman arid Chester Conn are ex-Robbins and Feist . employees, which
further steamed up the New York end of Metro and the music publishers.

The Donaldson song stays with BVC, however; with promise of no further

repetition..

King Ross, arranger, who has entered the business of making specialized

phonograph records for musicians, states that a 2c. royalty should be suf-

ficient for copyright owners in the case of his wares, and that any attempt
to raise the fee by way of enforcing the exclusive-right-to-arrange pro-
vision in the copyright law would only serve to discourage his venture..

King holds that his type of record, should hot be classed with the. discs

used in coin-operated machines.
King states that he has created a new field and a hew source of revenue

for the publishing business. His 'Acompo' records: sell for $1:50 each.

Jack Mills has- obtained American
rights to 'Let's' Dance' and 'Weep and,
You Dance Alone' from Ciriephonic
Music, of London. Both tunes are
from current London musicals,; for-

mer in 'Wild Oats' and latter' in

'Happy. Returns.'

Francis Gilbert has returned from a two-month tour of Europe. While
the trip was essentially ' a vacation, he visited publishers in England,
France, Holland and the Scandinavian countries in behalf of . his American
publisher clients. Gilbert! reported that he was impressed with the dignity

and respect shown the music business by the users of performing rights,

as contrasted to the attacks to which the industry is subjected from si ilar

sources in this, country.

Larry Clinton's swing version of Claude Debussy's 'Reverie' is still copy-

right protected in Canada, hence the Robbins publication is kept off . the:

air in Canada. This has.worked agai t the tune on NBC sustaining hook-
ups which invariably have at least one Canadian station linked. Robbins
Music is now trying to .work out a royalty deal with the Canadian music
pub to clear the radio rights.

Irving Berlin's 'Walking Stick,' which Ethel errnan does in 'Alex-

ander's Ragtime Band' (20th), was originally written for Fred Astaire's

'Carefree' (RKO), both current releases. Astaire liked it but thought it

was too close to the boy number -he did in 'Top Hat,' so Berlin, who song-
smithed both pictures, switched it into 'Alex.'

Dave Oppenhel , Al Jacobs and
Jack Palmer writing score of Bobby
Sanford's new. Hollywood Restaurant
(N. Y.) Revue.

Network Plugs, 5 PH. to 1 A.M.
Following is, a totalization of the combined plugs of current tunes on NBC (WEAF and WJZ), and CBS

(WABC) computed for the week from. Monday through Sunday (Sept. 5-11). Total represents accumur
lated performances on the two major networks from 5 p. m. to 1 a. m...In 'Source' column, * denotes film
song, t legit tunes, and 'pop' speaks for itself.

GRAND
TITLE PUBLISHER TOTAL.

Garber's Orch Into

M-G's 'Ice Carnival'

Kansas City. Sept. 13.

Jan Carbons orch, at the Tower
here last week, has been' set to ap-
pear in Metro's forthcoming 'Ice

Carnival.' heavy budget production.

Crew has six weekr. of vaiide dates
ahead before trekking" to Hollywood
for the picture work.

Fi'Om the Coast band returns to

open a three-month stand at the
Blackhawk in Chicago beginning
Nov. 11.

'XBUM ELBOW BLUES'
President Roosevelt's and Father

Divine's Krum Elbow (N.Y.) estates

have been written into 'Krum Elbow
Blues.'

Johnny Hodges, Duke. Ellington's

small recording combo, made the

platter for Vocallon.

You Go to My Head Remick
A-Tisket A-Tasket. Robbins
So Help Me Remick
I'm Gonna* Lock' My Heart ..Shapiro
Tu-Li Tulip Time... Chappell.....
Stop Beating Around the Mulbe/rry Bush. . BVC.
Lullaby in Rhythm..'.. .Robbins .....
What Goes on Here in My Heart.... Paramount ..

I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams. Santly-Joy,...
I've Got a Date with a Dream .Feist
Small Fry Famous
There's' a Faraway Look i Tenney ......
Bambina Spier ........
Lambeth Walk .Mills
Now It Can Be Told .....Berlin
Put Your Heart in a Song.... ...Miller ....
If I Loved You ore. .... Words-Music
Change Partners .. Berlin. ........

Surnrrier Souvenirs.....;. ...BVC
Alexander's Ragtime Band. .....ABC ;

Don't Cross Your Fingers AeterrYellen
At .Long Last Love. Chappell. .'.

.

;

Oavdcri of the Monn ... Harms
Beside a Moonlit Streo , . Famous
No Wonder . , , . Crawford
Colorado Sunset ...v ....Gilbert
Love Is Where You Find It .'..Harms
I Hadn't Anyone. Till You ABC.
When Mother Nature Sings Lullaby Santly-Joy
Marilu . i Fox
The Yam I ...... Berlin
Flat Foot Floogee. .... , Green Bros..
Love of My Life ABC
1

:
Uspd; to Be. Color Berlin

Toy Trumpet,.; Circle
Girl Friend of the Harms.......
My Own. Robbins
Rosle the Redskin Stasny
Don't Let That Moon Get Away. .... Santly-Joy . ...

Mv Walking, Stick. .... Berlin. . .

Why Doesn't Somebody Tell: Me Things. . . Shapiro. ...

.

You're the Only Star in M,v Blue Heaven. Sh9ni.r0>. ... .

There's Honey on.ihe Moon Tonight .Miller
How Can We Be Wrong '...... ; .-. Crawford. ..'.

32
29
29
28
26
25
24
23
23
23
20
20
.19
18
18
17
1G
16
15
15
15
14
14
13
13
13
13
13
13
12
12
12
12
12
11
11
11
11
11
11
10
10
.10

10

Music Notes

Maury Rubens composed a spe-

cial song medley for Bobby Breen's

personal appearance tour.

Frank Lpesser and Hoagy Car-
michael turned in "Two Sleepy Peo»
pie* for- Thanks for the Memory' at

Parmount

Tin Pan Alley, Philadelphia pub-

lishing house, opening -New York
office, with Maurrie Merl in charge.

Arthur Brown, host at the Stork
Club, New. York, has written a new
tune,, 'Don't Throw Them Away,'
with Kay Palmer.

Lew Brown, and Sammy Fain

wrote 'It's the Doctor's Orders' and
Take the World Off Your Shoul-

ders' for RKO's 'Miracle Racket.'

Joe VenuM has been signed by'

Robbins Music to turn out several

violin
.
arrangements of .standard

numbers in that firm's catalog.' Com-
positions will.be released in a com-
pendium entitle.!, 'Venuti Violin

Rhythm."

Milton Well, Chic..go music firm; is

publishing two new songs by local

scribblers. Sylvia Clark, vaude and

radio comedienne, collabed with

Ruth Frank to turn out a ditty,

'Alorie in a Fog.'- Jerry Eaton and

Thomas Peters tossed off a tune

titled 'Boola Boola Neath the 1

for the college football season.

Bob Perry, program director of

WORL, Boston, has turned composer,

cleffing the tune 'The Music in Me.'

Vlo Knight wrote and published a

new ditty 'The Pie-eyed Piper/

-Ralph ., Ralnger scoring

mount's 'Paris Honeymoon.'
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Band Reviews

CLEM WILLIAMS Qrch (15)

With Palti Morgan
Arcadia-Interi.rtlonal, Thllly

Clem Williams is the 21-year-old

branch of a moneyed socialite

family from suburban Philly. For-

mer music student at the U, of Penn-

sylvania, he got a yen to baton a

swing crew and when, recently, he

"was left a wad of coin (reported to

be $GO,000), he organized his own
band. Part of the squad was for-

merly with Jack Delmar's orch and

the others were recruited from
around Philly. Williams rehearsed

them (at full pay) for more than a

month, hired not one, but two, press

agents, and, at the beginning of the

summer, went into the Gateway Ca T

sino, Somers Point, N. J., at a figure

understood to be below the market.

Difference between contract price

and tootors' union scale was made up

by Williams out of the jackpot. Cost

of a Mutual coast-to-coast wire,

which the kid-maestro had installed,

came from the same pM c' gold.

With close of the shore season,

Williams' desires turned to tiic Ar-
cadia-International, tOD cabaret spot

in his home town. With all the pub-
licity hs received as a socialiteTgone-

swi2.T, he was figured by op Art
Padula as worthwhile attraction. He
was hired for two weeks, starting last

Tuesday (6), with an option, which
isn't being lifted. Being booked, in

the future, by Charlie Shribman.
Band performs nuch in the Bunny

Berlgan style, although; naturally,

in the short time it has been organ-
ized, not with the Berlgan ' touch.

Brass predominates by far, Williams
trying to develop style of his own
with three trombones, three trum-
pets and ftve saxes. He uses no stock

music, but all his own arrangements.
They are made by Ray Smythe, Bill

Fairbanks and Barney Hoflick, latter

twb in the band, all of whom have
done occasional for Casa Loma.
Although the band hit the groove

pretty solidly in the large dance spot-

at which it played during the sum-
mer, its difficulty new is in playing
soft enough for the comparatively
small and sophisticated Arcadia.
Was blasting when caught.

Williams himself is oke-looking
except for his extreme youth, but not

much of a showman with the stick.

And when real technical knowledge
of music is needed, as when playing

the show, he turns the wand over to

Walt Heebner. sax player.

Vocalist is Patti ;.1org;.n, a secre-

tary 'discovered' by Artie Shaw
three months ago in t Lowell, Mass.,

radio station. ,.She is plenty okay,

pretty and with nice Jeep pipes. Not
much volume, though, and would go

much better with a sweet-music

combo. Herb -

COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA (14)

With Helen Humes. Jimmy Rushing
Famous Door, N. Y.

Climbing slowly since being brought
from the midwest, Count Basie's

crew is gradually casing itself into

favor with swing fans. John Ham-
mond and Benny Goodman

.
are

credited with discovering the outfit

in Kansas City a little less than two
years at>o. arid Willard Alexander of

the Music Co^. of America han-
cocked it. It was then a. nine-piece
outfit.

Band played its first date for MCA
at the'Grand Terrace, Chicago, and
thereafter was put into the Roseland,
N.Y., Wm. Penn HoteirPitt, arid the
Ritz, Boston, with indifferent success.
Now at the Famous Door, the Count
and his crew are proving themselves
a real draw. MCA is supposed to

have backed the refurbishing and re-

opening of the Door, a report is

nersistently denies. Spot was en-
larged to accommodate the 14-man
crew.

Made up of three saxes, three
trumpets, three trombones, four
rhythm, and Basie at the keys, out-
fit seems able to blast the customers
onto the 52d street curbing without
effort in the two-by-four Door,
There isn't a drape in the place to
soften the jive, yet it only occasion-
ally reaches an uncomfortable pitch.

Walls are mirrored and the ceiling is

plated with stainless. steel.

Basie bunch is a tough litter to
classify, sending in a style all its

own. It's not a showy aggregation,
concentrating on group-sending with
very, few solo hot breaks. Basie sup-
plies all the showmanship necessary
working his keyboard. in front of the
outfit. He and the rhythm section
provide a base for the riding reeds
and brass that makes it hard for

Save on the Road
„ Go bv GREYHOUND

Low Fares • Flexible Schedules . Super-Coaches

Whatever your route may be—whether your jumps are long or

short—you'll save plenty of money on Greyhound transportation.

There's always a bus when you want it! Orchestras and large

companies can take full advantage of the extra convenience and

extra economy of Greyhound charter servi Investigate at once

• . . mail the coupon below.

GREYHOUND
i ti e "i

Mull' (M» couiwrf to Greyhound Tru'vel Hur*jau, yti Dili niul Superior, t'leve-

lunil, Ohio, or l'lne and Buttery, Sim KriinrliK-o, <«l., fur mien on Individual

trips or for rlinrtered buse.i (give number lit ionipuiiy) ,

Adilri'**.
, VA-B

listeners not to rock with 'em.

-There's very, little dancing, as the

'floor is pocket-size,
Basie carries two vocalists. James

Rusning and Helen Humes, both

swing stylists. Rotund ,

Rushing is

rapidly becoming a jitterbug fave

with his high-pitched piping. Miss

Humes is also easy to listen to, Jerry

Kruger m.c.'s the short show and
contributes a couple of numbers
neatlv, while Gladys Palmer tickles

the ivories between sets. She's also

a house favorite. Cresv stays here

until sometime in January, when it

shoves off on one-nightcrs.

JIMMIE LUNCEFORD ORCH. (15)

With Babe Matthews
Apollo, N. Y.

Lunceford's .
aggregation is gen-

erally considered one of the best

colored crews and its work here
makes the reason plain. Onstage
backing the show, the band plays

nearly a solid hour before .emerging
from behind a drop, and still has
enough left to send Harlemites out
.if the house rocking. Outfit is plenty

showmanly, which makes it a cinch

for theatre work. Spotlights four or

five members, bringing 'em off the

bandstand to the apron for solo licks,

vocals and comedy bits, beside it's

swingstress, Babe Matthews.
Lunceford uses five saxes in his

outfit, which indicates a sweet,,

rather than a hot style. It plays both,

six-brass section cutting loose in

unison in the latter and muled or
silent in the sweet. Dual style

balances nicely so that the crew is

never tiresome.
Willie Smith, sax footer, clicks

solidly with a juve tune done in

lisping style and a baby's cap; Crowd
wanted more and he came back later

for a straight try.' Dan Grissom, an-
other sax-sender, also does vocals
and does 'em well. Babe Matthews
sells her tunes in a way that appeals.
Best of the several she did was 'L Got
a Guy.'
Lunceford never projects himself

further than the announcements, pre-
ferring to stay in the background
and lead the crew. Does it un-
obtrusively, without any over-acted
batonnirig or leg work.

JOE MARSALA ORCHESTRA (6)

With Adele Glrard
Hickory House, N. Y.

Marsala recently returned here
after an eight-week vacash, during
which time the bandstand was held
by Red Stanley's crew. Marsala and
the Hickory House have become
synonomous with swing to hot jive
fans, especially on Sunday after-
noons, when it's the gathering place
for musicians as well.

Between the time he exited in
favor of Stanley, and his return,
Marsala made changes in his small
crew, but they hurt the unit. He lost
or released his. ace skin beater,
Buddy Rich, to Bunny Berigan, took
on Max Chamitoff on the keys, and
added Adele Girard, swing singer-
harpist. Chamitoff was from Stan-
ley's crew.
The band's still hot and plenty

pleasing, but the crew is not as hot
as when Rich was knocking in the
heads of his skins. Danny Alvin, who
replaced Rich, tries to bang 'cm in
the same style, but doesn't quite suc-
ceed, Miss Girard takes licks on the
harp, but somehow the instrument
just has no place with the small unit.
She occasionally handles the vocals
of slower-tempoed tunes nicely.
Whatever the shifted outfit lacks,

Marsala more than makes up for it

when he starts ridiTig his licorice
stick. When the unit starts for.' the
clouds with Marsala leading, it would
liven a mummy; without him it's just
fair.

On the Upbeat
Earl Mellen, Gray Wolt Tavern,

Sharon, Pa„ Sept. 23.

Jack Denny, four days at Stale

Casino, Hammond, Ind., Sept. 22.

Art Mooney, Webster Hall hotel,

Detroit, Sept. 14.

Harry Owens, Baker hotel, Dallas,

Sept. 21.

Little Jack Little, Roosevelt hotel,

New Orleans, Sept. 20.

Roger Pryor's orch, Roosevelt
hotel, N. Y., Oct. 6.

Claude Hopkins and Mills Bros,
play Howard theatre, Washington,
week Oct. 14.

Kamona's band, Netherland Plaza
hotel, Cincinnati, Oct. 20.

George Sterney's crew opened at

Coq Rouge, N. Y., Sept. 10.

Gerry orton band into Raleigh
Room of arwick hotel, N. Y., Sept.
15.

Billy Brooks orch playing pne-
nighters in New England for Inter-

state Orchestras.

Max Stelner is doing an original
score for The Sisters' at Warners.

:

John Margro, formerly with Schir-
mer. as publicity director, now with
Mills Music in same capacity.

Ned Washington and Werner ich-

ard Heyman sold their ditty, 'If I

Ever Fall in Love,' to Universal, to

be sung in 'First Love.'

Eddie Cherkose and Walter Kent
writing song numbers for 'Colorado
Sunset' at Republic.

Frank Capano, cleffer and owner
of Tin Pan Alley Publishing Co.,

Philly, has authored nine tunes for

competition for most played on the
air sweepstakes this fall.

Philly Franklin Hotel

May Use Name Orchs
Philadelphia, Sept. 13,

Benjamin Franklin hotel here,
which has heretofore just used a
local band in its Crystal Room, pon-
dering the possibility of adopting a
name band policy for the winter.
No definite decision has been made
yet, but it is understood agencies
have been contacted for prices.
Ozzie Nelson's oven is under con-

sideration as an opener.

Wayne King, who played two
weeks at Casa Manana, Ft. Worth, In

early August, returns to Lake Worth
Casino there for a one-niter, Sept:'

29. Affair will be benefit for Amon
Carter's Star-Telegram Goodfcllows
Fund.

Blue Barron's first one-niter date
on exiting Edison hotel, N. Y., will be
the Rita ballroom, Pottsvillej Pa.,

Oct. 10.

Georgia Trio, strollers, and Barker
Trio, ditto, set at Fort Hayes hotel,

Columbus, O., and Fontenelle hotel,

Omaha respectfully.

Hal King's crew go into Half Moon
Club, Steubenville, O., Oct. 3.

Gene arvey rehearsing new band
to go out under Associated Orches-
tras banner.

Sub for Morgan
Joe Bratton, newcomer, is rehears-

ing a band which will sub for Russ
Morgan at the Paradise Restaurant,
N. Y., when latter is broadcasting for
Philip Morris.

Consolidated Radio Artists is

building the new band to pinch hit
on Tuesday and Saturdays, when
Morgan broadcasts on WEAF arid

WABC, respectively, starting Sept. 26.

Ken Baker's band moves into Pa-
lomar, Los Angeles, today (Wed.) for
one week, prior to arrival of Ted
Weems. Filler-in required because
Glenn Gray moved out a week ahead
of time to take L. A, country fair

date.

Faith Carlton and her all-girl

marimba rhythm band doing a tour
of ;ne-nighters on the Coast.

Bunny Berlgan orchestra into the
Ritz, Boston, Sept. 19 for two weeks.

Sammy Kaye's one-night itinerary

includes Trianon Ballroom, Toledo,
tomorrow (Wed.), Stoneboro, Pa.,

Sept. 16, and the Sunnybrpok Ball-

room, Pottstowri, Pa., Sept. 17.

Emil Coleman orchestra fills a so-

ciety date at the estate of Mrs. Her-
bert.L. Bodman, Glen Head, L. I.,

Sept. 17.

sixth consecutive winter season, h
three half-hour remotes a week over
WEBR.

Floyd Ray and his orch moved
into the Domar ballroom at HermoM
Beach, Cal.

Ben Pollock and band open
new Glendale, Cal., Civic auditorium
(16). Gus Ariihcim has the assign,
ment (23).

TWO N. I DANCE

SPOTS CLOSE

IN RED

Bridgeport, Sept. 13.

Pleasure Beach park buttoned up
Sunday (41). Season was first, of

municipal operation of park and ven-
ture of city into show biz was no
cause for rejoicing.

Bunny Berigan, skedded to. wind
up season Sunday, reported at Lake
Compounce, Bristol, instead. Latter
spot, however, had Gene Krupa en-
gaged. Both bands are repped by
Arthur T. Michaud. After discover-
ing error, Berigan and band left for

Bridgeport, almost two hours away,
making it too late. No dance.
Ballroom's top nights of season

were Gene Krupa, more than 1,100

at 77c„ and Mai Hallctt, who pulled

about, 900 at same price last May.
Hallett repeated in August to little

more than 500. Spot had two really

red ones, Russ Morgan and Louis
Armstrong; former, in at $1,000,

drew less than 400 at 99c, and Arm-
strong, contracted at $750, grossed

about same money.
Rotori Point park, South Norwalk,

also hibernating after sad summer.
Ballroom went conservative on . band
outlay after flock of names egged
early part of season and tried a few
major attractions during latter

weeks; Jimmie Lunceford had high
score with 900 payees.

Showmanship

(Continued from page 34)

to School' theme under sponsorship
of a local department store. First of

series started off with remote pick-

up from Tacorria's Wright park,
where hundreds of youngsters gath^
ered for a field day which ended up
playground activities. Quiz contest
for high-school students lor mer-
chandise prizes offered by sponsor,
and a letter-writing coritest for grade
and intermediate school students fig-

ure in the broadcasts.

Aiding the Coppers
St. Paul.

When newspapers published pic-
tures of a woman amnesia victim
who had been found wandering the
highawys, KSTP jumped into the
case with its best foot forward. Local
NBC red network outlet sent its

portable recording equipment to

Buffalo, Minn., arid interviewed the
femme, cut a disc of the questions
and. answers, then aired the platter

with the explanation that the prime
purpose of this, unique quiz was to

see if someone in the listening audi-

ence might recognize the victim's

voice.
KSTP's switchboard was imme-

diately flooded with offers of aid. All

calls were referred to the Minne-
sota Bureau of Criminal Apprehen-
sion. Next day the woman was iden-

tified as Estelle Conrady of Aurora,
111. She had been canvassing out of

Rochester. Minn.

Harold Austin's orch, in the. Dell-

wood ballroom, Buffalo, for the

OLD SONG SUGGESTIONS
FOR YOUR PROGRAMS
JIMMY McHUGH'S

CUBAN LOVE SONG
ROItlllNS MUSIC COKl'.

BIGGER THAN "THAT OLD FEELING"

WHO BLEW OUT THE FLAME?
Lyric, by MITCHELL PARISH A-\ u s i c by SAM/nV i

:
:\ \ H
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AFA Warns Four Chicago Night Clubs

To Adopt Closed Shop or Be Picketed

Chicago; Sept. 13.

Notice has been served on four

leading local spots that they must
go closed shop and book only mem-
bers of the American Federation of

Actors.. Those notified are the Em-
pire Room of the Palmer House, the

College Inn of the Hotel Sherman,
the Chez Paree and the Hi-Hat.

Notification named Sept. 15 (Thurs-
day) as the deadline. If not, the

AFA intends to. picket the cafes,

marking the first time any theatre

or spot here would be picketed by
the union.

AFA expects cooperation from the
agencies supplying talent to. these
spots, namely, William Morris
agency and Music Corp. of America.
Having already reached agreements
with these agencies in New York,
AFA declares that the local offices of

these agencies must be governed by
stme agreements which were nego-
tiated with th« N. Y. headquarters.

BENNY FIELDS EAST FOR

VAUDE; THEN TO LONDON

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

After four months on the Coast,
-Benny Fields goes east Thursday
(15); to play sixth return engagement
at Loew's State, New York, opening
Sept 22.

Sails late next month for four
weeks' appearance at- Cafe de Paris,
London. Due .back in Spring for pic-
ture work,

Liz Talbot-Martin Debuts
In Rainbow Room Oct 12
Elizabeth Talbot-Martin, mi ic

and dancer of the Ruth St. Denis
type, makes her Ne,w York Rain-
bow Room debut Get. 12. Alec Tem-
pleton also returns then, and there
may be a third act. The Al Dona-
hue and Eddie LeBaron bands hold
oyer.

Outgoing acts will be John
Hoysradt and Jack Cole's Dancers.

RKO UNIT DATES

IN N. Y. ON RISE

DIVORCES IJITERY OPERATOR
Detroit, Sept. 13.

Charging cruelty, Mrs. Mndeloh
Sheffery Huck was granted a divorce
last week from Arthur J. Huck op-
erator of Westwood Gardens.

Mrs. Huck testified her husband
supported her and their year-bid son
grudgingly and he frequently stayed
away for days without explanation.

Popularity small stage units,

spotted in for only one or two nights

as a rule, has increased* to such an

extent on
;
RKO's circuit in Greater

New York that there are now five

such flesh units currently booked in-

to about 30 theatres. Virtually all

carry their own bands. Bulk of

shows consist of people.

Al Shayne unit is latest addition to

RKO circuit. Others are Cowboy
Jack, Sunshine Sammy, Buzzin'

Around and Scrcenland Revue. Few.

circuit officials envision the return

•of straight vaudeville, even on a
limited scale, in this activity.

Understood that best units might
be brought into RKO theatres most

I likely to benefit from New York
I World's Fair visitors when exposi-
tion opens next Spring. In- such
case, ii.nits might be enlarged. This
fits in with the idea that circuit

houses would want to attract out-of-
town, trade, which would go for flesh

shows when otherwise they mi lit

pass up straight picture house.

PAY CLAIMS MADE IN

PHILLY AFTER FIRINGS

Philadelphia, Sept. 13.
Salary claims have been, made by

the United Entertainers Assn.
against two spots, one here and one
near Harrisburg, Pa., for acts which
were fired before their contracts
were up. Biggest claim is against
Harold Larzalere, operator of the
Evergreen Casino, $80. Tom Kelly,
biz agent of the UEA, claims Larza-
lere fired the Carroll Sisters, danc-
ing act, after only one week of their
two-week contract. Compromise
offer to pay half was made by
Lar lere and his agent, Bob Cal-
vert. Kelly refused to accept it

until he finds the girls for whom
he made the claim. They have-since
gone out of town- on another book-
ing;

Kelly charges that approximately
$45 is due Betsey Bain, dancer, from
the S. S. Lighthouse, Hummelstown,
Pa. Miss Bain, he said, was sup-
posed to get a week's work, but Was
dismissed by op Harry Gerner after
one day's work. Kelly wants $30
salary, room, board and transporta-
tion.

Baptie-Lamb Ice Show

Set for 8 Weeks in LA
Hollywood, Sept. 13.

Ice show now appearing at the
Hotel New Yorker, New York, moves
into the Trocadero here Sept. 27 for
eight weeks, with Norval Baptie and
Gladys Lamb topping, a cast of 15.

Work starts this week on the. con-
struction of an ice rink.

N. Y. Hostelry Adopts

Nitery for First Time
RaleiK'r Room, of the Warwick

hotel, New York, goes for its first

floor show this week. Three acts
and band will open- tomorrow night
(15).

Elinor Sheridan, singer; Alan
Jones, pianist, and Dell O'Dell,

dancer, will augment Gerry Mur-
ton's band. Harry Engel, of Fanchon
& .Marco, booking.

Pitt Niteries Look to World Series,

Many Roadhouses Extend Season;

Detroit Sees Good Business Ahead

Ames-Arno Quit Gordon

Show; Sign with Vallee
Ames and Arno are slated for a

personal with the Rudy Vallee unit
soon at Loew's State, New York.
Dancers settled their contract with

Max Gordon's. 'Sing Out the News,'
finding the assignment inadequate.

Pin CABARETS

AIR AUDITIONS

Pittsburgh, Sept. 13.

Pittsburgh branch of Entertainers

Federation of America, which re-

cently refused to join AFA because
of president Ralph Whitehead's re-

fusal to grant local autonomy, plans

to follow up advantage gained n re-

cent publicity breaks ;by hitting the

air waves once a week with a plug
for local talent. KQV has allotted

the group half an hour of time every
Saturday afternon and EFA will use

its members exclusively on the

shows, with a different m.-c. officiat-

ing each week..

EFA also plans ,to utilize period as

a clearing house for acts. Will an-

nounce that entertainers appearing

on shows are open for night club and
cafe bookings and group hopes to

prove through' quality of : its shows
that Pittsburgh talent compares fa-

vorably withput-of-town artists.

Philadelphia, Sept. 13.

Tie-up has been made by WIP
with Warner Bros, to air name that

gets top-billing in the Earle the-

atre's stage show each week. Sta-

tion will carry the interviews every
Monday at 2:30 p.m.

ittsburgh, Sept. 13.

After spendnig around $50,000 last

fall to remodel its. Italian di ing

room into a swank supper-dance
spot, William Penn hotel will return

to its old room, the Chatterbox, this

season. Opening band will be Law-
rence Welk, who clicked here on first

local appearance several months ago,

with getaway set for Oct. 3 to cash i

on expected World Series trade.

Flock of roadhouses, among them
the Willows, also announcing an ex-
tension through the fall and winter,
all of them likewise with an eye to

the baseball classic influx; but doubt-
ful if many of the out-of-town cafes

will stick very long after that. Wil-
lows finished up. one of best, sum-
mers in years,' chiefly on smart click

of Joaquin Grill's orchestra.' After
three and a half month stay Grill has
been replaced by Dick Gardner's
crew.

Gardner, formerly £eqrge
Olsen, has a new vocalist, Peggy
Lawson, formerly with Bunny Beri-

gan. She . replaces former Mrs.
Gardner, who was divorced from
band leader recently.

Gardner's stay at Willows indefi-

nite, depending, upon spot's fall-

winter policy. Roadhoiise usually

operates only during summer. Danc-
ing every night; except Monday and
Tuesday, for time being.

Welk brings back dancing to Wil-

liam Penn following two-month shut-

down. Hotel's Urban Roof a skidder

this summer, and downstairs grill

was tried for a couple of weeks, but

it was no go, either.

Detroit, Sept. 13.

Already reopened for winter biz,

which looks lot better than past year

at this time. Is the Club Plantation,

sepia spot. Cliff Bell's Commodore
is due back ntfxt week with Chaun-

(Conti C. on page 44)

£ V ERYWHERE—AND NOW-

Breaking Records at
The STRAND new york

OZZIE NELSON
AND HIS ORCHESTRA WITH

HARRIET HILLIARD
AND HER SONGS

TRIUMPHANT RETURN TO NEW YORK
AFTER ONE YEAR IN HOLLYWOOD

Personal Management

WILLIAM KENT, 1776 Broadway, New York
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Beuny the Bum's, Phflly, Fined $200

In Rum Violation; 5 Other Spots Cited

Philadelphia, Sept. 13.

Continuing its drive on hlteries

selling booze after Saturday curfew,

the Pennsylvania Liquor Control

Board last Friday (9) suspended the

license of Benny the Bum's for 20

days. The board accepted a $10 a

day offer in compromise, or $200, and

allowed Benny to remain open.

Already cited, or about,to be cited,

for selling after hours, are the Hotel

Philadelphia, 1214 Club, Ubangi Club

(about to reopen as The Village

Barn), 1523 Locust and 21 Club. All

will have hearings within the next

few weeks.
Cocoanut Grove, which is closed,

was fined $150 by. the board last

week, while the Embassy and Ar-

cadia each recently paid $10 a day

in compromise for 15-day suspen-

sions.

Curran said the compromise offers

were being accepted after first of-

fenses. He declared that the board,

on subsequent- offenses, will close

spots.

Ide Open,* Says Jury
Minneapolis, Sept 13.

In its Anal report to the district

court, grand jury charged Minneap-
olis is wide open, with gambling
rampant and night clubs selling

liquor at all hours in violation of the

midnight closing law.

'These conditions convince the

grand jury that such widespread vi-

olations of the laws covering gambl-
ing and liquors could only exist with
the consent and knowledge of city

and county officials,' the report de-

clares.

Hub Cafes Approved
Boston, Sept. 13.

Shows in Boston cafes have been
approved officially by Mary E. Dris-

coll, head of the Boston Licensing
Board.
She recently warned against ob-

jectionable shows.

PEGGY FEABS' CAPE DATE
Hollywood, Sept 13.

Peggy Fears has opened two-week
inging engagement at Phil Selz-
ick's in Hollywood.

Best Coffee in Englan

QUALITY INN

Fatal Rail Crash Delays

Heidi Mp!s. Date 6 Hours

Minneapolis, Sept. 13.

Badly shaken up but unscathed in

a railroad wreck that resulted, in

two deaths and serious injuries to

10, Horace Heidt's orchestra was de-

layed more than six hours, reaching

Minneapolis,: causing their first per-

formance Friday (9) at the Orpheum
here to be held up from 1 p.m. to

2:30 p.m.

Despite its harrowing experience

the band went on .five minutes after

its arrival in. Minneapolis, appearing

in street clothes, and gave a bang-up
performance.
Wreck occurr'. in Hudson, Wis.,

30 miles from Minneapolis, and was
caused by a washout Train had
been due here at 8:30 a.m., but hours

elapsed before the band, en route

from Milwaukee,- could obtain a bus

to carry it the rest of the way. In

St; -Paul a police convoy was given

the bus and the musicians were
rushed to Minneapolis.

Red Ferrington of the band, who
was driving from Milwaukee to here,

picked up several of the other in-

jured passengers and drove them to

the hospital.

• 15 YEARS AGO •

(From Variety and. Clipper)

Pitt Looks Up

(Continued from page 43)

cty Cromwell topping show, while

Hotels Book Cadillac and Statler are

planning to take down shutters early

next month.
Book Casino and Sutler's Terrace

Room have been harboring only din-

ner dancing throughout summer.
Current at Casino is Bobby Gray-
son's band, and at Terrace is Frank
Gagen's crew. Both orchestras,

which have been playing spots for

some time, will . be replaced for

nitery reoping and couple of name
acts added.

A. C. ASTOR
'ftrcKHeri by

SIDNEY FISHER
75/77, Shaftesbury Avenue

PICCADILLY, LONDON, ENG.

Cleveland, Sept 13.

Dick Barrie's crew is breaking
Statler Terrace Room's autumnal ice

next Monday (19), starting the

hotel's couvert and floor-show season

MCA. lining up talent for initial re-

vue, laude Hoagland's unit .
stay-

ing currently until Barrie comes in.

Nitery front also given a pickup
by yesterday's (Tuesday) reopening
of Freddie Meyers' cafe, which was
one of the hottest money-makers of

last semester. Ingo Borde, 'Sphinx
Dancer,' topping opener, which in

eludes Dorothy Keith's line, Jean
Vicker and Phil Arnold as m.c.

Golden Glow. is another.spot, which
took off shutters last week, with
Jimmy King's orchestra. Frank
Monaco's Cafe, one of the most ex-
pensive dine-danceries hereabouts,
with Jacques Pollack's band, also

has reopened.

Breitbart, German strong man,

made his American debut at the

Brooklyn Orpheum. Did some as-

tounding feats, but act too slowly

paced for best results. improved.

Lizzie B. Raymond was making a

second try in_a sketch at the Ameri-
can, N. V. Had been one of the.

leading serio comics, but that was
some years before. Only a mild suc-

cess.

Nitery Reviews

PERSIAN ROOM
(HOTEL PLAZA,

Maurice & Cor
Orch (13).

arshard

ight female boxers .came over

from Europe to join the' Rube -Bern-

stein burley. show.. Opened at the

Columbia, N. Y., for a showing, and
cleaned up. Real sluggers and hot

hippodromers.

Ed Lowery, playing the Palace to

fill a disappointment, took his final

bow about two minutes after the

cur in had risen on the next turn.

Over in a big way. " Topper was Elr

sie Janis in a flock of i itations.

Still there with the punch..

Vera Gordon at the Riverside in

another sketch, but the audiences
were getting tired of . the 'Humor-
esque' mother in a string of acts.

She was always the same.

Theatre audiences were being i -

portuned for contributions for the

sufferers from the Japanese earth-

quake. Now the Japs are doing the

earthquaking and the Chinese get

the coin.

.Blanche . Ring was . out in Chicago
with Lt. Gitz-Rice as her pianist:

Doing well by the Palace b.o.

English authorities trying to for-

mulate some plan to halt the rapid
growth in popularity , of the Holly-
wood productions. Still figuring.

Motion Picture. Theatre Owners
Assn. in a huddle with the directors

to make and release its own films.

Scheme looked good oh paper—all

except the cash entries.

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

the Northwest coming to an agree-
ment with American Society of Com-
posers,. Authors and Publishers over
royalty payments.

N. Y. License Commissioner re

ported a seating capacity of 677,840

i the five boroughs.. Almost half
were in Manhattan.

Picture exhibs talking of adding
vaude to overcome lack of pulling
pics.

CASS, OWEN
and TOPSY

Held Over 3rd Week
RKO PALACE, Chicago

Direction: MAX TISHMAN

Loew theatres, including State,

N. Y., to go from split to full weeks.
Gave the circuit 17 full weeks.

The Hotel Plaza's Persian Room
doesn't reopen formally until the

end of this month when Eddy Du-
chin comes back plus The Hartmans
and Sally Clark. For a three-week
stopgap, still under the summer in-

formality, Maurice arid Cordoba,
who've danced here before, are back
with their ballroomology, and Jack
Marshard's orchestra makes its

New York debut.

Both just elds ith Miss Clark,

who's a Roosevelt in-law) at the
Ritz, Boston, where Marshard's bands
are ijuite well known. He has a

nice society following in the Back
Bay belt and maintains several units.

For the New York bow-in, Marshard
impresses on : personality .and a

sweet-hot style that undoubtedly,
gets 'em up and- keeps 'em on the
dance floor. ' Maestro, is an ex-drum-
mer, a la Olsen, Lymani et al., but
is strictly baton here. His combo
numbers 12, excluding himself.
Maurice and Cordoba evidence

much hard work and. improvement
In that their routines are different,

their holds' unusual and quite clev-

er thought out, ..without assuming
any semblance of acro-adagioisms.
The whirls and holds in the opening
waltz, then the tango and concluding
oddly-rhythined foxtrot- are producr
tive of consistent acclaim. Abel.

ROYAL HAWAIIAN
(HONOLULU)

Honolulu, Aug. 27.

Perhaps the most exotic dine arid

dance spot extant is the Royal Ha-
waiian's Waikiki Terrace, o'erhung
with giant palms and with the far-
famed Waikiki Beach and the Pa-
cific as a background. Adding to the
rich colorful picture is a variegated
populace. Entertainment is changed
nightly in the matter of orchestras
and artists, leaning predominantly
to diverse hula dancers.. Hulas here
are different in that there is rhythmic
variation, minus the usual sensubus-
ness so often striven for on the main-
land.
Topping the orchestras is Don Mc-

Dinrmid's Royal crew, a melodious
outfit, particularly popular on the
island. Steel guitarist is a star in
his own ri ht and a standout instru-
mentalist.
Other strummers Include Joe Ike-

ole's Serenaders and Al Perry's Surf
Riders, not to mention Bray's Aloha
Boys; Johnny Nobel vet composer
of hula songs, is directing the diver-
tisment. Tucked away out here in
the Pacific .is a superb entertainer
by the name of Clara Inter, long the
toast of Hawaii. She does character
numbers with all the fine coniedy ef-
fect of. a Charlotte Greenwood, or
Vesta Victoria. Some of her mate-
rial is a wee bit blue, and, of course,
she would have to be coached in a
few minor details-for American con-

sumption. She's a real find for one
of the New York late spots.
Seven hula girls are used In the

floor show. A number in which
bamboo sticks about two feet : long
are twirled, about, is a distinct nov-
elty. Another oddity is the manner
of taking bows, with arms extended
tautly forward and the palms of the
hands disclosed. Quite removed from
the stuff Toots Paka showed, like-
wise Gilda Gray.

.

Tables are always at a premium,
capacity being the rule. Waikiki
Terrace is a haven for the stayer-
uppers one of the places that limns
the memory through the years.

O.M.Samuel.

RAINBOW GRILL, N. Y.

Paul Kain Orch (7).
Marlynn & Michael.

Paul Kain's orchestra is the Rocke-
fellers' late.H. import, succeeding Ben
Cutler. ' This Informal room atop the
65th floor has been more or less a
star-maker for bands and talent and;
while considered a plum berth, the
talent is never bought with an eye to

name value; Idea is that its own
basic merit will eventually establish
the band or act, after being auspici-
ously showcased here.
Kain is from' the Coast and brings

in a nice, .smooth, combo. Nothing
sensational in how he batons or what
style he dispenses,, excepting that it's

solid dansapatioh. Business has been
exceedingly strong. Only seven men,
the smallest the Grill has ever
played. . Kain's instrument is the sax
and he features it throughout
Not so strong is Ruth Nigey, new-

comer songstress, of socialite back-
ground (her father was a prominent
hotel man). Miss Nigey impresses as
having been overly influenced by the
Gertrude- Niesen style of throaty,
dramatic chirping. She also overuses
her hands for emphasis.. Commutes-
between the Grill and the more for-
mal Rainbow Room, where she sings
with Eddie LeBaron's tango-rhumba-
ists.

.arlynn and. Michael continue
with "their ballroomology and do a
difficult 'champagne hour' chore
from 9:30 on, staging dance contests

with audience members, the bottle

of wine as. prize. Abet;

Josy Huston Due Back
Josephine Huston, Star of the Lon-

don musical comedy, success, 'Wild

Oats,' sails for America Oct. 19;'

In the cast eight months, Miss

Huston also doubled at the Cafe de

Paris and was active On the. air.

JACK and JUNE

B L A I

R

On Tour Fuller Circuit. Auxtrullii

^Hollywood Hotel" Revue

Stagehands and vaude managers
'

came to an. agreement irrN.Y. Deck-
i

hands upped to $58 weekly. ' Bur- I

lesque men drew $55 for a six-day
,

week. '
I

i

'Wine, Women and Soup;,' burley
show, doing a street parade in each

|

town.

Betty Allen in U.S. After

Doing 1st Pic in France
Betty Allen, American vocalist

with Ray Ventura's orchestral has re-

turned to New York for a vaca-
tion. Expects to; remain until Sept..

21, when she sails to join the band
at the Palladium, London, after
which she will go back with the out-
fit to the Chez Ventura. Paris,

doubling into the Paramount theatre
there.

She will also make her first fea-
• ture film, ,'Feux de Joie' ('Fires 61

j

Joy'), in which she has the lend. It

I

is scored by Paul israki. for-

|

merly Ventura's pianist, who is also.

;

doing the music auricc
Chevalier's new show, who coni-

! posed the score for

) rieux's new French

3 OXFORD BOYS
ver 3rd Week PALACE, Chicago

Now CHEZ PAREE, Chicago

nielle Dar-
ie.

BRANDT SISTERS
woiti.n's 1*1x1:. atim; tka.m

'Management:-

ICE SHOW PRODUCTIONS
180 N. Mi igan Avenue, Suite 2310--DEAr 7146

Or. Arlllur ItrnniK. Proilurcr lliirolil Slclnmnil, MaiiaCJ-

HELLO CHICAGO-Ed
CHICAGO THEATRE. CHICAGO
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Burlesque Reviews

TR1B0R0, N. Y.

Bobbu Morris, Lou, euine, .Rich-

er* Dana; Ned Walsh. Paddy Cliff,

Arthur Kutdin, June Marshall, Soma
Duual. Ceil Devine, Sherry Brtttoii,

Irene Cornell, Line (12).

Ti'iboro, which opened late last

season with stock shows under Ed
Rowland and Harry Palmer, has be-

come part of the Izzy Hirst wheel

lor the current semester, but still

under the same management. House
reopened last week.

Sppt operates three-a-day week-

days and continuously Sundays. Sab-

bath shows are coupled with vaude,

which provides a rest for the burley

contingent and enables the grind.

Revue,, which reopens- this house
arid then goes on to the Hudson,
Union City, N. J., another spoke in

the Hirst wheel is far from the best

Beverly Carr . has produced. Comedy
is for the most part ineffectual, only

bit to draw any real "response being

a boxing sequence. Latter is good
for plenty laughs because the action

follows.no set pattern. Most of it

is adlibbed. It's the kind of a spot

in which' most burley comedians like

to work because it gives 'em free

rein.
Bobby orris makes the most of It

"here. He's hei.ye'd'by .Richard Dana,"
straight; Ned Walsh, dancer, who's
in a couple of skits, arid Arthur Kai-
dlnr his mitt opponent.
Morris and Lou Devine, foiled by

Dana, handle the rest of the laugh
bits, only occasionally working to-

gether, and using old gags and situa-

tions that have been worn thin. Sur-
prisingly enough . it's Paddy Cliff

who clicks best. He's the juve and
tune piper, and draws a deserved
round after an Italian folk song and
the semi-operatic 'Donkey Serenade.'
Voice is not too ./ell trained, but he
puts 'em over neatly. Dana also at-
tempts a couple, one of which is

justified, in a "Mexican number by
the line.

Strippers Sonia Duval, June ar
shall. Ceil Devine, -Sherry. Britton,
and. Irene Cornell, last a somi-acro

dancer, are so-so. isses Duval and
Devine follow the stripper penchant
for pre-toss vocals, but neither can
boast a voice, Miss Duval slows her
strip with 'A Tisket" and 'Now It

Can Be Told.' Gal knowj little about
using mike and less about ' singing
and should strike it but; She's okay,
however, when she gets to work. In

the same category
, is Miss Devine.

Miss Marshall, a blonde looker, and
shapely, adds to her appeal with eye-
catching slipeasy gowns. Sherry
Brittdri. is of the bumping school
arid uses 'em o advantage. All go
to the beads and back for curtain
peeks.

Tagged :the 'French Riviera Fol-

lies,' unit uses 12 ponies for produc-
tion item's and dances. Line is fairly

attractive; and handles the terping
well. It comes on in one spot In

military dress for a march that indi-

cates a steal from the Roxy's Gae
Foster Girls. On the whole there

isn't an outstanding production bit

on the list Most of the sets are drab
and' ' unkempt. Show carries a

tapster, Ned Walsh, who works hard
and clicks. -

Vaude. section, independent of the
burley half, is put in by the house
itself as an added lure. Listed a pair

of rhythm tappers, two Russian
dancers, a blues singer and an m.c.

oh opening- Sunday night. Provide a
neat - break- in - the -succession, of:

strips, skits, etc.

WILLIE and EUGENE

"Hollywood Hotel" Revue
TOCHINO

Fuller Circuit, Australia

PALACE, BUFFALO

Buffalo, Sept. 12.

House Line, Charmaine, Nazuro
Hallo, Marie Voe, Dorothy De
Haven, Harry Le Van, Harry Clex.

The Western Burlesque Circuit is

serving up these meat-and-muscle
operas in the raw and calling them
burlesque. Whole setup just about
writes finis to a type, of entertain-

ment that once amused many. If

the cops dori't get it soon, the street

department will have to be called in.

Western comprises half a dozen
stands between Buffalo and Cincin-

nati. . House choruses, are retained,

with specialties changing weekly as

a unit. Booking is from Chicago.

If there is any form of suggestive-

ness that these performers don't dish

out, it hasn't yet been discovered.

What the strippers leave undone
(and it isn't much) the comics prac-

tically finish. And when they run

out of words, which isn't often, they

go in for gestures.

.. Featured stripper is Charmaine.
Nazaro Hallo, Marie Voe and Doro-
thy De Haver,have. similar routines.

Chairmaine stands out chiefly be-

cause of build-up and grooming.

What thev call the comedy goes to

Harry LeVan, Harry Clex and an

unbilled offender, who cracks old

gags. Burton.

FIRST NEW YORK APPEARANCE

3 SOPHISTICATED LADIES
FLO NEIL—BELLE LYONS—RENEE RONDEL

With OZZIE NELSON

AT THE STRAND, NEW YORK
(HELD OVER 2nd WEEK)

Irectlon

FRANK PARIS
AND HIS MARIONETTES

HELD OVER (2 WEEKS), STRAND, NEW YORK

FRANK PAYNE
Master of Mimicry

HELD OVER 2nd WEEK

PARAMOUNT, NEW YORK

Personal IV(4nagemenl

DAVID P. O'MALLEY

Wage-Hour Confab

American Federation of Ac-
tors has written to all local

managers asking that a group,
headed by Major L. R; Thomp-
son, of RKO, and Charles C.

Moscowitz, of Loew's, set a

date for discussion of salary
and hours problem.
Nothing has been done on it

to date, states Frank Phelps,
repping Warner Bros, in the

Strand theatre situation. Mat-
ter rests with Thompson who
will set the date with the

AFA reps, Matter had been
referred^ to managers -as a

group by Phelps, who stated it

was not an individual prob-
lem. AFA agreed to hold-up
on further activity in Strand
zone until meeting and possi-

ble settlement has been ar-

ranged.

Hamid Already

Lining Up Acts

For Pier in '39

Report that George A. Hamid
would be out of the management of

the Million Dollar Pier, Atlantic

City, at the end of the season arc

denied by the operator. According

to Hamid, the venture was far more

profitable than anticipated, having
the best season in recent years. He
also states he has not received rior

sought any additional financing and
that he will again operate the Pier
next . season. He is right now set-

ting bookings for .next spring.

When he acquired the Pier last

winter, Hamid declares, he invested

$350,000 in renovating it. Real
estate deal was handled by Al-
bert M. Greenfield, New York and
Philadelphia realty broker who,
with four others, took a 25% inter-

est' in the venture. Hamid retained

the other 75% outright, he says.

Samuel W. Gumpertz, manager of

the Pier, is an empoyee without any
financial stake in the venture. Ac-

'cording to Hamid, Gumpertz doesn't

even know Greenfield and has had
no business dealings with any Al-

lentown (Pa) financial men," as the

reports stated.

Hamid spent approximately $133,-

000 for talent for the Million Dollar

Pier this summer and all of it was
paid off.. As for. his arrangement to

book the Steel Pier, Atlantic City,

Hamid asserts he already is discuss-

ing with Frank Gravatt for the re-

turn engagement of several acts that

played there this summer. He says

Gravatt wants to re-book Olga Pat-

roff, wire 'performer, and the George
Hanneford riding: act He is also

readying a list of other acts for the

Steel Pier next year.

Barley Violation Strips

Margie Hart's Act in N.Y.

Margie Hart, one of burlesque's

ace strippers, was pulled out of the

show at the Gaiety theatre, New
York, Monday night (12) after re

peated alleged infractions of the

rules governing burley stripping as

laid, down by the N. Y. Censorship
Corninittee headed by John Master-
son.

According to Censor Durby. mem-
ber of the committee, who ordered
her from the show, she will be. on

I the blacklist jn N. Y. theatres in-

i definitely or until she decides to. 'oc

i
good.

Big Vaude B.O. in Mpls. Paves Way

For Flesh Revival; Other Keys Ditto

i inneapolis, Sept. 13.

lesh-and-blouu enter inment is

taking on a new lease of life here
with stage shows pulling sensation-

ally arid the public apparently hun-
grier for them than at any time in

the past few years.

Last tnree Orpheum stage shows
—Rudy Vallee, Major Bowes' 'Inter-

national Revue' and Horace Heidt
currently—have done smash busi-

ness. Vallee grossed $20,000 in Ave
days, the Bowes' show $13,400 and
Heidt is on the way to a sock $17,000.

Harry Hirsch's stock burlesque at

the Gayety broke, house records last

week (State Fair week), grossing ap-

proximately $6,000 a 99c top .two-a-

day all seats- reserved. The previous

week, the season's opener, the thea-

tre pulled $4,300—$700 more than

the opening week last season.

'Pins and. Needles' opens the legit

roadshow season at the Lyceum Oct.

6. Benny Goodman and his band are

underlined for the Orpheum week
of Sept. 30.

Morgan Staging B'klyn Strand

Leo : .Morgan, former Paramount
stage producer in Boston and De-
troit, has been set to stage the shows
at Warners' Strand, Brooklyn, which
inaugurates its full-week vaude
policy Friday (16). Shows will be

put on in presentation style, .with

Teddy King's house orchestra of 12

on stage.

Up till yesterday afternoon (Tues-

day) the opening show had not been
set. Only Art Frank and the An-
drews Sisters have been definitely

booked for the tee-off. They are

also set for the N. Y. Paramount in

November. Picture with the debut
will be 'Boy Meets Girl' (WB).
Folly theatre, Brooklyn, reopens

with vaude Sunday (18): House will

be run on full-week basis, but with
split-week bookings.
Brownskin Models, with 38 in unit,

reopens the house for four days.

Thursday (22) a unit headed by Fifl

D'Orsay comes in until Saturday.
Al Rogers booking the spot in asso-

ciation with Bill Miller,

reopened after being dark all sum-
mer. House has' been renovated and
air conditioning installed.

Ray S. Wallace, managi irector

of. the Tri-Theaters, Inc., operating,

the theatre said stage units would be
played as in former. years, on Thurs-
days and Fridays of each week.

Jaffee Will Reopen Pitt

Burley with Hirst Shows
Pittsburgh, Sept. 13.

After a four-month shutdown,

George Jnffe will reopen Casino

Sept. 26 with traveling Hirst wheel

shows, replacing his late spring stab

at stock burlesque.

Ben Jaffe, owner's* son, will be
back on job as manager following

a lengthy illness, with elder Jaffe

supervising operation of house.

Cleveland, Sept. 13.

ZaSu Pitts brings vaude back to

the Palace, RKO's local deluxer, Fri-

day (16) after a fleshjess summer.
Nat Holt,' zone manager, in New
York digging up more stage attrac-

tions but nothing's listed until mil-
October.

Alliance, p., Sept. 13.

Columbia here, only local theatre

playing stage attractions, ' has been

. A V.
fflftVR * EDWARD

'A LESSON IN DANCING'

INNOVATION!

Demonstrating trie latest dances
from the stage, including: "THE
LAMBETH WALK" - "RHUM-
BA" - "TANGO" - "TRUCKIN"
"SHAG," etc.

"VARIETY" says, "A new Idea

sure flro with any audience."

NOW 3rd Week PALACE,

The, THEATRE of the STARS

Bates to Continue N. Y.

Cafe with New Backing
Nick Bales, who has had the House

of Morgan, also known as the Mcrry-

Go-Round nitcry, New York, is not

rolling to Sher an (Stork Club)

BiiKngsley, but will continue opora.1-

ina on his own, with fresh backers;

Dave Apollon has been set to reopen
the spot around Oct. 3, when a new
Ian will be chosen. It may be called

the 400 Club.

Bernard Burke and Charlie Allen

booked Apollon with a straight

fiance combo 'not the Filipinos, as

in vaudeville), plus a rhumba band;

i,n;l Scnor enccs, caricaturist.

BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX
160 WEST 46th ST. NEW YORK

B^otd 9-7600

J . H . LUBIN
GENERAL MANAGER

SIDNEY H. PIERM0NT
BOOKING MANAGER

ILDE GARDE
NOW APPEARING AT

THE SAVOY PLAZA, NEW YORK
r«r<.nniil SfKr.,'ANNV SOSKNKO

Ainrrlrun HrP.: .LACK IIKKTIil.t/ ' • Kiir<i|irlin Hell.! IIKNItV HIIKICKK
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Century, Balto, New Stage Policy;

Undecided Whether to Salon or Jive

Baltimore, Sept. .....

New idea in stage doings, being

tried at the Century by Joseph R.

Vogel, Loew theatre exec, for pos-

sible inclusion in combo policy ot

other houses in circuit, cannot'-bc

classed as vaude, nor can it be fully

compared to the a. k. production

overture and presentation, of another

day. Restricted to 20 minutes by a

special deal with, the local Musical

Union, which has set a scale of $35

per man for the 40 musicians em-,

ployed, setup is in reality a musical

potpourri of orchestral selections

with vocal, instrumental: and terps;-

chorean solos interpolated. As such,

it falls short of entirely satisfying

musical lovers, who will resent the

chopping up. 6f standard works, ana

at the same time may prove boring

to non-musical~audiences leaning

more to a yen for variety.

Current layout, staged by Gene
Ford, has orch seated oh moving
graduated platforms on stage and

local Baltimore Si Ohio Womens
Choir of 40 voices, in pit. Don Al-

bert, guest conductor, oh throughout,

switching from pit to stage by means
of runway built over foots. Makes
for excellent flash, glee club nicely

attired in white and blue and musi-

cians in tux. Background and light-

ing in taste..

Segueing from number, to number,
orch opens with finale from, Tchai-
kowski/s Fourth Symph, followed by
violin solo of 'Chanson Bohemienne
and ensemble in 'On the Trail,' all

excerpts. Solo , dance on toes by
Joan Engle, follows to 'Claire de
Luhe' hy orch and offstage

.

poetic

reading by male voice. 'Dance of the
Archers' by the orch and 'Come to

the Fair' by the glee club, next, after

which xylophonist gives' out with
swell played 'Flight of the Bumble
Eee.' A change of mood next, with
orchestra and choir contrasting 'A.-

Tisket,' going into a swing version
with Helen Forrest selling the vocal
in typical style. Gets a good re
sponse and leads into finale by- en
tire ensemble, the w; k. 'Halleluja
Chorus.'

Albert handles himselfwell through'
out, getting the most out of the ma'
terial at hand and selling nicely, all

the way through. On show caught,
audience seemed to react to jazz por-
tions of program more favorably
than long-haired interludes. Must
have been noted by those in com-
mand as second day had shag team
dancing to 'Flat Foot Floogee' In re-

placement of, ballet solo previously
caught. Film is 'Marie Antoinette'
(M-G ) and biz very big.

Idea may develop with further ex-
perimenting. Swing to lighter and
more modern repertoire, with one
selection performed in entirety by
orch. and socky solo spots more gen-,
erously used, might help. Effect on
b. o. not indicated this week because
of natural pulling power of 'An?
toinette' film. Deal with union calls
for 10-week trial period. Burin.-..

fancy breaks for loud - finish.- Sin-

clairs back for double introduction

of Vic Hyde who dissipates most oj

the punch of his one-man band and
three-trumpets-at-once stuff by Un-

funny chatter. Band,' which is on

^turntable is rolled around to set

Melissa asbn in center stage. As
band moves back she goes into colo-

ratura burlesque and lanky nut hoof-

ing for fair hand.. .
-

Morris makes: same kind p{ en-

trance asMiss Mason and. goes right

into explanation, of his new idea for

stars' personals i.e., rs calling at

people's homes. Illustration of latter

is sock. His 'magic Chinese tea box,

in clever session Of magicianship, also

clicks. Mario and Fori ,
hampered

by having only half-stage, come
through with waltzes and tangos re-

plete with smart lifts that, make
ideal finale. Biz good, Craig.-

PARAMOUNT, N. Y.

CHICAGO, CHICAGO

Chicago, Sept. 10.

Edna Sedgwick/ Three Wotichalr

ants, Martha Tiltoii,' Teddy Wilson,
Lionel Hampton with Benny Good-
man Orch; 'Four's A Crowd* (WB).

New stage policy is causing con-
siderable debate and differences
among Balto's tooters. Main subject
of discussion is whether new policy
can be classified as vaude or not.
Scale for musicians for vaude is $75.
Current setup at 'Century (at. $35 a
man ) has femme vocalist, xylophone
soloist and toe dancer interpolated.
Substitution of shag team for ballet
dancer on second day of this week's
presentation set off some verbal fire-

works by opponents- of new stage
Idea. Claim such an act definitely
vaude and a stepping stone to other
variety specialties as .'musical inter-
pretation* with a. decided out given
employers of musicians - for. vaude
for request for scale reduction or
adjustment based On precedenf.set:

Proponents of setup point to em-
ployment created for large body of
men, hitherto out,, arid wide differ-'
ence of conditions which call for
20-minule session instead of hour or
more necessary to- vaude presenta-
tion.

Balaban & Katz is paying Good-
man $27,500 for the, two week's at

the Chicago. And Goodman is dis-

appointing at the boxoffice. He's
pulling a . good gross, but is off be-
tween 20t25% of what had been
figured. It's his first theatre date in

Chicago, where he. first came- into

prominence three years ago.

Probably the best explanation for
the letdown is the Chicago, theatre
itself. B-K has built the. house- into
one of rather calm distinction. B-K
regularly shifts- the louder shows
into the 'Oriental. Goodman is

pulling the youngsters early in the
day, but .the older element at night
is staying away.
For the, opening half of the pres-

ent- week's bill, Goodman is giving
'em plenty of straight instrumental
izirtg, veering " sharply away from
the jam stuff.

Martha Tilton sings a couple .of

pops in straight tempo. For the
finale minutes, Goodman swings,
bringing on. Teddy Wilson, an ex-
cellent pianist, and Lionel Hamp-
ton, a drum and vibra-piank pound-
er, for a jam thr some.
Goodman is wisely staying away

from the trumpet as the keynote of
his jam stuff and relying primarily
on the clarinet and piano. If he's
going, to develop, a more adult fol-
lowing, it will- have to. be without
blaring' trumpets, - which, more than
anything else, appears to alienate
the adult groups from jam.
Two acts on the bill with- Good-

man, Edna Sedgwick and the Three
Nonchalants. are standard and solid.

Miss Sedgwick taps and clicks es-
pecially with the 'American Bolero.'-
a tap ig tropical rhythm. Good
stuff: Winds up with straight hoof-
ing. .Swell appearance, as always,
and over, in clean-cut fashion. Non-
chalants score easily with their
knockabout comedy and acrobatics.
: Business satisfactory last show
Friday (9). ' Gold.

Eddy Duchin. Orch with Durelle

Alexander it Stanley Worth, Frank
Payne, Three Stooges & Eddie

Lauflfhton; 'Spaum of Wie Worth
CPar), reviewed in Variety Aug.
24.

'

,

Between the Three Stooges on the

stage and Dorothy Lamour in

'Spawn' on the screen,- Paramount
audiences are getting a full dose of

rough stuff, suggestiveness and s.a.

While there's no distinct parallel be-

tween the stage and screen fare, the

combination hits something of a new
high for. low-down stuff at this

Broadway. deluxer.
The Stooges,, with their expert

straight, Eddie Laughtbn. are their

usual audience-howls. They've got
their hoke timed to uncanny perfec-

tion and present a surefire comedy
act, but some of the blue stuff, not-

ably, the milk of magnesia gag and
the body-grabs, should be eli inated.

Especially in view of the Par's early-

bird kid attendance.
Otherwise this is a hard-working,

sock pit layout, with Eddy Duchin's
expert crew as background for

strong specialists. Musically, and
this goes double when the personable
maestro is tickling the ivories, the
Duchin band is about tops. The
closing 'Stormy Weather* arrange-
ment, for one, is smash,- following.

Duchin's forte piano medley culled
from audience requests.
For specialties, Duchin has two

good vocalists, Durelle Alexander,
who is -both swing' and sweet, and
Stanley Worth, tenor doubling - from
the sax. . He pleasingly: delivers '.You
Go to My Head' and 'Now It Can Be
Told' in the middle of the show. but.
Miss Alexander Is the tee-off clicko
with four vocals, including -Ole Man
Mose,' ' usic, aestro,' Please,' 'A-
Tisket,' and a medley of pops. She's
got plenty ' oh the ball in- both sight
and sound.
Only other outside-booked act, .be-

sides the Stooges, is Frank Payne,,
mimic, who achieves uncanny- vocal
counterparts of notables. There's no
facial contortions in his routine, but
he apparently doesn't need the phy-
sical takeoffs to impress an audi-
ence. Toppers , are his. Fred Allen
and Charlie- McCarthy-Edgar Bergen
tonal portraits, getting plenty of
humor into' both. He. had to beg off
at the Thursday night (8) .show,

iz at this catching was good: .

Sell'

Make Believe,'
'

Of The Islands.*

Rudy Rudisal, who gets plenty of

Jsuighs before his turn at the piano,

goes to town when he gets his spot

oh a comedy number.' Jean Lorraine

and Roy Rognan are standouts with
comedy contortions of femme, with
male partner doing a straight tap
specialty, finishing with knockabout
clowning, Garber spiels smoothly
and does well in his own spot when
he fiddles 'Three : Q'CIock in; the
Morning" and "Song of Love.' Gets
some laughs: ith talking fiddle.

Plenty of horse play by. band, which
sets a free and easy pace throughout.

Biz' good at last show Friday (9).
Kitey.

ORPHEUM, MPLS.

STATE, HARTFORD
Hartford, Sept. 10

.Sophie Tucker, Ted Shapiro
Heymy Youngman, Paul Nolan, Syl
via Manon Dancers (4), Don Trager,
Ross Wyse, Jr., & Ruth Mann, Sam
Kaplan house orch; 'Barefoot Boy'
(Mono).

HIPP, BALTO,

Baltimore, Sept. 10.
Tommy Tucker- Orch, Leu> Parker

& Co;, Van Cello & Mary, Amy.Ar-
nell, The Voices Three, Radio Aces,
Honey Family (6); 'Carefree'
(RKO).

Sophie Tucker, hometown gal, is

the feature this week.
Show opens fast, with the Sylvia

Manon Dancers, one gal and three
lads, who do a variety of adagio
numbers in a flame setting,

.
Henny

Youngman, m.c, follows with his-

chatter and stale gags, but manages
to draw a few laughs.
Don Trager draws the hand pal-

ter in a specialty, in which he-plays
two and three trumpets' at the same
time. Also plays a sax, clarinet. and
does a Russian dance simultaneously.
Paul NOlan. comedy juggler, a win-
ner also.'' Ross Wyse, Jr., and Ruth
Mann, with their clowning and danc-
ing draw the belly laughs.

Miss Tucker, with Ted Shapiro
at the - piano, sings a swing ar-
rangement of 'Annie Laurie' and
other -Scottish numbers. Then does
'Your Broadway and Mine' ' and
'Alexander's Ragtime Band.' Rem-
inisces for a while on the old
hometown and her early days as a

singer, in a tear-jerker spiel, and
than finales with her old standby.
'Some of These Days.' Bck..-

Horace Heidt Orch (16), Three
King Sisters, Alvino Key, Larry
Cotton, Agnes & Gable, Art Carney,
Red Fernngton. Bob McCoy, Peggy
Pope, Frank DeVol, Jimmy . Wood;
'Rich Man, Poor Girl' (M-G).

Horace Heidt's orchestra sizes , up
as the best show he's brought here;
and they've all been good, Excep-
tionally talented musicians, singers,

dancers and funsters surround Heidt,
who's versatile himself, as well- as
being a highly capable conductor
and m.c, -flashing some dancing,
baton twirling and -juggling.
Music and vocalizing are far su-

perior to that dished up by most
stage bands. Heidt cleverly tosses in

a bit of classical with swing and the
combination clicks. His pleasing
personality .helps sell the show,
which never drags. Enthusiasm with
which the gang was' received at . the
opening matinee by a capacity house
reflected his increasing radio popu-
larity. .

As a starter, band offers a slam-
bang arrangement of 'Alexander's
Ragtime Band.' The Three King
Sisters, personable vocalists, score
solidly with 'A-Tisket:'
Alvino Rev goes to town with 'St.

Louis Blues on his electric guitar,
for an encore, plays one of his own
compositions. Band's sweet-swing
arrangement of the 'Clarinet Polka'
is dandy. The Three Trumpeters
give a new twist to 'March of the
Wooden Soldiers.'. '.-'.

In Larry Cotton, Heidt has a swell
piper, with looks arid heaps of per-
sonality. He .clicks'with 'Ti-Pi-Tin,*
and then gets oyer bigger in. Schu-
bert's- 'Ave Maria.' -

... A 16-year-old girl and .boy, Agnes
and Gable, swing it hot for a- sur-
prise and effective, windup. Heidt
himself does some fast stepping with
the girl. Announced as.17 years old.
Art Carney, impersonator, proves an
adept mimic, his impressions of Fred
Allen, Ned Sparks .and President
Roosevelt., as well as his material,
being particularly praiseworthy.
A 'battle of bands' has Heidt

twirling ..the baton in competition,
with the U.' of Minnesota band's
'drum"- major. Red Ferrington, with
a fine sense of comedy assisted by
a couple of boys from the band,
Frank DeVol and Carney, make
'Laughing Boy Blues' stand out. Band
then docs the drinking song from
'La Traviata.' the number featuring
solo bits by Cotton and Peggy Pope.
Bob McCoy is also on for some bass-
baritoning while Jimmy Wood,
v'ioli ist, contributes, comedy dialect.
Heidt and a. group Of performers

cop laughs with a burlesque of "The
Lone Ranger.', welcome variety: For
a bang-up finish, 18 of the perform-
ers go from the 'Flat Foot Floogee'
into a polka Snd back again, a lively
and novel contribution. Rees.

Borrah
.
Mineiriteh's Harmonica

Rascals, Ray Sax, Nadine Gae, Hol-
lywood Majorettes (S), Gae Foster
Girls, Paul Ask house orch;' 'My
Lucky Star' (20th.), reviewed in this
issue,

An undistinguished and apparently
inexpensive stage show, headed by -

Borrah Minevitch's Rascals, who rep-
resent the largest item on the bud-
get, goes with Sohja Henie's fourth
ice-skating exhibit, 'My Lucky Star*
(20th) , on which major draught-
will depend. In addition to the har-
moni group, - which earlier- this

'

year played the nearby Paramount,
there are only three , other acts, all

minor, They, are Ray Sax, a danc-
ing ' single, and the Hollywood Ma-
jorettes, a baton, quintet out of 'Alex-
ander's Ragtime Band' (20th). The
Gae Foster girls, house line, are
needed to fill out but have only two
numbers.
As done with the opening of 'Alex'

here, -Ed Thbrgersen on recorded
film, announces the stage bill follow-
ing .the close of his sports comment
for Fbx-Moviotbne's hewsreel.' It's

a rather novel .idea but unfortunate,
.that the Roxy doesn't . make more
use of Paul. Ash, conductor of the
house orchestra, who's had long ex-
perience in the m.c.'ing of shows.
Ordinarily he's kept in the pit and
if he gets a bow is lucky.

Minevitch's harmonica bunch is

.the hit of 'the currejit show, a good
act into which has been inexpertly

woven comedy that makes for surer
fire entertainment. Act is on rather
long . but .sustains well.

The liiie opens in a satisfying flag;

drill, topped by an acrobatic-novelty
dance by Miss Gae. She's , a dainty
sallorette but otherwise not much.
Sax is flashy as he plays the sax,

clarinet, twirls rope, etc., but brings
forth nothing unusual. The five

baton-wielders close, with the li
,

doing a routine iii male morning-
dress that has some class but is much
too long.

Business good Fri

FOX, PH1LLY

Philadelphia, Sept. 10.

Connie Boswell. Irene Vermillion,.
Al Bernie, 'Kermit Dan's Trumpet-
ers. (4), Lathrop Bros. (2), & Vir-
ginia Lee, Adolph Kornspan house
band (25), 'I Am the Law' (Col).

EARLE, WASH.

nxhingfon, Sept. 11.
mcloir Sisters, Sara Ann McCabc,

ic Hyde Melissa Mason, Chester
orris Mario & Flori '; 'Racket
listers' (WB).

LYRIC, INDPLS.

fndiilapolis. Sept. 10.

Jan Garber Orch (ID, Patricia
Norman. Fritz HeilbrOn, Rudy Rudi-
s«l. Serge Flash, Lorraine & Rbg-

Holding over Tommy Tucker's or-
chestra, along, with 'Carefree'
(RKO), but changing Entire vaude
layout, management has a hicc-
rhoving, socko show, ided by Lew
Parker as m.c,
" After opening by. orchestra,

•'

pleasing arrangement of 'Alexah- , ,„ - . , . . , .„,_.
Sei's Ragtime Band,' Parker brings

\

nan
!

Secrets of an Actress' (WB)
on Van Cello and Mary in- well- _, „ 7 ,. . ..

sold barrel juggling, way above av- Following recent policy, of alter-

erage. Vocals next, with Amy "ating bands wth vaude house this

Arnell, Tucker's warbler, and The W2C 'C «ets bi
J

ck 'n Pay dirt with Jan
Voices Three, also with the band, 'garber s orchestra (11) and, two .ex-

giving out with 'You Go to My ,

ll a act ?. turning in well rounded 65

Head' and 'Butcher Boy.' minutes. Opens with: sweet style on
Ead routining brings out the

;

^ay" My Heart,', followed by .Lee
Radio Aces in more vocalizi 'p.. Bennett vocalizing 'Musi , Maestro,

EARLE, PHILLY

Philadelphia, Sept. 10.
Larry Clinton Orch. Bea Wain, Art

Frank. Belly Bruce, Ford Leary, Lou
Schroder house band; 'Affairs of
Annabelle' (RKO).

Boys have distinctive stylos, and' seTi
• and Fritz Heilbrpn stepping down

'* • " — ' - - -- — - fi'Qnv the trumpet section to double
voice 'A-Tisket.' Bennett also ap-
pears; later for 'I Married Ah'-Ahgcl'
and closeout theme. 'My Dear,' while

, 'Let the Rhythm Go, to Your Feel."
J 'Dark Eyes;' 'Shine.' 'You Leave c
I Breathless' and the inevitable Titier

t,..„ t „, „..,! Rag." Set excellent spot for Parker
,.
°"\: 0

._..?.:' and his stooges, on stage and oul
front, Gels: maximum -laughs from
welUselected material,, skilfully,
timed and sold.
The Honey Family., three sisters

and three brothers, whack out a
pleasing novelty. In evening attire,
they onen with some fair hoofing,
soing . inlo a good routine , of tum-
bling: which builds solidly

Six acts parade in ....

band. On stage this -week, in a revue
that builds steadily. Chester Mor-
ris is the headliper. Show is typical-
vaude. good and bad, but leaves
audience satisfied.

Opens, with Sinclair Sisters trying
to warble without mikes on plat-
forms on each side of band. Get
goin.i; when they hop down for stock: blinfi: which builds solidlv 16 some-
tip stuff. Joint m.c. by gals brings three-high, shoulder catches, with
on Sara Ann McCabc, who sings, 'Lis-- the femmes holding up the males,
ten to. 'the. Mocking Bird,' gets 'em ; good audience rpleascr and a strong ...„

with 'Now It Can Be Told' and clicks I chaser, making 'it .hard for band to [singing' o£ .a mountain: -medley,- 'You
with so-called swing arrangement' of

;

hold • payees. Orchestra's ''Jitter* Made- Me Love You' and. 'Ole Man
•'Cara Nome.' Latter .consists merely

|
bug." cloiiny number, ' satisfactory i Mose.' Finishes on sweet chorus of

of speeding 'up' the vocal end and : in brief ai rangcnipnl. iz. .opening , 'I.onu'. Long Ago.' Orchestra lakes a
working in the orchestra oh some day just lair. urm.. '-spot to do nicely on ILiltle Lady

Hailbroh gives the vocal chords an.
other workout on 'Flat Foot Floogee.''

Serge Flash does stick and ball
juggling, having plenty of trouble, at
show caught, getting audience to
pitch ball to him.- Delayed show four
minutes until he finally made good.
Finishes on top of stand, balanced on
basketball, playing harmonica, and
keeping rime with three balls on
drum. '

Patricia Norman, gets healthy
round, of applause with her swing

Chalk up another highly success-
ful session for the jitterbugs this
week at the Earle. With Larry Clin-
ton's skillful swing dominating, the
stage show is drawing big.

It's hard to single but the out-
standing hits because virtually every
number clicks', .Clinton's swing tends
to the less violent, with the brasses
providing an undertone for the lus-
tier trombones.

Operatic arias come in for modern
interpretations. with a hotcha 'Martha'
vying, with a swing rendition ot
Saint-Saens' 'My Heart at Thy Sweet
V.oice,' Bea Wain vocalizes that one
with real Harlem throatiness and
also clicks nicely with 'In a Reverie'
and 'Ferdinand, the Bu,ll.'

Orchestra as a unit rings the bell
wilh Clinton's own 'Dipsy Doodle'
and also 'Jungle Rhythm.' Highr
light is Ford Leary 's vocalizing.
Show paces most of its emphasis on
instrumental and vocal numbers, but
variety is provided by Betty ruce,
who provides some nicely-timed
tapping and leaves the crowd want-
ing more: Her tango in taps is stand-
out.

Art Frank comes on. with his- fa-
miliar -vet'., makeup and his usual
.Style of; qbmedy monolog although
material is new. He pays his re-

Show this week . comes somewhat
as a 'letdown from th spanking
presentation' put on by the Fox last

week on its return to vaude after

a year and' a half of straight films.

Possibly last week's swell bill led-

one' to expect too much here,- where
flesh is -being used only as a sup-
plement to fairly strong film fare,

but it seems kind of early i the
season anyhow to begin cutting cor-
ners.

Three of the acts are strong,

standard stuff and go over solidly.

They, include Connie Boswell, ' Al
Berni and Lathrop Bros (2): and
Virginia Lee. Remaining two, Irene
Vermillion and Kermit Dart's
Trumpeters might satisfy in the . tall

corn country; but are poison for the

sophisticated Fox. Even the good
ones, however, are hindered by so-

so production and an apparent in-

ability to get on with the band.
Usual Eox pit crew of 25. after it

finished ' its regular overture, is

pared down, to 1.') and put on the
boards to back the vaude. More
showmanly baton-wieldcr than,
overly musician-looking Adolph
Kornspan would help.

Lathrop Bros, and Virginia Lee;
in opening spot, are lookers and tap
well. Trio starts olf. then femme
does solo turn, - in which her. cos-
tume is unbecoming: followed by
boys in a session in which iss Lee
comes back, for the finale.

Bernie, who doubles as m.c. tri

no tricks in his act-introihg and is

a little cold, but should heal, up
with experience, at the new assign-
ment. Mi lie is swell in his own
turn. Gets under way wilh a
sketch, 'Murder at the. Trocadcrb.
in-, which he starts off as a 'The.

Shadow' and progreisses to W. C> -

Fields, E. G. Robinson, with all the
sound effects. Continues with
'Mimic's Lament.' chirping how he.

d

like to play himself, and then go-

ing through Hepburn. Donald Duck,
Charles LauQhton and Charlie Mc-
Carthy. Latter, with, a dummy,
especially good, except Befnic s

ventriloquism doesn't go as far. as

keeping- his lips closed. Acl could

be' longer.

Miss Boswell next. Here orches-
tra falters,, providing no fanfai'c ana
leaving cVad waits while femme
chirper is being rolled' in and put

on the wheel chair necessitated by
her paralysis. Sealed On high chair

before the mike, she does 'Serenade
in the Night.' 'Music. Macslr " and
'A-Tisket.' Order or latter oair

would be be'K' reversed. Encores

with 'Saving ysclf for You/
Kermit Dart Trumpeters follow.

They're four so-so tobking femmes,spects to modern styles of warbling ,

and belies the octogenarian, makeup
i'
extremely corny both from, .music

with his highly skillful and .satiric

dances. . Frank's act seems to have
mellowed ah roved with time,

Waters.

and entertainment angles. Blo\v.

too. while Miss Vermillion ballets

and' aero terps ith mediocrity.
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Penn Newsreel, N. Y.

Treated opposite the Pennsylvania

raK station, in toe heart of the

SSment district and close to severalS commercial hotels from whwh
if looks to draw, this is

.
the sixth

newsreel house to be opened in

Sew York. Trans-Lux built four,

two of which, since have adopted

features, while the pioneer of them

all Embassy, continues on Times
square in opposition to one of .the

Sixer! Over jn the Grand Central,

a smaller bandboxer; too, is in op-

eration. Last-mentioned best

money-maker of all.

^Trans-Lux once considered a lo-

cation hear the Penn and Long
j
Is-

land terminal nearby. Independent

oroiect seats only 456 but covers

considerable space, with a spacious

Inner lobby and boxoffice on both

34th and 35thT streets, Nut is prp-

oortlonately larger than most news-

reelers due' to ground rent, main-

tenance of premises, etc, but admis-

sion scale will run same as at others,

15c. up to 1 p.m.; 25c. thereafter.
' House is operated by Joe Steiner,

for years in production and lab-

oratory field tf pictures; Stanley

Heller, a Wall Street broker and
William Klein, 'attorney for the Shu-
berts for years. ' Corporation is

known as Penn Newsreel Theatres,

Inc. Nut on operation will run. $2,500-

$2,800 weekly, it is understood. Thea-
tre- was constructed by : the Tishman
Realty Co. from plans drawn by
Roach & Roach. House is roomy,
with .homey chairs, divans, .etc. in.

the inner -lobby while seats in the
auditorium also permit comfort: Gen-
eral scheme is modern though not
too elaborate.

Management has contracted for all

of the fiye neWsreels, Fox-Movietone,
Pathe, Paramount, Universal and
Hearst, but in. addition to selecting

40 to 45-minute programs from' these,

house will also use March of: Time
once monthly, plus short subjects.

Opening program Thursday night
(8) included clips from all reels,

but with more Par and. Hearst used
than . others; March of Time and
first release in a new shorts series:

Initial newsreel show highlighted
by Cardinal Hayes' death; President
Roosevelt's political invasion of
Maryland;

.
.Quebec and - Colorado

floods; Bendix Air race Winner and
other No. 1 items. Suffer, some repe-
tition through use of too many clips
on some things, principally Cardinal
Hayes and Capt. Roscoe Turner's fly-
ing honors. The biggest, news of the
moment, the Jimmie Hints trial,
Wasn't touched.
New house ought to do all right,

location^ suggesting good possibilities.
Another newsreeler, on. upper
Broadway, at 72d Street, will open
.shortly. Char.

APOLLO, N. Y.

ford's vocalist, sells her tunes neatly.
Abbreviated . flesh section seems
more compact, - and more speedily
paced without the drawn-out pro-
ductions. On' the whole this show
rates: above par for the Apollo and
Lunceford's crew makes it that way.

COLISEUM, LONDON

Jimmie Lxmceford Orch with
Babe Matthews, Lucky Sisters, Jim
Penman, Satch & Satchel. Serge
Abagoff, Joan Lee, House Line (16);
'Passport Husband' (20th).

Embassy Newsreel, N. Y.
. Paramount provides the early'

glimpses of the final church rites for
Cardinal Hayes in St. Patrick's
Cathedral, but shares equally with
Universal on the colorful,: historical

church event.; Otherwise, the week's
parade of events' by the neWsreels
is somewhat repetitious and not r-

ticularly exciting.
Metro assumes the most virulent

tone regarding the Czechoslovakia-
Hitler affair, by briskly .'calling at-
tention to the fact . that Germany,
which is demanding- such extraor-
dinary rights for the Sudetens in

Czecho, is itself a country where the
simplest of rights is denied all mi-
norities. But all-told the sight of
Lord Runciman, with President
Benes, and ;. Hitler with Admiral
HOrthy, plus Czecho soldiers on pa-
rade, the. German, fleet at Kiel , and
the rltish fleet in the North Sea.
is striking enough to whip up ap-
prehensions of war. All the reels
contribute to this collection.
Universal has a flash of an east-

coast Florida train ' wreck, which
killed two, and the regular departs
mentalized novelties. Paramount
finales baseball, prior to the World's
Series, with Hashes of the National
League leading Pittsburgh Pirates in

action and the Yanks, pace-setters in.

the American circuit. Movietone is

heavy on football,- ith glimpses of
Dartmouth and Navy in training, and
Universal offers the Narragansett
Special, Won by Stagehand, - all in-

teresting.
Movietone also offers a bit of Jap

baseball, which recalls that, pecu-
liarly enough, the current program
offers no Sino-Jap war. stuff. Inci-

dentally, .the program; also is minus
any material .on the American po-
litical fight, too. Lew Lehr confines

himself to' familiar zoo clips, plus a
shot on an eccentric, 75ryear-old aero
cyclist.

Paramount has an exceedingly
worthwhile, ' interesting clip on
Jacqueline. Cochran (Mrs. Floyd Od-
ium) , winner of the Bendix air race,

: first woman' to achieve that distinc-

tion. In this clip Miss Cochran tells

about her flight, and very well, too,

for she's not only camera perfect

but her speaking voice , is most ef-

fective. '

, J
Also, there are the lads who sailed

the globe in a small ilboat, plus

some unusual . auto racing and mo-
torcycling. Movietone provides a pre-

view of the Atlantic City beauty con-

test, which gets by, but isn't par-

ticularly exciting. Movietone digs

into the library for a rehash on
Rushmore Mountain . and Borglum
monuments being fashioned -there,

which will take another year to com-
plete. Shan.

' STRAND, N. Y.

^Apollo has cut its stage time con-
siderably this week. Ordinarily con-
suming about an hour and half, cur-
rent show runs about 75 mins.
There's only one name on the bill,
Jimmie Lunceford's orchestra (Band

' Reviews), but it- was enough to pack
the house at the last show opening
night (Friday), Bill was supposed
to have included Dynamite Hooker,
hoofer and jive artist, but he was
put due to illness.

Slicing eliminates some comedy
sequences, while Lunceford's crew
plays considerable of the show on
the boards behind a drop. It doesn't
emerge until its turn. This date
marks the fifth anniversary of the
band's New York debut and it's

presented with a prop cake, deco-
rated with five candles, "at the start
of its bit. House line then does a
Poet and Peasant', for Lunceford, the
outstanding production work of the
show. Girls . tap to orchestra's' play-
ing of the tune and sock it home.
Satch and Satchel take a little time

to warm up the audience .with their
comedy, but when they do the payees
are in their laps. Gal gets, off fast,
double angled jingles,, some plenty
blue, but is prevented from finishing
most of 'em by her partner. He's
a jive- spieler and gives out with
lingo which more or less originatedm Harlem

, and which the Apollo's
colored trade appreciates:
' Opener, a flash bit by the line,
neiped by . a male chorus of eight,

f*J?
by. Chorus pipes two pops

wnue the terpsters dance around it
i,me is getting sloppier weekly. Girls
were at one time easy to watch.
.WfKy Sisters, harmonizing hoofers,
lotlow. Duo ears well on the. tunes
and are well-liked on the leg work.
J-ap. a rhythm and fast tap with
semi-acrobatics.
Juggler Jim Penman does his actm tails. Trickster doesn't do much

out tries to hide that , with a fast
!"ie of chatter and stale gags. Uses

T„i-- cane and weighted balloon.

-9, clubs and the usual ball rou-
«ne. Crowd likes him though. Rus-

»» '

?u
nce number near the finale

Sjjs the stage for a short stint by.

I

.jegse Abagoff. a miickie. .with Aba-.
,f°™ tossing a few knives in imimbly'.
S.

g
.

fashion and doing a coti le of
Russian terps.

»«i
an Lec - fi'om the line, doesn't«« much chance to e::crcise her

P'.Ws, while Babe Matthews, Lunce

Ozzie Nelson Orch, with Harriet
Hilliard, Johnnie ('Scat') Davis,

Wayne Morris, Evelyn Poe, Three
Sophisticated Ladies, Frank Paris;

'Valley of the Giants' (WB), re-

viewed in Variety. .

London, Sept. 13.

Gene Gerrard with Bobbie Com-
ber & Billie Hill, Ken Johnson
Orch, Donald Peers', Maurice &
Maryea, Cliff Cook, Russ Denny &
Jack Curtis, Rupert Hazell & Elsie
Day, Conierford Irish Dancers (12),
Milly Jackson Dancers (10).

Crude handling -of this show slows
it Up considerably. Marquee weak-
ness is another factor.
Topliner is Gene Garrard, stage

and screen player, with Bobbie Cum-
ber, a stoutish comedian, and Billie
Hill, femme, who' sings, whistles and
does burlesque bits. Performance
consists of 27. minutes culled from
Pellissier's Follies,' which had a
short run at the Savllle earlier in the
season, and in which the trio ap-
peared.
. Big flash is Ken Johnson's swing"
orchestra, which gets over. Donald
Peers, billed as 'radio's laughing
cavalier of song,' is neat-looking and
sings pleasantly. However, Peers'
voice clicks better on the radio.
Ballroom steppers Maurice - and

Maryea, Who are billed as having ap-
peared before. the English King and
Queen, are nice looking and dance
well, but their mechanical work, in-

terferes- ith its rhythmic appeal.
Smash is Cliff Cook, an exception-

ally original, youthful contortionists
comedian. He sings neatly, has
pleasant stage presence and a -re-
markably facile anatomy - that per-
mits him to do a handstand ith his
body bent backward, in which posi-
tion lie dances. He formerly . did a
dancing act here with, a gal and is at
present doubling in a nitery. With
his patter smartened up, plus the ex-
cellent method he adopts to put it

over, he might do all fight in Ameri-
can night clubs.
Russ Denny and Jack Curtis,- with

a male stooge and a female
feeder,- fail to entertain to -any
appreciable degree. Also , from
the air are Rupert Hazell and Elsie
Day.- He -tells- funny 'stories and
plays the one string fiddle: Miss Day
sink's. Definitely outmoded.
Troupe of 10 girls and. two boys,

the- Commc-rford Irish Dancers, and
another .troupe of girls, Milly Jack-,
son's 10 Acrobatic Dancers, round
but the bill. They fail to, get' by.
This is the second' week of Sir Os-

wald Stoll's- return to vaudeville at

the Coliseum, for years an ace house
in the field. Jolo.

TOWER, K. C.

From a boxoffice standpoint, this

show should be a strong draw. But
from an entertainment angle it's not

so potent. For the marquee, Ozzie

Nelson's band, Harriet Hilliard,

Wayne Morris and Johnnie ('Scat')

Davis make an Inviting array. But
it doesn't help very much on the

stage. Latter three are reviewed
under New Acts.

.

The orchestra, for the most part, is

just background tor the individual

acts—and not a colorful or arresting

one at that. Crew rises on a plat-

form out of the pit,, slides across

stage and remains there for the

show, dropping into the pit again

at the close.-

Offers only three numbers, open-
ing with 'Alexander's Ragtime Band.'

then later, with a slight amount of
production, the comedy, 'Wave a

Stick Blues,' with a. vocal by Nelson.

As a finale, it does '.I Can't Givt; You
Anything But LOve,' with Miss Hil-

liard vocalizing and Davis adding his

trumpet. 'Alexander* number is fair,

'Wave a Stick' is strictly comedy and
the finale is just a finale. The rest

is- merely adequate accompaniment,
but nothing/to show off the band.

_

As for the acts, they likewise fail

to imDress. Miss Hilliard is an ac-

complished singer, but. her effective-

ness is lessened by her cool stage

personality. Davis tears the top off

the house with his trumpet and
fairly bulges the walls with his scat

singing, a little of which goes a long

way. However, he's still just a glori-

fied band member on ah outing.

Morris is merely a Hollywood name
looking ill at case as he tells tie

fans about making pictures

For the rest, they're a little bettcr-

than-average filler acts that'll be a

lot better when they've had more
experience. Evelyn poe (New Acts)

is a cute tyke, who may be a be-

-•witchfafir singer one of these days.

The Three Sophisticated Ladies

(New Acts:) '.uncork moderate la^gh-

i ier with their comedy, dancing and

'Frank Paris (New Acts) provides a

I pleasant novelty with his puppets;
|. Hobe.

Kansas City, Sept. 10.

Johnny Perkins, Billy Blake Mur-
tah Sisters (3), Bob' Kino, Betty
Obefg, Three Titans. House Line,
Judy Conrad house orch.; 'Gateway'
(20th).

The Tower this week has Johnny
Perkins leading his 'Ton of Fun'.- re-

vue, a slight contrast to . the usual
ToWer style, with Perkins as m. c.

Perkins opens the show With some
of his rough and ready stories. Some
of his material shows plenty of

rough edges but It gets the laughs
anyway. Of the supporting show,
Billy Blake cops major attention.

He's a high school lad with a mean
trumpet, imitating Henry Busse,
Louis Armstrong, Clyde McCoy, etc.

He also' achieves with his trumpet
the trombone effect. Four curtain

calls failed to appease the customers
opening night, but Perkins finally

got the : show on its way again by
his insistence that the boy get a.

rest. . .

The Murtah Sisters, vocal trio,

feature swing songs and ring in

some mirth-provoking facial contor-
tions. Acrobatics, are handled by
the Three Titans, featuring three
sizes of gymnasts. Their work is

done in an adagio pace and impres-
sive.

Bob King, ventriloquist, rounds
out the talent. He uses a female
dummy,' a little on the dumb side,

dnd a male, on. the . wise-cracking
order. Shows himself to possess a

capable baritone and works in sev-
eral songs.
House'line, the Adorables, Is back

this week with several new faces,

and for > number . filling out more
than 50 minutes of show, little longer
:thrn usual.

Biz medium.

NEW ACTS
HARRIET HILLIARD
Songs
12 Mins.
Strand, N. T.-

Vocalist for • some seasons with

Ozzie Nelson's band* Harriet Hilliard

has for the last couple of years been

making pictures. Meanwhile she has
been appearing with her bandleader-
husband on a radio commercial. This
is her first theatre try eince going to

j

Hollywood.

Singer is still a nifty Item on the,

orbs and, when caught (9 ), she was
becomingly gowned in a long white
affair, with, her blond hair Worn up.
She's, also' a skilled performer, with
an. excellently-controlled, metallic
voice, admirable rhythm ' sense and
knowledge of how to build up a
number. The only trouble is she's ' a
bit too cold. Not that her minimum
of gestures is a drawback; if anything
that's an asset, for what gestures she
uses are expressive. It's simply that
there's something icy in her pro-
fessional manner. And. that chilling
quality is projected across the foot-
lights. Only that can explain why a
singer with so much, on the. ball, fails

to set the house ablaze. As*it is, she's
good; but she ought to be terrific.'

Opening with a parody 'Remember
Me' duet With Nelson, Miss Hilliard
offers 'Says My Heart,' then presents
her best number, a slow, quiet and
distinctive,

.
arrangement of 'Music,'

Maestro, Please,' featuring a two-
piano accompaniment. She scores:
with that. As a finale,, she does 'I

Can't Give You Anything But Love,'
with Johnny Davis coming on to add
his trumpeting at the finale. Hobe.

WAYNE MORRIS
G Mins.
Strand, N.

One of those good old personal

appearance by ' the glamor

boys and iris from Hollywood,

Wayne Morris is a personable,
amiable and ingratiating gent. He's
likable and • exceedingly anxious to
please. • But all he can do is give Out
that good-natured, bashful and ; (it

must be confessed)! very attractive
manner he plays in pictures. Prob-
ably it's authentic—he says this is

his first visit to New York—but it

belongs oh the. screen, not the stage.

The actor's script is satisfactorily

sandwiched with . gags, some, of
which are tailored to fit his per-
sonality, but it's just too pat—not
even a bewildered, picture fan could
doubt a professional . scripter . had
done the job. For the rest, Morris
tells a little about himself, pretends
to play a trumpet and is exposed as
faking for. Johnnie Davis, and gets

in several plugs for 'my .- latest pic-
ture, 'Brother Rat.' He's also in the
current 'Valley of the Giants.' That's
the tipoff— Warners'

.

plans ' to use
these stage bills for personal appear-
ances to plug their pictures. That
may be shrewd film-selling, but in
this case it's feeble vaude. Hobe.

JOHNNIE (SCAT)
Songs, Trumpet
12 Mins.
Strand, N. T.
Johnnie (Scat) Davis was trui

peter in Fred Waring's band for sev-
eral years and gradually came to be
a sort of featured comedian, with the
outfit. When the band did a musical,
for Warners last year, the studio
plaped. him. under contract. This is

his first, solo vaude . stint and he
makes a point of a credit nod to
Waring.
Although Davis has enormous per-

sonal appeal; there's a distinct (imit
to the act, at least in its present
form. The footer is' a lad of bound-
less energy and good humor. There's,
not a trace of . subtlety to liis work;
but he fairly explodes oh the stage,
roars every gag, shrieks every song
and frequently blasts down the
rafters with his trumpeting. That
quickly stirs an audience to a frenzy,
but only an insensitive spectator can
stand It long.
Fortunately Davis keeps it 'brief, in

this current engagement guesting
with - Ozzie Nelson. Although the
total time he's on mounts to a re--

spectable period, much of that is

teaming with Nelson, Wayne Morri3
or, at the end, with Harriet Hilliard
and the whole crew. For the rest,
after being introduced by Nelson as
'the Local 802 boy who' made good,'
he. shouts a song, about 'Hooray for
Hollywood,' storms through a vocal-
trumpet

. number, 'As Long As You •

Live, You'll Be Dead If You Die'
does a quiet and acceptable version
of 'Sleep.' then winds up With the
ear-splitting 'Ole King Cole.' '-,

This act is strictly a fllnvte per-
sonal appearance to plug the 'Brother
Rat,'- picture' in which he 'appears. It

would never do as steady vaude stuff.

But Davis in small dOses would agai
be a potent addition to any band.

Hobe.

STANLEY, PITT

Pittsburgh, Sept. 10.

Brian McDonald, 4 Vespers, 3

Samuels & Harriet Hayes, ZaSu Pitts

with Cliff Hall, Schnickelfritz Bund,
Dave Broudy house orch; ' reaking
the Ice (RKO).

Solid enter inment right from the

sun. Proof's in the padding and the

one the- WB deluxcr has cooked up
this week:, whip-creamed by ZaSu
Pitts, hits the groove.

In absence Of usual name band,
Dave" Broudy's house crew is- on the

-tape, delivering nicely. Brian Mc-
|
Donald. Incal warblar who has built

! up a crack air rep in the last three-

years 'as the. Bowes Of a. jewelry-
ponsoi'cd amateur hour, on WJAS
every Sunday afternoon, .c.'s. Con-

FBANK PARIS
Marionettes
8 Mins.
Strand, N. T.

Working in front of Ozzie Nelson's

band, Frank. Paris does all his stuff in

full view of the auaience. Handles a
single puppet at a time, the figures
representing Vera Zorina, of 'I Mar-
ried and Angel'; Disney's Dopey;:
Sonja Hcnie, and a jitterbug he calls

'Polyhotcha.' Henie bit is most novel
and was best received at show caught
(9).

Although Paris is visible, to . the
audience, the spotlight. centers on his
puppet's, which, are 20 or so inches
high. That detracts attention from
him, as does the fact that he dresses
entirely in dull black. And by. mov-
ing about the stage.always in rhythm
to whatever action his puppet is do-
ing, Paris is able to escape notice and
thus add to the illusion. Act prob
ably wouldn't go quite as well in a
nitery owing to production inade
quacies, but is above normal novelty
for anywhere. ' Hobe.

THREE. SOPHISTICATED LADIES
Flo Nell, . Bella Lyons, Renee Randal
Comedy Dancing
1* Mins.:
Strand, N. T.

Title of this act is for laughs. Gals
may be sophisticated ladies off stage,,

but that's not the .character they
show here. Instead, they offer a bit
of tap dancing, acrobatics, rough-
house clowning and finally lambaste
each other all oyer the stage. ;

Girls.are Flo Neil, Bella Lyons and
Renee Randal. They're admirably
togged for the act, with attractive
blue-green satin gowns that permit a
maximum of violence. Action is

kept lively throughout and contains
little repetition. Improvement . can
gradually be made by- better ti ing
of. the rock-'em-and-sock-'em stuff
and consequently making it look
more realistic. Also, w ith perfected
timing, additional details and busi-
ness can be worked, in. As it is now,
the -act is rather funny, contains',

few. hovel tricks and is ah asset to
the show, but it's only half complete.
Anything that's added will have to be
crammed- into the same, amount of
space, for the turn is already just a
trifle long. Likely bet for niteries.

Hobe.

EVELYN POE
Songs
1* Mins.
Strand, N. T.

Pert, vivacious little warbler with
shiny black hair and sporting a be-
coming brown-gold short-skirted
gown. Utilizes the mike to get the
most out of her voice, has a number
of cute tricks and- mannerisms that:
are rather appealing for awhile, but
that would wear better- if used with
more moderation. Goes in for ani-
mated style of 'personality' stuff.

Gal displays an infectious sense of
rhythm with her opener, 'Drive My.
Blues Away.' Follows' with !A-Tisket
A-Tasket,' with- a amusing hokc-sad
arrangement of the finale, and: con-
cludes with 'Love Bug Will Bite You,'
with a seasoning of jitterbug antics.
Lively addition to the show and,
when she acquires more experience
and gains control Of the cutups, may
develop into a sock act for vaude or
niteries. Hobe.

fines himself to straight announce-
ments and show allots one-song for

him, a corking delivery of 'Love
Walked Right In.' McDonald isn't

hew to this department, having,
served in similar .capacity at WB's;
Enright in the nabes during

,
that

spot's flesh hey-day several, years
ago. Since that time, he's been
strictly radio. •

ill gets off to fast start with 4

Vespers, males, in some slick acro-
batic fireworks. Tricks are novel,
well executed and fake the boys off

to cheers.. They're, followed , by 3

Samuels (one femme) and Harriet
Hayes in the same hoofing routine,

croup has been reissuing for years.

It's still pretty good, in fact even bet-
tor than that for the uninitiated,- but
about time they're developing some-
thing new.
McDonald gets his solo sand-

wiched in at this point and then in-

troduces Cliff Hall, Jack. Pearl's for-
mer 'Sharlic;' who; in turn builds up'
MisS Pitts. Latter has. a jittery pan-
cake hat that moves ,u ,ind down on
her head for 'laughs. The two go

into a lively line, of patter apropos
the Pitts mitts and her lovelorn ex-
istence in Hollywood. Winds up
alone with a good comedy parady
about her hands.

Scknickelfritzos, known here only
through their screen appearance in
'Gold-Diggers in Paris' (WB). try too
hard at. the outset and get away
slowly. They come out of it fast,

however, with their 'Mr. Corn' and
the train bit they did in the flicker,

winding up in a Wild instrumerityl
frenzy that sends them across.
McDonald comes out in the middle

of their hand and insists they intro-

duce the new vocalist 'thev .told' him.
about before the performance.'
Leader Freddy Fisher Is he.-itant but
finally 'agrees.' At which

,
they

strike up 'A-Tisket' and .
Miss. Pitts

comes out in a .different, screwy
chapcau, a lonK-fealhered. thing, to

murder the Ella Fitzgcra!d number
beautifully and irrevocably.- It's, a
howl, with the oft-key Pitts pipes, her
look of iibject bewilderment and her
fluttcrin!: hands.
Biz brisk.
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Variety JE3 iIIs
NEXT WEEK (Sept. 19)

THIS WEEK (Sept, 12)

Numerals i>; connection- with bill* below indicate o
ahowr whether full or split week

day of

Loew

NEW YORK CITY:
State- (13)

Don Francisco ;Co
Cass Daley
Fred Llgbtner Co.
Duke KtllnBton Ore

BALTIMORE '

Cearary (IS)
Jftan Bngel
Helen Forrest

IVAN9VILI.K
Majestic <I*-ri>

Calbert

UBaafey <»«*
Jan Garber Ore
Washington
CapMoMI*)

WLS Horn Dance

Paramount

KKW YORK city
faramoaat (It)

Eddy Duchln Qrc
3 Stooges
Fran* Payne
Dantl Goodell
CKO.tR RAPIDj-T

rnrnrooant- (Sl-U)
Horace1 Heidi Qrc

CHICAGO
Chicago (16)

Ed Sullivan
Benny Rubin
Ginger Harmon
Latkrop Bros ft. L— DBS MOINES
Orphean (16-1*)
Horace Heldt Ore

LYDA SUE

6th MONTH
HAL TAttlSMX

rxmts

ir. MARK X LEDOY

RKO

KKW YORK CITY
Mask Hall (IS)

Paul Haakon Co -

Eunice Heal*)'
Jan Peerce.
Viola Polio
Corps de Ballett

ALBANY
Meeker. Hall
(Is. one clay)

Ina Hay Huttnn Or
CHICAGO
Palace (16)

Cheater Hale Gla
Chuck * ('hackles
RoW Holbein
Arren 'ft Broderlck

(»>
Al Gordon- Co
Oxford Boys
Cass Owen- At- T
Frances 'Artns -

Cltaaey 'ft Fox
CLEVELAND
Falaee'(li)

S . Elgin*
Pansy tbe'Harse-
Raf« Davis
Zasu Pitts
Helene Denlxon .

12 Ainer Rockets
MIXNEAPOMlt
Orpbem (•)

Horace Heldt Ore

Warier

NEW YORK CITY
Strand (la)

Ozzle Nelson -.Ore •

Harriet Milliard
Frank- Paris
Johnnie. Davln
Wayne -Moriis
3 ifophistlcates

BROOKLYN
Strand (18)

3 Andrews Sis
Teddy King Ore
rHii.ADKi.rniA

Fox (16)
fin 111 Galll
Cni-cil Manners
Don ('uiinnlng*
Harriet Hoctor
Alheriinn Rnsch Is

<!>)

Lee ft l.atliron Bros
Al J'ernle
Connie llosivell
Irene Vermillion

Earl* (1(1)
Kay Kyser Ore

<»>
Larry CHnton c
Betty Bruce
ATI Frank
pittsiurgh
Stanley (9)

Snlckelfrltz Ore
*/SaSu Pitts
3 Samuels
Harriet Hayes
t Vespers

RKADING
Asto* (10-17)

Buddy Rogcra Ore
WASHINGTON

Earle (Id)
Ben ricrnle.Orc

(9)
Chester Morris
Vic Hyde
Mnrln 4 Florla
Sinclair 2
Melissa .Mason
Sara Ann McCabo

KKW YORK CITY
Rosy (ID)

Minnevlt'-lt Co
Ray KschH
Nadlne One
H'wood Majorettes
Gsr> Fouler Ola
Paul Ash Ore

' DETROIT
Fax (ft)

Sybil Bowan
Readlnger 2
Bel Rlo.fi O
Smith, Rogers 4 K
6 Anlalek*

16 Dansonettes
Kaufman -Ore

INDIANAPOLIS
I.yrir (16)

Hchnlekelfrltz Ore
Sylvia Froos
Al Gordon Co
Roliblns Fam
Flying*'- Marcos

(9)
Jan Cnrler'Orc
Patricia Norman
Lbn-aine 4 Rognah
Serge Flash

London

Week of September 12
" IhimlaUm

Chlllon * Thomaa
Geo Prentice
I Aiii-oi-.ts

C.IMIIKN TOWN
('Hun-Hint

-Rnlibv llenshaw
Hu>H Sis 4 Dullniift
Urazellns

f'l.AI-HAM
Grnaniln

(Thlllnn -4 Thomas
Gen- prentice
Revo & May

KA.ST H-A>l

(imtiuda
lit >Rf It CIlllKI'

li-I'miiine"-*. His
UennlK r^nu'es

CKKKVWli-ll
(•rnniiila

• 1 1 • ii kh ft: Chai4«*
l.el'tillimi'-'^- SIS
Dfitnlf Lawes
IIAMMKItSMITII

I'UlHi'f
Colleann l^n.Hi

ISHNC"
Ulne

Bobby, irenshnw*

l.KYTrtNHTONE
Rlslta

Kh>thm & R'mauce
^llEPH KIrH ni>ll

I'uylllon

Aildls-'n. Sylvia &• M
In I JSales
SatfUinu. Onn.

sttton
Plain

Moifynr.'Tr-
llennett ft Wllllnn.-

: Donovan a; Ifavrs
4 While FU.shM

T(K»TI>(;
. <<rnnndn

Kddli-Cmy
WlntiT SI*
OeHnven * I'iiki-

llart.AlllHon
Jack Frani'la .

.Ednn Hctulre-nrm-
Ttaby X: n .Roamt-

WAfjTH.VMNTOW
(Irnoartn

U > Ihm-Xr ll'lliniice

•< i.wirn
. (trttimito

("nuibcll's lllllhllirA

Provincial

Week of September 12
AKKMWKEN

TltsN
Oaston Paltrier
Denals- Fam
Vine Morp fr N
Harold Waldcn
4 Smart GIs
Carrey at Mack
AtpliooHe Bers Co
Maria L<*rens(

RUFKriioi
The Street Slnicer
Chester Fredericks.
Bod Cartel! St Rons
Lee Donn ..

Albert Modley
Len Yotmg:
Mltxsoko 4 Pthr
HreiHla Carole*
*r Rich. Rex 4 Ron

EUrNRl'RArl
Raral

Lea Plcirrotys
Hotrartl £ King
Jack Stocks
Edna Ashby

r^varula'
Mylvestrl

(ifi.SXiOW
••tIIIiw

'

. Jack- Ra'dcllffa-

.Vera Mclean
Harold Dayne
4 Smith Bros
Sherman Fisher C.ls

Norman ft Curnot
NeUer & Clare
.Urfttova ft':Jules
t Sandler Sis

Kxhtalthxa
Caaevrl Hall

Albert Bandler. 3
3 StOoffCS
laay tlonn
Itoy- Bros
-Kats Saxopfione 6
Da-wn Davis '

I.IVKBPOOL
- Shakeapeare

Murray Co
Lea Voltpas- .

T>on'ald Peers
Hall * . Fields-

HEW TORK CITY
Areata tall

(Areola. K. J.)

Jerry Carr Ore.
Cnloulta Venezla
Rath Wa+ren
Kay Blalre
Oeorite Seoul
Walter Cole

Bertatottra

Don Sylvlo Ore
Ancelo's Rhu'ba Bd
Chita-
Has Dion
Letty Kenkbla
Annette Goerlalne.
Roberta ITelsch

mil's Gay »»>.

Charles Toucb'ette
Jahn- Panter
John Bitot
Bern • Cortes
Jim Phillips
Marr SabeTts
Harold AVIItard
ArthorBehah ..

Harry Donnelly
Joe ' H<»irard -

.

Sptke Harrl9on
Rernle Grauer
Bo«it>«Bnl Tavera
(ElBrborst. I. I.)

'

Helen vVehi'le
Antolne & Du Barry
Patsy Klnir
Lucllle Rich
Dave Fox
Tnetma Nevlns'
Cameron Cropby
Jan Fredrlc's_Oi-c

.Cnffe A'frkitie

Snub Mosley Ore
Alberta Pi-yma'
Marie Pollard
Margaret Hall

Cnfa Tinynla
Penn Wayne Oi-c

Cnsa- Mamma.
Ted Lewis fVc
Pntrlcl'n Ellis
James ' Marlon
Al SleKel
Cardial
A I Traitan
Tip. Tap & Too
Robert Wllilhaiii
Harry Armstrong-
Slieltoh Brooks
Ben Tost Co

Clare/moat Ina
Ron I'erry Ore

lib lit

Pat Harrington
Ann Rush
Franlde Hyeri
Irene Matii-elll
Willie (Jrofrtin
r^lla' Gaynes
Benle St Boys
(i Alutrews Ore

Club (inu-rha

Dlmltrl A Vlricll
Natalia Kordova ^

Bni-lqueta Castillo
Don Mleuel Ore

Corso'a

Vincent Pa-dulo Ore.
Ernest Kramer On-

tsttsy rratf

Rider inhnsoir
Charlle- I.lnton
Jackie Thoni.ia
Kalhryn Merz-

Cllli-n

Don Al no Ore
Asuncion' (iL-aiutin^
Joyll 4- .Maravuia
Dorttn A- Valern
Francisco Ram

Fatswaa Ihmr
Count Basle Ore
Jerry l< i-utrer

Bart Wilson
James Ruthin
(ilea Island Ch^Iimi

\VUI flsborne Ore
Hav.Mai-.VIitdrld

Nano Koclrfco (»rr
Juanlto Saniihrni iti

.Msrilhe?: & Antrnir-i
Sarlia- llerrera.
Cesar * l>olorss

lllrk»r> II(his*'

Jne MarHala. Dec
Hotel AiiiliasHaiini

Arthur He.rhei-i
(labi-iel Coi-rn
Jliles llr.-iml

Hotel Aiilj

-V llrondwynne Uri-
l.ee Wiley

llolel nrlmmil-
' I'lu/a

Ri-'iila Ilolsl On-
(lea Sc.hei'hnn l»i-

Rrhoes Cu,ba Oro
Diosa"Mu'nHHeld
.Behhnnt Ralladeers
Muriel Byrd

Holrl RUtmara
Harry- Oivens Ore
Raymond. Andrade -

Freddy Tavnres
Alvln KaletManl
t.ellant- .Katinnkahl
Kalinin Mapoana-

.-Hwtrl' Baaaerl-
' (Rvoaklya)

Will McCune Oro

Hotel Edtann
Blue Barron' Oro
Don Alexander--

llotet Ktses Haawa-
Rlch'd- Himber Ore
Dell 4 H.-imory

Hotel (lav. Cllalaa

leddy. Mayehoff' Ore
Betty Gal*

Hotel Half Man*
(Hroaklyn) '

Eddie Harris
Georxe Vedeifls
Hotel Lrllustoo

Ray Kinney Oro
Hotel Unfflla

Will Hollander Ore
Hatel McAlpla

J .Messner- Ore'
(lonsales Hr\ Menen
Roberta Allen

. Hotel Near Yorker
Henry .Bussa Ore.'-

-

Raptle .-4- Lamb
Krlr Walt
Roberts A Farley
lloi-by Duffy'
>lay .Judels

lintel Park Central
lie Carlos 4 Gr'n'da
Coj-L-ra -4

llolel Plenum
Adrian Rollinl 3

Hatel IHerra

Haritld Naxel Ore
Hotel I'lasa

Ja*-k Marshnrd. Ore.
Maurk-rt 4 l-'ordoba

llolel Suror-I'lasa
Kmlle Pelll Oro
Illlile-THrde

lintel Siielloa

Jimmy. Vlncenl Ore
Hotel Ml. . nrlll

rt:ilph l^onsales O-c
ItriMi I Kamecn Ore
i' le.lo n Uiirry
Vvonne llnuvler

I Hotel St. Kv-ila

Jot; Klni-S Ol'C.
Don Mai'l.oa Ore'
Ifc'iimn 4 Kenlla

iMatrl Tart
Knoi-h I.lulu Oro
Hex^y- Mo4in
Hr*irtze Hlnes
Llvllt Bliuade
H«tel Waldorf-

Astoria
f'.en .Ol8^n'. Ore
Miseh'a. Itorr t>re

Hotel While
I'Vancea t'omslnrk
l-IIIVor.l Necvdalll

Inleraatlnaal Casino
L'l la Jack LitHe or.

Kit Km! <inb
'

Al c'onpei- Oi'y
KallliKih

I.M .ilar'MUlae

Klirl Mnsy
Cal Italeina.n
IliiUu Spenks
l-'rahces Conilolly

l'j«rae

Kilille Ha via Ore
liMeiih Siuhh Ori-

' l.e t'lH| olljie

Oeo Slei-'ney Ol'C

l.e*a A r^ldle'n

l-'.dillp Havla
l.ini Mai lln Oi i:

I In lues. 'I'nl" X- S
AiIiU'miii ll.-illev

Iris A.li-h.n
Sully Ivoii
.Uer.-dllli ..

'runnel- .Si I'ltoiu.-o
Joe Kill;
llolf.ii Wiilnu-i -lirln -

Wall- .Wnii^ei S

>tliliil«lll Sn
J.'i'-I; M'olyln llri;

(e Carle
Pierre"- B-entiralre
Ann i Hurt Hoyce
Marlte
Julian Altinan
ftnsion

Kul Clab
Freddie Master Ore
D Mltcnell-Hedfes
Chick Darrotr

Paradise
Phil Napoleon Oro
Jackie- Gateley
Charles Carter
Vera Kern

: Winter Sis
Alan Carney
Marge Ellis

Flare Klei-ante

W Palmer Oro
Bill Farrell
Ernest Frnnz

' Vincent- DeC'osta
Rex ftavttta

'

r^tMtatHH, Chn>
JljtsnTr '^Jackson
Luckee Sis
IjobIs WtMlams.
Skeeta Tottlver o

ttaeen Mary
Ann While
Ray Jbaes
Onrca'a- Terrae«
(WaorisMe. L. I.)

Charlie Strong Ore
Harriett Carr
Ashley- ft Ware
John Hubert
Harry -Rose

Radio Fraaks' CTab
Frank ssloger
Jerry White
Ous Wlcke-
Jimray ' Burns
Fred Bishop
Wynne Ralph
Lou Williams
ICbony •
Trotn LeohoS-"

Htttekaw tUfHI?

Paul Kaln Ore
Marlyan * Mlcxtael

bUuMkan
Al Donatiae Ore
Bd'dl* LeBaroB Ore
Paula Kelly

'

Ruttv Nlrey
Jnha. Hoysradt
Jack- Cste Co

Rlrlertt!

E Mndrlxoera Ore
Vincent Hlrrb- Ore

Patricia alllmore
Ray* & Naldl
Reilleys

'

Una Wyte
Grade Harris
Eddie Carr

Rssstaa Krelrhma
Volcslla Katov Ore
Naatla Polls Kovu
Slmeofi

-
KaravaeO

Mnrusla Ssva
Darla Blrse
Michel Miction
Mlsch'a Osdon
Klsvdln - Kniielovn,
Sergei Inhatenko

Ntnrfc «'|nt>

Sanny. Kendls. Ore
Jose - Lopez Ore

Hwlo« Cren
Ray Mario Oro
Freddie Fulton.
Pete CJilTord
Ruth Oeborn
Tosil Oaya
Cetlada
Joe Van Green''
Jack Hvber
LwetnAn; Lanr

Tavero-aa-Ureea
Hochie Barrett Ore
Tokay Masjraar

Frank DouRlas .Ore
Ilean de Tkury
Johnay Carter
Marxet
Marina ft Norlna

YersaUres

Cross ft Dunn
11 Bercere Ore
Panchlto Ore
D'Avatoa .Dancers

VHIaie Ham
Mitchell Ayres Oro.
Watter Bwin-I»tre
Maryann Mercer
Tbeo4*re ft Denesna
Zeb Carver Ci>

Wtskallasi Tap-
Geo- Morris Ore
Rtaaseli Bracken
Trent Patterson
Raman Rtatgo
Stephen Harris

Charley Bairman Or
Bob 1«
EdsUe Harris
Amelia Oilmore
Lola Leeds
Judith Gales
Theodore"^Brooks

LOS ANGELES
BaM

Charlie Lawrence
Brux Fletcher

Beserly WUsMra
Howard Jerrard
Vlala Vaughn
Tal Sinus
Lou Sailee Ore

Billy ft J Severln
Annabelle.
Hal Derwln
Jerry Stewart
Tommy .Trent
Shep Fields Ore

Cafe De faree
Charlls .Ament Ore
Paul McLean

Cafe La Man
Myrus
Ben LlRht Oro
Manic -Hands

Clever. Club
dtan .Myers Ore
Coroanat Grove

Morton T>o'wney'
Ansun Weeks- Ore

Hawallaa
ParaiMae: Club

Searies ft Lena
U'ibby, Ramos
Princess Luana
Kay Kalalnl
K.l.lie Bush t
Andy Jone Ore.

It Cafe
\Toe Moshay
Hub Senrles
BUI Roberts Ore
Jerry's Mandnlay
Gladys BaKWell
Jim Kerr Ore

La Coax

a

Harry Rosenthal
E Uurando R'ba Bd
.MarKnret Roach
Bluir Stone Ore

(tie Club
Jans Jones

.

Tiny Merldltll
Chas' Thoriie

Dorothy Roberta
Geo Redman Ore
Walter Wade
Btmer
McDonald ft Ross

.Kenny' Sargent
Peewee- Han
Claude DeCavr
Taras ft Masters
Huttean Metsm'r GIs
Glen Oray Ore

- Paras Ian
Marguerite 4 M
Dominic Columbo
Thora- Matthlson
Ken - Henryson
Marino ft Telencla
Betty Masorr
Napoma- & Ows^iee
Frank Sortlna Ore
r S«taUek's Club
Peggy Fears
Pat Rooney Jr
Max Fldler Ore
Billy Lankln
Bill Brady

Sevea Sens
Candy Candido
'Jea,' Frisco .-

BUI Hoffman
. Seswerw t House-
Harry Rlnglahd
» HI Hals

Tepny's
Lorraine Gerard
-Maxlne Wlnxo-
Jacauelln Cherry
Margaret Wnlden
Gloria Randall
Leono Klc'e
-Gil Dngenaia
Pat O'Shea
Joy WllUams
Lenore Thome
Arinanda 4 l.iia
Barrett & Writtht

Trocadero
Jose's Cuban Bd.
Fernando Ramos
Bob Grant Ore
V .Huge Rrstunmnt
Sklhnay Rnnis Ore-
Colleen Calhoun

CHICAGO

Ceto-itatas

n 4 F Gilbert
7,»ns ft Todd
Helen Holmes
Hlllle Maehell
Jackson. Reevesft S
Dorothy Wnbl

'

Bobby Danders
Hob Hyatt
Pronaiih GIs

,

Hollyu-nod 6
Uenrl Gcndron Ore

Crab. Dell

Evelyn .White
Myra Taylor
John Oscar
Ithythm Willis
Bunny
3 L«r:ky Bucks

-

Sai« Theard
Sarn Rbblneon
Charles loom
Partello GIs
Red Saunders Oro

Drake Hatel
((tot* Coast Rosas)
Hal Kemp Ore
JuUy Starr
Bab Allen
Ssxle Uowell
Harry. WIIKord
Mickey Bloom
Jark Le-Malra
Bddle Kuaby

Dutch's

Ralph Cook Rev
Rlttmah Dancers
Roberta.-

.

Pc y -Moore
Helen Dove
Mori Lund Ore

Bdgewater Heart)
Rwtrl-

(MartM Raea»>
I«lGhian Noble Ore
Kdith ColrtweU
Chirk Flnyd
Muriel Grey
Han-let . Smith GIs
Evelyn Pelser.

famaas Dsor
Ed Danders Oro
Terry O'Toole
Helen DwWayn*
Bernle Plncus
Bryan: . Wolfe

.

4th C/«b
Homer Roberts
Hazel Talbot
Jenne.
Isabel Qerhart
A-delatde KlrkaK
Shorty Ball Ore

fyatake'a Caslao
Cretcnen Werner
Dave-'.Taanfn
Suaan Kessler
Dick Hardin'
Billy -Rogers
J ft Chuckle Hess
Vtr Duvall.
Rocks Bllsworlh
Bob* Tiiudey- Oro

tla'b-u-s
f.e I'hw .Ora
Alive- Tannen

(lay Par
Wellington
Mary Williams
Sain Haras
Pntsy Linn
Gladys neaitvllle
Bernl're . Boitel
Bob Riley Oro

Grand Terrae*
Sonny ft Sonny
Dusty Fletcher
Howell ft Coles
Sellle Gnadlrig
Dot . ulters
Connie' Harris-
Leonard Reed GIs'
-Eai-I Illne^a.Orc

flrnemere -Hntel
(tilass House Rtwl
Don' Pedro .Oro-
Klsa Han-Is .

,

led' .Mrtiy 'Wilt

Hlsraarck Hotel
(Wulnal Roosa)

.iiiles .Duke
: Ore'

Ai-lene O'Day
Helly Grey
Sahlnro 4 Lorraine
Maxlne Marlleld
Urace McCarthy

BlackhaWk
Bob Crosby Oro-
Marlan Mann
Jim 4 J Byrnes
tioma .Cooper
Jack Gaulke Ore
M/iclovia Ruiz

nioadles
Kvelyn Parr
Monetia
LaC'ondo
Na.lah
Wanda Phillips
Pantclla Adair
Billy Kemp

"

lue (Uaose

3 'Louse Screw
Janu lines
Italnh llovey
Kay Allen -

Harry Singer

IWa Air
Kildle Garr
Mai'Kle Knapp
Ijiiik Thiiinpsoii Or
Dukes 4 Durness oi
Hons Ballet

llrevoort IfKitrl

(Crystal Kwom)
Klurence Schubert
Charles Ualdwln
Grace Katrot
Norma IV'illord

llrouilniont

Mslelle Ijikoiv
Dor .Keith Gla
MIhh Claire
'Honey Lee
Hank Simons
HI Hie l-'arBO
Irt-iie. For! cms
Alios \. Hi'len
Uorble rtudoi|>n (>n

• Cantvun
Eddie Gorman
Kocke Romano
Toddy O' Grady
Don Mora-an
Dot ft Jerry
Edna Leonard.
Carl Sclintiz Ore

Che* Paree
Abe Lyman Ore
•Ethel Shutta
Hurry Rlctlman
5 OWfoi-d Boys
Dolly Arden
S JJtlerbURs
Rose Blanc
Don Orlando Ore
Evans AdftraiiJ'.-s

Club Al
Hal ' Barber
Iietiy Mave
Steea Bright
Bobby Malhia
Xana
Rhythm Kings

Club Alnbnm
Harriet Nnrrls
Kay LaSalle
Houo.e 4. (Iln'dys
Sadie Moure
4 Ambassadors
Phyllis Brooke
Marjorle King
BfTle Uurtoh
Bernle Artier
Dave 'l.'nells c
Cham Robinson '"
Eddie Rolh ..Ore

Club Spniilsli

Pinky Tracy
Lorella Oeltner

' Eve- Kvun .

Nola Cnopei*
-Kay Marshall
Ralsloit Kns
Joe '.Vale'nllne
Jos Mill Ore

Colony Club
Divlght Fiske
Jose .ManxaiiHi-es
Hugo dePauls Oi'c

Hickory Inn
t T..p H.H*

-'

.The- New Yorkers
I Hut

Jo* Lewis
'Wry l^iivlor
I'al-Mar Ills
.leanne Walker
SiU l.anx Ore'

llllilimlrome

Flo Whitman Rev
Ji-ri-y Marks Ore
Mliel-on*.
N'yi-a . Lou
Dee Adrian
Muriel Joseph
Genevieve Vol

Ivaah
Helen, Sumner
Helen Irwin
4. Ha-wailaus
LJarl Horrinan "Oro

l/Alglim
Mary W Kll|>atrlek
Giorse Bay - Bd
Llunlo- Bolognlnl Or
''
Mslel Ijt Salle

trtliie Front Ro*m>
Itlchnrd 'Sehrelber
Itilliiibl-e Itnya
Dlilo Frances

I.I riy Inn
Tommy O'Neal
l>olores Green
Raits Gallagher
MU-key Dunn
Maiita. r.yan
Sylvia Tufker
Uarl Wiley Or

Mcl.niuchlini

Sallj; O'Day
(liiiK-er Wood
Klo - Pol us
Denue l*a)ts
Salumy Itat'i-y

Stan Curler
Julea Nuvll re

Melody ill

Jack Kusscl ()rc

Miami Club
neza- -While
Karl Kickard
Joe Casslily
l.yhn Barclay
Dorothy Johnson

Mlllalmte
Rulh 4 II ltuckl'ni
Fay Kol-erls
4 Moiitefnile Sis
Chuille -Patrick
Hd'na '!

- • 1 1 1 v
Vlrg M'Cltinl-i
liny Kiviri ic

Iniirl Cliib
Maiuo Gavin
ltill } Feliier
Sunny Gillnm
C'lle l.aWiviife
lai-k Moiloii Ore

Morri in llolel
(llmiliiii (l.ivler

House)
Maiifreil Goliheil.

NunielesM t'ufe

Joan L i Mae

Ona Mae
Kd r>on
Williams Bros
l.ydla Harris
Frank KaMondl
Mae 41 Fill

Old Hrhtelaerg
Old Heidelberg Co
Heir Louie ft W
Herby- Hradl Ore
Geo Gunther Ore

Palaser Hoaaw
(Easa-rre Room)

Veioi B Tbrla-nda
Pancbo Ore :

IjtFrancenl
Novello Bros
Smith's afartAhets
Don Hnoton
Grace Olttman
Abbott Dancers
Bd Allen .

Phil U-elley Ore

ftra*i> Clab
Freddie' Abbott
Mottle Mai-tar
Dotlle Dolene.
Sara TbebeJd
Marie -'. Thomae .

.

Freddie- Janls Oro

P««r Wow aub
Gene Emerald
Mathews ft Chall
I) ft O Bucers
Warren ft Phyllis
Jerry. Frost
Kenny Wright
Ted Simon
Steve SluUand Ore

tSaaa, Bawl :

Paulette -LaPlerra
Gloria Panlco
Toco Ferris

.

SheriaatB) Hatel
(CaHege laa)

Brandt Sis
ItoMn Scott
Ukallla ft. Vlda
Jeiiaa
Dud Lewis
Mary Jena leo
Genevieve: Trojan
Duke ft Noble
Betsy Ailing
Lyna Clare
Dorothy Ericksoa
MadeHire. Raymond
Russel ft- Genevieve
Snawltnke Ballet
V Masters Ore

re

Earl Rlckaxd
Hllser Claad

Bert Nolan
Ntta LaTour
Millar ft Miller
Sue Lombard
Hart , ft- Allison
Mltsie Rae
Marian Boyd
Hazel Zattas
N'ord Richardson
3 Tape -

Johnny

Silver ProMc*
lane O'Doanell
3 Kings- of Swing
Ralalne Rabey
Kay Wallace
Art Freeuaan

6M Clab
Billy Carr
Trudy He .Ring
Rene* Villon
Marg Faber GIs
Jessie Roaella
White Sis
B 4 L Cook
Colletis

'

Peaches Strange
Dolfy Sterling
Sol Lake Ore
Tripoli 3

Sky Rocket
Marjorle Whitney
Dictators
•JS-BTtfeSia ft Shaw
4 Kings
B Tanks Socialites

Stevens Hatel
(Continental Room)
Don Julian' ft- M.
Liils Harper
l-.nunnne Hogan
Jackie Heller Ore

Stockade Ina
Charles Chancy-

Susl-Q
Irv Dornfielil
Roaalene GIs
Gloria Starr
llolen Dove
Warren 4 Phillips
K.llili Principle
Verne. Wilson Ore

Swlngiaad
'.Too Johnson
Mne Dlggs
Alma Smith
2 Ithy.thin Pals
l-'uis- Patterson
Ted Smith
Hilly ft Charles
Jlmmltt Noone- Ore
Thumpaaa's 16 Club
Patsy .Thomaa
ilernle'Green
t. JHterburgs

.

Mallard ft Johnson
Joy Towne
Mllll* Travis
Joan -Dawn
Frisco's Ore

Three Deuc
Art Tatum

Tower Inn
Frankle Dovle
I nez Gonen '

Winnie Hoveler C'»
Dancing Leonards
Jerry Lynn
(>enrge Arnold-

'

'

-lOieartiir Joltnson
Frank Davis Ore

Traradera
Gloria .'Romano
Adelle Kl Clair
Terry Circle
rtoy Runkm Ore
^ Villa Masters*

J^rlos Molina Bd
Rosemary DeSrlnis
M 4 M. Randall

Villa Venice
C 4 C Lambertln
Holly Sis
LasxcronlB
Noll ft Nolan
Felldo ft Tmnn
Ann Le\rls

! Linda Mai-sIi
.Michel & Mc'desvn

|
Lou Hoffman
Itcnet* Jny

I I'.trloa 4 Curlla
•F Cjuortello Ore

1 Yacht Club-
iG.inick McUrntli Or

Zlx Kng
Sunny Hnurlia
v ' -iriula. Dare
Sakiira

i Larry Lll

PHI1AM1Iu?HIA
Aacherage

Bill Honey Ore
Paul Rich
Lyman ft Driscoll

Arcadia Utl
Clam Williams Oro
Paul Rich
Lyms« ft Driscoll

HellevBe-Stratrartf
Meyer J>avls Ore
Benny 'trie Bom's

Johnny Howard
Unity Kay
Oshlns ft Lessy
S Marshalls
Castalne ft Barry
Deloyd McKay
Johnny Graff Or

Cotoay Clab
Helen Martin
Jacejaelln*' Herman
Aurora Scott
Lewie Sis

Embassy
Helen Benton
Bert Gleirioux
.Marjorle Drtzmm'nrt
Barbara. Jnhnston :

Ann "Klrwln
Pedro Blanco Oro
Mary Winters
K-rergreen Caslne

Win
' Terry

Arden ft Renaid
Jtuuorfe Andrews
Put Bhevlln
Ray King
Beth Challls
Joe Mlllkopf Ore
Fraakle Pahmba'a
Lee' Barclay
Bobble Tremains -

HUdrkraaa'a
Caster ft Rich

'

Croeetti Sis
Mile HeUine
RUa-
Blcbard Bach
Paula
NtVcki Gallaccl
Bella Bslmont
Bobby Lee. Oro
Hotel AdVrphle)

.
(atasaf)

Allen Fielding Ore
Larry Thornton
Reaee de Jarnetta
La Conga GIs
Don Angelina Ore

Herb's 141* Clab
Kay Bangor
Dolty Mtrouser
Helen Heath
Lucille p.enee
Peggy Bradley
Pepper oarat
Lillian Klinn
Barntce Burns
Gauchoe Ore
Peggy Wagner
Ultra Rathskeller

Jack Griffin Oro
Gay Dtiaon
Jack- Oleasan
James ft Peltz

Joan Vlckers
Johnny. ft George

Jack LyncH'a
Jeno Donatn Ore
Vincent Rlxzo Ore
Barney Zeeman Ore
Gloria Grafton
Caperfn ft col'mb'a
Selma Marlowe
Jimmy Blake
Mildred Reed
Ross HeLean
Paul Roslnl
Jack Lynch GIs (6)

Parrlsh Cafe
Ted Miller
Anna May Fisher
Blanche Fnneer
Billy Gross
Little ..Ann
PeeWee Glllelt
Shorty Scoll
Jlmtny Shore Ore

Mtaasp'a Cnfo
Pat Perry-
Jolt tiny Welsh
Gene Baylos
Henrliiuea 4 Adrlea
Shalty ft NltT
Jack Hutcninson
Irving Braslpw pre
SHr»r Lake laa

(Clemrwton)
Mickey Famllant Or
3 Bacons ^—

-

Sally La, Mare
Dsitkta'a Rat
Wktson Sis
Miwle Duval
Mildred King
Marie Drutnmond
Sandra Lydeit
Viols'- Klaiss Oro
Frank Pontl

ISSS Locust
Linda Rav
Helena Hart
Dolores Merrill
Peggy B«wej>
Gladys Crane
Dave Loytsn .

Rubbles. Shelbv
Swing King Oro

Village Kara
Frank Hall
Patll Cranford
Diane.A Wlnton
Emerald Sis
Hap. ' Valley Cowb'a
WebeVa n*r Braa

(Casadea).
I^iuls rrbalkln Ore
Nino Carmlnn.
Karl ft Gretchen
Interaatlonal 3
Bavarians
Rldoradians
Use hart
Joe Rooiaho.
Rudy Bruder
Kay Miller '

Duke Ait:
Bpbr- Fllnvlt
Frank Hug
Mel-»-Dy '

Kvelyn Dulchiii

Yarktewae Tave
Frank Slaub Ore

BOSTOH
Club Mavfalr

Lewis' BenlcK Ore
Bd Richard "

Roberta Jo-nay
tils »

Cacoaaat Grave
Billy Losses Oro
GIS 8
Hylton" Sis (3)
Ted Meza
Al Clark
Robberts ft White
Son Ia & Margo

Co o
Eddie Dcas Ore
Rose Chapman
Crssvford fraaae

Ray Phillips Ore
Aan Pennington'
GIs

Fenmore Cafe
Rob Koy Ore
Terry Q'Toole

fa'eas'le
(Marhleliead)

Don Julio Ore
t

Foi ft Hounds' Club
(Haston)

Jason ToblaS Oro
fox ft Hounds Clab

(Qolacy)
Sally LaMarr

Frolics Clab
(Salisbury)

Karl Robde Oro
Billy de Wolfs
8 Frollkattos

llamlllHirg*S'
Peggy O'Neill
Curry - ft (Iraliui
I King Sis

Holbrau
(Laweraco)

Jlinoiy .Hodges
II l.oy Oeo

Joe Marot.Orc
Hotel' Copley ' Plaxa
(Merry-tin-Round)
Jimmy. Avalone Ore

Hstri Kun
(Free**. CusIim)

Duane Marshall Ore
Billy Kelly
Jack Manning
Marie Barton .

Curlla . (2)
Cells Staiilnn

Hotel ' Imperial
Cliff Jarvla Ore'

.Hotel Rlti-Carilna
Vincent Lotwz: Ore

Holel Slatler
.

' (Terrace Mowaa)
Dick Abbott. Oro.

Hotel Wealnlaale*
(Roor Gardes)

Jackqu'ea Reiiard
Kfhol Sidney
New Amerir'n Holes'

(Lowell)
Lou Clarke Ore
rtob 4 E Way
Itay .Ehullsll
I'M 1 1 h liellu

Old Fashioned Cafe
tillckola'
Sl<iia Sliarnl
lae.k 4 'amentn

Ort'a Grill

Don IluniberL Ore
Pembertim -laa

Art Rubin Oro
Seville

Don Rico Ore'

Sheraton Koaf
(Shoralim HiMel)

Bob Hardy Oia.*"'
Peggy Wood
South Shore Farms
Tommy' Carr Oro

Tren-avat rlnca
Gone NlL'kerson Or
Wigwam Bnllrao
Count. FramiilHl

CLEVELAND
Alpine Village

Marcla "Wayne *

Marea'ft Roberta
lem Plkl

Herman Plrchn'er
Otto Thorn Ore

Avalaa
Pete Zumo Ore
Del Key
Vli: ft D G-trrlson
116b Marchshd

Cedar Carriras
Duke Melvln Ore
lllsnnbe Cole'
Spark-Plug George
Willie Williams

Maniacs
Poison Gavduei-
" Sa/iulres.

(ran Clab
Leon LeVerr'ltf
Irene Kesaler
Pahner GIs
Marty Lewis Ore
Cr le Gardens

Bea Moore
Bob Campbell
George Bias
Sepln Scandals
Sherdlna Walker Or
Eight .O'clock Cluh
Paul 4 ['aniens
Young -ft Lucky
DIM Miller Ore

Freddie's Cafe
iiirri BordA
Ml Ai-nnhl
sail Vlcker

Dorothy Kcilir GIs
(iaunnet (iah

ouls Clou Ore

Hotel Clsvelaad
(Little Cat*)

Gens ISrtviii Ore

Hotel Feaway Hall
Willie Polls Ore
Hotel Hotlemlea

Gene Heecher' Or-;
Harry '.Sliick well
Sammy Walsll
Gyosy' Mal'koff
Romany ' 3

atel Slallrr
iiamls Hoaglsnit Or

Jack ir KrliliiV

Belly. Pa^y
Sa son Greeley.-'
Cuee-t.'hee's Oi'»r

. . MniiHra's- Cafe
.racqucs PollaeX ^r

(FHrlen-s Shore tinb
johnny Haydiik.Oro
.Mli-liael 4 Ma rlil.

t

Miirtin Wlllesi'li

I la Villa'

.lolui Sleel

.Isck liei-ve.
Freddy ('.'iiione Or*.

gal Chih
III la faze 1 1 Co
He^ . Hn\ I ci-

Het te Kvaiis.
itulli I'ui-ee

stmilhrra T»ver«
Taui rlon- (>.n:

.141 er li

Anne Hradley
Vnuellea
('oley * Ada.il-:

Mai-tell ft Daw
MlOkey Kstz
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TALK BOOTLEGGING TICKETS
Equity Nixes Player Term Contract,

52 Weeks at $40, for Group Theatre

1 by the New York Group

Theatre to Equity for the assn.'s sup-

port of a plan whereby players

would be tied up for a term, has

been rejected. Equity stated it's not

interested in extraneous agreements

1th members, and that its para'

mount purpose is to push the ad-

herence of standard playing con-

tracts.

Group theatre came forth with a

petition signed by 15 in the regular

acting company, seeking Equity's ap-

proval to place its players under
contract for two or three years on

a 52-week basis. On the face, the

proposal looked satisfactory, but

after explanatory remarks were
made. Equity's executive committee

was reported to have been unim-
pressed. Request that Equity force

any player to abide by the termer

in the event he sought to break the

agreement, appears - to have nixed

the petition.

$4* Weekly for Contractees

Understood that those placed on

a 52-week basis received $40 weekly.

If not appearing in a group show,

they would have been placed in

another show, pictures, radio or

other engagements at higher pay.

There are two. reports as to the dis-

position of the coin in excess of the

figure in the original contracts, one
being that it would have, been re-

tained by the player and the other

that it would have gone into the

Group's general fund.

Believed that the latter was an-

other Equity objection. It was not

node clear, either what would be the

obligations of those who receive pay,

though laid off. Stated that when
C.ey were .spotted, the Group re-

quired repayment, of the amount re-

ceived during the layoff. Claimed,
however, that .such coin would be
called for only if the player received

more than the guaranteed minimum.
Odeis, Luther Adler Sign

Among the petition's signers were
Clifford Odets and Luther Adler,

former- being the Group's top author
ana the latter its standout male lead.

Group originated with the Theatre
Guild's younger players, who were
first formed into the Studio Theatre;

and presented severil promising

plays.

Rated as the first substantial suc-

cess, however, was Y.wake and Sing.'

'Gold Eagle Guy' drew plenty of at-

tention, but the top financial ' pres-

entation by the Group was 'Golden
Boy,' one of last season's Broadway
hits which went to London this sum-
mer. Original east is back for tour-

ing in the U. S. for several months.
A new London company is current

3,530 OFF FTP ROLLS

DURING PAST 2 YEARS

Still a Fan

Among the players set for the

new George S. Kaufman-Moss

Hart show, 'The Fabulous in-

valid,' is John Lorentz, veteran
character actor. . He was picked

by Hart at one of the early au-

ditions for the play and was
immediately spotted in the cast.

According to Hart, Lorentz
was his first idol of. the stage.

The actor at' that time was lead-

ing man in a stock company in

the Bronx, N. Y., and was some-
thing of a neighborhood, mat-
inee idoL The playwright was
an urchin in those days and
used, to perch in the gallery

for every, play. He hadnt heard
of the. actor in the interim, but
his memory was stirred by the

fellow's voice and lie asked his

name.
,

Lorentz ill have several

small parts in the show, which
contains a number .of celebrated

characters of the American the-

atre. It is currently, in rehearsal.

Government-angeled drama has
slumped one-third, according to re-

port by Hallie Flanagan, national

Federal Theatre director. More
than 2,000 FTP workers landed pri-

vate jobs' in the past two years,

which, combined with firing of in-

competents and economy curtail-

ments, has cut employment to 9,170,

against 12,700 at the peak two years
ago. Now running 42 projects in 20

stales.

Since launching; the FTP has put
on 924 plays, with 26,532,674 rsons

witnessing 54,960 performances.
More than 1 new scripts of Ameri-
can playwrights have been used.

Berton Churchill Slated

For B'way Play After Film
Hollywood, Sept. 13.

crton Churchill goes back to

Broadway lejit at the completion
°f his current role in Samuel Gold-
w'yn's The Lady and the Cowboy.'
He is slated to start in 'So Far.

So Good,' authored by Arthur Jnr-
retland produced by Anthony Burr.

Theatre Dearth

Delays Shows Of

IfewYortsFTP

Federal Theatre Project, New
York, has four theatres under lease

in the downtown district, one being

in the midst of the theatre zone, but

it ; is understood it has not enough
houses to get the production season

started. Loath to take 'One Third of

a Nation' out of the Adelphi, the

FTP claims that 'Sing For Your
Supper' must wait until that spot is

made available. "Supper' has been

readying for about a year and has

been delayed for one reason or an-

other. It has a white and black

cast

'Prologue to Glory,' which has

been laying off after a stay at the

Elliott, is. due to relight at the re-

cently acquired Ritz next week.

Daly's 63rd Street will again have
"On the Rocks,' the Shavian play,

which was done late" last spring and
saved for this season., The Big

Blow,' latest of the relief outfit pro-

ductions, is slated for the Elliott

Opening date was set back due to

seript trouble. Currently, there are

two WPAers operating downtown,.

•Nation' and "Haiti,' which; was'

brought down from Harlem to Daly's.

Sub-committ of the congression-.

al committee, investigating un-

American activities, met in N, Y.

last week when Rep. J. Parnell

Thomas, of New Jersey, again de-

clared he has in his possession

strong evidence to the effect that

the FTP is a 'hotbed of communism.'
He said the faction will have to

ne*d more than mere denials to dis-

prove the mass of evidence now in

the . committee's possession.

Rating the Workers' Alliance as

'a proven front for the communist
party' he added that it dominated

the theatre project as well as the

Federal Writers' Project Thomas
charges that unemployed players are

kept off the project , because they

refuse to join the red party.

Emmet Lavery, head of WPA's
play department in N. Y.. wrote Rep.

Homer Dies, chairman of the inves-

tigating committee, refuting the

charge that 'practically every play

done is sheer propaganda for com-
: rminisnv or the New Deal;' Lavery.

who wrote The First Legion' and

j

'Monsignor's Hour.' called the

(Thomas -charges a 'red myth' and

asked to go before the commilt

land prove that the plays produced

i since he took charge o£ the depart-

;ment last October do not substan-

tiate the charges.

FIGHT NEW SNAG

BY

Violators Seen Getting
Ducats from Signatories

anil Reselling; Them
Excessive Prices—League;
Warns Against Penalties

—Plan, While Currently

Effective, Won't Become
Operative Until Arrival of

First Hits

Miller Snarl Prompts Dramatists

Guild to Take Steps to Plug Defects

h aVfinimtim Pact; Weigh Penalties

2 CONCESSIONS MADE

Broadway's new ticket control sys-
tem is effective as of. onday (12)

but will probably not be really » _ier-

ative until the. new season's first hits

are scored. There were several 'meet-
ings last week between brokers and
the managerial League of New York
Theatres committee, which is as-
signed : to enforce the rules, ith

Equity sil t on the sidelines.
.

Acrimonious debate featured each
session. When the brokers said they
could not operate if restricted to a
maximum premium of 75c per ticket,

the League discredited the com-
plaint Prominent showman, is re-

ported to have had a quick answer
to the broker feeler that agencies
would be forced to subterfuge, ' his
remark being: 'Go ahead and boot-
leg, but don't get caught'
The Associated Theatre Ticket.

Agencies, composed of the fairly well
known brokers: but not within the
"big three'—McBride's, Postal-Le-
blang's -and Tyson—threatened suit,

but the managers id they would
welcome such action 'because if the
code is illegal we'd like to find it out
pronto.' Attorney for ATTA men-
tioned injunction to stop the league
from enforcing the code, also saying
the plan did not guarantee good faith

on the part of the managers and
'wasn't worth the paper it is written
on.' Later, he advised his clients

to sign, the code agreement and post
the required bonds.
McBride's signed under protest,

agency's, attorney advising against, it.

Agency was given 48 hours during
which time it has the. privilege of
cancelling the concurrence.

B««Uecfinf Seea
Signaturing was dated Monday,

the procession being led by the 'big

three' agencies, but it was anticipated
that some agencies would not sign.

If they continue to hold put, no
tickets will be allotted them by man-
agers in the League, but they ex-
pected to get their 'merchandise'

(Continued on page SO)

Slight Switch

New -Haven, Sept.. 13.

Final strawhat week at near-
by Stony Creek had dialog
carrying several lines about
Vubiety. Somebody filched the
prop copy of the sheet on open-
ing night and it was impossible
to replace it in this remote spot
For the balance of the week

they had to uee a copy of the
Christian Science' Monitor.

.

EQUITY WINS 0-

J

JURISDICTION

FROM AFA

Jurisdictional argument between
Equity and American Federation of

Actors, over the classification of the

Shubert - presented 'Hellzapoppin,'

conceived by Olsen and Johnson and
starring them, was decided Monday
(12) night in favor of Equity, which
rated the. show a legit revue. AFA
had Claimed it was vaudeville. Revue
is currently, trying out in Boston,

but due at 46th Street theatre, N. V.

Shuberts wanted the AFA conten-
tion to be upheld as it's proposed to

play the show twice daily, including
Sundays, with the night top $3.30.

Revue open in Boston on an
eight-performance basis, which is

the 1 it maximum, unless extra pay
be given the players. Dispute was
quickly settled by the Associated
Actors and Artistes of America.
Equity based its claim on the fact

that the show rehearsed four weeks,
whereas vaudeville needs no such
preparation. Equity also argu that

as a number of players appear in

blackouts and chorus line works
throughout the show, it is a revue.
Differences between Equity and

AFA included the right to organize
the company, with the former charg-
ing the latter with attempting a
grab. Managerially there was a
Sunday angle. If 'Hellzapoppin' was
to be a legit revue, double pay for

each Sunday show would be re-

quired. Vaude and burlesque do not
call for extra pay on Sundays to any
of the stage unions.

Abbott Finds Loophole in Ticket Code

By Making Loan Deal with Agencies

Failure to secure 100% showman
support has resulted in the new
ticket code hitting its first stumbling
block, despite the preponderance of

managers supporting the plan. The
first snag has arisen with the forth-

coming presentation of The Boys
From Syracuse,' musical version Of

Shakespeare's 'Comedy of Errors,'

which George Abbott is readying.
Producer is opposed to the code,

but the agencies will handle tickets

for the show because it is booked
i into the Alvin whose management

|

belongs to the League of New York
Theatres, cosponsors of the code
with Equity. That was the dnder-

I standing reached during discussions

j
last week and may be changed, al-

; though the League did not figure it

f could handicap a member's theatre

i
because of such a situation. Rules.

I

however, prohibit agencies signing

] the code from handling tickets for

j
non-signing showmen.

I Also, it appears Abbott contracted
' with various agencies about two
j
months ago on getting advance coin

* for 'Syracuse' in lieu of tickets to

be ultimately sold, transactions be-
ing a variation of the buy. Under-
stood he sought $20,000 of such back-
ing from the brokers.
The loans arc. repayable in tickets:

that is. if an agency advanced $5,000

and sold $1,000 the first week of the
engagement, such money would be
credited to Abbott, who would not
receive further coin until the loans
were paid off.

There is nothing new in such deals.

Formerly, Postal-Lcblang's made
loans in advance of openings for any
number of productions, money being
repaid by tickets allotted to the
agency. Reported that Leblang's is

;n on the Abbott deal. Transactions
are in contract form, and according
to the code setup. That is believed
to have been one reason why the
committee had no out but to make
an exception.
Manager and brokers have been

on a friendly business basis for years
because of the number of clicks he
has scored and his willingness Vi

change ticket deals according to qtc s

vailing conditions.

As a r iculties with

Gilbert Miller. ramatists Guild

is taking steps to plug the holes i

minimum basic agreement It's al

weighing stringent measures against

the producer, whose forthcoming
Broadway presentation of J. B.

Priestley's 'I Have Been Here Be-
fore is a violation of the Guild rules.

Apparently there will be do acti

against Priestley.

To plug the holes in its agreement
the? Guild has- retained a representa-
tive in London to keep its members
there informed of what New York
managers are in good standi
Figured that if the English members
know which managers are on the
tabu list they will not unintention-
ally breach the rules by signing con-
tracts with such showmen, as Priest-

ley and Frederick Lonsdale did.

Guild also plans an intensive mem-
bership drive among foreign play- •

wrights. This would include those in

France and other Continental nations,
as well as England; Robert E. Sher-
wood, Guild prez, hopes to go to

Europe to carry on such a member-
ship drive after his forthcoming play,

'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,* is on the
boards.

Indicated that the Guild might
penalize Miller by refusing to permit
him. to sign the basic agreement i

and when he ever decides to do so.

Such .action would permanently bar'
the producer from presenting any of
the works of Guild members, who in-

clude all the noted American play-
wrights and many British ones.
Guild's grounds for withholding its

agreement from Miller would be that
the producer had forfeited his rights

by acting in bad faith in his dealings,

with the Guild.
Sherwood Splits with Miller

In addition, Sherwood has stated

that be, as: an individual, will never
again have any dealings with Miller.
Playwright has provided Miller with
several hits, including 'The Petrified

For t' and the 'Tovarlch' adaptation
(Continued on page 53)

$65,000 GILLETTE CONN.

ESTATE TO BE SOLD

Hartford, Sept. 13.

Palatial estate of William Gillette,

part of which is in Lyme and the
rest in East Haddam, Conn., will be
put on the block Oct. 1. Valued at
$65,000, it includes a home on the
banks of the Connecticut river, US
acres of land,..a three-mile private
railroad and railroad station, plus
furnishing and an art gallery.

Sale will be made subject to ap-
proval of the executors, Joseph K.
Hooker, of Hartford, and First Na-
tional Bank of Hartford, Estate will
be sold in one parcel.

Gillette died in April, 1937.

frisco Showmen Offer

for FTP Flay

Hollywood, Sept. 13.

Lou Lurie. and Art Selwyn. of
San Francisco, are offering ^.SOO
weekly guarantee for Negro play,
'Run, Little Chillun,' presented by
the Federal Theatre Project, now in
ninth week at Mayan theatre here.
Plan to give it run at the fjc.-ify.

Coote Abroad to Play

Late Dad's Stage Kole
Hollywood. Sept. 13. ,

Robert C'ocili-. currently, in RKO's
-'Gtinga' Di.'i.' returning to London
to piny the iPfid. in the Yuletido pro?
diielinn of 'The-- Windmill Man*
v. jyirh his father. Bert. Coote, who
recently died, was to have played.

.

Elder Coote had been identified

with the piece for years.
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Opera Choral Group Assails

'

Discrimination; Plans to Picket

Claiming discrimination by For-

tune Gallo, the Grand Opera Choral

Alliance plans to picket the Center

theatre, New York, when the San

Carlo Opera Co. begins an engage-

ment there tomorrow (Thursday).

The Alliance formerly had a con-

tract with Gallo, but the latter re-

cently signed an agreement with the

American Guild of Musical Artists.

Picketing is the result of. a

lengthy factional dispute between

the two unions. AGMA now holds

the American Federation of Labor

charter, having been awarded ft' by

the Associated Actors and .
Artistes of

America. Latter, parent group of

all performer unions, revoked, the

GOCA charter for allegedly failing

to organize the field and for limit-

ing its membership. Action was in

line with the Four A's policy of

granting each member union com-
plete jurisdiction in its. field.

. GOCA has contracts with the

Metropoli Opera, the Chicago

Civic opera and with Alfredo Sal-

maggi's Hippodrome opera* but

AGMA has been working with the

latter on his opera ventures, other

than the Hipp company. Salmaggi

has also signed an agreement with

AGMA to use its choral; singers

when . his present contract with

GOCA expires at the end of the

year. AGMA has chorus contracts

with the Cincinnati, San Francisco,

Hollywood Bowl, Los Angeles and

San Carlo companies, as well as

principal pacts with the above and
with the Met; It Is currently dick-

ering with the Chicago. Civic.

Before the tiff between the two
unions car^e to an open break, , the

Four "A's tried unsuccessfully to

bring about a merger of the two
groups. GOCA has since Indicated

it planned an appeal of the charter

revocation decision to the AFL, but

has so far taken no action la that

line.

James elton has signed to play

three guest performances with the

San Carlo Opera Co. during its

forthcoming stand at the Center.

It will be his first operatic ap
pearance in New York, 'his previous
ones having been in Cincinnati,

Toledo and Toronto. Dates will, be
•Madame Butterfly,' Sept 22; 'La

Traviata,' Sept 26, and 'Butterfly'

again Oct. 1, with the new Philippine

soprano, Tnya Gonzales.

^foong and Sklar Doe

To Win Fellowships

Shows in Rehearsal

'Madame Capef—Eddi
ling.

let'—Maurice Evans. ,

All Wires' (tentative

inton Freedley.

•Great Lady'— ight Deere

Wiman.
The alt

Gordon.

•Kiss the Boys Goodbye'—
Brock Pemberton.

'The Fabulous invalid'—Sam
H. Harris.

'Knights of Song'—Laurence
Schwab.

The Devil Takes a Bride*

(formerly 'Death Is My Lover')

— ontgomery Ford.

'Abe Lincoln In Illinois'—

Playwrights Producing Co.

'Dame Nature —Theatre Guild.

•Danton's Death' — ercury

Theatre.

•Knickerbocker Holiday' —
Playwrights Producing Co.

The Good'—Norman and Irv-

ing Pincus.

Thanks for Tomorrow'—Jay
Strong.

'30 Days ath September'—
Kirby Grant, Irving Gaumont
Tobacco Road' (road)—Kirk-

land and Grisman.

Claudia Cassidy's 10G

Suit Vs. Erlanger, Chi
", Sept 13

ia Cassidy, drama critic of

the Chicago Journal Commerce

and administratrix of the .es te of

her brother, Grattan Cassidy, filed

suit for $10,000 here today against

the Erlanger theatre, Chicago.

Cassidy was fatally Injured last

July when he fell thrcugh a trap

door on the stage of the theatre

Suit charges negligence.

Bootleg Tickets
(Continued from page 49)

by digging tickets out of recogn-

ized agencies. Should that occur, a

flock of violations is expected to

eventuate and brokers presumably

innocent Of evasion called to ac-

C

°How that can happen is. explained

by the fact that if the bootleg agency,

doing business principally by tele-

phone, buys tickets from' other

agencies, such tickets, for a $4.40

show would be proper stamped

$5 23 (75c plus 8c additional tax over

the boxoffice rate), Bootlegger could

then resell the ticket for $7.70,

stamping that price as required by

the Government. Should such tick-

ets fall into the hands of the League's

policing corps, the original agency

would be charged with a violation,

whether in collusion with the boot-

legger or not, should the rules be

strictly enforced.

Concessions to Brokers

rokers sought to have the regu-

lations changed so that exchanges or

sales among agencies would permit

profits, calling for increase of the 75c

premium level for such transactions,

but this was refused. Two. conces-

sions made to the agencies were the

lowering of the fee per ticket to the

league and postponement of the

deadline for posting bonds of com-
pliance. Bonds are said to have been

reduced to $250, although $2,500 was
the original idea.

Instead of a 5c fee per ticket it will

be 2%c, and the coin may be partly

used for establishing a central tele-

phone office with connections to all

theatres.. This office will supply in-

formation about shows arid; houses

and also provide a way' for direct,

sale of tickets from the boxoffice.

Idea burned the brokers, who de-

clared they were being forced to pay
for strengthening their own oppo-
sition.'

A break,may come In dealings be-

tween agencies that signed the code

and producers and theatre managers
who are on the outside. George Ab-
bott, John Golden and Jed. Harris

are not in, nor are the Lyceum, Em-
pire, Biltmore (owned by Warners
and Abbott), th Street and St.

James.

.

Agencies said to refuse signing the

code are Acme, Rialto and Deutsch &
;Dunleavy. Regulations provide an
examination of ticket transactions by
the League's committee and .

by
I Equity should the manager in a

brokerage deal be outside the League

See Best Legit Season

(Continued from page 1)

into the record comments and box-

office figures of last season's out-

standing tour by Helen Hayes in

'Victoria Regina.' This, was proof

enough that a latent, profitable audi-

ence is awaiting only first class at-

tractions before they start buying

tickets*

Robert E. Sherwood, representing
'Laurette

a'tr'e would get nowhere in the pro-
gram for betterment of road condi-

tions until all factors were ready to

sit down arid work for a common
good, William A. Brady tossed the

first bomb into the. convention at the

afternoon session when he: vigor-

ously tore into the Dramatists'

Guild.. Brady said:

ill

'I .listened with' rapt attention to

what the president of the Drama,
lists' Guild ( r. Sherwood) had to

the Dramatists' Guild;

Taylor, speaking for members of Ac
a j w....

tors' Equity; James J. Brennan^for 1 _about .eooperatiori. I ask. hi
the stage craft unions; Fred Mar-

.

nis fellow members if they mean
shall, for the scenic artists, and

g the American producer is

Brock. Pemberton, who^pre? £d L 0 with rules and regula,
each vo.ced «»s from the dramatists, with laws
hat the new^heafrical

^^

se««°n P^m
; that ins|st he must do

:

business, only^^TSE^^^W their members. They tell the

cities
manager whom he must engage and

To highlight the internal problems how.

of the theatre which might be ad- 'Now, if the Dramatists' Guild Is

justed in a manner helpful to the s0 big and mighty, why don't they

institution as a whole, the program write plays and supply us with ma-

pf discussions .embrace- suggestions ferial? The American theatre stands

arid methods for improved internal tirday an' undiscovered gold mine of

relations. At the afternoon session, pro flt for the .
men engaged i it

which followed the o ing lunch- Hut the gold must be dug but with

eon, the speakers were Arthur Hop-
p iays> ith dramas, with personall-

kins, who presided; Lawrence Lang- ties

ner, M. E.. Holderness, or St. Louis;
<F j haVe been telling my

Speakers at today's sessions will In Indianapolis. In S .Louis and road

be Emanuel Celler, Paul Dullzell, towns. But we must have plays, .and

James F. Reilly, , George Freedly.Mhe dramatists best can prove their

Burns Mantle, Marc Connelly. Her- claims by writing material which is

bert Bayard Swope, Frank Gillmore, virile and palatable to
.
theatregoers.

Orson Welles, Nance O'Neil and An- Continuing, he sai * 'I stand before

toinette Perry. you to state that there was not. one
• Cohan declared that the purposes great play produced in New York

Of the convention were highly com- ijjf season. There were successes,

mendable, that unity of action be- yeSi. j,ut- the successes were made
tween all branches of .the. theatre by a public so eager for the theatre,

was an essential to the success qf any s0 anxious for anything that ap-

single group. He said he always has. proached good entertainment that

believed that the strength of the tney attended what was' given to

American theatre existed 'on- the them.
road1 and not on Broadway, and that

<Let the theatre takc a lesson frora
good plays, well acted, never failed

the fllm Sndustry . i know whereof
of encouraging response from the-

x k I was head of the industry
atregoers in other cities. 1 " - -•

Speaking personally, I am in a
tough spot/ he said. 'In these dis-

cussions I must remain a neutral

Some Of my best: friends are stage

hands; therefore, 1 must' lean .
to

for four years until Will H. Hays

was hired at $100,000 a year to dp

the job T did for nothing.. The dif-

ference between the picture people

arid the theatre people is that the

Plays Out-of-Town

ONCE UPON A NIGHT
Wilmington, Sept. 12.

Stanley Young, and George Sklar
are among those understood likely

to be awarded John Golden play
wrighting fellowships at this aft

ernoon's: (Wednesday) session of
the American Theatre Council con
vention at the Hotel Astor, New
York. Golden Is to announce the
winners, but it isn't indicated
whether all five will be announced
or If others will be named later. The
fellowships, are for $1,000 apiece.
Young is the author of 'Robin

Landing,' which was done on Broad-
way last season, and 'Bright Rebel,'
given a strawhat tryout this surn-
mer and listed for production this
season by William Kilcullen. He
has also written a novel which is

being readied for publication by
Farrar & Rinehart. Sklar authored
"Life and Death of An American,'
which the Federal Theatre Project
has listed for production,- and with
Paul Peters coauthored 'Stevedore,'
which the Actors Union produced
several seasons ago.

Besides Golden, the« committee
selecting the recipients of the fel

lowships include Sidney Howard,
George S. Kaufman, Frank Crown
inshield and Bums Mantle. Golden
announced the fellowships more
than a year ago at the first Amerr
lean Theatre Council convention
Idea is to offer some tangible help
to promising young dramatists.

Farce In three acts by Milton Lazarus
and Laurence Schwab; presented by Lau-
rence Schwab. Directed by Lazarus and
Schwab. Setting. Dodd Ackerman. At the
Playhouse, Wilmington, opening Sept. 12,

Wallace Brltt ...Alan Bunce
Al.. ...Harry Ballavcr
Mr. Thompson... Harold Crau
Snceden Philip Wood
Elizabeth Rogers. ....... .Vlckl Cummings
Mel Frank ... . ,:Ellsha Cook, Jr.

Janey Frank Polly Walters
Clia'uffcui James White
Arnold York Charles Halton
Joe Mlncttu Tito Vuolo
Rosa lllnclta.. Grazla NnrcLso
Helen Dohson Margaret Callahan
William Klitcnliot William Hanlgnn

Mi . Symph to Open
Minneapolis, Sept. 13.

The Minneapolis S.ymph will open
Its 1938t39 season at the University
of Minnesota auditorium Nov.
Di itri itropoulos will be the con
ductor for the second season.

John Charles Thomas, Serge Rach
maninoff, Arthur Schnabel, Paul
Althouse, Kirsfen Flagstad, Mischa
Elman, Albert Spalding and Caspar
Cassado arid the Ballet Russe are

booked - for appearances.

six-shooter, arid the happy interven-
tion of a sound-effects earthquake,
that for a moment reaches a level

of farce. •

Bunce, Grazio Narciso and Tito
Vuolo, as the Italian parents-in-law,
Margaret Callahan, as the wife
acquired the night before, and Miss
Walters, as the wife of the sound
effects man, are outstanding. Dodd
Ackerman's single set is distinctive.

Curtin.

Mr. ' Addison. .

.

ilinson
Vanya... . .... . . ......

^ollccman. .

Hospital Interne....
Ambulance Driver..
Minister..

.AVIHInm Foran
Clarence Home

Julia Powers
.......Gordon Kay
.....' Don Starr

Henry Wilcox
. ; . Mcnry Mowbruy

^ . i-u picture people sUnd together. When
their side of any argument. I have

| g. facT a crisis they act as one;

there " running out Whenbeen a producing manager, also, and,

of course,- 1 lean a bit in that dl

rection when I hear of his heart'

aches and troubles. Then,, of
course, I am a member of the mu

money is needed for a cause it

raised.

'Film people have raised $1,000,000

The complications that occur the
morning after What happened once
upon a night is 'Night's' theme, with
Alan Bunce, as a scenarist, who gets
so drunk' that he can't remember
what went on. Despite . its hectic-

action arid frenzied fun it's not suf-

ficiently ' inspired for roadway
longevity.
The messes, in which he becomes

tangled the night before begin catch
ing up with hirh in dizzy succession
during the morning hangover. These
include Polly Walters, whose . corrir

edy is excellent; a ngw born babe,
and .sound effects for an earthquake.

Britt (Bunce). it gradually devel-
ops, has invited a sound effects techr
nician with wife and parents-in-law,
to share his Hollywood home. ' He
has sold a story for big money to a
producer, has agreed with a gangster
to put th ; producer on the spot and
has married the gangster's true love.

Britt's former casual love, Eliza-
beth (Vicki Cummings). saves part
of the situation by getting an oral
sketch of the story, which Britt has
forgotten, from the -producer, so
Britt can write it. But Britt. heeds
an ending for the story/and' he gets
it via the events that take place
about him:' This includes the birth
of a son to th'e Italian parents-in-law
of the' sound-effects guest, the garig-

ster's discovery of the nuptials, the
latter's gesture of disapproval with a

LAST FULL MEASURE
Pittsburgh, Sept. 11.

Drama In three acts (10 scenes) by
Michael A. Musinanno. Staged by Ueoige
M. llowland, Jr. Settlnss, Ivan Borlsort,

Urban Cioul. At South Park Playhouse,
lttsourgh, opening Sept. 10. ';tS.

Corporal Malcolm. ........ .Robot t . Osterloh
Llout. Pniker .'.;... Lurry Cririllh
Private Anderson ......John Johns.
Private Henry Malcolm Haytlen
Private Wilson ...Martin B. Fallon
General' Jenkins JesS'O W. Voting
Major Wllkins 'llllum Cercotiiie

Captain ilryant....:.
Private Mlantnn.'.
German Private
Lieut. RupprceliL. . . ,

.

Major Solloch.'. . . .

Katrina Halbcr adt...
Fi-au Halbcrsla ......

Sgt. Helnrlch
Pres. Court Martial'..
Prison Guard
Private Hoblnson
Private McCoy .......

,

Private. Jtraill:-y.

Corporal Hlgglns
Minister.

. . . . Albert Cobb
. . .Maurice Tobln

Joseph Kelly
...t.. Victor Arisus
. ....npVCrl Donley
....Margaret 'llei'd

. ...Llvel>n l'ear.son
John Wclsbrod

...... Albert Kobza
D'roolts Krvln

. . . Vincent Shannon

...Malcolm Hoyden
Uobei'i .Donley

. . . ., .Paul Shannon
Jess Young

sicians' union* and one tlnie was tor advertising this fall to bring back

a first class second-viol* ist, so to the movies the fans they have

I am for the musicians. Having lost in the past few years, I say

written a play or two, I can see that the theatre could raise a mil

the problems from the dramatist's lion also if it stood together, united

viewpoint. Lately, as you perhaps in purpose.

know, I am making my living as an - 'Visualize our present predict
actor, so I know what he is up ment. I must mention names. On
against. Guess I can' best sum it this day of Sept 12 there are 15

all up by saying, that I am root- companies on tour in the whole
ing for everybody.' -* United States. Ten years ago there
Sherwood said the prospects for were 10 times that many. We have

the coming season are the best in grand players, but no plays. How
15 years; that there is evident I about Jane Cowl? How about Ina
throughout the entire Times Square Claire? What is being done for thei:

district an enthusiasm and excite-
|
new seasons. Where are their plays?

ment heretofore lacking.' Drama
tists, he said, have been selling out
to Hollywood, but are returning to

the theatre for their inspiration,

Young talent must be encouraged
for the success of the theatre.
Laurette Taylor declared. In a
humorous talk she portrayed the
hopefuls', as she called them, who
made the discouraging rounds of I n__ oP iCAM All APT O
managers' offices, never quite able '||£f StAoUN ON 0L1. L
to present themselves at their best,

in. the absence of practical means
for tryouts and trial performances

It was Brennan, however* who

I say. let the dramatists write, and
the American theatre will come
back, the road will come back arid

we will have a prosperous industry

agai
'

'BLOSSOM TIME' OPENS

ar can't be half as bad as some
of plays written about it. "Last. Full
Measure,' written by Judge M. A.
Musmanno, of the Pittsburgh, bench,
who collated on Original idea for
Paul Muni, film, 'Black Fury,' ij^£
stilted anti-war document, writteaH^
(lowing language but with little dra-
matic conviction.
Whole thing is a restatement of

practically everything that's ever
been said in behalf of peace; people
are mechanized pacifists speaking
routine arguments againsl conflict

arid plot is out of melodrama's bot-
tom drawer. Not a chance- of going
anywhere. Play's a feature of Allcr
gheny Courity s sesqui- centennial
celebration.
Deals with mild-mannered Ameri

can private, who has his face shot
off In a barrage and gets a new phiz

(Continued on^page 53)

Detroit, Sept. 13.
,

. . . .. . , , Detroit's legit season is scheduled
perked up the opening, session with

t0 get under way 0ct _ 2 with the
boxoffice .figures to prove his con-

perennial 'Blossom Time* at the

I Cass.
tention that the road is studded I n„„„ r„„„ „_ •M, Ii . e,.^ w-,rrv
,.,itk „..fl (,ui« „„„ „;„. . . , „ Cass. From then on Manager Marry

CdTSffi TrVs
n
sefof

n
the

l0

N
g
ew ^ solidly

for over two months.York, Chicago and touring com-
panies of 'You Can't Take It With I

Following 'Blossom' come 'Golden

You,' Brennan said the play has Boy,' Oct. 9; 'You Can't Take It with

grosses $2313,689, two-thirds of You.' Oct. 16; 'The Women/ Oct. 23;

which was garnered from outside Katharine Cornell's 'Heyod and

of Broadway. Miriamne,' Oct. 30; 'Pins and

He mentioned also the past sum- Needles,' Nov.' 6; Ethel Barryrnore'S

mer's high gross of $296,000 in the' 'Whlteoaks,' 'Nov. ; the Lunts' 'Am-
10 weeks' operation of the ' Mu- phitryori 38' and 'The Sea Gull- (rep-

nicipal theatre at Forest Park, St. ertory), Nov. 21. Others with dates

Louis, and the $108,000 in four weeks Lnot'as yet set include 'Shadow and
at the revivals of operettas last substance.' 'Of ice and Men,' 'I'd

spring in Los Angeles. Chicago, he Rather Be Right.' 'I Married an An-
said, had its best season in seven g€j . and '0n Borrowed Time.*

iffi-^rT&SS.
thCre

""-I Meanwhile, fccal FederalTheatre

In a short speech of welcome, Sr°^ct
r

s,a^/a11
.

seasT „ rtM ?^n
Paul Moss, License Commissioner Third, of a Nation, opening .Oct. 1

1

in

of New York, spoke for Mayor La- Lafayette theatre, long-dark legit

Guardi , who has lately taken to spot, in which local project nr»

the road as a delegate to the Arner- started several years ago. ;Out-oi-

ican Legion convention in. Los Ari- town talent will be brought in. to im

geles.

Declari

some of 180 speaking roles,,

local project is shorthanded.
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Lawrence-'SiBan' Ends 5-Week Ron

In Frisco with $115,000; Tins' $7,500

LEGITIMATE GROSSES VARIETY 61

, San Francisco, Sept 13.

Gertrude Lawrence closed • five-

week engagement in 'Susan and God'

at the Curran Saturday (10), during

which the English star drew in the

nabe of $115,000. Miss Lawrence
opened at the Biltmore, Los Angeles,

last night in 'Susan and God' with

an advance sale of approximately
$20,000. Her advance sale in . San
Francisco was $29,000.

•Pins and Needles' folded on Satur-

day (10 > after.satisfactory Ave weeks
at the Geary. Strike conditions, and
the seasonal warm weather cut the

take a bit the last two weeks.
'

'See How They Run/ a hew .play

by Dr. George Milton Savage, Uni-
versity of Washington professor of

drama, is now in its second week at

the Alcazar.

Estimates for Last Week
'PI and Needles,' Geary (1,550;

$2.20) (5th final week). Did very

well here, everything considered.
Management had expected five

smashing weeks. Took in $7,500.
' 'Susan and God,' .Curran (1,771;

$2.75) (5th—final week); Natives

have seldom taken to any star as

they did to Gertrude Lawrence.
Business hit its stride the first week
and barely wavered after that. Last
stint, $22,000. was just a couple of

thousand under initial week". -In the

five Weeks Miss Lawrence drew
around $115,000.

WPA
'See. How They Ran,' Alcazar

(1.268; S1.I0) (1st week). Very, well

liked by both press and public.

Author, Dr. George Milton Savage,
came to San Francisco from Seattle

for the opening.'

Los Angeles, Sept. 13.

Gertrude Lawrence, ' in 'Susan and
God," ' opened three-week engage-
ment at the Biltmore riere last night
(Monday) to a capacity $5.50 pre-

iere turnout.
Advance sale topped $20,000, in-

suring three healthy weeks.

Tins' Road Back

Road company of and
Needles,* currently playing Seattle,

will work back to. New York from
the Coast Scheduled for Vancouver,
Denver, Wichita, Oklahoma City,

Tulsa, Kansas City,. Des Moines, St.

Paul, Minneapolis, Milwaukee. St.

Louis, Cincinnati, Louisville, Indian-

apolis, Columbus, Detroit Cleveland,

Rochester, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Wash-
ington and Baltimore.
Have already played Philadelphia,

Boston, Chicago .and. San Francisco.

Road Legit Totals

Estimated total gre-ssei
last wwek 1... $57,501

(Based on five shows)
Total froue* same week.

last year......,..,.., $85,8*f
(Based on stir, shows)

WE PEPS HUB

BOW WITH $8,000

Boston, Sept.
Theatregoers flocked to see George

Abbott's Gotham-tested comedy pro-
duction of 'What a Life,' which
bowed in the '38-'39 Hub season at
the Wilbur Labor Day night and
which looms as a six to ten-weeker'
here.
Town' is flesh-starved. Only other

flesh current is a split week of vaude
at the Gayety, the two. burley houses
which came in Labor. Day, and Ole.
OLsen-Chic Johnson's 'Hellzapoppin,'
skedded to open Saturday (10), but
which opened 1 t night (12). In
for two weeks.
Fall schedule includes Ethel Barry-

more in 'Whiteoaks,' at the Plymouth,
Sept. 19; the Playwrights' Producing
Co.'s new musical,'- 'Knickerbocker
Holiday,' with Walter. Huston, at the
Shubert Sept 26, after a tryout in

Hartford on the 24th; 'Amphitryon
38,' Colonial, Oct 3; 'Golden Boy,'
Plymouth, Oct. 17; 'Boys, from Syra-
cuse.' George Abbott's -new comedy,
Shubert Oct. 31; Vinton Freedley's
new musical 'Clear All Wires.' Shu-
bert . date not yet set, and ' 'Shadow
find Substance/ Wilburn, date un-
announced.

Estimate for Last Week
'What a Life': (Wilbur) (1,200;

$2.75), Hub's season debuter tal-

lied an okay $8,000. No Other op-
posish till Olsen. and Johnson's
'Hejzapbppin' at the Shubert' came in

last night (12);

BAETERTHEATBE THYOTJT
Barter Theatre, Abingdon, Va.

strawhat r, wilt give a single tryout
performance tomorrow. ' afternoon
(Thursday) at the Guild theatre,

New York, of 'Everywhere I Roam,'
by Arnold Sundgaard. It ill be a
private showing lor managers, agents,

etc.

Inside Stuff-Legit

Cole Porter does not have a financial interest in 'You Never Know,' forth-

coming Shubert musical, his only share being a straight royalty deal, says

his play representative, Dick Madden. Billing for the show lists it as

"Cole Porter's new musical' and gives -star rating to Clifton Webb, Lupe
Velez, Ubby Holman and the Hartmans. Latter went into the cast late

last week. Toby Wing and Rex O'Malley are featured. Below that the

billing lists 'music by Cole Porter and Robert Katscher/
Porter is expected to return in a few days from Long Branch, N. J.,

where he has spent the- summer recuperating from two fractured legs he
sus ihed last year. He is currently working on the new Vinton. Freedley

show, *C1 r All Wires,' for which Bella and Sam Spewack wrote the book;

The composer is now able to get about oh crutches, though he is still in a

wheel chair most 6f the time. Doctors expect him ultimately to recover

the full use of his legs. Figured he will, go to the Coast to do a musical

for Metro, but that probably won't be before next spring.

urrently engaged in rehearsing their new show, "The Fabulous Invali ,'

as well as doctoring the Harold "J. Rome-Charles .Friedman musical, 'Sing

Out the News,' for. Max Gordon, George S. Kaufman and Moss. Hart are

working .virtually 24 hours a day and shuttling back and forth between
New York and Philadelphi 'Sing' has already played two weeks at the

Forrest Philadelphia, and is slated to stay there this week and next
.
First

act of the show is in pretty good shape, but the second act is still under^
going extensive, revisions. Although Kaufman and Hart are .contributing

sketches for the musical, they are not so billed. However, they were last

Week given billing as coproducers with Gordon. Among the noted stage

figures portrayed in The Fabulous Invalid' will be Ernest Truex. His Son,

Philip, will play the part. Other name, characters in the show are still

being cast.
1

Current Road Shows
eek «f Sept. 12)

'Golden Boy' (Luther Adler-
Frances Farmer), Harris, Chicago.

'Golden Boy,' righton, Brooklyn.

'Helltapoppln' (Olsen and John-
son), Shubert, Boston.

'I Am Different' (Tailulah Bank-
head), Curran, San Francisco.

'Kiss the Boyi Goodbye/ McCar-
ter, Princeton, N. J. (17).

Issourl Legend' (Dean Jagger-
Dorbthy Gish), Erlanger, Buffalo
(14-17)..

'Once ll^n i Night1 Playhouse,
Wilmington, Del. (12-13),

ins and Needles,' litan,

Seattle.

'Sasan and God' (Gertrude Law-
rence), Biltmore, Los Angeles.
'Sing Oat the News,' Forrest Phila-

delphi

Tobacco Road' (John Barton),.

Queensboro, Elmhurst, N. Y.
•What a Life/ Wilbur, Boston.
'Yes, My Darling Daughter' (Myrt

and Marge), Werba, Brooklyn.
'Yon Never 'Know/ Playhouse,

Providence, R. I., 14-15; Bushnell
Auditorium/Hartford, 16-17.

Helen Hayes is still undecided. about doing her revival of 'The Merchant
of Venice' in New York this :season. She may do it at special matinees
during the scheduled return engagement this season of "Victoria Regina'
at the Martin Beck, New York, or possibly oh. the Jailer's short subsequent
road tour.. 'Victoria' is pencilled in for the Beck for four weeks, begin-

ning Oct 3, but that is also subject to change.

Actress wili definitely not do any other productions this season, how-
ever. She is still trying to rest up' from her record tour in 'Victoria' last

season, and when the forthcoming engagement is concluded, will go back
to her Nyack, N. Y., home for the balance of (he season. She has. nothing,

else set though, in legit. Her only other commitments arc two radio

dales in November.

From Difficult

Pfight Finally

Theatrical anagers. Agents and
Treasurers union in New York is

emerging from a period of financial

stringency.. Stated that air bills have
been paid and the. only coin owed is

part of $1,000 loaned by sevei.il

members recently, when reported that

$2,500 was raised. Explained that

dues, are being paid more regularly,

with more members getting back to

seasonal employment,
Committee appointed, by William

Green, head of. the American Federa-
tion of Labor,, to iron out TMAT
difficulties, has about completed its

duties. The International Alliance of

Theatrical Stage Employees is said to

be again friendly', with TMAT as a
result of the sessions necessitated by
the latter's- straitened circumstances,

Understood that George Browne, the
stagehands chieftian, proposes to ad-
vise his executive board that . the
jurisdiction of TMAT.should include
picture house managers, and assist

ants. The field was claimed by
IATSE but when it was explained
that the front of the house was the
ken of TMAT, Browne changed his

viewpoint: Browne was one of the
committee named to help TMAT.

It is proposed that a four-cornered
conference be held, in which the
stagehands, musicians, Associated
Actors and Artistes of America and
TMAT would, participate. Ultimately,
it may b« decided to place TMAT
within the Four A's, as proposed
several weeks ago.

The revisions of the constitution

and by-laws have been completed
and will be sent the. membership this

week, a general meeting to follow for
ratification. As soon as the new
drafts are accepted, the annual
election will be held, probably within
a month following- ratification.

TMAT. has taken in burlesque's
front of the house in five theatres in

New York; under the new rules, with
salaries being materially improved.
The matter was settled in 20 minutes.
Pickets had been posted at the
Ellinge recently, wben a truck with
scenery drew up to the Republic,
across the Vtieet. The pickets .were-

shift to thai house and the teartir

stei- with the settings, scrammed
without making the delivery. Next
day both managements sign up.
Burley managers are now receiving

$75 weekly, a* against the. $30 to $40
formerly. Assistants, who got $25,
now are gelling: -$50. Ticket sellers,

mostly girls, are set at $22. These
pay .arrangements are on a 52- week
basis.

7 New Musicals Slated for B way,

3 Premieres to Arrive Next Week;

'Angel' 28G, Town' 9G, Time 9G

B'way Legit Totals

Estimated total- grosses

last week. . ...... $87,»et

(Based on nine s'touis)

Total .grosses sam: week
last year $12v,l

(Based on nine shows)

m CLICKS IN

CHI OPENER

Chicago, Sept. 13. *

Legit, season got under way here
yesterday (Monday ) with the. open-
ing of 'Golden. Boy' in . the Harris.
Getting away at an excellent clip,

with swell advance campaign. Show
due to stay here four weeks.
Shows to follow are 'I Am Dif-

ferent' intoJhe Selwyn Sept. '28 for
a short stay, with , 'Susan • and God'
slated to take over the Sel'Wyri sub-
sequently, 'late in October.
Federal Theatre Project under' full

steam now under the local guidance
of John McGee, who has several

shows in' production; 'The Mikado/
with an all-NegTO cast, is due into the.

Great Northern in two weeks, re-

placing 'Little Black Sambo' which
clicked in the same house. 'Power'
is: still at the Blackstone.
Sam Grisman is opening with

'Rain* at the Blackstone Oct. 3 with
Sally Rand in the lead.

GORDON SHOW $14,000

IN SECOND PHILLY WK.

Philadelphia, Sept. 13.
,

Cooler weather, which undoubted*
ly had its effect on the. biz of "Sing
Out the News,' boosting the show's
second week's gross to $14,000, also
resulted in the management of .the
independently - managed Erlanger
booking in a new show for next
week. . It's a tryout—'A Woman's a
Fool^-to Be Clever' (tried out in the
strawhats this summer). Show won't,
bow in at the Erlanger until Tues-
day (20) and is skedded lor two
weeks,
Erlanger hi.s pushed back, booking

of Noel Coward one-acters, Tonight
at 6:30' with some re rts indicating
it won't arrive at all.

PLAYER LOSES FRAUD

SUIT VS. STRAWHATTER

Yonkers, N.Y.. SepC 13.

Assistant State Attorney General
Ambrose V. McCall, chief of the
Bureau of Securities in the office of
Attorney General John J. Bennett,
Jr., has completed an investigation

of the affairs of Seranne. Inc., oper-
ator of the Washington Irving .the-

atre, a strawhatter in North Tarry-
town, N. Y-, near here, and found no
cause for action. Probe was made
on the complaint of Virginia Gray-
Bailey, New York actress, who al-

leged that the corporation had sold

her $500":

WBrf'th of stock by fraudu-
lent representations.

She charged that Seranne. Inc., had
promised her featured roles at $40
per week in the theatre. and a share,

of the profits for 10 weeks, and that

the agreement was violat Inquiry

Was called off when it was disclosed

the $500 had been returned to Miss
Bailey and that no complaint had
been received from other purchas-
ers of the stock.

Engagements

Obsequies mar ing the burial of Patrick Car al Hayes at St. Patrick's

Cathedral last Friday <9) were attended by a number of wcll-knowns in
,

the show business. Catholic Actors' Guild .was represented by George M,
;

Cohan, Gene Buck, Dan Henly. Donald Brian. William David, George Buck, 1

Lyda Kane, Jane Hoy and Helen Na'mu'r." First four named have headed
the Guild, Cohan being the present president 1

Maplewood Hayloft Goes
Permanent; 'Night' Big 6G

Maolcwood. N. J,. Sept. 13.

The: Maplewood theatre, with
Frank McCoy and O. E. Wee as
manager.'., starling' as a .slimmer', the-
atre, is now,!): permanentjegit house
with a season's bookings ahentf.

Estimate for Last Weew
Wizhl vJluM , Fall'

. Maplewood
(.1.430; SI.' I. -Douglass Montgomery
drew bin. tivi r. $(>. 00. iCuircnl;
Lailhy. Ros.s in 'Petticoat Fcucr.'

Tommy Lewi', 'On Bofr
Time.'
Shepperd Strudwick, 'Grerit Lady.'
Ina Claire, 'Generals Need Beds."
Paul and Grace Hart an, "Vo

Never Know.'
Donald Randolph. 'Hamlet.'
Thomas Coffin Cooke. Hale Nor-

cross, Onslow Stevens, Forresl Orr.
Morgan James, Wilton Graff. 'Da <
Nature'.'
Arnold Kon". Harold Gould:

Maddern, 'Madame Capet.',
Ned Wcvcr. Zolya Talma, j ar-

Rockwcll, Muriel Starr. Bah Sava-;
Evelyn Mills, race Fox. " a.se

tif'JierV'- -owes. Hundley.
Mitinnol Mnrkhnm, '

'

. (W>r(!0 Tobi jtii.

Jofitffh.Kalli
'

Broadway is assured of at least

seven new musicals for the fall,

three being polished out-of-town
currently, another trio- are In re-,

hear 1 end one due to start soon.
That verifies earlier indications that
the New York World's Fair season
will have more tune and song at-
tractions than for many seasons.past.
Those about ready to debut on the
Main' Stem are "Sing Out the News,'
'You Never - Know' . and 'Hellzapop-
pin.' Those readying are 'Knights of
Song," 'Clear Ail Wires' and 'Great
Lady.' 'The Boys from Syracuse" Is.

dated to start rehearsals Oct. 3 and
others, including 'Swing to the Left,'
may reach the boards by Thanks-
giving. Iri addition, 'I Married an
Angel' and 'Pins arid Needles' are
aimed toward the first of the year,

First arrival of- the season will be
unfolded at the Playhouse tonight
(14), an English import, 'Come
Across.' 'Lightnin". will be revived
tomorrow night (Thursday) at the
Golden and Saturday (17) is dated
for 'Once Upon a Night.'
Next week's premiere, pard Will

have 'Missouri Legend/ Empire;
'You Never Know/ Winter Garden,
and 'Danton's Death/ Mercury. Lat-
ter will also present Too. Much
Johnson' the following week, and the
two revivals will alternate at . the
Mercury, formerly the Comedy the-
atre.

.Business among the survivors con-
tinues upward with the continuance
of cool weather and none of the
holdovers, is definitely slated to quit
except 'Shadow and Substance/
which moved

. from the Golden- lo

the larger Plymouth Monday (12)
for its final three weeks'.

Estimates far Last Week
'Bachelor Born,' Lyceum (34th

week) (C-957; $3.30). Still indefinite
and takings, while moderate, .are
satisfactory; around $5,000.
'Come Across,'' Playhouse (1st

week) (D^860; $3.80). Presented by
Bushar and Tuerk, in association
with William A. Brady; written by
Guy Beaucharop and Michael PeTt-
wee; first show of new. season opens
tonight (14). .

'I Married an Angel/ Shubert
(19th week) (M-W67; t4;40). Until
new musical clicks arrive this leader
will continue to clean up and should
'last well into new season; $28,000.
'On Btmwel Tlsae,* Longacr*

^33d week) (D-1,019; $1.30). Run-
ning, along to fair coin considering
excellent, early months and ho date
for. touring set; approached $9fiO0
mark. '

*

'Once Upon a Night,' Cort
iC.t1.0S9; $3,30). Presented by
Laurence Schwab; written by Milton
Lazarus and. manager; due to open
Saturday (17).
'Our Town/ Morosco (33d week)

(D-061; $3.30). Slipped over $9,000,
aided by cool weather; expected to
slay well into fall..

'Shadow and Substance/ Plymouth
(32d week) (D-1,036; $3JO). Moved
here froiri Golden Monday (12) and
has three weeks more before tour-
inn; ,400; 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois'
follows here next month.
Totaeeo Road.' Forrest (249th

week) (C-1,107; $1.65). Run leader
is netting some profit and is among
plays that arc slated indefinitely;
$5,000.

'What a Life/ Biltmore (23d week)
(C-991; $3.30). Had best takings
s:nce spring; profitable $8,500; An-
other holdover that should extend
through autumn.
'Yea Cant Take It with You/ Im-

perial <92d week) (C- 1,468; $1.65).
While it did riot hold to the first

night's pace after, moving here from
the Booth, increase ovc summer'
level was substantial and takings
nearly $9,000.

"levival
'LtrMaln'/ Golden (1st week)

(C-789; $3.30). Presented by John
Golderi With Fred Stone in the lead
part created by Frank Bacon; opens
tomorrow (Thursday).

Added
'Pins aod Needles/ Labor Stage

f42d week) (R-500; $2.75). Over
"6,000. good for intimate revue by
• armcnt workers union; manase-
Tient expects engagement to last well
into the fall.

WPA
'One-Third of a Nation/

1 35th week),
'llaill/ Daly's .29th week).

Take If Fair $5,000

In Return to Newark
N-wark, N. J., Sepl. 13.

The Shuber-t theatre started its

tli.jd season under the management
of Jules Lcvcnlhal and Ray Payton
v ilh 'You Can't Take it With You.*
line:.: show- is 'Room Ssrvice/

Estimate for Last Week
•Yon Can't Take . It With Yon,»

Siiu!-crl «J.!'50: $1.50). Comedy, hav-
ing nlayrd here last spring, did fair,

Jfi;000, in ils only week. J^,.'
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French News Rules In Pay Pact

A new contract has been completed

In Paris between French newspaper,

publishers and the National Jour-

nalists' Syndicate. Negotiated by

government representatives and ef-

fective immediately, it concerns all

newspapers and agencies operating

in France. More binding and much
farther Teaching than anything the

Guild has yet been able to negotiate,

the contract provides for a mixed

committee to fix the annual standard

wage scale, which may be altered

it official figures show that living

costs have risen more than .15%.

Contract, which became law with

its publication, makes it compulsory

for every newspaper reporter and

editor to be given a written con-

tract when he starts work, which re-

mains in effect as long as he's satis-

factory. This contract can- only be
terminated by the payment of fixed

damages—one month's salary for

every year's services is the amount

usually adjudged where proved the

employee has been dismissed when
his work has been satisfactory. This

latter, however, does not include

economy cuts, for if the employee

is dismissed for that reason he gets

his compensation.

The law limits the; number of cubs

who can be hired on any paper, or

in any service, to one to five, in pro-

portion to_the number of editorial

workers employed. Wage scales are

not fixed- by this law,, as they differ

in different towns and are agreed

upon in each district.

printing its books, with printing

ivlsion known as Country Life

Press.

First change .was sale of Country

Life Press early-in the summer to

John J. Hessian. Previously,
Doubleday had gradually been re-

linquishing its various mag proper-

ties. Now Doubleday is strictly a

book publisher, with others doing its

book printing.

Complete Judge Reorganization

Reorganization of The Judge, in-

stituted when Harry Newman fell

heir to the mag early in the year, is

practically completed. New financ-

ing, format, policy and staff set Only

change still likely is. hoped-for con-

version^ of the monthly into a weekly.

Will take place soon if periodical

maintains claimed marked pickup in

circulation and ads.

Revised setup of The Judge,

Which now calls itself 'The National

Magazine of Humor, Politics and
Satire/ has Newman as publisher,

arid editpri director; Robert T.

Gebler, editor; Harry Louis Selden,

managing editor, and Oliver Jensen,

Dorothy Hoffman and S. H. Walker,

associate editors* John Scudder
Boyd is assistant to the publisher,

and Glenn W, Whiteman business

manager.

The Judge has been published for

over half a century, most of that time

strictly as a humorous mag.

Frayne Resignation Refused

Several weeks ago the N.Y. World-
Telegram ran ah expose story,

naming three writers with New York
Hearst dailies as being interested in,

Mike Jacobs' 20th Century Sport-

ing Club, which promotes box-'

ing. They were referred to as the

Hearst A.C. and the yarn went on

to say the promoter would prefer

having them out of the picture.

Ed Frayne, sports editor of the

Hearst Journal and American is said

to have proffered his resignation as a

result of the story but it was not ac-

cepted. Indicated that the Hearst

execs would not permit the editor's

activities away from his job to count
against him.

The writers became interested

with Jacobs when they repre-

sented Mrs. W. R. Hearst's Free
Milk Fund for Babies, which par-

ticipated in the receipts of a number
of the promoter's top fistic shows,

though not recently. The other

writers named, were Damon Runyon
and Bill Farnsworth. Latter had been
sports editor of the Journarbefore it

merged with the American last year,

but left for an executive post with
the 2J)th Century Club following the

American's fold. Runyon writes a

column on general topics for the

N. Y. Mirror (King Features syndi-

cated) and also reports special big

news (last on the Hines trial);

Capt. Patterson's Sketches
Jack Alexander, ex-N. Y. Daily

Newsman, who 'profiled' his ex-pub-
lisher-editor, Capt Joe Patterson, in

three recent issues of the New
Yorker, referred to the publisher's
background as a vaudeville sketch
writer. Perhaps the best known of
these was Herman Lieb's playlet,

•Dope,' which Patterson first authored
in 1909, and in which Lleb toured the
then big, small and middle time for
many seasons.

Of this playlet, Variety, on Jan; 1

1910, had this to say, in part:
'. ..The sketch *rr first produced

In Chicago about four months ago
as a curtain raiser at . the Bush
Temple, then playing stock. Mr.
Lieb may have been in that stock
company. Joseph Medill Patterson
wrote the sketch. Mr. Patterson
also wrote 'A Little Daughter "of

the Rich.' For a playwright in the
'legitimate',' Mr: Patterson ; turned
out a remarkable vaudeville manu-
script in 'Dope.' It'holds comedy,
interest and is faithfully drawn,
telling a whole story in 20 minutes,
besides keenly satirizing the aver-
age 'settlement worker.' ; . .»

Doubleday Moves to N.--Y.

Large space has been taken
Rockefeller Center, Radio City, by
Doubleday, Doran for the book firm'

departments other than editorial and
executive. Within a few- months
company completely quits Garden
City, Long Island.

Move into Manhattan of all the
:;.'Doubleday 'departments, attar' 28

""jTyears on L. I., was prompted by
changing . conditions in the book
trade, which required centralization

of distribution points. While
^-^Boubleday had maintained New York
VsSjIice: for some years, "firm had been
.^^headquartered In Garden City. -One
~^r'<i'f the few book publishing houses

Forlorn Pride

John 6'Hara broke up the

Stork Club kiddies when, after'

seeing a certain New York
dancing colurnnist who's called

the Nijinsky of the Fourth Es-.

tate, he (O'Hara) exclaimed:

'I used to treasure this old

police press card, which I've

carried next to my heart now
for 10 years, but ho longer am
I proud of it!'

Takes Over Women's Sports Library

Official Sports Library for Women,
published for years by the American
Sports Publishing Co., as part of

Spalding's Athletic Library,, has been
acquired by A. S. Barnes & .Co.

Series,' covering various women's
sports, will be issued at intervals un-
der the Barnes imprint between now
and next March. Barnes giving the

sports handbooks a new format, and
will make them available through the

regular book outlets. Barnes reput-

edly angling for other parts .of

Spalding's Athletic Library. Book
house, now around 1 years old,

publishes many books in the realm
of sports and recreation.

Launching a Comic
Hearst's Albany. . Times-Union, as

ballyhoo for its new comic weekly,
distributed with the Sunday paper,

brought to the Albany area. Arthur
'Bugs' Baer, Otto Soglow, George
McManus, Alex Raymond, Lyman
Young .and Russ Westover, comic
strip artists, and Harry Foster
Welch, radio's Pbpeye, for

1 a series

of appearances at luncheons: Paper
arranged . a tieup with the Fabian
chain under which the group' played
an afternoon show at Proctor's,

Schenectady; a night show at Proc-
tor's Troy, and then final evening
performance, at the Palace,- Albany.

A luncheon, attended by Madge
Evans, star of 'Stage. Door,' at the
chain's Bleecker Hall under the new
stock policy; an electrical exhibition
and a radio broadcast completed the
ceremonies.

Sinclair's Record Bibllo

Latest bibliography of Upton Sin-

clair's books; published by the.

writer, lists 772 titles in 47 languages
and 39 countries. Said to be a rec-

ord for a contemporary American
writer.

Sinclair will have his 60th book
published this month, when he be-

comes 60. He's had, and still has, a
number of publishers, in addition to

having published some of his works
hi If.

His bibliography reveals that his

books most, widely translated are
The Jungle' and 'Oil!' Both have
been done in 47 languages.

Smith Spreading Out
Richard R. Smith, book-publishing

partner of the late Ray Long, and
who has gone it alone since Long
and Smith ' became defunct, plans a
build-up of his affiliate, Margent
Press. Will go into, the open market
for good new fiction and verse, and
may considerably increase his list

under the Margent imprint if he can-

find sufficient worthwhile material.

Non-fiction books published by
Smith are issued under the imprint
of his own name, but fiction and
verse are Margent

.
Press books. Vol-

umes under the Smith imprint ill

continue' to be limited.

Smith is operating from his New
York apartment.

NEW PERIODICALS
Candid Detective Marailne spon-

sored by " Trojan' Publishing Corp.,

New York, is due to hit the stands,

shortly. It's one of a number of new :

pulps mulled by Trojan during the

summer. Others being held off for

the time being, pending a better line

on conditions. Editing; is Wilton
Matthews, editorial head of the

Trojan chain. Candid Det tive is

one of few pulps in the true-fact

field.

Detective Mysteries being added
by Newsstand- Publications to its

group, together with another new
mag Marvel Science Stories: Latter

is first new- scientific story mag in

years. Addition of the . two new
publications gives newsstand 29 titles,

claimed the top' number of mags in

the business. Editor of Detective

Mysteries and Marvel Science Stories
' Robert O. Erisman.

Bandstand designed to interest the

land's, jitterbugs, will make its initial

appearance around Sept 28. It will

carry feature stuff on. Instrumental
and vocal swingsters. ' Bernard Kal-
ban editing, with Bert Knapp as as-

sistant. Herbert Greenberg is busi-

ness manager. First printing will be
10,000.

Contemporary Scene, play mag
tried a few months ago, will have
regular publication as a quarterly,

With second, issue! due soon. New
issue will contain four one-act plays
dealing ith the. current Chinese-
Japanese situation. New quarterly
being gotten out by the playwrights'
division of the American League for

Peace and. Democracy.
Golden Fleece, pulp mag contain-

ing historical fiction, is being issued
from Chicago. Published by Sun
Publications and edited by A. J.

Gontier, Jr., and J. H. Bellamy. Sun
also issues Ten Story Book Maga-
zine. 1

Ick Watts; Back in N. Y.
Richard Watts, Jr., drama critic

for the N. Y. Herald Tribune, re
turned last week from a three-
month trip around the world. He
chanced the perils of three be
sieged cities, Madrid, Valencia and
Hankow, without much discomfort,
only to return home and pick up a
bad cold which kept him off the job
until Monday (12).

Scribe went overseas aboard a
liner; then, . after leaving Spain on
a warshi , which landed him in

Marseilles, he planed to India and
thence to China. He- flew from' there

to California on the China Clipper.

Cerf Behind the Front
Bennett Cerf, prez of Random

House, sails today (Wednesday) for
London in company of Eliot Paul
and George Oppenheimer, writers.

Latter arrived' from the Coast on,

Monday (12). Cerf is going oyer on
business, but thereafter is going to
Barcelona. He will fly into the Span-
ish loyalists' capital from Toulouse,
France, over the Pyranees, consid-
ered rather adventursome . under
existing conditions.

One of Cerf's Spanish writers,
Andre alreaux, is now an aviation
official with the Loyalists, and it is

on Malreaux's. invitation that the
American book publisher is making
the visit behind the lines.

Dally,. Printers End Strike

Agreement , between Ann Arbor
Press, and International Typo Union
last week ended, a seven-month
strike, at the Michigan plant.

Management will recognize the

ITU as sole bargaining agent for

composing room 'employees, while
Independent Employees Assn. ill

continue as agent for remainder of

workers.. Non-striking printers will

join the ITU, while 15 striking union
members, who've not found other
work, will return to jobs before

Oct. 14.

Radio and Screen Mags erge
Modern Magazines is to combine

its Modern Screen and Radio Stars
into a single periodical. starting with
the January issue. Pointed out by
the publisher that a great deal of
radio now comes out of Hollywood,
with most of the picture people par-
ticipating and that many air notables
arc interested in pictures.

Regina Cannon, editor of oderri
Screen, continues in charge of the
combined, periodicals. Lester C.
Grady, who has been editing Radio
Stars, will bs assigned to other edi-
torial duties with Modern Maga
zines.

Coast Photogs Elect
George Reineklng, of international

News Photos, is new president of

Hollywood Press Photographers, suc-

ceeding George Watson, of Acme
Photos, who was elected vice presi

dent . Arthur Carter, Hollywood
Pictorial, is -the new secretary,- and
Jack Albin, Screen Guide, treasurer,
Board of governors includes Don

Brinn, Wide World; Frank Bentley,
Herald-Express; Kyre P ow e 1

1

Powell Press Photos and Charles
Strite, Strite Photos.

Union Gets Larrer Quarters
Book and Magazine Guild will take

larger' quarters in the heart of ,the

Fourth avenue book-publishing cen
ter. in : New. York. Recently signed
Random House to a union contract.

Contract with Random House is

fifth secured by the Book and Maga.
zine Guild,, other four being with
Modern Age Books, Vanguard, V.ik
ing and Covici-Friede. Agreement
has the customary union conditions.

Chi Trib's New Drama Ed
Charles Collins replaced by Cecil

Smith as drama editor for Chicago
Tribune, with Collin's to take over
'Line-O-Type' . column and June_^ _

-Provides moving back to her 'Front" ^king in the reportbria), advertising

Views and Profiles.'

N. Y. Post Lending 10%
J. David Stern, publisher of the

N; Y.
_
Post, has resorted to a novel

method of financing. By general
order, the Post, is borrowing .10% of

all employees' pay, which he. prom
ises to repay with 2% interest, as

and when times become more pros
perous in the publication field.

Estimated that around 500 Post

people are 'lending' the paper coir

and mechanical departments.

LITERATI OBITS THIS WEEK
Joseph Marshall, 78, one of Phila-

delphia's oldest working newspaper-
men, died at his home there last Sat-
urday (10). He had worked as usual
the previous day on the Evening
Bulletin, where he edited feature
copy. He had been, a newspaper
man for 64 years, starting at 14 on
the now defunct Telegraph, as a
copy boy, arid climbing to the man-,
aging editorship. He went to the
Bulletin during the World War.

E. LeRoy Pelletier, 70, first adver-
tising manager for Henry Ford, died
in Ford hospital. last week following
several weeks* illness. Pelletier,
who started the 'Watch the Fords
Go By' slogan, started with Ford iri

1905. Before joining Ford, Pelletier
covered the Klondike gold rush in
1897 for the New York Times. Af-
ter leaving Ford he promoted Luna
Park, Coney Island, and Madison
Square Garden.
Edward A. Sprout, 63, former city

editor of the Pueblo (Colo.) Chief-
tain, and for last 12 years on the ad-

vertising staff of the Denver Post
died at his home in Denver of a
heart attack. He is survived by his

widow and two sons, Edward A.
Sproul, Jr., and Jerome Derby
Sproul, coriti ity writer for NBC in

Pittsburgh.

Wallace H. Miller, 78, for 38 years
editor of the Bristol (Conn.) Press,

died in Hartford, Conn., Sept: 8. He
had been engaged in newspaper
work for more than half a century.

He had worked on the Hartford
Courant New Haven Register, Kan
sas City Star and the New Britain

Herald. He leaves a brother, a s'

ter and a stepdaughter.

CHATTER
The James Thurbers back after a

year abroad.
F. E. Sillanpaa, the novelist, will

be 50 Friday (17).

. Maurice . Gilchrist alternating be
tween a new novel and a play.

Colophon has accepted The Years
of Our Glory,' by John. WilsUch.
Dorothy McCleary has begun work

on a new novel about a steel town.
Mary Barnsley authored 'Post-

marked Hollywood' for Jones mag
Harry Don:.enf»ld, the mag' pub

Usher., away on an extended 'Vacash.

William J. de Grouchy has joined
Street & Smith as promotion man
ager.

Beatrice Jones, the former mag
editor, has a writing job with Para
mount.
Maurice Sclio likes aine suffl

ciently well to live there the year
round.

Franz Werfel has taken up his
abode at Sanary, in the south Of
France.
William Brierley- in from Penn-

sylvania to unload some of his sum-
mer Action.

Sydney
.Thompson, an actress, has

written a.new' novel about a. Shake-
spearean actor.

Charles H. Gupti iled to re-

sume his.
.
post with Associated

Press in Rome.

New pen name used by Marvin
Bettlln for some of his pulp tales is

Martin Cassman.

Arthur Davison Ficke thinking of
a book for his Mrs. Morton stories
which ran in Esquire.

Ned Pines, who publishes the
Standard group of mags, honey-
mooning in Bermuda.

Tommy Thompson, New York rep
for the London Express, back home
on his annual trip. Sept' 21.

'

Leighton Brill, long aide to Oscar
Hammerstein II, will author 'Au-
thor's Assistant' for Collier's.

Mrs. Alfred Knopf garnered a
number of book scripts for her pub-
lishing house during her trip abroad.

Cecil Beaton . has told his pub-
lisher, Lippincott, that he will re-

turn to New York from London
next month.
Bertram Finch now doing 'High-

lights and Starlights,' Spartanburg
(S C.) Herald-Joun. )1 Sunday radio-

films column.
First novel of Philip Barry, the

playwright, will appear the middle
of- next month under the title ot
'War -in Heaven.'
Oklahoma City officials are plan-

ning a monthly municipal paper and;

city-sponsored- radio programs to

better sell itself to the citizens.

Russell Birdwell's newspaper novel,

'I Rii g Doorbells/ was accepted for

publication by Julian Messner, Inc.

Birdwell retains the film rights,

Janet Mabie,
.
special correspond-

ent for the Christian Science Mont-
tor, is collaborating with George
Palmer Putnam on the biography of

Amelia Earhart-
Hugh Herbert, Patricia Ellis;

Siegel and Nancy Carroll were guests

at N. Y. Newspaper Guild's opening
of new offices in WEVD building

last Friday night (9).

Just as unusual "about the fact that

Laura E. Richards still writes books
at , is that Reginald Birch, who il-

lustrated her latest, 'I Have a Song
to Sing to You,J is 84.

Ernest Dyer,- film critic under th«

name of 'Frank Ivans' for the New-
castle; England, Evening Chronicle,

is in New York interviewing Ameri-
can picture. executives.

Richard Bennett writing a fore-

word for the forthcoming book by
Dorothy Young, 'Diary Without
Dates.' Miss Young, a dancer, is •
niece of Owen D. Young.
Stephen Haggard, the young Eng-

lish actor who appeared with Ethel

Barrymbre in 'Whiteoaks* last sea-

son, will have his first novel but
here soon.. Entitled 'Nyai'

Rubin Hanser has joined Albert

Levetown in the publication of the

annual Lampoon of the Automotive
Industry. Lampoon is the humor
outlet for the auto parts trade.

Richard Atwater, columnist on
the old Chicago Evening Post as

'Riq,' has collabbed on a book, 'Mr.

Popper's Penguins,' with. Mrs. At-

water. Little, Brown publishing.

F. A. Resch, news editor of the As-

sociated Press News Photo Service,

takes charge of the photo service on
Oct. 1. Succeeds Edward Stanley,

who resigned after 10 years with A.V.

Charles Cooke, of the New Yorker
staff, is a Harper 'And' author, his

Big Show' just being issued. Cooke
covers the circus arid show biz for

the N. Y.er, hence the thr -ring

background.
Rilla Page Palmborg is new pres-

ident of Hollywood Women's Press

Club for the next two years. Kath-
erine Hartley is vice-president; Kay
Proctor, secretary-treasurer, and
Frances Deaner, publicity.

Take It Away, Saml' new book
by Paul ing, which was published

this month by, Dodd. Mead & Co., is

the author's first attempt at other

than juvenile books. It.isabchi
thc-scenes history of radio.

Glei. W. Naves, Spartanburg, S. C.,

Variety mugg, lamed national mem-
bership chairman for American Air

Mail Society. Also recently named
assistant editor of Airpost Journal

(Albion, Pa.),, society's monthly

mag,
William T. McCleery at the end of

the month as manager of the feature

service of Associated Press.'' No
succesor as yet, but M. J. Wing,

who has been news editor under Mc-
Cleery, moves up as editorial super-

visor."'

David Brown Asrociates, new
agency to handle new writers,

launched by -Ernest Lehman and

David "Brown. Lehman has been a

Hollywood frecliince; Brown leaves

Faircliild Publications to join part-

nership..

Andrew M. Lawrence, former

Hearst editor in Chicago, is writing

a book on his newspaper expei'j-

ences. Currently, he's head of Pa-

cific Coast Literary and News Bu-

reau, with headquarters in Sup

Francisco.
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Broadway

Jack Osterman may radio-script

for Ken. Murray.

Eddie Craven, legit player, has

completed hi.; first play.

Robert Fbtilk writing a dramati -

tloh of a Gene Fowler novel.

June Walker back in town from

strawhatting in Dennis, Mass.

Eddie oran, Hal Roach wri ,

sails today on an European vacation.

Dr Saul Colin due to plane back

from the Coast today (Wednesday).

Hairy Cohn back to the Coast Co-

lumbia prez sojourned east about six-

weeks.

Biilie Seward, film player, back

from the' Coast and looking for a

legit show. ;

Fifl D'Orsay, back, from Atlantic

City, bemoaning the six shows a day

she did there.

Ted HehkUv pioneer picture house

m c , long in Australia, around towii

with a new radio idea.

Arthur G r e e n b 1 a t 1, Gaumont-
British eastern division manager, has

headed for New England. .

Independent Theatre Owners Assn.

is moving its headquarters from Lin-

coln to Astor hotel this week.
Esquire-Apparel Arts fa-shion

forum being p.a.d now by Jay Fag-

gen, Instead of Steve Hannegan.
Dora Alexander ailing at her home

In Lake Hiawatha; N. J. She's with

Maurice Richmond, music dealer. .

Earl Wingart won an electric cof-

fee urn set in copping first prize at

North Hempstead Country club, L. L.

Miguel Roldan, ex-La Conga co-

owner, flirting with the Salon Royal

(old Embassy ) for a managerial take-

over.
,

Bob Weitman moving his family

back to town from Ferndale, N. Y„
following recuperation of Mrs. Welt-

man after an operation. .

Max Fuchs-to South Carolina to

place his oldest boy in college. Sim
Linz quit digging clams at Riis Park
to come up and herd .the lobsters.

Carl Kruger. has joined. Para-

mount's exploitation department to

work specifically on 'if I Were
King.' Resigned, from UA recently.

Herman D. Hochberg, of Warner
home office art dept.. won third prize

in contest held by B. Altman & Co.

for poster best expressing opening
of fall season.
William Morris, Jr., back in. New

York after a vacati at La .Jolla,

Calif. Jerome Wilzin, the Morris
company's New York attorney, re-

turned with him.
Howard Reinheimer, theatrical at-

torney, returned from the. Coast last

week/ spent a couple of days in

Washington and stopped off in Philly

to see 'Sing. Out the News.'
Those old Chaplin silents and

films of the big Dempsey fights are;

swelling the b.o. at Jack Dempsey's
Broadway Bar. It's a Times Sq.

switch on the old Coney Island beer-
- stdbe routine.

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
landed Monday (12) from Europe
and left yesterday (Tuesday) for a

shbrt stay at their Genesee Depot
(Wis.) Home. Will, open their 'Am-
phitryon' and ,'Sea Gull' tour Oct 3

in Boston.
Russel (Buck) Crbuse has a Para-,

mount writing bid for this winter on
the Coast, but wants to do at least

o .e play on Broadway first; Has a
deal on with Alfred de Liagre, Jr.

His ex-collaborator. Howard Lind-

say, also soloing on his own play.

Bon voyage wire to Barret Mc-
Cormick, when he sailed with the
rhissus for a cruise to Nassau and
Cuba, read: "May your 'Room Serv-
ice' be fops, your cruise 'Carefree,

don't give a . 'yam' about the office

because everything is 'Gunga' be
jake.'

Sydney
By Erie Gorrlck

Violet Carlson, appcari I

Vival'of 'Rose Marie.'

George Gee due for revival of. 'No,
No, Nanette' for Williamson-Tait.

Luna Park opening for the sum-
, playing .30 weeks for Phillips

Charlie Chaplin's 'Modern Times*
being revived i elbourne for short
run;

Hoyts renovating many '.nabe

houses under the direction of Charles
Munro. -

Nati orales, Spanish dancer,
opened very so-so in Melbourne for
Williamson-Tait.
Reported that Gilda Gray will tour

Australia next year, probably under
Tivoli management
Hoyts planned to bring in an ice

ballet at Regent but found that cost
Would be far too high and dropped
idea,

Cinch - that the Victorian govern
ment will bring in night trotting
respite heavy protests from reli ious
bodies.

Staff members tendered a farewell
Party to George Dean; Snider-Dean,
prior to his departure for U. S. on
Went, ..hunt.

, Majority of indies still refuse to
screen *Snow White' iRKO) because
P* high percentage terms. Those who
nave played pic in sticks report ex
«Uent trade.' .

if?
i,
i?Jre °* 'Personal Appearance,'

with Betty Balfour, set the Willlam-
so^n-Tait unit back considerably in

the red. Miss Balfour may do a pic-
ture for Cinesound.
Ken G. Hal), in Melbourne for pre-

miere of Cinesound's 'Broken Mel-
ody.' Stated that unit will continue
in active production, with four' new
films lined for shooting.
Stuart F. Doyle's di rib ^nit, In-

spiration Films, is getting underway
in charge of Joe Lipmannr-iSon of
the- Sheik' has arrived, and other
films, are being sought for abroad.

-

. After a run in New Zealand, the
Howard Bros.' revue will be spotted
into the Royal; Sydney, for five
weeks, after which': troupe will open
at Princess, Melbourne, during Cup
Week for the Fullers. Deal with
Williamson-Tait set the Sydney sea-
son as Fullers have no suitable legit
theatre here.

London

Boston

Trans-Lux house pr ri-
day (9).

Tom Maren opens Penthouse Sept.
21. Frank Ward orchestra set.

Columbia and Old Howard burley
emporiums resumed this week.
George Abbott in town for brief

visit to set Hub showing of 'What a
Life' at the Wilbur.

Southland, sepia nitery,. opens
after seven-month shutter, with
Jimmie Lunceford orch.
Peggy Doyle; Boston American

film critic, back after a .two-way
flight to her hometown, Chicago.

- Dean Hudson's . Florida Club or-
chestra off for a month's stay at
Beverly Hills Country Club, New-
port, Ky.

. Mickey Meyers, femme press agent
for the Mbnomoy' theatre, Chatham,'
Mass.; strawhattcr, is also a travel
counsellor.
John Beaiiford, Christian Science

Monitor picture reviewer, back to
the States after, a British Empire and
Continental jaunt.

(Continued from page 49)

of two seasons ago. Sidney Howard
and Arthur ichman, who have also'

supplied Miller With plays in the

past, have indicated they will like-

wise have no more dealings with
him. Understood several other rank-

ing playwrights, have made, similar

statements. Explained,, in that -con-

nection, that all the dramatists are

speaking as individuals and not as

Guild members or participants in

any agreement.
Guild accuses Miller of trickery in

signing contracts Avith Priestley- and
Lonsdale while the playwrights ber
lieved him in good standing' with

the Guild. It also charges he ar-

ranged the deal with Priestley at

the same time he was negotiating

with the Guild regarding his objec-

tions, to the basic agreement In that

connection Sherwood claims Miller

gave definite assurances that there

was ho hurry to give him an answer
on ; his bbj tions, since he. would do

nothing until he had heard from the

Guild.

As another evidence of bad faith,

Sherwood claim's iller approached

him to adapt a French play, knowing
Sherwood would have required him
to sigh the basic agreement before

he (Sherwood) would consent to

work on the script. Miller is ac-

cused by Howard and Richman of

the same tactics. As for Miller's

statement that he cannot o rate

profitably under the basic agree-

ment the Guild asserts t'.iat Miller

has invested in a forthcoming play

to be done under the agreement,

which, it states, proves he's acting

in bad faith there as welV.

Iller Denies Charges

Returning Monday (12) from Lon-

don, Miller denied the Guild's

charges' in toto. He claimed he had

told both Pri tley and Lonsdale of

his refusal to sign the basic agree-

ment and that both had signed con-

tracts' with him knowing that, He
said he had received no word from

the Guild regarding his obj tions to

the contract and added that he had

no dispute with the Guild and no ob-

jection to it He and Sherwood arc

the best of friends, he concluded..

. In view of his repeated efforts to

have one of them agree to, do an

adaptation or a new play for him,

Guild members regard Miller as sim-

ply trying to place the Guild in po-

sition to have to make a concession

to get him to sign the basic agree-

ment.
1 Not only will the Guild offer,

no such inducement, its members

claim, but it may penalize Miller if

he everattempts to conic to. terms.

Ac rding to Sherwood the Guild

not only must protect its English

members from exploi lion by

Miller; ut the organization has.

a

definite obligation to the producers

who have signed the basic agreement

and lived up to its requirements., in

good faith';

Max Miller taking a cruise follow-
ing illness,

Lily Brayton with
pneumonia.

'Prison "Without Bars,* first Of
Korda's 1938 program, due at London
Pavilion Sept. 19.

Rodney Ackland's hew play to
open ' at the Arts, . not Royalty, as
originally scheduled.

. Merle Oberon due back at Denham
in November for retakes 1 on long-
delayed "Over the Moon.'
Maurice Browne looking for

American male star for lead in 'The
Bowery Touch,' by Max Catto. .

Jack Buchanan said to be inter-
ested in 'Room for Two,' at the. Com-
edy, which was tried out recently at
'Q.'

.

Georges Carpenti daughter,
Jacqueline. 17. has competed - in the
Girls' Golf Championship at Stoke
Poges.
Metro shipping first print of 'The

Citadel' for America, with- Victor
Saville going to bat on 'Goodbye r.

.

Chips* next
.

Arthur Dent, who has taken his
holidays -throughout the summer by
weekending at Frinton, is how back
on full time.
Binkie Beaumont considering pre-

senting 'Captain With a Lamp, by
Norman Collins, tried, but at Rich-
mond recently.

• Gladys Coooer to play the lead in.

the New York production of 'Spring
Meeting.' Lee Ephraim has the
American rights.
Seymour Hicks to appear at 'the

Duke of York's in The Last Trump,'
J. B. Priestley's latest play, which
preemed at the Malvern Festival. - -.

June Duprez en route to New
York with hubby Guy Beauchamp.
whose play . 'Death On the Table,*:
which he coauthored is down for
Broadway.
Ralph Richardson and" .Laurence

Olivier cast for 'Q Planes,* Irv Ash-
er's first at - Denham for Columbia
ouota proerams: Valerie Hobs'on be-
in? considered for femme lead.'

'

. 'Glorious Morning' has transferred
from Durness to. Whitehall, making
way for Emlyn Williams' production
of his hew play, 'The Corn Is. Green.'
which bows- in from provincial try-
out Sept. 20.
Members of this city's Negro col-,

ony had a . one-day strike when
Gainsborough Studios tried to cut
pay during production of 'Old Bones
of the River.' ' Two hundred colored
extras took part and studio made
peace at the old terms.

atre m nager, has joined Republic
sales staff here.
Playhouse will have a new p.a.,

Dick Hoover,, and subscription secre-
tary, Jane Keith.
Joe Becker bringing .in', flock of

name bands for one-night, stands at
his Lincoln Terrace.
Chester Vickery, assistant manager,

at Penn, off -for St Louis and simi-
lar post at Loew house there.

Ivan' Borisoff in from N. Y. to de-
sign the sets for Judge M. A. Mus-
manno's war Jrama at Sesqui.
Edgar Moss bet Johnny' Harris

'Alex'- would do $55,000 in four
weeks at Alvin and collected $1

St Louis
By Sam X. Hurst

. Herb Bennin, Metro salesman, to
be married in November.

:
Oiit-of-to.wners seen on fll row:

W. M. Griffin, Cairo", 111.; Bill Col-
lins, DeSoto, Mo., and J. . Hogue,-
owner of the Elite, -Metropolis, 111.

Russell Mortensen, formerly a,

booker- for Monogram Pictures, .has
joined Columbia Pictures in same
capacity, replacing Art LaPlant, who
has been promoted to office manager
by Manager Clarence D. Hill.

M; E; Holderness, representingThe
Playgoers of St Louis,. Inc., and Paul
Beisman, manager of the American
Theatre • and. Municipal Theatre
Asnn., attending American Theatre
Council convention- in' New York.

B. F. ,'Dinty' Moorei'one time zone
manager here for Warner Bros; and
recently manager' of WB's Strand
theatres ih.New'York and Brooklyn,
passed through enroute to Oklahoma
City, where he assumes duties as
general manager, of Standard The-
atres Corp.

By Les Bees

Warren Anderson, Warner Bros,
booker, laid up in hospital with
bronchial pneumonia.
W. A; Steffes and other Twin City

showman to give banquet here' for
Eddie Gclden of Monogram.
Local United Artists' branch in.

first place nationally, for first .

s"" en
weeks of 20th anniver ry ales
drive.
Twin City . Variety club to hold

second' and final golf tournament of

season at Oak Ridge County Club
Sept 23..

Jack'Friedl, son of John J. Friedl,
Paramount circuit general manager
here, narrowly escaped, death when
a yacht in. which he and others, were
riding, upset in Lake Minnetohka.

Chicago

Mrs. Sam Gerson recouping from
serious illness..

John Ashenhurt cracked a di it

and has arm in sling.

Dave Smart has bought arren
Wright's summer home.

Barry. Burk dropped down to look
over some acts for the. coming sea-
son.

Lou Lipstone back, from New York
to look over new acts for Balaban &
Katz.

Sandra Karyl staging new juvenile
show and revue in the Woman's
Club theatre.

The Stevens tossed' party for Little
Jackie Heller, opening -nitery there
with own band.

'

Burt Offstie, ex-Balabah & Katz
p.a., scribbling nitery column for
Hearst's evening American..

Out'OfiTown

(Continued from page 50)

that of a dead German soldier. De-
cides he's had enough of foolish
bloodshed and escapes to home of
Teuton's family' and poses as the son,
also falling in love with gal who be-
lieves him her brother. He's eventu-
ally caught and sentenced to death
by Germans. for wearing one of their
uniforms but with girl's help gets
away and later loses his memory in
battle.. 'End finds him unaware of
his identity and . commiserating with
unknown soldier at latter's: tomb, in
Washington.
'Last Full easure's' only virtues

are timeliness and sincerity. Other-
wise, it's an overwritten, message
more for pulpit—or bench—than the-
atre, idea's threadbare and devel-
oped with little" dramatic skill; most
ot the multiple scenes ending weakly
and strung together in. slipshod fash-
ion.
George M. Rowland's direction is

as vigorous as clumsy script will al-
low and acting's of little help, John
Johns needs restraining hand in
leading role and Margaret Herd, top
femme, never gets across in roman-
tic passages. . Bits are best charac-
terizations in cast, with most telling
work turned in by Martin Fallon, as

a comic Chicago gangster impressed
by legalized killing; Robert Donley,
as the German sureeoh and later
hysterical private killed just a few
minutes before Armistice, and
Maurice Tobin, violin-playing sol-
dier, who wears gloves to protect his
hands. Cohen.

HELLZAPOPPIN
Boston, Sept 13.

Ooiin-Oy-r^vuf* In two orin by Olm-n itml
.loltnNjn; preHcnleil l>y J.ee and J. J. tthu-

Si:iK**l by KdwanJ Dury«a bowling.
.Sliitri Ol« OlfHrn «iid Chic .lohnnon; fru-

j
luies Hmto iuhI Mnnn, KaUlo Hokucb. W.tl-

I lei- Nil »n. Jihcimnn. The Chartoietrfl
! iJvv^rly and Jietiymae Cinnci 'J'hco-

i«loi"«
Hiirdwn, Slnrli'nKK, hirf*l with 0fuin

mil iVe^d, HobftfUi unil Hay, Whiu-y!* H«p-
vcrn, Shlrlry Wayne. FJerfch nnil ,.Mobr*,

I Mjii'y' Sulherlnni) tind Billy AdamH. Music
' nnd lyricn, Charlr-« TobliiM, Surotmy Kaln;
inuitlcAl sur>ervlHloii, HnroNJ stern. At tho
Shulx-ri. tloslun, optnlny Sept. 11!, '3U;
S.1.30 l«j

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Joe Hiller's frau still ailing, but
improving. .

.'

Tiny Kilbuck . I atre reopened,
this week with 'Mr. and Mrs.Phipps."
Variety Club banquet set for Oct.

30. day after Pitt-Fbrdham football
'Same. \
\ Last-minute veto by Lew Mercur
I
will keep Harlem . Casino closed this
season.
Bud. Friedman on job

WB's Ritz after a flying, tri

lywood.
Ruby RubinbrT visited her. dad in

Detroit and says illness cost him 62
pounds.

C. J. Latta's daughter, Peggy', has.
been invited to New York for Par
screen test
Charles Aiken,

Success of Ole Olscn and Chic
Johnson in vaudeville has long been
established, but attempt; to promote
their current unit into the $3.30 divi-
sion has gone awry. Running, an
hour overtime. 'Hellzappppln' lacks
class and. cleverness to make it an
important Broadway entry;
Mixed dancing chorus is step in

right direction but its routines don't
always measure up. Costuming and
scenery below par and music, ditto,

except 'It's Time to Say Aioah.'
Olsen and Johnson, by good Group-
ing; manage to overcome nrst-night
irregularities that most other acts
could, not
Front half of the first act pepped

up by typical Olsen ai.d Johnson
.burlesque carries well, but the re-
maining acts su/Ier later iby. splitting
of routines and awkward produc-
tion intended to spread the show.
Eeverly and Bettymae Crane, preci-
sion, dancers; Billy Adams, fast col-
ored, tapper; Hal Sherman, •hoofer;.
Uarto and Mann, knockabout comics;
Shirley Wayne, comic swing fiddler;
Walter Nilsson, unicyclist. and The
Charioteers, colored quartet; all click

when allowed to work alone.
Condensation will probably help

but won't save it. ' Vox.

Hollywood

Robert Usher to Honolulu.'

Dennis' O'Keefc going poioist

Phil Esealante out of hospital.

Ruth We6ton. in from Broadway.
Hal.Horne. in from N; Y. on biz.

Buddy Ebsen bought a hew yacht
illiam Powell's op was a success.

Harry Warren back from Europe.

Deahna Durbin motor, vacation.

Waldo. Perez in iarni, Fla.
Oliver -Marsh is toe i

fell.

Bob Burns back from Mex flshi

trip.

Jack Cunningham home from hos-
pital.

. James Stewart got his pilot's li-

cense.
,

Fred Astaire shot a 73 agai
Dutra.

Bob and Bill
Dallas.
Eleanor Powell buying

rancho.
.
Joe E.

eratibn.
Warner Baxter and Fran

cruising.
Dr. Towne

vocation.
E. S. Calvi

in the east.
Frances

to Chicago.
Eddie Stevenson i

tanl holiday.
Kay Francis leaving for.

next month.
Frances De« an

motor vacash.
Parkyakarkas moved to his ranch,:

Parkya- Acres.
David' Horsley recuperating from

hose operation.
Frank Borzage - selling his plane;

too busy to fly.
''

Leo Gorcey and Catlieri
to wed this; fall,

Martha Raye ' due to wed Davi
Rose next month.
-Anthony Allen Is Jack Hubbard's

new nom de film.

. Associates tossed
Howard J. Green.
Sidney Lanfleld on the job after

two weeks illness.
'

George Burns and Graci
back from Honolulu.
Myrna 'Loy and husband,

Hornblow, to Mexico.
Gordon McLean's yacht won the

Art La Shelle trophy.
Bing Crosby and Andy Devi

fishing in. Mex waters.
. Lee Frederic, here from Broadway
stage, angling film deal.
George Brent- enlarging his. haci-

enda hear Palm Springs.
Mrs. John Hay Whitney

Selznick-Inter tiohal lot.

Homer. .Gill recuperati
emergency appendectomy.
Walter Pidgeon touring Cali

missions with his daughter.
Ben Piazzas tossed barbecue for

Heiehe and Monte Samuels.
Henry. Ginsberg and Walter Marx

vacationing at Lake Tahoe.
Gaber Steiner here from Vi

to visit his son, Max Steiner.
Reginald. McCooey, of Scotland'

Yard; visiting Lionel Barrymore.
Ted Wuitenberg back on the job

after eight weeks in the hospital. •

Joan Blondell and Dick Powell
celebrate second wedding ; anniver-
sary.'

Charles P. Skouras, W, H. Lolli
and Andy Krappman in from ins
t-ion tour.

Atiaotic City
By Belli Frledland

Olive Brady' down for a family
visit.

Larry Hart, here to see the beau-
ties says the Pier was so crowded that
all he could see were feet.

Jessica Dragonette, a weekend
guest of Florence Cowanova, Phila-
delphia and local dancing teacher.

Dr. Shiersoh lectured on plastic
surgery. Ihcidently the doc , just
published a book on plastic work.
Doc Bender , at the Ritz with his

newest, discovery, John Stone. Wait
.'til you hear: Stone play his har-
monica.

Mary Daly Osterman,. back to a
brunet, and as beautiful as any of.

the girls competing for the iss
America title.

N.T.G. in the Ritz lobby. Though
Granny is one of this resort's most
.frequent visitors, :don't remember
]
ever seeing him on the boardwalk or
beach. Just doesn't like the sea air.

'Edgar Wolf, manager of the War-
ner.' theatre, back to Philadelphia
when WB closed for the season. Con-
trary To^rum'ors all other boardwalk
theatres to remain open throughout
the winter.

Jessie Lasky, dining at Babette's,

,
doesn;t realize that the owner is the

little Babette who worked for him in

a vaudeville act 25 years ago, There
was a -grand: reunion when they both
recognized each other.

«oo bad the pageant offici

dlon't give a prize for the best comic.-
' As is usual, no one agrees with the-

! officials, or with each other as to

i
who should have been Miss. America,

; but everyone agrees that 'Miss Burl-
ington' gave just the touch of humor

' a beauty pageant heeds.
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Jai Alai Promises to Click in N. Y.,

Gambling Ban No Curb to Interest

By JACK PULASKI
Jal alai (pronounced hi li) will be

New York's newest sports spectacle

should the enthusiastic reception

given the premiere of the Spanish

game at the Hippodrome Thursday

night (8). prove an authentic Indica-

tion, Rated . the fastest game in the

world, jai alai amazed Manhattanites,

-who were surprised that such a spec-

tacle had hitherto been confined to

Cuba, Mexico and Florida. A class

first audience, thrilled to the game as

played by four world's champions!

cheered vociferously. A -number
know jai alai but there is little doubt

about the kick provided to those who
witnessed it for the first time.

Opening was something of a prer'

sentation, for showmen are interested

in the enterprise. The Hippodrome
has been converted jnto a fronton,

a three-sided highballed court, as

It was that q'Qartet which furnished

the highlight of the evening, two on

a side, the contest being so. exciting

that the fans rose to their feet as the

final point was scored. A little player

who-«aught the fancy of the crowd
is Eguibar, alluded to as 'Mickey

Mouse,' who won the. singles; Piston

is called the Babe Ruth of jai alai.

Opening night was accorded ex-

cellent coverage, sports writers artd

drama critics being on hand, so that

the event was treated from both the

show : and.\spprtihg angles. S. Jay

Kaufman, general factotum, Is cred-

ited ith that idea. Program was
too long with the; finals at 11:45,

partly due. to a delayed start.There
were show features at intermissions

but it is questionable if. that was
popular. First time the senoritas

from El Chico, Gotham Spanish

nitery, went on seemed okay, but

later the crowd found it distaste-

Jai Alai s $250 Banko

Monday (12) night at the Hippodrome the first Jai Alai banko

contests accompanied the games of which there are four-each session,

$250 going to any one guessing the winners. At the end of the. third

game it was announced that four, patrons, had correctly named the

victors up to that point, and it turned out that all selected the blue

team to win the finale. In that event the coin would have been

divided four ways, but with the whites copping, there would be ho
divvy.

Richard Berenson,. the head man,, was determined that someone
would win the prize. He told George Christie at the microphone to

announce that any of the potential winners could switch his selection

to the white team,, game being held up when that duo was out in

front. One of the quartet did switch his selection which ensured a
pay-off.- The blues then forged to the front and won, three banko
winners receiving $83.33 each. There had been. 1,100 cards turned in

with, selections.

Berenson is a cousin of

y

required, the / fourth; or spectator

'side having a wire" screen. '
In a

cubicle at one end, an announcer,

explained and commented on the

games as they progressed, the ampli-

fication being vital in making jai alai

easily understandable.

Some of the skeptics figured the

game could not get across in the

metropolis because of the town's pe-

culiar gambling statutes, but so stir-

ring were the contests that the abr

sence of pari-mutuel machines such

as used in the south, ith the- odds

constantly changing as the points

varied, did not seem to make any
difference. However, spectators did

bet among themselves.
Impression Was that jai alai has

tennis backed off the boards, calling

for greater dexterity and effort. An-
swer is that the average life of play-

ers is 40 years and many die of heart
or pulmonary disorders before, then.

Age of the players ranges from 22

to 29, Piston, the current
.
champ,

being 25, while Guillermo, the run-
ner-up, is 28. That usually lacka-

daisical Latins should dominate the
sport is also surprising but the game
originated with the Basques, sturdiest

of Spanish peoples/In the lineup im-
ported to New York to introduce the
game are 22 Spaniards, seven Cubans
and one Arge'nti

Bet On Every Point

In Miami and Havana onlookers
bet on every point. In Cuba they do
that at the baseball games on every
pitch, with the result that the play-

ers are in action upward of three
hours. That jai. alai players will be
developed here is the expectation of
its sponsors and applications for
membership in a proposed league
were printed in the program. To
spur audience interest there, will be
a variation of bank night, each
patron being given the chance to

guess four winners of any one ses-

sion. The nightly prize is $250 and
as there are nine sessions weekly
(nightly and Saturday-Sunday mati-
nees) total is $2,250 per week. If.

there are no correct guesses coin, will

be split among those nearest the

right answers. '\

The old Hipp, With the lights in-

stalled for SJumbo' still working, pre-

sented a picture as the players
marched onto the fronton, to the air

of a Spanish.tune. Each player foocd

the crowd and saluted with his ces-

tas, the .reed - woven basket -like

scoop, which is attached to the hand
by leather thongs. The ball, (pelota)

is hard, goatskin-covered and costs

10 times, that of big league baseballs.

Each man was introduced, with the

standouts saved for special attention;

In addition to Piston and Guillermo,

the others are Gabriel and Segunda.

fiil and the bird started. Some, cus-
tomers even walked: Understood
that Harry Kaufman, who staged the
'performance,' ordered the second
appearance out after the first, night.

He's interested in the venture with
Mike Jacobs and Lee Shubeft. Rich-
ard Berenson - is managing director.

Violeta and Rosita and Joylta and
Maravjlla were the entertainers,

along with Don. Alfonso's orchestra.
• Cuban Consul Present

The Cuban consul presented cups

to Gabriel and Guillermo, winners

of the main contest, and spoke over

the mike, complimenting Berenson
for his exploitation of the game.
While the Initial audience included

weil-knowns in show business, prob-

ably cuffo, ' there is no doubt, about
the draw in. the gallery, which, was
sold out early in addition to turning

them, away; First night top was
$5.50, ith flossy tickets a. la Holly-

wood. Thereafter, it's set for $2.20.

Best seats for' visibility are higher
up. in the arena, back of the boxes.

Premiere's take topped $6,000 with
second and third nights quoted over
$2,000.

Game's thrill is the manner in

which the players catch the ball in

the scoop and with a continuous
motion throw it against the 'frontis,'

or front wall. Recovery of the op-
posing player 4s often made so diffi-

cult that, he tumbles. How the men
escape, being hit by the ball is some-
thing to wonder about, so fast is it

delivered. Actually, jai alai is a com-
bination of handball, lacrosse and
squash at airplane speed.

Entire court is made of gunite, a
concrete necessary to . resist ' the
force of the pelota. Latter is two-
thirds the size of a baseball, and
akin' to a golf balLin resilience.

The prevalent idea Is that gam-
blers can put the fix on -the play-
ers. Because of that the contestants
are supposed to be guarded from
such intrusions. The Basque game
is the second new type of sports
contest presented in mldtown during
the- summer,' the other being girls'

Softball at Madison Square. Garden.
Attendance there, has been picking
up markedly of late. They are -now.
in the final week.

OBITUARIES

MARRIAGES
Edna Cantor, daughter of Eddie

Cantor, to Jimmy McHugh, Jr., son
of the songwriter, In Beverly.. Hills,

Sept 17.

Virginia Campbell to Richard
Clark in New York, scheduled for
Sept 23. Both are legit players;

Eleanora Madeline White to David
Walker, Santa Barbara, Cal., Sept.

10. He's with Warner Bros. On the
Coast.

Claire Welner to Morris Iushevitz
in New York, Sept. 8. He's p.a. for

local 306, N. Y. Picture Operators,

3
JOHN C. WEBER

John C. Weber, 83, bandmaster and
one of three men wi.o founded the

American Federation of Musicians of

the United States 'and Canada, died

Sept. 7 in the Widow's and Old Men's
Home, Cincinnati, the quiet retreat

to which he retired ' several years
ago. Death was due to lnflr lties of

age..

He was born i incinnatl, the son
of a bass yioli , and at 14 began,

playing a clarinet in one of that

city's Oyer-the-Rhine beer gardens.

At 19 he joined the .John Robinson
Circus, made trips to Europe as a
student and performer, and in 1879

was an artist under Theodore Thom-
as in summer orchestras and winter,

symphonies.

In 1895 Weber organized his 50-

piece band, which toured the coun-
try, won prizes at the Pan-American
Exposition in Buffalo in 1901 and at

world's, fairs, and played to an es-

timated 16,000,000 people during 35

years.

His last professional engagement
was as leader of he band at thVl^a-
toni (Ky. ) race track for a few
years, and, until 1930, when canned
music ahd loud speakers were sub-
stituted.

Survived by a' sister.

MRS. NAHAN FRANKO
rs. Nahan Franko, , widow of

the etropolitan Opera .Company
conductor and concertmaster, died in

New York Sept.' 11. She succumbed
while attending a party at the home
of a friend.

She was well known in her own
right as a competent leading lady of

the late nineties', at the Old Irving
Place theatre in New York, where
she made her American debut in

1894, under hei maiden name, of
Anna Braga. It was there she met
Mr. Fsanko, which culminated in

their marriage in. Europe in 1899.

Only known blood relative surviv-
ing is a nephew. Edwin Franko
Goldman, conductor of the Central
Park M'all summer programs, is a
nephew of her husband.

News From the Dailies
This department contains., rewritten theatrical news items as pub-

(ished during the week in the daily papers, of New York.- Chicago,
San Francisco, Hollywood and London. Variety takes no credit for

these news items; each has been rewritten from, a daily paper.

East

Leroy Furman, prez of Monarch
Theatres, Inc., has asked the police'

to
.
investigate the disappearance of

his wife, who left his home two
weeks ago: He is convinced that she
is being detained against her will
by a former, admirer. She was for-
merly in the chorus.
Five Chinamen dismissed in night

court last week on charges of run-
ning a numbers game. Tickets
looked much like laundry checks.
Fortune Gallo nixes opera at the

Brooklyn Academy. Small capacity
ahd. union' boxofflce troubles make
venture doubtful.
'Shadow and Substance' gives first

Stage Relief benefit of the season
next Sunday (28).

Ivor Stravinsky will conduct and
.act as piano soloist for two' weeks
with the Boston Symphony. Other
guest conductors will be Georges
Enesco and Eugene Goossens.
Ethel , Barrymore will open her.

road season in 'Whiteoaks' at Hali-
fax, giving the Capitol there its first

legit show in 12 years.
Nine persons hurt; one seriously,

when a ride collapsed at a Charles-
ton, (W. Va.) fair last week.
Lauritz Melchoir sends word en-

gagements will prevent his arrival
here until Oct. 3.

Hilda.-th'e Prospect Park elephant
bunted into a 20 foot moat .by her
boy friend, destroyed' last Thursday
when an X-ray showed her spine to
have been fractured.
Belle Baker dispossessed from her

Central Park West apartment. Her
son came back from camp with a
pile .of jazz records and a set of
drums. Ouster followed.
Cast of 'Legend' gave Guthrie Mc-

Clintic a backstage party last Fri-
day. His 17th wedding anniversary.
Mrs. McClintic (Katharine Cornell),
still at Martha's Vineyard..

Federal- Theatre Project estimates
that 190,000 persons have seen 'One
Third 6t a Nation' since it opened
Jan. 17. Record for F.T.P. produc-
tions.

Runoff of Park -Department's
American ballad contest held on the
mall in Central Park Thursday. Co-
lumbians Quartet, of Manhattan,

took the barbershop prize while the
Grayesend Mountaineers copped the
hillbilly award.
Frank Craven to get a 10-day va-

cation from 'Our Town.' Will go to
California. Walter O. Hill'will tem-
porarily replace.

Mayor. LaGuardia urges less noisy
horns on autos. Says the loud horn
creates more accidents than it pre-
vents.

Hugh Grant, unemployed me-
chanic, dug himself in at an auto
trailer camp in Long Island City
Tuesday of last week. Built a hut
and was completely covered ' with
earth. Announced he would stay
underground for 48 days. Police due
him out Friday and arrested him and
his manager for giving an unlicensed
entertainment.
American Sunbathing Assn., .iudr

ists, held a three-day convention at
Stockholm, N. J., starting last Friday.
Several delegates from overseas
shucked along with the native
peelers.
Federal Theatre Project's opera

troupe to give the 'Mikado' at Brooke
lyn Academy of Music all.next week.
No mats.
'Yes My Darling Daughter' the coin

winner in the strawhats by a large
majority. Offered by 39 companies.
Runner up was Noel Coward's To-
night at 8:30' with 22 spots;

Pe.. .>ylyanja Publicity Commis-
sion estimates the income from tour-
ists at $400,000,000 this year.
Dwisht Deere Wiman held a call

for ballet dancers at the Wintergar-
den Monday.
Marilyn Meseke declared- ' Miss

America at the Atlantic City pageant,
but dissenting judges pinned a

i
similar crown on Claire James, of
California at a rump session at the
Hotel Astor, N. Y. Miss oseke is
from Marion. Ohio.

Cornelia Otis Skinner to do her
sketches at Sing Sing prison this
afternoon.
A 'sin«ine mural' the latest at

Rockefeller. Center. In the. lobby of
the Time and Life building a carved
bird will flaps its wini»s and chirp
twice daily, noon and 5 p.m. To be
installed Text year.
Lahor Stace.to pay tribute to the

late Constantin -Stanislavsky, one of

(Continued' on page 55)

ABRAHAM H. SCHWARTZ
Abraham H. Schwartz,. 54, head of

the Brooklyn-Long Island. Century
Circuit, totaling more than 50 the-

atres, died suddenly Sept. 9. at his

summer home near Lake Placid,

where he had been spending a few
days with his wife. The body was
brought to New York and funeral
services were held Monday at
Temple Beth Emeth, Brooklyn.
For map.y years he had been one

of the foremost independent theatre
operators and was prominent in all

movements affecting that group; tak-v.

ing a leading part in the—delibera-
tions on the NRA Code, and figuring
prominently in all other discussions
affecting the independent interests.

He is survived by his widow, three
sons, three brothers and a grandson.

CLIFFORD DEMPSEY
Clifford Dempsey, 73, character

actor for more than 50 years, died
at his home in Atlantic. Highlands,
N.- J., Sept. 4. He was to have
started rehearsals, this week with
the 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois' com-
pany. His last' appearance was in

Aug. '37. with "the Federal Theatre
Project's The Trial of Dr. Beck.'
His debut was made in 1882 . with

Olga Nethersole. Other productions
in which he appeared were 'The
Gorilla,' 'Sh-the Octopiis,' The
Count of Monte Cristo,' with James
O'Neill. 'All Souls Eve' and The
Man Who Came Back.' He was in
pictures for about five years.

His widow, the former Bertine
Robinson, survives.

FLOYD SHORT
Floyd -Short, 37, outdoor showman,

circus performer and former night
club, operator, died Sept,: 5, in Ken-
ton, O., from a throat infection con-
tracted while his show, was playing
at the Wapokenota (Ohio) fair.

. Born at.' Newport, Ohio, May 18,

1901, he had been- identified with
the circus since a youth, many years
as. a clown and member of the clown
.band . of the Sells-Floto circus and
also as a slack wire performer with
the Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus.
Mother, widow and two. sons sur-

vive.

BERRICK SCHLOSS
. Berrick Schloss. founder of the
University Glee Club, Proyiden;?,

R. ., and a former singer in grand
opera, was found dead in a garage
near his home Aug. 28, due' to mon-
oxide poisoning,

Schloss formerly toured the coun-
try in concert appearances with the
late Mme. Emma Calve and also
sang in grand opera under the name
of Berrick Van Norden. Illness com-
pelled his abandonment of an oper-
atic career in 1911. He founded the
University Glee Club in that year
and had batoned it since.

MARY TURNER SALTER
Mary Turner Salter, 82, ora-

torio, concert, and church singer, and
composer of some 200 songs, died In
Orangeburg, N. Y., after a long 111-,

ness.. She had been the wife of
Sumner Sal , organist.

Besides ' her compositions in the
classical vein, for most of which she
wrote both music and lyrics, she
composed religious anthems. Sur-
vived by her husband, two sons, and
a daughter.

MARK PERKINS .

Mark Perkins,- 52, former theatre
executive,. :. died suddenly

1

at -his
home in Youngstown, Aug. 28, from
a heart attack.

He began his theatrical career as
an usher in the old Empire and Co-
lonial theatres in Cleveland, later

being advanced to managerial posts.

.

His widow, mother and son sur-
vive. Burial in

:

Youngstown.

TOMMY LaROSE
Tommy LaRose, 57, former,

died Aug- 19 in San Diego, followi

a heart attack.

On the stage for 42 years, he had \

spent the last decade putting on tab
shows

. and unit, productions for

Harry Nace in Phoenix. Ariz.- Sur-
viving are his widow and two daugh-
ters.

WILLIAM H. SCHUMACHER, JR.

illiam H. Schumacher, Jr., 38,

died at the Will Rogers' Sept. 7, after

a lingering, illness of. four months.
He was a native of Lancaster, 1

Ohio, and there managed a theatre

for ten years. His wife, Marion, two
sons survive. Interment, Lancaster,
Ohio.

CHARLES O. MARSH
Charles O. Marsh, 79, died in

Baltimore, Aug. 14. He was a mem-
ber of the old Brilliant Quartet, and
was well known to patrons of min-
strelsy. He was a nephew of George
Thatcher, one of the minstrel kings
of the 80's.

Burial was locally.

MOFFORD COLEMAN
. Mofford Coleman, 'T5, Hagenbeck-
Wallace . circus employee, died

Sept. 9 in Los Angeles from in-

juries s tained when struck by •

truck.

Father-*of Derby Sproul, program
director and head of continuity de-
partment at KDKA, Pittsburgh, died

suddenly at his home in Denver,
Colo., Sept. 5. Elder Sproul for

many years was a member of Denver
Post editorial staff.

;

. Mrs. Harriet Whitmire, ife of the

late Bartow T. Whitmire. and mother
of Beverly T. Whitmire. manager
of radio Station WFBC, Greenville,

S. C, died suddenly Sept. 5 in Ashe-
ville, N. C.

Father of John G. Paine, general

manager of American Society' of

Composers, Authors and Publishers,

died Sept. 5 . in Columbia, Pa; He
was 78; years old.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Henry

daughter, in Hollywood,
Father is publicity agent.

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Gentile,- daugh-
ter, in Detroit. Sept. 4. Father is

a CKLW, Detroit, announcer.
Mr. and Mrs. Lionel Royce, daugh-

ter, in Hollywood, Sept! 7. Father

is screen actor.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Saz^ daughter,

Sept. 9 in Lbs Angeles. Father, is'

NBC sound technician there.

Mr., and Mrs. Ralph Barron,

daughter, 'in Greenville, S. C.' Father

is president of Barron ' Advertising

Agency here.

-Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Silverslbne,

daughter, in New Yolk, Sept. 1Q'

Father is general manager of United
Artists.
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Chicago Merchants Vote Co-op To

N. Y. World Expo; Mich. Fair Okay

Detroit, Sept. 13. -

ith 16-day attendance placed at

728 862 persons, 89th Michigan state

fair Sunday night (11) closed its

most successful year to top all S.

state fairs. Last year's attendance,

on a 10-day run; totalled .426,000.

Bad weather last three days played,

havoc with goal of 1,000,000.

This year's- total compares with

Minnesota's 581,000, Wisconsin's 624,-

000 and .Iowa's 430,000, although

Michigan event ran few days longer

than rivals.

Although it'll run Under the nut,

fair's all-star shows in 10,000-seat

Coliseum is credited, with being a

main factor in fair's record attend-:

ance, since about one out of every

four fair attendees plopped down
two bits for the coliseum show.

Total attendance at the Coliseum

shows, highlighting Rudy VaUee,

Benny Goodman; Kay Kyser,. Buddy
Rogers, Guy Lombardo bands, Mor-
ton Downey,. Bobby Breen, Charlie

McCarthy, Frances Langford nd Joe

Cook company, is placed .at 224,165.

aggregating around $55,000.

Approximately $100,000 waif spent

on entertainment for the fair, but

lot of it was expended for .free acts,

an outdoor 'circus and building of a

huge stage ih
;
the coliseum. So the

sum spent on Coliseum shows is co .-

sidered well-spent in view of' fair's

record attendance and since Coli-

seum attendees also had to insert

25c in main gate's turnstiles.

Manager Frank Isbey, who's been
rating fair past two years on Tll-

pay-any-loss' basis, figures fair will

show a profit of around $160,000 this

year as contrasted with last year's

$62,000. which .was the first time the
event had ever made, money.

News of Dailies

SHOWMEN'S LEAGUE TAKE

Toronto Benefit Yields $3,031 for a
Three-Way Split

Syracuse, Sept. 13.

Harassed, by -poor business and
plagued as well by unfortunate ac
cidents and lawsuits, Rubin &
Cherry Exposition shows were
tickled to; death to shake the New
York State fair after a two-week
run which ended Saturday night
(10), and hit for Jackson, Tenn
first, stop in a southern swing.

Rides and shows alike suffered
from indifference of. state fair-gbers,
here. To make things worse, busi-
ness was further hurt by unfavor-
able publicity resulting from an ac-
cident on the Svaltzer' in which sev-
eral children were Injured. This
resulted in a suit being filed and
and. In an order of attachment be-
ing served on Rubin Gruberg and
Joseph Redding, owners of the
show. Deputy sheriff guarded
equipment for two days before a
bond of $7,500. was posted releasing
the equipment.

This was being ironed out when
Harry Houghton of Binghamtori
dropped dead on .the midway from
a heart attack which followed, a
'thrill' ride. Papers played this
pretty heavy with bad effect on the
show,

Rubin & Cherry had passed up
the Canadian National Exposition
for

.
the New York state, fair date.

Their parting words as they left

Syracuse were, 'never again.'

Iehard9

Although 140.000 short of the half-
million gate anticipated this year.
New York state fair officials have
already announced plans for another
two-week fair in 1939. Undaunted
by the fact they will have to buck
the New York World Fair, they feel
that with correction of mistakes
which cropped up this year they"
wn hit the 500,000 mark next sea-
son:

Total atendance for the 13-day
fair was 358,192, made possible
Principally by a Labor Day crowd
f.l 78.299, the largest one-day at-
tendance in the 99-year history of
the expo.

lan's for next year include. "'three'.'

new 'buildings, one of -which would
louse most of the concessi . a
Week of Grand Circuit racing and
'* nvc-Uay running-horse meet, fea-
turing steeplechasers and several-
Accent stakes, and continuation of
Jhe policy inaugurated this year of
"ringing iji 'name' bands to provide
music.

(Continued 'from page 54)

the founders of the Moscow Art the-
atre. At its own theatre next Sun-
day. Admission by card to be ob-
tained from the secretary of the
Labor Stage. -

Dept. of Sanitation swept up the
cops, at the ball game last Sunday.
Score 9-1.

George D. Fawcett,. 78-year-old
veteran of stage and films, gravely
ill at his home in Nantucket.
About 250 boys and girls, winners

in the' Police Athletic League quiz
entertained at the Capitol Saturday.

Estate of the late William Gillette
to go on the block Oct 1. Actor ,in

his will expressed the hope that it

would- .pass. Into: appreciative hands.
William K. Howard interested in

the Jessel-.Yokel production of 'Lady
On Horseback.' He backed 'A Doll's
House' and: 'Our Town/
Harmon Spencer' Auguste is suing

for an annulment of his marriage to
Helen Flint, Theatre -Guild actress.
Suit was brought in White Plains
two months ago: They were married
last January in Palm Beach.
Guardians report that in their four

years the Dionnes have acquired
$800,000.
Armand Dennis offered an ele-

phant, Dark Rapture, to the Brook-
lyn, zoo to replace Hilda, destroyed
when she . fractured her spine.- Only
catch, is that the elephant is in Af-
rica, and about $2,000 will be needed
for. transport: 'Dark Rapture,' a
motion picture by Armand Dennis, is

about to be released by Universal
Pictures, but that's just a ' inci-

dence.. -

Federal Theatre Project's Caravan
theatre folded afte>- the perform-
ance last Saturday.
Manager and .five employees of

the Jewell theatre in Harlem, N. Y.,

arrested, charged with conducting a
lottery. Rev. George Egbert' Drew,
prez. of the Society for the Preven-
tion, of Crime lodged the complaint,
objecting to the 'ticket number'
method of awarding cash prizes.
.Philharmonic -Symphony, Society

awarded its annual $1,000 for a
major American symphonic work to

David Van Vactor for his Symphony
in D. Another of Vactor's works re-
ceived honorable mention in the
competition.

Toronto, Sept. 13.

First benefit staged in Canada for
the Showmen's League of America,
gave the organization a net of $3,031
which will be turned over propor-
tionately to the League's associated
charities; the American Hospital and
the Showmen's ' Rest (cemetery) in
Chicago, and the coffers of the pro-
posed home for needy outdoor show-
folk, site of which has not yet been
determin

Blow-off was staged, in the new
Dance Pavilion of the Canadian Na-
tional Exhibition and utilized .the.;

headlining acts at- the Expo. ' Curtain
rang up at 12:30 midnight and show
was still, going strong at 3:30 a.m.

'

All services were donated, includ-
ing door-men and ushers. Musical
background was provided by Tommy
Dorsey and his band and the 44-piece
C.N.E. pageant orchestra' batoned by
Jack Wilson,

Spieler's contest was won by Frank
A. Woods of the Midget Village, his
vocal efforts' gaining a silver trophy
which . was presented by lwood
Hughes, CN.E. -g.nrt

NLRB Mulls Ringling Violations,

As AFL Similarly Is Considering

Spanking AFAs Ralph Whitehead

Coast

Infant daughter of Ralph- Graves,
screen, player, strangled to death
when she became, enmeshed in the
screening of her .buggy.
'. Marguerite Hemon, opera singer,
obtained a divorce in L. A. from
Benjami Haymes. South American
rancher. They had been separated
16 years.
Ruby Chrisman, dancer, granted

divorce in L. A. from Anthony Chris-
man, broker.
Tom Baker, film actor, and his'

wife, the former Natalie Draper,
bruised, but not seriously injured
when their car was demolished in a
crash near Malibu.
Hugh 'Bud' Ernst, Jr., radio an-

nouncer, filed a bankrupt petition in

L. A., listing $15,020 liabilities and
$990 assets.

Joan Bennett, screen player, filed

an answer in L. A. to $27,100 damage
suit brought by George Steele, who
claims he was hurt in an accident,

caused by mud and silt dumped in

the street from Miss. Bennett's
property.

Minn. Fair Rained Out
Minneapolis, Sept. 13.

innesota State Fair, one of the

two or three largest, in the United
States, got its toughest break last

week when rain fell six of the eight

days and nights.

It was estimated that the down-
pours dented attendance fully 150.000

arid cost the Fair and concessi n-

naires at least $500,000.'

ile the books have not yet been
balanced, all indications, point to a
considerable deficit for the. exposi-

tion. Concession holders, who took

it squarely oh the chi , are still cry-

ing bloody murder.

PLENTY OFWOES

FOR H-W CIRCUS

Hollywood, Sept 13.

Hagenbeck-Wallace circus failed

to pile up substantial gross on its 10-

day stand here and in downtown Los
Angeles, and will pull eastward in
next few. days, reportedly still in the
recCand continuing to owe wages in

many departments. Trick was ex-
pected to.gross around $50,000 on the
local stand, but fell considerably
short of this sum.

Jinx that has pursued the circus

for months continued unabated here.

Opening night at Glendale (1) an
unidentified youth was clawed by a
lion in the menagerie. Opening
night at Washington and Hill streets,

downtown Los Angeles, Phil Esca-
lante .of the Escalante Troupe of
aerialists, fell while doing his solo

tight wire act and sustained severe
bruises. He was aole to resume his

act after couple of days. Moving
from Downtown to Hollywood last

Thursday, one of the circus rousta-

bouts was hit by an auto, sus ' ing
injuries from which he succumbed,
and Friday afternoon in Hollywood,
Marie Nippo, aerialist, fell from a

flying ladder and was catapulted into

the lap of a 12-year-oId-girl in the
reserved section. oth we're shaken
up but neither sustained serious in

jury.

Also unable to shake jinx was
Billy Crowson, high wire walker,
who fell 75 feet to ground at Sat
urday's (10) performance. His con
dition is reported critical.

An attachment, flapped on the cir-

cus by Baker & Lockwood, tent out-

fit, was released when Howard Bary,
lessee of the trick, posted surety.

Tent' company was owed over $700;

Later in the day anotl.cr court ac-

tion tied up the show when four

performers asked f. r an ancillary

receiver tc take, over the H-W cir-

cus. Unpaid back salary for over
$j,000 was claimed by quartet: Hear-
in *, was set for this (Tuesday) after-

noon.

Circus played one-day stand yes-
terday (12) at Santa Monica, and is.

readyi * .to head eastward via Ari-

zona, lift* McDougall was let out
of the. press ^department on opening
day of iocaV encasement, after he
had worked the town far the dale.

Hair-Raising!

San Bernardino, Sept. 13.

•Raise Whiskers—or else,' is

an official threat here, where
the natives are growing wind,
chimes for the Frontier cele-

bration.
'

Any male citizens caught
shaving would be fined $10 by
law—if the law passes..

Sphahy Draws Weil

Despite Reading's

Weather; No Gambling

Readi Sept, 13.

- Bad weather marked the rst

weekday of Reading's annual fair,

largest^ yearly outdoor show in Penn-

sylvania. Phil Spitalny's girl orches-

tra, in two concerts, drew 21,000 paid,

admi Sunday, ite a

short shower at 2:30 o'cl A light

rain and clouds spoiled today's at-

tendance:

Authorities are closely watching
the grounds for concessionaires who
may attempt to stage gambling de-
vices or to operate bingo games.
Their watchfulness i due to d. a.

John .A. Rieser's war on bingo games
and slot machines, launched in June!

Tomorrow, in Quarter Sessions
Court here, five bingo game opera-
tors: will go on trial in a test case
in which they are charged with con-
ducting a gambling resort, in permit-
ting the playing of bingo after the
d. a. clamped tight all bingo halls.

Third Name Change

Akron,. O., Sept.

. The reorganized, defunct Ng.a tori

Bros, circus, which' stored most of

its equipment here; when it closed
at nearby Wiljouiihljy a month, ago,
and launched a routhern tour under
the title of Hebron Bros.', a one-ring
motorized outfit,, is now using the
Camel Bros, title, en route through
Kentucky.

Show is reported to be doing fair

business, with Mississippi as its late

season objective. Special dated paper,
is now being used, and Jack Smith
is general agent. Many Of the for-

mer. Newton Bros, people and acts
ai ith the- new trick, which is

carrying' one bull, several camels,
trained ponies -and dogs.

U. S. Salzburg

Washington, Sept.

Spanking for Ralph Whitehead,

president of American Federation of

Actors, is under consideration by
high command of the American Fed-

eration, of Labor, even as the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board studies

the complai that the Ringling

Bros.-Barnum . & Bailey Circus vio-

lated the Wagner act.

Aftermath of. the collapse of- the

Ringling show, moguls of. the Fed-
eration expressed' deep displeasure

last week with Whitehead's conduct
of the. tiff over wage cuts and the

resulting intra-union feud which
threatens to undermine the solidarity

of his organization.' One of the

topics of hotel-room discussions at

last week's Atlantic City conference

of the executive council was how to

ch.stise Whitehead.
Position of -he old-line bosses is

that Whitehead's strategy was ill-

advised, It is permissible tor sub-

ordinate unions to make impossible

demands, but important A.F.L.

n.axim is to know when to trade.

Holding out until a business is

wrecked, particularly one which is

highly unionized so that many dues-

pLyers are put on the sidewalk,' Is

not deemed smart - technique in up-
per circles.

Punishment may oe staved off by
Whitehead's explanation he:

- was vlr- -

tuolly driven to his belligerent posi-

tion. Since the bulk of his - union
backed him up, some Federation
chiefs are disposed to let him off

easily,' although agr ing .he -shoul

be sternly warned not to let hi

seL' be maneuvered into a si

spot in .the future.

CIO's Circus Chance?

Reported dissatisfaction of per-

former element, who were willing to

take the cut on the theory that half

a loaf was desirable, is a weapon for

the conservative faction in.the A.F.L.
supreme command. After making
such good progress in thepast few
years the bosses do not relish

thoughts that a split. may give the

rival C.I.O. a chance to muscle into,

the cirrus field.

The NLRB, meanwhile, Is still

making- discreet inquiries to see

what chance there is of making an
indictment of the Ringling manage-
ment stick. Job is complicated by
fact that- all 'the financial picture,

cannot be obtained Via direct" in-

quiries. Peculiarities of the circus,

business are causing the Board , to

move slowly.
;

Official charge that the Ringling
outfit schemed to get out of a valid

contract and thus infringed the. Wag-
ner act, filed by Federation lawyers
a month ago, is still under consklera-
ti n, with no sign when the Boar
rr.ny make lip its mind.

(Continued from page 1

)

.Tiicjt^iley wf

p • Chicago, Sept. 13.

.Cooperation of the Chicago' Asso-
alion of Commerce and the Stale

"fetl- merchants for the New York
world's Fair has been obtained
wopgh the personal efforts of Capt.

.. ho was sent, on as' am-
bassador of good-will and tie-ups'.

Not only did Capt. Riley obtain

this good-will and tie-up, but. will

have tangible evidence of the glad

hand when Grover Whalcn of the

New York festival will arrive in

Town on Oct. 5 as fiii st of honor at

the Hincheon to bcitcndered by the

Association.

.Stale si reft will be decorated for

three, clays for welcome celebration,

with iho "lending stores on the bright

htiic' carrying" displays for the Fair,

Columbus All Right
Columbus, p.. Sept. 13.

.Total attendance at the annual
Ohio.Slate Fair passed 350.000 as the
record-breaking -88th cxpoi.i'.i'jn-

closed Friday nirjht.

Fair this- year, as previously, did

not go in for nar.ie attractions, but
presented standard circus :acts, radio
entertainers, and average vaude
turn? for a gnii.d.stand show.

!
Rough Rider Hurt

|
Toronto, Sept/l3.

; of a na.sly accident- in which
1

^lic was -thrown and dragged by her.

i mount. Mary Cardinal of the. Texas
i-Ranjie'rs' Rodeo, a highlight' of the

|
Canadian National -'Exhibition, is now
doinjr her >>ff with her left le<i in n
cast.

dramatic department Of the college
will use the plant during, the
scholastic term to train students in

theatre craft and that the Guild
will take over operation in the

summer, Cost of the summer pror
ductions will be underwritten by
the Guild.

... Although the Guild's council's

plans for productions are still

vague, a number of proposals have
already been made. Definitely de-
cided, however, that the festival will

be strictly American and an at-

tempt wjll be made to contribute
something notable to the U. S. the-
atre as a whole. Whether the festi-

val would fall for revivals of
great American plays of 4h'e past,
engagements or current Broadway
hits or tryouls of new works by
name 'dramatist's is still in the air.

However, the Guild hopes that
'leading actors, scene designers and
managers will co-operate' in the
venture. Guild's idea in going into;

the venture with Dartmouth is -that
the college ofTers superior equip-
ment and an ideally beautiful and
accessible location.

,
Plan was first proposed by Pres-

ident: Hopkins and is being worked
o t by Warner Bentlcy; head of the
college dramatic department;- Sid-
ney. -Hay-ward, college secretary, and
Guild representative.. Robert ¥..

Sherwood, Guild prez. 'is actively in
charge of his ©ran izatioivs cltorLsi

80 Short; $5,000 Up
Lincoln, Sept. 13.

Nebraska State Fair came within
60 paid admissions of equalling the
1937 pull, but will probably come out
about $5,000 to the good, which is

double the 1037 profit. Pari-Mutuel-
betiing was 25% better, which over-
shadowed the dimi ished take from
the carncy, arid from the concessions.
Grandstand show was weak — a

rodeo, and a group of acts including
the 7 Fredysbns, teeterboard;' Willie
Neekcr's dogs; Atlantic BrosM swing-
ing poJe artists; Hahd'ow Four,
clowns; and Bryants, comedy. Top.-
per was the airplane crash- Friday
by Capt. F. F. Frakes, who was im-
mediately arrested by the aeronautics
commission and fined $150 for an un-
lawful performance.
Bcckman & Gcrety's carnival su

fcrcd a $2,000. loss from a blowdown
Monday nifiht. Same star rost the
fair about 5,000 admissions.

MacfaddenV Fair Film
Herbert Crooker, for years in the

publicity depart em of Warner
; Br ., has been appointed manager

of the N. Y. World's Fair exhibit of

Macfadden Publications, Inc., and

will supervise a picture I') -'be made
ll'.V this -publishing i«;in :-/.:il

Exhibit at the fair will include a

theatre seat:ng around 300, .The pic*

uirc' Cioiikcr-' will aUc for acfad-

clci\ v.ill |)i-obably be.made in 11611y-

unod with known .screen, personali-

'.s t;i \t>& pint.
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There'i one kind of man
ver met

No more charming screen star
than Jean Arthur! To girls who know
that soft, smooth skin is the charm men
find irresistible; she says

:

"Lux Toilet Soap has ACTIVE lather
that removes cosmetics thoroughly.
It leaves skin smooth and soft. I always
use it to guard against Cosmetic Skin

Lux Toilet Soap removes thoroughly
the stale cosmetics, dust and dirt which,
if left choking the pores, may mean un-
attractive Cosmetic Skin, with its dull-

ness, tiny blemishes and enlarged pores.
Use cosmetics all you wish, but use this

gentle care before you renew make-up
—ALWAYS at bedtime.

9 OUT OF 10 HOLLYWOOD SCREEN STARS USE LUX TOILET SOAP
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JESSE LASKY'S

RADIO-FILM

IDEA .

Detroit, Sept. 20.

Making a survey of cinema and
radio industries, Jesse Lasky gave
situash the o.o. last week in Detroit.

'We are trying to And means in

which the two industries can func-

tion to the greater advantage of each

other,' film producer declared. Lasky
also revealed he'd soon make debut
as a radio master of ceremonies.

Several agencies and sponsors are

figuring the angles of a new radio

program idea which Jesse L. Lasky
brought to New York recently.

Scheme has a definite and logical

tie-in with a major film release,

without involving the picture end in

the advertising values of the airings.

Lasky during his long association

with Paramount made frequent m.c.

appearances, at film functions', but

heretofore has declined numerous of-

fers to speak regularly over the. radio.

His new plans satisfy his former ob-

jections that films seldom profited by
the use of picture talent for- com-
mercial advertising. Announcement
of his ait program probably will be
made within a few weeks from the

Coast.

U. S. Pix Get No

In Iceland; Snack Bar

Between 2d and 3d Reels

Reykjavik, Iceland, Sept. 1.

lost profitable aspects of the two
motion picture theatres here are the
restaurants operated in conjunction
with the shows. The cafe is located
in the balcony at the Gamla Bio,
largest house of the pair, which has
600 seats. Reason for eatery popu-
arity is that the intermissions of 10
minutes or longer are part of the
theatre operation,' being -spotted any
place after the second or third real
and often right in the middle of the
picture's most exciting moments.

Peter Peterson, manager of the
Gamla, believes that the middle of
a feature is the most suitable time
for an intermission. They give time
out for soft drinks, beer, sandwiches
and pastry. Both he and Georg

i Jensson, manager of the. other house,
admit that American stars are the
real box office favorites in this com-
munity of about 35,000. Exception to

(Continued on page 41)

Annual Grid Seance

Variety's annual seance on
the collegiate grid sked gets

under way this week—but out

on a much longer limb than
usual. This year one of the

muggs goes into huddle with
himself on the winners (?),

rather than a guest-psychic,

and the panic is on for the
box-score keeper.
Paper's cry6tal-gazer isn't do-

ing things in a half-way mea-
sure, stepping in with both feet

at once. He's tnalyzing the na-
tional grid map this week, as

well as drawing out of a skim-
mer his selections for the Sept.

24- games," which mark the foot-

ball season's debut.
The prognostications (but don't

bet on 'em) this week are on
page 55.

DIP IN H'WOOD

MUSICALS AID

T0B1AY
Broadway's legit musical produc-

tion renaissance is deemed to be the

inevitable result of Hollywood tight-

ening up on filmusicals. This is

sending the cream of the crop of mu-
sical artificers back to Broadway.
Not only, tunesmiths but librettists,

stagers, dance producers and others

are converging back on Broadway as

the chief outlet of their creative ex-
pression. Some are still lingering

west, held by the climate and the lure

of that fancy coin—not to mention-ex-
isting contracts—but unless ';he Hol-

lywood studios do an about-face on
filmusicals, they must trek back east.

Already, the usual- Broadway die-

hard stuff is being heard along New
York's rialto that the Coast can have
its sunshine and Hollywood contracts

—until the next Aim gold rush starts.

AMEXCO'S 2,000,000 BUY

TOP TICKET DEAL EVER

Maestro to Prof

Atlanta, Sept. 20.
Enrico^ Leide. conductor of Cap-

itol (Atlanta's only vaudfllmer) the-
atres house band, has been named
associate professor of Italian 1.

French and Spanish at Oglethorpe U.
Maestro, a native of Italy, 1 :

studied physics under Marconi and
literature under D'Annunzio.

Grover Whalen has been dubbed
America's ace salesman by Presi-

dent Roosevelt. Head of New York
World's Fair personally sold the

American Express Co. 2.000.003

tickets at 75c. for the exposition

opening next year, with no discount

allowed. It is credited with being

the largest single ticket sale ever

put over.

Big salesmanship job was accom-
plished by making American Express
the official national information

bureau of the fair. If the company
needs any more tickets, undefstand-

j

ing is that a discount, possibly of

|

25% will be allowed.
American Express operates prob-

ably the biggest tourist agency in

the world, with offices in every sec-

tion of the globe. Makes New York
fair tickets available to potential vis-

itors whenever they obtain traveling

checks and prepare to sail for U.S.

for the exposition.

London's West- End Grosses

Already: Sliot-—New
-York's World Fair in 1939
Looks Ahead—Ditto Tin
Pan Alley

RADIO'S TOP JOB

While the European powers are
impresarioing the greatest political

show of the 20th century, show busi-
ness is^masterminding the what's
what and how-come of its own wel-
fare. Engaged in a business of mak-
ing people forget their everyday
cares, whenever nations create
grave fears of potential tragedies

any endeavor's for the lighter side of
life go awry.

The brightest ray came yesterday
afternoon with the Czechs' official

announcement it would continue its

policy of- 'conciliation,' meaning the
probable averting.of war.

As- the cable" herewith from Lon-
don indicates, already it's having Its

effect at the b.o. Similar reports

have been coming in from Paris. The
central European capitals as world
amusement centers have been dis-

counted for months, because • of
their regimented mode of life, politi-

co as well as amusement-seeking. '

The New York World's Fair looks
ahead to what a central power flare-

up might mean to America's own
1939 show.

Radio meantime ha 1
: stepped in

with consummate skill and utmost
efficiency and proficiency, to bring to

America uprto-the-minute dispatches
from Prague, Berlin, London and
Paris, with intermittent stops at

other key c'ties in Europe. The ex-
pert manner in which both of the
major networks, alon with Mutual,
have been handling the radio job

(Continued on page 23)

Rain Proved a Heavy

B.O. Dealer All Summer

Inclement weather has resulted in

enormous losses to open air attract

tions during the summer, the esti-

mated amount reaching $10,000,000.

The latest washout due to Jupe
Pluve is the tennis tourney at Forest
Hills, - forcing the postponement of

most' matches over the weekend.
Games re-scheduled for Monday (19)

were again put over.

Included in the attractions which,
were rained out were many baseball

games, the beaches, and the operet-
tas at Jones Beach and Randall's Is-

land. Latter shows were withdrawn
after one solid week of rain. During
July there were only three day* en-
tirely clear of rainfall, and any num-
ber of weekends from May on were
spoiled by the weather.

Vaude Revival, If Any, Will S*

No Act Shortage, Except Comedy

Adolf Takes the Rap

Ocean Park, Cal„ Sept 20.

Biz hadn't been so good for
the operator of the African
dodger trick until he. had an
idea. Substituting Hitler's kiss-

er for the usual darky , In the
canvas opening, he's now dish-,

ing lip. balls as fast as they can
be scooped up.
Noticeable in the nightly line-

up are many from Hollywood's
picture colony.

FAIR PREVIEW

In conjunction with outside pro-
moters, the New York World's Fair*

will stage an all-day jamboree Oct.

16 for the benefit of the Stage Re-
lief fund. It will be the last time
the Fair grounds'. or any.'part of It

will be opened toVthe public until its

official debut next April.

Strictly, a moneyTmaking proposN
tipn and ballyhoo; for the Fair, It's

.expected that the names of various

stars who have promised to take

part, if they are in the vicinity, will

draw from 30,000;.to 100,000.and bol-

ster the bank account of the Stage
Relief Fund; Idea is to present a
carnival and all the hoopla that goes

with it in the afternoon and a revue
(Continued on page .54)

EAT-AT-THE-THEATRE,

EARL CARROLL'S BALLY

Earl Carroll returned to the Coast
last week after making preliminary
contracts for the outfitting of hre

theatre-restaurant being; built at an
estimated cost of $500,000 in Holly-
wood, the premiere' being dated for

Christmas night. He will plane back
to New York next month, having
scheduled visits to the metropolis
every three weeks. Most of the
equipment and outfitting will be de-
signed and made in New York.
Showman designed a novel sign for

the spot and has applied for patent
rights. Sign will read Earl Carroll
Theatre, with the tungsten play on
the letters of the last word. Sign
will flash various combinations of
'theatre' and it will be made to read
'eat at the theatre.' Carroll, will se-
lect one-third of the girls to be used
in the floor show from this end, the
others being engaged in Hollywood.
As a protective measure, during

his visit east, Carroll took out a life

insurance policy for $225,000 and an
accident policy for $200,000.

Major pessimistic note, among the-;

atre operators in the curteht 'vaude
revival' talk is the possible lack of
sufficient talent, new and standard,
to go around. However, an analysis!

of the New York agents' .blackbooks,
plus, a survey, of the vaude bookers
to whom talent is being submitted
daily, disproves their fears.

"Only possible shortage would come
via a sudden return of stage shows
to their peak of 10 and 12 years ago.
This, though; is deemed impossible.
For a moderate comeback, meani
perhaps one-third the playing time
in existence prior to vaude's decline,
there is sufficient material to cover
the demand;.

Boom of the hltery biz since pro-
hibition passed out in 1932; plus tal-
ent .culled from radio and the screen,
has- padded- put the agents' talent
lists to sizeable proportions. An-
other factor in swelling the stage-
talent ranks^and this stems directly
from radios—is the large number of
pop - orchestras now available . for
stage appearances.
Practically extinct, however, is the

strictly vaude ...headliner. But the
great number of name and semi-
name bands; highly salable to the
public because of extensive radio
plugging,, offsets this shortage. Aug-
menting the bands for marquee lure

(Continued on page 54)

Capra's 100G Per

Pic, Plus Bonuses,

Top Director Coin

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Frank Capra is the highest paid
picture director, according to sta-
tistics furnished the National Labor
Relations Board. He draws $100,000
for each, of three pictures, plus two
bonuses of $50,000 each and 25% ot
the profits.

Leo McC.arey gets $100,000 a pic-
ture; Rouben Mamoulian, $50,000, a
picture, and Edward Griffith $5,000
a week.

Talk Fordham-St Mary^

Game During S, F. Fair

One of football's bloodiest battles,
the Fordham-St. Mary's game, may
go to San Francisco .Fair for the tag
end in November, 1939. Figuring on
the crowds attending- the Fair, the
California -school would present the
game under possible' charitable
auspices for a-big gate.-

Slip Madigan, coach of St. Mary's,
is dickering with Fordham to take
the gridders west for Fair which
starts- early in 1939, running concur-
rently with- the New York World's
Fair. Fordham has never plAjW**
west, and the regular sked for ai»
eastern game is already made up.
Madigan is trying ti alter these
pjahs.

i
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With Tongue in Cheek and Eye On

The Furnishings, H wood Fetes Legion

By GEORGE E. PHAIR Itures from the walls of the Holly-.

Hollywood, Sept. 20. wood Vine street eatery. Drawings

Hollywood welcomed the Ameri- are those of picture notables and

can Legion into the parlor and stars, a fixture at the Derby that

stored the bric-a-brac in the cellar

for the duration of the war, play-

fully called a convention.

Accustomed to A productions, the

home ' of the film industry enter-

tained its first gathering of World ,

War veterans in a colossal way, atf-

the same time keeping a weather
eye out for the safety of the fur-
niture. When 100,000 middle-agipd

boys get talking about the old days
overseas, it Is only natural tq.'m'is-

take household utensils for hand
grenades and act accordingly.

The studios solved the bulk of the

problem by delegating Warners as

the official convention host, so the

Burbank execs went about the job

as if they were producing a super-

gigantic film. They made arrange-

ments for 35,000 visitors; they tossed

a luncheon for 900 Legionnaire offi-

cials; they increased the studio po-

lice force and reinforced it with 150

Legion M.P.'s, and' they spent Mon-
day (19) afternoon from 1-5 show-
ing the boys and girls how pictures

are made.
Other studios took precautions to

fend off stray gate crashers. Para-
mount, most vulnerable because of

its location, hired 50 special cops to

man its gates. United Artists board-
ed up all but one gate and doubled
its guard. At 20th-Fox, far from
town, no special guards were hired,

but the police worked in three shifts

on the three entrances. Similar pre-

cautions were taken along the line,

not in a spirit of unfriendliness, but
because visitors disrjpt the produc-
tion schedules and cost plenty.

Studios on Their Own
The picture makers had to resort

to self-protection because they were
notified that the Los Angeles police

would be kept downtown to handle
the big crowds. The idea was that

the studios were to protect them-
selves in the clinches and, in "case of

dire necessity, send in a hurry.^ca^l

to the Legion- headquarters, ^hei^
squad cars loaded with M.P.'s. were
on the job night and day, The mili-

tary police did not wear armband's,

but were deputized and had author-
ity to. make arrests.

Night clubs in Hollywood had
their own problems and handled
them in their own way, chiefly along
safety-first lines.

Acting on the theory that 'any-

thing that hangs can be thrown,'

Bob Cobb, Brown Derby headman,
ordered down the framed carica-
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has been eyeTfeasted by tourists for

years.

Nitery operators, while primed for

the big kill, took every precaution

against vandalism and more violent

form; of celebrating. Big muscled
bouncers were^ posted at the doors

and others expert at the 'flying

wedge* were being pressed into duty

at a premium wage.
One night spot threw up the 'ex-

clusive club' dodge to palm off the

war vets without offending them.

Others quickly followed suit to hold

their picture trade through the con-

vention. Film crowd was none too

anxious to tie in with the Legion
in their nocturnal maraudings, fear-

ing that their connection with any
brawl might impair reps and fol-

lowings. Most of the town's spend-
ers are laying -low for the duration

of the meet to avoid any unpleas-

antries.

The French Casino adjoining the

Hollywood Legion hacL an outdoor
bar, crap tables, etc., but the Provost
closed them down.. Sunday night.

However; the boys took a chance and
opened up again but - the San Ber-
nardino' Post, some of. whose mem-
bers had lost coin there, drove a

fire-engine over the sidewalk and
just knocked the joint down com-
pletely.

Sleep It Off at Coliseum
General hilarity downtown was

handled in- a big way, with the Coli-

seum drafted into service <as a tenv.

porary hospital for visitors who had
been overcome with festivity. Spe-
cial details of Legionnaires were sta-

tioned at all the hotels with instruc-

tions to rush over-zealous celebrants"

to the Coliseum and keep them there

until their ebullient spirits subsided.

The structure seats 105,000 in addi-

tion to a football field, so there was
plenty of room.
• The town was decorated like a $2,-

000,000 costume picture, and there

were all manner of fly-by-night ex-
shibttions to snare stray dunes.
^Th'ere were no horse races in towttT"

the steeds having moved away until

the opening of the winter season,

but a hound track" opened in Culver
City on 'the theory that- a certain

percentage of every convention goes
to the dogs!

Paramount forced the issue with
Fanchon & Marco at the local Para-
mount theatre by insisting that

house pull its booking of 'Sing You
Sinners' and instead screen studio's

'Sons of the Legion' during conven-
tion week. Studio execs, by virtue

of first run product deal with the
theatre, virtually took possession of

the house, installing Martha Raye
apd the Stroud Twins to top the
regular stage unit, arid having top
name players from its" roster make
personals 'nightly during, the week.
A special.'Legion show was staged
Saturday night. Biz, however, de-
spite this special tieup, is quite
mediocre.

' Other downtown first runs made
no special convention arrangements,
except that all of them staged owl
shows Saturday to grab off late

celebrants. Several houses staged
phoney previews Saturday and Mon-
day nights. \

.
..

Other Studios Join posting

.

HoKywood^Pt. 20.
v

-

The Legion started ta.king>the rest

of the town over by stormy Although
Warners was the .pnly' 'bMcial'^stu-
dio supposedly to welcome the">l}e-

gion others all chimed in. After War*-
ners', luncheon, the company opened
the lot to all Legionnaires, having
48,000 on the day, with no casualties

or turmoil.

Paramount entertained at luncheon
about 150 eastern Legion officials,

while 20th-Fox entertained another
group. Studios had individual Le-
goinnaires with letters from exhibi-
tors, etc., who were taken care of,

despite the fact that the bars were
allegedly up for sight-seeing parties
this week.
Parade of bands and the 40-8 out-

fit virtually tied the town up since
Saturday night. Boys repeated their
New York pranks with a few new
ones. The gals in town having no
business in the downtown area
stayed away, especially -at night.
Some of the femm.es .have been
grabbed, put into cages mounted on
trucks, and

.
ridden » around town,

others have been grabbed and put
(Continued on page 47
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J.L. WARNER CANCELS TRIP

Sam E. Morris Going Over for Lon-
don Preem

Hollywood, Sept, 20.

Heavy production * schedule caused

Jack L. Warner to cancel his trip

to London for the opening of the

new Warner theatre.

Original plan was to attend the

London preem of 'Robin Hood' early

in October.

Warner goes east in a couple of

weeks, however, to see the Broad-
way plays, etc.

Sam E. Morris, v-p of Warner
Bros, in charge of foreign sales, sails

for Europe today (Wednesday). He
will attend opening of new Warner
theatre in Leicester Square, London,
on Oct 12. This was to have been
the occasion for J. L. Warner's
sailing.

While in Europe, Morris will call

a one-day meeting of all Warner
foreign managers in Paris. Date has
not yet been set.

'Life of Shirley

Temple Film By

CN; 20th Beefs

Twentiefh-Fox is protesting the as-

serted plain of New Grand National,
recently acquired by E. W. Ham-
mons and associates, to do a feature

entitled 'The Life of Shirley Temple'
and if not 'called off will probably
seek an injunction. Hammons,
through his Educational company,
controls several old shorts in which
the 20th-Fox moppet appeared, plan
being for their inclusion in the
projected feature. —
GN*s 1938-39 program, under con-

trol of Hammons, is expected to be
officially announced any day. A few
additions to the payroll in sales have
been made pending more complete
organization of the staff following re-

turn' to New York in week or so of
Eddie Alperson. Exchange in New
York is the only remnant of GN that
has continued functioning under 77B.
It's in charge of Sol Edwards,

Organize on Coast

To Curt Minority

Attacks on Pictures

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Freedom of the Screen Committee
opened offices here as a branch of

the Associated Film Audiences of
New York, which recently, put on a

campaign in support of. Walter Wan-
ger's 'Blockade.' Object is to pro-
tect the screen against attacks from
'organized minority" pressure.'

. Local committee : consists of 10

organizations representing, labor',

church, fraternal and peace groups,
aifid the film industry.' Representing
pictures are Fritz Lang, John Crom-
well, William Dieterle, . John Ford;
Herbert Biberman, Sheridan Gibney,
Dwight Taylor and Anthony Veiller.

Railings
Sept. 24 (London to New York),

Rio Bros. (Paris).
,

.Sept. 21 Why&WmWAo London),
John W. Hicks, Jtf^Washington ).

Sept. 21 (New Yo^k" to* London),
Ken As|>rey, George 'Dean*' Mr. and
Mrs. A.. 'W. Jarratt,..Sam E. -Morris,
Lily >CaHii^(Queen Mary).
^»;S,eptr^(Ne#\York to Panama),
Robert Hawk-irison '-(City of Los An-
geles). . .

x

..
•;•

Sept. 17 (New Yqick .tV -Havana),
•Ned S. Seckler (Oriihte). • \. x

• Sept. 16 (New York -to, Curacao),
Charles A. Morla (Santa Rosa).

Sept. 16 (New York to London )>

Hugo Kolberg, Paul Draoer, Ruggjerd
Ricci, Mme. Verowa (Europa).

Sept. 15 (New York to Copen^
hagen), Osa Massen. (Pilsudski).

Sept. 14 (New York to London),
Allyn Butterfleld (Normandie).

ARRIVALS
Harold Young, Paul S^' Shinkman,

Gertrude Michael, Sergei' J. Denham,
Philip Merivale, Muriel Arigelus,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Landry, Mr.
and Mrs. Clifford C. Fischer, Eddie
.Lewis,aStanley Klein, London Casino
Revue, Lewis Allen, Lew Lehr, Ben
Thau, Sidney Chaplin, Bert Wheeler,
Dick Henry, George Givot, .David
Sarnoff.

H. M. Warner Condemns All Isms

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Challenging traducers and critics of Hollywood to prove their 'cheap
accusations' that communism is rampant in film colony, Harry M,
Warner, in an address to the American Legion's officers at the studio
luncheon Monday (19), bespoke the faith, Hollywood is keeping with
American ideals because 'they have brought peace, and happiness to

us when nearly all the rest of the world is miserable and afraid.'

After praising the Legion as a 'bulwark of true Americanism/ War-
ner lashed out at dictators and those who have leveled charges of

communism at industry,

'Certain bigots representing malcontents who want to ruin what
they cannot rule whisper that Hollywood is run by isms,* he intoned.

'They lie when they say it. Let them show us the slightest proof.
You may have heard communism is rampant in the picture industry.
I tell you that this industry has no sympathy with communism,
fascism, nazism or any ism, other than Americanism. We' collectively

arid as individual studios are doing much, all we can do in fact, to

teach the principles of true democracy to the outside world. I defy-
our accusers to prove this industry is run by isms.

'We have no need for regimented thinking in this country. We
need no dictators to rule our private lives. Within the industry I am
known as a man who calls spade a spade. I tell you, whatever faith
you may observe, we must all be Americans first, last and always.'

Like Equity East, Screen Actors

Guild Will License Pix Agents

ROWLAND EXEC PROD.

AIDE TO1DW. SMALL

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Richard Rowland yesterday (Mon-
day) joined Edward Small Produc-
tions as executive aide to Small."He
has been in pictures for 33 years,

being at one time First National
topper. For . the past six months he
was associated with the William
Morris agency, and prior to that on
the prod\iction staff at RKO.

"

Small has^moved h\£" production
unit into the quarters formerly oc-

cupied by the Harry Sherman out-

fit at General Service studio, which
has" been revamped. Sherman and
his western unit moved into the for-

mer writers' building.

J. J. Milstein leaves for New York
next week as eastern representative
for Small. For 12 years Milstein

was in charge of Metro sales in Los
Angeles, later joining Republic as
v.p. in charge of sales.

Goetz Back to England

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Ben Goetz is heading back to Lon-
don next week where he heads pro-
duction for Metro.

He's lining up a supporting cast
for Robert Donat's 'Goodbye Mr.
Chips.'

Ben Thau, o.o.ing London produc-
tion for Metro, got back late Monday
night (19).

Kent's Coast Visit
Sid Kent trained out for the Coast

Saturday (17) for his first round of
conferences and . inspection at the
studio since last spring. Charlie
McCarthy accompanied him.
He will probably remain on the

Coast two or three weeks'.

N. Y. to L. A.
Kenny Baker.
Judy Canova.
Ted Carr.
Frank Chapman.
Lynn Farnol.
Jane Froman.
James R. Grainger.
Morris Helpxin.
George Jessel.
S. R. Kent.
Bill McCaffrey.
A. H. McCausland.
Graham McNamee.
Isa Miranda.
Lynn Overman.
Sabu.

"

Norma Talmadge.
Ben Thau.

Hollywood, Sept 20.

Agents will be licensed by the
Screen Actors Guild if a plan under
way and approved , by SAG mem-
bership is ratified. Amendment to

by-laws directs .copies of all player

contracts to be filed by Nov. 15.

Another r*olution adopted at the

meeting held Sept. 18 makes it com-
pulsory ^oif members to contribute

Vi of 1% of their picture earnings to

the Motion Picture Relief Fund.
Members must file within one

week any contract entered into with
an agent on pain of being charged
with conduct unbecoming a Guild
member.
Proposed regulation will be

worked out at an early meeting of

the Guild and agents with the meas-
ure retroactive as percenters would
have to agree to regulations on con-
tracts now in force to be licensed

for future handling of clients.

Cancellation clause is due for a
drastic change with provision for

actors to cancel unless provided at

least 18 days' work In four months.
Under current arrangement actors

may break with agents if unem-
ployed for three months. Regulation
also provides for arbitration of dis-

putes between actors and agents.

No mention in the new regula-
tions of any reduction in the 10%
commission. Plan is similar to

Equity's in assuming control of
agents handling legit bookings.

L. A. to N. Y.
Gracie Allen.
Maxwell Arnow.
Alexander Asro.
George N. Burns.
Pat Casey.
Ernest Charles.
Frances Dee.
Ellen Drew.

j Lawrence Fox*
Luella Ge.ar.

Fernand ' Gravet.
Claude P. Greneker.
Leland Hayward.
George Hirliman.
Sidney Howard.
Clarence Jacobson,
Kaye Lawson.
Richard Manson.
Louis B. Mayer.
Joel McCrea.
James McGuinness.
John P. Medbury.
Robert Montgomery.
Frank Orsatti.

Dorothy Parker.
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Rathbone.
Irene Rich.
Jerome Safron.

.
Lou Smith.
Helen Twelvetrees.
Helen Westley.
Eleanore Whitney.
Collier Young.
Felix Young.-

Other News of Interest to Films

Aussie's steeper tax on U.S. pix Page 11

U.S. pix may pull out of. Italy... .Page 11

French directors as b.o Page 11

BBC televising feature films., ..' Page 31

Bette Davis leads off Texaco Page 33

General Electric's four television test stations Page 37

Decry Broadway-Hollywood rift Page 49

WPA's commercial deals oh Coast stir unions Page 49
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UA Partners Due East Shortly;

Augurs Election of Company Prez

Advices frdm the Coast are that

Alexander Korda returns to New
York from the Coast next week.

Also, that Samuel Goldwyn may
come east with Korda. Douglas
Fairbanks sails for New York from
London on Sept. 28. Mary Pickfprd

is already east. There is no word
from Charles Chaplin, but it Is

learned from London, additionally,

that Oscar Deutsch, head of the

Odeoh Circuit, in which UA holds

a partnership, may be in America
about the same time as the others,

which means during, the first week
of October, or thereabouts.

Whether by coincidence or other-

wise, this will be the first time that

all, or
t
as many of the U.A. share-

holders will have been east at the

same time. \ .

The partners may figure the occa-

sion worthy of advancing their

scheduled shareholders' meeting

from November a month or so, in

order to clear up the presidency of

UA.
Presumably the prez will be

Maurice Silverstone, present general

manager of the firm. Only by unani-

mous vote of' the shareholders can

anyone, other than Silverstone, be

named president of United Artists.

Probable, also, that George J.

Schaefer's new five-year contract

as head of UA distribution will be
cleared by that time.

MORRIS AGENCY TAKES

UA SITE IN BEVHILLS

^ Hollywood, Sept. 20.

William Morris agency leased Uni-
ted Artists'building in Beverly Hills

and -will move irt Dec. 1 after adding
a second story, providing 2,100 more
square feet of floor space.

Structure was built two years ago
and "served as the UA headquarters
until last July, when the executive

ataff moved to New York. Present
Morris offices are in the Sunset s'.rip.

New. York headquarters of the

Morris agency in the RKO building
(Radio City) have been enlarged,
too, with another 'quarter of a floor

augmenting the agency's present
half-floor of offices. :Idea is for more
private consultation roQms for radio,

a special corner for the new band
department, headed by Ed Fishman,
and- other personnel additions.

When Sam Weisbord shifts to the
Hollywood office Oct. 15 as Abe Last-
fogel's general aide, Lou Wolfson
will take up the radio coverage.

Caesar Drafts Pic Yarn

From Gus Edwards Biog

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Arthur Caesar has been signed to
write the screenplay of 'The Star
Maker,' built on Gus Edwards*
career.

Charles R. Rogers, who produces
the film independently, is dickering
tor a major releasing outlet.

Long Time 'Tween Pix

Hollywood, Sept. 20.
Paulette Goddard, loaned out by

Selznick-International, gets a co-
starring role with Luise Rainer in
Dramatic School' at Metro.
Role will be second for Miss God-

dard since she made her debut with
Charles Chaplin in 'Modem Times.'

Metro's Strawhatters
Metro is screentesting two leads

Uncovered in the summer strawhats.
«ne is Tony Bickley, leading man
Who played at Ogunquit, Me., and
other is Joe Pevney, character juve-

•Mf; who showed at Ivoryton, Conn,
patter is to open in 'Golden Boy'
°n Broadway.
Mary Small,

, blues singer on the
rawo, also is being tested by M-G.

Natural Beaut

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Shirley Temple has that
schoolgirl completion, -just the
thing for Technicolor, without
a makeup.
After testing her both ways

for 'The Little Princess,' 20th-

Fox decided to shoot her au
naturel.

Hulburd Admits

Philly's Just As

'Nerve-Racking'

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

Merritt Hulburd, Philadelphian
who quit a $1,250 a week job With
Sam Goldwyn not quite a year ago
to resume the associate editorship of

the Saturday Evening Post at $300,

because Hollywood is 'too nerve-
racking/ is going back. Hulburd ad-
mits he has been negotiating with
David O. Selznick to return to the

[ T

IT

RCA's Sarnoff Back, RKO s Reorg

Plan Heads for an Early Accord

Battles on Percentage, Per
Usual--- Selling .Waxes
Hot V Cold, but Aver-
aging Well

SEE NO BIG RUSH

Some major producer-distributors

are adopting a policy of secrecy with

respect to contracts closed with ac-

counts this year, notably Paramount,
Metro and 20th Century-Fox, though
last-mentioned is releasing figures
which "would show the. percentage of

sales as against last year at this time.

As • against this policy, not ex-
plained, .Warner Bros,, RKO, United
Artists, Republic, Monogram and Co-
lumbia are trying to take credit in

print for the various important chain
deals they are setting on the 1938-39

product. Their attitude seems to be
that this represents justifiable pub-
licity, there being no reason for not
talking about sales made.
Before leaving for the Coast

Thursday (15), James R. Grainger
stated Republic has closed more con-
tracts for 1938-39 at this time of the
year than ever before and that deals
call for better representation in keys

Daylite Time Ends

Daylight saving, which al-'

ways hurts theatres during the
summer, comes to an end Sun -

day (25). It was in force tl.is

year in a majority of the 48
states.

Went into effect end of April,

as usual.

Berlin Abroad

To Clear 'Alex

Tunes in Dispute

London, Sept. 20.

Saul H. Bornstein Is conferring:

with Bert feldman this after-

noon. Although no decision has
been reached thus far, the prob-
ability is that there will be an
amicable settlement before 'Al-

exander' opens Sept. 30. Radio
version is being: broadcast to-

night (lues.) on national hook-

Coast as a producer, but no contract

has yet been inked. There are no
hitches and he probably will be back
in Hollywood by Nov. 1. It is re-

ported that he will get $1,750 a week
fr"bm Selznick-International. ^

When he quit Goldwyn, Hulburd
still had a contract to run until 1941.

In obtaining his release, he agreed
to remain out of pictures during that

period or return to the Goldwyn lot.

He recently obtained Goldwyn's
okay on the new job.

Hulburd refused to discuss what
salary he is to get. He declared he
was 'brought up in the Quaker city

of Philadelphia where people tradi-

tionally don't talk about that sub-

ject" and said he was 'perfectly

amazed with the way everyone in

Hollywood knows and talks about
what everyone else is making.'

When Hulburd left Hollywood he
said it was because of the long hours

and nerve-racking conditions. On
going back, he said, it was only on
the word of Selznick that he will

have three months' vacation every
year. He said at least that long is

necessary in Hollywood to keep
one's health.

Hulburd took the quieter SEPost
job, but apparently that didn't agree
with him either, for he had a break-

down and was. forced to resign near

the end of August. He was at the

Mayo Clinic, in Rochester, Minn., for

a while and recently has been rest-

ing in New England.

Lloyd's Remake Ideas

With Younger Comedian

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Harold Lloyd is mulling the idea

of re-making two of his silent hits,

'Grandma's Boy' and 'The Freshman,'

with a younger comedian in the roles

he created. In the last week he

turned down three major studio of-

fers for the plays.

While Lloyd will continue to pro-

duce and star s in his pictures, he
platfj to turn out some in which he

does not appear.

.

and with circuits than company has
enjoyed in the past.

One of the latest RKO contracts
of importance has been sewed up
with the Frisina chain in the St.

Louis territory, which takes the en-
tire features and shorts lineup for a
total of 19 situations in Illinois, Mis-
souri and Iowa. B. J. McCarthy,
RKO branch manager at St. Louis,
negotiated the deal himself.

Additional RKO deals set include
the Feiber & Shea chain of 3.1

houses in the east on which Eddie
McEvoy headed negotiations; the
Goldstein-Par string of 15 in New
England; Graphic circuit of 12 and
the Charlie Morse chain, also in New
England; Robb & Rowley, closed by
Jules Levy himself; Weempner-
Frank circuit in Minnesota; Eskin in

Wisconsin and the Westland Theatres
in Colorado, last-mentioned set by
Cresson E. Smith from the h.o.

Negotiations between United Art-
ists and RKO,. calling for entire *38-

'39 lineup of UA product in latter's

theatres, were completed yesterday.

(Continued on page 15)

up; another h\% radio ballyhoo
is set for Sept.*23.

CANTOR'S FILM SCRIPT

READY; METRO OR RKO?

Izzy Ellison and Joe Quillen are
readying the script for Eddie Can-
tor's* next picture, for which he's

dickering with Metro and RKO.
Comedian figures on having the
yarn ready by the time a deal is

completed.
Pair have also, been renewed as

scripters of Cantor's 'radio series . for

Camel for another 18 weeks. Music
Corp. set the deal.

Cantor isn't coming east after all

to start his radio series Oct. 5.

ROMP FOR EXTRAS
Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Extras get 7,000 working days on
four'.big productions slated for No-
vember shooting at Warners.
Pictures are 'The Desert Song,'

'Dodge City,' 'Juarez' and 'Memphis
Belle.'

London, Sept. 20.

Irving Berlin, Saul H. Bornstein,

general manager of Berlin, IncJ
., and

Francis Gilbert, their attorney, ar-

rived here yesterday (Monday) on a

quick trip to consult with Bert Feld-

man, British music publisher, over

the rights to some of the old Berlin

songs which are part of the score in

'Alexander's Ragtime Bond.' Twen-
tieth-Fox filmusical is slated to pre-

miere here at the Regal.
J **"

Feldman, by a prior deal with

Waterson, Berlin & Snyder Co.,

which first published some of ihe old

Irving Berlin songs, and with ABC
Music Corp., a Berlin, Inc., subsid,
which now controls these copyrights,

claims an interest in the synchroniza-
tion rights.

Both Berlin and 20th feel that all

world rights to the songs have been
cleared, but rather than encounter
any future difficulty, the son&nnith,
his general business head and Gilbert

are here to clarify the situation.

Reported that 20th-Fox, in addition

to a 10% royalty interest on* the gross
to Berlin, as the composer, paid the
Berlin, Inc., firm around $40,000 for

the snyc rights to these old songs.

Berlin, like Gershwin, Kern and
other name composers, has been sole

owner of all rights—or so he thought,
judging by this Feldman complica-
tion—and thus felt he was in position

to give 20th-Fox a warranty of 100%
clearance.

A settlement deal made in 1934 be-
tween Berlin, In6., and Feldman is

the nub of the present controversy.
It covered old Berlin songs and gave
both firms the right to license for
synchronization, plus

1

the privilege to

Feldman of withdrawing from public
performance and radio, in England
only, of any of these songs.

Since Berlin ceded the sync rights
to 20thtFox, Feldman argued that
constitutes a dramatic usage; nlso
that sync rights don't include 'public
performance in England.'

David Sarnoff having returned
from abroad, it U expected that ne-
gotiations between Atlas (Flpyd Od-
ium ) and RCA will be resumed rela-

tive to) Atlas' taking up its option
on. RCA's remaining holdings in
RKO, and a frie'ndly settlement of
the situation is expected.

It is presumed that in any event,'
until the entire RCA equity is taken,
or depending on conditions to be de-
termined by the parties, that RCA
will obtain effective representation
on the new RKO company board,
upon reorganization of that firm.

The reorganization is progressing
harmoniously and the company's sit-

uation, under Leo. Spltr, is showing
extraordinary improvement. It is

expected that when the special mas-
ter's report on the firm's reorgani-
zation plan comes up before Federal
Judge William O. Bondy Sept. 29
there will be an overwhelming fa-
vorable expression for the plan from
creditors.

Present indications are that there
is a preponderance of creditor senti-
ment in favor of the plan.

BROWN'S PROD. STATUS;

WM. K0ENIG CHECKS IN

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Shift of Harry Joe Brown from
executive producer to associate pro-
ducer was disclosed in monthly re-
vision of the 20th-Fox contract list.

Currently Brown is preparing 'Tail
Snin,' slated to start Sept. 26, and
'Thanks for Everything.'' set to go
Oct. 3.

William Koenig has moved in at
20th-Fox as general production man-
ager after abrogating his contract at
Kbtro. L. McFadden, who .has been
holding down the berth since resig-
nation five months a<*o of Ed Ebele,
remains as chief aide 'to Koenig.
Koenig performed the same duties at
Warners when D^rryl Zanuck was
production heard there.

*

Constance Bennett completes the
quartet of femme fliers in 'Tail Spin/
Others are Alice Faye. Nancy Kelly
and Joan Davis. Picture goes be-
fore the camerns Sept. 26, wilh Roy
Del Ruth directing.

Hitchcock Draws 'Becky'

As Second for Selznick

Hollywood, Sept, 20.
Alfred Hitchcock signed to direct

'Rebecca,' Daphne du Maurier's
British best-seller, for which David
O. Selznick paid $50,000.
Hitchcock is due from England to

start preparations for Selznick's
'Titanic.' slated to .start early in Jan-
uary. 'Rebecca' gets a May start.

Bergen, Lamour, Breen
Out, No St. Louis Celeb

St. Louis. Sept. 20.
The St. Louis Festival Assn. has

chucked all plans for a three-day
celebration next month, following
the Veiled Prophet parade ond ball,
and last year's street dancing a d
singing in Memorial Plaza will be
repeated Oct. 11.

Plans for the importation of Edgar
Bergen, Dorothy Lamour, Bobby
Breen and other names fall by the
wayside when the Music Corp. of
America couldn't deliver them on
the dates desired.

Chan Joins Strippers

Charlie Chan becomes a daily
newspaper strip to exoloit e pic-
ture series made by 20th-Fox.
Panels will be written and drawn by
Alfred Andriola and sold by the Mc-
Naught syndicate, which points out
that 87,000.000 persons paid to see
the Chan films in 1937.

Pictures already have the aJvahr
tage of the wide circulation of the
novels written by Earl Derr Biggers.

Li
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BROADCASTERS EXTEND THEIR CAMPAIGN

TO RESTRICT FILM PLUGS ON THE AIR

NAB Aligning a Comprehensive Survey on Amount

of Time Devoted by Radio to Film Material—Still

Irked Over 'Best Entertainment' Shut-Out

Washington, Sept. 20.

Preparations for a feud with the

film, industry over gratis picture ex-

ploitation were launched last week

with questionnaires to all members
of National Association of Broad-

casters. Trade body wants specific

data with which to formulate 'sound-

er and more equitable relationship'

with cinema groups.

As was threatened a few weeks

ago, the NAB intends to make an

issue out of films' refusal to buy air

time in carrying on the 'best enter-

tainment' crusade. When armed
with data on the extent to which film

patronage is built up via the micro-

phone, the broadcasting crowd plans

to make a frontal assault and demand
a fair share of distributors' advertis-

ing budgets.
Broadcasters are irked by con-

tinued silence from the film camp",

combined with reports that the pic-

ture industry is persisting in at-

tempts to obtain cuffo help of sta-

tions, in luring audiences to thea-

tres. Veiled warning given last

week in the NAB bulletin against

using the transcription made by Hol-

lywood studios as part of the ex-

ploitation move.
Broadcasters are responding in,- en-

couraging fashion to the NAB show-
ing of resentment and call to arms.

Several stations report they will

tighten up on film ballyhoo, with
one group of stations planning to

pull the switch on sustaining pro

grams received from national net-

work, which contain songs from fea-

ture pictures, Hollywood gossip, and
film talent
Comprehensive picture of inter-in-

dustry relations sought in the NAB
questionnaire drafted by Paul F. Pe-

ter, research director. Wants detailed

facts about the amount of programs
which may boost films, either com-
mercial or sustaining, source of the.

programs, info about co-operative

links between stations and theatres,

amount of paid advertising placed

by the picture people on the air.

Sustaining programs which are

built around Hollywood look like the

first target. Talk heard about pos-

sibility of sagging the gossipers,

eliminating song plugging, barring

the guest stars, and dropping the

previews and re-enactments of film

scenes.

When he is finished, Peter expects

to be able to place a value on the

amount of publicity which Holly-

wood gets without paying for it; es-

pecially through programs spon-
sored by advertisers in other lines

of business which build good will

for films. All TsAB members asked
to estimate the total , amount of time
at usual rates for both commercial
and sustaining programs which
"might be classified as moving pic-

ture exploitation.'

LET'S GET GOING

Helfetz Irked -at D>
Record!)

lys, Starts Pic

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Tied up with fall an<i winter con-

cert dates, Jascha Heifetz is making
recordings with a 60-piece orchestra

for Samual Goldwyn's 'The Daring
Age.'

s

Original starting date of the pic-

ture, Aug. 1, was moved to Sept. 1,

with Heifetz refusing any further

delay. William Wyler starts shoot-

ing this week on scenes in which the

violinist and orchestra appear. They
will be matched- in when Archie
Mayo starts shooting the rest of the

picture in December. Heifetz's con-

tract calls for $75,000.

NEW INDIE CO,

ATLAS, LISTS

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Program of 19' productions is

mapped for the coming year by At
las Pictures Corp., bankrolled in

New York. Scheduled are six out-
door musicals, six straight westerns,
six whodunits and one high-budget
special, 'The Pathfinders,' based on
James Fennimore Cooper's novel.
Production sked starts Sept. 26

with 'Death Steals a Wedding
March,' mystery yarn directed by
Ray Johnson.

Up, Up and Up

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Joe Newman, nine years at Metro

from office boy to assistant director,

finally climbed into a director's berth

as pilot of 'A Man's Best Friend,' a

briefie scripted by Barney Gerard.

Newman had been assistant to

George Hill, Robert Leonard, Jack
Conway and W. S. Van Dyke.

fIX SUPPORTED

LAS NEW

MAYOR

Detroit's Bally; No Radio

Detroit, Sept. 20.

Local dailies, especially the Free
Press, are going to town on bally for

film industry's campaign, while radio
station..as a whole are steering clear.

There's never been any appreciable
amount of ether publicity on film

product, anyway, so industry's not
losing out any on that score.

Only exception to general rule is

WXYZ, which operated by the King-
Trendle theatre interests (United De-
troit chain). As result, WXYZ is

giving the Quiz an occasional boost.

Town receives its only radio film

news through webs.
Press campaign has been quite

heavy, although some exhibs are
squawking on scarcity of. plugs in

the News and Times" (Hearst). Free
Press, on the other hand, " has been
running' two or three banner stories

weekly by Jimmy Pooler, film crick,

with profuse use of Quiz insignia.

Philly's Stance on Radio

Philadelphia, Sept. 20,

Beef of New York Allied at Syra-
cuse last week against ace film stars

taking to the air has no counterpart
here as the complaint has never been
officially brought up before the indie

group, United Motion Picture Theatre
Qwners. Most exhibs, however,
thoroughly resent names which they
consider they have built up appear-

UA Incorporates Its

Employees' Welfare Fund
Greater facilities for aiding needy

employees of the company are be-
ing established at United Artists,

with the firm now having incorpo-
rated its employees' welfare fund in

order to enlarge its purpose and
scope of benefit. Employees may
borrow, free of interest, from this

unit. United Artists Employees'
Welfare Fund, Inc., is to be admin-
istered, as previously, under direc-
tion of Harry Buckley, vice-presi-
dent.

The fund obtains its treasury from
voluntary, weekly deposits by the
higher-bracket salary executives of
the firm, each of whom deposits a
percentage of his weekly pay for the
purpose of the fund. It is a non-
profit unit, of course, the carrying
charges of the fund being borne by
the UA company.

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Show business does not know how
it will figure with the recall of

Mayor Frank L. Shaw and election

of Judge Fletcher Bowron as mayor
Bowron is tied up very strongly

with the church and -reform groups,

However, it's understood that plenty

of coin came in from outside ele

ments of this group who want fa-

vors.

Campaign for Bowron was very
showmanly. He took advantage of

the bombing ot a former cop by
police department official, stressed

on it in every way, and even had
radio transcriptions made with the
bombing injecied into them as

fanfare. However, indications are

that should Bowron open up the

town, his bitter enemy, Buron Fitts,

the district attorney whom he had
indicted but who was later acquitted

on a conspiracy charge, is going fo

watch
:
Juni like a hawk.

Gambling has been rampant in

various spots here. Slot machines
and marble machines have been vir

tually everywhere around town as

well as poolrooms. Word is that

Bowron might crack down on them
Sept. 26th when he takes office. How-
ever, Fitts, it is understood, will have
his men around town watching for

any violence and make indiscrimi

nate raids to embarrass the man who
once put him in spot.

Theatre people strongly supported

Judge Shaw as well as did many of

the important studio people with
group of actors being on Bowron's
side of fence. Still, show business

here does not know what cooperation

the new city chieftain will give

them.

RP.-Can. Directors Meet

Barney Balaban, Neil F. Agnew
and Y. Frank Freeman, three top ex
ecutives in Paramount, were due
back in New York yesterday (Tues.)
from Toronto after attending a meet-
ing of the board of directors of Fam-
ous Players-Canadian at which their
presence was sought.

Trio went up Sunday night, the
meeting of the directors being held
Monday (19).

ing on big night shows and stealing
biz from their houses.
No action against the practice may

be expected from this quarter
though, as UMPTO is :idW in the
throes of an internal war which is

preventing the group from holding
any kind of meeting for fear of an
explosion.

New Bedford, Sept. 20.

WNBH is no longer scheduling
Mutual's 'Hollywood Whispers' with
George Fisher. Station's ban on
free film publicity ir the reason.

Mac Green replaces the 15-minute
spot with 'This Week's Heroes* dur-
ing which he elaborates on the
name? in the news of the week.

THIS ARRAY ADDS UP

TO IMPORTANT MONEY

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Latest contract roll at Warners
shows 83 players, 14 directors, 10 as

sociate producers and 50 writers on
the payroll.

Players added in the past two
months are Irene Rhodes, Joe Cun
ningham, Frankie Thomas and Frank
Burke. New writers are Charles
Curran, Norman -Burnstine, Frank
Donoghue, Jerome Odium and,

Charles Tedford.

Ann Shirley Balks at Oat

Opry, Off RKO Payrol
Hollywood, Sept. 20

RKO suspended Anne Shirley for

refusing to play he femme lead in the
western, 'Law West of Tombstone
She was replaced by Jean Rouvero
whose option was recently pickec

up after her work in 'Annabel Takes
a Tour.' ,

Miss Shirley balked at the sage
brush role because, she said, it was
not suited to her talents.

Grade Goes It Alone
Hollywood, Sept. 20,

Gracie Allen plays without George
Burns for the first time in her pic

ture career in 'The Gracie - Allen
Murder Case.'

Picture gets the gun at Paramount
the first week in. October.

Page from an Old Scrapbook
By Bill (Pafast) Halligan

Ran across an old scrapbook last "night and a flock of the boys
reached out from the- beyond and shook my hand.

Twenty-three years loomed up at me in the shape of an old Com-
edy Club dance program, Terrace Garden, April, 1915: Frank Conroy,

the blackface comic, was leading the Grand March. Right behind
him in the solemn procession were Gene Hughes and Bert Leslie;

then came George Lemaire, Everett Ruskay, Erriil Subers, Mat Keefe,.

Earl Reynolds and the lovable Harry Fitzgerald. And then Jo

Paige Smith, Paul Durand, Doc Breed and Fred Mace. Tommy Gray
was there with Ann Orr, who worked with her sister and Skeets

Gallagher in vaudeville. A lot of us have survived, but the list is

rapidly thinning.

After the ball was over, we all trooped over to Jack's restaurant

on Sixth Avenue. Jack's never closed. Felix Adler and I proceeded
to get- our load. T had had a battle with the better half the day
before and was out of the box at horne^,.The night before Irving

Berlin, Joe Schenck and myself had'gbmV-^sthe opening of 'Castles

In the Air,' a new dance" 'spot- ptqp^he x

-44th ,St theatre, Molly
King and the two Sykes Girls were \frith us. Joe; suggested we go
bve5.jp Honest John Kelly's gambling house in back, of the Claridge

hotel. Na| Evans ran the place for Kelly. Joe bought $200 worth
of checks. 3hd in five minutes beat the- wheel for $1,000. He quit
We>all went lip to my flat and had breakfast.

While I was cooking the bacon and eggs I discovered we were out
of cream. Berlin went "across the hall and stole a pint from 'the flat*

next door. The next day, when I returned the cream, the^.lady gave
me hell. It was Marjorie Rambeau, who was married at'

N

ihe time
to Willard Mack. After the folks had gone home my wife told me
that Joe had given the girls. $100 apiece from the grand he had won,
I burned up at Joe's, generous gesture.

Anyway, I was at the Comedy Club ball, all dressed up and no-
where to go. When Felix and I got to Jack's we wer-e broke. W«
put the bite on Judge Gus Dreyer, who was the club's treasurer.

When we got to Jack's, Spider Kelly from Freeport, Frank Orth
an£ Frank O'Brien invited us to sit with them. Joe Pincus, Benny

. Piermont and Lee Muckenfyss joined us. Station House Murphy
insisted on paying the check. It came to $2.75. I can imagine paying
for it today on 52d street!

' Ray Hodgdon, George Perry and Allen Dinehart came in with
Maurice Rose and Murray Feil, and we all went over to Mark Aarons'
saloon. Johnny O'Connor had beaten us to it and was standing at
the bar alone. We sat 'around the back room until nine o'clock.

Murdock sent his assistant down to round up the bookers and agents
and I went home to bed.
Twenty-three years ago? It seems like yesterday.

Pix Cos. Joining Other Big Biz

In Move to Ease Stiff Surtaxes

Noah Beery as Chan?

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Noah Beery is now the leading can-
didate to succeed Warner Oland in

the role of Charlie Chan.
Sol M. Wurtzel, 20th-Fox exec

producer, is continuing tests of

others, but Beery has the inside

track because of his resemblance to

the late actor.

HW00D BLVD.'

AT THE Sf. FAIR

San Francisco, Sept. 20.

Film business is reported to have
gotten together on an exhibit to be
known as 'Hollywood Boulevard' at

the San Francisco Fair next year in

an effort to build further good-will

towards the industry. Actual con-

tract calls for 100,000 square feet of

exhibit space.

Exhibit will depict what happens
to a feature picture from the origi-

nal story until actually screened.

Big sound stages will be part of line-

up.

Broadway's Switch
Designating Broadway as 'Holly-

wood Blvd.' for an hour last Friday
(16) by the Broadway exhibitors'

committee of the Greatest Pictures'

Year was the second time in the last

six years that the tag of New York's
most widely known theatrical street

was changed for publicity purposes.
Several signs were tacked on

street posts in the Times Square
area bearing the name, 'Berkley
Square,' to call attention to the Fox
film of the same name, about five

years ago.

Sennett's 'Problem Child'

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Felix Adler collaborates with
Charles Rogers on the screen play
for 'Problem Child,' Stan Laurel's

firsfr (starrer for the new Mack Sen-
ne'/l production company. Charlotte
Greenwood is under consideration
for a featured spot.

Sennett is negotiating for a major
release.

With the.Federal surtax even in its

amended form regarded as a finan-

cial ' bugaboo to economical opera-

tions, saving for a rainy day or car-

rying on expansion on big scale, film

industry leaders are looking forward

hopefully for some measure of re-

lief at the forthcoming session of

Congress next January. Picture of-

ficials are more than ever convinced

that the present surtax is the great-

est stumbling block in the whole U.S.
tax setup. They are joining with
other big industries in advocating a
change in the surtax requirements.
Only change made in surtax, ac-

cording to film company legal ex-
perts, was in exempting $25,000 cor-

porations from payment. Since few
if any picture company or producing
outfit could claim such a low capi-
talization, it means that the Fame
drastic tax rates continue in effect,

with ever-increasing percentages to

firms which try to set aside several
hundred thousand dollars either for
expansion purposes or for the period
when the. revenue taken in. by the
corporation will be considerably re-
duced.

Effect of surtax is to penalize cor-
porations setting aside reserve funds
to maintain its usual staff and wages
without depression cuts. In the case
of smaller companies, not necessarily
directly connected with the picture
business, this tax has resulted .'in

actual halting of expansion or plant
improvement programs. Instead, the
coin went to stockholders because
the corporation did not feel it wise,

to pay such an excessive tax.

Law holds that expansion of a cor-

poration or improvements are capi-
tal investments and consequently
this money cannot be deducted from
the total hit by . the surtax. Effect

of this is to make most corporations
pay out large amounts in dividends
and then go to banks for loans to

carry on any improvement or expan-
sion program. This naturally^, in-

creases the cost of doing business.

Thus, every corporation that shows a

cent of profit after making divvy dis-

tributions must pay some amount in

surtaxes.

Another wrinkle that does hot

please picture company officials is

that losses shown by subsidiary the-

atre companies, etc., cannot be

counted against net profits shown by
other corporations in an effort to cut

down the amount applicable to sur-

tax payments.
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CHI'S SUITS: TRIPLES: CUTS
Unraveling 3,000 Theatre Properties

Unknitting the origin and history of 3,000 theatres, together with
their attached realties, worth upwards of $300,000,000, gathered over
a period of many years, is something which the U. S. Government,
when bringing its anti-trust suit against the majors calling for sev-
erance of theatres from distribution, may not have given the fullest

possible .consideration. And that's only on the theatre severance
side. The other problems have other difficult angles.

That anti-trust suit already has begun to take toll of time and
money from the defendants. Not daring to risk the chance of being
unprepared against the Government's attack, the companies are dig-

ging deep ..into their records assembling all the possible facts required
in the situation.

It's difficult to appreciate the maze of data and records which the
defense must assemble, individually, to make a comprehensive de-
fense' on theatre severance against the general type of attack which
has been made against the firms by the Government. Thatre realtors

foresee the likelihood of recalling Louis N.- Cohen from Hollywood to

assist. At divers times Cohen, headed the theatre real estate depart-
ments of Paramount, the- old Fox company, Fox-West Coast Theatres
and RKO.
The Government suit involves, directly, some 3,000 theatres, and

Cohen pretty nearly sat on every one of these, or at least investi-

gated them if he didn't exactly make the transaction between the
parties.

20th-Fox to Sue on Unauthorized

Dutch Remake of Daddy Long Legs

Amsterdam, Sept. 12.

Twentieth Century-Fox is proceed-
ing legally here against Neerlandia-
Film, Amsterdam, to stop a nearly
finished Dutch production of 'Daddy
Long Legs.' The American com-
pany owns' all rights to Jean Web-
ster's novel, first published in 1912

by Appleton-Century Co;, and 20th-
Century-Fox claims that Neerlandia
infringes its rights.

Neerlandia maintains that in Hol-
land no rights at all exist of books
first published in America, as U. S.

is not a member of the Berne Con-
vention.
Actually all books, first published

in U. S., are, translated and pub-
lished in Holland by Dutch publish-
ers without paying any copyright
fees or without even asking for

permission. To prevent publication
of the same book twice or more,
which theoretically is possible under
these circumstances, the Dutch pub-
lishers formed a union and mu-
tually agreed that the one who first

announces his intention in the offi-

cial news-bulletion of the. Dutch
Publishers Association to publish a
certain American book (and pays
five Guilders ($2.65) administration
fee, has the exclusive right for half

a year to publish the book. This
fact could not be altered through
all legal efforts made by American
publishers in the last years. (Last
known case is that of 'Gone With
..the Wind,' which recently was pub-
lished by a Dutch publisher with-
out permission; until now all claims
by the Macmillan Co. and Margaret
Mitchell have ' been rejected by
Dutch courts.)

The case of 'Daddy Long Legs' is

the first one in which these 'rights'

are to be extended on pictures. If

Neerlandia should succeed with its

policy, in future every American
film hit, based on novels or plays
first published in America, could be
remade by Dutch producers. 20th
Century-Fox intends to fight this

standpoint with all its resources.
Legal possibilities were carefully

considered by experts on copyright
and lawyers before aforesaid pro-
ceedings started. Dr. Paul Koretz,
European counsel of 20th Century--
Fox in London, personally

1
super-

vised these conferences and after
having cabled reports on the situa-
tion to Edwin- P. Kilroe, legal chief
of 20th Century-Fox in New York,
decision was made to file the suit.

Claim will not be based on an4hV
fringement of the Berne Convention,
like all former claims of American
Publishers. Rather, a new way will
he followed, which, as the experts
assume, will convince the Dutch
Judges that, despite the present
Dutch jurisdiction, copyright pro-
tection of American writers in Hol-
land is valid.

Neerlandia is the same company
Much last made the biggest hit
ever produced by a Dutch com-
pany, 'Pygmalion.' The leading lady
of Pygmalion,' Lily Bouwmeester,
also heads the cast of 'Daddy Long
Legs;

Mae West's Russky Yen

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Mae West is reported working on a
play, based on 'Catharine the Great.'

Wants to do it on stage and screen.

WB Counterparts

B&K in Philly, But

All O.K. Warners

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

Feeling against Balaban & Katz
in Chicago, which precipitated the
,mass exhib suit against the circuit

for a reshuffling of clearance, is vir-

tually non-existent here, where War-
ner Bros, are in a similar position

to B.&K. WB here controls all mid-
town first runs, virtually all keys,
and virtually all.nabe first-runs.

Indies here have been used to

chain opposish for so long they take
it entirely as a matter of course. Al-
though strongly independent, most
exhibs never even give a thought to

Warners' complete control of prod-
uct and first-runs. It is accepted as

something in the nature of an act

of God, because before WB it was
the Stanley Co., and after WB it's

sure to be somebody else.

Furthermore, it is pretty well
agreed by the exhibs that Warners
are as decent competitors as it is

possible to find They ' don't think
that the big circuit is half as tough
as it might be if it wanted. WB has
never adopted double-features and
resorted to games and giveaways
only in certain spots, and then only

as a last resort.

In two recent complaints against

Warners on clearance," satisfactory

agreements have been reached. One
exhib, Mel Koff, of the Darby, actu-

ally filed suit, while the other, Erny
& Nolen, of the Erlen, only threat-

ened. Both were settled out of court

with a minimum of publicity.

Erlen complained because a new
Warner house, the Lane, to be
opened shortly, was skedded to push
the Erlen back a run. Erlen thus

would have found houses on both

sides of it, the Lane in one direction

and the Yorktown in the other, play-

ing pix before it got them. Warners
agreed to give the Erlen day-and-
date bookings with the Yorktown, 28

days after first-run.

In the Darby theatre sUit, Koff

complained that Warners' ' Parker,

across the street, was getting un-

necessarily-long clearance. He said

their prices were already so low he

couldn't bring his down any further

as a competitive draw to compensate

for the long wait.

ESSANESS IIS. B&K

ON ALL FRONTS

Indies Start Long Threat-

ened Suit Against Majors

and Balaban & Katz

—

-^Northside's Tripling—
Loop's Cut-Pricing

TOWN UPSET

Chicago, Sept. 20.

The long-expected anti-trust suit

was filed by local independent the-

atre men, representing over 100

houses, in\federal district court Sept.

19 against ' Paramount, Balaban &
Katz Corp., B. & K. Management
Corp., Loew's, 20th-Fox, Vitagraph
(WB), RKO Radio, United Artists,

Columbia, Universal, Barney Bala-
Jban, Walter Imerman, Abe Kaufman
and Joe Kaufman. Plaintiffs, in-

cluding members of Allied Theatres
of Illinois,_ Essaness Circuit, Sam
Myers .Theatres and Van Nomikos
Circuit, charge unlawful restraint

and monopoly in complaint.
Complaint,, totaling ± '4 pages, and

outlining plaintiff's case in full, in-

cludes paragraphs on clearance, pro-
ducer-exhibitor groups, production
and distribution, territory divisions,

legislation and litigation, shorts forc-

ing and admission price control, dis-

regard of consent' decree, new inter-

mediate runs, delayed releases, dou-
ble features, release week chart, and
classification of theatres. It asks for

a temporary injunction.

Claim is that Balal an & Katz. have
control of all films in this territory

for as long as first 1C weeks of their
release here. Plaintiffs charge that
B. & K. delay releasing of films
here until they have played in many
surrounding cities a.*d ask that this

be stopped.
Injunction petition .to restrain

B. & K. from showing double .fea-

tures is also asked. Plaintiffs allege
that B. & K. monopolize the first

f< ur runs of films by shifting them
around in such a manner that indies
cannot show the same programs as
B. & K. Complaint also charges
B. & K. is in contempt of court be-
cause allegedly disregarding the con-
sent decree handed down in federal
court in 1932. Indies ask that the
Attorney General of the U. S. step
in and remedy situation.

Plaintiffs are also asking that B.
& K. be stopped from opening loop
programs on Fridays or during mid-
week, with the indies forced to start

the same pictures on Sundays only,
(Continued on page 25)

NO CONFAB YET

ON ANTI-TRUST

It is altogether uncertain at this

point when trade representatives
will meet with the Department of
Justice in Washington, relative to

the pending anti-trust suit against
the major film companies. It was
first taken that such a meeting
would be held around Sept. 15, but
that date has passed without any
such meeting being held. Now, talk

has arisen about a meeting being
possible late this week, but none in

the trade is certain on the matter.
Certain attorneys who would have

to be present at the Washington
meeting are unable to get there at
this time, or are out of town, and
for that reason, the possibility of a

meeting this week looks slim.

Presumably the parties will dis-

cuss various angles of the suit at this

session, including that of a stand-still

agreement, such as is being urged by
the government, pending the actual

trial of the issues. Under the stand-

still idea, the companies would re-

frain from increasing their theatre

holdings.

Threat of Theatre Divorcement

Is a Subject of Much Concern To

Execs Long Trained to Chain Op.

The Other Guy Wins

. Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Why talent scouts grt?y< old .

young: Oliver Hinsdale,; Para-
mount, uncovered Anthony vAl-

len and studio nixed him. Jack.
Moore, RKO, grabbed Mini
Lilygren and teamed her with
Allen. . RKO double-nixed.
Moore turned their test reel

over to a 10%er; who showed it

to. Metro execs.

Miss Lilygren and Allen were
immediately signed for roles in

'Dramatic School.'

Minn. Agitating

For Divorcement

Law of Its Own

Minneapolis, Sept. 30.

President W. A. Steffes of North-
west Allied reports 'much encour-
agement' in the organization's cam-
paign for the enactment of a Minne-
sota theatre divorcement law similar

to the North Dakota measure, the
constitutionality of which was up-
held by a Federal court tribunal of

three judges. Steffes claims to have
sounded out 60 legislative candidates
and reports that 57 of them, have
gone on record in, favor of the di-

vorcement bill to be introduced in

the next session, following the No-
vember election. A proposed di-

vorcement law which would have
compelled the Paramount circuit to

divest itself of its Minnesota theatres

died in committee at the last session.

Only one. of the 60 candidates said

lie'd oppose it, Steffes says. Two
were 'luke warm,' according to the
Northwest Allied head.

In the meanwhile, the Federal
court has granted Paramount; et al,

plaintiffs in the North Dakota di-

vorcement suit, an appeal to the

U. S. supreme court from the in-

itial adverse decision validating the
law, the first and only one of its

kind passed anywhere in the U. S.

Plans are to file the appeal in Wash-
ington next month.

Under the court order, plaintiffs

are required to post a $1,000 bond to

cover costs of the action and another
bond of $1,000 to defray possible

damages incurred by the state cf

North Dakota which is defending the
measure against their attack. The
petition for the granting of the ap-
peal cited 20 specific errors in court
rulings during the Fargo, N. D.,

hearing.

Until the U. S. Supreme Court
passes on the law, a temporary in-

junction restraining its enforcement
and . thus - enabling the Paramount
circuit to continue in possession of

its "North Dakota theatres, will re-,

main in effect.

Considerable consternation and
some .uneasiness which, among other
things, is affecting plans for the fu-

ture in numerous cases, is being felt

by chain theatre executives and
others in this branch of activity as

"result of the possibility of theatre di-

vorcement. This can come from two
different sources and put a large

number of theatre men out on a limb
almost, over night.

" If the Government's anti-trust

suit, which seeks the separation of

producer-distributors from theatre
operation, doesn't do it, then there is

always the likelihood that chain
divorcement legislation by the vari-

ous states may turn the trick. Aside
from the interest theatre men have
in the outcome of such legislation,

and the Department of Justipe action
from the point of view of their,com-
panies, it is a question of their own
survival.

The greater majority cannot T«r
main on the' payrolls of the majors
controlling theatres if the large de-
partments operating the latter have
to be given up, hor is it likely that
most of the men can shift with com-
fort, and at the same level of salary,

to independent theatres or interests.

In addition to the general theatre
operating heads at home offices, most
of them are on the boards of their

various companies and represent a
spoke in the wheel of administrative
manpower. There are hundreds of
inter-departmental theatre heads,
general buyers, theatre insurance
heads, theatre real estate executives,
tax experts in theatre work, at-
torneys specializing in this branch,
advertising men, branch operating
managers, city managers, etc. Some
have spent the. better part of their
careers in this work and may not
find it easily to shift.

All are in danger of losing their
jobs, some of which are at excellent
pay, there being no other, recourse
for such companies as Paramount,
Loew's 20th-Fox, RKO and Warners
in thevevent they must restrict them-:
selves to making and distributing
pictures. There are known cases
where various plans are being cur-
tailed now in view of the uncer-
tainty of the future, financially and
otherwise.

FL0REY DIRECTS PAR

JINX FILM, 'IMPERIAL'

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Robert Florey gets the directorial
job on 'Hotel Imperial,' an old 'jinx'

picture scheduled to roll, on remake,
next month at Paramount with Isa
Miranda starring.

Picture was first made as a silent
by Pola Negri. Marlene Dietrich
turned it down as a talker and Mar-
garet Sullavan, named as a substi-.
tute, broke her leg. It will be Miss
Miranda's first film for Paramount
since her arrival from Europe last
year.

NOT A SMART GIRL,

SHE GREW TOO FAST

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Helen Parrish replaces Barbara
Read as one of the girls in the
Deanna Durbin starrer, 'Three Smart
Girls Grow Up,' due to roll Oct. 3 at
Universal.
Miss Read, who played in the origi-

nel 'Three Smart Girls,' has grown
up too fast. Nan Grey gets her old
role as the third girl.

Coidwyn Readies Two

Hollywood, Sept. 20.
With 'The Lady and the Cowboy'

in the cutting room after four
months before the cameras, Samuel
Goldwyn is preparing 'Wuthering
Heights' for production and getting
the script in shape for The Last
Frontier.' Cast leads in 'Lady' are
standing by for retakes.
Location scouting crew, headed by

Gus Schroeder, is in the Santa Bar-
bara area to pick a spot for 'Heights.'
Col. William Shutan, onetime mili-
tary governor of the Philippines,
goes on 'Frontier' as technical ad-
visor.

Garfield as Patriot
Hollywood, Sept. 20.

John Garfield is slated to star in
'The Story of Haym Salomon' at
Warners, due ti start Nov. 7.
Screen play b> Rowland Leigh is

based on the lif< of the patriot who
helped; finance the American Revo-
lution.
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AD AGENCIES TO BATTLE COMMERCIAL

FILM PRODUCERS FOR U. S. SCREENS

Entrance of Advertising Men Into" Comm'l Film Pro-

duction Is on Basis of Films Free If Screens Free

—Old Line Sponsors Pay for Exhibition Outlets

Entrance of J. Walter Thompson
agency into the. commercial picture

field on an extensive scale, and

possibility that McCann-Erickson
and several other r.d agency firms

also invading the new field, along

with Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborne, augurs a battle for business

between advertising agencies and the

older established companies handling

...commercial screen product. Ad
agencies thus far have' figured their

type of commercial pictures should

fe'e^o|Eered gratis- to exhibitors, while

the
:

Wtright! advertising film boys
believe theatres should be paid for

handling them, the same as any
other advertising matter.

Philosophy of new picture men,
with the ad agencies, so far ad-

vanced, is that their institutional ad-

vertising or goodwill sponsored films

deserve a break in picture house'sivjf

the . subjects are furnished f^ee^
Their slafit

;

-Ss that the higher, more.,

dignified variety- "of screen produc-
tions which they:; handle stress tfte>|

entertainment side. Also, because
any minor or institutional plug for

the industrial firm footing the bill on
the film is usually subordinated or
subtly concealed, such pictures be-
long on the screen of regular picture

theatres.

While they do not count on any
guarantee that such pictures will be
run at every show or any specific

performance, the advertising lads

figure on getting into larger and
hi3her-type houses, and thereby
probably getting as big a break on
coverage as the smaller ad films

spotted into smaller theatres where
the exhibitors or circuits get paid

' according to seating capacity.

Old-line commercial film pro-
ducers and distributors fe<:l that
their product is out-and-out adver-
tising^ even if subtly done. They
contend, that the exhibitor knows
this and should get a specified

amount of cash for play-dating the
.subjects. Majority of these are one
to three-minute subjects. This type
of commercial picture maker has
been highly successfu1

in gaining
contracts from all sections of the
country, even including quite a num-
ber oil major company affiliate cir-

cuit houses in smaller cities and
towns.

Exhibitors Mast Decide

Struggle for screens between these
two types of commercial film spon-
sors holds interest for the trade be-
cause, ultimately, i. will be up to

exhibitors to decide which type of
picture, if any, he will permit on his
screen.

The out-and-out ad -film which is

paid for by fee according to seating
capacity, admission charged, etc.,

provides an added source of revenue
though not filling out program much
more v'than fivje to seven minutes,
depending on the number of adver-
tising brevities used. The other type,

usually one to four reels in length,
helps fill out a program and quite
often provides added entertainment

^ even though some arc considered as

too educational, scientific or dry to

rate with the usual short feature.

This represents a saving because it

.eliminates the need for one to four
shorts for which the exhib would
nave to pay rental.

The Motion Picture Producers &
Distributors' attitude for some time
has beep against any type of com-
mercial film and ha been- so out-
lined by Will Hays in various state-

ments froih time to time. While
Haysian jurisdiction never has pre-
tended to extend beyond affiliated

companies, the, MRPDA view on ad-
vertising films, has been entirely

ignored by affiliated circuits and
subsidiary theatre, operating com-
panies in the past year ari\j before
that.

There have been instances recorded
where lesser chain houses have been
paid so much on the line^ for show-
ing films that were patently/screened
only because shouting the merits of
Industrial comparies. In some spots,

newspapers have retaliated by^ trim-
ming down any picture publicity on
the theory that the theatres were
trying to horn in oj the advertising

business,' which should come to.

them. Ire over screen ads even has

been .reflected in smaller spots by
biting reviews of screen, fare shown
at the theatre in question.

With advertising agencies firmly

convinced that
lhey can get their

semi-entertainment sponsored films

into 5,000 to 6,000 houses regularly,

and the outright ad film companies
claiming entrance to possibl} 9,000-

10,000 theatres, use of the screen for

other than entertainment pictures is

likely to become an increasingly im-
portant question in the next several

months.

Thus far major distributors and
producers have* refused to, enter the

commercial' picture field. No major
distribs and only one important in-

dependent distributor could be found
in recent months willing to handle
even the institutional type of com-
omercial product. Nevertheless, they
have managed to get on the screen

in increasing numbers. A number of

smaller Broadway theatres have put
these institutional o scientific type
spor^drecT^iIms on their programs in

recent months. Some have included
the straight ad. briefie subjects on
their screen.

Commercials on- Sound-Tracks

The production of radio shows or

attractions on film, with the adver
tising matter attached, as on the air,

for release to exhibitors throughout
the country in the same manner that

other film is played, is a departure
under a plan worked out by Audio
Productions, Inc., at the Eastern Ser
vice Studios, Astoria, L. I., and ad
agencies which will participate. Ad-
vertising agencies are said to have
been largely instrumental in develop
ing the idea and, within a month or
so, production on the first of the ex
perimental radio program films is

expected to begin.

While a departure, both as to ad'

vertising and as to film entertain-
ment, the plan being developed is

not radical. The thought of prime
movers is that a new territory for
both radio and film sources—in tal-

ent, production, exhibition and dis-

tribution—will be opened up on the
ground, among others, that there is

no reason why satisfactory musical
films are^not as good theatre fare as
personal appearances of the big-time
radio names in key city engagements,
around which films will be made. The
point stressed is that if Horace Heidi
and his Alemite Band, for instance';

(Alemite being the ad feature) are
worth "big mtfjney at Loew's State,

N. Y., on a personal, the same out-
fit is also worth money to an exhibi-
tor in Sioux City, Iowa.

If the resulting film features a
group that has been made valuable
as an attraction by radio and is thus

known to the public, it is argued
very little commercial advertising is

necessary in the actual filming to ac-

complish a supplementary advertis-

ing result. It is also held by pro-
ponents of the scheme that this ad-
vertising result will make sustained
radio advertising more valuable to

commercials and ad agencies by in-

creasing audiences and in overcom-
ing certain resistance between the
two fields.

Another angle set down is that a
large number of persons visit broad-
casting studios throughout the coun-.

try to see air shows, This represents
lost revenue to the theatres, since all

of those getting free broadcast tick-

ets might be skipping a film theatre
where admission would be obtained.
Seen in the plan is a chance for the
theatre to cash in on the .value of

radio through films of favorite radio
programs or personalities which
could be seen at the local picture
house rather than in a studio or
listened to at home.

ORIENTAL, CHI,

RESTRAINER

SUIT

Chicago, Sept. 20.

Oriental theatre owners last week
stepped into the shuttered house
and restrained furniture, fixtures

and properties valued at more than
$200,000 for back rent due from the
theatre operating company, which is

Balaban & Katz. Back rent due fig-

ures to slightly more than $105,000.

Despite this restrainer, B&K con-
tinues to have r watchman in the
house day and night and has not
notified that it. is giving up the the-
atre even though it has kept the
house dark since June and has
stopped paying rent, -which is figured
on a minimum of $200,000 annually.
What disposition is to be made of

the theatre, either by the owners or
by Balaban & Katz, has not yet been
decided. It is understood, however,
that B&K has made offers of settle-

ment on the lease. Several outside
exhibitors have made bids for the
takeover of the theatre for opera-
tion on an independent basis, both
with straight films and on a vaud-
film policy.

"

-MEMPHIS VAEIETY CLUB
Organization of a' Memphis Va

riety Club has been completed. M.
Av Lightman elected Chief Barker
Other^ officers Tom Young, 20th-

Fox s exchange manager, first assist

ant barker; Albert Avery, RKO, sec-

ond assistant barker; Fred Ford, of

Malco Theatres, sec, and Tom Kirk,
Metro, treasurer.

Importance of Stage Shows, M-G's

Move to Cut letty Lynton' Award

Aggie Goes Philosophical So

Lefty Goes to Legion Convensh

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

Coolacres, Cal., Sept. 20.

Dear Joe:

Here I am trying to hold my breath again so that my pants and coat of

my uniform will fit. Yep, I've been elected to lead our Legion Post to the

Convention in Los Angeles. We got oyer 30 of us going on account of

L. A., being so near and everybody is going to make it in their cars. The
wives are going along this time which to the boys is .like dragghV an

anchor. It's gonna cramp their style even though the women said they

won't bother us and would see the town by themselves. Well, if you know
L. A. you know that after the first hour the danies will have plenty of

time on their hands. Aggie sez she don't wan to go, but I'm laying odds
that when I open my trunk rack out she'll pop. Of course Junior is com-
ing along. It will be his first Legion Convention, and I hope to Gawd when
he grows up he won't have no Army as an Almy Mater, Me and Aggie
did enough flghtin' for the tyhole family.

I'm gettin' kinda tired of parades and singing 'Mademiselle Parlyvous'
and 'Long, Long Trial,' and my stomach turns up its nose after the fifth

drink, so I'm gonna make this a sort of a business and pleasure trip. I'm
going around and see how the radio stations are run—although I got my
own ideas all set how I'm gonna run mine. I wanna get away from the

set routine they got now. I.don!t expect to start right in with revolution-

ary ideas but little by little I'll get 'em in. The owner of our town's paper
is not so hot about us opening a radio station; he claims it's gonna hurt his

advertising and circulation, but he can't kick because the banker owns
most of his paper, and as he owns my radio station too, all the editor can
do is to write mind-editojials.

We got a load of new pupils for the dancing school. They all wanna
un-learn the Big Apple and replace it with the Lambeth Walk. Vic and
Flo do it very well considerin' they never saw it done. The theatre is

doing pretty good this week. Maybe the Better Picture Year campaign is

helping. I had to send for more booklets; I think somebody is starting

a library with them. They grab 'em as fast as I can stick 'em on the

counter. It's funny how people grab anything that's for free.

Bring People's Minds Back

Was reading a lot of stuff, about the Theatre Concil they had in New
York last week, how they're tryin' to get the road back and how every-
body made speeches. It must have, been interesting. Aggie sez that
vaudeville^ drama, pictures and. regular business will all come back as

soon as the people's minds come hack. Everybody's minds are on wars
and hate. The Republicans put on gas masks when they- pass a Democrat
and vice versa. The radio is sad all day with sketches that tell about
people dying, and sick and run over, and going to jail. Even the come-
dians are sad. That's why Aggie says, when people's minds will tome
back and think of the nice things of life, then everybody will do business.

Aggie ain't a bad philosopher at times. I said she could make a lot of.
dough writing that stuff for the magazines, but she sez she's waitin' for
her mind to come back too.

Aggie is m'akin' a tiny uniform for Junior and he is gonna lead the

Coolacres Division in the parade. There was a lot of others thafwanted
their kids to lead the parade, but our kid looks the best and is a showman.
He walks as straight as a die, but not for long. I'm only gonna have him
walk when we pass the grandstand and the photographers. I guess a lot

of the fathers and mothers that lost out with their kids will be sore and
won't come to the theatre until they get over their peeve or until I happen
to get a good picture. But parents have got to make some sacrifices for
their kid.

Remember us to the gang and tell 'em I wish the Convention was in
New York instead' of L. A. There's so many more places to hide therfe.

Sez \
Your Pal,

Lefty.

HELEN WESTLEY'S PLAY

FOR GEO. ABBOTT LIKELY

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Helen Westley leaves this week
for New York, possibly to "return to

the stage in George Abbotts forth-
coming production of 'Primrose
Path,' the Robert Buckner-Walter
Hart dramatization of 'February
Hill.'

Actress likes the play and the
part, but has to talk terms.

Seeking to establish the part that

stage shows play in creating grosses

for pictures, along with which they

are used, Metro is bombarding the

recommendation that $587,000 be
awarded in the- 'Letty Lynton'
plagiarism by resorting to expert
testimony on this- point before
Special Master Walser in New York.
Award of $587,000 was recommended
to Mrs. Margaret Ayer Barnes and
Edward Sheldon, authors of 'Dis-

honored Lady,' which the courts
have held was copyright-violated by
'Lynton.'

Robert M. Weitman, managing di-

rector of the Paramount, N. Y..

which has been highly successful
with a policy of pit band shows for
nearly three consecutive years now,
went on the stand before^ Walser
Monday (19) to testify as to the
.value of stage shows, render what
is considered, expert opinion, etc.

Others no doubt will also be called

by Metro to refute any compilation
on which the $587,000 award is based

as having been earned entirely by
'Lynton.'

Weitman was before the special
master for several hours rendering
his opinion as to the percentage of
business that stage shows account
for, not only at his N. Y. Par but at
other theatres; the importance of in-

person entertainment, along with
certain pictures; audience importance
of stage, shows., etc. He is said to

have cited figures at the Par to show
what stage shows have meant there,
also giving

, comparison between
grosses of the theatre when In

straight pictures as against business
done since then with pictures aided
by stage or band personalities.
The N. Y. Par had been running as

low as $8,000 and $10,000 a week in

straight pictures in 1935, before the
pit band policy. Since Christmas
week, 1936, when the. present policy
was inaugurated the house has not
had one losing week, in both '36 and
'37, plus so far in '38, having gone
into high profits, at $30,000 to $60,000
grosses.

S.E.C. REPORTS

Pathe Sells Some Mono—Old Uni-
versal Tradings.

Washington, Sept. 20.

Pathe International has unloaded
some of its Monogram stock, report
to the Securities & Exchange Com-
mission revealed this week. Only
two other transactions in film paper,
one over two years old, uncovered
in latest semi-monthly statement on
corporate insiders' operations.
Tardy statement showed Pathe In-

ternational early in July sold 800
Mono' common tickets, retaining title

to 65,867, as well as 6,017 options
for common. Nature of the trans-
action not disclosed. Only other cur-
rent deal was sale of 20 shares of
Pathe Film common by T. P. Loach.
He hangs on to 11 pieces.

Bewhiskered return showed Bob
Cochrane and elder Carl Laemmle
cut their interest in Universal Pic-
tures back in April, 1936, by ex-'
change and sale respectively. Coch-
rane showed he surrendered all in-

terest in 22,746 shares of common
held by an undisclosed intermediary
and Laemmle reported* sale of 166,867

shares of common, along with 15,707
shares of second preferred. Wiped
out Cochrane's financial stake but

L0RENTZ READIES

ANOTHER U. S. FILM

Next Pare Lorentz film for the
Government gets under way in a
week or two, not for any special
branch, but under the .supervision of

the National Emergency Council,
representing all the departments.
Lorentz is back in Washington,,
where decision will be reached on
whether to go ahead with produc-
tion at once. Picture would be an-
other documentary, this time using
a locale of the Grand Coulee and
Bonneville; dams. Hitch in produc-
tion at this time, however, is that the
rainy season normally starts in the
northwest about Oct. 1.

Lorentz is dickering at present for
British release of his Resettlement
Administration fllrn., 'The River. Al-
though there is no authorization for
such a deal, he is settling with Elsie

Cohen, of Unity Films, Ltd., London,
for a 50-50 split on the film. Al-
though there is no precedent for the

Government renting pictures, Lor-
entz figures the Treasury won't re-
fuse any such coin deposited to its

credit. As an employee Of the Gov-
ernment, he will, of course, receive
no money from the deal.

Besides the British releasing con-
tract, deals are also being set for

showing the pic in France, Switzer-
land, Belgium, Sweden and Aus-
tralia. Pic has also been televised
twice in London. In. all non-Eng-
lish-speaking countries, superimposed
titles will be used. When the film

was prepared for entry in the Venice
exposition a specially .translated

sound track was tried, but the

tonguetwister names of western U..S.

rivers nixed the attempt.

Laemmle was left with" 7,016 shares

of common and 1,145 shares of first

preferred. ^
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Newsreels Now Work like Dailies,

Grab the News As Its Happening

. Move to obtain headline news and

further enhance coverage with live

item's has been taken by a majority

of the newsreels in New York City

with a chance that the arrangement

will extend to other important cities

.throughput the country. Present'

alignment is a news tip service

Which gradually is developing into a

iiews bureau to inform newsreel
editors of important accidents, fires,'

crime outbreaks, etc., just as soon as

flashed to police headquarters in

Manhattan.

Group of former newsreel assign-

ment men in New York has set up a

small bureau at police headquarters.

They maintain men on duty so that

newsreels are informed as soon as

any item is cleared through main
headquarters. Recent instances of

what this has been accomplishing is

that the newsreel editors were able

to get men on .the scene of. the re-

cent east side subway crash shortly

after it happened and do the same
when a Bellevue hospital inmate at-

tempted to take a fatal leap.

Idea back of this intensified con-

tacting main police- officers in big

communities is to grab news as it is

actually occurring. Newsreel editors

"would, stress living news and ac-

tualities rather than staged stunts,

'aftermath news handling and staid

.ispeech-making. This clearing house
of live items plan is now being
mulled for Chicago with similar ar-

rangement either in Los Angeles or
San Francisco next in line for con-
sideration.

Not only is the clearing house or
.bureau idea for police headquarters
inexpensive thus far, but it repre-
sents actually smaller outlay in coin
than currently is expended by many
•reels for tipster information. Dif-
ference is that the newsreels are as-

sured thorough protection on vir-

tually every live news event in time
to grab it while it is actually hap-
pening. Not only do all police mat-
ters, . covering a multitude of sub-
jects, clear through main headquar-
ters but tab also is kept on all big
conflagrations, bad accidents and
many other items.

Henie Set Chi Icing

Chicago, Sept. 20.

Sonja Hehie in town yesterday
(Monday) to signature new personal
appearance contract with the Chicago
Stadium. Deal calls for exclusive

exhibitions under Stadium
.
manage-

ment.
Stadium organization handled the

Henie appearances across the country
last year.

SUNDAY FILMS BRIBE

CHARGES UP ANEW IN PA.

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

Charges that the film industry
passed a $100,000 bribe for passage of

the bill by the 1935 Legislature legal-
izing Sunday pix were repeated by
former Attorney General Charles J.

Margiotti last week. Margiotti re-

iterated to the House Committee in-

vestigating graft charges- against
Governor Earle and other prominent
Democrats the statements he orig-
inally made in his campaign for the
.Democratic nomination for governor,
Which he lost.

Exactly who paid the money or
Who got it has still not been mad<e
clear by Margiotti, although the in-

ference is that i.t went into the Demo
•cratic war chest.

Potter's 'Castles' Bid

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

RKO is dickering with Samuel
Goldwyn fdr the services of Henry
.C. Potter as director of 'The Castles/
co-starring Fred Astaire and Ginger
Rogers.

Currently Potter is winding up
•production of 'The Lady and the
Cowboy.'

SAVING ON RANGERS

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

'The Lone Ranger Returns' re-
places 'The Texas Rangers Are Com-
ing' as one of Republic's four serials
for the 1938-39 releasing program.

Serial will be the second based on
•t radio cliffhanger of he same name,
rights to which were purchased re-
cently from George W. Trendle of
Detroit.

Par's Subsid Cos.

To Coincide With

MPTOA Conclave

Efforts are being made to concen-
trate theatre conventions in Okla-

homa City concurrently, before or

directly after the annual powwow
there this year of the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of America, set for

three days starting Oct. 30. In ad-

dition to individual circuit conven-
tions, Oklahoma City may mark the

site of a conclave of Paramount's
theatre department for all its vari-

ous partners and home office execu-
tives as held in Miami two years ago
at the same time the MPTOA was
there. Par 'had planned holding its

second such annual meet last,spring,

but at - that time postponed it until

this fall.

One of the advantages of dating a
Par convention with that of the

.MPTOA, so that they overlap or are

held during the same week, is that

many of those active in the MPTOA
are partners or operating associates

of. Par. These include one of Par's
biggest partners, Bob Wilby, as well
as Sam Pinanski, important Ne,w
England operator who is a member
of the radio competition committee
of the MPTOA.
Each year various circuits hold

individual conventions, such as In-
terstate, Malco and Griffith Amuse-
ment. These are also being induced
to schedule their annual get-togeth-
ers for Oklahoma City around Oct.

30.

Ed L. Kuykenaall, MPTOA presi-

dent, is now in New York discuss-

inr arrangements for this year's

convention, slate of which will in-

clude many items for consideration,

such as chain divorc ment, U.. S.'s

anti-trust suit against majors, block-

booking, the Neely bill, ether legis-

lative dangers, trade practices, self-

regulation, etc.

Indiana Meets Nov. 1-2

Indianapolis, Sept. 20.

Associated Theatre Owners of In
diana will come to town Nov. 1-2

for their 12th annual convention.

Antlers hotel has been chosen as

the spot where plans for 1939 will

be formulated.
Marc Wolf is in charge of the con-

vention, assisted by Ernest Miller,

Carl Niesse, I. R. Holycross and Don
Rossiter, secretary of the associa

tion.

Long Time in Saddle
Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Charles E. Ford has four Roy
Rogers westerns lined up for shoot'

ing at Republic as soon as the singing

star returns from his currnet p.a,

tour of the northwest.

First to go is 'Colorado Sunset/ to

be followed- in order by 'Cheyenne
Saddles,' 'Frontier Express' and
'Headin' for Texas.'

'SHOW ME' LATER
Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Paramount postponed shooting of

the Bob Burns starrer, 'I'm From
Missouri,' until next January.

Burns, instead, goes into Cecil B.

DeMille's 'Union Pacific,' which rolls

in two weeks.

LOSE MAJORITY

Labor Board Looks Into

Charge Many in Arrears,

Therefore Not Members

—

Pilots Ask 60-Hour Week,
Submit Platform to Pro-

ducers

DUES ISSUE
Disintegration of the Academy

Seen in Irreconcilable Stance

Of Screen Guilders and Producers

ACTORS NEGOTIATE

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Delinquent member list sub-
mitted to the Labor Board Mon-
day revealed a severe setback'
for , directors if the Board tosses
out those not paid up. On such
determination the SDG will lack
bargaining majority in five ma-
jor studios.

D e 1 i n q u e n t s outnumbered
paid-up members, on dates at is-

sue, at Warners, 20th-Fox, Co-
lumbia, RKO and Universal.
The Guild holds a slim mar-

gin of one at Metro.

Delinquent dues of film directors
will be one of the deciding factors in

determining whether the Screen
Directors Guild is entitled to certi-

fication by the National Labor Re-
lations Board as collective represen-
tative for directors, unit managers
and assistant directors. It also will

be' considered by the NLRB in its

analysis of producer contentions that

the Guild is not a properly consti-

tuted Jiargaining unit.

This became certain when William
R. Ringer, NLRB trial examiner,
nixed plea of the Guild to strike from
the records testimony that many
directors have never paid dues and
that others are delinquent from three
months to two years. If the board
holds delinquent members are not
actually members of the Guild- in

good standing, the SDG will expert
ence trouble in showing a member?
ship majority, at any of the major
studios.

In turning down the Guild plea.

Examiner Ringer said:

'There is enough relevancy to this

testimony that it may have a bear-
ing on the issues pertinent to the
hearing. If it is legally immaterial,
it will not prejudice either the trial

examiner or the board. I believe the
safest thing is to leave it in the rec-

ord for whatever weight it has. The
motion to strike is denied.'

Testimony disclosed that many
members who resigned are still listed

as members, the Guild contending
they cannot withdraw until all de-
linquent dues are paid. In one in-

stance a director is still listed as a
member although he withdrew his
original application for affiliation

and has never refiled*

. Dues are divided into three classes:

$50 year for directors receiving
$15,000 year or less; $100 for those
receiving between $15,000 and
$30,000, and $250 for those paid more
than $30,000.

Want 60-Hour Week
Simultaneous with this ruling it

was disclosed that directors are seek-
ing a 60-hour week, overtime for
holidays, minimum of $150 week for
first assistant directors, and $80 for
second assistants and unit managers.
Platform of the Senior Screen

Directors Guild, as originally submit-
ted to the Producers, follows:

'In the development of the art and
industry of making motion pictures,

although many brains and many
talents have contributed to the final

products, the director has been and
is the central creative force controll-

ing and coordinating these brains
and talents and translating them into
the final achievement on the screen.

'The making of a motion picture
has three consecutive steps: prepara-
tion, .photographing and editing. In
all these steps the creative contribu-
tion of the director is essential. Re-
alizing and accepting the respon-
sibility of his position, the director,

through the Screen Directors Guild,

presents the following platform for

inclusion in a minimum basic con-

(Continued on page 21)

They Can't Mean Us

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

'Words and Music,' based on piracy

of the classics by popular songwrit-
ers, goes into production next month
at Warners with Dick Powell and
Rosemary Lane in the lead roles.

Jerry Wald and Richard Macaulay
wrote the original and are working
on the screenplay. Picture gets

away as soon as Powell finishes his

current job in 'Going Places.'

Producers-SWG

Confab Breaks

Up; an Impasse

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

-A meeting Monday - night on neu-
tral ground at the Beverly Wilshire
hotel between producers and Screen
Writers' Guild broke up when the
scribes refused to continue negotia-

tions unless the studio heads imme-
diately cancelled their contract with
Screen Playwrights and recognized
SWG as the exclusive bargaining
agent.

Producers insisted there was some
doubt-as to the legality of such ac-

tion and even so would be reluctant
to close out the Playwrights, as its

contract was negotiated in good
faith. Guild negotiators demanded
the following clause' be inserted in

SWG contracts as a condition for

continuing negotiations:

'Screen Writers' Guild is recog-
nized by producers and each of them
as "exclusive collective bargaining
agent for all persons who are em-
ployed to write material which is

intended to be used in making of

motion pictures.'

When Darryl Zanuck and other
execs explained such an agreement
is impossible because of prior con-
tractual commitments the Guild ne-
gotiators withdrew. In replying to

the remark of a SWG negotiator,

'So you won't bargain any more?,*
Zanuck shot tiUck, 'I never said any-
thing of the kind.'

In a counter-proposal to Guild de-
mands, the producers stated they
could not agree to any form of Guild
shop; were disinclined to. approve
minimum standard contract for
writers; vetoed proposal anent liqui-

dated damages for unfair labor
practices, and refused to guarantee
that agents of writers would not be
barred from offices of producers.

The studio heads offered to conduct
a survey of salaries paid and then
enter into discussions pertaining to
minimum wage for scribes, but also
denied was the request that no
writer be loaned to another pro-
ducer without the written consent
Of the scenarist. Producers declared
unwillingness to* extend required
notice to two weeks in case of em-
ployment over 52 consecutive weeks.

The Counter-Proposals

Other counter-proposals to writ-
ers include: Refusal to extend any
provision relating to plagiarism be-
yond those now in effect; that no
separate contract be drawn for.

screen writers to script for radio,
television or stage presentation; that
in determination of credits it is ab-
solutely essential that whatever ma-
chinery adopted it must not delay
or Interfere with prompt release of
any photoplay or advertising ma-
terial.

Most of the other turndowns to
SWG proposals were covered by
references to certain paragraphs in
the Guild document.

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Wholesale withdrawals from the
Academy are expected to follow W.
S. Van Dyke's resignation, an-
nounced in a page advertisement in

Daily Variety Monday (19).

Members affiliated with the Screen
Directors and Screen Writers Guilds
are dissatisfied with the alleged pro-
ducer influence in the Academy and
claim the cultural • advancement is

being espoused, rather than eco-
nomics.
Van Dyke, who was committee

chairman to reorganize the Academy,
gave as his reason the 'antagonism
of guilds to the Academy, and I feel

the first allegiance is due to my eco-
nomics colleagues.'

Frank Capra, prexy of both Screen
Directors Guild and the Academy,
recently addressed a letter to pro-
ducers urging them to quit the
Academy and leave its reorganiza-
tion' to guilds and other film work-
ers. He said the guilds mistrusted
the presence of producers and he felt

disinclined to carry the torch any
further unless producers withdrew
from the Academy.

In his reply to Capra's attack on
producers affiliated with Academy,
Darryl Zanuck said, 'Request for
resignations is so basically unfair
and the tone of the letter itself so
unreasonable, I cannot help but
come to the conclusion . that the ac-
tual desire for harmony and peace
in our industry is but a fantasy.'

Zanuck placed the blame for the.

threatened collapse of the Academy
on the short-sightedness of guild
leaders and other individuals.

RALPH MORGAN

PREZ OF S.A.G.

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Ralph Morgan was elected presi-

dent of the Screen Actors Guild oyer
Melvyn Douglas by a 4—1 margin,
with 537 votes cast. Morgan carried
the regular slate into office with him.
Officers are James Cagney, Joan
Crawford, Edward Arnold, vice«»

presidents; Porter Hall, treasurer;
board of directors comprise Arnold,
Beulah Bondi, Ralph Byrd, Douglas
Hall, < Paul Harvey, Hugh Herbert,
Howard Hickman, Peter Loree and
Gloria Stuart.

Morgan was the nominating com-
mittee's candidate.

PIZ0R AN EXEC NOW
ALSO OF C0MERF0RD

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.
Lewen Pizor, president of the

United Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of Eastern "Pennsylvania, South-
ern New Jersey and Delaware, was
named an executive last Thursday
(15) of the Comerford chain. Comer-
fffrd, reputedly a Paramount subsid,
controls almost 200. theatres in the
Pennsylvania territory east of the
Alleghenies.
His new post, Pizor said, will not

interfere with operation of 14 houses
in and around Philly in which he has
a personal interest. Within the past
month, in association with another
prominent exhib here, Charles
Segall, chairman of UMPTO's board,,
he opened two additional houses
which, the pair recently acquired and
completely renovated. They are
skedded to open another new house,
the Chelten, tomorrow (Wednesday).

THEN THE. BATTLE
Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Final location trip of RKO'f
'Gunga Din' troupe to Lone Pine is
deferred until Sept. 30 to clean up
interior shots at the studio.

'

Battle scenes, requiring 700 extras
for about three weeks, will complete
the picture.
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Legion's Biz lift Pounded Down By

Heat, 'Boys Town' Leads L.A., $32,300;

'Sons of Legion' with P.A.s NSG 15G

Los Angeles, Sept. 20.

Extreme heat is keeping grosses

down generally, although 'Boys

Town* is enjoying a hefty play at

the day-date State and Chinese, ac-

counting for a big $32,300 combined

take, while some others are also

benefiting from Legionnaire crowds.

Paramount strategy of rushing in

'Sons of the Legion' to cash in on

the American Legion's annual con-

vention failed to attract the atten-

tion expected, despite fact that Par

studio contributed most of its name
players for full week of nightly ap-

pearances in conjunction.

Only other new bill is at the Pan-

tages-Hollywood, topped by 'I Am
the Law,' okay.

Estimates for This Week
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC ) (2,024;

30-40-55-75)—'Boys Town' (MG) and
•Speed to Bum' (20th), dual. Looks
like very good $13,800 on the stanza.

Last week, 'Nancy' (MG) and 'Rich

Man' (MG) okay $11,200.

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55-
65)—'Four Daughters' (FN) (2d

week). Holdover will not hang up
any records, fair $6,500 probably the
answer. First week finished with
smart $10,500.

Four Star (F-WC-UA)—'Algiers'
(UA) (lOth-final week). Wound up
10 sensational weeks by grossing an-
other $2,000 to bring total take past
the $40,000 mark, "new. house record.

Ninth stanza finished with surpris-

ing $2,300.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55-
65)—'4 Daughters' (FN) (2d week).
Holdover hitting for fair $7,000, after

big $11,300 on opening week.

Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 30-40-55)—
•I Am Law* (Col) and 'Lady Objects'
(Col), dual. Weekend. debut was ; to

better than average and week should
finish with $8,700. Last week, sec-

ond stanza of 'Carefree' (RKO) and
•Young Fugitives' (U),' fair $6,000.

Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-40-55)

—'Sons of Legion' (Par) and stage

show. Presence of most of the Par-
amount player roster on stage
throughout the week, with Martha
Raye and Stroud Twins holding for
entire seven days, failed to -create

expected strength and despite Amer-
ican Legion convention will have to

be satisfied with $15,000. Last week,
•Spawn of North' (Par), final nine
days good $18,000.

RKO (2,872; 30-40-55)—'I Am Law.'
(Col) and 'Lady Objects' (Col), dual.

Legion! convention crowds help and
-stanza -4will -wind—up—with—$8,000.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $276,200

(Based on 11 theatres)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $351,300

(Based on 14 theatres)

(RKO). Swell $10,1)00. Last week,
'Carefree' (RKO) and 'Rackets'

(RKO), good $7,800.

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—
'Lady Objects' (Col) and 'Reforma-
tory' (Col), Big $4,000. Last week,
'Racket Busters* (WB) and "Speed
to Hum' (20th), good $3,000.

Rialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Letter'
(U), after a week at each the Den-
ver and Aladdin, and 'Highway
Patrol* (Col). Good $2,000. Last
week, 'Alexander' (20th), good
$2,000, showing day and date with
Aladdin, besides a week at each the
Denver, Paramount and a first week
at the Aladdin.

'

TRACY-R00NEY

SMASH 17G

IN PROV.

Last week, 'Carefree' (RKO) and
•Young Fugitives' (U), $6,100, less
than expected.

State (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-55-
75)—'Boys Town' (MG) and 'Speed
to Burn' (20th), duaL Mighty healthy
returns as $18,500 indicates. Last
week, 'Nancy' (MG) and 'Rich Man'
(MG), okay $13,500.

United Artists (F-WC) (2,100; 30-
*0-55)—'Nancy* (MG) and 'Rich
Man' (MG), dual. Moveover not so
forte with $2,700 best in sight. Last
week, 'Lucky Star' (20th) and 'Safety
In Numbers' (20th), on moveover
fair $3,100.

Wllshire (F-WC) (2,296; 30-40-55-
65)—'Nancy' (MG) and 'Rich Man*
(M-G), dual. Hitting over average
pace on moveover and will finish
with probable $6,200. Last week,
•Lucky Star* (20th) and 'Safety in
Numbers' (20th), satisfactory $5,600.

*B0Y, GIRL'-VAUDE

GOOD 10G IN DENVER

Providence, Sept. 20.

•Boy's Town' . at Loew's State is

really going to town with banner
$17,000. Other stands, however, fall-

ing off considerably in comparison
With recent biz.

Strand giving four-day holdover to

'Sing You Sinners' to catch up with
usual opening date. Fay's, city's

only vaude house, lowered top ad-
mish to 40c.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 25-35-50)—

'Letter' (U) and 'Smashing Rackets'
(RKO). Jogging along to fair $7,-

500. Last week, 'Carefree' (RKO)
and 'Prison Break' (U) (2d wk),
so-so $5,000.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 25-35-

50V-'Has Nancy' (M-G) and 'Chaser'

(M-G). Holding for fair $4,500. Last
week, 'Alexander* (20th) (4th wk),
swell $5,000.

Fay's (2,000; 25-35-40)—'Million'
(20th) and vaude with Helen Mor-
gan. Stage show helping for $7,000,

okay. Last week, 'Cowboy' (WB)
and vaude, pulled house to nice $7,-

500.

State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)—
•Boy's Town' (M-G) and 'Lady Ob-
jects' (Col). Zowie $17,000. Last
week', 'Has Nancy' (M-G) and
'Chaser* (M-G), good $14,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,300; 25-35-50)—

•Racket Busters' (WB) and "Mr.
Chump' (WB). Public's general
apathy hurting stand; poor $5,000.
Last week, 'Lucky Star' (20th) and
'Speed Burn' (20th), stumbled in
closing stanza, drawing only fair

$7,000.
Strand (Indie) (2,200; 25-35-40)—

'Sinners' (Par) and 'Desperate Ad-
venture' (Rep). Four-day holdover
to straighten opening-day sked get-
ting fair $3,000. First seven-day run
drew strong $8,000.

DETROIT MILD;

'CO-ED" $17500

Detroit, Sept. 20.

Dull is the word, fall weather and
$250,000 picture drive quiz notwith-
standing. Product just doesn't have
it on the ball currently.
Town's surprise continues in the

form of 'Alexander's Ragtime Band,'
holding for its third second-run ses-

sion at the Adams, following two
lively stanzas at the Fox. 'Boy's

Town* not doing any sensational
work at the United Artists.

Estimates for the Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40)—

'Alexander' (20th) (3d wk) (2d run),
plus 'Speed Burn* (20th), dual. Three
sessions here after two big weeks at
Fox is something to cheer about;
good $4,400 due this week. Irving
Berlin musical, coupled with •Gladi-
ator' (Col), clipped off nice $5,800
last stanza, preceded by wow $7^100
first session at this house.
Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—'Co-

Ed* (20th) plus stage show. Slightly

better than previous week, though
1

nothing to crow about at $17,500,
mild. Last week, only $16,000, n.s.g.,

for 'Am Law' (Col) and stage show.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

30-40-65)—'Has Nancy' (M-G) plus
'Rich Man' (M-G), dual. So-so $9,300
coming up. Last week about $10,000,

better, for 'Boy Girl' (WB) and
'Actress' (WB).
Palms - State (Urated Detroit)

(3,000; 30-40-50)—'Smashing Rackets'
(RKO) plus 'Painted Desert' (RKO),
dual. Will hit around $5,000, okay.
Last stanza slightly better at $5,300
for 'Sinners' (Par) (2d run) and
'Crime Ring' (RKO).
United Artists (United Detroit)

(2,000; 30-40-55) — 'Boy's Town'
(M-G). Paced for nice $10,000, but
not up to expectations. Third session
of 'Antoinette' , (M-G) drew good
$6,500 last week, following $11,500
and $16,000 takes, in first two weeks.

Henie Smooth $6,800

In Port., Town' H.0. OK

Portland, Ore., Sept. 20.

•Lucky Star' at the Paramount is

a good enough winner, while 'Little

Tough Guy' at the Broadway is only
fair.- 'Ragtime-Band*—went-into-the
list of long-run perennials, now in
sixth week at the Mayfair.

Estimates for this Week
i

Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30/-35-
40)—'Tough Guy* (U) and 'Actress'
(WB). Fair, $4,500. Last week, 'Has
Nancy' (M-G) and 'Rich Man' (M-G)
(2d week), good $4,700. First week
,big $8,000.

Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen (1,500;
30-35-40)—'Alexander's' (20th) (6th
week). Still good at $2,500. Fifth,

Denver, Sept. 20.
Business here is on the upbeat.

All first-runs doing average or better.
Estimates for This Week

Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40) —
•Lucky Star' (20th), after a week at
the Denver. Nice $3,500. Last week,
•Alexander' (20th), good $4,000.
Showing day and date with. Rialto,
film was in second week here, be-
sides a week at each the Denver
and Paramount.
Broadway (Fox) (1,100; 25-40) —

•Carefree' (RKO) and 'Rackets'
(RKO), after a week at the Or-
pheum. Good $3,000. Last week,
^Antoinette' (M-G), after two weeks
at the Orpheum, nice $2,500.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35-

50)—'Spawn' (Par) (3d wk). Very
big $8,000. Last week, second, good
$7,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-50) —

•Boy Girl* (WB) and stage show.
Good- $10,000. Last week, 'Lucky
Star* (20th), good $8,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)

—•Has Nancy* <M-G) and 'Fugitives'

Players Frisco P.A. Hops 'Daughters

And 'Co-Ed' to 18G, $12,000, Respec.

San Francisco, Sept. 20.

Six feature players from 20th-Fox

and Warners studios in Hollywood
made p.a. here last week in connec-
tion with showings of their pictures
on the opening day at the Fox and
Warfield. Those 'who made the trip

from Hollywood in an effort to get
their latest efforts off to a hefty start

included two of the Lane Sisters,

Rosemary and Priscilla, and Jeffrey
Lynn, who took a bow on the stage
of the Fox first day of 'Four Daugh-
ters' (15), and Marjorie Weaver, Joan
Davis and Jack Haley, who dittoed
the following day (16) at the War-
field, where 'Hold That Co-Ed' is in
for a week's run.

'Daughters,' which is getting sup.-

port of the Hearst dailies, looks like
the top coin-getter, with "Three Loves
Has Nancy* and 'Secrets of an
Actress' at the Paramount, the sec-
ond best moneymaker among the
newcomers on the main stem.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75)—

'Daughters* (WB) and 'Higgins Fam-
ily' (Rep). Biz building every day;
looks like good $18,000. Last week
'Lucky Star' (20th). and 'Speed Burn'
(Rep), $16,000, good.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55)

—'Smashing Rackets'- (RKO) and

vaude. Pinky Tomlin heads stage
show this week and responsible for
fairly good $14,000. Last week (2nd),
'Carefree' (RKO) closed to tune of
sweet $13,000.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-55)—

'Am Law' (Col) and 'Freshman Year'
(U) (2d wk). .Second week fairly
good at $6,000. First week great
$12,000.
Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 35-55

75)—'Has Nancy' (M-G) and 'Actress'
(WB). New Janet Gaynor picture
very well liked. Good notices will
help push take up to sizable $16,000
Last week (2d), 'Spawn' (Par) and
'Safety Numbers* (20th), better than
average $10,500.

St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 35-55
75)—'Alexander' (20th) (5th wk).
Hasn't lost its wind yet according to
amazing $5,000 in sight on fifth stint
Last week (4th) very big $6,800.
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-

55-65)—'Algiers* (9th wk)/ Lack of
product only reason for stretching
this out for another week. Final
stanza lucky to get $4,000. Last week
(8th), preview of 'Drums' helped 'Al-
giers* to show good $5,200.
Warfield (F-WC) (2,680; 35-55-75)

—'Co-Ed' (20th) and 'Limberlost'
(Mono). Hopeful of $12,000, gobd.
Last week (2d), 'Four's Crowd* (WB)
and 'Murder' (20th), dismal $7,0j90.

Pitt Team Scrams, B.O. Ups; 'Boys

Sock $29,000, Garber-'Giants'

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week. $1,654,000

(Based on 26 cities, 168 thea-
tres, chlejly first runs, including
N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year ..$1,598,400

(Based on 22 cities, 152 theatres)

$3,300. First four weeks, grossed
great $22,000,
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(1,800; 30-35-40)—'Sinners' (Par) and
'Murder' (20th) '(2d week). Fair,
$3,500. First week better than aver-
age, $5,000.
Paramount (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(3,000; 30-35-40)—'Lucky Star' (20th)
and 'Rackets' (RKO). Good $6,800.
Last week, 'Spawn* (Par) and 'Speed
to Burn' (20th), closed good second
week at $4,800.
Rivoll (Indie) (1,100; 20-25)—'Dra-

cula* (U) and Frankenstein* (U).
Duo of horror pix revival okay
$2,000. Last week, 'Dr. Rythm'
(Par) and 'Yellow Jack' (M-G),
average $1,600.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30-

35-40)—'Boys Town' (M-G) and
'Freshman Year' (U) (2d week).
Good $5,000. First week piled up
swell $7,000,

'TOWN' BUSY

$10,000 IN

L7ILLE

Louisville, Sept. 20.

Nice lineup of product in town this

week. Couple of standouts, 'Boys

Town,' at Loew's, and 'Carefree,' at

Rialto, will grab grosses of near,

smash proportions. 'Boys Town' is

surprising at Loew's, particularly as

there is no love interest to intrigue

the femmes. Exploitation and na-
tional ads gave the pic a buildup.

•Carefree' doing all right at Rialto,
although not up to standards of pre-
vious Astaire-Rogers efforts.

State Fair ended Saturday (17),
but apparently had no adverse effect
at theatre b.o.'s. Rainy, cool weather
was a break for the film houses.

Estimates for This Week
Brown ( L o e w ' s

(1,000; 15-30-40)—'Has Nancy' (M-G)
and 'Gladiator' (Col). Still drawing
'em after profitable first week at
Loew's State. Okay $2,400. Last
week, 'Antoinette' (M-G ), tallied' fine
$2,900, after successful stanza at
Loew's.

Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-20)—
'My Bill' (WB) and 'Cowboy Brook-
lyn' (WB) (dual), split with 'Little

Women' (RKO) and 'Penrod* (WB).
Romping along nicely to $2,000. Last
week, 'Wonderful Time* (RKO) and
'Give Million' (20th) (dual), split
with 'King Kong* (revival) and 'Al-
ways Goodbye' (20th), fine $2,100.

Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100; 15-
30-40) — 'Boys Town' (M-G) and
'Lady Objects' (Col) (dual). Work
of Mickey Rooney putting this one
over to near-smash proportions.
Probably $10,000, big. Last week,
'Has Nancy' (M-G) and 'Gladiator'
(Col) (dual), good, $9,000 and trans-
ferred to Brown for additional week.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;

15-30-40)—'Daughters' (WB). Shar-
ing in general upturn at the wicket,
but should rate better play. Looks
like oke $4,000. Last week, 'Actress'
(WB), medium $2,800.

Ohio (Settos) (900; 15) — 'True
Confession' (20th) and 'Honolulu'
(U) (dual), split with 'Missing Girls'
(Indie) and 'Love Work* (20th).
Probably $1,500, fine. Last week,
'College' (20th) and 'Ebb Tide' (Par)
(dual), split with 'Scandal Street'
(Par) and 'Love Under Fire' (20th),
okay $1,400.

Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 15-30-
40)—'Carefree' (RKO) and 'Smash-
ing Rackets' (RKO) (dual). Critics
lukewarm on pic and b.o. trade,
while satisfactory, could be better.
Looks like fair $8,000. Last week,
'Lucky Star* (20th) and 'Speed to
Burn* (20th) (dual), proved Sonja
Henie still potent b.o. factor here,
pulling swell $12,000.

Strand (Fourth Ave.) (3,000f 15-30-40)—'Breaking Ice' (RKO) and 'Sky
Giant' (RKO) (dual). Standing. out
as potent combo, but opposish will
keep the take from hitting big fig-
ure. Probably $3,500, much better
than past few weeks. Last week,
•Alexander' (20th), wound up fourth
downtown stanza to big $3,800.

Pittsburgh, Sept. 20.

With pennant-bound Pirates out
of town, cooler weather prevailing

and Allegheny County's Sesquicen-

fcennial continuing to pull in flock of
out-of-towners, pic biz is definitely

on the upgrade again. Generally ad-

mitted here that industry's quiz con-
test is helping considerably, too,
since request for booklets is terrific
and b.o; inquiries as to whether cur-
rent flicker is a 'quiz entry' indicates
mounting Interest.

Penh leading the field by a wide
margin this week, 'Boys Town' top-
ping 'Marie Antoinette' and other re-
cent big grossers and heading for
near record week. Jan Garber's
draft is keeping 'Valley of the Giants'
out of the red at Stanley and 'My
Lucky Star' looks good enough at
Fulton to rate a second week. Twin-
bill spots, however, are taking it on
the chin, 'Gladiator' and 'Reforma-
tory* staggering through at Alvin and
'Rich M|an, Poor Girl' and 'Booloo'
ditto at Warner.

Estimates for This Week
Alvin (Harris) di850; 25-35-50)—

'Gladiator' (Col) and 'Reformatory1

(Col), Got its chunk on opening two
days (Bank Nites) and easing along
uneventfully on getaway draft.
Crix gave the Joe E. Brown comedy
a nice send-off, hailing it as his best
since leaving 'Warners, but creaky
vehicles in last two years have made
it pretty tough for him. to make up
the deficit so quickly. Doesn't look
like much more than $5,300, red.
Last week 'Am Law' (Col) wound up
pretty vigorously at $7,800, not bad
at all here.

Fulton (Shea-Hyde) .(1,700; 25-40)
—'Lucky Star' (20th). Doing fairly
well but not up to past Henie takes.
In fact, biz for each succeeding
Sonja picture has fallen off around
10%. Around $7,600 in prospect,
profitable, but about $3,000 under
'Thin Ice's' opening stanza and kill-
ing any idea management might
have had that this would duplicate
'Ice's month run. 'Star' sticks second
week,- but that's all. Last week, sec-
ond of 'Letter' (U) off to around
$4,200.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-
50)—'Boys Town' (MG). . Nothing
like it since 'Snow White* at this
spot. Opened sensationally and no
let-up at all, with every reason to
expect around $29,000, or even bet-
ter. Only reason this may not top
'Snow White' is that latter had more
showings daily. Moves to Warner
Friday (23) and will likely stay there
at least two weeks. Last week
'Daughter' (WB), overestimated; hit
hard last three days by bad weather
after great start and finished with
$14,800, okay but not up to expecta-
tions.

Stanley <WB) (3,600; 25-40-60)—
'Giants' (WB) and Jan Garber'g

fw^rv: a„o •k-]-band—Maeatro-has—always—been—a_jourtn Ave. y y.:„ v,__A _„jbig fave here and only thing that'i
keeping WB deluxer's head above
water. Around $20,000 in prospect.
Last week, 'Breaking Ice* (RKO) and
ZaSu Pitts on stage with Schnickel-
fritz Band, very poor, $14,500.

Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-40)—•Rich
Man' (M-G) and 'Booloo* (Par).
Just another twinner and that al-
ways means mediocre trade here.
Has to stick eight days because 'Boys
Town' won't move over until Fri-
day and will be happy to get $4,000
even with the extra day. Last week
second of 'Antoinette* (M-G), after
previous eight days at Penn, good
$5,000.

'Carefree' OK $7,600 In

Toronto, 'Marie' 101G 2d

Toronto, Sept. 20.

On second week h.o. 'Marie Antoi-
nette' still jamming them in after
that $12,700 initial stanza and con-
tinuing to snaffle the greater part of
the shekels.

With 'Quiz* product schedule now
getting straightened out, general b.o.
upbeat is currently noticeable.

Estimates for This Week
Imperial (FP-Can) (3,373; 25-35-

50)—'Carefree' (RKO)." Healthy
$7,600. Last week 'Letter of Intro-
duction' (U), good enough $6,200.

Loew's (Loew) (2,611; 25-35-50)—
•Marie Antoinette' (M-G) (2d wk).
Holding steady, but excellent at $10,-

500; last week, $12,700, big.

Shea's (FP-Can) (2,663; 25-40)—
'I'm from City' (RKO) and 'Mother
Carey's (RKO). Good $5;200. Last
week 'Gateway' (20th) and- 'Speed to

Burn' (20th), fair $4,800.

Tivoli (FP-Can) (1,433; 25-40)—
'Having Wonderful Time' (RKO)
and 'I'll Give Million' (20th). Fair
$3,400. Last week 'Blind Mice' (20th)
and 'Always Goodbye'- (20th), mid-
dling $3,100.

Uptown (FP-Can) (2,761; 25-35-
50)—'Four Daughters' (WB). Good
at $6,800. Last week 'Alex' (20th),
fourth stanza, fine $7,200.
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Chi Houses Get Exploitation Bug;

Service ^ 27G, Co-Ed' Neat

Spawn' -Sullivan -Rubin Slow 29G

Chicago, Sept. 20.

While many loop-hounds are of

the opinion that Herb Elisburg has

gone nutty as a fruitcake since tak-

ing over management of the Woods

for the Essaness circuit, they also

must admit that he has livened up
the main stem by putting all the
competition on their toes and mak-
ing them .exploitation - conscious.
Elisburg has taken his subsequent-
run spot and gone overboard on
barkers, spielers, walk - arounds,
street gags and other general hul-
labaloo. Coppers have stepped in to
halt many of these stunts, due to

squawks from various sources, but
the street has gone somewhat carney,
Eevertheless, with the other houses
eing enticed into exploitative prac-

tices. Result is that the town is sud-
denly overrun with bandwagons,
street gags and marquee flag-waving.
Best in the loop currently is 'Room

Service'; the most disappointing is

'Spawn of the North.' Marx Bros,
picture is doing early morning and
evening trade, with the matronly
•afternoon shoppers passing it up.
Over at the Chicago, 'Spawn' is a
considerable headache, dumping the
house's gross below the $30,000 mark
for the first, time in months. House
is trying a bit of swing stuff on the
stage again this week, and the re-

ceipts again indicate that swing is

not for that theatre. Picture getting
the men, but not the femmes, as else-

where.
For the younger element, 'Hold

That Co-Ed' is garnering a neat bun-
dle of cash in the Garrick. Rest of

the loop is generally weak.
Estimates for This Week

Apollo (B&K) (1.200; 35-55-65-75)
— 'Alexander' (20th). Fifth week
now and still getting the mazuma,
this time $4,500, neat, after snatch-
ing fine $6,900 last week.
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—

'Spawn' (Par) and stage show. On
the rostrum Ed Sullivan and Benny
Rubin heading what's skedded as a
'swing show,' and that jitterbug im-
plication is enough to divert traffic

away from this boxofflce, where
they are unquestionably adult in
tastes. Also no smash pull from the
flicker, and the result is the lowest
take house has squinted in many
weeks, but profitable. Will end at

$29,000 or so, mild. Last week Ben
ny Goodman orchestra finished sec
ond session with 'Four's a Crowd'
(WB) to fair $38,200.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)

—'Co-Ed' (20th). ^ Getting snappy
coin as the season's first .footballer,

snagging neat $5,500. Last week, 'Boy
Girl' (WB), okay $4,200.

_ J&aJftC^iJlKmJL2J500;_35j^5J^5J-75)
—'Room Service'. (RKO) and vaude
On the strength of the Marx Bros.,

house looks for walloping initial ses-

sion of $27,000. Last week. 'Carefree'
(RKO), finished good three-week
stand to fair $12,300.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65--

75)—'Am Law' (Col). Opened in

midweek but not getting anywhere
and will be yanked tomorrow (Wed.)
and replaced by 'Three Loves Has
Nancy' (M-G). 'Law' will garner
$12,000, mild. Last week, second,
'Lucky Star' (20th), finished last sev
en days to fairish $9,400.

State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 25-35
45-55)—'Slander House' (Rep) and
vaude. Not much in the offing at
$10,000. Last week, Major Bowes'
ams got walloping $18,100 with 'My
Bill' (WB).
United Artists (B&KOUA) (1,700;

35-55-65-75)—'Antoinette' (M-G) (4th
and final week). Goes out Thursday
(22). with 'Algiers' (UA) coming in.

Finishing to good $9,000 after taking
satisfactory $11,800 last week.

VAUDE BOOSTS B'KLYN

Strand's Debut Stage Show With
'Boy-Girl' Big $15,000.

Brooklyn, Sept. 20.

Considerable amount of live talent
on view in various theatres through
out this area. Fabian Strand got off
to walloping start with array of
vaude and 'Boy Meets Girl' on
screen. Folly theatre is now featur
ing flesh acts plus flickers and is

using considerable display copy in
local dailies to attract attention.
Coney Island concluded Mardi

Gras Week last Saturday (17) with
plenty rain and scant biz.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (3,274; 25-35-50)—'Alex-

ander' (20th) (2d week). Will bring
splendid $18,000. Last week, first,
big $21,000.
Fox (4,089; 25-50)—'Am Law* (Col)

and 'Higgins Family' (Rep). Peachy
$18,000 and will go. second week.
Last week, 'Sinners* (Par), and 'Des-
perate Adventure' (Ind) (2d week),
$14,000, good.

nSFf^ (3 -618 : 25-50)—'Has Nancy'
<M-G) and 'Safety Numbers' (20th).
°kay $15,000. Last week. 'Rich Man'

(M-G) and 'Moonlight Sonata' (Ind.),

nice $13,000.
Paramount (4,126; 25-50)—'Daugh-

ters' <WB) and 'Kid' (Rep) (2d
week). Will do magnificent $20,000.

Last week, dualers derived socko
$28,000.
Strand (2,870r 25-50)—'Boy Girl'

(WB) and first week of vaude fea-
turing Andrew Sisters, Art Frank.
Big $15,000. Last week, 'Crime Over
London' (GB) and 'Delinquent Par-
ents' (Ind.), moderate $4,500.

'NANCY' TORRID

$33,000 IN 2

HUB SPOTS

Boston, Sept. 20.

'Three Loves Has Nancy' has pros-
pects of tallying high gross this

week at the Orpheum and State. 'My
Lucky Star' is strong at Keith's, but
'Four's a Crowd,' at Met, is on pale
side.

Estimates for This Week
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-40-

55))—'Spawn' (Par) and 'Safety
Numbers' (20th), 'dual (2d run).
Good $6,500. Last week 'Boy Meets
Girl' (WB) and Kid' (Rep), double,
satisfactory $5,500.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 25-

35-40-55)—'Lucky Star' (20th) and
'Meet Girls' (20th), dual. Headed
toward big $24,000. Last week, third
frame of 'Carefree' ,RKO) and
'Smashing Rackets' (RKO), okay
$12,000.

Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 25-35-
40-55)—'Four's Crowd' (WB) and
'Sons Legion' vPar), dual. So-so $15,-

000. 'Last week 'Sinners' (Par) and
'Actress' (WB), double, $16,000, fair.

Orpheum (I~»w) (2,900; 25-35-40-
55)—'Has Nancy' (M-G) and 'Chaser'
(M-G), double. Strong $18,000, or
better. Last week 'Antoinette' (M-
G). 2nd week, big $17,000.
Paramount (M&P) (1,797;" 25-35-

40-55)—'Spawn' (Par) and 'Safety
Numbers' (20th), dual. Okay $8,500.

Last week 'Boy Girl' (WB) and
'Kid' (Rep), double, good $9,500.

Scollay (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-40-50)

—'Boy Girl* (WB), 3rd run, and
'Kid' (Rep), 2nd run, dual. Fair
$6,000. ,ast week 'Alexander' (20th)
and- 'Keep Smiling' (20th), double,
3rd—run—(5feh—wk- in Boston ), -good-
$7,000.

State (Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55)

—'Has Nancy' (M-G) and 'Chaser'
(M-G, dual. Hefty $15,000. Last
week 'Antoinette' (M-G), 2nd week,

v

very good $14,500.

Lincoln B. 0. Stronger;

'Spawn' Okay $3,800

Lincoln, Sept. 20.

When biz gets so good here it

takes an extra house opening to take
care of it, that's big news. But
'Alexander's Ragtime Band' did the
trick, and the Orpheum, dark since
Aug. 1, opened Friday (16) to take
an extra week of the pic. House
will now stay open for another
month to run off some second-runs
and will «then darken for the pre-
dicted remodelling.
'Spawn' is doing a little more than

average. At the Lincoln, 'Little Miss
Broadway,' dualled with 'Love,
Honor and Behave,' is the probable
winner of the new attractions. Biz
generally is better.

Estimates for This Week
Liberty (Cooper) (1,200; 10-15)

—

'Black Bandit' (U) and 'Paradise Ex-
press' (Rep), split with 'Mexican"
Kid' (Mono) and 'Blockheads'
(M-G). Pair, $900. Last week, 'Lost
Ranch' (Vic) and 'Sea Racketeers'
(Rep), split with 'Booloo' (Par) and
'All Over Town' (Rep), okay $1,000.

Lincoln (Cooper) (1,600; 10-25-35)

—'Miss Broadway' (20th) and 'Love,
Honor' (WB). showing the way to

very nice $3,100. Last week. 'Clitter-

house' (WB) and 'Freshman Year'
(U), exceptional $3,500.

Orpheum (Cooper) (1,350; 10-25-
40)—'Alexander' (20th). Taken here
for extra week after date at Stuart.

Likely to get okay $2,000.

Stuart (Cooper) (1,900; 10-25-40)—
'Spawn* (Par). Will do around $3,800,

okay. Last week, 'Alexander* (20th).

established new record of $6,700.

beating 'Snow White* mark. /
Varsity (Noble) (1.100; i0-15)—

'On a Weekend' (CB) and 'Gangs
New York' (Rep). Nice $1,000. Last
week, 'Convicted' (Col) and 'Always
Woman* (Col), fair $800.

First Runs on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week of Sept. 22

Aator — .'Marie Antoinette'
(MG) (6th wk).
Capitol — 'Boys Town' (MG)

(3rd wk).
Criterion 'Campus Confes-

sions' (Par).
v

(Reviewed in Vabiety, Sept. 14)

Globe—'Wanted by the Police'

(Mono) (24).

Music Hall—'Carefree' (RKO).
(Reviewed in Variety, Aug. 31)

Paramount — 'Spawn of the
North' (Par) (3d wk).

Rialto—'Fugitives for a Night'

(RKO (20).

Rivoli — 'Room Service'

(RKO).
(Reviewed in Variety, Sept. 14)

Roxy .— 'Hold That Co-Ed'
(20th) (23);

Strand—'Garden of the Moon'
(WB) (2S).
(Reviewed in Current Variety)

Week of Sept 29
Astor — 'Marie Antoinette'

(MG) (7th wk).
Capitol—Too Hot to Handle'

(MG).
(Reviewed in Current Variety)
Criterion— 'Sons of the Le-

gion' (Par).

Music Hall — 'Drums' (UA)
(28).
'(Reviewed in Variety, April 20)

Paramount—'If I Were King'
(Par) (28).

Rivoli—'Room Service' (RKO)
(2dwk).

"

Roxy — 'Straight, Place and
Show' (20th) (30).

Strand—'Garden of the Moon'
(WB) (2d wk).

TRACY - R00NEY

PACE INDPLS,

$11,000

Indianapolis, Sept. 20.

'Boy's Town' at Loew's is top
money picture of the week. Business
continues good among first-runs in
downtown sector.

'Carefree,' at Circle, is turning in
good gross, while 'Four's a Crowd'
and vaude, at the Lyric, also a win-
ner. Smaller Apollo, with 'Racket
Busters,'- trails the procession of
money-makers with moderated good
figure.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Katz-Dolle) (1,100; 25-30-

40)—'Racket Busters' (WB). Played
up in sensational style in ads and
front, but results are only modest
at $3,200. Last week, fourth, 'Alexan-
-d*r"-(20th>r$3£00r-okay:

Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 25-30-
40) — 'Carefree' (RKO) and 'Sky
Giant' (RKO). National assist ads
on former pic were used heavily and
take is very good at $8,500. Last
week, 'Lucky Star' (20th) and 'Safe-
ty Numbers' (20th), strong $8,400.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)—

'Boy's Town' (M-G) and 'Lady Ob-
jects' (Col). Tracy-Rooney combi-
nation given big buildup in lavish ad
campaign, with socko results at

$11,000. Last week, 'Has Nancy'
(M-G) and 'Gladiator' (Col), very
good $9,000.
Lyric (Olson) (1,900: 25-30-40) —

'Four's Crowd' (WB) and vaude. Pic-
ture billed over acts headlined by
Schnickelfritz Band, but both share
credit for good $10,200. Last week,
'Actress' (WB) and Jan Garber orch
on stage, $13,000, excellent.

Hock of N. Y. Holdovers but Biz

Good; 'Can't Take Big $90,000 3d,

'Spawn'-Duchin 40G 2d, 'Boys 23G 2d

Holdover pictures dominate the
downtown Broadway scene, most of
them doing extremely well. Gross
total on the week is held down mate-
rially because of this fact, though the
holdover levels are considerably
above average for second and third
weeks. Uninviting weather over the
weekend for outdoor activity swelled
takes everywhere but Monday night
(19) the dip was sharp, due to the
heavy rains. Tuesday's downpour
also no help.

'Can't Take It With You' is on its

third week at the Music Hall and
powerful at $90,000 or better after a
first week of $121,000 and a second of

$103,000. Were not the Music Hall
well set on product, it could easily
hold the Columbia comedy hit a
fourth leg. 'Carefree,' which is on
the shelf waiting to get started, tees
off tomorrow (Thurs.).

Three other holdovers are exhibit-
ing plenty of driving -strength.
'Spawn of the North,' with the Eddie
Duchin band and Three Stooges
at the Par, pitched to the pin on its

second week last night (Tues.) for a
championship $40,000 and today
(Wed.) a third week is in the mak-
ing. At the Strand, 'Valley of the
Giants' and Ozzie Nelson, plus Har-
riett Hilliard and Johnnie 'Scat'

Davis, are holding up very soundly
for a second (final) week's pot of
$27,000 or better. The first week
was a fine $37,^00, the 14 days mean-
ing a nice profit.

'Boys Town' went to around $33,-

000 ph its first week and is main-
taining- such a good grip on the
second (current) at a likely $23,000,
it will tarry another week. Running
fifth as a holdover is 'My Lucky
Star' at the Roxy. It was okay,
though under the Sonja Henie aver-
age here, at $42,500 last week (1st)
and on the second will be under
$30,000, a little disappointing. On
the two weeks, however, a satisfac-
tory profit is shown.
At the bottom of the heap among

pictures that tarried was. 'Letter of
Introduction,' forced into a third
week at the Rivoli. This ended bit-
terly last night -(Tues.) at under
$5,000. Marx Bros, in 'Room Service'
make a stab at it here today (Wed.).
'Marie Antoinette,' $2 twice-ardayer
at the Astor, last week on its fifth
ended strongly at $15,200. It re-
mains.
The new pictures of the week are

'Mysterious Mr. Moto' at the Globe,
a very satisfactory $10,000; 'Come
On, Leatherneck.' Criterion's slender
hope for success, only $5,000; and
'Painted Desert,' which ended at
the Rialto Monday night (19) at $5,-
500, mild. Last mentioned opened
J'ugitiv-es for a Night!—yesterday-
morning (Tues.)
Loew's State got 'Sing, You Sin-

ners' nine days after its run at the
Paramount as against usual pro-
tection to latter of 14 and with it,

plus Duke- Ellington, will do about
$24,000: This may be considered a
little disappointing despite agreeable
profit. ,

•Palace started off a little slowly
with 'Alexander,' due probably to
way it was milked at the Roxy, plus
that RKO is day-and-dating it in
neighborhoods but will be approx-
imately $11,500 here, good,

i Estimates for This Week
' Astor (1,012; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—
'Antoinette' (M-G) (5th week).
Twice-daily run remains firm; last
week (4th), $15,200.
Capitol (4,520; 25-40-55-85-$1.25)—

'Boys Town' (M-G) (2d week). Main-

'Boys Town-'Barn Dance Smash 33G

In Wash.; Bernie Ups 'Giants to 1S%G

, Washington, Sept. 20.

'Boys Town,' aided by radio rep of
'National Barn Dance' revue, is send-
ing Capitol, town's biggest house,'
into biggest gross of season and one
of biggest in its history. Opening
day Friday (16) broke all records
exclusive of holidays. Approximately
14,000 customers got in and the box-
office was forced td'close three times.
Biz generally good elsewhere, with

prolonged cool spell, plus fact that

week on mainstem shooting for swell
$7,000. Last week, 'Texans' (Par)
(2d run), oke $3,500.
Earle (WB) (2,216; 25-35-40-66)—

'Valley of Giants' (WB) and> vaude.
Ben Bernie's orch and smooth revue
upping take to good $18,500. Last
week, 'Racket' Busters' (WB)/and
Chester Morris p.a., dropped^ dis-
appointing $13,500.
Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 35-55)—

'Annabel' (RKO). Opposition keep
Cap is spilling its overflow, the ing light name value down to fair
answers. Earle is bidding for good
figure, with most of credit due Ben
Bernie's orch for boosting 'Valley of
the Giants.'

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3.434; 25-35-40-6O— 'Bovs Town' (M-G) and vaude.

Tracy-Rooney plus radio rep of
'National Barn Dance' smashed open-
ing day records and is aiming at
soclceroo $33,000. Last week 'Co-Ed'
(20th) and vaude, slipped to satis-

factory $18,000.
Columbia (Loew) (1.242; 25-40)—

'Alexander' (20th) (2d run). Third

S5.000. Last week. 'Carefree' (RKO)
(3d week), good $6,500.
Met (WB) (1.600; 25-40)—'Gladia-

tor' (Col). .Booked in for six days
and- should see oke $4,000. Last
week, 'Army Girl* (Rep), flopped out
in four days with weak $L700 and
'Four's Crowd' (WB) (2d run) held
the fort for four days with good
$3 300

Palace (Loew) (2.363: 35-55)—'An-
toinette' (M-G) (2d wk). Looking to
eoufl average first week with big
$15 500. List week, same pic wowed
with sock $23,000.

taining good pace, looking $23,000 or
thereabouts and will stick a third
week, with 'Too Hot to Handle' set
back. First week was $33,000.'

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Come
On, Leatherneck' (Rep). This one
isn't cutting any ice, $5,000 appear-
ing tops. Last week, second for
•10th Ave. Kid' (Rep), $7,500, excel-
lent, after first week's $13,500.
Globe (1,274; 25-40-55)—'Mr. Moto'

(20th). The machines will handle
about $10,000, very good. Last week,
'Juvenile Court' (Col) ended at

$7,800, oke.
Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Alex-

ander' (20th) (2d run). RKO is play-
ing this one singly here and in most
of its other houses; day-and-dating
in nabes is possibly affecting take
here but good at $11,500 or bit over.
Last week, 'Four's a Crowd' (WB)
(2d run) and 'Speed to Burn' (20th)
(1st run), $8,100, only fair.

Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-85-99)
—'Spawn of North' (Par) and Eddy
Duchin, plus Three Stooges (3d-final
week). Starts final round today
(Wed.) after smashing through to

$53,000 the first week and $40,000 the
second ending last night (Tues.). 'If

I Were King' and Tommy Dorsey
follows Wednesday* (28). House is

seemingly not affected by the new
Strand policy patterned after it's

own.
Radio City Music Hall (5,980; 40-

60-84-99-$1.65)—'Can't Take It* (Col)
and stage show (3d-flnal week). This
picture could go four, weeks on the
strength of its draught; this week
(3d) it will strike $90,000 of over, as
against $103,000 last week (2d) and
$121,000 the first. 'Carefree' (RXO)
opens tomorrow (Thurs.).

Rialto (750; 25-40-55)—'Fugitives
of Night' (RKO). Opened here yes-
terday (Tues.), replacing 'Painted
Desert' (RKO) which faltered to fin-

ish at only $5,500. Tuesday now
seems to be .Arthur Mayer's favorite
change day here.
Roxy (5336; 25-40-55-75)—'My

Lucky Star' (20th) and stage show,
(2d-final week). Henie slips a lit-

tle with thjs picture at $42,500 the
first week and less than $30,000 on
the holdover but good profit is shown
just the same. 'Hold That Co-Ed'
(20th) goes on the Simplexes Friday
(23 >.

Strand (2.767; 25-55-75)—'Valley of
Giants' (WB) and, on stage, Ozzie
Nelson. Harriet Hilliard and Johnnie
'Scat' Davis (2d-final week). Sub-
stantial net under new policy pro-
vided at $37,000 last week (1st) and
stout second week's pace of $27,000
or over for total of $64,000. This
show, the second under the policy,
costs less than the first, and not so
much was spent in advertising, Ben
-Ber-nie-opening_hav±ng__had a str_Qng_
advance campaign.

State (3.450; 35-55-75)—'Sing You
Sinners' (Par) (2d run), and Duke
Ellington. About $24,000 in sight,

good but a bit under hopes. Picture
came in on nine days' protection to
the first run Par, usual clearance be-
ing 14. Last week, first for 'Crowd
Roars' (M-G) and second for £d
Sullivan and Harvest Moon dancers,
topped $30,000, big.

'SINNERS' NICE $5,500,

TOWN' $5,300 IN 0. C.

Oklahoma City, Sept. 20.

'Sing You Sinners' will cop blue
ribbon this week, getting . $5,500 at
Criterion. 'Boys' Town' will hit
around $5,300 at, the Midwest, with
no other big money in sight.
Weather okay, last week's rains

putting ,the skids under high tem-
perature.

Estimates for This Week
Criterion (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)

—'Sinners' (Par). Will ease over
the average mark for $5,500. Last
week, 'Antoinette' (M-G), good
$6,200.
Liberty (Stan) (1,200; 20-25)—

'Poor Man' (M-G) and 'Prison Break'
(U), split with 'Born' (WB) and
'Meet Girl' (20th). Will get average
$2,500. Last week, 'From City'
(RKO) and 'Bulldog Drummond'
(Par), split with Going To Be Rich*
(20th) and 'Missing Guest' (U),
average $2,500.
Midwest (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—

'Boys Town' (M-G). Good Catholic
draw will swell take to $5,300. nice.
Last week, 'Lucky Star' (20th),
failed to meet expectations, but
came in for average $4,500.

State (Ncble) (1,100; 20-25)—'Star
Is Born' (UA) and 'Come on Leath-
ernecks' (Rep). No better than
$2,000, below average. Last week,
'Army Girl' (Rep) with 'Arson
Racket Squ^d' (Col), weak $2,000.
Tower (Stan) (1.000: 25-35)—

'Antoinette' (M-G) (2d run). Slight-
ly over average at $3,000. Last
wrek, 'Alexander* (20th) (3d week),
fell hard at $2,000.
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Punchy Pix Click Philly Wickets;

Kyser-Treshman Very Big

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

With product powerful in the de-
luxers, ' grosses swerved sharply
skyward this week to the best fig-

ures in months. Two houses com-
ing close to cracking records.
Most sensational thing in town is

Kay Kyser's orch at Earle with
'Freshman Year.' Combo is gar-
nering $30,000.
Topping the solo flickers is 'Boys

Town' at the Aldine with terrific

$19,500. This is best b.o. since
'House of Rothschild' rang up $20,000
in 1932. Aldine is regular UA show-
case here, Metro reels going in only
because of lack of UA product.
Fox, which just three weeks ago

returned to flesh, is the only deluxer
below par. It is mired at $16,500
with 'Valley : of the Giants' screen-
ing • and Harriet Hoctor on boards.
!Army Girl' at Stanton also very,

weak at $3,500.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 42-57-68-75)

'Boys Town' (M-G). Hitting sizzling

pace and at $19,500 reaching for the
house record set six years ago by
'House of Rothschild,' $20,000. Last
week 'Algiers' (UA) (3d week),
petered out pretty well with the
lengthy stay, but oke at better than
$7,000.

Boyd (WB) (2,350; 37-57-68-75)—
•Daughters' (WB) (2d wk). Conthur-
ing nifty gallop begun last week and
should breast tape with better than
$12,500. Opening sesh v.g. at almost
$19,000.

Earle (WB) (2,758; 25-37-42-57-68)
^-'Freshman Year' (U). Kay Kyser's
brch on stage. Surprisingly power-
ful at $30,000. Last week 'Annabel'
(RKO) and Larry Clinton's orch,
hit fairish $19,500.

FOx (WB) (2,423; 37-57-68-75)—
'Giants' (WB).* Harriet Hoctor and
Albertina Rasch Girls on stage. Get-
ting we»k $16,500. Last week 'Am
Law' "(Col) and Connie Boswell
p.a.ing, likewise below par at $15,-
500.

Karlton (WB) (1,066; 37-42-57-68)
—'Carefree' (RKO) (2d run). Swing-
ing along much better on this en-
gagement, in comparison to first-run,

with good $4,500. Last week 'Has
Nancy* (M-G) (2d run), so-so $4',000.

Keith's (WB) (1,870; 37-42-57-68)—
•Alexander' (20th) (2d run; 2d wk).
Still pacing along at rapid gait with
$4,500 on its sixth week in mid-
town. Last sesh, upon moving from
de luxe Stanley, it got good $6,500.

Stanley (WB) (2,916; 37-57-68-75)
—'Hot Handle' (M-G). Although
greeted luke-warmly by crix, mar-
quee names still drawing v.g. $16,-

\ 500. Last week 'Carefree' (RKO),
jA just couldn't get up any steam, low

$13,500.

f Stanton (WB) (1,457; 26-42-57)—
* ^Arm^Gi.rlL^^.^^ar^yJhe stuff

to withstand all the tough compe-
tish in town and showing it at lit-

tle better than $3,500. Last week
'Lucky Star' (20th) (2d run), nice
$5,000.

OK Pix, Goodman Orch

Overcome Strong K. C.

Jubilesta; Tower, 184G

Kansas City, Sept. 20.
It's a big week for entertainment

In K. C. with the town's annual
Jubilesta' in iull swing and excep-
tional attractions in all theatres, not-
ably Tower and Midland. Benny
Goodman's orchestra drew the as-
signment of drawing some biz to the
Tower in face of the Jubilesta, and
the house is likely to see a new rec-
ord hung up.
Midland leads straight film houses

by far, with 'Boys Town' doing out-
standing biz despite opposition. Note-
worthy is 'Alexander's Ragtime
Band,' which holds oyer at the Up-
town for third week in this house
after previous three weeks in down-
town Esquire.
American Association also enters

the opposition picture with Blues in
the playoff for the baseball title.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox-Midwest) (820; 10-25-

40-55)—'Letter' (U) (2d wk). Al-
though first week ordinary, figured
second week will be little off from
first and worthwhile on tliat basis.
Currently $3,300; -$4,000 in first week.
Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40)

—'Boys Town' -(M-G) and 'Danger
Air' (U), dual. TracyrRooney sdcko
and- approaching figures of 'Antoin-
ette,' which *an solo; $16,000 indi-
cated, very good. Last w~*k 'Has
Nancy* (M-G) and 'Kid' (Rap), $12,-
000, strong.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10-

25-40)—'Boy Girl' (WB). Opened
Wed. and likely to hold nine days,
though returns disappointing. Ex-
tended run may see $7,000, light. Last
•week, 'Spawn' (Par) singled on a
holdover could hold out only five
days; $3;500.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,500;. 10-25-40)—'Clitterhouse' (WB) with March of

Time added. Headed for $7,000,
okay, in nine days. Last week, 'Care
free' (RKO) moved out after only
five days of holdover week; fair $3,
800. S

Tower (Fox-Midwest) (2,200; 10-
25-35-55)—freshman Year' (U) with
Benny Goodman orch on stage. Last
year house took it on chin from
Jubilesta arid this season figured to
fight an attraction with an attrac
tion.- Jitterbugs jamming in to six
shows daily over weekend and five
through week. Continual pounding
can see $18,500, a new house record
Last week, 'Gateway' (20th) and
vaude, played eight days for $9,000,
so-so.

Uptown (Fox-Midwest) (1,200; 10-
25-40)—'Alexander' (20th) (3d wk).
Fifth consecutive week in town (one
of which was played day .t.*d date
in Esquire arid Uptown). Good $3,
000 this week, after last week's'
800.

Henie Mild 4
1

2G,

But Morris Ops

'An'bel' in Balto

Baltimore, Sept. 20.

Fairly steady going' here, with
downtowners holding over or
stretching out stronger film entries
and shifting openings for possible
b.o. advantages. Combo Hipp laying
on extra heavy ballyhoo for current
vaude portion headed by p.a. of
Chester Morris. Will send .'Anna-
bel' into town's lead with solid $14,-
000.

'Lucky Star,' at New, not gather-
ing momeritum of previous Sonja
Henie films.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15-.

25-35-40-55)—'Antoinette' (M-G) (2d
week) coupled to new Streamlined
Divertissement, musical stage flash
introduced last week. Holding up in
excellent style to nice $10,000 after
socko opener of $18,900, biggest here
in months.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205;
15-25-35-40-55-66)—'Annabel' (RKO)
plus vaude headed by p.a. of Chester
Morris. Attracting steady trade to
good $14,000. Last week, second of
'Carefree' (RKO) and vaude, mild
$9,400 after fairish first round to
$11,400.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 15-
-25=35-^0-55-)—'Sailing—Along'- (G-B );-

Opened last ni?ht (Mon.) after three
weeks of 'Spawn'. (Par) to satisfying
total of $17,800 for run.

New (Mechanic) (1,558; 15-25-35-
55)—'Lucky Star' (20th). Getting
mild daytime trade and not build-
ing, with possible $4,500 indicated.
Last week, last of four-week run of
'Alexander' (20th), added nice $3,900
to previous total of $24,600.

Stanley (WB) (3,250; 15-25-35-40-
55)—'Daughters' (WB)' (2d week).
Holding good pace to $9,000 after
briskly building opener to rosy $14,-
200..

'Has Nancy' Dual

Big $7,000 in Seattle

.
Seattle, Sept. 20.

Liberty has 'Algiers' with great
campaign, while Paramount has
'Three Loves ~ Has Nancy.' Both
comprise town's b.o. toppers.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 32-37-42) 'Alexander' (20th)
(6th week). Indicates good $3,000.
Last week, same film, $4,400, great.

Coliseum (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(1,900; 21-32) 'Angel' (M-G) and
'Fast Company' (M-G) dual, split

with 'Always Goodbye' (20th) and
'Lord Jeff* (M-G). Anticipate only
fair $3,000. Last week, 'Tropic Holi-
day' (Par) and 'Seven Seas' (M-G),
$3,200, okay.

Colonial (Sterling) (800; 10-21)
'Tip-Off Girls' (Par) and 'Night Spot'
(RKO), dual, split with 'Arizona'
(Col) and 'Miss Thoroughbred'
(WB). Expect good $2,300. Last
week. 'Marriage Business' (RKO)
and 'Extortion' (Col),- dual, split

with 'Beloved Brat'-<WB) and 'Air
Devils' (U), dual, so-so $2,000.

Fifth Avenue (Hamrick-Ever-
green) (2,349; 32-37-42) 'Antoinette*
(M-G) (2d wk). . Looks for good
$6,000. Last week, same film,
reached $8,700, big.
Liberty (J-vH) (1,800; 21-32-42)

'Algiers' (UA). Nice campaign; looks
to hit immense $9,500. Last week,
'Am Law' (Col), second week, $3,-
600, okay.
Music Box (Hamrick Evergreen)

(850; 32-37-42) 'Sinners' (Par) and
'Danger Air' (U) (3rd wk). Indicated
$2,600, good. Last week, same films,
$3,800, good.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(2,600; 32-37-42) 'Giants' (WB) and
'Keep Smiling' (20th), dual. Hopeful
of good $5,800. Last week, 'Boy Girl'
(WB) and 'Booloo' (Par), $4,800,
slow.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 16-27-

37) 'Billy Kid'" (Rep) and 'Under
Suspicion' (U) with Roy Rogers
p. a. opening night, plus vaude. Ex-
pects good $4,200. Last week, 'Mr.
Chump' (WB) and 'Headlines' (Col)
and vaude, no dice, $3,100.
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3,039; 32-37-42) 'Has Nancy' (M-G)
and 'Prison Break' (U), dual. Paced
at $7,000, big. Last week, second,
'Lucky Star* (20th) and 'Rackets'
(RKO), $5,800, good.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (850; 21-32)

'Maytime' (M-G) and Treasure
Island' (M-G), dual. Okay $2,200.
Last week, 'Paris' (U) and 'Banners'
(WB), $2,100; fair.

SHEARER FORTE

11G IN BUFFALO

—Buffalo,- Sept. 20._
Business off from recent peaks, but

still holding to good general levels
'Sinners,' 'Antoinette' and 'Law' are
running neck and neck in the upper
brackets.

(Estimates for This Week)
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55) —

'Sinners' (Par). Around $12,000 in-
dicated, nice. Last week, 'Has
Nancy* (M-G), good $13,300.
Century (Shea) (3,000; 25-35) —

'Kid' (Rep) and 'Fugitives for Night'
(RKO). Not much in sight here at
$5,000. Last week, 'Annabel' (RKO)
and 'Penrod' (WB), only fair $5,400.

'Mwette' Bigwjm in mpis.,

'Algiers' $7,500; 'Carey' Mild $4,000

Cleve. Vaode Booms 'AnnabeF to Sock

$19,000; *Boys Town' TerrificW
Cleveland, . Sept. 20.

Between vaude's comeback at the
RKO Palace and quartet of high-
powered pics, all houses are doing
the first bang-up biz of the fall.sea-
son, even better than that of Labor
Day week, the 'Boys Town' making
loudest noise for State, which
smacked down records of last ten
years by pulling in 12,666 attendance
Sunday (18). Phenomenal figure
passed record held by Jack Benny's
flesh-pic combo several years • ago
and it looks like a sizzling $22,500,
setting up a new solo film mark.
ZaSu Pitts, in Palace's first au-

tumnal splurge of vaude with 'Anna-
belle,' getting another socko play,
heading for $19,000, which would be
more but for strong competish. New
policy of stage names putting RKO
deluxer on map again after a very
tough summer.
'Four Daughters' going way over

Hipp's usual gross. Observers see
tremendous pick-up in general busi-
ness conditions reflected in increased
theatre grosses.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3.000; 30-35-42-55)—

'Lucky Star' (20th). Move-over from
HiDD excellent here. at $8^00. Last
week, 'Carefree' (RKO)> on similar

h. o., landed $6,500, okay.
Alhambra (Printz) (1,200; 10-20-

35)—'Kid' (Rep) and 'Week-End'
(GB), dual. No angles to boost here,
but combo enough for $2,200 in four
days. Last week, 'City Streets' (Col)
and 'Tough Guy' (U), stayed for
seven days, pulling neat $4,400.
Hipp (WB) (3,700; 30-35-42-55)—

'Daughters' (WB). Yanking in sen-
timental family crowds to sweet tune
of $14,500. Last week, 'Lucky Star'
(20th), $12,500, neat.

,
Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-42-55)

—'Annabel* (RKO) with ZaSu Pitts
and Rufe Davis topping vaude. Flesh
rejuvenating this spot and opening
bill packs enough solid entertain-
ment to offset mild pic. Sweeping
to grand $19,000. Last week, 'Ac-
tress' (WB), fair $10,000.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)
—'Boys Town' (M-G). Making house
look like good old days. Parochia 1

.

schools turning out in force; raves'
from Dulpits and crix. Spells about
$22,500, great. Last week, 'Spawn'
(Par), nice $14,500.
Stillman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42-

55)—'Spawn' (Par) transported from
State for second stanza. Worthwhile
at $7,000. Last week, the fourth h. o.
for 'Antoinette* (M-G), fine $8,500.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50)
—'Antoinette'- (M-G). May get
around $11,000, good. Last week,
'Carefree' (RKO), under expecta
tions at $9,700.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 25-40) — 'Ac

tress' (WB). Only $5,000, fair a;
best. Last week, 'Alexander' (20th)
(4th wk), good $6,700.
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,300; 25-35) —

'Am Law' (Col) and 'Show On'
(G-B). Headed for fine $10,000. Last
week, 'Letter' (U) and 'Danger on
Air' (U) (2d wk), bettered estimates
for good $7,000.

DAUGHTERS' OK

$16,100 IN OMAHA
Omaha, Sept. 20.

Wickets continue to click at both
first-runs and nabes, aided by a com'
bination of good product and clear,
cool weather. There's a bit of com.
petish from the roller derby, expect
»d to end threerweek run here
shortly.

'Four Daughters' has the help of
an advance campaign and tie-up
with Omaha World-Herald. Bran
deis staged a midnite preview of
film with proceeds going to the
newspaper's free shoe and milk
fund. 'Boys Town,' made at Father
Flanagan's home hear Omaha, looks
set for a third \«eek.

"Estimates for This Week
Avenue - Dundee - Military (Gold

bexg) (950-U50-810; 10-25) — 'Kid
napped' (20th) and 'Seven Seas' (M
G), dual, split with triple bill,

'Stolen Heaven' (Par), 'Sky Giant'
(RKO) and 'Devil's Party* (U). Very
good $2,300. Last week 'Paris' (U)
and 'Crime School' (FN), dual, split
with tripler, 'Frankenstein' (U),
'Battle Broadway' (20th) and 'Lim
berlost' (Mon). Well satisfied with
$2 200
Brandels (Singer-RKO) (1.250; 10

25-35-40) — 'Daughters' (FN) and
'From City' (RKO), dual. Prosper
ous $6,100. Last week 'Am Law'
(Col) and 'Penrod' (FN), dual, so-so
$4,200.
Omaha (Blank) (2,200; 10-25-40)—

'Boys Town' (M-G) (2d wk). Very
fancy $9,900 and probably will hold
for third stanza. Picture sriiashed all
house records for socko $16,700 last
week.
Orpheum (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-40)

—'Singers' (Par ) and 'Million' (20th),
dual. Headed for extra good $10,400.
Last week 'Lucky Star' (20th) and
'Chaser' (WB), dual, very good
$9,300.
Town (Goldberg) (1,250; 10-20-25)

—'Heroes of Hills' (Rep), 'Held for
-Ransom*" (GN)~and "'Rose"of Rid"
Grande' (Mon), all 1st run, split with
tripler, 'Plains' (GN), first-run;
'Kidnapped' (20th) and 'Rage of
'Paris' (U). Fairish $1,500. Last
week 'Main Event' (Col), first-run,
'Bad Man' (20th) and 'Battle of
Broadway' (20th). split with' triple,
'Frankenstein' (U), 'Crime School'
(FN) and 'Tropic Holiday* (Par),
middling $1,400.

Picket New Balto Indie;

First Time in 10 Years
Baltimore, Sept. 20.

First theatre picketing in 10 years
greeted opening of the new Linden,
800 seat nabe erected by Milton
Schwaber at North and Linden ave-
nues, Saturday (17). Located on
main drag of business sub-center and
flanked on each side by Loew's
Parkway and the Rome chain's Met,
new house is first theatre venture
of Schwaber, hitherto identified only
with the construction of filling sta-
tions. Projectionists are carrying
the banners.
Town has two unions of operators,

the regular A.F.L. branch and an
indie unit now supplying 55 local
houses. Failing to negotiate for men
from the indie combo, Schwaber
tried to make a deal with A.F.L.
affiliate, which agreed to supply men
but specified minimum of four men
in the booth.

Lottery Violator Fined

Birmingham, Sept. 20.
H. W. Roberts, manager of the

Five Points theatre here, was fined
$50 and costs in Police Court on a
charge of violation of the city and
state lottery laws. City detective tes-
tified the theatre 'offered to pur-
chase photographs from patrons,'
but the purchases were based upon
the holding of certain 'lucky seats.'
Dave Solomon, attorney for the

theatre manager, filed notice of!
appeal.

Minneapolis, Sept. 20.
With Horace Heidt just having

broken the Orpheum house record
by draining local exchequers to the
tune of $25,000, purses are left in a
somewhat bedraggled condition and
a natural reaction is in order. But
one attraction, 'M|arie Antoinette,' at
the State, is. demonstrating plenty of
resistance to the letdown which
otherwise has the loop in its grip.

'Algiers' is doing well,' but 'Mother
Carey's Chickens' and 'Romance of
the Limberlost' are not faring so well
and final results will leave much to
be desired. Biggest thing on the
'horizon is Benny Goodman, coming
into the Orpheum Sept. 30.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)—

'Gladiator' (Cdl) and 'Sky Giant'
(RKO).' Dual first-runs in for entire
week. Good combo for this spot and
heading for nice $1,700. Last week,
'Keep Smiling' (20th) and 'Old Mex-
ico' (Par), dual first run, $1,600,
good.

Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 25-
35-40)—'Mother Carey' (RKO). Con-
flict of opinion regarding this one
and b.o. response is mild; mild $4,000.
Last week, 'Give Me Sailor' (Par),
$2,500, bad.

Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2,800; 25-
35-40)—'Algiers' (UA). Reams of
publicity showered on Hedy LaMarr
undoubtedly helping this one. Well
received, too, and rush of customers
means big takings, $7,500. Last week,
'Rich Man' (M-G) and Horace Heidt
on stage, with latter entirely re-
sponsible for shattered box-office
record, skyrocketing to sensationally
big $25,000, last four days far ex-
ceeding expectations and total going
$8,000 above previous estimate.

State (Par-Singer) (2,300; 25-35-40)—'Marie Antoinette' (M-G). A bar-
gain at 40c top and turnstiles are
clicking merrily; favorable reviews,
word-of-mouth boosting and strong
publicity all contributing to highly
pleasing gross, big $12,000 in pros-
pect for Shearer film. Moves to cen-
tury for a second week. Last week,
'Sing You Sinners' (Par), $8,400,
good.
Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)—'Down

the Stretch' (M-G) (reissue). Trad-
ing on the Andy Hardy series' popu-
larity and Mickey Rooney vogue,
going along nicely toward $700. Last
week, «FP 1' (G-B) (reissue), $600,
fair.

Uptown (Par) (1,200; 25-35)—
'Yank at Oxford' (M-G) and 'Love
Finds Andy Hardy' (M-G), split.
First neighborhood showing; point-
ing toward good $3,000. Last week,
'Always Goodbye' (20th), $2,300, fair.
World (Steffes) (290; 25-35-40-55)

—'Romance of Limberlost' (Mono).
Wrong type of picture for this house,
only $300, poorf on four days. Last
week, 'South Riding* (UA), disap-
pointing $1,200 for eight days. -

Cincy Biz Up

As Temp. Falls;

'Nancy OK 12i/
2G

Cincinnati, Sept. 20.
Early autumn weather tingling

b.o. of main line cinemas above av-
erage marks for fifth straight week.
Current frontier is 'Four Daugh-

ers' at the Albee. 'Three Loves Has
Nancy* at the Palace is the next best
>ringer-inner for a comfy figure.
Keith's has a fair magnet in 'Give
Me a Sailor.' Other major stands arc
doing okay on hold-over product.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42) —

Daughters' (WB). Excellent $16,000.
Last week, 'Antoinette' (M-G),
$16,500, socko.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42) —
Antoinette' (M-G) (2d run). Fine
$6,000. Last week. 'Carefree' (RKO)
(2d run), fair $4,500.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25) —

'Smashing Rackets' (RKO). 'Chaser*
(M-G), split. Average $2,100. Same
"ast week on 'White Trail' (Ind.),
Speed to Burn' (20th), 'Passport
Husband' (20th), singly.
'Grand (RKO) (1.200; 25-40) —
Carefree* (RKO) (3d run). N.s.h.,
$2,500. Ditto last week with 'Four's
Crowd' (WB) (2d run).

Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 35-42) —
Sailor' (Par). Fair $4,500. Last
week, 'Gladiator' (Col), swell $5,800.
Lyric (RKO) (1.400; 35-42) —

Lucky Star' (20th) (2d run). Pleas-
ing $4,500. Last week, 'Actress' (WB),
poor $3,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-42)—'Has

Nancy' (M-G). Good $12,500. Last
week. 'Lucky Star' (20th), okay
$12,000. .

Shubert (RKO) (2.150; 35-40-55)—
Alexander' (20th) (5th wk). Dandy
S5.500. Last week, fourth, hotsy-totsy
$7,500. • Sticking sixth week.
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FRENCH
D. S. Picture Industry Hay Pull Out

All Distrib from Italy Due to Severe

Restrictions; Decree Hits All Nations

AS B.O

Nationalization of foreign picture

distribution by Italy last week is ex-

pected to result in a united front by

the American picture industry and

probably will bring complete with-

drawal of all distribution by its com-
panies in Italy unless there is con-

siderable modification of the original

decree. Meeting of the Hays office

directors in New York tomorrow
(Thursday) may determine future

steps.

Importance of the film business

acting in concert and maintaining a

firm stand on Italian distribution is

seen in the fact that the Motion Pic-

ture Producers and Distributors

Assn. directorate took up the na-
tionalization decree, in full at the

quarterly session last Friday (16).

Understood that industry leaders

feel that the issue raised by the

Italian government is so vital that it

cannot be met waveringly.

Huddle with Officials

Majority of European managers of

major American companies this

week were in Rome huddling with
government officials there to see
what could be done in modifying
Italy's decree. Meantime, effort is

being made through the state de-
partment to secure full clarification

and to ease the order. However, few
foreign picture department officials

were overly optimistic over the out-
come and were inclined to believe
the nationalization order to mean
American companies would be
forced to abandon distribution setups
in Italy and possibly submit only a
few pictures annually to the Italian

government.

Decree took care of all foreign
countries, including U. S., covering
those with branches in Italy, those
selling to Italian distribution com-
panies and those making sales direct
to Italy.

Officials in New York described
the Italian order as simply being a

- desire to-control-the-whole- film -busi-

ness in that country.
Many picture officials say the

(Continued on page 55)

Ronacher, Vienna, Reopens

Vienna, Sept. 13.

Manager and lessee of the now
50-year-old Ronacher variety build-
ing has reopened. It remains to be
seen if he will be luckier than his
predecessors. Admission fee low-
ered in comparison to former
schilling, now a reichsmark.
Bob Weel, ropewalker; Fee Tacay,

dancer; John Marocco and Julia,

jugglers; three Cirios, trapeze; Adith
and Aldino, barrel jumpers; Elida
Sisters, dancing; :hick Finks & Co.,
roller skaters; three Soundrys, bi-
cycle act, and the Five Solweigs are
the reopening bill.

Othmar Rauscher directs as usual.

Current London Plays
(.With Dates When Opened)

au"
lh AVUhout Tears,' Criterion—Nov.

IRobPrfa Wife.' Olobe—Nov. 23, '37.
««;,«n<I My Ulrl,' Victoria Palace-Dec.

• .ij
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n
?.
Shnr r>-* J.lttle-Jnn. 20. '38.

•\v ?i ^^"Shu' Apollo-March 22. '33.
wild Oais.' Princess- .^piil 13. '3H.
"'innrin niclBe.' Straml-Aprll 27. 'Ji.

.

glorious Morning,' Whitehall, May 20,

.^Prlns Meeting,' Ambassador - May 31,

•n^MVlfp '' AMwych-June 10.
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7
,n 'v Hayraarket-June 1C.

T*L . J.

1
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li,iy
- st - -Tnmcs-June 21.

.J^2 ' '"•In South,' St. Mnrtln's-Auff. 11.
Too \\aa YoUng,' WyndhnnVis-AUR.

l7
"fhe Fleet's Lit Up,' Hlppodrome-Aug.

"George nnd Margaret,' Plccadllly-Aug.
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S<
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.

t

.,
Kot -' Wnyhouse-Aug.

•te »
fe

L
llot '' G^ty-Aug. 31.

'ftmV'V'";0 '' Comedy-Sept. «.nin -\\ 0 Tell.' New-Sept. 7.'&" '! lan,ltsh -' «."vte-.Sept. J*.
• onus.' Queens-Sept,. 14.

'IIP n i,
kll
wVI* 1 " MaJwHy'B-Keiit. 15.Henry V,; Drury I.une-Sept. 17.

«0,

31.

Hear B. A. Exhib Suit

Defense in the suit brought by a
Buenos Aires-* exhibitor against
American distributors is now being
submitted, accordng to information
received in New York. Criminal ac-
tions in the case were dismissed last

year but civil action still is pending.
Suit is one brought by a minor,

subsequent-run theatre in Buenos
Aires to force American distribu-

tors to supply film. The distribs re-

fused pictures on the grounds that

previous experience with the house
involved indicated the exhibitor as

too big a credit risk.

NO STIFF QUOTA

London, Sept. 12.

This is the first year of the new
quota regulations, and it's reported

there will be no prosecutions for

evasion of its terms.
It is understood the authorities re-

alize the acute shortage of quota ma-
terial and are very sympathetic to
exhibitors. They are, therefore, said

to be shutting their eyes to minor
evasions and there is a general feel-

ing that any infraction would have to

be a blatant one before there would
be- a prosecution.

ARGENTINA'S CROP HIKE

HELD AS BOOM TO BIZ

Clair, Renoir, Duvivier Are
Akin to the Name of

Frohman or Belasco on a
Legit Production in Amer-
ica, in Former Years

—

The Director Is Absolute

Aussie Pushed to Pass Steeper

Tax on U. S. Distribs; N. Z. Tieup

Would Include Aid to Home Prod.

GALLIC PIX'S PROGRESS

Film theatre business in Argentina
is satisfactory, according to John
Nathan, Paramount's manager for

that country, who is in New York
for a month on .a visit. Biggest city

for cinemas, , of course, is Buenos
Aires, Nathan pointed out, where
about 180 theatres are operating in a
metropolis of about 2,500,000 popula-
tion.

Every indication points to good
crops this year in Argentina, he says,

grain-growing, surpassed only by the

choice cattle raised, probably,mean-
ing better film business.

Par's C. A. Changes

Realignment of managers in Cen-
tral America was announced last

week by -John W. Hicks, Jr., vice-

president in charge of foreign dis-

tribution for Paramount. Henry
Gordon, formerly manager for Trin-

idad,," was appointed to job in Pan-
ama. He supplants S. E. Pierpoint,

former manager, Swho will -be pro-

moted to some post in Central or

South America.
Saul Jacobs becomes Trinidad

manager, being transferred from
Guatemala. Robert L. Graham, in

Australia on special assignment for

two years, will be Gordon's assistant

in Panama.
Hicks sails today (Wed.) for Eu-

rope on a survey of sales and busi-

ness conditions at this time. He
usually goes over twice a year. Par's

head of foreign distribution will

visit London, Stockholm, Berlin,

Rome and Paris offices, returning to

N. Y. in about six weeks.

TJ. S. PIX EXIT AUSTEIA
Vienna„Sept. 9.

American pictures have almost

done a fadedut from Austrian

screens.

Replaced by UFA and other Ger-

man releases.

New approach to production of

French language features, .with box-

office appeal predicated on the fame
and record of name director-produc-
ers, rather than the players or stars,

promises to go far in the progress"
of the French film industry. This
idea of regarding the producer's
name as the keynote already has
caught on in France, and is be-
ginning to do likewise in America.
Pictures are starting to be classed
according to director - producer
credits, not unlike the high regard
held for a Frohman or Belasco pro-
duction of yesteryear.
Economically, it is a favorable

move. It means that capable direc-
tors can turn out good- grossers with-
out-having to expend large amounts
for high-salaried stellar personali-
ties. In this trend towards abandon-
ing the practice of employing stars
and using any new talent, the French
industry is aided by the setup on
director-producers. The new French
director is in absolute command of
production on a feature, not being
just paid to turn out a picture. His
word is law, .and this works for sav-
ings and intensified, development of
the story which long has been held
to be the keynote to a French-made
film's success in the U. S.

Typical of this new practice and
success which has marked the effort

are the productions handled by Jean
Duvivier, Jean Renoir, Abel Gance,
Rene Clair and in lesser degree to

(Continued on page 55)

LeBaron Gets Going
Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Eddie LeBaron Productions starts

work this week on The Life of

Simon Bolivar,' based on a biography
written by Jose Vasconcelos, Mexi-
can educator.
Picture will be made here in the

Spanish language.

London Casino Starts

Okay; Also Sherek Show

London, Sept. 20.

London Casino's new edition of

the 'Folies Superbes* opened Wednes-
day night (14) and went over big.

Consists of a former production
which has been on tour, plus new
acts, including Andre Randall, from
Folies Bergere; Marion Daniels, New
York; Four Craddocks, Christiane
and Duroy, and Ben Dova.

Henry Sherek's new show, consist-

ing of Nick Long, Jr.; Naunton
Wayne, Bobby May and Chester Hale
girls, was up to usual standard at

Dorchester hotel, opening Sept.' 14.hot

TO ATTEND

Vienna, Sept. 9.

Despite alleged forcing of white-
collar class factory workers to fre-

quent bogged-down theatres, audi-

ence is microscopic. Vienna Nazis
now envision compulsory attend-

ance. Not only mu^c they pay coin,

but prove attendance.

^ Nazi Strength-Through-Joy organ-
isation distribs 1,000,00G cut-rate

legit and opera ticket for coming
season at approximately 50c. per, but
obliging recipients to take 15 tickets.

Ahearns Click in London

London, Sept. 20.

Will and Gladys Ahearn scored oh
the new' bill at the Palladium de-

spite the fact that they followed
Billy Bennett, local favorite.

Bob Bromley is doing fine at

Trocadero cafe. Returns after tour,

following two weeks here.

London Hears of New

Underwriting for Odeon Cinemas

Sydney, Sept. 20.

Additional political pressure is be-
ing exerted in Australia this week to
get the federal government to tax
American distributors according to

earnings made on each picture

shown on the Continent. Though
present plans call for replacing" the
current customs duty on all film im-
ports v/ith this tax on film rentals,

the new levies promise to be much
more severe than the present duty
of 16c per foot on negative and 8c
per foot on positive film stock. Cam-
paign for this new taxation is not
confined .to Australia alone but a
similar alignment is being worked
out in New Zealand.

In addition to this move for direct

tax on distributor gross income, an-
other suggestion has been made that

local governments tax distributors a
pertain percentage to go towards as-

sisting home production. Background
for th,is stir on taxing U. S. distribu-

tion*"companies is the statement that
eight major American distribs

grossed $4,000,000 in Australia last-

year.

In political circles this is seen as

a repercussion from Sir Victor Wil-
son's .statement of several months
ago. The head of the Motion Picture
Distributors Assn. placed American
earnings at $4,000,000 though it is

understood that this was gross in-

come rather than net profit. Un-
fortunate as far as the distributors

are concerned is that apparently it

has given a definite, rather official,

figure at which to shoot.

Wilson statement was given in
good faith and obviously was made
only to discount reports to the effect

that Americans collected $15,000,000

to $25,000,000 in this country last

season. It has provided ammunition,
however, for some politicos since
they realize that even a moderate
percentage tax on this gross amount
would produce much more than
present import duty on film footage.

. .Vir_tually_alL.U. S.. cojnpantes .only,

ship in negative prints for features,

making positive prints here, and
thereby eliminate the need for pay-
ing arty duty on positives. Some
companies also ship in one positive

for comparison with positive prints
turned out in Australia.

With distributors only sending in a
negative and paying 16c per foot in
tax, this means that American com-
panies pay import duty of about
$1,120 on a 7,000-foot print, average
length of a feature. Distribs in this
market long have regarded it as a
form of taxation and discriminatory
as compared with what other coun-
tries have to pay.

London, Sept. 20.

Eagle Star and Dominion Insur-
ance Co., it is understood, is among
the principals who are considering
advancing $20,000,000 in new under-
writing and recapitalization to Odeon
Cinema Holdings, Ltd. (Oscar
Deutsch). United Artists is a part-

ner in Odeon.
Odeon Cinema controls Odeon

Theatres, Ltd., which firm operates
approximately 300 houses in Eng-
land, one of the three- top chains.

Present capitalization of OT consists

of $10,000,000 mortgage debentures;

$7,500,000 6% preference shares, and
$4,500,000 ordinary shares.

OT is understood to be doing nice-

ly; having earned on its first year
somewhat in the neighborhood of

$1,800,000.

The circuit comprises approxi-
mately 100 various subsidiaries, of

which the biggest is County Cinemas,
which alone may be worth around
$15,000,000 and controls around 55

theatres.

London & Southern is another OT
unit, possibly worth around $4,000,-

000T comprising approximately 15

theatres.

A deal in prospect, covering

$10,000,000, and in which such promi-

nent financiers as Philip Hill, besides

the National Provincial Bank are

considered as interested, is for Odeon
(Oscar Deutsch) to take over Genr

eral Theatres Corp. (Woolf-Rank-
Pbrtal ). GTC operates ' around 35

cinemas. Thus it may be taken that

the prospective deal which had been
quietly discussed, between Odeon
and Gaumont-British theatres, to"

join forces has been nixed.

Understood that Odeon, in which
United Artists is a partner, let the
GB prospect run out, not wishing to

become involved, unless 20th Cen-
tury-Fox sat in on the deal. This,

presumably, was in accordance with
advice from the UA home office.

At the same time, it is envisioned
here that there would be little for a
deal between Odeon and Paramount's
Astoria chain.

Odeon is now constructing theatres
or in prospect of constructing thea-
tres in locations where Paramount
theatres are located in Cardiff, Man-
chester, Leeds and other places. Also,

Odeon stands to be too competitive
to Par, as their locations are pres-
ently concerned.
Stanton Griflis, Paramount direc-

tor, who was here, is understood to

have favored an Odeon-Par deal.

Hutchinson Sets S. Africa

Tour After S. America
Buenos Aires, Sept. 6.

W. J. Hutchinson, 20th-Fox di-
rector of foreign distribution, has ar-
rived here from New York on the
start of his visits to key cities in
South America. He goes from here
to Rio de Janeiro.

t

Hutc&jfison -or-iginally planned to
slMFOT^io or Sept. 10, but now
contemplates leaving Oct. 4 for
South Africa. His visit' to S. Af-
rican key spots will occupy his at-
tention for the greater part of Oc-
tober. He'll get back to U. S. some-
time in December.
The 20th-Fox foreign chief will

glimpse the company's distribution
brganizatior in South Africa, set up
a short time ago. Company also has
an interest in a theatre at Durban.

Taxes Hit Budapest Cafes

Budapest; Sept. 12.

Of the 400 cafes in Budapest at the
close of the World War, 250 have
gone dark in the last 15. years.
The rest recently complained to

the Minister of Industries that they
can't keep out of the red unles*
something is done to alleviate tb.0

innumerable taxes on them.
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IF I WERE KING
Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Paramount release of Frank Lluyd pro-

duction. Stars Ronald Colmun; l'eutures

B;iBil Rnthbone, Frances Dee. Ellen Drew,
Henry Wllcoxon, Heather Thatcher, Walter
Klnssford, Sidney Toler. Ualph Forbes,

John MllJan. Directed by Frank Lloyd.

Associate producer, Lou Smith. Screen-

play by Preston Sturges from play by

Justin Huntly McCarthy: camera, Theodor
Sparkuhl; special effects, Gordon Jennings

;

editor. Hugh Ucnnetl; asst. directors, Wil-

liam Tummel un 1 Harry Scott. Previewed
nt Westwood Village theatre. Los Angeles,

Sept 13. '88. Running time, 100 minutes.

Francois Villon.. Ronald Colman
Louis XI .* Basil Rathbone
Katherine Do Vaucfellos Frtfnees Deo
Huguette Ellen Drew
Father Villon C. V. France
Captain of the Watch Henry Wllcoxon
Queen Heather Thatcher
Rene dt. ontlgny Stanley nidges

Noel lo Jolys Bruce Lester

Tristan L'Her lte....... .Walter Klngsford
Colette Alma Lloyd
Robin Turgls Sidney Toler
iJehan LeLoup Colin Tapley
Oliver LeDaln Ralph Forbes
Thlbaut O'AusElgny ; John MllJan
Guy Tabarle...'. .....j....' .William Haiide
Colin Do Cayoulx. Adrian Morris
General Dudon Montagu Love
General Sallere Lester Matthews
Genera. Barbezler ....William Farnum
Burgundlnn Herald Paul Harvey
Watchman Barry Macollum
-Anna May Beatty
Major-Domo Winter HnJt
Casln Oholet Francis McDonald
Xadles-In-wuittng.Ann Evers, Jean Fenwlck

Garden of the Moon
(MUSICAL)

Warner Bros, production and relense.

Features Pat O'Brien. John Payne, Mar-
garet Lindsay. Joe Vonutl orch., Jlmmle
Fldlcr, Johnnie Davis, Jerry Colonna, Di-
rected by Busby Berkeley. Original story,

H. Bedford-Jones and Barton Browne;
screenplay, Jorry Wald and Richard Ma-
caulay; songs, Harry Warren. Al Dubln
and Johnn Mercer; arungemcnts, Ray Heln-
dorf and Frank Perkins; music director.

Leo F Forbsteln; camera, Tony Gaudlb;
editor, George Amy; dialog directors, Hugh
Cummlngs and Gene Lewis. Previewed at

Hollywood, N. Y., Sept. 14, '38. Running
time, U4 mlns,
John Qulnn .Pat O'Brien
Tonl Blake argaret Lindsay
Don Vlncente John Payne
Slappy Harris Johnnie Davis
Maurice : . Melville Cooper
Mrs liornay Isabel Jeans
MaTy Stanton Mabel Todd
Miss Calder. Penny Singleton
Rick Fulton..... Dick Purcell
Maharajah of Sund .Curt Dols
Angus McGllllcuddy Granville- nates
Duncan McGllllcuddy Edward McWade
Trent. Larry Williams
Musicians '

Ray Mayer. Jerry Colonna, Jce Vonutl
Joe Venutl am) Ills .Swing Cats

Jlmmle Fldlcr

Paramount : made a happy and
profitable choice in deciding to turn
.out a new version of the adventures
of Francois Villon. 'If I Were King'
is healthy box office that will hit ex-
pended runs right down the line and
'finish' as one of the top grossers of

the company's fall releases.

Title itself is well kno'wn as a
standard piece of historical fiction,

.and would probably carry marquee
strength of its own fpr sufficient ex-
ploitation, and selling. But with
"Ronald Colman in his first appear-
ance in a year (.last in 'Prisoner of
Zenda*), combo has substantial pos-
sibilities. . In some spots name of
•producer-dire-tor Frank Lloyd (di-

rector of 'Mutiny on the Bounty,'
'Cavalcade' and 'Wells Fargo') will

further assist in gaining attention.
'If I Were King' is a well-mounted

and splendid production that carries
along at a fascinating pace through-
out its 100 minutes. Producer-di-
rector Frank Lloyd has turned out
a masterful job. Retaining intimacy
of characterizations and story
throughout, he does not allow the
audience to wander through a maze
of spectacular sets and mob scenes
with possibility of losing interest in

the objective. Story is handled with
deftness and lightness, but very
little of the melodramatic. His
seems a tongue-in-cheek angle in di-

rection to provide the utmost in
wholesome entertainment.

Colman's delineation of the ad-
venturous poet-philosopher* Villon,

is excellent, carrying through it a
verve and spontaneity for an out-
standing performance. Basil Rath-
bone brilliantly andles the difficult

assignment of the eccentric, wea-
zened Louis XI, a role that requires
delicacy and shading of characteriza-
tion in every scene.
Close intimacy of audience to

story progress is maintained in fast-

tempo script by Preston Sturges,
-who- has-provided- -much- -sparkling
dialog to greatly enhance entertain-
ment factors. Cross-dialog and
repartee between Villon and Louis
XI is particularly noteworthy.

After quickly establishing Villon
as the hero and leader of the Paris
mobs, events bring him and the king
together. Appointed grand con-
stable of France and Brittany by the
mischief-conniving Louis, in the pal-
ace. Villon champions the people
against the king and his arrogant
advisers—to the amusement of Louis.
But the latter soon tires of his
amusement with Villon, and is ready
to put him on a gibbet when the
armies of Burgundy break through
.the city gates. Villon leads his rab-
ble against the invaders for a com-
plete rout and gains the sincere
gratitude of the king and city.

Newcomer Ellen Drew handles the
difficult role of Huguette, girl of the
slums, for one of the outstanding
.'performances. Interpretation of
Katherine by Frances Dee 'is deliv-
ered with sincerity. Particular ex-
cellence of supporting cast makes
for well-rounded delineations of the
varied characterizations.
Paramount has given 'If I Were

King' a fine Tiounting in which to
unfold this romantic and adven-
turous comedy drama. Art direction

* is tops, with photography particu-
larly effective.

Picture is studded with numerous
Standout scenes. Meeting of Villon
.with Katherine for the first time at
the church; appointment of Villon
as grand constable by. Louis; freeing

' by Villon of his followers, who were
taken prisoners with-him at the slum
tavern; Villon's ultimatum to the
Burgundian herald—these are a few
of the many requences that are put
over by top direction and top-rank-
ing artists.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Release title for, 'Kiss and Run' at
Warners is 'Hard to Get.'

'Lawless Valley' is latest tag for
*No Law in Shadow Valley' at RKO.
Hal Roach switched 'Zenobia's In-

fidelity' to 'This Time It's Love.'
New tag for 'Arson' at Metro is

Think It Over.'

'Garden of the Moon' is a bright

musical, due principally to .the spark-

ling Warren and Dubin and Johnny

Mercer tunes, an ebullient script and

the exceptionally adept direction of

Busby Berkeley. It will hardly be a
major smash, but it should be better

received, than some of the more elab-

orate musical productions and it's

likely to garner a tidy profit Al-
though the running time is 94 min-
utes, it doesn't seem that lbng.
As usual with musicals, the book is

no great shakes. It's . merely the
familiar yarn about the unknown
band hired as a filler-in at a famous
nitery and remaining to establish it-

self as a name outfit. Love interest

in supplied by the femme press agent
who falls for the bandleader and con-
trives a hoax publicity stunt that

puts the band over. Slim as that
thread is, .it is shrewdly arranged
and seasoned with such winning
touches of humor that it serves as
solid framework for the succession
of contagious songs.
Besides being logically, placed in

the story, the song numbers are ex-
traordinarily well presented. Hard
to say whether that is due to Berke-
ley or to musical director Leo F
Forbestein, .but probably it is simply
a happy combination of talents. All
the songs are heavily plugged and
they follow in fairly rapid succession,
yet they never become tiresome
That is due not only to the quality of
the numbers ttiemselves, but to the
ingenuity in their' various manners
of presentation. While the title song,
'Garden of the Moon,' and the famil
iar 'Girl Friend of a Whirling Der
vish' are pleasant offerings, 'The lady
on the Two-Cent Stamp' and 'Love
Is Where You Find It' are outstand
ing and the remaining tune, 'Con
fidentially,' is more than passable.
Unusual feature . of the picture is

the inclusion of emphatic plugs for.

virtually every recognized syndicated
columnist in the country. Jimmie
Fidler, of course, is featured in the
cast and given an outright buildup,
but at one point in the film virtually
all the column titles and by-lines in

the business are.pictured, JFilm..a3sQ_
contains several topical laughs in the
dialog. One at the expense of Roose-
velt has one of the characters saying
he tried to get in touch with the
President, but couldn't reach him.
Asked why not, he explains, 'He's
away on a battleship—fishing.'

Although not given top billing,

John Payne has the leading part. As
the personality maestro,

.
he's ob-

viously being given the buildup-

by'
Warners for romantic leads. Nothing
in the part tests his acting ability, but
he appears to have enough stuff to
land.
As the steel-jacketed, ruthless

nitery operator, Pat O'Brien gives a
workmanlike performance, whacking
all the obvious points in the part and
giving the character the proper driv-
ing force. But there's never any
subtlety to his playing and his .omy
way of giving emphasis to a line is to
raise his voice.
Margaret Lindsay ' is the not-too-

demure' press agent' who recognizee
her pash at the first glance and pro-
ceeds to build him up to her size.

The part has some illogical shadings,
but she's a visual asset, uses' her
voice eloquently, and gives a direct
performance that irons out some of
the inconsistency. Johnnie Davis is

in his proper element as a slap-,

happy horn player and consequently
provides several crackling moments,
while Curt Bois, Ray Mayer, Jerry
Colonna and Joe Venuti also con-
tribute laughs at opportune moments.
Jimmie Fidler is a' satisfactory
enough Jimmie Fidler, though his
reading of sock lines would hardly
draw a bell chorus. Hobe. •
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TOO HOT TO HANDLE
Metro release of Lawrence -Welngarten

production. Stars Clark Gable, Myrna
Loy; features Walter Pidgeon, Walter CorT-

nolly, Leo Carrlllo. Directed by Jack Con-
way. Story, Len Hammond; screenplay,
Laurence Stalllngs. John Lee Mahln; musi-
cal Bcor'e. Franz waxjjian; special effects,

Arnold Gillespie: camera. Harold Rosson;
montage e(Tec to, John Hoffman; film editor,

Frank. Sullivan. Reviewed In Projection
Room, N. Y., Sept. 10, '38. Running time)
100 mlns.
Chris Hunter Clark Gable
Alma Hording ' Myrna Loy
Bill Dennis.... '.Walter Pldgeon
Gabby MacArtbur Walter Connolly
Josellto Leo Carrlllo
Parsonb ' '. Johnny HInes
Hulda. .'. Virginia Weldler
Mrs. Harding Betty Ross Clarke
Pearly Todd Henry Kolker
Miss Wnync Marjorle Main
Popolt Gregory Gaye
Gumpert Al Shean
Willie Wllllo Fung
Tootsle Llllle Mul
Fake' Hulda Patsy O'Connor

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Paramount purchased Dale Unson's
novel, 'Surprise Marriage.'
Alfred Levy sold his yarn, ' iki,'

to Metro.
Metro bought 'Flight South,' by

Nathaniel West and Gordon Baker.
Grant 'Leenhouts sold his original,

'Human Bait/ to Metro.
Republic acquired Walker- K.

Tompkins' mag yarn, 'Guns From the
Grave,' to be Alfred as 'Prairie Buck-
aroo.' » -A,
Paramount" Bought %Nat Perrin's

original, 'The Lady Is Charmed.'

Adventures of a newsreel cam-
eraman is the basis for this Clark

Gable-Myrna Loy co-starrer, 'Too

Hdt to Handle.' It's a blazing action

thriller aimed as a follow-up to cash

in on the same pair's click in 'Test

Pilot.' Even more than 'Test Pilot'

it's hoked far beyond the limit of

credibility. But it has a driving ex-

citement, crackling dialog, glittering

performances and inescapable ro-

mantic pull. So it's a sock audience

picture and should make a para
chuteful of money.
There are enough absurdities in

the story to give a real newsreel
cameraman the shudders for a
-month* -For -instance,- Gaole-is-shown
using a hand camera and recording

sound with it, which would certain

ly earn a cameraman the best-trick-

of-the-week medal. As another in-

stance, Gable and Carrillo, after

paddling for four days up the Ama
zon in a small dugout canoe and
scrambling through the tropical un
derbrush, show a series of newsreel
pictures on an unexplained screen

to terrify a tribe of blacks. Appar
ently they had their projection
equipment with them, sound am-
plifiers and all.

Maybe the explanation for that
would also cover what voodoo wor-
shippers are doing in the Amazon
jungles instead of Haiti. But it would
hardly explain how a tiny plane fly
ing only a few hundred feet in the
air could escape destruction, or at
least a violent shakeup, when a ship-
load • of dynamite explodes direc.tly
underneath. As a matter of cold
fact nothing can explain those or
countless other implausibilities in
the story. That is, nothing but the
license that permits a scenarist to
use any illogical situation provided
it makes exciting narrative. Since
'Too Hot to Handle' is tingling ad
venture stuff, audien:es won't mind
its flaws' of logic.
The story , is one of those familiar

Hollywood triangle affairs^ with
Gable and Walter Pidgeon as the
sizzling rival newsreelers and Miss
Loy the he-man's ideal who' entan-
gles their already frenzied competi
tion. When Gable hijacks Pidgeon's
girl and" they both land in the dog
house through Pidgeon's efforts to
get even, the girl goes to South
America to search for her long-lost
aviator brother. Of course, Gable
not only makes chumps of the na
tives and effects the rescue, but he
scoops Pidgeon on the films of the
yarn and even winds up with the
prize heartthrob.. It's all unashamed
pulp-mag stuff, but the f peanut
muching contingent will gobble it up
—and not even an irate newsreeler
will walk out on it.

Strange angle of the picture's im-
plausibilities is the fact that the
story was written by Len Hammond,
an executive of Fox Movietone

newsreel, while Laurence Stallings,

co-author pf the screenplay, is a'

former employee of the same outfit.

Obviously bo*h men know better;

jut apparently they declined to look

a thrill-packed yarn in the mouth.
Probably they'll take a ribbing from
the boys in the trade, but that won't
worry the fllm-goln* public.

Best parts of 'Too Hot' are the

early sequences, all the way up to

the sequence of the ship explosion.

This entire portion of the film is

terse and impelling. It is neatly In-

troduced, the story *s kept moving,
the characters are clearly, etched and
the dialog is salted with biting

humor. By the time the ludicrous

latter part roll into view enough
interest hts been aroused to carry

the yarn to its climax.
Metro has given the picture one of

Its typically slick productions. Sets,

lighting, photography and sound are

all superblv handled, . while Jack
Conway's direction carries a stun-

ning punch.- Clark Gable and Myrna
Loy zoom through the leading parts

with glittering persuasion. Both
bring out the facets of their parts

and their acting styles offer a fasci-

nating contrast.
Walter Pidgeon also bullseye In

another of his other-man character-

izations, this time wltl. more than
his usual vitality. In fact, for a
time it looks as if it might even step

into the boy-gets-girl class. Walter
Connelly is wholly satisfying as the
lightning-tempered newsreel editor,

while I-eo Carrillo ignites all the

laughs in the part of the camera-
man's assistant. Marjorie Main is

agreeably acid as Connolly's philo*

sophical secretary • and Willie Fung
is good for several chuckles as an
amiable Chinaman. JHobe.

TOUCHDOWN, ARMY
Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Paramount production and release. Fea-
tures John Howard, Robert Cummlngs,
Mary Carlisle, Owen Davis, Jr., William
Frawley,- Minor Watson, Benny Baker and
Raymond Hatton. Directed by Kurt Neu-
mann. Story and adaptation, Lloyd Corrl-

gan and Erwln Gelaey; editor, Arthur
Schmidt; photography, Victor Mllner. Pre-
viewed Sept. 10, 1038, at the Paramount,
L. A. Running time, 00 mlns,
Brandon Culpepper John Howard
Jimmy Howell ...Robert Cummlngs
Tonl Denby Mary Carlisle

Kirk Reynolds Owen Davis, Jr.

Jack Heffernan ......William Frawley
Dick Mycroft '. .'.Benny Baker
Colonel Denby Minor Watson
Bob Haskins Raymond Hatton

A timely release, concurrent with

the opening of the football season,

'Touchdown, Army' is a 'B' pro-

grammer of average entertainment

value that has been competently

made, well cast and expertly photo-
graphed in fittingly, effective back-
grounds. It's meat for the pigskin
fans and not without surefire appeal
for the masses. A topical lower-
bracket dualer.

Picture has the benefit of Kurt
Neumann at directorial controls and
the value of a story turned out by
Lloyd- Corrigan and Erwin Gelsey.
The color of West Point at school
time, during the football season and
graduation combines with an in-

triguing love_storyJ ..
snjTie dramatic

tension and a- fair measure of "com-
edy for results that please.

Story' is said to have been inspired
by a play in football which actually
occurred some years ago when a
groggy pigskinner ran the wrong di-

rection with the ball but with mat-
ters ending up in. victory at the right
goal-line just the same. It is accom-
plished in 'Touchdown, Army' by
unique' means and reaches its climax
from development of a situation
which has a Yankee' heckling a
Dixieland football player-romancer
throughout the early stages by doing
the Rebel yell. When the Southerner,
John Howard, is running the wrong
way. with the ball, the only hope of
a fellow player and love rival (Rob-
ert Cummings) is to heave out that
Rebel yell. It works, stopping How-
ard in time and Army, as might be
assumed, wins under unusual- cir-
cumstances.

Cummings plays an upstart West
Pointer whose nerve and disrespect
for rules or upper classmen gets him
into such hot water that even his
gridiron prowess has him in solitary
the day of the big game. He has
turned a little more honorable by
this time over an exam he passed on
information innocently given him by
the colonel's daughter, and, through
latter, he is reprieved in time to help
Army win in the last few minutes of
play.

Cummings plays his partly unsym-
pathetic role effectively and John
Howard is a good rival against him
on the romantic end. The girl is
Mary Carlisle, who fits requirements
creditably and always pictures
sweetly even if the dialog isn't the
best that could be written fcfr her.
Lessers are Owen Davis, Jr., doing
good student part; Minor Watson, the
West Point colonel, William Frawley,
Benny Baker and Raymond Hatton.
Latter is coming more and more into
prominence in character roles, usu-
ally tinged with comedy, and in this
instance plays a pal of Cummings'
who puts on an act as an old Con-
federate soldier with a view to dis-
crediting Howard's boasts concerning
his father's participation in the Civil
War. Nothing' on that war that will
offend anyone, as done here.

Some of the scenes of West Point
and. of football games are newsreel
or library, but fit in deftly.

FRESHMAN YEAR
Universal production and ^release. Fea-

tures Dixie Dunbar, William Lundigan
Constanco Moore, Ernest True*. Directed
by Frank McDonald; screenplay, Charles
Grayson; original story, Tliomus Ahrnrn
and F. Maury GroflBinan; camera, Jilwood
Bredell. At Lincoln, Lincoln, dual. Run-
ning lime, 05 mlns.
Dotty i..,, Dixie Dunbar
Bob iWUllum Lundigan
Marian Constance Moore
Professor Ernest True*
Jay ...Stunley Hughes
Dave .Frank Mellon
Tommy Tommy .Wonder

Strictly in season and a cinch to

gain some attention as a novelty at-

traction, 'Freshman Year' will find

its best date the college towns over
the country. Otherwise, it's a nor-

mal fill-in for a dual bill and won't
represent much in the way of busi-

ness. Its strength lies in the fact

that, although about college, it isn't

a touchdown that saves the honor of

the school.

From vaude and radio for the pic-
ture, were taken the knockabout
Diamond Bros. (3), the Lucky Seven
choir of the Hollywood Parade and
Camel Caravan ether shows, and the
Murtah Sisters, trio. Diamond boys
muss each other up for about a min-
ute, the choir back one of Dixie Dun-
bar's s. and d., 'Chasln' You Around,'
and the Murtah's do 'Swing That
Cheer.' Other song is inserted by.
Constance Moore and is 'Ain't That
Marvelous.' ... ,

Story finds William Lundigan,
Stanley Hughes, Frank Melton, Dixie
Dunbar ' and ^Constance 'M'oore going
to college, and the boys figure to
make some easy money by selling
and backing 'flunk' insurance. Poli-
cies go for 50c and will pay the sec-
ond examination fee of $10 in case
the student misses'. ' Hughes becomes
the editor of the college paper and
his first stunt is to lash out with an
editorial at Ernest Truex, professor,
who, claims the editorial, is an old
fogy. Truex goes modern with a
bang, and flunks nearly the whole
crop of freshmen. ""Lundigan starts
paying off and is soon broke. Crucial
moment passes when Lundigan pro-
motes a college show, which pays
enough to get him even.
This is the first of a series of four

college pictures Universal intends to
turn out for the undergrad trade,
featuring the same cast. Lundigan,
Misses Dunbar and Mloore take their
assignments in stride and come
through with good all-around per-
formances, while Truex clicks as the
prof.
Pic has no weight, particularly,

and is purely a programmer in the
general sense. As the lighter half of
a bill carrying a deep-thoughter as
the other portion, it'll acquit itself

admirably. Bam.

BAR 20 JUSTICE
Paramount release of Harry Shermnri

production. Features William Boyd,
George Hayes and Russell Hayden'. .

Di-
rected by Lesley Selander. Screenplay and
dialog by Arnold Belgard from original by
Clarence B. Mulford; added dialog and
sequences by Harrison Jacobs; camera,
Russell Harland. At Tlvoll. N. T., Sept.
10-20, *38, dual. Running time. 01 mlns.
Hopalong Cassidy.... William Boyd-
Wl.ndy Holiday.. .GROVKft -Hayes
Lucky Jenkins Itusxell Hayden
Slade , Paul Sutlon
Ann Dennis Gwen Gaze
Frazler Pat O'Brien
Perkins Joseph DeStefanl
Buck Peters William Duncan
Pierce Waller Long
Donnls John Beach

Feud over a gold mine offers ex-

cuse for this latest Hopalong Cassidy

western thriller. It is up to the

standard of others in series from
Paramount although not quite as

many galloping hoofs and horseman-
ship feats. However, there is more
romantic tinge to this new outdoor

opus than generally uncorked. And
an unusual settirig provides back-
ground for most plotting.
Rival mining outfit, as usual head-

ed by a bunch of outlaws, is quietly
stealing ore from the heroine's mine
when Hopalong Cassidy arrives on
the scene, Because he must trap the
outlaws, also suspected of bumping
off the heroine's husband, while they
are actually at work in the mine
workings, majority of vital sequences
are spotted underground. As such,
excellently handled.
Producers wisely have permitted

Windy Holiday (George Hayes) to

take attractive part: first, in the res-

cue of Hoppy, and again in, the tip-

off scene when, he signals the cattle-

men to closejin-^n/the mine robbers".

He enlivens -what' otherwise might
have been too many consecutively
ordinary passages, both with his

witticisms and polished acting.

Production' isn't filled with too

many outdoor scenes but makes up
for this partly with excellent sus-

pense in underground episodes. Pic-

ture has been given excellent musical
backgroundings.

Bill Boyd, again Hopalong Cassidy,
is the same quick-thinking western
hero without unnecessary heroics.

He has fair love interest episodes
to augment his usual cowboy scenes.

Gwen Gaze, cast as the widowed
wife of his friend, however, seems
quite inadequate for - the outdoors
girl role. George Hayes and Russell

Hayden, Hopy's pals, are standard.
Paul Sutton, secondary villain, js

miscast while talented Walter Long,
vet crook of outdoor epics, is

smothered in an unimportant char-

acter.* Support only fair, Wear.
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Mysterious Mr. Moto
QOih Century-Pox release of S'ol M. Wurt-

mi production. Stars Peter Lorre; features

Mary Mngulre. Henry Wllcoxon. Erik

fihodeB, Harold Hubcr, Leon Ames, Por-

Jpster Hnrvey. Karen Sorrell. Directed by

Korinnn Poster. Based on character cre-

ated by J. P. Maiquand; story and ndapta-
r,on phlllp MacDonold and Norman Foster;

Aim' editor. Norman Colbert; photography,

Virgil Miller. At Globe. N. T.. week Sept.

•it '38 dual. Running time, Ot mlns.

Jr. Moto... ..Peter Lorro

Ann Richman Mary Mngulre

Anton Darvalc, *™y WUcoxon
David Scott-Frenflham Tflrlk Rhodes
B?Mt-IJtmar Harold Hubec
Paul Brlssac • • Leon Ames
George Hlgfflns ....Forrester Harvey
Gottfried Brujo. .Fredrlk Vogedlng
Sir Charles Murchlaon. ... .Lester Matthews
SnllTy.. -John Rojrers

Lotus LI >...Karen Sorrell

Koln... Mitchell Lewis

Fantastic escapes and detective

prowess that is equally as fantastic

again figure in the heroics of Mr.

Moto which 20th and Peter Lorre

have, built *nto boy office importance.

The latest n the well-selling series,

'Mysterious Mr. Moto/ follows a

familiar anc quack pattern but gets

by as entertt inment through holding

the interest s. tisfactorily. Feature is

rather short, 1 minutes.

This time Li rre of the oily tongue
and suave det< ction traps a gang of

international i \urderers under cir-

cumstances tha''. even baffles a be-
leaguered Scot and Yard. He's a
one-man Hawk; haw who performs
miracles, these not excluding the
way he escapes 'rom traps laid for

him, from flocks of hoodlums, from
gunfire, and from wet feet, or a head
cold. Nothing ca i touch him, that
also going for ron ance.

The story is hi ckneyed and the
dialog isn't brilliant but the vital

element in picture* of this kind, ac-

tion, is in evident 5 in abundance.
That apparently is what they want
in the Moto subject . On that basis,

,audience satisfactii n is assured.

Norman Foster, wh > directed, . also
collaborated on the original story,

and adaptation wit i Philip Mac-
Donald. Neither the story nor the
direction arouse any iiscussion con-
cerning genius thougi getting high
enough of a rating nc \ to flunk. Sol
M. Wurtzel is the pi )ducer of the
entire series.
Lorre is standard b. 'itaw'as the

detective character ' 1 it " he's too
much this side of req urements to
engage in the fisticuffs handed him
in this one.. An ally of h s who plays
a Eurasian girl may go j. aces. She's
Karen Sorrell, an interei .ing screen
type but held down on di, log. Henry
Wilcoxon rather colorles ly does a
steel mogul from Czeci oslovakia,
while Mary Maguire plays he secre-
tary who's in love with hir. Strict-

ly as a sec, prior to tippii ? of the
love side, she's entirely t o much
like Wilcoxon's boss instead. Lessers
include Erik Rhodes, Harolc Huber,
Leon Ames, Forrester Han, >y and
Lester Mathews, all okay. "har.

SHARPSHOOTERS
Hollywood, Sept. i,

20th-Fox Tolensc. of Sol M. Wurtzel p -

duollon. Features "Briirn Donlevy, Ly»
Bari, Welly Vernon. Directed by Jam&
Tlnllng. Screenplay by Robert Ellis ana
Helen Logan from original by Maurice
Rapf and Lester Zlffren; camera, Barney
McGHI; editor, Nick de Magglo; musical
direction, Samuel Kaylln. Previewed at
Uptown, L. A., Sept. 10, '38. Running
time, 43 mlns.
St«vo Mitchell , . . . .Brian Donlevy
Diane Woodward Lynn Bari
"Waldo Wally Vernon
Prince Alexrsr. John King
Count Maxim Douglas Dumbrllle
Kolter C. Henry Gordon
Baron Orloff Sidney Blackmer
Prince Michael. Martin Joseph Spellinan. Jr.
Ivan., .• .Frank Puglla
Bowman Hamilton MacFadden
Consul's Assistant Romalne Caltendar

coronation shots. He runs into a hot-
bed of conspirators who plan, to seize
the country and dispose of the young
prince. After a wild melange of
chases and political intrigue, Don-
levy saves the situation while get-
ting his scoops. Along the line, he
romances Lynn Bari, but flippantly
turns her over to John King when
he discovers the pair are engaged.
Donlevy appears to be a good pros-

pect for buildup as lead in the series.

He's grooved right. Comedy of Wally
Vernon helps a lot in this one, and
will probably be used as regular fare
in future releases of the group.
Lynn Bari clicks, although confined
to brief appearances, but is an eyeful
and shows ability to carry the ferame
side of a series.

Supporting roles are in capable
hands. Martin Joseph Spellman, Jr.,

as the kid prince, carries off a diffi-

cult assignment with ease and as-

surance. Douglas Dumbrille is best

as head of the conspirators, with C.
Henry Gordon, Sidney Blackmer
and John King all convincing.'
Although ' picture was turned out

for nominal budget, production
stacks up well above average for this

type of offering. Sets well selected,

photography good. Direction by
James Tinling maintains a zippy
pace while keeping both comedy and
meller angles well in hand. Original
story by Maurice Rapf and Lester
Ziffren is not particularly new or
novel as to background and basic
theme, but Robert Ellis and Helen
Logan have done an acceptable
screenplay that swings along with
dispatch.

?

PAINTED DESERT
(WITH SONG)

BKO-Radlo release of Bert Gllroy pro-
duction- Stars George O'Brien. Directed
by David Howard. Story. Jack Cunnlng-
ham; screenplay. John Rathmell and Oliver
Drake: camera. Harry Wild; songs. Ray
Whitley and Oliver Drake. At Rlalto,
N. Y., week Sept. 14, '38, dual. Running
time. 38 mlns.
Bob McVey George O'Brien
Carol Banning Lara.lne Johnson
Steve Ray Whitley
Placer Bill ...Stanley Fields
Fawcett Fred Kohler
Klncaid P Max Wagner
Burke Harry Cording
Bart .'...Lee Shumway
Banning Lloyd Ingraham
Yukon Kate Maude Allen
Heist William V. MonB
Bartender Lew Kelly

Starlight Over Texas
(WITH SONGS)

Hollywood, Sept. 19.
Monogram release ot E.lward Finney pro-

duction. Staw Tex Rltter. Directed by
Al Herman. .'Screenplay, John Rathmell,
from original story Idea by Harry Mac-
Pherson; camera, Francis Corby: editor,
Fred Bain. Reviewed In Projection Room,
Hollywiod, Sept. 10, '38. Running time 5.~>

mlns.
Tex Newman Tex Ritter
Ramon Salvatore Damlno
Roslta Carmen LaRoux
Maria Rosa Turlck
Ananias Horace Murphy.
PecWee Snub Pollarl
Klldare. Karl Hackctt
Hank Boston Charles King. Jr.
Captain Gomez Martin Garralaga
Ashley H|ll.„ George Ctiesebro
Governor Ruiz., Carlos Vlllarlas
Capt. Brooks Edward Cassldy

The Northwesterners.

He's the same Buck -Jones playing
the same part he's played a couple
of hundred times . before. And he
gives it all the works so even the
youngest urchin in the balcony won't
miss a trick. Dorothy Fay is just

about a small boy's ideal as the per-
fect girl (since apparently there have
to be women in these mustangers/,
while Hank Worden supplies comedy
as the hero's aide and the others are
right in character. Score another
one for law and order. Hobe.

20th-Fox has had unusual success
with the turnout of feature series by
Sol Wurtzel. Charlie Chan, 'Mr. Moto
and Jones Family groups are well
established. More recently, two other
series—Big Town Girls and Repor-
ters—were launched. 'Sharpshooters'
is' the first picture of what 20th-Fox
expects to , be its sixth group, and
will yoarry moniker of The .Camera
Daredevils.
There's a zippy tempo maintained

for the. 63 minutes of running time.
Constructed for swift unfolding, pic-
ture has laughs piling on top. of each
other, even though at times the com-
edy tends towards the elemental side
and logic is unnecessary. Without
selling names, nevertheless it's a
standard programmer to entertain,
and is a natural for the juve trade.

Series will be built around the ad-
ventures of a newsreel cameraman,
Brian Donlevy, and his sidekick,
wally Vernon. Donlevy is a wise-
cracking, fast-thinking, and fast-
talking chap who, while getting in
and out of trouble, manages to se-
cure his newsreel scoops. Vernon
Plays the clowning pal for contrast.
Production judgment went hay-

wire in early sequences where Don-
levy is allowed to do some heavy
drinking and carousing, and parade
a hangover. Not so good for the
neighborhood trade, nor for the kid
audiences that will assist in putting
the series over on a permanent basis.
Succeeding pictures must clean up
the Donlevy booze-guzzling or the
series will wind up in short order.
After getting newsreel scoop of as-

sassination of the kin<* of a mythical
country in Europe, Donlevy tJes to
•the capital of Metovania to sfceure

One of the better efforts as west-

erns go but not strong, enough to

hold its own in solo, except maybe
where they eat up sage epics. Packs
plenty of action and suspense plus

production and acting of tone not
found often in the breed.

Namby-pamby title leaves a lot of

the load on O'Brien's broad should-

ers, but it's likely that he can still

draw 'em on his name. He carries
much of the action load as well, us-
ing his dukes more than a rod. Film
is not devoid of shootings in bar-
rooms, on range, etc., however. Fis-
tically and histrionically he's one of
better outdoor types who puts him-
self across without aid of trick rid-
ing, roping and assorted trimmings.
Star gets plenty of support in Fred

Kohler, Ray—Whitley (usually a bad
man, but otherwise here); Maude
Allen and just. a little less from
araine Johnson, heart interest. Like

. ">st femmes in action westerns she
q sn't seem enthusiastic, being con-
te. to look pretty and mouth the
giv^ lines. Others mentioned do
muc. fo give film that extra push
whicl. lifts it above mediocrity,
^echn* ' staff also do right well in
ro. idii. out production. Director
keepfc » >gs a-moving while his
lenser- an equally good job in
large scak v. - and blasting scenes.
Musical t 1 '*'*. -being brought

in during 1 1 comic relief

moments whv Vh* romance is

on the upbea Song, T'a'nted De-
sert,' as guitar ind sui. - cow-
hand grouD is

,odious, . im-
pressive, ditty th 'ily serve.
slight dressing on fty salad.

A mediocre offering of the low-,

bracketed western class, that will

get nothing better than a lukewarm
reception in houses where patrons

are not particular as long as the

hero, villain and horses cavort

across the screen with, the normal
number of fights and rides.. Picture,
despite attempt to inject production
values by tossing in a Mexican fiesta,

is pretty * poor and shows obvious
corner-cutting to keep the budget as
low as possible.

Picture is latest in Tex Ritter
starrer. A few more like this one
and Tex will be looking for another
place besides Hollywood to peddle
his. pipes- He's unimpressive as a
dashing westerner, and little better
when he starts to sing-, perhaps he
cannot be blamed for the sour notes
in several spots, as entire picture
looks like a one-take-and-run affair.

Yarn is based on theft of cattle,

arms and ammunition smuggled
across the line into Mexico. Just
how the small gang could continual-
ly raid the U. S. arsenal and get
away with it is not described. Rit-
ter arrives as a marshal to uncover
the perpetrators, and finally clean
up .the district, In between, there's
Ritter riding like mad astride his
white horse at frequent intervals;
five songs; a couple of fist fights;

and the Mexican fiesta.
' Inconsequential cast hops from
scene to scene as if none may tarry
and delay production schedule.
Horace Murphy and Snub Pollard,
as pals of Ritter', are apparently
running through the series to pro-
vide comedy. They struggle miser-
ably through unfunny situations and
lines. Carmen La Roux as the Mex-
ican senorita is adequate in her brief
appearances, and youngster, Salva-
tore Damino, Was apparently added
to create interest of th.. juve trade.
The Northwesterners, cowboy string
quintet, appeared a few times to
mark the few bright spots of the
picture.

Story is implausible, even for low-
cost western, and dialog is element-
ary with all of the bromides used
in the Broncho Billy subtitles of 25
years ago. Direction is poor; pho-
tography in same class.

Stranger from Arizona
Columbia release of Monroe Shaft pro-

duction. Stars Buck Jones; features Dor-
othy Fay, Hank Mann. Directed by Elmer
Clifton. fa'tory, Monroe Shaft; camera,
Eddie Linden; film editor, Holbrook Todd.
At Central, N. Y., week Sept. 10, '38, dual.
Running time, 55 .mlns.
Buck Weylan ' Buck Jones
Ann '...Dorothy Fay
Garrison Hank Mann
Skecter Hank Worden
Thane « Roy Barcroft
Talbot Bob Terry
Sheriff Horace Murphy
Triekett ,.. Budd Buster
Martha : Dot Farley
Sandy •. i . : ; Walter Anthony.
Haskell Stanley Blystono

Rebellious Daughters
Times release of Progressive (B. N. Ju-

dell) production. Directed by Jean Yar-
horough. Original screenplay. John W.
Krart. At Central, N. Y„ week Sept. 10,

'38, dual bill. Running time, 65 mlns.
Claire Marjorle Reynolds
Babe .» Vcrna Hlllle

Flo '. Sheila Bromley
Gilman George Douglas
Jlmmle V Dennis Moore
Mr. Elliott • Oscar O'Shea
Ma De.'icy Irene Franklin
Glrard Nick Lukats
Huston '•• Monte Blue
Rita. Llta Chevret
Stanley DpII Henderson
Mrs. Webster ....Vivian Oakland

Maybe there's something to be said

for censorship after all. But on sec-

ond thought probably the good old

law of supply and demand will take

Care of this situation. For as long as

there's anything else available, 'Re-

bellious Daughters' won't get around

much. It's a hybrid mcller-sexer

which some indies may want to sell

luridly.

Piece is one of those penny-dread-

ful shockers about how unsympa-
thetic parents drive tender young
girls down the primrose path from
home to lives of sin in the big wicked
city. It's pretty grim and lurid stuff,

by gum, and the little pretties come
to no good end—unless, of course,
they happen to have Rover Boy
newspaper reporters for boy friends.

In that case, they're rescued in the
proverbial nick and enfolded in re-

pentant parental embraces. The au-
dience at the Central opening night
(16) showed a tendency to snicker
at embarrassing moments.
The production comes under the

heading of inadequate, but at that
it's no worse than the script. The
photography is weak and the sound
is distinctly unrealistic. Since the
direction is painfully stilted, the ac-
tors can't be blamed too. much for

their artificiality. Under the circum-
stances; Verna Hillie, Sheila Brom-
ley, George Douglas, Monte Blue and
Irene Franklin contrive some mildly
plausible moments; the others are
pretty bad. • Hobe.

Billy the Kid Returns
(WITH SONGS)

Republic release o£ Charles E. Ford pro-
duction. Stars Roy Rogers and Smiley
Burnette. Directed by Joe Kane. Original
screenplay. Jack Natteford; cameraman,
Erntsst Miller; songs, Eddie Cherkose, Smi-
ley Burnette, Alberto Colombo and Vern
(Tim) Miller. Reviewed in Projection
Room. N. Y., Sept. 13, '3*t Running time,
53 mlns,
Billy, the Kid Roy Rogers
Frog ' Hey Burnette
Ellen 1 ynn Roberts
Morganson Morgan Wallace
Matson Fred Kohler, t-'r.

Carrett W?de Boteler
Moore E'lwln Stanley
Miller Horace Murphy
Conway Joseph Crehan
Page Robt. Emmett ICeane

PIONEER TRAIL
Columbia production and release. Star*

Jack Luden; features Joan Barclay and
Tufty, a dog. Directed by Joseph Levering.
Original by Nate Oatzert; camera,.Jamen S.

Brown, Jr. At Central, N. Y., weelt.Sept.
J,- '38. Running time, 54 mlns.
Breezy Jack Luden
Alice ,. Joan Barclay
Curley ' SHm Whlttoker
joe Leon Reaumon
Smokey Hal Taliaferro
Belle Marin Sals
Ma Allen va McKenzlo
Baroi Walte .- Hal Price
Pedro , Dick Botteller
Sam Hard n .Tom .London
Tuffy Himself

Columbia missed the mark with
this one. Story strictly adheres to
the worn western formula. Doesn't
move until the final reel when a
cattle stampede tears a town from
its moorings. Trail' is just another
western headed for the lower
bracketed duals.

Yarn concerns itself with trail

drives from ranches to new shipping
points where better beef prices pre-
vail. Jack Luden leads one as fore-
man of a Texas spread. Waylaid by
rustlers, and driven off to the bandit
market, Luden is also taken prisoner.
He's offered a proposition by the
leader to go back to his 'bosses, as-
sure them .the trail is okay and lead
a much bigger .herd into the gang's
waiting hands for which he's to re-
ceive a cut of the proceeds.
He refuses, escapes through the

efforts of Tuffy, canine hero of the
piece, returns home and gathers up
thousands of head and a guardian
force outnumbering the outlaws.
There's another battle when the
drive reaches the gang's domain,
culminating in the cattle stampeding
through the town because a plan to.

separate the beef from its protectors
backfires.

Shots of the -bighorns ripping out
porch posts, allowing roofs to cave
in, charging through board walls like
paper, and generally putting the
town on the skids are well done. At
the same time the two factions are
squaring, off without much doubt as
to the ultimate outcome.
Joan Barclay plays the rancher's

daughter and love interest for Luden.
She's the fluffy sort who gets into
costume party getup . for on the
oiains scenes. Slim Whittaker neatly
handles the outlaw leader assign-
ment and Marin Sals the bandit
queen.

Direction allows the continuity to
jump erratically at times. Dialog
could have been better; photography
is routine.

RANGER'S ROuinDUP
(WITH SONGS)

Spectrum Pictures release of .Ted Buell-
Stun Laurel production. Stars Fred Scott.
Directed by Sam Newfleld; screenplay,
Ccorge Plympton; music. Lew Porter. At
Klva, Lincoln, dual. Running time, Co
mlns.
Cast* Fred Scott, Christine Mclntyro. Al

St. John, Earl Hndglns, Karl Hackctt, Syd
C'hatton, Carl Matthews, Steve Ryan, Dick
Cramer.

'Ranger's Roundup' does, little

more than prove Fred Scott's singing
voice is on a par, and sometimes
slightly better, with the average of
cowboys gone Caruso. This is one of

the six on Stan Laurel's ticket' for

Spectrum, when the comic turned
producer. Its playdates are coming
late.

Scott is a ranger with a pair of

pipes sent to get a job with Earl

Hidgins' medicine show, which
seems to be the cover for a gang of

outlaws. Scott finds the owner of

the show has nothing to do with the

deal, but that his first assistant, Karl
Hackett, is the brains of the gang.

For the sake of romance, he tangles

with Christine Mclntyre, a waitress,

who sings obviously by proxy, who
has a brother mixing in the gang.
< Best number by Lew Porter is

'Spanish Shawl,' and there are five

altogether in the show authored by

him. Born.

Above-average western should
register satisfactory returns in its

field.. Has the usual wealth of hoss
opera action, plus frequent touches
of humor and -with Buck Jones as
name draw for the moppets.

Story is a standard concoction
bout cattle rustlers who are making

with the heroine's stock and the
.it but deadly stranger who en-

ters the scene to thwart their nefari-
ous schemes. As an indication that
even the cactus saga fans are grow-
ing a trifle sophisticated, this yarn
has several fairly adult plot twists
and situations.
One of the funnier sequences

shows a fistfight at the station, with
the hero's skeery Man Friday
knocked into a packing box, his head
poking out of the top. Every time
the villain tries to slug him on the
schnozzle the timid cowpuncher
hikes ud the packing case and the
assailant mashes his knuckles on the
box. It's outright slapstick, but po-
tent stuff for a juve picture.
Of course, 'The Stranger from

Arizona' has all the quaint flaws of
its breed. For instance, although the
characters are all presumably dead-
shot hoss pistolers, they blaze away
through the whole scenario without
hitting anyone. For another thing,
the hero inevitably has the only
white Horse and, for still another,
nobody ever walks, trots or even
canters his horse; all go tearing
around the set like frenzied Key-
stone Cops. Apparently their nags
never tire. However, it's all rip-

roaring fun, with a demon climax
and with Buck Jones grabbing the
heroine for the proper clinch fade-
out.
The star won't lose any of his

juvenile worshippers for this stint

Fully aware of a good property,

Republic has again put itself strongly

behind Roy Rogers in 'Kid,' his sec-

ond 'starrer arid first since 'Under
Western Skies.' Latest in Rogers se-

ries is equally as good If not bstter

than the last, being an actioneer of

the first order which, corribined with
Rogers-Burnette name, Rogers' re-

cording rep, and a smart title should
spell good b.o; where cactus rules.
Also it makes for good support where
they like their western diluted with
a contrasting film.

Surrounded by production, songs,
reams of action and fine support,
Rogers makes a definite mark in the
westerns field, and should also, if

comparably handled in succeeding
films, outshine most of the herd. He
has the added advantage of femme
appeal as well as those of action-
hungry boys.
Opening with a hot, running gup

battle, film never seems to stop until
brief running time is eaten up, ex-
cept where musical interludes are
injected. Latter are not just stage
waits but destined to entertain and
relieve, although one of same is

buildup to suspenseful escape. Bur-
nette gets more than his usual share
and carries it off well. Not much
on acting, he makes up for it in mu-
sical contributions in solo and with
group and as a general cut-up.
Supporting cast is capable, stand-

outs being Fred Kohler, Morgan
Wallace as. the heavies, and Lynn
Roberts, the heart-throb. Seven
songs are offered but only five me-
morable are 'Born to the Saddle,'
Trail Blazin',' 'When Sun Is Setting
on the Prairie,' 'When I Camped
Under the Stars' and 'Dixie Instru-
ment Song.' Burnette running in as
an itinerant instrument pedd'er
makes for much of musicking with
novelty numbers and affords back-
ground for Rogers' posed piping.
Rest comes in when Rogers is rid-
ing easily or resting- up. Hurl.

LPST RANCH
Victory Pictures, release of Sam Katzman

production. Stars Tom Tyler; features
Jeanne Martel, Marjorle Beebe, Howard
Bryant. Directed by Sam Katzman. Orig-
inal screenplay, Basil Dickey; camera, BUI
Hyer; editor, Holbrook Todd. At Liberty,
Lincoln, dual. Running time, 57 mlns.
Wade . . ; .'. . .Tom Tyler
Rita Jeanne Martel
Minnie arjorle Beebe
Happy..." oword Bryant
Merkle' Ted Lorch
Sheriff Slim Whittaker
Garson Forrest Taylor
O-irroll Lnfe MeKee
Terry Roger "William*

Probably the worst thing a film di-
rector could ask for in a pic would
be to have Tom Tyler attempt sing--
ing, but that's the curtain raiser for
'Lost Ranch,' and it's the signal for
immediate restlessness on the part of
the audience. Western meller is less
than average, moving with stiffness
that hardly becomes Sam Katzman,
who has been directing these p!c*
for years.

Tyler is a star-packer for the Cat-
tlemen's Protective and has a happy-
go-lucky assistant, Howard Bryant,
who is called into a situation which
smells of kidnapping. Lafe McKee
has been hauled up into the hills by
a gang headed by Forrest Taylor,
and is being hunted by his daughter,
Jeanne Martel, and her girl friend,
Marjorie Beebe. They thin 1' Tyler's
a yegg, but get on to themselves in
time.

It's the first start for Miss Beebe
for years, although she used to' be
nlenty active in two-reel comedies.
Uses the same technique today and
the wide eyes still register.' The film
will garner average, or less money,
than' the usual for action houses
playing. Barn.

BLACK BANDIT
(WITH SONGS)

Tnlviprsal release of Tren Carr produc-
Mon. Stars Bob Baker, Marjorle Reynolds,
Hal TuUafcrro, Jack Rockwell, Glen
Stranse, Dick Dickinson. Directed by
George Wnggner. Original screenplay,
Joseph West; camera, Gus Peterson; songs,
Fleming Allen; musical director, Frank
Sanucel. At Liberty, Lincoln, dual. Run-
ning time, 00 mlns.
Rob Bob Baker
Jane '.

. . Marjorle Reynolds
Weepy. Hal Taliaferro
Don Bob Baker
Allen., ......Tack Rockwell
Sheriff ....Forrest Taylor
Johnson Glenn Strange
Ramsay Arthur Van Slyko
Catti Carleton Young
Evans Dick Dickinson
Yourg Bob Schuyler Standlsh
Young Don .• Rex Downing

Bob Baker is in this -picture twice
as much as he .has been in any other
because he's twins. 'Black Bandit*
is a singing actioner, a little slow,
but otherwise a good enough bronc-
trot for the trade. Baker warbles
three Fleming Allan tunes, none of
them different than the fireside walls

(Continued on page 25)
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WEEK 1

OF
RELEASE

TITLE PRODUCER DlSTRIB. TYPE TALENT DIRECTOR

7/1/38 city streets
evergreen (r)

having wonjerful time
army girl

always goodbye
south riding -

danger on the air
* rage of paris
men are such fools

W. MacDOnald Col Meller.
V. Saville GB Musical

P. S. Berman RKO Cdmedy-
Sol Siegel Rep Rom-Dr
Ray Griffith 20th Rom-Dr
Alex Korda UA . Drama
Irving Starr U Mystery

B. G. DeSylva U Com-Rom
David Lewis WB Rom-Com

Carrlllo-E. Bcllovs-H. J. Eddy
J. Matthews-B. Mackay

G. Rogers-D. Fairbanks. Jr.

M. Evans-P. Foster
B. Stanwyck-H. Marshall
R. Rlchardson-E. Best

D. Woods A. Grey
D. Darrletix-D. Fairbanks. Jr.

- W. Morris-P. Lane

Al Rogel
Victor Saville
Al Santell

Am 'd Schaefer
Sid Lanfield
Vic Saville
Otis Garrett
Henry Koster
Busby Berkeley

7/8/38 FAST COMPANY
MAN'S COUNTRY
CRIME RING -

LITTLE WOMEN (R)
DURANGO VALLEY RAIDERS

PANAMINT'S BAD MAN
ALGIERS
MY BILL

F. Stephani MGM -Rom-Com.
• Mono Mono Western

Cliff Reid RKO Mystery
K. MacGowan RKO Rom-Dr
A. W. Hackel Rep Western
Sol Lesser 20th Western

Walter Wanger UA RonvMel
Bryan Foy WB Drama

M..Douglas-F. Rice
Jack Randall

A. Lane-F. Mereer
Hepburn-J. Bcnnett-F. Dee

Bob Stecle-L. Stanley
S. Ballew-tf. Beery

C. Boyer-S. Gurie-H. Lamarr
K. Francls-J. Litel

Eddie Buzzel
Robert Hill

Les Goodwins
Geo. Cukor
Sam Newfield
Ray Taylor

John Cromwell
John Farrow

7/15/38 PIONEER TRAIL
SHOPWORN ANGEL
PRIDE OF^THE WEST
GOLD MINE IN SKY
PASSPORT HUSBAND

PRISON 4REAK

Col Col Western
J. L. M-mckiewicz MGM Rom-Dr
Harry Sherman Par Western

C. E. Ford Rep Western
Sol Wurtzel 20th Com-Dr
Trem Carr U Meller

J. Luden-J. Barkley
M. Sullavan J. Stewart

Bill Boyd
G. Autry-S. Burnette
P. Moore-S. Erwln

G. Farrell-B. McLane

Jos. Levering
H. C, Potter
Les Selander
Joe Katie

Jas. Tinling
Arthur Lubin

7/22/38 REFORMATORY
LOVE FINDS ANDY HARDY

TROPIC HOLIDAY
BOO-LOO

SKY GIANT
I'LL GIVE A MILLION
LITTLE TOUGH GUY

PENROD'S DOUBLE TROUBLE

Col Col Drama
Hal Roach MGM Com-Dr

A, Hornblow, Jr. Par Musical
C. E. Elliott Par Adv-Dr
Robert Sisk RKO Meller
K. MacGowan 20th Drama
Ken Goldsmith U ,. Drama
Bryan Foy WB Com-Dr

J. Holt-C. Wynters
M. Rooney-J. Garland
D. Lamour-Burns-Raye

C. Tapley-S. Asmara-A. Lane
R. Dlx-C. Morrls-J. Fontaine

W. Baxter-M. Weaver
Dead. End K^ds

• Mauch Twins .

Lew D. Collins
Geo. Seitz

Theodore Reed
C. E. Elliott

Lew Landers
Walter Lang

i Herold Young
, Lew Seller

7/29/38 SOUTH Ot' ARIZONA
STRANGE BOARDERS

THE CHASER
PROFESSOR BEWARE

MOTHER CAREY'S CHICKENS
HEROES OF THE HILLS
LITTLE MISS BROADWAY

AMAZING DR. CLITTERHOUSE

Col Col Western
Geo. B. Mason GB Mystery
Frank David MGM Com-Dr
Harold Lloyd Par Comedy
P. S. Berman RKO Drama
Wm. Berke Rep,. .Western

D. Hempstead 20th Rom-Com
Anatole Litvak WB Drama

C. Starrett-I. Meredith
T. Walls-R. Saint Cyr -

D. O'Keefe-A. Morris-L. Stone
H. Lloyd-P. Welch

R. Keeler-A- Shirley
Three Mesquiteers

S, Temple-G. Murphy-Durante
E. G. Robinson-C. Trevor

Sam Nelson
George Mason
E. L. Marin

Elliott Nugent
Rowland V. Lee
Geo. Sherman

Irving Cummings
Anatole Litvak

8/5/38 THE QROWD ROARS
BAREFOOT BOY

BULLDOG DRUMMOND IN AFRICA
I'M FROM THE CITY

COME ON. LEATHERNECKS
MAN FROM MUSIC MOUNTAIN

PAI+S OF THE SADDLE
. GATEWAY

LETTER OF INTRODUCTION
MR. CHUMP

A. Hitchcock MGM Rom-Dr
Sam Zimbalist Mono Drama
Harold Hurley Par Mystery
Wm Sistrom RKO Comedy

Herman Schlom Rep Sports
Chas. E. Ford Rep Outdoor
Wm. Berke Rep Western

Samuel G. Engel 20th Drama
John Stahl U Rom-Dr
Bryan Foy WB Com-Rom

R. Taylor-M. O'Sulllvan
J. Moran-M. M. Jones-R. Morgan
J. Howard-H. Angel-H. B. Warner

J. Penncr-L. Krueger
R. Crojnwell-M. Hunt
G. Autry-S. Burnette

3 Mesquiteers .

D. Ameche-A. Whelan-Ratoff
A. Leeds-A. Menjou-Bergen

Johnnie-Lola Lane

R. Thorpe
Karl Brown
Louis King
Ben Holmes
Jas. Cruze
Joe Kane

Geo. Sherman
Al Werker
John Stahl

Wm. Clemens

WHEN
TIME REVIEWED
MINS. BY VARIETY

68
82
70
90
75
84
•65

.83

_69_
75
53
70
117

60
95
60
"54

85
55
60
74
72

61
90
77
60
80
70
85
65

75
90
82
55
70
87

87
63
60
71
65
54
55
73
100
60

7/27
1/15/35

6/15
7/20
6/29
7/27
7/20
6/15

^_6/22
6/29
fl/3

7/27
11/21/33

8/10
6/2S
6/15
"9/21"

7/13
8/17
7/6
7/27
7/20

"6/29"

7/13
7/6
8/3
7/20
7/13
8/24
7/27

8/10
7/13
7/27
8/3
7/6
6/22_
"8/3

8/31
8/31
8/10
8/24
8/17
9/14
8/10
8/3
_8/10
8/31"

8/17
8/3
9/21
8/17
9/14
8/17

8/12/38 THE GLADIATOR .

RICH MAP ; TOOR GIRL
THE TEXANS

PAINTED DESERT
KEEP SMILING

THE MISSING GUEST
RACKET BUSTERS

David L. Loew Col " Comedy
Edw. Chodorov MGM Com-Dr
Lucien Hubbard Par Outdoor

Bert Gilroy RKO Western
Sol Wurtzel 20th Com-Rom
B. Sarecky U Mystery
Sam Fischoff WB Meller

J. E. Brown-J. Travis
R. Young-R. Hussey
J. Bennett-R. Scott

G. O'Brien-L. ' Johnson
J. Withcis-G. Stuart

P. Kelly-C. Moore-Lundigan
H. Bogart-Glbria Dickson

Ed Sedgwick
R. Schunzel
Jas. Hogan

David. Howard
Herbert I. Leeds
John Rollins
Lloyd Bacon

70
70
90
59
65
65
65

8/19/38

8/26/38

CONVICTED
. BLOCK-HEADS
GIVE ME A SAILOR

SMASHING THE RACKETS
A ROMANTIC ROGUE

ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BAND

Col Col MeHer
Hal Roach MGM Comedy
Jeff Lazarus Par Comedy
B. P. Fineman RKO Meller
John H. Auer Rep Rom-Dr
H. J. Brown 20th Musical

^ R. Hayward-C. Qutgley
Laurel and Hardy

M. Raye-B. Hope-B. Grable
C. Morris-F. Mercer
R. Novarro-M. Marsh

T. Power-A. Faye-Ameche

Leon Barsha
John Blystone
Elliott Nugent
Lew Landers
John H. Auer
Henry King

MARIE ANTOINETTE
SPAWN OF THE NORTH
BREAKING THE ICE
TENTH AVENUE KID
SPEED TO BURN
BOY MEETS GIRL

H. Stromberg MGM Drama
Al Lewin Par Outdoor-
Sol Lesser RKO Musical
Harry Grey Rep Meller

Jerry Hoffman 20th Sports
Sam Bischoff WB Comedy

N. Shearer-T. Power
G. Raft-H. Fonda-Lamour

B. Breen-C. Ruggles
B. Cabot-B. Roberts
M. Whalen-L. Bar!

Cagney-O'Brien-M. Wilson

W. S. Van Dyke
Henry Hathaway
Edward Cline
B'nard Vorhaus
Otto Brower
Lloyd Bacon

50
55
80
68

105

160
110
80
5S
60
86

8/24
8/31
7/27
8/10

_6/l_
7/13
8/24
9/7
8/31
6/8
8/31

9/2/38 PHANTOM GOLD
E AM THE LAW

THREE LOVES HAS NANCY
UNDER THE BIG TOP
SING. YOU SINNERS

CAREFREE
THE HIGGINS FAMILY

BILLY THE KID RETURNS
MY LUCKY STAR
FRESHMAN YEAR
FOUR'S A CROWD

Col Col Western
Everett Riskin .Col Meller
Norman Kragna MGM Rom-Dr
Wm. T, Lackey Mono Rom-Dr
Wesley Ruggles Par Com-Rom
Pandro Berman RKO Musical
Sol C. Sieged Rep Comedy
Chas. Ford Rep Western

Harry J. Brown "20th Mus-Rom
Geo. Bilson U Comedy
David Lewis WB Com-Rom

J. Luden-B. Marion '

E. G. Robinson-W. Barrie
Montgomery-Gaynor-Tone

A. Nagel-J. LaRue
B. Crosby-F. MacMurray

F. Astaire-G. Rogers
J. Gleason7L. Gleason
R. Rogers-S. Burnette

Henie-R. Greene-Romero
D. Dunbar-E. Truex-Lundigan

R. Russell-E. Flynn

Joe Levering
Al Hall

R. Thorpe
Karl Brown

'.Vesley Ruggles
Mark Sandrich
Gus Meins
Joe Kane

Roy Del Ruth
Frank McDonald
Michael Curtiz

9/9/38 THE LADY OBJECTS
COLORADO TRAIL

BOY'S TOWN
STARLIGHT OVER TEXAS

IN OLD MEXICO
AFFAIRS OF ANNABEL
SAFETY IN NUMBERS
PERSONAL SECRETARY

SECRETS OF AN ACTRESS

Wm. Perlberg
Col

John Cbhsidirie'

'

. Ed Fihripy
Harry Sherman

• Lou • Lusty i

.John Stone
Max HV Golden
David Lewis

9/16/38 JUVENILE COURT
TOO HOT TO HANDLE

MEXICALI KID
•KING ALCATRAZ

THE RENEGADE RANGER
HOLD THAT CO-ED
THE BLACK. BANDIT
VALLEY OF GIANTS

Col
L. Weingarten
Robt. Tamsey

Par
Bert Gilroy

D. Hempstead
Trem Carr

Lou Edelman

Col
Col
MGM
Mono'
Par
RKO
20th
U

_WB__
Col
MGM
Mono
Par
RKO
20th
U
WB

Com-Rom ' G. Stdart-L. Ross
Western C. Starrett-I. Meredith
Drama S. Tracy-M. Rooney-Hull

• 1 Western Tex Ritter-C. LaRoux
Western W. Boyd-G. Hayes
Comedy J. Oakie-L Ball
Comedy J. Prouty-S. Bylngton
Drama W. Gargan-J. Hodges

. Rom-Dr . K. Francis-G. Brent

Erie C. Kenton
Sam Nelson
N. Taurog
Al Herman

Edw.D.Venturi
Ben Stoloff
Mai St. Clair
Otis Garrett
Wm. Keighley

Drama P. Kelly-R. Hayworth-Darro
Com-Dr Gable-Loy-Carrlllo
Western J. Randall-W. Barry
Drama G. Patrlck-L. Nolan-Naish
Western G. O'Brlen-R. Hayworth
Rom-Com J. Barrymore-G. Murphy
•Western Bob Baker-M. Reynolds
Outdoor W. Morris-C. Trevor

9/23/38

9/30/38

STRANGER ROM ARIZONA
WANTED BY POLICE
CAMPUS CONFESSIONS
FUGITIVES FOR NIGHT

PRAIRIE MOON
TIME OUT FOR MURDER
YOUTH TAKES FLING
FOUR DAUGHTERS

. Monroe. Shaft Col Western
Lindsay Parsons Mono Meller

Par Par Football
Lou Lusty RKO Comedy
Harry Grey' Rep Western.
Sol Wurtzel 20th. Meller

Joe Pasternak U Com-Dr
Ben Glazer WB Com-Dr

D. R. Lederman
Jack Conway
Wallace Fox
Robert Florey
David Howard
Geo. Marshall
Geo. Waggner
Wm. Keighley

rupj.'s SCHOOL
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU

MAN WITH 100 FACES
VACATION FROM LOVE
SONS OF THE LEGION

ROOM SERVICE
OVERLAND STAGE RAIDERS

DOWN IN. ARKANSAW
STRAIGHT, PLACE AND SHOW

DRUMS
ROAD TO RENO

GARDEN OF THE MOON
.

Samuel Marx
Frank Capra
A. Hitchcock

MGM
Par

P. & Berman
Wm. Berke

Armand Schaefer
D. HemDstead
Alex. Korda
Ed Grainger
Lou Edelman

B< Jones-D. Fay
Darro-E. Knapp

B. Grable-H. Luisettl
F. Albertson-E. Lynn
G. Autry-S. Burnette
G. Stuart-M. Whalen
J. McCrea-A. Leeds

Priscilla-Rosemary-Lane

Elmer Clifton
H. Bretherton
G. Archainbaud
Leslie Goodwins
Ralph Staub /

H.B.Humb'rstone
Archie Mayo

Michael Curtiz

10/7/38 CRIME TAKES HOLIDAY
STABLEMATES

TOUCHDOWN. ARMY
MR. DOODLE KICKS OFF

THE NIGHT HAWK
MEET THE GIRLS

THAT CERTAIN AGE
BROADWAY MUSKETEERS

Col
Harry Rapf

Par
Bob Sisk

Herman Schlom
Howard J. Green
Joe Pasternak
Bryan Foy

Col
Col
GB
MGM
Par
RKO
Rep
Rep
20th
UA
U
WB
Col >

MGM
Par
RKO
Rep
20th
U
WB

Rom-Com A. Shirley-N. Grey-Bellamy
Comedy J. Arthur-L. Barrymore-J.S.tewart
Drama X. Palmef-T. Walls"
Comedy D. O'Keefe-F. Rice
Rom-Dr D. O'Connor-B. Lee-B.' Cook
Com Marx Bros.-L. Ball

Western
.
J. Wayne-R. Corrigan

Drama R. Byrd-Weaver Bros.
Com Ritz Bros.-R. Arlen
Drama Sabu-R. Masscy-R. Livesey
Com-Dr R. Scott-H. Hampton
Musical y P. O'Brlen-J. Payne-M. Lindsay

10/14/38 FLIGHT TO FAME
LADY VANISHES
LISTEN. DARLING

MR. WONG, DETECTIVE
ARKANSAS TRAVELER
A MAN TO REMEMBER
SUBMARINE PATROL *

THERE GOES MY HEART
THE SISTERS

Ralph Cohn Col
A'. Hitchcock GB

Jack CUmmings MGM
W. T. Lackey Mono
Geo. Arthur Par
' Bob Sisk RKO
Gene Markey 20th
•' Hal Roach' UA'
David Lewis WB

Meller
Com-Dr
Football
Com
Drama
Comedy
Mus-Rom
Comedy
Drama

<. Rom-Dr
Rom-Dr
Mystery
Gom-Dr
Drama

. Rom-Mel
Rom-Com
Drama

J. Holt-M. Ralston
W. Beery-M. Rooney

J. Howard-R. Cummings
J. Penner-J. Travis

R. Livlngston-J. Travis
J. Lang-L. Barl-R, Allen

D. Durbln-J. Cooper
M. Lindsay-M. Wilson-J. Litel

John Brahm
Frank Capra
A. Hitchcock

G. Fitzmaurice
Jas. Hogan
Wm. Seiter

Geo. Sherman
Nick Grinde
David Butler
Zoltan Korda

S. Sylvan Simon
Busby Berkeley

C. Farrell-J. Wells
M. Lockwood-P. Lucas
Bartholomew-.!. Garland

B. Karloft-E. Brent
B. Burns-F. Balnter
E. Ellls-A. Shirley

R. Greene-N. Kelly
F. March*V. Bruce

E. Flynn-B. Davls-A. Louise

Lewis D. Collins
Sam Wood

Kurt Neumann
Leslie Goodwins
Sidney Salkow
Eugene Forde
Edw. Ludwig
John Farrow '

C.C.Coleman. Jr.
Alf Hitchcock
Edw. Marin
Wm. Nigh
Al Santell

Garson Kanir
John Ford.

Norman McLeod
Anatole Lftvak

99
67
63
£8
.83
62
56
90
65
95

101
68

_94
61"

73
75

66

63

8/31
9/7
9/14
8/17
«/31
9/7
9/21
9/14
9/21
8/17

9/7
9/21

8/10
9/7

60 9/14
108 9/21
56 9/7

60
80
60 9/21
75 8/17

55 9/21

65 9-/14

63

w 9/7

90 8/17

126 9/7

9/14

4/20

9/21

.9/21

8/31

1
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Selling Steady

(Continued from page 3)

Deal is retroactive to include 'Al-

giers,' released in many spots in

August. Harry Gold, eastern sales

manager, closed the deal for UA,

with Fred Meyers, RKO's general

film buyer.

Insisting on % Fix

Minneapolis, Sept. 20.

Twin City independent exhibitors

apparently have been defeated in

their fight against percentages, aimed
principally at Metro. Despite the

Northwest Allied .ultimatum, M-G is

insisting on four percentage pictures

in the Twin Cities as part of its

1938-39 contract and already has

closed 40% of possibilities. It ex-

pects to sell, the balance within the

ensuing month.
Last season the only percentage

deals made by the Twin City inde-

pendents, aside from two individual

pictures, 'Snow White' and 'Birth of

a Baby,' were with Metro which re-

fused' to deviate from what it

claimed was a national policy.

This season Northwest Allied's

Twin City group went on. record that

it would buy only flat deals and

would make no exception in the

case of M-G. The independents in-

sisted that Metro sold flat in some
other territories. But with M-G
adamant as. far as the percentage

pictures are concerned, the Minne-
apolis , and St. Paul independents

have been' getting an unpleasant

shock and surprise. It's seemingly a

Sca.se' where they want the product

so badly that, in the pinch, 'pledges'

are iJQjng by the boards.

United Artists here also has de-

clared emphatically it will sell only,

on percentage, the deal covering all

its releases. It has not attempted
yet to close with Twin City inde

pendents. The other companies,
having flexible policies, are giving

the indies the alternative of f .t

deals or a combination of flat rentals

and percentages. The indies are

choosing the flat deals although
prices have been jacked plenty on
the particular films that ordinarily

would command percentages.

The Twin City indie's are still

squawking because the major ex-
changes i.re demanding higher
rentals than last year. With busi-

ness far under 1937, production and
other costs reduced and 'net theatre

income the lowest in years,' the in-

dies complain that boosts are 'un-

justified.' Through Northwest Allied

they had gone on record demanding
a cut of at least 25% in rentals. But
the exchanges have ignored the de-

mand.
Never before, the trade complains,

have the major distributors been so

independent. The exhibitors had ex-
pected that the theatre divorcement
suit decision and the Government
anti-monopoly suit would have a

chastening effect on the major pro-
ducers, but it's declared the opposite

is true. The leading majors have
been giving many of the independ-
ents the absent treatment and . seem
actually ' inclW6f about closing

contracts. Now some of the boys
are running after exchanges, seek-
ing to buy, whereas they had ex-
pected to 'lay down the law' to the
distributors and make deals virtu-

ally on their own terms.

Advance Production Chart
Hollywood, Sept. 20.

.Number of pictures before cameras has averaged the same for .past

month with studios currently shooting 37 films. Of the 507 pictures listed

for the 1938-39 season, 92 are in cutting rooms or awaiting previews. Para-

mount and 20th-Fox are setting the pace with total of 15 finished produc-

tions and 23 films being cut for immediate release. Warners has 13 picture*

in the cutting- room and is currently filmng seven.

Columbia

Features
Westerns
Serials

Number Number Now
of Fix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted irig

40 2 1
16 0 04*1

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories' In

Cutting Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tion

3 35 35
2 13 13
0 .3 3

Same As Last Year

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

Film buying, which up until a

couple weeks ago was pretty slow,

is now said by exchange managers to

be running about the same as last

year. As one manager expressed it,

buying by exhibs is 'hot and cold';

one day they're very anxious to close

a de^lAthd the next they're afraid to

look a fountain pen in the face.

Cause for the 'heat' is usually a

preview, like Columbia's trade
screen of 'Can't Take It With You'
last week. Flock of exhibs go and
come out aching to get at a contract.
Couple of days later they begin to

forget the swell pictures they saw at

the screenings and start to think of

the price. "Then they slow up. Most
exhibs, however,

j
by this time are

pretty wise to such obvious distrib
tricks as screenings and -view them
calmly.-

Possibility of a rush on selling
within the next six weeks or so is

distinctly remote. Exchanges, as a
rule, are acting the same here as in
other cities, giving exhibs the absent
.treatment. There has been far less

nigh-pressure selling than usual, and
inasmuch- as there is nothing hot on
the schedules of most major com-
panies that is available to the indies
within a short time, there is no rea-
son to expect any buying rush.

Total 60 2 2 5 51 51

Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'PHANTOM GOLD,' formerly titled 'GOLD BUSH DAYS,' produced by
Larry. Darmour; directed by Joseph Levering; original screen play by Nate
Gatzert; photographed by James S. Brown, Jr. Cast- Jack Luden, Beth
Marion, Barry Downing, Charles Whittaker, Hal Taliaferro, Jack Ingram,
Tex Palmer, Bus Barton, Art Davis. Marian Sais, Lafe McKee. Tuffy
(canine).

SOUTH OF ARIZONA,' formerly titled 'SINGING GUNS,' produced by
Harry Decker for Irving Briskin unit; directed by Sam Nelson; original

screen play by Bennett Cohen: photographed by Benjamin Kline. Cast:

Charles Starrett. Iris Meredith. Bob Nolan. Pat Brady, Dick Curtis. The
Sons of the Pioneers. Eddie Cobb. Art Mix. John Tyrrell. Robert Fiske.

'GIRLS' SCHOOL/ formerly titled 'FINISHING SCHOOL,' produced by
Sam Marx; directed by John Brahm; original and screen play by Tess
Schlesinger; photographed by Franz Planer. Ca;t: Anne Shirley, Nan
Grey, Ralph Bellamy, Margaret

s

Tallichet, Doris Kenyan, Noah Beery,
Jr., Cecil Cunningham. Franklin Pangborn, Marjorie Ford, Marjorie Dean,
Marjorie Reynolds, Dorothy Moorei Joan Tree.

'FLIGHT TO FAME,' formerly titled 'WINGS OF DOOM.' produced by
Ralph Cohn for the lrvuig Briskin unit; directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr.;

original screen play by Michael Simmons; photographed by JLUcien Bal-
lard. Cast: Jacqueline Wells. Charles Farrell, Alexander Dorsey, Fred-
erick Burton, Eddie Earle. Addison Richards, Charles D. Brown, Hugh
Sothern.

( THE STRANGER FROM ARIZONA,' formerly titled 'PHANTOM
TRAIL,' Coronet Pictures production for Columbia; associate producer,
Monroe Shaff; directed by Elmer Clifton; original screen play by Monroe
Shaff; photographed by Eddie Linden. Cast: Buck Jones, Dorothy Fay
Southworth, Roy Barcroft, Bob Terry, Hank Worden. Hank Mann, Horace
Murphy, Ralph Peters, Dot Farley, Joe Girard, Walter Merrill, Lon Reibe.

'THOROUGHBREDS/ produced by Ralph Cohn for the Irving Briskin
unit; directed by D. Ross Lederman; screen play by Michael Simmons;
photographed by Henry Freulich. Cast: Edith Fellows, Cliff Edwards,
Jacqueline Wells, Richard Fiske, Robert Paige, Helen Brown, Virginia
Howell, Charles Waldron.
'EARLY ARIZONA' (for 1938-39), produced by. Larry Darmour; directed,

by Joseph Levering; original screen play by Nate Getzert; photographed
by James S. Brown, Jr. Cast: Gordon Elliott, Dorothy Gulliver, Harry
Woods, Franklin Farnum, Frank -Ellis, Art Davis. Charles King, Edward
Cassidy, Jack Ingram, Charles Whittaker, Bud Osburne, Lester Dore,
Symona Boniface, Buzz Barton, Tom London, Dick Durrell, Oscar Gahan,
Jess Cavan, Margaret Fealy, Frank Ball, Arthur Millette, Kit Guard,
Florence Dudley, Cy Shindell, Clyde Burns.

•JUVENILE COURT' (for 1938-39 release), produced by Irving Briskin;
associate producer, Ralph Cohn; directed by D. Ross Lederman; original
story by Robert E. Kent and Henry Taylor; photographed by Benjamin
Kline. Cast: Paul Kelly, Rita Hayworth, Frankie Darro, David Gorcey,
Hally Chester, Don La Tourre, Dick Selzer, Allan Ramsey, Johnny Tyrrell;
Dick Curtis, Lee Shumway, Joe D. Stephani.

•NOT FOR GLORY' (for 1938-39 release), produced by Larry Darmour;
directed by Lewis D. Collins; .original screen play by Gordon Rigby; photo-
graphed by James Brown, Jr. Cast: Jack Holt, Beverly Roberts, Noah
Beery, Jr„ John Qualen, Helen Jerome Eddy, Arthur Aylsworth, Charles
Middleton, Barbara Pepper, Harry Woods, Vic Potel, Claire Du Brey.
•HOMICIDE BUREAU' (for 1938-39 release); associate producer. Jack

Fier; directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr.; no writing credits released as yet;
photographed by. Lucien Ballard. Cast: Bruce Cabot, Rita Hayworth;
Robert Paige, Marc Lawrence, Ed Fetherston, Richard Fiske, Jane Morgan.
•WEST OF THE SANTA FE' (for 1938-39 release); executive producer,

Irving Briskin; directed by Sam Nelson; screen play by Bennett Cohen;
photographed by Allen Siegler. Cast: Charles Starrett, Iris. Meredith;
Sons of the Pioneers, Bob Nolan, Hank Bell, Buck Connor, Dick Curtis,
Hal Taliaferro. Eddie Cobb.
'•SOUTH OF THE RIO GRANDE' (for 1937-38), produced by Monroe

Shaff; directed by Elmer CJifton; photographed by Eddie Linden. Cast:
Buck Jones, Dorothy Fay, Kenneth Harlan, Don Douglas, Joe Whitehead*
Matty Kemp, Jqe Baird, Bob Kortman, Jack. Ingram, Jack Hendricks,
Loren Reide.

•NORTH OF TEXAS/ formerly titled 'CALL OF THE TRAIL' 1

(for 1938-
39), produced by Harry Decker for the Irving- Briskin unit; directed by
Sam Nelson: screen play by Charles Francis Royal; photographed by
Lucien Ballard. Cast: Charles Starrett, Ann Doran, Hal Taliaferro, Dick
Curtis, Bob Nolan, John Tyrrell, Fred Burns.

* Columbia Fix Now In Production
•THE SPIDER/ serial (for 1938-39), produced by Jack Fier for the

Irving Briskin unit; co-directed by Ray Taylor and James Home; screen
play by Robert Kent, George Plympton, Basil Dickey, Marty Ramson;
photographed by Allen'Siegler. Cast: Warren Hull, Iris Meredith, Richard
Fiske, Gloria Blondell, Ann Doran, Marc Lawrence, Johnny Tyrrell, Ken-
neth Duncan, Beatrice Curtis, Charles Wilson.

'BLONDIE,' produced by Robert Sparks; directed by Frank Strayer;
screen play by Robert Flournoy from comic strip by Chic Young; photo-
graphed by Henry Freulich. Cast: Shirley Deane,- Arthur Lake, Larry
Sims, Dan Mummert, Dorothy Moore, Kathleen Lockhart, Gene. Lockhart,
Ann Doran, Gordon Oliver.

Metro

Now Balance to

Number Number Now * in Be Placed Stories In

of Pix Com- Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-
Promised pleted ing Rooms Cameras tion

Features 50 2 6 2 49 40 ^
Selzniok-Int'l 1 0 0 0 1 1

Total 51 2 6 2 41 41

Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

•VACATION FROM LOVE/ produced by John Considine;*dir'ected by
George Fitzmaurice; no writing credits released as 'yet; "photographed by
George Folsey. Cast: Dennis O'Keefe, Florence Rice, Roger Converse,
Kenneth Stevens, James Blain, Andrew Tombes. Arthur^ Loft, Frank Mor-
gan.

'SWEETHEARTS' (In Technicolor for 1938 39-season). produced by Hunt
Stromberg; directed by W. S. Van Dyke; screen play by Alan Campbell
and Dorothy Parker; photographed by Olivci Marsh. Cast: Jeanette Mac-
Donald, Nelson Eddy, Mischa Auer. Frank Morgan, Ray Bolger. Herman
Bing, Minna Gombel, Gene and* Kathleen- Lockhart. Raymond- Walburn,
Lucille Watson, Florence Rice. Reginald Gardiner. Allyn Joslyn, Fay
Holden, Olin Howland, Terry Kilburn. Betty Jaynes. Douglas McPhail.

Metro ' Pix Now in Production

'STABLEMATES' (for 1938-39). produced by Harry Rapf: directed by
Sam Wood; no writing -credits * released as- yet: photographed by John
Seitz. Cast: Wallace Beery, Mickey Rooney. Arthur Hohl, Minor Watson,
Cliff Nazarro, Margaret Hamilton, Clem Bevans.
•LISTEN, DARLING,' produced by Jack Cummings; irected by Edward

Marin; original story by Katharine Brush. Cast: Freddie Bartholomew,

Judy Garland, Mary Astor, Walter Pidgeon, Scotty Beckett, Gene Lock-

hart- Alan Hale, Barnett Parker.

.

•THE GREAT WALTZ' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Bernard
Hyman; directed by Julien Duvivier; no writing credits released as yet;

photographed by Joseph Ruttenberg. Cast: Luise Rainer, Fernand Gravet,

Miliza Korjus, Hugh Herbert, Lionel Atwill. Minna Gombell, George
Houston. Herman Bing. Bert Roach. Christian Rub.

THE SHINING HOUR' (for 1938-39), produced by Joseph Mahkiewicz;
directed by Frank Borzage; screen play by Ogden Nash from play by
Keith Winters; photographed by George Folsey. Cast: Joan Crawford,
Margaret Sullavan, Robert Young, Melvyn Douglas.

•YOUNG DR. KILDARE/ no producer credits; directed by Harry Buc-
quet; no writing credits yet; photographed by John Seitz. Cast: Lew
Ayres, Lionel Barrymore, Nat Pendleton. Roger Converse, Donald Barry.

•DRAMATIC SCHOOL'/ produced by Mervyn'LeRoy; directed by Robert
Sinclair; screen play by Ernest Vajda; photbgraphed by Joe Ruttenberg.
Cast: Luise Rainer, Paulette Goddard, Alan Marshall, Henry Stephenson,
Gale Sondergaard, Virginia Grey, Ann Rutherford, Lana Turner, Carol
Parker.

Monogram

Number Number Now
ef Pix Com- Shoot

<• Promised pleted ins
Features 26 2 1

Westerns 16 1 •

42 '3 1

Now Balance to
In Be Placed Stories la

Cutting Before Prepara-
Robms Cameras tiop

2 21 21
1 14 14

35 35

Pictures in the cutting room:

•WANTED BY POLICE' (for 1938-39). produced by Llndsley Parsons;
directed by Howard- Bretherton; screen play by Wellyn Totman from
original story by Don Mullaly .and Renaud Hoffman; photographed by
Bert- Longenecker. Cast: Frankie Darro, Evalyn Knapp, Robert Kent,
Matty Fain. Lillian Elliott. Thelma White, Willy Costello, Ralph Peters,
Wilbur Mack, Walter Merrill.

•MR. WONG, DETECTIVE/ produced by Scott R. Dunlap; supervised by
William T. Lackey; directed by William' Nigh; screen play by Houston
Branch from magazine story by Hugh Wiley: photographed by Harry
Neumann. Cast: Boris Karloff, Grant Withers. Evelyn Brent, Maxine Jen-
nings, Lucien Prival. John St. Polis, William Gould, Hooper Atchley. John
Hamilton, Lee Tong Foo.

. •WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM/ produced by Edward Finney; directed
by Al Herman; original screen play by Robert Emmett; photographed by
Francis Corbey. Cast: Tex Ritter, Dorothy Short, John Merton. Horace
Murphy, Peewee Pollard. Richard Alexander. Karl Hackett. Charles King,
Jr., Dave O'Brien, Bob Terry, Ed Cassidy, Ernie Adams, Bob McKenzie,
Denver Dixon, Louise Massey and the Westerners.

Monogram Pix Now in Production

'GANGSTER'S BOY/ produced by W. G. Lackey; directed by William
Nigh: no writing credits yet; photographed by Harry Neumann. Cast:
Jackie Cooper, Lucy Gilman, Robert Warwick, Tommy Wonder, Betty
Blythe. * '

'

Paramount

Studio
Harry Sherman. .

.

Now Balance to
Number Number Now in Be Placed Stories In
of Pix Com- Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-

Promlsed pleted ing Rooms Cameras tion

51 6 4 11 30 30
7 1 0 2 3 3

Total 58 13 33

Pictures now in cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'MEN WITH WINGS' (in Technicolor—for 1938-39 season), produced and
directed by William Wellman; screen play by Robert Carson; photo-
graphed by W. Howard Creene. Cast: Fred MacMurray. Ray Milland,
Louise Campbe"., Andy Devine, Edgar Kennedy, Walter Abel, Porter Hall,
Gene Reynolds, Cheryl Walker, Billy Cook, Dorothy Tehnant, James Burke,
Virginia Weidler, Harvey Stephens, Helen Dickson, Lillian West, Grace
Goodall. Kitty Kelly. Lynne Overman, Donald O'Connor, pilots—Paul
,Mantz, Tex Rankin. Frank Clarke, Dick Rinaldi, Robbie Robinson. Frank
To'mick, Herb White, Jerry Phillips. Ace Brunguiner, Jerry Andrews,
Howard Batt, Ray Crawford, Dick Randall, Bob Blair, Cubby Gordon. Jim
Barwick. Walter Quinton, Stanley Hicks, Jonathan Hale, Joe Whitehead,
Pat West. Frank Mills, Art Rowlands, Ralph McCullough. David Newell,
Charles Hamilton, Eddie Dunn, Ronnie Rondell. Edward Earle. John T.
'Murray. Dell Henderson. Claire' Du Brey. Willy Morris, Billy Bletcher,
Syd Sayior, Lu Miller, Gary Owen, Bobby Tracey, James Burtis. Paul
Krueger. Al Hillv George Chandler. Lee Phelps.

TOUCHDOWN, 1RMY' (for 1938-39 season), produced by the Harold
Hurley unit; directed by Kurt Neumann; original story and screen play by
Lloyd Corrigan and Erwin Gelsey: photographed by Victor Milner. Cast:
John Howard, Robert Cummings, Mary Carlisle, Owen Davis, Jr., Benny
Baker, Minor Watson, Raymond Hatton, William Frawley. Hamilton Mc-
Faddert, Grant Withers, Chester Clute, Sarah Edwards. Paul Everton,
Charles A. Hughes, Lyle Morraine. Robert Norton, John Hart, William J.
Moore. William Orr, Charles Stafford, Bob Fischer, Lambert Rogers. Louis
Durst, Phillip Warren, Peter Potter. Gloria Williams, Ruth Rogers, Cheryl
Walker, Marion Weldon.
•ARTISTS AND MODELS ABROAD' (for 1938-39 season), produced by

Arthur Hornblow; directed, by Mitchell Leisen; screen play by Howard
Lindsay, Russel Crouse and Ken Englund: original story by Howard Lind-
say and Russel Crouse; based on idea by J. P. McEvoy; photographed by
Ted Tetzlaff. ^ast: Jack Benny. Joan Bennett, Mary Boland. Yacht Club
Boys. Punkins Parker, Sheila Darcy, Yvonne Duval. Gwen Kenyon. Joyce
Mathews, Dolores Casey. Marie DeForrest. Charles Grapewin. Joyce Comp-
ton, G. P. Huntley, Fritz Feld, Jules Raucourt, Adrienne D'Ambricourt,
Andre Cheron, Phyllis Kennedy, Louis Mercier. Louis Van den Ecker,
Charles ,de Ravenne, Joseph Romantini. Georges Kerebel. Robart De
Couedic, Gemaro Curci, Marie Burton, Paula De Cardo, Carol Parker,
Linda Yale, Evelyn Keyes, Laurie Lane, Norah Gale, Helaine Moler Jean
Perry. Constant Franke, Paul Cremonesi. Eugene Beday, George Davis
Paco Moreno, Jacques- Vanaire, Eugene Borden, Fred Cavens Manuei
Pans. Alexander Melesh, Jean De Briac. Fred Malatestu, David Peter Mif,
Georges de Gombert, Ferdinand Schumann-Heink. Kenneth Gibson,
Joseph de Beauvolers, Martial de Serrand.
•PARIS HONEYMOON' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Harlan Thomp-

son: directed by Frank Tuttle; screen play by Frank Butler and Don Hart-
man; based on a story by Angela Sherwood: photographed by Karl Struss
Cast: Bing Crosby. Franciska Gaal. Akim . TamirofT, Ben Blue. Edward
Everett Horton Shirley Ross. Rafaela Ottiano, Keith Kenneth. George
Gay. Norah Gale. Laufie Lane, Louise Seidel. Paula de Cardo Evelyn
Keyes. Harrietts Haddon, Maria Doray. Louise Seidel. Judy King Janet
Waldo. Cheryl Walker. Marion Weldon? Dorothy .White.
'-THE .ARKANSAS TRAVELER' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Georgo

Arthur; directed by Alfred Santell; screen play by Viola Brothers Shore
and George Sessions Perry; based on story by Jack Cunningham; photo-
graphed by Leo Tover. Cast: Bob Burns. Fay Balnter, Jean Parker. John
Ft?,

3
,

1, „Ly,le T2lbot- Irvin S. Cobb.. Dickie Moore, Ralph Remley. Halterie
Hill, Walter, Soderling, -Bernard Suss, A. S. Byron.

'ESCAPE FROM YESTERDAY* (for 1933-39 season), produced by Jeff
Lazarus; directed by Alfred E. Green; original story and screen play by

(Continued on page 17)
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Ferdinand Reyher and John C. Moffitt; photographed by William Mellor.

Cast: Akim Tamfrofi*,. Frances Farmer, Leif Erikson, Lynne Overman,
Vladamir Sokoloff, Wade Crosby, Dewey Robinson, William Newell, John
Bliefer, Alex Woloshin, "James Flavin.

'ILLEGAL TRAFFIC (for 1938-39 release), general manager office pro-

duction; directed by Louis King; no writing credits released as yet; photo-

graphed by Henry Sharpe. Cast: J. Carroll Naish, Mary Carlisle, Robert

Preston, Judith Barrett, Richard Stanley, Richard Denning, John Hart,

Philip Warren. Dbrothy Howe, Sheila Darcy. pblores Casey.

'KING OF ALCATRAZ' (for 1938-39 season), produced by front office:

directed by Robert Florey; original story and screen play, by Irving Reis;

photographed by Harry Fischbeck. Cast: Gail Patrick, Lloyd Nolan, J.

Carrol Naish, Robert Preston, Virginia Dabney, Nora Cecil, Harry Carey,

Porter Hall, Richard Denning, Dorothy Howe, Anthony Quinn, John Hart,

Philips Warren, Harry . Worth, Tom Tyler, Gustav von Seyffertitz, Eddie
Marr. Paul Fix, John Harmon. Jack Knoche. Dick Rich. Emory Parnell.

•SUNSET TRAIL,' formerly titled 'SILVER TRAIL PATROL*, (for 1938-

39 season), produced by Harry Sherman; directed by Les Selander; screen

play by Norman Houston, from story by* Clarence E. Mulfdrd; photo-
graphed by Russel Harlan. Cast: William Boyd, George Hayes, Russell

Hayden, Charlotte Wynters, Jane Clayton, Robert Fiske, Catharine Shel-
don, Maurice Cass, Anthony Nace, Kenneth Harlan, Alphonse Ethier,

Glenn- Strange, Jack Rockwell. Tom London, Claudia Smith.

'ZAZA' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Albert Lewin; directed by
George Cukor; screen play by Zoe Akins; from play by Pierre Berton and
Charles Simon; photographed by Charles Lang. .Cast: Claudette 'ColberJ,

Herbert Marshall, Bert Lahr. Helen Westley, Constance Collier, Genivieve
Tobin, Rex O'Malley, Rex Evans, Walter Catlett. Robert C. Fischer, Ernest
Cossart, John Sutton, Michael Brooke. Phillip 'Warren, Alexander Leftwich,
Janet Waldo, Fredrika" Brown, Dorothy Dayton, Harriett Haddon, Helaine
Moler,* Dorothy White, Duncan Renaldo, Hala Linda. Tom' Ricketts.

'THANKS FOR THE MEMORY' (lor 1938-39 release); executive pro-
ducer, Harold Hurley; associate, Mel Shauer; directed by George Archain-
baud; from play by Albert Hackett and Frances Goodrich; photographed
by Karl Struss. Cast: Bob Hope, Shirley Rbss. Charlie Butterworth, Otto
Kruger. Hedda Hopper, Roscoe Karns. Laura Hope Crtws. Elizabeth Pat-
terson. Patricia Wilder. Eddie Anderson. Jack- Norton, Edward Gargan.

'FRONTIERSMAN,' produced by Harry Sherman; directed by Leslie

Selander: screen play by Norman Huston from original story by Clarence
E. Mulford; additional dialog by Harrison Jacobs; photographed by Rus-
sell Harlan. Cast: William Boyd; George Hayes, Russell Hayden, Evelyn
Venable, William Duncan, Clara Kimball Young, Charles Hughes, Dickie

Jones; Roy Barcroft, Emily Fitzroy, John Beach.

'SCOTLAND YARD VS. BULLDOG DRUMMOND' (for 1938-39), pro-

duced by Stuart Walker for Harold Hurley unit; directed by James Hogan;
original story by H. .C. 'Sapper' McNiele; photographed by Ted Tetzlaff.

Cast: John Howard, Heather Angel, H. B. Warner, Reginald Denny, E. E.

CUve, Elizabeth. Patterson, George Zucco, Jean Fenwick, Leonard Mudie,
Clyde Cook, David Clyde, Ferdinand Munier, John Rogers.

Paramount Plx Now In Production

'ST: LOUIS BLUES' (for 1938-39 release), produced by Jeff Lazarus;
directed by Raoul Walsh; screen play by John C. Moffitt and Malcolm
Stuart Boylan; based- on adaptation by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan of story

by Ele.anore Griffin and William Rankin; additional dialog bjy Virginia
Van Upp; photographed by Theodor Sparkuhl. Cast: Lloyd- Nolan, Dorothy
Lamour, Tito Guizar, Jessie Ralph, Maxine Sullivan, William Frawley,
Punkins Parker. Jerome Cowan. Matty Malneck and His Boys.

'SAY IT IN FRENCH,' produced and directed by Andrew Stone; screen
play by Frederick Jackson from play-by Jacques Deval; photographed by
Victor Milner. Cast: Ray Milland, Olympe Bradna, Irene Hervey, Janet
Beecher, Evelyn Keyes, Erik Rhodes, Walter Kingsford, Holmes Herbert,
Gertrude Sutton, Forbes Murray, Billy Daniels.

'TOM SAWYER, DETECTIVE,' produced by Harold Hurley; directed by
Louis King; no writing credits yet; photographed by Ted Tetzlaff. Cast:

Donald O'Connor, Billy ' Cook, Porter Hall, Philip Warren, Janet Waldo,
Clara Blandick, Elisabeth Risdbn, Edward Pawley, Hattie McDaniels,
Oscar Smith, William Haade, Stanley Price, Harry Worth, Si Jenks.

'DISBARRED,' produced by Harold Hurley; directed by Robert Florey;
screen play by Lillie Hayward and Robert R. Presnell from story ,by Harry
Sauber; photographed by Harry Fishbeck. Cast: Gail Patrick, Otto Kruger,
Robert Preston, Sidney Toler, Helen MacKellar, Clay Clement, Edward
Marr; Olin Howland.

RKO-Radio

Now Balance to

Number Number Now in Be Placed Stories In

of Plx Com- Shoot- Cutting: Before Prepara-
Promlsed pleted ing Rooms Cameras tion

Studio 50 0 2 3 39 39

Sol Lesser 3 0 1 0 2 2
Herbert Wiloox... 1 0 0 0 1 1

Total 54 6 3 3 42 42

Pictures now in the cutting rooms Or awaiting previews are:

THE MAD MISS MANTON/ produced by P. J. Wolfson; directed by
Leigh Jasop; soreen play by Fred Finklehoffe from original story by Wil-
son Collison. Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Henry Fonda, Eleanor Hansen,
Sam Levene.
'ANNABEL TAKES A TOUR' (for 1938-39), produced by Lou Lusty;

directed by Lew Landers; screen play by Olive Cooper and Bert Granet;
photographed by Russell Metty. Cast: Jack Oakie/ Lucille Ball, Frances
Mercer, Ruth Donnelly, Ralph Forbes, Bradley Page, Pepita, Chester
Ctute, Rafael Storm, Jean Rouverol, Donald MacBride, Alice White, Rita
Gould.

'A MAN TO REMEMBER' (for 1938-39), produced by Robert Sisk; di-

rected by Garson Kanhv, screen play by Dalton Trumbo; original by
Katharine Havilland-Taylor; photographed by J. Roy Hunt. Cast: Anne
Shirley. Lee Bowman, Edward Ellis, Frank M. Thomas, Dickie Jones,
Granville Bates, Harlan Briggs. Julius Tannen.

RKO-Radio Pictures Now in Production

'GUNGA DIN' (for 1938-39), produced and directed by George Stevens;
screen play by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur; photographed by Joe
August. Cast: Cary Grant, Victor McLaglen, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Joan
Fontame, Eduardo Ciannelli, Sam Jaffe, Montagu Love, Lumsden Hare.

'MIRACLE RACKET,' produced by B. P. Fineman; directed by Les
Goodwins; screen play by Saul Ellcins and Joseph Pagano; original by
Saul Ellcins; photographed by Nick Musuraca. Cast:' Sally Eilers, Ann
Miller, Lee Bowman, Alma Kruger, Paul Guilfoyle, Jonathan Hale, Jack
Arnold, Cecil Kellaway.
'PECK'S BAD BOY WITH THE CIRCUS,' produced by Sol Lesser; asso-

ciate producer, Leonard Fields; directed by- -Edward Cline; no writing
credits released yet; photographed^ by Jack McKenzie. Cast: Tommy
Kelly, Ann Gillis, Edgar Kennedy, Spanky McFarland, Benita Hume, Fay
Helm, William Demarest, Wade Boteler, Grant Mitchell, Nana Bryant,
Louise Beaver.
'LAW WEST OF TOMBSTONE,' proCuC&d by Cliff Reid; directed by

Glenn Tryon; screen play by John Twist and Clarence Young; photo-
graphed by J. Roy Hunt. Cast: Harry Carey, Anne Shirley, Tim Holt,
Evelyn Brent, Allan Lane, Paul Guilfoyle, Bradley Page, Esther Muir,
George Irving, Eleanor Hansen, Peggy Carroll, Robert Moya, Jane Wood-
worth.

Republic

Now Balance to

Number Number Now in Be Placed Stories in

of Plx Com- Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-
Promisei pleted ing Rooms Cameras, tion

Total 59 3 l 4 51 —
Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews:

'OVERLAND STAGE RAIDERS' (for 1938-39), produced by • William
Berke; directed by George,,Jaherpw^s: screen play by Luci Ward; photo-

graphed by William Nobles, Cast: John Wayne, Ray Corrigan, Max Ter-
hune, Louise Brooks, Frank La Rue, Charles Whittaker, Duke R. Lee,
Edwin Gaffney. Jr., Anthony Marsh, George Plums. George Sherwood,

.'DOWN IN ARKANSAW/ produced by Armand Schaefer; directed by
Nick Grinde; original and screen play by Dorrell and Stuart McGowan;
photographed by Ernie Miller. Cast: Weaver Brothers, Elviry, Ralph
Byrd, June Storey, Pinkie Tomlin, Guinn Williams, Berton Churchill,
Galli Sisters.

'NIGHT HAWK,' produced by Herman Schlom; directed by Sidney
Salkow; original screen play by Earl Felton; photographed by Jack Marta.
Cast: Robert Armstrong, June Travis, Robert Livingston, Joseph Downing,
Roland Gott. Robert Homans, Paul Fix.

'PRAIRIE MOON,' produced by Harry Grey; directed by Ralph Staub;
screen play by Betty Burbridge and Stanley Roberts; photographed by
William Nobles. Cast: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette,

.
Shirley Deane,

David Gorcey, Tommy Ryan, Walter Tetley. Stanley Andrews, William
Pawley, Rafael Bennett, Warner Richmond. Tom London.

Republic Pix Now in Production

'I STAND ACCUSED*' produced and directed by John H. Auer; no
writing credits yet; photographed by Jack Marta. Cast: Robert Cummings,
Helen Mack. Lyle Talbot, Gordon Jones, Thomas Jackson, Leona Roberts,
Tom Beck, Robert Paige, Robert Middlemass.

20th Century-Fox

Total

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted ing

55 8 6

Now Balance to
in Be Placed*" Stories. In

Cutting Before 'Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tion

9 32 32

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'STRAIGHT, PLACE AND SHOW' (for 1938-39 season), produced by
David Hempstead; directed by David Butler; from Damon Ruhyon's story;

photographed by Ernest Palmer. Cast: Ritz Brothers, Phyllis Brooks. Ethel
Merman, Robert Allen, Sidney Blackmer, George Barbier.

'SUEZ' (for 1938-39 reason), produced by Gene Markey; directed by
Allan Dwan; screen play by Julien Josephson and Phillip Dunne; original
by Sam Duncan; photographed by Peverell Marley. Cast: Loretta Young.
Tyrone Power, Annabella, Henry Stephenson, Thomas Beck, Sidney Black-
mer, J. Edward Bromberg, Joseph Schildkraut, Sig Rumann, Leon Ames,
Rafaela Ottiano, Maurice Moscovieh. Nigel Bruce.

'GIRL FROM BROOKLYN,' formerly titled 'BY THE DAWN'S EARLY
LIGHT-' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Edward Kaufman; directed by
Gregory Ratoff; original, by Gene Markey; photographed by Karl Freund.
Cast: Warner Baxter, Alice Faye, Charles Winninger, Keye Luke, Arthur
Treacher, Willie Fung, Doris Lloyd, Leonid Snegoff.

'SUBMARINE PATROL/ formerly titled 'WOODEN ANCHORS,' for-
merly titled 'SPLINTER FLEET' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Gene
Markey; directed by John Ford; screen play by Rian James, Darrell Ware
and Jack Yellen from story by Ray Milhplland and Charles B. Milholland;
photographed by Arthur Miller. Cast:' Richard Greene, Nancy Kelly,
George Bancroft, Slim Summerville, Douglas Fowley, Joan Valerie, Pres-
ton .Foster, John Carradine, Warren Hymer, Elisha Cook, Jr., Ward Bond,
Maxie Rosenbloom, Harry Strang, Russ Clark, Charles Tannan, Dick
Hogan, Henry Armetta, J. Farrell MacDohald, George E. Stone, George
Humbert.
'SHARPSHOOTERS' (first Camera Daredevils series) (for 1938-39 sea-

son), produced by Sol M. Wurtzel; directed by James Tinling; screen -play
by Robert Ellis and Helen Logan; photographed by Barney McGill. Cast:
Brian Donlevy. Wally Vernon, Lynn Ban, C. Henry Gordon, Douglas
Dumbrille, Sidney Blackmer.
'FIVE OF. A KIND' (for 1938-39 season), associate producer, Kenneth

Macgowan; directed by Herbert I. Leeds; original screen play by Lon
Breslon and John Patrick; photographed by Daniel B. Clark. Cast: Dionne
Quintuplets, Jean Hersholt, Claire Trevor, Inez Courtney, Cesar Romero,
Slim Summerville, John Qualen. Henry Wilcoxon, John Russell, Jane Dar-
well. Joan Valerie.

•JUST AROUND THE CORNER' (for 1938-39 season), produced by
David Hempstead; directed by Irving Cummings; screen play by J.' P.
McEvoy and Ethel Hill; original story by Kenneth Earle and Howard
Smith; songs by Walter Bullock and Harold Spina; photographed by Arthur
Miller. Cast: Shirley Temple, Joan. Davis, Bill Robinson, Charles Farrell,
Bert Lahr, George Barbier, Franklin Pangborn, Bennie Bartlett. Amanda
Duff.

'DOWN ON THE FARM' (for 1933-39), Jones Family feature produced
by John Stone; directed by Malcolm St. Clair; no writing credits released
yet; photographed by Edward Snyder. Cast: Jed Prouty, Spring Byington,
Louise Fazenda, Russell Gleason, Ken- Howell, George Ernest. June Carl-
son, Florence Roberts, Billy Mahan. Rdberta Smith, Marvin Stephens,
Eddie Collins, Dorris Bowdon.
'INSIDE STORY,' formerly titled 'A VERY PRACTICAL JOKE' (for

1938-39), produced by Howard J. Green; directed by" Ricardo Cortez;
screen play by Jerry Cady; based on a story .by Ben Ames Williams; pho-
tographed by Virgil Miller. Cast: Michael Whalen, Jean Rogers, Chick
Chandler, June Gale. Douglas Fowley, Jane Darwell, Theodore Von Eltz.

20th-Fox Pix Now in Production
'JESSE JAMES' (for 1938-39, in Technicolor), produced by Nunnally

Johnson; directed by Henry. King; no writing credits released yet; photo-
graphed by George Barnes. Cast: Tyrone Power, Henry Fonda, Nancy
Kelly, Walter Brennan, John Carradine, J. Edward Bromberg, Brian Don-
levy, Douglas Fowley, Jane Darwell, Donald Meek, Ernest Whitman.
•MR. MOTO TAKES A VACATION/- produced by Sol M. Wurtzel; di-

rected by Norman Fbster; no writing . credits released yet; photographed
by Charles Clarke. Cast: Peter Lorre. Virginia Field, John King, Joseph
Schildkraut, Lionel Atwill, Iva Stewart, George P. Huntley, Victor Var-
coni.

'THE ARIZONA WILDCAT/ produced by John Stone; directed by Her-
bert I. Leeds; no writing credits released yet; photographed by Lucien
Andriot. Cast: Jane Withers, Leo Carrillo. Pauline Moore. Henry Wil-
coxon, Etienne .Girardot, Douglas Fowley, William Henry, Henry Woods,
Rosita Harlan.

'HARD TO. GET/- produced by Sol Wurtzel; directed,by Alfred Werker;
no writing credits yet; photographed by Robert Planck. Cast: Preston
Foster, Phyllis Brooks, Tony Martin, Arthur Treacher, Bill Robinson, Slim
Summerville, Jane Darwell, Eddie Collins, Alan Dinehart, Robert Allen,
Sidney Toler.

'KENTUCKY/ produced by Gene Markey; directed by David Butler;
from novel, 'Look of Eagles,' by John Taintor; photographed by Ernest
Palmer. Cast: Loretta Young, Richard Greene, Walter Brennan, Ralph
Morgan, Willard Robinson, Douglas Dumbrille, James West, Charles
Waldron, Karen Morley, Ward Robinson, Moroni Olsen.
'SAMSON AND LADIES/, produced by Sol Wurtzel; directed by Joseph

Santley; no writing credits yet; photographed by Virgil Miller. Cast: Lynn
Barri, Robert Allen, Iva Steward.

United Artists

Now Balance to
Number Number Now in Be Placed Stories In
of Plx Com- Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-

Promlsed pleted in; Rooms Cameras tion
Samuel Goldwyn.. 4 0 1 0 3 3
Selznick 2 0 1 1 0 0
Walter Wanger.. 8 0 1 0 7 7
Chaplin 1 0 0 0 1 1
Roach ,.\. ........ 8 0 116 6
London Films 5 2 0 0 4 2

Total 28 2 4 2 21 19

Pictures in the cutting room or awaiting previews are:

'THE YOUNG IN HEART/ produced by David O. Selznick: directed by
Richard Wallace: screen play by Paul Osborne and Charles Bennett from
novel by l.A.R. Wylie. 'The Gay Banditti'; photographed by Leon Shamroy.
Cast: Janet Gaynor, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Paulette Goddard, Roland

(Continued on page 19)

Quiz Booklets

Not Contingent

On Ticket Buys

Theatre managers throughout the

country are being instructed that

issuance of booklets for the 'Films

Are Your Best Entertainment' quiz

must not. be. made contingent upon

the purchase of admission. Ex-
1

plained that the U. S. postal laws re-

quire that all such booklets must be
issued free. Requiring the applicant

to purchase a ticket to the theatre
makes the contest legally a lottery.

Question first came to notice in Mo-
bile, Ala., when patrons who were
refused gratis booklets appealed to
a newspaper, which printed an ex-
planation of the law.

5 Errors Rules Out
Five errors involving answers on

as many feature pictures entered in
the Mlovie Quiz Contest have been
discovered in the contest booklet-by
the Motion Pictures' " Greatest Year
officials. Result is that' Paul Gulick,
campaign coordinator, has an-
nounced that the campaign com-
mittee has decided that .no mat-
ter what answer is turned in by con-
testants on 'The Texans/ 'Crowd
Roars,' 'Girls on Probation,' 'Give
Me a Sailor' and 'Gateway/ they will

be adjudged correot by the contest
judges. It means that only 25 cor-
rect answers are. needed, instead of
30.

Campaign headquarters is rushing
out screen announcements making
Clear that any answer made on the
Ave pictures in question will be
judged as correct. Committee also is

preparing a lobby poster listing the
five pictures and explaining that any
answers on them will be tabbed cor*
rect. Committee requests contestants
to state name of the theatre where
the pictures in question were viewed'
though explaining this is not neces-
sary in order to qualify for entrance
in the contest.

Drive headquarters sent bulletins

to , theatre -managers active in 'the

cajnpaign as to procedure to be-fol-
lowed in coming weeks of the .drive.

Short feature, 'The World Is Yours/
soon will be ready for distribution

in the campaign. Another ptojeLt'-

planned is for National Music Week
to devote part of its activities this

year to Motion Pictures* Greatest
Year.

In instructions to exhibitors, cam-
paign committee is stressing how the
Quiz Contest shall be developed to
attract the eye of prospective ra-
trons in ad. matter and elsewhere.
Advertising committee of the drive,
consisting of- Howard Dietz, Robert
Gillham and Charles E. McCarthy, is

meeting this week with Donahue &
Coe to discuss plans for the next
phase of national ad\ ertising. Eleven
three-quarter and full-page, ads have
been placed In some 2,000 daily
newspapers in this country and in
Canada.

G-B's Own Drive

Gaumont-British took steps to
launch a 'greatest film year' drive of
its own last week. It will not be
launched until after new product has
been tested as to campaign and drive
contest possibilities in four, medium-
sized cities. At the same time, Gau-
mont laid plans for handling several
features on a roadshow basis in arty
theatres. First is 'Pagliacci/ Tra-
falgar Films production, based on
the opera.
G-B claims it was overlooked by

the 'greatest year' drive.

Another Crimer Away
Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Warden Lewis E. Lawes' yarn,
'Crime Is a Racket,' went into pro-
duction at Warners. Lewis Seiler is
directing from script by Don Ryan
and Kenneth Gemet.
Cast is headed by Humphrey Bo-

gart, Gale Page, Billy Halop, John
Litel and Henry O'Neill.

THE KING'S QUEEN
Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Anna May Wong starrer, 'King of
Chinatown,' hit the cameras at Para-
mount yesterday (Mon.) with Nick
Grinde directing. •

Oriental star has three heavies,
Akim Tamiroff, J. Carrol Naish and
Anthony Quinn in support.
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What America, needs this week is flood

control.

Such crying over "Boys Town."

Exhibitors tell us the folks stay for a
Second and third cry.

But there's no weeping when the receipts

are counted.

Leo is very proud of "Boys Town"
because it's a great box-office success

that also has won additional friends,

new praise for the industry.

Doing sensational business everywhere,
topping such hits as, "Test Pilot," held

over in practically every situation for

£xtra weeks, extra days.

And doing as well in its 2nd week as a
normal first week!,

Please keep your release schedule very
elastic, Mr. Exhibitor, because Leo's on
an extended-run rampage: "Marie
Antoinette," "Boys Town," 'Too Hot
•To Handle"—one after another.

In fact Mr. Exhibitor here's our tip:

HOLD EVERYTHING!
*****

« Sweetheart of the day I"

HOLDING "MARIE"!
Folks who returned to Broadway after

Labor Day found the town's biggest hit

at the Astor. "Marie Antoinette" is

packing 'em in at $2 (fancy) prices, 5th

week! On other Broadways it's a happy
hold-over at pop prices: 4th week
QuCagq; 3rd week Detroit, Pittsburgh,

Oeyel^nd, SaltLake; 2ndweekPortland,
Boston (^ay—rdate State &. Orpheum)
St. Louis,; Totedo,\ Columbus, 'Frisco,

Atlanta,, penvei?, Baltimore, Cincinnati,

Washington^ LouiSville, etc. , etc.
-V-

•\ * * * * *

"BOYSjpWN" STARTS!
Spencer Tracy, Mickey Rooney keep 'em
coming 3rd week Capitol,N.Y.; 2ndweek
Adanta, Reading, .Harrisburg, Wilming-
ton, Houston,Newtorleans,Omaha, Salt

Lake and more holS-ovetS every minute

!

* *

EYES ON NEWSREEL!
Leo's very proud of the new streamlined
issues of his "NEWS OF THE DAY."
John B. Kennedy, famed radio voice
speeds the news across in "The Fronts
Page"; Bill Stern, N.B.C. sports author-^
ity covers "The Sports Page"; and
Adelaide Hawley enlivens "The Wo-
man's Page;" Snappy newsreel! Largest
world-wide coverage. Better than.eyev!

•>
N

\.
"

WE HAVE JUST SEEN
A GREAT PICTURE!
They ought to wire- the seats for sound
in S|^G-M's projection room! If those

chairs -could* talk, what an earful you'd
get about the screeningof"The Citadel."

A great motion picture has come to your
midst, gents, and from now until release

in November you're going to hear a

great deal about it, in the press, on the

air, by word-of-mouth. Ten million

people have read this best seller of a
young doctor's dramatic fight for his

ideals, of his surrender to the luxuries

of a society doctor's life, of the girl who
brought him back to the battle ofhumanr
ity. Memorable scenes : heroism in the
depths of a mine; the birth and almost
death of a miner's baby; a society doctor
arid the women he knows. Powerful,

tender exciting . . it's got the mixture
that accelerates the box-office! But
you'll soon know for yourself. Watch
for NATIONWIDE TRADE SCREEN-
INGS OF "THE CITADEL." (A bow
to the stars Robert Donat, Rosalind
Russell; and to the director, KingVidor.)

* * * *

%5
TOUCHDOWN, LEO!
A smart idea in shorts. Reviewing 8
gridiron classics of last year so that
alumni in every territory will flock to see
their college team. It's Pete Smith's
"Football Thrills." Another Pete Smith
subject "Grid Rules" and Robert
Benchiey's "How To Watch Football"
launch the Fall Season. Book 'em while,
they're hot! (Aside to Leo', Jr.: "Gee whiz,
kid, you sure make swell shorts!)

***-*•*
THANKS, KINDER!
Destr' Left! That man's here again for the 15th
time. It's the same story,' coming for your prod-
uct, the only product which spells continued

v
success for me. I am grateful for the years it has
\been my pleasure to show M-G'M pictures, for
they have been years of success, not only financi-

ally but also years of cordial and square business
relations. Sincerely yours, August Ilgt Ohiq Theatre,
lbtain> O/wo.':

KING AND QUEEN
OFTHE SCREEN!
Leo of M-G-M takes this MOTION
PICTURES' GREATEST YEAR cam-
paign very seriously. Here's another for

the Big Drive!

"Too Hot To Handle" flamed into fame
this week with Clark Gable and Myrna
Loy delighting record-breaking openings
everywhere. It's topping "Test Pilot."

And that's nice topping!

The trade press told you in advance.
Those lads know their stuff. (Read the

trade papers! Advt.) For instance: Film
Daily said: "A smash at the box-office.",

M. P. Daily said: "Better than any of
the stars' six preceding pictures." M. P.

Herald: "A natural. Lines in front of
the box-office." Daily Variety: "Sure-fire

big-money show." Hollywood Reporter:
"One of the financial stand-outs of
M. P.A.Y. G.E. campaign.' ' Showmen's'
Trade Review: "Cinch box-office." The
Exhibitor:"SRO attraction." Box-Office:

"As torrid as its title at the turnstiles."

The only complaint we. anticipate is

"too many to handle!
1 *

* *

IT ALL
HELPS THE
BOX*
OFFICE!
Screenland's Honor
Page Jot "Marie
Antoinette.'* Few
filmsiiave received so'

many tributes., They
keep coming!

*****
Here's a line that_has.become familiar
in the trade press.

In fact we're quoting it this time from
the PHILADELPHIA EXHIBITOR'S
review of "Boys Town/* as follows:

"M-G-M made the picture, but it is a
show of which the whole industry may
be proud."

America said that editorially (and at the
box-office) about "Marie Antoinette."

They'll say it again about "The Citadel."

M-G-M is, the pne company that con-
sistently makes pictures "of which the
!whole industry" may be proud.

How fitting that as Motion Pictures'
Greatest Year Campaign sweeps the
country with an appraising press giving
editorial support, if is M-G-M which
delivers pictures of stature to merit such
support.

May we be so bold as to say again

:

ALWAYS THEXEADER!
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Advance Production Chart
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Young, Billie Burke,- Richard Carlson, Minnie Dupree, Margaret Early,

Charles Halton, Lya Lys, Eily Malyon, Henry Stephenson, Tom Ricketts.

'THERE GOES MY HEART' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Hal
Roach; associate producer, Milton H. Bren; directed by Norman McLeod;
original screen play by Eddie Moran and Jack Jevne; photographed by
Norbert Brodine. Cast: Fredric March, Virginia Bruce, Patsy Kelly, Alan
Mowbray, Nancy Carroll, Claude Gillingwater, Arthur Lake, Adia Kuznit-
zoff, Mary Field, Pat Gleason, Greta Grandstedt, Moroni Olsen, Kenneth
Harlan, Eugene Pallette, Etienne Girardot, Irving Pichel, William Davidson.

United Artists Pix Now in Production

'LADX AND THE COWBOY' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Samuel
Goldwyn; directed by H. C. Potter; screen play by Sam Behrman from an
original by Leo McCarey and Frank R. Adams; photographed by Gregg
Toland. Cast: Gary Cooper, Merle Oberon, David Niven, Thomas
Mitchell, Walter Brennan. Patsy Kelly. Mabel Todd, Fuzzy Knight, Henry
Kolker, Emma Dunn, Harry Davenport.

'TRADE WINDS/ produced by Walter Wanger; directed by Tay Gar-
nett; screen play by Dorothy Parker, Alan Campbell and Frank R. Adams
from original story by Tay Garnett; photographed by Rudolph Mate. Cast:
Fredric March, Joan Bennett, Ralph Bellamy/Ann Sothern, Alan Baxter,
Robert Emmett O'Connor, Patricia Farr, Wilma Francis, Kay Linaker,
Dorothy Tree, Phyllis Barry, Walter Bryon, Wilson Benge, Harry Paine,
Hooper Atchley, Franklin Parker, Lee Phelps, John Webb Dillion, Dick
Rush, Mrs. Sojin, Gloria Youngblood, Ethelreda Leopold, Marie DeForest,
Earl Wallace, Princess Luana, Paulita Arbivu, Iko Magara, Suzanne
Kaaren, Lotus Liu, Robert Elliott.

•TOPPER TAKES A TRIP,' produced by Milton H. Bren for Hal Roach;
directed by Norman Z. McLeod; screen play by Jack Jevne and Eddie
Moran from the Thome Smith novel; photographed by Norbert Brodine.
Cast: Constance Bennett, Roland Young, Billie Burke, Alan Mowbray,
Verree Teasdale, Alexander D'Arcy, Franklin Pangborn, Leon Belasco,
Irving Pichel.

'MADE FOR EACH OTHER/ produced by David-JO. Selznick; directed

by John Cromwell; screen play by Jo Swerling; photographed by Leon
Shamroy. Cast: Carole Lombard, James Stewart, Lucile Watson, Donald
Briggs, Charles Coburn, Arthur Hoyt, Ruth Weston, Nella Walker, Harland
Briggs, Mickey Rentschler.

Universal

Total

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted ing
48 6 3

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories in

Cutting Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tion

7 32 32

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews:

'RED BARRY' (serial) (for 1938-39 season), produced by Barney Sarecky;
directed by Ford Beebe and Alan James; screen play by Ford Beebe,
Norman Hall, Ray Trampe; photographed by Jerry Ash. Cast: Larry
(Buster) Crabbe, Frances Robinson, Edna Sedgwick;

•YOUTH TAKES A FLING' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Joe Past-
ernak; directed by Archie Mayo; original by Phil Epstein; screen play by
Myles Connolly; photographed by Rudolph Mate. Cast: Joel McCre'a,
Andrea Leeds, Dorothea Kent, Frank Jenks, Granville Bates, Oscar O'Shea,
George Offerman, Jr., Frank Scully, Eddie August, Isabel Jeans.

•SWING THAT CHEER' (for 1938-39), produced by Max Golden; directed
by Harold Schuster; story by Thomas Ahearn and F. Maury Grossman;
screen play by Charles Grayson; photographed by Elwood Bredell. Cast:
Tom Brown, Andy Devine, Robert Wilcox, Constance Moore, Stanley
Hughes, Samuel S. Hinds, Ray Parker, Ernest Truex, 'Doodles' Weaver,
Margaret Early.

'PRAIRIE JUSTICE/ produced by Trem Carr; directed by George Wagg-
ner; original screen play by Joseph West; photographed by Gus Peterson.
•Cast: Bob Baker, Hal Taliaferro, Dorothy Fay, Jack Rockwell, Carleton
Young, Forrest Taylor, Glenn Strange.

•THAT CERTAIN AGE/ produced by Joe Pasternak; directed by Edward
Ludwig; original story by F. Hugh Herbert; screen play by Bruce Manning,
Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder; photographed by Joe Valentine.
Cast: Deanna Durbin, Jackie Cooper, Irene Rich, John Holliday, Melvyn
Douglas, Jackie Searle, Juanita Quigley, Addison Richards.

'SERVICE DE LUXE' (for 1938-39), produced by Edmund Grainger;
directed by Rowland V. Lee; no writing credits released yet; photographed
by George Robinson. Cast: Constance Bennett, Vincent Price, Charles
Ruggles, Mischa Auer, Helen Broderick, Joy Hodges.

•THE LAST EXPRESS/ produced by Irving Starr; directed by Otis Gar-
rett; screen play by Edmund L. Hartmann from novel by Baynard Ken-
drick. Cast: Kent Taylor, Adrianne Ames. Don Brodie, Greta Granstedt,
Paul Hurst, Shaw and Lee, Edward Raquello.

Universal Pix Now in Production

'THE STORM/ produced by Ken Goldsmith; directed by Harold Young;
screen play by Hugh King, Daniel Moore and George Yohalem from origi-

nal by Hugh. King and Daniel Moore; photographed by Milton Krasner.
Cast: Charles Bickford, Barton. MacLane, Preston Foster, Tom Brown,
Andy Devine, Frank Jenks. Samuel Hinds.

'EXPOSED/ produced by Max H. Golden; directed by Harold Shuster;
screen play by Charles Kaufman and Franklin Coen; photographed by
Stanley Cortez. Cast: Glenda Farrell, Otto Kruger, Herbert Mundin,
David Oliver, Charles B. Brown, Lorraine Krueger, Chester Clute.

'STRANGE FACES/ produced by Burt Kelly; directed by Errol Taggart;
screen play by Charles Grayson from original story by Cornelius Reece
and Arndt Giusti; potographed by Elwood Bredell. Cast: Dorothea Kent,
Frank Jenks, Andy Devine, Leon Ames, Mary Treen.

Warners

Total

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted ing;

52 1 7

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories in

Cutting: Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tion
13 41 51

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'SECRETS OF AN ACTRESS/ formerly titled «WOMAN HABIT/ for-
merly titled 'LOVELY LADY/ produced by David Lewis: directed by Wil-
liam Keighley; original screen play by Rowland Leigh, Milton Krims and
Julius Epstein; photographed by Sid Hickox. Cast: Kay Francis, George
Brent, Ian Hunter, Gloria Dickson, Isabel Jeans, Dennie Moore, Gloria
Blondell. Rosella Towne, John Ridgeley. Penny Singleton, Larry Williams.
Selmer Jackson, Herbert Rawlinson. Emmet Vogan, James B. Carson.
Grace Hayle, Marion Alden, Paulette Evans, Eddie Graham, Stuart Holmes.
Jack Goodrich. Arthur Houseman, Jack Mower. Olaf Hytten. John Harron.

'BROTHER RAT/ produced by Robert Lord: directed by William Keigh-
ley; screen play by Jerry Wald and Richard Macaulay from the play by
John -Monks. Jr., and Fred Finkelhoffe; photographed by Ernie Hallor.
Cast: Wayne Morris, Priscilla Lane. Jane Wyman, Johnny 'Scats' Davis.
Henry O'Neill, Ronald Reagan. Jessie Busley, Louise Beavers. William
Tracey, Edward Albert. Gordon Oliver.

'ANGELS WITH DIRTY FACES/ produced by Sam Bischoff; directed
by Michael Curtiz; original story by Roland Brown; photographed by Sol
Polito. Cast: James Cagney. Pat O'Brien. Ann Sheridan. Humphrey Bo-
gart, Billy Halop, Bobby Jordan, Leo Gorcey, Bernard Punsley. Gabriel
Dell, Huntz Hall.

'CURTAIN CALL/ produced bv Bryan Foy; directed by John Farrow;
screen play by Mark Hellinger from magazine story by Faith Baldwin:
Photographed by James Wong Howe.! Cast: Kay Francis, Ian Hunter.
Janet Chapman, Melville Cooper. Donald Crisp, John Litel, lan Keith.

'TORCHY GETS HER MAN/ formerly titled 'TORCHY FINDS OUT/
produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William Beaudine; no writing credits

released as yet; photographed by Arthur Todd. Cast: Glenda Farrell,
Barton MacLane, Tom Kennedy, Willard Robinson, George Gould.
•BLACKWELLS ISLAND/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William

McGann; original screen play by Crane Wilbur and Dave Marcus; photo-
graphed by Sid Hickox. Cast: John Garfield, Rosemary Lane, Morgan
Conway, Peggy Shannon, Dick Purcell, Lottie Williams, Stanley Fields,
Charley Foy, Norman Willis. Granville Bates, Raymond Barley, Jimmy
O'Gatty, Wade Boteler, William Davidson, Walter Young.
•THE SISTERS/ produced by David Lewis; directed by Anatole Litvak;

no writing credits released yet for adaptation of novel by Myron Brinig;
photographed by Tony Gaudio. Cast: Bette Davis, Anita Louise, Jane
Bryan, Errol Flynn, Harry Travers, Beulah Bondi. Henry Davenport.
•DEVIL'S ISLAND/ formerly titled 'RETURN OF DR. X/ produced by

Bryan Foy; directed by William Clemens; no writing credits released as
yet; photographed by George Barnes. Cast: Boris Karloff, Leonard Mudie,
Frank Reicher, James Stephens, Pedro De Cordoba, Nat Carr, Tom Wilson,
Sidney Bracy, Stuart Holmes. Dirio Corrado. John Harman.
'HARD TO GET/ formerly titled 'KISS AND RUN/ formerly titled

'HOT HEIRESS/ formerly titled HEAD OVER HEELS/ produced by Sam
Bischoff; directed by Ray Enright; no writing credits released yet; photo-
graphed, by Charles Rosher. Cast: Dick Powell, Olivia De Havilland,
Allen Jenkins, Charles Winninger, Isable Jeans, Bonita Granville, Melville
Cooper, Patric Knowles, Penny Singleton.

'KING OF THE UNDERWORLD/ formerly titled 'UNLAWFUL/ pro-
duced by Bryan Foy; directed by Lew Seiler; screen play by George
Bricker; photographed by Sid Hickox. • Cast: Kay Francis, James Stephen-
son, Humphrey Bogarjt, John Eldredge, Jessie Busleigh, Harles Foy, Joe
Develin, Penny Singleton.

'HEART OF THE NORTH' (in Technicolor), produced by Bryan Foy;
directed by Lewis Seiler; screen olay by Robert Rossen, Vincent Sherman
and Lee Katz from novel by William Byron Mowery; photographed by
L. William O'Connell. Cast: Dick Foran. Margaret Lindsley, Gloria Didk-
son, Janet Chapman, Patric Knowles, Allen Jenkins, James Stephenson,
Alec Harford, Russell Simpson, Gordon Hart, Pedro de Cordoba, Jack
Mower, John Harron. Anthony Averill, J. Crawthers.

'WINGS OF THE NAVY/ produced by Lou Edelman; directed by Lloyd
Bacon; original screen play by Michael Fessier; photographed by Arthur
Edeson. Cast: George Brent, Olivia de Havilland, John Payne, Frank
McHugh, John Ridgeley, Henry O'Neill, John Litel, Regis Toomey, Donald
Briggs, Max Hoffman, Jr., John Gallaudet.

•TORCHY IN CHINATOWN/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Wil-
liam Beaudine; screen play by George Bricker; photographed by Warren
Lynch. Cast: Glenda Farrell. Barton MacLane, Henry O'Neill, Tom Ken-
nedy, Janet Shaw, Dick Bond,"Patric Knowles, James Stephenson, Andy
Lawlor, Frank Shannon, George Guhl, Joe Cunningham, Jack Mower,
Charles Hickman, Bruce Mitchell, John Harron.

Warner Pix Now in Production
•GOING PLACES/ produced by Barney Glazer; directed by Ray En-

right; screen play by Maurice Leo, Jerry Wald, Sig Herzig; photographed
by Arthur Todd. Cast: Dick Powell, Anita Louise, Allen Jenkins, Walter
Catlett, Minna Gombell, Thurston Hall, Hal Huber.
•DAWN PATROL/ produced by Robert Lord; directed by Edmund

Goulding; original screen play by Seton I. Miller and Don Totheroh. Cast:
Errol Flynn, Melville Cooper, Basil Rathbone, Rodin Rathbone, David
Niven, Barry Fitzgerald, James Stephenson, Michael Brooke, Stuart Hall,
Norton Lowater.
'THEY MADE ME A CRIMINAL/ produced by Benjamin Glaze^ direct-

ed by Busby Berkeley; screen play by Sig Herzig from story by Bertram
Millhauser and Beulah Dix; photographed by James Howe. Cast: John
Garfield, Gloria Dickson, Beula Bondi, Claude Rains, ,Billy Halop, Huntz
Hall, Leo Gorcey, Gabriel Dell, Bobby Jordon, Bernard Punsley.

•WOMEN IN THE WIND/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by John
Farrow; screen play by Lee Katz and Albert DeMond from novel by
Francis Walton. Cast: Kay Francis, William Gargan, Victor Jory, Maxie
Rosenbloom, Sheila Bromley, Harvey Stephens, Frankie Burke, Frank
Faylen.

'UNFIT TO PRINT/ produced by Sam Bischoff; directed by James
Flood; screen play by Earl Baldwin, Niven Busch, Lawrence Kimble and
Robert Buckner from original story by Saul Elkins.and Sally Sandlin;
photographed by Charles Rosher. Cast: Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell, Bobby
Jordan, Alan Baxter, Joe Cunningham, Douglas Dumbrille, Armand Kaliz,
Ed Dearing.

'NANCY DREW—DETECTIVE/ formerly titled 'PASSPORT TO LARK-
SPUR LANE/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William Clemmens;
no writing credits released yet; photographed by Lew O'Connell. Cast:
Bonita Granville, Frankie Thomas. John Litel, John Ridgely, Richard
Bond, Frank Mayo, Jack Mower, Helena Phillips Evans, Frank Orth.
'CRIME IS A RACKET/ produced by Sam Bischoff; directed by Lew

Seiler; no writing credits yet; photographed by Sol Polito. Cast: Humphrey
Bogart, Gale Page, Billy Halop. Henry CNeil, John Litel, Harold Huber,
Henry Travers, Harvey Stephens.

WB Golf Tournament

Finales Divot Season;

110 at the Major's Clnb

Probably the last golf tournament
of the year for pictures but one of

the most successful and well-man-
aged affairs of its kind ever put on,

the Warner Bros, niblick-fest at the

Old Oaks Country club, Purchase,

N.Y., Friday (16) ended well in the

black financially, with 110 contest-

ants turning out in spite of the

threat of bad weather. This is Ma-
jor Albert Warner's club and al-

though the major couldn't win a
prize with his clubs, he was reported
as having done well at bridge and
was not entirely out of the picture
otherwise by being voted the best-
dressed of the fairway diggers.
Members of the hard-hitting sales

staff at the Warner New York ex-
change grabbed honors away from
all other departments of WB, with
Lester Rieger bringing in lowest
gross- of 79, and Charlie Foder turn-
ing in the lowest net in the Class A
division. Second best low gross of
83 went to Leonard Palumbo of for-
eign publicity, while ' third, 84, was
won by Pat Marcone of eastern pro-
duction forces. In the Class A di-
vision, second low net was taken by
Al Carpenter, also of the exchange,
while, third went to E. N. Ullberg
of .the ' tax department. In Class B
it was Ray Kinney of publicity, first;

Harold Rodner of the theatre dept.,

second; and J. Lubin, music dept.,

third.

First in the putting contest to
Charles Warren, also of the music
division; second to W. A. Cannon
(tax dept.) , and third to Harry Ros-
enquest, theatres. Joe Hummel of

the foreign department won the
longest drive. The duffer was Mar-

tin Schiff, In foreign. Herman Starr
got no prize for it but he had the
distinction of being the only man
shooting a golf ball into a tree and
having it stick there.

In addition to the main prizes, in-

cluding three sets of golf clubs and
bag, kodaks, electric clocks, travel-
ing bags, cocktail sets, liquor, ice
cube containers, clothing, etc., there
were many lesser awards, including
raincoat jackets to a dozen trade pa-
per representatives who, being
guests, were not eligible for prizes
in play. Major Warner got a ladies'

nightgown for being the best-
dressed golfie.

Although the prizes were numer-
ous and the sales division did well,
Eddie Schnitzer among other execs
cashing in, the Warner eastern-
Canadian sales chief, Ray Haines,
who can shoot under par in an ex-
hibitor's office, went home empty-
handed. No reports as to whether
his score of 104 was in dispute, since
Raph Budd didn't assign any check-
ers for some of the boys. The score
of Sid Rechetnik is probably still be-
ing audited and a derrick crew has
been s&nt up to the club to rescue
Gil Golden from a sand trap.
Golfers were sent off on both

morning and afternoon rounds, with
lunch at noon and a banquet ' at
night, when prizes were awarded,
with Leonard Schlesinger acting as
m.c. and getting many laughs, a lot

of- them at the expense of Rodner.
Jerry Keyser was in charge of ar-
rangements.

Rep's Serial Finale -

Hollywood, Sept. 2D.

Republic started shooting yester-
day (Monday) on 'Hawk of the Wil-
derness,' last of the serials on its

1937-38 program.

Jill Martin plays the femme lead
opposite Herman Brix in a story of
the Arctic. Cliffhanger will use
background footage shot by the stu-
dio for its 'Call of the Yukon.'

t
Schading, St. L

IBEW Agent,

Assassinated

St. Louis, Sept. 20.

Arthur C. Schading, business agent
of Local No. 1, IBEW, was asassinat-

ed by two unknown men Monday
(19) as he was leaving the organiza-
tion's hall, and his death marks the
end of a long and turbulent career
in local IBEW history. Gendarmes,
investigating the killing, are trying
to link the murder with Schading's
declaration last week that IBEW
members would replace the Furni-
ture, Piano Movers and Helpers'
Union in servicing approximately
3,000 coin phonographs in local tav-
erns and restaurants. Furniture,
Piano Movers and Helpers' Union
claimed jurisdiction on the .phono-
graphs because they are called oh.
when the machines are to be moved.
At a meeting Friday (16) when

Schading was asked 'What are you
going to do about those phonographs
that the Teamsters' Union, an affili-

ate;, with the Furniture Movers' Or-
ganization, hais- been putting laTbels

on?' Schading is reported to have re-

plied Til take care of that next
week. I don't think I'll have any
trouble with them.'

' Schading beat an extortion rap
preferred by Harry R. Wendt, Kirk-
wood (Mo.) motion picture theatre
owner, May 26, lest, when a jury
found him not guilty of attempting
to extort $2,000 after Wendt's pic-

ture house was damaged after being
wired by non-union juicers.

Angered because a photog of the
Post-Dispatch, a p.m. r.ag, and owner
of radio station' KSD, snapped his
pic in the Civil Courts bldg., a year
ago, Schading pulled a strike at the
station that lasted 15 minutes until

he reconsidered his action.

..Schading has been 'arrested ,21
times since 1927 and mostly for ques-
tioning into bombings and assaults.

FLEISCHER DEADLINE

SET FOR TODAY (WED.)

Pending further negotiations on a
renewal of the contract covering
animators, artists, etc., Max Fleischer
and Paramount, distributor of the
Fleischer cartoons, has asked the
United American Artists, Local 60 of
the C.I.O., to hold off its threat of a
boycott.

Deadline for that had been set for
today (Wed.), following breakdown
of negotiations for a new six months'
contract.

Make Way for Biggies

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Five productions get the gun at
Universal to clear the decks for spe-
cial features scheduled in October,
when high-budget pictures will need
most of the studio's stage space.
Those put in work are 'Adam's

Evening,' 'All in a Lifetime,' 'West
Side Miracle/ 'Sky Police' and the
Buck Rogers serial with Buster
Crabbe in the title role.

Specials coming up are 'Destry
Rides Again/ 'Three Smart Girls
Grow Up,' 'You Can't Cheat an Hon-
est Man' and 'Rio.'

SMPE's Speechifyers

Detroit, Sept. 20.
Speakers so far listed for Society

of Moving Picture Engineers' annual
conclave here Oct. 31-Nov. 2 are Dr.
Charles F. Kettering, vice-prez of
General Motors Corp.; George W.
Trendle, head of United Detroit thea-
tres (Par); Jamison Handy, prez Jam
Handy (commercial pix), and S. K.
Wolf, of N. Y., prez of Engineers.
W. C. Kunzmann, of Cleveland,

convention v.p., was in Detroit last
week conferring with members . of
local committee, headed by Karl
Brenkert, of Light Projection Co., on
plans for meeting, which'U be held
in Hotel Statler here. As usual,
awards will be made for outstanding
technical contributions made to film
industry during past year.

lily Cahill's Pic
Lily Cahill, le^it player is set for

a part in 20th-F -:'s London film
production of 'So r

";is Is London/
She sails for L"- -n today (WedL).
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In all quarters . .

.

no less than double the

normal playing time

FANNIE HURSTS GREAT STORY

"FOUR DAUGHTERS'*
nilh

PRISCILLA LANE • ROSEMARY LANS
LOLA LANE • GALE PAGE

CLAUDE RAINS • JOHN GARFIELD
JEFFREY LYNN • DICK FORAN

Frank McHugh * May Robaon
Directed by MICHAEL CURTIZ

Screen Play by Jolins J. Epitcin and Leoor*

Cefec * From the Cosmopolitan Magazine Story

Marie by MaxSteiuer •A Firat National Pierian)

WARNER BROS.,
Producers
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Delinquent Dues Issue

(Continued from page 7)

tract with producers for. the purpose

of correcting certain abuses existing

in the industry.

'Under the Wagner law, Screen

Directors Guild is the collective bar-

gaining agent for the motion picture

directors. Its program is as follows:

'The Guild believes that the work
of the director in the preparation of

the script for shooting is of para-

mount importance to the final re-

sult achieved in the picture and the

failure to take this into account in

many' instances affects adversely the

quality of the final product. Accord-
ingly, the Guild maintains, since the

preparation period is varied, that the

director should be allowed a rea-

sonable preparation time and in no
event less, than two weeks.

Ask Bight to Approve

'Believing the director's work Is

not completely represented on the

screen unless his advice and judg-

ment on the cutting and final edit-

ing are respected, therefore the

director shall have the right to make
or approve of the first cut of the pic-

ture, and he shall be retained on sal-

ary for a reasonable period of time

to make the first cut and in no event

less than two weeks.

'Believing that casting is essential

part of the director's conception of

any picture, therefore the director,

before signing for any production

shall be informed of all contractual

obligations affecting that production

and, in .all cases, be consulted in re-

gard to all casting.

'Recognizing the necessity on cer-

tain occasions for the function of a
second unit, no second unit shall

function- except with the knowledge
and approval of the director given
at the time the second unit is to

begin to function.

'There should be a six-day week
except on location. On location not
over 14 consecutive days.

. 'Although the JJuild believes, un-
der present conditions, that an eight-

hour day is sufficient, it takes cog-
nizance of the practice of the in-

dustry of working longer hours in

emergency, but in no emergency
whatever shall the hours to be
worked be more than 60 hours a
week, with a 12-hour rest period
between calls.

'Directors shall hot be required to

render services on the following
holidays except in emergency, but
if required to render services on
New Year's Day, Decoration Day,
July Fourth, Labor Day; Thanks-
giving Day or Christmas, or if re-

quired to render services on either

the Sunday immediately preceding
or the Sunday immediately succeed-
ing any such holiday shall be entitled

to an addition one-sixth of the week-
ly rate of pay. The foregoing, how-
ever, shall not apply to directors

whose contract provides the maxi-
mum number of pictures in which
the director can be employed per
year or other specified periods.

On Removing a Director

'If a director shall be removed
from a picture without his consent
an arbitration board will convene
immediately with the director and
his immediate producer and make
findings in writing as to the reasons
and justification or lack of justifi-

cation for the removal.

'The director shall be properly
credited as having directed the pic-

ture in all paid or controlled adver-
tising and shall be given proper
credit on a separate card which shall

appear as the last of such credit

cards.

'Should more than one director
work on a picture and the direc
torial credits given by the produ
cers' be considered unfair by either
of the -directors, credit or credits

shall be settled by arbitration.

'The Guild believes that a director
should not be made' responsible nor
should his employment be sus
pended by causes beyond his control
except: (A) by the usual Act of
God clause which should have rea-
sonable- limitations; (B) his dis-

ability.

'Proper conciliation machinery for
the settling of disputes. If concilia-
tion fails, proper arbitration of- all

disputes.

"The suggested method for the
above machinery will be an arbitra-
tion board of four men elected ac-
cording to the by-laws, three from
the Senior Guild and one man from
the Junior Guild. Conciliation would
be undertaken by one man from the
Senior Guild group of three who

would alternate in assuming the
office.

Guild Shop
'If any other abuses develop there

shall be machinery for conciliation

to adjust such abuses and in the
event of failure of committees to
agree, arbitration.

'These terms are minimum and no
waiver of the terms of a minimum
contract shall be asked of the di-

rector or effective against him except
through the consent of the Guild.
But without the consent of the Guild
the director may waive Paragraph
3 in the manner and at the time
therein stated.

'Any director who violates the
spirit of. this agreement will be sub-
ject to discipline by the Guild. Re-
alizing the necessity for an agree-
ment between the producer "and the
director which will be of mutual
benefit to each, we offer the above
platform.'

Back for Amendments
During cross-examination of J. P.

McGowan, executive secretary of

the Guild, it was disclosed that the
platform was amended after nego-
tiations started with the Producers.
Clause on second units was amended
to provide second unit would not
function without cooperation of the
directors, instead of his approval
given at time shooting started.

Paragraph pertaining to removal
of director from a picture was also

amended to provide that if he was
removed after first week of shoot-
ing an impartial board would deter-

mine reasons and justification or
lack of justification for his removal.
On motion of A. Edward • Suther-

land it also was provided that the
director would have the right to

change a script in an emergency
during shooting. Should he be un-
able to agree with associates the
executive head of the studio would
have final say.

Platform of Junior Guild in addi-
tion to minimum pay, provides for

overtime in excess of 60 hours per
week at the rate of one-sixtieth of
his salary per hour.
A first and second assistant also

would be required on all full-length

features and shorts. In addition a
first and second assistant director

would be required on all units of a
feature production where important
shots were to be made and on all re-

takes and added scenes in both fea-

tures and shorts.

First assistant would be given
screen credits for each picture on
which he works. Guild shop, con-
ciliation and arbitration, etc., is also

included.

Copies of correspondence between
the Guild and Producers was intro-

duced at hearing by William Walsh,
NLRB counsel, in an effort to sus-

tain charges of. unfair labor practice
filed against 10 major studios. Ex-
hibits taken from records of Screen
Writers Guild were also offered by
Walsh to carry - out his contention
that film companies are engaged in

interstate commerce.
The Guild . has completed presen-

tation of its evidence with the ex-
ception of examination of major stu-

dio executives which will include
Darryl F. Zanuck, Hunt Stromberg,
Harry Warner, E. J. Mannix, Harry
Cohn.

Writers Give and Take

With negotiations between the
Producers and Screen Writers Guild
just getting underway, membership
meeting of SWG has been called for

Oct. 9 in belief that tentative agree-

ment will have been reached by that

time. Writers presented' a tentative

contract to the Producer committee
last week, and a counter-pr.oposal

was submitted by studio executives

this week.
Producers are unwilling to grant a

complete Guild shop to the scrive-

ners because of prior contract com-
mitments and necessity of taking

care of Screen Playwrights, Inc.,

most of whom have individual writ-

ing contracts with studios.

Studio executives are not onposed
to minimum of $125 a week for ex-
oerienced writers, as proposed by
the Guild, but want some provision

made for employment of beginners

6ver a trial period. . Guild probably

would agree 'to eliminate beginners

from minimum salary requirements.

Plans for unemnloyment survey

amon? extras is beinc mulled by the

board of trustees of the Motion Pic-

ture Relief Fund. Tons believe sur-

vey might aid in solving economical

problems now facing the extra play-

er. J. P. McGowan. executive secre-

tary of the Screen Directors Guild,

is expected to head the committee

that will make the survey in coop

eration with the Screen Actors
Guild. Others on the committee are
B. B. Kahane, Walter Wanger, Irv-
ing Pichel, Mary McCall, Campbell:
M'cCulloch, Frances Faragoh and
Arthur Eddy.
Actual negotiations between actors

and the producers on amendments to

present Producer - Screen Actors
Guild's basic minimum contract get
under way this week. Arbitration

board is composed of Murray Kin-
nell, assistant treasurer of SAG; B. B.
Kahane, of Columbia, and Charles
Baird, head of a legal publishing
house, Committee has already es-

tablished jurisdiction to represent 64

signatories to the basic agreement.
Junior Council of Screen Actors

Guild has accepted resignations of

Mfel Forrester, Neil Hart and Jack
Grant Forrester and Hart quit ber
cause of differences with Council
over Guild policies. Grant resigned
to accept a job as. studio checker for

the SAG, Vacancies will be filled

next week.
Thursday (22) has been fixed by

the National. Labor Relations Board
as date for. hearing the petition of
the Screen Publicists Guild for ver-
ification as bargaining representa-
tive for studio flacks.

Sift IATSE Attack

Dr. Towne Nylander, regional di-

rector of the NLRB, has ordered in-

formal hearing Sept. 28 on charges
of Jeff Kibre that the International.

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployes is a 'company union' and pro-
ducer - dominated. Notices were
mailed out yesterday (Monday) sum-
moning studio executives, IATSE
tops and Kibre to hearing.

Dr. Nylander said if evidence war-
rants, complaints of unfair labor
practice will be issued against stu-

dios and a formal hearing ordered.
In the meantime, IATSE tops have

launched a move to return autonomy
to the five West Coast Studio Locals
and force them to clean their own
houses by throwing out the Com-
munists and trouble makers. Mem-
bers of first local to receive autonomy.
Sound Technicians Local 695, refused
for three hours to nominate local of-

ficers and insisted on international

officers retaining supervision of local

affairs.

Following speeches by Fred Raoul
of Atlanta, personal representative of
George E. Browne, IA international
president; Harland Holmden, inter-

national v.p., and Harold V. Smith,
international representative in

charge of West Coast offices, mem-
bers agreed to act. They insisted,

however, on adopting a resolution
expressing confidence in President
Browne, and William Bioff, who re-

cently resigned as personal repre-
sentative of the president.

Local officers finally were., nomi-
nated, elected and installed. Officers

who take over local reins are:
• Harold V. Smith, business repre-
sentative; Joe Aiken, 20th-Fox. pres-.

ident; Robert Prichard, Universal,
first v.p.; Richard Van Hessen, RKO-
Radio, second v.p.; Gordon Rayburn,
Paramount, secretary-treasurer; El-
mer L. Smith, recording secretary.

Trustees: Chairman, Dave' For-
rest. Warners; Willard W. Starr.

Dublic address classification, Earl
Craine. ReDublic. Sergeant-at-arms.
Frank McKenzie. Executive board:
Roger Herman, 20th-Fox: Jackson
Brock. Metro: Tom Lambert. Dar-
mour; John '"'ribby. RKO-Radio; Art
Blinn, Walt Disney: Joe Edmundson.
Metro: George Dutton. Paramount:
Arthur Johns, United Artists: Lodge
Cunningham, Columbi ; Enrl Sitar.

General Service: William Montague,
Columbia; John Kemp, Universal.

'Birth of Baby Appeal May Further

Disrupt N. Y. Censorial Decisions

SCHAYER BACK AT M-G;

ZION MYERS CHECKS OUT

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

E. Richard Schayer is back on the
Metro writing staff attached to Hunt
Stromberg's unit on 'Northwest Pas-
sage.' He has been at the plant most
of the past 11 years.

Zion Myers checked out as a Metro
producer on his contract expiration
last week, after a year on the lot.

He's negotiating with another major
plant for a berth.

Karns Breaks Long

Par Stretch to Rest

Hollywood, Sept. 20.
Roscoe Karns checks out of Para-

mount Oct. 10 after six consecutive
years. He wants more leisure be-
tween pictures and will freelance
after a long vacation.
During his stay at Paramount,

Karns played in 40 films on the
home lot and 10 under loan.

Hounded

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Call for one dog at Metro was
answered by 200 barking actors,

all seeking the canine lead in
*A Man's Greatest Friend,' Pete
Smith specialty.

Director Joe Neuman picked
the winner and got away with-
out a tooth-mark.

A. H. Schwartz Estate,

1Hore Than $20,000/ To

His Widow and 3 Sons

Mineola; N. Y., Sept. 20.

Abraham H. Schwartz, president

of the Century Circuit, Inc., who
died suddenly at Lake Placid, N. Y.,

Sept, 9, left an estate of 'more than

$20,000' to his widow and three sons,

according to the will on file in sur-

rogate's court here.

According to the terms of his will.

which he drew up on Feb. 1, 1931,

Mr. Schwartz directed the executors

and trustees of the will to divide the

estate in nine shares. One and a

half shares to his widow, Minnie
Schwartz, for the remainder of her
natural life. He left her an addi-
tional one and a half shares for the
remainder of her natural life, or un-
til she remarried. The residue of the
estate, in trust, goes to his three
sons, Frederick, Leslie and Milton
Schwartz. They will receive the
principal when they reach the age
of 35.

E. A. Hovell, of Brooklyn, and
Milton Weil, of Manhattan, are trus-

tees and executors.

The decedent resided at 492
Broadway, Cedarhurst, L. I.

Miner Succeeds as Prez

H. Clay Miner, former president
of the Century circuit in Brooklyn
and Long Island, who became chair-

man of the board three years ago, is

returned to the presidency by the
board following the death of A. H.
Schwartz, who founded the chain
with Miner. The board also elected

Fred Schwartz, son of the late head
of Century, to the directorate to fill

the vacancy created there, but other-
wise no switches were made-.

Miner and Albert A. Hovel, v.p.

and general counsel of Century, will

run the circuit together under the
policy determined. Hovel has been
with Century for many years.

Consequent upon the election of

Miner to the presidency—he also

retains chairmanship of the board

—

Local 306, Moving Picture Machine
Operators of New York, resumed
picketing of 17 Century Brooklyn
houses in its campaign to force a
merger with Empire operators. The
union has hopes of coming to -ah
early settlement.

The murder during the past week
in which an operator killed another
with a fire extinguisher in a per-
sonal feud occurred in a Queens
Village theatre operated by the Cen-
tury circuit. The ops were members
of the Empire union.

Call Off Par Suits

Los Angeles, Sept. 20.

Independent exhibitors of Southern
California dropped 18 fraud actions
against Paramount which had been
dragging through local courts for
more than a year.

Suits grew out of the film com-
pany's failure to deliver .six features
contracted for on the 1938-39 .pro-
gram, but carried over to the follow-
ing year. Litigation was called off

at a joint meeting of the Independent
Theatre Owners and the Mass Ex-
hibitors Committee, representing the
plaintiffs.

HOMICIDE ALOFT
Hollywood, Sept. 20.

'Murder Plane,' first of the Secret
Service series featuring Ronald Rea-
gan, got the gun at Warners, with
Noel Smith piloting.

Anita Louise has the femme lead:
James Stephenson and Roselle
Towne in featured spots.

Albany, Sept. 20.

"The Birth of a Baby'—cause
celebre credited with effecting a
change in the 10-year-old policy un-
der which Education Commissioner
Frank P. Graves, rather than the
Board of Regents, was the depart-
ment's court of appeals, in cases
where the motion picture division
directed by Irwin Esmond denied
licenses;—may be the means of
throwing another and bigger wrench
into the censorship machine. At a
hearing in special term of Supreme
Court before Justice Pierce H. Rus-
sell of Troy, former Justice Ellis J.

Staley of Albany, counsel for Sam
Citron and, the American. Committee
on Maternal Welfare, Inc., demanded
that a jury be permitted to decide
whether 'Birth' is 'indecent' within
the meaning of the law. This is

what Esmond, Commissioner Graves
and the Board of Regents succes-
sively held. Charles A. Brind, Jr.,

chief of the law division of the Edu-
cation Department, argued long and
strenuously against a jury determi-
nation. Claimed the special term
had authority only to dismiss the
proceedings or pass the case on to
Appellate Division.

Heretofore appeals from Depart-
ment decisions have been referred
by supreme court justices to the
Appellate Division. They, some-
times, have gone from there to the
Court of Appeals. Thus, judges have
always passed upon film appeal rul-
ings, and Esmond, a lawyer, has
never been reversed in the court of
final determination. If juries of lay-
men—even the Board- of Regents re-
viewing committee has a lawyer-
member in Susan Brandeis, daughter
of U. S. Supreme Court Justice
Brandeis—were to decide whether
appealed pictures were indecent,
endless complications might ensue.
Some observers say such a procedure
might wreck the present system of
censoring. Because of the powerful

j

backing accorded to 'Brith' by health
and welfare Organizations, doctors
and newspapers, and because of the
tremendous publicity which the con-
troversy over its. ;public exhibition
in New York State has created, both
sides are prepared to fight the mat-
ter up to the Court of Appeals. The
most important picture case the Edu-
cation Department has handled, it is
likely to act a precedent.
Opening his argument, former Jus-

tice Staley claimed that Justice
Francis Bergan of Albany erred in
ruling, in another film appeal, that
the matter should be referred to the
Appellate Division. He cited a sec-
tion of the law which he claimed
provided such a question should be
passed upon by a court and jury. At
this time, stated Staley, neither the
merits of the proposition should be
discussed nor a determination upon
those merits be obtained. Only the
procedure by which 'they should be
determined was up; applicants re-
quested a court order for trial of
issue by a jury.

Deputy Commissioner Ernest C.
Cole, in the formal reply, emphasized
that the Board of Regents last April
had commended 'Birth' for educa-
tional purposes and promised to
issue a permit for such a showing.
No one had since applied for this
typev of permit, continued Cole. Ap-
plicants, he stated, want to use the
picture only for general amusement
purposes, to which the Regents
firmly object under the education
law. After lengthy argument, Jus-
tice Russell reserved decision and
directed both sides to file briefs.

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.
'Uncivilized,' pic being distribbed

here by Allied Exchange, has been
nixed by the Pennsy censor board.
Official gandarers termed it 'im-
moral.'

Ejected, Awarded $500
Corning, N. Y., Sept. 20.

LeRoy Cummings won a $500 ver-
dict in supreme court here last week
against George Oliver, manager of
the State. Cummings claimed he
was injured when ejected from the
theatre by .Oliver.

MBS. PALMER STEICKEN
Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

Mrs. A. Mitchell Palmer, chairman
of the Pennsy Censor Board, wai
stricken ill in her office last Tuesday
and had to be removed to her hotel.
She is suffering from quinsy, but is
expected back reviewing In a few
days.
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WarandtheShowBusiness
(Continued from page 1)

from abroad is covered in the radio

section.

A dispatch, in the radio section,

also treats with Washington's pos-

sible radio reaction if a diplomatic

crisis, or possibility of political em-
barrassment, shduld eventuate. The
capital's stations are on a 24-hour

•emergency basis.'

As for live talent, that's always

a hazard. Already acts are looking

askance at Paris and London book-
ings for this fall.

Fair Optimistic

Threat of general European war or

actual outbreak of hostilities will not

interfere with opening of New York
World's Fair next year, it is indi-

cated at exposition headquarters this

week. Fair officials also are en-

couraged by the optimistic expres-

sions of opinion by various World
Fair Commissioners, from the differ-

ent foreign nations, now in New
York supervising construction and
exhibit activities.

There are now 2F foreign nations

signed up for participation which
have made appropriations of coin for

buildings and opening of their coun-

try's exhibit at the New York show.

These also have commissioners on
the ground looking after details con-

nected with the exhibits. Much of the

coin committment has already been
paid in.

Although admitting that any wide-
spread warfare in Europe might
temporarily cripple plans for operat-

ing these various nationalistic ex-

hibits, N. Y. expo officials anticipate

no difficulty in going forward with
any of them. Actual operation of

different European exhibits, if hamp-
ered by any lack of financing, prob-

ably would be handled by nationals

of the countries involved now living

in the U. S.

Attendance from European coun-

tries doubtlessly would be cut to a

minimum by a European war but

this is estimated to be negligible in

comparison with the 60,000,000 gate

anticipated the first year of the fair's

operation.

Construction work at the fair has
increased more than 55% in recent

weeks as compared with three

months ago. Work is nearly com-
pleted on the IRT-BMT station near

the .llets Point entrance to the

Fair grounds, as is the station of the

Independent subway line near the

amusement zone gate. Long Island

railroad has finished framework of

large new station, equipped to han-
dle six tracks, situated near the Ad-
ministration Building and the struc-

ture housing the advertising-public-

ity department, postoffice and U.. S.

customs department

Newsreels' Spot
Critical nature of Czechoslovakian

situation was felt by the newsreels

with headquarters in New York City

because of heavy censorship clamped
down by Czech government. They
were apprised of the fact that phone
calls were being tapped, and wire
and radio messages carefully looked
over. Many reels are counting on
coverage by their correspondents out

of the French headquarters in Paris.

Most newsreels were told of devel-

opments only when word was re-

ceived that certain footage had been
placed on boats bound for U.S.

French officials have withdrawn
from all cinemas in France the issue

of 'March of Time' dealing with the

Czechoslovakian crisis. Louis de
Rochemont, M. of T. producer, at-

tributed action in France to protests

lodged by German officials. Release
was not touched in England.
American reps for Paris and Lon-

don newspapers, heading home on
annual confabs, don't know Whether
to place their affairs in shape, in case
of war, or not.

A few of them are doing so, since
they're English or Frenchmen, and
likely to be mustered into service.

London's Bog-Down
London, Sept. 20.

The European war scare has sent
London's West End legit tumbling to

its lowest depth in five years, barely
five shows weathering the storm with
some profit out of the two score cur-
rently on the boards.
Even the film attendance has been

hard hit, most notable of the skidders
being 'Rage of Paris' (RKO), which
was expected to do $20,000 during
the past week at the Leicester
Square after big biz at the opening,
out probably ended with half that.

'Golden Boy,' whose New York
company opened at the St. James
June 21, to be followed subsequently
by another Gotham troupe, when the

original was sent back to the States
for road commitments, has been feel-

ing the jitters. Show, which had
been doing excellent b.o., is now due
to fold Saturday (24) under a pro-
visional notice.

After receiving mostly uncompli-
mentary notices following its open-
ing at the New on Sept. 7, 'Can We
Tell?' with Edna Best and Jack Haw-
kins, folds Saturday (24).

The new Jack Watter-Bonby Howes
musical, now trying out in Glasgow,
due at the Adelphi here tonight (20),

has been postponed for nine days
due to the Continent's i changing
scene. Gertrude Niesen is also among
the featured performers.

'Serena Blandish,' S. N. Behrman's
play from the novel of the same
name, featuring Vivien Leigh, opened
at the Gate theatre Sept. 13 and
showed itself to be outmoded.
Dodie Smith's new play, 'Dear Oc-

topus,' with John Gielgud, Marie
Tempest, Valerie Taylor and Leon
Quartermaine, was well received at
its opening last Wednesday (14) at
the Queen's theatre. It's a delightful
story of a family dominated by a
matriarch (Miss Tempest), with
clever character drawings, but un-
original plot. Mazo de la Roche's
'Jalna,' prize novel of several years
ago, and her play, 'Whiteoaks,' pro-
duced on Broadway and in London
within the past year, had similar
themes.
At Her Majesty's, 'Paprika,' beau-

tifully caparisoned musical, opening
Thursday (15), showed itself to pos-
sess most of the ingredients for suc-
cessful musicals, but criticisms were
mixed at the preem.
Ivor Novello in Shakespeare's

'Henry V opened at the Drury Lane
theatre Sept. 17. Magnificent pro-
duction was well received.

Tin Pan Alley Feels It

The war scare is also cutting into
tin pan alley. British music pub-
lishers refuse to give any advance
sums now for American songs and
songwriters, on the theory there's

no telling what a war would pre-
cipitate in their own business. (What,
no 'war' or 'peace' songs.)

War Pic Bally

Indianapolis, Sept. 20.

With war in Europe making the
headlines, Rex Carr, manager of the
Cozy, downtown second-run house,
has jumped on the bandwagon with
current booking of Hendrik Willem
Van Loon's 'The Fight for Peace.'

Pic, which is an indictment of war,
nevertheless garners the shekels of
Mussolini, Hirohito, Franco, Chiang
Kai-shek, Anthony Eden, Goebbels,
the war-minded, picturing Hitler,

et al.

Front of house Is decorated with
blowups showing men in trenches
and other shots of martial conflict.

Anything for a Plug

Denver, Sept. 20.

After screening the latest March
of Time—'Prelude to War*—Mickey
Gross, Orpheum manager, became
worried for fear the war in Europe
might break out before he could

show the short. So, believing he
should do what he could to get Der
Fuehrer to hold off as long as pos-

sible, he cabled Hitler:

'RKO Orpheum theatre, Denver,
Colo., shows the new March of Time
starting Sept. 21. Subject is about

the important question, 'Will Czecho-
slovakia Survive?' We earnestly ask

you to refrain from any invasion un-

til this subject has had its run here.

Mickey Gross, manager.'

Upstate N. Y. Foreclosures

Rochester, N. Y„ Sept. 20.

Sclune-Riviera Corp. of Glovers-

ville gained title to the Riviera here

Thursday (15) for $120,000 at a fore-

closure sale. The corporation was

the only bidder and the amount was

the minimum set by the Court for

sale clear of all liens. Fulton County

National Bank & Trust Co. brought

the action against the Rochester-

Riviera Corp., also a Schine com-

pany.

East Side Savings Bank of Roch-
ester took title to the site of the for-

mer Victoria theatre with a nominal

bid of $10,000. The bank had brought

foreclosure proceedings against the

Auditorium Theatre Corp. on a $300,-

000 mortgage executed in 1925.

Rooney Reissues

Minneapolis, Sept. 20.

Everybody's doing it here-
abouts—replaying the Andy
Hardy pictures in order to cash
in on the sudden Mickey
Rooney vogue and the boost
given the series by *Love Finds
Andy Hardy,' latest in the
series.

In Minneapolis currently two
loop subsequent run houses and
a half dozen neighborhood
houses are running reissues of
the earlier Hardy films.

UA Withdrawal

Of Six Pix Ires

Philly Exhib

Philadelphia, Sept 20.

Exhibs here are up in arms against
United Artists with receipt of reg-
istered letters announcing that the
distrib had yanked out of release six
pictures which were promised. Films
were removed from the list under
terms of a clause in the contract
which says the company doesn't have
to deliver any pictures which aren't
delivered by Sept 15.

Inasmuch as UA is asking more
percentage deals for next season, it

is far from in the good graces of
exhibs anyway. New action is

deemed a last straw. A year ago it

would probably have resulted in
some plain and fancy boycotting of
the exchange by exhibs. Today,-
however, the exhib organization,
United Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers, is split by internal strife and
there is no sort of action possible.
Execs are even fearful of calling a
meeting because of the explosion
that may occur on the floor.

if

Another thing that is saving UA
from exhib reprisals is the personal
popularity of George J. Schaefer,
sales manager. Despite the fact that
most exhibs are peeved at the ex-
change, they are very fond of and
get along well with Schaefer.

Indies all assert they are certain
of UA reason for failing to deliver
the six films. They claim these pix
are now being sold at flat rental and
the object is to resell them next sea-
son on a percentage. They consider
that UA has backed out. of the deal
it has made with them and is unfair.

Pix named in the letter are 'The
Lady and the Cowboy' Over the
Moon,' 'Four Feathers,' 'Mutiny in
the Mountains' and two unnamed
Selznick films.

MPLS. LOOP REMAINING

40c, THE 'SUMMER' B.0.

Minneapolis, Sept. 20.

Summer reduced prices of 40c. top
for first-runs downtown apparently
are to remain in effect during the
fall and winter season which has
started with the scale remaining un-
changed at the three leading loop
houses, the State, Orpheum and' Cen-
tury. John J. Friedl, Paramount cir-

cuit general manager, says he has no
plans at present for putting the top
back up to 55c, where it was before
the 'summer' cut. He asserts, how-
ever, they may be raised again
'later.'

Twin City independent exhibitors
protested against the admission price
cut when it was made. Their com-
plaint, however, was to no avail.

For stage shows plus films at the
Orpheum the ante is always raised
to 55c after 5 p. m., with such special
attractions as Rudy Vallee and Benny
Goodman, for example, commanding
60c.

Dick Watts Found War-Torn Spain

And China Partial to War Films

2 Pa. Burgs Get Cinemas,

Now Must Vote Sun. OK
Pittsburgh, Sept. 13.

Two nabe municipalities here, Mt.
Lebanon and Edgewood, which have
never voted on Sunday film question
simply because there was no theatres
in those districts, will go to the polls
in November to vote on the seven-
day week.
Since last election. Harris Amus.

Co. has opened the Denis in Mt. Le-
banon and indie exhibs Mike Shapiro
and Archie Fineman have launched
the Regent Square in Edgewood.
Drives already under way to get the
vote out and indications point to the

measure carrying in both places by
a fairly comfortable majority.

Despite nightly air raids and fre-

quent artillery bombardments, show
business in the war-torn areas, of

Spain and China continues virtually

uninterrupted. That report is

brought back by Richard Watts, Jr.,

New York Herald-Tribune drama
critic, who recently returned from a
trip around the world. He attended
both films and legit shows in Madrid,
Barcelona, Valencia and Hankow.
Watts was gone about three

months. He flew into Loyalist Spain
and left on a British warship with-
out getting into Rebel territory. He
flew from Marseilles to Calcutta,

where he spent a week; then planed
to China, visiting Hankow, Hong-
kong and Canton. Returned to the

U. S., via the Clipper, stopping in

Manila for a day and a hall He
saw some actual fighting in Spain,

but didn't get near the front in

China.
According to Watts, audiences still

crowd picture houses in the besieged
cities of Spain and China. Madrid
is comparatively quiet, he found, but
Valencia and Barcelona are being
battered almost constantly by air

raids. The cities are entirely dark-
ened about 9 o'clock every night,

when the first of the evening's bomb-
ings are expected. People on the
streets after dark must make their

way by flashlight.

No theatres or public places are

open at night in the besieged Span-
ish cities, but film houses begin
their programs, early in the after-

noon and continue as long as the
light lasts. Pictures are mostly
oldies, and Watts saw the same fea-

tures this trip that he saw in Spain
a year ago.

Admission is the equivalent of

about 20c. in U. S. money and the
'same is true in China. Both in

Spain and China there are many
legit theatres open, offering princi-

pally propaganda, recruiting and
similar war plays. Native play-
wrights in the two countries are
active, but are turning out only the
topical works.

Kidding the Screen
Film audiences in both Spain and

China seem to prefer —ar pictures,

Watts observed, particularly those
showing plane battles and air raids.

However, they take the air raid
sequences as a . joke, because they
have' all learned the proper way to

seek safety from bombs and are
amused at the ludicn us actions of

the film characters. They usually
laugh and shout instructions to the
people in the picture, Watts said.

Legit acting in the Chinese thea-
tres has largely gotten away from
the old formalized technique of the
traditional Chinese K eatre, Watts
noted. He attributes that to the
effect of U. S. films as well as to the
f:-.ct that productions on war sub-
jects and other current themes re-
quire naturalistic acting. Produc-
tions in both Spain and China are
simple and require little expense.
The critic saw several native Chi-

nese films, but none wa*> good. He
didn't attend any films in India,

althou;h there is some production
there as well. He saw about 20
films during the trip, one of which,
Deanna Durbin's 'Mad About Music,'

ho witnessed twice. Tourists rarely

shop for. pictures in the Far East,

he explained, but just go to see
vhatever happens to be playing.

Nfcht Life
There is virtually no night life in

any of the cities Watts' visited. Dan-
ger from air raids prevents lighting,

so nearly everyone stays at home at

night, he explained. There is plenty
of drinking in the besieged Spanish
cities, with an ample supply of whis-
key remaining of that left behind
when hostilities drove away the for-

eign colony.

Watts didn't see any night clubs or
cabarets in India. Prohibition is

gaining ground rapidly there, he
says, and only the English residents
drink. They go in for gin during
the day and switch to scotch in the
evening. The only legit theatres in

India 'are the amateur outfits com-
[

posed of English residents giving
Noel Coward and similar plays.
Watts visited a few of the remaining
cabarets in Hankow, but found them
pretty desolate affairs. The only
hostesses still there are a few be-
draggled white Russians, all the
passably good-looking women having
long since gone. There is little en-
tertainment, but the usual amount of

j

drinking.
' Watts found the Chinese people as

a whole much more closely united

than on his last trip there two years
ago. There is wide variance in
morale, he noted. In some places the
people are wildly enthusiastic and
determined, while in others there is

despair. The Chinese government
and army officials he talked to were
of a single mind, however. All agree
they will win if they can only hold
out another year against the Japs.

And all declare their determination
to do so.

10TH STICKDP

IN PIH BET
Pittsburgh, Sept. 20.

Wave of theatre stickups here,

which has reached proportions of

epidemic recently, continued last

week when a lone bahdit pushed a
gun in face of cashier art Garden,
nabe house on Northside, and made
away with $80 in cash.

It's the 10th reported burglary in
this section in last couple of months,
all of them believed to have been:

staged by same robber, a well-
dressed young man. Authorities
have strengthened police protection
in areas where theatres are thickest

but without results so far.

'Girl in FishbowF

Goes Sa&ia CSaus

As a Holiday Gag

Yermi Stern, operator of the de-
funct Casino de Paree, first of the
elaborate theatre-cabarets in the
Broadway sector, and Mike Todd,
Chicago-New York producer, are
promoting a 'Cute Kris Kringle' gim-
mick as a trade-hypo for department
stores and theatres. Thus far, the
Stern-Todd combo claim 143 stores
tied up, plus several theatres.

'Kris Kringle* idea is basically the
'girl in the fishbowl,' a live person
reduced to minute proportions,
though £tern and Todd deny it's done
with mirrors. 'Kringle' is ensconsed
in a doll's house,' with a phone on the
outside permitting the kiddies to talk
to Santa. It's being' leased to stores
and theatres for the five-week Xmas
shopping period beginning Thanks-
giving Day at $600 for the term.
Theatres thus far tied up. are the

Fox, Detroit; Riverside, Milwaukee;
Hippodrome, Baltimore; Pickwick,
Greenwich, Conn., and Palace, Stam-
ford, Conn. A deal is also in nego-
tiation with Balaban & Katz, I. & I.

(Illinois & Indiana) and Kincey-Wil-
by chains.

MULTI-PRINTS FROM

COLOR, NEW PROCESS

Sound Masters, New York com-
pany, has developed a system for de-
veloping motion picture stock where-
by any number of positive prints can
be taken from a 16-millimeter color
stock. Reported to be -about 80% as
good as the original color negative.
Heretofore, experts claimed that only
a few prints could be obtained from
color stock such, as Kodachrome.
In the trade, the next development

anticipated by independent research
labs is the parfection of . a 35-mm.
color stock adequate to handle the
reproduction of any number of posi-
tive prints. Saving on such would
be tremendous if it is found feasible
on a big scale.

$S5,0C0 Blaze
Regina, Sask.. Sept. 20.

Causing $65,000 loss, Rex theatre
burned down just after midnight
Friday (16). Short circuit in ven-
tilating equipment motor blamed.
Steve Margo, caretaker, narrowly
escaped death by suffocation as he
was asleep in his quarters on the
second floor front when aroused by
Marcus Bloom, manager, who was
called by friends.

Film house, built in 1912. was
owned by W. W. Armstrong and J.
Watson and operated by H. A. Ber-
covich. It was fully insured. Que.'*
tion of rebuilding undecided.
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EXPLOITATION By Epes W. Sargent

Barnstorming
Continuing its practice of preem-

ing shows at one night stands* Para-
mount booked its 'Sons of :the Le-
gion' into the Orpheum, Phcn-.y,
Ariz., to catch the Legionnaires be-

fore they hit Los Angeles, where the

feature went to regular show during

the convention there. Jack Daily, of

the studio publicity staff, went down
to help Harry Nace put it over.

Plenty of Legion delegations

stopped over in Phoenix on their

way • to the convention city, i nd it

was figured that these would carry
the word to their fellows, Who ar-

rived by other routes.
Special screenings were arranged

for various delegations as well as

Fred Blair Townsend, the national

president, the women's auxilaries

leaders and others. Sent them oh
their way pretty well primed to be
boosters. Chamber of Commerce
distributed 25,000 maps of Phoenix
and adjacent territory, all imprinted
with an ad for the picture, and the
supply was none too large.

.

Daily addressed the local post and
they attended in a body, and the
opening night the local Sons of the
Legion paraded to the theatre. Local
merchants co-operated with window
displays, and the towners were
pretty well sold, too, which was
where the real profit came from;

In Los Angeles, at the showing
there, the Paramount players made
personal appearances at different
performances, with a special" stunt
worked the day. before the opening
with Martha Raye as m.c.

meeting of the alty
council members to

in the Quiz.
Let's all go "to

enter the contest,
of council wins a
be turned over to

for needy families
he suggested.

council, urged all

try to win prizes

the movies and
If any member
prize it should
the relief funds
in Wilmington,'

Marionettes for Marie
Use of M-G-M's motorized stage

and marionettes in Norfolk proved
to be first-rate buildup for the pres-
entation of 'Marie Antoinette' at
Loew's State, beginning Sept. 9. One
of Norfolk's automobile dealers took
advantage of the arrival of the
marionettes to have a kid show at
his plant Saturday paving the way
for good attendance during the last
few days.

Historical interest of film was
played up by Roger Drissell, mgr.,
as the flicker opened the same day
as the city' schools. This, brought
many of the youngsters to the show,

Quiz for Relief

The Movie Quiz got newspage
publicity in Wilmington, Del-.v when
Councilman John J. Anderson, at a

Bad Boy Letters

Lester Pollock, of Loew's Roch-
ester, dickered with the Evening
News to have one of its special writ-

ers interview Fathsr Flanagan on
'Boys Town,' about to open at his

house. Dorothy Krause was on the
question end. The Nebraska priest

said it was the first request for a

telephone interview he had received.

He made good copy and drew nearly

a column.
Pollock also started a contest for

the best 100-word letter on bad boys
along the general lines, 'Is a boy
bad because he never had a chance?'
That got a couple of , three column
cuts. ..Prizes were ? 15 and 50 pairs

of guest tickets. Made a strong ap-
peal to the mothers, and they came
in pronto. Gave most of them a yen
to see the picture. That's good any-
where.

Albany Advice
. Albany, N. Y.

An Advice to the Lovelorn contest,

in which entrants recommended . to

the heroine which of the trio of

suitors in^STnree Loves Has Nancy'
she should accept, was conducted by
Hearst's Times Union and Fabian's
Palace, as a buildup for the picture'

starring Janet Gaynor.
The better competitors imitated

the type of correspondence made fa-

mous by Beatrice Fairfax et al., the
greater was their chance, of winning
a prize. There were three cash
awards, $10, $5 and $2, respectively,
and 50 pairs of guest tickets for the
next best communications. Epistles
could not exceed 100 words.

Sold on Salmon
Kansas City.

'Spawn of the North' gave Jerry
Zigmund, manager of the Newman,
an opportunity for some unusual tie-

ups and he cashed in on them. A
national double truck in the Sateve
Post provided the basis of his cam-
paign, tying in with 10,000 copies
distributed here. Zigmund partied
the mag's circulation boys each of

This Year, Let Your

NEW YEAR'S MESSAGE
Bring Hope and Life

Messages of love, peace and hope from
America this Rosh Hashonah will bring
gladness to many.

A cable-message from you to your loved
ones abroad,

.
during the holiday season

will add meaning to their prayers ancT give
them hew comfort.

j

Your relatives arid friends in this country,
too, will: find added strength and hope in

your New Year's greetings delivered on
decorative telegraph blanks.

Your cable messages via Commercial
Cables .will be delivered at the exceedingly
low cost of:

Only $1 .00
Per CabIe Messa s e to

A" Many European Countries

Your choice of a number of greeting messages
• various languages.

Also special letter service to Palestine and other
countries at sone-third of the ordinary rate.

Telegrams throughout the United States

Only 25c and Locally 20c
Make a list now of the persons you wish to greet. Ask the
telephone operator for Postal Telegraph. Pay later, the

message will be charged to your telephone bill.

festal Telegraph

whom carried out instructions to call

attention of every reader to the ad.

Salmon angle opened the way to

tie-up with town's Safeway stores

netting Some forty-eight window dis-

plays selling the stores' canned nsn

and the theatre's attraction.

Through the author, Willoughby,
of the book the libraries, bookstores
and rental libraries were brought
in. Zigmund distributed book marks
to all town's book agencies gaining

several window and counter dis-

plays.
Picture was also built with four

weeks of screen plugs, a frame in the

fall announcement reel, a shot in the

news three weeks previous to show-
ing, a ten minute short on salmon
two weeks in advance and the reg-

ular trailer.

Picture held out twelve days.

With Trimmings
Camden, N. J.

Joseph Murdock, manager of the

Stanley Theatre here, set the local

papas and m~mas to counting their

chicks, when he announced recently

-that the largest family living in Cam-
den or vicinity presenting itself to

him for official counting would be
in line for an evening's entertain-

ment, including dinner, moving pic-

ture, and night club. Murdock's an-
nouncement was by way of exploita-

tion for the picture, 'Love Finds
Andy Hardy,' then current. Offer,

had the town agog, with many re-

gretting that they hadn't been on
more intimate terms with the stork.

As another angle on the same pic-

ture, Manager Murdock, a leading
business man in Camden, got Mayor
Brunner to issue a proclamation set-

ting aside the week of the picture's

run as a sort of family week, and
suggesting that his subjects pay a

visit to the Stanley theatre to see the
picture. Film was referred to as a
model of 'one big happy family.'

Dance Glass Again
Detroit.

Five United Detroit nabes have re-

vived classes in dancing for kids on
Saturday mornings.
Miniature Fred Astaires will be in-

structed this year by Roth and Ber-
dun, w.k. terp teachers. Age limits

are 5 to 16 years.
Idea is for juves to attend dance

classes and then stick for special

cartoon show in addition to regular
two features. Houses participating

in stunt arc- the Annex, Alger, Ra-
mona, Regent and Northwest.

Kid Officials

Syracuse.
Frank Murphy, manager of Syra-

cuse Loew's house, Scored a ten-
strike with Boy Town exploitation.
He organized kid election in one of
the larger high schools during which
the students selected a boy mayor,
boy chief of police, etc.

Then he recruited aid of City Hall
officials to to let the boys 'run* the
oity for a couple of hours. Local
papers gave stunt quite a play with
pix and stories.

V i

STUDIO CONTRACTS
Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Warners signed Irene Rhodes to
player contract.
Lenore Coffee inked writer pact at

20th-Fox.
RKO contracted Lorna Lynn,

moppet.
. Mary Alice Wrixon signed to
player deal by Warners.
Dorothy Arnold, singer, pacted by

Universal.
Paramount picked up Tito Guizar's

option.
Edward Small signed Grant A

Whytock as production assistant.
Carles Linton Tedford inked

writer pact at Warners.
Warners pacted E. A. Dupont as

director.
George Bricker inked writer con>

tract at 20th-Fox.
Columbia signed Gordon Elliott to

player contract.
Warners signed Larry Cruikshank

as junior writer.
Donald . Ogden Stewart inked new

writing deal at Met.ro.
Metro renewed Eddie Buzzell's di-

rector contract.
Nat Ferber inked writer pact at

20th-Fox.
Paramount picked up Tito Guizar's

player option.
John Payne's player option lifted

at Warners.
Metro renewed Sam Zimbalist's'

producer ticket.
Paramount hoisted Bob Burn's

player option for another year.
Metro sighed Johnny Walsh, mop-

pet.

Andy Devine's actor pact renewed
for another year by Universal.
Metro signed Edith Fitzgerald and

Charles Lederer to writer pacts.
Bill Lewis inked an assistant direc-

tor contract at Metro.
Hal Roach handed Mickey Novek

. a writer's ticket.
Warners handed John Langan a

new contract as dialog director.
Edward Small signed Bill Wallace,

cameraman.
Paramount renewed John How-

ard's player contract.
Metro signed E. Lloyd Sheldon to

two-picture deal as^producer.
Herb Polesie inked producer ticket

at Universal.
Warners renewed Robert Haas' art

director contract.
Frank Perkins inked a hew ticket

as music arranger at Warners.

Ah.bridge, Pa.
H. H. Kendrick appointed Warner

Bros. ,' city manager here in charge
of Ambridge aud Prince theatres.

He comes from Pittsburgh, where he
was manager of Jtie Ei .right.

Theatres-Exchanges

Denver.
Bradley Fish, recently Grand Na-

tional exchange manager in San
Francisco, placed in charged of the
Denver and Salt Lake territories,

succeeding C. L. Wheaton.

Philadelphia.
Mark Rubinsky, operator of the

Lyric, Williamstown, Pa., has taken
over the New. Philadelphia theatre,
New Philadelphia. House has been
shuttered for several years, with
town dependent on weekly church
shows.
Columbia exchange moved over

the week end into the new two-story
building erected for it next to its

present location on film lane. Site
formerly occupied by Grand National
and Republic. Republic to build now
on former Columbia site.

Sam Waldman has sold his lease on
the Lorraine theatre to an undis-
closed purchaser from Harrisburg.
Waldman has operated 500-seater for
about two years.
Lewen Pizor will open his rebuilt

Tioga theatre tonight (Wednesday).
He will cut the tape on his new
Chelten on Sept. 9.

Pittsburgh.
Joe Saliski named manager of Gau-

mont-British exchange here. He re-
placed Mark Goldman, who will head
local Monogram office.
Two former Warner managers in

Harry Kalmine's district back in fold
again. Joe B.lowitz to Capitol in
Steubenville, O., succeeding Harry
Gans, resigned, and Harry Kendrick,
formerly at the Enright, has been
spotted at the Warner house in Am-
bridge, Pa., replacing Bill Goldman.
Upon return of George Tyson, who

has been summering in Atlantic City
as director of beauty pageant, to his
p.a. duties with Harris Amusement
Co., Ken Hoel, publicity sub for three
months, becomes manager of Harris-
Libertq. Move sends Earle Bailey to
Warren. Pa., with Les Bowser com-
ing in from Warner to manage new-
est Harris house, Perry, on Northside.
Don Stitt transferred by same outfit
to .Teanette, Pa.
Forrest theatre, Treverton, Pa., has

been purchased by Peter Magazzu
from Walter Rogers. Name of the
300-seater has been changed to the
Ritz. Magazzu owns a string of seven
other houses.

Bernardino, dark tor six. years, and
the Gentry, ,new 1,000-seater in L. A.

Bill Bennett is back in show biz
as president of Theatre Productions,
Inc., northern California subsidiary,
of Fanchon & Marco,- He will also
represent F&M in Oregon and Wash-
ington.

Seattle.
Sterling Chain . (Dahz) reopening

Star, with Bill Fisher as manager.
Hugh Beckett, repping Metropolitan
Bldg. Corp., is new manager of Met-
ropolitan (legit), '^theatre, .with Aj
Wilson treasurer "and F. J. McFar-
land advertising. House lights for
week Sept. 12 with 'Pins and
Needles.*

Los Angeles.
Fox West-Coast opened two more

houses, the Fox, 1,911-seater, in San

Omaha.
Hymie Novitsky, Republic Pictures

Midwest co-franchise holder, has
sold his interests to his co-partners,
Harry Warren and Elmer Tilton,
both of Des Moines.
Randall Mcllvaihe, assistant man-

ager at the Orpheum theatre, New
Orleans, has returned to the Brandeis
as assistant manager, replacing John
Quinlan.
Warren G. Hall and James Walker

will build a new 300-seat theatre at
Burwell, Neb'., starting at once.

Charlotte, N. C.
,

Plans for Immediate construction
of a new neighborhood theatre in
Charlotte have been announced by
H. F. Kincey, president of the North.
Carolina Theatres, Inc.

Spartanburg, S. C.
Piedmont Theatre Corp. chartered

to operate Carolina houses. A. F.
Sams and LeRoy Sams, Winston-
Salem, and J. B. Sams, Bluefleld,
Va., incorporators.
Fred Reid, Criterion manager here,

transferred b.y Wilby-Kincey to- their
Hendersonville, N. C., State as man-
ager. Paul Ballenger in charge of
Criterion, dark for hot season ex-
ceDt weekends.
Dave Garvin, Jr., promoted to as-

sistant manager at Carolina, top
local Wilby-Kiricey house, replacing
Bill Nelson, granted leave ' to con-
tinue medical studies in Phila-
delphia.

Pittsfield, Mass.
A new theatre with a seating ca-

pacity of 650 will be constructed
here this fall, according to an an-
nouncement by F. N. Hemenway of
New Bedford.

New Philadelphia, O.
Shea Theatre Corp., New York,

has acquired a downtown site here,
and will start erection soon after,
the first on a movie theatre.
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Beg. Friday, September 23
In Person— ON THE STAGE:

ETHEL MERMAN
JAN GARBER 0S$SA— ON THE SCREEN —
"Garden of the Moon"
Pat O'BRIEN - Margaret LINDSAY

STRAND • 25c NT;„
Broadway and 47th Street

Tth At. * OOtta Bt.

ROXY
ALL OCe TO
SEATS 1 PM.

"HOLD
THAT
CO-ED"

—On the Start-
New Stage Show

ciiy
10MUSIC HALL

"CAREFREE"
Spectacular Stage Production!

THEY'LL REALLY GET TOUGH
Humphrey Bogart shares top spot

With; the Dead End Kids in 'Gutter-
snipes/ a tale of newspaper circula-
tion.

CLARK
GABLE

MYRNA
LOY

I Start*

\thurs. "Too Hot to Handle"
Now—Spencer Tracy-Mickey
Booney, "BOYS TOWN."

UOADWA
•I

^ 3IU>TH

paramount^;; k

George RAFT

,

Henry FONDA
DorothyLAMOUR

"Spawn of

the North"
Paramount Picture

IN PERSON

Eddy Duchin

And H1b
ORCHESTRA

The 3 Stooges

NORMA TYRONE
SHEARER POWER

MARE ANTOINETTE
M. G. M. Hit

Dally 2:30. 8:43. Midnight
Show Sat.; Sun. 3. U,~ 9:00.

MatB. BOe. to $1. Eves. 50c.

to $2. Sat. & Sun. Mfitn..

Sat. Mtcl. & Sun. 0 P.M.. •,».....„ & 45+11
50c to 91.50 (Plus Tax) * *oln

AST0R
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Film Reviews

BLACK BANDIT
(Continued from page 13)

of dozens of other flicks and no par-

ticular click among them.
Photography is very good through-

out, with exception of one -scene in

which a couple of horses fight,- ob-

viously 'a library shot used several

years ago and dated by its fogginess.

Technical side ranks it far above the

normal western in all departments.

Joseph West's original occupies

Baker with being a good twin and a

bad one, separated in their youth to

come together at maturity, one the

sheriff and about to marry the

daughter of the community's No. 1

citizen, and the other a murderous
outlaw with a price on his noggin.

After being a bum one all his life,

the 'black bandit' twin finally shows
a glimmer of righteousness and gets

his brother out of the pinch at the

cost of his own life.

Baker's no prairie Alfred Lunt,

hence his performance is trite and
expressionless, and Marjorie Rey?
nolds, the rancher's daughterJias all

the appearances of virtue desired.

Her part amounts to flickering an
eyelash and lasts approximately that

long on the screen. Hal Taliaferro,

Jack Rockwell, Glenn Strange and
Carelton Young are all that's ex-
pected of them.

Baker's forte is the small town
theatre on week-ends, and now that

school's on, booking will find him
treated on Saturdays. The juve trade
will like 'Black Bandit' up to the
14-year-old mentality. Above that
the appreciation curve will take a

sharp drop. Barn.

MOTHER AND SONS *

(RUSSIAN-MADE)
Amklno release ot MosAlm production.

Features K. Korehuglnn-Alexandrovskaya,
S, M. Oslroumov, V. K. Solovlev. A. T.

Zudov, N. Y. Snnov and L. A. Kalluzh-
naya. Directed by V. Pud.ov.Ic In. Story

- and -irtlagtiitlon, - Nntan Karkhl; photog-
- Tiiphy. A'. D.;-Ual6nie,'. _At

kCameo; N. T.,
week Sept. 15, '38. dual; 'Running time, 81
mine.

Mother: , . . .15. Korchaglna-Alexandrovskaya
I.oiriov .".w..'...S. M, Ofltroumov
Kahrdlu . . .V. R. Solovlev
Gudlashvill N. K. Sanov
rorelov..,i V. Grechanl
Saeha .> A. T. Zubov
Vomln L. I. Llaahenko
I„Izr. A. Kalluzhnaya
Anla ..2. A. Karpova

(In Russian; with English Titles)

Propagandic as all Russian films

are, this one seeks to boast about
numerous things, but in particular
about what the Soviet is doing in

the air. As entertainment, it is only
for those who think in terms of

U.S.R.R. supremacy, the Five-Year
Plan and the bad odor of capitalism.

One of its boasts is that the brother
fliers and others who are exag-
gerated heroes of the film 'come
from ordinary mothers.' A bit of

pithy dialog, which, if spoken in

American film would sound funny, is

the remark, 'What a flier.' Other]
lines similarly point to supposed
miracles of Moscow and vicinity.

A non-stop world flight in which
speed and distance records are shat-

tered shortly before the plane is

lost, its men later to be discovered
by another intrepid flier, forms the
basis for the slow and generally
tiresome series of events pictured.
Details in connection with prepara-
tions for the takeoff, the stress laid

on the engineering skill developed in

the Soviet, the radio contacting on
the • world flight and other things
taken elsewhere as a matter of

course ordinarily, clutter up the
footage.

•

The flying field head's office sug-
gests capitalistic luxury, as does the
chauffeured Lincoln that is used.
That kind of propaganda might be
considered bad; it isn't . peasantry
enough, although everything else
about the film is strictly proletarian.

Brightest performance is done by
E. Korchagina-Alexandrovskaya (try
to put that on a marquee), as the
mother of two lads who are ambi-
tious to be air heroes and seem to
achieve that with the scenarist, di-

rector, producer, etc. The others do
not show much, and the English
titles are only fair. Photography
generally good. Char.

Queen Wilhelmina, of the Nether-
lands, is undoubtedly the biggest
cinematographical event in the
history of the Dutch trade. Fifty-two
prints were released yesterday (2).

Till now the biggest number of
prints of one picture circulating in
the country was 16 (the first home-
made, 'De Jantjes'). All the leading
theatres- in the ke"y theatres are
exhibiting the film and big boxoffices
are expected.

Biggest difficulty lay in putting the
40-year period into film due to the
many historical events during, the
Queen's lifetime. Edmond T. Greville,
the Anglo-French director, did a
good job in this . one.

Story tells us of two Dutch
families, one of a naval surgeon, later
to become a doctor .in Amsterdam,
and the other of a. factory-owner in
the south of Holland. In the lives

a
of

these families the important events
of the last 40 years are reflected,
such as the coronation of the Queen
in 1898, the Boer war, the general
strike of 1903, the social evolution
starting in the same year, the birth
of Princess Juliana arid the World
War,- among many others. Picture
ends with a symbolic march of young
Holland towards a future of
happiness and prosperity. Neither
the Queen, nor the other members of
the Royal Family appear on the
screen.

In a way, 'Forty Years' may be
compared with 'Cavalcade'; yet, the
former doesn't possess the dramatic
strength of its English sister. Pic-
ture has a big entertaining value for
the Dutch public, especially in the
sphere of the nationalistic event,
with festivities all over the country.

Photography of Otto Heller js
splendid, editing is well done by Jan
Teunissen and the music of Leo
Ruygrok and Max- Tak is in good
taste. Picture, too, has a swift pace.

Matthieu van Eysden proves again
his ability, while Lily Bouwmeester,
the only popular Dutch film star, dis-
appoints. Cees Laseur has good
moments. Lessors are satisfactory.

THE BEAR
(RUSSIAN-MADE)

Amklno release of Belgosklno production.
Features O. Androvskaya, M. Zbarov and
I. Peltaer. Directed by Isldor Annenskl.
Based on story by Anton Chekhov. Eng-
lish titles, Julian Leigh. At Cameo, N. Y.,
week Sept. 13, '38. dual. Running time,
43 rains.
Elena Ivanovna Popova....O. Androvskaya
Origorl Stepanovlch Smlrnov. . . .M. Zharov
Luka I. Peltser

.(In Russian, with English Titles)

A- strange brand of humor and an
entirely unorthodox method of devel-

oping love interest—possibly okay for

the Russian film audience, but an en-
igma to the American mind—pushes
'The Bear' to the forefront as one of
the most ridiculous pieces of foreign
screen fiction brought to this coun-
try. The Anton Chekhov name is on
it, but it's still stupid, indigestible
stuff for the U. S.

,
Three people are featured, O. An-

drovskaya, a widow who falls in
love with a man because of his bad
manners, his whiskers, or the fact
he looks like somebody's out-moded
grandfather; the corpulent landown-
er, vodka-guzzler, etc., M. Zhavor;
and a lackey, played by I. Peltser.
The acting is atrocious.
English titles by Julian Leigh do

not help matters. • Char.

Luciano Serra, Pilot

(ITALIAN-MADE)
Rome, Sept. 10.

Aqulla Film release oC Vlttorlo Musso-
lini production. Stars Amadeo N&xnrri,
Mario Ferrari. Glno Mori, (iermana Pao-
llerl Directed by Alessandrlnl. Reviewed
in Rome.

VEERTIG JAREN
('Forty Years')

(DUTCH-MADE)
The Hague. Sept. 10.

Loot P. HnrnstJJn release of Gus Ostwalt
production, by a special national committee.
Features fees I.nseur, Lilly Bouwmeester,
Mullhleu Viin Hysden and Ank van (ler

Moer. Directed by Edmond- T. Grevllle.
Mory,- Hen van Kysselsteyn : screenplay,
van F.yosclsteyn and tlrcvUlc; editor. Jan
1'eunlsMeu; camera. Otto Heller. Reviewed
in Filmstnd. The Hague. Running time, 81
lnln.%

RolC van Mcerle Cees Laseur
Annotje Manadonk... T.lly Bouwmeester
trims Maawlonk Matthieu van Eysden
lUltie Verhulst Ank van der Moer
Jj»n de Oude .Atlolphe Engcrs
*Vlm Miiasdonk Paul Stcenbergen
Dick MansdnnlC

T .., Cor v;in der Lugt Melfcrt Man.
I'?} 1 'e Martha fosno
J'"y Myra Ward

This Dutch film, produced under
<-*us Ostwalt, on the occasion of the
*Mh anniversary of the reign of

Film recently split the Mussolini

Cup Award with Germany at the

Venice International Exhibition.

Main theme is exaltation of Italian

Military aviation. Producer is II

Duce's son, Vittorio Mussolini.
After World War, Luciano Serra,

a pilot in Italian Air service, finds

life holds no attraction for him any-
more without the excitement of fly-

ing. Seeking work that will keep him
in the air, he drifts away from home
and country. Finally, after doing
publicity flights, which fail to sat

isfy his adventurous spirit, he starts

off on a transatlantic hop and dis

appears.
Meanwhile, his son, Aldo, has fol

lowed in his footsteps; he has en
rolled in the flying school and gets

his pilot's license just as Italy's Ethi-

opian campaign starts. During cam-
paign, Aldo is wounded and his

plane forced down; when the 6b
server of the fallen plane reaches a
small troupe of Italian soldiers for

help, a man rushes "forward at the
mention? of Aldo's name. It is none
other than Luciano Serra. whose
fortune finally led him to enlist with
the Itflftiart army in Africa. Though
wounded himself,, he saves his son's

life at the cost of his own.
Amadeb Nazarri is nearer Ameri-

can idea of a hero than any other
Italian actor. Picture shows

,
good

directing and photography. Heln.

SOS SAHARA
(GERMAN-MADE)

Paris, Sept. 10.
AEC release of ura production. Stars

. P. Aumont; features Charles Vanel,
Marta Labarr. Directed by Jacques de
Baroncelh. Adapted by Michel Duran from
original atory by Jacques Constant; music,
ft: Brunne; camera, G. Rlttau, At the
Olymptn, Paris. Running time, 8G mine.
Cast: Charles Vanel, J. P, Aumont, Maria

Labarr, Cordy, Azlas, Rene Dary. Nllda
Duplesey, Georges Lannes, Alekrlne, Bill
Bocketts.

Chicago's Suits

(In French)
Although this one is a rehash on

the usual desert pictures, Arab at-
tacks on outposts and' unforgotten
women in the lives of men who are
trying to forget, 'SOS Sahara' pos-
sesses sufficient action, suspense and
acting to make it suitable for the
habe duals. However, it's strictly
for French audiences.

Story centers on a lone outpost in

the Sahara, where Charles Vanel is

a tough commander, there to forget
a past he refuses to divulge until cir-

cumstances caused by the woman in

nhe case make him reveal the truth
in order to save a subordinate, who
has tumbled for the femme.
Marta Labarr. is the unfaithful

wife of Vanel, while Aumont is the
tumbler, in much the same role he
carried in 'The Messenger.'
Vanel turns in his usual good per-

formance, Aumont is still inclined to1
overplay and Miss Labarr makes a
poor second Dietrich, whom she
seems to be attempting to imitate.
Photography satisfies and dialog
punchy. ' Hugo.

BORCS AMERIKABAN
('Borcsa in America')
(HUNGARIAN-MADE)

(WITH SONGS)
Budapest, Sept. 7.

Reflector production and release. Directed
by Martin Keleti. Adapted from musical
comedy by Tamas Emod and Rezfio Torok.
Borcsa.. Margit Diyka
Gyumolcs Gero Maly
Steve Imre Hamory
Producer Sandor Goth
Agent Julius Gozon

Story of a Hungarian peasant girl,'

who conquers Broadway as a revue
star, was a successful stage vehicle
for Sari Fedak some years ago. Mar-
git Dayka lacks Miss Fedak's fasci-
nating personality, in the lead role.

Therefore, center of interest is Gero
Maly, in the comedy part of a village
cobbler, the girl's father, whose ad-
ventures on board the luxury liner
and among the skyscrapers account
for the majority of the laughs. He
brings about the reconciliation be-
tween his daughter and her lover
(Imre Hamory).
Not bad as Hungarian films go, but

neither does it belong to the ace
category. • Promises to go over well,
especially in the provinces, but
there's no foreign interest.

A Piros Bugyellaris
('The Red Purse')

(HUNGARIAN-MADE)
(WITH SONGS)

Budapest, Sept. 8.
Standard production, and release. Directed

by Bela Pasztor. Adapted from Ferenc
Csepreghy's musical folk play. At Radius,
Atrium, and Kamara theatres, Budapest.
Zsofl Torok «....; Bella Bordy
Magistrate Torok .....Arthur Somlay
Corporal Csillag Ferenc Kiss
Mrs. Csillag .Margit Lftdomersky
Borlska Torok Zsoka Olvedy

This type of folk play, enormously
popular some 60 years ago, has lost
little of its appeal for Hungary's
naive audiences. The prevailing
national tendencies are favorable for
this kind of Hungarian song-danca
costume, old-world village story, and
a great portion of this country's
cinemagoers, particularly in the
provinces, will go for it.

The red purse contains regimental
money, and Corporal Csillag (Ferenc
Kiss) loses it while he's making love
to a pretty girl on his way to his na-
tive village with his regiment. Set-
ting is somewhere around the middle
of the last century. The love-mak-
ing is only incidental; for the cor-
poral really wants to claim Zsofi
(Bella Bordy), the girl he left behind
when he went to war. Since he was
reported as dead, Zsofi married well-
to-do, old Torok instead.
Tragedy is in the offing, but the

pretty girl steps in, the money is re-
covered, and Zsofi marries off her
one-time love to the other girl, who
proves to be her husband's secret
daughter from his first marriage.
This sounds quite simple, but there
are terrific complications.
Chief asset is Miss Bordy, prima

donna of Budapest Opera House's
ballet. Her dancing ability, while
acknowledged, is considered sec-
ondary to her looks and acting abili-
ty, overstressed in this, her first
screen part. Kiss, cut out for Hun-
garian peasant parts,, is too heavy for
an amoroso. Photography is good.
No export interest, except as a folk-
lore curiosity.

thus making releases later than the
regular schedule, in some instances.

Motion on this temporary injunction
complaint will be made within 10

days, it'o stated.

An additional suit for damages is

also planned by the indies, 86 of

whom are members of the Allied

S:c.tes Association. That also will

bp -

filed in near future, according to

Rosenberg, Stein & l osenberg, at-

torneys for plaintiffs.

Triples Too

Exhibitors in this territory are

suffering from insomhia as they

(Continued from page 5)

watch the start of an epidemic of
triple features getting underway.
They realize that they are pretty

helpless in trying to stop the coming
flood, because the triple feature

situation is being caused, not by the

smallie exhibs, but by the giants of

local film business, Balaban & Katz
and Essaness.

this group of producers in the last

18 months. They still continue far
behind other European film makers,
in learning the necessity of combin-
ing action skillfully with dialog, • a
common fault with producers just
entering the talking picture field, but
Ukrainian group shows glimpses of
other requirements. Feature is

suited solely for theatres where they
understand the language. Highly
dubious even if English titles would
fit it for arty houses.

'Cossacks Beyond- the Danube* is a
comic opera judged by American
standards. Bouffe operatic style is

seen in the leisurely pace and droll
gagging. .Difficulty here is that this

is far too tedious for cinema audi-
ences, where it might be accepted on
the stage.
Film brings together again S.

Shkurat a leading artists of the
Soviet Republic, and A. Levyske.
They are favorites with Ukrainians
and have been teamed up in main
roles several times previously. Both
have splendid voices which obviously
is one reason for their popularity.
The veteran male actor, Shkurat,
again has opportunity for clowning
in several scenes where he repeats
his liquor-imbibing routine. Re-
mainder of cast fits in with N. Hlu-
konina and O. Serduk as standouts.

Basis for operetta is tale by S.

Artemovsky that is familiar to
Ukrainians. This dates back,to 1772
4vhen Catherine II, Russian Empress,
wiped out a natural fortress on an
island in the Dnieper river, long
used by Ukrainian Cossacks as their
stronghold. Deprived of this retreat,

they took their families across the
Danube into Turkey. Thin plot fab-
rication centers about efforts of one
Cossack and his wife to become ac-
climated in new surroundings. There
is a slight romance between their

adopted orphan girl, who lives with
them, and a young Cossack. Colored
servant to Turkish sultan is a midget,
character, evidently having been in-
troduced for comic relief since one
of the prolonged sequences concerns
him1 and the intoxicated husband.
Musical background, Ukrainian

tunes and folksongs are picturesque
and well received. Humorous pas-
sages, however, evoke the heartiest
response. Wear

Zaporozets Za Dunayem
('Cossacks Beyond the Danube')

(OPERETTA)
(UKRAINIAN-MADE)

Amklno release of Klevo Kino production.
Directed, by Y. P. Karaledge. Story by H.
Artemovsky. At St. Marks, N. Y., week
Kept. Jit, '38. Running time, 7.1 mlns.
Principals: A. I^vyske, N. Hluhonlna, O.

Serduk and S. Shkurat.

TKIES KHAF
(The Vow')

(POLISH-MADE)
Foreign Cinema Arts presentation, Stars

Kurt Katfh, Diana Halpern. Zlgtnond
Turkow. Directed by Henry Settrb; sce-
nario, H. Bonja; music, Iso Sajewlcz; cam-
era, S. Llolnalti. At Squire. N. Y., week
Sept. 14," '33. Running time, 00 rnlnn.
Elijah Z. Turkow
Mendel Kurt Katch
Mlrelc E, Perlmnn
Jacob : I. Crudberg
Cdaim «.M. Llpmnn
Esther „ 13. Lltwlna
Rachel lana Halpern
Eshvil Weber S. Landau
David M. Oppcnhelm
The Matchmaker .M. Bozlc
Administrator S. Fostel

(In Yiddish; with English Titles)

Literal minded Jews will like this
crude, elemental, religious melo
drama. It is cheap and tawdry and
no credit. The picture wouldn't have
a ghost of a chance before non-Yid
dish audiences.
The story has two seminary lads

vowing to have their children wed to
one another. As the years roll, one
of the men dies, leaving a daughter.
She falls for the son of the surviving
friend, not knowing about- the vow
made. The girl's landlord, aiming
to marry the girl himself, spreads
malicious talk about her so the boy's
pappy breaks up the match. How
ever, there come a series of signs
from heaven., through Elijah the
Prophet, which point the right way
to the boy's father, and together,
father and son. arrive in the nick of
time, to prevent the girl from
marrying the landlord. Pappy recol
lects his vow.
There can be no excuse for pro-

jecting the peculiar costumes and
mannerisms of the ghetto rabbis in
this film without making such plausi-
ble bv exolainin* what it's all about,
as this picture fails to do.-

-

Secondly, the acting as a whole
is not worth commenting about.
Some kind of Weber-Pields comedy
is attemoted in Yiddish by a pair,
one of whom plays as the marriace

,..„.. „,.,„..,* broker. «nd the other the landlord's
(In Ukrainian; no English Titles) a»ent. This is a verv familiar tyoe
Latest effort of Soviet Union to . of comedy on the Yiddish stage, and

,

turn out a Ukrainian talker, shows here it's only mildlv effective. .

the strides that have been taken by 1 Camera work is fair Shan

These two circuits have locked
horns on the northside of the town
and are now out to slice each other's

throat as the competition gets down
to a real battle, with no Holds barred,

and further downtown, in the loop,

a price war between both chains

looms.

Started when Essaness determined
to buck all opposition by putting

triple features into its big Northcen-
ter„ Business immediately perked at

this mammoth-seater and particularly

affected the nearby B. 8c K. Belmont.
B. & K, watched the situation for

some time until the grosses slipped

at the Belmont too much, and then
slashed back by slapping triple bills

into the house. This revived the
Belmont considerably and has taken
back some of the business that had
been' lost to the Northcenter, with
the result that neither house is now
much ahead of the game considering

the added weight of the third flicker.

The other houses in the district

are now beginning to sweat under
the collar, not only from the siphon-
ing of business away from their box-
offices, but also because Of the yelps
of their regular customers that they
aren't' getting their money's worth.

Being: Driven Into It

Around film now here, the gen-
eral feeling is that unless B. & K.
and Essaness circuits call off their

triple-featuring, the entire town will

be showing pictures in trio before
Dec. 1. Already the Rosewood, in the
Northcenter-Belmont- vicinity has

'

gone into triples and other indie
theatre operators are making con-
tacts with the exchanges for ad-
ditional product. They are burning
about the. •situation, but don't see
what else can be done about it.

Exchanges, on their part, are quite
satisfied with the triple trend, seeing
added outlets for their product. If

doubles made their selling job - one-
half as hard, they see triples as
making the sales job one-third as
difficult. Especially is this true of
the smaller distributors wh.o noyz
find even their least palatable prints
now being sought by exhibitors wtio
formerly took extreme care in select-
ing pictures for their patrons.

Woods Starts Price Slash

Chicago, which has always been
a stronghold of constant admission
prices, is on the brink of a price
war. This follows the entry of the
overwhelmingly neighborhood Es-
saness circuit into the loop district

with the takeover of the grind
Woods from Jones, Linick &
Schaefer.

Essaness has put through a series
of admission reductions, the par-
ticular blow to the loop price
standards being a slicing of the
morning tariff to 15c, though the
afternoon -rating of 20c is tough
enough in the minds of the com-
peting theatres which get 35c at
night.

While Balaban & Katz has taken
no official cognizance of the situa-
tion, it is understood considering
battling the Woods on its own
ground by slapping a lower price
setup into the next-door Garrick and
Apollo. B. & K. would do this only
if forced, since it has always been
the prime aim of B. & It. to hold
up prices. Particularly has been de-
termined to keep up the admissions
in the loop, since the entire admis-
sion structure of the territory is
determined by the loop itself. If
the loop houses begin to revamp,
their admissions downward it must
follow that the neighborhood the-
atres, in subsequent release weeks,
would reduce proportionately.

B. 8c K. would like to forestall any
such panic in prices, but there is a
growing likelihood that the circuit
.may be forced into the move by a
general move on the part of the
other, and indie loop houses to re«
duce prices to meet the competition
of the Woods reduction. This means
such houses as the big McVickers,
LaSalle, Monroe and Clark which
also run subsequent release films.
It is

'
not considered probable that

these houses will sit back and take
it calmly.
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CANADIAN'S WARNED OVER THE AIR THAT

GERMANY'S SHORTWAVERS ARE 'SINISTER'

Canadian Chief Radio Inspector Broadcasts Warning

to Dominion That Hitler Is Assembling Tremen-

dous List of Contacts in North America

By R. A. McSTAY
Toronto, Sept. 20.

On the charge lhat Germany is in

the process of establishing a 'radio

spy system' on the North American
continent, a warning to Canadian
listeners was broadcast throughout

the Dominion over the past week-
end advising of the dangers of prop-

aganda inherent in daily Berlin pro-

'grams heard here, and threatening

Federal censorship of so-called 'fan

mail' addressed .to Berlin stations.

Spokesman revealing the surpris-

ing, and generally unknown situa-

tion, was Samuel Ellis, chief radio

^inspector for the Ontario and Great

Lakes region of Canada's national-

ized radio setup, who warned that

Hitler is assembling a tremendous
list of contacts in Canada. Under
the guise of 'greetings,' two power-
ful short-wave broadcasts from Ber-

lin are invading .the Canadian, ether

.daily; on one of these, the English-

speaking announcer asks for 'chatty,

newsy letters' and, on the other, for

"entries in a 'photographic contest.'

Inspector Ellis believes that the

motivation for these 'thinly dis-

guised' programs is the assembling
of every scrap of information that

Hitler can secure regarding Canada
.and the United States. In broad-
casting his warning, Inspector Ellis

pointed out that continued sending

of fan mail or photographs to the

two Berlin stations may wind up in

the establishment of Canadian cen-

sorship of mail to Germany.

'Sinister Aspect'

These Berlin broadcasts are so

subtle, that many an unsuspecting
listener never imagines tjieir more
sinister aspect,' said -Inspector Ellis.

'Germany is playing on the fact that

people like to hear their names
mentioned over the air. Apart from
the innocent divulging of valuable
-information embodied in fan mail to

Berlin, anyone whose name is men-
tioned by the statior might be ex-

pected to feel friendly toward Ger-
many.'

In a sample weekend Berlin pro-

gram, 10 minutes were devoted by
the announcer to 'greetings to Adolf
.B of Brooklyn; we in Germany
wish you many happy returns of the

day; you must write again and
give us all the news,' etc., followed

by other personal messages to lis-

teners from the sub-Arctic to the
Rio Grande. Two Canadian names
were mentioned in the program
caught, one Toronto listener and one
located in Halifax,,

Full details of the photographic

.
contest, which closes Dec. 31, in

' elude the announcement that 'all

pictures must be realistic represen
tations of the iis,ey rV native"enyi<

ronment,' that these would be filed

away according to zones in the spe
cial station archives 'to make up a

complete pictorial reference library.'

While the warning and threat of

censorship might otherwise be put
• down to pre-war hysteria and spy
scare, the situation has been-^eemed
of sufficient importance to warrant
a general trans-Canadian admonition,
which reflects on the seriousness 6f

the current European scene and the
propagandic force of radio.

Realism

Sig Spaeth Due Back

Sigmund Spaeth, tune detective, -is

returning from a chore in music
dept. of the University of Hawaii in

Honolulu to go back into American
radio.

Spaeth joins the 'Information
Please' show on CBS, Sept. 27.

Jack Berch's New Time
Jack Berch, who recently faded

off CBS with his 'Get Together' pro-
gram, starts a new sustaining series

on WABC, N. Y., Friday (23). Singer
will do 15 mins. at 10:30 p.m. backed
by the Leith Stevens orch and the
Four Clubmen.

CBS will double the time Oct. 4
with another 15 min. at the same
hour, and with the same setup.

: 1

Lynchburg, Sept. 20.

. WLVA here is '. splurging

heavily on a serial buildup.

Story, aired every evening,

deals with the romance of a
young couple who fell in love

and decided to build a honey-
moon house in a new Lynch-
burg subdivision.

To make the story more real,

station is actually building a

house in the suburbs. Ground
was broken yesterday (19).

Serial will continue as house
is built, with description of

progress, windup to come when
brick bungalow is completed
and ready for. occupancy.
Program is sponsored by sub-

division owners, building 'ma-
terial' dealers, etc. Station

plans to sell house-ralready
named 'Millivolt'—when serial

runs out.

Ross A. Hall, QST Editor,

Accidentally Electrocuted

Hartford, Sept. 20.

Ross A. Hull, editor of QST, pub-

lication of the American Radio Re-

lay League, and an experimenter in

ultra shortwave radio and television,

was killed Tuesday night (13) by
electrocution at his home in Vernon.
His body is believed to have come
into contact with one of the terminals
of a radio transformer and that 6,000

volts of electricity passed through
him.

Hull had been conducting tele-

vision experiments at his home. Born
in Melbourne, Australia, in 1902, he
had been technical editor of the
Wireless Weekly in that country.
This spring and summer 'he had been
cooperating with radio experts at

Harvard in the collection of data on
abnormal radio conditions in the be
low the five-meter band.

RCA's Church Show
Chicago, Sept. 20.

Sponsored presentation of . church
services has been arranged by RCA
here, which is buying time on WIND,
Ralph Atlass outlet, for the broad-
cast of services from the Holy Name
Cathedral Oct. 3-4-5.

Will run on each of the three days
for. 30 minutes at 11 a.m. Cathedral
services will.be. held for. a Polish
religious festival.

STOKI TO BATON 4 WKS.

IN PH1LLY; 0RMANDY 16

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

Four weeks of Philadelphia Or-
chestra concerts this season have
oeen set aside for Leopold Stokowski

to direct on his assurance to Reginald
Allen, orchestra manager, that he
will return to Philly. Dates reserved

for the stickless maestro are weeks
of March 13, 20, 27 and April 3.

Fiye conductors in all are skedded
to take the podium With Philly's

crew, during the coming season,

starting Oct 7 and winding up April

29. Eugene Ormandy will assume
the major part, of the burden, as he
did last year, with 16 weeks.

NEW YORK AFRA

HOLDS ANNUAL

MEET 29TH

Annual meeting of the New York
local, American Federation of Radio
Artists, will be held next Thursday
night (29) at the Hotel Edison, N.Y.

Main business of the session will be
the election of 21 members of the

local board, 28 delegates and 28. al-

ternates to the national convention

in St. Louis.Nov. 14.

Directors elected at the meeting
next week will take Office Nov. 1.

Another meeting will be held at that

time to choose from among the di-

rectors officers of the local for the

ensuing year. Nominations for di-

rectors have been made, but will

not be announced unti
1
. the nominat-

ing petitions have been checked.

Preliminary discussion meeting of

the local
- will be held at the Hotel

Edison tomorrow (Thursday) night.

Matters to be taken up at the con-

vention will be considered and re-,

port will be made on the progress of

negotiations with the advertising

agencies.

Phelan Quitting Yankee

Boston, Sept. 20.

Charles W. Phelan will resign as

sales director of Yankee network
and WNAC, effective Dec. 31, ac
cording to announcement by John
Shepard, 3rd, president.

Linus Travers, recently elected

v.p. of Yankee net, will take over
sales division and continue in charge
of production.

New Delay in Non-Web Pact

Meanwhile Stations Bring Up Point' That Wax Scale

Will Be Passed Along to Men

With negotiations for contracts be-

tween stations and local unions still

going -on in many spots, it is ex-
pected that when the committee rep-
resenting the non-network outlets

meets with Joseph N. Weber, Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians prez.

this Friday (23) it will ask and re-

ceive another extension on time in

which to complete the settlement
plan for increased musician employ-
ment. Recent upping of wage scales

for musicians employed in recording
transcriptions and phonograph discs

will likely be made an issue of lively

discussion at this gathering.
Some of the non-network affiliated

broadcasters have contended to

Weber that the Federation wasn't
playing fair with them, in raising,

wages at this time, since the tilt will

be passed on to them through their
costs for recorded program libraries.

Weber's answer to this charge is that

at no time has he or anybody in the
Federation assured the' broadcasters
that there would be no increase in

wage scales in any industry catering
to broadcasting. Federation, he says,

had the choice of either eliminating

all recording or raising the scale and
that since the broadcasters have
agreed to go along with the union in
solving its employment problem the
international in convention voted" to
revise the rates for recording work.
Meanwhile all recording companies

are operating on AFM' licenses which
expired Sept 15. It is understood
that no permanent license will be
issued until the deal with the non-
network affiliated broadcasters have
been completely settled.

Phonograph and transcription men
still harbor hope of inducing the
AFM to revise its new scale which
became effective Sept, 15. Weber the
week before last refused to act on a
plea for downward revision as sub-
mitted by representatives for various
recording firms, but the group was
advised that it would be free to state
its case again when the AFM's
executive board meets in New York
Oct. 20. Manufacturers will by that
time have had a month's experience
from the new scale and, if possible,

be able to show that it has caused
reduced employment among record-
ing musicians.

35 All-Time Best Selling Songs

(Many requests from radio stations, broadcasting artists, etc.,

prompted this chronological sequence of pop song best sellers. Orig-

iginal copyright owner, and also the owner of the copyright renewal,

where such obtains; are listed. . No attempt made to totalize number

of copies sold, due to the steady selling of many of these all through

the years. List is as complete as the music trade, in general, knows;

each having sold well in. excess of 1
>000,000 copies/ There may be

some others near the 1,000,000 copy bracket, but these titles, for ob-

vious reasons of merit, longevity or special association with a certain

period, have been most staple. Also listed below are the five non-

copyrights conceded enjoying the widest popularity through sheet

sales, performances, etc.)

YEAR TITLE PUBLISHER

1892 After the Ball Chas. K. Harris

19Q1 Hiawatha : Whitney-Warner
1905 In the Shade of the-Old Apple
Tree Remlck

1906 Love Me and the World Is Mine. . Witmark
1907 I Wish I Had a Girl Remick
1967 School Days., Gus Edwards Pub. Co.; Mills

1910 Down by the Old Mill Stream. .. Tell Taylor; Forster

1912 That's How I Need You 1. Feist

1913 Marcheta : . John Franklin Music Co.

1913 The Trail of the Lonesome Pine . . Shapiro-Bernstein

1913 There's a Long, Long Trail Witmark
1914 Missouri Waltz Forster

1915 Keep the Home Fires Burning. . .Chappell

1915 Memories ; Remick
1917 For Me and My Gal Waterson; Mills

1917 Joan of Arc, They Are Calling

You ;
'.

.

". . Waterson; Mills

1917 Smiles Remick . ..

1918 Beautiful .Ohio Shapiro-Bernstein

1918 Just a Baby's Prayer at Twilight, . Waterson; Mills

1918 Till We Meet Again Remiek
1919 I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles Remick
1919 OhI What a Pal Was Mary Waterson; Mills

. 1920 Whispering Sherman-Clay .

1921 My Mammy Irving Berlin, Inc.

1921 Tuck Me to Sleep in My Old
•Tucky Home :

...Irving Berlin, Inc.

1922 My Buddy Remick

1922 Three O'clock in the Morning...
( w^^^London)

1924 I Wonder What's ' Become of •

Sally? :Ager-Yeilen
1925 Always Irving Berlin, Inc.

1927 Among My Souvenirs DeSylva; Crawford
' 1927 My Blue Heaven Feist

1927 Ramona Feist
1928 Carolina. Moon Joe Morris
1928 Sonny Boy DeSylva; Crawford
1929 When It's Springtime in the
Rockies .' Villa Moret, Inc.

NON-COPYRIGHTS
Aloha Merry Widow Waltz
Blue Danube Home on the Range
Silver Threads Among the Gold.

PEDDLING PATRIOTIC

PROD. PLAN GRATIS

t
Cleveland, Sept. 20.

WHK has copyrighted its 'We
Americans' program, originated here
as a civic enterprise to Americanize
the town's foreign settlements, and
is peddling 'it free to other stations

for only a courtesy credit-line.

UnitecLBroadcasting Co. is collab-

ing with station in distributing

copies of production outline,- names
of national and state authorities who
have endorsed the series as well as
guest-speakers. Give-away angle
sets up' a precedent for a" program
of this nature and is- a new angle
in good-will station merchandising
on a country-wide scale.

Stunt was .
worked up by Stanley

Altschuler, Russell W. Richmond and
H. Carpenter, WHK manager, with
fourteen other staff members. Weekly
half-hour programs, glorify the U.S.
constitution, operation of various
governmental bureaus and rights of

citizens, aiming to get aliens to take
out citizenship papers. Idea behind
it is to 'break up solid groups of for-

eigners who . come to . America and
refuse to be assimilated.

WHK has got backing of U.S. sen-
ators,, state and civic executives, and
religious groups, who make five-min-
ute speeches between concerts of

music by American composers. Four
out-of-state stations, according to
Carpenter, have already agreed to
set up 'We Americans' series^ pat-
terned after the Cleveland original.

Weed Reps New KXOK

KXOK, St. Louis, which went -on
the air for the first time Monday (19)
has appointed Weed St Co. as its na-
tional sales rep.

Outlet is owned by the St. Louis
Times.

PAGING CUFF0 ACTORS
Philadelphia, Sept. 20.'1

WIP again on the loose for cuffo
talent. Has begun to advertise for
'all types—heavies, leads, ingenues,
etc.'

Anyone interested in joining Dra-
matic Staff gets an audition.

NAB fill Map

Fight Vs. ASCAP

At Special Sesh

Washington, Sept. 20.

Campaign plans for the copyright
war will be aired at a strategy ses-

sion of the National Association of
Broadcasters' executive committee
next week. Meeting is slated for
Sept. 28-29 to evaluate numerous
suggestions for winter fighting.

Reaction to the trial balloon about
inviting the Congressional-Depart-
mental monopoly probers to ogle
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers is conflicting.

There's some applause, but also con-
siderable- cold water. Letter Presi-
dent Neville Miller contemplated
sending the committee remains
shelved, pending outcome of the in-

ner circle discussions.

Variety of ideas and differing

points of view are due for an airing
at the session. Some' of the insiders

see no reason for trying to force the
issue with plenty of time to spare,

pointing out it may be wisest to let

ASCAP make the first move about
renewing the contracts expiring two
years hence. Contrary thinkers ad-
vocate immediate mobilization, on
theory that it will be difficult to pre-
serve a solid front if the industry
waits until the last minute.
Conglomeration of proposals in-

cludes renewal of the drive for legis-

lation overhauling the antiquated
19th Century copyright statute—de-

spite the lack of encouraging "signs

from the House of Representatives
side of Congress—and prodding the

Justice Department into pressing the

pigeon-holed anti-trust suit.

Doyle West Again

Dinty Doyle, radio columnist of

the N. Y. Journal-American, leaves

for the Coast Sept 28.

Commentator goes west to report

on new and revised, shows scheduled
to be aired from there.
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DST SKED -SHIFTING COSTLY
*
Station Reps vs. WBS *

* * * * * * * *
Station reps holding exclusive contracts declare that they will hold

their outlets accountable for the regular commissions regardless of the

third 15% they are under obligation to pay to the World Broadcasting

System for the privilege of being affiliated with the latter's free commer-
cial recording plan. While some observers in the trade regard the WBS
plan as presaging the breakdown of the current system of exclusive spot
representation, several reps are urging that the rep firms forget their

competitive differences and organize along self-protection lines.

World last week disclosed the list of 28 stations which it stated have
already subscribed to paying it 15% commission for all transcription

business it creates through its plan of free recording. Only one Edward
Petry station is included in the list. Among the reps, Free & Peters has

the largest group of outlets, numbering eight. John Blair is next with'

six. International Radio Sales (Hearst Radio) has five, the Katz Agency
two, and George P. Hollingberg, a like number.
World also revealed that under its new plan the advertiser is free to

select whatever markets he wishes, but if there's a World station in one
of these markets it's the World station that must be used. Costs of re-

cording and pressing will be absorbed in proportion to the use of World
stations. A. J. Kendrick, World v.p., has been transferred from Chicago

to the New York office to handle this phase of the company's operations.

Stations 'which World claims to have signatured the 15% commission
contract, and their respective regular national sales reps, are as follows:

KOMA, Oklahoma City International Radio Sales

WCAU, Philadelphia . . . v ; . . .None in east

WCAE, Pittsburgh ..International Radio Sales

KOIN* Portland, Ore. Free & Peters

WHAM, Rochester, N. Y. .) ...G. P. Hollingbery
KDYL, Salt Lake City .. yl. John Blair

KTSA, San Antonio . . ............. . .International Radio Sales

KGB, San Diego John Blair

KFRC, San Francisco ...... John Blair

KDB, Santa Barbar . . . . .John Blair
KIRO, Seattle .'. Katz Agency
KWK, St. Louis ». Paul H. Raymer
KHQ-KGA, Spokane ...... . . . . ^ * Edward Petry
WFBL, Syracuse Free & Peters

WOKO, Albany ... John Blair

WBAL, Batimore International Radio Sales

WGR-WKBW, Buffalo Free & Peters

WCKY, Cincinnati Free & Peters
WHK, Cleveland Free .& Peters
WHKC, Columbus Free & Peters -

WIS, Columbia, S. C ..Free & Peters.

KGKO, Ft. Worth-Dallas None
KMBC, Kansas City Free & Peters
KHJ, Los Angeles John Blair

WREC, Memphis * Katz Agency
WIOD, Miami G. P. Hollingbery
WISN, Milwaukee International Radio Sales
WLAC, Nashville Paul H. Raymer

Boake Carter Will

Air Tree Speech'

On Lecture Tour

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

Boake Carter, who left the air

Aug. 26, when his termer with
General Mills expired, will start on
a lecture tour Oct. 8. He has been
hooked for 40 talks throughout the
country, winding up about Dec. 15.

Carter will deliver two speeches,.
Tree Speech in the News' and 'Un-
derstanding America.' First topic is

considered particularly applicable,
for, although the official reason for
his being off the air is that GM
couldn't get the time it wanted, Car-
ter is privately of another opinion.

. CIO clamped a boycott on his
sponsor's product and made him
cease attacking the labor organiza-
tion on the air, which Carter be-
lieves is a violation of the right. of
free speech.

Grimm, Ex-Cub Mgr.,

Gets 3-Yr. Extension

Chicago, Sept. 20.

Charlie Grimm, ex-manger of the
Chicago Cubs ball club and at pres-
ent a baseball play-by-play spieler
for WBBM, has been signatured for
three additional years as baseball
commentator for the station.
Likely that .Grimm will work with

two other regular* jtnriouncers. on
baseball, Pat Flanagan and John
Harrington. ' r i,

. v>—^
'

Bennett TSN V. P.
Fort Worth,

,
Sept. 20.

Sam H. Bennett, manager of
KTAT, local MBS outlet and alter-
nate TSN key station for five years,
was appointed TSN v.p. in charge of
station operations by Elliott Roose-
velt, web prexy. Neal Barrett, also
boss of KOMA, Oklahoma City, is

exec TSN v.p.
Bennett will continue at his KTAT

Post.

2 N. Y. AGENCIES ON

HUNT FOR WRITERS

Two of New York's leading ad
agencies are on the hunt for radio
writing talent to augment their reg-
ular staffs. Blackett, Sample & Hum-
mert and Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborne are pair showing interest

in this direction.

B. B. D. & O. is scouting several
outside freelance writers to handle
scripts on assignment. Doesn't want
them in the office, but work from
their own locations. B. S. & H. is in

the market for writers on its raft of
daytime script and serial shows.
They'll create around characters and
plot supplied by agency idea boys.

WMCA Displacing WHN
On Ship Interviewing

WMCA, New York, displaces
WHN Sept. 26 as gangplank inter-

viewer for French Line. WMCA has
secured exclusives on French and
also the Cunard lines, except for spe-
cial events.

WHN stepped into the gangplank-
ing early this summer when WMCA
pulled its lines out for seasonal rest,

but only went after the French Line.
WMCA's gangplanking by Frankie
Basch and Martin Starr are recorded
versions broadcast from platters

after boats dock.

Harry Smith a Suicide
SeattleT^ept. 20.

Harry Ray Smith, 53, former San
Francisco radio commentator, ended
his life in his hotel room here by
taking poison.

Coroner is trying to locate rela-

tives.

Garner with Blair

Chicago, Sept. 20.

Richard Garner, formerly with
Procter & Gamble and the Kas'-or

agency, has joined the John Blair

rep firm here as station promotion
manager.

Affiliates Claim NBC and
CBS Disrupt Entire In-

dustry Via Semr-Amuial
Sited Shifts to Follow time
Changes in Only a Few
Large Keys— Losing 8
Weeks of Commercials
Yearly

SPOT BIZ SUFFERS

As the broadcasting business ap-
proaches the return to standard time
(2(5), when it must subject program
schedules to their twice-annual up-
heaval, various independent station
operators are raising the squawk
mat through this device the net-
works are costing themselves and
their affiliates millions of dollars a
year. These broadcasters contend
that the practice of shifting program
schedules every April arid Septem-
ber, to conform to the status of day-
light saving time, has created a psy-
chology in the advertising field that
bodes to make it increasingly tough
for radio when 'it comes to getting
its share of appropriations.

This^ critical element declares that
it carihot yet understand why NBC
and Columbia must disrupt the en-
tire industry just because New York
and a few other large cities have
adopted daylight saving. The rail-
roads, it is pointed out, haven't
found it necessary to conform, and
there is no reason why the webs
shouldn't start taking count of the
financial harm that these two yearly
changes entail and abandon the prac-
tice altogether.

By shifting, its argued, broadcast-
ing loses five weeks of business in
the spring and another three weeks
in the fall. Advertisers and their
agencies have got into the habit of
pulling or holding off the starting
dates of campaigns according to the
time shifts. This attitude puts radio
at a disadvantage when it has to
compete with magazines, newspapers
and other media.
An advertiser does not consider

the daylight savings angle when
charting out the opening and closing
dates of a print campaign, but it's

common for him to instruct his
agency to defer starting a radio pro-
gram until the schedules are back
on standard .time.

Because NBC and Columbia want
to make it convenient for themselves
in home office operations, there is

no reason why, say these local
broadcasters, that 300 stations
throughout the country must go into
twice-annual handsprings, and at the
same time imperil a large amount of
national spot business. .They 'say
that the growing tendency toward
shorter campaigns in radio makes it

imperative that the broadcasting in-
dustry do something about it.

NBC Loses Two Commercials

San Francisco, Sept. 20.

Inability to deliver the time
wanted cost NBC's Coast Red net-
work two quarter-hour commercials,
the Cardinet Candy Co.'s 'Night Edi-
tor,' a dramatic narrative written
and presented by Hal Burdick, and
S. & W. Fine Foods, Inc.'s 'I Want a
Divorce,' dramas dealing with mari-
tal difficulties and their solution.
Both programs shift to CBS' Coast

web starting Oct. 16, the 'Divorce'
drama being set for the 7:30 p.m.
PST spot over KSFO, KNX, KOIN.
KARM, KIRO, KFPY. KVI, KSL, and
the 'Night Editor' program follow-
ing at 7:45 p.m., over KSFO, KNX,
KOIN, KARM, KIRO, KFPY, KVI,
KSL, KLZ, KOY, KGGM.
Cardinet .recently signed a year's

renewal with NBC and Sunday (18)
celebrated the completion of its

fourth consecutive year of sponsor-
ship of the 'Night Editor' program
on NBC's Coast Red chain. When the
regular Sunday night spot at 9 p.m.
became unavailable because of the
shift back to Standard Time in the
east Sept. 24 and the resultant upset
in Coast radio schedules, Cardinet

Spot Biz Picks Dp; Esty Agcy. Uses

Old Gag in Buying Up Time for Camel

BRADY'S SOAP SPOT

Sweetheart Cleanser Sponsoring
Bway Producer in Original Sketches

William A. Brady, legit producer,

has been signed for a radio commer-
cial set to start Oct. 5 on NBC Red.
Brady will do two 15-min. shots

weekly on Wednesday and ' Friday
nights at 7:30, sponsored by Sweet-
heart Soap.
Producer will be surrounded by a

group of Little Playhouse Players,

presenting original sketches pro-

duced by Ed Wolf. Agented by
William Morris.

missus' Tide Dispute

Ends When CM WBBM
Sells Rights for W6N

Chicago, Sept. 20.

Though the Fitzpatrick Bros, firm
for Kitchen Klenzer now has the
'Meet the Missus' interview program
on WBBM for a schedule of nine
appearances weekly, the Columbia
station here called in its attorneys
yesterday (Monday) when the
Kitchen Klenzer outfit set plans to

use the same program title for a
similar shpw on WGN.
WBBM . claims that the *Meet the

Missus' title is its own creation and
will not permit its use on other sta-

tions without authorization. How-
ever, yesterday the parties had got-

ten together on a tentative plan for

the purchase of the show from
WBBM and then pipe it from WBBM
to WGN across the street.

Both WBBM and WGN have tie-

ups with the Home Arts Gfl!ld,

through which the interviews with
housewives and women's clubs are
arranged. .Show is scheduled for a
three-a-week ride on WGN. Show
itself is rated - among the tops in

Chicago, having listening Ratings up
to 30%.

Later sponsor will use different

name for show on WGN and will

also pick up interview from groups
other than Home Arts Guild. Which
represents an acknowledgment of

WBBM right to name and Guild
pickups.

WITHYC0MB QUITS WFIL

t M. POST; CL1PP IN

.Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

Don Withycomb, gon. of WFIL for
the past three years, resigned yes-
terday. Poor health was given as
'the reason. Sam Rosenbaum, WFIL
prez, said Withycomb was 'taking an
extended leave of absence and will

remain available to the station in an
advisory capacity/

Effective at once, Roger W. Clipp,

business manager of WFIL since

1935, has been named general man-
ager. Margaret C. 'Mike' Schaefer,
production manager, has been pro-
moted to assistant general manager,
and will be in charge of programs,
production and personnel. Jack
Stewart, sales director, will continue
in his present capacity, Rosenbaum
said, although reports current here
were that he would also exit.

agreed to take a Tuesday period.
However, when the new Tuesday
spot was also taken over by a coast-
to-coast commercial, Cardinet made
the move to CBS. Tomaschke-Elliott
agency of Oakland handles the ac-
count.

S. & W. likewise would have had
to give up its Sunday time for a
nationwide commercial after Oct. 6.

Producer Van Fleming, who has also
authored or adapted many of the
'Divorce' scripts, has submitted his
resignation to NBC execs hare, ef-

fective Oct. 10. He will go on the
payroll of Emll Brisacher & Staff,

agency which originated the pro-
gram idea. All the 'Divorce' dramas
are copyrighted by Brisacher.

Placement of spot business picked
up decidedly last week, with Camel
leading the money campaigns by a
wide margin. Ciggie company is

buying all sorts of announcement
niches for a concentrated slogan that
the William Esty agency hopes to

make the biggest thing of its kind
in tobacco merchandising. To cover
its designs while lining up available

time, Esty had advised station reps
that the product which it had in
mind was George 'Washington To-
bacco; This bit of guile hadn't been"
used in the business for some time..

Same .agency released contracts

for its Hind's Honey and Almond
Cream campaign.

.
It. also involves

spot announcements', at the rate of
twb-a-day, five! day's a week, over a
period of 10 weeks.
Marvel, ' )c. cigaret, . closed for

sports review and news periods on
stations in the east and midwest.
In some spots, the agency on the
account, Aitkin-Kynett, of Philadel-
phia, bought two shows a night for
every night in the week but Sun-
day. On other stations it tied up all

available news programs and sports
commentators. One latter case in
point was WBBM, Chicago, where
the contract calls' for a monopoly
of the outjet's three sports com-
mentators, John Harrington, Pat
Flarmagan and Charlie Grimm.
Nash joined the spot list with an-

nouncements and Chevrolet started

laying plans for concentrating six

quarter-hour programs during the
week previous to 'the unveiling of
its new models late this fall.

Ray Perkins Will M.C.

4ft-Station Participator

On Mut'!; No Jessel Spot

Mutual net's giant participating
program of 40 stations and 40 spon-
sors resumes Sept. 25. Agented by
Redfield-Johnstone, which reserves
time and then peddles to local spon-
sors from coast to coast.

Ray Perkins will m.c. show, which
is to be labeled 'Band of the Week
and Song of" the Week,' timed for
6:30 to 7 p.m. every Sunday for 13
weeks. Howard Clothes is bankroll-
ing the New York end on station
WOR.
Bands already lined up for session

through Music Corp. of America are
Richard Himber, George Olsen, Red
Norvo-Mildred Bailey, Eddy Duchin,
Al Goodman, Peter Van Steeden,
Ozzie Nelson, Vincent Lopez, Kay
Kyser, Bunny Berigan, Buddy
Rogers, Larry Clinton and Leo Reis-
man. Vocalists with bands will han-
dle 'Song of Week* gag.
Attempts' were made to sell pre-

ceding, half .hour, from to .6:*30, on
same basis, with George Jessel han-
dling show, but there weren't suf-
ficient bites from sponsors. Jessel
conducted program last year.

RADIO F0LL0WUPS ON

CURRENT B'WAY PLAY

Series of comedy sketches about
Henry Aldrich, leading character in
'What a Life,' at the Biltmore, N. Y.,
will be heard on the Kate Smith
show for 13 weeks beginning Sept.
29. Ezra Stone, Betty Field, Leah
Penman and Clyde Fillmore will be
in the radio cast.

Clifford Goldsmith, author of
'Life,' is writing the series, which
continues the activities of the char-
acters in the play.

Boice Quits CBS

H. K. Boice, v-p in charge of sales
for CBS, resigned yesterday after-
noon (Tuesday). No successor
named.
He joined CBS in J930 as sales

manager, owning from JL,ennen &
Mitchell agency. He was, made a
v-p in 1931.
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Oct 8—Illinois ,

'Qot IB—Nebraska
Oct 22—Kansas. State....;..

Oct 29—Wisconsin
Nov. - 3—Boston College .......

..Chicago

I IANA. I MAINE
. .ColumbuaiSept. 24—Rhode Island State

i"« • • •

ARIZONA
Oct '1—louttam Methodist......

Oct 8—'New Mexico State......

Oct. ' 16—'Santa, Clara. ....

Oct 21—*b»yote <L. A.)
Oct 29—*N«<r Mexloo.
Nov. 8-C*htenary ..............Shreveport
- — Tucson I OARNEGIE TECHNov.-13-T*ia» Mines...

«

Nor. 1»—Marquette-
Nov; 24—Mtfntans

ARKAN8A8
Sep. 24—Oklahoma A. and M.
Oct ' 1—Testae Christian; .....

Oct- 8—Baylor «

Oct IS—Texaa .- __ .

Oct 22-Banta Clara Ban Francisco

SC
b

*nd U""W
FlwttevuB loct.' 1-Ariiencan V Washington.- p. C I Nov! 12-Co"rneil":

Nov. 8—^Kloe.
-
. ............... ..*ay«wviiie »«n.irnit- -U ..- Detroit I Nov. 20—Stanford

Nov. la-Southern Methodist........ ADallae 'Oct J^^i1*^^^ Washington, D.-<3
1
fl

Nov. 18-Ml«l8itppl ....Memphis [Oct. ah-W. va. wewejao.^Mingwn, ^. ^,

?H2!? l0rt. • i-DaVls-Elftlns
i.„,."Eucson l0ct. 8—Wlttenher«

lOct IB—Holy Cross
lOct 22—Notre .Dame

Fayettevillo loct.
-29—Akron-

, .Fort Worth Inov; v8—Pltteburgh
.Fayettevllle Nov. 12—Duquesne
.Little Rock

/Berkeley.] Oct 8-Harvard ..

. .Berkeley I Oct. W-Syracuse .

.

1 Oct 22-Penn State.
Oct- 29—Columbia

_ . . Nov. 12—Dartmouth
jBoston I Nov, 24—Pennsylvania
Buffalo | .—

»

Philadelphia CREIGHTON
Buffalo I Oct. l-'South Dakota Omaha
Buffa o 0ct> »_»oklahome. A. and M.......Omaha, I GEORGETOWN - . , —

Jl?«aK I
O**. IB-frake Dei Moines „ nvdn-J Washington D.O. Nov. 18-N«Draska

iSJgSSte ^wMT^^ SffWS'g iowa state
'
SoV. ^Bt^efe'i J." :;:::::.C^ Oat, i^^°lphrM.con.W^g^

t

JO
;^ Bep.-.S3-'Donv«r \jt .." J " "•w 9*»f l9dV .W^^^^^VdeVphl? I Oct 1-Luth.r.

.Champaign loct l-N. Y. U.

.

Lincoln I Oct, 8—New Hampshire.,
loomlngton I Oct, 16—Connecticut State i.

.Madison I Oct 22—Bates -
......BostonlOct 29—Colby
Bloomington I Nov. 8—Bowdoln

, .. .Lafayette I '

MARQUETTE

• l *Mr.y.m _ • I Nov. • a—Boston uo
..........Ithaca I Beet 2d—'Look Haven Tea..-.B«Aver Falj» Nov. 12-Iowa .....

..Cambridge octT 1-^Albright.. Reading I NoV. 19-Purdue ...

Syracuse 0ct> 7_«west Chester Tea..... ....Chester IOWA

.seas E'H^r.:H*iSri at tats* -^j^d&j^s^
Philadelphia Nov. ^Bethany Bcavee Fal|s oct IV-Cbleap

Nov!l2-F. and M Lancaster
| Oct 22-Colgato

Nov.'l»—Westminster,

-enleara Oct. 14-*Kansaa State.

'""YoVfa city Oct. 22-Texae Christian.

*""lowa City Oct. 20-lowa State.

• e * ft •

e

Nov. 12—Indiana
.Iowa City I

Nov. 26—Texaa Tech.

VadlK
...Cbtcu
Mllwtult
Mllwtuli
MllwtuX
MtlWMlj.

....LubM

Nov. 13—Loyola (N. O.) . . .

.

CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY

Plttaburghi Nov. 19-rNorth Dakota State.

.

-.MSST /DARTMOUTH
South Bend I Sept 24—Bates •. .

. . ;. .Akron -I
Oct 1—St. Lawreh;e.

. ittsburgh I Oct 8—Princeton

. Ittsburgh I
Oct, 15—Brown ... M" 'Oct 22-Harvard ...
Oct 29—Yale
Nov. 5—Dickinson

i,r„ ni_fniiM n" Tulsa lOct. 29^-St. Loulii U.'...,Wa*hlngton. I). C. I . -
I Nov. jb—Bucraeu i«wjiiourB; i nov. o—itoieira

.Nov. 24^-TuIta U TUW
*tiJor. «-De ^^;"A:'v:;iV.,^,a

?l
) S.P^VVi'.V;' ^^n^ «°v. 24-West Virginia. .Washington, D. d Nov. 12-Brooklyn CollegeABMV Ikov. H-Mlaml (Fla.)..Washington, D. C. I Sept 24r-'North Carolina SUte. ...Charlotte I . ^ I lALinie una„ Jnov 20-Loyola (N. 0.)^....New Orleans Oct 1-Duke ..Durham GEORGIA. ' JOHNS. HOP .

£l
t
^-v!

1

pM..Y:':;:;::::7.7.we
,

.t pSSt 2»-« ca^.™******?. »• c oct
1
5^w^

fni::::
»»».

:^»i!S 1^24-^. cuadej MhAL Utgfe^Mfc^ 1

ocf t-Columbla ...west Point
[ CENTENARY j| SSJ.

22-North Carolina .Davidson |l*t.
\ get!

CcJlege. .CMtertown

DAVIDSON

.Omaha. Oct. 2ft—Teraule...... r-niimuciym* 1
x-r- = Mihranlta

1

Nor. 4-'Bucknell Washington. D. C. get :£Nebrajka .

.

. Nov. 12-Wcit Virginia .Morgantowo.1 ?ct ls-Missoun

. .Hanover I Nov. 19-Maryland College. Park

Princeton GEORGE WASHINGTON
. .

.

, Hanover I n«pt, 30—'Furman Washington, D. 0.
»•• ••Cambridge-

1

))ct. 7—«Butler ...Washington. !>• O/.

New Haven l ))ct- i&^colorado Boulder
Hanover 4Kt, 2i_«Davie-Elklns, Washington, D. O.

Oot. 28—'Mississippi.....Washington, D. O.
I.lov. 6—ClemsOn. . . ; Greenville
WoV.12—Kaneae lngto*, D. O.
Nov. 19—Bucknell Lewisburg/

...........
.... *a .......

.

.......

. .Ithaca'
..Palo Alto

MARYLAND
. .Denver 1 8ep"t 24-Rtchmond U. .'. . .College Fa

. .
Ames oct. 1-Penn State State ColM

....Lincoln oct ^Syracuse Syrscu
• .Columbia .oct. 15-Western Maryland. ;Baltlro

Oct 22—Kansas .Amesloct. 22-Vlrglnla College Pi

Oct 29-Marquitte Ilwaukee
\ QcL 29--V. M. I .....College Pr

Nor. 6—Drake « • •• *JJJ» Nov. 12-Florida Galneiv
Nov. 12=-Kanaa» Btht ...Manhattan Nov. 19-Georgetown ". College Pi

Nov. 1»—Oklahoma -. .Ams»
j NoVt 2t-W. and L. Baltla

ITHACA

.

Set ' »Hu^^*!::::::;:::::::.. . .nSSSi 24-Amencn intern»tion.i....Amh
S

22-Clarkeon Tech Potsdam Oct. 1-Bowdoln r
BnD£i

29—Panzer ,t Bast QrangeJOct. ^Connecticut^ State. ,.8W

'MASSACHUSETTS STATE

Oct.
Nov. 6-Hofetra

Oct# 18-Harvard .Cambridge L

Oct 22-Boston V ...West Point Date. Opponent
Oct. <Z9—Notro Dame Yankee Stadium Sept. 17-Loulslana, Normal
-Nov. 6-F. and M
Nov. 12—Chattanooga.
Nov. lB-^Prlnceton . .

.

Nov.-26-rNavy

. ARNOLD
,

Oot 1-MontcIalr Tea
Oct 8—Wagner -..w
Oct. 15—Bates!
Oct. 23^-LoweII Textile ,
Nov. 6>New 'York Aggies....
TJpv. 12-^Hartwlck

*Jfar. 19—Bergen College ......

AUBURN
'Sept. j3—'Blrmtngham-Soukh.
Oct 1—Tulane
Oct 8—Tennessee
Oct 14—'Mississippi State...
Oct 22—Georgia Tech ,.

Oct. 29^-Rlce
Nov. 6—Vlllanova
Nov. 12—Louisiana State.....
Nov. 19-O*orgla .;
eSov. 29—Florida

BATES
'Bept 24—Dartmouth
Oct 1—New Hampshire.....
Oct.- t-Northeastern
Oct 16—Arnold .....
Oct. 22—Maine ...,.<*....»
Oct 29—Bowdoln
Nor. U-Colby

BAYLOR

Place. Nov. 8^-Wofford ^...Davidson Oct 16-Mercer..
, V8!£eXSP£!J Nov. 12-VI M. I Davidson -h^et. 22-Holy Cr
.Fort. Worth l

.Nov. 24-Wake Forest Charlotte Nor. 6-Florlda.
......Ablleae I- nitne ei viiue .IWov. 12—Tulane..

.Memphia DAV»3«ELKINS I Kov. 19—Auburn.
:

«ept2I-'St, Vincent .......Latrobe IWov. 28-Georgla Tech

.........

..........

.West 'Point ISept 24—Texas Christian

.Went Point |Oct 1—Hardln-Slmmone- . j..

...Princeton |Oct 8—Southwestern ........

Philadelphia |Oet UKBaylor
"Oct 22-tMIssIbbIppI ......^...OKord.i oot. i_camegie Tech Ittsburgh I Dec. a-'Mlaml (Fla.)/.
Oct. 29—Loyola (L. 'A.) — . .Shreveport I Oct 8-W. Va.. Wasleyan..< Elklns I

. . _
, . . .Montdalr INov. S^Artsona B1r'YS?yt .l Oot 13^-Mt St Mary's... .EmmiUburg I GEORGIA TECH
.New Haven |Nov^12—Mississippi State...........Meridian I oot 21—'Gtforge. Washington....Washington 1 4»»t ""l—Mereer. Imaw io i>. vatti ... .nhbA«mArt I n.» « «» , .oTean - -

A raorwDr -

Athenk I Nov. 6—Swartbmore
Worceeter -Nov. 12-Altegheny ..Worcester

.1 Nov..1B_Ameriean- U
Nov. 2eVSt John's <Md.)..

Ithaca] Oct IS—Rhode Island State <..Amh<

Unseal Oct. -22—Worcester Tech fAmhi
Oct. 29—Amherst .* Amni
N6v. 6—Ciiast Guard Acad.. ...... .Amw

- - - -
, ,T

edt

Haverford

.........
Baltjmorel MIAMI (FLORIDA) . .

Baltimore Sept 30-'SprlnB HIU M i

...Baltimore oct. 2—'Tampa U. "Wi

...Annapolis
I oct is-'Flor|da a* l

1?"lf

JUNIATA '(Oct. 22—Drake ?n

"•-MiamT llOot 1-Waitalngtoa College...Chestertown Ntv.'^Sww i^.I'Mlfl
. .

.
.Miami ll „„t ^ Bethlehem ^v! ll^CaiholIc U. . .. ........ .Washlnf]

, .Jacksonville
New Orleans

Columbus |!

Athene

Oct - IS—Moravian
Oct 32—Draxet

.........
, . . .Lewleton INov. l£-De Paul '.. .Dhbereport I Oct 29HBU . Bonaventure

Lowell INov. 22-^Loulslana Techi,,. < ..,.uhreveporti Nor. ll—Balein .

.Farmlngdale I I Nov.-lS—Elon
On«onta I CENTRE

..Hackensack gept. 24r-Mlisfsafppl Colle.m.
lOct. l-Chattanooga ......
|Oct ft—Transylvania

Oct 8—Notre Dame.
".gjgShw. 15-Duk.

Danville
Danville

Atlantd
Atlanta
Durham

Nov; 29-MorrI. HarV.-yV.Ch.rl-eiton; W. Va. V£\\ l^and.rtlit ' \\\\\
,

.\\\7.7.7N«hvm.
DELAWARE INov. 5—Kentucky Atlanta

Nov. 12—Alabama .Atlanta

Philadelphia Nov. 18-'Duquesne
I Nov. 26-'Bucknell|0.st» 29—Hiram ........ ------ ..u<. —outiuimi .

|
Nov; 8—Hartwlck Huntingdon!5^ 2—'Georgia .'.

e-e e e* e

Nov. 12-Brldgewater .Huntingdon]
I Nov. 19—Lebanon Valley„ Huntingdon I

SBiiMjanfii ,

...:mu

....Mil

....M»

MICHIGAN

Date. Place.

Oct. 1-Mlohlgan State
Oct, 8—Chicago n ,

Oct. 16—Minnesota

Oct 22-Lehlgh...
Oct. 39-Washlngton (St L.)...-..

?£ I Oct, 29-St. j-obn's (.. ..U3uuyuie| Nftv 5—»p, m. C.

KAN8AS
vaw/iuv i fL.L <_Tt,,inu. • M.wArV |«ov. 1a—Aiaoaraa .., ...Aiiania I uaic. Opponent ,_ _ „.

.

„„n.^1_._. loct. Fj^rransyivania .-Danville 2"* i_^S5lDh^Macon'' ^S" DeL NPV. 19-Flprlda Atlanta Iflept 24-Texa* n . .Lawrjnee I Oct. J^VaJe .

iX™ rtSwK- Oct lfl-VIUanova Philadelphia °«{« ^fl^^E- ' "^ Carlisle
Nov. 26-Georgla Athena Oct -1-Notre Dame South Bend O^ct 29-HllnolB

Ne
%-SliSXl! Oct 22-Preahyterlan ..' Danville ] S?^ iS^Pi^i"*"1 V^£M$?}? iDec. 29-Callfornla Berkelev l:Oct. 8-Woshburn Lawronei I

Nov. 6-Pennsylvanla

'unteomerv|Oct- 39-Washlngton (I
*

f?i
m
JX Nov. *-W. and L

Nov. 12-Ohio Wesleyan

i.VmShS Nov. l^Loul^in
•B

'.c

n
«iu

B
mbT. i. CHATTANOOGA

...Danville!
,S.t 'Louts

Delaware, Ohio
Louisville..

M.w.ri, n.i iucv. 'o—vaiuornia Berkeley |:Oct. 8—Washburn Lawronc-3

""Newirk' dSi I ^. .,;..„„. I Oot. 16-Oklahoma Lawrence

Nov 5-'P MC ' '"Atlantic Cltv GETTYSBURG ,Oct. 22-Iowa State ... .y Ames
Nw:.12tD̂ x71\?:::;; :\\\\\\^S

C
> Set Oct. l-Bucknell .'...I^wlsburg 0^- ^Kan

r
a"

u
StaU

"t^wrlne.
Nov.lJ-Waehlngton College. ...Chestertown |oct. l^Drexel. ^JMJt \^y\ l£Se^ WMhtai^W^in^pJa

Oot. 29-rMuhlenberg' 7.7.7.'." !!.'.'.AIlentow!i I
Nov. 24-Mtssourl .

Nov. 12—Northwestern
INov. 19-Ohlo stat

..Ann Ai
.Ann At
Mlnneop
New Hi
..Ann ai

,.„..Ann At
Ann Ai

,.. ....coiuog

••e • e.*

DETROIT
Jacksonville lgel,L 23—Tennes'sse Poly ChatUnooga I S'Pf* ^^V."1"* Lafayette INov. 6—W. and J

'oe? iZciSrW &nville 8*P t> 3Q-'Western State Tea Detroit INov. 12-Urslnus .,

Hanover oct 14-'Sonthwestern .."...Chattanooga' Uj^.'l°J\
£°n*se - 'VmmSmvI fiANTAfA...Lewleton joct a-'Howard Chattanooga

|
°£ ^V

n ,m,.^,
ph-1!"<leIP'jl» I GONZAGA

ee ••»»«••«*••

..Boston joct. as—'Blrmrngham-Bouthem ...Gadsden
Lewtston Im,,^ ^-Tenntssee

"

'V.\£E2!!2 Nov. 12-.army .

"Lewleton
Nov. 24-Mercer , Chattanooga

CHICAGO
Bept- 24-Southwestem Waco loct" 1-Bradley Tech Chicago
Oet 1-Okla, A. and M Wichita Falls lOct. ri-Mlchlgaq .; Ann Arbor
Oct .-8—Arkansas Fayettevllle loct- 16—Iowa Chicago
Oct 16-Centenary Waco Oct 22-Ohlo State .•.;.„,...Columbu»,

Oct 22—Texas A. and M... Waco I Oct. 28—Depauw Chicago
Oct. 29—Texaa Christian Fort Worth Jnov. 6-Harvard ...Cambridge
Nov. 6>-Texaa > Austin Nov. 12-Cnll. Paelf Chicago
iNov. 11-Loyola (L. A.) Loa Angeles Nov. 18—Illinois Chicago
INov. 19-8outhem Methodist v . .Waco
Wov.2«-Rlce .: Houston

1 ^ CITADEL. (THE)~
.Charleston

Oct. 28—'Duquesne . .

.

" '"K^xvMe I
Nov. 5-North Dakota. .. . .

..".

W«t Point I ^ov« 12-North Carolina Statewent Fowl l Wov< 19_Tulla u
Nov. 27—Santa Clara

ICKINSON

• J'
lt,
A^VI?.

h ISept. 23-'Coll. Puget Sound
•» '.'TOJ I

0* 1 - 2-St Mary's

MICHIGAN STATE m
.

..Sept, 24-Wayne East HI
.Columbia I ocft 1-Mlchlgan A"?.^

Gettvuhnrr I i/.ueAe ctati! I Oct 8-Illlnola Wesleyan East MB
Collecev llf

KANSAS STATE oct. IB-West Virginia. iMo'ganW

GettMbUK 1-Northwestcna 3 .Evanston . Oct. 22-Syracuse East Li«
uewjsourg

\ QcU 8_MtMourl Manhattan Oct. 29-Santa Clara .....East.Lin*

Oct. 11—'Marquette , Mllwaukeo I Nov. 8—Missouri V.njJS~ " " Bloomlngton I Nov. 12—Marquette *» ,J™»n^b.««H 0ct ' 22—Indiana
t?P2?i

a"e
ll Oct 29-Kansas

??j^-|oct! .I^NprthDakota! ! ! ! ! !
!?". .Spokane

» N««Vr«-Pktahoma
• . • • .DCtrolt'lOct lfL^Tdnha ' vr»a»AM II *'vv» a*—iuwo oit»i • t ••••••••• .fmiuiaiuui iUULCOVini
.Sacramento Oct 2^wSSwnkton"sute-7.7.7.7.sW M^"" flept 24-Wllilama W,«,SNov. 6-MontanS. !/.!!. Spokane Nov. 34-Nebraska Lincoln I oct, 1-Hartwlck M JJ"

Nov. 12—Iowa State

Manhattan I Nov. 19—Temple.
. .Norman f

...East Wi
Mtteiitu

.Mnnhattan
\ iDDLEBURY

INov. 11—Texas Tech
Spokane

Oct. l_Muhl.nberg ....C,rll,h In^M^^V^^'\V:^V^lS^ II
KENTUCKY

Oot 8-Urslnu ; Collegevllle Nov. 27-Loyola (L. A.) Los Angeles Sept 2t-Mnryvllle Tea..

BOSTON- COLLEGE Isept. 17 -'D^vMaon ..

Hep. 24-CanlsIus Boston lsept-24-OcorKla
Oct. 1-r-Northeastem Boston Septao-'Wnke Forest;.

Oct 12—Detroit V - Boston Oct 7-Pro»hylorlan ..

Oct, 21—'Temple Philadelphia loct 15—Fiirman,
•Oct 29—Florida .Boston loct 22—Tsnnessoe
Nov. 3—Indiana ;.... Boston I Oct. 29—WofCoM
Nov. 11—Boston- U Boston I Nov.- fi—Richmond U...
Nov. 19—St. Anselm's Boston Nov. 11—Onlcthorpe .....

Nov. 28-Holy Cross Boston | Nov. 24-North Carolina State

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
Oct. . 1-LehlRh
Oct, 8—St. I^-iwrence su»,.i.. -r_ e^.,--,,.,,,

Safe» Wes't
3

Po nt Oct lto
Pr
c
B N Y.VOct 22—Army wi?c r

.
ln
i lnr» •><>—Tih«r»

Oct. 29-Wcatern Rcservo ....Cleveland g«. SlLY" ,*
r

•

Nov. 5-Tampa U , Boston I
Oct. lnW> r»

Nov. lt-Bosion College ..: Boston .rAt

Ur
L.wroi,ce

Nov. 10-Vlllanova .' Boslon l^. la-ot Law Mice.

Oot. 15—Delaware ',.

Oct. 22—W. and J ;,

Oct. 29-Washlngton College,
Nov. 8—Dartmouth ;

Nov. 12—Susquehanna
Nov. 24-Gettyaburg

DRAKE
Sept. 23—'Central flowa) . .

:

*Monmouth
Athens | Oct. l-'Washlngton (St. L.)

. ..Charlotte I Oct. 8—Northwestern
...Charleston Oct. 15-'Crelghton

Greenville 'Oct 22-Mlnml (Fla.)— Oct. 29—Grinncll
Nov. 3—Inwa State -.

Nov^l2-Tulsa 0

..Knoxvlllo

.Charleston

.Charleston

.Chnrleston

....Raleigh

Carlisle I HAMILTON
.Chestertown lOct 1-R. P. I , Troy [

•Hanover Oct. 8-Hobart ± Clinton
..Carlisle Oct. 15-Oberlln Oberlln

Gettysburg |Oct. 22—Rochester Clinton 1

Oct. 29—Swarthmore , ,. .Swartlimoro

:

- ... .Nov. 5-Havcrford Clinton
.Des Moines INov. 12—Union Schenectady
* ,D

«.
M
$Ki! HAMPDEN-SYDNEY

Evanston Iflept. 24-W. and L Lexington
.Des Moines lOct, 1—Georgetown ....Washington, D. C.
Des Moines lOct. 8—Richmond U Hampden-Sydnev
Des Moines lOct. 15—Emory and Henry Blucfleld-

Ames Oct. 22-RUtgers New Brunswick'
Des Moines (Oct. 29—American TJ...,.,Hampden-Sydney

Oct 8-Coast Guard Acad....«Mlddlel

.Oct. 16-Tufte -«fa
. .Lexington Oct 22-Norwlch ;

N255
, ..Lexington Oct 39-Connecttcut State Mtaeuei

Oct. 8-VRndeibilt Lexington • Nov. 6-Colby ijHSSS-------- " n2_V*rmont Middle!

Oct 1—Oglethorpe ..

Oct. 15-W. and L. -Lexington I Nov. 12—Vermont
Oct. 2Z-Xavler ......
Oct. 29-'Alahama ....
Nov. 5—Georgia Tech
Nov. 12—Clemson
Nov. 24—Tennessee . .

.

KNOX
Oct, ~ 1—Ripon , Rlpon
Oct. 8-Lake .Forest Galesburg'
Oct. 15-MUllkln Decatur
Oct. 22-Bclolt Galeshurg
Oct. 29-Cornell (Iowa) Mount Vornon

Cincinnati
.

..Lexington MINNESOTA
#

.

f'Kin!.?^ 2i-^Vashlnston W JM

J

v^ ?u 'Oct 1-Nebraska »J
nnej

....Knoxvllle I 0ct< x_purdue .; M nn
«!S

Oct l.Y-Mlchlgan Mlnnet,

Oct. 2n-Northwestern . . . .4 . . . • -

Nov. 5-lowa o ,?n, 1

Nov. 12-Notro Dame Sol,lV.J

Nov. 19—Wisconsin J'
.Mill

Dec, 2-Nev/ Mexico State...Stato Colloge INov, 5—W. and M . . .

.

'Bt
!Bo

eXT

n |Oct 1-fyracu.,.

CLARKSON TECH
Syracuse

Springfield
Lewlsohn Stadium

Voted*m
, . .Pnlsilam

...... .....Potsdam
PolJdam

I

DREXEL
Sept. 24—Randalph-Mdcon .

Oct. 8—Susqurlionnn
Oct. IS—Gettysburg
Oct. 22—Juniata
Oct 29-F. and M.i
Nov. .1—Muhlenberg

,

Nov. 12-r>cla\vare. ..

.

Nov. 19—Urslqus ....

Nov, 12—Randolph-Macon ...

...Ashland I „' HA^TWICK
. .Scllnsgrove Sept. 24-'Alfred
.Philadelphia |Oct. 1—Mlddlebury ....
.Philadelphia Oct 8-Thlel

, Lancaster Oct. 13-Lobanon Valley ....
.......Philadelphia Oet. 22-New Britain Tea..,.

Newark, Del. N°v. 3—Juniata
,

Collegevllle N
.
ov- "--Arnold ........

|Nov. I9-Swarihmore ...^v.

.Williamsburg
.Richmond

Nov. " ,1-Coo
Nov. I2-Brndley Tech,
Nov. 18-Monmouth . .

.

.Galeehiirg

.Galesburg
.Monmouth

•!••
. t

LAFAYETTE
...Alfred I

Oct.-,' 1-Pennaylvanla rMillndPlphl.t

iddlebury Oct.r 8-Brown " Providence
..Oneonta I Oat. Hi—W. «n-l J VJnMon
.Annvllle Oct. 22-N. Y. ir. Easton
.Oneonta I Oct. i:i-t;r.»inus Xii-.tnn
untln ,un I Nov. S-Ponn Slater ' Pl.ile Collcgn
.Oneonta Nov. 12-Rutgnra New Biunswl<"K

wanlimoro I Nov. 19-LuIiikIi ... Easton

MISSISSIPPI M #

Iflept, 24-'Loulsla'na State Baton ,

Oct., 1 -Louisiana Tech \t

Oct. A B—Mississippi Teachers
Oct. l'i—Vanderhlll

I Oct. 27— Centenary
..o»l

Oct. 3Z— i:cnienary •• •• •/-
B.

Oct. 2R-'G. Washington..Washington,
U\\

Nov. .l-8t. Louis V st
'oW

Nov. 12-arwanre
Nox*. tfl-^Arkansas .

Nov. 2<*-Mlsslsslppl Stale.
Dec. 3—Tennessee r.
'Night game.

Mew!

....M«di<

> :' ::y:ie:»»«^:;W.¥--v--

I The year's big football picture, Para
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THIS SATURDAY!
high school games and pack the football fans into your theatre

isle. Opponent.

MISSISSIPPI STATE
PlM*.

.oward .State College

*t . 1-Florlda .State Col egew I-Loulslaoa Te ......State College
-"Auburn .. Montgomery
Duquesne ... Pittsburgh

r »r-'fulane ..New Orleans'

JL S-LouUlena State......Baton Rouge
Sr.' tt^entenaxy .............. .Meridian

or. 19-Southwestern ., ...Memphis
iSy, iMUsslislppt ......»..,State College

Missouri
iil-Freiltmen
' >4Toloradb

...Columbia
' ...Columbia

etM »Kansa* State- Manhattan
RjSrTowa State ......i.Columbla.
rr«-;w*ttiu)Ston (8t. L>,.,,,.8t--Loult
*«5i-iNebraska • .....Lincoln

or. • eVMlchlgau Stater «...Columbia
or. la-Oklahoma » Norman
ottlt'-St, Louli V. ....... St. Louis
»»; Ji-Kan.«as Columbia

:/ W0NTCLA!R TEACHERS
db5 '1-Atnold '. .Montclalr
MS* t-Hofstra. Hempstead
SMS-Miliersryie Tea.. MilterBvllle

et?*a—Kutstown Tea. ......... .Montclalr
rtt^a-E, stroudib'g Tea. .Bast- Stroudsb'g
«r. 12-New Britain Tea New Britain
or. Ur-Xrenton Tea ....Montclalr

MORAVIAN.
etf.-i-IUite* <f Bethlehem
ot 'I-Aebanon Valley '.Bethlehem
ob-.15-Junla.ta ....'.... ..Bothlehem
«t -U-Altrrlght , Reading
#. 3t-*8u*quehanna ..........Sellnsgrove
on S-Up«ala ....Bethlehem
flV.n-C. C. N. Y.....Lewbrohn Stadium
or, 19-Muhlenberg .Allentown

MOUNT ST." MARY'S
St.- J-8t Joseph'r. ....Philadelphia.
qt. . 8-<t. Bonaventure. Olean
ot, 15-Davls-Elklns Emmltaburg
it. 22—La Salle.... ..Emmttsburg

39—Western Maryland..,.Weatmlnater
B—Washington College. . .BJmmUaburg

»y<13—Canlslus
iri 30-Seranton U...

...Buffalo
Scranton

MUHLENBERG
ipt, J4-Upsala :

1^-Dicklnjon .............
8-VlUanove .

.

it.'. 15—F. and M ••«»»««••
d, SS-Unlmis
k'.ai-^Jettysbur ,
oVS-Drexel
or. U-Lehtgh
or. 19-Moravlan
gy.jt-Albrlght

.Allentown

...Carlisle

.Allentown
,Allentown
.Allentown
.Allentown

,
Philadelphia

.......Bethlehem
...... ..Allentown
.........Beading

„ Annapolis
. , Annapolla

. ..Annapolis
New Haven
, . .Baltimore
.Philadelphia

, . . .Baltimore
.Baker Field
.Philadelphia

i
. NAVY

tfcJl-W. and M.
it l-V. M. I

8-Vlrglnla ....
iClS-Yale .,

)U. JI—Princeton ..

l\r 29-Ponnsylvanla
ov. 8-Notre Dame.'.
or, 12—Columbia
or,2«-Ariny

^Z NEBRASKA
slrM-Vlnnesota '. Minneapolis
»t. ' 8-Iowa State Lincoln

K^-Ifidlaria Lincoln
it 12-Oktahoma t ...Nonnrin
9. 'J»-Mlseourl '.Lincoln
iw.' i5-Kan»aa .Lawrence
afclS-PIttsburgh Lincoln
or.lSt-Iowa i Iowa City
OT.JWCaniaa State" Lincoln

V'., NEW HAMPSHIRE
ijfcJI-Lttwell Textile ...'.Durham
et.l-Bttes Lawlslon
ct *-Maln Durham
it,,15-Co1by Watervllle
*. K-Vermont Burlington
*<.»-8t. Ansel ' . Durham

5-Tutta Medford
or/lz-Sprlngfleld Durham
or. U-Conncctlcut State Storra

.-^ NEW YORK AGGIES
ft. :1-Bergen College Farmlngdale
rt, 15-Hofstra Hempstead
tt 22-Wagner Orymes Hffl. B. I.
»t .39-New Britain Tea rarmtngdale
er. (-Arnold ;.. .^.Farmlngdale

.

;
* ' Niagara

Hu'SHf, 8sU* VlagBJA Falls
B"W-£KiWiattan Polo Grounds
5t ,Sr?.

t0Viaenc '.Niagara. Falls

K* iS~5J* Bonaventure ..Buffalo

E» 2~£riAW"Ilce"<f Canton
KlTrSls^kaon Tech...;..; Potadam
Sv'afcy'W^'S legal* Falls
*y>ft£M»l"lii» ...."..Buffalo
[OV. Jtr-Duquesne PHUburgb

NORTH CAROLINA

eL fc5S£h c»n>llna Btate Raleigh^ ,r?S"#ne Chapel Hill
Yankee Stadium

. . .Davldaon
Chapel Hill

or. iLiiwiK'.' Chapel Hill

i.jT
enl,L CharlotteavlUe

b«r,?
R
.

TH CAROLINA 8TATE
ci^fr»%!!d !?n Charlotte

? tSSSai"01 '11* ,.'.Hal.lgh

ct S^"??*? ...Raleigh
or. ftitf.ii.i I

Blackeburg
oy^De,«?f

U
,*t
n TanKM Stadium

WMlSuue'1 U

1

.Raleigh

^at-The citkdkK

. NORTHEASTERN
* fcSjKP Coll(K«':

tt&i" r«

Durham
.Raleigh

.....Boaton
Boaton
Boaton

'aa-aort^'filiS
1 " Manchester

Iov:!^a"J1?''«U •, Springfield

«ra£u7.»7. InUrn * tlona1 -8prlngfleld
?'*'A Kaat Orange

let a\ NORTHWESTERN
^ BUl« Kvanaton

ilS^OhlftB;:;i' •
'V •• • • .Kvanaton

Kvanatnn
.....Champaign

'Bvanatnn
.....r....,.Kvanaton

Ann Arbor
Evnnaton

"v-a»-.Volre Dame.
,

NORWICH
lrnh^rt ...
Wllliami

lpi. in
^""'h'lry

• 3rL»wil Trxlilc

Oeneva
Wllliarr. aiown
.New London
.. NorthfitftK
.. .Hurli/iKton

. Norllhrml-l

NOTRE DAME
Oct. 1-Kansas South Bend
Oct. 8—Georgia Tech Atlanta
Oot. IS—Illinois ...south Bend
Oct 22—Carnegie Tech South Bend
Oct. 29—Army Yankee Stadium
Nov. S-Navy ......Baltimore
Nov. 12—Minnesota..,,.,.., South Bend
Nov. 10—Northwestern Evanaton
Dee. 3—Southern California...Los Angeles

" OHIO UNIVER8ITY
Rent, it—Morris Harvey .' Athena
SeJ-t. 24—Illinois Ctfampalgn.
Oct. 1—Xavler ........... •.. ....Cincinnati
Oct.' 8—Western Reserve Cleveland
Oct. IS—Ohio Wcileyan Delaware. Ohio
Oct. 22—Wayne Athena.
Oct. 20—Cincinnati U, Athens:
Nov. B—Miami (Ohio)....,.., ...Oxford
Nov. 12—Dayton U ". Dayton
Nov. 19—Marshall Athena

OHIO 8TATE
Oct,

-
1—Indiana ....Columbus

Oct, 8—Southern California..,,;.Columbus
Oct 15—Northwoitem ...» Evanaton
Oct. 22—Chicago Columbus
Oot 20-rN. Y. U. .Polo Grounds
Nov. 6—Purdue Columbus
Nov.'12—Illinois Champaign
Not. 19—Michigan Columbus

OKLAHOMA
OoC 1—Rice Houston
Oot 8—Texas .-. -. Dallas
Oct .15—Kansas ............. — ...Lawrence.
Oct 22—Nebraaka Norman
Oct.* 39—Tulsa- Hi , Norman
Nov.. ' 8—Kansas State , Norman
Nov. 12—Missouri .Norman
Nov. 19—Iowa, State .Ames
Nov. 28—Oklahoma A. .and H... .-.Stillwater
Dm. 3—Washington J State .Norman
fNfgM game. • *

OKLAHOMA A. AND M.
Date. Opponent _ .Place.

8»pt lT-«CeirtraJ (Okla.) Te*. . . .SUltwater
Sept 24-Aritansan *- FayettevtUe
Oct. Ir-Baylor Wichita Falla, Teraa
Oct 8-^*Crelgktea , ...Omaha.
Oot 22—Tulsa. U.... «-.... TvUm.
Oot 28->*Wasbmm Stillwater

Nor. 4-^Waahlngton (St L.)....St. LouU
Ner. II—Oklahoma. City U...Oklahoma.' City
Nor. 19-Wlohiu U Btniwaur
Nor. 28-0klanoma ......i. ...Stinwatec

OREGON
Bept'24—Washington Stat*;... .«Pullman
Oet. l^C.. C; I* A ..........;EU»»ne
Oef. 16-^sKaSford .-Palo Alto-

Oct. az-Tordtuun ,po>> Graunda
Oct. '^W-Southern CalLf*rnfa Portland
Nov. 5-Idaho Bugaue)
Nor. 12-CaItrorola ,;.>»...;BFrtceley

Hot; l»V*reat»uigt'on ......^..-^.Fortland
Nor. 2»rOr»Bonr State,............Portia**

OREGON STATE,
•rpt.'24-Idahcr ......... .\ ... .Corvallie

OoC . 1-^Southtrn Caltfpnda..;Lo» Angefea
Oct S—Portlaad. Cerrallla
Oct' 15—Waahlirgton : .Seattle

Oct." 22—Waanlngton State. .Portland
Oct. ,29-CaUfornla ....Berkeley
NoT^J2-8taafotd
Nov. 2*—Oregon .'• ,PotJmb«
DeOiOf-U. C.* L. A.....«v.-i.Loa> AugeJea

PENN. MILITARY COLLEGE
Sept 18—'Wert Chtetet Tea,. .West Chester
Sept 24—Lehigh ."..Bethlehem
Oct. 8—F. and M...*. ......Lancaster
Oct 15—Urstnua Chester
Oct 29—Lebanon Valley. 4,u Cheater
Nor. 6—'Delaware .Atlantic City
Nov; 12—La Salle ....Philadelphia
Nov. 19—St Joseph's Philadelphia
Nov.' 24—West .Chester Tea...... Cheater

PENN STATE
Oct. 1—Maryland State College
Oct. &-Backne.ll « State College
Oct IS—Lehigh Bethlehem
Oct. .22—Cornell u.ijiMu .... .Ithaca*
Oct 29—Syracujie ....State" CoHfg*'
Nov. 5-Lafayette Stat* College
Nov. 12—Pennsylvania Philadelphia
Nov. 19-Plttsborgb; Pittsburgh

PENNSYLVANIA
Oct.*' 1-La/ayette .' .Philadelphia
Oct 8—Yale .....Philadelphia:
Oct IS—Princeton Princeton
Oct. 22—Columbia Philadelphia
Oct. 29—Navy Philadelphia
Nov. S—Michigan Ann Arbor
Not. 12—Penn State Philadelphia
Nov. 24-Comell Philadelphia

PITTSBURGH w
Sept24-Weat Virginia Pittsburgh

RENSSELAER P. I.

Oct 1—Hamilton Troy
Oct. 8—Rocheater Rochester
Oct. 15—Brooklyn College Troy
Oct. 22—Union .,.< ' Troy
Oct. 29—Coast Guard Acad New London
Nov. s—Worceater Tech Worcester
Nov. 12—Massachusetts State Troy
Nov. 19—Buffalo Buffalo

RHODE ISLAND STATE
Sept. 24—Maine .' Orono
Oct 1—Holy Croaa Worcester
Oot 8—American International...Kingston
Oct, IS—Massachusetts State .....Amherst
Oct 22—Brown Provldenco
Oct 2&—Worcester Tech Kingston
Nov.- 6—Connecticut State '.Storra
Nov. 11—'Providence Cranston

RICE
Oct. 1—Oklahoma Houston
Oct 8—'Louisiana State...,.Baton Rouge
Oct. 15—Tulano j '.New Orleans
Oct, 22—Texas ..Houston:
Oct '29r-Auburn Houston
Nov. 6—Arkansas ,. ...Fayettevllie
Nov, 12—Texas'A. and M. ...College Station
Nov, 19—Texas Christian M .Hou»ton
Nov, 26—Baylor ..Houston
Deo. 3—Squtuern Methodist Houston

RICHMOND
Sept 18—*Apprentice School. . .N'port News
Sept 24—Maryland ..College Park.
3ct. 1—Randolph-Macon Richmond
Jot 8—Hampden-Sydney ...Hampden-Syd.
Oct 16—V. IS. I..., , Richmond
Oct 22—Roanoke .., .Richmond
Oct. 29—W. and L ,, ......Richmond
Nov. 6—The Citadel Charleston
Nov. 11—v: P, I...., ^Richmond
Nov. 24—W. and IS .' Richmond

ROCHESTER
Oct." 1—Oberlln ...Rochester
Oct. 8—R. P. I Rochester
Oct 15—Amherst ...Amherst
Oct 22—Hamilton ........ u ,.. Clinton
Xtct 29—Hobart ..;....< Rochester.
Nov. 5—Union Rochester
Not. 12-rWesleyan Mlddletown

RUTGERS.
Sept 24—Marietta ...New Brunswick
Oct 1—Vermont New Brunswick
Oct 8—N. Y. U New Brunswick
Oct IS—Springfield I New Brunswick
Oct. 22—Hampden-Sydney...New Brunswick
Oct 29—Lehigh ....i. Bethlehem
Nov. 8—Princeton -...New Brunswick.
Nov. 12—Lafayette New Brunswick

ST. ANSELM'S
Oct""" 2-Providence Providence
Oct. 8—Brooklyn College Manchester
Oct 22—Northeastern Manchester
Oct. 29-*New Hampshire '.Durham
Nov. ll^Scranton U Manchester
Nov. 19—Boaton College Boston

ST. bonave'nture
Sept24—Manhattan .Randalls Island
Oct. 9—Mount St Mary's* Olean
Oct. 19—Niagara ..Buffalo
Oct 23—Scranton U. Scranton
Oct 29—Davls-Elklns Olean
Nov. 6—Canlslus ......Buffalo

Oct 1—Temple
Oct. 8—Duquesne
Oct . 15—Wisconsin

...Philadelphia
...Pittsburgh

•Madison
Oct '22—Southern Methodl Pittsburgh
Oct.* 29—Fordham
Nov. 5—Carnegie Teeh
Nov. 12—Nebraska
Nov. 19—Penn State. ..

.

Nov, 20—Duke

•Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh

, Lincoln
JPlttiburgh

Durham

PRINCETON
Oct 1-Willlams Princeton
Oct. a—Dartmouth Princeton
Oot. 15—Pennsylvania Princeton
Oct. 22—Navy Baltimore
Oct. 29—Harvard Cambridge
Nov. 5—Rutgers ,\.New Brunswick
Nov. 12—Yale : .Princeton
Nov. 19-Army ..Princeton

PROVIDENCE
Sept. 24-HoIy Crose Worcester
Oct, 2-St. Anaolm's Providence
Oct 9—Niagara lagara. Palls
Oct. 15-Manhattan ..Providence
Oct. 22-Spiingfleld Springfield

Oct. 29-xavler Cincinnati
Nov. 5—C. C. N. Y Providence
Nov. H—'Rhode Island State. .... Cranston

"PURDUE"
Sept. 24-Delrnlt U
Oct. l—Butler
Oct, 8—Minnesota ........
Oct, 15-Fordham
Oct. 22—Wisconsin
Oct. 29—Iowa
Nov.- 5—Ohio State
Nov. 19—Indiana „.

Lafayette
Indlannpolla
Minneapolis

Polo Grounds
Lafayette
Iowa City
Columbus
Lafayette

RANDOLPH-MACON
Sept. 17-*Wake Forest., Wak* Forest
Sopt. 24-Drexel Ashland
Oct,

'

J -Richmond U. Richmond
Oct. 8-Delaware Newark, Del.

Oct. 11—Georgetown Washington, D. C.
Oct. 21—Apprentice School. -Newport News.
Oct. 2!>-Roanok« J'.onnikn

Nov. .1—SI. John's (Md.) Ashl.ind
»Nov, 12-Hampdrn-Sydiicy .Ii-hmond

J*e4Vl9-]-:morv.Hcnry Ashland

Nov. 20—St. Vincent .

.

.Latrobe

8T. JOHN'8 (ANNAPOLIS)
.Oct 22—American U. Annapolla
Oct. 29—Delaware Newark. Del.'
Nov. 5—Randolph-Macon Ashland
Nov. 12—Swarthmore ...Annapolis
Nov. 20—Johns Hopkins Annapolis

ST. JOSEPH'S
Sept. 23—West Chester Tea.

1

. West Chester
Oct. 2—Mu'unt 8t Mary's Philadelphia
Oct 8—C. C. N. Y .'..Philadelphia
Oct, 16—Canlslus Philadelphia
Oct 22—Lebanon Valley, Annvllle
Oct 30—La Salle Philadelphia
Nov. 6—Scranton U. Philadelphia
Nov. 12—Washington College. ...Philadelphia
Nov. 1.9-P. M. C .-.Philadelphia

ST. LAWRENCE
Oct 1—Dartmouth Hanover
Oct. 8—Boston U Boston
Oct. 15—Cortland Tea .Cortland
Oct. 22—Niagara ; Canton
Oct. 20—'Alfred .« Alfred
Nov. 5-Vormont Canton
Nov. 12—Clarkaon Tech .Potsdam

^~?ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY
Sopt. 23—'Bradley Tech St Louis
Sept. 30r-*Mlssourl Mines . .'.• St. Louis
Oct. 8-Wichlta V. Wichita
Oct 14—"Tulsa U '.8t. Louis
Oct. 21—'Grlnnell St Louis
Oct. 29—Catholic U Washington, D. C,
Nov. 5—Mississippi St. Louis
Nov. 12—DePaul Chicago
Nov. 39—Missouri St. Louis
Nov. 24-Washingtoh (St. L.).i...St LouU

ST. MARY'S
Sept 24—California
Oct. 2—Gonzaga
Oct. 9-Loyola (L. A.)...
Oct. 16—Portland V
Oct. 23—San Francisco ,U.
Nov. 5—Fordham
Nov. 13—Santa Clara

Berkeley
, .San Francisco
. . . .Los Angeles
. .Ban Francisco
..San Francisco
L.Polo Grounds
..San Francisco1

SANTA CLARA
Oct,

~ l-Stanford Palo Alto
Oct. 8—Texas A. .'...San Francisco
Oct 15—'Arizona Phoenix
Oct. 22—Arkansas Ban Francisco
Oct. 29—Michigan State East Lansing
Nov. 6—Ban Francisco U....San Francisco
Nov. 13—St. Mary's,.. Ban Francisco
Nov. 27—Detroit U ....Sacramento
'Night game,

SCRANTON
(Torroerly St. ThemM)

Date. Opponent. Place.
Sept. 24—Mansfield .Scranton
Oct. 2-Canlslua » .' Buffalo
Oct. ft—La Salle Scranton
Oct. 15—Morris Harvey Scranton
Oct. 23—St. Bonaventure ....Scranton
Oct. 30-flt. Vincent Latrobe
Nov. «-st. Joseph's Philadelphia
Nov. 11—St. Anselm's Manchester
Nov. 20-Mount St, Mary's Scranton

SEWANEE
.Sept. 2*—Tennessee
se.pt. 30—'Southwestern
Oct. 8—'Florida
Oct. 14—Hlwa.isee
Oct. 22—AlAhama
Ot:>. 39-Tcnnessee Tech
Nov, 5—Vand>>rhiit .....

Nov. 12—MisV:->«lppl ....

Nov. XI—lulane

SOUTH CAROLI
Sept 17—Eraklne Columbia
Sept 24—Xavler' .„ Cincinnati
Oct. 1—Georgia Columbia
Oct 8—Wake Forest ..Columbia
Oct 14—Davidson , .Sumter
Oct. 20—Clemson Columbia
Oct. 28—Vlllanova ." Orangebure;
'Not. 5—Duqueme, , ^...Columbia
Nov. 12—Furroan Greenville
Nor. 19^-Vordham -Polo Grounds
Not. 26-Catholto Ui Washington, .D. C.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Sept 24—Alabama ,\ . . .Los Angeles
Oct. 1—Oregon State Los- Angelee
Oct, 8-Ohio Stat - .Columbus
Oct. 15—Washington State Los Axtgelea

Oct 22-Stanford Palo Alto.
Oct. 28—Oregon Portland
Nov. 5—California ...... tv....Lo* Angeles
Nov.' 12—Washington Seattle
Not.'24-U. C. L. A..; Loa'Angelee
Dee, 3—Notre.Dame Lor Angelas

80UTHERN METHODIST
Sept-24-North Texae Test ...Dallas
Oct. l—'Arlzona ,.Dallas
Oct 7—'Marquette Chicago
Oct 22—Pittsburgh '..;..-. ittaburgn

Oct. 29-Texa ;,A
.
u'.fln

Not. 3—Texas A. and M ,...v.Dallaa
Nor. 12—Arkansas .,. f ...r>. ..•Dallas

Not. 19—Baylor ........^Waeo
Not. 28—Texas Chrlstl V.x"^a'
Dec. 3—Rice- Houston

•SPRINGFIELD
Oct 1—Amherst Amherst
Oct 8-Clarkson Tech Springfield
Oct. lS-Rutgers New- Brunswick
Oct. - 22—Providence Springfield
Oct. 29—Northeastern .....Bprfngfleld
Not.. 3—Baldwin-Wallace Beres
Nov. 12—New Hampshire. ...... ....Durham

STANFORD
Oct. 1—Santa Clara
Oct. 8—Washington State....
Oct 15—Oregon
Oct. 22—Southern California..
Oct 29-U. C. L. A
Nor. 5—Washington
Not. 12—Oregon: State
Not. 19—California '

Nor. 28—Dartmouth/. ....

Knnxrille
Memphis

Gainesville
Sewanee

Tuscaloosa
Sewani-a
Naahvllk

,
Oxford

...New Orleans

...Palo Alto
...Palo Alto
...Palo Alto
...Palo Alto
.Loa Angeles
..Paid AHo

.,.'. .CorvaWe
. .Berkeley-
Palo Alto

Haverford
.Sellocrrove

SUSQUEHANNA
Oct? 1—Haverford
Oct.'- 8—Drexel
Oct 22-*Altred. «....." Alfred
Oct: 2*-Morsrlan » SeKnagrove
Not. 5—Lebanon Valley .Sellnsgrove
Not. 12—Dickinson Carlisle
Nov, 19—Brooklyn College...' Brooklyn

SWARTHMORE '

8—Union...., Swarthmore
IS—American U... ........Bwaithmors
22—Oberlln Swarthmore
29—Hamilton JBwartbmoTe
S—JoBns Hopkins. .. ....... .Baltimore

Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Not.
Nov,
Key,

Oct.
Oct
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
.Nov.
Nov.

12-9t. John's <Md.>.: Annersolis
19—Hfcrtwlck... swarthmore

SYRACUSE
1-Clarkson Tech Syracuse
8—Maryland Syracuse 1

12—Cornell Syracuse'
22—Michigan Stat* East Lansing
29—Penn State '...„. .State College
S—Colgate «• ^Syracuse
12—Duke ................. ../Syracuse
19—Columbia. .,; , ....Baker Field

TEMPLE
S*J>t. 23-»Albrlgrit Philadelphia
Oct. 1-PltUburgh ,

' PMIadelpBla-
Oct. 7—'Texas Christ ...'...Philadelphia.
Oet 14—'Bucknell -..Phihulelohle
Oct 21—'Boston College......Philadelphia
Oct 28—'Georgetown Philadelphia
Not. 5—Holy Croee.... Worcester
Nov. 12—Vlllanova .'...Phtladelpsua
Nov. 19—Michigan State. East Lanelng*
Dee, 3-Florlda .Galnemn*

TENNESSEE
24—Sewanee Knosvllle
1-Clemaon Knoxvllle

. 8—Auburn .Knoxvllle
15—Alabama Irmlngham
23—Tfie Citadel ^Knoxvllle
20—Louisiana State Knoxvllle
S-Chattanooga ;.. Knoxvllle
12-Vanderbllt ....Nashville
24—Kentucky ..:' Knoxvllle
3-MtssIsslppl , , .Memphis

TEXAS
24-Kansas Lawrence
-1—Louisiana State, Austin
S^Oklahoma Dallas
15—Arkansas Little Rock
22—Rloe i Houston
29—Southern Methodist..., Austin
5-Baylor Austin
12-Texas Christian Fort Worth
24—Texas A. and M Austin

Sept.
Oct.
Oct
Oet.
Oct
Oct.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Dec.

Sept.
Oct
Oct.
Oct'
Oct.
Oct
Not.
Nov.
Nor.

....Port Worth

...Fort Worth

...Philadelphia
•College Station

TEXAS A. AND M.
8ept24-Texas A. and I....College Ptatlon
Oct. 1—Tulsa U. ., Tyler
Oct, 8—Santa Clara Ban Francisco
Oct 15^-Texaa Christian ....College Station
Oct 22-Baylor ; Waco
Oct. 29—Arkansas College. Station
Nov. 0—Southern ' Methodist Dallas
Nov. 12—Rice ...Coll t Station
Nov. 24—Texas ,......._.Aus(ln

TEXAS CHRISTIAN
Sept. 24—Centenary
Oct 1—Arkansas
Oct. 7—'Temple
Oct. 15—Texas A. and M ...

Oot. 22—Marquette '....Milwaukee
Oct 29-Baylor Fort Worth
Nov. - 5—Tulsa U. Tulsa
Nov. 12—Texas Fort Worth
Nov. 19—Rice Houston
Nov. 20—Southern MethodJst Dallas

.TEXAS TECH
Sept. 17—Montana State Lubbock
Sept. 24—Wyoming Ludbock
Sept 30—'Duquesne Pittsburgh
Oct. 8-Oklahoma City U Lubbock
Oct. 15—Montana .....Missoula
Oct. 22—Texas Mines . : Odessa
Nov. 5—Loyola (N. O.) Lubbock
Nov. 11—Gonzaga Lubbock
Nov. 10—New Mexico Albuquerque
Nov. 20—Marquette Lubbock

TRENTON TEACHERS
Oct." fl-Bcrgen Collcgo Trenton
Oct. 15—E. Stroudsburg Tea.
Oct. 20-Mlllersvllle Tea
Nov. 11—Panzer
Nov. 19—Montclalr Tea

.Trenton
Trenton

East Oranpe
. . .Montclalr

. . .Pullman
,Los Angeles
•Los Angeles
.'Los Angeles

TRINITY
Sept. 24—Vermont Burlington
Out. 1—Union Hartford
Oct 8—Worcester Te Worcester
Oct.- 15—Hobart .Geneva
Oct. 22—Coast Guard Acad' Hartford
Oct. 29—Wesleyan Mlddletown
Nov. 3—Amherst Hartford

tofts:.
OcYT I—Colby .watervllle
Oct 8—Amherst .,...*., .-..Medford
Oct. 15—Mtddlebury Medford
Oct 22—Williams Illlamstown
Oot. 29—Brown .- Providence
Nov. 5—New Hampshire /M-edford
Nov. 12—Bowdoln Brunswick.
Nov. 19—Massachusetts State Medford

TULANE
Sept. 24—Clemson' '.. .New Orleans
Oct, l—Auburn .....New Orleans
Oct 8—North Carolina Chapel Hill
Oct. IS—Rice .New Orleans
Oct. 22—Mercer ."/. Ner/ Orleans
Oct. 29-Mlsslsslppl'Htate:,...Ne^ Orleans
Nov. s—Alabama ...y.;;.Birminf»Ham
Nov. 12—Georgia ...,^;..New Orleans
Nov. 19—Sewanee .'.....New Orleans
Nov. 26—Louisiana State. Baton Rouge'

TULSA
Sept -24-CAntral Okla. Tea .......Tulsa
Oct. . 1—Texas A. and M ....Tyler
Oct ..Sr-Wasblngton (St L.) .-Tulsa

Oct l4->flt Louis tj.. ;....-.(...St Louis
Oct. 22—Oklahoma "A. and iM..,.. ...Tulsa
Oct 29—Oklahoma '.....'.....Norman
I'ov. sftATews Christian... A .Tulsa.
I rov.12—Drake '.

.

. ,De» .Moines
Nr.y. 10—Detroit- V Detroit
Nov 24—Arkansas. ,.;;vTulea

U. C. L A,
Sept. 23-*lowa ; . . . . r.. ,.\. .LosvAngeles
Oct.- 1—Oregon .'../.'Eugene

Oct. 8—Washington , .Los 'Angeles.

Oct. lS-Calirorntev- ' \ . Vl Berkeley
Oct/ 22—Idaho Los Angeles
Oct. 29—Stanford ...LOs Angeles
NOV. '5—Washington State.., ~ "

Nov. 12—Wisconsin
Nov. 2-4—Southern California.
Dec. 10-Oregon- State ',

u.Ni

Sept. 24—Colby Schenectady
Oct; - 1—Trinity Hartford
Oot. 8—Swarthmore ' ; . rSwarounore
Oet. 15—Vermont ; Schenectady
Oct 22—R. P. I.> , Troy
Oct. 29—wmiams Schenectady
Not. 8—Rochester . Rochester
Nov. 12—Hamilton » (..Schenectady.

UP8ALA
Sept 24—Muhlenberg Allentown
Oct 1—Fordham.......-...Randalls Island
Oct. 12—Panzer East Orange
Oct. 15—Boston U Boston
Oct. 22—Western Maryland East Orange
Not. 6—Moravian -.Bethlehem
Nov. 11—Northeastern East .Orange
N&v. 19-Albright .Peterson

URSINUS
Date. Opponent. Place.
Oct 1—Delaware ............Newark, Del. 1

Oct 8—Dickinson Collegevllle
Oct, IS—P. M. C Cheater
Oct. 22-*Muhlenberg — Allentown
Oct 29—Lafayette — Eoston
Not. 12—Gettysburg „— „ . . . . . .Collegevllle
NOV..19—Drexel ..Collegevllle
Not. 2i-F. and.M :.Lancaster

VANDERBILT
Sept 24-Waablngton (St L.).:...8t. Louts
Oot a—West (Ky.) Tea.' Nashville
Oct. 8—Kentucky Lexington
Oct 15-Mtsslsslppl .Nashville
Oct 22-r'Louisiana State Baton Rouge
Oct 29—Georgia Tech i Nashville
Not. 5-Sewanee -.-.I Nashville
Not. 12—Tennessee Nashville
Not. 24—Alabama Birmingham

VERMONT
Sept 24-Trlolty ; .Burlington
Oct. 1—Rutgers ....New Brunswick
Oct 8—Colby Burlington
Oct. 16—Union '„ . .Schenectady
Oct 22—New Hampshl Burlington
Oct 29—Norwich ;.Burlington
Not. 6—St. Lawrence ;Canton
Not, 12—Mlddlebury Mlddleburr

VILLANOVA
'Oct ,1—American .International...Vlllanova
Oct. 8-MufalenberK -l. Allentown
Oct 15-Centre .....L.~ Philadelphia
Oct, 23-Detrolt V.J. Philadelphia
pet 28-Bouth Carolina Orangeburg
.Nov, S-Auburn* , , .Philadelphia
Nov. 12-Temple .- Philadelphia
Nov. 19—Boston V Boston
Nov. 21-ManhaOan' ;Polo Grounds

VIRGINIA
Sept 24-V. M. I..;..." Charlottesville
Oct l-W. and l> Charlottesville
Oct 8—Navy .Annapolis
get 15-V. P I , Blacksburs;

2CJ' rc-Marylsnd College Park
Oct. 29-W. and M Charlottesville

Sov' ,5-Columbla Baker Field
Nov. 12-Harvard .Cambridge
Noy,_24^Norlh Caro:inaw>.^harloU»siiria

. VIRGINIA M. I.

2*Pj-«-El«n Lexington
5£5

1
'
2,*~^tKM Charlottesville.

=£* i
-
?*!!/ • Annapolis

fl-citmwn Charlotte

WASHINGTON
Sept. 24-Mlnnesota Minneapolis"
Oct. 1—Idaho .Seattle;
Oct. 8—U. C. L. A .......Los Angeles;
Oct. 15—Orepon state..; ;.. .Seattle
Oct 27-Calliomla Seattle
Nov. 5—Stanford Palo Alto
Nov. 12—Southern CallfornI Seattle
Nov. 19—Oregon Portland
Nov. 25—Washington State .'...'Seattle)

WASHINGTON (ST. LOUIS)
Sept. 24—Vnnrterbllt 9t Lout*)"
Oct. 1—'Drake. ., ., St. Louie
Oct. 8—Tulsa U. , .Tuts»
Oct 15—Simpson ........St Louie.
Oet. 22—Missouri St. Louie
Oct 29—Centre... St. Louis
Nov. 4—'Oklahoma a. and M-....Bt. Louis
'Nov. 12—Butler. ...... /s . , , . St. Louis
Nov. 18-'McKendree...' , St Louis
Nov. 24-St "Louis U..- .....St. Loulg

WASHINGTON AND JEFFERSON
Oct; 1—Marietta Washington, Fa.
Oct. 8—Muskingum , New Concord
Oct 15—Lafayette ..Eoston
Oct. 22—Dickinson ....Carlisle
Oct. 29—Geneva Washington, Pa.
Nov, 5—Gettysburg a, Ottysburaj
Nov. 12—Bethany Washington. FftJ
Nov. 19—Wooster Washington'.. P*>,

WASHINGTON AND LEE
Sept 24—Hampden-Sydney. . .Lexington, Va.'
Oct. 1-VlrglDla ....i ChsrTottesvin*
Oct 8-West Virginia. .Charleston. W. Va.
Oct 15—Kentucky Lexington, Ky.
Oct 22-V. P. I ....;. .Lexington, Va.
Oet 29—Richmond U. •.. RRhmond
Nov. 5—Centre Louisville
Nov. 12-W. and M Lexington, Va.
Nor. 24-Maryland

%
Baiomotej

WASHINGTON COLLEGE
Oct. ' 1—Jnnlata* Cheetertowp
Oet 8—Western Maryland. ,. ,Westmtnste>
Oct 15—Blue Ridge ChestertowS
Oct 22—Johns Hopkins Chestertown.
Oct. 29—Dickinson Chestertown
Not, 9—Mount St Mary's Emmltabur*
Not. 12-St.' Joseph's Philadelphia
Nov. 19—Delaware '. ....Ctaatertown

WASHINGTON STATE
Puling*

.., .^PnUmaisJ

oet.
Oct in—Richmond U..
Oct. 22—W. and M...,
Oet. 29—Maryland
Nov. 5—Wake Forest,
Nov. 12—Davidson ....
Nov. 19—Roanoke ....
NOV. Z4-V. P. I

.Richmond
....Williamsbias
....College Park
....... Lexington

.Davidson
........Lexington

...Roanoke)

.
VIRGINIA P. I.

£pMT_?J,<
;
ry *ni Henry......Blacksburs

Sept. 24-'Diike Greensboro
251' J~£,rrasr V;:". -..West Point
Oct „*-W- and M Richmond

"-Virginia Blacksburg1

Oc • 22-W. and L Lexington
Oct. 29-North Carolina State... Blackeburg
«ov'.?*"£?,0^n Carolina......... Chapel Hill
Nov. 11-Rlchmond U. Richmond
Nov. 24-V. M. I .^....Roanoke

Wake forest
Sep. 17—'Randolph-Macon Wake Forest
Sept, 21-North Carolina Chapel Hin
Hept. 30—'The Citadel Charlotte
Oct. R—South Carolina Columbia
Oct. 1.1—'North Carolina Stale. .j , ..Raleigh
Oct. 22—Duke Wlnstnn-Salem
Oct, 29-- Clemson Wake Forest
Nov. 5—V. M. 1 ..Lexington. Va.
Nov. 17—Weal em Maryland Baltimore
Nov. 21-Davldson . ..... w Charlotte

Sept. 24—Oregon . .

.

•Oct 1—California .

..Oct 8—Stanford Palo Altai
Oct. 15—Southern Methodist...Loa Angeles
Oct 22—Oregon State Portland
Oct. 29—Gonzaga ; .SpoKane)
Nov. 5—U. C. L. A Pnllmos.
Nov. 12—Idaho ..;-.. ...Moscow
Nov. 28—Washington .'. .Seattle
Dec 3—Oklahoma Naroosta,

WAYNESBJURG
. ,

.Sept 23—'Duquesne PHtsburgti
Oct" 1—Slippery' Rock. ,Waynesburf
Oct 8—Fordham Randalls Island
Oct. 14-'St. Vincent , Latrobe
Oct 22—Geneva ..: .-. .Waynesburg?
Oct 29—W. Va. Wesleyan Bnckhannon
Nov, 5-Nlagara .Niagara Falls
Nov. 11—West Chester Tea. .. .Waynestrarr
Nov. ^8-Stlem" .Waynesburg

WESLEYAN
Sept 24—Coast Guard Acad Mlddletown"
Oct 1—Connecticut, State ...i Storrs
Oct 8—Bowdoln Mlddletown
Oct 16—Haverford Haverford
Oct. 22—Amherst Mlddletown
Oct 29—Trinity Jllddletowa
Nov, 5—Williams , .Wllllamstowii
Nov. 12—Rochester MiddUtowU.

WESTERN MARYLAND
Oct. 1—Cortland Tea .Westminster
Oct '8—Washington College. . .Westminster
Oct. IS—Maryland Baltimore
Oct 22—Upsaia ............. .Bast Orange
Oct 20-Mouht St. Mary's....;Westminster
Nov. 12—Wake Forest ..BaUlmers
Nov, 24-St Vincent's Latrobe,

WEST VIRGINIA
Sept 24-Plttsburgh Pittsburgh'
Oct. 1—W. Va. Wesleyan. .'...Morgantown
Oct, 8—W. and L Charleston, W. Va.
Oct. IS—Michigan State Morgantown
Oct. 22-Creigfiton Omaha,
Oct. 29—Yeungstown Morgantown
Nov. 5—Western Reserve Cleveland
Nov. 12—Georgetown ; .Morgantown
Nov. 19—Manhattan ...... .Yankee stadium
Nov. 24—O, Washington. .Washington, D. O.

WE8T VIRGINIA WESLEYAN
Sept 24—Morris Harvey. BuwKhannon
Oct. 1—West Virginia Morgantown.
Oct 8WDavls-EUdns Elklns
Oct. 14—'Duquesne '...'.Pittsburgh,
Oct. 22-Catholle V Washington. D. O.
Oct. 29—Waynesburg .; Uuckhannan
Nov*. - 4—Salem /./..., Buckhannon
Nov. 11—St Vincent: BucVhannon
Nov, 24-Marihall '. . .Huntingdon

)

WILLIAM AND MARY
Sept. 24—Navy . . Annapolla'
Oct. 1—Apprentice School. ..Newport News
Oct. 8—V. P. I .".Richmond
Oct. IS—Guilford ....Williamsburg
Oct 22—V. M. I....- Williamsburg
Oct. 29—Virginia ....Charlottesville
•Nov. o—Hampden-Sydney ....Williamsburg
Nov. 12—W. and L .Lexington
Nov. 24—Richmond O ...Richmond

WILLIAMS
Sept. 24-MlddIebury .". . .WlUlamstown'
Oct. 1—Princeton ' Princeton
Oct 8—Nortvlen liiiamstown
Oct, ls^-Bowdoln ....Brunswick
Oct. 22—Tufts .-....' WlUlamstown
Oct. 29—Union
Nov. 8—Wesleyan
Nov. 12—Amherst

WISCONSI
Oct. 1—Marquette ........
Oct. 8—Iowa
Oct 15-Plttsburgh ..

Oet. 22—Purdue
Oct 29—Indiana ....
Nov.. 8—Northwestern
Nov. 12-U. C. L. A. .

.

Nov. 10-^MInncsota .

.

YALE'
Oct 1-Coiumbla ....New Haven
Oct. 8—Pennsylvanl .Philadelphia,
Oct. 15-Navy , New Haven
Oct. 22-Mlchlgan ............New. Haven
Oct. 29—Dartmouth ............New Haven
Nov. 5-Brown , New Haven
Nov. 12-Prlnrelnn ....Princeton
Nov. 19-Hnrvnrd ew Havea
'Night game.

. .Schenectady
.WlUlamstown

Amherst

. . , Madison
...Iowa City

..•••*. ....'. ..Madison
Lafayette

. •« Madison
Evanaton

Las Angeles
Madison

^^:WtKKSSmir ARMY"
t
i
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TEXAS STATE NETWORK SALUTE
With Elliott Roosevelt, Gov. James

V. Allred, Gov.-Eleot W. Lee
O'Daniel »nd His Hillbilly Boys,

Gene Autry, Shirley Ross, Bob
Hope, Lou Preston's Trio, John
Crawford, George Fischer, Everett

Marshall, Four Aces, Ernest O.

Thompson, Negro Choir of 400,

Italoh Rose's orch„ klfred Wallen-

stein, Morton Gould, William Gax-
ton, Ernie Florlto, Helene Daniels,

Benay Venuta, Bob Stanley, Mien
Prescott, Jimmy Scrlbner, Charles

Earl Funk, Jack Arthur
120 Mins.
Sustaining:
Sept. IS, 7:30 r

WOR, Newark
Broadcast involving all the- afore-

said names came as a triple celebra-

tion. It officially ushered in Elliott

Roosevelt's Texas State Network,

GAUMONT OPENING
With Jessie Matthews, Will Fyffe,

Will Hay, Graham Moffat, Moore
Marriott, the Two Leslies, Teddy
Brown, Eve Beoke, Gerry Fitz-

gerald, The Georgettes, Brian
Michle and Louis Levy and his

Orchestra.
Monday (5), 8.30 p.m.
45 Mins.
B.B.C., London*
A thing that is as difficult of solu-

tion in England as in America is how
far competish from radio hurts thea-

tre business, and whether theatre

folk are justiaed in providing air

shows that keep customers glued to

their domestic hearths. Its .a big

controversy in London, anyway, and
Gaumont-British is most prominent

in trying to get the best of both

worlds. Whether picture or theatre

biz likes it or not, the fact remains a

dated the tleup between this new broadcast of this type ranks
;

among

regional and the Mutual Broadcast- the best ether entertainment BBC
ing System, and, at the same time?

sarved to mark Mutual's fourth an-

niversary- The listeners were not

only entertained, but they were
treated to some choice quasi-political

tub-thumping and enlightened on.

what makes Mutual different in in-

tra-policy structure from other net-

works. The lesson was conveyed by
the question and answer route, with
Chas. E. Funk, the dictionary man,
as head mentor. With Mutual, the

listeners were informed, the affil-

iated stations "remain Independent
local entities and co-operate in orig-

inating programs.

WOR's contribution to the celebra-

tion consisted of four staff batonists,

two girl singers, a baritone, Jimmy
Scribner's 'Johnson Family' act, and
a gag each from William Gaxton
and Victor Moore. It was a nicely

cooked ud entry. Helene Daniels did
a torch number; Benay Venuta went
for the blues and Jack Arthur saluted

Texas with 'The Song of the
Rangers.' The staff maestros were
Alfred Wallenstein, Morton Gould,
Ernie Fiorito and Bob Stanley, the
first three each offering their own
siyles of musical fare, while Stanley
accompanied the vocalists.

Broadcast at one point was
switched to Washington so that an
announcer at WOL could read a let-

ter of best wishes from President
oosevelt. Odec.

Ft. Worth, Sept. 15.

With its prexy, Elliott Roosevelt,

r-«as m. c. the 23-station Texas State
' Network inaugural originated from
the Fort Worth Casa Manana stage

and featured names from politics,

screen and radio. Doing a neat take-
off on his pater, Elliott introduced
such political big-wigs as Gov. James
V. Allred, Gov.-Elect W. Lee O'Dan-
ial and politico Ernest O. Thompson
Political ambish of all was notice-

able.

Lou Preston's Trio, former holders
of a late nite spot via WFAA, deliv

ered two range ballads; John Craw-
ford, Fort Worth baritone, gave the
control operators several bad min
utes on his opener to 'I Love Life';

Ralph Rose's orch maintained its

rep for being on the brassy side, but
got beyond ' control only once or
twice during, a creditable account of

a Texas medley.

George Fischer . introed Shirley
. Ross, Bob Hope and Gene Autry.
Miss Ross warbled 'Thanks for the
Memory,' with asides by Hope.
Autry's interpretation on x'Ride Ten-
derfoot' was excellent. Baritone
Everett Marshall sang 'Another Mile'
and 'The Night Is Young.'

Gov.-Elect O'Daniel, erstwhile
flour peddler, was his usual effusive
self in presenting his Hillbilly Boys
for a rendition of 'My .Million Dol
lar Smile.' Humorous angle devel
oped when O'Daniel admitted that
he began his radio career via KFJZ

• "This aiT^ence having heard WBAP
take that honor several weeks pre
vious.

'

On the gab side, script afforded
TSN audience good .picture of the
hew web's advantages.

SID GARY
With Lee Grant Orch.
Songs, Music
15 Mins.—Local
SACHS
Daily; 8:00 p» m.
WMCA, New York
A romantic baritone voice offered

at the right time to interest fUrni
ture buyers—^-vvomen. Most recently
worked .at station WOR, where was
apt to get lost in the rush on sustain-
ing.
Nice pipes, with more than aver

age warmth. Veers from the faster
styles for such numbers as 'Diane,'
'Without a Song,' and ultra smooth
renditions of pop 'So Help Me.' Also
went ultra with 'My Own' frdm
latest Deanna Durbin film. An

r * nounces his own numbers withou ;

any folderol 'and could stand a little

drassing in that respect.
Grant's house crew furnish back

ground and accompaniment that en
hances his voice. Occasionally go
out for a chorus solo themselves^
which also registers as better-than
average house stuff.

'

Commercially, .program is the re
verse. Squeezing in of three windy
commercial announcements in a
quarter hour 1 show that offers five

songs, including band solo, must cut
into the quality of the offering. It

r?|.t>s the ear. One In the middle
oil iiinjs should be the first to go.

Hurl.

offers

This was part of 'stage show at

opening of 3,000-seater Gaumpnt the-

atre in Holloway (uptown north

London), and introduced some of

radio's most popular acts. Show
went at a gallop and not only

aroused the theatre audience m a

frenzy, but also made grand listen-

ing. There was Jessie Matthews
singing songs from Noel Cowards
'Operette,' and that was okay for her

fans; there was Will Fyffe doing his

famous Ship's Engineer character

monolog in Scots dialect, which is

readymade mike material; there

were the Two Leslies (Sarony and
Holmes), whose breezy numbers
were the cue for fade out, however;

and there was Teddy Brown, whose
xylophone rendition of The Lam-
beth Walk' panicked the audience

and came across the ether with
dynamic effect.

Show also included comicker Will

Hay, with his stooges Moore Marriott

and Graham Moffat, in a sequence

from their current Gainsborough
picture, 'Old Bones of the River ,' but

this was not so happy for broadcast-

ing, relying largely on stage business

that the mike couldn't get. Odd
spaces were filled in by Louis Levy s

well-drilled orchestra, with vocal ef-

fects by Eve Becke and Gerry Fitz-

gerald, and Brian Michie made a
brief return to the mike to m.c. the

broadcast, doing a reasonably

straight job and helping to keep at-

tention alive.

THE ONWARD ROAD
30 Mins.
Sustaining
Sunday, 8 p.m.
KMOX, St. Loufs

A new twi?t to this program was
made when Jerry Hoekstra, of

KMOX's Public Affairs Dept., con
ceived the idea of inviting execs of

all rival stations in the St. Louis
area to give their interpretation on
the advancement of radio. After de-

clining the invite, KSD reconsidered
its decision the day before the broad-
cast and joined the round-table dis-

cussion. The absence of Rev. Her-
man Hohenstein of KFUO, from the
city prevented the' assemblage from
being 100%.'

Program was m.c.'d by Walter G.
Head, prez of the General American
Life Ins. Co. Its usual 15 min. pe-
riod was doubled because of the
presence of seven radio execs, all of

whom acquitted themselves o.k. as

radio speakers.

Merle S. Jones, gen. mgr. of

KMOX, in discussing the wage and
labor value of radio stations to the
community, said the largest (KMOX)
employs 120 persons permanently
and 50 on a part time basis and has
an annual payroll of $400,000. The
smallest station, Jones said, employs
a permanent staff of 35 and its pay-
roll is $75,000 per annum. Calling
attehtion to the fact that the four
nets have outlets here, Jones assert-

ed that KMOX originated an aver-
age of 500 national programs for
CBS.
William H. West, v.p. of WTMV,

said television is a proven success
but not yet commercially practical
because today's equipment may be
obsolete tomorrow. Albert S, Fos-
ter, gen. mgr. of WEW, declared that
just as radio did not hurt but bol-
stered picture attendance, it ap-
peared to him that radio news
broadcasting merely whets the ap-
petite for longer newspaper stories.

Visio, when it. comes into general
use, may be an adjunct to the news-
paper just as radio has been. He
also asserted that newspapers and
radio are working together in the
field of news, that they have sepa-
rate spheres in which to function and
at present they are doing a better
job of keeping the public informed
than ever before.

George M. Burbach, of KSD, said
his station plans its first visio broad-
casting within the next 30 days.
Burbacb gave a technical, explana-
tion.xOt;how television broadcasting
is accomplished. John C. Roberts,
one .of the ,owners pf KXOK, St.
>Louis StarVrimes new station that
began operation Monday (19), said
the greatest' value of radio is the
fact that it keeps in constant touch
with the public during all waking
hours and thus is able to perform a
public duty.

Program went off without a hitch
and, but for a few technical points
that dialers probably could not un-
derstand, was a nice piece of show-
manship by the station. Sahu.

SPOTLIGHT PARADE
With Rupert Caplan, Elinor Stewart,
Charles Jordan, Roy Campbell's
Royalists, Allan Mclver & Orch,
Frank Starr

Dramatic and Musical
SO Mins.
STANDARD BRANDS
Tuesday,. 9 p.m.
CBM, Montreal

(J. Walter Thompson)
indications are that this production

will be generally liked by Canadian
listeners. Show caught was the sec-

ond of the series and ran a little

short of material towards the close.

Otherwise, it was well-paced.

Roy Campbell's Royalists, added to

the show this season, is a choral

group of seven, three girls and four

men. Excellent delivery strengthens

show appreciably.
Rupert Caplan, directs, acts as m.c.

and is featured in the one-act plays

specially written for the show. Play

caught was titled 'Gratitude' and, al-

though ending on an unhappy note

with the dismissal of a watchman
who had saved his employer's life,

narrative was "handled capably.

Flowery speech by announcer in-

troducing Caplan, possibly intended

as comedy, was superfluous and
slightly rldic. Starr said that with-

out Caplan the program would be
like 'a song without lyrics.' or a 'rose

without a thorn.' Copy of this type
requires drastic blue-pencilling.

Frank Starr, announcer, has clear,

pleasant delivery.
Charles Jordan, featured warbler,

was- okay with one solo, 'You Go To
My Head,' and could be used advan-
tageously for another, time permit-
ting. Allan Mclver's orch is smooth
and orchestrations are satisfactory.

Krushen.

BLACK FLAME OF THE AMAZON
Serial
PEPSODENT
15 Mins.
7:30 p. m., Four Times Wkly
2 CH, Sydney
American entertainment in wax

form runs on the usual thriller lines,

but carries good fare for those who
favor this type of air stuff. Nicely
played • by Americans and holding
interest from needle' start to stop.

Set on the 7:30 pi m. band, it is as-

sured entree at the right playing

time for indoor consumption. Com-
mercial plug is minor in running
time. Aussie announcer takes up at

point where the introduction ceases

as provided by wax producer.
Although transcriptions are grad-

ually fading from the night-time
spots, this one should stick around
for quite a spell without becoming
tiresome. Ricfc.

OSWALD AND STANTON
Comedy
8 Mins.
ROYAL GELATIN
Thura., 8 p.m.
WEAF-NBC, New York

(J. Walter Thompson)
Recently formed partnership of

Oswald, formerly Ken Murray's
stooge, and Ernie Stanton, of the
once standard team of Val and Ernie
Stanton, made its air debut last

Thursday (15) via the Rudy Vallee
show window. Outside of the cir-

cumstance that Oswald dominates
the proceedings, the act's routine
sounded just about the same as the
one that Oswald used to do with
Murray, except that Murray used to

spray the lines with„more giggles.

The studio audience seemed to get
a big kick out of Oswald and Stan-
ton's exchanges. They went in

heavily for riddles and puns and Os-
wald spotlighted himself for some
playing on the jew's harp and imi-
tations. The jokes were very fa-
miliar, but they still sounded funny.
After a measure of teamwork ex-
perience, the new act should make
a crack bet for a regular assign-
ment on a network commercial.

Odec.

JERRY COOPER
Songs
15 Mins.
TUMS
Tues.-Tb.urs., 7:15 p.m., EDST
WEAF, New York

(Dolon & Doane)
Jerry Cooper, returning to the air

for the first time since he left the
Hollywood Hotel program last sea-
son, baritoned himself impressively
into his Turns-sponsored initialer

Thursday night (15), outletted
through WLW, Cincinnati.
Cooper sang only two numbers, of

romantic type, when caught, best be-
ing 'Music, Maestro, Please' aided by
a choral group of 14 voices. Latter
had a couple of tunes to itself.

Commercial plugs could be
tempered.

Foilow-Up Comment

Bernie Armstrong's Time Out for
Fun* show on KDKA, Pittsburgh,
(Tuesday 7:30-8), still remains a
comedy half-hour of promise. Hasn't
hit the groove yet, but shows im-'
orovement in last few weeks. Screw-
ball interviews are amusing, al-
though timing is off and scripting
should be scissored more carefully.
Armstrong's also making a mistake
in trying to make another Kenny
Baker of his new singer. Ken Ward.
Dialog with him is patterned exactly
after the Benny-Baker lines and
character is likewise developed the
same way. Lays Time Out for Fun'
open to copy charge as well as- un-
favorable comparison Musical in-
terludes by Maurice Spitalny's staff
band all out of top drawer and gen-
eral tone of show is bright enough to
indicate an eventual click.

Ethel Merman guested Thursday
(15) on Radie Harris* session over
WOR. She was interviewed and
told about how much fun she had
making 'Alexander's Ragtime. Band'
with Tyrone Power, Alice Faye and
Don Ameche, then dittoed about her
newest, 'Straight, Place and Show.'
Was inclined to be pretty much fan-
mag stuff. Fact that Miss Merman
warbled nary a note seemed like
sorry programming. And the re-
corded applause was" worse than a
dead silence at that point.

In her film review portion of the
program, M.iss Harris got off a pair of
boners. Spoke of Bella and Sam
Spewack and referred to 'Room
Service' as 'their stage /play.' It was
actually written by John Murray
and Allen Boretz; Mofrie Ryskind
did the screen play. She also stated
the. film rights were purchased by
RKO for $225,000. Correct figure
was $255,000. Program lnOves this
week from 6:45 p.m, to V7:15 p.m.
Thursdays.

DON'T YOU BELIEVE IT
With Alan Kent
Discs
15 Mins.
LORILLARD
WGY, Schenectady

(.Lennen & Mitchell)
Waxers, spotted on various sta-

tions to advertise Sensation cigarets
and Murial cigars, debunk widely-
held 'fallacies, customs and beliefs.'

Alan Kent, NBC announcer, blows
away the bubbles - of myth. Pre-
sumably, the research work has been
done by another person or persons.
Feature stems from Ripley's and
others successful in radio and print,
although here the process is one of
correction. An educational show, it

is on a modest budget, with Kent,
Tom Slater and a fill-in announcer
the only talent outlay. An organist
signs on and off.

Formula is for Slater to read a
statement or make an assertion of
the type commonly accepted as true.
Kent follows with a slow, emphatic
'Don't you believe it,' and then gives
the supposedly real lowdown.
Commercials, of which there are

plenty, have a price, slant—10 cents
for cigarettes, five for cigars. Jaco.

BOONE COUNTY JAMBOREE
With Pa and Ma McCormlck, Brown
County . Revelers, De Vore Sisters,
The Plainsmen, Boone County
Choir, Ralph Woods and His South-
ern Stars, Charlie Wayne, Jimmy
Leonard, Freddie Roehr, Hoosier
Hotshots, Helen Dlller

30 Mins.
INTERNAT. HARVESTER CO.
Friday, 9 p.m, EST
WLW, Cincinnati

(Aubrey, Moore & Wallace)
Program caught was second in a

weekly series and the first one origi-
nating before a paid audience in
Emerjj auditorium, downtown, which
is to be regular studio for balance of
run. House seats 2,200 and admish
scale is 25-40c.

It's a de luxe hillbilly opry over-
weighted with commercials, long on
music, streamlined with choral of-
ferings, and plenty short on comedy,
despite fast tempo. Hoosier Hotshots,
borrowed from the WLS Barn Dance
troupe in Chicago, provided the
barnyard hotcha. Helen Diller, *the
Canadian Cowgirl,' other guester,
was another socko, a la yodeling.
One of stanza's best chores was

performed by the choral group of 40
voices, announced as the Boone
County Choir. Quality harmony.
Group had two spots. Another vo-
cal gem was by the De Vore Sisters
(3), bolstered with humming back-
ground. Beautifully entwined was a
poem, 'Closin' of the Day, recited by
its author, Barton Reese Pogue.
Brown County Revellers and

Ralph Woods and His Southern
Stars, orchs, delivered okay. In
addition to the opening and closing
blurbs, Jimmy Leonard, announcer,
cut' in three times with separate
..minute-long blurbs on tractors* used
implements and farm trucks. Charlie
Wayne (Dameron) did creditably as
m.c.
George C. Biggar, newcomer to the

Crosley fold, and Harold Garr- han-
dle the production end. After a 45-
minute lapse a quarter hour of the
stage show is picked up by WLW
as a sustainer. Koll.

JERRY COOPER
THE FAMILY MAN
Talk, Music
15 Mins.
Monday-thru-Friday, 9:15 a.m.
WEAF, New York
Deft blend of a light story with

incidental romantic touches, organ
music and moral-pointing poetry is

interesting enough for femme listen-
ers. As told by a man (as here) , who
relates experiences of his motherless
children-, and tells of his role as
small-town doctor, it's a natural.

'Life is good so let's make the most
of it,' * is the theme. Anonymous
narrator's voice will help women
re-live their own' little dilemmas
with hubby and children. Candy-
coated advice and poetry-readings
drip with femme appeal in able
hands. Organ music effectively playis
up moods and emotions expressed.
Show was formerly on WTMV,

East St. Louis, for eight months last
year. Hurl.

COLORADO'S HOUR
Wesley Battersea, Elsa Kauerx, Janet

Bible, Lester Harding, Men of the
West (4), Gilbert Verba, Milton
Shrednik, conductor

Variety
60 Mins.
Monday
CHAIN STORES OF COLORADO
KOA, Denver; KGHF, Pueblo

{Lord & Thomas)
Easily the most pretentious pro-

gram and part of one of the largest

political advertising campaigns ever
to be co-operatively sponsored in the
state, the chain stores are leaving no
stone unturned in an effort to have
the .chain store tax voted down at
the coming fall election, Large news-
paper space being used to corral
listeners for 4he radio offering, with
stores also giving $1,000 in prizes for
short paragraphs on 'What the Chain
Store Means to Me.'

To date no tax talk propaganda
has been spread over the air. They're
saving that for the closing few
weeks, when it will no doubt be
poured on plenty. Right now the
plan is to build up goodwill for the
chain stores and make 'as large a
potential audience as possible for
those last weeks. Airings are held
in the Lincoln Room at the Shirley
hotel, with 1,000 capacity. Program
originates over KOA and is remoted
to KGHF, Pueblo.

The 'salutes' to various portions of
the state are being written by Mary
Coyle Chase. Show is m.c.'d by Wes-
ley Battersea. Milton Shrednik di-
rects the 18-piece orchestra. Every-
thing is kept moving at a rapid pace.
Entertainment is of high quality and
should hold i.nd add listeners. Regu-
lar entertainers and announcers,
aside from Battersea and the orches-
tra, are Elsa Kauerz, lyric soprano;
Janet Bible, contralto; Lester Hard-
ing, baritone; Men of the West, .quar-
tet, and Gilbert Verba, KOA an-
nouncer.

CURTAIN AT 8:30
With Robert Emmet Dolen, Otto

Harbaoh;- Genevieve Rowe, Joe
Lille Chorus ^

30 Mins.
Sustaining
Thursday, 8:30 pjn.
WJZ-NBC, New York
An offshoot of the Tort of Miss-

ing Hits' program, which Dolen con-
ducted and which recently faded for
lack of material, 'Curtain' has ready-
made appeal. It features tunes, most
of which were hits from Broadway
plays and musicals.

The innate appeal of the tunes is

aided considerably by the arrange-
ments laid out for Dolen's crew.
Program selected the New Amster-
dam theatre to lead off and used
melodies from 'Madame Sherry,' '45

Mins. from Broadway,' 'Roberta' and
others.

Opener was nicely scripted, giving
the impression of a Broadway pre-
miere with Otto Harbach discussing
the chances of the show with a pa-
tron. Genevieve -Rowe and Joe
Lille chorus contributed vocals of
various numbers. Show presents a
pleasing half hour.

•OUTWARD BOUND'
Columbia Workshop
Drama
30 Mins.
Sustaining
Thursday, 10 p.m., EDST.
WABC, New York
Columbia Workshop players and

production crew swung, into action
for new season with every promise
that their dramatic achievements
will at least equal those of the past.
Chose 'Outward Bound,' as a starter,
an admittedly difficult piece to pre-
pare for radio presentation and
equally di icult to project clearly for
airway listeners. That it was a
facile production and easy to follow
indicates the infinite care given the
30-minute .sketch.

'Outward' Bound,' which was done
on the English stage in 1922 and on
Broadway shortly thereafter, also
was made as, a picture by Warner
Erbsr Consequently, the story of the
young married couple who attempt
suicide and start off on the queer
steamship bound for the ethereal
kingdom is not unfamiliar.

Success of Columbia Workshop
pr^iuction in holding interest was in
no small part due to effective direc-
tion, understandable lines and trim
individual

,
performances. No cast

credits, but outstanding was the work
of the young Englishman who took
his wife with him in the suicidal at-
tempt. Others in cast measured up,
indicating careful casting.

Producers did skillful job in show-
ing the manner in which the two
escape from death and the 'Outward
Bound' ship when Jocko, their - pet
dog, crashes a window and lets
deadly gas out of the room in which
they sought escape from life. While
allowing for development of different
characters on this strange boat, at-

tention is kept trained on the half-
ways married couple, eventually left

behind at the 'port of disembarka-
tion.' Colorful musical background,
augmented by proper sound effects,

helped maintain atmosphere. Back-
ground effects, however, were in-

clined to blast through lines near the
finish of playlet. Charles R. Jackson
is credited with the adaptation and
Martin Gosch with direction.

Wear.
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AIR'S CRACK WAR COVERAGE
COMPREHENSIVE BBC's Visio of Feature Pix Gets Hypo,

But Exhifes May Stymie Future Plans

FEARS CRIP

ARGENTINE

STATIONS

Buenos Aires, Sept. 4.

Program quality is getting steadily

worse and stations are falling into

greater disrepute due to pulling of

purse strings, occasioned by recent

government' threats. Since Argen-
tine government threatened to re-

voke licenses or nationalize radio,

owners are sitting back afraid to

move and unwilling to spend coin

-against uncertain future with con-

sequence that things are going from
bad to worse.

All stations can be disfranchised

at a moment's notice since they

operate without government, conces-

sion -with only a permit. Radio El

Mundo. is the only station with a

concession and has that for 15 years.

However, that also could be re-

voked if the government decided to

.nationalize radio a la British Broad-
casting.

Threat first came in\July when
government voiced its concern ovei
poor quality of majority of pro-
grams emanating from Argentine
stations and stated that permits

would be revoked unless something
.was done by way of improvement.
Since that time a move to national-

ize radio has taken foot.' Rampant
stealing of each other's programs
for ' rebroa'dcast in more remote
areas, general sloppiness of equip-
ment, uninteresting presentation of
uninteresting artists, over-lapping
of frequencies and

.
time, etc., all

have had to do with present ac-
tivity.

A graphic Illustration of station

El Mundo (LR3), Buenos Aires, will

be distributed among agencies, etc.,

throughout U. S. by Melchor Guz-
man, New York rep of the station.

Guzman returned from B. A. last

week where he had been for two
month3 studying station and other
local radio situations. Aim now is

to impress U. S. radio and adver-
tising circles with importance of El
Mundo in S. A. field.

A complete set of pictures of

physical equipment and staff will be
used along with accompanying
literature. It's first time that such
an attempt has been made. El
Mundo's idea is to gain some good
will here in view of government
threats to all stations, as well as for

business reasons.

NAZIS CHECKING ON

CZECHS VIA RADIO

(

Vienna, Sept. 11.

Having a Czech minority number-
ing almost 100,000 people, Austria
Reichsender decided to add broad-
easts in Czech language. Nightly at

7 P.m., for 15 minutes, the latest poli-

tical .developments are sent from
new. Argentinierstraz'e studio to

Czech .listeners, living mostly in the
.workers' districts, to counteract
Czech news emanating from Prague.

Title of the program is, 'Truth
Succeeds.'

U. S. SET EXPORTS UP

Total Sales to Foreign Customers at

$675,285 in July

Washington, Sept. 20.

Healthy foreign demand for U.S.
radio sets was noted during July,
with total exports hitting $675,285,

Commerce Department reported last

week. Five small countries took
more than half the shipments.

Belgium was best U.S. market for
tubes, buying $31,854 worth; Canada,
United Kingdom and Brazil were
principal destinations of. receiving
set parts; France and Canada bought
most accessories. Leading customers
for complete receivers were Union of

South Africa, $104,052; Brazil, $99,982;
United Kingdom, $56,438; Cuba, $50,-

691; and Venezuela, $47,059.

=^

Prolog to Crisis

Prague, Sept. 10.

With the possibility that ra-
dio communication may' prove
to e the only reliable means of

contacting the western world in

the event of a second World
War, Chechoslovakian authori-
ties have completed • prepara-
tions to meet an emergency.
While - only two station's are
working at present, there are
six others in restive, located in

various parts of the country.
Recent shortwave broadcasts

by William Shirer, CBS* Con-
tinental rep, from Czechoslo-
vakia to the United States were
a complete success and caused •

great satisfaction in official

quarters here.*-

ENGLISH RADIO

TALENT %
NATIVE

London, Sept. 13.

Talent employed in BBC programs
ar6 94% British^ Fact was revealed

in statement by ah official, replying
to a con.plaint from secretary of

Royal Society of St. George that too

many aliens and too much foreign

music appeared in programs.
As regards music, BBC angle is

that in current series of. Promenade
Concerts (long-hair stuff), local

compositions have outnumbered for-

eign by more than 10 to 1—exclud-
ing, of course, accepted classics.

During present series 56 works of
home composition have been pre-
sented, six being first performances..

St. George Society looks some-
what screwy on the racial angle,

and in its official magazine dis-

criminates between English and
other British listeners. Argues that

native talent should get first call.

Also claims there are too many
Scottish musicians and an excess of

Scottish music.

2 Full-Length Operas

To Get English Airing
London, Sept. 13.

Long-hair music broadcasts during
the fall are set to include two full-

length studio productions of opera,
With first to be aired Oct. 28. It

will be Vaughan Williams' 'Hugh
the Drover,' and will be hardly cut
at all for the ether.

Another idea is to present arias
and orchestral items from unfamiliar
opuses, from series compiled by
Max Robertson after soaking him-
self in European opera. Robertson
has heard over 250 different pieces
in various capitals, and specializes

in picking up Continental broadcasts
so as to spot any likely material.

Vox Pop in England

London, Sept. 13.

BBC is planning a little vox pop-
ping for the fall and winter season.
Variety director John .Vatt and pro-
ducer Mike Meehan are putting new
feature into resumed Saturday night
'In Town Tonight' series, reopening
Oct. 8. Gag is to have a commenta-
tor planted at some busy spot with
a mike to take snap interviews from
passers-by on any topic that might
occur.

Mike will be in hands of Michael
Standing, son of late Sir Guy Stand-
ing. ^

1

CAN. STATION LEASED
Yorkton, Sask., Sept. 20.

For years operated by James
Richardson & Sons, Ltd., as a mar-
ket outlet into northwestern Sas-
katchewan and northeastern Mani-
toba, CJGX here has been leased to

Dawson Richardson, of Winnipeg.
Fred Ball, formerly of Winnipeg
Tribune, was named commercial
mgr.

Station studios remain in Winni-
peg.

Netw o r k s Distinguishing

Themselves in Picking Up
First-Hand Reports from
European Nerve-Centers

—

Those Foreign Reps for

U. S. Radio Doing Swell
Jobs.

ON 'EMERGENCY BASIS'

NBC, Columbia and . Mutual, the
trade, agrees, did a, crjick job. at cqv-.

ering the European crisis during the
past week. The nets' sensitive, alert-

ness to news values and sources, deft
marshalling of experts, wherever and
whenever the occasion required, and
keen exercise of impartiality ' and
temperateness drew much favorable
comment. Apparently because of the
panoramic bigness of the event there
were hardly any scoops scored. NBC
picked up Premier Chamberlain on
his return to England as a solo re-
broadcast, but that was due to CBS'
dropping out just a few minutes be-
fore to take care of some commercial
commitments.

Concerted bombardment of news
and views from the other side didn't

actually get under way until last

Tuesday (13). NBC had purposely
laid off from heavily airing the Euro-
pean jitters until then because it

wanted to avoid anything that
smacked of war-mongering. But as

soon as Chamberlain's proposed visit

to Hitler was revealed, NBC chucked
its hush-hush policy overboard and
threw its facilities wide open to the
European crisis.

Mutual delivered the most novel
touch of the week late Saturday
night (17), when it broadcast in-

stantaneous recordings of news bul-
letin programs aired in English ear-
lier that same evening by German
and Czechoslovakian government-
operated stations. While both news
periods were larded with propa-
ganda, the Nazi version offered
American listeners a startling ob-
ject lesson in unstinted, venom and
home-office journalism. Practically
every item from the German trans-
mitter, DJB, was preceded by 'it is

reported.'

Both NBC and Columbia went on
a 24-hour coverage basis of news
from the Sudeten area and Euro-
pean capitals. Programs were fre-

quently broken into with bulletins,

and H. V. Kaltenborn spiced up
Columbia's output by being on hand
either to translate, give resumes or
comment on what had just been
heard from the other side.

Among CBS' pickups from abroad
were William Shirer, its Continental
rep; Edward Murrow, its European
director; John Whittaker, of the Chi-
cago Daily News, and Kenneth
Downs, of the International .News.
Service, in Paris; Melvin White-
leather, of the Associated Press, and
Pierre Huss, of the INS; in Berlin;
Matthew Halton, of the Toronto Star,

in Prague, and Sir Frederick Whyte,
English lecturer and novelist, in

London.

As the international crisis In-

creased in acuteness, the points of
origin of the NBC and Columbia
broadcasts spread over a wider area.

On Friday and Saturday the news
bulletins and resumes were coming"
direct from as many as five places
on the European map. NBC's pa-
rade of foreign experts included
Fred Bate and Max Jordan, its own
European reps; Alistair Cooke, free

lance correspondent; Karl H. von
Wiegand, of the International News
Service, from. Prague; Harold Ett-
linger, Paris correspondent for the
Chicago. Daily News; Walter B. Kerr,
Prague correspondent for the N. Y.
Herald Trib; Walter Deuell, of the
Chicago Daily News, in Berlin, Ver-
non Bartlett, freelancer; Gordon
Lennox, of the London Daily Tele-
graph, and M. W. Fodor, of the Chi-
cago Daily News' Prague bureau.

Mutual had its staff European com-
mentator, John Steel, on from Lon-

Hindus' CBS Scoop

Columbia scored a startling

scoop yesterday afternoon
(Tuesday)' by one of those

curious quirks' when, just as

Maurice Hindus' was about to

close his broadcast from Radio
Journal, Prague, he was hand-
ed a message that the Czecho-
slovakian government had a mo-
ment before issued a com-
munique to Great. Britain, and
France that it .'would, continue
to pursue its policy of concilia-

tion.' .The messenger walked
into the studio at 2:45 EDST as

Hindus was .... informing, his

American listeners that there

was nothing ,more he could tell

them and that he Was signing

off.

Press-Radio didn't' carry the

bulletin , on this communique,
until 3:06 p.m. The airing of

the news item by Hindus con-
stituted the first world beat
since the network's bombard-
ment of news on the European
crisis started last Tuesday (13).

Hindus, author and journal-

ist, was retained by CBS to do
comment for it but of Prague
as the Sudeten-Czech conflict

started to come to a head.

don Thursday and Saturday . nights.

On Sunday, like NBC and CBS, it

did English summaries of the Musso-
lini, Premier Hodza and President
Benes speeches.
Kaltenborn phoned Prague peri-

odically and quoted Maurice Hindus,

author, on mari-in-the-street reac-

tions. Hindus also shortwaved via

CBS from the Czech capital yester-

day .
jCBS pulled another novelty yes-

terday afternoon at the Berlin rail-

road station, as some 75 press cor-

respondents were departing in three

special'cars for Berchtesgaden in an-
ticipation of British Prime Minister

Neville Chamberlain's meeting with
Hitler. An Italian, two British, one
French, the AP and UP men and
Sigrid Schultz, the Chi Trib's femme
rep, spoke. William Shirer of CBS
chaperoned the press corps, super-

vised by a German press official. All

the newshawks spoke optimistically

of 'no war,' and the likelihood of an
international accord to ease the ten-

sion.

A sidelight on Hindus' man-in-the-
street observations from Prague
Monday night was that it paralleled,

almost verbatim, what Walter B.
Kerr of the N. Y. Herald-Tribune
said" over NBC earlier, in the day.
Sounded like the boys were swap-
ping notes.

Washington Emergency

Washington, Sept. 20.

Agitation over European war crisis

last week placed local web affiliates

on an 'emergency basis,' ready to

operate 24 hours a day if and when
war breaks out..

Occupying the most strategic po-
sition in the country for official

broadcasts, reception of foreign news
and contact with European embas-
sies, Washington transmitters will

become the national source of radio
news and comment on the progress
of a European war, if this week's
negotiations between the foreign
powers are upset. Awareness of

station managers to this problem is

seen in . orders to personnel of
WJSV, CBS transmitter, to remain
on call 'at any time of the day or
night'; installation of complete
broadcast equipment in the WRC-
WMAL newsroom to facilitate in-

stant broadcasts of flashes from
United Press, while WOL ..(Mutual)

is keeping bigshots off the air as
much as possible so that frequent
cut-ins 'will not hurt anybody's feel-

ings.'

Station's Newsroom
Newsroom broadcasts from WRC-

WMAL will become a permanent
feature of the NBC transmitters,
whether or not war breaks in Eu-
rope. Success of the new setup

London, -Sept. 13.

BBC's idea' of using pictures i

television programs got further stim-*<;';

ulation following Olympia radio ex-

position, when two of.Gaumont-Brit-

ish's old epics were played alternated

ly every day for a week. Showings

evoked such comment from lookers,

BEC now plans more pic revivals;

Problem, though; ip whether it

will get the picture^. Special per-
mission was obtained from distribu-

tors for the two G-B film;., but BBC
will have to begin over again with
Kinematogfaph Renter.- Society if

they' are to "hope" to get pther reis-

sues -• for • ethering. SSociety . so , fat

.has stood out. against releasing films,

.for visio, and in .his have had 100%
support of Cinematograph Exhibi-
tors Ass'n.

It's not certain that KRS would
agree to lift its ban—a distribs as-

.sume, if there is ' still" life in the ^old

product,' it will earn them more rev-
enue in the theatres than BBC could
afford, to pay.
When BBC started off recently

with a Continental picture, 'The.
Student of Prague,' that was okay
with distribs, because KRu has no
jurisdiction over that type of sub-
ject, but latest iuea is that owners of

visia receivers would . take more
kindly to reissues '•f English-speakV
ing hits than to foreign language^'
versions with subtitles.

Exhlbs' Meeting

English exhibs are getting the jit-

ters On account of visio,
,
especially

in view of reports BBC is angling
for film product to trick out its pro-
grams. Matter is going to be
threshed out by General Council of
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn.
meeting in Glasgow tomorrow
(Wed.), and meanwhile territorial

groups have already gone to bat on
the situash.

Idea promulgated at important
Portsmouth centre was to have all

motion picture interests combine in
joint committee to resist approaches
by BBC for permish to ether re-

issues, and this will .be laid before
the Glasgow meeting. CEA mem-
bers aver all trade concerns should
determinedly refuse to release either

material or equipment to BBC
which might in any way conflict

with the theatres.

Possible BBC's approach to dis-

tribs meantime hasn't got any place,

due to the fact Kinematograph Rent-
ers Society has not been in session
since July, though expected to meet
again before this month is out.

already has convinced officials of
the value of piping hot news di-
rectly to listeners. At present sta-
tions are interrupting regular pro-
grams to deliver the latest bulletins
on Czechoslovakia and Germany,
with frequent round-ups used to

summarize developments.
Station officials in all Washington

Studios are holding daily and night-
ly conferences on the handling of
current war stuff, and on the ex-
tremely delicate situation into which
they will be plunged in the event of

a foreign explosion.

Canadian Breaks

Saskatoon, Sask., Sept. 20.

Anxious to broadcast every Euro-
pean flash on the networks and still

carry their own commercials, CBC
outlets are having a hectic time of
it. Most have followed lead of"

CKCK, Regina, in appointing man to
sit by with earphones and plug in
any special announcement even
while commercial is in progress.

FRENCH SOUP
Montreal, Sept. 20.

Crmpbell Soup is sz.L to be mull*
ing a French progran to go over a
regional network in this province.
Eastern sales manager for Camp-

bell, from Camden,. N. J., has been
reported negotiating for one of sev-
eral productions.
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Agencies-Sponsors

WOR, NEW YORK
Julius Grossman (Shoes) through

Sterling Advertising placed quarter-

hour program 'Lamplighter* starting

Scot. 11. Heard Sundays 1230 p.m.

Olson Rug Co. five-minute pro-

gram, starting Sept. 20, Tuesdays,

Thursdays and Saturdays at 8:20 a.m.

Presba, Filkers & Presba set.

Regal Shoe Co., inked for Trans-

radio News and football followup

series via Dave Driscoll starting

Sept. 24 at 4:15 p.m. Frank Pres-

brey Co. set.

Journal of Living Publications (V-

Bev), 15-minute show, 'Moments of

Relaxation,' Sundays at 7:45 p.m.,

x starting Sept. 25 through Franklin

Bruck agency. Norman Brokenshire

handling. Also set for second series

on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri-

days starting Sept. 12, Victor W.

Lindlahr program from 12 to 12:30

noon. ,

.

W. Warren Barbour Campaign

Committee, Red Bank, N. J., signed

for one shot, Nov. 7, 9:15 to 9:30 p.m.

Schenck Advertising agented.

Firestone Tire and Rubber Co.,

•Voice of the Farm,' starting Sept.

13 at 12;15 to 12:30 p.m. every Tues

day and Thursday. Formerly heard

Mondays and Fridays. .

Pinex Co. changed schedule to

Tuesdays and Thursdays starting

Oct. 4 from 4 to 4sl5 p.m., present-

ing Transradio News with Frank

Singiser. Russel M. Seeds agented.

nouncements per week for eight

weeks. John H. Dunham placed.

Peter Paul, Inc. (candy), 62 spot

announcements, starting Sept. 12 and

ending Dee. 16. Platt-Forbes, Inc.,

agency.
Philip Morris Co. (Paul Jones

cigarets), on Aug. 29 started indef

six times per week participation in

'Early Risers Club' program. Biow
Co. placed.

WOV-WBIL,'NEW YORK
General Mills, Inc. (Wheaties), 15-

minute programs five times weekly,

through Blackett-Sample-Hummert.
Continental Baking Co. (Wonder

Bread), 35 spot announcements;

through Benton & Bowles.

Health Products Corp. (Feen-a-

Mint), spot announcements through

William Esty.

Diamond Candle Co., Inc.,- three

v half-hour programs and three spot

announcements weekly,
v

-r- Rex Jewelry Co., half-hour weekly,

through Carlo Vinti Advertising.

Planters Edible Oil Co. (Ali d'ltalia

Oil), 15-minute programs, six times

weekly; through Pettinella Adver-
tising Co.
Keystone Manufacturing Co. (San

Giorgio Macaroni), half-hour weekly,

through Aitkin-JKyhett.
'

'

Public Service Optical Co., three

15-minute programs weekly.
Mays 34th Street, N. Y., daily 15-

minute programs.
New York School of Music, 15-

minutes weekly.
R«v, Glenn H. Davis, New York,

one hour weekly.

Crowell Publishing Co., through

Geyer, Cornell & Newell, New York,

begins a weekly morning quarter-

hour, 'Carolyn Pryce,' home econom-
ics on KFRC, and California Don
Lee web on Sept. 16.

White Laboratories (Feen-a-mint),

through William Esty, New York,

spotting 100-word announcements
five days weekly, starting Sept. 6

through June 5, 1939.

Oxo. Ltd. (bouillon cubes), through

Platt-Forbes, New York, begins

thrice-weekly spot announcements
Sept. 26 through Dec. 30, Also five

a week on KSFO through Dec. 6.

Peter Paul, Inc. (Ten Crown gum),
through Emil Brisacher & Staff,

sponsoring thrice-weekly participat-

ing announcements on 'Don Lee
World Reporter' programs over

KFRC and Don Lee web in Califor-

nia. Through Jan. 14, 1S53. Also

signed with KSFO for five weekly
broadcasts of 'Oddities in the News'
for 26 weeks.

Standard Beverages, Inc. (Par-T-

Pak), through Emil Reinhardt, Oak-
land, Cal., is spotting one-minute an-

nouncements on KPO, San Fran-
cisco, Suridays, starting Sept. 4.

McRoskey Airflex Mattress Co.

switches its 'Sleep Serenade' quar-

ter-hour from Sunday to Thursday
starting Oct. 13, over KPO, San
Francisco. Emil Brisacher agency.

KDKA, PITTSBURGH
Carleton and Hovey (Father John's

Medicine), weather reports nightly

except Sunday for 26 weeks starting

Oct, 3, through John W. Queen
agency*
Duquesne Brewing Co., quarter-

hour of music every Friday and Sat-

urday evening for 52 weeks, through

Walker-Downing.
Royal Typewriter Co,, spot an-

nouncement nightly for 13 week, di-

rect.

Air Conditioning & Training Corp.,

'Music of Today' disc quarter-hour

every Sunday night for 13 weeks,

through National Classified.

Kellogg Co. (All-Bran), three par-

ticipations weekly in Home Forum
for 13 weeks.
Republican State Committee, three

15-minute spots weekly through

Nov. 3.

KFRC, SAN FRANCISCO
General Mills, Inc., through Westco

agency, is spotting its transcribed

serial, 'Jack Armstrong/ five days
weekly starting Sept. 26 on KFRC
and all Mutual-Don Lee outlets in

California except KVEC. Contract
expires April 21, 1939.

Marin- Dell Milk Co., through
Campbell-Ewald, has renewed for

another year its Saturday night

broadcasts of 'Budda's Amateur-
Hour.' ' Bean Maddox

:
is m.c.

Haxtz Mountain Products, Inc,

(bh-d seed), through George Hart-

man, New York, signed* for 10-rnin-

ute participation in Tuesday broad-
casts of 'Feminine Fancies' over
KFRC, and all Mutual-Don Lee sta-

tions on Coast except KVEC. Con-
tract for one year.

P. Lorillard Co, (Sensation ciga-

rete), through Lennen & Mitchell

New York, has inked year's renewal
for twice-weekly 'Don't You Believe
It' programs conducted by Bob
Bence over KFRC and the Mutual
Don Lee web (except KRKO and
KGDM).

WGNY, NEWBURGH, N. Y.
Ford Motors (for special used car

drive) set for 39 50-word announce-
ments, starting Sept. 1.

Ralston-Purina, three quarter-hour
periods weekly, commencing Sept 12

and running Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays for 17 weeks. Recorded
by World Broadcasting, featuring

WLS Barn Dance talent.

WNEW» NEW YORK
Siegel System. Sales Corp. (voice

culture), sharing 'Make Believe Ball
room' program for six quarter-hours
weekly for four weeks, beginning
Aug. 29.

Ford Motors, 25 spot announcements
for 10 days, starting" Sept. 1. Placed
by McCann-Erickson agency.

C. F. Mueller (macaroni), Jersey
City, participation in 'Morning Star'

program, six times weekly for 39

weeks. Started Sept. 5.

O-Codar Corp. (mops and polish),

starts Sept. 12> with five spot an

KSFO, SAN FRANCISCO
Lewis-Howe Co. .- (Turns), through

H; W; Kastor & Sons, sponsoring 10

transcribed announcements weekly
through June 9, 1939, in addition to

a weekly quarter-hour transcribed

variety show which debuts Sept. 25.

Beaumont Laboratories (cold tab-

lets), .through H. W. Kastor & Sons,
signed for 10 transcribed announce-
ments weekly starting Oct. 10. Con-
tract expires March 10.

Chrysler Motor Corp. (Plymouth
autos), through J. Sterling Getchel,

Chicago, will air 10 night announce
ments weekly starting Sept. 22. over
a 13-week period.

Gordon-Allan, Ltd. (Par soap),
through Tomaschke-Elliott, Oakland,
Cal., six weekly daytime announce-1

ments through Dec. 31.

Oneida Silver Co., through Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborne, set for

two announcements weekly begin-
ning Sept. 12 for 13 weeks.

Duquesne Light Co. has taken two

new shows weekly on WCAE, Pitts-

burgh, for 13-week stretch. First

hits every Wednesday night ..t 7:30

and features new rhythm combina-

tion under M'ax Adkins with singing

trio of Jeanne Baxter and Henrietta

and Dorothy Rosenberg. Other pro-

gram is quarter-hour, every Monday
and Thursday, with Anne Sutter,

home economics expert.

Oldsmoblle Co. will sponsor play

by play accounts of Pittsburgh Pi

rates' away-from-home football

games in National Pro League over

WWSW, Pittsburgh. Joe Tucker at

the mike and account was placed di

rect. <

Atlantic Refining Co. has pur
chased time on WWSW,. Pittsburgh,

for broadcasts of nine football games
this season; four Carnegie Tech
clashes, three Penr State affairs and
two involving Duquesne U. First

time that WWSW has broken into

the collegiate grid picture. Claude
Haring, now in Buffalo broadcasting

accounts of Buffalo baseball games
in International League, will do the

descriptions.

e.t. show. Placed by Rahrabraugh

& Gibson, Philadelphia

Remar Baking Co., 23 times with

'Show of the Week,' live talent, start-

ing Sept. 25, 3:30-4 p. m. Sundays,

through Sidney Garflnkel, San Fran-

cisco.

Alders Bros. Milling Co. (Friskies),

through Erwinv Wasey & Co., Seat-

tle, 20 broadcast of 'Jimmy and

Gyp,' e.t. dramr.tlc show, starting

Sept. 27 from 5:15 t<-» 5;30 p. m.,

Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Dr. Frank E. Robinson (renewal),

52 broadcasts starting Sept. 11 with

'Psychiana,' e. t. talk, at 10:45 a. m.

Sundays for five minutes. Izzard Co.

placed.

Fred T. Wood, Inc. (Real Estate),

through Emil Reinhardt, Oakland,

Cal., 13 times starting Sept. 11 at 10-

10:15 a. m. Sundays. 'Moraga Melo-

dies, e. t. music.
Calif. State Chamber of Com-

merce, Sai. Francisco, 30 times Jor

one minute e.t. announcements at

varying times, starting Sept. 14.

to March 12, through Atherton &
Currier, N. Y.

Saltesea Packing Co. (soup), one-
minute announcements, through Liv-
ermore & Knight, Providence.

Williamson Candy Co. (O'Henry),

one-minute e.t. announcements, five

times weekly, to Sept 1, 1939,

hvough John H. Dunham, Chicago.

Beaumont Laboratories (Four-Way
Cold Tablets), one-minute announce-
ments, Oct. 10 to March 11, through

H. W. Kastor, Chicago.

Renault Wine has signed with
WCAE, Pittsburgh, for three week-
ly 10-minute news broadcasts for

next 13 weeks. Bob McKee, of sta-

tion's staff, doing
(

headlines-spiel.

Program is aired '' for additional

thrice-weekly periods at noon as sus-

tained
Eastern Wine Corp. (Chateau

Wine), through Alvin Austin, full-

hour variety program on station

WEVD, N. Y., starting Sept. 20. Airs

11 p. m. to 12 Midnight. Maurice
Hart will m.c.

Sawyer Biscuit Co. (United Bis-

cuit Co.), through Sherman K. Ellis,

'Air Adventures of Jimmy Allen/
over WMAQ, Chicago, five times
weekly starting Sept. 26.

WAAB, BOSTON
Book Theatre Assn., Boston (Pub-

lishers and Sellers), 13 15-minute
programs, Saturdays p.m. Book The-
atre with Mabel Cobb. Placed
through Chambers & Wiswell, Bos-
ton.

Division of Savings Bank Jfe In-
surance, Commonwealth of.Mass., re-
newal, 52 participations in News Ser-
vice, Sundays, noontime, from Sept.

25 through Sept. 17, 1939. Placed
through A. V7. Ellis Co., Boston.
Friend Bros., Inc., Boston (Baked

Beans), 52 30-minute programs, Sun-
days, noontime. Friend's Student
Radio Club. From August 28 through
August 20, 1939. Ingalls-Advertising
Co., Boston.
Pieronl Bros. & Co., Boston, 18

time- signals, six weekly, noontime,
through F. Lewis, Boiston.

WJJD, Chicago
Sterling Insurance, 30

daily, seven days weekly,
homa Outlaws' singing western bal-
lads. Contract to run 26 weeks,
r>irept,

minutes
•Okla-

Newart Clothing Co., 15 minutes
weekly following pro football games
of Chicago Bears. 'Dressing Room
Interviews' with Red Grange. Mal-
colm-Howard agency.

Dr.'Schoil's Foot Comfort Shops.
News broadcasts three 15-minute pe-
riods for 13 weeks. Presba, Fellers &
Presba agency.
McKenzie Milling Co., 10 an-

nouncements weekly for (13 weeks.
John Dunham agency.
Logan Laundries, 15 minutes

weekly, recorded music on Sundays;
26 weeks. Robert Kahn agency.

Wllshire Oil's 'Pull Over Neighbor'
on KFL (Los Angeles) renewed for
13 weeks.

re-

DON LEE COAST CHAIN
Wheaties' 'Jack Armstrong'

newed for another 30 weeks.
Phillies (cheroots) ticketed Sam

Baiter as sports narrator.
Woman's Home Companion spon-

soring shoppers' program. Contract
for 30 weeks.
Norman Nesbitt's news cast taken

for 13 weeks by Ten Crown gum.
Early morning period tagged by
Polident dentrifice.

'Calling All Cars/ Rio Grande oil's

cops-and-robbers opus, renewed for
one year on Columbia Coast net-
work.

Sawyer Biscuit Co., 'Adventures of
Jimmy Allen,' on WMAQ, Chicago,
beginning Sept. 26. Five-a-week
quarter-hours at 5:15 p.m. Neisser-
Meyerhof agency.

WNAC, BOSTON
Walker-Gordon Laboratory, Plains-

boro, N. J. (Milk Products), renewal
117 lOO-word plugs, full week (daily),
from Sept. 6 through Dec. 31.

Young-&rRubleam7
Pine -Bros., Inc., Philadelphia (Ora-

sol Mouth Tablets), 60 30-word plugs,
from Oct. 31 through Feb. 17, 1939,
staggered schedule. McKee 8c Al-
bright, Philadelphia.

First National Stores, Inc., Somer-
ville, Mass., 234 fifteen-minute pro-
grams, daily Mon.-Sat, to preem
Sept. 26 and end June 24, 1939. (Also
on WTIC, Hartford, WEAN, Provi-
dence,. WTAG, Worcester, and
WCSH, Portland). Badger 8c Brown-
ing,- Boston.
Grove Laboratories, St. Louis, Mo,

(Grove's Bromo Quinine), 308 1C0-

word plugs, daily full week, stag-
gered schedule, from Oct. 1 through
March 3, 1939. Stack-Goble Agency,
Chicago.

Rumford Chemical Works, Rum
ford, R. I. (Baking Powder). 116 3u
word plugs, two daily except Sun-
days, a.m. and p.m., from Sept. 15
through Nov. 21. Atherton & Cur
rier, N. Y.
Washburn Candy Co., Brockton,

Mass., 60 30-word plucts, Mon.-Fri.,
from Sent. 12 through Dec. 2. Ben
nett 8c Snow.

KFRC, SAN FRANCISCO
Pacific Greyhound Bus Lines (re

newal) through Beaumont 8c Hoh-
man agency, San Francisco, 35
broadcasts of 'Romance on the High-
ways/ 15-minute dramatic program,
Starts Jan. 1 over Mutual-Don Lee
network through California and
Oregon,
Wheatena Corp., 78 times, starting

Sept. 19 at 7-7:15 p.m., Monday,
Wednesday and Fridaj With Ford
Rush and his Tinkle Toy Band, an

WGY, SCHENECTADY
Quaker Oats Co. (animal feeds), 39

half-hour 'Man on the Farm' Sat-
urday noon programs, with two 10-

minute transciibed units and a 10-

minute live talent agricultural in-

terview handled by Announcer Ches-
ter D. Vedder, through Benton &
Bowles, starting Sept. 24.

Ralston Purina Co. (livestock
feed), 15-minute musical transcrip
tions, 'Checkerboard Time/- thrice
weekly, to June 2, 1939, through
Gardner Advertising Co., St. Louis,

Kellogg Co. (All-Bran), participa-
tions in Market Basket, thrice week-
ly, to Dec. 22, through Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N. Y.

Fowler's Department Store, Glens
Falls, N. Y, participations in Mar
ke<; Basket, twice weekly to Dec. 22,

through Hevenor Agency, Albany.

Good Luck Food Products, par
ticipations in Household Chats, once
weekly to Dec. 15, through Hughes,
Wolff & Co., Rochester.

Curtice Bros. (Blue Label Toma
toes), participations in Household
Chats, once weekly, through Dec. 8,

CoMeskill Milling Co. (Kaple Pan-
cake FJour), 20 participations in
Market Basket.
Procino & Rossi, Auburn, N. Y.

(.macaroni and sBagheiiiJU half hoi

Italian musicals, Sundays, Oct. 2
through March 26, 1939, through
Barlow Agency, Syracuse.
Fern Furniture Co., Albany-Sche

nectady, five-minute announcements
twice weekly, Sept. 26 to Dec. 24,
through Leighton & Nelson, Sche
nectady.
Mantle Lamp Co., quarter-hour

transcriptions, Sundays, Oct. 16 to
Jan. 8, 1939, through Presba, Fellers
& Presba, Chicago.
Carleton and Hovey, Inc. (Father

John's Medicine), daily weather re-
ports, Oct. 3 to April 1, 1939,
through John W. Queen, Boston.

Atlantic Refining Co., Saturday
college football games, Oct. 1 to
Nov. 26, through N. W. Ayer, N. Y.
Knox Gelatine, participations in

Market Basket, twice weekly, to Dec.
7, through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Mayfalr Furniture- Co., Albany,

five-minute announcements, once
weekly, Sept. 18 to March 12, 1939,
through Hevenor Agency.
Riverbank Canning Co. (Madonna

Tomato Paste), participations in
Market Backet, twice weekly, to Oct.
2f, through Sternfleld-Godley, N. Y.
Rival Dog Food, participations .in

Market Basket twice weekly, Oct.
4 to July 1, 1939, through Charles
Silver & Co., Chicago.
Ward Baking Co. (Soft-Bun

Bread), quarter-hour transcriptions
of 'Jane Arden/ five times weekly,
Oct. 10 to Jan. 6, through Sherman
K. Ellis, N. Y.
Royal Typewriter Co., one-minute

announcements, twice weekly, Sept.
21 to Dec. 16.

Rumford Baking Powder, one-
minute announcements thrice daily,

KDKA, PITTSBURGH
Campbell Cereal Co. (Malt-O-

Meal), quarter-hour disc shows three

times weekly for 23 weeks. Through
H. W. Kastor.
Republican State Committee, 19

quarter-hour spots for political ad-

dresses. Through McLain.
John Morrell Co. (E-Z Cut Ham),

spot announcements daily for 26

weeks. Through Henri, Hurst &
McDonald.
Lewis Howe Co. (Turns), two an-

nouncements daily five days a week
for 39 weeks, and 15-minute disc pro-

grams once weekly for 39 weeks.

Through H. W. Kastor.

Democratic State Committees=4,8
quarter-hour political talks. Thi
Barnes & Aaron.
Beaumont Laboratories, 15-minute

transcription show once weekly for

22 weeks. Through H. W. Kastor.

WMCA, NEW YORK
National Bowling Arena, N. Y.,

five-minute spot announcements five

times weekly for 26 weeks starting

Sept. 12. Direct.

Peter Paul, Inc., Naugautuck,
Conn., five-minute program, 'Odd
News Today/ Monday through Fri-

days, starting Sept. 12 for 14 weeks.
Through Platt-Forbes.

Man-O-War Publishing Co. (re-
newal), 'Turf Club/ 6 to 6:15 p.m.,

Monday through Saturday, starting

Sept. 12 for 52 weeks. Through
Metropolitan Advertising Co.
Carleton & Hovey (Father John's

Medicine), one-minute announce-
ments Monday through Friday for 26
weeks, starting Oct. 3. John W.
Queen, Boston, placed.
Communist Party, started Sept. 16

with 26 broadcasts through J. P.
Muller agency.

WHN, NEW YORK
Royal Typewriter Co., through

Buchanan & Co., 13-week contract
for 15-minute participations in
Charles McCarthy 'Early Bird' pro-
gram six mornings per week. Also
on for station-break announcements
twice weekly.
Famous Furriers, N. Y., through

Midtown Advertising, placed partici-
pating announcements in Sam
Taylor's 'Hollywood Sound Stage,*
program for 13 weeks.-

P. J. LeRoy (home piano in-
struction) (renewal) of 13 weeks,
effective Sept, 12 for two 15-minute
periods daily, six days per week.

WOR, NEW YORK
B. H. Macy & Co., through Young

8t Rubicam, starts Sept. 19, Mondays
through Fridays, 12:45 to 1:00 p.m.
Jwith^Consumers!„_Qiiiz.'

. .Also fox__
Martha Manning, sales talk, starting
Sept. 20 every Tuesday at 9:15 a.m.
for 15 minutes.
Tide Water Oil Co., N. Y., through

Lennen 8c Mitchell, renewal begin-
ning Nov. 12, Stan Lomax, sports re-
porter, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays, 7 to 7:15 p.m.
Carter Products, Inc. (Carter's

Little Liver Pills), through Street &
Finney, renews five-minute 'Drama-
tized Health Talks/ e.t., starting Oct.
12, Monday through Friday.

Gas Appliance Society of Cali-
fornia, through Jean Scott Frickel-
ton agency, San Francisco, is plan-
ning another of its periodic 10-day
campaigns over stations in northern
and central California, Oct. 5 to 15.
Time will be bought for 100-word
spot announcements and five-minute
participations on home economics
shows.

Electrical Appliance Society of
Northern California will use KQW,
San Jose, in a test campaign begin-
ning Oct. 1, in which 100-word an-
nouncements will be used. Through
Jean Scott Frickelton.

Denalan Co. (dental plate
cleanser), San Francisco, through
Rufus Rhoades & Co., conducting
spot announcement campaign on
three Coast stations: KFRC, San
Francisco; KFAC, Los Angeles, and
KXA, Seattle.

Benjamin Franklin Life Insurance
Co., San Francisco', sponsoring series

of 130 quarter-hour musical pro-
grams on KQW, San Jose, relayed
from KJBS, San Francisco.
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(8 Dailies Have Dropped Radio 100%,

Others Retain Logs and Highlights

Total of 68 newspapers have

dropped all phases of radio free

space during the past eight months.

Others have eliminated features,, col-

umns and photos, but retained logs

and program highlights. Impression

around the networks is that these

moves were actuated more by a de-

sire to economize on overhead than

by a hostility to broadcasting as a

competitive media. Also that as

business picks up, most of these

drop-outs will be back on. the col-

umnar space list.

Among the towns where the

brooms swept clean when it. came
to radio are Los Angeles, San Fran-

cisco, Detroit and Hartford, Conn. In

no instance was space shortage given

as the reason for the elimination.

One radio p. a., who makes a prac-

tice of maintaining a record of
papers devoting space to radio, de-

clared last week that there are still

334 newspapers with over 20,000 'cir-

culation which stiil carry logs, best

bets and gossip columns.

LANDIS WAITS

FOR SPONSOR

No statement had been issued by
Judge .it.' M!. Landis,, baseball czar,

Up to yesterday (Tuesday) as to the

availability of the World Series on
a sustaining basis. Series starts Oct. 5.

It is understood that he will call

a meeting of the representatives of

CBS, NBC and Mutual as soon as he
becomes convinced that there isn't a

chance' of selling the series. No
bites are reported by any of the

networks.
It is reported that Landis is peeved

because NBC and Columbia included

the forthcoming series in promo-
tional pieces put out by the nets.

WELI, N. H., DICKERING

FOR CBS AFFILIATION

New Haven, Sept. 20.

"WELI, Postmaster Patrick J.

Goode's indie, is set for full time by
permission of the FCC. Station has

options on three transmitter sites

and construction will begin after

commission okays location. Kilo-

cycler, now 900, will switch to 930

With day-and-night schedule.

WELI is eighth of Connecticut's

nine commercial exhalers to get full-

time permit. WNLC, New London,
newest of state stations, has been
recommended grant by examiner.

Affiliation of WELI, covering New
Haven ancTsouthwest Coimecticxrtr

zone, with" CBS is assured. Man-
ager James T. Milne, huddling with
Columbia execs in New York, has
already been given alternative of be-
coming daytime ally until night op-
eration begins, or of waiting until

WELI makes full-fledged preem.
Other Connecticut airers readying

for full time are WATR, Waterbury
indie and affliated with WELI and
WNBC, New Britain, as Connecticut
Broadcasting System, and WNBC,
which looms as a candidate for an
NBC-Blue diploma. Blue net has no
representation in Hartford area,

which WNBC's new transmitters will

blanket.
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Bette Davis Leads Off

In Texaco Drama Spot

, Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Dramatic spot on Texaco Star
Theatre, initialing Oct. 5 over Co-
lumbia network, will be tenanted
by Bette Davis, supported by players
from the Reinhardt Workshop.
Producer Bill Bacher giving 18

minutes to the acting turn. Re-
mainder of program will be music
and comedy.

Bob Poole at WNEW
Bob Poole, formerly with WBIG,

N. C, has been added to the an-
nouncing staff of WNEW, N. Y.

Spieler will double into a soloist

slot as well as making announce-
ments.

Injun Trouble

Salt Lake City, Sept. 20.
KSL receptionist Parley Baer

escorted a special tour of Nava-
jo Indians through ether out-
fit, spieling a concise pitch for
the copper-hued rubber-necks.
After 40 minutes, Baer ex-
claimed 'If there are any ques-
tions, I shall be glad to answer
them.'

Several minutes later, one of
the tribe • mustered courage to
answer: -'No questions, no un-
derstand English.'

Fek Naptha Spotting

Local Live Shows

Fels Naptha account is readying
for a return to radio, but on a live

show basis in various localities.

Hubbell Robinson, Jr., of Young
& Rubicam, is again doing the scout-

ing around in the eastern and mid-
west sectors, while the agency's
Hollywood office is doing like serv-
ice in the Pacific area.

B.6. Rates in Midwest Have Hit Peak;

Stations See Need for Price Cutting

Chicago, Sept. 20.

Station operators in the midwest

area are reported to be coming

around to the view that their rates

for play-by-play baseball broadcasts

have about reached the peak and

that a new selling arrangement

should be developed for such pro-

grams. On practically all outlets,

baseball time is sold at considerably

above the rate card and it is the con-

sensus of opinion among broadcast-

ers that if the burden is permitted

to become too onerous for this type

of advertiser there's a chance of

killing the proverbial goose. Besides

the- premium rates, the client's final

bill includes the cost of the broad-
cast rights and the out-of-town wire
pickups when rain or other factors

cancel home games.
In Chicago, as an example of the

nation-wide situation, cost of games
runs from $35,000 to $150,000 for the
season on the various stations, with,

the rights costing an additional one-
third of those figures. Also most of
the stations charge an additional
one-half charge for games that must
come in by vvire. Thus, if the pro
rata figure for each home game is.

$1,000,. the station gets an additional

$500 for those games Which are
brought in from out-of-town.

Advertisers have begun to squawk
that a 200% increase is too much of
a premium to pay for baseball, with
the result that the baseball broad-
cast field, is being narrowed down
each year to a few dyed-in-the-wool'
baseball play-by-play advertisers
such as Kellogg, General Mills,

Texaco, Socony-Vacuum, Goodrich,
Old Golds.

10 FALL COMMERCIAL

NET WORK ORIGINATIONS

ALREADY SCHEDULED FOR
Leading agencies are finding new characterizations and original presentations for their script shows
and productions NOT needing Broadway and Hollywood talent and are SAVING MONEY to
buy additional stations. You too can get the most audience for your network appropriation by
economical production with WLW's independent talent.

New voices—fresh personalities—tomorrow's stars—put sparkle in your script—save dollars

in production.

BUY MORE STATIONS
WITH MONEY SAVED!
More listeners—more sales ! This is the point* where appropriation dollars will stretch without
weakening any part of the plan. WLW maintains the greatest independent source of talent in

the country.

ABLE STAFFAND SPOT
DRAMATIC CAST OF 50
If your show needs no big names you will find WLW staff dramatic and spot cast of 50 fits any
script. Special talent to individualize your show is easily and economically added.

53 staff musicians provide any type background . . . Nationally known conductors, arrangers

and directors.

Many agencies in New York and Chicago find that WLW originating facilities provide big time
showmanship at half the cost of metropolitan production.

CINCINNATI
LARGEST INDEPENDENT
SOURCE OF TALENT GET FREE AUDITION

Let us cast your script—furnish you with free record-

ing. You'll be amazed when you listen and then
look at the cost.

WLW is a constant source ofNEW ideas. Several sus-

taining shows with audiences already built available

for fall campaigns. Write, or wire or tune in

THE NATION'S STATION
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Priest Attacks Chairman McNinch

As Not 'Sincere on Investigation

Washington, Sept. 20.

Removal of FCC Chairman Frank
R. McNinch, for asserted unfitness,

was demanded Sunday (18) by Rev.
Edward L. Curran, president of

Catholic Truth Society, in telegram
to President Roosevelt warning that

immediate steps are necessary to

guarantee that the forthcoming radio

investigation is not a whitewash. No
reply from New Deal quarters.

Reciting McNinch's political rec-

ord, Father Curran, who was agitat-

ing last spring for a Congressional
probe of the broadcasting industry
and the regulators, charged the FCC
leader with political treason and
with seeking to purge the Commish
staff of people who do not share his

'intolerance.'

Reported purge of 'loyal members
of the Commission' is aimed at re-

moving individuals who will not 'be

a party to his subtle efforts to

minimize and, if possible, to nullify
your own public demands for a
thorough and genuine investigation
of the admitted unsavory conditions
existing in radio broadcasting, Father
Curran charged. McNinch's opposi-
tion to a Congressional look-see was
brought to the President's attention,
with the priest accusing the FCC
chief of lobbying around the House
of Representatives 'to thwart the ef-

forts of conscientious legislators in
their attempt to present the truth

about radio monopoly to tne Ameri-
can people.'

Although McNinch was named to

conduct a clean-up of the FCC, he
'has done nothing to correct the ad-
mitted abuses in radio,' the cleric

declared. 'Nor has he done anything
about the charges made, in Congress
and never denied, that monies of a
large national network, a holder of

many valuable radio licenses, were
used to bribe elected representatives
of the people and to debauch Fed-
eral Court officials.

EWU and WSAY, Roch.,

Sign Wage-Hour Pact
Rochester, Sept. 20.

With the aid of Thomas M. Finn,
U. S. labor conciliator, WSAY here
has reached an agreement with its

five techncians, who three weeks ago
went on strike, taking the station
off the air for three hours.

Pact calls for a 44-hour week and
100 to 125% increases in pay.
Present workers are to be retained
and any new technicians added must
be members of the Electrical Work-
ers Union, which negotiated the
agreement.

General Manager Gordon P.
Brown represented the station in
the negotiations.

New Indpls. Station

Indianapolis, Sept. 20.

Indianapolis' new station, WIBC,
will begin operation Sept. 25 from
its studios on the ninth floor of the

Indianapolis Athletic Club. Station

will be on the air daily from 6 a. m.
to sunset, operating on a frequency
of 1,050 kilocycles with 1,000 watts

power.. Will use the old WIRE trans-

mitter,

Glenn Van Auken, Indianapolis at-

torney, is president of the Indiana
Broadcasting Corp., which will op-

erate WIBC. McLaughlin, who will

serve as general manager, is a for-

mer staff member of both the Indi-

anapolis Star and the Indianapolis

Times, and returns to Indianapolis

from Cleveland, where he was gen-

eral sales manager for the United
Broadcasting Co. stations, WHK and
WCLE.

FORESEE BOOH

IN RADIO EDUC.

Washington, Sept. 20.

Big boom in education by radio is

expected this year by the U. S/

Office of Education, which pointed

out that all major webs are cooper-

ating actively in providing better

programs for. school kids.

Number of groups producing edu-
cational programs, now about 350, is.

likely to double this year with the

increased interest in possibility of

hooking culture with broadcasting:

State radio councils are making good
progress and the industry seems in-

clined to play a larger part in the

efforts.

Reservation of 25 ultra-high fre-

quencies for non-profit educational
stations is stimulating development
of broadcasting for school purposes.
Officials noted New York has re-

ceived permission for one of these
transmitters and Cleveland will

operate an outlet this year. Score
of other educational systems, col-

leges and universities are ogling the
situation. Equipment companies are
cultivating the prospective market.

Atlanta Outlets Go

Heavily (or Election

Returns in Hot Race

Atlanta, Sept. 20.

Four local stations really went to
town with election coverage here
last week. WSB was on air inter
mittently throughout the day with
returns and at 8:15 p.m. cleared the
decks for a continuous spasm straight
through until almost 3 a.m. Thursday
(15), with brief interlude for benefit
of Amos 'n' Andy clearance. Ernest
Rogers and Lambdin Kay droned out
the figures, in which there was
plenty of- interest due to fact that
Sen. Walter S. George, singled out
for purging by President Roosevelt,
was putting up fight for his political
life. He won over ex-Gov. Eugene
Talmadge and Federal District At-
torney Lawrence Camp, who, carried
presidential blessings into race, but
placed third.

WAGA; little brother of WSB,
Journal-owned station, put on a com
petitive show, using United Press
coverage, sponsored by General Elec-
tric. WSB used AP returns, as did
WGST, which has newscast tieup
with Constitution, morning sheet.
WATL, indie station, had a ball

game to air during early part of eve-
ning, but managed to squeeze in re-
turns and later miked election pro-
ceedings from Hearst's Georgian-
American building, using INS dis-
patches.

Atlanta stations reaped a goodly
harvest with the unprecedented
amount of time bought by the can-
didates in the bitterly contested
races. Even the small stations
throughout the state got fat.

HOTEL STUDIOS
Charlotte, N. C, Sept. 20.

Studios for Salisbury's new station,
WSTP, will be located in the Yad-
kin hotel, occupying a second-floor
wing that consists of eight rooms and
a hallway.
WSTP will have a daytime power

of 250 watts and a night power' of
100 watts, unlimited. It will operate
on a frequency of 1,500 kilocycles.

Starting In October, BBC will
present regular Wednesday night
'Swingtime' feature for jitterbugs,

• using recordings.

Monopoly Probe Due Oct. 24

Washington, Sept. 20.

Federal Communications Commission today (Tuesday) issued a
form letter addressed to all radio stations announcing that the start
of its monopoly probe will be Oct. 24. 'Contracts, agreements and
other arrangements with third parties' affecting station operation
will be looked into.

Three national networks, NBC, CBS and Mutual, plus the regionals
are specifically summoned to tell all. They must be prepared to
reveal full info on their relationships, financial terms, corporate
setups and their payments to A.T.&T. and others.

Campau Succeeds Ryan
As CKLW's Gen. Mgr.

Detroit, Sept. 20.

James E. Campau succeeds Frank
Ryan this week as general manager
of CKLW. Ryan, who's been g.m.

of station for past three years,

leaves to become public relations

counsel for the Hudson's Bay Co. as
contact man for company in U. S.

and Canada.
Campau has been in charge of

operations and staff at CKLW's
Windsor (Ont) studios since station

hit ozone in May, 1932. Previously
was a lawyer and served on several
advertising publications.

'Ad-lib' Back in Philly

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

'Ad-Lib,' novel WIP show, returns
to the -airways Sept. 29 after a hot-
weather layoff. Series is audience-
participating, 12 persons being se-

lected each show and asked to speak
extemporaneously for one minute on
a topic given them.
Program is conducted by 'Dr.

Socrates,' nom-de-radio of Ben Mass,
prof at Northeast High School,
Philly.

Sandeberg Vice Bobbins
San Francisco, Sept. 20.

David Sandeberg has succeeded
Don Bobbins as San Francisco sales

manager for the McClatchy radio
chain and bay district representative
for the California Radio System.
Sandeberg was formerly with John

Blair & Co., station reps, and was
previously commercial manager of
KYA here. Bobbins resigned re-
cently.

Chi WJJD Sets

Full Commersh

Grid Schedule

Chicago, Sept. 20.

WJJD is the first and probably the
only station here to set a full com-
mercial schedule for football this

season. Has signatured contracts for
football broadcasts on Saturdays and
Sundays, with 15-minute commercial
periods both preceding and following
the games.

On Sundays will take pro football
games of the Bears, with General
Mills as sponsor. Preceding for 15
minutes will be a comment period
sponsored by the Harding Restau-
rants and 15 minutes following the
games for Newart's clothing com-
pany.
WJJD cracked the college football

arena late last week and will likely

be the only station here accomplish-
ing that trick. Will take Northwest-
ern games at around $200 per game
for the rights, with Oldsmobile pay-
ing the way. Preceding, for 15 min-
utes, will be a period for Downtown
Parking, with the post-game 15-min-
ute slice for Old Heidelberg Res-
taurants.

Alice Maslin will conduct 'Woman
of Tomorrow,' which NBC starts on
WJZ Sept. 28 as a participation
program, available to advertisers in
the metropolitan New York area.

lN coast toW."
"It happened one night at the

Shore Club. Our new Lafayette five

"mike" sound system was working

melody magic. Folks on the floor

had stopped dancing to listen. At
intermission a gent in white pants

comes up to me beaming and says,

'I want you boys on my new radio

show*, and hands me his card. Now
we're heard round the world." „.

Here's the Story

Lafayette's 30 Watt, 6 Channel Port-

able Sound* System does things, to

any band! Imagine having five micro-
phones you can operate all at the
same time, and still have complete
control over each. Place one mike in
the brass section,another in the wood-
winds, and so on. What unusual ar-

rangements an orchestra can devise!
Entire system fits into two cases, com-
plete with tubes and choice of one of
six mikes at no extra cost. Lafayette
Model 873-T is just one of a complete
line of advanced sound systems
offered in our new 1939 FREE catalog.
Send for your copy today.
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Inside Stuff-Radio

'Information Please,' NBC quiz, is being offered to advertisers for $2,500

a broadcast, Under its present sustaining setup, Dan Golenpaul, the pro-

gram's owner, collects a lump sum weekly from the network. Out of this

he pays for the stanza's permanent participants, occasional guests and a

staff of research experts and clerical workers. He pays $2 for every ques-

tion used and $5 for those not answered at the mike, with the two payoffs

figuring on an average of $60 a week. Along with Clifton Fadiman, in-

quisitor, Golenpaul has John Kieran, sports writer; Franklin P. Adams
(FPA), columnist, and Oscar Levant, composer-pianist, under contract as

the program's standby brain, trust. The guest answerees get $50 apiece.

The permanent corps is reported payrolled at from $200 to $350 each.

Program's staff of experts and clerks consists of six persons. All answers

attached to the contributed questions are checked by these specialists in

such subjects as science, history, music, contemporary events and whatnot.

Golenpaul formerly conducted the 'Raising Your Parents' program on

the NBC blue (WJZ) link and did the 'Magazine of the Air' session for

Mutual in 1934.

Report that the Crosley Radio Corp., owner of WLW, Cincinnati, was
contemplating entering the automobile manufacturing field was confirmed

In a notice of a special shareholders' meeting sent out last week. Among
the proposals listed in the notice was the dropping of the word 'Radio'

from the corporation title and the revision of the company's 'purposes' to

Include the clause 'to engage in any kind of manufacturing' business.' It

was explained that the amendment would make it possible to enter the

automobile manufacturing business, 'when and if such entry into the

automotive industry appears desirable.'

It has been reported for some time in investment circles that Crosley

Is considering the manufacture of a two-cylinder car, similar to the type

which has become popular in England because of high gasoline costs.

Station WNYC, municipally owned, is sticking out its chest as the station

of 'the peepul,' although normally dishing out classical music and civic

palaver.

Station made 12 announcements late Monday afternoon (19) within two
hours calling on all striking truck drivers to attend emergency meeting
at 69th Regiment Armory. Hall was packed at 8 p.m. without further

announcements much to surprise of station. All union teamsters struck

late last week.

Another six-month extension of the rule requiring frequency monitors
for all types of broadcast stations was granted last week by Federal Com-
munications Commission. Although originally effective Sept. 15, 1936, the

regulation never has been applied because of lack of suitable equipment.
Rule hits relay, international, television, facsimile, high frequency and
experimental plants.

With its own newscast to publicize, KLZ, Denver, feels it should garner
what publicity it can instead of plugging the dailies. So instead of the
usual sign-off, 'for further details see your newspaper,' a KLZ announcer
hops on it to say, 'for further details listen to the voice of the news at'

—

and gives the time for the next newscast.

Radio Stars Magazine exits following the December issue, leaving only
two radio fan sheets of the type in the field, Radio Mirror and Guide. Lester
Grady, who edited Stars hops into a similar capacity on Film Fun. Grady
had divided his time between the two sheets. Bill Vallee, brother of
Rudy, is out.

Contract between Nat Shilkret and Ruppert beer stipulates that the
batonist is not to get any billing on the program, which the account
debuted on WEAF, N. Y., last night (Tuesday), Ban also includes others
in the cast. Brewer wants no other billing for the show but 'Ruppert's
Relaxation Time.'

Gertrude Berg, of the Goldbergs' family serial, has signed Jan Peerce to

sing the Rissotti arrangement of 'Kol Nidre' on the program on 'Yom
Kippur' Oct. 4. This is the ninth year for the serial and on previous
holiday programs the chant had been sung by a cantor.

Bea Wain, vocalist, was not signed for Old Gold program on CBS as
part of Larry Clinton band. Singer was signed separately by the agency
after she was skedded to leave the band with preem of Clinton's first

commercial. She'll get a separate buildup on show.

Lew Lehr, who returned Monday (19) from a European gadabout, did
riot know the name of his sponsor-to-be (Half-and-Half Tobacco), as the
details of the deal signed for the Ben Bernie set-up did not reach him in

transit. Just knew he was set for Oct. 2. Bernie had been phoning him
to Berlin, etc., but just missed him each time.

Coughlin Buys Time

On Atlass' WIND, WJJD
Chicago, Sept. 20.

Father Coughlin will use both
Ralph Attass stations, WIND and
WJJD, for his broadcast coverage
in this area.
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Representative:
JOHN BLAIR & CO.

CHEV. BUYS HALF-HOUR,

10-STATION WEB SHOW

Dallas, Sept. 20.

Chevrolet Dealers, southwest divi-

sion, bought half-hour show on
WFAA, latter feeding to a 10-station

network beginning Oct. 2. Title of

show will be 'Chevarieties.' Web
will be composed of WFAA-WBAP,
Dallas-Ft. Worth; KPRC, Houston;
WOAI, San Antonio; WSMB, New
Orleans; KVOO, Tulsa; WKY, Okla-
homa City; WJDX, Jackson, Miss.;

KGNC, Amarillo, an KTBS, Shreve-
port.

Karl Lambertz will direct the pro-
gram, which will feature an 18-piece

orchestra; Jimmy Jefferies, m.c, Roy
Cowan, announcer; Ranch Dudes,
trio; Chevrolet Chanters, quartet,

and Ruth Bickford, soprano. Deal
was handled through Dallas office of

Tracy-Locke-Dawson.

Laments for Breakfast

Cleveland, Sept 20.

Green Derby, night spot,
signed the oddest contract of
the season with WHK, calling
for broadcasts at the unusual
time of 7:30 a.m., just to be
different.

Derby hillbillies are forced to
stay up all night to do their
morning airings and ballyhoo
their,stuff as the 'only nightery
music you can hear at sunrise.*

DEM. VS. REPUB.

POTS STATION

IN MIDDLE

Troy Tees Off Jan. 1

Albany, Sept. 20.

Harry Wilder Angel says that con
struction will begin within one
month on his new Troy station, with
daytime broadcasting starting about

Jan. 1. Claims station will be as

large as any hereabouts, except

WGY, and with one kilowatt will

cover wider area than Albany sta-

tions which have Troy studio.

Troy is now the only city of size

in N. Y. State without a commercial

station.

Philadelphia, Sept 20.

Sub-rosa struggle between Demo-
crats and Republicans for time on
WCAU on the final, night of the
present political campaign is putting
the outlet right in the middle, no
matter which way it decides. Dr.

Leon Levy, prez of the station, cited

situation this week as backing up
still farther the contention of Ne-
vile Miller, new NAB chief, that new
laws are necessary to cover political

broadcasting.
As things stand now, the Demo-

crats have signed for considerably
more time than the Republicans.
Democrats, however, are asking for

more. Republicans likewise want
additional time, but the only time
available was requested first by the

Democrats. GOP claims it should
get the time, as Dems already have
so much, while the Dems claim they
should get it because they asked for

it first. Republicans are citing clause

in radio law specifying that 'equal

facilities' shall be available to all

parties.

Time in dispute is between 10:30

and 11 p.m. Republicans want the

whole half hour, while the Demo-
crats have aready claimed 10:45 to

11. Democrats also have signed for

11 -10 to 12 o'clock.

Casey Takes Globe
Globe News Service, publicity

subsid of the Sherman K. Ellis

agency in New York, has been taken
over by John T. Casey. Latter has
been acting director of office since
it was opened early this year.

He's a former newspaperman and
author.

Anti-Catholic Speech Swamps

Stations with Protests; Outlets Cut

And Apologize on Air, in Dailies

Denver, Sept. 20.

An organized drive by Catholics

was made both in advance and after

the broadcast of the hour-long ad-

dress of Judge Joseph J. Rutherford,

of the Witnesses of Jehovah, during
which he especially attacked the

Catholic church. The time, paid for

by the Witnesses of Jehovah, of

which Rutherford is the titular head,

was contracted over station: KFKA,
Greely; KLZ and KVOR, Denver, as

part of a 50-station hookup. KFKA
let the speech run the full hour, but
the other stations shut it off after

about 23 minutes—shortly after the

tirade against the Catholic church
became exceptionally hostile.

Speech was also contracted over

WKY, Oklahoma City, which along

with KLZ and KVOR, is controlled

by the Oklahoma Publishing Co. of

Oklahoma City. With protests re-

ceived in advance by all three sta-

tions against putting on the Ruther-
ford talk, company and station ex-

ecutives were ready to take emer-
gency action if conditions warranted.

As soon as Rutherford began berat-

ing the Catholic church, Edgar T.

Bell, general manager, called KLZ
from Oklahoma City saying WKY
had already cut and for KLZ and
KVOR to do the same and put an
apology on the air. Since the phones
at KVOR were swamped with pro-

tests, manager Hugh Terry had cut

out the phone and it was necessary

for F. W. Meyer, KLZ manager, to

use the teletype to reach KVOR.
Besides the apology on the air,

KVOR published a page one apology
the next day in the Colorado Springs
Gazette. The apology read:

'KVOR wishes to apologize to the

members of the Catholic faith and
to all religious and governmental
bodies that were the object of state-

ments by 'Judge' Rutherford on his

international network radio broad-
cast. KVOR accepted the time reser-

vation in good faith, and deeply re-

grets that the part of the broadcast
carried by the station contained re-

flections on any person or faith.'

KLZ Offers Rebuttal

Apology given by KLZ when the

broadcast was cut was along the
same lines. Station, in addition, of-

fered time to any who wished to an-

swer Judge Rutherford.

On the day after the broadcast
KLZ manager Meyer called on
Bishop U. J. Vehr to explain how
KLZ had been in the Rutherford

hookup, and. to further apologize.

That night the station gave the

Cathedral of the Immaculate Concep-
tion a half-hour broadcast of the

celebration of the. birthday party of

Monsignor Hugh L. McMenamin.
Board at KLZ was swamped with

balls from Sunday through Wednes-
day. That it was a concerted drive

was evidenced by the fact that scores

who called after the broadcast were
not aware that KLZ had cut the

broadcast and had apologized. Most
of those protesting seemed appeased
when told thaC
Meyer says the time was contracted

through the Katz Agency, station's

N. Y. representative, and that the sta-

tions had been assured the talk

would be inoffensive. Meyer indi-

cated no additional time would be
sold Rutherford. KVOR as well as

some Denver stations have ,been ap-

proached for time on Oct. 2 when the
next Rutherford address' will be
originated from New Orleans.

Catholic members of the American
Legion say they will attempt to have
the Denver Legion chapters protest

to the Federal Communications Com-
missions because of the Rutherford,

broadcast, branding it 'un-American
and anti-religious.'

MEN'S 'MEETING'

ON MUTUAL OCT. 9

Mennen's will start its audience
participation show, titled The Peo-
ple's • Rally,' on Mutual Oct. 9. It

will be m.c.'d by Bob Hawk, who
has conducted quizzes over WGN,
Chicago, and John B. Kennedy.

Program will be cleared to all

stations but WOR, Newark, from
3:30 to 4 Sunday afternoons. Because
of football commitments WOR will,

broadcast the show Monday nights
(8-8:30). Hookup will take in Phil-

adelphia, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Cin-
cinnati, Buffalo and Chicago.

WKY gets

MAXIMUM
Jobber'Denier Cooperation and
Consumer Response

In Oktahona

WKY Sells
ALL THREE

WKY • OKLAHOMA CITY
Representative — The Katz Agency, Inc.

Affiliated with The Oklahoma Publishing Company
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DISCING 2 WPA

SERIALS FOR

SCHOOLS

WPA Radio theatre will start ship-

ping recordings of its 'Epics of

America* and 'Men Against Death'

series to schools and colleges Oct. 15.

Platters have, been requested f r

educational purposes. Station

WNYC, owned by the City of New
York, has also taken waxings to be

broadcast to schools in the city.

•Epics of America* is a series now
off the air which dramatized early

American history. 'Men Against

Death,' dramatizations of the Paul de

Kruif books, written around the bat-

tles, of science against various dis-

eases, will indirectly join the news-

paper campaign against social dis-

eases shortly. Serial . is nearing the

chapters devoted to that phase of

medicine in 'Microbe Hunters," the

first of de Kruif's five books. CBS
carries the series as sustainers.

WATT ON 'JONES'

Kenneth Watt has been signed by
Blackett-Sample-Hummert to direct

the 'Lorenzo Jones,' daily serial,

Florence Freeman is set to do th.2

title part in 'Young Widder Jones,'

which begins next Monday (26)

Bennett Kilpatrick will do Uncle
Josh' in the series and Alan Bunce
will play 'Peter Turner.'
•' Beginning next Monday (26), the
re-broadcast of 'Alias Jimmy Valen
tine' will be discontinued. Re..son is

the end of Daylight Saving Time,
Robert Goldstein, general manager
if the B-S-H subsid, Featured Ait
ists Service, has returned from Lon-
don to resume charge of the outfit.

Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON

F. C. Cs WASHINGTON DOCKET

MAJOR DECISIONS

TUMS Vocal Varieties
WLW and NBC

Taea.-Thurs., 6:15 PJtf. EST

Musical Steeplechase
WLW and MBS

Wednesday, 7 P.M. EST

LISTEN TO

DORIS RHODES
WADC

7:4fr P. M. Wednesday; 5:30 P. M.
Thursday; 5:30 P. M. Friday

Mgt Columbia Artists Bureau t|
j

Washington, Sept. IS.

Connecticut-New York-Massachusetts: Three-way squabbla
over 030-360 kc. ribbon settled In favor of WKLI, New Haven,
and Troy Broadcasting Co., Troy, new station applicant.
Loser was Lawrence K. Miller, Plttsfteld, Mass., who wanted
an In on the deal, but was turned down on grounds of 'no
public noed.'

Decision gave permission to City Broadcasting Corp.,
WKLI, to change frequency from 000 to 930 lcc. and change
hours of operation from daytimes only with 600 watts, to
260 watts nights, 600 watts days. Meritorious service and
need for extension cited.
Approval of Troy Broadcasting plea based on fact that

no station exists in the town, although population Is more
than 72,000. Plttsftelder lost out because that city already
Bupports a transmitter, although of only 60,000 population.
New Btatfon for Troy will be operated days only on 960 kc.
with power of 1 kw.
Ben S. Fisher and Charles V. Wayland appeared on behalf

of WELL Troy group was represented by Philip G. Loucks,
Arthur W. Seharfeld nnd Joseph F. Zias,' and Lawrence
Miller by Elmer W. Pratt.
Indiana: Scrap between C. Bruce McConnell, new station

aspirant of Indianapolis, and WKBV, Richmond—whOBe fa-
cilities McConnell requested—settled by Commlsh in favor
of the existing transmitter.

Deletion of an existing service' to provide for a new broad-
cast facility is not part of FCC policy, It was explained.
Since okaying of the McConnell plea would take WKBV off

the air, Commissioners decided to renew the Richmond sta-
tion's license end ashcan Indianapolis request.

Disappointed applicant, sales manager for a Arm of tobacco
and candy jobbers and part-owner of a brokerage concern,
proposed to use the 1,600 kc. ribbon with 100 watts nights,
260 watts days, specified hours—same assignment which
.WKBV has been using. 'Showed strong financial and other
backing, but unable to produce definite testimony on programs
now offered by two other Indianapolis stations, WIRE and
WFBJI. Fact that primary service is now received In the
area from the above named transmitters and that a third
station has been authorized for the city also was considered
by the Commlsh In its declBlon against McConnell.

Disgruntled-employee angle bobbed up in discussion of
WICBV's qualifications for permission to keep in business.
Testimony of Percy Robblns, formerly employed by the Knox
Radio Corp.. licensee of WKBV, attempted to show that
William O. Knox, company's prexy, had ordered him to
falsify the daily station logs and that WKBV was 'im-
properly operated.' This was discredited when Robblns ad-
mitted on cross-examination that he had testified In a for-
mer proceeding as to the excellent service rendered by
WKBV—an NBCiaffillate—and when Knox testified that
Robblns had been fired and had not 'resigned,' as he claimed.

McConnell, who had planned to team up with Curtis Radio-
casting Corp. in organizing his station, retained Henry B.
Walker as counsel. J. C. Trimble appeared for WKBV.
Iowa: Power-Jump and new equipment for KSO, Des

Moines, okayed to extend transmitter's service to the farm
belt. Substantial need in the vicinity for more coverage, it

was agreed—particularly among farmers who depend on
KSO for agriculture bulletins, weather, road and market re-
ports and other Information. Des Moines transmitter also
is the only station between Chicago and Omaha carrying the
Farm and Home Hour program, It was pointed out.
" Bppst.would be from 600 watts nights, 2% kw. days, to 1
kw.'" nights, 6 kw. days. Installation of a 'directional an-,
tenna would take care of any Interference problems and
would decrease some interference now being caused by KSO
to other transmitters. No increase in advertising rates con-
sidered.

George S. Smith appeared for Iowa Broadcasting Co.
(KSO).
Iowa: Change of mind, as to the location of a proposed

station cost N. B. Egeland, of Fort Dodge, Commlsh per-
mission to proceed with plans for a daytime smallle on
1600 kc.
Though a resident of Roland—66 miles from Fort Dodge

—

applicant decided to move to the larger town to construct
his transmitter. ' Originally asked for the same facilities for
a station at Roland, decision noted, but was attracted by the
greater advertising prospects of 'Fort Dodge. No testimony
to'Bhow that any of the individuals Involved in the enter-
prise -are ' familiar with the needs of Fort Dodge listeners,
and no showing made as to the proposed program service,
except that all but two hours dally would be commercial.
•Represented by Chester O. Hougen.'
Louisiana: Renewal of license and change of assignment for

WBN'O, Coliseum Place Baptist Church', New Orleans, re-
ceived the nod as new station request of Southern Broad-
casting Corp., was tossed out as in default/
Baptist Church transmitter, which has been sharing time

with WJBW on 1200 kc. with 100 watts, will go to 1420 kc,
operate unlimited hours and receive a day power boost to
260, watts. Will improve daytime service in area It now
covers, Commlsh decided, and permit better local cooperation.
Town has three chain outlets and has been depending on
divided broadcasts of WBNO-WJBW for local programs.
Southern Broadcasting's efforts to . snaffle the WBNO-

WJBW assignment wound up in a denial after applicant asked
permission to withdraw the request and remain as respondent
to the application of 'WJBW for a renewal of license. New
permit was given the latter last February and application of
Southern Broadcasting Corp. was ashcanned in the current
order.
Elmer W. Pratt appeared for WBNO, with Frank Stollen-

werck representing Southern Broadcasting.
Nebraska-Missouri: Two Lincoln, Neb., requests turned

down and disputed 1460 kc. frequency awarded to KCMO,
Kansas City, Mo., In an argument over where the assign-
ment would do the most -good.
Hopes of KFOR,. Lincoln, to switch from 1210 to 1460 kc.

and -jump juice from 100 watts nights and 260 watts days,
to 1 kw. nights, 6 kw. days, dashed by the Commlsh on
grounds that additional facilities are not needed in the area
and that a grant to KFOR—In Its tie-up with KFAB and a
group of local newspapers—would not 'have the effect of
establishing or augmenting competitive conditions.' Applica-
tion of L. L. Coryell & Son, wealthy Llricolnltes, was ash-
canned on the 'no need' theory, although latter group de-
manded only 260 wattB nights, 1 kw.' days.
KCMO grant would extend a meritorious service to an

area where 'compelling need' exists, FCC opined, though
station will be limited within Its 4.1 millivolt per meter con-
tour nights. In requesting change from 1370 to 1460 kc. and
power boost from 100 watts to 1 kw. unlimited.
George O. Sutton, Harry I. Schwimmer and James L.

Proffltt represented KCMO, with George M. Tunlson, Louis G.—

—

+ :

Caldwell, Reed T. Rollo nnd James H. Hanley appearing for
Coryell & Son, and Paul M, Segal, George S. Smith and Max-
well V. Boghtol for KFOR.
New Jfork: Woddlng of WFAB, Fifth A.vonuo Broadcasting

Corp., with WEVD, Debs Memorial Radio Fund, Inc., was
performed by the Commlsh In an order permitting transfer
of the former's llconse to WEVD.
Two New York transmitters will merge completely—WFAB

going on* the air and adding Its hour's of operation to those
now assigned to WEVD. Deal Involves $85,000, Which will

be paid the assignor cash-on-the-barrol, 30 days following
Commlsh approval Original cost of WFAB was $68,610, de-
preciated value was ostlmated at J31.G91 and replacement
value at $66,460.
Though WFAB has boon operating with an unusually nar-

row margin of profit,- welding of the two transmitters Is ex-

pected to result in savings of approximately $38,000 a year
for WEVD. Consolidation of the two studios and elimina-
tion of duplication in line rentals, light, power, -heat, per-
sonnel, entertainers, etc., will effect this economy, according
to testimony. '

Deletion of WFAB will give WEVD 30 additional hours
and will permlt_a boost in its sustaining programs. Present
broadcasts are 36% .commercial and 64% sustaining. Would
be rearranged pi 20% commercial and 80% sustaining under
the proposed assignment. WEVD will continue to share
1300 kc. with WHAZ, Troy, and WBBR, Brooklyn, and will
retain present power of 1 kw.
North Carolina: (1). Denial as In default was decreed for

Broadcasters, inc.. Gastonla, when applicant failed to show
up at a heai'lng-to submit evidence In support of Its plen,

and assignment Was given to F. C. Todd—applicant for the
same facilities.

New station will be operated , on 1420 kc. with 100 watts
nights, 250 watts days, with Todd—owner of a concern sell-

ing textile machinery and supplies—promising programs will
be 86% live talent. Rates will be $40 per hour; 46 minutes,
$30; 30 minutes, $22.60; 16 minutes, $12; five minutes $4 and
$1.76 for spot announcements. Town—a mill center—re-
ceives primary Bervlce from WBT and WSOC at Charlotte,
but has no local transmitter of Its own.

Clarence C. Dill and James W. Gum represented the appli-
cant.

(2), Night operation for WMFR, High Point, received
Commlsh blessing, although, some additional discomfort to
WLVA, Richmond, Va., will be caused by the change.
Complimenting transmitter on a service called 'diversified.

Instructive and adapted to meet the needs of the area served,*'

Commlsh figured . tl:at >nly 680 knob-twiddlers would be
bothered by the Increase in interference, whereas approxi-
mately 50,000 persons who do not now receive primary night-
time service will be benefited by night broadcasts. Virginia
transmitter already is limited by WFTC, Klnston, N. C, to
its 2.3 millivolt per meter contour during 10% of its night
hours, Commlsh . pointed out, and WMFR will tncroase this
limitation only to the 2.6 millivolt per meter contour. Did
not say whether WMFR would harass WLVA during more
than 10% of its nighttime operation.
John W. Gulder, D. M. Patrick, Karl A. Smith and Lester

Cohen appeared for WMFR.
Pennsylvania: Hopes of the Young People's Association for

the Propagation of the Gospel for a Philadelphia transmitter
to be used in furthering the beliefs of a group of Funda-
mentalists was dashed by the F.C.C. when their application
fox a berth on 1220 kc. with 1 kw. was ashcanned. •--

'No room on the broadcast Band for every ' school of
thought' was Commlsh attitude th excluding the antl-Darwln-
ite.s from the ether. Quoted-.other decisions of the FCC and
the[ courts on refusals to turn over station facilities to groups
or individuals who Indulge In propagandizing their listeners.

Outfit, a non-profit organization headed by Percy Crawford,
evangelist, and C. Brllng Olson, New York business man,
would extend facilities 'oitfy to those whose tenets and be-
liefs in the interpretation of the Bible coincide with those
of the applicant,' decision stated. Group had planned to
eell time to clergymen at a basio rate of $40 per hour

—

providing religious beliefs were in accord with its own

—

and proposed to broadcast programs produced by students
and faculty of King's College, a religious- institution which
the same individuals plan to conduct this .winter.
Frank Stollenwcrck and H. Leon Bennett appeared for the

Gospel Association.
South Carolina: (1) Scales were tipped in favor of Carolina

Advertising Corp. for a new station at Columbia, when
majority stockholder of a competitor company was found
to be too closely allied with WIS, existing Columbia trans-
mitter.
With both outfits qualified In all respects to construct and

operate the proposed new stations, Commlsh ruled out the
request of Columbia Radio Company, Inc., because its secre-
tary Is general manager of WIS and. WCSC, Charleston.
Ownership of CO shares in the new outfit would 'identify
him In a very influential position with the operation of one-
half of the broadcast stations In South Carolina and all or
the broadcast stations operating In Columbia,' decision de-
clared, and would tend to restrict competition in the State
capital.
Carolina Advertising Corp.. also was given- the edge on its

request for 1370 kc. with 100 watts nights, 250 watts days, as
daytime coverage would be more satisfactory than that pro-
posed by Columbia Radio Company, Inc. Latter group had
•sked for 1200 kc. with 100 watts unlimited.
Winners were represented by Ashley C. Tobias and Paul

D. P. Spearman. Horace L. Lohnes nnd E. D. Johnson ap-
peared on behalf of Columbia Radio Co.

(2). New station for Charleston was approved by the
Commlsh over the squawks of WCSC, existing regional.

Y. W. Scarborough and J. W. Orvln, owners of the Atlantic
Coast Life Insurance Co., Charleston, were given Commlsh
permission to go ahead with plans to construct a .$19,000
station, using 1210 kc. with 100 watts nights, 260 watts days,
despite complaints of WCSC that Charleston could not fur-
nish sufficient business to support two broadcast stations.
Fact that WCSC is tied up with NBC and that the new-

comer proposes to furnish local programs at considerably
lower rates, indicated to Commissioners that plenty of ad-
vertisers could be found In a town which does an annual busi-
ness of over $20,000,000. Rates of $26 per hour days, and
$40 per hour nightB, should attract some of the small fry
to the new station without injuring WCSC, decision de-
clared.
Ben S. Fisher and John W. Kendall .represented applicants,

with Horace L. Lohnes, Fred W. Albertson and E. D. John-
son appearing for WCSC.
Texas: (1) Partnership between W. W. McAllister, owner

of KMAC, San -Antonio, and Howard W. Davis, station man-
ager, was okayed by the Co'mmlsh. and voluntary assignment

(Continued on page 38)
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Awaits FCCs Permish

To Move KTAT From

Fort Worth, Sept. 20.

With the sale o£ Raymond E.

Buck's controlling interest in KTAT,
Fort Worth, to Col. W. T. Knight,

Wichita Falls oil man, formally set,

the latter must now wait for the

Federal Communications Commis-
sion to approve the transfer of the
station to Wichita Falls. Knight is

also asking the commish to boost the
outlet's power from 1,000 to 5,000

watts.

Elliott Roosevelt, head of the
Texas State Network, is reported to

be strong for the move of KTAT to

Wichita Falls, as TSN cannot claim
service in that area at present.

Wichita Falls had KGKO, but Amon

Carter, publisher, moved the station
to Fort Worth last May.

STATION SWAPS

AIR TIME FOR

BILLBOARDS

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

WIP this week completed the first

time-space swap deal of its kind in

local broadcasting history. Made
with' David Lodge, Inc., it gives the
outlet about twenty 24-sheet bill-

boards in return for radio.plugs. Con-
tract runs for' six months and will

be ' extended if both sides find the
new medium satisfactory.

Boards are located in mid-city and
on main .

highways leading to New
York, Lancaster and Baltimore. Copy
theme for the first month will be
entirely institutional.

Time-space deal was also set yes-
terday with Daily News by WFIL.
Tabloid Vfill use five minutes daily

to plug its features and a half-hour
variety show on Sundays with a gos-
sip column by Ray Gathrid, radi

editor.

Festive Sendoff For

New KNX Transmitter

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Columbia officially dedicated and
put on full time its new 50,000 watt
transmitter in nearby Torrance Fri-

day (16) amid much ceremony and
speech-making. Affair was held in

civic auditorium, where 800 watched
festivities, topped by a talent show
which was broadcast, v

Bill Goodwin m.c.'d the proceed-'
ings; Lud Gluskin swung the baton
and Charles Vanda framed the show.
Topping the list of speakers was
Donald W. Thornburgh, Coast chief*: 7.

tain for 'Columbia. y

Albany Stations Moving
Albany, Sept. 20.

WOKO and WABY are to be
housed in new quarters.

WOKO, Inc., has closed for the
purchase of a four-story building on
Elk street, with both stations mov-
ing in. Transmitters will remain in
their present locations, on the out-
skirts of Albany.

mum
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RECORD NEWS TIME-BUY
STATION SHOWMANSHIP
(Attention-Getters, Tie-Ups, Ideas)

Americana
Cleveland.

'We Americans' is tag of WHK's
new civic series which smashed sev-

eral precedents by getting not only

backing of Mayor H. H. Burton and
state officials, but also strong sup-

port from newspapers and churches,

Weekly half-hour programs are

unique in that they emphasize the

U. S. constitution, operation of vari-

ous governmental bureaus and rights

of citizens. With politics being the

talk of the day, five-minute speeches
by political big-wigs hit a. timely

note. Mayor opened initial one
Wednesday (7).

For sugaring, station is surround-
ing orators with 25 minutes of music
by American composers by town's
leading orchestras. Russell W. Rich-
mond and Stanley Altschuler han-
dling series, which got commenda-
tory editorials from all newspapers.

'Wings' Over Mutual
Los Angeles.

Don Lee network's KHJ collabo-
rated with Paramount on a stunt for

the 'Men with Wings' series that
clicked handsomely with the down-
town sheets, not too overly friendly
with radio. Nine hostesses of Amer-
ican Airlines were brought here to
receive trophies for outstanding ac-
complishments in aviation. Gals'
heroism dates back to the Ohio val-
ley floods. They were marched up
to the mike to accept their bauble
and take a bow. It gave the 'Wings'
program a nice lift and scored an-
other enterprising beat for the Mu-
tual outlet here.

tempt to show that despite the fact
Its building is five years old, it is

still more modern than studios of
more recently-built outlets.

Good-Will Buildups
Spartanburg, S. C.

Playing good-will angles heavily,
WSPA again this fall has heavy
community co-operation sked, main
item being gratis tie-up with au-
tumn-early winter drive to benefit
local charity and such organizations
as Salvation Army, Boy Scouts, Girl
Scouts, etc. Plans announced where-
by station will plug merchants do-
nating windows for drive displays,
with special plug for merchant pro-
viding window for winning entry.
Station, with few changes, is follow-
ing setup launched two seasons ago.

Hunting New Ideas
San . Francisco.

In a search for new ideas in radio
entertainment, a series of programs
labeled 'For Your Approval' is being
aired from the local National Broad-
casting Company studios over the
Blue outlet here, KGO. Each pro-
gram is handled by a different pro-
ducer, and listeners are invited to
express their opinions concerning
the offerings. Broadcasts are sched-
uled on Wednesday mornings from
11:15 to 11:30.

Mugging he Station
Philadelphia.

Sixteen-page brochure, illustrating
KYW's new building, its facilities

and its staff, was issued this week. It

shows general vievs of studios, audi-
torium, control rooms, client's audi-
tion room, transmitter, kitchen and
facade. There are also pictures of
the g.m., Leslie Joy. the musical di-

rector, plant manager, sales man-
ager, program director, business
staff and announcers. Separate fold-
er, fitted into a pocket in the back
cover of the booklet, shows publicity
given the outlet upon the opening of
the new building.

Similar brochure is being issued
shortly by WCAU. Station will at-

5j0OO<^lj000^&
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Song Title Contest
Boston.

Georgia Mae, Yodeling Cowgirl, on
WORL, is handing out prizes to
listeners who are winners in the song
title contest which she conducts on
her thrice-weekly session. Gal war-
bles a quintet of ditties, unan-
nounced.
To the person sending in the most

correct list of titles, pony girl

awards a small pocket camera, com-
plete with film roll, and the first

picture on each roll is snapped prior
to its mailing. Pic is that of Georgia
Mae.

Straw Vote
Boston.

WORL, indie outlet here, is con-
ducting a straw vote of the Massa-
chusetts political battle. Any person
listed in the Boston telephone tome
can write the studio and vote for
any candidate appearing in the pre-
primary list Each evening, during
the 6 p.m. news, results of the votes
are announced.
After the primaries WORL will

continue its straw vote through to

election.

'Lone Ranger' Buildup
Baltimore.

Advent of Lone Ranger participa-
tion here by 7-Up drink over WBAL
is getting considerable ballyhoo
under direction of Harold Burke,
station head. Nighttime parade with
bands, floats and pageant of Robin
Hoods through the ages to present
day Lone Rangers has been tied into
promotion via local News-Post, along
with window displays, teaser spots
and newspaper ad copy.

School Campaign
Oklahoma City.

KOCY has started a long range
school promotion campaign to create
goodwill. Tie-up is with the Par-
ent-Teachers' Association of city's

major high schools, -nd KOCY will
not only air football games, etc., of
the two schools, but has a daily
students' program coming in from
schools' auditoriums.
Also scheduled once a week is a

P. T. A. sponsored and directed
drama serial dubbed 'Mr. and Mrs.
P. T. Anderson and Children.' Pro-
gram is for 25 minutes in the fore-
noon, with first 15 minutes taken up
with serial dramatization and last

10 minutes devoted to answering
questions pertaining to children's
Droblems mailed in by parents.
Whole theme . of the program is an
attempt to bring the parent, teacher
and student closer together. Marvin
Krause worked out the details.

Bree's 'Radio Column*

Tees Off Air Campaign
Chicago, Sept. 20.

Bree cosmetic firm is starting an
ether radio campaign Sept. 25. Go
ing on six stations for a beginning
and plans an increase to some 20

stations.

Spotted through the local Ruth-
rauff & Ryan agency, program will

be a 'radio col mn of the air,' giv-

ing news and highlights on person-

alities and trograms. Hits once
weekly for 15 minute.'.

KGW-KEX Shakeup

Portland, Ore., Sept. 20.

Complete management shakeup at

KGW-KEX has ousted Carey Jen-

• nings as manager. Charles Chatter-

ton, formerly assistant business man-

ager of the" Oregonian, owner-news-

paper, takes over the radio managc-

.
ment. V

j
Colonel Guy Viskniskki remains

; in- top command as efficiency con-
!

sultant.

SPONSOR TIES

ALL-DAY SKED

Philly Coke Co. to Air 3-Min.

Newscasts Every Hour, 12

Hours Daily Except Sun-

day—^ Experimental Deal
Totals 78 Broadcasts
Weekly

3 TYPES OF AUDIENCES

Television Construction

By General Electric Endorsed

Lens Bug Levy

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

Camera bug has taken a nip
at Dr. Leon Levy, WCAU prez.
Never content to do anything

halfway, he has just completed
a darkroom in his home. It is

air-conditioned, has a tele-

phone, five stainless steel sinks,

latest type enlargers and
equipment—and cost $4,500.

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

In an unprecedented and experi-
mental deal set here this week,
WDAS has sold a three-minute
newscast to a single sponsor every
hour on the hour throughout virtu-
ally every broadcasting day. Broad-
casts are for the Philadelphia ' Coke
Company, placed through the N. W.
Ayer agency.
There will be 13 three-minute pe-

roids every day except Sunday,
starting at 8 a.m. and finishing at
8 p.m. This makes a total of 78 air-
ings a week, believed to be the
largest purchase of news by one
sponsor on one station in the coun-
try.

Executives who closed the deal, at

both the station and Ayer's, declared
yesterday that they are experiment-
ing with what they believe the
surest way to guarantee "coverage
for the sponsor. They figure on get-
ting three distinct types of listen-
ers with this kind of advertising.

. They are (1) the regular listeners to

WDAS; (2) members of the radio au-
dience who are specifically seeking
news and know that they can get
what they want on the hour at
WDAS; and (3) the great audience
to be found at hourly program
changes. This latter is the group
of listeners who twirl their dials at
the conclusion of a program to seek
another. Hearing a news flash, it is

figured, they will pause to listen,

even if they spin to another station
afterwards.

Catering to Listeners
Both station and agency have al

ready done considerable surveying
and experimenting on the broad-
casts. Surveys disclosed that while
newscasts were frequent, and pre-
sented with a certain amount of
regularity, there was no means of
affording the listener a news broad-
cast when he wanted it. He had
to spend his entire time dialing one
station after another or consult a
log. Sponsor now feels that listen-
ers will be guaranteed a definite
news schedule with enough fre-
quency to insure up-to-the-minute
reports.

Experimentation decided the du-
ration of broadcasts. It was found
that the three-minute period was
not enough to be boring, even if

there are not hourly developments
of really vital news, and it is long
enough to give essentials. News is

provided WDAS by International
News Service.
Extensive advertising schedule in

newspapers is being set by both
sponsor and station to call attention
to the newscasts.

Muriel Wilson Back
Muriel Wilson, formerly Mary Lou

of the 'Showboat' program, is re-
turning to radio after more than a
year's retirement.

Singer quit the airwaves after she
married Fred Hufsmith, radio tenor.
Several weeks ago she appeared on
the Lucky Strike program in a guest
shot and later for Harold Sanford's
sustainer on station WJZ, N. Y. Now
interested in getting in on large
scale again.

Washington, Sept. 20.

Request of General Electric Co. for

four experimental television broad-

cast stations approved last week by

Examiner R. H. Hyde. Construction

of high-powered transmitters at Al-

bany, N. Y., and Bridgeport, Conn.,

to be used for both aural and visual

transmission, should be okayed by

the Commission, Hyde said, and
smaller stations to be located at the

firm's Schenectady plant also deserve
a permit.

Cost of the project did not enter

into the examiner's decision, with
the financial backing of. the company
assuring the estimated $360,000 con-
struction cost and ample funds
for operation and experimentation.
Bridgeport transmitter, at $195,000,

would be the costliest unit, with Al-
bany station requiring $155,000, and
two Schenectady stations only $5,000

each. Latter would . transmit only
visual programs.

In Detroit lt*i

KGKO'S DALLAS STUDIO
Fort Worth, Sept. 20.

Dallas studios and offices were
opened by KGKO, Fort Worth Star-
Tolegram station, wth main studio;-

here and in Wichita Falls.

Six daily sustainers are originating

from Dallas, with two commercial
hours emanating daily from Wichita
Falls. Howard Carraway, formerly
of WMC. Memphis, is Dallas studio

boss, with Bill Hood tending some
task at the Wichita Falls set-up.

GoodkincUMorgan Tieup
Chicago. Sept. 20. i

Affiliation has bee- arranged be-

tween Lewis Goodkind, local ad
agency, and the Raymond Morgan
a'" agency and program production

firm of Hollywood. i

Outfits will represen each other

ar.d their accounts in both terri-

tories. Goodkind was formerly radio
'

chieftain here for Lord & Thomas :

agency. '

America's Pioneer Broadcasting Station

Basic Red Network Station

1st in Listener Interest

I st in Fine Pirogrammmg

1st in Advertising Preference

1st in Advertising Results

WW J
Owned and Operated by

The Detroit News

Represented Nationally by

The George P. HoIIingbery Co,
New York : Chicago Detroit : Kansas City

San Francisco Atlanta
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Background Buzz
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EAST
H. B. (Bud) Trautman, former

p. a. for Pittsburgh Playhouse and
Keene, N. H., summer theatre, has
been named publicity director for

station WWSW, Pitt. He succeeds
Kieran Balfe, who returns to pro-

gram department as a regular mem-
ber of the announcing staff. Latter

was a spieler before turning to press
' ork.

John Ingram, former conductor of

the Shea Buffalo orchestra and later

of the Buffalo Civic orchestra, has
joined the staff of WBNY, Buffalo,

Vis as violin and piano soloist.

Jane Woodhouse succeeds Eliza-

beth Hart as m.c.of 'Woman of To-
morrow' on WORL, Boston. Miss
Hart left for position with NBC. in

Chicago.

Weston Sister^ have joined Mau-
rice Spitalny's orch for his twice-
weekly shots over thfe NBC-Blue

.• ,irom KDKA, Pittsburgh.
• Bob McKee's 'Pierre the Trapper'
series, sponsored by Wolk Fur Co.,

has faded from WCAE, Pittsburgh,
after four weeks. Sponsor going off

the air.

Bud Trautman succeeds Kieran
Balfe as p.a. at WWSW, Pittsburgh,
latter joining station's regular an-
nouncing staff.

Newscaster Norman Twigger of
WCAE, Pittsburgh, has completely
recovered from a recent injury,
which for a. time threatened the sight
of one eye.
Charley Rowe, veteran anouncer

and
.
production man, and WCAE,

Pittsburgh, have parted, company
after live years. ,

Socialist Labor party again weekly
time buyer on WICC, Bridgeport.
Claude Dorsey, out of Des Moines,

la., Transradio office, in to handle
same newservice at WTIC, Hartford.
- Charles Pearson off WTIC busi-
ness staff to work as glee club direc-
tor at Boston University music
school. Used to be an NBC baritone
in New York-.
High school football round-up in

second season
t
at WICC, Bridgeport,

/lis- with Ken Rapieff compiling.
Gerard H. Slattery, general man-

ager of WCOP, Boston, proems an
eight-week series on radio adver-
tising Oct. 27 at the State University
Extension Center, Boston.
Ned French, WCOP, JBoston, an-

nouncer, left to continue collegiate
education. Paul Badgers replaces.

MIDWEST
Ellis Harris, announcer, moves

!nto KDAL, Duluth, from KFJM,
Grand Forks, replacing Vince Lbner-
gan.
Garry Morflt, gabber, formerly

•with WBAL, Baltimore, has joined
KWK, St. Louis. Will handle all
variety shows for station in addition
to special events.
Layman Cameron, gabber, KWK,

St. Louis, has been upped to produc-
tion chief. Bert Igou will continue
as assistant to Cameron.
Russ David, musical director,

KSD, St. Louis, a benedict. His
bride, Jean Chassels, . is member of
the Harmonettes, radio ensemble.
Engagement of Joe Todd, contin-

uity supervisor at KSD, St. Louis, to
Dorothy Schulenberg, daughter of
E. A. W. Schulenberg, of the Gard-
ner-Advertising Co., announced.
Josephine HalDin, of 'One Woman's

Opinion' for National Dairy over
KMOX. St. Louis, back at stint after
layoff due to illness.
George Barton, production man atKMOX and recently transferred to

sales, has resigned to rejoin RKOin
Chicago.
Libby Vauehan has been signed

again for KSO-WMT, Des Moines, as
conductor of the Magic Kitchen
broadcasts. Marks her fourth year.

Otto Weber, formerly with the Des
Moines bureau of United Press, has
joined news staff of WHO, succeed-
ing Adolph Schneider, now with
special eVents- department of NBC
fai.N. Y.
Dick Faler has been added to an-

nouncing staff of WOWO and WGL.
Fort Wayne. Ind.
Paul Luecke, WOWO-WGL. Ft.

Wavne. onerator. recently married
to Lydia Kohlmeier. non-oro.
New program on WOWO. Ft.

Wayne, 'Stork Express,' aired five
days weekly, devoted to greeting
new mothers. Bob Wilson conducts
and Mary O'Rear sings.

WEST
New KARK, Little Rock, Gents of

Harmony trio is composed of Harris
Owen, leader; Jack Majors, arranger,
and Troy Watkins. Aired thrice
weekly.
Kenny Baker skips over from Jello

to Texaco Star Theatre for first eight
weeks of . the petrol opus. Buddy
Clark may get canary perch after
that.

NBC's Hal Bock stenciling sus-
pended radio columns ,for airing
along Coast.
Stuart Hamblen, hillbilly yodeler,

won democratic nomination as
congressman.
George Fischer petitioned L. A.

court to let him drop the 'c' from his

ZXXXXXXXXXZ
monicker. Same day he was signed
to wax his chatter routine for Dia-
mond Walnut Growers Assn.

Bill Baker moves his Benton. &
Bowles gang to larger quarters in
Hollywood.
Paul Dorsey, ace photog for Time

and Fortune, will do four short-
wavers from the China war zone for
NBC.
Tom Wallace in quesv of Holly-

wood discs for Brown & Williamson
tobacco outfit.

Conrad Nagel back on Silver
Theatre Oct. 2 as narrator.

Sallie. Steele, of KOIL, Omaha,
joined the dramatics department of
WBBM, Chicago.
Adolph Schneider former Omaha

newspaperman, recently with WHO.
Des Moines, has joined the special
events division of NBC in New York.
Roy Hunt, v. p. of KOIN, Port-

land, Ore., goes in for fancy horses.
One of his prize nags took the blue
ribbon in a class judging at the Ore-
gon State Fair.
Frank McKellar, retired prez of

L. A. Ad Club, joined Don Lee chain
as account exec.
Standard Symphony doing six

Coast airings from Hollywood on
move from Frisco home grounds.
Ken Niles, Hollywood Hotel an-

nouncer, christened his new boat,
'Campbell's Tomato Sloop.'
Don Stauffer, radio head for Young

& Rubicam, and Bill Stuart, Coast
publicity director, parking' in Holly-
wood for a while.
Eddie Cantor opens his Camel

Caravan season in Hollywood Oct. 3.

New York trip may come later.

Ken Frogley, L. A. Morning News
sports ed, will uo a football turn on
KFI during the season.
George Marion writing the Hit

Parade comedy insert from Holly-
wood~for W. C. Fields.
Ed Gardner off Good News show

as production aide to L. K. Sidney.
Don Cope of Benton & Bowles took
over.
Roland Bradley, .former program

director for WINS, New York, has
joined the production staff of
KOMO-KJR, Seattle.
Hardward Edelson, dramatic actor,

has returned from a season of stock
at Cohasset, Mass., to imitate vocally
President Roosevelt on KJR's, Seat-
tle, 'So Goes the World,' a revue of
the week's news.
Union Oil finally decided to audi-

tion for a vox pop show after shelv-
ing a dozen ideas.
Rudy Vallee due in

.
Hollywood

Nov. 10 to remain until the new year
turns.
John Christ aiding,Frank Wood-

ruff on Lux production in addition

to holding rein on 'One Man's Fam-
ily.'

Helen Short, secretary to manager
Philip Lasky, of KSFO, San Fran-
cisco, and Wlllard Hancock, of Oak-
land, are newlyweds. Miss Short has
been the 'Dotty Dialer' of the KSFO
Radio Log programs since their in-
ception several months ago,
George Taylor, singer, nas a new

five-a-week participating variety
show on KSAN, San Francisco (for-

merly KGGC), with Dante Barsi's
Swingtet and occasional guest war-
blers.
Harvey Peterson (Ricardo), vio-

linist and conductor at NBC's San
Francisco studios, was tested by
Paramount in Hollywood last week.
Cigar market boomed after three

boys were born to Ralph. Nim-
mons, program director: Ted deHay,
continuity, and Olin Brown, engi-
neer, of WFAA, Dallas, within last

two weeks.
Bob Hope's new Pepsodent show

on NBC reached over to CBS to tag
Announcer Bill Goodwin.
NBC's Radio City, L. A., dressed

up in off-white green exterior for
Oct. 15 opening.
Frank Parker slated for vocal

spot with Burns and Allen while
show airs from the east. Tony
Martin has the Coast assignment. ..

Harriett Wilson will be laid up
for six months as result of auto
crackup on Coast.
Jack Runyon not telling which

milestone he just passed.

! Washington Lobby
r

i
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of license from McAllister to himself and Davis—doing 'busi-
ness as' the Walmac Company—approved.

McAllister was absolved, In the transaction, of a technical
violation of Section 310 (b) of the Communications Act,
which occurred when he purchased the station In. 1930 and
the license was assigned to htm as an Individual Instead of
a corporation through the mistake of an employee, .who had
been given power of attorney to All out the routine papers.
Name of the original corporation—Radio Sam Broadcast

Co.—was changed by McAllister to Walmac Corp.; but his
station manager at that time made out the forms for a
renewal of license In the boss's name. Meanwhile, Mc-
Allister maintained a bank account In the name of the Wal-
mac Co. and signed all contracts for time sales In that
name. .

Commlsh was ready to' fterg|y«» t his erro r, because Mc-
Allister was the 'dominant figure' In the ^iteration of the
transmitter, at all times has owned all the capital stock of
the Walmac Co. and has ' otherwise exercised The powers
and privileges conferred by the license 'even though such
operation was conducted In part through the jnedlutn of a
coroporatlon.'
Current deal provides for BO-CO partnership between\Mc-

r
Alllster and Davis—with the latter paying $13,000 for\ his
half Interest in the station—$2,326 already paid In cash Wd
$300 or more due each six months, at 6% interest, until (the
balance -Is discharged.

'

;

Applicants were represented by George S. Smith.
(2). Smalile for Vernon was provided In Commlsh decision

to pave, the way for a three-man partnerehlp to contruct a
transmitter costing between $16,000 and $20,000.
Moving spirit is R. H. Nichols, editor, publisher and

majority owner of the Vernon Daily record, W. H. Wright
and Stewart Hatch are secretary and treasurer, respectively,
of the Northwestern Broadcasting Co., prospective licensee.

Nichols, president of the Company, showed ample means
with which to finance the transmitter; which will be tho
only one In the town. Some service .is received in the resi-
dential and rural areas from WFAA, Dallas, 60-kllowatter,
but townspeople- have complained that reception Is .spotty
except In exceptionally good weather. Station proposes to
charge ?62 an hour: $30.60 per half-hour; $18 for one-quarter
hour; $14 for 10 minutes and $10 per five minutes, with dis-
counts" for a continued contract basis.

James H, Hanley represented the partnership.

Virginia: Three-way scuffle for permission to erect a new
transmitter at Petersburg was won by Petersburg Newspaper
Corp.,. by virtue of its location in the city. All three appll-'
cants interested in other Virginia stations.

Decision upset plans of John Stewart Bryan, wealthy presi-
dent of the College of William and Mary, to further extend
his radio Interests. Bryan last year moved his station,
WPHR, from Petersburg to Richmond, where call letters were
changed to WRNL, in a tie-up with the Richmond News
Leader. In order that Petersburg 'might not be deprived of
an outlet for radio broadcasting,' he tried to move back In
with a new station.
Havens & Martin group, owners and operators of WMBG,

Richmond, attempted to back out of the deal last year, but
Commlsh meted out denial as In default. Instead of re-
quested dismissal without prejudice. Victorious Petersburg
Newspaper Corp.—with newspaper and radio affiliations at
Norfolk—was given the green light to construct a station
using the facilities for which all three groups applied—1210
kc. with 100 watts nights, 260 watts days.

Elliot C. Lovett represented the Petersburg publishers;
George O. Sutton appeared for Havens & Martin and Ben S.
Fisher represented John Stewart Bryan.
Washington: Request of a wealthy Taklma attorney, Shir-

ley D, Parker, for permission to build a broadcast transmitter
nixed by the Commlsh for failure to show sufficient public
need.

Parker's plan to take over the assignment recently vacated
by KIT, existing transmltter-^-1310 kc. with. 100 watts nights,
260 watts days—turned down because applicant's witnesses
supplied considerable testimony concerning the inadequacy of
KIT'S former coverage with the facilities Parker Was re-
questing. While Commlsh admitted that the proposed station
probably would, make better use of the assignment It was
pointed out that KIT, now operating on 1250 kc. with . 260
watts nights, 600 watts days, has a far greater coverage than
could be expected by Parker's station. Granting of the ap-
plication also would cause mutual Interference between the
proposed transmitter and KX.RO, Aberdeen, to within their
approximate 2.7 millivolt per meter contours, decision stated.
Parkor retained Eugene Meacham, Paul D. P. Spearman,

Elmer W. Pratt and Allen David.
Wisconsin: Interference probabilities, and fact that the

Madison area already is well served by WHA and AVIBA,
brought a denial for the Madison Broadcasting Co. on its
plea for a piece of the 1400 kc. ribbon and permission to
operate with 260 watts day and night.
No need for additional broadcast service of the tvpe pro-

posed Commlsh ruled, and new transmitter would be limited
to Its 7 millivolt per meter contour if application were
granted. This would not be considered good allocation, -de-
cision pointed out.
Company's sqvawk that WIBA held a monopoly In the

city's advertising, through Its tie-up with two local dallies
In Madison, were dlscr unted when It was shown that WIBA'
is operated as a separate entity from the dailies and that no
combined rates exist for newspaper and radio advertising.
Separate sales stair and separate news service are used by
the station.

Paul D. P. Spearman appeared for applicant.

MINOR DECISIONS
™ 1

?,
ls
.t
rIct of , Columbia:. Philip N. Partridge (doing 'business as

rhil-Co Radio Service), Washington, application for new gen-
eral experimental radio station denied as In cases of default,
since applicant failed to file written appearance.
Maine: WGAN, Portland Broadcasting System, Inc., Port-

land, Commlsh corrected error, in which It was reported Au-
gust 31 that tho transmitter had been granted special tem-

porary authority to operate from local sunset at KFI, Los
Angeles, until midnight, EST, to broadcast election returns on
Sept. 12. Authority was denied. /

Maryland: WCAO, Monumental Radio Co., Baltimore,
granted extension of special temporary authority to operate
with 1 kw. nights from Sept. 19 to Oct. 18, in order ^ to
minimize as far as possible the effect .of interference re
celved from CMQ, Cuba, subject to specific requirement that
operation with additional power be terminated immediately
-after CMQ ceases operation on the 600 kc. frequency, or re-
duces power so that additional Interference is not involved;
WBAL, WI1AL Broadcasting Co., Baltimore, application for
1060 kc. with 10 kw. unlimited dismissed without prejudice
on request of applicant (now operating simultaneous days
with KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark., on 1QC0 Ice, sharing hours
until 9 p.m. and synchronizing with WJZ, New York, on 700,
2% kw.. from 9 p.m., by special authority).

Michigan: WMBC, Michigan Broadcasting Co., Detroit,
granted withdrawal without prejudice of application for
frequency change from 1420 to 600 kc., night power boost
from 100 to 260 watts; WWJ, Evening News Association,
Detroit, granted extension of special .temporary authority to
operate from Sept. 2C to Oct. 26 with increase in night
power from 1 to 6 kw., in order to overcome interference.
Oklahoma: KOMA, Hearst Radio, Inc., Oklahoma City,

application for Juice-Jump from 6 to 60 kw. and for in-
stallation of now equipment dismissed without prejudice.

Tennessee: WREC, WREC, Inc., Memphis, granted exten-
sion of special temporary authority to operate with power
of 6 kw. nights, from Sept. 17 to Oct. 1C, in order to over-
come interference caused by CMQ, Havana, Cuba.
Texns: KPRC, Houston Printing Corp., Houston, granted

extension of special' temporary authority to operate with 6
kw. nights from Sept. 16 to Oct. 16.
Vermont: WQDM, Rogan & Bostwlck, St. Albans, granted

authority to withdraw without prejudice application hereto-
fore sot for hearing requesting change In hours of operation
from days to unlimited.
Washington: Skagit Broadcasting Assn., Belllngham, ap-

plication for new station, to be operated on 1200 ice. with 100
ratts nights, 250 watte days, dismissed without prejudice.

NEW APPLICATIONS
Alabama: WSGN, Birmingham News Co., Birmingham,

move\ transmitter locally, construct new transmitter, install
dlrectMonal antenna for night use, change frequency from
1310 kc. to 1290 kc, change power from 100 watts nights, 250
watts days, to 1 kw.

California: KVOE, Voice of the Orange Empire, Inc., Ltd.,
Santa Ana, authority to transfer control from J. S. Edwards,
Inc., to Ernest L. Spencer, 62 shares no-par common stock.

California: Don Lee Broadcasting System, San Francisco,
new television station to be operated on 60000-5C0OO kc. with
2.60 watts, A-3. 4 and Special Emission; W6XAO, Don Lee
Broadcasting System, Los Angeles, requests 44000-60000 kc,
to conform with Commlsh Order No. 19; Grant Union High
School District, North Sacramento, new station to be operated
on 1420 kc. with 100 watts, davs only.
Colorado: KGIW, Leonard E. Wilson, Alamosa, voluntary

assignment of license to E. L. Allen.
Connecticut: WDRC, WDRC, Inc.; Hartford, boost night

power from 1 to 6 kw., Install directional antenna for night
use.

Florida: Florida West Coast Broadcasting Co., Inc., Tampa,
new relay broadcast station to be operated on 1622, 2068, 2150
and 2790 kc. with 40 watts. Emission A-3.
Georgia: John F. Arrlngton, Jr., Valdosta, new station to be

operated on 1230 kc. with 260 watts power.
Indiana: Evansvllle on the Air, Inc., Evansville, new relay

broadcast station on 1022, 2068, 2160 and 2790 kc. with 60
watts, A-3 Emission; Vlncennes Newspapers, Inc., VIncennes,new station to be operated on 1420 kc. with 100 watts.
Iowa: Central Broadcasting Co., Mltchellvllle, new experi-

mental broadcast station to be operated on 100 kc. with 1
kw., A-3 Emission, intermittent operation from 12 to 6 a.m.

entucky: WAVE, Inc., Louisville, change name on ap-
plication for new station (880 kc. with 600 watts) fromWAVE, Inc., to Gateway Broadcasting Co., and change
corporate structure.
Michigan: WHDF, Upper Michigan Broadcasting Co., Calu-

met, change hours from specifled to unlimited.
New XorU: WBBC, Brooklyn Broadcasting Corp., Brooklyn,

transfer control of corporation from Peter J. Tostan, de-
ceased, to Peter Testan, 194 shares, and Millie Testan, 97shares—291 shares common stock; WWRL, Long Island
Broadcasting Corp., Woodslde, L. I., change hours of opera-
tion from specifled to unlimited (requests facilities of WCNW'
Brooklyn). '

Now Jersey: W3XAL, National Broadcasting Co., Inc

,

21°C30 kc
°°k

'
dplete fre(luency "7*0 and add 6100, 9670 and

North Carolina: WPTF, WPTF Radio Co.. Raleigh, Installnew transmitter, boost power from 5 to 10 kw., increase hours
of oporatlon from limited to unll lted (using directional
antenna nights).

Ohio: WSAI. Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati, boost nightpower from 1 to 5 kw., make changes in equipment, Installnignt directional antenna and move transmitter locally
Pennsylvania: WKOK, Sunbury. Broadcasting Corp., Sun-

bury, change hours of operation from specifled to unlimited
Tuerto Rico: Enrique Abarca Sanfellz, San Juan, new

days°
n t0 be operated on 680 kc

-
wlth 1 kw

- nights, 6 kw.

Texas: ICRRV, Red River Valley Broadcasting Corp., Sher-man, change frequency from 1310 kc. to 880 kc, time fromaays to unlimited, Install new transmitter and directionalantenna for all-time use.
Vlrglnln: Martinsville Broadcasting Co., Martinsville, newstation to be operated on 1420 kc. with 100 watts nights.. 250watts days.
Wisconsin: WHA, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Jumpjuice from 6 to 60 lew., change frequency from 940 to 670time from days to unlimited, install new transmitter, verticalantenna; WLBL; State of Wisconsin, Dept. of Agriculture &Markets, Stevens Point, voluntary assignment ot .license toBoard of Regents. University of- Wisconsin; WJMS, Inc..Ashland, new station to be 'operated on 1310 kc. with 100watts nights, 250 watts days.

Washington, Sept. 20.

Outcome of a complaint of politi-

cal bias, directed against WTAR,
Norfolk, Va., following the Virginia

Congressional primaries, drew a grin

from FCC Chairman Frank R. Mc-
Ninch. During McNinch's recent ill-

ness, squawk was registered by Rep-
resentative Norman R. Hamilton,

Democrat Incumbent, whose seat in

Congress was successfully threatened

by last-minute filing of an old-time

rival—former Representative Col-

gate Whitehead Darden, Jr.

Applying to WTAR—on the eve of

the primaries—for time in which to
attack the opposition, Hamilton was
informed that all available time had
been sold to Darden. Following his
defeat, formal complaint was lodged
with the Commish by Hamilton's sec-

retary, McNinch revealed. Investi-

gation, which completely cleared the
station, showed:

(1) WTAR had offered Hamilton a
place on its program earlier in the
campaign, which Hamilton had
turned down because, at that time,
he considered himself unopposed.

(2) Transmitter revealed that two
years ago, when Hamilton was fight-

•

ing Darden, tables had been turned
and Hamilton had reserved all avail-

able time on the station for himself.
Obviously amused by the incident,

McNinch observed that the WTAR
complaint, 'one or two' from Texas,
and one from Tennessee, established
a record low in anguished squawks
from disappointed candidates. Chair-
man thought that new rules govern-
ing use of transmitters for political

broadcasts—drawn up by the Com-
mish earlier in the summer—'helped
a lot.' Expressed surprise, however,
that no charges had been filed from
the Kentucky and California battle-
grounds.

Gratis advice to Senate leaders
that the Wheeler resolution express-
ing flat opposition to 'operation of
radio broadcast stations . . . with
power in excess of 50 kilowatts'
should be repealed was given last

week by Louis G. Caldwell caunsel
for the Clear Channel Group in his
tome on new allocation and regula-
tion policies. Whi?- resolution is, of
course, entitled to respect, many
persons who voted for it must have
been under .misapprehension and
probably had incomplete, if any, un-
derstanding of the proposition, for-
mer Federal Radio Commission gen-
eral counsel averred. Examination
of the whereaser reveals lack of ap-
preciation for basic facts, Caldwell
thinks, and commish ought to urge
rescinding of the policy declaration.

Change in New Deal radio technic
is in the offing, intensified by rivalry
between two individuals concerned
with government broadcasting. Con-
flicting schools of thought over dram-
atizations vs. simple, unadorned, ed-
ucational programs, either one of
which would be a welcome change
from many boring recitations of sta-
tistics and uninspired speeches by
untrained spielers. Coordination is

likely to lead to programming on na-
tional scale and put an end to rivalry
between Federal bureaus and depart-
ments for microphone opportunities.

Prominent New Dealer, who
forked up generously in the 1932 and
1936 campaigns, according to gossip
(although his name is not on the of-
ficial list of Democratic party angels)
is reported due for rough treatment
when the FCC monopoly investiga-
tion gets under way. Steady expan-
sion of his radio interests has in-
trigued FCC diggers, who have been
prodded in part by reports he's pally
with one of the political office hold-
ers the White House marked for
slaughter, as well as by direct in-
quiries' from certain Congressman
about his holdings. Veil of mystery
around some of his radio connections
is expected to be pierced when mat-
ter of chain monopolies is weighted.

Testimony indicating that a fair-

haired holder of a short-wave li-

cense—which carries clauses prevent-
ing commercialization and adver-
tising—offered to sell time is intrigu-
ing the FCC. Special investigation
is considered likely, since Chairman
Frank R. McNinch showed great in-

terest when informed of the appar-
ent readiness to laugh at the law
and forget terms- of the license.

Lead for the inquiry can be found
in record of .a recent Commish hear-
ing.
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DE-CLASS
Moret Vs. Vogel

Ob 'Rose Copyr't;

'Stream' Dispute

Villa Moret, Inc., of San Francisco,

has served legal notice through At-

torney J. T. Abeles on Jerry Vogel

Music Co., Inc., over ,the oldtime

song, 'Lay -My Head Beneath the

Rose,' authored by W. Madison and

F. Falkenstein in 1908, and copy-

righted by the latter. When Moret
acquired the old-fashioned ballad

from Falkenstein in 1926, the Frisco,

firm issued it as a foxtrot, made a

special pianoforte foxtrot arrange-

ment, and copyrighted it in 1926, or

10 years before the original copy-

right expired.

A novel point is involved in this

claim in that when Vogel bought up
the renewal rights to 'Lay My Head'

in 1936—as he has been doing, with
many old songs—he published what
is alleged to be an unauthorized ver-

sion; of the foxtrot arrangement,
• rather than of the old tune, including

the modernized harmonics,, etc.

Unlike the many present tin pan
alley tiffs over pop song renewals,

this suit stems from an alleged copy-
right infringement. Vogel claims that

with the 1936 expiration of the basic

28 years'
- copyright protection to 'Lay

My Head,' all rights expired. Villa

Moret contends that the Register of

Copyrights has approved protection

on new arrangement; that Moret
paid royalties on the new arrange-
ment; that, thus, its 1926 copyright
doesn't expire until 1954.

For the records, it's been held that

a new orchestration constitutes a
new copyright, and can be so pro-
tected, but the question of simply a
pianoforte arrangement is something
else again.

Falkenstein heads a music house
in Fresno, Calif.

Still another claim involving Jerry
Vogel arises from 'Down by the Old
Mill Stream.' Both Forster, of Chi-
cago, and Vogel have served notice
on ASCAP and the MPPA over the
tune, claiming credit. Forster orig-

inally took over this ballad by. the
late "Tell Taylor, first copyrighted in

1910 by Taylor and Star Music Pub.
Co., of Chi, his. firm.

Among the first issues of what was
destined to become a world classic,

Tell Taylor's name was solo on the
title-page, but within, Taylor's name
was conspicuously billed, and under-
neath the name of Earl Smith was
printed in smaller type, as a collabo-
rator. Subsequently, Smith's name
disappeared entirely from the sheet
music. Mrs. Taylor transferred re-
newal rights to Forster (Taylor died
last year), but Vogel, digging up the
old copyright records, found Earl
Smith billed as a co-author and made
a deal with Smith for the renewal
rights. Hence both firms have issued
editions, and there the matter rests,

with legalists in the background.

VICTOR GOING AFTER

COIN-MACHINE TRADE

RCA. Victor's recording division is

under instructions to concentrate on
getting its 35c label, Blue Bird, into
the coinroperated machines. As an
initial move in that direction, Victor
has transferred Fats Waller from the
75c list to the Blue Bird section.
Opinion among RCA Victor high-

ers-up is that Decca has been getting
a major share of the coin-machine
business principally because it has
been able to offer important names
at the 35c level. The orders at RCA
Victor now are to compete for this
machine trade, even if it means los-
ing money for a while.

Bootleggers' $1,500 Bail

Aii-Time High in ft Y.

All-time high bail for persons
arrested for peddling contraband
songsheets was the $1,500 which
Magistrate William A. Farrell set

last week in the cases of two repeat
offenders brought before him. He
ordered the two, Murray Eisenberg
and George Regan, held in that
amount each for a hearing in Special
Sessions Court. Duo later pleaded
guilty in the latter court and were
remanded for investigation and
sentence.

Usual bail cited in such cases is

$500. The arrests were caused by
Arthur Hoffman, investigator for the
Music Publishers Protective Asso-
ciation.

Fins $65,295 Award

In 12-Yr. Suit Vs. Victor

For 'OH 97' Royalties

Detroit, Sept. 20.

Ending a 12-year court battle,

David Graves George, of Detroit,

was awarded $65,295 in royalties

from Victor Talking Machine Co. for

his 'The Wreck, of the Old 97' ballad.

Decisiqn was handed down last week
by Federal Judge J. Boyd Avis in

Camden, N. J., district court,
George will get only half of the

royalties from the sale of more than
1,000,000 records made of the bal-
lad, since 'The Prisoner's Song' was
carried on other side of records.

Case had been fought to the U. S.

supreme court and back, with
George finally establishing himself
as author of the lyric.

George repeated several times how
he was inspired to write words after
'Old 97' was wrecked in 1903 at
Franklin Junction, Va., where
George then was a railroad me-
chanic. Victor had claimed that
George merely copied the words
from the record and then started
suit.

LEADER ASKS STAY

OF LOCAL'S FINE

Woods to London
Harry Woods is going to London

next month to Write for Cinephonic
Music (Reg Connelly), and that
music publisher is due to arrive in
New York on a business trip in a
week or so.

Connelly is the original publisher
of 'Lambeth Walk.'

Cleveland, Sept. 20.

Drive of musicians local No. 4 to
stop under-scale jobbing by small
bands received its first set-back
when Frank Mates, orchestra leader,
filed an injunction suit against Mil-
ton W. Krasny, prez of union, and
other officials to restrain them from
collecting fines levied against him
for allegedly accepting below-scale
fees.

Clevelander and his four men had
been fined from $250 to $1,000, union
claiming they were working on a
radio program for $4 per man in-

stead of the minimum rate of $6 for
each Sunday program tagged 'In Old
Bohemia' over WGAR.
Mates, the first maestro to buck

the local, claims he is being penal-
ized unjustly and that he didn't

break any rules. Sponsor of the
WGAR show, he said, was pressed
financially recently and planned to

close Bohemia series. Rather than
lose his job, he declares he accepted

a $4 rate, but also received a promis-
sory note from sponsor for the re-

mainder.
Such an arrangement doesn't vio-

late any of the union's laws, he con-
tended, in asking court to declare the
fines levied illegal. Furthermore
asked that WGAF be restrained
from refusing to permit his band to

air programs because of a contract

between station and union. De-
manded, too, that he be allowed to

continue playing at Golden Goose
Tavern, owned by Edward Svec, who
said he has been paying band full

scale.

Milt Krasny, who has suspended all

five musicians, charges that Mates
admitted workin/ for reduced wages
and said nothing about the promis-

sory notes until recently.

George Brown. Irving Actman
and Milton Berle wrote three new
songs: 'Can't Stop Now/ 'Easy to

Say But So Hard to Do' and 'Stop

Me If You've Heard This Before.'

Call Performances of Iden-

tifying Songs Unworthy
of Parity with Regular
Plugs

RADIO SLANT

Movement has been launched

among the directors of the American
Society of Composers, Authors and'

Publishers to close down on per-

formance credits for theme songs.

The agitation is expected to meet
with stiff resistance from publishers
who have developed imposing lists

of such programs associations. As
an alternative the proponents of the
ban, it is understood, will ask that
the credit for a themer usage be re-
duced to a 10th of a point
What has prompted the move is

the increasing practice among cer-
tain publishers of paying substantial
prices to mike leaders and vocalists
for themers that they have them-
.selves composed or had written for
them. Prime object of these acquisi-
tions have been the ASCAP per-
formance credits that would accrue
from them.
Advocates of -the shutdown on

themer Credits contend that these
purchases also put the performers
under obligation to favor the cur-
rent releases of the publishers in-

volved and the relationship can un-
der the circumstances be construed
as a form of plug payoff. The theme
songs so acquired are rarely ex-
ploited. In some instances the pub-
lishing firm doesn't even- go through
the gestures of turning out a printed
version.

Vanity Angle

Themer angle has become quite an
angle with certain minor rating
ASCAP writers also. As soon as they
hear that a newcomer band is about
to get a network outlet they go after
him with solicitations to write his
theme song: One of these writers
has a pet sales speech. He points
out to the newcomer' that every time
Paul Whiteman enters a spot he is

greeted with the playing of 'Rhap-
sody in Blue' and that similar salutes
are accorded all leaders who have
their own theme songs. The writer
winds up his talk with the assurance
that if the newcomer wants to be-
come famous and popular he must
have a tune that is closely and ex-
clusively associated with him.

AFL 'Disgust'

Put by Tomei

As Quit-Cause

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

'Disgust' with the leadership and
'reactionary tactics' of the American
Federation of Labor is the real cause
for his resignation as prez of the
Philly Musicians' Local, A. A. Tomei
declared here yesterday (Mon.). He
is leaving the presidency with 'dis-

gust and sickness,' he said, for the

A. F. of L. and for the division of

labor into two hostile camps.
Tomei's resignation was reported

last week. He made official an-
nouncement Saturday of his inten-

tion to quit the top AFM post and
join the Philly Symphony orch as a

French horn player on Oct. 3.

A. F. of L. leadership was de-

nounced by Tomei for 'attempting to

shove down the throat of labor in

Pennsylvania th» Republican party.'

Tooter prez declared he will re-

sign as delegate to the A.F.L. con-
vention in Houston Oct. 3, although
he is the first member of the A.F.M.
from Pennsy ever to be elected a

delegate.

Dual Rights Conveyed by M.P.P.A.

Under New Two-Part Licenses

Decca Gets Permit

For New Stock Issue

Washington, Sept. 20.

Permit to peddle 150,000 shares of

$1 par common stock was given

Decca Records, Inc., last week by

Securities & Exchange Commission.
Application became effective Thurs-
day (15).

Stock- wijl be offered via under-
writers; Reynolds & Co. and asso-

ciated' houses, at $5.25 per share, for
purpose of bolstering working capi-
tal.

Ciri Phono Firm Claims

East St L. Police Chief

Is Barring It from Town

St Louis, Sept. 20.

Suit for an injunction to prohibit

A. P. Lauman, East St. Louis police

commissioner, from interfering with

the installation of electric phono-

graphs in the town's taverns was
filed last week in the Circuit Court
at Belleville by the A.M.I. Distribut-
ing Co., Chicago. Petition charges
that Lauman, whose son, A. P. Lau-
man, Jr., is agent for a rival con-
cern, told an agent for A.M.I. that
an exclusive privilege covering the
town was held by another company.
Complaint also charges that on

Aug. 29, while E. S. McKelvey, agent
of the Chicago firm, was installing a
machine in a tavern he was nailed
by police and taken to the town's
hoosegow, where the police commis-
sioner allegedly told him another
concern had exclusive rights to the
city.

There are about 3,000 electric

phonographs in operation in the St.

Louis metropolitan area and tfye take
has dwindled from $10 for each ma-
chine a week in 1936 to about $5.50.

J. P. SOUSA MEMORIAL

SPONSORED BY R0LFE

Plan for a nationwide movement
to erect a monument to the memory
of John Phillip Sousa was announced
today by B. A. Rolfe, the maestro,
for many years an intimate friend
of the 'march King.' The Sousa
Memorial Home for aged and indi-
gent American musicians was part Of
the campaign at first, but now de-
cided to restrict it to a monument.
A nationwide radio broadcast of one
hour, followed by a series of half-
hour programs, featuring a concert
band of 60 under the direction of
Rolfe and noted guest conductors,
will touch it off.

All solicitations for funds will be
confined exclusively to the radio
and subscriptions limited to $1. Ex-
ecutive board comprises Rolfe, Gene
Buck, Joseph N. Wfber, Arthur
Pryor, Dr. George H. Gartlan,
Supervisor of Music of the Public
Schools of New York, and James F.

Gillespie, director of operations for

Rolfe.

Dash Baptizes Hdqs.

London, Sept. 20.

Irwin Dash is holding his formd
opening of the new headquarters of
the Irwin Dash Music Co. tomorrow
(Wednesday). It's the most preten-
tious layout of any pop publisher in
London.
Also the first break in the old tin

pan alley line-up on Denmark
Street. Dash thinks that the pap
pubs will eventually cluster around
his new neighborhood, where sev-
eral classical houses are already es-
tablished.

Mechanical rights division of the
Music Publishers Protective Asso-
ciation will start issuing twin licenses

to phonograph record companies Oct.
1. One license will be for the long-
established right to manufacture,
while the other, a newly enforced
right, will convey, permission to make
special arrangements of copyrighted
works .for records that will be used
in the home only. Both, rights will
be 1

cleared by Harry Fox, as agent
and trustee.

Only *major publishing firm or
group "that has not authorized Fox
to handle the special arrangements
right for it is the Metro-Robbins
combine. Latter has advised Fox
that it would- prefer not to join in
enforcing this right in the phono-
graph field at this time.
Both licenses will apply to the

number of records manufactured.
No fee will be- asked for the pres-
ent for - the license involving the
right to arrange music recorded for
home use. For records used in coin-
operated machine,- there will be an
entirely different set of licenses, but
each covering the same rights^ The
latter is subject to future negotia-
tions with the phonograph manu-
facturers, since it will take some time
for both the MPPA and the record-
ers to collect the data that is neces-
sary in developing a basis for the
fees to be asked for records used in
coin machines.
Law firms, of Wattenberg & Wat-

tenberg and- Gilbert & Gilbert have
been retained to do the MPPA's legal
grouridwork'in the-move to bring, the
licensing phases of the coin-machine
business under the control of the
musical copyright owner.

Silver-Parish

Go-Writer Pact

On the Reek

Unusual issue for the music
business is involved in the con-
troversy now prevailing between
Abner Silver and Mitchell Parish
over a co-writing contract. Silver,
following a conference with his at-
torneys, notified Parish yesterday
(Tuesday) that he expects Parish to
live up to the writing partnership
they effected- last year and that he
was prepared to resume their col-
laborations. *

Silver claims that on Nov. 9, 1937,
he and Parish entered into a contract
to write songs together, and that it

was also agreed that they share
equally all royalties accruing from
works they wrote jointly or singly
during the ensuing year. Included
in the covenant was a clause which
made the binder automatically effec-
tive for another year if either did
not cancel in writing before the final
three months of the original con-
tract Silver now contends that Par-
ish is bound to him until November,
1939.

Parish has done hardly any col-
laborating with Silver during the
past six months because, as Silver
alleges, his contract-partner has been
busy writing lyrics for two of Jack
Robbins' firms, the Robbins Music
Corp., and Leo Feist, Inc. The songs
on which Silver is asking a split
are:

.
'Don't Be That Way' (Benny

Goodman), 'It's Wonderful' (Staff
Smith), 'We Have Met Before' (Louis
Prima) and 'Who Blew Out the
Flame' (Sammy Fain).

Pluggers on the Hoof

A new ballroom, capacity of 5,500,
will be opened by the Manhattan op-
era house for thj gala benefit dance
of the Professional MusicsMen on
Oct. 9.

Six of the country's top banjfe wfil
play for the affair.
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Inside Stuff—Music

American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers is permitting

Its district reps to remove the huge ASCAP insignias from their auto

doors. The insignia on the door started out as <* publicity idea, but it

turned out a nuisance in more ways than one.

A tavernkeeper would spot the rep's car as it was being parked in front

of his place and off he'd scram, with the result that the call was so much

wasted time for the ASCAP man. Where the insignia on the door also

worked to the discomfiture of the ASCAP rep were on the highspeed

roads. Motorcycle cops, seeing the sign oh the car, would' immediately

deduce that it was a commercial vehicle and wave it off to the less satis-

factory highways.

Milkman's Matinee, owl session of recorded jive on WNfEW, N. Y.,

.dropped the playing of request numbers for a few days last week but

quickly reinstated them when protests began pouring in. Stan Shaw had

been criticized for too much talk between records and station heads

cracked down on him and substituted 15 min. session of platters of various

orchestras.
i> Omission of requests and reading of telegrams brought queries anent

the change and Shaw explained. Promised it would be returned if lis

teners wanted it. Flood of protests forced its return in five days.

Signatured extensions of membership contracts have been coming in in

large number to the American Society of Composers, Authors and Pub-

lishers during the past week. The extensions are for 10 years.

It is expected that the majority of the major pubs will turn in their

approved contracts when the ASCAP board holds its first fall meeting

next Thursday (29).

Swing-songster Billy Cover of Plaza cafe, Pittsburgh, has been invited

by Pittsburgh's leading synagogue to sing the 'Kol idre' Oct. 4 at the

Jewish Yom-Kippur services at Carnegie Music Hall. Cover is featured

vocalist with Jimmy Peyton's band at the Plaza.

Reinhardt's 'Faust'

Drops 23G in L. A.

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

California Festival'Assn.'s al fresco

production of Max Reinhardfs
'Faust' in Pilgrimage ' theatre, high

in the Hollywood Hills, proved a

losing venture. Gross for the 25 per-

formances was around $42,000

against a nut of $65,000. It was ad-

vertised as the first of the Salzburg-
in-America festivals and the down-
town sheets gave- up • space un-
stintedly.
Piece moves to San Francisco for

a week at -pop prices in Civic Audi-
torium, which seats 6,200. Pilgrimage
amphitheatre has capacity of only

1,100,
Symphonies Under the Stars in

Hollywood Bowl closed a highly
successful season. Maria Jeritza and
Kirsten Flagstad played to turnaway
crowds while most of the others
comfortably filled the 22,000-seat en-
closure.

AGMA, Chorus

Group Snag in

Peace Moves

MCA's Letouts

OLD SONG SUGGESTIONS
FOR YOUR PROGRAMS
JIMMY McHUGH'S
Go Home and

Tell Your Mother
ROHBINS MUSIC CORP.

Indpls, Spot Reopening

Indianapolis, Sept. 20.

Tom Devine, back from a season

in California, will open the Indiana
Ballroom here Friday (23). Charlie
Agnew's orch booked for opening
weela

SONGS FROM

BOBBINS
From the New Universal Picture, "That Certain Age"

MY OWN
YOU'RE AS PRETTY AS A PICTURE

By Harold Adamson and Jimmy McHugh

From the 20th Century-Fox Picture, "Straight, Place and Show"

WITH YOU ON MY MIND
By Lew Brown and Lew Pollack

The Coming No. 1 Hit I

MY REVERIE
By Larry Clinton

The Sensation of The Century I

A-TISKET A-TASKET
By Ella Fitzgerald and Al Feldmdn

A Killer Dillerl

WACKY DUST
By Stanley Adams and Oscar Levant

The Year's Foremost Production Hitsl

I MARRIED AN ANGEL
SPRING IS HERE

By Lorenz Hart and Richard Rodgers

From the Musical Comedy, "I Married An Angel"

KOBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
799 SEVENTH AVENUE • NEW YORK

With the Grand Opera Choral Al
liance still picketing the Center the-

atre, New York, where Fortune

Gallo is presenting his San Carlo

Opera Co., efforts have been re

sumed to merge the chorister group

with the American Guild of Musical

Artists. Reps of the two organiza

tions met Monday &night (19) but

made little progress.

GOCA is picketing Gallo because

it claims he 'locked cut' its members.
Gallo formerly used GOCA chorus

members, but when, the Associated

Actors and Artistes of America re

cently revoked the choral group's

AFL charter, he signed a contract

with AGMA, which now holds the

jurisdiction.

Leo Fischer, executive-secretary of

AGMA, leaves next week (29) to

sign a contract with the Chicago
Civic Opera. GOCA has a pact with

the Chicago outfit for chorus singers

for the present season, but AGMA
expects its contract covering next
season to" include chorus members
as well as principals and ballet, etc.

GOCA last week sought to take

ads in the N.Y. dailies to present its

side cf the dispute with Gallo and
AGMA. But the papers refused to

accept the copy after consulting with
the opera company and AGMA re-

garding the facts in the case.

Reports of a shakeup at Musio

Corp. of America is denied by execs

with explanation that group of em-

ployees dropped this week were only

temporary workers.

MCA admits that extra girls and a

few men, including Arthur Kenaga
and William Von Zelle, latter in

radio department, are out. They
add that it's an annual house-clean-

ing just before the bonuses are

passed out. Those released were in

to handle 'extra summer biz
-

of-

Kansas City Jubilesta, ' Michigan

State Fair, etc,

'Snow White' Disc

Sales Set Ail-Time

Pic High at 450,000

Sales of phonograph record ver-

sions of the 'Snow White' score tops

by a- huge margin the disc turnover

of any other music out of Hollywood.
'Snow White' records went around
450,000 for all labels, while Irving

Berlin, Inc., the publisher, disposed

of 800,000 copies of sheet music of the

entire score.

RCA Victor put out a soundtrack
series in album form which sold

40,000 sets, but, with Blue Bird sales,

included, the output from this source

AL GOODMAN DANCE

GROUP WILL TOUR

. Al- Goodman, currently batoning
the Lucky Strike Hit Parade, will

form, a dance band when the ciggy

stint expires Oct. 29.

Outfit will shove off a one-night
tour of the east and midwe$t, work-
ing through Music Corp. of America.

Dlnty Moore band now holding

forth at Cat and the Fiddle, Bronx
(N. Y.) tavern.

figured 200,000 records. Decca dis-

posed of 130,000 platters of the same
score, while the American Record
group put out around 120,000

waxings.

Wonders Back at R-0'K

Ralph
- Wonders has rejoined the

Rockwell-O'Keefe agency and leaves
this week to take charge of the Coast
office. Appointment is effective as of

Oct. 1. Mike Nidorf was until re-

cently handling the Coast end, but
returned to New York when F. C.

O'Keefe resigned from the agency.
Wonders formerly headed the

CBS artists bureau.

Bryan Asks Particulars

In S-B Copyright Suit

Counsel for Al Bryan, one of the
defendants in the copyright renewal
rights test suit brought by Shapiro,
Bernstein & Co., yesterday (Tues-
day) asked Judge Alfred Cox in the
N. Y. Federal Court to order that
the writer be furnished with a

further bill of particulars. It was
the first preliminary skirmish in the
action, which seeks to have the court
determine whether Al Bryan had a
right to assign -the renewal rights

of his end of 'Come, Josephine, in

My Flying Machine' to the Famous
Music Corp.

Shapiro-Bernstein claims that the
tune was written and published un-
der an employment-for-hire contract
and that as such the song's copy
right could only be renewed by the
original publisher or his assignee
Also named in the action is the
tune's co-writer, Fred Fisher. Latter
has retained his renewal rights and
is publishing the song under his

own firm name.

Johnny Marvin and Fred Rose
cleffed three songs for 'Rodeo Bust-
er' at Republic.' Ditties are 'The Old
Trail,' 'Rodeo' and 'Old Ladies.'
Larry Yoell and Glenn Brown wrote
'When Mocher Nature Sings a Lull
aby' foi the same picture.

ABC Leads the Alphabet

anil Leads the Music Field

WHILE A CIGARETTE

WAS BURNING
(CHARLES, & NICK KENNY)

LOVE gTmY LIFE
U'KDDY rOWELL)

From the Columbia Picture
"Ths Lady Objects"

A MIST IS

OVER THE MOON

HOME IN

YOUR ARMS
(HAMMEUSXEIN ll-OAKLANI»

I HADN'T ANYONE
TILL YOU
(RAY NOBLE)

Two Novelty Danes Hits

THE GANDY DANCER

PEELIN' THE PEACH
From Walt Disney's Latest

of the Same Title

FERDINAND
THE BULL

ABC Music Corp
799 Seventh Ave., New York
FRANK HENNIGS, rrof. Mgr.

St. L. Muny Gets WPA .id

St. Louis, Sept. 20.

Execs of the St. Louis Municipal
Theatre Assn. have received word
that the WPA has granted $90,000 to

the assn., which added to $110,000
from the theatre's reserve, will .be
used for extensive improvements at

the al fresco theatre in Forest Park.

RKO's sensational musical production

"CAREFREE"
Starring FRED ASTAIRE and GINGER ROGERS

With four hits

By IRVING BERLIN

I USED TO BE

COLOR BLIND

THE NIGHT

IS FILLED WITH MUSIC

CHANGE PARTNERS

THE YAM
(The new dance novelty created by

Fred Astaire and Irving Berlin)

HARRY LINK, Gen. Prof. Mgr.

IRVING BERLIN, lnc„ 799 Seventh Ave. N. Y.

ANOTHER BURKE AND LESLIE HIT !

SAILING AT MIDNIGHT
JOE MORRIS MUSIC CO., 1619 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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15 Best Sheet Musk Sellers

(Week ending Sept 17, 1938)

Alexander's Ragtime Band ABC
•I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams Santly-Joy

A-Tisket, A-Tasket Bobbins

•Now It Can Be Told Berlin

When Mother Nature Sings Her Lullaby Santly-Joy

You Go to My Head Remick

So Help Me ... \ Remick

I'm Gonna Lock My Heart Shapiro

Music, Maestro, Please .Berlin

•Small Fry < Famous

Stop Beating Around the Mulberry Bush. BVC
•Change Partners Berlin

•I've Got a Date With a Dream Feist

•Garden of the Moon Harms
What Goes on Here. in My Heart... Paramount

Indicates fllmusical song. t Indicates stage production song.

The others are pops.

Rapp Hunts New Singer;

Missus Retiring for Baby
Pittsburgh, Sept. 20.

Barney Rapp, playing at New
Penn here, staging series of audi-

tions this week to pick a new femme
vocalist for band. Ruby Wright
(Mrs. Rapp) will retire temporarily
to await stork when band leaves

next month on series of one-niters.

Rapp broached the Pittsburgh
try-out idea to Darrell V. Martin,
radio , ed of Post-Gazette, asking lat-

ter to sponsor it Martin went along
with maestro and latter's grabbing
off a lot of free publicity as a re-

sult in the morning sheet.

In

4 NAME ORCHS

DREW 35G TO

CAN. EXPO

Toronto, Sept. 20.

Complete boxoffice check-up shows

that the Goodman-Lonibardo-Rogers-

Dorsey orchs grossed $35,300 during

their Dance Pavilion engagement at

the Canadian National Exhibition

Special structure held some 5,000

people, with admission at $2 a

couple.

Benny Goodman did $9,900 for the

three nights, building from $1,800 to

$3,000 to $5,100; Guy Lombardo did

$9,000 for the three nights; Buddy

Rogers, $4,000; and Tommy Dorsey,

$12,400, latter getting the closing

three nights when the Expo was

packed.

Topper for any night of the two

weeks (Sundays excluded in Can-

ada) was Benny Goodman, who drew

$5,100 paid admissions,

Swingy Lawyer

Salt Lake City, Sept 20.

Barrister chores are now just a
sideline with Jerry Jones, youthful

lawyer, who, in the past year, has
become this burg's leading dance
hall impresario.

Jones, who earned his jurispru-

dence sheepskin tooting a sax in his

own outfit, has leased Rainbow Ren-
dezvous and is spotting traveling

bands in the modernistic site. Carl
Ravazza's band opened Sept. 14,

followed by Frankie Trambauer's
outfit Plans to import bands
throughout the fall and winter sea

sons.

BAND BOOKINGS

Grant Wood, Westwood Club, Rich-

mond, Va., Sept. 23, two weeks.

Don Bestor,

Albany, N. Y.,

New Kenmore hotel,

Oct 1.

Lou Blake, Atlanta-Biltmore hotel,

.Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 7.

, Blue Barron, Hippodrome theatre,

Baltimore, Nov. 4.

Gray Gordon,
Syracuse, Sept. 28.

Syracuse hotel,

Harry Candullo, Jflew Penn Club,

Pittsburgh, Oct. 1.

Hal Kemp, Drake hotel, Chicago
Oct. 3. Continues one-nighting until

then.

Goodman Vs. Vallee

At Hub Xmas Jamboree

Boston, Sept. 20.

Benny Goodman and Rudy Vallee
will do a battle of music for jitter

bugs at Boston Garden Oct. 24 under
auspices of the Boston Evening
American Christmas Basket Fund.
Dance contest prelims were begun

at Brockton Fair last week and are
being handled by Joe Rubin, local

talent booker and producer. Admish
to jitter jamboree in the Garden will

be $1, and the arena will be usee
for dance floor, while . Vallee's sweet
music competes with Goodman's
swing.

MORRIS AGENCY

TEES OFF ITS

BAND DEPT.

William Morris office officially

opened its band booking department
this week with creation of new office

space, via expansion, and the sale of

the Eddie De Lange band to Victor

for a series of recordings. Ed Fish-

man, formerly with Radio Orchestra
Corp. and Orchestra Corp. of

America, is now in charge of the

Morris band department. He ne-

gotiated the takeover of the band
and sale. De Lange starts the Victor

series Sept 23.

Office has been proceeding slowly

and will not actually get under way
for about another week. No sales

men have been taken on and lew
properties acquired in slow buildup
process which was first indicated by
long mulling of possibilities by office

before it finally stepped into the

band picture. Several Music Corp. of

America letoiits may be added here
So far Noble Sissle, Joe Rines

Emery Deutsch and De Lange have
been contracted. Office has had Jan
Garber for radio for some time anc
also Jacques Renard.

Xavier Cugat, Arcadia-Internation
al, Philly, Sept 26, following Clem
Williams, who has two weeks in

the spot

Sam Wineland doing the music I

score for Paramount's 'The Arkan-
sas Traveler.' '

Bill Hardy, Ray Noble's manager
back from London, Leader returns
in about a month.

On the Upbeat

PAIWE'S VISITS

Canada to Cooperate en
Government Rulings

New

John G. Paine, general manager

of the American Society of Compos-

ers, Authors and Publishers, last

week visited the organization's Bos-

ton office and the Toronto head-

quarters of the Canadian Perform-

ing Rights Society. Latter call was

for the purpose of going over the

new schedule of rates for music

users which the CPRS must soon

submit to the government's copy-

right rate board. Copies must also

be furnished users in advance for

study prior to the rate board's hear

ing.

Visit in Boston disclosed that the

ocai federal court has 37 infringe

ment suits against users listed for

xial during the October calendar.

Defendants are located in various

parts of New England.

REMOTES BAN

UP IN PHILLY

Skinnay Ennis and band, after 22

weeks at Victor Hugo in Los An-
geles, moved to San Francisco for

eight weeks at the M^rk Hopkins.

Frarakie Trombar touring midwest
after closing at Los Angeles Bilt-

more.

Philadelphia, Sept. 20,

Ban on netwerk airing by remote
bands, imposed by Philly musicians

local on Labor Day, will come up
tomorrow (Wed.) for consideration

by the union's executive committee
Ruling was put into effect by the

price committee, which' may be
overruled by the exec group.' It is

understood the new edict may be
toppled if certain concessions are

made.
According to the new rule, whi6h

is also in force in some other cities,

bands from night clubs can be airec

locally, but not cn a net unless a full

standby rate of $9 a man is paid,

This makes such broadcasts prac

tically prohibitive. Name bands
which formerly came to Philly niter

ies, particularly the Arcadia-Inter-

national, at reasonable fees because
they were guaranteed one or two
network shows every night, are re-

fusing to take jobs here. This is in

line with the idea of the tooters'

union in giving more work to local

men.

Lew Palmer, former drummer
with Jan Garber, is lining up dates

for his own band.

Harry Candullo orch moves into

New Penn, Pittsburgh, Oct. 1 for

four weeks, succeeding Barney Rapp,
who begins series of one-nighters in

tri-state area.

Jack Gamble band into Lincoln

Terrace, Pittsburgh, for indef stay.

New season opens at Coliseum
Ballroom Greensburg, Pa., Sept. 15

with one-nighter of Tommy Dorsey
orch.

Baron Elliott, staff band leader at

WJAS, Pittsburgh, and his dance
crew go into new Riviera, near Pitts-

burgh, this week.

Artie Shaw settles for three weeks
at the Chase hotel, St. Louis, com-
mencing Sept 30. Gets Mutual net
wii-e from spot.

Dave Burnslde at Ansley hotel,

Atlanta, Ga., after a season at Ocean
Forest hotel, Myrtle Beach, S. C.

Jack Wardlaw's band set for
Dempsey hotel, Macon, Ga., for
month of November after closing at
Jefferson hotel, Columbia, S. C.

Jane Dover, formerly Will Hud-
son's vocalist, now with Bunny
Berigan. Ditto George Bohn and
Gus Bovana, saxophonists, last with
Hudson.

Willie Farmer looking for a hot
singer since exiting Radio City
Promenade JRestaurant in N. Y.

Tito's Swingtette cut 20 electrical

transcriptions for World Broadcast-
ing.

Howard Gale, Democratic Ball,

Ritz-Carlton hotel, Philadelphia, Oct.

28. Currently doing weekly series on

WHP, Harrisblirg, Pa.

Al Jahns opens
Providence, Oct. 30.

Biltmore hotel,

Lou Breese, Earle
burgh, Sept. 30.

theatre, Pitts-

Billy Swanson, Lowry hotel, St.

Paul, Minn., Sept. 29.

Network Plugs, 8 A.M. to 1 A.M.
Folldwing is a totalization of the combined plugs of current tunes on NBC (WEAF and WJZ), and CBS

(WABC) computed for the week from Monday through Sunday (Sept. 12-18) . Total represents accumu
lated performances on the two major networks from 8 a. m. to 1 a. m. In 'Source' column, * denotes film
song, t legit tunes, and 'pop' speaks for itself,

GRAND
TITLE PUBLISHER SOURCE. TOTAL.

I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams Santly-Joy *Sirig You Si .56
Stop Beating Around the Mulberry Bush. . BVC Pop 42
A-Tisket A-Tasket Bobbins Pop 41
Change Partners Berlin ""Carefree 40
What Goes on Here in My Heart..; Paramount *Give Me a Sailor 37
I've Got a Date with a Dream Feist *My Lucky Star 37
You Go to My Head Remick Pop \ 36
So Help Me Remick Pop 35
Small Fry. .

.
, .\ Famous *Sing You Sinners 33

Bambina ... Spier .. ;Pop 31
Now It Can Be Told Berlin *Alexander's Ragtime Band 29
I Used to Be Color Bli Berlin ""Carefree 28
Lambeth Walk , Mills Pop 28
I'm Gonna Lock My Heart Shapiro Pop 28

There's a Faraway Look i Tenney ••**<>? 27

Little Kiss at Twilight
Lullaby in Rhythm
When Mother .Nature Sings Her- Lullaby
At Long Last Love
No Wonder
Alexander's Ragtime Band
There's? Honey on the Moon Tonight. . .

.

The Yam.., '.
..

."

Don't Let That Moon Get Away Santly-Joy. *Sing

My Own Robbins 'That

Paramount ....... *Glve Me a Sailor 26
Robbins Pop 24
Santly-Joy , Pop 23
Chappell tYou Never Know 22
Crawford tHellz-a-Poppin 21
ABC i .

*Alexander's Ragtime Band 21
Miller Pop 20
Berlin *Carefree 20

You Si 19
Certai 19

Joe Haymes, Club
Schenectady, N. Y.., Sept.

Palorama,
28.

.Marvin Frederic, St. Paul hotel, St.

Paul, Sept. 22.

Guy Lombardo,
Chicago, Sept. 29.

Palmer House,

Harry Owens, Baker hotelr Dallas,
Sept. 21.

Dick Stabile, Edgewater
hotel, Chicago, Oct. 15.

Beach

Buddy Rogers, College Inn (Sher-
man hotel), Chicago, Oct. 8,

Freddy Fisher (Schnickelfritz),
Loew's State, N. Y., Oct. 20.

How Can We Be Wron*; Cr?wford Pop 18

I Hadn't Anyone Till You ABC Pop 18

Don't Cross Your Fingers ^?er-Yellen Pop 18

You Never Know Chappell tYou Never Know.. 17

I Married an Angel Robbins tl Married an Ansel 17

Girl Friend of the Whirling Dervish Harms !Sarden of the
¥l
00n

\l
Love Is Where You Find It Harms *Garden of the Moon 17

Could You Pass in Love? Feist *My Lucky Star. 16

There's Something About an Old Love, . . . Exclusive Pop 1G

You're the Only Star in My Blue Heaven. Shapiro Pop 16

Why Doesn't Somebody Tell Me Things. . . Shapiro Pop 16

Garden of the Moon Harms 'Garden of the Moon 16

Summer Souvenirs BVC Pop 16

If I Loved You More Words-Music Pop 16

Heart and. Soul / Famous *A Song Is 15

Who Blew Out the Flame Feist. Pop 15

Teacher's Pet.-. M?rks Pop 15

Put Your Heart in a Song Miller. . . : *Breakin' the Ice 15

Knights of Note, five-piece en-
semble, current at the Radisson
lotel, Minneapolis, after three years
on KSTP sustainer.

Dave Burnslde and orch, current at
Hotel Anslej Rathskeller, Atlanta,
hit air Friday (16) night in first of
two-a-week series Of sustainers for
CBS net

Milton Davis' orch opens .at Ham-
ilton hotel, Washington, tonight
(Wednesday). Skeeter Palmer also
opening tonight at Seneca hotel,

Rochester, N. Y.

i Carl Tisen's orch at Troika, Wash-
ington, Oct 1.

Walter Miller's orch goes
Copley Plaza, Boston, Sept. 29.

into

Ted Fio Rito's orch opens at Top-
sey's, Southgate, Cat, tomorrow
(Thurs.), replacing Benny Meroff,

who goes on a tour of one-nighters.

Jimmy Dorsey, Earle
Philadelphia, Nov. 11.

theatre^

Sammy Kaye winds up one-night-
ers prior to its debut al the Commo-
dore Hotel, N. Y., with, dates at

Johnson City, Pa., Sepf 23; Provi-
dence, Sept. 24; Ritz Ballroom,
Bridgeport, Sept, 25; Worcesterr

Mass., Sept. 27, and North Adams,
Mass., Sept. 28.

Emit Coleman plays a society din-

ner dance at Irvington-on-the-Hud-
son Sept. 24.

When a Prince of a Fella Remick Pop . .

.

When the Circus Came to Town Shaniro, Pop . .

.

Where in the World Feist. . . J' VTosette

I Haven't Chaneed a Thing MUJs...... ' Pop
Love of My Life ABC pop
Monday Morning. Witmaik, Pop
Music. Maestro. Please Reriiq ?°B •

*
' , , D „. , D . ,

„

My Walking Stick Berlin . . ; *Alexander's Ragtime Band 12

Night Is Filled with Music Berlin 'Carefree 11

Says My Heart,
.

'.
Famous ; 'Cocoanut Grove 10

Toytown Jamboree Red Star Pop 10

Marilu Fox PoP 10

Lecturer Asks $10,000

In Hotel Bathtub Injury
"Detroit, Sept. 20.

Suit for $10,000 damages, filed

against Hotel Fort Shelby here by
Dr. Angelica Balabanoff, lecturer,

will be aired in court here next'
week. :

Dr.- Balabanoff Claims she slipped
in bathtub at hotel,' while trying to
dodge hot water, from a cold-marked
faucet and injured her collarbone.
As result, she says,, she missed 29
weeks of lecturing.

Kellem Turns A^cnt
Philadelphia,' Sept, 20.

Milton Kellem, former- orch
batoneer here, last week, went ii&o
the band agency biz. Merged, with
Agent Tony Phillips to form the firm
of Kellem-Phillips.
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Philly Agents, Acts Settle Differences

With Joint Move Against% Renegers

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

More than 100 acts and agents got

together Sunday (18) at Musicians

Hall here and most of the differences

•between them were amicably ironed

out. Joint gab session and feed, spon-

sored by the 'Entertainment Man-
agers Assn., was the idea of its prez,

Florence Bernard.
Principal grievance to be aired

was that of the so-called 'blacklist'

sent around by the agents. She de-

clared it wasn't a 'blacklist,' but an

•unfair' list, similar to that which is

sent out by unions to notify mem-
bers that a certain party has com-
mitted a violation against them. If

they can distribute such a list, Miss

Bernard said, she didn't see why her

group couldn't warn its members
about acts which didn't pay commis-

sions and broke contracts.

Attending the meeting were A. A.

Tomei, retiring prez of the Musicians

local; Tom, Kelly, biz agent , of the

United Entertainers Assn.; Fredric

Watson and Howard E. Wheeler, Jr.,

exec secretary and prez, respec

tively, of the EMA.of New York. All

promised co-operation.

Lynch, Gouraud Called

In Philly Gambling Quiz

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

Jack LyneH, " Philadelphia nitery

op, and Powers Gouraud, WCAU
commentator, were witnesses last

Thursday (15), before the special

grand jury investigating gambling
and vice here. Their presence stirred

considerable comment in City Hall,

but no explanation was given of why
they' were called.

Gouraud on Thursday (22) will

become- m.c. in Lynch's nitery atop
the Walton hotel here.

Safanac Lake
By Happy Benway

George. Givot, who returned Mon-
day (19) on the Quee:. Mary, spent

: our months being coached vocally

in Italy in preparation for veering

from comedy to serious baritoning.

Givot tried a serious song at his

Palladium, London, appearance re-

cently and . also did a straight per-

formance at the Queen Mary's con-

cert.

WILLIE and EUGENE

HOWARD
"Hollywood Hotel" Revue

TOURING

Fuller. Circuit, Australia

Per. Address

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
NEW YORK

JACK and JUNE.

BLAIR
On Tour Fuller Circuit, Australia

with

"Hollywood Hotel" Revue

Myra Fox visited the Big Town.

Winter .is here again; so it's red

flannels, electric pads, earlaps, wool-

en mittens, heavy socks, extra-heavy

pajamas and more woolen blankets.
,

Jack Phillips ex-ozoner and nite

club owner of prohib days, on Lake
Colby for a general check. He looks

good.

Mrs. Elizabeth Hayes holds open
house for this Actors Colony.

Murray Salet, here for years, now
pumping gas in the Bronx.

Eddie Vogt (Vogt and Hurst) is

one year older. He's staged one real

comeback.
Minna Morse and Jimmy Plunkett

approved and back home to resume
work.

Sid Stuart, British entertainer,

who was checked here for his

asthma, is bedding in a New York
hospital due. to same malady.
Harry Davies, ex-NVAite, who

made Ahe grade here, has been sent

home.
Colony thanks Joseph Prieber and

David Bines, of Scaroon Manor, 1

Schroon Lake, N. Y., for sending the

following artists to entertain the gang
at the Will Rogers hospital: Manny
King, Earl Root, Merrill Miller, West
Moreland, Lee. Sullivan, Ruth Cook,

Gale Winters, Dot Canova, Red King,

Dawn and Farrow, and Eddy Barry's,

orchestra.

Marion Green here for short va-

cash arid yearly checkup.
Thanks from the tang here to Mrs,

William -Navin, of Schenectady, for

the books.

The missus John, Joseph and
James McCarthy left for their Bronx
home after spending the summer
with Joe McCarthy, ozoning here.

. Ned McGushion had the first stage

of the rib operation. He's improv
ing.

Garland Smith, a Will Rogersite,

left for a month's vacash in Vir

ginia, then back to the Big Town
to resume work.
Tom McFadden Em? Golcher, of

Atlantic City, here eyeing Isabelle

Rook, who's topping the ozone rou
tine at the Will Rogers.

Buddy Emmett all keyed up* over

the news that his frau (Dorothy Ber
nier) made the grade with Max Gor
don's new show, 'Sing Out the News

Jack Nichols, former- NVA-ite and
Miami special cop, here with his bet

ter half and daughter for a short

vacash and check up.

Eddie (Four Carltons) Ross, who-

saw a long mess of this here, after

a year of hard work, back here for

that check up and fishing vacash. He
looks swell.

Henry Wensch, of Atlanta, who
did it up here, mitting the boys who
roomed with. him. Another success

ful comeback.
Write to those who are ill.

Givot Goes Vocal

DET. WARS ON

NUMBERS GAME

Pk H.O. Shelve Orph Vaude, Lincoln;

Maurice to Boss Loew's, Montreal

Detroit, Sept. 20.

Police war on numbers racket

here, which has cleaned out most

of town's big policy houses past 10

days, is now hitting nite clubs.

Acting on numerous complaints,

state rum board has warned niteries

that licenses will be revoked if prac-

;ice doesn't cease. Procedure in past

las been to fine nitery operators $25

f found in possession of numbers
equipment and $100 to $150 if any
employe is caught conducting num-
bers betting.

The, THEATRE of the STARS

• 15 YEARS AGO •
" (From Variety end Clipper)

Lincoln, Sept. 20,

Decision to open • the Orpheum
here without remodelling to take

care of the h.o. of 'Alexander's Rag-

time Band' (20th) and to play off

some top 'second runs, has shunted

the vaude ' possibility for Lincoln

back—probably until after Christmas,

if then. Original plan was to have
the house remodelled and open in

late October for five-act bills, on
three-day week policy, according to

sources' here. Billy Diamond would
furnish the acts. Meanwhile, L. J.

Finske, division manager; Joe Phil-

lipson, New York office manager;
and J. H. Cooper, N. Y. head of the

Lincoln Theatres Corp., are hud-
dling about the plans for extensive

renovation.
Wilbur Cushman, vaude booker,

who sent $150 daily units scamper-
ing by automobile all over the great

plains area for several seasons, is

still waiting for the green light for

lis new $350-a-day idea, with 30

people and a name. He's currently

n Hollywood.
Cushman says Oklahoma City,

Wichitr. and Nashville have told

him they're ready to go, but he
wants more stopping places. He has
plans for six shows, but will await
more decisions and cooler weather

Brietbart, German strong man,
opened at the Orpheum, Brooklyn,

the previous week. Now came
Kronas, doing much the. same tricks,

but opening at the Grand ^Opera

house, N. Y. Copy act, but a gpod
one.

Donald Brian, comic op fave, re

versed the two pianists idea for his

date at the Palace. He had two girls

at the black-and-whites.

Only three comedy turns in the

nine-act bill at the N. Y. Palace, the

first laugh not, coming until 9:15

Fight pictures with seats held for

Jack Dempsey and Babe Ruth
Neither showed up and a film leader

explained the actual fight could not

be shown.
\

Eight acts at the Alhambra, N. Y.,

and six of them comedy turns,

Moran and Mack the chief fun
makers. Had been flaying most of

the N. Y. spots.

Eddie Cantor at the Riverside and
stopped the newsreel, which was all

there was to follow. Took four en-
cores and called it a day in spite of

further demand. Several people, in'

eluding Benny Leonard, worked in

with Cantor.

Prospect, Brooklyn, playing four
or five local jazz bands- each night,

Winners went into the finals Friday,

Three winners to be worked into an
act later and presented as a house
turn.

Jack Benny at the Jefferson, N. Y
Off to a bad start, but he won the
crowd. Described as 'the conversing
violinist.'

Palace screen announced the figh

;

pictures, could not be shown, but the
Broadway had the Dempsey-Firpo
bout -^o the last blow, and mopped
at the b. o.

Maurice Bosses Loew's, Montreal
Montreal, Sept. 20.

Phil Maurice, former night club
impresario, has

,
been appointed

manager of Loew's here, with house
scheduled ib adopt vaudfllm upon
reopening. Friday (23) .

'

r„ According to J. Arthur Hirsch,

president of Consolidated Theatres,

which operates Loew's under the

pooling arrangement with Famous
Players Canadian Corp. there will

be eight acts in addition to film.

Difficulties with the American
Federation of Musicians, local 406,

have been adjusted to the satisfac

tion of Consolidated insofar as

contract is concerned, it's reported.

The new contract with AFM has a

BARTON'S LONDON BIDS

$3,500 Doubling: Date—But Can't Go
at Present

two-week cancellation clause so
that musicians may be laid off in
the event that a change from the
flesh policy should be decided. Last
contract with AFM was for two
years without privilege of cancel-
lation. As a result Loew's * was
obliged to pay musicians weekly
salaries while the theatre was
closed for several months.
Understanding now is that 11 men

will be used in the pit instead of

12 last year with same salaries to

be paid as last year. Reported also

that Jerry Shea may replace Eddie
Sanborn as leader of the orchestra.
Consolidated has also been toying
with the idea of using another
eight musicians on stage, but
whether this plan will be adopted
is problematical.

Johnnie Davis Seeks

Band for 3-Week Tour

Johnnie ('Scat') Davis is seeking
a band to lead on his vaudeville tour
for Warner Bros.

Comic-trumpeter wants an already
formed organization, which he can
pick up and drop without qualms
when three-week session is over.

Tour will include Philadelphia,

Pittsburgh and Washington, opening
at latter Sept. 23.

CHALMERS' CHI P. A.

Chicago, Sept. 20.

Lynn Chalmers, radio warbler, set

into the State-Lake for this coming
week (23).

Was formerly on NBC and with
the Henry Busse orchestra as s. a.

soloist.

Report from London that James
.Barton- had signed to double from
the Cafe de Paris and the Coliseum
there, for a joint salary of $3,500

weekly is denied by the Broadway
stage star. Stated that Barton had
been signed for two weeks with op-
tions, date to start Oct. 24.

Barton, currently doubling from
Broadway's perennial 'Tobacco Road,'
on the board for five years, to Billy

Rose's Casa Manana, on Broadway,
has been approached for London
dates, he say's, but has Indicated that
he isn't interested at present, due to

the present European crisis.

. Three miniature revues on .the

Chi Palace bill. Headliner was
Trixie Friganza, with Johnny Burke
runner-up.

Sydney S. Cohen trying out "stock
at the McKinley Sq., Bronx. . Said
the cost of a .30 people show was
less than the rental .of two features
on a split week, and paid better.

Gave vaudeville concerts Sunday.
Didn't last so long. Tryout of the
idea for the exhib org he headed.

Owen Davis sued Harold Lloyd,
alleging that 'Why Worry' infringed
his • 'Nervous Wreck.' Eventually
won a verdict.

Pressmen on a strike on the N. Y.
dailies, and no papers published. Put
a terrific crimp into the shows open-
ing without reviews. Agency sale
particularly bad.

Variety ^sued. by. the Shuberts for

$100,000. Did not .deny the correct:
ness of the. printed report, but said
it was published maliciously. After-
math of Shubert vaudeville.

Jeanne Bernhardt in K. C.

Comeback; 10 Mos. Hosp.
Kansas City, Sept. 20.

Jeanne 'Bobby' Bernhardt of Kan-
sas City, formerly member of a
'cannonball' troupe, returned last

week to present a dancing act in

the town's annual Jubilesta. The
'cannonball' girl's act here marks
one of her early public appearances
since her cannon misfired at a Ca-
nadian fair last year. As a result
she spent 10 months in a Toronto
hospital.

After seven months in the hos-
pital, while learning to. walk again,
she slipped and suffered a fractured
leg, necessitating another three-
month hospitalization.

CYRIL BERLIN
Dressed by

SIDNEY FISHER
75/77,

v

Shaftesbury Avenue
PICCADILLY, LONDON, ENG.

FRANK PARIS
AND HIS MARIONETTES

HELD OVER STRAND, NEW YORK
(2nd Week)

Direction: ISOALLS * DAVIES

Loew's Century, Baltimore, Presents:THREE
R E W S

IRENE— MORT— ED
Mgt.: HERMAN FIALKOFF

NEW YORK

Best Coffee in England

QUALITY INN
Leicester Square

LONDON, WEST-END

MISSING HEIRS-
Esther and Edward Smalley

Communicate with LEON I. GREES-
BERG, Est., 007 Bankers Securities

Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Dr.

BRANDT SISTERS
WORLD'S TINEST SKATING TEAM

Headlining ICE REVUE, College Inn
NOW PLAYING 10th WEEK— SHERMAN HOTEL, CHICAGO

Management:

ICE SHOW PRODUCTIONS
180 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite" 2310—DEAr 7146

Arthur Brandt, Producer Harold Stclnman, Manager

HILDEGARDE
NOW APPEARING AT

THE SAVOY PLAZA, NEW YORK
Personal Mgr.. ANNA SOSENKO

American Rep.: JACK ItERfEI.L • European Rep.: HENRY 8HEREK
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Mpk Groggy from Yen (or Flesh;

Heidt s $24,848 Record at Orph

Minneapolis, Sept. 20.

Stage sh6ws' boxofflce revival

here has everybody connected with

the show biz goggle-eyed and dizzy.

Nothing like the current public ap-

petite for live talent has been seen

in these parts since 1929, and the

local trade considers it a most sig-

nificant and surprising development.

With the depression still supposed

to have pretty much of a strangle-

hold.on commerce,' and \Vith the col-

lapse of farm prices an adverse in-

fluence in this neck of the woods,
flesh-and-blood is smashing b.o.

records right and left .currently,

whereas up to a few months ago
stage shows were deep in a rut and
unable to arouse paying interest.

On the heels of the sensational

$20,000 chalked up by Rudy Vallee

in five days and the healthy $14,000

registered by Major Bowes' Inter-

national revue at the Orpheum, Hor-
ace Heidi' came along last week, and
with practically no screen hit ('Poor

Man, Rich Girl') shattered the Mort
H. Singer house record, zooming
through to a remarkable $24,848 in

seven days. Band did six •shows a

day, five on some of the others and
four in a few, but there were
enormous night overflows just the

same. For the first three days-
Friday to Sunday—takings were
under $12,000. The more than $3,000

a day' weekday average—Monday to

Thursday, inclusive—amazed every-
body here. Seldom has there ever
been anything like it in this neck
of the woods.

The Heidt $24,847 is several hun-
dred dollars in excess of the Or-
pheum runner-up for b.o. honors,
the 'Folies Bergere' show, two sea-

sons ago when, however, the scale

was 65c against 55c after 5 p.m.
last week. However, Vallee a few
weeks . ago was hitting a $4,000-a-

day weekday average, indicating

that if he had remained seven days
the take' would have been $28,000

or more. Also, the Minnesota the-

atre in its heyday did from $30,000

to $45,000 with stage shows, a much
larger seating capacity and higher
6cale being influences, however.

Harry Hirsch's Gayety (stock bur-
lesque) is also feeling the stimu-
lated effects of the voracious ap-
petite for flesh and it, too, is do-
ing the biggest biz in the 15 years
of Hirsch's tenancy. First week's
figures, $4,300, ran $700 ahead of last

season's opening week. Fair week's
gross of $6,200 set a new Hirsch
high. Last week, with the Heidt
opposition, house hit a very big

$5,000. House' 'nut* is approximately
$3,500 and theatre is scaled at 99c

top with two performances a day,

all seats reserved.
Orpheum underline for Sept. 30 is

Benny Goodman, his first Minne-
apolis visit. First Lyceum road-
show will be 'Pins and Needles' Oct.

6-8. A crowd of 45,000 at $2.75 per
Is indicated' for the Minnesota-
Washington football game, ushering
in the gridiron season here Sept. 24.

ROSE SEEKS TO REPLACE

TRAHAN; SAV0 NIXES

With Al Trahan sailing for the
Dorchester hotel, London, Billy Rose
is still seeking a successor act for the
Casa Manana, New York. Jim Bar-
ton, Ted 'jewis, Patricia Ellis, et al.,

hold over but another specialty is

needed.
Jimmy Savo nixed the bid for a

fortnight at the Broadway Casa, be-
cause of a prior suit over salary

With Rose. It appproximates $1,800

and the comedian is still burning.
Besides, Savo is featured in 'Boys
from Syracuse,' new George Abbott
musical, and that producer, along
with Rodgers and Hart, the authors,
refuse to permit, any doubling, dur-
ing rehearsals or after the premiere.
Current Casa. show, originally

skedded for four weeks, will stay
for six. Layout, topped by James
Barton-Ted Lewis' orchestra-Patricia
Ellis, is currently in its third stanza.

Cass-Owen-Topsy Set
Loew's has booked the Cass, Owen

and Topsy comedy threesome for the
Capitol, Washington, Sept. 30, with
the State, New York, to follow.

Deal, set by Max Tishman, also
included the booking by Loew's of
Vox and Walters, ventriloquial duo,
for the State, Nov. 17, and Washing-
ton, Dec. 12.

Nabes Rescue Child From
Fire While Parents Hoof

Syracuse, Sept. 20.

While his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Irvine Meese, were going through
their singing-dancing routine at
Andy's Inn, local nitery, six-year-
old Buddy Meese narrowly escaped
death by fire last week.

Left in the care of neighbors while
his parents work, Buddy was sleep-
ing in the Meese apartment' when
a fire started. Neighbors, who dis-

covered the blaze, broke in and car-
ried the boy, still sleeping soundly,
to safety.

PHILLY UEA, AFA

TAKE 1ST STEP

IN MERGER

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

First step in merging of the United
Entertainers Assn. local talent union,
into the American Federation of Ac-
tors, will take place next Sunday
(25) when a mass 'meeting of acts

will be held at Musicians' Hall.

Ralph Whitehead, AFA executive
secretary, will be on hand to accept
the application of the 383 UEA mem-
bers.

Although the acts 'won't become
AFA members at once, by filing their

applications thay will obligate' them-
selves. They will be issued cards
later. Merger was affected only after

months of haggling by Tom Kelly,
UEA biz agent, and"Whitehead. UEA
was formerly in the AFA, but broke
away about four .years ago in a bat-

tle over autonomy. Under the pres-
ent arrangement,- UEA will continue
to exercise considerable local auton-
omy.
In addition to Kelly and White-

head, those skedded to attend next
Sunday's pep meeting include War-
ren- D. Curry, president of the Cen-
tral Labor Union; A. A. Tomei, re-

tiring prez of the Musicians' Local;

James McElroy, of the Bartenders'
Union, and Harry Davis, of the
Waiters' Union.

Pittsburgh^ Sept. 20.

George La Ray was elected execu-
tive representative of the American
Federation of Actors, Pittsburgh lo-

cal, "this week. Others inducted were
Gene Qosnell, recording secretary;

Howard Eisner, treasurer, and Zoise
Reeder, secretary. Advisory board
will consist of Gertrude Howell,
Margaret Reeder, Lonnie Fischer,

Gertrude Patti, Billy Cover and Bob
Beech.
Ralph Whitehead, executive secre-

tary of national body, attended elec-

tions and retu/ned to New York late

today (Tuesday). Meeting with
Charles Moscowitz, of the Loew of-

fice, who's repping managers, will be
called later, in the week to discuss

closed shop agreements for N.Y.
vaudfilm houses.

NO. 2 BOWES IDEA

Local Pitt Sponsor Touring Own
Ams Troupes

Andrews Sis to Hop To

Cleve. from B'kJyn Date

Andrews Sisters will jump via

plane between Strand theatre,

Brooklyn, and the Palace, Cleveland.
Singers exit Strand tomorrow

(Thursday) after one week and fly

to Cleveland to open the next day.

Other, less hectic bookings being
lined up by Rockwell-O'Keefe, in-

clude State, Hartford, Oct. 10.

Trouble Conies in Threes

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

When Ben Lander, of Lander's
Tavern, nitery here, gets troubles

they come in big doses.

Last Tuesday (13) he was indicted'

for bookmaking and conducting a

horse-race betting pool. He was re-

leased on bail. Wednesday (1*) he
was cited by the Pennsylvania
Liquor Control Board to show cause

why his license should not be re-

voked for selling after hours.

Thursday (15) his wife filed j>uit for

divorce, charging 'cruel and in-

human' treatment.

.'ittsburgh, Sept. 20.

Taking a cue from success of

Major Bowes units in this district,

Larry Jacobs, former advertising di-

rector for old Stanley chain here, and

later exploitation mai with UA, has

sold Wilken's- Jewel' y Co. on idea

o£ doing same thing with tyro shows

outfit has
v

been sponsoring over

WJAS for last five years.

Talent will be plucked from Sun-

da} afternoon programs and in units

of. six and eight acts, each with a
different m.c, are to be toured
throughout tri-state district theatres

for one-nighters and split-week
stands. Brian McDonald, who con-

ducts the weekly hour foi Wilken's,

and is closely i lentified with the

program, wii; make an appearance
with each one at its starting point.

Latter recently closed a week's en-

gagement as m.c. at WB's deluxer
Stanley here, 'booking coming di-

rectly as a result of his radio popu-
larity.

Wilken's going along just for the

publicity ride, since outfit- rias stores

all over this district, with Jacobs the

actual producer end grabbing off

most of the profits, if any. He'll also

do advance exploitation work on
each unit.

Little Billy to Open

Midget Nitery in H wood,

Lower Case All the Way

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Half-minute steaks served by half-

pint waiters in a Liliputian night
club is a diminutive dream about to

be realized by Little Billy, until re-

cently the light heavy in 'The Terror
of Tiny Town.' Billy and the midget
impresario, Leo Singer, are shopping
around Hollywood for a little spot

to build a Tom Thumb eatery and
nitery with an all-runt cast.

With the studios going for midget
pictures in a big way, Hollywood
has a large population of small peo-
ple who are drawing man's size

salaries. Little Billy's big idea is

to run everything in a dwarfish way,
down to the tiniest detail.

Cooks as well as waiters will be
in the fleaweight class and thejen-
tertainers will put on a Little The-
atre show every night into the wee
small hours. Even the bull fiddle

will play alto.

As a side line, Little Billy intends
to put -on special matinees for chil-

dren twice a week, at which time
the hard liquor will be replaced by
jiggers of soft drink.

Title of the new joint is still unde-
cided, with 'The Vest Pocket,' 'The
Atom' and 'The Pinhole' under con-
sideration. It is strictly a non-
colossal production.

CUCAT'S BAND OPENS

PHILLY SPOT'S SEASON

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

Arcadia-International, ace Phila-
delphia nitery, will open its fall sea-
son next Monday (26) with Xavier
Cugat's band in for two weeks. New
second band has also been taken on
and tagged International Swingtette.
Surrounding bill includes Galli-Galli,

magician, now at the Fox theatre
here; Grover and LeMay, dance team,
and Jean Landis, terper.

Harvey Lockman and his wife,

Tillie, who ran the. Ubangi- Club here
last year, are branching out. While
Lockman has turned the Ubangi,
which used Negro talent, into the
Village Barn, hayseed spot with
white acts, his wife has taken over
the old Cocoanut Grove and will

open it under her own management
Oct. 1 with colored acts. It has been
renamed Africana.

St. Regis' Ice Show
Hotel St. Regis, N. Y., falls heir to

major portion of talent featured last

few months in the International
Casino's Ice Revue on Broadway.
Displaced by Clifford Fischer's
'Plaisirs de Paris,' the skaters shut-
tle over to Fifth avenue, where they
will open the Iridium Room Oct. 6.

Ice stars Nathan Wally, Dorothy
Lewis, Sam Jarvis and the Simpson
sisters will be augmented by Charles
Baum's orchestra and" Don Marton's
rhumba crew.

Moss Proposed New Agent Law

Calls for Non-Fixed Fee Instead Of

Current 51; Protects Small Acts

Caperton-Columbus First

Dance Act at Cleve. Cafe
Caperton and Cclumbus, currently

at Jack Lynrh's Walton hotel roof,

Philadelphia, open Sept. 29 for four
weeks at the Mounds Club, Cleve-
land.

They are the first dance team to

play the spot, which hitherto has
used only singers.

ROBITSCHEK'S

2-A-DAY AT

OLD B'WAY

Deal is on for two-a-day vaude-
ville to return to Broadway next
month in the old B. S. Moss' Broad-
way at 53d street via Kurt Robit-
schek. House has lately been known
as the Cine Teatro Roma, quondam
Italian vaudfilmer. Name will be
changed to Palladium.

Robitschek, formerly at the Vic-
toria (London), and Alhambra
(Paris), will put on the same type
variety shows for New York. He
would take over the house around
Oct. 1 from Prudence Bond Co. to

start around Oct. 20. He had a deal
on for the Center theatre, Radio
City, ' which fell through. House
needs only minor going over, being
fully equipped for. stage shows.

INDPLS. SUBURBAN COPS

FROLIC; NITERY ROBBED

Indianapolis, Sept. £0.

While the police force of Jefferson-
ville was attending its annual ball at

the Log Cabin, nitery two liles

north of here, bandits entered an-
other night spot, the Turf Club, and
held up 15 persons, getting approxi
mately $1,000 in cash.

Customers were tagged for their

valuables with remainder of take
coming from club's safe.

Mother 111, Miss Alexander

Quits Duchin's N.Y. Show
Durelle Alexander, vocalist w'ith

Eddy Duchin's crew, had to pull out
of the Paramount, New York, stage
show, where the Duchin band is

filling a personal, and fly to her
mother's beside in Texas Friday
(16) morning. Band will be held a
third week in the Par pit.

Her spot was .taken by Nan Wynn,
who formerly fronted the Hudson-
DeLange orchestra, and is currently
doing two sustaining shots weekly
over CBS. Miss Wynn also took over
the absent singer's spot on the
Duchin Pali-Mall commercial Mon-
day (19) night, her first radio com-
mercial.

Ates' $183 P. A. Rap

Roscoe Ates, the stammering
comedian, was nicked yesterday
(Tuesday) for $183.35 in N. Y. coun-
ty clerk's office in favor of Amal-
gamated Publicity Service, Ltd., of
London, for services rendered Ates
in January, 1936,

The action was filed by N. Y. at-

torneys on behalf of the British out-
fit and claims that the comedian en-
gaged them to publicize, print and
handle the distribution in England
of Ates' book, 'The People,' in which
he depicts the art of stammering.

FEANCIS FAYE'S DATE
Frances Faye has been booked

through Rockwell-O'Keefe for the
Strand, Brooklyn, where she head-
lines the stage show opening Fri-
day (23).

She, recently returned from Eu-
rope after, theatre and nitery en-
gagements there.

If present legislative plans of New
York License Commissioner Paul
Moss and local agents and bookers go
through, 5% fee clause of present
agency laws will be eliminated for
a non-fixed fee setup. Long fric-

tion between Moss and the per-
centers looks to vanish with all

agents definitely set to take Out.-li-

censes ' as ' their concessions to the'

authorities. The new law would
eliminate old manager front dodge.
Group representing the William

Morris office, NBC, CBS, Artists
Representatives and Agents Assn.,
Entertainment Managers Assn.,
Equity Agents Assn., and iridie reps
have met and .difcussed plan with
Moss, They will meet again shortly
to go over Moss's rough draft of pro-
posed legislation. ^

.Moss is trying to create a bill that
will be acceptable to six kinds of
agencies around New York. How-
ever, he .may set up a separate bill

for theatricals, he says, if some are
dissatisfied. All mention of fees will
be omitted from new bill with pos-
sible exception of a limitation on
fees exacted from low salaried per-
formers, as a protective measure.
Agents have been persistent in their
refusals to take out licenses since it

automatically limits their fees. Pres-
ent law stipulates that licensed agents
may charge only 5%. In suits to col-

lect their claims, nearly always
above law's set figure, agents , have
heretofore bee.i tossed out. Also,
majority being unlicensed, they were

.

forced to adopt, managerial and per-
sonal rep front.

EMA May Offer Revised Bill

If Moss fails to put through a non-
fixed fee bill for agents, the EMA
will again offer its revised Breitbart-
Quinn bill, proposed in 1937, as a
separate measure for theatricals.
EMA measure will also oppose
Moss's attempt to include theatricals
in same bill with industrial and com-
mercial percenters, as he did last

year. EMA wants separate bill and
won't accept any' other; Other,
groups are for separation but are
willing to go along with Moss on the
no-fee fixing principle regardless of
his bill's other contents." EMA's con-
tention is that with threat of elimina-
tion of agencies altogether in New
York State and Labor Department
taking over their activities, the-
atricals would not want to be in-
cluded in the washup.
EMA is also stepping out of New

York boundaries to line up . all club-
date bureaus as a co-operative or-
ganization. Lou Walters, EMA head
in Boston; Florence Bernard, Phila-
delphia; L. Claire McLaughlin, Pitts-
burgh; David O'Malley, Chicago, and
Bette Murphy, San Francisco (re-
cently organized), are being con-
tacted by Howard Wheeler, head of
N. Y.'s EMA. Wheeler wants organ-
ized front to present to unions and
standardization of Working- condi-
tions throughout the country for

(Cqntinued on page 44)

FISCHER PREPPING FOR

THE INT'L'S NEW SHOW

The International Casino, New
York, closed Saturday (7) for a face-
lift prior to the preem of Clifford C.
Fischer's new French show policy
Oct. 5, which will, be a $10 occasion.
Fischer, his wife and Eddie Lewis,
personal rep, arrive today; the show
from the London Casino came In
yesterday (Tuesday), with Stanley
Klein piloting the troupe.
Fischer will transplant his new

idea from the London Casino to the
Broadway International Casino—that
of having a different show for din-
ner and supper. The early frolic is
titled 'Plaisirs de Paris'; the supper
portion, completely different, is

'Montmartre en Mlnuit.' It's a b.o.
hypo idea that's proved its worth in
London, since the customers remain
over from dinner, and see a com-
pletely new show (with a nominal
charge added to the dinner check*
for those staying over). Its advan-
tage also is to woo return trade for
those who have already seen either
portion.

,Larry Clinton's band'will dispense
the dansapation. Ben Bernle isn't
going in after all, chiefly a matter
of budgetitis.
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Burlesque Reviews

GAIETY, N. Y.

Georgia Sothern, Babe Davis,

Ginger Britton, Helen Troy, Ah Ling

Foo, Rags Ragland, Phil Silvers,

chorus (10).

Having transplanted Georgia

Sothern and Babe Davis to this

house from the nearby Eltinge,

Herk-Minsky combine has added
needed punch to its flesh flashes,

and in Phil Silvers and Rags Rag-
land they are also housing much
stronger comedy. Both the punch
and comedy were very much absent

when house was last caught Biz

improving.
, ,. t .

Miss Davis is easily most artistic

peeler on the show. Why she isn't

on later is hardly credit to producer
since girl combines dancing ability

with her smartly paced disrobing,

in addition to having a moderate
singing -voice. Does a mild, educated
bump along with her other tricks,

which include a quick change to

transparent veil.

Miss Sothern, on last, is still

knocking herself out with her rough,
tenderloin version of peelin'. How-
ever, she manages to hold Gaiety
audiences.
Lesser nude incidents are fur

nished by Ginger Britton. blonde,
who indulges in swingy dance with
her fast unfastening, and Helen
Troy, glamour school type, -who of-

fers a smooth, if uninspiring, peel,

which is greatly aided by her height
and looks. Management keeps 'em
all under wraps; a quick peek and
no encore.
Production for most part is

Gaiety's usual, slightly better than
most houses. Costuming and props
all look dean and new and include
some little thought, which i$ more
than can be said for the trite dances
of the line. Statue contingent (five)

in tableaux and for walkons are
even less animate.
By way of production, Ah Ling

Foo, Chinese coocher. is presentee
in. a three-stage setting. In the
'Dance of the Wine Goddess/ dressed
only by plain drape setting, she does
a hybrid wiggle and Polynesian

--t'ance; 'Wine Goddess' is rung in

"through girl osculating a cluster of
prtificial grapes, which she speedily
droos again to continue indefinable
contortions. Does much of dancing
-with her arms, being rather badly
equipped in gam division and most
of action coming from above hips
Best, though questionable, produc-
tion number is last, when all girls
?re decked in white and silver, with
'Serenade to a Star' the theme. Miss
.Britton apoears again as a bubble
dancer with big balloon but im-
presses as little more than a minia-
ture Atlas.

Silvers has "better comedy lines
than Ragland, though latter shapes
up well. Bert Grant and Russell
Trent help in the sketches.
Chet Atland, -one of the better

looking burley singing males and
easily one of the better voiced,
more than holds down his end. Sid
Ausley, tap dancer, is in twice for
relief. Hurl.

interlude. Elaborate fan number by
Mimi Reed and line next. Carney
takes hold of his stew specialty and
bangs it over along 'with his strong
hoofing and knockabout. Makes hard
spot to follow but film-making bit

by Lamont, Barry and Miss' Brooks
keeps customers laughing. Miss Jones

in featured spot puts over strong
peel. Finale, with line and Miss
Reed on moving platforms, is sock

Bum.

RIALTO, CHICAGO

PHILLY DAILIES HIT

FOR HIKING CAFE ADS

Chicago, Sept. 17.

Kenny Brenna, Charles Country,
Billy Reed, George Lewis, Joe
Coyle, Jack Buckley, June St. Clair,

Renee,. Leona Lewis, Dorothy Wahl

One of the finest burlesque the-
atres in the country is operated here
by N. S. Barger, with the custom-
ers being treated to more produc-
tion, people and actual entertain-
ment than in many vaude houses.
Only the strippers is evidence that
this is a burlesque house but, de-
spite this, a large percentage of

women regularly attend the theatre.
Since Barger restricts the dialog
here, too, he has developed a strong
femme audience.

Barker's theatre is now tied in

-with five others in a mutual bur-
lesque chain in the midwest, each
house producing a road unit for
rotation among the members.
Fred Clark is handling show pro-

duction for Barger and has done a
good job. He has plenty to work
with on the comedy end with Kenny
Brenna. Charles Country, 0 Billy
Reed, George Lewis. Joe Coyle and
Jack Buckley, Buckley is an out-
standing semi-straight, handling
lines and situations for surefire re-
sults. Brenna and Country ' are
standard in this house and seldom
fail, with former indicating plenty
of future in other fields. Reed is a
newconier to this house and smack-
eroo, cleaning up with a rhythm-
drum routine a la Jack Powell. He
winds up on dishes, smashing them
to bits. Great stuff whether in bur-
ley or variety.
On the stripping end there are

June St. Clair for headlining.
Renee, Leona Lewis, Dorothy Wahl.
Renee is a redhead with plenty of
s.a. while Miss Lewis goes in for
bumps. None lacks avoirdupois.
Biz good. Gold.

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.'

Blistering protest on what he

termed 'indiscriminate rate increases'

on nitery advertising was lodged

with ad managers of Philadelphia

papers this week by Art Padula,

prez of the Philly Restaurant Assn.

Sheets recently differentiated be-

tween night club and restaurant ad-

vertising, jumping rates on the for-

mer, as high as 75% in some cases.

Principal tilt was on the Inquirer,

where 34c to 36c.-a-line charge was
upped to 55c. Record pushed its line

rate from 34c. to 45c.

Padula, who operates two niteries

here, the Arcadia-International and
the Anchorage, declared the action

of the papers was practically 'an in-

vitation to get out.'

GAYETY, BALTO
Baltimore, Sept. 17.

Bob Carney Johnny Barry, Jack
Lamont, Billy Crooks, Evelyn
Brooks, Mimi Reed, Carney Turi7is,

Doris Weston. Virginia Jones, Line
(W.

Opening is 34th consecutive sea-
son the Gayety, under Hon Nickels,
Is currently tied in with Izzy Hirst's
wheel and making a strong play for
femme trade. Utilizing a permanent
lineup of six showgirls, Nickels has
Gus Flaig'vet producer, on hand to
bolster production. Strippers are
billed here as 'beauty flashes,' while
comedy permits some spice, though
it's carefuly watched for 4 objection-
able material. Biz' opening show a
sellout,

Bob Carney has a strong layout.
With considerable background as a
comic in other fields of show biz, he
lias a sense of showmanship. Princi-
pals include Johnny Barry, boob
comic; Jack Lamont, straight; Billy
Crooks, singing juve; Evelyn Brooks,
6peaking parts; Mimi Reed, aero
dancer; Carney twins, kid hoofers;
Doris Weston, stripper, and Virginia
Jones, featured peeler. Nicely trained
line of 16 rounds out the works.
Show opens with line backing up

vocal of 'You'll Be Reminded of Me'
by Crooks. Carney then gags in in-
timate style and brings on Carney
Twins, announced as his own, for
a punchy 'Flat Foot Floogee,' with
lihe in effective support. A. pick-up
bit "by Barry and Lamont follows,
earning a goodly portion of laughs.
Parade number next introduces

Mimi Reed in aero ballet, nicely pro-
duced and an applause-getter," The
twins return for well-.sold hoofing
and set spot for Miss Weston, a
blonde, in a brief peeler.. The 'love
chair' blackout follows with Carney
milking it for all the laughs pos-
sible and giving it a bit of a new
twist.

A cleverly worked-out contortion
num'ber by t'ae line scores and pre-
cedes crao-fl.jooting bit by Barry
and Crooks^ Jamiljar but effective

RKO VAUDE FOR

2 N. Y. HOUSES

RWO will try vaude in two of its

New York nabes this fall, the 58th
St. and 86th St. theatres. Former
house will play a weekend policy of

vaudfilm, while the Yorkville spot is

skedded for small units one day a
week.
Both of these houses were im-

portant links in the RKO chain of
vaude houses until they went into
straight pictures several years ago.

. Day and date for the first show at
the 86th St. has not yet been set,

but the 58th St.'s first vaude show
goes in Saturday (24) for two days.
House isn't definite on whether it

will continue this two-day policy,
amplify or cut later. Three acts ar>
a pit band will comprise the shows
here, with Bill Howard, of RKO,
and Billy Jackson, indie, collabing
on the booking.

Policy at the 86th St. will be flex-
ible, playing shows only when a
definite booking for the • predomi-
nantly German nabe is available.
Here also Howard and Jackson will
do the booking.

Burley Circuit

Set in Midwest

On Co-op Basis

Chicago, Sept. 20.

Biggest burlesque upturn in years
is getting underway in this territory

with the organization of the Mid
west Burlesque Co-operative circuit,

which takes in Chicago, Toronto,
Detroit, Buffalo, Cleveland and Cin
cinnati.

It marks another attempt to es

tablish a circuit • whereby burley
theatres can obtain new shows each
week instead of relying solely on
stock companies, which quickly
have become pretty tiresome for

regular patrons.
Under terms of the deal, each

house builds a unit, with the latter

then circulating to each of the other
five houses. Each house pays the
expenses of the unit coming into the
theatre.

Each unit carries 10 principals
They carry no scenery or chorus,
with the receiving house supplying
the scenery and keeping a chorus in

stock.

While the theatres have these roac
shows for their new faces and ad
value, several of the houses do no1

;

rely , strictly on the road groups for

the show, but also have a stock
company of from five to eight prin-
cipals for added strength.
Milt Schuster booking office here

is supplying the talent for the units

No Chill

(Continued from page 1)

rule of U. S. pictures doing well, be-
cause of favoritism of stars, was 'San
Francisco,' which ran an extra week.
Greta Garbo long has been a big

draw here but Clark Gable and Shir-
ley Temple now are. coming into
their own as magnets at the box
office. All American pictures are
shown with Danish sub-titles.

Shows are held once nightly start-
ing at 9 o'clock, excepting on Sun-
day when one afternoon perform-
ance and shows at 7 and 9 p.m. are
held.

Now nearing completion is the
National Theatre which thus far has
cost about $250,000. A tax of 21%
has been placed on all amusements,
including picture houses, to raise the
money with which to build this

structure. Local stage productions,
concerts and other attractions, many
of which will come from' Copen-
hagen, will be shown in this house.

Moss 9 Plan

(Continued from page 43)

club-date acts. Out-of-town bureaus
are currently busy with licensing
problems akin to N. Y., with a mee ;

due to be called shortly.

Moss's activity in trying to license

agents has been extended until Oct,

15. It had originally been skedded
to. close ' Sept. 15. Lou Randell, at

torney for AARA, formed last

spring in N. Y. to combat agent law
violators, will call his group (nitery

and vaude agents) together in about
a fortnight for final approval of code
of ethics and constitution on which
he has . been working all summer,
Above group' is working with the
American Federation of Actors and
is seeking an arrangement with the
American Federation of Musicians
whereby acts and musicians will not
be permitted to work for agents out
side .the licensing fold.

.AFA is now franchising agents
who may deal with its acts. Already,
EMA is in as a body and others are
coming along. Graduated scale of

$10 and expenses within .25-mile
radius of Times Square has fccen set
for club-date acts. Only areas with
AFA closed shop agreements similar
to N. Y., Chicago, San Francisco, etc
'will be sought by AFA.

Niteries to some degree are in the
AFA closed shop agreement, par
ticularly around N. Y. and San
Francisco and to some extent in Chi
cago. AFA is banking on this in

ducement to percenters to deal only
with AFA acts in turn for acts
dealing only with AFA-franchised
agents. AFA meets agents today
(Wed.).

Deal between Carl (Deacon)
Moore and Meyer " Horowitz of
Greenwich Village Barn, N. Y., is

for three years opening date in

mid-October. Cancellable after six

months at manager's discretion.

Nitery Reviews

BENNY THE BUM'S
(PHILLY)

Philadelphia, Sept. 17.

Johnny Howard, Dolly Kay,
Oshins & Lessy, Tfiree Marshalls.

Castaine & Barry, Johnny Graff
Orch., Line (12), DeLloyd Kay.

Following three weeks* shuttering

for alterations. Benny the Bum
(nee Fogelman) reopened this week.
Renovations of the interior, which
were much needed, help consider-

ably to transform the spot into an
intimate, inviting nitery.

Show, put on by Noel Sherman,
equals the - atmosphere in quality.

Topping is Johnny Howard, m.c, a

nice looking lad who's virtually a

floor show in himself as well as be-

ing a capable introer. Starts off

municing, going through Jolson,

Boake Carter and Lionel Barrymore,
all fair. Then does swell copy of

Louis Armstrong singing 'Ole Man
Mose,' follows as comical preacher
leading a Holy Roller meeting, and
winds up with trick whistling, which
is good but too loud and shrill

through the mike.
Line, the Noel Sherman gals (12).

open the show with a pretty good
ditty written for Benny's. Femmes
are all lookers, and work in pre-
cision. Best in the finale, 'Alexan-
der's Ragtime Band' number. Punk-
aroo in a corny bit tagged 'Sym-
phony in Silk,' in which costuming
is very bad.
Hot torchy chirper is Dolly Kay,

only so-so on looks and with slight

speech impediment, but has nifty

pipes and knows how to - sell. Does
'Home Town Blues,' 'Music, Maestro,*
Alexander' and 'Some of These
Days.' "Would do better to chop a
chorus or two off each.
Oshins and Lessy are a two-man

comedy team, doing patter and songs.
Timing and presentation are okay
and they get over with their adroit
buffoonery, although their reper-
toire runs thin. Castaine and
Barry, dancers, are excellent, both
nice-looking American types who go
through strong routines, mostly fast.

Lull music provided by Three Mar-
shalls, male pianist and two femme
chirpers. Entertainment in the cock-
tail bar by DeLloyd McKay, formerly
with Lew Leslie's 'Blackbirds.' Gal's
nice appearing, dignified, and rattles

the piano and warbles well. Herb.

TWO O'CLOCK CLUB
(BALTIMORE)

Baltimore, Sept. 16.

Allan Gale, Priticess Dorinne,
Ruth Wayne, Janet & Kalin, Nan
Woods, Milton Lyons Orch (8).

Again under Sam Lampe. the
Two O'Clock Club, ushers in town's
nitery season. Strongly-built, shows
and topflight dansapation drawing
good business. An intimate room,
spot is informal and has a fairly
moderate tariff.

Current layout features four acts

and a sprightly line of six. With
Allan Gale as singing m.c, show is

presented twice nightly, opening
with line in nice routine, followed
by Princess Dorinne, semi-nude aero.
Ruth Wayne, with legit pipes, socks
out an operatic medley and intricate
arrangement of 'Alexander's Rag-
time Band.* Looks well and sells to
the hilt. Janet and Kalin, ballroom
duo, hold pace and bring back line
and Dorinne for good flash produc-
tion' number.

Gale, taking hold for his spot, is

assisted by Ben Tracey at the piano.
Uses a fast, flip delivery and has a
brace of fairly clever special num-
bers. Does 'Gable, Durante, Taylor
and I,' comic travesty on a stripper,
and a legit, if somewhat corny, 'I'm
Glad to Be One of Life's Clowns';
all nicely received. Style is well
suited for spot and should build fol-
lowing. Also handles show skill-
fully.

Nan Woods fills intermission
with old favorites on the miniature
piano. Show and dance music
capably handled by Milton Lyon's
eight-piece combo. Burm.

TULANE ROOM
(JUNG HOTEL, NEW ORLEANS)

New Orleans, Sept, 16.

Art Kassel orch, Marion Holmes,
Billy Leach, Marco & Marcia, Terry
& Walker, Dorothy Dixon.

The Tulane Room of the Jung
Hotel doesn't shortchange on this
show; which reopens the spot after
it was dark all summer. An over-
flow crowd turned out at preem to
hear Art Kassell's orchestra in its
first visit to New Orleans.
Kassel m.c.'s well while the band

and rest of show also click. Kas-
sel band's 'St. Louis Blues/ inter-
preted in the tempo of music of
various countries, is a high spot.
Marion Holmes, warbler with

band, has the patrons asking for
more. Billy Leach gets over with
'I Hang By a Thread,' one of Kas-
sel's compositions.
For floor show, two dance teams

share top honors. Marco and Mar-
cia start with a fast rhumba and
wind up with 'Minuet in Jazz.*
Terry and Walker burlesque ball-

room dancing, including a howling
interpretation of the rhumba and a
tongue-in-cheek shag. Their danc-
ing is interspersed with a few
jokes that skirt the narrow edge of
censorship but got plenty of laughs
and applause from the ringsiders.
Dorothy Dixon taps to 'The World

Is Waiting For the Sunrise' and
then makes the rhumba a unanimous
favorite by trucking to its time.

Liuzza.
'

VILLAGE BARN
(PHILLY)

Philadelphia, Sept. 15.

Frank Hall. Diane <& Winton, Patti
Cranford, Emerald Sisters (2),
Happy Valley Cowboys, Harry
Wharton house orch.

Spot, which has just opened here,
is a copy of the Greenwich Village
(N. Y.) nitery with the same tag.
Operating is Harvey Lockman, who
utilized a jungle atmosphere at the
same locale the past two years and
called it the Ubangi Club.
Show is pretty standard, only

concession to the rest cf the tall

corn being a hillbilly crew. M.c.ing
is Frank Hall, quite a looker and,
in addition tp his introing, he has
fine pipes. Unusual atmosphere
leaves him a little aloft sometimes,
however, as he isn't quick on the
ad lib stuff, frequently necessary.
Entertainment otherwise consists

of Diane and Winton, okay terp
duo; Patti Cranford, warbler, and
Emerald Sisters; knockabout aero
pair. Dance team is a pair of fair-

looking southern kids. Shag rou-
tine is best, although they're pretty
good in a rhumba and a heavy tap
set. Miss Cranford's chirping is of
the deep-down style, mediocre.
Emerald Sisters, who take a terrific

pounding from each other and in
rolling off chairs and tables, get off

a few neat stunts.
Schnoz-twanging cowboys—and

one cowgirl—have worked on vari-
ous radio stations here for the past
few years. Bit in which- they strip

one of their members down to his
winter underwear not so funny.

Herb.

CHEZ MAURICE
(MONTREAL)

Montreal, Sept. 17.

Hal Hartley Orch, Jeffrey Gill,

Eddie Richard, Ted Lester, Tanya
Lowa, Milray Dancing Girls (8).

Jeffrey Gill m.c.'s a standout show
at this ace nite spot here currently,
having the personality and voice to
get the last ounce of effect from each
of three excellent acts besides reap-
ing good audience reception for his
own singing. The gal line of eight
smartly backgrounds each turn.
New to this city, Eddie Rickard,

shadow picturegrapher, has also
enough voice to sing an introduction.
He then produces his shadowgraphs,
building up from onerhand pictures
of animals to double-hand cartoons
and comics, swiftly paced and realis-
tic. Sets the tempo for one of the
speediest shows ever put on here.
Tanya Lowa, held over from a pre-

vious five-week run, is a blonde
looker, possessing a soft, appealing
contralto and who chooses her songs
to match, holds the crowd well in
the second spot and has to beg-off.
Ted Lester, slight of figure and
whimsical of expression, sidles on
for the third turn* a spell of freak
instrumentation. He pulls 12 instru-
ments, freak and minnies among
them, from under his cloak and
wheedles a tune out of each, all

smash, customers calling him back
repeatedly.
Closing is Gill, who baritones well

a wide selection of songs. He finales
the show with the gal line and all

acts. Hal Hartley's orchestra is

rated one of best in city, playingjo.r
show and dancing. Biz good.

'

BOULEVARD TAVERN
Elmhurst, N, Y., Sept. 13.

Dave Fox, Thelma Nevins, George
Krinog, Cameron Crosby, Vince and
Anita, Jan Frederics Orch.

Dave Fox, m.c, heads the current
bill at this spot which, with a seat-
ing capacity of 850, will enlarge to
accommodate 2,000 before the open-
ing of the New York's World's Fair
next April.
Floor show is a fill-in unit, be-

tween the spring and fall revues,
and is only mild. Fox is hampered
by mediocre material, which in-
cludes a meller tune on the Pagliacci
theme and 'The Tattooed Lady.'
Thelma Nevins delivers torch bal-

lads well, but is inclined to crowd
the mike. Her voice is pleasing
when held down, but tends to be-
come strident when she lets it out.
George Krlnog's legerdemain in-

cludes some neat card palming, the
inevitable color-changing handker-
chiefs, and familiar stunt of produc-
ing numerous-lighted clgarets and
threading 10 razor-blades in his

mouth.
Cameron Crosby in organlogs, Jan

Fredericks' orchestra and Vince and
Anita round out the bill. GUb,
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Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK (Sept 26)

THIS WEEK (Sept 19)

Numeral* in connection with bills ibelow indicate opening day of
show, whether full or split week

NEW YORK CITY
State (22)

Prltlhard & Lord
Fred Craig Jr
Block & Sully
Benny Fields
Honey Tr
- BALTIMORE

Century (23)
Roy Smeek
3 Drows
Freblo &' Branson
- EVANSVILLE
Majestic (22-24)

Vaude parade

PITTSBURGH
Stanley (23)

Kay Kyser Oro
(17)

Jan Garber Oro
WASHINGTON

. .
Capitol (23) .

Chester Hale Gls

Stnn Kavanaugh
Barr & Estes
Commodores
Starnes & Anavan

Paramount

NEW YORK CITY
Paramount (22)

Eddy DUchln Oro
3 Stooges
Frank Payne
Danzl Goodelle

CHICAGO
Chicago (2»)

Roger Pryor Oro
OMAHA

Orpheum (23)
Horace Heldt Ore

. GHEZZIS
READINGER TWINS

REPEATS
WALTON ROOF
PHILADELPHIA

Dir.: MARK J. LEDDY

NEW YORK CITY
Muslo Hull (22)

Rny & Naldl
Jan Peerce
Sammy & Williams
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
Brno Rapee Symph

ALBANY
Bleeker Hall

. (26, one day)
Mai Hallett Oro

CHICAGO
Palace (23)

Chester Hale Gls

Chuck & Chuckles
Rolf Holbein
Arren .& Brtfderlck

CLEVELAND
Palace (23)

Robblns Bros & Sis
Simpson Co
Cheater Morris
Andrews Sis
Bert Wheeler

(16)
6 Blglns
Pansy, the Honje
Mute Davis
Zasu Pitts
Helene Danlzon Co

NEW YORK CITY
Strand (23)

Jan Garher Oro
Ethel Merman

(17)
Ozzle Nelson Oro
Harriet Milliard
Frank Paris
Johnny Davis
3 Sophisticates
Wayne Morris

BROOKLYN
Strand (23)

Francis Faye
Slate Bros

(17)
Art Frank
Andrews Sis
PHILADELPHIA

Fox <23)
F & P Trado

Amer Ice Ballet

(17)
Galll Galll
Carol Manners
Don Cummlngs
Harriet Hoctor
A Rasch Gls

Enrle (23)

Buddy Rocrera Oro
(17)

Kay Kyser Ore
WASHINGTON

Enrle (23)

Johnny Davis
Mario & Florla
Paul La Varre Co

(17)
Ben Bernle Oro
Toy & Wing

NEW YORK CITY
Rosy (28)

Abbott & Costello
Florence & Alvarez
Radio Aces
Earl & Frances
Collegiate Majorets
Gae Foster Gls
Paul Ash Oro
ATLANTIC CITY
Hippodrome (16)

Major Bowes Co
Dave Barry
Shag Champs
Pearl Robblns
Rita Julio
Louise Boyd
Tony Russo
3 Rythmetto*
Lyons & Panky

DETROIT
Fox (10)

Abbott & Costello
Maysy & Brack
Sclth & Ballew
10 Dan.sonettes
Kaufman Ore

HARTFORD
State (10)

Chick Webb Ore
Ella Fitzgerald

INDIANAPOLIS
Lyric (23)

Gene Krupa Oro
Bob King
0 Antaleks
Smith, Rogers & E

• (16)
Rchnlckelfrltz Oro
Sylvia Froos
Al Gordon Co
Robblns Fam
Flying Marcos
KANSAS CITY
Fox Tower (16)

Benny Goodman Or
Lionel Hampton
Harry James
Teddy Wilson
Je6s Stacy
Martha Til ton
Dave Tough
Johnny Woods

Week of September 19
Dominion

Joe JackBon
Tessa Den no
Bllllns & Chase
CAMDEN TOWN

Gnumont
Mexanos Serenaders

CLAPHAM
Granada

Bower & Rutherf'rd
Jones & Thomas
JDenna Sis

EAST HAM
_ Granada
Bertha Wllmott
Freddy Dosh
Sereno & June
GREENFORD

Granada
Bryan Mlchle
GREENWICH

_ Granada
gertha Wllmot
Freddy Dosh
oereno & Juno

HARROW
_ Grnnada
Savoy Jr Bd

Terry's JuveH
ISLINGTON
Blue Hall

Wilfred Greene 6

KCGBY
rinza

Leslie Jefferles 3

TOOTING
Granada

Bower & Rutherfrd
Jones & Thomas
Denna Sis

WALTHAM8TOW
Granada

Eddie Gray
Dellavon & rage
Bart Allison
Jack Francis
Winter KIs
E Squlre-Hrown Gls
Baby & Billy Beams

WILLESDEN
Grunada

Don Rico Ore
WOOLWICH
Granada

Rhythm & Romance

Week of September 19
ABERDEEN

Tlvoll

Les Plerrotys
Jack Stocks
Manhattan 6
Mahoney Bros
Hall & Fields
Cable & Carr

EDINBURGH
Royal •

Murray
South China Tr
Vine More & Nev'rd
Harold Walden
Daimler & Eadle
Carvey & Mac
4 Smart Gls
Bobby Henahaw

GLASGOW
Pavilion

Jack Radcllffe
Vera McLean
Harold Dayne
Sherman Fisher Gls
Norman & Curnot
4 Smith Bros
Pratova & Jules
Sandler Sis
Neller & Clare

LIVERPOOL
Shakespeare

'

Les Allen
Lester & Cranston
Nor Kiddle
Fayre 4
Len Chllds
Concha & Concha

Cabaret Bids

NEW YORK CITY
Areola Inn

(Areola, N. J.)

Jerry Carr Ore
Chlqulta .Venezla
Ruth Warren
Kay Blalre
George Scottl
Walter Cole

Dill's Gay 00's

Charles Touchette
John Panter
John Eliot
Don Cortez
Jim Phillips
Mary Roberts
Harold Wlllurd
ArthurBehan
Harry Donnelly
Joe Howard
Spike Harrison
Bernle Grauer
Boulevard Tavern
(Elmhurst, L. I.)

Jlmmle O'Brien
Mao Arthurs
Joyce & Darrel
Ana Pastora
Dorothy Wenzet
Cameron Crosby
Jan Fredrlcs Oro

Cafe Afrlque
Snub Mosley Oro
Alberta^PrymO
Marie Pollard
Margaret Hall

Cafe Loyale
Penn Wayne' Oro

Casa Mnnann
Ted Lewis Oro
Patricia Ellis
James Barton
Al Slcgel
Cardlnl
Al Trahan
4 Stop Bros
Robert Wlldhack
Harry Armstrong
Shelton Brooks
Ben Yost Co
Kay Parsons

Cluremont Inn
Ron Perry Oro

Club 18

Pat Harrington
Ann Rush
Frankle Hyers
Irene Mauseth
Willie Grogan
Leila Gaynes
Beale St Boys
G Andrews Oro

Club Gaucho
Dlmltrl & VlrgU
Natalia Kordova
Trlnl Plaza
Don Miguel Oro

Dizzy Club
Elder Johnson
Charlie Linton
Jackie Thomas
Kathryn Merz

El Chlco
Don Alberto Ore
Asuncion Granados
Joy It & Maravllla
Dorlta & Valero
Francisco. Ramos

Famous Door
Count Basle Oro
Jerry Kruger
Earl Wilson
James Rushing
Glen Island Casino
Will Osborne Oro
Havana-Madrid

Nano Rodrlgo Oro
Juanlto Sanabrla Ur
Martinez & Ant'nlta
Sarlta Herrera
Cesar & Dolores

Hickory House
Joe Marsala Oro
Hotel Ainbussadur
Arthur Herbert Ore
Gabriel Cocco
Jules - Brand

Hotel Astor

N Brandwynne Ore
Lee Wiley
Hotel Bclmont-

Pluza
Ernie Hoist Ore
(Jeo Scherban Ore
Echoes Cuba Oro
Dlosa Mansfield
Belmont Balladecm
Muriel Byrd

Hotel lllltmore

Frank Novak Ore
Hotel Bosaert
(Brooklyn)

Will McCune Oro

Hotel Edison

Blue Barron Oro
Don Alcxunder

Hotel Essex House
Rloh'd Hlmber Ore
Dell & Hamory
Hotel Cov. Clinton
Kcldy Ma.iclioff ore
Betty Gale

Hotel Lexington
Ray Kinney Ore

Hotel Lincoln
Will Hollander Ore

Hotel McAlpln
J Messner Oro
Gonzales A- Menen
Roberta Allen
Hotel New Yorker
Henry Busse Oro
Baptle & Lamb
Eric Walt
Roberts & Farley
Bobby Duffy
May Judels
Hotel Park Central
Jerry Blaine Ore
Sklppy Burton
Randy Brooks
Hotel Piccadilly

Adrian Rolllnl 3

Hotel Pierre

Harold Nagel Oro
Hotel Plaza

Jack Marshard Ore
Maurice & Cordoba
Hotel Savoy-Plaza
Emlle Petti Oro
Hlldegarde
0 Hotel Shelton

Jimmy Vincent Ore
Hotel Sherry

-

Netherland
Tcharkovsky Ore
Geo Scherben
Hotel St. Morlts

Ralph Gonzales Ore
Basil Fomeen Ore
Collette & Barry
Yvonne Bouvler
Hotel St. Regis

Joe Rlnes Oro
Don Marton Ore
Ramon & Renlta

Hotel Taft
Enoch Light Oro
Peggy Mann
George Hlnes
Light Brigade
Hotel Waldorf.

Astoria

Geo Olsen Oro
Mlscha Borr Oro

Hotel Warwick
Gerry Morton Ore
Elinor Sheridan
Dell O'Dell

Hotel White
Frances Comstock
Clifford Newdahl

Kit Rot Club
Al Cooper Oro
3 Peppers
Orlando Roberson
Cook & Brown
Smiles & Smiles

La Marquise
Earl Moss
Cal Bateman
Doug Speaks
Frances Connolly

Larue
Eddie Davis Oro
Joseph Smith Oro

Le Coq Rouge
Geo Sterney Ore

Le Mirage
Happy Horton Ore
Maryon Dale"
Jessica Worth
Katherine Mayfleld

Leon & Eddie's

Eddie Davis
Lou Martin Oro
Vlnce & Anita
Llna Basquette
Haines, Tate & 3
Addison Bailey
Iris Adrian
Meredith
Tanner & Thomas
Helen Walnwrlght
Wally Wanger 0

Midnight Sun
Jack Melvln Ore
Eileen Wenzel
Geraldine Rose
Carol Bruce

Monte Carlo
Pierre Beaucalre
Ann & Burt Royce
Ma rite
Julian Altman
Oaston
Rex Meza

Plnntutlon Club
Sheets Tolllver Ore
Philip Mason
Paulino Bryant

tiucen Mary
Ann White
Ray Jones
Queen's Terrace
(Woodslde, L. I.)

Charllo Strong Ore
Harriett Can-
Ashley & Ware

John Hubert
Harry Rose
Radio trunks' Club
Frank Besslnger
Jerry While
Gus Wlcke
Jimmy Burns
Fred Bishop
Wynne Ralph
Lou Williams
Bbony 8

Truth Leonoff

Rainbow Grill

Paul Kaln Oro
Marlynn & Michael

s Rainbow Room
Al Donahue Ore
Eddie LeBnron Oro
Paula Kelly
Ruth Nigey
John Hoysradt
Jack Cole Co

Bosnian Kretclima
Volodla Katov Ore
Nastla Polla Kova
Simeon Karavaeff
Marusla Sava
Darla Blrse
Michel Michon
Mlscha Osdonoff
Klavdla Kapelova
Sergei Ignatenko

Stork Club
Sonny Kendls Oro
Jose Lopez Oro

Swing Club
Ray Mario Oro
Freddie Fulton
Pete Clifford

Ruth Osborn
Tonl Gaye
Cellnda.
Joe Van Green
Jack Huber
Luclnda Lang

Tavern-on-Gre*n
Hughle Barrett Ore

Tokuy Magyar
Frank. Douglas Ore
Ilona do Thury
Johnny Carter
Marget
Marina & Norlna

Versailles

Cross & Dunn
M Bergere Ore
Panchlto Ore
D'Avalos Dancers

Village Barn
Mitchell Ayres Oro
Walter Donahue
Ma'ryann Mercer
Theod're & Denesha
Zeb Carver Co

Whirling Top
Geo Morris Oro
Russell Dracken
Trent Patterson
Ramon Rlngo
Stephen Harris *

Wlvel
Charley Bowman Or
Bob Lee
Amelia Gllmore
Deane Dlokens
Marlon Carrol
Connie Joyce
Al Small

LOS ANGELES
Ball

Charlie Lawrence
Bruz Fletcher

Beverly Wllshlre
Howard Jerrard
Viola Vaughn
Tal Sings
Lou Sal lee Oro

lllltmore

Bob Hall"
Rita & Rubins
3 Nonchalantu
Billy & J Severln
Annabelle
Tommy Trent
Shep Fields Oro

Cafe De Paree
Charlie Ament'Orc
Paul McLean '

Cafe La Maze
Myrus
Ben Light Oro

Clover Club
Stan Myers Oro
Cocounut Grove

Morton Downey
Anson Weeks Oro

Hawaiian
Paradise Clob

Searles & Lena
Bobby Ramos
Princess Luana
Kay Kalalnl
Eddie Bush 3
Andy lone Oro

It Cafe
Joe Moshay
Bob Searles
Bill Roberts Oro
Jerry's Mnndalay
Lillian Bernard
Flo Henri
Geo Junior
Gladys Bagwell
Jim Kerr Ore

La Conga
Harry Rosenthal
E Durando R'ba Bd
Margaret Roach
Blue Stone Oro

Little Club
Jane Jones
Tiny Merldlth

Chas Thorpe
Omar's Dome

Ray Bradford Oro
Geo McDowell
Dorothy Roberts
Walter Wade
Elmer;.. *-

: Palomar
Kenny Baker Oro
Karolls'
Kleo Lambert
Betty Van

Paris Inn
Marguerite & M
Dominic . Columbo
Thora Matthlson
P Wlnehell & Terry
Ken Benryson
Marino & Valencia
Betty Mason
Napoma & Owanee
Frank Sortlna Ore
P Selznlck's Clob
Peggy Fears
Pat Rooney Jr
Max FIdler Oro
Billy Lankln
Bill Brady

Seven Seas
Candy Candldo
Joe Frisco
Bill Hoffman
Somerset House

Harry Rlngland
3 HI Hats

Topsy's
Lorraine Gerard
Maxlne Wlngo .

Jacquelln Cherry
Margaret Walden
Gloria Randall
Leona Rice
Gil Dagenals
Pat O.'Shea
Joy Williams
Lenore Thome
Armanda & Llta
Barrett & Wright

Trocadero
Jose's Cuban Bd
Fernando Ramos
Bob Grant Ore
V Hugo Restaurant
Sklnnay Ennis Ore
Colleen Calhoun

CHICAGO
Bismarck Hotel
(Wulnut Room)

Jules Duke Oro
Arlene O'Day
Betty Grey
Santoro & Lorraine
Maxlne Marfleld
Grace McCarthy

Blackliawk
Bob Crosby Oro
Marian Mann
Jim & J Byrnes
Loma Cooper
Jack' Gaulke Oro
Maclovla Ruiz

Blondles
Ginger Lee
Dolores Green
Phil Bernard
Monetla
Najah
Wanda Phillips
Pamelia Adair

Blue Goose
Ralph. Hovey
Frances Roma
Jane lines
Harry Singer Oro

Bon Air
Eddie Garr
Margie Knapp
Lang Thompson Or
Dukes & Duchess Or
Peppino & Camllle
Lillian Carmen
Rose Ballet

llrcvnort Hotel
(Crystal Room)

Florence Schubert
Charles Baldwin
Grace Kntrol
Norma Ballard

Itraudtnnnt

Luolcy Girls
1'hlloniena
Phyllis Stanway
Dor Keith Gls
Itoney Loe
Hank Simons
Alma & Helen
llorble Rudoipli Ore

Camvun
Eddie Gorman
Rocke Romano
Toddy O'Grady
Don Morgan
Dot & Jerry
Edna Leonard
Carl Scholtz Oro

Chez I'aree

Abe Lyman Oro
Harry Rlrhman
:! oxford Boys
Dolly Arden
6 Jitterbugs
Rose Blane
Don Orlando Ore
Evan's Adorablcs

Club Al

Hal Barbpr
Stppn Bright
Avis Miller
Irene l'ortefs

Nana
Rhythm Kings

Club Alabum
Harriet Norrls
Kay LaSalle
Honore & Gladys
Sadie Moore
4 Ambassadors
Phyllis Brooks
Marjorie King
Eme Burton
Bernle Adler
Dave Unells Oro
Chalk Robinson Oro
Eddie Roth Oro

Club Spanish
Pinky Tracy
Loretta DeBoer
Eve Evon
Nola Cooper
Kay Marshall
Ralston Ens
Joe Valentine
Joe Nlttl Oro

Colony Club
Lillian Carmen
Jose Manzanares Or
Hugo dePauls Oro

Coloslmos
B & F Gilbert
Zang & Todd
Helen Holmes
BUlle Machell
Jackson. Reeves A S
Olga Dane
Frltzie Lure
Banrlelds
Bobby Danders
Bob Hyatt
Pronaph Gls
'Hollywood 6
Henri Gendron Ore

Club Delist!

Evelyn White
<Eloiso Wllllama
Bristle & Gay
John Oscar
Rhythm Willie
Bunny
3 Luiky Bucks
Sam Theard
Sam Robinson
Charles Isom
Partello Gls
Rod Saunders 'Oro

Drake Hotel
(Gold Coast Room)
Hal Kemp Oro
Judy Starr
Bob Allen
Saxle Dowell
Harry Wlllford
Mickey Bloom
Jack Le.Malre
Eddie Kuflby

Dutch's
Ralph Cook Rev
HI tuna n Dancers
Roberta
Peggy Moore
Helen Dove.
Mort Lund 'Oro
Edgewntcr II<*uch

Hotel
(Marine Room)

Leigh ton Noble Ore

Edith Caldwell
Chick Floyd
Muriel Grey
Harriet Smith Gls
Evelyn Pelser

Famous Door
Ed Danders Oro
Terry O'Toole
Helen DuWayne
Bernle Plncus
Bryan Wolfe

4th Club
Homer Roberta
Hazel Talbot
Jenne
Isabel Gerhart
Adelaide Klrkorf
Shorty Ball Ore
Franke's Casino

Dave Tannen
Rolando & Dodd
Dorothy Dawn
Sally Hyde
Buddy Klrble
Blllle Rogers
Dana Cameron
Vlr Duvall
Rocke Ellsworth
Bob Tlnsley Oro

The Gables
Leon Chess . Oro
Alice Tannen

Gay Pares
Wellington
Mary Williams
Sam Haas'
Patsy. Linn .

Gladys Beauvllle
Bernlce Bodel
Bob Riley Oro

Grand Terrace
Sonny & Sonny
Dusty Fletcher
Howell & Coles
Sallie Gooding
Dot Soulters
Connie' Harris
Leonard Reed Gls
Earl Hlnes Oro.

Graemere Hotel
(Glass House Bin)

Don Pedro Oro
Els'a Harris
Ted & Mary TR ft

•

Harry's N X.Cab'ret
Bill Anson
Mildred Rock
Natasha
Sakura
Muriel Love
Rankin Gls
Charles En gel Oro

Hickory Inn
4 Top Hats
The New Yorkers

c
HI Hat

Joe Lewis
Terry Lawjor
Pal-Mar Gls
Jeanne Walker
Sid Lang Oro

Hippodrome
Flo Whitman Rev
Jerry Marks Oro
Sherone
Nyra -Lou
Dee Adrian
Muriel Joseph
Genevieve Val

Ivanboe
Helen Sumners
Helen Irwin
4 Hawalians
Earl Hoffman Oro— L'Alglon

Mary W Kilpatrlcb
George Bay Bd
Ennlo Bolognlnl Or

Hotel La Salle
(Blue Front Room)
Richard Schrelber
Blltmore Boys
Dixie Frances

Liberty Inn
Tommy O'Neal
Dolores Green
Rags Gallagher
Mickey- Dunn
Marlta Ryan
Sylvia Tucker
Earl Wiley Oro

McLauglUlns
Rue Ana
Mildred Jarrett
Ginger Wood
Deone Page
Sammy Barry
Stan Carter
Jules Novlt Oro

Melody Mill

Jack Russel Oro
Miami Club

Beza White
Earl Rickard
Joe Casqldy

.

Lynn Barclay
Dorothy Johnson

Millstone

Anne Howard
Jane Wagner
Olga Day
4 Monteforte Sis
Roy Swift Oro

Minuet Club
Margo Gavin
Jack Hllllard
Minuet Gls
Gale Lawrence
Jack Morton Oro

Morrison Hotel
(Boston Oyster

House)
Manfred Gotthelf

Nameless Cafe
Joan LaMae
Una -Mae
Ed Leon
Williams Bros
Lydla Harris
Frank RaMondl
Mao dl Fill

Old neldelberg
Old Heidelberg Co
Herr Louie Ore
Goo Gunther Ore

Palmer House
(Empire Room)

Veloz & Yolanda
Pancho Oro
LaFranconl
Novello Bros

Smith's Murlonets
Don Hooton
Gruce Dittmon
Abbott Dancers
Ed Allen
Phil Dolley Oro

Parody Club
Freddie Abbott
Mollle Manor
Dollie Dulene
Sara Thobold
Marie Thomas
Freddie Janls Oro

Rose Bowl
Paulette LaPlerre
Gloria Panlco
Tom Ferris

Shermun Hotel
(College Inn)

Brandt Sis
Robin Scott
Uksllla & Vlda
Jenna .

Bud Lewis
Mary Jane Yeo
Genevieve Trojan
Puke. & Noble
Betsy Ailing
Lynn Clare
Dorothy Erlckson
Madeline Raymond
Russel & Genevieve
Snowriake Ballet
F Masters Oro

Dome
Earl Rickard

Sliver Cloud
Charles Page
Sylvia Tucker
Modernettes
Florence Ray
Frank & G Rosche
Marian Boyd
Hazel Zalus
Nord Richardson
3 Tops
Johnny McFall ..Ore

Sliver frolics

lone .O'Donnell
Continental 4
Ealalrie Rabey
Fay Wallace
Art Freeman

606 Club
Billy Car,r
Renee Villon
Marg Faber Gls
Jessie Rosella
Vllma Joszy
Ruby Bennett
Ethel Brown
B & L Cook
Collette
Peaches Strange
Dolly Sterling
Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli 3

Sky Rocket
Marjorie Whitney
Dictators
Mathews & Shaw
4 Kings
B Tanks Socialites

Stevens Hotel
(Continental " Room

)

Don Julian & M
Lois Harper
Louanne Hogan
Jackie Heller Oro

Stockade Inn
Charles Chaqey

Susl-Q
Irv Dornfleld .

Rosalene Gls
Gloria Starr
Helen Dove
Warren & Phillips
Edith Principle
Verne Wilson Oro

Swlngland
Joe Johnson
Mae Dlggs
Alma Smith
2 Rhythm Pals
Fats Patterson
Ted Smith
Billy & Charles
Jlmmle Noone Oro
Thompson's 16 Club
Patsy Thomas
Bernle Green
Brahmer & B'hmer
Ellis Logan
Ann Helhm
Millie Travis
Joan Dawn
Frisco's Qro

Three Deuces
Art Tatum

Tower Inn
Frankle Dovle
Inez Gonen
Helen LaMarr
Alice Tanner
Rhythm Gls
Kurtls Marionettes
Jerry Lynn
George Arnold
Eleanor Johnson
Frank Davis Oro

Trocadero
Gloria Romano
Adelle St Clair
Terry Circle
Roy Rankin Oro

Villa Moderns
Tony Cabot Ore

Villa Venice
C & C Lamberlln.
Holly Sis
Lazzeronls
Noll & Nolan
Felldo & Tama
Ann Lewis
Linda Marsh
Michel & Medesca
Lou Hoffman
Ronee Jay
Carlos & Carlta
V Quartello Oro

Yacht Club
Gareth McGralh Or
Joe Herbert
Ruth- Denning
Alfredo & Dolores
Colleen
Yacht Club Gls

7Ak '/mk
Sunny Bouohe
Virginia Dare
Sakura

.

Larry Lux Ore

Barbara Johnston
Ann Klrwln
Pedro Blanco' Oro
Mary Winters
Evergreen Casino

Pat Shevlln
Enters & Borgia
Mario Melton
Duval Sis
Beth Challls
Joe Mlllkopf Oro
Frankle Palumbo's
LVsrBarclay
JBobblo Tremalne
Alarone & Gallo
O'Connor Bros
Whitney & Parker
Ifvonettes (C)

lllldebrand's

Crosettl Sis
Mile Helalne
Rita
Riohard Bach
Vldell & Manning
Singing Sam
Nlckl Galiuccl
Bella Belmont
Bobby Lee Oro

Hotel AdelphJa
(Roof)

Allen Fielding Oro
Larry Thornton
Renee de Jarnette
La Conga Gls
Don Angelina .Oro
Kathryn Buckley
Herb's 1412 Club

Dotty Strouser
Helen Heath
Lucille Renee
Pepper Garat
Billy Lee
Lillian Kllnn
Bernlce Burns
Gauchos Oro
Peggy Wagner
Little Rathskeller

Jack Griffin Oro
Jack Gleason
Mary Burton

.

Caspar & Ruth
Anna Mai Lee
Johnny & George

Jack Lynch's
Jetio Donath Ore
Vincent Rizzo Oro
Barney Zeemnn Ore
Gloria Grafton
Capert'n & Cormb>
Solma Marlowe
Jimmy Bloke
Mildred Reed
Ross McLean
Paul Roslnl
Jack Lynch Gls (6)

Parrlsli Cafe
Blanche Saunders
Ted Miller

PHILADELPHIA
Anchorage

Bill Honey Oro
Shall ta & Carlton
Ed Rickard
Jo Andrews
Ray Hunt
Pattl Morgan

Arcadia lut':

Clem Williams Oro
Shallta & Carltcn
Ed Rlrkard
Jo Andrews
Ray Hunt
Pattl Morgan
Bellevue-Strutfnrd
Meyer Davis Oro
Benny the Hum's

Johnny Howard
Dolly Kay

Oshlns & Lesey
3 Marshalls
Castalne & Barry
Deloyd McKay
Johnny Graff Ore
Sherman GU (12)

Club 15

Mae Masters
Dorothy Verray
Beverly Wayne

Colony Club
Helen Martin
Jacqueline Herman
Aurora Scott
Lewis Sis

Embassy
Helen Benton
Bert Clemoux
Marjorie Drujnm'nd

Anna Muy Fisher
Blanche Fanger
Billy & Flo Gross
PeeWee GlUett
Jimmy Shore Oro

. Stamp's Cufe
Palmer & Forrest*
Mtml Stewart
Johnny Welsh
Gene Baylos
Shally & Nlff
Jack Huicninson
Irving Rraslow Ore

Silver Luke Inn
<Clcni«*nton)

Mickey Familant Or
3 Escorts
Sally La Marr
Lloyd & Willis
Lillian

Dutkln'H Rutlihkeller

Watson Sis
Marie Duval
Sunny Nash
Tippy Velez
Viola Klalss Oro
Frank- Poptl

yisis-' i-ocust

Linda Ray
Renee
Dolores Merrill
Posgy Bowen
Gladys Crane
Dave Layton
Bubbles Shelby
Swing King Oro

Village Barn
Frank Hall
Pattl Crnnford
Diane & Winton
Emerald Sis
Hap. Valley Cowb'a
Harry Wharton Oro
Weber's Hot Brasi

(Camden)
Louis Chalkln Oro
Nino Carmlno
Karl & Gretchen
International 3
Bavarians
Eldoradians
Use Hart
Joe Romano
Rudy- Bruder
Ray. Miller
Bob Flinch
Mackle & Paul
Bartell
Gladys Stewart
Yorktowne Tavern
Frank Staub Oro

Yucht Club
Kitty Helmllng Oro
Jimmy Bailey
Bobbie Burns
Ted & ,E Walker
Selmo Sis
Patricia Robinson

BOSTON
Brown Derby

Dick Stutz Oro
Club Mayfnlr

Lewis Bonlck Oro
Sophie Tucker
Sheila Barrett
Ted Shapiro

Congo
Eddie Deas Oro
Crawford House

Ray Phillips Oro
Hddle Leonard
Anne RlcharilB

Hamllburg's
Don Humbert Oro
Ginger Gordon

Hofbrau
(Lawrence)

Jlmmle Hodges
Hotel Statler-

(Terrace Boom)
Clyde Lucas Ore
Knotty Fine Room
(Hotel Woodcock)
Freddy Green Oro
Merry-Go-Round

(Copley Pl'za H'tel)
Jimmy Avalone Ore

Old Fashioned Cafe
Nerldda

Ort's
Billy Stone
Sadie Perry

Penthouse
(Bradford Hotel)

Frank Ward Oro

Royal - Palms
Margie Dorello

Rltis Carlton Hotel
Bunny Berlgan Oro

• Seville
Don Rico Oro
Sheraton Room .

(Copley Pl'zu H'tel)
Walter Miller Oro

Southland
Jim LunceforU Oro
Princess Orella
Pete Co
Engagl

Steuben's
(Vienna Room)

Jack Fisher Ore
Trocadero

Al Boorls Oro

CLEVELAND
Alpine Village

Lea & Rita
Maroon & Willo
Pat Werner
Swlssonettes
Otto Thurn Oro

Avalon
Pete Zumo Oro
Jack & P Goldwln
Sue Stuart •

Vic & D Garrison
Bob Marchand

Cedar Garden*
Duke Melvln Oro
Detroit Red
Wllla Mae Lane
David & Davis
Poison Gardner
3 Esquires

Chateau Club
Art West
Leon LeVerdie
Irene Kessler
Palmer Gls
Marty Lewis Oro

Creole Gardens
Bea Moore
Bob Campbell
George Bias
Buddy & Honey
Thelma & Stowe
Sherdlna Walker Or
Eight O'clock Club
Paul & Paulette
Young & Lucky
Bill Miller Oro

Freddie's Cafe
Ingo Borde
Phil Arnold
Jeon VIcker
Dorothy Keith Gls

Golden Glow
Rosalind Ehrman
Jimmy King Oro
Hotel Cleveland
(Cleveland Room)

Walt Bergner Ore

(Little Cafe)
-Gene Erwln Oro

Hotel Fenway Hall
Willie Potts Ore

Hotel Hollenden
Sammy Watkins Or
Iris Wayne
Lee Cole
Gypsy Markolt
Romany 3

Hotel Statler

Dick Barrle Oro
Anita Boyer
Georges & Jalna

Jack * Eddie's
Betty Day
Saxon Greeley
Chee-Choe's Oro

Little Club.
Louis Scina Oro
Gayle Gaylord
Theodore Miller

LyndnurHt Country
Club

Hugh Monaco's Oro'

Monaco's Cafe
Jacques Pollack Or
Edwards & Arden
Loel & Muriel
Alice Brent
Beta Ray
O'Brien's Shore Club
Johnny Hayduk Oro
Michael & Marlda
,Martln Wlllesch

Regal Club
Rita Cazcll Co
Bee Baxter
Bette Evans
Ruth Puree
Southern Tavern

Paul Burton Oro
Nick Bontempa
Don Kaye

DETBOIT
Ambassador Club

Billy Van
Gonzalez & S
De Nira
Bebe Sherman
Don Ernesto
Ambassador Oro
Book-Cndillao Hotel

(Bunk Casino),

Bobble Grayson Oro
Bill Conway
Jlmmle Stevenson

(Motor Bur)
Callfornlans
Lawrence LaPrise

Chene-Trombley
Eddlo Farley Oro"
Cerrono & Chlqulta
Jack Herbert Co

(Continued

Blanche Fezzey
Adelaide & McM
Marlon Muller
Manuel
Frank Belasco.

Hotel Statler
(Terruce Room)

Frank Gagen Oro
Neblolo Cafe

Leonard Seel Ore
Mitzl & Gene
Northwood Inn

Ray Carlln Oro
Monty Wysong-
Bobby Cook
C & F Simpson
SIgrid Dagnle

Oasis
8 Guardsmen
on page 47)
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STATE, N. Y.

Duke Ellington Orch, Cass Daley,

Fred Lightner, Don Francisco; 'Sing

You Sinners' (Par).

Excellent entertainment from bill

to feature. film here. Friday eve-

ning's (16) show was a solid draw.

Just four acts but enough for a 70-

minute performance, punctuated by

several show-stoppers.

Cass Daley is a fireball in the

deuce. Wonder is that Hollywood

has passed her up this long. Girl

has heavy pipes, does tricks with

the microphone and sports a contor-

tionistic style to get over big. - Sing-

' ing comedienne araws laughter with

'Gypsy in My Soul' and the medley
thereafter. Called back several

times, Miss Daley gives with 'I Can't

Dance—Got Ants in My Pants.'

Duke Ellington supplies a whole
show with his crack, colored sup-

porters. He delivers what will prob-

ably be the main diversion at the

Cotton Club, N. Y., nitery, which
soon reopens with his aggregation.

Since the management asked, none
of the acts chop, the bandsman gives

the whole routine, staying around 45

minutes (performance ran 10 min-
utes over schedule when caught).

Band opens with 'Rocking in

Rhythm' and closes with .Ellington's

increasingly popular 'I Let a Song
Go Gut of My Heart.' Ellington

announces Dolores Brown as a pew
discovery, and she warbles 'You Go
to My Head.' His stellar songstress,

Ivy Anderson, opens with 'Alex-

ander's Ragtime Band' and wins
the house with the conversational
'He Talks But He Never Makes
Love.' The asides of drummer
Sonny Grier do much to plant
the number firmly and both seem
to have a good time with it. Miss
Anderson does well, also, by 'You
Gave Me the Gate and Now I'm
Swinging.' They don't want to let

the girl exit, for she's just that good.
Ellington's toppers for entertain-

ment, however, are Stump and
Stumpy, singing-dancing lads, who
are also comedians, and they tarry
long because the patrons want
it that way. Act possesses unusual
trick dancer, Jigsaw Jackson, a
hoofing contortionist. 'Bragging in
Brass' is one of the instrumental
numbers that click,, three muted
trumpets playing at the mike.
Fred Lightner is another standout.

Quarrel bit with Rosella McQueen
is okay and the kidding about her
doll hats is comic. His joshing as
she- warbles 'Once in Awhile' tops it

off. Don Francisco, crack wire art-
ist, opens the bill. Ibee.

STANLEY, PITT

Pittsburgh, Sept. 17.

Jan Garber Orch, Lee Bennett,
Fritz Heilbron, Rudy Rudisil, Pa-
tricia Norman, Serge Flash, Lor-
raine & Rognan; 'Valley of the
Giants' (WB).

Flash announce it as impossible.
Brings on a high platform, balances
himself on a basketball, plays a

mouth organ and at the same time
knocks out 'Yankee Doodle Went to

Town' with three billiard balls on
a trap drum connected to the upper
deck of the stand. It takes a speech
to get him off.

Lorraine and, Rognan next-to-
close and make their spot an event.
Among the. best of the ballroom
satirists and a knockout comedy
turn all the way. Start with some
lively talk and then gal comes back
with Rognan for a classy waltz.
Minute later the hoke gets under
way and they're a minor riot.

Garber's violin bit finals trails off

into his radio themer, too slow a
curtain for his type of show.

Cohen.

APOLLO, N. Y.

STATE, HARTFORD
Hartford, Sept. 16.

H\igh Herbert, Renee LaMar Trio,
Charles Carlisle. Evelyn Wilson,
JVelson's Novelettes, Bryant with
Raines & Young, Eve Barry, Sam
Kaplan house orch; 'The Show Goes
On' (G-B).

Hugh Herbert is heading a seven-
act bill of standard vaudeville.
Show opens with a pop medley by

house orchestra, followed by several
acrobatic numbers by the Renee La-
Mar Trio. Get healthy applause.
Charles Carlisle n.s.h. as m.c. but
clicks heavily when he warbles
'There's a Far Away Look in Your
Eye,' and 'Donkey Serenade.' En-
cores 'Now It Can Be Told.'
Evelyn Wilson, singing come-

dienne, a winner also. Portraying a
drunk, she warbles 'Rhythm' and
'Happy Days Are Here Again.' Nel-
son's Novelettes, a marionet show,
rings the bell.

Herbert, at opening show-
Wednesday (14) , in a skit^ with his
wife, devoid of his woo woo clown-
ing, isn't so clicky but later, when
he goes into the familiar Herbert
stock in another skit with his wife,
there's a heavier audience response.
Bryant, Raines and Young click
with adagio and waltz offerings as
does Eve Barry, dancing violinist.

Biz fair opening day. Eck.

EARLE, PHILLY

Musically, Jan Garber's still on
the upgrade. Still a topflight show
man, too, but he's been getting care
less. Routining, here all wrong;
what's more, most of his orchestra
numbers need a flashy punch.
They're swell at the start, stand up
in the middle but. fall flat at the
tape. Correction, however, should
be easy for a fellow who's been
around as long as Garber.
Could stand a few more instru-

ments for the deluxe spots. It isn't
very noticeable in the playing—ar-
rangements look after that—but for
a maestro, Garber's 11 pieces look
pretty skimpy on a big stage. Line-
up has two pianos, three saxes, four
brasses, drums and bass horn. For
the dance spots, it is just the right
combo, but a little weak for the
presentatidn houses, chiefly on looks.-
Garber keeps injecting his own

engaging personality into every-
thing and has a slightly- antic ap-
proach that gives the whole layout
a lift. Aside from the patter and
by-play with other turns, he brings
his Addle out for an amusing few
minutes near the close, doing the
old violin-talking routine and get-
ting the bird -from the boys on the
stand when he tears into. a classic.
Only change in personnel is his

femme vocalist, Patricia Norman
(New Acts), vocal dynamite and a
tonic for the organization. Other-
wise, Garber's specialists are last
season's faces—boyish-looking Fritz
Heilbron, saxist, and growing in
stature as a comedy song stylist;
Lee Bennett, lanky baritone with
slick pipes, and bald Rudy Rudisil,
still clocking laughs with his nut
stuff at the keyboard and that be-
wildered toupee.

Stuff is here, it's only that Gar-
ber must fashion it differently.
Doesn't get half the returns to which
his band's excellence entitles him.
Definitely needs a sock novelty of
some sort and instrumentations
should provide some of the old ta-ta
tor the finishes.
Show has two outside turns, both

clickers, with Don Shoup, Garber's
assistant, taking over the baton for
the extra-curricular acts. First of
them is Serge Flash, veteran jug-
gler end standard for yearsk mop-
ping up as usual. One a bit too
long, however, and should get
around to his new finale earlier.

It's a neat trick and nobody would
be -surprised at the- start should

Philadelphia, Sept. 17.

Kay Kyser Orch (13), Ginny
Simms, Harry Babbitt, Ish Kabibble,
Sully Mason, Glee Club, Lou Schra-
der house orch; 'Freshman Year'
(U). _
Kay Kyser's zany crew this week

provides one of the best shows to

which the Earle boards have rocked
in moons. Minus outside acts,

which are usually provided for

name bands here, Kyser presents 70

minutes of solid entertainment.

Show is based on quizzes. First

half is strictly the band's, while in

the latter"portion, the 'college' gates

are thrown open for a quest into the
musical knowledge of six kids from
the audience. First prize of $5, sec-
ond of $2.50 and four sets of ducats
to the Earle are passed out each
show.
Major credit for keeping things

moving at a slam-bang pace goes to
Kyser. He combines the attributes
of a born clown with the dignity of
a college president, smearing on
.each as needed. Conducting the
'college,' he's trigger-quick on quips
and ad-libbing and handles as
well as possible the problem.of oyer-
anxious kids in the audience
prompting his 'students.'
Thirteen-piece band is strong mu-

sically as well as visually. Choice
of numbers and arrangements are
swell and there's plenty of swing
without every tune sounding alike,
as was the trouble with some of
the recent jitter crews at the Earle.
In addition, the well known scheme
of having titles sung is showmanly.
Kyser starts right off at a fast

pace, bouncing onto the stage, just
managing to give a cordial greeting
and then swings right into 'A-Tis-
ket.' Follows with 'I've Got a
Pocketful of Dreams,' Harry Bab-
bitt,

. who also chirps the titles,
singing. Femme warbler with the
band is Ginny Slmms, who starts
off with 'Music, Maestro,' showing
a fair voice.
In addition to Kyser, plenty of

comedy provided by couple of the
bandsmen, Sully Mason, sax footer,
and trumpeter Ish Kabibble (Mer-
wyne Bouge). Mason foghorns
'Mulberry Bush' and chunks of sev-
eral others, while Kibibble deadpans
poetry.
Curtain closes on the first half

and couple of s.a. femmes bring
Keyser his cap and gown. House
ushers, incidentally, are also in the
collegiate garb. 'Prof pulls stubs of
tickets, which are handed .to kids
as they enter, from a bowl* to select
thouse for the quiz class. Curtain
opens when six have been called,
the 'students' taking their seats on
the stage, which has been given a
schoolroom touch. Mopfpets are di-
vided into two groups, winner is

each class meeting at the end for
the fin prize. Interspersed with- the
college quiz are band numbers and
novelties, best of which is 'Don't

House Line (16), Ethel Waters,
Eddie Mallory Orch (16), Teddy
Hale, Mayes & Morrison, John
Mason, John LaRue, John Vigal,

Leroy Hill, Flash &' Dash; 'Hunted
Men' {Par).

The Apollo Is striking a prosperity

note this week, and rightly so, due
to the appearance of Ethel Waters,
Harlem's popularly accepted prima
donna of all colored warblers. For
Miss Waters, backgrounded by
hubby Eddie Mallory's orchestra,

Harlem is her bailiwick and Harlem
accedes to her every gesture.

It's a particularly lively show,,

made that way primarily because of

Miss Waters' labors and the talented

youngster, Teddy Hale, who loojcs

eight but whose is age is double
that. Young Hale, despite his

youth, has been around, and shows
the experience of trbuping. He
struts, sings and just about shares
the major laurels with the show's
star. The youngster taps with con-
siderable skill and sings with equal
dexterity, though it's not so much
the skill that gets home to the cus-
tomers as his engaging, toothy per-
sonality. He showed three times
when caught; 'Small Fry,' from Bing
Crosby's 'Sing You Sinners' (Par)
bringing the smiles, with his Robin-
soneque strutting and taps unearth-
ing belly laughs.
Miss Waters is on in several spots,

first warbling a none-too-impressive
number in 'a washtub scene. She
shows well in a conservative lace

dinner gown midway in the show,
warbling 'I Let a Song Go Out of

My Heart.' Later, when she goes to

town in 'A Tisket,' with the line, et

al., dressed appropriately, some of

the effectiveness of the number is

lost due to her childish getup. Her
standard 'Frankie and Johnny* is

still her best
Mlallory's orchestra shows up

rather unobstrusively, serving mostly
for show backgrounding. It's in the
pit for the opening acts, then moves
to the stage for a couple of num-
bers. While Mallory plays several

instruments, he only trumpeted
opening night (16).

Mayes and Morrison are a couple

of girl tappers who appear in a
couple of spots and, while they're

out of time; manage to get off with
some hand-patter due to their earn
estness. Then, too, there's Leroy
Hill, with Mallory's orchestra, who
pounds the vibraphone to a fare-
thee-well to click handily with 'I

Surrender, Dear' and 'Honeysuckle
Rose.'
A frequent trio at this house, the

three Johns, La Rue, Vigal' and
Mason, are in their usual small-
time sketches that would fail to get
across elsewhere. Here, however,
they're in the foreground. Flash
and Dash are youngsters .who top
well, though without much verve.

HIPPODROME, A. C.
(HAMID'S PIER)

Atlantic City, Sept. 20.

Major Bowes' Collegians with
Dave Barry, International Shag
Champions, Pearl Bobbins, Rita
Julio, Louise Boyd, Tony Russo,
Three Rhythmettes, Jack Lyons &
Panky, Oscar Petters orch; 'Call o)
the Wild' (UA).

The collegiate Bowes show is long
on variety and talent. The Interna-
tional Shaggers are the big guns,
however. They are on for only a
few minutes and go through a siz-

their hoofing, Lathrop Bros, and
Virginia Lee score in clean-cut fash-
ion with their struts and straight
tapping. Jerry Adler harmonicas
well, though he's rather stolid and
would do well to revert to his for-

mer flashier style. On performance
and appearance he has the basis
of a surefire variety turn, however.
From New York come Ginger

Harmon and the six Lindyhoppers.
Miss Harmon warbles the current
jitterbug fav£ with suitable truckin'
and Suzi-Q acrobatics. The colored
shagsters also come in for a few
minutes. Miss Harmon is out of Phil
Spialny's troupe of specialists.

,

Sullivan introes well but he sat-
fles best with his 'Film Firsts* reel,

with its 'Hearts and Flowers' over-
tones. Gold.

LYRIC, INDPLS.

Indianapolis, Sept. 17.

Schnickelfritz Band, Sylvia Froos,
Al Gordon's Racketeers, Robbins
Bros. & Sister, Flying Marcos (3);
'Four's a Crowd (WB).

A short but entertaining bill of
five acts turns in 52 minutes of fast
stage fare this week, as house again
sandwiches vaude between band
bookings. Flying Marcos open with
two of the three brothers perform-
ing dizzy acrobatic feats on triple
cross-bars. Other brother stands by
and does^a few flips as his contribu-
tion. One, in comedy getup, garners
a few laughs. Robbins Bros, and
Sister acrO-tap as trio. Then girl
does high-kick number. Close with
whirlwind somersaults. First two
acts take Ave minutes each.
Al Gordon's Racketeers, trained-

dog turn, follovj. Gordon gets
plenty of laughs when the canines
ignore his commands.. Dogs finally
come through, however, to win en-
thusiastic salvo.
Sylvia Froos swings out on several

pop tunes, including 'What Goes On
Here in My Heart,"Pocketful of
Dreams.' and then her 'International
Parody,' in Which she medleys bits
of foreign tunes. Finishes with 'O,
Ma-ma,' in which audience joins.

Sehnickelfritz Band closes with 15
minutes of music-making. Each
number is done in comedy style,
with six bandmen wearing screwy
outfits. Play 'Latin Quarter,' 'Colo-
nel Corn,' 'Turkey in the Straw' and
'Solitude,' done almost straight, and
finish with 'Wreck o* 97,' in which
a cardboard train -is- pulled across
stage for. final curtain. Rates plenty
of laughs and applause.
Biz good at last show Friday (1C).

Kiley.

JUBILESTA, K. C.

zling routine to the latest swing
tunes by Oscar Petters* orchestra.
Dave Barry m.c.'s and scores in ule of one matinee and two evening

Kansas City, Sept. 18,

Joe Cook, Nick Lucas, Jimmy
Grier Orch, Connie Boswell Line
(16), Julie Gibson, Jean Bernhardt.
The 1938 Jubilesta opened Satur

day (17) with Joe Cook, Nick Lucas,
Jimmy Grier and Connie Boswell
heading the hour and a half bill

This year's spell runs nine days with
five different shows and closes Sun-
day (25)
The opening two-day show drew

11,000 and as many on Sunday. Show
is headed towards a gross of $100,000,
which includes the take from the
Tiny Town exhibit in the Little thea
tre and the Variety Parade in the
exhibition hall. Advance sale, which
was run off as a contest with a flock
of valuable prizes, brought in around
$40,000. Past experience has shown
sales at the wicket to equal the ad-
vance. Remainder is brought in from
the Variety Parade and Tiny Town,
with the latter having the edge.
The Arena shows work on a sched-

his imitations, getting off to a slow performances daily.
>
Cook m.c.'s in

start but gathering speed. Tony addition- to working
,

in his own gad-

Russo gets tunes from inner tubes, !
^ts gags and juggling. He's not too

pumps, etc., to click. Jack Lyons I

we" k™wn here and registers more
plays instruments gathered from hisj w.

lth hl% m.c. gags than with his com:

clothing, providing, fast interlude. edy.aD^ Rubegoldbergish stunts.

Pearl Robbins, Louise Boyd and ' ° f *£e headmers^ Miss Boswell

the Three Rhythmettes, with their
j

"f^fte receptive edge despite her

dance routines! are all dance school gl^al handicap added to an ex-

types, without much new to offer.
! n?oh«^!^

a
i, w ge

£
5'

Panlrv is -iust smnthor liarmniiici rects tne orchestra from her wheel

player.
another harmonica

j

chair and^ the temp(? for her Qwr

CHICAGO, CHICAGO

own
songs in which she registers solidly.
Opening-day crowds greeted the

singers best since Lucas likewise
registered strongly although his ap

• 1 pearance midway in the show forced
Chicago. Sept. 17.

j
him to decline strong encore calls.

Ed Sullivan. Benny Rubin, Lath- '
Grier's orchestra near the middle

rop Bros. & Virginia Lee, Jerry Ad- of the show presents a swing num-
ler. Ginger Harmon, Lindvhoppers ber, a current pop, a novelty and a
(6); 'Spawn of the North' (Par). I caoable vocalist in Julie Gibson.

| In a hall of this size, where a
After this week Balaban & Katz seven-ring circus would be more at

may be finally convinced that swing i home than a standard variety bill,
stuff is not relished by the over-

J

even though it's greatly enlarged, all
whelmingly adult type of patronage

,
performers are under the handicap

this house gets. Business is far be-
j

of losing intimacy with the audience,
low- normal and due, evidently, to , The Grier crew suffers most on this
the attempt to sell the 'Harvest score, although on this scale the in-
Mooners' and the other acts as a

]
dividual performers have to give up

swing show. Benny Goodman's dis- ; hope of getting personality across
appointing fortnight here at the box- and must depend solely on talent,
office and the indicated toboggan , which is sufficient,
currently emphasize the likes of these I Bill enhanced by a line of 16, a
customers.

|
double male quartet, with supporting

It doesn't add up to much of a acts including jugglers, acrobats, a
show. Benny Rubin is in for com- 1 dance duo, a production number
edy and finds, it sufficient for this . based on the song. 'Beautiful Lady,'
week's booking to just do his moth- and Jean -'Bobbie' Bernhardt the
eaten girdle routine. When Rubin <"~--~*,k-.ii. -~ e—1_

was in vaude some years ago he had
some swell stuff on "news flashes,'

PALLADIUM

London, Sept. 14.
Teddy Brown, Billy Caryl & Hilda

Mundy, Rosetta & Vivian Duncan,
Tom Mix, Two Cossacks, Jack Hol-
land & June Hart, Nicol & Martin,
Ben Jade & Jean Rama, Tony Bo-
relit, Leslie Strange, Diamond Bros.

but now doesn't bother with it. Ih
,
between he clowns with Ed Sulli-

Drop Slugs in a Slot,' hill billied in
j
van and winds up with a special

the tune of 'Old Apple Tree' by lyric comedy song ihat gets over.
Ish Kabibble. Herb. I Always class and distinction in

cannonball' girl as the finale.
Shows to follow will see Hugh

Herbert. Uncle Ezra. Eleanor Whit-
ney. Billy House, Burns and Allen
and Tommy Dorsey.. with Rudy Val-
lee to close. House already two-
Ihirds sold out for his next Saturday
(24) and Sunday (25) show. Quin.

English vaudeville is not exactly

flourishing but it is surviving. And
that, compared to the sad story in

the U.S.A., is sufficiently remarkable.
An American who remembers the

happy era of vaudeville that was
climaxed in the old Keith's Palace,

Times Square, must inevitably ex-
perience a whole gamut of nostalgic

reactions as the bill—any bill—un-
folds. And this feeling* will be in-

creased when many of the acts • on
view turn out to be conscripts from
the disbanded American vaudeville
battalions.

Not the least of the reactions of
an American sitting in on an English
bill is the bawdy nature of the com-
edy. Gags that in America would
never get by outside a burlesque
house or a night club on the indigo

side are prevalent throughout. A
monologist like George Doonan en-
joys a liberty in Lonaon that makes
American stage censorship seem
very rigorous, indeed.

Even the excellent xylophonist,
Teddy Brown, who surely has no
heed for such pieces, of business, evi-
dently knows what the English audi-
ence wants and inserts three or four
touches, gags and exchanges with
his accompanist that would be out
after the opening matinee in America.
Again Billy Caryl and Hilda Mun-
dy, in a comedy turn that is con-
versationally controversial in char-
acter (irate wife, drunken hubby),
bring in a sequence wholly incom-
prehensible on the score of humor
and taste to Yankee ears. It con-
cerns the wife's remark that he is
so worthless that he might well bury
himself in the garden under a layer
of manure—yes, the word is men-
tioned and reiterated again and
again.

London, it is stated, has two audi-
ences, one for the vaudeville shows,
another for its more subdued legits.
On the whole, all subtleties omitted
from consideration, the vaudeville
audience is warm, appreciative and
by now so accustomed to American
:turns that they go over easily on
merit without much need to square
a prejudice before getting under full
steam. At the moment, London is
rather pro-American, anyhow.

Rosetta and Vivian Duncan scam-
per across to a facile victory. The
Palladium thinks it delicious when,
the sisters toss bouquets of carrots,
onions and cabbages into the audi-
ence. And when Rosetta Duncan
presents a strand of celery to a gent
in the first row it's a high point.
Working with their customary au-
thority and steady buildup, the Dun-
cans take charge immediately.
On the same bill, holding over for

his second week, is Tom Mix. He
opens and closes on a huge white
nag, the new and handsome Tony.
Mix personally pops the clays off a
target with astounding accuracy and
nonchalance and a pint-sized stooge
spins ropes for an interlude. ^ It's
good novelty all the way, presented
with quiet showmanship, and very
much liked by the Londoners.

It's generally agreed that the Pal-
ladium is a pushover for acrobats.
On this bill there are several sock-
eroos, notably the Two Cossacks,
skaters on a raised and revolving
platform, whose daring technique
are last gasps. Jack Holland and
June Hart, the American touch,
streak across the full stage in two
furiously fast routines of ballroom
adagio. Nicol and Martin recall to
the observer the almost forgotten
variety bicycle turn, once standard
in the states, as still apparently in
the United Kingdom. Ben Jade and
Jean Rama opening and Toni Borelli
and Lady closing are „ other good
examples,

Leslie Strange also brings back
memories. He is that lost phenome-
non, the No. 2 act. Strange im-
personates the well known. Well
known to England, that is. G. B.
Shaw, Lloyd George and Neville
Chamberlain among them. And
finally, as he announces, a fanciful,
mental picture of a BBC announcer.
Like most of the comedy dealing
with radio in England this one is de-
vastatingly cruel to the dignity of
BBC. As the latter seemingly never,
under any circumstances, deigns to
notice criticism, ridicule or mention,
the organization serves as a stand-
ing theme for humor. None of the
American turns apparently ever al-

ludes to radio, however.
Diamond Bros, appeared night

caught with the middle member
sporting a full-closed eye, presum-
ably the result of the terrible phys-
ical abuse they inflict upon them-
selves. That routine with the fall-

ing piece of lumber from the wings
doesn't register. And, as a matter of

fact, it doesn't seem funny when the
boys are too aware of its approach,
as they were this performance.

Land.
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STRAND, BROOKLYN

Teddy King house orch with Jack

Russell, Lindyhoppers (6), James
vZans Art Frank, Andrews Sisters

%T'B°V Meets Girl' (WB).

Full-week, major circuit vaude is

hack in Brooklyn tor the first time

in about three years. But that's

where the huzzahs stop. It's sleepy-

time production in a lethargic burg,

the teeoff layout greatly- lacking the

necessary zoom to wake up the

church borough.
Several factors are concerned in

holding this debut stage presenta-

tion out of the big-time class. First,

the obvious penny-pinching; (2) the

paucity of acts, and (3) the scenery-

chewing of Teddy King, vet vaude
pit-leader, who's getting a per-

sonality buildup as maestro of the
12-piece house orchestra set on the

stage. King was the baton-wielder
here last season, when the house
played vaude weekends only, but
now he's trying too hard to match
his personality to the publicity and
billing. Result is an over-play of
old-fashioned leader-hotcha.
While the biz response opening

day Friday (16) was quite good, the
Strand will have to unloosen its

bankroll in order to make the stage
policy click and stick, As proved
in the past, Brooklyn is too close

to New York to give 'em anything
but topflight stage shows. The na-
tives hunt for bargains and when
they can't find 'em, the burghers
come over to Broadway's Para-
mount, Roxy, State, Strand or Mu-
sic Hall. Weekend vaude last sea-
son was successful because .of the
occasional names or near-names
played; current show holds the An-
drews Sisters (3) and Art Frank as
headliners. Both acts are strong,
but are not established marquee
lure.
On the other hand, if intending to

pass by the high-salaried names, the
Strand must give 'em more show.
Four, acts, as are now on hand,
backed by a non-name band, are not
enough. Another point is King's
diction in introing; it's slightly on
the 10th avenue side.
Opening turn this week are the

Lindyhoppers, evenly mixed sextet
of Harlem jeep dancers, billed as
from one of the N. Y. News' Har-
vest Moon ballroom contests. Their
prototypes have been seen so much
that the edge is now comDletely
worn off. Result: only a mild re-
ception from an audience heavily
laden with jitterbugs.
That the latter were there was

clearly evident when the Andrews
Sisters unlimbered their rhythm
harmony in the closing slot. Tal-
ented trio had a rough time getting
off, when caught, even after five
tunes, which included TuLi, Tulip
Time,' 'Alexander's Ragtime Band,'
'Joseph, Joseph,' 'Bei Mir Bist du
Schoen' and a medley.
Another heavy reception is given

Art Frank's a.k. delineation and
hoofing. Latter really gets 'em,
though most of his gab dies half-
way back in the house because of-

a faulty public address system.
House could use more stage mikes
and a mellower tone through the
speakers. The p.a. system, in fact,
just about kills the show's only
laughs, Frank being the layout's
comedy. His encore takeoff, of a
strip-tease dancer is excellent.
James Evans, foot-juggler, makes

up the balance of the bill. He's on
early, following the Lindyhoppers,
and, per usual, his stunting is sure-
fire, especially the finale bed trick.
On its own, King's crew obviously

needs time and polish. Would be
better off sticking to the w.k. pops
for the time being. King's 'Musical
History' bit, though, is okay. Only
vocalist in the band is Jack Russell,
trombonist.
Show in entirety runs 50 minutes.

Scho.

FOX, PHILLY

is not especially notable, though it
has the advantage of corking light-
ing. A good part of it is done with-
out musical accompaniment.
Number is pretentious, but Miss

Hoctor seems more at home in her
more conventional waltz ballet,
which she does with the Rasch girls
to wind up the show. This is just
the type for which she's best known
and the audience likes it best.
s

Carol Manners supplies the vo-
cals in the program and does
capably, her act being sandwiched
between Miss Hoctor's two appear-
ances. She starts off with 'Now It
Can Be Told,' follows with the 'Fire-
fly* waltz, switches into a coupla of
coloratura numbers and then
'L*Amour Toujour.' She has a pow-
erful voice of excellent range, but
it seems frequently lacking in
warmth and sweetness.
The orchestra's overture is a

medley of Gilbert and Sullivan
numbers, most of them from 'The
Mikado' and 'Pinafore.' Waters.

HIPP, BALTO

Philadelphia, Sept. 17.
Don Cummings. Albertina Rasch

dancers (14), Galli-Gali, Harriet

ioK\' .Carol Manners, house- orch
U55) with Adolph Kornspan con-

(WB)
9

' '
Valley of the Giants'

show this week is smooth-
running and not too long. It prob-
ably won't click with the swing
members of the younger set, but
would satisfy the more conservative

n ch°osy Fox clientele.

*.uu
n Cummings starts the show off

without much preliminary chatter,
introducing the Albertina Rasch

wno do a routine precision
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r that offers nothing new but

isn t hard on the eyes. Girls are

£2? ,*v$y costumed and number is
well lighted. Next is Galli-Gali, a
magico off the beaten track. He's
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a variety of baby chicks from
various parts of their persons,

-hail
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ni£lenty of laughs. He accom-

panies with some out-of-the-ordi-

rono lyPPMB manouvers with a
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' The Raven.' She's as
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k at as ever and doesn't

vS, ^av? slowed. Number in
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c
JadJ in b]ack to suggestwe famous bird of the Poe poem

Baltimore, Sept. 18.
Chester Morris, Joyce Bros. &

Dean, Senor Wences, Frazee Sisters,
Ice Carnival; 'AnnabelV (RKO).

Ambitious layout, nicely paced and
strongly routined, socks in spite of
length (67 minS). With Ice Carnival
utilizing full stage, rest of acts are
confined to one, but to no noticeable
disadvantage. Chester Morris is

spotted for bill's highlight, while
the other acts have much variety
and flash.

Joyce Bros. & Dean, two boys and
girl, open in fast hoof session and
set good contrast for Sen6r Wences
in the deuce. He has a novel, ver-
satile potpourri of ventriloquism
and juggling. Punches out a strongly
built spot with manipulation of
spinning plates and comedy cross-
fire, with two voices.

'

.

Frazee Sisters next for pleasing
arrangements of 'Says My Heart.'
'There's Lovelight in the Starlight'
and 'Joseph,' encoring with smart
treatment of 'My Heart is Taking
Lessons.' Have legitimate singing
style and look well, selling in show-
manly fashion from the start
Offstage announcement brings

Morris on to big reception. Does a
really good act, utilizing fresh ma-
terial to give his ideas for pers'onal
appearance stint of film stars and
finishes with some okay magic via
the Chinese box. Earns a good por-
tion of laughs.
Ail-American Ice Carnival is a

good flash. Colorful full stage set
backs up skating line of 12; Douglas
Duffy, in some trick skating; Dick
and Irene Meister in waltz and fox
trot variations; Norman Waite, fancy
.figures; Dot Franey and Frances
Johnson, in speed skating and'Bobby
Hearn, barrel jumper. Well routined,
and nicely costumed, act is a nov-
elty and a pleasing change. Floor
is laid down in sections and cov-
ered with composition, which simu-
lates ice satisfactorily. Announce-
ments of each number via offstage
mike is possibly okay in arenas but
tends to slow up matters on stage.
Tightening would help considerably.
Biz good. Burm.

TOWER, K. C.

H'wood Legions

(Continued from page 2)

onto 40 and 8 cars and taken around
town, whether they liked it or not
Boys turned on fire hydrants, habitu-

ally pulled poles off the one-man
trolley cars, and just had the fun
that they like to at conventions.

Chiseling Gamblers
The sure-thing gamblers and

cheaters, who infested the town for

a week before the convention, found
themselves pretty well frozen out
They had planted themselves in va-
rious hotels and cafes. The coin-

machine boys had anywheres frc i

10-25 on display in any big cafe they
could land, but the local Legion Pro-
vost Guard pushed them around, and
out of business very quickly. There
were too many short-change gam-
blers operating and within 24 hours
after they opened the boys who
thought they were going to mop up
were mopped up by the Legion-
naires.

The department stores of the town
are paralyzed for business. Women
just won't go into the downtown area
and shop. Legionnaires flood the
sidewalks night and day, vehicles go-

ing around, and bands serenading
each other.-.

The influx into Hollywood proper
has been light up until today, but
with the boys having attended to

their downtown duties, it is figured

that Hollywood will start getting the

heavy play during the latter part of

the convention. Downtown theatres

have found it pretty tough going

with good pictures and trade only

fair. Paramount had a preview of

'Touchdown Army' at the Paramount
theatre Monday night, but preview-

ers asked that it also be shown at

the studio for- them, that they didn't

want to buck the downtown crowd,

so the picture had two previews.

Kansas City, Sept. 17.

Benny Goodman Orch, Martha
Tilton, Gloria Day, Johnny Woods,
Lionel Hampton, Dave Tough, Ted
dy Wilson; 'Freshman Year' (U) .

The Tower has brought in Benny
Goodman's crew this week to offset
the local Jubilesta. Virtual capae
ity biz for the house.

It's, a grand slam for the local jit

terbugs, and it appears the entire
high school population of K.C. will
see the < inside of the Tower this
week. Most of the payees are young-
sters. . Audiences are more raucous
and roistering than any yet seen in
the house.

-

Swing maestro leaves little undone
and crams a mess of jam into 45
minutes. Show's well paced, divert-
ing to the individual performers, and
then mounts to the climax jam. The
leader himself depends little upon his
own personality, having a very quiet
stage presence, but lets his instru-
ments exude his showmanship.
For the final jive, Goodman moves

Teddy Wilson in at the piano and
Lionel Hampton at the drums for a
trio session, then brings back Dave
Tough to the drums with Hampton
at the vibraphone for a smash quar-
tet.

Martha Tilton, the band's song-
stress, does three songs about mid-
way and the spo' is wel? taken. Glo-
ria Day for the only dancing on the
bill. Variety is added by Johnny
Woods' impersonations; his snappy
routine is marred only by some
needlessly off-color material. The exr
tra acts booked by Goodman him-
self and paid for out of his cut,' al-
though not a regular part of his
show. Quin.

Embassy Newsreel, N. Y.
History unreels here this week.

The Czechoslovakian crisis is head-
lined, but the program also has
-.some good stuff on pro and college
football, boating, a train wreck, the
Sino-Jap war, President Roosevelt
the renomination of the 'purge' sen-
ators, besides Douglas Corrigan,
royalty and aviation. Satisfactory
program despite little novelty. The
only offside clips are the outright
fashion plugs, and a suggested
plant about debs going to a special
makeup school.
Movietone has President Benes,

of Czechoslovakia, and Metro, the
Czech Charge d'Affaires, in Wash-
ington, giving the Czech views. In
offering Dr. James T. Adams, on
the subject, Paramount is guilty of
vague reporting. There's also a pa-
rade of the various principals in the
crisis, including Neville Chamberlain
and Lord Runciman, both of whom
have been London envoys to medi-
ate the crisis.

Par has some shots on Hankow,
showing pain and misery of the
wounded. Par also has a good clip
on FDR in Rochester, Minn., for his
son's operation.
Universal offers the three Demo

cratic candidates for the U. S. sena
torial nomination in Georgia, Law-
rence Camp, Eugene Talmadge and
the winner, the present Senator
Walter George. In Maryland, Par
presents U. S. Senator Tydings and
his wife. Tydings was the winner
in that state.

Movietone parades royalty, while
Par slips in King Zog, of Albania.
Movietone has King Farouk, of
Egypt, unveiling a monument;
Queen Elizabeth, of England, and
her two princesses in Scotland; also,
Dowager Queen Mary, of England,
all interesting personalities.
RKO has some of the sports stuff

besides the San Francisco clerks'
strike. Also, the introduction of
jai alai in New York. Shan.

EARLE, WASH.

Washington, Sept. 17.

Ben Bernie Orch, Col. Manny
Prager, Toy & Wing, Bobby Gibson,
Shirley Lloyd, Harris & Shore,' 'Val-
ley of the Giants' (WB).

Three additional acts rounded up
by house productionist Harry Anger
fit perfectly into Ben Bernie tempo
and total' adds up to snappy little

revue. Show is easily dominated by
Bernie and his style of presentation
builds it.

Band opens with 'Lonesome Old
Town' and then into 'Flat Foot
Floogee' to set smart pace. Col.
Manny Prager hypos it further with
'A-Tisket.' Bernie brings on Bob-
by Gibson, crooner, to wow 'em
with 'Mother Nature's Lullaby,'
'Where in the World' and encore
of 'Music, Maestro.' Toy and Wing,
clever Chinese dancers, take over
for American-stvie tap. ballroom and
sock acrobatic tap finish.

Shirley Lloyd, whose looks make
up for a lack of vocal polish, makes
'em eat up 'Born to Swing,' 'Small
Fry' and 'Storj Beatin' Around the
Mulberry Bush.' Band goes into 'Di-
nah' with spot on drummer, who
goes nuts to get over big.

j

Bernie scores with 'Toy Trumpet'
lvrlcs and Harris and Shore pick up
the fast tempo with goofy ballroom
dance that clickr big. Band hits the
roof with Irving Berlin medley, fea-
turing 'Alexander,' and goes into 'Au
Revoir' theme as curtains close to
big ovation. Biz good. Craig.

Tibbett to Start Series

In Ann Arbor, Oct. ^7
Ann Arbor, Mich., Sept. 20.

Sixtieth annual Choral Union con-

cert series this year will present 10

artists and musical organizations,

with Lawrence Tibbett opening

series Oct 27.

Cleveland Symph comes in Nov. 7
under baton of Arthur Rodzinski,
followed on Nov 22 by Jose Iturbi.

Others include Kirsten Flagstad,

Nov. 30; Boston Symph, under Serge
Koussevitzky, Dec. 7; Josef Hof-
mann, Jan. 10; Budapest University
Chorus, under Viktor Vaszy, Jan. 25;

Yehudi Menuhin, Feb. 15; Gregor
Piatigorsky,

. violin-cellist, Feb. 27,

and Roth String Quartet of Buda-
pest, March 9.

Bills Next Week

(Continued from page 45)

Ralph Fisher
fihet Campbell
Jean Sargent
Danny White
Duanos

Amea & Vivian
Leola Taylor
Hal Vaughn Oro
Plantation Club

Cecil Lee Oro
Dot Solters
finoolcs Howard
Brown Belles (10)
Ltthla Hill
June Harris
Dewey Brown
Tandelayo & Lopez

Powatan
Paul Neighbor Oro
Dr Arthur ;Marcus
Yvonno Monoff
Bennett Dancers
Adorablea 8

Saks
Lea Arquette Oro

To-Jo Farms
Phil Burnone Oro
Carroll & Gorman

Webster Hnll
(Cocktail Grill)

Art Moone'y Ore
Tommy Martin
Jean Shallor
Rosemary Deering
Henry Van Steeden
Roger Hoffman

Wonder Bar
Dorothy Berlin
Al Vierra Ore

PITTSBURGH
Anchorage

Hughle -Morton Oro
Balconades

Tommy Carlyn Ore
Bachelors

Al Turner Ore
Bill Green's

Johnny Long Oro
Lila Deano

Carlton Club
Ellsworth Brown Or
Freda Lazier
Patay Faye

Club Petite

Ted Blake Ore
Tommy Tarshls
Louise Dilda
Joy Andrews
Townsman 3

Cork & Bottle

Jack Davis
Evergreen Gardens
Shorty Banks Ore
Jerry Manning
Hotel Roosevelt

Andrlnl BrOs
Hotel William Penn

(Grill)
Johnny Duffy
(Continental Bar)

Billy Catizone 8

Italian Gardens .

Etzi Covato Ore
Lincoln Terrace

Jack Gamble Ore

Mlrador
LeRoy Bradley Ore

• Judy" Lynn
New Fenn

Barney' Rapp Oro
Ruby Wright
Bill Smith

Nixon Cafe
Fran Eichler Oro
Bob Carter
White & Manning
B & B Leslie
Angelo Dl Palma
Claire Ray Gls

Nat House
Joe Klein
Boogy-Woogy
Al Mercur
Harry Nosokolt
Crazy 4

Plaza
Jimmy Peyton Ore
Billy Cover
Billy. & B JohnsoD
Betty Benz
Lenore Rica

Riviera
Baron Elliott Ore

Show Bont
Al Marsico Ore
Danny Rogers
Sammy Morris
Hartzell & BenBon
Sally Rice
Bee Gardner Gls

Willows
Dick Gardner Ord
Peggy Lawson

UNIT REVIEW

KARSTON'S FOLLIES
BOXY, SALT LAKE

Salt Lake City, Sept. 20.

Joe Karston, Mario & Marina,
Hays & Dey, Claire Davis, Audrey
Garrity, Bill Floor house orch (5);
'No Man of Her Own' (Par).

There's enough production and en-
tertainment in this . unit, fancily
billed as 'Karston's Follies Unusual'
to frame two shows. Turnstile tug
being chiefly exerted by Joe Karston's
basketful of illusions. A cinch b.o.
with Manager Andy Floor reporting
heaviest daily grosses in five months.
Unit began Saturday (17).
Running close to an hour, 'Follies'

magnet is six principal and numer?
ous supplementary prestidigitations
by Karston. Flanked by Mario and
Marina, mixed dance combo, Hays-
and Dey, man-femme comedians, line
of seven, attractively costumed cho-
rines and presentable props, unit is

o.k. novelty that figures to satisfy.
Bill Floor's house band (5) is aug-

mented by unit's five-piece outfit.

Orchestra's in the pit for the opener,
floy-floying 'Chinatown,' with Kar-
ston warming up on his first vanish-
ing trick. Forsaking a mike, Kar-
ston intros all acts effectively. Cho-
rines, in costumes which do not re-
flect economy, carry the burden be-
tween tricks.

Mario and Marina display edu-
cated legology in two ballroom tan-
gos, with exotic femme flashing a
smile socko with s.a. After a call
they do a jive version while band
plays 'Alexander.' Karston next with
a click baffler, mystifying the audi-
ence as he places a gal in a cabinet,
fires a prop revolver, and presto,
she's minus her body. Briskly-paced
routines by chorines sandwiched in,
paving the way for Claire Davis, spe-
cialty dancer, winning a couple ot
bows for inspired soft-shoe work'.
Audrey Garrity, from the line, al-

lowed a two-minute solo before
being joined by six other gals in a
standard tap stabbing stint. Hays
and Dey, spotted prior to the finale,
get by on tepid chatter, but it re-

New Acts

HILDEGABDE
Songs
12 Mins.
Hotel Savoy-Plaza, New York
Hildegarde is now definitely a cafe

name. And of these there aren't

many% If not a name in present b.o.

socko, she'll be in short order. Song-

stress of American nativity and
slightly Continental account is. doing

the same brana of s.r.o. in the snooty
Savoy-Plaza's Cafe Lounge, as has
Dwight Fiske. And that's saying
plenty, because the naughty song-
ster is the S-P's No. 1 draw and due
back for the winter season.
Hildegarde corrimutes between

America, London and the Continen-
tal spas, Paris, etc., working in the
smarter rooms. In the past coupla
years she's traveled almost as far in
her professional deportment as must
have been her mileage between Lon-
don and New York. -

Very much on the s.a. side now, in
a smart Schiaparelli and sporting an
arresting chassis,- clianteuse alsc
knows her change of pace. For one
thing, she wisely. gives the couvert
charges a good hinge at herself by
strutting in front of the Steinway
for her teepff number. Thence to the
ivories for her usual self-accomp, but
alternating before and behind the
pianoforte as occasion warrants.

She does a takeoff of Fritzi Mas-
sary, does excerpts from Noel Cow-
ard's 'Operette,' mixes . in 'Mitzi,'

'Elizabeth,' 'Music, Maestro,' 'Gypsy
in My Soul,' more Viennese chan-
sons, and withal has 'em hungry.
Judging by the • requests, the cash
trade is repeating and knows her
repertoire. Abel.

ASUNCION GRANADOS
Dancer
Cine Teatro Alameda, Mexico City

This smooth, natural and effortless

performer of Spanish folk dances, a-

looker, an auburn-haired, grey-eyed
native of Madrid, scored an out-

standing smash as star of the stage

show with the discriminating audi-

ences at the class Cine Teatro Ala-
meda here. This house is popular
with wealthy Mexicans, American
and other foreign residents.
Asuncion Granados has all the

natural skill and grace of the late
La Argentina (Antonia Merce), and
even excels her in pantomime, neat
facial expressions and telling hand
and skirt manipulations. She is a
born dancer and an excellent come-
dienne, making the utmost of sharp-
ly selected detail, yet with a nice
restraint. La Granados has an in-
nate gift for effective costumes; she
enhances her art by a full under-
standing of the coquetry of the
snowy-white, be-laced petticoat and
other snowy nether mysteries, and
she can make the castenets sing.
Madrilenian is particularly good at
executing the La Jota, fiery, difficult
dance of the whirling skirt, prodigal
displays of snowy petticoat and high
kicks.
Miss Granados carries no scenery.

A house orchestra Is used, her hus-
band directing. She opens with a
fine guitar solo, as captivating a
guitarist as she is a dancer, but the
musical number is so restricted as
not to detract from her big forte

—

dancing.
Dancer is widely known In Spain

and South America. • This is her
debut in Mexico where she will re-
main until the late fall., Grahame.

PATRICIA NOBMAN
Songs
8 Mlns,
Stanley, Pittsburgh

The Norman gal has come a long
way in the last few years. First
showed here in 1934 with Paul
Pendarvis at William Penn hotel and
then just a cute trick -and a fair-to-
middling singer of songs. Year and
a half ago, she came, back with Eddy
Duchin a definite improvement, but
still missing something. Now. fea-
tured with Jan Garber outfit, the lit-
tle lady's a professionally mature
artist and a half-pint of vocal dyna-
mite.
Miss Norman has looks and voice,

with an s.a. quality in her pipes, but
above all salesmanship. Puts over a
tune, chiefly one of hot variety, like
few others in the business and gives
'em plenty of allure in addition.
Started off here with hillbilly med-
ley in swingtime, followed with 'You
Made Me Love You' and then split
the aisles wide open with her slick
Ole Man • Mose.' For an encore
'Alexander's Ragtime Band' and a
pushover. They couldn't get enough
oi her here. Cohen.

mains for the femme to sell the act
with a couple of swing songs. Man
accompanies her on a capsule har-
monica.

Slick card manipulations, produc-
ing of rabbits, silk hankies, et al.,
out of air, blend as preliminaries
for Karston's final professional il-
lusion, toy soldier beheading. Cho-
rines in regulation dress spotted
briefly for stiff-jointed terping.

^-U,

nit»„owned Jointly by Karston,
pick Allen and Jack Markan. latter
being the booker. Quss.
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Miller Pact Gives Dramatists Guild

Accord with All Ranking Producers

With Gilbert Miller's signing of the

minimum basic agreement last week,

the Dramatists Guild now has con-

tracts with every ranking Broadway

manager. Miller, who had previously

declined to sign the agreement, did

so Thursday (15) after a conference

with Robert E. Sherwood, Arthur
Richman and George Middleton, rep-

resenting the Guild.

On his return from London the
beginning of last week, Miller was
greeted by a public statement from
the Guild, attacking him on various
counts for bad faith. After Miller

had signed the contract, the Guild
issued an announcement stating that

'the difference between them had
arisen through mutual misunder-
standing and that no question of bad
faith was involved.'

According to the announcement,
'Sherwood renewed his assurance'
that Miller's objections to the agree-
ment 'would be given careful con-
sideration.' It has not been revealed
what Miller's objections are, but it is

figured they probably concern con-
ditions governing the acquisition and
adaptation of foreign plays rather
than with Broadway royalties or the
percentage of film sales.

It had been intimated by the Guild
that if Miller should ask to sign the
agreement he 'would be forced to
make his contract with Priestley for
the Broadway presentation of the
latter's 'I Have Been Here Before'
comply with the terms of the basic
agreement, but no such point was
raised It was stated, moreover, that
the; terms obtained by Priestley for
the presentation of 'Here',and for its

possible film sale are rriore'-favorable
to him than the basic agreement
specifies. Also stated that only Shaw
and Eugene O'Neill get higher royal-
ties and film purchase shares than
Priestley obtained.

,

FTP PREPS ATLANTA

FOR ROAD SHOWS

Engagements

Hugh O'Connell, 'Run, Sheep,
Run.'
Anthony Ross, 'The Devil Takes a

Bride.'
Howard daSilva, 'Abe Lincoln in

Illinois.'

George Sidney, Gerta Rozan, 'Win-
dow Shopping.'
Arthur Byron, Isobel lson, 'Amer-

ican Landscape.'
Jules Epaflly, Joseph Macaulay,

Helen Zelinskays, Norma Terris,
'Great Lady.'
Martin Gabel, Edgar Barrier,

Vladmir Sokoloff, 'Danton's Death.'
Ernst Deutsch,- Wilfried Lawson,

Eric Portman, Eileen Beldon, Lydia
Sherwood, Harry Rousby, 'I Have
Been Here Before.'
Florence ' Fair, Ronald Graham,

Betty Bruce, John Clark, Robert
Lawrence, George Church, 'The Boys
from Syracuse.*
Harry Antrim, Nat Burns, Eliza-

beth Wilde, Otis Sheridan, Thomas
Patrick Dillon, Julia Johnston, Doug-
las McMtullen, William Crimins,
Florence Vroom, Willis Claire, Alice
Fleming, David Evans, Rose Flynn,
Earl Brisgal, 'Thirty Days Hath
September.'.

'

Staats Cotsworth, Le Roi Operti,
Earle Mitchell. Marian Evensen,
'Madame Capet.

LATE SEASON

START IN PITT

Atlanta,
.
Sept. 20.

Federal Theatre Project here has
taken over lease on Erlanger the-
atre and is preparing to not only
stage its own productions, but will
book and sponsor any road, shows
this way.
FTP has been trying to abandon

Atlanta theatre, its present home,
for some time, and opportunity to-

get hold of Erlanger presented it-

self when theatre was tossed into
hands of receiver, with whom lease
was arranged.

Shuberts Lease NewTk
Theatre; 'Blossom' First

Newark, N. J., Sept. 20.
The Shuberts have leased the

Mosque for musicals, the first being
'Blossom Time,' with Everett Mar-
shall, week of Oct 3. Each produc-
tion will run seven days, opening
Monday. Sunday night is. an inno-
vation here for legit. House leased
by Shuberts for eight weeks, the
only interruptions being four concert
dates the Griffith Music Foundation
made prior to the lease being signed.
Frank L. Smith, formerly manager

of the Shubert here arid the Ethel
Barrymore theatre, N. Y., will man-
age the Mosque. The 3,400-seater
will effect 40c-$1.50 scale.

Current Read Shows
(Week of Sept. 19)

'Golden Boy' (Luther Adler-
Frances Farmer), Harris, Chicago.

*l Am Different' (Tallulah Bank-
head), Curran, San Francisco.

'Kiss the Boys Goodbye/ National,
Washington, D. C.
'Knickerbocker Holiday' (Walter

Huston), Bushnell Auditorium, Hart-
ford (24).

Pins and Needles,' Empress, Van-
couver (19-20); Auditorium, Denver
(22-24).

'Room Service/ Werba, Brooklyn.
•Sing Out the - News,' Forrest.

Philadelphia.

'Susan and God' (Gertrude Law-
rence), Biltmore, Los Angeles.
Tobacco Road,' Garden Pier, At-

lantic City.

'Whiteoaks' (Ethel Barrymore),
Plymouth, Boston.

'White Cargo,' Brighton, Brooklyn.
'Women/ His Majesty's, Montreal.

Pittsburgh, Sept; ,20. -

Legit season here gets latest start-

ing gun in years, Nixon opening
Oct. 3 with return of 'You Can't"

Take It With You,' which played
here, twice last winter. First time
house has ever been launched with
,an oldie. Not only that, but 'Blos-

som Time,' another veteran, starring*

Everett Marshall this time, will fol-

low Oct. 10.

Bookings for 1938-39, in fact,

dotted with shows which have been
here before. Three of them,
'Shadow and Substance,' The
Women' and Tobacco Road,' already
announced and others will probably
follow.

First new play; Katharine Cornell,
in 'Herod and Miriamne/ comes in
Oct. 25 for American premiere, get
away having been switched from
Buffalo, star's home town, to Pitts

burgh, with I'd Rather Be Right,'
'Whiteoaks' and split week of Lunts'
'Sea Gull' and 'Amphitryon 38' fol-
lowing on successive Mondays. Lat-
ter will launch American Theatre
Society subscription series, which
will also include one new Theatre
Guilder as yet unannounced, 'Our
Town,' 'Golden Boy,' 'Of Mice and
Men' and 'Five Kings.' Date for only
one of these definitely set, 'Boy' play-
ing Dec. 5.

Others tentatively booked include
Ed Wynn's 'Hooray for What!', de-
pending on star's decision about
road; 'Pins and Needles,' 'I Married
an Angel,' 'Bachelor Born,' 'On Bor
rowed Time,' 'Susan and God' and
'What a Life.' Nixon again will be
managed by Harry Brown with Ar
thur Low, treasurer, and Dave
Shanahan, assistant.

Too Realistic

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

William Thomas unfortunate-
ly was forced to play his part
all too realistically in a play
at the Swarthmore Golf Club
last week. Cast in the role of

a criminal in 'Night Must Fall/
a pair of handcuffs was slipped
on him in the first act by Wil-
liam Bell, subbing for the reg-
ular, 'police inspector' in the
show. Bell remembered his
lines all right, but forgot what
he did with the key to the cuffs.

So Thomas had to go through
all three acts in bracelets.

He was taken to Chester jail

after the performance where
the detective captain, from
whom the cuffs were borrowed,
unlocked them.

GRISMAN BOOKS

6 B1AY SHOWS

Future Plays

'Run, Sheep, Run/ comedy by Ray-
mond Knight, will afford Hugh
O'Connell his first Broadway role
since the Ziegfeld Follies in 1936.
Play will preem late in Octo-
ber under auspices of the new firm
of Donald Blackwell and Raymond
Curtis.

'One More Genius/ satire by Jerry
Horwin and Katharine Turney, is a
Broadway possibility if plans of Ted
Hammerstein, its option-holder, ma-
terialize. Youngest of the Hammer-
steins is lining up several princi-
pals.

'American Landscape/ new Elmer
Rice play, is to be the third produc-
tion on the schedule of the Play-
wrights' Producing Co. Opus is set
to open in Hartford, Sept. 24, thence
to a two-week stand in Boston.

'Snow Train/ comedy by Edward
Childs Carpenter, tried out at Ogun-
quit, Me., strawhat, last month, has
been acquired by Walter Hartwig,
who will produce it in mid-Novem-.
ber on Broadway.

)

Six shows have been booked into
the four Broadway theatres operated
by Sam H. Grisman, two being
slated for limited periods, with their
successors definitely scheduled to
follow. First of his houses to light
up is the Hudson, which premieres
with '30 Days Hath September/ with
the Windsor starting its season with
'The Good/ Oct. 3. Former only is

in for three weeks, 'Waltz in Goose
Step' to follow.

The Belasco will have 'The Rocket
to the Moon/ Clifford Odets' play,
which the Group Theatre will pre-
sent, 'Rocket' will go into rehearsals
on the road, most of the players par-
ticipating now being in 'Golden Boy*
-(Chicago).

~ vHouse will first offer

'Danee^ Night' Oct". 10, tried out as
VTune Night' last spring. Same week
Will see 'Oscar Wilde' opening at the
Fulton.
After the Group sets 'Rocket,"~lt

will start on Irwin Shaw's 'A Gentle
Family/ which has only 10 players.
Reported that some of the 'Boy' peo-
ple will return to New York before
the tour is completed. Understood
that they will be replaced by mem-
bers of London's 'Boy/ who replaced
the original cast abroad.
Grisman is also operating the For-

rest with Alexander Kirkland, both
sponsoring the

,
long-running To-

bacco Road/ Management is still

hopeful of raising the Chicago ban
on the show. If the., show is per-
mitted to play there, it is planned to
shift James Barton to the Chicago
cast, and replace him with Jay C.
Flippen.

JITNEY PLAYERS OPEN

ROAD SEASON SEPT. 29

The Jitney Players, currently re-
hearsing, open their new season
Sept. 29 in Newfoundland, Pa., and
are booked solidly through the east,
south and midwest until February.
They figure on staying on the road
the entire season, going as far as
the Coast. Will take four plays on
tour, including 'Both Your Houses/
'End of Summer/ 'Rip Van Winkle'
and the old Owen Davis work, 'And
for Yale.' Company numbers nearly
20.

Ethel Barrymore Colt is manager-
director and leading lady. Douglas
Rowland is company manager and
leading man, Phil Tippin business
manager.

Equity to Meet Friday

Equity's first quarterly meeting of
the new season will be held Friday
(23) at the Astor, New York, with
the new president, Arthur Byron,
due to preside. He was in Skowhe-
gan, Me., for the summer strawhat
season.

There are no new issues slated for
consideration. However, an explana-
tion with be given of the agreement
with the managers not to change
policy during the season. Also one
on the ticket code.

For Abbott's Musical
Muriel Angelus, London player, is

due to arrive today (Wednesday), in
New York, on the He de France to
begin rehearsals in George Abbott's
musical, The Boys from Syracuse.'
It will be her first show in the U.S.

'Boys' begins rehearsals Oct. 3,

opens a tryout Oct. 31 at the Shu-
bert, Boston, and comes to the Alvin,
N.Y., Nov. 16.

Inside Stuff-Legit

Helen Hayes addressed the legit theatre convention at the Astor, New
York last week and intended asking the American Theatre Council to
seek a reduction in railroad rates for touring companies. For some
reason that part of her speech was not used. But she had gathered con-
siderable data on the tour of 'Victoria Regina' last season.
Requirement for, baggage cars appears to be the principal complaint.

Twenty pullman tickets are necessary to secure a baggage car gratis. For
day coach transportation, 30 are required, so that the amount of money
expended for either class of travel amounts to about the same. Pointed
out that few shows, except musicals, have casts with that many players.
Managers have sought to open up the matter of rail rates for pro*

fessionals for years. Last season, it was argued before' the Trunk Lines
Assn., but the showmen were refused concessions. However, the Tail-
road people say they will still listen to the show crowd and the matter
may become an important assignment of ATC.
The only morning session of the legit theatre convention was enlivened

at its conclusion with a talk by Mrs. Cecile Melledge, described as a patron
and student of the theatre, .who handles theatre parties. She talked about the
critics and said that while most of them were fair, some were not possessed
with a sense, Brooks Atkinson, the (N.Y.) Times reviewer in particular.

The critic was present and laughed at her comment. Understood that

Mrs. Melledge had asked the critics to recant on their mild notices of

'Washington Jitters/ at the Guild theatre last spring, and. getting no
results, she felt rebuffed, Speaker said she saw the show three or four

times and thought it worth a better break. She also suggested that the

critics include in their reviews the views of the audience at first nights

and not give a one-man opinion. Mrs. Melledge heads a drama club made
up of women theatre-goers and has asked the critics to address the . mem-
bers. It appears, however, that some have been wary about accepting

such invitations.

The convention made a profit of approximately $1,000 in its' two-day

session. The net is about half of the earnings last year, when the con-

vention lasted longer and there was more opportunity for success be-

cause more people attended. Last week's events were rather hastily ar-

ranged and for that reason comparatively few delegates
'
came from out

of town.

Warners' Hollywood theatre on Broadway this season will go legit for

the third time when it relights with 'Knights of Song,' now being

readied by Laurence Schwab. Musical, which tried out in St. Louis this

summer, is based on the lives of Gilbert and Sullivan. Hollywood has

been a problem' theatre and has been mostly dark since erection. Changes

of policy failed to click on a number of occasions. 'Knights' will play

on percentage, regardless of reports that the producer had leased the house.

Entrance will be on 51st street instead of Broadway, change becoming

effective last season when George Abbott's 'Sweet River' opened and

folded quickly. Other legit shows spotted In the Hollywood included Lew
Brown's 'Calling All Stars/ Vaudeville was presented with Lou Holtz for

a number of weeks, with business fairly strong for a time, but that policy

did not tarry long. -

The Hollywood has been used spasmodically for films, last of which

was 'Emile Zola.' When legit was first .proposed, Warners asked the

prohibitive rental of $10,000 weekly. Plans for the New York World's

Fair season called for spotting pictures in the house, for which a tentative

rental ha& been put at $6,000 weekly.

'Me and My Girl/ the Victoria Palace, London, musical, which has been

the outstanding success of the season and has made over $500,000, has had

considerable cast dissension. The biggest squawkers are said to be the

chorus, reported paid $18 weekly, which is the provincial rate. The

management escaped the $20 schedule of West End chorus girls because

the house is just outside of the West End area. One or two of the chorus

have made a squawk and were told if they did not like it they could go

elsewhere. Some of the cast are also burnt up plenty.

When show failed to click while touring the provinces, the management
is said to have given the players a cut, which is still operating, despite

the profits for months.

Final recapitulation of strawhat season brings out that 'Friday at Four*

was done by no less than four hideaway troupes, but curiously is not
mentioned among the Broadway possibilities. 'Snow Train' is also not
slated for New York, though it's been bought for legit production. Script
is regarded as having definite picture value. St. Louis musicals, which
may arrive later, are 'Gentleman Unafraid' and the 'Lost Waltz/
Thanks for My Wife/ done on the Coast during the summer, is dated

for fall on Broadway. 'I Am Different/ Tallulah Bankhead starring, also

.

emanating from the Coast, is next slated for Chicago. A Broadway book*
ing will depend upon its reception there.

Lodewick Vroom, who resigned as president of the Theatrical Managers,
Agents and Treasurers ,union, has rejoined the Gilbert Miller forces.
Formerly press agent and company manager for the producer, he has
been assigned to 'I Have Been Here Before,' the J. B. Priestley play,
which Miller will shortly present.
Helen Deutsch, who resigned as general p.a. for the manager, last year

and joined up with the Theatre Guild, is also back with the Miller outfit
in the same capacity. Miss Deutsch had secured a withdrawal card from
TMAT, intending, to go to Europe to do some Writing. She now plans' to
start the trip in December.

Notices issued by the John Golden office for last Thursday night's (15)
opening of the revival of 'Lightnm" at the Golden, N. Y., stated as fol-

lows: 'The curtain on 'Lightniri" will rise at 8:50 p.m. to the second, 20

years, 20 days and 20 minutes since its original New York opening. Late
comers Will not be seated during the prolog.' Curtain actually rose at the
scheduled moment, although a considerable number of spectators were
late. No-seating rule during the prolog has been continued since the
opening. One critic incorrectly had stated that the first-night curtain
was a trifle late.

Al Smith was in tears at the revival. The bit that turned on the faucet
was Fred Stone's appearance as Bill Jones, wearing a G.A.R. uniform.

William Saroyan's 'My Heart's in the Highlands' is being sought for

production by three Broadway outfits, one of which has already announced
its future presentation. However, no contracts with anyone. Both the
Group Theatre and the Actors Repertory are seeking the rights to the
play, while William Kozlenko has announced the One-Act Play theatre
will do the one-act version of the same piece, titled 'The Man With the
Heart in the Highlands.' Kozlenko is casting the show. Matson & Duggan,
agents for Saroyan, are dickering with all three outfits, but nothing is set.

George Abbott's production crew handling the road company of 'What
a Life/ currently at the Wilbur, Boston, is figured one of the youngest in
the business. Bob Foulk, who did preliminary direction, is 29. Martin
Jurow, company manager, is 25. Frank McCarthy, press agent, is 24. Bill
Mendrek, stage manager, is about 30. Abbott is 43, while Carl Fisher,
general manager, is 29.

Autograph hounds have turned early birds. Usually they gang up at
first nights and around broadcasting theatres during the evening, await-
ing name acts to emerge. Ten fans were outside the Barrymore (N. Y.)
theatre stage entrance last Saturday morning poring over their signature
books, having secured names of players in 'Knickerbocker Holiday/ which
was rehearsing there.
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DECRY ffWOOD-BTO RIFT
Equity's Loophole

The basic agreement between Broadway managers and Equity,

which became effective with the signing of the ticket code, has an
appended clause listed as 'exhibit 1,' which provides an out for

Equity. Provision is to be part of actors' contracts and sets forth:

'The Manager agrees that he will conform to and assist in car-

rying out any activity or plan of action of the Association or its

Council having for its purpose the promotion of the best interests

of the legitimate theatre and those employed .therein; failure on
the part of the Manager to do so shall constitute a breach of all

employment agreements between Equity members and the Man-
ager; entitling the Actor, with the approval of the Equity Council
and General or Special Meeting to terminate this contract without
liability; or, in the alternative, entitling Equity to suspend this

contract and the employment of the actor thereunder, upon such
terms and conditions as it may determine.' ^
In clause 13 of the agreement either sidceeulq cancel as stipulated:

'Each provision of this agreement is agreed to be of the essence

thereof and any breach thereof by one party shall entitle the

other party to cancel and rescind this agreement without liability

except as to then existing obligations. If, however, there shall be
a dispute regarding whether or not a "breach has occurred, and
the injured party shall promptly demand arbitration and promptly
proceed therewith, no cancellation or recission shall take place

until an award has been made. Pending such cancellation or
recission, Equity members shall be available for employment by
members of the League in good standing.'

The main idea of the negotiations between the managers and
Equity, with the idea of showmen to standardize actors' working
conditions in exchange for the code, is contained in clause 4:

'Equity agrees that throughout the term of this agreement no
amendment or change of existing rules or regulations shall be
made which shall, either directly or indirectly, increase the

obligations or responsibilities of the members of the League (of

New York Theatres) towards members of Equity or otherwise
affect any working conditions between members of the League
and members of Equity to the detriment of members of the

League; nor will Equity enact any further or additional rule,

regulation, by-law or resolution of any kind during the term of

this agreement, having any similar import or effect, without the
consent of the League.'
Any additional rules could be made as affecting managers not

members of the League, however. There are a number of activities

set forth in clause 8, which the managers agree to institute, and fail-

ure to do so might be construed to be a breach. Agreement is for

one year, dated Sept. 1, 1938.

Official Operation of Ticket Code

Has Turbulent' Effect on Brokers;

Strict Adherence to 75c Premium

'Code of Industry Regulations for

the Sale of Theatre Tickets for

Members of the League of New York

Theatres' is the full title of the new
ticket control system, devised by
managers and approved by Equity.

Latter is said to have sought the

code in exchange for an agreement
not to spring new rules on the man-
agers for one year. The so-called

basic contract, however, is subject to

cancellation upon due notice, it's

claimed.
Code was declared in operation

last week, official date of its start

being Sept. 12. Around ticket agen-
cies the effect was described as 'tur-

bulent,' while early this week all

brokers received the code along with
a list of the manager and theatre

signatories, with whom they are per-

mitted to do business. The League,
which is handling the code enforce-
ment, was careful not to list the
agencies which are on the outside

end through which expected boot-
legging of tickets may be looked for.

Nor were the theatres, managements
of which refused to sign the code,
listed.

Immediate effect of the code was
strict adherence to the 75c premium
maximum by those agencies which
signed. There was but one show
with a buy, 'I Married an Angel,'
for which front-seat tickets had
prior to the cede been bringing a
premium double the allowed figure.

Neither of last week's new entrants
is a money click and did not figure
in deals, although tickets for 'Light-
nin' ' were said to have been allotted
to one agency which ducked signa-
turing the code, that office also hav-
ing tickets for 'Angel,' the buy be-
ing on for another two weeks. Under
the code, buys are out, so are gra-
tuities, either to the boxoffice or the
agency, latter formerly getting fees
for selling 'p.m.s,' which is the prac-
tice of pushing tickets for certain
shows. Believed to be the most prac-
tical feature of the code is the re-

(Continued on page 51)

'GIRL CRAZY,' LONDON

PROD., WITH U.S. STARS

Alex Aarons is going to produce
'Girl Crazy,' musical, in London
with Charles Cochran. Show was
put on several years ago in New
York but claimed to have new songs
for London production. Jack Whit-
ing, Jack Pearl, the De Marcos and
June Clyde are tentatively set for

principal roles.

Play will be cast largely in New'
York by Louis Shurr, now east from
Hollywood.

Jane Cowl 'Rome' to Play

Strawhatter in Jersey
Maplewood, N. J., Sept. 20.

Frank McCoy and O. E. Wee have
engaged Jane Cowl in 'Road to

Rome' for week of Sept. 26 at the
Maplewood theatre here.

Judson Laire, Ethel Britton, Harold
Moffett, Ethel Wilson and King Cal-
der also in cast.

Asprey, Dean to London

Ken Asprey, chairman of Austra-
lia-New Zealand Theatre, Ltd., and
George Dean, managing director, sail

today (Wednesday) for London after

two weeks in New York. Asprey will

return after two or three weeks in

London, plane to the Coast and sail

back to Sydney in mid-November.
Dean will go on from London to

a European search of plays and tal-

ent. He expects to fly back to Aus-
tralia in December. Both Asprey and
Dean huddled with Ernest C. Rolls

before he left for Australia. Rolls,

also a managing director of ANZT,
was in N. Y. and London for some
time acquiring shows and players

for Australia. His last purchase was
'Yes, My Darling Daughter.'

SEE

FEUD COOLING

Swope Says 'Divorcement
Should Never Have Hap-
pened* r— Theatre Parley

Said to Have Erred in

Not Extending Olive

Branch to Film Com-
panies

OLDSTERS RENEGE

'Divorcement of Broadway from
Hollywood should never have hap-
pened,' was the comment of Herbert
Bayard Swope, when queried anent
his acting as arbiter in straightening

out the dispute that led to picture

backing being withheld from legit

production for the past two years.

Unable to be present at the Ameri-
can Theatre Council convention last

week, at which he was tp speak, he
wrote the ATC stating his views.

It is believed that the second legit

convention made a grave error of

omission by not putting forth the
hand of friendship to Hollywood.
Understood that several Coast
higher-ups, including one who in-

tends investing plenty in stage pro-
ductions, would have welcomed an
invitation to attend the sessions last

week, but none was forthcoming. An
invite had been proposed in com-
mittee but the idea was killed by one
mature showman, who thought such
a step might be construed as a sign
of weakness.

At the first convention last year,
the picture biz was blamed for all

the ills of the theatre, not alone by
managers, but by 1

other persons
asked to address the sessions. Last
week's meetings carefully avoided
hammering, so it was implied that
show business had lost its animus
towards filmland. However, the fact

remains there was no movement to

conciliate.

Point to Conciliation

There are ways and means pro-
vided in the Dramatists Guild basic
agreement whereby the dispute that
motivated Hollywood to lay off

Broadway could be conciliated, it's

claimed. It appears that the older
showmen are too set in their view-
points to bring the subject to the
fore and indications are that if and
when negotiations are made to wel-
come back picture backing, it will

come from the younger managerial
element.

It is reported true that Hollywood
has taken much away from show
business in the way of talent and
material sources but the picture end
now realizes it needs the stage more
than ever, particularly for the de-
velopment of talent. Show business
refers to Hollywood's activities as
'raiding,' yet there is a frequent
exodus by well-knowns of the films
to Broadway.
Suggestion has been made that pic-

ture companies organize stock com-
panies in 20 or more spots around
the country, not only for the train-
ing of new talent, but to display
their own name people. Personal
appearances seems to prove that
Hollywood believes the flesh showing
of their stars enhances their drawing
value in films. There are enough pic-
ture theatres kept dark by the com-
panies to house these stocks. At this
time, when Hollywood is spending a
vast sum to bolster attendance in
film houses, the stock proposal could
have been made part of the cam-
paign, it's held.

The ATC went on record as aim-
ing for permanence and bettering
the welfare of the theatre. Proposal
not placed before the convention,
but which puts forth a plan for at
least partial financing of plays by
picture people, may be worked out
during the fall. Idea would scrap
the present system of waiting until

after a play opens before selling the
picture rights. Synopsis of plays
would be given all film producers

(Continued on page 51)

WPA's Conun'l Deals on Coast Stir

Unions to Action; Groups See Bond

As Method to Sock Pro Protection

A Strawhat Banko

Bill Doll, drum-beater for
Milton Stiefel's Ivoryton
(Conn.) playhouse this summer,
thinks he's figured out why
press agents take strawhat jobs.

His setup called for a salary to

p.a. the Ivoryton spot, salary

for outdoor advertising, use of

a car and chauffeur three days
a week, the lemonade conces-
sion and a percentage of the
gross at Stiefel's other straw-
hatter at Saybrook, Conn.
However, he had to swat his

own mosqiutos.

DEAL FOR FREE

LEGIT ON AIR

SEEN OUT

The idea to publicize Broadway

legit over the air, through the mu-
nicipally-owned WNYC, every Sun-

day afternoon, appears to be cold.

It was the suggestion of N. Y. Li-

cense Commissioner Paul Moss with

the station anxious to get the. broad-
casts as a feature. Although the
Manager's League of New York
Theatres gave Moss a vote of thanks,

the committee which was supposed
to handle the matter has not func-
tioned.

As indicated before, the proposal
did not strike Equity as practical.

Understood the Dramatists Guild
was not queried as to its authors'

willingness to permit use of play
scripts gratis on the air in the man-
ner outlined. Writers were expected
to be the main hurdle to the propo-
sition since gratis scripts were in-

cluded in the plan.

Thumbs down, too, was apparently
made on the grounds that hits do not
need radio publicity; that such a
program would principally benefit

WNYC, although station is not opr
erated for profit; that no schedule
could have been definitely fixed

without definite rating as to the
shows' success chances because there
would have been no telling when
some of the plays would have folded.

Impression seems to be that enact-

ment of portions of plays on one
program might have cluttered up
the air instead of affording worth-
while diversion. From the Equity
side the feeling is that players
called to the microphone would have
lost chances to appear h. commer-
cial air shows on the day off.

Hayes Nixes Offers to Do

'Knows' on Broadway

Helen Hayes has received two of-

fers from New York managers to

bring her 'What Every Woman
Knows' revival back to Broadway
this season. Actress nixed both bids,

however, as she insists she will rest

for the balance of the season after

her forthcoming return engagement

in 'Victoria Regina.'
One of the managerial offers to

Miss Hayes called for her to appear
in the J. M. Barrie play" for a limited
run on a subscription basis. She re-
vived 'Knows' for two weeks at Suf-
fern, N. Y., this summer and had
previously done the show twice on
Broadway. Maude Adams originally
played the part. There were standees
at every performance at the recent
Suffern engagement.

'The situation is loaded with dyna-

mite' is the message sent Equity and

the Associated Actors and Artistes

of America from the Coast concern-

ing the latest moves by the WPA's
Federal Theatre Project* which is

making contacts with commercial
showmen. Such activities have
roused every actor-artist and stage

union to vigorous protest against,

such deals.

It is feared that the relief outfit

might gradually expand itself into

the commercial theatre in deals with
managers, namely, /trying out plays
for them at relief wages. So much
concerned was Equity when the
FTP activities were revealed, that it

instructed its Los Angeles office to

prevent the showing of one WPA
show in San Francisco, attraction

having been turned over to two
well-known showmen who propose
playing it with relief players at re-

lief wages.

Situation Climaxed

The situation was climaxed last

week when if was announced that

another show on the Coast, 'Gettys-

burg,' an operetta, would be done in

the Hollywood bowl, under the aus-
pices of the Independent Publishers,
Authors and Composers. 'Gettys-

burg' had originally been heard on
the radio, having been played by
the Federal Music Project. It had
since been lengthened and made into

show form.
Stated that the 'Gettysburg' show-

ing would be made mostly- by peo-
ple from the' FMP, but that four or
five name warblers from the Metro-
politan had been assured through
NBC. The matter, therefore, might ,

principally concern the American
Guild of Musical Artists, one of the
Four . A's unions, but all the other
groups appear to have become in-

terested in curtailing the WPA
scheme. Screen Actors Guild is re-

ported backing up its affiliates in

the Four A's, while the stagehand
and musician unions have joined to

strengthen the protest.

The show that Equity ordered
stopped from commercial presenta-
tion is 'Run Lil' Chillun,' a colored
WPA musical that has been showing
on the Coast. Rights were appar-

(Continued on page 55)

FREEDLEY CONSIDERS 3

FOR KNIGHT SUCCESSOR

Nancy Carroll, Eleanor Whitney
and Patricia Ellis are being con-
sidered by Vinton Freedley . to re-
place June Knight in 'I'm an Amer-
ican' (formerly 'Clear All Wires'),
the Bella and Sam Spewack-Cole
Porter musical currently rehearsing.
Miss Knight stepped out of the part
last week.
Freedley is also dickering with

Ken Murray for the lead in another
show he is readying, the Allen
Boretz-Max Liebman comedy, 'The
Flying Ginzbergs.'

Robert Cutler Plans

'Money* for B'way
Robert F. Cutler is considering a

Broadway production of 'One for the
Money,' musical he tested last week
at his County theatre, Suffern, N. Y.
If satisfactory minor revisions can
be completed in time he plans on
putting it into rehearsal in mid-Octo-
ber for an opening at the Little,
Figures he could get by on gross of
about $5,500 and that at a $3.30 top
the house could gross around $10,000.
'Money' is described as an ex-

tremely intimate 'revue without a
message/ a sort of takeoff of 'Pins
and Needles.' It has a book by Nancy
Hamilton and score by Morgan-
Lewis. Among the tryout players
Patti Pickens and Brenda Forbes are
mentioned as probabilities for the
Broadway cast.
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Plays on Broadway

LIGHTNIN'
Comedy in three ncta and four scenes by

Wlnchell Smith and Frank Bacon. Stars
Fred Stone. Revival produced by John
<3olden, settings by Cirker & Robbtns. At
the John Golden theatre (N. Y.), Sept.
13, 33; S:|.3u top. First produced by
Golden Aug. 20. 1018, with Frank Bacon
start «d.
Lightnin' Bill Jones Fred Stone
John Msrvln. Henry Richards
Raymond Thomas John firings
Lemuel Townsend Walter Gilbert
Rodney Harper Malcolm Latng
Everett Hammon Franklyn Fox
Sheriff Orland James
Oscar Nelson George Spelvln
Fred Peters William Phillips
"Walter Lennon Roger Hundley
Zeb Crothers ..Hugh Norton
Liveryman Myrdn Hlrsch
Reporter '.' Robert Lowes
Mildred Buckley Helen Brooks
Mrs. Jones Mrs. Priestly Morrison
Mrs. Margaret Davis Muriel Hutchison'
Mrs. Harper Harriet MacGlbbon
Freeda Ann HazzarJ
Emily Jurvl.4 Marjorie Garrett
Mrs. Moore Virginia' Copeland
Mrs. Jordan Augusta Wallace
Mrs. Preston Ruth Burton

. Mrs. Brn lnerd Pansy Wilcox
Mrs. Starr... .........Laura Cheston
Mrs. CorshnU .- Bessie Pepper
Mrs.- Brewer, i Lillian Ecklund

Fqr those who enjoy the reminis-
cent mood the revival of 'Lightnin'

'

and' the chance to see Fred Stone
in the role created and. played for
many years by the late Frank Bacon,

, will re-create for a few hours the

The California side is a haven for a
young attorney who is evading an
arrest warrant In his comical,
boastful and human fashion, 'Light-
nin' Bill Jones moves among his

guests and exasperates his wife by
withholding his signature to a deed
for sale of his property, much de-
sired by a rapacious land company.
The quiet and homely humor of

the part as played by Bacon is dupli-
cated by Stone, who adopts an un-
gainly shuffle and speaks his lines

with a western drawl. He brings
out the comic values from dialog
which, retains some sparkle, and he
plays the second act trial scene for

its full measure of pathos. If .'Light-

nin" must be resurrected, no one
could do more for it, perhaps,, than
Stone.

Star 'made an amusing curtain
speech on opening night and turned
back the pages-of Broadway history
even beyond the 'Lightnin" period.
Reappearance of Stone, himself
something of a theatre tradition,

brought enthusiastic and friendly ap-
plause, particularly when he gave.

a

bit of old-time dance routine.
Supporting, players have little

more to do than feed their lines to

'Lightnin" and the cast seemed
equal to the assignments. Henry
Richards plays the young attorney;
Walter Gilbert is the judge, Orland

WbenUghtnmTreeiiied20 Yrs. Ago

In Variety, Aug. 30, 1918, Jolo, in his review of 'Lightnin*,' declared
that the title role 'as interpreted by Frank Bacon is a composite of
Joseph Jefferson, Sol Smith Russell and David Warfleld," with an
original touch all his own/ Also that, 'the public is certain to like

the-pieee-and-all- the analytical criticism in \he world won't alter

that fact.' There were 26 legit productions on Broadway the night
'Lightnin" opened at the Gaiety where it was destined to a run of

1,291 consecutive performances. Well, not exactly consecutive, be-
cause the run was interrupted halfway by a week's cessation during
the Actors' Equity strike. Listed among the current plays at the
moment were 'Ziegfeld Follies' at the New Amsterdam, 'Tiger Rose' at
the Belasco, 'Passing Show of 1918,' Winter Garden; 'Three Faces East,'

Cohan & Harris; 'Friendly Enemies,' Hudson; 'Under Orders,' Eltinge;.

•Seventeen,' Booth; 'Maytime,' Lyric; 'Everything,' Hippodrome. Eddie
Foy and his family topped the Palace bill, with Van and Schenck in
second billing.

There were 20 houses in Manhattan playing vaudeville; six in
Brooklyn. Irving Berlin's newest song, 'Oh How I Hate to Get Up
in the Morning,' was advertised by Waterson, Berlin & Snyder in
smaller type than Al Jolson's current hit, 'Hello Central; Give Me
No Man's Land.'
Three new films came to town that week, 'The Hun Within,' star-

ring Dorothy Gish and Erich von Stroheim; "The Bird of Prey,' with
Gladys Brockwell, and 'High Tide,' with Jean Calhoun. Goldwyn
Pictures advertised Mabel Normand in 'Peck's Bad Girl,' while Para-
mount listed releases with Mary Pickford, Marguerite Clark, Pauline
Frederick and Geraldine Farrar.
Performers who left that week for overseas work with the theatre

unit of the AEF included Johnny Cantwell, Reta Walker, George
Botsford, Bessie Garrett, Jack Cook, Mary and Marie McFarland and
Edward Marshall. Irene Franklin and Burton Green were already in
France.

Sglamor of Broadway of 20 years ago.

•They will excuse the fact that it is

a distinctly dated piece of entertain-

ment, a creaky mixture of crude
jmelodrama and character comedy.
Such patronage as it will attract is

likely to be drawn exclusively from
an older generation of playgoers
who take their scrapbooks seriously.

For the moderns, who never saw the
play, but have heard much about it,

•Lightnin' ' Is a museum piece of an
era that is gone.

Written by Bacon and Winchell
Smith, 'Lightnin' ' was first produced
by John Golden at the Gaiety thea-

tre Aug. 26, 1918. For some years it

Jield the long run Broadway record
of 1,291 consecutive "performances
"(subsequently outdistanced by
•Abie's Irish Rose' and 'Tobacco
'Road'). Today the Gaiety is a

Minsky-Herk burlesquery. Golden
has fathered the rveiyal and- has
given it the affectionate handling
which it deserves. Selection of

Stone, for the title part is a gesture
of graciousness to the past, but
•Lightnin' ' as- a play shows the mark
Of time.

Basically, it is a character study
of a one-time Civil War veteran, a
ne'er-do-well proprietor of a small
hotel situated in the mountains that

divide Nevada and California. He
.Is a tipsy, old scamp who has done
everything and been everywhere,
but whose astounding prevarica-
tions are quite harmless.

1 Some fun and much of the action

Of the piece has to do with the legal

•complications resulting from the fact

that" the state line, passes through
the center of the hotel. On one side

•are suites occupied by embryo grass

.widows, who are establishing resi-

dence to obtain quick Reno divorces.

James the sheriff, Mrs. Priestly Mor-
rison is Mrs. Jones and Helen Brooks
the step-daughter. Muriel Hutchison
pleased in the role of one time
vaudeville actress, who for years
never was able to cancel bookings
long enough to get a divorce from
her husband-partner. It would be
easier now.
Revival is hot likely to stay very

long when the new season's plays
get under way. Flin.

known as a God-fearing man, as por-
trayed, despite his notorious ex-
ploits. He was given to psalm sing-

ing at times, asked for blessing be-
fore partaking of food, hated people
who used profanity, : drank or con-
sorted with fancy women.

'Legend' is episodic, scened in

Jesse's home in Missouri, where, as

Thomas Howard, he's regarded as

the leading.
t
church member. His

theory was that church is for sin-

ners, not saints. He was blessed

with a true wife, who never was
quite sure where he would go or

what he would do. She condoned
his acts, blaming Hs career on the
cruelties that followed the rebellion,

and she loved- him regardless.

Jesse is tender with his consort,

whom he calls Ma, merciful to those
in trouble, but a stickler for disci-

pline among those in his gang. At
the play's opening they plan a train,

robbery, a gold shipment being on
board. They separate and later

join in a small town. The shipment
is delayed and the holdup a flop, but
Jesse robs a bank, because the
banker did not believe he would re-

turn a $500 loan made without se-

curity.
*

It is while he is on the way to

the rendezvous that James' charac-
ter is best displayed. Entering a
shack in the Ozarks, seel .ng food, he
comes upon the widow Weeks, who
is about to be dispossessed. He gives

her the money to pay off the loan on
the property, then waits down the
road and sticks up the collector. Be-
cause of the bank holdup, a posse
is formed to block all roads. ' There
is a price bn?Jesse's head of $10,000.

Preparing to^ wait until the furor
dies down, the outlaw is shot down
by the kid brother of one of his

men, and the Ford boys are credited
with tracking him down.
Perhaps the highlight of the play

is the scene within the shack be-
tween Jagger, as Jesse, and Mildred
Natwick, as the unfortunate widow.
Jagger is better known in Hollywood
than in New York, but he's scoring
the hit of his stage career. Miss
Natwick is familiar^ to Broadway,
one of the best character women of
the times.

-Miss Gish is another standout, en-
acting the wife of Jairies. Jose Ferrer
contributes something, exceptional,
claying a mountain boy who writes
lyrics, mostly about his hero, Jesse
James; Russell Collins and. Richard
Bishop, as part of the James Boys
band, are well chosen, while Joseph
Sweeney, as & small-town banker,
again makes his assignment impor-
tant, also providing some giggles.
Twentieth-Fox' Film is making a

Jesse James picture with Tyrone
Power playing the part. That will,

probably lessen -the film chances of
'Missouri Legend,' but as stage diver-
sion it is very worthwhile. Ibee.

COME ACROSS
Melodrama In 2 acts (5 scenes) by Guy

Beauchamp and Michael Bertwee; presented,
by George Bushar and John- Tuerk in as-
sociation with William A. Brady; staged
by Edward Clarke Lilley. Settings. Wat-
son Borratt. At the Playhouse, N. Y.,
opened Sept. 14, '38; $3.30 top.

Janet ICemp Helen Trenholme
Probationer Mary Heberden
Lacey . Cameron Hall
George Byron Russell
Dr. Peter WUIens Richard Waring
Sir John Twining Claude Horton
Mark Ryder........... Arthur Vinton
Scratch Richard Taber
Ratkln Don Costello
Duggan .-.Charles Jordan
Lefty Grey Owen Martin
Sister.... May Marshall
Dr. Richards j David Orrlck
Chief Inspector Wentworth. . . : . A. P. Kaye
Detective Sergeant Foray.... Arllng Alclne
Constable Mation... Hernard Savage
Attendant Harold Thomas

Play Out-of-Town

Kiss the Boys Goodbye
Princeton, Sept. 18.

Comedy in three acts by Claire Boothe;
presented by Brock Pemberton. Staged by
Antoinotto Perry. Settln«ts, John Root. At
McCurter theatre, Princeton, N, J„ oponlng
Sept. 17, '38.

Conductor Wyman. Holmes
Lloyd Lloyd Millard Mitchell
Cindy Lou Bethany Helen Claire
Gcorgo Frank Wilson
Ma Imo Olllo Burgoyne
Madison Breed John Alexander
B. J. Wickfleld , Edw.ln Nlcander
Loslle Rand.' ;Carmol White
Horace Rand Philip Ober
Herbert Z. Harncr. Sheldon Leonnrd
'Top' Rumson Hugh Marlowe
My.ra Stanhope Bcnay Venuta
Oscar Lex Lindsay

MISSOURI LEGEND
Comedy In three acts by Elizabeth B.

McGlnty, presented by Guthrie McCHntlc
In association with Max Gordon. Features
Dean Jagger, Dorothy Gish, Mildred Nat-
wick, Russell Collins, Jbse Ferrer. Staged
by McCHntlc. Settings. John Koenlg. At
tha Empire, N. Y., Sept. 10, '38; $3.30 top.

Aunt Belle Clare Woodbury
Hilly Gnshade Jose Ferrer
Frank Howard ...Richard Bishop
Jim Cummins '. Russell Collins
Charlie Jobnson Karl Maiden
Bob Johnson Dan Duryea
Mrs. Howard .Dorothy Gish
Thomas Howard Dean Jagger
The Widow Weeks Mildred Matwick
Hosea (Pop) Hlckey Joseph Sweeney
Sam John Woodworth
George Vincent Copeland
A si , James Craig
Old Timer John Philllber
Police Commissioner Gregg. ...Ben Roberts
The 'Reverend'.. John Wlnthrop

Australian and New Zealand Thea-
tres. Ltd., Managing Directors* Frank
S. Talt, S. S. Crick, G. B. Dean,
Present:

—

VIOLET CARLSON
ON tlio Stnr of

"ROSE-MARIE"
BOYAL theatrk

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

Season's first click Is indicated to
be 'Missouri Legend,' Elizabeth B.
McGinty's first play, which was skill-

fully tooled by accomplished- show-
men.

Cast is so well rounded that Guth-
rie McClintic, who staged and pre-
sents the piece, features five play-
ers. The ' newcomer, formerly
called 'American Saga' and 'Leg-
end,' is unusual in topic and inter-
esting throughout. It's billed as a
comedy, but it is more like a melo-
drama, with a strain of humor that
brings enough laughter.

Play concerns the post-Civil War
outlaw, Jesse James; and his gang,
who raided midwestern banks and
held . up trams. Sketching of the
central character is the main objec-
tive of Miss Ginty, who was the late
David Belasco's private secretary.
That she made careful research
there is little doubt, for Jesse was

The new Broadway season was
started mildly with something Brit-
ish, a melcirama called 'Death on
the Table' when it was presented- in
London last spring. It provides only
a fair even \g, therefore disappoint-
ing the young managers, Bushar and
.Tuerk, in addition to the veteran
William A. Brady.
'Come Across is supposed to have

its dramatics punctuated by comedy,
but the laughs are muffled and too
sparse. There's a certain amount of
dated American slang .in the* script,

but had the authors called in some-
one to modernize the lines it might
have eliminated something that flrst-

nitrhts were prone to criticize.

Story deals with American gang-
sters in London. Hark Ryder, their
leader, has a slug in his chest and
figures that he. could have it re-
moved by a London surgeon and
thereby escape publicity. He en-
gages a room in the hospital, having
a confederate, Ratkin and a body-
guard, in close attendance. They
have $500,000 stashed in a safely de-
posit box, and as soon as Ryder beats
the medical rap they are to divide
the scratch.
The doctor assigned to remove the

bullet balks at o crating, but Ryder
oulls an ace in the hole, 'kidnapping
the doc'-: young son as an 'in-caser.'

The probe finds tha slug, but just
when it's believed the operation is

successful the lights go out. When
they are turned on again Ryder is

found dead, stabbed through the
heart.
Palance of the nlay is taken up

in cross-examinations by a serio-
comic inspector from Scotland Yard.
Under susDicion is Ratkin. who was
seated outside the 'ooeratin* room:
also Ruggan. a rival mobster who
was tailing Ryder with a pal, their
idea being to snatch the deposit box

Brock Pemberton must have had
his own production of. 'Kiss the Boys
Goodbyer

in mind when he told the
.national convention of the legitimate
theatre in New York last week that
there were definite signs of a rosy
hue on the 1938-39 Broadway horizon.
For there can be little doubt of the
potentialities of Clare Boothe's new
comedy, which was given a rousing
sendoff at McCarter theatre here Sat-
urday night (17).
Miss Boothe's comedy possesses the

same rare qualities that made her
last success, 'The Women,' the adult,
entertaining and racy theatre that it

was. It is swift, contains brilliant
dialog, sometimes erotic, but more
often distinguished for a brutal
frankness and intellectual integrity.

If in 'The Women' Miss Boothe
failed to throw bouquets at her sex,
in 'Kiss the Boys Goodbye' she has
fashioned with her vitriolic pen a
20fh century critique on the general
theme, 'all men are louses.'

In 'Boys,' Miss Boothe toys with
the almost legendary attempt to find
a Scarlett O'Hara for the Hollywood
version of 'Gone With the Wind.'
When Dave Selznick.sent a director
south to secure an unknown for the
screen world, he set Miss Boothe's
mind to thinking—and by the time
she stopped thinking she had stripped
every last vestige of glamour from
Hollywood and the east's intelligent-
sia.

When Lloyd Lloyd, the director,
marches through Georgia in quest of
a Velvet O'Toole to star in 'Kiss the
Boys Goodbye,' he chooses a demure
flower of the south, Cindy Lou
Bethany, who's bent on doing her
duty to uphold the glory of the Con-
federacy, and thus agrees to accom-
pany the director north for a screen
test. She's the rarest product of
southern chivalry, daughter^- of a
Congressman, who cannot open, her
mouth (which is' never closed) with-
out spouting some Dixie bromide.
Cindy Lou is dumped into a Con-
necticut weekend, party where are
present an assortment of Gotham's
choice renegades. Before she leaves
she has completely upset the lives of
everyone present.
The host and hostess, Horace and

Leslie Rand, a highbrow magazine
jokester and his Park avenue wife,
are friends of the director, a belch-
ing sourpuss, who has maneuvered
the entire setup in order to clinch
the role of Velvet for his sweetheart,
Myra Stanhope, an old-time film fa-
vorite, generally regarded among
those present as a 'Brooklyn bum.'
While it may be true that Myra
'made' the producer, what is more
obvious and to the point is that the
entire studio 'made' Myra.
Myra has been brought to the

weekend party by 'Top' Rumson, a
fashionable and handsome polo player
and cousin of the hostess, and who
is temporarily in Myra's clutches.
Also present is a radically-inclined,
pot-bellied columnist. Cindy Lou
resorts to every ingenious trick of
the old south to win the contract,
but she fools no one but herself.
When she stands in fear of being se-
duced, that noble southern tradition
comes to her rescue and she shoots
her malefactor. -Then everything
pops at once as the play builds to a
last-minute frenzy.
Poor timing opening night pre-

vented this last-minute frenzy from
coming off as it should but a few
more rehearsals should bring the de-
sired effect. The tendency of some
of the actors to merely recite, and
sometimes with difficulty, didn't do
justice to some of Miss Boothe's most
brilliant lines. There's room for
considerable pruning, too, particular-
ly in the first act. An 11:35 curtain
for one that rings up at 8:40 is en-
tirely too much. But the play is
there and the minor difficulties
should easily be adjusted.
Helen Claire's performance . of

Cindy Lou provoked cheers from the
opening-night audience. Her role of

the southern belle is an extremely
difficult one but she carries "it off
with flying colors. Benay Venuta
also shares honors in the non-singing
role of Hollywood toughie, Myra,
The men, as a whole, gave creditable
performances, including Millard
Mitchell, as the director; \Tohn Alex*
ander, as the Moscow-tainted col-
umnist; Sheldon Leonard, as the pro-
ducer in search of a Velvet; Hugh
Marlowe, as the polo player, and
Philip Ober, as Horace Rand.

Settings by John Root are in good
taste. Rosen.

Strawhat Review

One for the Money
Suffern, N. Y., Sept.- 15.

Musical in two acts (20 scenes,) by .Nunc/
Hamilton; presented by Robert F. Cutler.
Staged by Robert Ross. Lyrics,*

1 Nancy
Hamilton; muslo, Morgan Lewis; ensembles
dlrectod by Lewis; settings, George Fedor-
off.

1

Cast: Kanoy Hamilton, Philip Bourn euf,
Patti Pickens, Alfred Drake, Rose Hobart,
Brenda Forbes, Frances Comstock, Maxlne
Barrat, Isham Keith, Bon Lopcr, Alan
Hewitt, Frederic Volght. At County the-
atre, Sufferh, N. Y.

key and cop the coin themselves. The
idenf of the kill;/ is not revealed.
Helen Trenholme, as a nurse who

catches the fancy of the main gang
guy, impresses as doing the best of
the playing. Art!* .r Vinton is Der-
sonable as Ryder, perhaps too much
so. Don Costello. Richard Taber,
Charles Jordan and Owen Martin
seem more authentic gangsters.
Comedy asignmert is principally in
the hands of the porter, Cameron
Hall, an Englishman, who has been
here before, and A. P. Kaye, as the
insDector,-

. For the American showing the
first two acts were combined. Ibee.

Prospects look bright for this re-
vue if it should come to Broadway.
Although part of the material could
be replaced to advantage, most of it

is entertaining and some of it hilari-
ously funny. Nancy Hamilton re-
veals herself as a writer to be reck-
oned With among the light satirists

and displays a flair for trouping, too.

As the woman trying to explain the
plot of 'Die Walkuere' in 'The Story
of the Opera,' she carries off with
professional aplomb what amounts
to a monolog.
The intimate County theatre pro-

vides just the right background for
'One for the Money,' and perhaps its

delicate touch would be lost in a
larger Times Square playhouse. Also
possible that Miss Hamilton's gently
ironic jabs at social foibles might not
go over so well with audiences edu-
cated by 'Pins and Needles' and
forthcoming 'Sing Out the News' to
laugh at the' grim humor of current
world issues. However, while neither
leftist nor predominantly political,

'Money' is alert to the modern scene.
Mrs.. Roosevelt, Orson Welles, five
deposed European monarchs and
New York's Social Registerites are
among the personalities lampooned.
Competent performers make the

most of their opportunities, with
Brenda' Forbes -in superb comedy
form. Rose Hobart, though lending
an attractive note, misses a little of
the humor in her assignments, and
Patti Pickens is agreeable to listen to
but otherwise not too impressive,
Maxine Barrat and 'Don Loper con-
tribute a couple of graceful dance
numbers; Alfred. Drake and Isham
Keith sing capably, and excellent
work is done by the rest of the cast,
including Philip Bourneuf, Frances
Comstock, Alan Hewitt and Frederic
Voight.
.Though he. doesn't seem to have

provided any tunes of sock propor-
tions, Morgan Lewis does set off the
deft lyrics to advantage with his
score. In several instances, however,
he has striven for subtle effects that
are pretty much wasted.

Settings are simple and direction
brisk. The two fairly elaborate pro-
duction numbers, 'Aiming High' and
'Teeter Totter Tessie' dont quite
click. 'The Five Kings,' 'My Day/
'The Sink,' 'Parlor Game,' 'The Yoo-
Hoo Blues' and 'The Quaint Com-
panion' are just a few of the songs
and sketches which more than make
up for occasional dull spots. Paul.

EQUITY OKAYS EVANS'

SPECIAL PLAYER PACTS

Maurice Evans was yesterday
(Tuesday) given Equity permission
to sign players to special contracts
for his forthcoming 'Hamlet' produc-
tion. Present contract will call for an
extra one-sixth week's salary for an
additional full-length performance
and an extra one-sixth for ah addi-
tional short performance.
Evans plans to offer the una-

bridged 'Hamlet' six performances a
week and the usual shortened ver-
sion at Saturday matinees, He is

paying the company full-week's sal-

aries for the seven performances, al-

though normal Equity contracts per-

mit eight performances. His pro-
posed plan of extra pay for addi-

tional performances was recom-
mend by the Equity executive com-
mittee for council approval.

At the same sessibn yesterday the

council refused to endorse a plan of

the American Actors company to

give special performances for invited

audiences, using part Equity and
part non-Equity casts and paying no

salaries. Outfit was notified it must
work under Equity conditions, join

one of the Antoinette Perry re-

hearsal groups or operate strictly on

its own without Equity sponsorship.
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"NEWS' DOES 15G

IN PHILLY; SET

FORffWAY

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

Philadelphia's second legit show of

the season makes its bow at the Er-
langer tonight (Tuesday), the man-
agement for some unreported reason
skipping the usual Monday night
bow. Offering is John Wildberg's
comedy production, 'A Woman's a
Fool—to Be Clever,' which was given
strawhat breakins this summer. A
fortnight's engagement is listed.

Max Gordon's musical, 'Sing Out
the News' ends its stay at the For-
rest tomorrow night (Wednesday)
for its Broadway preem Saturday
(24). . Show will have played three
and a half weeks to profitable biz.

Reported to have done satisfactory
$5,000 last week.
Next opening in town will be 'I'd

Rather Be Right' at the Forrest, Oct.
. 3. Rather than compete with George
M. Cohan's show debut here, Eddie
Dowling has pushed back the open-

.
ing date of his dramatic production,
'Madame Capet' until Oct. 4, slated
for the Locust.
That will be the third tryout of

• the season with a fourth (Dwight
Deere Wiman's* musical 'Great Lady')
skedded officially for Oct. 17. House

• hasn't been selected yet but will
probably be the Chestnut. Also defi-
nitely dated are 'Amphitryon 38,'

with the Lunts, at the Forrest, also
on Oct. 17, and 'Golden. Boy' at the
Locust, Nov. 7. Both are on the
American Theatre Society subscrip-
tion list.

East- West Rift

(Continued from page 49)

and should any be interested the

sale of the rights would then be ne-

gotiated.

Terms of Deal

The amount to be paid would not

^ necessarily be set when the deal is

made and the figure could be arrived

at on the basis of the length of the

run. Proponent of the plan ampli-
fies it by figuring that an agreement
to buy the picture rights should re-

sult in legit borrowing more coin,

if needed for production, on the

strength of the picture sale, such

added money probably coming from
banking courses, though not neces-

- sarily so.

Known that Swope, who has long

been a first nighter, is intensely in-

terested in the Hollywood-Broadway
situation and it's believed that if the

'contacts are made for patching up
the rift he is eminently qualified

for arbiter. Financier, who former-
ly edited the now-defunct New York
Morning World, is on intimate terms

with many managers, and last win-
ter, when on the Coast, cemented his

friendship with Hollywood's leaders.

Broadway needs money to produce
more plays than have been present-

ed in the past few seasons, and he
believes it should come from the

picture end of show business.

Final day's session of the conven-
tion last Wednesday (14) provided
little excitement, but produced a

program for the ensuing year. The
program was contained in a series of

resolutions by the executive commit-
tee on proposals offered during the

public sessions.

Stanley Young, author of 'Robin
Landing,' 'Bright Rebel' and a forth-

coming novel, was awarded one of

the five $1,000 John Golden play-
wrighting fellowships. It had been
anticipated that one or two other
fellowships would be awarded at the

convention, but Young's was the
" only one announced. It was stated
that the others would be made
known in the near future when Sid-

* ney Howard, a member of the com-
mittee, returns from Hollywood. In-
stead of granting four other $1,000
awards, the judging committee may
split the remaining $4,000 into five

or six fellowships. Among those
mentioned as likely winners are
George Sklar, Robert Tumey,/a"nd
Philip Stevenson. Stated there^are
nine entrants still being considered.
Plans were also announced for a

theatre on the New York World's
Fair grounds, to house outstanding
successess of the past, if possible,
with star casts. It was approved by
the Theatre Council's executive com-
mittee.

John Golden proposed that a 'con-
trol board,' composed of representa-
tives of the producers, playwrights
and actors be formed to rule the
legitimate theatre and protect it

against outside attack, but the move

'Legend* Fair $4,000

In Buffalo Premiere
Buffalo, Sept. 20.

Opening of local legit season, with
Eremiere of 'Missouri Legend,'
rought less than $4,000, fair, for five

performances.
Dean Jagger and Dorothy Gish

have the leading roles in the Guthrie
McClintic production.

BANKHEAD PLAY OFF

TO $10,000 IN FRISCO

San Francisco, Sept. 20.
New Rachel Crothers' play, *I Am

Different,' starring Tallulah Bank-
head, is going slowly at the Curran
theatre, where company opened a
two-week run, starting Sept. 12. The
star is undoubtedly responsible for
most of the first week's take. Claude
Greneker, of the Shuberts' New
York office, flew here for a look" at
the play last week. His bosses are
reported to have ordered the drama
inspected with the idea of bringing
it to Broadway. Fate of the play,
which has undergone considerable
rewriting since it played San Diego,
Los Angeles and Sacramento, is still

up in the air. - „ .

'Candida,' , starringCAHff' Raiding,
v

was set to follow 'Different' Sept. 26.
However, due to the first perform-
ance of Max Reinhardt's 'Faust' in
the Exposition Auditorium next
Monday (26), the George Bernard
Shaw play will open the following
night instead.

..Estimate for Last Week
1 Am Different,' Curran (1,771;

$2.75) (1st week). Play not sparkling
enough" to bring 'em in at $2.75 top.
Take disappointing for Tallulah
Bankhead. Take around $10,000,
which is quite a letdown after five

weeks of Gertrude Lawrence in 'Su-
san and God.'

WPA
'See How They Run/ Alcazar

(1,629; $1.10) (2d week). Another
political drama, which is pretty row-
dy in spots. However, biz satisfac-
tory.

PINS' DOES $6,000

IN WEEK AT SEATTLE

^ —
F Seattle, Sept. 20.
'Pins and Needles' at Metropolitan

last week got fair returns. House
seats 1,350, and was scaled at 58c.
to $2.30, including tax. Estimated
week's gross, $6,000. Press and public
comment favorable.
Company goes to Vancouver for

two nights, and then jumps 2,000
miles to Denver.

Shows in Rehearsal

I'm an American' (formerly
'Clear All Wires') — Vinton
Freedley.
'Generals Need Beds'—Cheryl

Crawford.
'Oscar Wilde'—Norman Mar-

shall.

You Can't Take It With You'
(road)-^Sam H. Harris.
'Great Lady'—Dwight Deere

Wiman.
'Knights of Song'—Laurence

Schwab.
'The Fabulous Invalid'—Sam

H. Harris.
'Madame Capet'—Eddie Dow-

ling.

'Hamlet'—Maurice Evans.
'Abe Lincoln in Illinois':

—

Playwrights.
'Dame Nature' — Theatre

Guild.
"The Devil Takes a Bride'

—

Montgomery Ford.
'Danton's Death'—Mercury.
'Knickerbocker H o 1 i day'

—

Playwrights Producing Co.
'The Good' — Norman .and

Irving Pincus.
'.30 Days Hath September'

—

Kirby Grant, Irving Gaumont.
'Thanks for Tomorrow'—Jay

Strong.

Gilbert Named Director

Of 2 Chicago Theatres
Chicago, Sept. 20.

J. Charles Gilbert has been ap-
pointed managing director of the
Chicago Civic Opera House and the
Civic theatre. Gilbert has been with
the Shuberts for .the past few years.

Played in 'Blossom Time,' 'Student
Prince' and 'New Moon.'
Was previously active in Chi as

director and producer.

m HITS BIG

$14,(1 IN CHI

Chicago, Sept. 20.

First show of the season , here is

smash and will be held dqwn only
by cut-rate subscriptions. Coming
with a bang-up advance campaign
Group Theatre's 'Golden Boy' could
go a couple of months from indica-
tions, but already booked for De-
troit and eastern seaboard dates, so
can't stay longer than scheduled
month.
Next show due is 'I Am Different,'

which comes into the Selwyn, Sept..
28. Others after that are 'Susan and
God' into the same house, 'Rain' at
the Blackstone, 'Amphitryon' for the
Erlanger and 'I'd Rather Be Right'
for the Auditorium. Latter booking
has local legiters lifting their- eye-
brows due to immense size of the old
opera house.

Estimate for Last Week
'Golden Boy,* Selwyn (2d wk)

(1,000; $2.75). Sellout from the bell.
Only American Theatre Society sub-
scriptions crimping the total take,
which hit a powerful $14,000.

WPA
'Power,* Blackstone.

Ross Maplewopd, $4,000
Maplewood.'N. J., Sept. 20.

Lanny Ross did over $4,000 in 'Pet-
ticoat Fever' at the Maplewbod sum-
mer theatre last week.

Current, Cornelia Otis Skinner In

'Romance.'
Estimate for Last Week

'Petticoat Fever' Maplewood (1.400;
$1.00).* Lanny Ross proved to be a
big matinee draw and the b.o. went
over $4,000.

Brooklyn Group Returns

Brattleboro theatre, which last sea-

son played at St. Felix Playhouse,
Brooklyn, plans to reopen Oct. 31.

Group will offer five new plays.

was voted down by the executive

committee, it was considered un-

likely from the outset that either the

actors or dramatists would co-oper/-

ate in any plan that would check

their freedom of action. It was also

suggested that the stagehands, The-
atrical Managers, Agents and Treas-

urers and other unions would be

content to remain unrepresented in

such a body.
Another proposal, offered by

Burns Mantle, drama critic of the

New York Daily News, called for the

producers voluntarily to tax them-

selves 2% of the gross of all Broad-

way shows in order to organize the-

atre seasons on the road. It was also

defeated in the executive committee.

Other speakers at the session in-

cluded Orson Welles, Frank Gill-

more, who proposed an international

theatre convention and festival next

year; Nance O'Neil, who called for a

revival of romance in the theatre;

Frances Fuller, Paul N. Turner, Jane

Wyatt and Marc Connelly.

Tix Code Effect

(Continued from page 49)

tention of 25% of tickets at the box-
offices for direct sale.

The list of agencies signed up by
the League totals 26 but there are
38 doing business. Some reports are
to the effect that those holdouts will

not be permitted 'to sign hereafter,
League having adopted the Sept. 12

deadline. Largest agency not listed

is Acme, its operators stating in ad-
vance they would not be dictated to
and reiterating that stand after the
others had climbed on the band
wagon. Two other agencies, which
were reported holding, out, changed
and signed up. McBride's signed
with a reservation, on advice of
counsel, having 48 hours in which to

cancel, but it made no such gesture.

Same privilege had been accorded
the other signatories but none is

known to have withdrawn.
After switching back and forth,

the amount per ticket to be turned
over to the League by each agency
for policing and other purposes is

3%c. The 5c nick was ruled . out,

agreed to by Equity, which has the
right to assent or demur on any
changes in the code. Understood that
the Government will claim half of
the ticket money going to the
League's committee. Admission tax
regulations stipulate that if man-
agers receive more than the box-
office price from agencies, 50% must
be turned over to the tax collector.

Bond question, which the brokers
were supposed to place as guaran-
tees of good faith and compliance,
has not been settled. The amount
first mentioned was $1,000, not $2,500

as reported, then reduced to $250.

Equity, however, set back the time
limit for filing with the League and
it's presumed that some legal trap

was detected as a possible outcome,
with the actors' assn. apparently
playing safe. League claims that is

not the situation and that the bonds

3 New Musicals on B'way Card

This Week; legend' Click Seen;

Biz Up, Town' lO^G, 'life $9,700

'Service' 4G, Newark

Newark, N. J., Sept. 20.
'Room Service' had a fair week' at

the Shubert, the b.o. hitting around
$4,000 with the aid of two-for-ones
first part of the week.
Current, 'Golden Boy.'

Estimate for Last Week
'Room Service' Shubert (1,950;

$1.50). Laugh hit was liked and b.o.
responded to a fair $4,000.

'LIFFSAY 8G,

HUB; 0-J 5G,

LEAVES

Boston, Sept. 20.

'What a Life,' in its second frame,
led the town last week and showed
promise of a long-term stay at the
Wilbur. 'Hellzapoppin,' Olsen and
Johnson musical, presented by the
Shuberts, originally booked in for
two weeks, closed Saturday (17)
after one week. Planning to take it

to New York for reopening Sept. 29.

Ethel Barrymore came in Monday
(19) for possible four weeks in
'Whiteoaks.' 'Knickerbocker Holi-
day' slated for Sept. 26; 'Amphitryon
38' coming Oct. 3; 'Golden Boy,' Oct.
17; 'Clear All Wires,' new Vinton-
Freedley musical, Oct. 17; and 'Gen-
erals Need Beds,' starring Ina Claire,
also slated for Oct. 17 opening.

Estimates for Last Week
•What a Life' (Wilbur) (1,200;

$2.75) (2d week). Word-of-mouth
good, and b.o. pace reflects it. Okay
$8,000, not bothered by opposition of
'Hellzapoppin.'
'Hellzapoppin' (Shubert) (1,590;

$3.30). In and out in one week,
heading directly-for Broadway after
pallid frame, around $5,000.

'SUSAN' HITS $17,000 1ST

WK., L.A.; MERC BERSERK

Los Angeles, Sept. 20.
Fighting the terrific heat and

humidity that has gripped the 'local

area past weak, 'Susan and God,'
starring Gertrude Lawrence, is doing
well at the Biltmore where it's now
in second week .of a three-stanza
booking. Weekend trade particularly
strong and better than average ad-
vance indicates healthy sojourn.

Estimate for Last Week
'Susan and God,' Biltmore (C-1,656;

$2.75) (1st week). Opened with
better than $20,000 advance, and
with bolstering window trade,
grabbed around $17,000.

WPA
'Run, Little Chillun/ Mayan. Sus-

pended for five days on current week
so as not to interfere with Hollywood
Bowl presentation of 'Gettysburg.'
Resumes Saturday (24) after nine
healthy stanzas. Moves shortly to
Geary theatre, San Francisco, as first

FTP opus to be grabbed for com-
mercial legit house.
'Having Wonderful Time,'. Holly-

wood Playhouse.

will be filed in the regular way
when the committee sets the date.

Abbott Not Opposed
George Abbott, one of the non-

signing managers, declared he is not
opposed to the ticket code, stating

that he has always been in favor
of ticket control. 'I have always
been in favor of the code and as
far back as August I communicated
with Mr. s (Paul) Turner, counsel for
Equity, to be sure my position on
the subject was sound. I was in-

formed that it was and have been
more recently informed that it still

is,' he stated.

The only way in which Abbott's
shows can come within the code is

if he joins that organization.
The manager, however, has made

a deal with certain ticket agencies,
latter advancing- coin on 'The Boys
From Syracuse,' which had been a
practice when ticket buys were
forced for all shows by managers.
The Abbott contract with the agen-
cies is not a buy and is unusua.1 in

that the money advanced is not in

exchange for tickets as first re-

ported. Another unusual feature of
the deal is that the manager guar-
antees to refund the brokers in cash,

in the event 'Syracuse' does not
i make a run.

Broadway had two openings last

ween, a third having dropped out at
tryout. The season's first promising
presentation of a new play was dis-
closed Monday (19) at the Empire,
the play being 'Missouri Legend.'
Press was generally good and first-

night indications pointed to a click.

Balance of this week's premiere card
is: 'Sing Out the News,' Music Box;
'You Never Know,' Winter Garden,
and 'Hellzapoppin,' 46th Street, all

musicals. .....
-

Business pointed upward again last
week with the weather remaining
cool, followed by steady rain that,
affected Monday (19) night's attend-
ance all types of entertainment. Best
grosses since spring were registered:
'Our Town' going to $10,500, 'What a
Life' quoted at $9,700 (top figure
since debut), same figure for 'On
Borrowed Time,' 'I- Married an
Angel' back to the $28,000 level, 'Pins
and Needles,' very strong in small
house with $6,500.
Heaviest new show arrivals this

fall will come during the week of
Oct. 10, when eight attractions are
listed to unfold, including a Yiddish
uptown musical. Next week's, open-
ings are 'Kiss the Boys Goodbye/
Miller; 'Dame Nature,' Booth, and '30

Days Hath September,' Hudson.
Week of Oct. 3 is slated to bring in
five new productions.
'Come Across,' English melodrama,

which started the season, at the Play-
house, .drew a mild press. 'Light-
nin' ' was given a much better break
by the critics and business reported
strong.

Estimates for Last Week
'Bachelor Born,' Lyceum (35th

week) (C-957);- $3.30). Business
holding fairly well; last week ap-
proximated $5,500.
Come Across/ Playhouse (2d

week) (F-860; $3.30). Opened last
midweek; drew so-so press, but
claimed to have picked up Friday
and Saturday; cut-rate deal figured
to keep English meller going.

'Hellzapoppin'/ 46th Street (1st.
week) (R-1,375; $3.30). Revuo
topped by Ole Olsen and Chic John-
son^ tried out in Boston and needed
repairs; debuts Thursday (22).

•I Married an- Angel/ Shubert (20th
week) (M-1,367; $4.40). Front-run;-
ning musical will have competition
from now on with arrival of 'Sing
Out the News,' 'You Never Know'
and 'Hellzapoppin* this week; again
around £28.000.
'On Borrowed Time/ Longacre

(34th week) (D-1,019); $3.30). Bet-
tered previous week and looks set
for well into the fall; approached
$10,000.
'Our Town/ Morosco <34th week)

(D-961; $3.30). Drew best money
since last soring; around $10,500;
Thornton Wilder replaced Frank
Craven while 'atter is on vacation.

'Missouri Legend/ Empire (1st
week) (D-1,096; $3.30). Presented
by Guthrie McClintic; written by
Elizabeth B. Ginty; opened/ Monday
(19); fairly good press.-
'Shadow and Substance/ Plymouth

(33d week) (D-1,036; $3.30). Drew
best money since spring; quoted at
$9,700; final weeks' announcement
helDed fn addition to weather.

'Slnjr Out the News/ 'Music Box
(R-1.013; $4.40). Presented by Max
Gordon. George S. Kaufman and
Moss Hart; written by Harold J.
Rome and Charles Friedman; opens
Saturday ( 24) night.
'Tobacco Road/ Forrest (250th

week) (C-1.107; $1.65). Still in the'
running and earning money; quoted
at nearly $5,500.
'What a Life/ Biltmore (23d week)

(C-991; $3.30). Best gross since
opening when takings hiked well
past $9,500; may run through new
season.
'You Never Know/ Winter Garden

(1st week) (R-1,671; $3.30). . Pre-
sented by the Shuberts; written by
Cole Porter, Robert Katscher, Sieg-
fried Geyer and Karl Farkas: toured
last season; ooens tonight (21).
•Yc« Can't take It with You/ Im-

uerial (93d week) (C-1,468; $1.65).
Will be kept running as long as
profit is earned; another company
going on road; over $8,000 last week.

Revival
•Li'htnln'/ Golden (2d - week)

(C-789; $3.30). Opened late last
week; press was quite compliment-
ary, but staying chances not yet
clearly indicated; fairly good busi-
ness Friday and Saturday.

Added
'Pins and Needles/ Labor Stage

(43d week) (R-500; $2.75): Still ap-
proximating capacity in small thea-
tre; Labor unionists' intimate revue
was quoted getting $6,500.

WPA
'One Third of a Nation/ Adelphi

(36th week),
'Haiti/ Daly's (30th week).
'Prolo-rue to Glcry/ Ritz (23d

•vcelO; resumed Monday (19) after
laying off five weeks; originally
played the Elliott.
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16 Lose Pay Suit vs. Gannett
Sixteen former editorial employees

«f the Press Co., Inc., Albany, lost

suits to collect $1,604 vacation pay,

which they claimed was due them
when the- Frank E. Gannett organ-
ization dropped them in merging
The Knickerbocker Press and Al-

bany Evening News in June, 1937.

Justice Charles J. Duncan assessed

$25 costs against the plaintiffs, who
instituted the action last May.

Plaintiffs and amounts for which
they sued were: Ralph Record,
$200; Austin J. Scannell, ex-city

editor of the News, $150; Allen Eddy,
$140; Joseph D. Eddy, $80; John
Wanhope, $140; William P. Tarbox,
$150; Henry Christman, Richard W.
.Jackson, Thomas F. Mariar, $80;
Charles H. Lathrop, Jack L. Mowers,
William B. Taaffe, Jr., and Daniel V.
Nero, Jr., $80 each; Thelma L.

Breeze, $64; Mary Irene Warner, $60,

and Alice Raymond, $60. These
sums represented two weeks' wages.
All received severance pay under
the agreement negotiated through
the Tri-City Newspaper Guild.

Several of the plaintiffs were also

complainants in the action alleging'

discrimination, brought before the
National Labor Relations Board by
the Guild as a result of the merger.
A recommendation that two of them
be reinstated with back salaries was
made last winter by Trial Examiner
George Bokat. /t

Street 8t Smith's Slicker

After some. 85 years of pulp mag
publishing, during which 'it has been
one of the leaders in that division,

Street & Smith finds that of its many
periodicals the leadership is rapidly
being taken by a slick, svelte,

swanky mag—Madamoiselle.
Not exactly a surprise to the firm,

for many a penny was poured into'

the publication for its buildup. Few
had ever imagined that S. & S.

would employ such a direct antith-
esis to Crime Busters, Doc Savage'
Magazine, etc., as Madamoiselle, and

:

eo . successfully; It's comparable, in

reverse, to a Snappy. Stories issuing
from the staid Curtis Publishing Co.,
Philadelphia, which issues the Sat-
evepost.

Madamoiselle is vindicated by offi-

cial advertising records which show
it to be the sole mag in the women's
field to make a gain in lineage in
September over the same month the-
year before. Mag showing a con-
tinued gain in lineage and circulation
•—latter around 120,000 now—when
most of the old established ones are
fighting to hold their ground.
A few other slick mags in the

S. & S. chain also showing very
well. Circulation- of Pic around
600,000 currently, and Picture Play,
since lopping,off 5c from its price in
June (now 10c), has had a rise in
circulation from around 160,000 to
approximately 250,000.

of the now defunct New York World
and St. Louis Post-Dispatch, began
his career as a reporter on the West-
liche Post and later became its city

ed.

Otto Pfeiffer, vice president and
editor of the „paper, has said that
since the Nazi "regime the paper had
tough sledding. 'The difference of
opinion between Germans in St.

Louis made it difficult for us,' he
says. 'The pro-Nazi accused us of

being subsidized by the anti-faction

and the antis said Hitler was sup-
porting us, They were both wrong
for if we had received .money from
either side we would still be pub-
lishing.'

Covlci-Frlede May Continue
Appears now as if Covici, Friede,

which ran 'into financial difficulties

some time ago, may emerge as a
going concern. Had been indicated
that the book publishing company,
now being . administered by its big-
gest creditor, Little & Ives, the book
printers, would bue offered to what-
ever publishing house ' could utilize

the firm's assets. Richard R. Smith,
who publishes on his own, has been
called .in as consultant,, and under,
his direction Covici, Friede is con-
tinuing business, although in cur-
tailed manner.
Although Covici, Friede has been

moved to quarters of Little' & Ives,
book publishing concern is not only;
putting out scheduled new books but
is reading manuscripts. Meyer Bell,
accountant called in to straighten out
the Covici-Friede tangle, still super-
vising the firm's operations. Bell
said to be anxious to return to his
own business, and likely that he will
do so as soon as some more claims
are settled, with Smith continuing
in full charge. •

Boston Transcript's Showing
Boston Evening Transcript, now

under 77B, is shaking up personnel
in editorial and business depart-
ments, under supervision .of new
publisher, Lincoln O'Brien. Hearing
on reorganization plan has been
granted by Federal court here for
Sept. 26. Reported sufficient new
capital will be made available at
.that time for a campaign.

Prof. Howard Mumford Jones, of
Harvard ' University's English de-
partment, comes in as book editor
immediately. Charles B. Palmer,
formerly book and magazine editor
of the Transcript, returns to the fold
as feature ed. Thaddeus Nichols,
formerly of New York, is now pro-
motional manager, anr Franklin J.

•Sherman, author, formerly with the.

Scranton, Pa., Tribune, has been ap-
pointed editorial writer. Alexander.
.J. Murray, once with Pittsburgh
.'Press, is new assistant circulation
manager.-

Trend of personnel changes, ac-
cording to O'Brien, will be to in-
crease the depleted city staff. Two
"photogs are now covering '

local
.events, where formerly, for about
two years, the Transcript was strug-
.gling along with syndicated pictures
and freelance local stuff, with no
regular staff- cameramen.

w X

St. L. German Paper Bankrupt
An involuntary petition in bank-

ruptcy filed last week .against the
Superior' Press, Inc., publisher of
.the Westliche 'Post, one of the oldest
newspapers in St. Louis, brought
an end to its career, which started
in . 1857. It was the only German
.language paper in this town. Three
employees, Gottlieb Haug, George
Schuler and Ernest W. Keonig filed

claims for a total of $1,022 salary.

It was once owned and edited by
Carl Schurz, German-American
statesman of Civil War days.

The late Joseph Pulitzer, publisher

Percy Crosby a Dualer
Widely divergent interests of

Percy Crosby are his cartoon strip

character, 'Skippy,' and his political
and economic writings.

Crosby publishes a book every now
and .then on something that has
evoked his wrath at the moment.
Just now his ire is directed at com-
munism, and he's written a book,
'Would Communism Work Out in
America?' published by the Freedom
Press. Freedom Press is Crosby,
and publication offices are ,in Mc-
Lean, Va., where Crosby lives.

Crosby lets no expense stand in
the way of his pampleteering; for the
Crosby books are ample and well
made. They're reasonably priced,
and when they don't move as fast as
he wants them to- he generally
throws in some premiums. He does
a good deal of newspaper advertising
and the conservative press gives him
a helping hand editorially.

Philly Newsmen in the News
Between the special grand jury

investigation of graft and corruption
in Philadelphia and the legislative
"inquiry in Harrisburg into irregu-
larities by the state government last
week, newspapermen are playing a
prime role in Pennsylvania's. probes.
Names of more than half a dozen
Boswells have been called as wit-
nesses before the two sets of investi-
gators.

In Philly, Charley Ellis, Inquirer;
Roger Gibson, Bulletin, and Vince
McGrath, Ledger, were called before
the jury to testify concerning allega-
tions made by the deputy attorney
general running the probe against
Lou Wilgarde, Mayor Wilson's secre-
tary. In Harrisburg, District Attor-
ney Shelley, of Dauphin county,
named for a prospective goingover
by the legislative investigators E. Z.
Dimitman, city ed of the Inquirer;
Joe Miller, Inquirer political re-
porter, and Frank Toughhill, Record.

•R...L. Johnson Given Reception
Reception tendered to Robert L.

Johnson in New York by some 800
leaders in the publishing and adver-
tising field on the occasion of John-
son's acquisition of controlling in-
terest in Proir_2nade Magazine. Re-
ception preceded by a day Johnson's
takeover of- Promenade.
One of the founders with Henry

R. Luce of Time, Fortune and Life,
Johnson seyered bis connection with
the Luce publications about a year
ago. His buy-in on Promenade
marks his return to the publishing
field.

Paebar Switch
Paebar Publishers, book house, has

been acquired by Irving Barlevy,
who's naming it the Columbia Book
Publishing Co. Alan F. Pater, Pae-
bar head, to serve as editor for
Barlevy.
Paebar quarters and personnel

will be retained. Instead of limit-
ing, the list of books, the new Co-
lumbia will publish whatever
worthwhile manuscripts it can get,
fiction, non-fiction and even poetry.

Defends WPA Scribblers

Insistence on public hearing be-

fore the Dies committee of the
House, currently probing foreign po-
litical menaces, came from Ellen S.

Woodward, assistant Works Progress
administrator in charge of art ven-
tures Saturday (17) in Washington.
Unless bosses of the Government cul-

ture-relief works have a chance to

give their slants, findings of the com-
mittee will be subject to challenge,

she averred.
'Fair opportunity to answer attacks

is merited,' she says, 'because 'a work
of very great value is at stake,' the

national guide books turned out by
jobless scribblers holding WPA jobs.

Quoted numerous reviews in bolster-

ing contention that the volumes are

well worth the cost.'

No Royalties to Non-Aryans
German legit publishers are re-

fusing to pay royalties not only to

German Jews, but also to foreign

citizens of Jewish extraction, ac-

cording to a report from Vienna.

Rudolf Lothar, playwright, is un-
able tQ get payment from Theater-
verlag Eirich, Vienna, although he
is a Hungarian citizen.

Eirich refuses even to . make an
accounting, replying that no Nazi
firm must pay or even account to

non-'aryan' authors. Lothar is suing

the firm's Budapest branch. All non-
'Aryan' musical publishing companies
in Vienna are in the hands of

'Aryans.'

Joe Mitchell Goes N. T.er
Joseph Mitchell, seven years a fea-

ture writer "for the New York
World Telegram, has resigned, ef-

fective Monday (26):. to join the staff

of, the New Yorker. A frequent
contributor to that magazine, he. also

is the author of 'My Ears Are Bent,*

a tome depicting his reportorial ex-
periences.'

Other former metropolitan news-
papermen, such as A. J. Liebling, ex-
N. Y. Telly, and Meyer Berger, N. Y.,

Times, are now ensconced in the

New Yorker's editorial dept.

L. A. News Color Splash
Los Angeles Morning and Evening

News have a new three-color press,

capable of doubling the daily output
of both papers. New outfit will

handle 45,000, 64-page copies an
hour. Neither paper has made any
recent drive for circulation because
of press limitations. Adequate
equipment indicates a hypo for sub-
scription and ad departments.
The News* • presses are the only

ones of their kind, due to the odd
format,, half way between full size

and tabloid.

-

Det. Seeks 'Salacious' Pub Ban
Battle for passage of Detroit city

ordinance, banning sale of 'salacious'

mags and books, was taken up again
last week by Detroit council of

churches. Several months ago pro-
posed ordinance was voted down by
city council on theory it would deny
civil rights.

Church council, therefore, proposes
to redraft proposal, incorporating
provisions protecting civil rights as

well as 'protecting city against salaci-

ous literature.'

John K. Hutchens to Boston
John K. Hutchens, assistant to

Brooks Atkinson, New York Times,
became drama and film editor of the

Boston Evening Transcript Sept. 20,

succeeding Mordaunt Hall, who came
from New York two yfears ago to

take over that department.
Atkinson got his early training

from the late H. T. Parker of the
Transcript.

Albany Stock Quotations
Tempo Magazines, Inc., has in-

creased its capital- stock from 300
shares, 100 preferred at $100 par
value, and 200 common at - no par
value, to 600 shares, 250 preferred at

$100 par, and 350 common no par.
Papers filed in Albany.
Martha Houston Productions, Inc.,

New York, has changed its capital

from $5,100, 50 shares preferred,
$100 par, and 100 common, $1 par,

to 2,500 shares, no par.
Jadkson Heights Publishing Co.,

Inc., has been chartered by Albany
to conduct a publishing and printing
business in Queens, with a capital
stock of $20,000.

Preview Magazine, Inc., has been
chartered to conduct a publishing
and printing business in New York.

NEW PERIODICALS
Preview Magazine, a monthly to

contain advance excerpts and con-
densations of the best scribblings
from other mags, is to appear soon.
Will differ from other digest mags
in that the others- reprint from the
original after it has appeared else-

where. Projected magazine keeping
secret for the time being its spon-

sors and personnel until various

matters can be cleared up.
Interlude, sort of combination of

Vogue, New Yorker, et al., being
gotten out by Arleena Willett. Aimed
for the smart sets above New York,
initial issue will be kept out of the
city. Publisher plans, however, to

subsequently let in N.Y. and Long
Island. Original intention to publish
out of New York abandoned in favor
of Connecticut,. Periodical has a
New York representative, however.
Miss Willett editing, with John Mur-
ray Wright as managing editor. Mag
has social, amusements and sports
calendars, - and general content
ranges from fiction to fashion tlpoffs.

It'll have an extremely costly print
job.

LITERATI OBITS THIS WEEK
Willis Boyd 'Alien, 83, of Boston,

author, editor and lawyer, died in
Crawford Notch, N. H., Sept. 9. At-
tended Boston Latin School and Har-
vard University, '78.. Received his
LL.B from Boston University in
1881. After practicing law for a
short period, he retired in 1888 to

write. His prose and verse appeared
in. approximately 50 mags and other
periodicals, Including the Atlantic,
Century, Scribner's, Harper's, Lip-
pincott's, Munsey's, North American
Review, Nation and Dial. Among his
books, which numbered more than
30, were: 'Around the Yule Log,' 'The
Boyhood of John Kent,' 'Called to
the Front,' 'Christmas at Surf Point,'

'Navy Blue,' 'Snowed In,' and 'Under
the Pine Tree Flag.' From 1881 to

1893, he edited the Cottage Hearth
Mlagazine, The Wellspring and Our
Sunday Afternoon. In 1881 and 1882,
he served on the staff of Gov. John
Davis Long as quartermaster-gen-
eral, with the rank of lieutenant-
colonel. A sister survives.

Frederick Karinthy, 50, one of the
foremost among contemporary
writers in^Hungary, died in Buda-
pest of heart failure Aug. 30. Ka-
rinthy was prominent as, a humor-
ist and philosophical columnist. His
play, 'Tomorrow Morning,' his liter-

ary parodies, his sequels to 'Gul-
liver's Travels' and a book in which
he gave an uncanny precise ac-
count of his experiences during a
dangerous illness and a brain tumor
operation, which he underwent, are
among valued works.

Archibald L. MacKinnon, 47, of
Hillsboro, N. H., former managing
editor of the Lowell (Mass.) Courier-
Citizen and Evening Leader, died
Sept. 11 in a Brookline Hospital after
a long illness. First entered news-
paper work in Claremont, N. H., with
the Claremont Eagle. In 1914, he
went to Lowell as telegraph editor of
the Courier-Citizen. He later be-
came city editor and was managing
editor of the combined papers from
1921 to 1931, when he retired because
of illness. Leaves a widow, brother
and sister.

'

Edwin Hitchcock, 39, former drama
editor and theatre publicist, died
Sept. 17, in Los Angeles after a long
illness. After serving in the World
War he was drama ed of the Los
Angeles Record and later did pub-
licity for Fox-West Coast and
studios. He recently compiled a
handbook of confidential info on
those connected with pictures.
Leaves widow and mother.

Ripley Wayne Bugbee, 37, vice-
president of the Clements Co., Phila-
delphia advertising agency, died of
Rocky Mountain fever in Philadel-
phia last week. Bugbee is believed
to have been bitten by a tick while
on a vacation in the Canadian Rock-
ies, from which he returned Sept. 4.

Carl J. H. Anderson, 52, writer on
advertising and printing, died at his
home in Wilmington, Del., last Sat-
urday (17) of a heart ailment. Art
director for Hercules Powder Com-
pany, Anderson was well known for
his articles in the trade press.

Clarence A. .Brakeman, 73, for 22
years editor and owner of the Chey-
enne (Colo.) County News, weekly
newspaper, and Associated Press
correspondent, died at his Cheyenne
Wells, Colo., home, Sep$. 16. Mrs.
Myrtle Brakeman, his widow, will
continue publication of the News.
Thomas Clayton Wolfe, 37, one of

America's outstanding writers, died
Sept. 15 in Baltimore. of brain in-
fection. Among his best known books
were 'Look Homeward, Angel' and
'Of Time and the River.' Wolfe, born
at Asheville, N. C, graduated from
the University of North Carolina
when he was 20 and later went to
Harvard. He was a member of
George Pierce Baker's 47 Workshop
classes at Harvard and his early
writing was largely for the theatre,
but none of his plays was produced.
He later became an instructor in

English -at New York University and
remained there six years, resigning
in 1930 when he received a Guggen-
heim Foundation award.

CHATTER
Frank Sullivan changes publishers

with his next book, going to Little,

Brown.
Charles Hoffman sold a story, 'So

Much in Common,' to Good House-
keeping.
Valentine Williams, the whodunit

flctioneer, will have his autobiog
published soon;

Phyllis Bottome comes over from
the other side early next month for
a lecture tour.

Isaac F. Marcosson another re-
turned traveler; to get new Sateve-
post assignments.
Louise Redfield Peattle sold the se-

rial rights of her story,, 'Lost Daugh-
ter,' to Red Book.
Lester Ziffren to lecture on con-

temporary European history at U. of
Southern California.

Book-A-Mag has been chartered
to conduct -••a publishing-printing
business in New York.
Art Smith, lately a rewrite man on

the Philadelphia Record, has joined
the Chicago Herald-Examiner.

Ken, Inc., has filed in Albany a
certificate surrendering authority to

conduct business in N. Y. state.

Max Wallach now in full control
of the Architects Publishing Co.,

having bought out his associate.

William Blake's 'This World Is

Mine' has just gone into a fifth print-

ing. Simon & Shuster publishing.

Michael Josephs to publish Anton
Dolin's. second book, 'Encore Diver-
tisement,' in London around Christ-

mas.
Arthur Friedman, financial editor

of Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, going to

Hollywood next month on his vaca-
tion.

Mr. and Mrs, Bruce Gould
(Beatrice Blackmar), who are jointly

editor's of Ladies' Home Journal,

back from abroad.
Waliy Forrester, managing editor

Pittsburgh Press, at his desk again
after serving as a judge in Atlantic

City beauty pageant.
Lew Lipton's 'Ideas of 1939,' com-

pilation of best original screen
stories of the year, will be published
by Chatham Co., N..Y.

Bill Faust, photo, ed of the Philly
Ledger, resigned to take a publicity

job with the Protestant Episcopal
Diocese of Pennsylvania.
George A. Fisher and Richard T.

Graham embarking in the book pub-
lishing biz with the formation of the
Gateway Publishing Co.
Charles E. Still, police reporter for

the
L
New York Sun for nearly half

a century, will have a book, 'Styles

in Crime,' out this week.
Ralph Thompson, New York

Times' week-day' book crick, will
also do book criticisms for The Yale
Review, starting with the fall issue.

Margaretta Byers, coauthor of 'De-
signing Women," which deals with
women's fashions, has joined the
fashion staff of Good Housekeeping
mag.
Gladys Weston Ryan, who used to

be an assistant editor of McCall's
Magazine, a new bride. Husband is

William Stanley Lamont, a bank
exec.

Book publishing organization to
issue volumes of poetry exclusively
has been formed in N. Y. by Michael
Everett. To be known as Poetry
House.
Mexico continues to lure most of

the scribblers, with Evelyn Waugh
the latest to go below the border
for a look-see. Incidentally, Evelyn
Waugh is a 'he.'

Bill O'Donnell, former reporter on
Pittsburgh Press and more recently
assistant district attorney in Smoky
City, just named chief of Allegheny
county detective bureau.
Harcourt, Brace brings out. next

month the stpry of Charles Laugh-
ton and his wife, Elsa Lanchester,
written by latter. To be called
'Charles Laughton and I.'

Plan of M. L. Annenberg to upset
the entire Philly newspaper picture
by reducing the price of his Inquirer
to 2c has apparently been shelved
by the frantic appeals of other pub-
lishers.

J. Stewart Hunter has resigned his

associate editorship with Bulletin-
Index, class Pittsburgh weekly, to

return to University of Pittsburgh
faculty as instructor in English.
New quarters of the Book and

Magazine Guild, N. Y., officially

opened with housewarming which
attracted some .600 persons employed
in the book and magazine fields.

Donald Kirkley, dramatic and
picture editor of the Baltimore Sun.
will handle the amusement pages of

the Sunday Sun, replacing Hairy
Haller, who has been moved to

special assignments and features.

August L. Stern, of the New York
Journal and American rewrite staff,

was afraid it would happen—and it

has. After considerable research he
completed a play on the historical

figure, Mme. Jumel, and now a pro-

ducer announces another play on the

same subject.
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Broadway

Pat Casey returned from Coast to-

day
Lynne Overman left Friday (16)

for the Coast.
Harry Kline back with 'Kiss the

Boys Goodbye.'
Basil Rathbone, on from the Coast

to see all the shows he can, new and
0l
Ray Hall, former editor of Pathe,

may return to the newsreel field

Sh
Irving Lehrer and Seaman Jacobs

merged their p.a. biz with George D.
Lottman's.
Louie Shurr, the Broadway and

Hollywood agent, back in town for

legit castings.
Niteries expecting World's Fair

bonanzas next year, and all prim-
ing their plans accordingly.

Carolyn Marsh will replace Mary
Jane Walsh in *I*d Rather Be Right,'

which reopens in Philadelphia Oct. 3.

Jack Oswald, head of Paramount's
Investigation department, on Oct ' 7
celebrates his 15th anniversary with
the company.
The Merry-Go-Round, nee House

of (Helen) Morgan, is now called the
Casanova for its early preem with
Dave Apollon.
Charlie Williams, repatriated to

Broadway from two. years of Holly-
wood writing and acting, yens a
Broadway play.
Jack Osterman, cx-Variety col-

umnist, scripting for Ken Murray
now. Debuting with an early Vallee
guester this week.
Tom Mlaad, Universal - newsreel

editor, injured by auto, is slowly re-
covering in hospital where broken
leg has had him bedded for nearly
three weeks.
Luncheon skedded at Hotel War-

wick, Philadelphia, tomorrow (Wed-
nesday) by Paramount for Ellen
Drew, visiting relatives who live
near Phillv.
Helen Trix (Trix Sisters) and

Grace Foster, another ex-vaude-
villian, now have the dress shop on
East 52nd which Bernice Haley Lang
(Lang Sisters) founded.
Johnny Hudgins, blackface comic,

now in Buenos Aires playing niter-
ies, etc. Will remain away four
more months, playing Panama and
Chile before returning.
Charles A. Morla, chief assistant to

Norton V. Ritchey, Monogram for-
eign sales chief, sailed last week for
a seven-week trip to Central and
South American key cities.
Joe Lopez now greets 'em in the

lobby of the Stork and then flacs his
aide at the tape whom to OK for
a 'reservation,' thus making it easier
on the handling of the traffic.

Reported Keith Goldsmith, 20th-
Fox managing director in Shanghai,
to Wed Mrs. Willa Z. Lynn, a Brit-
isher, this month. Goldsmith for-
merly was in Albany for the com-
pany.
Harry Sobol is spokesman for the

nitery p.a.s in their to-join-or-not-
to-join indecision anent the TMAT.
Cafe publicists still feel they'd rather
stay out of the union, unless they're
shown wherein lies any advantage.

Clifton Webb and Libby Holman,
stars of 'You Never Know,' which
comes into the Winter Garden to-
night (Wed.), said to have bought 500
seats between them for the opening
at $5.50 to distribute among friends.
Warner Bros, will move its film

exchange operations for New York
area from Film Center building to
recently completed structure on west
44th street. New building connects
directly with Warner home-office
building.
Al Henkins, arranger and trum-

peter with Merle Pitt band wrote a
song around the old kid rhyme, 'My
Old Man,' which Shapiro-Bernstein
accepted for publication. The day
song was 1 taken, Henkins' father
passed away.

Emily (Dolly) Barnes Fitzgibbon,
first wife of late Bert Fitzgibbon, is

living in New York. A daughter by
his first marriage, Charlotte, also
survives. They were divorced here
in 1920. Fitzgibbon was killed in an
automobile accident in Atherton,
Ca'L, Aug. 28.

orchestra this summer by seashore
press.

Infant son of Chester Smith, sports
editor of Pittsburgh Press, died in a
hospital here last week- after a brief
illness. Tot had been adopted only
a short time before from Cradle,
Evanston, 111.

St. Louis
By Sam X. Hurst

Harold Bassage, director of Little
theatre, has begun tryouts of simon-
pures.

Art Catlin, of UA, in town ar-
ranging for a special trade showing
of "Drums.'

Kay Elbert, 17,. member of Muny
Opera chorus, passed trial test and
has joined ballet of San Carlo Opera
Co., in New York.
Tommy Tobin has returned to

Grand National as local manager.
Was formerly a salesman for UA.
Bill Guinan, whom Tobin suceeds,
will remain with GN as salesman.

Variety club gave dinner for Percy
Barr, secretary of local club, on eve
of his departure for Chicago, where
he becomes .nanager for National
Screen Service. Held similar post
here.
Edward Richardson, treasurer at

Loew's, was presented with wrist
watch by employees prior to trans-
fer, to Loew's Penn, Pittsburgh.
Chester B. Vickery, of Pittsburgh
house, transferred here.
The U. S. Navy band will give

afternoon .and evening concerts in
the Municipal Auditorium, Oct. 27,
under cosponsorship of local units of
the Naval Reserve and Navy Post of
the American Legion as part of an-
nual observance of Navy Day.

Boston

Nitery season over a week behind
in openings.
Trocadero Club made its bow

Wednesday (14). .

Mary Pickford interviewed on
WNAC by Ruth Moss.
Ann Pennington staying two weeks

at the Crawford House.
Dick Stutz orchestra opens the

Brown Derby season, Friday (23).

Sophie Tucker opened fall season
at Benny Ginsburg's Club Mayfair.
Arch E. Clair closes the Totem

Pole Ballroom at Auburndale Oct.
12.

Edward J. Noonan, Federal Thea-
tre Project p.a., opened publicity of-
fices here.
Mildred Place, daughter of Ed

Place, Statler Hotel and Brockton
Fair p.a., doing press chores for the
Brockton Fair.
George Holland, Boston Evening

American columnist (Boston After
Dark), taking side trips to New York
and sending his copy in from there.
D. B. Stanbro, Hotel Statler man-

ager, presented a Hotel Statler tro-

phy for the horse show class at the
Brockton Fair. Sally Rand did the
awarding.
Sammy Paine, for nearly a quarter

of a century with RKO Keith vaude
as booker, back in harness with the
M Amusement Enterprises (Edmund
J. McGuinness).

Sydney
By Eric Gorrick

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Harry Seeds' lad home from New
York for a minor operation, mending.

C. J. Lattas to Omaha for funeral
of Mrs. Latta's mother, who died
suddenly.
Harry Brown back from New York

after lining up flock of legit shows
for Nixon.
Playhouse director Fred Burleigh

has launched series of auditions for
new season.
Dance impresario Johnny Jones

celebrates 35th wedding anniversary
Saturday (24).
Donn Wermuth and the new missus

pack to the Coast after honeymoon-
ing m the

. east.
Gene Connelly bringing U. S.

Marine Band here for two concerts
next Monday (26).
John J. Maloney and Burt ishop,

Jr., both knocked down free trips to

» s
,i
n M_G Mies drive,

v-ii }^00n Club » in nearby Steuben-
YiUe» O., has picked up option of
Herman Middleman's band.
Lorenz Iversen succeeds Mrs. Wil-

£
am .Maclay Hall as prez of Pitts-

• j?
ymPh Society this year.

1 c°vato back in town after be-
ing voted Atlantic City's No. 1

Will Mahoney here for Tivoli.

Chang, magician, here for Wil
liamson-Tait.
Guila Bustabo, U. S. violinist, pre

senting a series of recitals for Aus
tralian Broadcasting Commission.
Cinesound very hopeful of selling

'Broken Melody' in the U. S. Dick-
ers on also for British market.
Ken Asprey, Stanley Crick and

George Dean interested in new ice
rink due for erection in Melbourne
Jack Percival, former exploitation

director for Snider-Dean, is handling
publicity for the Stuart F. Doyle en
terprises.
Ralph Clarke, Jr., sales manager

for Warners in New South Wales,
will spend a short vacation in U. S.

Dad is the boss here.
Reissues are being tried out. Fol-

lowing on deal by Hoyts for 'Son of
the Sheik,' Greater Union bringing
in 'Monte Carlo' shortly for try. In
Melbourne there's fairly good biz
with 'Modern Times.'

Kansas City

By John W. Quinn

Herbert Hoover scheduled to lec
ture in the city auditorium Sept. 28.

Joe Cook, m.c. of the opening an-
nual K. C. Jubilesta, in town couple
of days in advance.
Jimmy Joy's orchestra moving into

the Muehlebach grill. Following
Dusty Rhoades's crew.
Joan Davis cheered at the Tower

where she dropped in between
planes to catch the Jan Garber stage

show.
Peter Dana, new Universal district

manager, bringing his family in from
New York to take up permanent
resident here.
Ben Marcus, Columbia exchange

manager, host to an overflow crowd
at the advance screening of 'You
Can't Take It With You' in the Edi-

son auditorium.

London

Walter Ellis fly-fishing in Ireland.

Gilbert Lennox boating in Holland.
Leslie Howard to south of France

for holiday.
Associated British has bought film

rights to 'Poison Pen.'
Gipsy Nina in town for a couple of

commercial broadcasts.
George Formby on three weeks'

Baltic sea cruise vacation.
British Lion has taken over dis-

tribution of Ace Productions.
Bert Howell, Paris agent, in town

booking a few French acts in vaude-
ville. •

Buster Shaver's (with Olive and
George) missus and kid over here
for stay.

Alphonse Berg here alone as his
missus is too sick to travel from
America.
Charlie For|ythe organizing a re-

union dinner of ex-service members
in vaudeville:
John Argyle is making an Irish

film based on the song and titled
'My Irish Molly.'
Lee Donn got Frank Niel to post-

pone his Australian tour to continue
his English dates.
Max Miller's father off to Holly-

wood shortly, where he spends six
months each year.
Vaudeville bookers here making

offers to Maurice Chevalier, but he
isn't free this year.
Vic Oliver has 23 weeks of vaude-

ville in London wrth General The-
atres Corp. for 1939.
Grace Moore booked for a concert

in aid of Queen Mary's hospital at
Albert Hall Nov. 1,

Kjeld Abell, author of 'Melody
That Got Lost,' adapting 'Idiot's De-
light' for Denmark.

Lilli Palmer to play lead in 'Tree
of Eden,' by Kenneth Horne, pro-
duced by Claude Gurney.
Covent Garden Ballet, now en

route to Australia for six monhts,
goes to Africa after that.

'Idiot's Delight' celebrating its

200th performance, with show ca-
pacity since Lee Tracy's opening. .

Despite limited supply of ace pic-
tures and war scares, exhibitors ad-
mit healthy takings at their cinemas.
Reported Isidore Ostrer assisting

Lou Jackson to secure English dis-
tribution of Grand National Pictures.
Mabel Green, former musical com-

edy star, inherited $200,000 from her
South African husband, Julius Wets-
lar.

Imperator Films' production of

"The Return of the Frog' for British

Lion has been completed at Beacons-
field.

The Irving Tishmans considering
settling down in France and mak-
ing a couple of trips to America an-
nually.

I Eric Blore will appear in the War-
Iner production of 'A Gentleman's
Gentleman,' with David Burns as his

stooge.
Ballerina M a r k o v a sustained

sprained ankle while rehearsing at

Covent Garden, and is out for

a while.
David MacDonald, who megged

'This Man Is News' for Pinebrook,
is contracted for two more for that
concern.
Red Diamond (Three Diamond

Bros.) has broken rib which he got
first night of their opening at the
Palladium.
Library deal of "Wild Oats,' the

Firth Shepherd musical at the
Princes theatre, extended till end
of December.

Niel McKay, actor, and Cyril Law-
rence, formerly Lew Leslie's man-
ager in London, have filed petitions
in bankruptcy.
Lawrence Wright has bought an

old castle on the Blackpool North
Shore, which he intends to turn into
a picture theatre.
Palace theatre management con-

sidering staging musical shows twice
nightly at . cheap prices under
Charles B. Cochran.
Nat Gonella's band out of the Jack

Taylor revue, 'King Revel,' although
the remainder of the cast is staying
for run of the show.
Robert Donat lays off for six

weeks before starting filming of 'Mr
Chips.' His contract calls for these
holidays after each picture.

'

Claimed ticket agencies bought
$200,000 worth of seats for 'Running
Riot' before it opened at the Gaiety
They -saw it at the tryout in Black-
pool.

African Theatres circuit months ago
•closed deal, with RKO for 'Snow
White' after protracted negotiations,
playing the entire circuit early next
month.

'Last Train South' closed at St,

Martin's Sept. 3 after a month: Suc-
ceeded by 'Tobias and the Angel,'
revival transferring from Open Air
theatre.
Walter 'Dare' Wahl has bought a

home and three acres of land in
Poland for his 72-year-old dad in
celebration of Wahl's getting his
American citizenship.
Queen Mary has promised to at-

tend preem of 'Sixty Glorious Years'
at the Odeon, Oct. 14, with charity
benefitting. Picture gets general re-
lease in United Kingdom at Christ-
mas.

Stanley Bell, general stage director
for Sir Oswald Stoll at the Coliseum,
looking over the show, says he is not
handling the vaudeville, but is now
chiefly located in the Stoll head of-
fices.

Due to success of The Lady Van-
ishes,' first in a deal for three pic-

tures to be made by Gainsborough
for Metro, the American concern is

already in negotiation for additional
product from the same source.

Clifford C. Fischer 'said to want
Ross and Stone' for his International
Casino, N. Y., show for next March,
with run-of-show contract. Condi-
tion is that team go with show when
it opens in London after New York
run.
'Comedienne' leaves the Haymar-

ket, going into the Aldwych as two-
for-oner, with 'Lot's Wife,' switching
to the Savoy, also one two-for-oner
basis. 'On Borrowed Time' follows
former into the Haymarket, latter
leaving Saturday (24).
While in New York Victor Payne-

Jennings secured the English rights
to 'On Borrowed Time,' in associ-
ation with Phillips Holmes. Stuart
Watson also associated on production.
Latter will appear in London in the
N. Y. role created by Frank Conroy.

Minneapolis
By Les Reeg

Excelsior Amusement park closed
for winter.

Minneapolis Symph plans series of
special concerts with name soloists.

Clarence Sakol, of Paramount ad
sales department, promoted to
booker.

Local United Artists' branch still

in first place nationally in 20th an-
niversary drive.

Twin City Variety club opened
more elaborate clubrooms in Hotel
Nicollet with gala party.

Warren Anderson, Warner Bros,
booker, out -of hospital and oh road
to recovery after long illness.

N. L. Nathanson, head of Canadian
Famous Players, here on visit with
brother, B. L. Nathanson, of Mono-
gram.

Under present plans, Benny -Good-
man, during Orpheum engagement
here, will -do his broadcasting from
theatre's stage as part of regularly
scheduled performance.
Claire James, Atlantic City bath-

ing beauty pageant runnerup and
former Minneapolitan, stopped over
en route to Hollywood and was in-
troduced from Orpheum stage by
Horace Heidt.

Philadelphia
By Herb Golden

Morgan Kaufman to New York
for few days.
Republic readying for its new

building on old Columbia site.

George Aarons' wife well on way
to recuping from serious operation.
Dave Molliver's new car ignited

right in front of his office last week.
Short circuit.
Cal Core, inspector for the Censor

Board; giving speaking lessons to
Democratic, candidates.

Shrine Circus set here for the
Arena Nov. 7-14, by George Hamid.
Robert H. Morton on the scene for
him.

(

First general meeting of Variety
club this season called by Chief
Barker Jack Beresin for next Mon-
day (26).
Jack Greenberg arranged private

screening of 'Snow White' (RKO)
for nuns in convent near his Stone
Harbor, N. J., theatre.

Hollywood

Budapest

Metro's 'Public Hero No. 1' banned
here.
Columbia opening an independent

branch here.
jean Murat, French film star, va-

cationing in Budapest.
'The Witch of Leanyvar,' book by

Karoly Lovik, now being shot at
Hunnia studio.
Wesley Ruggles, here on a visit,

gave several Hungarian feature pic-
tures the once over. '

J. H. Seidelmann, Universal's vice
prez here recently with J. Birkhahn,
U's east European manager.
Guttav Olah, stage manager of

Opera House, may direct screen
version of 'Janos Vitez.'
Pola Negri expected here to play

in French and German versions of
a Budapest-background feature.
Geza Bolvary producing and di-

recting German and Hungarian ver-
sions of the feature, 'Storm Over the
Steppe.'
Coming season will bring 2,000th

Shakespeare performance at the
Budapest National theatre. Occa-
sion will be celebrated by perform-
ance of 'As You Like It,' in a new
translation by Lorincz Szabo.

Chicago

Gene Murphy, of Loew's in town
to publicize "Freddie Bartholomew
personal tour.
Harry Sherman, former president

of local 306, musicians union, to
Mayo Clinic for observation.
Harold Kennedy, Coast booking

chief for the Bowes office, in town
for a squint at the major's unit in the
State-Lake.
Switch in plans on 'I'd Rather Be

Right,' will send the George M.
Cohan musical into the mammoth
Auditorium opera house, Nov. 27, in-
stead of the regular legit Grand.

Benny Rubin to Chicago.
Roy Rogers to Portland.
Pat Casey to Washington.
J. W. Piper here from Japan.
Lee Carson here from Chicago.
Dorothy Frank in from Frisco.
Charles Gentry in from. Detroit.
Sidney Kent in from New York.
Corey Ford planed.in from Alaska.
Walter Frisby on British holiday.
Arthur Housman in from New

York.
Len Warren here from New Zea-

land.
Frank and Mrs. Lloyd off for Eu-

rope.
Sig -Marcus recovering from ill-

ness.
Elliott Nugent in from eastern

tour.
Edward T2bele back from world

tour.
Robert Richman sailing to Hono-

lulu.
Burglars prowled Gladys George's-

home.
Jack Leighter back on the job after

illness.

Harry Hammond Beale's office was
robbed.

Elizabeth Patterson home from the
hospital. • -

Leland Hayward celebrated a
birthday,
Jackie Cooper celebrated his 16h

birthday.
Roy Evans to Big Springs, Tex., for

roundup.
Tito Guizar hosting Mexican soc-

cer team.
Viola Brothers Shore back

from N.Y; v

Evelyn 'Keyes laid up-._with ap-
pendicitis.
Noel Busch ogling studios for

Time mag.
Al O'Keefe and Charles Feldman

to Chicago.
Isa Miranda in from New England

motor tour.
George Borthwick in from N. Y,

for vacation.
John Lee Mahin laid up with a

broken foot
George Cehanovsky here for opera

appearances.
Coe Glade in from Manhattan for

Bowl opera. \ ,

Tony Martin back from eastern
personal tour.
James Stewart got his private

pilot's license.
Barbara Jaques to wed Gil Winne-

guth, non-pro.
Harry DeShon hunting in Palo-

mar mountains.
Jack Carson in Milwaukee visiting

his sick mother.
Edith Head back from gander at

European styles.

William Ludwig to marry Susan
Risenfeld Oct. 2.

Luise Rainer ill" with cameras
shooting around her. -

John Howard moved into his new
Brentwood hacienda.
Tommy Wright and Jimmy O'Toole

left Metro's Hackery.
Frances Hyland and Albert Ray

back from northern tour.
Claude Rains to his Pennsylvania

farm after present chore.-
Irene Rhodes announced her en-

gagement to Arthur Lyons..
Nancy Kelly thrown from a horse

on location in Pineville, Mo.
Jackie Coogan teaching moppets

at Maurice Kosloff's drama school.
Walter Wanger and Fredric March

hosted frat brothers of Alpha Delta
Phi.
Harold Lloyd and Ralph Bellamy

bankrolling a bowling alley in River-
side.
Ann Robinson and Paul M. Mac-

Williams announced their intention
to wed.
Bob Reeds, out of the hospital

after seven weeks, going back to
Toronto.

Paris
By Hugo Speck

Felix Rosan to Nice.
Earl Leslie to Berlin.
Harris Twins to Rio.
Radio Cite enlarging offices.
Lew Lehr in on short vacasn.
Harold Smith in from Venice.
Kate de Nagy in from Geneva.
Fred Payne back from Riviera.
Reva Reyes back from Brussels.
Edward Everett Horton to Eng-

land.
'March of Time' did film on French

army.
New revue opening at Chez les

Nudistes.
Mitty Goldin setting new variety

show at AEC.
Corrine Luchaire, in from Venice,

completing 'Confiit.'

Marbeth Cinema open again after
summer shuttering.
'Brave New World' opening at

Theatre de TOeuvre.
'Algiers' (UA) called 'Casbah

d'Alger' here at Caesar cinema.
Jean Pierre Aumont signing to

play opposite Annabella in 'Hotel du
Nord.'
Gustave Quinsoh giving up direc-

tion of Theatre du Palais-Royal after
30 years.
Lys Gauty making film debut In

'La Goualeuse,' which Frenand
Rivers is making.

Sir John Maxwell looking over
possibilities of buying English re-
make rights for French film hits.
'Alexander's Ragtime Band' <20th)

called 'La Folle Parade* here, open-
ing at Le Paris, long top Champs-
Elysees showcase for Metro product.
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OBITUARIES
PAULINE FREDERICK

Pauline Frederick, 53, stage and

screen actress for past 35 years, died

Sept. 19 in her Beverly Hills home
after an asthma attack, Inhalator

squad failed to revive her.

Deceased made stage debut as

chorus girl in 1902 in 'Rogers

Brothers in Harvard/ but thereafter

she shunned musicals. Among her

early plays were 'Little .Gray Lady,'

'Girl in White,' 'Samson,' 'Fourth

Estate,' 'The Dollar Mark,' 'Joseph

and His Brethren.'

She turned to pictures in 1915 and
remained away from stage for eight

years. Her films included 'The

Eternal Flame,' 'Mrs. Dane's Defense,'

•Zaza,' 'La Tosca,' 'Fedora,' 'Bella

Donna,' 'Madam X,' 'Devil's Island,'

'Roads of Destiny.'

Returning to the stage in 1923 she

occasionally took time out for pic-

tures arid appeared in such, produc-

tions as 'On Trial,' 'Mumsie,' 'Evi-

dence,' 'This Modern Age,' 'The

Sacred Flame,' 'My Marriage.' Her
last film was 'Ramona' at 20th«Fox.

She did many stage revivals along

Coast between pictures. . She had
been married five times, among
her husbands being Willard Mack.

CHARLES E. COOK
Charles E. Cook, 53, former circus

technician and lately With Para-
mount, died Sept. 17, at his home in

West Los Angeles after a' heart at-

tack. He had finished an assignment

IX MEMORIAM

MARK A. LUESCHER
Pled Sept. 180, 1988

In - Our Heart* and Memory Always

FAMILY

as unit manager on the film, 'If I

Were King,' and was* preparing for

the start of 'Union Pacific' when
stricken.

In his youth he joined the Gaskell
carnival in Texas as an electrician,

later moved to the Al G. Barnes cir-

cus and traveled for 23 years' under
the big top. He was the first to install

electricity in a circus. Surviving are
his widow; a son, a sister and two
brothers.

T. NELSON DOWNS
T. Nelson Downs, 'King of Koins,'

died Sept. 11 at his home in Mar
shalltown, la., following a three-year
illness. A number of well-known
magicians attended the funeral,
which was held in Marshalltown,
Sept. 13.

Downs was known for many years
as about the cleverest coin manipu
lator before the public and his repu-
tation had carried him to European
countries, where he had exhibited
his deftness before crowned heads
and gala audiences. He became skill-

ful in handling coins during his
youthful days as a clerk in a Mar-
shalltown bank.

operation for mastoids on Sept. 14.

At the time of his death Barrett was
•chief of the Chicago office of WOR,
Newark.

Previously he had been radio time
buyer for Blackett-Saittple-Hummert
agency in Chicago. Had also been
with NBC Chicago and was the net-

work's liaison man with the World's
Fair during 1833-1934.

Widow and three daughters sur-

vive. Burial in Chicago.

CHARLES KINGSBURY YOUNG
Charles Kingsbury Young, 45, for-

mer concert pianist, died in New
Rochelle, N. Y., Sept. 14.

In recent years he had been teach-

ing in New Rochelle, and was ac-

companist- for the Huguenot Glee
Club. His widow survives.

VALERIE BERGERE
Valerie Bergere, 71, former stage

and screen actress, died Sept. 16 in

Hollywood. "Born in Alsace-Lor-
raine, Miss Bergere made her Amer-
ican debut in San Francisco stock in

1892, and played in legit, musical
comedy and vaudeville for 43 years.
Her last stage appearance was-' in

fMoon Over Mulberry Street' in 1935.

In her picture career she played
for a time with Warners and finished

with a part in 'Miss America' at RKO
in 1937. Surviving is her husband,
Herbert Warren.

JOHN R. RITCHIE
John Robertson Ritchie, 55, who

as a contractor built theatres in
Mechanicville and Plattsburg and as

a sculptor did a bas relief of Sonja
Henie recen::y placed in the new
Field House at Saratoga Springs,

died at his home in that city Sept. 12.

A native of Scotland and a veteran
of the Boer War, he directed many
amateur theatrical productions in the
Saratoga area.

KENNETH L. SMITH
Kenneth L. Smith, an executive of

radio station XEBZ, Mexico City,

died Sept 7 at his home in the Mexi-
can capital.

He was a native of Elizabeth, N. J.,

and had been a resident of Mexico
for 25 years. Burial was in Mexico
City. He is survived by his widow,
his' mother, a son, and two daugh-
ters.

NONA LEE
Mrs. Lloyd Tracy Dodd (Nona

Lee), 22, radio singer, died In child-

birth, Sept. 15, in Los Angeles.

She made her radio debut 12 years

ago and later appeared in opera on
the Coast. The child died 'with her.

INEZ FORMAN
Inez Forman Greig, 74, one time

Shakespearean actress, died Sept. 9

in Pasadena. -

As Inez Forman she played for
years on the Keith and Proctor Cir-

cuit. Surviving is a daughter.

FRANK MURRAY
Frank Murray, 29, technician at

Metro studio, died Sept. 14 in Los
Angeles. 6

MILDRED GAULT
Mildred Gault, 33, film dancer,

died Sept. 15, in a sanitarium near
Los Angeles.

Mrs. Elsie Gray, 37, wife of Danny
Gray,, chief of Metro's film editing

department, died Sept. 15 in Beverly
Hills.

R. J. BARRETT, JR.
Roscoe Barrett, Jr., 35 died in Chi-

cago of pneumonia following an

MARRIAGES
Shirley Lucile Young to Valhce

Carroll in Los Angeles, Sept. 11.

Bride is film player; he's a director.

Helen Ince to Frank Kerwin in

Beverly Hills, Sept. 15.- Bride is

widow of Ralph Ince, film producer,
he's Hollywood night club owner.
Maryalice Riley to' Warren Mead

in Milwaukee, Sept. 8.. He's an-
nouncer with WTMJ, Milwaukee.

"

"

Joan Palmer to Charles Kaufman
in Beverly Hills, Sept. 14. He's a
film writer.

Judy Kish to Billy Cornell in
Pittsburgh, Sept. 10. He's with
Jimmy Peyton's orchestra at Plaza
cafe, Pittsburgh.
Mary Kirby to Thomas Conrad

Sawyer in Hollywood, Sept. 16.

Bride is Sandra Bruce, WCOP, Bos-
ton, announcer and hostess; he's
Coast NBC and'- CBS writer.
Edna Strong to -Everett Marshall

in Fort Worth, Tex., Sept. 16. Bride
is dancer; he's a singer.

Shirley Ross to Ken Dolan in Los
Angeles, Sept. 18. Bride- is film
player; he's Hollywood agent.
Genevieve Tobin to William

Keighley, Yuma, Ariz., Sept. 19.

Bride is film player; he's film direc-
tor.

Fair Preview

(Continued from page 1)

housed in the Business- Building at

night. Tariff is marked at $1 a head
as entrance fee only with extras for

a peek at attractions inside or par-
ticipation in numerous games housed
in tents, resembling a rural state

fair.

The outdoor carnival in the aft-

ernoon will include a b6tanical gar-
den tea party modelled after the
European idea in which stage and
screen names will mingle with the
public and clip 'em $1 apiece for

autographs. Rest will be a tent for

the presentation of one-minute
thrillers and comedies with im-
promptu casts culled from names
present, but done with prepared
scripts. A two-bit-a-dance tent, with
Equity choristers to trip with; a
gambling

.
tent; crockery smashing

booth; one for pie-throwing where
customers can pay 50c for a custard
and either eat it or throw it at a
colored target; a makeup tent w.here
femmes will be nicked. $2 to be
taught makeup; and various other

games and gadgets designed to sep-

arate escorts from their -wad.

An audition tent modeled after the

'I Want to Be an Actor' radio pro-

gram has been suggested with sound
recording apparatus and experienced

actors in attendance. In the evening,

plans call for a revue to be staged

in the dual-winged Business Build-

ing with a trl-cornered stage to al-

low an audience in each wing. Tar-

iff here would range from $3 to $10.

show will comprise half a dozen

sketches prepared l y the Authors

League, backed by production num-
bers for which the choruses of "I

Married an Angel,' 'You Never
Know,' the Rockettes from the Ra-
dio City Music Hall, and the Gae
Foster Girls from the Roxy are be-

ing sought.

Names connected with the affair

list Rachel Crothers, as general di-

rector; John Golden, executive di-

rector; Antoinette Pe-ry, executive

secretary; Dwight Deert Wiman, ex-

ecutive prqducer; Ashley Miller,

general secretary, and Leon Leoni-

doff and Robert H. Burnside as pro--

ducers, latter names as yet .being

doubtful. Stars who have wired or

mailed agreements to be on hand if

in the vicinity are Irving Berlin,

Fred Stone, Jimmie Durante, Mau-
rice Evans, Walter Hampden, Dennis
King, Grace George, ' L'anny Ross,

Nazimova, Frank Craven, Ina Claire,

Jane Cowl, Otis Skinner and pro-

ducers Marc Connolly and Brock
Pemberton. Others have not yet

been heard from.

Vaude Revival

(Continued from page 1)

is the host of film and radio players

available for p. a.'s.

As far as standard vaude talent is

concerned, there hasn't been as much
of a depreciation in ranks as pop-
ularly supposed. Nitery work, plus

in a smaller measure the WPA
projects, has kept them going. Per-

usal of the numerous agents' lists

shows that comparatively little of

the talent around a- few years ago
has dropped completely out of the

biz. In fact, so many of the acts

are still around it's incongruous in

comparison with the terrific skid of

vaude itself.

Comedy Acts a Problem
Rather than a lack of talent, the

theatres, If and when a general
'vaude revival' eventuates, will -be

faced with two other major -prob-

lems. First will be the question of

sufficient playable comedy acts; (2),

break-in time.
' One hinges upon the other. Com-
edy acts need development, some-
thing they haven't had for a number
of years because of the complete ex-
tinction of break-in time. Even the
smallest indie houses in the past few
years have demanded tried and
standard acts, refusing to take a
chance with unknowns.

It has been proven in the past on
numerous occasions that the nitery
comics are usually n. g. \in theatres;

their material, as ' a rule, being too
topical of the nocturnal life for gen-
eral public consumption. The strictly

radio comics also have too frequently
failed to impress on a stage, this be-
ing due chiefly to the lack of stage,

presence and training on the part of.

most of them.
Both of these type of acts would

need extensive break-in dates before
being acceptable in major and de-
luxe stageshow houses. It will_ be
an absolute need for the circuits to

each ~et aside a certain amount of
break-in playing time, as in the past,

in order to provide themselves with
the major ingredient of a vaudeville
layout—comedy.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Rubine. son,

in Glendale, Cal., Sept. 13. Father
is in Warners' publicity debartment.
Mr. and Mrs, Ken MacKaig, son,

in Los Angeles, Sept. 15. Father is

film salesman for United Artists, L.A.
Mr. and Mrs. Georgie Price, son,

Sept. 15, 1938, in New York. He's the
former comedian, now a stock
broker; she was Lorain Mariners pro-
fessionally.

Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Berns,
daughter, Sept. 17, 1938, in New
York. He's of Jack & Charlie's 21

Club, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Griffin, son, in

Pittsburgh, Sept. 15. Mother is ^he
former Peggy Dogherty, vaude and
stock player.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Guild,
daughter, in San Francisco, Sept. 15,

Father is m.c. and writer at KSFO,
Frisco.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Nimmons, son,

in Dallas. Father is program direc-

tor of WFAA, Dallas.

News From the Dailies
This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as pub-

lished during the week in the daily papers of New York, Chicago,

San Francisco, Hollywood and London. Variety takes no credit for

these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

East

John A. Lardner, son of the late

Ring W. Lardner, married in Elktoh,
Md., Thursday. Hazel Hairston
writer, party of the second part.

Lotte Lehman carried out her an-
nounced intention and took out first

citizenship papers in New York last

Thursday. She is herself an Ayran,
but her stepsons had a Jewish moth-
er and came under the ban. The
three boys had already taken out
first papers."
Scarecrow contest one of the come-

ohs at New Canan (Conn.) flower
shbw. Second prize went to an ef-

figy of Mae West.
Mrs. Emily Ringling to receive

$50,000 and interest on a note given
her by the circus magnate shortly
before their marriage. Has been in
dispute since his death.
Job of handling the Movie Quiz

contest given to Radio and Publica-
tions Contest Co., which will put 500
clerks on the job of wprking over
the answers.
Jewel theatre, six of whose staff

were recently pinched for conduct-
ing a lottery, to carry the case to the
supreme court if necessary, attor-

neys for the theatre announced last

week. Preliminary hearing in mag-
istrates' court adjourned to Oct. 4.

Louis Reynolds, of the tobacco
family, defending his wife's suit for
temporary alimony, presents the affi-

davit of Julie Donahue Higgins in-
volving Charles MacArthur and
Cecil Haskett, radio exec, in coun-
ter charges.
Am rlcan Gilbert and Sullivan

Productions, amateurs, wants some
more chorus people. Office Steinway.
Hall.

Natalie Bodanya, of the Met, can-
celd her date at the Venice Music
Festival next Sunday (25) because of
the recent Italian enactments against
the Jews.

" Friedrich Schorr, ..Wagnerian bari-
tone, appointed vocal advisor for
Met Wagner productions. To train
young American singers in the Wag-
nerian tradition.
Benjamin C. Cutler, orch leader,

given his choice between a $25 fine

and 10 days in jail for driving his
car into the East river. Explained
he had played several engagements
and was sleepy.

'Night of Stars,' Palestine benefit,
set for Nov. 16 at the Mad. Sq.
Garden.
Playwrights Producing Co. Is now

just Playwrights Co.
Bruce Barton the fall guy at the

Circus Saints and Sinners last week.
Murray Mintz, of Brooklyn, waived

extradlction and will be taken to
Kansas City to face a charge of ship-
ping lascivious reading matter be-
tween K. C. and Chicago.
Gang puncturing tires and slash-

ing upholstery in parked cars in
Flatbush section of Brooklyn for no
apparent reason.
Fur coat worth $60,000 to figure In

the Radio City Music Hall revue
opening tomorrow. Took 16 years to
collect the pelts of albino mink from
which it is fashioned.
Gus Boell, die sinker, given a 10-

day suspended sentence In Flushing
court Thursday. He intended to jump
from the top of the trylon at the
World's Fair, but the wind gave out,

his 'chute got wet and he was afraid
tb

v

climb down. Rescued by steel
workers, so newsreel men, who had
been tipped off, got some footage.
Helene Pons designed the cos-

tumes for 'Mme. Capet.'
Little Carnegie, picture house, re-

opens after a four weeks' shut.
Morton and Herbert Minsky to

convert the National Winter Garden,
their original burlesque home, to a
picture theatre, showing Soviet films.
Coe Glade sang 'Carmen' at the

Center theatre, N. Y., Thursday
night, hopped a plane for Hollywood
the following day to sing in the
Legion production of 'Gettysburg'
the 23rd. Back by plane the ne*t
day to sing her second 'Carmen.'
A. C. Blumenthal mentioned in the

bankruptcy schedules of the. gown
shop operated by Mrs. Gloria Mor-
gan Vanderbilt and her twin sister,
Lidy Furncss. Owes $375 • on an
original order for about $1,000 worth
of clothes for an unnamed picture
actress. Directed to appear Sept 30
for examination befo trial.

Werner Bateman, of 'Victoria Re-
tina,' reported' to be in trouble in
Germany. He went over on a vaca-
tion and now he can't get out again.
Wayne Morris, making a p. a. at

the N. Y. 3 l-rnd last week, denied
that a marriage betv/een himself and
Betty Jane Ferjuson was impending.
Says they're t .1". ing about it, but
want to wait a ye^r.

JA Federal "flusic Project ask-
ing for onuses to play at the Forum
Laboratory concerts at Carnegie
chamber music hall.
Stephen Czoka, Hungarian, won

the first prize in the outdoor art
exhibit in Washington Sq. That got
him a check for $25.
Fire in the newsprint warehouse

next the N. Y. Journal office drove
20 men from t'teir desks. Paper a
total loss. Staff , moved to the com-
posing room and go' Saturday's
paper out fr. there.
Transient visitors to the N. Y.

World's Fair arriving over the N. Y.
Central to be dumped at the 138th
street station. Taken from there by
bus over the TriboroUPh bridge.
Artur Rubinstein, Polish pianist,

cancels his Italian tour and sends
back a decoration. Protest over the

! treatment of the Jews in Italy. Will
1 come to the U. S. instead.

I Theatre Education League, suggest-
1 ed by Theatre Council, to lecture
high school pupils. w

*

Harry Sothern, nephew of E. H.
Sothern, became an American citi-

zen last week. Playing in 'Shadow
and Substance.'
'Made in Japan,' New Theatre

prize play by Maurice Stoller, to get
a musical setting by Elie Siegmeister.
Preemed next month.
Brooklyn homicide court has held

Solon Schulman without bail on a
charge of homicide. Charged with
killing Nathan Kline, projectionist

of the Queens theatre, Jamaica.
Committee announces that five

questions in the Movie Quiz are in-

correct, due to errors. Any answer
will be adjudged correct.
Music school of the N. Y. Assn.

for the Blind opened its 31st season
Monday. Marjorie Harding, of the
Women's Symphony orch, prexy.
John Moses, son .of. the late Harry

Moses, mulling production plans.

Coast

Suit of Jeff Davis against Para-
mount was transferred from Su-
perior to Federal court in L. A.
Hobo 'king' wants $50,000 and back
pay for working in 'The Arkansas
Traveler.' Suit was shifted because
Paramount is a New York corpora-
tion.

Will of Max Factor, makeup art-

ist, filed in Los Angeles, left all stock
in the cosmetic business to be divi-

ded equally among four sons and
two daughters. Remainder of the es-

tate, $100,000 in personal property
and $16,000 in real estate, goes to

the widow, Mrs. Vennie Factor.

Sidney B. Factor, son of the late

Max Factor, was sued for $200,000
heart balm by Mildred O'Bryant,
former employe of the Hollywood
cosmetic firm.
Glenn Morris, film actor and for-

mer Olympic decathlon champion,
was sued for divorce in L. A.
Paramount studio and its physi-

cian, Dr. Hi J. Strathern, were
granted a new trial in the $500,000
action brought by Irene Bennett,
actress, ;vho claimed her health was
damaged permanently, by an incor-
rect diagnosis. First trial in- L. A,,

resulted in a judgment of $8,500 for
Miss Bennett.
Richard Tucker, screen player, ob-

tained a divot e in L. A. from Erma
Deen, singer.
Jane Wyma: screen player, made

an out-of-court settlement of $29,662
commission suit by Harry Rosen,
Hollywood apent.
Peggy Fears' salary at Phil Selz-

nick's nitery in Hollywood was at-

tached for $154 grocery bill.

- Maxine Coleman, night club enter-
tainer, won a divorce in L. A. from
Virgil Creason.
John W. Considine, Jr.. film pro-

ducer, was sued for $150,000 in L.
A. by his Cousin. Vera L. Donnellan,
who charged false arrest.
Arthur J. Beckhard, Santa Bar-

bara theatrical producer, was held
on a charge of negligent homicide as
a result of the traffic deaths of Pa-
tricia Marian Kelley and Frank C.
Joyce, Jr., in Beverly Hills, Aug. 27.

I. C. Overdorff, president, and Ed-
ward Rose, vice-president of the
National Talent Pictures Corp., were
ordered to trial in L. A. on grand
theft- charges.
Freddie Rich, orchestra leader,

was sued in L. A. by his former
wife, Eula Mariene Rich, for sepa-
rate maintenance of $500 a month
and $2,500 attorney fees. Mrs. Rich
also asks $2,000 arrears on an - ali-

mony judgment awarded in Nev/
York.
Convicted of conspiring to per-

form an illegal operation, from
which the victim died, Robert Gil-
bert, one-time vaude hypnotist, who
billed himself as 'The Great Gilbert,'

awaited sentence in Los Angeles.

AGMA's Switch
Ted Carr, assistant executive-sec-

retary of the American Guild of Mu-
sical Artists, left New York last week
to take charge of the -organization's

Los Angeles office for the next three

months. Ernest Charles, who has
been handling the Coast office, re-

places him in the homeofflce.
Shift is a routine matter to fami-

liarize both with the AGMA setup
at each end.
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Reading Fair Was

Plenty Wet; Bingo

Declared Legal

Reading, Pa., Sept. 20.

Reading Fair, closing Sunday (18)

ran into its fourth rainy day in five

days and postponed its automobile

racing program until Sunday. Not

counting Monday, when a light rain

fell, the fair hit showers, some light,

others lengthy, on Wednesday,

Thursday, Saturday and today. The

Lucky Teter daredevil racing pro-

gram was carried out in the mud

yesterday afternoon.

Feature of fair week was a total

attendance, including last Sunday

and regardless of rain, that ap-

proached the 265,000 mark; 'Big

Thursday' went flat but Friday

brought a 73,000 crowd.

Restablishment of bingo as a legal

game marked Thursday. A test case

in which five bingo hall operators

in a Reading suburb were tried with
maintaining a gambling establish-

ment resulted in a Berks criminal

court jury verdict of not guilty for

all five, and an immediate declara-

tion by District Attorney John A.

Rieser, who had outlawed bingo last

spring, that the game would again

be permitted to operate so long as

cash prizes and certain other gam-
bling features are avoided by oper-

ators. 'It can't be made a racket,'

Rieser warned.
Bingo men at the fair, in a few

cases, opened Wednesday night and
on Thursday the game was in full

blast. 'Skillo' and other similar

games also went into play.

At the request of John L. Cut-

shell, distric attorney, Lehigh county,

Pennsylvania, where the Allentown
Fair will open tomorrow, Rieser

telephoned Cutshell's office of the

Berks jury's verdict. As it had been
predicted that no Berks jury would
convict the five bingo operators,

and as similar predictions were made
as to neighboring Lehigh county, in

case bingo men were arrested there,

it is likely that Cutshell will permit

Allentown Fair to operate . bingo

games this week as in past seasons.

The Zacchinis, Emmanuel and
Mario, who do a double cannonball

stunt, had a bad afternoon Friday.

Emmanuel popped out of the cannon
on schedule time, but Mario failed

to appear. Because of the danger
to the crowd, the cannot could not

be lowered, but finally a member of

the crew crept into the cannon and
hauled out Mario, partially uncon-
scious from the fumes of the first

explosion. Although sickened, Mario
went through with the night per-

formance; but another hitch oc-

curred. Emmanuel was shot out of

the cannon on schedule time, but
managers of the act, working c-:s-

perately to keep back the crowds,
had to .wait two minutes before the
balky apparatus popped again and
discharged the second man.- Mario
was in a hospital for a time after

the afternoon mishap.

WPA 's Deals

(Continued from page 49)

ently sold to Arch Selwyn and.Ralph
Pincus, who are reported paying the
regular relief wages. Instance of

how the players are affected is cited
on the instance of a colored actress,

Who appeared there in 'Porgy and
Bess,' receiving $175 weekly, but
having gone relief, is getting $23.50
from WPA.

Destroys Protective Machine
From the actor-artist unions' view-

point, WPA, in turning over com-
plete shows to managers, virtually
destroys- the whole protective mech-
anism devised to aid professionals,
for which the unions were formed.
The right of individual bargaining
would be tossed overboard should
such transactions continue or in-
crease. Stagehand and musician
groups are equally involved, because
members on relief would be taking
the jobs of others who have been
regularly employed.
The WPA situation on the Coast

no
S
\
furtner considered at Monday's

U9) meeting of the Four A's and by
£quity's executive committee last
£nday (16), but the latter's leaders
n.ad already acted on 'Chillun.'

Ernie Young Goes AFA;

Barnes & Carruthers Nix

Chicago, Sept. 20.
Two fair agencies 1 ere made op-

posite decisions regarding the
American Federation of Actors and
its present campaign to organize
outdoor performers in the fair and
carnival business. Barnes & Car-
ruthers agenc/ has walked away
from the AFA and has stopped nego-
tiations with the performers' union.
On the other hand, the Ernie

Young agency has signatured all

articles of the AFA and will co-
operate 100% with the union. In its

campaign. By the agreement the
Young office in the future will book
and utilize only performers who are
members of the AFA on a strict

closed shop policy.

AFA has made no decision as to

what action it will take in the
Barnes & Carruthers situation.

Likely that, it will "send notices to
all fair sectaries notifying them
of the B. & C. chill-off and will take
further steps following the mailing
of these noti .es.

3 CARNIVALS

CONSOLIDATE

Chicago, Sept. 20.

Amalgamation of -the three largest

carnivals in the business was set last

week, with indications that two more
top carnies will be added to the con-

solidation this weelc. Trio now
hooked up under a single operation

banner are Beckmann & Gerety,

Royal American and the Rubin &
Cherry show.
Consolidation represents a total

coin merger of around $1,200,000, and
some 150 cars. This merge discus-

sion and negotiations had been going
on for a period of two years.

HAMID MAY ACQUIRE

JERSEY FAIR PLANT

Trenton, Sept. 20.

Publicized as a 'seven day and
seven night' attraction, the New
Jersey State Fair at Trenton will

open its gates for the 51st year on
Sunday (25). Will be the first time
in its history that the Fair has been
operated on a 14-hour daily grind.

George A. Hsmid will be at the
helm for the third successive year. If

this year's Fair meets with equal suc-

cess, Hamid plans taking over event
and grounds from the Trenton Fair
Association on a permanent basis and
running the place on a year-round
schedule. With pari-mutuel betting

in New Jersey now a virtual certain-

ty by next Spring, the State Fair
grounds will in all probability be a

focal 'point for Jersey and Phila-

delphia horse race enthusiasts. Mile
track now used for auto races, with
grandstand seating upwards of 20,000,

regarded as idsal set up for the pony
attraction.

Dodging: the Showers
Minneapolis, Sept. 20.

Minnesota's 1939 State' Fair will

run 10 days, instead of customary
eight, ' and will be advanced- one
week, opening Aug. 26 and closing

Sept. 4, Labor Day.
Earlier opening and longer en-

gagement were decided upon be-
cause records show weather during
last week in Aug. is more stable and
warmer.. This year it rained five of

the eight days and nights and the bad
weather cut heavily into attendance
which was Off more than 50,000 from
1937.

FILLMORE FAIR FIRE
Lincoln, Sept. 20.

Fire completely destroyed grand-
stand and raged through most of the

midway at the Geneva, Neb., Fill-

more county fair. Explosion of a

gasoline stove as the fair neared its

closing hour started things off.

Donald Merrill, concessionaire,

was overcome by smoke for the only

casualty.

CIRCUS ROUTES
Week of September 26

Barnes-Sells-Floto
Ft, Worth. Tex., 25-1:7; Dallas, 28-20;

Pcnlson, 30; Paris, 1.

Robbins Bros.
rhnrlpxlon. S. C. 2fi; Columbia, 27;

firt-en wood. IjH ; Augustu, Gu., 20; Savan-
nah, 3b; \Vityi-ro5s, I.

COLE-BEATTY

IN COURT AGAIN

South Bend, Ind., Sept. 20.

Hearing on a petition filed in the
United States district court here by
four performers of the Cole Bros.-
Clyde Beatty Circus, Inc., of Roches-
ter, Ind., asking that the court de-
clare the circus bankrupt and ap-
point a receiver was continued in-

definitely Sept. 15 by Judge Thomas
W. Slick upon mutual consent of
counsel.

The petitioners, Irfna Aurelia Za-
vatta, Raffaele Zoppe, Giovanni
Zoppe and Claude Langlols, through
their Chicago attorneys. Simon H.
Alster and Albert N. Gaulano asked
that the court recognize their salary

claims, and others they represented
to the amount of $7,500 for services
rendered.

Their petition sets out the claim
that Cie circus turned over its phy-
sical properties to the Associates In-

vestment company of South, Bend,
to satisfy a $40,000 debt secured by
mortgage.
There are 11 foreign acrobats

stranded with their visiting permits
expiring Nov. 4, on account of the
closing of the Cole show. Now with
no funds, their case continued, the
government getting ready to deport
them, the acrobats are really up in

the air and there doesn't seem to be
any sort of a net spread Under them.

AFL'S WE GREEN DENIES

'SPANKING' WHITEHEAD

Washington, Sept 20.

Although official denial has been,
transmitted to Ralph Whitehead, sec-

retary of the American Federation
of Actors, by William Green, re-'

garding any chastisement contem-
plated by the American Federation
of Labor for the manner in which
AFA handled the Ringling Bros.-
Barnum & Bailey circus situation, dis-

cussion has been on and is going on
relative to the situation. It will be
recalled that Green recently said the
Federation would cooperate in ef-

forts to .revive the circus as an
American institution, which appears
to some labor officials here as being
an indirect rebuke for Whitehead.
Copy of telegram which Green

sent Whitehead to disavow verbal
spanking or otherwise being planned
by the A.F. of L. follows:

'I most emphatically disavbw the
article published in Variety to

which you refer in your telegram. . I

repudiate it in the name of the
American Federation of Labor.
There was no basis for it and no au-
thorization for its publication by
any officer of the American -Federa-
tion of Labor. 1

French Directors

(Continued from page 11)

those turned out by Marcel Came
and Pierre Chenal.
Duvivier is now in Hollywood,

having worked on Metro's 'Great
Waltz.' Renoir is currently known
in this country for turning out
'Grand Illusion.' Clair is recognized
as having turned out a ndmber of

b.o... films in France but most re-

cently has been in England produc-
ing 'Break the News,' with Maurice
Chevalier.
Of the new directors, Pierre

Chenal is known for his 'Crime and
Punishment,' but possibly will not
be rated as high as the veterans un-
til more of his works are seen in

America. Carne's efforts thus far

are just being talked about in this

country though reputedly a coming
director in France.
G. W. Pabst and Ludvig Berger,

German refugees, both of whom
have been to Hollywood, now are
back in France to do pictures.

And though this trend is develop-
ing, there still are some outstanding
stars who mean something to the box
office in this country. They include
Jean Gabin, Harry Baur, Pierre
Fresnay, Charles Boyer, Simone
Simon, Annabella and Danielle Dar-
rieUx. French are hoping that her
current effort in France for Renoir

—

'Human Beast' with Jean Gabin—

'

will help restore Miss Simon to her
prestige with French audiences.

Boyer, Annabella and Miss Dar-
rieux all are making pictures in

America but are smart enough to re-

turn to France at least once a year
to make a feature.

Football

By Nat Kahn

King Football grabs the spotlight

of America's sportsdom this Satur-

day with the official opening of the

1938 season.

This year, in the east, it looks like
Pittsburgh is tops; Minnesota should
set the pace in the midwest; Rice in

the southwest; Louisiana State in the
deep south; Alabama in the south-
east, and Washington's Huskies on
the Coast. Here go the first week's
picks, comprising only the outstand-
ing games in the country:

Abibama-UJS.C.
Alabama, potentially one of thr

south's topnotch teams, should re*

turn to the Coast once to no avail.

In the New Year's Day Rose Bowl
classic last season, the. Crimson Tide
dropped a 13-0 decision to Califor-

nia. This team, after too many fruit-

less seasons of late, should be a' ban-
ner ^one for Howard Jones' Trojans,
who are rated next to Washington
as the cream on the Pacific Coast

Oklahoma A. & M.-Arkansas
Arkansas has lost several of those

exact its toll as the season goes
along. However, the Coast team still

has enough of what it takes to get
by in the initialer.

Texas-Kansas
Kansas' good backfield should off-

set a weak line to come through for

a close one over weak Texas.

Mlssisslppi-L.S.U.

This is State's year—it's packed
just chockful of power from end to

end, and. in the backfield, while Mis-
sissippi's green team is too tough a
hurdle for Ed Walker's coaching
successor, Harry Mehre. State should
take this one with plenty to spare.

'Washington-Minnesota
This should stack up as one of the

season's best games, between the
prospective leaders on the Coast and
in the midwest, respectively. Wash-
ington Is touted as the Rose Bowl
host this"' season while Minnesota,
aided with a good backfield, should
give plenty of trouble in this game
with the Huskies. Being played in

Minneapolis, the Gophers stamping
grounds, should aid them- consider-

Probable Football Winners
And Proper Odds

(Sept. 24, 1938)

By Nat Kahn

GAMES WINNEBS ODDS
Alabama at Univ. of So. California . U.S.C Even
Oklju A. A M. at Arkansas Arkansas 8/5
St Mary's at California California 9/5
Detroit at Pnrdue Detroit 7/5
Iowa at U.CX.A U.C.L.A. 7/5
Texas at Kansas Kansas 6/5
Mississippi at La. State U La. State 2/1
Washington at Minnesota Washington Even
William and Mary at Navy Navy ( 9/5
Washington State at Oregon Oregon 7/5
Idaho at Oregon State Idaho 6/5
Centenary at Texas Christian U. . . .T.C.U. 8/5

(Predictions Based on Fair Weather}

passing stars of last season and
should be considerably weaker this

year but still seems to hold enough
to upset the Aggies, who, however,
loom bigger and stronger.

~St Mary's-Californla
Slip Madigan has another colorful

team again this year in the Gallop-
ing Gaels, particularly with the re-
doubtable Jerry Dowd, center, one
of the nation's outstanding punters,
but still doesn't seem to have enough
to upset last year's Rose Bowl cham-
pions. The Bears haven't the attack
of last year and it's a question of

their rebuilding for this season but
they'll be giving the top teams a
battle.

Detroit-Purdue

Detroit packs too many guns for

the steamless Boilermakers, whose
only attack functioned last season
with Cecil Isbell in the lineup. With
him gone, prospects don't look any
too good against the Titans, who will

be sporting a veteran team, whose
scoring potentialities, while dimin-
ished by the loss of their galloping

back of last season, Andy Farkas,
still packs plenty of dynamite.

Iowa-U.C.L.A.

Iowa has plenty of reserves and
lettermen left from last season and
should serve as a stiff opener for the
Uclans, whose lack of reserve will

May Quit Italy

(Continued from page 11)

technique would be not unlike that

pursued in Germany currently.

There the tendency is to bar any film

that is calculated to dwarf a Ger-
man production. Other spokesmen
claim that apparently Italy and
Italian producers merely want to

benefit from American methods and
technical perfection for what it was
worth in their own producing.

Nationalization decree apparently
does not forbid foreign companies
from operating exchanges in Italy.

But distribution will be handled by
the government agency set up for
that specific purpose, with choice of
product, rentals, etc., in this agency's
hands.
Trend towards talcing over all dis-

tribution in Italy has been brewing
for months, according to informa-
tion in N. Y. Most definite sign
pointing in that direction was reduc-.
tion of the number of films allowed
in Italy by quota provisions. Offi-

cial word of the decree was received

ably but the Huskies get the edge in
this one.

William and Mary-Navy
William and Mary has served as

the Middies' season opener for some
years now. For the first time in some
seasons it looks a little more than a
breather for the gobs. True, W-M
hasn't got much, but Navy is fairly

mediocre this season. However, rah,
rah, Nav-ee.

Washington State-Oregon
A veteran team should push Ore-

gon among the topflight, although
picking this game with Washington
State is a problem. State is rated,

as are all Coast teams this year, in

the foreground. Oregon should get
the win, however, but only after a
struggle.

Idaho-Oregon State
The long trip to Oregon may take

at lot out of the reserveless Idahoans,
but they hold enough to win. Oregon
State full of soph talent

Centenary-Texas Christian
T.C.U. is the top team but Cen-

tenary can't be sold short The lat-

ter became known last year as the
smallie that became the giant-killer
when it upset Southern Methodist
and T.C.U., the latter by 10-9. Davie
O'Brien's great passing arm should
turn the trick for the Christians this
Saturday.

in N. Y. film offices Thursday (15)
but clarification of different clauses
was still being sought this week.

British Co. Quits Home
' London, Sept 10.

Mario Zampi, producing English-
speaking version here of 'A Source
of Irritation' for British distribution
by Two Cities Films, has been asked
to quit Italy because of the fact his
company is Jewish-controlled.
Two Cities Co. denies Zampi was

shown the door, but aver they re-
called him on their own account, de-
ciding to transfer production to this
country. Company has uready re-
ceived one Italian-made picture, but
planned to do whole series, and was
understood to have been financed by
Italian sources, government co-op-
erating to attract producers to Rome
studios.

More than one British film con-
cern, which had made; .or was mak-
ing arr. ngementg for -production of
pictures in. Italy, has found it ex-
pedient to cancel these commitments.
This is in line with a systematic
blacklisting campaign organized here
when Mussolini announced an anti-
Jewish campaign.
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MIS O***"*
WELL, we've covered about 25,000

miles during the past few months.

It was great getting around the country

and seeing our friends; I only wish we'd

had time to visit more places. But we're

back in New York now and here are

our plans. We open at the New York

Paramount on September 28th for our

third engagement within a year. (They

tell me we're the fi*st orchestra to do

this.) Starting the second week inOctober,

we'lHSe playing at the HotelNewYorker,

(thanks to Rockwell-O 'Keefe, who ar-

ranged the booking). Well continue our

exclusive contract for Victor records.

And every Wednesday night, as usual,

at 8:30 we go on the NBC Red Net-

work tor , Raleigh and KQOL Cigarettes,

going into our third year in November
on this BBDO-produced program. So,

we'll be seeing you.
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STEPCHILDREN
Suit and Cloak Showmanship

Fashion creators in New York are currently adding a bit of pro-
duction to their fashion shows. Background music through Muzak
,]units feed 11 dress houses in the garment district. One designer

has" run a line into his factory to speed up production.

.Dress makers claim they have always had to contend with fashion

oglers who gather in knots to tell stories, renew old friendships,

discuss weather, sports, and general palaver, while models are

'parading. Figure that piped-in music will intrude enough upon the

conversations to make it tough and naturally force attention to the

runways.
Creators already taking the service are International Dress, Joseph

.
Halpert. & Co., Kalmann & Morris, Bonray Dance Frocks, Young
America, Inc., Herbert & Cooper, Night Club Frocks and Lee
Claire, Inc., among others.

B way Legit Biz Shows Early Spurt;

'Hellzapoppin' Tests Cut-Rate Balcony

Jump in theatre interest this early

In the season is unmistakably shown
id. the increase of agency ticket sales

On Broadway late last week. Fact
that there is a supposedly fixed limit

on price's charged by brokers i- not

the factor in improved attendance,

According to the ticket men. There
was activity in cut-rate sales also,

that field having dropped off in the
past several seasons, but now due to

assume importance again.

Ah experiment in cut rates was
tried with 'Hellzapoppin,' at the 46th
Street. Instead of using the mezza-
nine for papering purposes to assure
attendance, 350 tickets were alloted

•to Leblarig's,' agency selling all of
them. The paid balcony, even though
at bargain rates, is credited with
helping' a favorable audience reac-
tion and the word went around about
the many laughs in the revue. Satur-
day evening, the show's third night,

150 mezzanine tickets were given the
cut-rate spot and were sold in 20
minutes.

Ole Qlsen and Chic Johnson, who
top the cast of 'HeWzapoppin,' are
named as the presenters of the show
and own around 50%, it is under-
stood. Lee. Shubert and Harry Kauf-
man are also interested, although not
mentioned in the billing. On open-
ing night, Jack Cohn, of Columbia
Pictures,- offered to buy in, \ but h:s
Proffer was said to have been de-
clined.

The out-of-town buyers are flood-
ing the town, and nitery and theatre
biz is booming.
There was an almost complete

hiatus on mercantile buying this
summer, so they're all piling in now
in abnormal proportions.

Cohan May Give In

George M. Cohan may forget
about his first and last Hollywood
experience (Paramount) and sign
for a Metro filmization of his ca-
reer, built around most of the old
Cohan songs. Jack Curtis, agenting
the deal, is staying on in the east
until Al Lichtman arrives.
Cohan had cracl~ed, 'D^ you think

J m a sucker!', when the idea of
forking in the film was fust
broached.

'Disney Revue'

Deal has been set for the produc

tion of a 'Disney Revue' taking in

all characters created by Walt Dis-

ney, at the N. Y. World's Fair next
year. Would be staged in a theatre
which will be a highlight of Ch.'--

dren's World.
Children's World concession, situ-

ated at almost the entrance to -the

midway, will include toyland dis-

plays besides the Disney enterprise.

KAUFMAN-HART

CAVALCADE'S

DOUBLES

Particular effort is being made by

George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart

to keep secret the names of players

portraying famous theatrical figures

in their forthcoming play, 'The Fab-

ulous Invalid.' Understood the ac-

tors won't even get program billing

until after opening night. Idea is to

hypo speculation among first-night-

ers. All members of the cast have
been cautioned by Kaufman not to

discuss the show.
Among those set to play noted

stars of former days are Charles

King as George M. Cohan, Marion
Edwards as Maude Adams playing

'Peter Pan/ Amy Revere as Irene

Castle, William Dorbin as Dudley
Digges, Joy Hathaway as Helen

Hayes, Bobbie Arnct as Edith Day
playing the title part in 'Irene' and

singing 'Alice Blue Gown'; Philip

Trucx, son of Ernest Truex. playing

his father, and Kay Duncan as Libby
Holman. Miss Duncan, incidentally,

understudied Miss Holman during

last spring's tryout tour of 'You

Never Know.' Sally Ward who did

Sam Bernard's roles on tour will p'er-

(Continued on page 19)

HILLBILLIES 81,

STILL OUTCASTS

Station Manager Points Out
Unfair Attitude Toward
Hillbilly Entertainers, the

Most Reliable Results-

Getters in the Business

—

Nobody Loves 'Em

DECLASSE

By AL. S. FOSTER
General Manager, Station WEW

St. Louis, Sept. 27.

Editor, Variety:
I am writing to ask you What's go-

ing to happen to the Hillbilly?

Variety usually knows all, sees all,

and has an. answer for everything.
The position of the Hillbillies in

the radio industry is most peculiar.

It was the Hillbillies mail, in the old
days, that convinced hard-headed
merchandisers and advertisers that
people really listened to radio. It is

the Hillbilly any station manager can
throw in on a hard spot any time
and get results, and yet the poor
Hillbilly is the social outcast in the
radio industry and in most station

manager's minds. Why is this?

Hillbilly music must be all right.

Your grandmother and my grand-
mother, assuming that they were all

Americans, sang it to your father
and my father. She, in turn, heard
it from her mother and possibly her
grandmother. I haven't looked back
any further, chronologically, than
that. But those who have made a
study of Hillbilly music tell me that

it is real American music, popular
since English-speaking people have
been in"America—that it is the out-
standing American folk music.

I know from experience with vari-
ous radio stations that, with Major

(Continued on page 34)

CAL-NEVA PLAN

TO RIVAL SUN

VALLEY, IDA.

Reno, Sept. 27.

Creation of an all-year playground
that will rival Sun Valley, Idaho,, in

the winter and outdistance it in the
summer. is - contemplated by
George Whittell, millionaire Califor-

nia sportsman, and associates for the
Nevada side of Lake Tahoe. Right
now pressure is being exerted on
motion picture stars and Hollywood
executives to take a hand in the
venture and provide the spring-
board.
A year or so ago Whittell bought

(Continued on page 19)

War Scare Palaver Has Show Biz

Checking Up on Itself All Over

Rewrite—20 Yrs. Later

Paris, Sept. 27.

Irving Berlin and his party
• have gone back to London.

Berlin says if a war breaks
out they will only have to

change the name of the kaiser to

Hitler and the old songs will be
as good as new.

LA'S DA, F1TIS,

THROWS ONE

AT WTNCHELL

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Buron Fitts, district attorney,
heard himself described as 'doing a
Justice Crater' while , dining at the
home of Mendel Silberberg, Colum-
bia executive, Sunday night (25)
and immediately notified John Swal-
low of NBC that unless Walter Win-
chell made a proper and- satisfactory
retraction over the air next Sunday
night he would file a slander action.

Besides Fitts, who heard it over
the radio, were Harry Cohn, Ben
Kahane, Sam Briskin, Sol Lesser,
Ida Koverman and nine Superior
and Municipal Court judges, all din-
ner guests.

When Fitts heard the flash that
he was reported to have boarded a
ship for unknown destination Sat-
urday he burned plenty. Immedi-
ately he got in touch with NBC and
local newspapers, all of which
printed his intentions in the matter.
Fitts said the only time he boarded
a boat recenty was to raid a gam-
bling ship and that this flash of Win-
chell's has done him irrevocable in-
jury.

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

The European situation has the
picture producers plenty worried.
If the crisis comes to a head the stu-
dios see a loss of 30-40% of world
revenues, which is the difference be-
tween profit and loss' on heavy
budget films.

Long distance phones between the
two coasts have been kept buzzing
during the. past few days, with con-
versations along line of further re-
trenchment and waste elimination.
Producers have been advised that
in view of the critical situation, they
must be prepared to cut costs to the
bone and watch overheads closely.

Nearly all majors have $1,000,000

pictures readying for production and,
unless the foreign picture becomes
too critical, schedules will not be al-

tered.

The situation as it affects French
and English nationals in Hollywood
is conjectural. Understood that

around 100 Britishers in pictures

here have been instructed by Lon-
don to hold themselves in readiness

for call home. Studios fe*»' " '

quate replacements can be n
case of immediate withdrawn

U. S. companies currently are

ing around 100 pictures to

quota requirements in England
(Continued on page 63)

JED HARRIS' BIX PIC

WITH BURG. MEREDITH

Burgess Meredith leaves today
(Wednesday) for the Coast to do the
lead in 'Spring Dance' on a one-
picture commitment for Metro. As
soon as that is completed he will re-
turn to New York to play the lead
in a screen adaptation of 'Young
Man- With a Horn,' which Jed Harris
will produce. Clifford Odets is also
mentioned in the deal, which will be
with American Pictures Corp.

Script for 'Horn' is being written
by John O'Hara from Dorothy
Baker's saga of Bix Biederbecke,

(Continued on page 8)

'The Hour of Charm'

Phil Spitalny
and his

All Girl Orchestra
on tour

Fox, Detroit, Week Oet. 7
Lyric, Indianapolis, Week Oct. 14

Riverside, Milwaukee, Week Oet. Zl

<
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Wall Street Approves of Family

Cycle of Films Because of Budgets

Trend towards family series of

features is reacting favorably in

Wall Street, which views, this de-

velopment in 'the industry, accentu-

ated in recent months, as a whole-
hearted desire on the part of pro-
ducers to market conservatively

budgeted Alms, With constantly de-
veloping audience appeal.

'It has finally dawned on the pic-

ture industry that it is hot necessary
to produce a million-dollar picture

in order to turn out money-makers,'
one downtowner observed.
While these series pictures ob-

viously can expect little or no re-

turn from bulk of foreign market,
thus far they have proved money-
makers in the domestic field alone.

Film financiers estimate that even
moderate boxoffice returns mean a
profit for most of these releases.

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Metro is going in for bread-and-
butter films in a big way in the hope
of catching up with 20th-Fox, now
the leader in the group division. In
addition to the Hardy Family series,

its lone entry to date, the Culver
City outfit is readying to launch six

more groups within six months.
New groups will be super-bread-

and-butters approaching the $1,000,-

000-budget class. Among them will

be a series built around 'The Thin
Man,' with Dashiell Hammett con-
tinuing to write yarns around the

character he originated.

Series on 'Young Dr. Kildare' will

be the first to get the gun, with Lew
Ayres and Lionel Baxrymore fea-

tured. Next is a series based on
•Fast Company,' made last spring
•with Melvyn Douglas and Florence
Rice featured.

These will be fortified by four new
. groups based on adventure-mystery
yarns, all in the upper brackets and
featuring name players,

'Out West With the Hardys,' fifth

of the Hardy family series, went into

production at Metro with George B.

Seitz directing.

Cast is the same: Mickey Rooney,
Lewis Stone, Fay Holden, Cecilia
Parker, Ann Rutherford and Ralph
Morgan.

'The Headleys at Home,' first of a
new family series to be produced by
Standard Pictures, gets the gun at
Grand National tomorrow (Wed.)
with Charles Beute directing.

Another series, '20,000,000, Wit-
nesses,' based on a string of magazine
stories, goes into production Oct. 10.

Jack Oakie, after being let go by
•vv ' x.cause of his demands for

per picture, has effected a
a'l, and three more 'Annabel'

,-s, with Lucille Ball, will be
'Affairs of Annabel' was the

and 'Annabel Takes a Tour'
-ias just been completed. RKO has
two more , 'Saint' pix slated to gp,
Louis Hayward starting The Saint
Strikes Twice,' and 'The Saint in
London' follows.

PAR HOLDING OFF ON

NEW STUDIO LAYOUT

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Paramount stays in its present

studio for at least another year. Deal

to take over property near the 20th-

Fox plant was nixed, for the time

being by president Barney Balaban.

Company decided to wait six or
eight months to see the trend of

business conditions before laying out
the millions required in the con-
struction of a new studio.

Administration

Curious About

All Trade Assns.

Washington, Sept. 27.

Study of trade associations started

this week as a sideline to the New
Deal investigation into industrial

monopolies and need for more com-
petition in business. Questionnaires
went to 2,300 groups, including sev-

eral organizations -in the film busi-

ness.

Not linked with the Justice De-
partment's pending prosecutions for

violation of the anti-trust laws, the
study being carried on by the Com-
merce Department is a fact-finding

affair which will show the Congres-
sional Departmental committee what
the function of trade association is.

Complaints have been made that the
groups are often more concerned
about minimizing rivalry and insur-
ing profits than they are with pro-
tection of consumers and promoting
the public interest.

Blanks, which were framed follow-
ing discussion with numerous busi-
ness executives, cover historical mat-
ters, type of organization, financial

activities, practices and policies.

Much of the data regarding the
Motion Picture Producers & Dis-
tributors of America, Inc., already
is in the Government's possession,
having been gathered during the old
NRA days and brought up to date by
the several Justice Department
studies which led to the injunction
proceeding against the major com-
panies, but Federal records do not
contain comparable ' information
about other smaller bodies in the
film industry.

Santley Off 'Samson'

Straight-Place-and-Show Business

HOWARD BROS.-'HOTE'

CLICK IN AUCKLAND BOW

Auckland, N. Z., Sept. 15.

Willie and Eugene Howard, in
•Hollywood Hotel,* stage revue, got
off to a fine start at the St. James
for the Fullers.

Legit season in Sydney starts late
this month at the Royal through an
arrangement with Williamson-Tait
Melbourne run is timed to take ad-
vantage of the racing season in No-
vember.

Pic Title Suit Threat

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Jack Welsh, former legit producer,
served notice on Warners against the
use of the title, 'Words and Music,'
for the proposed Dick Powell starrer.

Welsh claims he produced a musi-
cal show by that name in New York,
In association with Raymond Hitch-
cock and E. Ray Goetz in 1916.

Farrow Off WB
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

John Farrow is lea /ing Warners
after completing direction of 'Wo-
men in the Wind.!

' He will finish a book, 'History of

the Popes,', before aligning with an-
other siJdio.

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

H. Bruce Humberstone replaced
Joseph Santley yesterday (Mon.) as
director of 'Samson and the Ladies'
after it had been in production for
a week at 20th-Fox. Charges. Clark
relieved Edward Crbnjager at the
camera.
Santley and the studio are dicker-

ing on a settlement of his contract.

McCarthy lingers west
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Charles McCarthy, 20th Century-
Fox pub-ad head, who was scheduled
tc go east last Sunday (25), is stay-
ing here until tomorrow (Wednes-
day) to view a couple of forth-
coming pictures.

Studio plans to give them a heavy
campaign.

GOLDEN NOTES
j

Goldwyn Paylnr Helfetz 50G for Six
Numbers

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Jascha Heifetz and a 77-piece or-

chestra went before the cameras at

United Artists to shoot advance foot-

age for Samuel Goldwyn's The
Reckless Age/ Violinist gets $5(f,000

for playing four numbers with the

orchestra and two with piano accom-
paniment.
Footage will be stored until the

rest of the cast goes to work late in

December.

ZANUCK PANS

H'WOOD PINKS
iff

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Darryl Zanuck denounced Holly-
wood's handful of 'pink shirts' and
pledged himself and his brother ex-
ecutives to support the American Le-
gion's war against 'isms.'

Of the 30,000 or 40,000 engaged in

the picture industry, he declared, the
vast majority are for American prin-

ciples, while a few agitators and
posers give the industry a bad name.
He added:
'When they get out the pink shirt

now and then, they promptly get
splattered over the nation's front

pages, and Hollywood is branded
Communistic'. These people no more
represent this industry than does one
drop of water represent a lake.'

One-reeler covering the welcome
of 50,000 American Legion guests on
the Wamer lot will be presented to

the veteran organization as a sou-
venir. Following favorable editorial
comment on Harry M. Warner's
speech on- 'isms,' the studio is mak-
ing up 150,000 reprints for distribu-

tion to papers and exhibitors
throughout the country.

McCarthy Gets Bergen

Into Who's Who; 22

From Pictures Listed

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Film colony crashed the 1938 edi-
tion of 'Who's Who* with 22 new
names, including Charlie McCarthy's
boy : ffiendi^dgar Bergen. Charlie,
himself, was ignored.
Other new entrants are Fred As-

taire, Jack Benny, Bob Burns, Frank
Capra, Madeleine Carroll, Alan
Dinehart, W, C. Fields, Werner
Janssen, Carole Lombard, Frances
Marion, Paul Muni, Frederick Perry,
Ginger Rogers, Leo G. Rosten, Win-
field Sheehan, Sylvia Sidney, Ber-
nard Sobel, Jim Tully, Frances Lang-
ford, Loretta Young, Walter Wanger
and Darryl. Zanuck,

SAILINGS
Sept. 28 (London to New York)

Reg Connelly, Claire Luce, Henry
Oscar, William Levy, M'r. and Mrs.
Douglas Fairbanks (Queen Mary).
Sept 28 (Vancouver to Sydney),

William and Joe Mandell, Jack
Cavanaugh, Aland and Anise, Peter
Ray, Jack Gregory Co., Barbara
Baline, Gray and Kathleen (Ac-
rangi)

.

Sept. 28 (New York to London),
James Whale* J. Cheever Cowdin,
Fernand Gravet, Lili Damita, Jack
L. Warner, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur M.
Loew, Louis Chatain, Mr. and Mrs.
'Fausta Magnani (Normandie).

Sept. 27 (New York to London),
Robert Donat (Nieuw Amesterdam).

Sept. 24 (West Indies Cruise),
Frank Reilly, Gertrude M. Klingel
(Columbus).
Sept 22 (New York to London)',

Erich von Stroheim, F. W. Allport,
Al Trahan, Mme. Elizabeth Schu-
mann, Jack Powell (lie de France)

.

WURTZEL'S SIESTA;

PIX IN THE NEWS

Hollywood, Sept, 27.

With 13 of his 28%pictures com-
pleted for the 20th2ffox_ 1938-39

schedule, Sol M. WurtzH is so far

ahead of his work that he is going to

Mexico for a vacation. Month's
siesta begins Oct. 10.

Development of new story ideas is

the function of a new department
formed by Wurtzel, with Louis Moore
at the head, assisted by Lester Zif-

fren, Walter Morosco, John Re.in-

hardt and Harry Fried. Group will

keep a close watch on national and
international news events which
might be picture material.

British Exhibs

Counter-War On

Telecasting Pix

London, Sept. 16.

Exhibs are setting up their own
corps of vigilantes to war on British

Broadcasting Corp/s television de-

partment. General Council of Cine-
matograph Exhibitors Ass'n decided
to establish special subcommittee
which will watch every move of

visio, and report back every month
on any developments and implica-
tions.

Move is sequel to BBC's efforts to

telecast films over the air. Four have
already been ethered, and a fifth is

due to follow soon. C.E.A. view is

that trade should jointly oppose
radio-films, and will urge Kinem-ato-
graph Renters Society (distribs) to
cooperate. Latter body has a volun-
tary understanding among its mem-
bers not to release pix to BBC, and,
anyway, it is hardly likely any dis-

trib would take a few pounds as fee
from BBC if he thought there was
still some box-office juice to be
squeezed^from it.

BBC meanwhile has goten around
trade opppsish by using either very
old reissues or Continental pictures
which have only specialized market
value here. Exhibs, however, fear its

appetite may grow, and if some own-
ers like the broadcasts they will ask
for modern pix.

THAT WOMAN AGAIN
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

'There's That Woman Again,' se-
quel to 'There's Always a Woman,'
gets the gun tomorrow (Wed) at
Columbia, with Virginia Bruce and
Melvyn .Douglas in the top roles.

'

L. A. to N. Y.
Jack Bernard.
Herman Bernstein.
Frank Capra.
Douglas Corrigan.
Xavier Cugat.
Hugh Daniel.
Henry Daniell.
Roy Disney.
Minnie Dupree.
John Emerson.
Lynn Farnol.
Jimmie Franklin.
Ben Goetz.
E. W. Hammons.
W. J. Heineman.
Morris Helprin.
Henry Henigson.
A. W. Kohler.
Lou Holtz.
Hal Home.
Allen Jenkins.
George Kelly.
Alexander Korda.
Ben Larson.
Mr. and Mrs. Al Lichtman.
Charles E. McCarthy,
A. H. McCausland.
Dr. Herbert Meyer.

,,J. J. Milstein.
Thomas Mitchell.
Frank Parker.
Louise Piatt.

George Raft.
Albertina Rasch.
B. W. Richards.
Hal Roach.
Ann Rosenthal.
Sabu.
SDyros Skouras.
Nate Spingold.
Dwight Taylor.
George E. Trainer.

.os Whale.
..am Wood.

By Bill Halligan

In the good old days, actors went
to the races on holidays and Satur-
days to bet on a horse now and then
and<£b say hello to a lot of people
they never met anywhere else. Very
few show people were regular pa-
trons. However, owners and jock-
eys liked to drop around to the
stars' dressing-room after the per-
formance and maybe stop in at Rec-
tor's for a late snack. Dave Mont-
gomery, Fred Stone's old partner,
was a great pal of Danny Maher,
a great jockey in the early part of
the century who went to England to
ride for the Prince of Wales. Out-
side of Tod Sloan, Maher was the
most successful American rider to
ever invade the United Kingdom.
Robert Hilliard, a great star in

his day, liked to go to Belmont Park
once in a while dressed like they do
in France at the Grand Prix—gray
topper and all. The most, consistent
attender was. Vincent Serrano,
whose last appearance on the stage
was in 'Rio Rita.' His first hit was
in Augustus Thomas' 'Arizona/
Vince played 'Tony, the Mexican.'
After that he played nearly every
part in the play, finally supplanting

. John Barrymore. as. Lieut Denton,
the hero of the piece.

Sam Bernard knew all the book-
makers but wouldn't bet on a horse
unless he was an 'odds on favor-
ite.' Sam Harris and his right-hand
man, Jack Welch, were regulars.

Sam had a stable of his own. So
did George Choos, the vaudeville
producer,
Alexander Pantages dabbled a bit

around California and had all of his

horses named after members, of his
family. That's where Hollywood
probably got the idea. Today the
picture stars and the producers are
heavily interested financially in most
of the tracks in. California. Hal
Roach is the president of Santa
Anita. Bing Crosby, also a big
stockholder, owns a track of his own
at Del Mar, where Pat O'Brien is

one of his partners. David Butler,
the picture director, has a fine

stable. Bulwark, one of his horses,
won a couple of races only recently
at Aqueduct. Lou Anger, the old
Dutch comic, used to control Agua
Caliente, and Jack. Warner is the
boss of the new Hollywood track out
near the Metro studio. Raoul Walsh
has his own breeding farm and
Dave Selznick and his father-in-law,
Louis B. Mayer, also have their rac-
ing colors. Al Jolson and George
White are old hands at the racket.
As a matter of fact, White got the
money for his first 'Scandals' by
beating the New York bookies out
of a chunk. He went sour later,

however, and at one time Arnold
Rothstein owned quite a bit of one
of the 'Scandals,'

All the Hollywood stars are in-

vesting in horses. Pat O'Brien says,

'If you can't get your name on a
marquee, get it on a racetrack pro-
.gram,'.

Look Mag Eyes Shorts

Field for Photo Clips
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Publishers of Look mag are ready-
ing to enter the film shorts field.

One of the editors, Bob Hansen, is in

town looking over the briefie busi-
ness. Plan is to use Look's best photo
features for build-up into one-reelers.

It's a Paramount releasing tie-up.

ARRIVALS
Elizabeth Rethberg, Rinaldo Zam-

boni, Constantino Yon, Herbert
Jacoby, Werner. Bateman, Lilian
Gish, Vladimir Golschmann, Irene
Wicker, Edwin L. James, Alister
Cooke, Serge Koussevitsky, Edward
N. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Noble,
Mrs. Gilbert Miller, Sherman K.
Ellis, Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Ad-
ler, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lippmann,
Claus Mann, Harriet Henry, Leopold
Sachse, Diana Barrymore, Benia-
mino Gigli, Ezio Pinza, Salvatore
Baccaloni, Malfada Favero, Aies-
sandro Ziliani, Rosalind Russell, Rio
Bros., Gaston Palmer, Jean Florian.

N. Y. to L. A.
Brian Aherne.
Pat Casey.
Walter Donaldson.
Matty Fox.
John Goldwyn.
Jed Harris.
Leland Hayward.
Lee Marcus.
James McCallion.
Burgess Meredith.
Jack Robbins.

Other News of Interest to Films

Defaulting on British quota Page 11

Jolson east for pair ; Page 26
Radio reviews of E. G. Robinson-Claire Trevor, Eddy Duchin,
Al Jolson show, Lanny Ross, Crumit-Sanderson, Jack
Benny-C. B. DeMille, Bert Lytell Pages 30-31

Hollywood's quartet east Page 34
Vaude 'revival' may be stymied by labor unions...; Page 47
New act reviews of Ethel Merman, Jan Garber j.Page 50
Colin to rep Reinhardt * Page 55
Legit road comeback plan Page 55
Freedley's two 3hows' Page 57
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U. S. URGES CONSENT DECREE
SILENCE NOT GOLDEN

In a business- whose very life depends upon consistent and informative

publicity, it is an anomaly that major film companies, placed in the un-

pleasant position as defendants of three major anti-trust actions, one of

them a Government prosecution, continue a policy of inarticulation at the

moment when industry good will is so important to the outcome of the

suits.

The usual legalistic advice to clients in trouble is to tell them to keep

their mouths shut until they reach the witness stand. Silence is the time-

worn policy, probably on the theory that a few misplaced statements

might further embarrass the defendants. Everyone looks wise and says

nothing.

There are extenuating circumstances in the. situation which the major
companies are facing and which demand an airing of the issues, not to the

public, but to the trade itself. It should be borne in mind that any serious

disturbance of the Industry's trade practice structure is not a matter of

sole concern to the major companies, but equally vital to the interests of

the smallest, independent theatre operator, however remotely situated.

Col. Bill Donovan and Film
Execs Slated to Start Pre-

liminary Huddles with

Asst. U. S. Attorney, Prof.

T h u rm a n Arnold, in

Washington This Week

Film business has evolved an intricate and delicately balanced machin-
ery of distribution and exhibition, in the course of which the cooperation

of every account is necessary to the successful functioning of the system.

There is nothing illegal in the ownership of a theatre, or a circuit, by a

producer-distributor, but the competitive practices which have developed

in some territories have, crystallized the ' necessity for a clarification of

trade rules for the protection of the independent theatre man.

No major producer-distributor, or group, possesses sufficient affiliated

theatre outlets for a profitable return on its own output. The independent
theatre is an essential unit in the film commercial scheme.

It is more than likely if the Department of Justice had deferred its suit,

there would be discussions in progress at the present moment towards a

settlement of some basic trade problems for the benefit of the independent
theatre operator. Plans for such a conference were being made at the

time when the Government suit was filed. Industry self-regulation of its

own affairs was deferred because of the suit. There is no indication that

self-regulation can be attempted while the major companies are defending
themselves against conspiracy and restraint of trade charges.

It cannot be denied by the major companies that their present predica-
ment is due chiefly to their own stalling and procrastinating of the self-

regulation program. Whether the adoption of vigorous and helpful
measures at any time within the past three years would have forestalled

the present Government suit is pure conjecture. This much "is certain,

however. The majors would have the benefit of a better record as part
of their present defence. They would have vitiated a considerable amount
of independent theatre opposition.

The Government suit is a wet blanket over the film industry. With
some picking up of general business this fall, particularly in manufactur-
ing centers, exhibitors were encouraged to contemplate improving their
theatre properties and extending their interests. Ample sums of capital

are available for this purpose. What is lacking is confidence; the Gov
ernment's suit has projected uncertainty in the exhibition field.

Denied the advantages of fostering the self-regulation idea, major com
panies notwithstanding could do much of a constructive nature by clearly
reciting—to the trade—their individual policies, both in film licensing and
theatre competition. The independent theatre operator should be encour
aged to expand his enterprises along conservative lines, which many are
quite willing to do, if they have the assurance of continued cooperation
from distributors. Silence and a knowing wink are insufficient guarantees,

In a live, throbbing and active industry, a protracted period of inertia,

brought about by lawsuits and inevitable appeals, results in widespread
uncertainty. There is nothing in the 'prevailing relations between films

and the public to justify any fears of further downward trend in at

tendance, «

But exhibition, unapprised of the consequences of the suits, is adamant
to progress. Failure to remove the existing dubious impressions may be
more costly to the majors in the long run than a bad verdict.'

MAE WEST MAY

DISTRIB VIA UA

UIBnSCH WANTS MBS
GAVNOR FOR HAAS ROLE

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Capitalized at $5,000,000, Mae West
Empire Pictures, Inc., was approved
In Sacramento with the directors
listed as Miss West, Louis Lurie,
Ralph Pincus and James Timony.
With a bankroll furnished by Lurie
and two other San Francisco capital-
ists, the new company starts pro-
duction on the first of four pictures
early in December lor release in
1939.

•Catharine the Great,' starring
Miss West, is the first on the pro-
gram. It is written by herself. She
will star in one more and supervise
the production of the other two.
Dicker is on for United Artists re-
lease.

Spingold, Capra East

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Nate Spingold and Frank Capra
trained east today (Tuesday),
Last minute conferences with

Harry Cohn at Columbia prevented

day
schedule<* departure last Satur-

Hollywood, Sept. 27,

Dolly Haas, who was skedded for
the femme lead in Ernst Lubitsch's
'Shop Around the Corner,' is out anc
the producer is attempting to get
Janet Gaynor for the part. Vien
nese actress was at Columbia for a
year, at $1,250 a week without mak
ing a picture.

Lubitsch moved into Selznick-In
ternational studio yesterday (M'on.)

to start preparations for 'Corner,

first production of his new unit .in

association with Myron Selznick.

Henry Henigson is en route to New
York to arrange for a releasing out

let.

Switch Pix on Henie

Hollywood, Sept. 27

Sonja Henie's next picture is 'Love

Interest* instead of 'Castles in Nor-

way,' as originally planned. C-vitch

was announced after a huddle "be-

tween the skater and Darryl Zanuck

at 20th-Fox. Shooting starts early

in January.

Miss Henie opens her skating tour

in Dallas the first week in Novem-

ber and travels east and north • "or

about six weeks.

T
MPTOA Convensh to Take Showdown

Stand on Its Self-Regulation Plan

U Cuts Losses 450G

CRIMINAL SUITS

7

Universal reduced its losses in the

13 weeks ending July 30 by approxi-
mately $450,000 as compared with a

year ago.

Company reported net loss for

quarter this year at $184,963 as

against loss of $627,930 in corre-

sponding 13-week period of preced-
ing fiscal year.

Washington, Sept. 27.

Negotiations between the film in-

dustry, and the Federal Government,
over stipulations which would lead

;o a consent decree in the New York
anti-trust proceeding, get under way
i;his week, with the Justice Depart-
ment nearing the end of its patience.

Whether the majors escape a crim-
inal suit, such as the New Dealers
jrought against the oil industry,

linges largely on the attitude of the

film contingent at the conference
with Prof. Thurman Arnold, as-

sistant attorney general, and the
other Justice Department barristers.

Talk occurs Wednesday (tomorrow )>

with Col. William H. Donovan, com-
manding the legal battalion, and
leading executives of the harassed
companies.
Threat of criminal indictments lies

behind the Justice Department will-

ingness to talk with the industry

crew. So the confab may turn out
to be one of the most important

—

possibly fateful—meetings between
the industry and the Government.
While realizing the scope of the in-

junction petition places a terrific

burden on the companies, the Justice

Department people are nearing the
end of their patience and a belliger- I

ent, you-can't-do-that-to-me attitude I

on the part of the major executives
and lawyers may be the thing which
will provoke a parade of witnesses
before a grand jury.

In a Spot
The film industry is considered

—

particularly by lawyers and Govern-
ment people who know what went on
backstage in the oil case—to be in an
extremely hot spot. When the pre-
liminary investigation of .trade prac-
tices of leading petroleum producers
and distributors provided enough
ammunition, the Justice Department
offered the involved companies a
similar chance to play ball and set-

tle everything with a consent decree
in a civil proceeding. Instead, the
oil people, taking a high-and-mighty
position and expecting the New
Dealers to be awed by their size and
financial importance, blustered and
thundered. As a result they found
themselves on the receiving end of
an indictment which not only led to
convictions and fines but cost them
immense sums for legal talent, in lost

time, and prestige. The same fate

may confront the film moguls, if they
infuriate the crusading New Dealers.
While Prof. Arnold talks softly and

(Continued on page 61)

GN Pictures, Inc.,

Chartered in N. Y.;

Hammons in East

Albany, Sept. 27.

Grand National Pictures, Inc., has

been chartered here, capital stock

$5,450,000, the largest figure for any

theatrical company incorporated at

the Secretary of State's office, Al-

bany, in some time. The organization

tax and filing fee totaled $2,765, also

one of the biggest recently noted at

the Capitol, Stock structure consists

of 45,000 shares of preferred, at $10
par value, and 5,000,000 common at

$1 par value.

Directors, none of whom is listed

as a shareholder, comprise E. W,
Hammons and Jack H. Skirball, 1501

Broadway, and John R. Munn, 500

Fifth avenue, New York City. Sub-
scribers, each owning one share of

stock, are: Charles A. Brooks, 21

Linden street, Great Neck; Robert J.

Reed, 137 E. 66th street, New York,
and Graham Whiteiaw, 6 Maryland
road, Maplewood, N. J.

Snider, Duke & Landis, 26 Liberty
street, New York City, filing attor-

neys.

HAYS HUDDLES

CORDELL HULL

Washington, Sept. 27.

Will H. Hays slipped into Wash-

ington today (Tues.), ostensibly

without the local- MPPDA office

knowing anything about it, to see

Secretary of State Cordell Hull con-

cerning unspecified industry matters.

Hj saw Secretary Hull but five min-

utes, leaving the impression the visit

could not have been momentous.
Though Hays indicated locally that

he came down to see Hull on indus-

try matters, and not to discuss the

war scare from his in ustry's angle,

it is believed his chief concern was
the Italian situation. He left for

New York at 2 p. m.

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America at its annual meeting in

Oklahoma City Oct. 30 faces a show-
down on the organization's 10-point

program of trade reforms. Already
members of the association are lining

up sides to force some sort of a de-
cision.

With a membership of around
6,000 theatres and exhibitors, the
question of what shall be done about
voluntary trade reform undoubtedly
will come before the sessions.

MPTOA has been attempting to put
its voluntary reform pro-am r cross

for over two years and industry
opinion is that the association must
go on record in some .way regarding
this vital movement which it inau-
gurated:

It now appears that the MPTOA
will face three, choices: 11) Continue
the fight to adopt the 10-point pro-
gram by again trying to interest film

executives; (2) abandon the whole
thing and let the industry go ahead
operating as it is; or (3) go to Con-
gress and lay all grievances before
that body.

If the last-named course is fol-

lowed, it might produce the spec-
tacle of MPTOA lined up with Al-
lied in trying to force through legis-

lation which both associations might
consider necessary for reforming the
picture business. Although trying?

for over two years, not a single
point of the 10-point program ever
was uniformly agreed on and placed
in effect by all eight major com-
panies.

It is possible that if the MPTOA
goes to Congress, Allied would con-
centrate its efforts on seeking thea-
tre divorcement legislation. Would
concentrate on agriculture states be-
cause these are purportedly firmly
opposed to chain operations of all

types. After knocking off these
states, one after another, Allied prob-
ably w.'uld extend its scope to other
states where larger industrial cities

are located.

GN Program Set
Earle W. Hammons arrived in New

York Monday (26) after amalga-
mating the Grand National and Edu-
cational companies and paying out
$150,000 to appease old GN creditors.

Next step is to raise operating capi-

tal.

Meanwhile Edward. L. Alperson
has called two conventions of the
companies' domestic exchanges, first

in Chicago and second in New York.
Pictures on the production schedule,
including 44 features, 18 westerns
and 44 shorts, will be announced at

the Chicago meeting next Saturday
(Oct. 1).

SHEEHAN PRODUCING

'FIORIAN' AT METRO

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Winfleld Sheehan's 4F 1 o r i a n,'

signalizing his return to picture pro
ductioh, gets under way at Metro
about Oct. 10.

Metro players will be used in the
important roles, which include a

romantic team, a comic and a horse.

Conv. Extended One Day
Oklahoma City, Sept. 27.

General Convention Chairman
Morris Loewenstein announces that
one more day has been added to the

(Continued on page 61)

3 N. Y. Lerits Go RK0

» Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Three young players from the New
York stage have been signed by
RKO for 'The Pure in Mind,' which
P. J. WolfsOn produces.
They are James McCalliom, Wal-

ter Ward and Charles Powers. Wolf-
son scouted players while east re-

cently.

Lichtman Heads to N. Y.
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Al Lichtman trained out today (27)
for several weeks in New York.
Missus accompanied the Metro

exec.
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PAR IN N. E. AND JOE SEIDER ON LONG

ISLAND HARDEST HIT BY HURRICANE

Eastern Cloudburst Denting Both Theatre Outfits

Up to $200,000 Each—Heavy Damage in New
England to Other Theatre Operators

Damage to theatres caused by the

•astern-New England hurricane will

run high based on checkup so far

obtainable, this not excluding the

loss of playing time, never to be re-

covered, but some circuits and in-

dividual operators got 6ff luckily,

whether covered by insurance or not.

Many were not covered by any kind

of insurance that was valuable in

this case while some of the operators

•were covered mostly, but not com-
pletely.

Of the major chains affected, Para-

mount bears the brunt of the damage
inflicited by the big blow and flood-

ing, while among the independents,

Joseph M, Seider and associates in

the Prudential circuit on Long
Island, are by far the heaviest suf-

ferers.

Y. Frank Freeman, vice president

of Paramount, estimates that the

damage to Par theatres and those

of its partners will run from $150,-

000 to $200,000. Seider, whose cir-

cuit' Of around 35 theatres blankets

most of Long Island, fears his loss

finally may add to $200,000, also. No
other operators came within miles
of taking such a licking by the
storm.

Whereas RKO was forced to close

only one house, Warner Bros, only
four and Loew's but three, a total of

as many as 30 Par directly-owned
or affiliated theatres were shuttered.

In many cases lack of power, a state

of martial law or flooded basements
and auditoriums forced closings
rather than physical damages from
the storm. A few houses are still

shut down, including in Providence
•where Etj Fay (indie) was hardest
hit, New London, Springfield, . Paw-
tucket, Norwich and some lesser
towns, but generally operations are
being rapidly restored, it is reported.

Complete Destroyal

The greatest loss to any single the-
atre was the complete destroyal of
Seider's Greenport <L. I.) house,
loss being estimated on that alone as
from $65,000 to $75,000. Seider had
no insurance covering hurricanes
and in addition to Greenport, he was
struck hard in Easthampton, South-
ampton, Center Moriches, West-
hampton and Patchogue. The stage
of his theatre in Easthampton was
completely blown away* Seider
states he will rebuild immediately in
Greenport, with John Eberson al-

ready retained to draw plans on a
new 800-seater, The A. H. Schwartz
circuit and other operators on Long
Island who are not out so far on the
Island, suffered only slight damages.
At the Schwartz (Century Theatres)
office it was said that the circuit had
to close seven theatres the night of
the hurricane but were able to re-
open all within 24 hours. The RKO
house at Far Rockaway, seemingly a
very vulnerable point, was not af-
fected. RKO also escaped in Boston
and Lowell but was considerably
damaged and forced to shutter in
Providence. However, the Albee
there was reopened within 48 hours.

No theatre operators or employees
were known to have been killed or
seriously injured by the storm and
flooding, but in Montpelier, Vt, a
falling tree and chimney injured two
Pafamount patrons. 'Seider was
fortunate in that his management at
Greenport, L. I., was able to get
everyone

' out of the theatre there
without injury before it fell apart.

Few Injuries

Par is covered by insurance for the
two patrons hurt in Montpelier. The
company is also covered on every-
thing else but flood damage, which
it is believed was silght. In the
opinion of Henry Anderson, in
charge of the insurance department
in Paramount, it is a tribute to the
theatres of the area affected, as well
as management, that personal injury
to employees and patrons was nil.
Because of superior contsurction,
there being slight structural dam-
age, theatres were proved to be
much safer than homes and many
other buildings, he avers.

Recently the insurance companies
offered supplemental coverage talcing
in a lot of miscellaneous items, in-
cluding damage from windstorms.
This embraced a variety of causes

which could affect a theatre, and
since it did not cost much, according
to Anderson, Par took it in connec-
tion with its fire insurance. Ander-
son himself was caught in the storm
near Westerly, R. I., but escaped any
injury or damage. He was trying to

get into Westerly by car when
stymied.

Par Most Affected

Par operates in all the New Eng-
land states but Connecticut, and was
affected in all, including Rhode Is-

land, the Goldstein Bros, chain, Mul-
lin & Pinanski group and the Maine
& New Hampshire Theatres Co.
Though no theatres were severely

damaged in Boston, Par's Fenway
theie and the Oriental were reported
most hurt. Both RKO and Loew's
escaped but for very minor items.

Reported there that the roof of the
Ritz hotel was blown off. Ritz roof
was to have closed Oct. 1, anyway,
so it's not being rebuilt in any great
hutry. A vaudeville show had to be
cancelled in New Haven, while in
some other spots attractions had to

be diverted or set back.

For both RKO and Loew's, though
theatre damage was comparatively
slight, interruption of operations in
Greater New York Wednesday night
(21) affected both materially as lights

in theatres on A.C. current failed. At
the Fordham (RKO), Sol Schwartz,
manager, was putting on an amateur
show when things started going
black. Partly with a view to avoid-
ing panic, with show ready to go on,
he had the exit doors thrown open
and hired taxis quickly to drive up
so that their headlights could be
thrown into the theatre. As a result,

only a few refunds .were necessary
.here. ThreeiLQew houses forced to
shutter in New England were Provi-
dence, Hartford and Springfield, last
two due to lack of power. RKO suf-
fered slight damage in both New
Haven and Bridgeport. Warners also
suffered in New Haven, Hartford and
Norwich, Conn.

Flooded Basements Mostly

Much of the damage resulting to
Par, RKO, WB, Loew's and indies,
aside from flooded basements and
auditoriums or lack of power, was in
broken skylights, windows, damaged
marquees, box offices, store fronts,
lobby material, signs and the like.

On top of the physical damages in-
flicted, the loss to shuttered theatres,
Par again suffering much heavier
than others, was in loss of playdates
and the estimated gross that would
have been done under normal condi
tions were houses open. In many
cases it was difficult to effect film de-
livery to houses remaining open or
those reopening, but in no instance
did film exchanges feel anything but
slightest injury. Exchange points in
the path of the storm, outside of New
York city, were New Haven and Bos
ton. Storm didn't reach to Portland,
another branch point.

Hartford's Spot

Hartford, Sept. 27.

The State, situated in the lowland
east side of this city, was forced to
shutter Wednesday (21) when ris-
ing waters from rapidly rising Con-
necticut River inundated the dress-
ing rooms and theatre, rising to a
height of 38 inches over the top of
the stage. Three thousand of the
4,200 seats in the house were re-
moved to the lobby before the wa-
ters could reach them. The Chick
Webb orch., playing at the house for
the week, was sent back to New
York. A three-day date for Anton
Scibilia's 'Hawaiian Nights,' skedded
for the first three days of thfc week,
was cancelled.

The theatre w;ll reopen Wednes-
day (28) with a special midnight
show for the relief of flood sufferers
of the eastside and open for busi-
ness Thursday (23) with Paul White-
man. Damage to the house was
slight.

Power failure in the city Friday
(23) shuttered the New Palace, the
Allyn and E. M. Loew's theatres for
the day. They were able to reopen
Friday through the use of emer-
gency circuits.

.
With waters from

the Park River, in the center of the
city, lapping within a few inches of

its stage, Loew's Poli was able to

remain open through the continued
use of pumps. Power failure failed

to close the house due to its ability

tq immediately connect to an emer-
gency electric circuit.

Providence Hit Hard

Providence, Sept. 27.

Damage by flood waters to Provi-

dence's first-run houses, which are

all situated in the most seriously

stricken area, has been unofficially

set at more than $100,000.

The recently redecorated Fay's

theatre and adjoining Strand were
the most seriously hit. Others in the

stricken area were the RKO Albee,

the Carlton, Loew's State and the

Majestic. The second-run Empire
suffered damage to the extent of

$20,000.

Lack of electric power is all that

is keeping the Majestic and Albee
from reopening. Four hundred new
seats are being installed at Loew's
State. Danger of fire has kept au-
thorities from resuming electric

power in the downtown section.

Negotiations are being made by Ed
Reed of the Strand to take over the
Metropolitan, a house on the other
side flood area, until necessary re-

pairs are made to the Strand.

Little disorder was faced at the
height of the storm when the man-
agements of the various houses noti-

fied patrons of the danger. Several
of the houses allowed the stranded
theatregoers to remain in the houses
all night. All theatres in the stricken
area have been dark since Wednes-
day (21) at 5:15 p.m., when the power
was shut off. Present reports indi-

cate that service may be resumed by
Wednesday (28). Full reports con-
cerning extent of damage are still

unavailable.

Freddie Storm-Tossed

Hollywood^ Sept. 27.

Storm on the Atlantic coast caused
a rearrangement of Freddie Barthol-
omew's p.a. tour. Under the new
schedule he opens at Loew's State,

N. Y., Oct. 13, instead Of Providence.
Other dates are: Earle, Philadel-

phia, Oct. 21; Stanley, Pittsburgh,
Oct. 28, and Providence, Nov. 4.

Fears for the safety of James Cag-
ney, whose farm on Martha's Vine-
yard was in the path of last week's
hurricane; were set at rest over the
weekend when he was reported un-
harmed. His farm was damaged,
however. Communications with the
island were impossible during the
storm.

Hoblitzelle Back

Karl Hoblitzelle returned Monday
night (26) from Europe and will con-
fer with Y. Frank Freeman and other
Paramount h.o. execs before shoving
off for Dallas. Bob O'Donnell, his
associate, and John Moroney, Inter-
state counsel, came up to meet Hob-
litzelle.

Also on for h.o. confabs is Abe
Blank, midwest Par partner, and
his g.m., Ralph Branton. Latter ar-
rived yesterday (Tues.), Blank com-
ing oh ahead of him.
George Walsh* upstate N. Y. oper-

ator for Par, checked in Monday (26)
on one of his frequent trips to head-
quarters.

Radio Casting Bureau

Sells Juve to Cinema
CBS Artists Bureau has set

Charles Powers, radio and legit juve
:

with RKO Pictures for a part in the
latter's forthcoming 'The Pure in
Mind' which rolls Oct. 15.

In addition to radio work Powers
has had parts in stage productions
of 'Dodsworth,* 'Tell Me Pretty
Maiden,' 'Bright Honor,' and 'Little

01 'Boy.' He leaves for the Coast
next week.

AUG. 19% TAXES

3D SMALLEST

TiflS YEAR

Washington, Sept. 27.

Summer slump sent U. S. Treas
ury's grab from 10% admissions tax

down nearly $200,000 in August and
put year's collections to date back
nearly to 1936 levels. Take was the

third smallest this year and below
any month of 1937.

Reflecting further decline in July
box office receipts, the Federal slice

of the amusement outlay was only
$1,425,062. This -was $174,180 under
the figure for the corresponding
month of 1937 and $193,751 smaller

than payments on June admissions.

Fifth month-to-month drop during
1938, while the dip in comparison
with 1937 was the second sharpest.

Eight-month total was $12,390,634,

which is $461,708 below the 1937

figure but still $1,200,738 better than
the 1936 pace.

Newsreels Kept On

The Jump Covering

The Flood Regions

Hurricane and high water near
New York kept the five newsreel
companies operating at top speed last

week, story growing- after about 4
p.m., Wednesday (21), until by late

Thursday newsreel editors realized

that it was a national disaster. Nearly
all reels specialed the story before
the week was over as photographic
stories poured in from Long Island
and New England "states while death
and damage toll grew.
Because newsreels turn out their

midweek issue on Wednesday, few
were prepared for such a sweeping
story right at their doorsteps. Par
amount gambled on the hurricane
storm warnings and left space in
regular issue so that storm footage
could be added, not realizing at the
time (Wednesday afternoon) of ter-
rific story that was about to break.
All reels had camera crews grab-

bing sights in and about New York
Wednesday as the rain continued and
wind velocity increased. By Thurs-
day they were out in airplanes grab-
bing footage of damage on Long Is-
land and up the New England coast,
arriving over New London in time to
obtain aerial pictures of big blaze
there while it still was smouldering.

Universal's cameraman was on the
job Wednesday night at New London
securing night views of same confla-
gration. 'March of Time* crews
grabbed comprehensive views from
land of damage at Westhampton,
where virtually all reels secured
their best footage from the air.
Different reels rushed hurricane-

flood footage out by air express.

Nathanson of Canada Wants to Make

Korda (UA) Give Him Drums' for Can.

London, Sept. 27.

N. L. Nathanson is so hot after

'Drums; Alexander Korda's latest

film, that he is willing to go to court
to attain control of that film in Can-
ada. The picture man served a writ
on London Films (Korda) on Friday
(23) to get the film. It all. ..hinges
on ^ whether Nathanson can make
good his claim that, since the picture
was started in September, 1937, it

belongs, to him under an original
five-year deal with London Films,
for Canada, which expired in Oc-
tober, 1937. Under that deal it was
expressly said that Nathanson was to
get all of the LF (Korda) output

which was 'made' during the lifetime
of the contract.

Whether Nathanson can impress the
court that the word 'made' means
also anything that might have been
completed after the expiration date
of the contract seems highly improb-
able. However, Nathanson, head of
Famous Players-Canadian, has been
feuding with UA for some time, and
in addition to business reasons, he
is looking for personal satisfaction in
this present fuss.

Under George J. Schaefer, United
Artists has done better for itself
in" Canada by selling away from
Nathanson, which hasn't pleased him
one bit.

Comparatively

Small Losses To

Fire Is. Showfolk

The showpeople's summer play-
ground at Ocean Beach, Fire Island,
suffered comparatively small damage
against the ' other villages on Fire
Island, N. Y., during the hurricane
and tidal wave of last week.
The house on Ocean Beach Walk

(on the ocean front) in which the
late George Gershwin, his brother,
Ira, and Moss Hart lived in a few
summers ago was entirely demol-
ished. So was the house that Ar-
thur Kober had that season. A lit-

tle further down the ocean front
the home of Herman Shumlin wasn't
damaged at all.

Gene Fowler's home at Sea View
had a few panes of glass broken.
Joe Laurie, Jr.'s place, which Is

only a few doors from the -Gersh-
win home, had some shingles blown
off the roof, part of the foundation
carried away and part of the back
porch broken up. Fanny Brice's

house on the Bay Front suffered no
damage at all.

Eye-witnesses claim that a ter-
rific tidal wave swept the dunes
away in a few spots and caused
more damage than the hurricane
did. In all, there were only five
houses entirely demolished and a
dozen more suffered reparable
damages.

Saltaire, a Village a few miles
from Ocean .Beach' (Roxy had a
home here some years ago) was al-
most entirely wiped out. Fair Har-
bor, State Park (Rotary Club's
Camp Cheerful for Crippled Kids
was located here)

, Lonleyville, and
Kismet Park were also wiped out.
The Great South Bay had many

houses, telegraph poles and huge
logs drifting on it which made res-
cue work by boats very dangerous.
Loss of life totaled six persons,

but none at Ocean Beach.
The city fathers at Ocean Beach

are already building new dunes
under the supervision of an army
engineer. It is. not believed that
Salt Air, Kismet Park, Lonleyville,
Fair Harbor *nd State Park will be
rebuilt.

Ocean Beach was first pegged as
a spot for actors and writers by
Gene Fowler, Joe Laurie, Jr., Fanny
Brice and Tom McMorrow, Sateve-
post author. Lately, radio artists
and writers have spent their sum-
mers there, mostly renters. Fowler,
Laurie and Tom McMorrow are the
only home-owners of the profes-
sional gang.
Fanny Brice, Beatrice Lillie,

Jimmy Durante, Georgie Jessel, Lil-
lian Hellman, Arthur Kober, Jay
Brennan, Hoger Davis, Lou Holtz,
Billy Rose, Herman Shumlin, Moss
Hart, late George and Ira Gershwin,
Dixie Hamilton, Clark and Bergman,
Lou Handman and Florrie LaVere,
Milton Cross, Frances Langford,
Willard Keefe, George Gould, play-
wright; Mr. and Mrs. Gabrilson, ra-
dio writers and actors; Tift Pastor-
field, Theatre Guild; Vic Guiness,
N. Y. Mirror art director; Jerry
Doyle, cartoonist; George Fayko, Jr.,

illustrator; Billy Dunham, Gracie
O'Malley, Valaska Suratt, Helen
Dumas, radio; Jed Harris, Tom Mc-
Namara, Archie and Jerry Gottler,
and Charlie O'Connor have been
tenants on Fire Island, off and on.

Also E. C. Mills of ASCAP.
The Island has been under semi-

martial law, by state troopers,

deputy marshals and coast guards.
There was a little looting the first

few days, but it has been stopped.

Farrell Tops Again

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Charles Farrell, former star mak-
ing a comeback, gets the male lead
opposite Alice Faye in 'Tailspin' at

20th-Fox.
Farrell once co-starred on the same

lot with Janet Gaynor.

Destry's Playback
Hollywood, Sept. 27

James Stewart stars in 'Destry
Rides Again,' to be produced by Joe
Pasternak at Universal with a top
budget. Story by Max Brand was
used as a Tom Mix starrer several
years ago.

Assignment of Stewart is part of

a triple loanout deal with Metro, in-

volving Robert Montgomery and
Robert Young.
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PRODUCER-ACTOR ACCORD
Recovery in Picture Grosses

Held 'Gratifying' Though Biz Is

Averaging 5-7% Behind Last Yr.

While not as. appreciable as main-
tained in some quarters, the recov-

ery in grosses since August has been
far more gratifying than business

rehabilitation in many other indus-

tries, in spite of figures that show
boxoffice receipts are averaging

from 5-7% behind last year at the

same time. This does not stack up
as an alarming decline, however,
since August and September in 1937

were averaging high prior to the

sharp slide which set in around Oct,

1 and brought gross levels away
down for .the rest of the year and
most of 1938.

From Oct. 1 last year until around
July 15 this summer, the levels were
dangerously low but, with the ar-

rival of August and several good
b.o. pictures, a strong uptrend, aside

from the usual seasonal upswing,
was noted. One of the larger major
circuits actually had one day in Au-
gust on which?" the whole chain
grossed more than the identical same
day (a weekday) did in 1937.

While some territories are better

than others, and business on certain

days will match or come close to

that shown for the same days in '37,

the trend is not so steady which,
with the ups and downs, brings the

average to from 5-7% below last

year for August and September. Al-
though optimism more generally
prevails than pessimism in viewing
the boxoffice situation, and releases

hit a good average in August and
this month, those scheduled for Oc-
tober are judged by operators, buy-
ers, etc., as somewhat thin. The
month of November looks much bet-

ter as to pictures on paper but there
is no certainty at this time that all

film now scheduled for availability

will be released during November.
The Greater Movie campaign,

though criticized by operators in

certain connections, is felt to be
helping to some extent now not fig-

urable. Though a good picture

needs no 'movie quiz* buildup, it is

believed some of the lesser product
is being benefitted in spite of most
operating opinion that nothing can
save a really bad picture, as proved
too often in the past. Some theatre

men feel that some of the 'Greater

Movie' advertising has not been so

good and, also, that more should
have been spent on the air and in

.other ways than in dailies 'since ex-
hibitors all have to use the latter

anyway for their shows.
The gross averages for the whole

country are held down most seri-

ously by the Chicago, midwest,
northwestern and Michigan terri-

tories. New England has recovered
somewhat during the past year but
suffers a temporary setback as re-

sult of the hurricane last week.

Par OK in N.W.
Minneapolis, Sept. 27.

For the first time in 1938 business
in Paramount circuit, theatres in this

territory is running ahead of the

corresponding period a year ago, ac-

cording to John J. Friedl, general
manager of the chain. The upturn
started nearly two months ago and
has been especially marked in Min-
neapolis and St. Paul.
Factors entering into the situation,

Friedl believes, are the exceptionally
strong film product being released,
the sudden public appetite for flesh-

and-blood entertainment, particular-
ly name bands; improved sentiment
and' optimism regarding the fall and
winter general business outlook and
increased employment that have
made the public more disposed, to
spend for entertainment and the
'Motion Pictures' Biggest Year' cam-
paign.

As a result of the spurt, Friedl
has reopened a number of theatres
that have been dark during the past
summer, including two local neigh-
borhood houses, th. Granada and
American.
'Keep on giving us the pictures,

and I believe business will hold up,'
says Friedl.

Royal Fan

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Egypt's No. 1 film fan, King
Farouk I, gets his autographs
by royal command.
Answering a cable from L.

Lober, Metro branch manager
at Alexandria, the' studio
shipped a load of portraits,

signed by stars, to decorate the
palace of the Pharaohs.

CANTOR STAYS

WEST TO PREP

RKO,M PK
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Eddie Cantor signed to make two

pictures within the next year, the

first for RKO and the second for

Metro. Deals were, made by Abe
Lastfogel, of the William Morris
agency, representing Cantor. RKO
picture goes into production within
five months and Metro film starts

within 12 months. ' Cantor gets a flat

sum and percentage of gross from
RKO; a flat sum only from Metro.

Necessity to prepare on both pix
kills the idea of his coming east to

tee off his new radio program.

Cantor is figuring on a tour of

South Africa at the completion of his
picture deals to raise $250,000 for

refugee relief. Fund would be un-
derwrtiten by 10 wealthy South
African business men.

Fonda, Nancy Kelly

Suffer Minor Hurts

On 'Jesse' Location

St. Louis, Sept. 27.

Henry Fonda and Nancy Kelly of
the 20th Century-Fox 'Jesse James'
cast were injured slightly last week
during the filming of scenes near
Pineville, Mo. Fonda, who plays the
role, of Jesse's brother, Frank, ac-
cidentally shot himself in the right
leg when an old fashioned gat was
accidentally discharged. Fonda, on
horseback, : was dashing down a
Pineville street when the weapon
exploded. First aid treatment was
given for powder burns and bruises
and he resumed work on a scene in
which he is wounded, captured by a
posse and tossed into the backwood's
hoosegow.

Heavy Civil War clothing, consist-

ing of a heavy dress and a flock of

petticoats saved "Miss Kelly from
serious injury when she was thrown
from a horse and into a barbed-wire
fence. She was portraying James'
wife when the stirrup broke, toss-

ing her into the fence. The heavy
clothing worn prevented suffering

more than a few minor scratches
and a severe shaking-up.

Fonda and Miss Kelly are the sec-

ond and third of the cast to be in-

jured during the locale filming

which Director Henry King said is

rapidly nearing completion. Several
weeks ago Lon Chaney, Jr., was un-
horsed and the equine, following,

ran- over him. His injuries were not
of sufficient seriousness to delay his

work in the picture.

The Ozark mountain region con-
tinues to be a magnet for the curi-

ous and large crowds appear as each

scene is rehearsed and filmed. Every
other activity*' in the area is secon-

dary while the screen players are

going through their paces.

Solution of Many Actor-

Studio Problems Seen

—

Goes Into Effect Nov. 1

—

Recognizes SAG on Com-
pensation, Overtime, Ar-

bitration, Other Aspects

THE EXTRAS PROBLEM

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Satisfactory solution of large pro-
portion actor-producer problems arid

ratification of an agreement, augur-
ing harmonious settlement of all ma-
jor questions affecting actors and
studios during the next eight years

was announced Monday (26) by Jo-
seph M. Schenck, president of the

Producers Association. Statement by
Schenck came at conclusion of the
producers' meeting, at which terms
of a new agreement were signed by
those attending. —
Schenck's statement covered the

following phases of agreement with
the Screen Actors Guild: methods of

compensation, hours and working
conditions of players and extras, and
arbitration machinery for peaceful

settlement of all disputes, present

and future.

Approximately 1,200 members of

the Senior Guild and 10,000 members
of the Junior Guild are involved.

Subject to necessary ratification,

agreement becomes effective Nov. 1,

1938.

Frank recognition of each other's

problems and mutual willingness to

make concessions for the benefit of

all, made possible this constructive
achievement.

Extras

An important part of the agree-
ment is expressed in the determina-
tion of the Guild and Producers to

find a fair and early solution of the
extras problem. Both sides realize

the need for immediate and sympa-
thetic investigation into all phases of

the situation and will seek facts, in

light of economic necessity and con-
dition of extra players, and the in-

dustry.
t

. _

In addition to the general arbitra-
tion policy,

„
agreement specifically

provides:
The Platform

1. Appointment by Nov. 1 of a
standing committee of three
members. One member to be
selected by the Guild, second by
Producers, and third chosen
jointly by the other two. This
committee will have broad pow-
ers and scope, and will handle all

(Continued on page 21)

WB's Bond Conversions

Apace Despite Dullness
Warner Bros, bond conversion pro-

gram continued to go on success-
fully last week despite laggard stock
and bond markets. Figures supplied
by the N. Y. stock exchange showed
that $98,000 worth of certificates of
deposit for new liens were taken out
by holders of the present 6% obliga-
tions. Only $12,097,000 worth of old
bonds remain to be converted, with
$17,303,000 worth of new liens spoken
for.

Other changes showed that Para-
mount common shares listed now
totalled 2,454,380.

Nine in Gear at WB
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Nine features, several of which are
high-budget specials for 1938-39 re-
lease, are lined up for a start dur-
ing October at Warners.
Shooting dates are: Oct. 3, Okla-

homa Kid'; Oct. 4, 'Dark Victory';
Oct. 10. .'Dodge City,' 'Words and
Music,' second Jane Arden feature,

and second Secret Service; Oct. 17,

'Hell's Kitchen' and second Nancy
Drew feature; Oct. 24, 'Juarez.'

Guild Stands Pat Despite Plans

To Reconcile H wood and B'way;

No Need for More Coin in Legit

Morgan on Pact

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Ralph Morgan, recently elected
president of the SAG, de-
clares that "" under the new
agreement Guild members are
accorded concrete and definite

advantages heretofore denied
them.
Contract provides many ad-

vantages for all types of play-
ers, Morgan states, admitting
concessions were made by both
sides.

ROCKEFELLERS

HASTENING

RKO REORG

Rockefellers are on top of the

RKO situation, and every effort is

being made by them to coordinate

creditor action to hasten RKO's
emergence from 77b.

Floyd Odium and David Sarnoff

(RCA) have talked, since . Sarnoff's

return from abroad,- and presumably

each knows where the other stands

What progress might have been made
regarding Odium's once proposed
takeup of RCA's equity in RKO, in

its entirety, by the limited option
route, is not known.

Whether Leo Spitz stays, after

reorganization, is entirely up to him.
Creditors are again trying to per-

suade him to continue. Last time, he
agreed to stay until reorganization.

It's known that Spitz has a desire to

return to his law practice in Chicago.
He took the RKO post of president at

the insistence of friends who had
large investments in the firm, and
who sought his help in righting the
RKO situation.

Under Spitz's guidance, RKO is

now definitely on the profit side,

after writing down some extremely
heavy obligations and liquidating

heavy banker assignments.

Prominent in present talk regard-
ing RKO are such names as Ned
Depinet, M. , H. Aylesworth and A.
H. McCausland, agent of the Irving
Trust Co., trustee of RKO. Also
Peter Rathvon, associate of Odium.
Sarnoff has had talks with certain

of these, according to accounts, re-

garding management and the future
board, setup of RKO.
Understood also that Geo. J.

Schaefer's name has been mentioned
in the RKO situation, and that he
has not yet signed his" new contract

with United Artists.

Beriin-Feldman Still

Trying to Settle; 'Alex'

Opens in London 30th

London, Sept. '27.

Nothing has been settled between
Irving Berlin and Bert Feldman de-
spite the fact that 'Alexander's
Ragtime Band' is due to open at the
Regal Sept. 30. Song publisher
Feldman claims 12 numbers in the
picture and lawyers for both sides
are endeavoring to secure a settle-
ment before the London premiere.

Understood that Berlin claims
Feldman's rights were cancelled
years ago through nonpayment of
royalties on sales. Also that Feld-
man alleges payments were made
to Henry Waterson, Berlin's former
partner in the publishing business.

Despite recent maneuvers to heal

the breach between Broadway and
Hollywood, there is little indication

that the studios wil. soon resume the

financing of legit production. Any
such resumption depends on one of

two developments: either revision of

the Dramatists Guild minimum basic

agreement or abandonment by the

film companies of their stand against

bankrolling legit under prevailing

conditions. Neither of those changes
seems likely fo take place for some
time.

Granted that the picture com-
panies would like to re-enter the
legit-financing field and that the
Broadway managers want them back,

these elements are of little conse-
quence compared to the Dramatists
Guild. Latter drew up the minimum
basic agreement, forced its adoption
by the Broadway managers oyer the
protest of Hollyw'ood, and has shown
every evidence of satisfaction with
the way the agreement has worked
out and determination to maintain it

as it stands.

Latest move to bring about a .rec-

onciliation between Broadway and
the picture business was planned for

the recent American Theatre Council
convention at the Astor hotel, N. Y.
Herbert Bayard Swope, as an im-
partial arbiter with connections in

both legit and film circles, was to

have addressed the delegates with a
scheme for. fixing conditions to bring
about the return of film coin to
Broadway. However, he failed to
appear and instead wrote a letter

outlining his views. It was not read
before the convention, but was re-
ceived by the executive committee.
No further action has come of it.

Guild's Stymie

As long as the Dramatists Guild
stands opposed to any revisions in
the minimum basic agreement, it is

difficult to see how conditions can be
made acceptable for studio re-entry
into legit financing. Guild members
in general feel that the old agree-
ment gave too big an edge to in-
vestors in Broadway productions.
They claim that under the old setup,

studios bankrolling plays had what
amounted to an advance option" on
the screen rights to such shows. They
could exercise such options virtually
on their own terms, it was claimed,
since through their backing of the
prqducer they controlled the sale be-
sides holding a 25% edge in all bids
against competing purchasers. Guild
believes an investor is entitled to
some edge in purchasing subsidiary
rights, but not 25%. The present
agreement gives him a 20% advan-
tage.

According to the dramatist view,
studios can invest in legit under just
as favorable terms as anyone else.

That is, if the show is a hit they are
in for 50% of the producer's profit
(that figure is taken as an average,
since the terms naturally vary in
different deals) and may reasonably
expect , to get back their original in-
vestment plus a handsome profit. But
if the show flops, the chances of re-
covering the original investment
through a picture sale are slim in
any case, since few flops are bought
by Hollywood.

As for the studio claims of want^
ing to use legit as a test tube ..for

ta.lent and story material, the authors
declare nothing in the present basic
agreement affects that one way or
the other. Only the control of film
buys and the percentage of the pur-
chase price is changed, it's pointed
out.

One of the angles of the recent
plan to bring about a reconciliation
between legit and Hollywood was
the reported willingness of a film
executive (Samuel Goldwyn's name
was mentioned) to invest $2,000,000
in Broadway production, if the mini-
mum basic agreement were revised.
Guild members ' were inclined to
view that suggestion askance on the

(Continued on page 10)
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H wood Comes Through Legion Conv.

Unscathed; Vets on Good Behavior I

Can't Keep U« Out

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Hollywood came through the

American Legion convention with-

out a scar.

The pic colony, as well as virtu-

ally every spot in the county, had a

dread as to how the Legion boys

would ravish the town. But no such

thing happened and" the 200,000 at-

tendance the Legion brought here

left around $22,500,000 during their

four-day stay.

Studios had themselves heavily

fortified in case of trouble. But

there was none. Seems as though

the Legionnaires had a dread of

-Hollywood. They felt the folks out

in the picture village, some seven

miles distant from their convention

base, were out to clip them. They
thought prices for commodities

would be out of their reach.

Result was that the boys steered

clear of Hollywood almost entirely

day and night. Biggest group to hit

Hollywood was on Monday (19)

when some 45,000 of the Legion
headed for the Warner plant at

Burbank, but did no more than to

stop at Hollywood street corners for

directions to get to the studio.

Warners gave them a great time but
a yen to visit any more studios dur-

ing balance of the week did not
manifest itself. Other studios also

entertained, but only the select.

Everyone went out to get dignitaries

to luncheons, staged especially by
the producers who espoused the

cause of Americanism and downed
every other ism.

Thursday night was the big night

for the Legionnaires and the picture

folks. About 60,000 turned out at

the Coliseum to witness a pageant
and motion picture welcome. Stars

galore turned out with Eddie Cantor,

Bob Hope and Jack Benny emceeing
the proceedings.

It was finest show of its kind here
and all the visitors were satisfied.

Just Not H'wood's Day
Strange, however, as Hollywood is

always accustomed to get plenty of

space for what it does in convention
entertaining, the daily papers here
virtually ignored it, outside of 'the

heavy play given Warners for enter-
taining en masse. Other studios sent

out plenty of text and art but the
downtown boys just sloughed it off,

Even the Thursday gala picture con-
tribution at the Coliseum got slight

recognition in the dailies. That olc

stuff of posing stars and importani
execs with the conventioneers die

not work as far as art was concerned
in the dailies; they just went con-
vention proper, and ignored any at-

tempts at film tie-Ins.

Convention did the theatres no
good, either. Plenty went around
to get a look at Grauman's Chinese
and Carthay Circle, but seems that
with the heat wave on they pre
ferred to remain outdoors" than to

see anything cinematic. Paramount
theatre counted rather heavily on
fact it had 'Sons of Legion's a Legion
naire pic on screen and Martha Raye
heading stage show with plenty OJ!

picture people appearing at each
performance to get them in. But
trade less than fair, with the alibi

that, had the picture gone on with-
out the studio ballyhoo, the take
would have been pathetic.

Went for Dog Races
Boys went pretty strong for the

dog races at Culver City during the
week where the pari-mutuel ma
chines are used. Then, too, they had
lot of special free events for their

benefit, such as affairs at Hollywood
Bowl, prize fights, etc., and they die

not hesitate to attend. Those who
stayed over got a load of night foot

ball, too, seeing UCLA beat Iowa on
Friday (23).

Women's Auxiliary and women
veterans, of course, were taken up
socially, too. All the studios had
stars entertain them at tea, lunch
eons, etc., with the only big art

break given the Marion Davies party
at her beach home in the two Hearst
papers day after.

Vets on Good Behavior
Those Hollywood cafes and

restaurants, which were so scared the

boys were going to misbehave, got

the cold shoulder plenty. Many of

the places said they did not get

single conventioneer, while others

claimed that most they got on a sin

gle night did not total 50. Only
places in Hollywood to enjoy some
biz were the bars at the - Brown
Derby, Levy's, It Cafe and Sardi's

Those who went into the barrooms
were there either for steady imbibing

or see what Hollywood looked like.

Boys just did not stir things "up.

The surethihg gambling joints that

opened to give the boys a fast clean-

ing got nowhere. After Sunday
night every one of them in the Holly-

wood areaTwas out of biz, as well as

those v downtown. It was not the

local police, but the Legion's own
Provost Guard that stopped them at

the start. The local police had gen-

eral order not to arrest any Legion-

naires, unless ordered by the Provost.

However, latter had things in hand
when called anywhere and, according

to records here, not a ve't reached the

hoosegow,
Downtown is where the boys shone

and carried -on their pranks. Almost
all the pranking was outdoors and

none of the hotels or cafes reported

any serious damage done. Boys set

a couple of bonfires on main down-
town thoroughfares, one over a gas

main which injured a few. They
stopped trolley cars by pulling the

pole, stopped traffic in general with

their band and bugle corps concerts,

put their rubber stamp okay oh the

gals, paraded them along the street,

jut in general behaved, much to the

surprise of this town. They started

eaving on Wednesday (21) and by
Saturday (24) town was virtually

clear of them.
Go-By for Swank Inns

Swank hotels did not get the

capacity play they figured. Mcfct of

boys figured $2 or $3 a night was
enough as a bunking fee, so the

moderate price hotels got the trade,

One of the hotels, on account of heat,

had 400 cots on its roof at $3 a night,

with boys asking other hotels to do

same.
Hotels were protected against

damage by the visiting' hordes as

Legion carries $100,000 insurance

against depredations by its members
Hotelmen's Assn. forced that on the

war vet organization several years

ago before they would chip in. Mo
;or camps also got big play from
those who came on by auto.

However, the locals claim that the

convention spoiled biz for them,

ceeping the home spenders out of

downtown shops and stores. Legion
group, however, infested these places

and there was hardly a buddy who
left for home who did not load him-
self down with Los Angeles and Hoi
lywood souvenirs;

Town is normal again after housing

one of biggest conventions in history,

and can say to New York, 'We
knew how to handle them, you didn't'

because the boys behaved as nicely

as they did on dress parade in the

army. That's somethin' for Chicago
to hope for next year.

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Paramount was the lone stu-

dio to crash the American Le-
gion parade with a picture plug.

Legion officials had barred all

commercials, but the studio got

around the tabu by organizing

-the Paramount Post and parad-

ing under that banner.
Its auxiliary, Sons of the Le-

gion, consisting of a dozen
youngsters, marched to plug the

picture of that name.

Fit CURBS AD

SCREEN OUTFIT

Washington, Sept. 27.

Sales scheme which involves

claims of theatre tieups will be
modified to prevent duping prospec-

tive purchasers of advertising mat-
ter handled by Robert Hartman,
of Chicago, under, a stipulation with

the Federal Trade Commission.
Promoter has been operating under
tag, of International Enterprises.

According to the agreement,
Hartman sold certain booklets,

partly by claiming that subscribers

will benefit from ballyhoo in trail-

ers to be shown in neighborhood
houses. Promised that the reels

would be exhibited in time to take

advantage of seasonal conditions. In

reality, the names of the pur-

chasers were not included in the

film but were flashed on screens via

projection machine slides.

Hartman formerly traded as The-
atre Merchandising Service and as

American Enterprises, Inc.

4 REEL SPOTS TEST

BROADWAY COLUMN

ELLEN DREW'S 31 YR.

SON EXCITES PHILLY

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.

Faux-pas was pulled here last]

week by Ellen Drew, femme star of

'Sing You Sinners,' whom Para-
mount is building up. Gal was near I

Philly visiting relatives so local
I

Par office decided to throw a lunch-
eon for her and invite the press.

Interviewers
.
got busy on her at I

once and, as Par's press rep, who
was shot over from New York,
hadn't arrived yet, she told the boys
everything, principally that she was
happily married and the mother of]

a 3%-year-old son. When p.a. fi-

nally did arrive on the scene, at-

tempt was made to put a hush-hush
on the hitherto unrevealed personal
life of Miss Drew.
But it was too late, all the papers]

used it. The Ledger's Harry Mur-
dock wrote, 'Although her press

|

agents didn't seem to want to have it

known, Miss Drew has a 3%-year-

old son.'

The four Translux theatres in New
York are starting an experiment this

week with a specially edited Broad'

way column, to lighten up the spot
news flashes which United Press sup-
plies. Hy Gardner, columnist on the
Brooklyn Eagle, has been signed to

specially edit ,the UP news bulletins,

along with his Broadwayiana, and
trick it up for usage thrice weekly
in the Transluxers.

Depending on the reception within
the next month, the other Translux
theatres nationally may follow suit.

The 72d St. newsreel, fourth house
in the Newsreel Theatres (Embassy)
circuit, is scheduled to open tomor
row (Thursday) night at 72d and
Broadway, New York. Theatre is

situated in new taxpayer type of

building and will operate the same
policy and same prices as Embassy,

Embassy newsreel theatre group
already is operating newsreel type of

houses in Newark, Bronx and Broad-
way.

Lefty's Junior Was a Convention Fave;

Did No Mickey or Freddie Imitations

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

Coolacres, CaL, Sept. 27.

Dear Joe:

Well, here we are back home again after the Legion convention. Me
and Aggie brought home two good-sized headaches and four very tired

feet If that means a good time, then we certainly ' had one. The boys
didn't give so many hot-foots this year, and didn't drink so much. Very
few things were thrown out of hotel windows. You see the boys are

getting older. If this keeps up I expect to see a Legion convention soon
held on rocking chairs and the kiddies drinking pink lemonade.
The gang is sure losing their, pep. Maybe it's because their wives were

with them this time. I mean real wives, the kind you look at and know
at once it must be the guy's wife.

Aggie looked swell; she and the other women of the Coolacres Auxiliary
were all dressed in white and gold. They looked like rich nurses. They
drilled for the natives once in the depot when we arrived and once in

the hotel lobby. Everybody cheered, then I had to spend half the night
rubbing Aggie's arms. Rheumatism in your bones ain't good for drilling.

Junior sure made a hit when he lead our. Post pass the grandstand. He
got more ahs and ohs than anyone in the parade. They presented him
with a big loving cup that looked like it might be solid silver for over
two days. Then it turned greener than envy.
The picture people sure catered to the Legionnaires. They had them

out visiting the studios. As an owner of a picture house and an old
showman I'm not in favor of it. It's bad enough to see the finished prod-
uct without showing the customers the material you put in it. It takes
the glamor away, if you can say that C pictures have glamor. Magicians
have the right idea: when they used to play in vaudeville they had the
stage boxed in so nobody backstage could see the gimmicks. Some of the
pictures they send me should be boxed up. If it was up to me I wouldn't
let any strangers watch 'em making pictures—I'd even keep some of the
actors and directors off the • set.

Sure had a nice time with some of our old pals In Hollywood. Had
dinner with Paul Gerard Smith. He is writing for the pictures and is

also writing short stories that are gonna knock 'em dead one of these days.
We were with Jimmy Conlin and Myrtle Glass, his wife. They're doing
fine; so is Roger Imhof and Orth and Codee. Gregory Ratoff is a biggie
out there and is the same nice guy he always was; so are Wallace Ford,
Jimmy Cagney and Max Winslow. Aggie sure got a kick outta meeting
them all again. The regular guys are still easy to talk to. It's the punks
that never got past over the first few steps on the ladder that keep their
noses up and don't look down and help the other guy comin' up, and when
they do fall they find somebody has cut away a few steps, which makes
the fall all the harder. We visited Eddie Cantor's antique shop. He has
all kinds of old stuff, some over 400 years old and some only 200 years old.

I think they average about 300 years old. Junior made a hit with all the
actors out there because he didn't do any imitations of Mickey Rooney
or Freddie Bartholomew.
When we got home we found the radio station nearly finished. I think

we're gonna get our license next week. Of course we haven't got a big
studio like they have in Hollywood, but we're only gonna have small
programs to start with. We're gonna have just a few in the audience.
The banker is gonna invite a lot of guys that owe him dough and they'll
have to laugh and applaud the program or else get their notes called in.

I bought a bunch of phonograph records so we're sure of good musio.
Aggie is only gonna play in case the machine breaks.
Best to the boys and girls and tell 'em that I think radio has got a better

chance of coming back than vaudeville has, SEZ
Your pal.

Lefty.
P. S. Powers Gourand of Philly sez, 'Germany has a plough where th«

handles can be used as pistols if they are attacked unexpectedly.'

TROY PROJECTIONIST

RUNS FOR CONGRESS

F. P.-CAN. REFINANCING

Reduction in Interest Requirements
Is the Aim of Par's Affiliate

Toronto, Sept. 27.

Refinancing to provide for a re'

duction in interest requirements is

reported being sought by Famous
Players-Canadian. The matter was
discussed at the board of directors

meeting held here a week back, with
Barney Balaban, Y. Frank Freeman
and Neil F. Agnew, Paramount home
office officials, in attendance. They
came up for the directors' get-to'

gether, spending only the day here.

Some time back F.P.-C refunded
its main issue of securities. Circuit
has been showing profits each year.

Troy, N. Y, Sept. 27.

Harry M. Brooks, president of the
Troy Motion Picture Operators'
Union for the past 27 years, former
head of the New York State opera-
tors' organization and its present
legislative representative, received
the Democratic designation for Con-
gress from the 29th district on pri-
mary day, through the withdrawal of
the regular nominee. Brooks, em-
ployed at Proctor's theatre, had pre-
viously been nominated by the
American Labor party. That desig-
nation also was made at the eleventh
hour. As the candidate of both par-
ties, he will opose the incumbent, E.
Harold Cluett, wealthy manufacturer
and a Republican.

Brooks, the city's best known labor
leader, served as Republican assem-
blyman from the first district in 1926.
He is the first picture operator nomi-
nated by a major party for Congress-
man in New York State and proba-
bly in the nation.

Riley Working on New
Play; Dickers with 20th

|

Pittsburgh, Sept. 27.

Lawrence Riley, author of 'Per-

sonal Appearance,' has been spend-
ing entire summer at his home in

nearby Warren, Pa., working on a
new untitled play. Brock Pember-
ton is said to be interested. Work,
however, isn't 'Cardboard Castle,'

]

which Pemberton announced for

production two seasons ago. Riley
has permanently shelved that one.

Playwright washed up WB writ-

ing contract several months ago.

Now dickering with 20th-Fox on a
I

long-termer.

Metro's Winter Quarters
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Marx Brothers' next picture at

Metro, 'A Day at the Circus,' is slated

to go into production in December.

Supporting cast thus far consists

of two of Frank Whitbeck's ele-

phants.

'Cisco/ Baxter Repeat

Hollywood, Sept. 27.
Remake of 'Cisco Kid,' completely

•rewritten, has been added to the
1938-39 program at 20th-Fox.

Warner Baxter, who starred in the
original 1931 production by the old
Fox company, is slated to repeat in
the new version.

Showfolk Due Over
London, Sept. 27.

. Reg Connelly, Claire Luce, Henry
Oscar and William Levy are due to

sail for U. S. tomorrow (Wednes-
day).

Douglas Fairbanks and his wife
plan to leave on same boat.

Rasch Terper for Fair
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Albertina Rasch is en route to New
York to huddle with directors of the
World's Fair on a dancing spectacle
she is readying.

She is due to return before Oct. :

to direct dance sequences for 'Dra

I
matic School' at Metro.

PAR SETS MARCH, 1939,

FOR C0NVENSH IN N. 0.

Canceling all prior plans, decision
has been reached by Y. Frank Free-
man, v. p. of Paramount in charge
of theatre operations, and associates
in his company, to hold the second
annual theatre conclave in New Or-
leans next March. The first was held,
also in March, in Miami two years
ago and was felt by Freeman and
others, including partners, to have
been so successful, that the policy
of such conventions should be con-
tinued as conditions and other mat-
ters permitted.

New Orleans, stronghold and head-
quarters of the large Saenger cir-

cuit, is the home town of E. V.
Richards, the only partner-operator
in the field who's on the parent
Paramount board.

N. O. convention will cover an
entire week. As at Miami, top exec-
utives of Par from the home office

and Hollywood are expected to at-

tend, together with virtually all Par
executives in the Paramount theatre

department throughout the country,
plus partners, operators and others
associated with the company.
Previously having planned to hold

the convention this fall, it was the

hope of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America that it be sched-

uled for Oklahoma City concurrently
with its own meet there Oct. 30.

Illness Slows Trench'

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Work on 'Say It in French' at Para-

mount was suspended owing to the

continued illness of Evelyn Keyes,

suffering from appendicitis. All pos-

sible scenes had been shot around
her.

With 10 days shooting- still to go,

Miss Keyes was treated with ice

packs., but is still unable to work.

Studio is awaiting developments.
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ACAD MAY DROP 'OSCARS
England's Own 'Best Entertainment'

Drive Tees Off with Historic Film

London, Sept. 15.

In a 'Make the Cinema Your Sec-

ond Home' movement here, Arthur

Dent is first off the mark by spon-

soring the distribution, through As-

sociated British Corp., of a survey

film title 'March of the Movies.'

Study epic traces the growth of

pictures from the lantern slide,

through the kaleidoscope, the early

niotion dramas, the silent flickers,

etc., into 'sound, talkers and the

current color development, In-

cluded is info on the coincident prog-

ress of camera, film technicalities,

etc., and the men who made all this

possible. Howard Gaye, film editor

of ABC, delved deep into the bins

for this material.

Into 40 minutes has been skillfully

crammed some highly interesting

data. Audience reaction has been
^doubly assured by the inclusion of

those excerpts from the real old 'uns

and onwards.
Charles Cochran will shortly pre-

sent at the Palace a flashback film

showing the first lantern slide dated
1838, and the first silent of the vin-
tage of 1885. It will include the 1896

film, where an engine is headed
straight for the audience.
As far back as 1893 Cochran was

an exhibitor in Great Yarmouth,
where he took in as much as $1,500
weekly at 25c. top, and was the first

exhibitor here to place the names of

the stars outside the theatre.

SAG'S EASTERN DIV.

CLOSES MEMBERSHIP

Books of the eastern, division of
the Screen Actors Guild will be
closed Oct. 15 to new extra mem-
bers. That was assured Sunday
(25) by a vote of the Guild senior
board on the Coast, approving the
recommendation of the eastern ad-
visory council.

Although the books are closed to
routine applications for extra work,
veteran actors and beginners 'with
training for a professional career'
will be accepted. Explained that
the closing is intended to apply to

'casuals.' Those applying by Satur-
day (1) may get in for the payment
of a $10 initiation fee (this applies
only in the New York area) and the
regular dues, provided payment is

made by Nov. 1. Those applying
after this Saturday or paying after
Nov. 1 will be charged the regular
$25 initiation fee and normal dues.
Last eastern advisory council

meeting sent a resolution to the
senior board expressing 'apprecia-
tion' for the 'fairness, skill and wis-
dom' shown by the administration
of the eastern division.

Malvern's Mono Spinners

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Paul Malvern, currently producing
at Universal, has signed to make six
aviation pictures for Monogram,
based on the newspaper strip, 'Tail-
spin Tommy;' Star of the series will
be John Trent, former TWA pilot.

Malvern has three Bob Baker
westerns to make for U before he
moves to Monogram, around Dec. 1.

He recently formed an independent
producing unit, Paul Malvern, Inc.

RAFT IN 'KAIflTUCK'
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

George Raft, who goes back On the
Paramount payroll Oct. 5, is en route
east for the World Series after agree-
ing to return by Oct. 24 to start
work in 'The Lady's From Kentucky.'
Raoul Walsh is set to direct from

script by Malcolm Stuart Boylan.

BUCK TROTS OFF
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Last of the Buck Jones westerns
*or Columbia release went into pro-
auction on location at the Monogram
Ranch, with Elmer Clifton directing.
Next Jones picture will be 'Vice

kquad,' a non-western at Paramount

Free Answers

Birmingham, Sept. 27.

A trailer in a local nabe,
chain-operated, reads:

Ladies and gentlemen, this

theatre will show nearly every
one,- of the Greater Movie
Campaign pictures . . .

You need not go elsewhere
to see a single one of them . .

.

The questions are a minor
part of the campaign, the es-

says being the controlling

factor ... as a special con-
sideration for our patrons we •

will list on our screen and in

the lobby on or before Dec.
15 the correct answers to 30

or more pictures ... at which
time you will be given a cam-
paign book permitting every-
one in this territory the privi-

lege of participating in the

awards . . .

Remember, you need not go
elsewhere to see a single

Greater Movie Campaign Pic-
ture.

PROSPERITY NOTED

IN MORE NEW BLDG.

Minneapolis, Sept. 27.

Here's evidence that things are
looking up in the film industry here-
abouts: St. Louis Park, Minne-
apolis suburb with a population of

5,000, never has had a film the-

atre. Now no less than four the-
atre projects are planned for the
town. Four different interests are

fighting to obtain permits, with in-

dications that the local council will

grant only one license.

Those in the fight are Charlie
Winchell, advertising and publicity

head for the Northwest Paramount
circuit; Harold Field, who owns a
large circuit of Iowa independent
houses and has offices here; Ben
Friedman, who operates two in an-
other nearby suburb as well as a
house at Albert Lea, Minn., and
Stanley Cohen, owner of the Minne-
apolis Uptown, leased and operated
by the Paramount circuit.

Par Relinquishing Minn.
The Minnesota, Minneapolis, larg-

est picture house in that key, will

not be taken back by Paramount, ac-

cording to Y. Frank Freeman, v.p.

over theatres.

House, presently closed, ever since

its opening about 10 years ago has
been a problem to Par. Company
cancelled its lease on the theatre un-
der a six months' cancellation clause

and if it returns to operation it will

probably be run as an indie.

Cleve Suburb's Duo
Cleveland, Sept. 27.

Suburb of Euclid Village which
never has had a theatre is now
facing the prospects of having two
new houses by spring, unless its

council stops the war -between rival

exhibitors madly scrambling for the
best sites.

Each of the two builders, fearing
results of a court fight, claims he
had prior rights but it is still, a

cross-word puzzle, complicated by
building restrictions. First ground
was broken in the battle by James
Scoville, John Kalafat and Howard
Reis, who are including a civic

meeting hall in their Euclid Com-
munity Center theatre. Although
located on a corner now zoned for

only apartment houses and church-
es, the triumvirate got a temporary
building permit and promise that

ban would be lifted.

Less than nine blocks away, an-
other has been planned by J. Al-

bert Lowell, representing Euclid

Theatre Co., who says blue-prints

were drawn up a year ago. Com-
pany had another site picked out

and optioned, but residents peti-

tioned against it successfully as a
'nuisance' that would litter streets

with parked cars. More protests

were registered over the new site

but Lowell declares he will build

theatre even if it takes a court fight.

THREATEN BOLT

Annual Merit Awards
Periled as Inter - Talent
Council Asks Producer
Withdrawal in Reorg

—

Zanuck, Wallis at NLRB
- Director Hearing

AGENTS PARLEY

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Inter-Talent Council of actors,
writers and directors will go into
huddle Thursday (29) to decide on
future relations with the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
If the three creative groups vote to
withdraw their support, annual
Academy achievement awards prob-
ably will be abandoned.
In an effort to prevent complete

collapse of the Academy the board
of directors has already agreed to

postpone, indefinitely its reorganiza-
tion program. This action was taken
after W. S. Van Dyke tendered his

resignation and Frank Capra and
others threatened to quit unless Pro-
ducer members resigned from the
Academy and turned control over to

the workers.
Capra and Howard Estabrook sub-

mitted their resignations at the
board meeting, but acceptance was
refused by the board. Darryl F.

Zanuck, E. J. Mannix and David O.
Selznick then offered to quit, but
their resignations also were refused.

It was then agreed that reorganiza-
tion plans would be postponed until

economic differences between pro-
ducers and writers and directors are
adjusted.
At conclusion of meeting the board

issued the following statement:
'At a meeting of the board of gov-

ernors of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences held last

night, the resignations of Frank
Capra, Howard Estabrook and W. S.

Van Dyke were tendered and re-

fused.
'Thereupon the producer members

(Continued on page 19)

2-ReeI Newsreel

Comes Up Again;

U.S. Editors Idea

With., the Inauguration of the
Greatest Year campaign for the in-

dustry, several newspaper editors

throughout the country have come
out for longer newsreels. Exhibitors
in various communities have en-
couraged such editorial space in

hopes of securing boosts for the
drive, some even asking publishers
to suggest what to give the public.

Boost for lengthier newsreels came
as a surprise, although talk of two-
reel releases has been off and on in

the trade several times.

Paramount was about set on a
two-reel news weekly nearly a year
ago and at least one other newsreel
planned following suit. However,
the expense problem and difficulty

of spotting a longer release into a
program resulted in abandonment of

idea.

Big problem confronting producers
of newsreels is that exhibitors will

not pay any more for a more com-
prehensive reel and claim that a
dual program alignment prevents
them from using a longer subject.
However, newsreel editors cite

three good reasons for favoring a
two-reel newsreel. These are (1)

they would enhance the prestige of
newsreels, (2) they would become
a more important fixture on each
program, and (3) the longer issues
would stop criticism and contention
that newsreels currently fail to tell

enough, stories in an orderly, in-
telligen manner.

Squawks on Delayed Clearances

Resulting in Extending Film Quiz

Beyond Dec. 31 for Indies Benefit

Sugar-Coated

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Happy ending was tagged
onto The Sisters' at Warners
to increase its b.o. appeal.
Tragic finish was dunked and
Bette Davis and Errol Flynn
called back for the final scene
to live happily ever after.

Davis-Flynn are due to re-

peat as a team as result of their

work in 'Sisters.'

WB story department was or-

dered to round up a suitable

yarn for the pair.

'BLOCKADE' CANCELLED,

$2,500 SUIT FOLLOWS

Milwaukee, Sept. 27.

As result of the cancellation of a

showing of the Spanish civil war pic,

'Blockade' (UA-Wanger), the Mil-

waukee, unit of the American League

for Peace and Democracy filed a

$2,500* damage sit in circuit court
against the Oriental Theatre Corp.,

operator of the Oriental and Tower
theatres. The complaint charges
that the league had sold hundreds of
tickets for benefit parties on Sept.

8-9, but the corporation failed, to

show the film the second night.

Harold J. Mirisch, manager of the
two theatres, said that the picture

was withdrawn after one night's

showing because it did not draw.
He said the league sold only 490
benefit tickets. He calls the charges
a 'lot of bunk.'

Whalen to New York For

Republic; Coast Shifts

David B. Whalen, publicity direc

tor for Republic in New England,

has been brought in from Boston to

handle exploitation at the home of-

fice. Addition to New York staff was
made necessary by transfer of Sam
Abarbanel, who handled publicity at
home office, to Hollywood where he
fills in Buzz Barnett's former spot.

Barnett has been assigned to Repub-
lic's radio show division on the Coast.

New York advertising-publicity
staff otherwise remains as is, headed
by Al Adams.

Figure-Eighters Glide

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Skaters went before the cameras

at Metro today (Tuos. ) for ensembles

and specialties in 'Ice Follies,' with
Reinhold Schunzel directing.

Follies troupe will do a double
chore beginning Oct. 5 when they
start a 17-day run on the rink at
Pan-Pacific auditorium.

HOP ALONG KtfTHIE
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Ruth Rogers gets the femme lead
with William Boyd in Paramount's
next Hopalong Cassidy picture, 'Rid-
ers of the Range.'

George Hayes, Russell Hayden and
Stanley Ridges are in the supporting
cast. j

E. F. McGrady on RCA B'd
Edward F. McGrady, vice-president

in charge of labor relations for Ra-
dio Corp. of America for the past
year, was elected to the RCA jard
of directors last week to fill the va-
cancy created by the recent death
of James R. Sheffield.

He also was named a director of
RCA Communications, a subsidiary
of. Radio Corp.

Extension of the national 'Movie
Quiz' contest for a period beyond
Dec. 31, of sufficient duration to

provide playing time for smaller in-

dependent theatres which have sub-

scribed to the campaign, but whose
clearance terms preclude showing of

all the contest films, is a move likely

to be announced within the coming
week. So great has been the pres-

sure from smaller exhibitors that

first' runs were taking unfair ad-
vantage of the contest, that the man-
agement committee, of which George
J. Schaefer is chairman, is contem-
plating a revision of the original

plans.

Objections from small exhibitors,

many of whom in the enthusiasm of

the drive subscribed to its support
at the rate of 10c. p_er seat, have not
been confined to a few sections of the
country, but have been heard from
coast to coast. Refusal of prior run
houses to waive any protection or
clearance and permit smaller houses
to get the films earlier in order to

keep faith with patrons has resulted

in a mounting wave of protest..

Schaefer has taken the initiative in

urging the extension of the closing

date of the contest. He has stated at
meetings during the past week that
the 'little fellow' is as much entitled

to full benefits as the affiliated or
larger independent circuits. Satis-

factory, solution of the problem has
not yet been reached, but the mat-
ter is being pressed and most com-
mittee members believe the answer
rests in extending the contest until
late January or early February.
Budget for the 'Motion Pictures

Are Your Best Entertainment' drive
was set for $1,000,000, of which
producer - distributors subscribed
$500,000, affiliated theatre groups,
$250,000, and independent theatre
units, $250,000. In the last named
classification are many small houses
whose terms of clearances put the
showings of films 90-120 days be-
hind first runs. As the releases
listed in the contest are for the
threemonth period of August, Sep-
tember and October, it was apparent
that deferred second and third run
houses would not get the late Sep-
tember-October releases until after
the contest ended. . Theatre patrons
who are filling in the quiz books on
information from the screens of the
smaller- houses would be at .a dis-
advantage as compared with patrons
of first runs houses.
Extended first run engagements

of several- of the early season films,

such as 'Alexander's Ragtime Band,'
'Love Comes to Andy Hardy,' 'You
Can't Take It With You* and others,
have automatically pushed back
booking dates further than the origi-
nal plans contemplated.

National Ads Revised
National newspaper advertising

copy released to some 600
' publica-

tions early in September did not stir
the enthusiasm among exhibitors
which was anticipated and, as a re-
sult, the second advertising splurge
will carry less wordage.
Word is being sent to local chair-

men from headquarters that a the-
atre advertising the Quiz contest as
exclusive in its zone or city is con-
trary to the co-operative spirit of
the campaign. Some operators who
buy prior runs over competition
have not been backwards in an-
nouncing the exclusive angles.
Hence the squawks.

Schenck's Pledge

Hollywood, Sept. 27.
Motion picture industry stands

ready to join the American Legion
in any patriotic cause, Joseph M.
Schenck told the war veterans at a
luncheon at 20th-Fox.
Maj. Gen. Frank Parker said in

reply: 'Motion pictures
. have kept

the world entertained, amused and
instructed, and that's no small con-
tribution in a world where sanity is
becoming a rare commodity.'
Studios of companies participating

in the drive are being asked to sub-
continued on page 21)
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After Legion Conv., Calm Settles Over

LA. Trade; 'Sinners Paces with 19G;

Co-Ed' Mad $18,500, Valley' $17,080

Los Angeles, Sept. 27.

Grosses anything but healthy, and
in a few spots, downright bad. Slump
cannot be blamed on the American
Legion convention or the hot weath-
er because both have gone their

way. Town's solo topper is the new
Crosby film, 'Sing You Sinners,'

which holds for second week at the

Paramount.
'Hold That Co-Ed,* teamed with

'Mysterious Mr. Moto,' hitting around
combined $18,500, pretty slim. "Val-

ley of the Giants' doing okay at the

day-date Hollywood and Downtown.
Estimates for This Week

Chinese (Grauman-F-WC ) (2,024;

30-40-55-75)—'Hold That Co-Ed'
(20th) and 'Mysterious Mr. Moto'
(20th), dual. Not very hot, as $9,000

Indicates. Last week 'Boys Town'
(MG) and 'Speed to Burn' (20th),

hot $14,600.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55-

65)—'Valley of Giants' (WB) and
'Block-Heads' (MG), dual. Should
hit a fair $8,000, same amount as

garnered last week by 'Four Daugh-
ters' (FN) on holdover.
Four Star (F-WC-UA)—'Algiers'

(UA) (11th week). Continues profit-

able at $1,500, after 10th stanza
brought okay $1,900. Run ends
Oct. 2.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756: 30-40-55-
65)—'Vallev Giants' (WB) and
'Block-Heads' (MG), dual. Headed
for very good $9,000. Last week,
second stanza of 'Four Daughters'
(FN), hit expected $7,200.
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 30-40-555:::-

•Youth Takes Fling* (U) and 'Anna-
bel' (RKQ), dual. Off in keeping
with rest of town, for probable $7,-

000. Last week, 'I Am Law' (Col)
and 'Lady Objects' (Col), bettered
expectations to garner $8,700.
Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-40-55)

—'Sing You Sinners' (Par) and
stage show. Started slowly with
populace still groggy from Ameri-
can Legion convention, but will like-

ly build to neat $19,000. Holds sec-
ond week. Last week 'Sons . of the
Legion* (Par) topped $15,000, aided
by midnight Legion show.
RKO (2,872; 30-40-55) — 'Youth

Takes Fling* (U) and 'Annabel'.
(RKO), dual. Will hit weak $6,000
on the stanza. Last week 'I Am
Law* (Col) and *Lady Objects* (Col),

$8,000, about what was expected.
State (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-55-

75)—'Co-Ed' (20th) and 'Moto*
(20th), dual. Just not geared for
the downtown clientele so best in
sight is poor $9,500. Last week
'Boys Town' (MG) and 'Speed to

Burn' (20th), hot $18,500 as indi-

United Artists (F-WC) (2,100; 30-
40-55)—'Boys Town* (MG) and
•Speed to Burn* (20th), dual. Should
hit nifty $5,800 on moveover. Last
week 'Nancy' (MG) and 'Rich Man'
(MG), weak $2,700.

"

Wilshire (F-WC) (2,296; 30-40-55-
65)—'Boys Town* (MG) and 'Speed
Burn* (20th), dual. Looks like
smash $8,500 on moveover for con-
tinued first run. Last week 'Nancy'
(MG) and 'Rich Man' (MG), okay
$6,500.

•Law' Good 5G in Port.;

*4's Crowd' Nice $6,000
Portland, Ore., Sept. 27.

"Boys Town' continues to register
ttrong at Parker's UA in its third
week. New pix getting strong atten-
tion are 'I Am the^-Law,' at Or-
pheum, and 'Four's a Crowd,' at Par-
amount. Latter house also lent its

stage for commercial tie-up with a
women's store which put on a fash-
Ion parade.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-35-

40)—'Garden Moon* (WB) and
•Gangs New York' (Rep). Getting
lair $4,500. Last week 'Tough Guy'
<U) and 'Actress* (FN), fair $5,400.
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,-

800;30-35-40) — 'Alexander* (20th)
<7th wk). Okay $2,000. Sixth, $2,-
400. First five weeks grossed big
$25,000.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(1,800; 30-35-40)—'Am Law' (Col)
•nd 'Annabelle' (RKO). Answered to
good bally for okay tS.OOO. Last
week 'Sinners' (Par) and 'Murder'
(20th), second week, fair $3,800.
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen

)

(3,000; 30-35-340;—'Four's Crowd'
(WB) and 'Highway Patrol' (Col)
with fall style show oi* stage. Good
$6,000. Last week 'Lucky Star'
(20th) and 'Rackets' (RKO), better
than average $5,600.
Rivoli (Indie) (1,100; 20-25).—

•Dracula' (U) c.nd 'Frankenstein' (U)
(2d wk). Good $1,600. Last week,
same reissues billed as Horror Week,
good $2,500.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30-

35-40)— Boys. Towa' (M-G) and
'Freshman Year* (U) (3d wk). Good
$4,000. Second, $5,000. First week
registered great 4I7,000.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This W?ek.. $309,700

(Based on 12 theatres)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year . .$326,500

(Based on 14 theatres)

HERBERT-SHOW

OK Mi IN BLUE

DETROIT

Detroit, Sept. 27.

Combination of first good weather

in weeks and football attractions not

helping film palaces. No pic stand-

outs currently.

'Boys Town,' holding for second

stanza at United Artists, is. doing

okay.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40)—

'Reformatory' (Col) plus 'Keep Smil-

ing' (20th), dual. About $4,000, so-so.

Last week, 'Alexander' (20th), in

third week, combined with 'Speed

Burn' (20th), clipped off $4,300, fol-

lowing weeks of $5,800 and $7,100.

Fex (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—
'Place and Show' (20th) with Hugh
Herbert topping vaude. Paced for
$24,000, good. Last week, mild
$17,000 for 'Co-ed' (20th) and stage
show.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

30-40-65) — 'Texans' (Par) plus
'Campus Confessions' (Par), dual.
Looks like $9,500, okay. Last session
about $8,500, so-so, for 'Has Nancy'
(M-G) plus 'Rich Man' (M-G).
Palms State (United Detroit) (3,-

000; 30-40-50)—'Blockheads' (M-G)
plus 'Ambulance Chaser' (M-G),
dual. Slightly under $5,000, fair.
Just over that mark last stanza for
'Smashing Rackets' (RKO) and
'Painted Desert' (RKO).
United Artists (United Detroit)

(2,000; 30-40-50)—'Boys Town' (M-G)
(2d week). Due for good $7,200, fol-
lowing nice $10,500 first stanza,
Doubtful if will stick for another
session.

appointed with $7,500, good but a
cgupla grand below expectations.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 32-37-42)—'Alexander' (20th)

(7th week). Four final days antici-

pate okay $1,200. Last week, same
film, $2,600, good.

Coliseum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(1,900; 21-32)—'Professor' (Par) and
'You and Me' (Par), four days. In-

dicate only mild $2,600. Last week,

'Shopworn Angel' (M-G-M) and 'Fast

Company' (M-G), dual, split with

'Always Goodbye' (20th) and 'Lord

Jeff' (M-G), dual, six days, for 10-

day week. Good $4,200.

Colonial (Sterling) (800; 10-21)—

'Manhunters' (Ind) and 'Main Event'

(Col), dual, split with 'Arizona' (Par)

and 'Circus' (Ind). Heading for
good $2,000. Last week, 'Tip-Off
Girls' (Par) and 'Night Spot* (RKO),
dual, split with 'Stranger from Ari-
zona' (Col) and 'Miss Thoroughbred'
(WB), okay $2,100.
Fifth Avenue (Hamrick-Ever-

green) (2,349; 32-37-42)—'Antoinette*
(M-G), two days of third week.
'Boys Town' (M-G) opening .today
(Tuesday). Anticipate okay $1,900.

Last week, second of 'Antoinette,'

$6,100, big.
Liberty (J-vH) (1,800; 21-32-42)—

'Algiers' (UA) (2d week). Paced
for $4,000, fair. Last week, same
film, $7,500, nice but below hopes.
Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 32-37-42)—'Has Nancy' (M-G)
and March of Time. Moved from
Paramount and looking for nice $2,-

800. Last week, 'Sinners' (Par) and
'Danger Air' (U), third week, $2,400,
okay.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen )

(2,600; 32-37-42)—'Four's Crowd'
(WB) and 'G-Men' (RKO). Indi-
cate good $6,000. Last week, .'Giants'

(WB) and 'Keep Smiling' (20th), $5,-

300, good.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 16-27-

37)—'Barefoot Boy* (Mono) and
'Devil's Party' (U), dual, with vaude.
Only fair $3,000. Last week, 'Billy

Kid' (Rep) and 'Under Suspicion'
(U), dual, plus vaude, one night
(Monday), $4,400, big.
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3,039; 32-37-42)—'Carefree' (RKO)
with 'Jitterbug Jamboree' on stage.

Set for four weeks. Getting im-
mense $10,000. Last week, 'Has
Nancy* (M-G) and 'Prison Break'
(U), dual, $6,800, good.
Roosevelt (Sterling) — 'Cowboy*

(FN) and 'Sinners Paradise' (U). In-
dicate okay $2,000. Last week, 'May-
time' (M-G) and "Treasure Island'
(M-G), pulled -after two terrible
days, split with 'Cowboy' (FN) and
'Sinners Paradise* (U), five days,
$1,9€0 total, fair.

'Carefree'-Jitterbugs

Big $10,000 in Seattle

Seattle, Sept. 27.

Paramount theatre has stage show,
'Jitterbug Jamboree' unit, arid it's

drawing big biz. Anticipated run
for 'Algiers' at Liberty will be
nipped at end of second week, indi-
cations point, as opening week dis-

Harris 9 Bix Pic

(Continued from page 1)

famed jazz trumpeter. Harris Is ac-
companying Meredith west and will
try to line up a Hollywood director
for the picture. It will be made in
the east. Meredith is weighing sev-
eral legit offers to follow 'Horn,' but
nothing is set.

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Metro's college yarn, 'Spring
Dance,' went into production yester-
day (Mon.). Maureen' O'Sullivan is

tie femme lead. Picture will be
shot around Lew Ayres until he has
finished his current job in 'Young
Dr. Kildare.'

Morris-Wheeler-Moon' Wow $19,000

In Cleve.; Marx Bros. Good $16,

Cleveland, Sept. 27.

Chester Morris' and Bert Wheel-
er's stage personals are the stim-

ulants hypoing 'Garden of . Moon' at

the Palace. There was a natural
drop over weekend because of Jew-
ish holidays but two national con-
ventions and vaudeville's comeback
are boosting gross to $19,000.

State's 'Too Hot to Handle' is

drawing swell biz, with knockout
matinees. Gable-Loy names are
dynamite. 'Room Service' at Hipp
is strong enough to rate two h. o.

weeks at affiliated Allen, which is

cleaning up with 'Four Daughters.'
Stillman also going a good job milk-
ing 'Spawn' and may keep it for
third stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)—

'Daughters' (WB). Hold-over from
Hipp is down the family-trade alley,
climbing steadily to $7,500. Last
week, 'Lucky Star* (20th), skated
along on thick ice for $6,500, good.
Alhambra (Printz) (.1,200; 10-20-35)

—'Birth of Baby.' First pop-priced
showing here and at seven-a-day
looks like record $6,200. At least

three-week run Indicated. Last
week, 'Kid' (Rep) and 'Week-End'
(G-B), poor $1,900 in four days.
Hipp (WB) (3,700; 30-35-42-55)—

'Room Service' (RKO). Originally
skedded for Palace, but exchanged
in a 2-for-l deal, it gives house a
rare ballyhoo break. Also inspired
some clever gag contests and a hefty
build-up for very satisfactory $10,000.
Last week, 'Daughters' (WB), sweet
$13,000.
Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-42-55)

—'Garden Moon' (WB) with vaude
topped by Chester* Morris, Bert
Wheeler. Good for $19,000. Last
week, 'Annabelle* (RKO) with ZaSu
Pitts and Rufe Davis on stage, ex
cellent $16,000.

State (LoeVs) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)
—'Hot Handle* (M-G). Big-time ex-
ploitation shown here and perfectly
timed in booking. Crix made it

thriller of year and b. o. indicates
fine $18,500, or better. Last week,
'Boys Town' (M-G), terrific $21,500.

Stillman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42
55)—'Boys Town' (M-G). Will nab
$10,500, which is aces. Last week,
'Spawn' (Par), on second lap, fished
up smart $8,500.

Philly B.O. Wobbly; Shearer Strong

$19,000, but Crosby Weak $14,

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $1,525,600

(Based on 24 cities, 156 thea-

tres, chiefly first runs, includino

N. Y.)
Total Gross Samo Week
Last Year $1,576,500

(Based on 23 cities, 163 theatres)

'Daughters' Sweet

$18,01)0 in Boston;

Holds Of Vaude

Boston, Sept. 27.

Tour Daughters,' on dual bill, Is

getting best play this week. 'Lucky
Star' won a holdover at Keith's with
a new co-feature.
Talk of vaude returning is a fa-

vorite subject for stagehands and
musicians here, but doesn't appear
likely before November or December.

Estimates for This Week
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-40-

55)—'Giants' (WB) and 'Murder*
(20th), dual. Fair $6,000. Last week,
'Spawn' (Par) and 'Numbers' (20th),
dual, $6,300.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 25-

35-40-55)—'Lucky Star' (20th) (2d
week) and 'Personal Secretary' (U),
dual. Okay $13,000. First week of
'Star' and 'Meet Girls' (20th) very
good $23,700.
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 25-35-

40-55)—'Daughters' (WB) and 'Cam-
pus Confessions' (Par), dual. Good
combo clicking to tune of $18,000.

Last week, 'Four's Crowd* (WB) and
'Legion' (Par), $15,000, nice.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40-

55)—'Am Law' (Col) arid 'Gladiator'

(Col), double. Satisfactory $16,000.

Last week, 'Has Nancy' (M-G) and
'Chaser* (M-G), good $18,000.
Paramount (M&P) (1,797; 25-35-

40-55)—'Murder' (20th), dual. Me-
dium $8,000. Last week, 'Spawn'
(Par) and 'Numbers' (20th), dual,

$8,000.
Scollay (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-40-50)

—'Spawn' (Par) and 'Numbers'
(20th) (2d run), dual. Fair $6,000.

Last week, 'Boy Girl' (WB) and
•Kid' (Rep) (2d run), $6,000, fair.

State (Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55)

—'Am Law* (Col) and 'Gladiator'

(Col), dual. Adequate $13,000. Last
week, 'Has Nancy' (M-G) and
'Chaser' (M-G), good $15,000.

HORROR REISSUES BIG

$4,000 IN DENVER

Denver, Sept. 27.
'Frankenstein' and 'Dracula' are

sensational at Rialto, combo of -hor-
ror reissues giving small house a
smash gross. 'Four Daughters' is nice
at Denver and moving to Aladdin.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—

'Forever Yours* (GN). Fair $3,000.
Last week, 'Lucky Star* (20th), good
$3,500, after a week at the Denver.
Broadway (Fox) (1,100; 25-35)—

'Has Nancy' (M-G) and 'Fugitives
for Night' (RKO), both after a week
at the Orpheum. Good $2,500 here.
Last week, 'Carefree' (RKO) and
'Rackets' (RKO), both after a week
at Orpheum, good $3,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35-

40)—'Sinners' (Par). Good $8,500.
Last week, 'Spawn' (Par), neat
$8,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-50)—

•Daughters' (FN). Nice $9,000. Last
week, 'Boy Girl* (WB), backed by
neat stage show, nice $10,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)

—'Breaking Ice* (RKO) and 'Anna-
belle* (RKO). Fair $6,500 in six
days. Last week, 'Has Nancy' (M-G)
and 'Fugitives for Night' (RKO),
strong $10,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—

'Actress' (FN), and 'Murder' (20th).
Fair $3,000. Last week, 'Lady Ob-
jects* (Col) and 'Reformatory* (Col),
were $4,000.

Rialto (Fox) (878; 25)—'Dracula*
(U) and 'Frankenstein' (U) (reis-
sues). Horror combo drawing smash
$4,000. Last week, 'Letter' (U), after
week each at Denver and Aladdin,
and 'Highway Patrol' (Col), good
$2,000.

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.

Grosses this sesh pretty well
mixed, showing principally that
they're picking their pictures. Cou-
ple houses have wickets spinning,
while others are bogged down in a
rut, despite the fact that weather is
cool and clear. Last stanza, which
started out with a tremendous bang,
got caught in the slough of 11 days
of straight rain and so naturally
failed to live up to expectations.

Pacing the town is 'Marie Antoin-
ette' at the Boyd. Greeted in a big
way as a big pic by the crix, it is

getting powerful $19,000. Certain of
at least another week. Also, good
bet is 'Boys Town,' in its second lap
at the Aldme. It's clicking off fine

$12,000 after garnering $16,500 in the
initial gallop.

Strangely disappointing is 'Sing
You Sinners' at the Stanley. Unanl-
hiously acclaimed by the reviewers
as Bing Crosby's best, it is neverthe-
less getting unsatisfactory $14,000.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 42-57-58-75)—

'Boys Town' (M-G) (2d week).
Striding along big with plenty word-
of-mouth to help it; $12,000, after
very sound $16,500 in opening ses-
sion.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 37-57-58-75)—

'Antoinette' (MG). Powerful from
the start, with $19,000 expected and
another week guaranteed. Last
week, 'Four Daughters' (WB) (2d
week), fell under the spell of the
rain and slipped off more than was
expected. Got $11,500, fair.

Earle (WB) (2,758; 25-37-42-57-68)
—'Actress' (WB) and Buddy Rogers'
band and Mary Brian fleshing. Pop-
ularity of the vaude combo seems
to have slid off somewhat from last

season, hitting only mediocre $18,000
now. Last week 'Freshman Year'
(U) and Kay Kyser's band on the
boards, figured to crack house record
if Jupe Pluvius hadn't interfered.
Got tremendous $29,000.
Fex (WB) (2,423; 37-57-68-75)—

'Place and Show (20 'h) and Ameri-
can Ice Carnival on stage. This Is

next-to-last week of stage shows
after five weeks' trial has proved
they don't warrant the investment.
Below par $16,500 this sesh. Last
week 'Giants' (WB) with Harriet
Hoctor, p.a.ing, likewise a bust at
$15,500.
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 37-42-57-68)

—'Daughters' (WB) (2d run). Oka
at better than $4,000, considering it

got two weeks in its opening sesh
at jthe. Boyd. Last week 'Carefree'

(RKO) (2d run), didn't quite make
the grade for the right side of tho
ledger at $3,700.
Keith's (WB) (l,o70; 37-42-57-68)—

•Lucky Star* (20th) (3d run). Very
weak at $3,000. Last week 'Alexan-
der' (20th) (2d run; 2d week), still

plenty powerful with $5,800 on its

sixth week in town.
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 37-57-68-75)—'Sinners' (Par). Crix unanimous

in lauding this as best Crosby flick

yet, but strangely enough it won't
even come up to par with $14,000,
although figured to go hotter in the
nabes. Last week 'Hot Handle*
(M-G), also $14,000, although it got
Ear from universal approval.
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 26-42-57)—

"Kid* (Rep). Brought in as oxygen
when 'Army Girl' (Rep) expired in
three days last week, but hardly
providing succor with very weak
$3,800. 'Army Girl' got poor $1,700
in three days.

B'KLYN WICKETS HUM

Crime Clubbing Again
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Preston Foster and Frank Jenks
get the top spots in the next Crime
Clubber, 'The Dead Don't Care,' at
Universal, repeating the roles they
played In 'Westland Case.'

•Gladiator,' Vaude Nifty $14,000;
Henie Dual Good $16,000

Brooklyn, Sept. 27.

Good attendance at downtown
emporiums, with extra activity at

Fabian Strand, where vaude and
single picture policy is now two
weeks old. Fabian Paramount hold-
ing 'Four Daughters' third week,
will wind up with nice profit. Nick
Kenny and radio gang headlining
Folly show.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (3,274; 25-35-50)—'Lucky

Star' (20th) and 'Mr. Moto' (20th).

Will do okay $16,000. Last week
•Alexander' (20th) (2d-flnal) peachy
$18,000.
Fox (4,089; 25-50)—'Giants' (WB)

and 'Leathernecks' (Rep). • Opened
yesterday (Mon.). Last week 'Am
Law' (Col) and 'Higgins Family'
(Rep) (2d-flnal week), $12,000, fair.

Met (3,618; 25-50)—'Letter (U) and
'Strange Boarders' (G-B). Pleasant
$15,000.. Last week 'Has Nancy' (M-
G) and 'Safety Numbers'- (20th),

good. $15,000.
Paramount (4,126; 25-50)—'Daugh-

ters' (WB) and 'Kid' (Rep) (3rd-

flnal week). Will produce first-rate

$17,000. Last week, pair drew ex-

cellent $20,000.
Strand- (2,870; 25-50)—'Gladiator'

(Col) and stage show with Frances
Faye, Slate Bros., Frank Paris. Will
give house nifty $14,000. Last week
'Boy Girl* (WB) and vaude, gar-

nered excellent $15,000.
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Chi B.O. Easing Off; 'Sinners Plus

Pryor Orch Good $36,000, 'Algiers'

Only Fair $15,000, 'Nancy Nice 13G

Chicago, Sept. 27.

Business leveling off currently,

despite the arrival of several well-

received-flickers. Expect a perk-up

towards the finish of the week on
word-of-mouth.
Tops of the lot Is 'Sing You Sin-

ners * which is being touted as the

best ' of the Bing Crosby items in a

long time. Lifting the Chicago flag-

ship several grand above last week's

blooper, arid looks for a heap of coin

6n general releases throughout the

territory. .

Other new entries in the current

Sic
parade include 'Three Loves Has

fancy,' at the Roosevelt, and 'Al-

giers,' at the United Artists. Former
picture was given plenty of boosting

by crix and figures for smart coin.

Algiers' got away at a so-so pace,

despite plenty of ballyhoo for Hedy
La Marr.
Holding over are 'Room Service'

and 'Hold That CO-Ed,' with the
Marx Bros, picture '^dicating a
sharp drop from the strong initial

session. Football flicker is getting

food play in its second stanza. State-

iake has one of its infrequent War-
ner Bros, displays currently with
'Men Are Such Fools,' and the
flicker is getting some money.

—Estimates for Last Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)

—'Am Law' (Col). . Back in loop
after one meek week in the Roose-
velt. Getting maybe $4,500, fair,

here. Last week, 'Alexander' (20th),

finished its fifth loop gallop to good
$5,400.
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—

•Sinners' (Par) and Roger Pryor or-

chestra on stage. Bing Crosby pic-

ture getting good audience comment
and figures to build to good $36,000.

Last Week, 'Spawn' (Par) faded into
cellar with soggy $27,700.
Garrlck (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)

—'Co-Ed* (20th) (2d week). Holding
to fine $4,500 currently following
neat $6,200 last week.
Palace (RKO) (2,500- 35-55-65-75)

—'Room Service' (RKO) and vaude
(2d week). Slipping this week, with
outlook of fair $17,000 currently.
Last week was a topnotcher at $26,-

.800.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-
75)—'Nancy' (M-G). Opened well
and climbing on strong talk around
town. Figures for $13,000, pleasant.
Last week, 'Am Law' (Col), $10,700,
meagre.

State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 25-35-
45-551—'Men Fools' (WB) and vaude.
Strong stage lineup and audience
picture making it a profitable week
With $11,000. l ast week, 'Slander
House' (Pro), $9,600, fairish.

United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;
35-55-65-75)—'Algiers' (UA). Get-
away wasn't so hot and will take
plenty of pressing to get it into the
big numerals; points for $15,000,
okay. Last week, 'Antoinette' (M-G),
fourth week, good $8,300.

SINNERS' PULLS

GOOD $12.

INCINCY

Cincinnati, Sept. 27.

'Too Hot to Handle' is the burg's
champ b.o. tugger currently. It's

racking up a big mark for the Pal-
ace. Next best is 'Sing You Sinners'
at the Albee. Only other fresh re-
lease at a major stand is 'Road to
Reno,' which is blah for Keith's.
Local cinema trade history is be-

ing registered by closing of 'Alex-
ander's' six-week run at the Shubert.
Total pull on the engagement will be
around $65,000, Cincy's record for re-
tent years, topping former high take
by 'San Francisco? 'You Can't Take
It With YotP (Col) follows 'Alex-
ander' at the Shubert for an in-
definite stay.
This week's biz, by and large, is

on the sunny side.

, Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)—'Sin-

ners' (Par). Okay $12,000. Last
week 'Daughters' (WB), swell
•plo.OOO.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42)—
»ters' (WB) (2d run). Fair
$4,500. Last week, 'Antoinette' (M-G)
(2d run), excellent $6,000.
Famliy (RKO) (1.000; 15-25)—

£ain
t
ed Desert' (RKO). 'Time Outwr Murder' (20th). 'Bulldog Drum-

So11^ ln Africa' (Par), singly. Nice
L&Skwek. ^eairrrniW)---

through pipes laid along the front
of the stage. It staggers audiences.
Ben McAtrce, show's comedian, is a
big click.

Final week starls Monday (12)
with 'Marcus Follies' of 1938.'

Last week, 'Sailor' (Par), fair $4,500.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 35-42)—'Has

Nancy' (M-G) (2d run). Okay $4,500.
Ditto last week with 'Lucky Star'
(20th) (24 run).
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-42)—'Hot

Handle' (M-G). Big $16,000. Last
week, 'Has Nancy' (M-G), good
$12,000.
Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 40-55)—

'Alexander' (20th) (6th-flnal wk).
Great $4,500. Last week, fifth, fine
$6,500.

CROSBY BIG 10G

AS H.O.S RULE

INLVILLE

Louisville, Sept. 27.

Holdover pictures are the rule
currently, with only two downtown
houses exhibiting new product.
However, business is good and films
retained for second stanza are mak-
ing an above-average showing.
Weather has turned warmer for a
spell, but pull of outdoor opposish
has been weakened and theatres are
getting bulk of the entertainment
dollars.

'Sing You Sinners,' on a dual at
Rialto, is pulling Crosby fans in nice
style, while 'Affairs of Annabel' and
'10th Ave. Kid' at Strand are cop-
ping more attention than such a -light

pair would ordinarily, due to the
lack of new films in downtown sec-
tor.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Ave.)

—

'Carefree' (RKO) end 'Rackets'
(RKO). Astaire-Rogers opus moved
here after okay stanza at Rialto and
looks like fair $1,800. Last week.
'Has Nancy' (M-G) and 'Gladiato?
(Col), good $2,400.

•

Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—
'Clitterhouse' (WB) and 'Miss Broad-
way' (20th), dual. Should register
okay $2,100. Last week, 'My Bill'

(WB) and 'Cowboy from Brook-
lyn* (WB), split with 'Little Women'
(RKO) and 'Penrod' (WB), okay
$2,000.

Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100; 15-
30-40)—'Boys' Town' (M-G) and
•Lady Objects' (Col) (2d week).
Holding up well and indications are
for oke $6,000, after initial stanza's

socko $11,500, better than expected.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;

15-30-40)—'Daughters' (WB) (2d
week). Still making good showing.
Looks to tally around $3,200 or bet-
ter, good. First week swell $4,000.

Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'Doctor,
Nurse' (20th) and 'Front Page' (UA)
(dual), split with 'Heidi' (20th) and
'Hot Water' (20th) (twin). Pacing
for average $1,400. Last week, 'True
Confession' (20th) and 'Honolulu*
(U) (dual), split with 'Missing Girls'

(Indie) and 'Love Work' (20th)

(pair), okay $1,500.
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 15-30-

40)—'Sinners' (Par) and 'Campus
Confessions' (Par) (dual). Crosby
film had 'em lining up early and
steadily; pointing to healthy $10,000

and probable h. o. Last week, 'Care-

free' (RKO) and 'Smashing Rackets'
(RKO), fair enough at $7,500 to war-
rant moveover, but more expected.
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 15-30-

40)—'Annabelle' (RKO) and 'Kid'

(Rep) (dual). Pair doing better

than average, probably due to h. o. s

at other houses. Combo holding
pace well and looks to grab okay
$3,700 for the windup. Last week,
•Breaking Ice' (RKO) and 'Sky
Giant' (RKO), satisfactory $3,500.

Henie, Sole Lincoln

Solo, Nice $3,800

Lincoln, Sept. 27.

Varsity shuts its doors (25) and
undergoes a quick paint job, pre-

vious to changing policy and becom-
ing a deluxer with upped scale (10-

25-35). Stuart started strong with
'My Lucky Star,' but faded after the
weekend; dual of 'Always Goodbye'
and 'Keep Smiling,' at Lincoln, hold-

ing its ground..
.

Orpheum became a straight sec-

ond-runner (23) when it opened
with 'Test Pilot.' House cut scale

fr0~ 'KT>nnf 4.0 to 10-15-20. Biz is
.'Tobias and

1t has been, al-
Si»|»f. » ' ' -1 ic
The r.ast Trump,' Duke or York's—St

13.

'Df.-ir Octopus.' Qufcns—Soot. 14.

'IIimu'v V," riruvi- Ii.-uie—Sept. 17.

•Tin' Cmi-ii l.« (iivpii,' Duchess- fcppt. 20.

'iliimllite, Mr. Chips/ yiiuflcsbury—Sept.

23.

First Runs on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week of Sept. 29
Astor — 'Marie Antoinette'

(MG) (7th wk),
Capitol—'Too Hot to Handle'

(MG).
(Reviewed in Variety, Sept. 21)
Criterion—'Sons of the Legion'

(Par).

Globe—'Road to Reno' (U)
(1).

Music Hall—'Drums' (UA).
{Reviewed in Variety, April 20)
Paramount—'If I Were King'

(Par) (28).

Rialto—'Mr. Doodle Kicks Off'
(RKO) (27).
{Reviewed in Variety, Sept. 21)

Rivoli—'Room Service' (RKO)
(2nd wk).
Roxy—'Straight, Place and

Show' (20th) (30).
(Reviewed in current Variety)
Strand—'Garden of the Moon'

(WB) (2nd wk).
Week of Oct. 6

Astor — 'Marie Antoinette'
(MG) (8th wk).
Capitol—'Too Hot to Handle'

(MG) (2nd wk).
Globe—'Dark Rapture' (U)

(8).

Music Hall—'Drums' (UA)
(2nd wk).
Paramount—'If I Were King'

(Par) (2nd wk).
Rivoli—'Room Service' (RKO)

(2nd wk).
Roxy—'Straight, Place and

Show' (20th) (2nd wk).
Strand—'Secrets of An Ac-

tress* (WB) (7).

(Rep), split with 'Renegade Ranger*
(RKO) and 'Chaser* (M-G). Fair,

$900. Last week, 'Black Bandit' (U)
and 'Paradise Express^ (Rep), split

with 'Mexicali Kid* (Mono) and
•Blockheads* (M-G), all right, $900.

Lincoln (Cooper) (1,600; 10-25-35)

—'Always Goodbye' (20th) and 'Keep
Smiling' (20th). Will touch or bet-
ter $3,000, good. Last week, 'Miss

Broadway' (20th), split with "Love,

Honor' (WB), did fairly well, $2,-

700, after much better expectancy.

Stuart (Cooper) (1,900; 10-25-40)—
Lucky Star' (20th). Will rate $3,800,

which is nice. Last week, 'Spawn'
(Par), managed to get $3,500, all

right.

HE1DT-SAIL0R

SMASH 19G IN

OMAHA

Omaha, Sept. 27.

It's one-way traffic towards the

Orpheum this week, with 'Give Me a

Sailor' and Horace Heidt's band
packing them in with five shows

daily. Looks like a very profitable

$19,000. House is trying something
new in a 25c 'bargain hour' starting

at 10 a.m.

Nabe houses are thankful for close

of roller derby after a 25-day run,
drawing average nitely attendance
of 4,000, a lot of it with paper. Gen-
eral theatre business, however, stays

on the upcurve, which started about
six -weeks ago.

Estimates for This Week
Avenue - Dundee - Military (Gold-

berg) , (950-650-810; 10-25) —'Men Not
Gods' (UA), first-run, and 'Cowboy'
(FN) dual, split with 'Mans Castle'

(Col-reissue) and 'Troop Ship* (UA)
dual, two days; 'My Bill' (FN) and
'Woman Against Woman' (M-G)
dual, last two days. Fairish $1,900.

Last week, 'Kidnapped' (20th) and
'Seven Seas' (M-G) dual, first half;

'Stolen Heaven' (Par), 'Sky Giant'
(RKO) and 'Devils Party' (U)
tripler, last half, good, $2,200.

Brandeis (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 10-
25-35-40)—'Daughters' (FN) and Tm
From City' (RKO) (2d wk). Headed
for $4,700, okay. Last week, same
bill pulled excellent $6,600.

Omaha (Blank) (2,200; 10-25-40)—
'Boys Town' (M-G) (3d wk). Looks
like satisfactory $5,800 after big
$26,500 in first two weeks, including
world premiere.

Orpheum (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-35-

55)—'Sailor' (Par) and Horace
Heidt's orch on stage. Aiming at big.

$19,000, with five shows daily and a
Saturday midnight show. Last week,
•Sinners' (Par) and 'Million' (20th).
prosperous $10,300.

Town (Goldberg) (1,250; 10-20-25)
—'Prison Break' (U), 'Arizona' (Col)
and 'Sailing Along' (20th), all first-

runners, tripler, split with 'Valley
Raiders' (Rep), first-run. 'Sky Giant'
(RKO) and 'My Bill' (FN), trioler.

So-so $1,400. Last week, 'Hills'
Kn., b.<l<t,,n,oml (GN) and 'Rio

opened at an first-runners,
will probably be heldling Plains'
Club took in $5,000 opehi/20th)

breaking record for the nitery?
00

Astaire-Rogers $90,000, Marxes Big

With 37G, Merman-Garber-loon

Ditto, 'Co-Ed' 40G-OK B'way B.O.

The Jewish New Year's Monday
(26) and yesterday (Tues.), with
good weather prevailing, brought
downtown Broadway a spurt in
business that ran 25% and more
above advance expectations. Extra
shows were put on in most cases
Monday (26) and some attractions
which had started out disappoint-
ingly will owe much of their recov-
ery to the holidays. Many persons
took time out to listen to Hitler's
speech at 2 p. m. Monday, but box
offices boomed just the same, the
downtown sector drawing large
crowds.

Numerous new pictures came in,

only holdovers being 'Boys Town'
and 'Spawn of North,' both on third
weeks. 'Spawn,' with the Eddy
Duchin band, at the Paramount fin-

ished very strongly on its third lap
ending last night (Tues.), topping
$30,000. House did as much as $5,000
Monday (26),' thereby losing a bet
for Y. Frank Freeman, who guessed
away under that early in the morn-
ing, and last night (Tues.), a pre-
view of 'If I Were King' added to the
hypo. 'King' opens today (Wed.)
with Tommy Dorsey orchestra. 'Boys
Town' isn't as powerful on its third
week which will be up tonight
(Wed.) but at about $17,000 will be
okay, giving the 1 Cap one of the best
profits it has drawn from a single
feature in a good, long time.

Of the fresh first runs, the strongest
are 'Room Service,' at the Rivoli,
and 'Garden of the Moon,' with Jan
Garber, at the stage-show Strand.
'Service' lopes off on its second week
today (Wed.) after smashing through
to $37,000 the first seven days with-
out benefit of a stage bill and against
a lot of in-person opposition. Mean-
time, the Strand is pushing ener-
getically toward the same figure of
$37,000 or bit over, beating the two
prior shows under its new combina-
tion policy.. 'Garden Moon'
started out ordinarily FricTay (23)
when business- was away off every-
where for some reason, but snapped
into action surprisingly over the
weekend and holidays to push to

the $37,000 point. Picture and Gar-
ber, plus Ethel Merman, will hold
over.

Harry Gourfain, who is producing
the shows at the Strand, and Zeb
Epstein, who succeeded B. F. (Dinty)
Moore in ' operation of the theatre,
are both conceded to be doing a
bang-up job here. Ostensibly the
Strand policy isn't putting into the -

Paramount at all. It seems, on the
other hand, to be interfering with
the Roxy and State. The Roxy does
not use name bands or personalities
except on rare occasions which may
mean, the pictures being equal, that
the Strand enjoys, an edge under its

b. o. in-person policy.

This week the Roxy will push to
possibly $40,000, not smash but okay,
aided by holidays, with 'Hold That
Co-Ed.' Despite the holidays, how-
ever, the State is quite disappoint-
ing at $18,500 or so with 'Three
Loves Has Nancy,' plus Benny Fields
and Block and Sully. It's apparently
a case this week where the Roxy
benefits by the picture and the State
suffers heavily from its film feature,
Fields and Block-Sully not being
enough to offset the deficiency. -;

'Carefree' gets but one week at the
Music Hall though it may finish at as
much as $90,000 with the good holi-
day play. 'Drums' opens tomorrow
(Thurs.).

Remnants of Broadway business
scattered. 'Wanted by Police' is out-
distancing lesser first" runs and will
get the Globe a probable $8,000,
good. Against this the Rialto fin-

ished with 'Fugitives for Night' Mon-
day night (26) at $6,500, mildish, and
Criterion is going nowhere at all

with 'Campus Confessions,' looking
less than $5,000,

'Marie Antoinette' last week (5th)
dropped to $11,200 from $15,200
scored prior week but satisfactory.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—

'Antoinette' (M-G) (6th week). Last
week (5th) went off to $11,200, com-
pared with $15,200 the previous (4th)
week.

Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—
•Boys Town' (M-G) (3d-final week).
Ends 21-day rUn tonight (Wed.), final

* lap looking about $17,000, okay. Sec-
ond week was around $22,000.

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Cam-
pus Confessions' (Par). Getting no-
where, under $5,000. Last week,
'Come On, Leatherneck' (Rep),
around $5,000, also poor.

Globe (1,274; 25-40-55)—'Wanted
by Police' (Mono). This one doing
well, appearing $8,000 or there-
abouts. In ahead, 'Mr. Moto' (20th)
went to $8,300, nice.

Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Four
Daughters' (WB) (2d run) and
'Breaking the Ice' (RKO) (1st run),
doubled. This pair should get about

$9,500. Last week 'Alexander'
(20th) (2d run), singly, did $11,000.
Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-85-99)

—'If I Were King' (Par) and Tommy
Dorsey orchestra. Opens here today
(Wed.). The third week for 'Spawn'
(Par) and Eddy Duchin was slightly
over $30,000, very good, after a sec-
ond week's take of $40,000, excel-
lent, and first of $53,000, huge profits.

Radio City Mnsic Hall (5,980; 40-
-60-84-99-$1.65)—'Carefree' . (RKO )

and stage show. Astaire-Rogers
musical didn't catch on big and gets
only one week; holiday helped
toward possible $90,000 which, aside
from no holdover, is good. Last
week (3d) for 'You Can't Take If
(Col) also $90,000, picture exhibiting
great staying qualities. Total on
three weeks' run amounted to
$311,000.. 'Drums' (UA) opens to-
morrow (Thurs.).

Rialto (750: 25-40-55)—'Mr. Doodle
Kicks Off' (RKO). Opened here
yesterday (Tues.). Full week for
'Fugitives/for Night' (RKO) only
$6,500, not squawk but not good.

Rivoli K2,092; 25-40-55-85)—'Room
Service' (RKO) (2d week). Starts

on holdover today (Wed.) after scor-
ing pretty $37,000 first seven days,
best for house in ages. Last week,
third for 'Letter of Introduction*
(U), under $5,000, poor.
Roxy (5,836; 25-40-55-75)—'Hold

that Co-Ed' (20th) and stage show.
Football comedy got off very slowly
but picked up amazingly and may
push to $40,000, satisfactory though
not smashy. 'My Lucky Star' (20th)

picked up a bit last week but not
enough to make a vital difference,

ending at $32,500 after initial seven
days of $42,500, but agreeable profit.

•Straight, Place and Show' (20th)

opens Friday (30). . _
Strand (2,767; 25-55-75)—'Garden

of Moon' (WB), Ethel Merman, Jan
Garber band, Remarkable recovery
from ordinary opening will mean
$37,000 or bit over on week, best for

house since installing combination
policy month ago. Holds. Last
week, second for 'Valley of Giants'

(WB) and Ozzie Nelson, Harriet
Hilliard and Johnnie 'Scat' Davis
close to $24,000, very good.

State (3,450; : 35-55-75)—'Three
Loves' (M-G) and, on vaude bill,

Benny Fields and team of Block and
Sully. Stage show not strong
enough to make up for weakness of

feature and $18,500 looks the answer,
disappointing. In ahead, 'Sing You
Sinners' (Par) (2d run) and Duke
Ellington, under $23,000, oke but
considerably below hopes.

TOWN'-VAUDE

TOP BALT0.

$16,0(10

Baltimore, Sept. 27.

Strong product helping maintain

steady pace all around here. 'Boys

Town' and new 'Musical Divertisse-

ment' stage flash at Loew's Century
fighting it out for town's lead with

combo Hipp featuring strong line-'

up of 'I Am the Law' and Ina Ray
Hutton's orch, but Tracy-Rooney film

is out front by comfortable margin.

Nicely building is 'Sing You Sin-

ners,' which left the barrier Satur-

day night (24) and is holding up
strongly.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15-

25-35-40-55) — 'Boys Town' (M-G)
plus new 'Musical Divertissement*
stage flash. Drawing them in to
solid $16,000. Last week, second of
'Marie Antoinette' (M-G), held
nicely to $9,200 after bango opening
session of $18,900.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) 2,205;

15-25-35-40-55-65)—'Am Law' (Col)
coupled to Ina Ray Hutton's orch.
Maintaining steady pace to $14,000.
Last week, 'Annabel' (RKO), thanks
to strong vaude layout headed by
p.a. of Chester Morris, got satisfac-
tory $12,900.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 15-
25-35-40-55)—'Sinners' (Par). Good
$9,000. Last week. • /e days of 'Sail-
ing Along' (G-B), n.g. $2,800.
New (Mechanic) (1.558; 15-25-35-

55)—'Lucky Star' (20th) (2d week).
Mild pace to possible $3,000 oft
strength of dc.vtime play after un-
eventful starting session of $4,300.
Stanley (WB) (3.250; 15-25-35-40-

55)—'Daughters' <WB) (3d week).
Cashing in on good comment to pos-
sible $6,500 after rosy total of $22,400
for two previous weeks played.
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After Legion Conv., Calm Settles Over

LA. Trade; 'Sinners Paces with 19G;

'Co-Ed' Mild $18,500, Valley' $17,000

Los Angeles, Sept. 27.

Grosses anything but healthy, and
In a few spots, downright bad. Slump
cannot be blamed on the American
Legion convention or the hot weath-
er because both have gone their

way. Town's solo topper is the new
Crosby film, 'Sing You Sinners,'

which holds for second week at the

Paramount.
'Hold That Co-Ed,* teamed with

'Mysterious Mr. Moto,' hitting around
combined $18,500, pretty slim. 'Val-

ley of the Giants' doing okay at the

day-date Hollywood and Downtown.
Estimates for This Week

Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024;

30-40-55-75)—'Hold That Co-Ed*
(20th) and 'Mysterious Mr. Moto*
(20th), dual. Not very hot, as $9,000

indicates. Last week 'Boys Town'
(MG) and 'Speed to Burn' (20th),

hot $14,600.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55-

65)_<valley of Giants' (WB) and
•Block-Heads' (MG), dual. Should
hit a fair $8,000, same amount as

garnered last week by 'Four Daugh-
ters' (FN) on holdover.
Four Star (F-WC-UA)—'Algiers'

(UA) (11th week). Continues profit-

able at $1,500, after 10th stanza
brought okay $1,900. Run ends
Oct. 2.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756:. 30-40-55-
65)—'Valley Giants' (WB) and
'Block-Heads' (MG), dual. Headed
for very good $9,000. Last week,
second stanza of 'Four Daughters'
(FN), hit expected $7,200.
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 30-40-55)—

•Youth Takes Fling* (U) and 'Anna-
bel' (RKO), dual. Off in keeping
with rest of town, for probable $7,-

000. Last week, 'I Am Law' (Col)
and 'Lady Objects' (Col), bettered
expectations to garner $8,700.
Paramount (Par) (3.595; 30-40-55)

—'Sing You Sinners' (Par) and
stage show. Started slowly with
populace still groegy from Ameri-
can Legion convention, but will like-

ly build to neat $19,000. Holds sec-

ond week. Last week 'Sons . of the
Legion' (Par) topped $15,000, aided
by midnight Legion show.
RKO (2,872; 30-40-55) — 'Youth

Takes Fling' (U) and 'Annabel'.
(RKO), dual. Will hit weak $6,000
on the stanza. Last week 'I Am
Law' (Col) and 'Lady Objects' (Col),

$8,000, about what was expected.
State (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-55-

75)—'Co-Ed* (20th) and 'Moto*
(20th), dual. Just not geared for

the downtown clientele so best in
sight is poor $9,500. Last week
•Boys Town' (MG) and 'Speed to

Burn* (20th), hot $18,500 as indi-

United Artists (F-WC) (2.100; 30-
40-55)—'Boys Town' (MG) and
'Speed to Burn' (20th), dual. Should
hit nifty $5,800 on moveover. Last
week 'Nancy' (MG) and 'Rich Man'
(MG), weak $2,700.

'

Wiltshire (F-WC) (2,296; 30-40-55-
65)—'Boys Town' (MG) and 'Speed'
Burn' (20th), dual. Looks like
smash $8,500 on moveover for con-
tinued first run.<*-Last week 'Nancy'
(MG) and 'Rich Man' (MG), okay
$6,300.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This W'tk $309,700

("Based on 12 theatres)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $326,500

(Based on 14 theatres)

HERBERT-SHOW

DETROIT

•Law' Good 5G in Port.;

'4's Crowd' Nice $6,000
Portland, Ore., Sept. 27.

"Boys Town' continues to register
Itrong at Parker's UA in its third
week. New pix getting strong atten-
tion are 'I Am the Law,' at Or-
pheum, and Tour's a Crowd,' at Par-
amount. Latter house also lent its

stage for commercial tie-rup with a
women's store which put on a fash-
ion parade.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-35-

40)—'Garden Moon' (WB) and
•Gangs New York* (Rep). Getting
lair $4,500. Last week 'Tough Guy'
<U) and 'Actress' (FN), fair $5,400.
Mayfalr (Parker-Evergreen) (1,-

B00;30-35-40) — 'Alexander' (20th)
<7th wk). Okay $2,000. Sixth, $2,-
400; First five weeks grossed big
$25,000.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(1,800; 30-35-40)—'Am Law' (Col)
and 'Annabelle' (RKO). Answered to
good bally for okay $5,000. Last
week 'Sinners' (Par) and 'Murder'
(20th), second week, fair $3,800.
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3,000; 30-35-340;—'Four's Crowd'
(WB) and 'Highway Patrol' (Col)
with fall style show oi* stage. Good
$d,000. Last week 'Lucky Star*
(20th) and 'Rackets' (RKO), better
than average $5,600.

Rivoli (Indie) (1,100; 20-25).—
•Dracula' (U) tjid "Frankenstein' (U)
(2d wk). Good $1,600. Last week,
same reissues billed as Horror Week,
good $2,500.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30-

35-40)— Boys' Towu' (M-G) and
'Freshman Year' (U) (3d wk). Good
$4,000. Second, $5,000. First week
registered great <>7,000.

Detroit, Sept. 27.

Combination of first good weather

in weeks and football attractions not

helping film palaces. No pic stand-

outs currently.

'Boys Town,' holding for second

stanza at United Artists, is doing

okay.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40)—

'Reformatory' (Col) plus 'Keep Smil-

ing' (20th), dual. About $4,000, so-so.

Last week, 'Alexander' (20th), in

third week, combined with 'Speed

Burn' (20th), clipped off $4,300, fol-

lowing weeks of $5,800 and $7,100.

Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—
'Place and Show' (20th) with Hugh
Herbert topping vaude. Paced for
$24,Q00, good. Last week, mild
$17,000 for 'Co-ed' (20th) and stage
show.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

30-40-65) — 'Texans' (Par) plus
'Campus Confessions' (Par), dual.
Looks like $9,500, okay. Last session
about $8,500, so-so, for 'Has Nancy'
(M-G) plus *Rich Man' (M-G).
Palms State (United Detroit) (3,-

000; 30-40-50)—'Blockheads' (M-G)
plus 'Ambulance Chaser' (M-G),
dual. Slightly under $5,000, fair.

Just over that mark last stanza for
'Smashing Rackets' (RKO) and
'Painted Desert' (RKO).
United Artists (United Detroit)

(2,000; 30-40-50)—'Boys Town' (M-G)
(2d week). Due for good $7,200, fol-
lowing nice $10,500 first stanza,
Doubtful if will stick for another
session.

appointed with $7,500, good but a

coupla grand below expectations.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 32-37-42)—'Alexander' (20th)

(7th week). Four final days antici-

pate okay $1,200. Last week, same
film, $2,600, good.

'Coliseum (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(1,900; 21-32)—'Professor' (Par) and
'You and Me' (Par), four days. In-

dicate only mild $2,600. Last week,

•Shopworn Angel' (M-G-M) and 'Fast

Company* (M-G), dual, split with

•Always Goodbye* (20th) and .'Lord

Jeff' (M-G), dual, six days, for 10-

day week. Good $4,200.

Colonial (Sterling) (800; 10-21)—

•Manhunters' (Ind) and 'Main Event'

(Col), dual, split with 'Arizona' (Par)

and 'Circus' (Ind). Heading for
good $2,000. Last week, 'Tip-Off
Girls* (Par) and 'Night Spot' (RKO),
dual, split with 'Stranger from Ari-
zona' (Col) and 'Miss Thoroughbred'
(WB), okay $2,100.
Fifth Avenue (Hamrick-Ever-

green) (2,349; 32-37-42)—'Antoinette'
(M-G), two days of third week.
'Boys Town' (M-G) opening .today
(Tuesday). Anticipate okay $1,900.

Last week, second of 'Anioinette,'

$6,100, big.
Liberty (J-vH) (1,800; 21-32-42)—

'Algiers' (UA) (2d week). Paced
for $4,000, fair. Last week, same
film, $7,500, nice but below hopes.
Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 32-37-42)—'Has Nancy' (M-G)
and March of. Time. Moved from
Paramount and looking for nice $2,-

800, Last week, 'Sinners' (Par) and
'Danger Air' (U), third week, $2,400,
okay.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen )

(2,600; 32-37-42)—'Four's Crowd'
(WB) and 'G-Men» (RKO). Indi-
cate good $6,000. Last week, .'Giants'

(WB) and 'Keep Smiling' (20th), $5,-

300, good.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 16-27-

37)—'Barefoot Boy* (Mono) and
'Devil's Party' (U), dual, with vaude.
Only fair $3,000. Last week, 'Billy

Kid' (Rep) and 'Under Suspicion'
(U), dual, plus vaude, one night
(Monday), $4,400, big.
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3,039; 32-37-42)—'Carefree' (RKO)
with 'Jitterbug Jamboree' on stage.

Set for four weeks. Getting -im_-

mense $10,000. Last week, 'Has
Nancy' (M-G) and 'Prison Break'
(U), dual, $6,800, good.
Roosevelt (Sterling) — 'Cowboy'

(FN) and 'Sinners Paradise' (U). In-
dicate okay $2,000. Last week, 'May-
time' (M-G) and 'Treasure Island'
(M-G), pulled after two terrible
days, split with 'Cowboy' (FN) and
'Sinners Paradise* (U), five days,
$1,9C0 total, fair.

'Carefree'-^tterbugs

Big $10,000 in Seattle

Seattle, Sept. 27.

Paramount theatre has stage show,
'Jitterbug Jamboree' unit, arid it's

drawing big biz. Anticipated run
for 'Algiers' at Liberty will be
nipped at end of second week, Indi-
cations point, as opening week dis-

Harris 9 Bix Pic

(Continued from page 1)

famed jazz trumpeter. Harris is ac-
companying Meredith west and will

try to line up a Hollywood director
for the picture. It will be made in

the east. Meredith is weighing sev-
eral legit offers to follow 'Horn,' but
nothing is set.

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Metro's college yarn, 'Spring
Dance,' went into production yester-
day (Mon.). Maureen' O'Sullivan is

tie femme lead. Picture will be
shot around Lew Ayres until he has
finished his current job in 'Young
Dr. Kildare.'

Morris-Wheeler- Moon Wow $19,000

In Cleve,; Marx Bros. Good $16,

Cleveland, Sept. 27.

Chester Morris' arid Bert Wheel-
er's stage personals are the stim-

ulants hypoing 'Garden of. Moon' at

the Palace. There was a natural
drop over weekend because of Jew-
ish holidays but two national con-
ventions and vaudeville's comeback
are boosting gross to $19,000.

State's 'Too Hot to Handle' is
drawing swell biz, with knockout
matinees. Gable-Loy names are
dynamite. 'Room Service' at Hipp
is strong enough to rate two h. o.

weeks at affiliated Allen, which is

cleaning up with 'Four Daughters.*
Stillman also going a good job milk-
ing 'Spawn' and may keep it for
third stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)—

'Daughters' (WB). Holdrover from
Hipp is down the family-trade alley,
climbing steadily to $7,500. Last
week, 'Lucky Star' (20th), skated
along on thick ice for $6,500, good.
Alhambra (Printz) (1,200; 10-20-35)—'Birth of Baby.' First pop-priced

showing here and at seven-a-day
looks like record $6,200. At least

three-week run Indicated. Last
week, 'Kid' (Rep) and 'Week-End
(G-B), poor $1,900 in four days.
Hipp (WB) (3,700; 30-35-42-55)—

<Room Service' (RKO). Originally
skedded for Palace, but exchanged
in a 2-for-l deal, it gives house a
rare ballyhoo break. Also inspired
some clever gag contests and a hefty
build-up for very satisfactory $1(1,000.
Last week, 'Daughters' (WB), sweet
$13,000.
Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-42-55)

—'Garden Moon' (WB) with vaude
topped by Chester Morris, Bert
Wheeler. Good for $19,000. Last
week, 'Annabelle' (RKO) with ZaSu
Pitts and Rufe Davis on stage, ex-
cellent $16,000.

State (Loew's) (3,450? 30-35-42-55)
—'Hot Handle' (M-G). Big-time ex-
ploitation shown here and perfectly
timed in booking. Crix made it

thriller of year and b. o. indicates
fine $18,500, or better. Last week,
'Boys Town' (M-G), terrific $21,500.

Stillman (Loew's) (1.972; 30-35-42-
55)—'Boys Town' (M-G). Will nab
$10,500, which is aces." 'Last week,
'Spawn' (Par), on second lap, fished
up smart $8,500.

Philly B.O. Wobbly; Shearer Strong

$19,000, but Crosby Weak $14,

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $1,525,600

(Based on 24 cities, 156 thea-

tres, chiefly first runs, Including

W. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $1,576,500

{Based on 23 cities, 163 tfieatres)

'Daughters' Sweet

(18,000 in Boston;

Holds Off Vaude

Boston, Sept. 27.

'Four Daughters,' on dual bill, is

getting best play this week. 'Lucky
Star' won a holdover at Keith's with
a new co-feature.
Talk of vaude returning is a fa-

vorite subject for stagehands and
musicians here, but doesn't appear
likely before November or December.

Estimates for This Week
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-40-

55)—'Giants' (WB) and 'Murder'
(20th), dual. Fair $6,000. Last week,
'Spawn' (Par) and 'Numbers* (20th),
dual, $6,300.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 25-

35-40-55)—'Lucky Star' (20th) (2d
week) and 'Personal Secretary' (U),
dual. Okay $13,000. First week of
'Star' and 'Meet Girls' (20th) very
good $23,700.
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 25-35-

40-55)—'Daughters' (WB) and 'Cam-
pus Confessions' (Par), dual. Good
combo clicking to tune of $18,000.

Last week, 'Four's Crowd' (WB) and
'Legion' (Par), $15,000, nice.

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40-
55)—'Am Law* (Col) and 'Gladiator'

(Col), double. Satisfactory $16,000.

Last week, 'Has Nancy* (M-G) and
•Chaser' (M-G), good $18,000.
Paramount (M&P) (1,797; 25-35-

40-55)—'Murder' (20th), dual. Me-
dium $9,000. Last week, 'Spawn'
(Par) and 'Numbers' (20th), dual,

$8 000
Scoilay (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-40-50)

—'Spawn* (Par) and 'Numbers'
(20th) (2d run), dual. Fair $6,000.

Last week, 'Boy Girl' (WB) and
'Kid' (Rep) (2d run), $6,000, fair.

State (Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55)
-'Am Law' (Col) and 'Gladiator'
(Col), dual. Adequate $13,000. Last
week, 'Has Nancy' (M-G) and
'Chaser' (M-G), good $15,000.

HORROR REISSUES BIG

$4,000 IN DENVER

Denver, Sept. 27.
Trankenstein' and 'Dracula' are

sensational at Rialto, combo of hor-
ror reissues giving small house a
smash gross. 'Four Daughters' is nice
at Denver and moving to Aladdin.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—

'Forever Yours' (GN). Fair $3,000.
Last week, 'Lucky Star' (20th), good
$3,500, after a week at the Denver.
Broadway (Fox) (1,100; 25-35)—

'Has Nancy' (M-G) and 'Fugitives
for Night' (RKO), both after a week
at the Orpheum. Good $2,500 here.
Last week, 'Carefree* (RKO) and
'Rackets* (RKO), both after a week
at Orpheum, good $3,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35-

40)—'Sinners' (Par). Good $8,500.
Last week, 'Spawn' (Par), neat
$8,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-50)—

'Daughters' (FN). Nice $9,000. Last
week, 'Boy Girl* (WB), backed by
neat stage show, nice $10,000,
Orpheum (RKO)" (2,600; 25-35-40)

—'Breaking Ice* (RKO) and 'Anna-
belle' (RKO). Fair $6,500 in six
days. Last week, 'Has Nancy' (M-G)
and 'Fugitives for Night' (RKO),
strong $10,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—

'Actress' (FN), and 'Murder' (20th).
Fair $3,000. Last week, 'Lady Ob-
jects' (Col) and 'Reformatory' (Col),
were $4,000.

Rialto (Fox) (878; 25)—'Dracula'
(U) and 'Frankenstein' (U) (reis-
sues). Horror combo drawing smash
$4,000. Last week, 'Letter' (U), after
week each at Denver and Aladdin,
and 'Highway Patrol' (Col), good
$2,000.

Crime Clubbing Again
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Preston Foster and Frank Jenks
get the top spots In the next Crime
Clubber, 'The Dead Don't Care/ at
Universal, repeating the roles they
played in 'Westland Case/

Grosses

Philadelphia, Sept.

this sesh pretty
mixed, showing principally

picking their pictures.

27.

well
that
Cou-they're

pie houses have wickets spinning,
while others are bogged down in a
rut, despite the fact that weather is
cool and clear. Last stanza, which
started out with a tremendous bang,
got caught in the slough of 11 days
of straight rain and so naturally
failed to live up to expectations.

Pacing the town- is 'Marie Antoin-
ette' at the Boyd. Greeted in a big
way as a big pic by the crix, it is

getting powerful $19,000. Certain of
at least another week. Also good
bet is 'Boys Town,' in its second lap
at the Aldme. It's clicking off fine

$12,000 after garnering $16,500 in the
initial gallop.

Strangely disappointing is 'Sing
You Sinners' at the Stanley. Unani-
mously acclaimed by the reviewers
as Bing Crosby's best, it is neverthe-
less getting unsatisfactory $14,000.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 42-57-58-75)—

'Boys Town' (M-G) (2d week).
Striding along big with plenty word-
of-mouth to help it; $12,000, after
very sound $16,500 in opening ses-
sion.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 37-57-58-75)—

'Antoinette' (MG). Powerful from
the start, with $19,000 expected and
another week guaranteed. Last
week, 'Four Daughters' (WB) (2d
week), fell under the spell of the
rain and slipped off more than was
expected. Got $11,500, fair.

Earle (WB) (2,758; 25-37-42-57-68)—'Actress' (WB) and Buddy Rogers'
band and Mary Brian fleshing. Pop-
ularity of the vaude combo seems
to have slid off somewhat from last

season, hitting only mediocre $18,000
now. Last week 'Freshman Year*
(U) and Kay Kyser's band on the
boards, figured to crack houze record
if Jupe Pluvius hadn't interfered.
Got tremendous $29,000.
Fax (WB) (2,423; 37-57-68-75)—

'Place and Show (20
lh) and Ameri-

can Ice Carnival on stage. This is

next-to-last week of stage shows
after five weeks' trial has proved
they don't warrant the investment.
Below par $16,500 this sesh. Last
week 'Giants' (WB) with Harriet
Hoctor, p.a.ing, likewise a bust at
$15,500.
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 37-42-57-68)

—'Daughters' (WB) (2d run). Oke
at better than $4,000, considering it

got two weeks in its opening sesh
at 'the Boyd. Last week 'Carefree'
(B1&0:) (2d run), didn't quite make
the grade for the right side of the
ledger at $3,700.
Keith's (WB) (l,o70; 37-42-57-68)—

'Lucky Star' (20th) (3d run). Very
weak at $3,000. Last week 'Alexan-
der* (20th) (2d run; 2d week), still

plenty powerful with $5,800 on its

sixth week in town.
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 37-57-68-75)—'Sinners' (Par). Crix unanimous

in lauding this as best Crosby flick

yet, but strangely enough it won't
even come up to par with $14,000,
although figured to go hotter in the
nabes. Last week "Hot Handle*'
(M-G), also $14,000, although it got
far from universal approval.
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 26-42-57)—

•Kid' (Rep). Brought in as oxygen
when 'Army Girl' (Rep) expired in

three days last week, but hardly
providing succor with very weak
$3,800. 'Army Girl' got poor $1,700
m three days.

B'KLYN WICKETS HUM
'Gladiator/ Vaude Nifty $14,000»

Henle Dual Good $16,000

Brooklyn, Sept. 27.

Good attendance at downtown
emporiums, with extra activity at

Fabian Strand, where vaude and
single picture policy Is now two
weeks old. Fabian Paramount hold-
ing 'Four Daughters' third week,
will wind up with nice profit. Nick
Kenny and radio gang headlining
Folly show.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (3,274; 25-35-50)—'Lucky

Star' (20th) and 'Mr. Moto' (20th).

Will do okay $16,000. Last week
'Alexander' (20th) (2d-flnal) peachy
$18,000.
Fox (4,089; 25-50)—'Giants' (WB)

and 'Leathernecks' (Rep). Opened
yesterday (Mon.); Last week 'Am
Law' (Col) and 'Higgins Family'
(Rep) (2d-ftnal week), $12,000, fair.

Met (3,618; 25-50)—'Letter (U) and
'Strange Boarders' (G-B). Pleasant
$15,000. Last week 'Has Nancy' (M-
G) and 'Safety Numbers' (20th),

good, $15,000.
Paramount (4,126; 25-50^'Daugh-

ters' (WB) and 'Kid* (Rep) (3rd-

final week). Will produce first-rate

$17,000. Last week, pair drew ex-

cellent $20,000.
Strand (2,870; 23-50)—'Gladiator'

(Col) and stage show with Frances
Faye, Slate Bros., Frank Paris. Will

give house nifty $14,000. Last week
'Boy Girl' (WB) and vaude, gar-

nered excellent $15,000.
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Chi B.O. Easing Off; 'Sinners Plus

Pryor Orch Good $36,000, 'Algiers'

Only Fair $15,000, 'Nancy Nice 13G

Chicago, Sept. 27.

Business leveling off currently,

despite the arrival of several well-

received flickers. Expect a perk-up
towards the finish of the week on
word-of-mouth.
Tops of the lot is 'Sing You Sin-

ners, which is being touted as the

best of the Bing Crosby items in a

long time. Lifting the Chicago flag-

ship several grand above last week's
blooper, and looks for a heap of coin

general releases throughout the
territory.

Other new entries in the current

pic parade include 'Three Loves Has
Nancy,' at the Hoosevelt, and 'Al-

giers,' at the United Artists. Former
picture was given plenty of boosting

by crix and figures for smart coin.

'Algiers' got away at a so-so pace,

despite plenty of ballyhoo for Hedy
La Marr.
Holding over are "Room Service'

and 'Hold That Co-Ed,' with the
Marx Bros, picture 'ldicating a
sharp drop from the strong initial

session. Football flicker is getting

food play in its second stanza. State-
iake has one of its infrequent War-

ner Bros, displays currently with
'Men Are Such Fools,' and the
flicker is getting some money.

Estimates for Last Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65^75)

—'Am Law' (Col). . Back in loop
after one meek week in the Roose-
velt. Getting maybe $4,500, fair,

here. Last week, 'Alexander' (20th),

finished its fifth loop gallop to good
$5,400.

Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
'Sinners' (Par) and Roger Pryor or-
chestra on stage. Bing Crosby pic-
ture getting good audience comment
and figures to build to good $36,000.
Last week, 'Spawn' (Par) faded into
cellar with soggy $27,700.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)

—'Co-Ed' (20th) (2d week). Holding
to fine $4,500 currently following
neat $6,200 last week.
Palace (RKO) (2,500* 35-55-65-75)

—'Room Service' (RKO) and vaude
(2d week). Slipping this week, with
outlook of fair $17,000 currently.
Last week was a topnotcher at $26,-
$00.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-

75)—'Nancy' (M-G). Opened well
and climbing on strong talk around
town; Figures for $13,000, pleasant:
Last week, 'Am Law' (Col), $10,700,
meagre.

State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 25-35-
45-55)—'Men Fools' (WB) and vaude.
Strong stage lineup and audience
picture making it a profitable week
With $11,000, l ast week, 'Slander
House' (Pro), $9,600. fairish.
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;

35-55-65-75)—'Algiers' (UA). Get-
away wasn't so hot and will take
plenty of pressing to get it into the
big numerals; points for $15,000,
okay. Last week, 'Antoinette' (M-G),
fourth week, good $8,300.

'SINNERS' PULLS

GOOD $12,006

INCINCY

Cincinnati, Sept. 27.

'Too Hot to Handle' is the burg's
champ b.o. tugger currently. It's

racking up a big mark for the Pal-
ace. Next best is 'Sing You Sinners'
at the Albee. Only other fresh re-
lease at a major stand is 'Road to
«eno,* which is blah for Keith's.
Local cinema trade history is be-

ing registered by closing of 'Alex-
ander's' six-week run at the Shubert.
Total pull on the engagement will be
around $65,000, Cincy's record for re-
tent years, topping former high take
?y 'San Francisco.' 'You Can't Take
It With YoiT (Col) follows 'Alex-
ander' at the Shubert for an in-
definite stay.

.
Thjs week's biz, by and large, is

on the sunny side.
Estimates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)—'Sin-
ners' (Par). Okay $12,000. Last
^eek. 'Daughters' (WB), swell
$15,000.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42)—
Daughters' (WB) (2d run). Fair
?4 500. Last week, 'Antoinette' (M-G)
(2d run), excellent $6,000.

.r,
1^1"* (RKO) (1.000; 15-25)—

Paxnted Desert' (RKO). 'Time Out
lor Murder' (20th), 'Bulldog Drum-
&°nJ* "V Africa' (Par), singly. Nice
*£200; Last week, «ftr-'-

1 -' '*>KO).

Last week, 'Sailor' (Par), fair $4,500.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 35-42)—'Has

Nancy'. .(MrG) (2d run). Okay $4,500.
Ditto last week with 'Lucky Star'
(20th) (2d run).
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-42)—'Hot

Handle' (M-G). Big $16,000. Last
week, 'Has Nancy* (M-G), good
$12,000.
Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 40-55)—

'Alexander' (20th) (6th-final wk).
Great $4,500. Last week, fifth, fine
$6,500.

CROSBY BIG 10G

AS H.O.S RULE

INLlflLLE

Louisville, Sept. 27.
Holdover pictures are the rule

currently, with only two downtown
houses exhibiting new product.
However, business is good and films
retained for second stanza are mak-
ing an above-average showing.
Weather has turned warmer for a
spell, but pull of outdoor opposish
has been weakened and theatres are
getting bulk of the entertainment
dollars.

'Sing You Sinners,' on a dual at
Rialto, is pulling Crosby fans in nice
style, while 'Affairs of Annabel' and
'10th Ave. Kid* at Strand are cop-
ping more attention than such a light
pair would ordinarily, due to the
lack of new films in downtown sec^
tor. \

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Ave.)

—

'Carefree' (RKO) and 'Rackets'
(RKO). Astaire-Rogers opus moved
here after okay stanza at Rialto and
looks like fair $1,800. Last week,
'Has Nancy* (M-G) and 'Gladiator'
(Col), good $2,400.

Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—
'Clitterhouse* (WB) and 'Miss Broad-
way' (20th), dual. Should register
okay $2,100. Last week, 'My Bill'

(WB) and 'Cowboy from Brook-
lyn* (WB), split with 'Little Women*
(RKO) and 'Penrod* (WB), okay
$2,000.

Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100; 15-
30-40)—'Boys' Town' (M-G) and
•Lady Objects' (Col) (2d week).
Holding up well and indications are
for oke $6,000, after initial stanza's
socko $11,500, better than expected.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;

15-30-40)—'Daughters' (WB) (2d
week). Still making good showing.
Looks to tally around $3,200 or bet-
ter, good. First week swell $4,000.
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'Doctor,

Nurse' (20th) and 'Front Page' (UA)
(dual), split with 'Heidi' (20th) and
'Hot Water* (20th) (twin). Pacing,
for average $1,400. Last week, 'True
Confession' (20th) and 'Honolulu*
(U) (dual), split with 'Missing Girls'
(Indie) and 'Love Work' (20th)
(pair), okay $1,500.
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 15-30-

40)—'Sinners' (Par) and 'Campus
Confessions' (Par) (dual). Crosby
film had 'em lining up early and
steadily; pointing to healthy $10,000
and probable h. o. Last week, 'Care-
free' (RKO) and 'Smashing Rackets'
(RKO), fair enough at $7,500 to war-
rant moveover, but more expected.
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 15-30-

40)—'Annabelle* (RKO) and 'Kid'

(Rep) (dual). Pair doing better
than average, probably due to h. o.'s

at other houses. Combo holding
pace well and looks to grab okay
$3,700 for the windup. Last week,
'Breaking Ice' (RKO) and 'Sky
Giant' (RKO), satisfactory $3,500.

Henie, Sole Lincoln

Solo, Nice $3,800

Lincoln, Sept. 27.

Varsity shuts its doors (25) and
undergoes a quick paint job, pre-
vious to changing policy and becom-
ing a deluxer with upped scale (10-

25-35). Stuart started strong with
'My Lucky Star,' but faded after the
weekend; dual of 'Always Goodbye'
and 'Keep Smiling,' at Lincoln, hold-
ing its ground.
Orpheum became a straight sec-

ond-runner (23) when it opened
with 'Test Pilot.' House cut scale
frn

_..on I;4Q t0 10-15-20. Biz is

i- It has been, al-

First Runs on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week of Sept. 29
Astor — 'Marie Antoinette'

(MG) (7th wk),
Capitol—'Too Hot to Handle'

(MG).
(Reviewed in Vamety, Sept. 21)
Criterion—'Sons of the Legion'

(Par).

Globe—'Road to Reno' (U)
(1). _
Music Hall—'Drums' (UA).

{Reviewed in Variety, April 20)
Paramount—'If I Were King'

(Par) (28).

Rialto—'Mr. Doodle Kicks Off'
(RKO) (27).
(Reviewed in Variety, Sept. 21)
Rivoli—'Room Service' (RKO)

(2nd wk).
Roxy—'Straight, Place and

Show' (20th) (30).
(Reviewed in current Variety)
Strand—'Garden of the Moon*

(WB) (2nd wk).
Week of Oct. 6

Astor — 'Marie Antoinette'
(MG) (8th wk).
Capitol—'Too Hot to Handle'

(MG) (2nd wk).
Globe—'Dark Rapture' (U)

(8).

Music Hall—'Drums' (UA)
(2nd wk).
Paramount—'If I Were King'

(Par) (2nd wk).
Rivoli—'Room Service* (RKO)

(2nd wk).
Roxy—'Straight, Place and

Show* (20th) (2nd wk).
Strand—'Secrets of An Ac-

tress' (WB) (7).

(Rep), split with 'Renegade Ranger'
(RKO) and 'Chaser' (M-G). Fair,
$900. Last week, 'Black Bandit' (U)
and 'Paradise Express! (Rep), split

with 'Mexicali Kid' (Mono) and
•Blockheads' (M-G), all right, $900.

Lincoln (Cooper) (1,600; 10-25-35)
—'Always Goodbye' (20th) and 'Keep
Smiling' (20th). Will touch or bet-
ter $3,000, good. Last week, 'Miss
Broadway' (20th), split with *Love,
Honor' (WB), did fairly well, $2,-

700, after much better expectancy.

Stuart (Cooper) (1,900; 10-25-40)—
'Lucky Star' (20th). Will rate $3,800.

which is nice. Last week, 'Spawn*
(Par), managed to get $3,500, all

right.

HEIDT- SAILOR

SMASH 19G IN

OMAHA

Omaha, Sept. 27.

It's one-way traffic towards the

Orpheum this week, with 'Give Me a

Sailor' and Horace Heidt's band

packing them in with five shows

daily. Looks like a very profitable

$19,000. House is trying something
new in a 25c 'bargain hour' starting

at 10 a.m.

Nabe houses are thankful for close

of roller derby after a 25-day run,
drawing average nitely attendance
of 4,000, a lot of it with paper. Gen-
eral theatre business, however, stays

on the upcurve, which started about
six -weeks ago.

Estimates for This Week
Avenue - Dundee - Military (Gold-

berg) (950-650-810; 10-25) —'Men Not
Gods' (UA), first-run, and 'Cowboy'
(FN) dual, split with 'Mans Castle*

(Col-reissue) and 'Troop Ship' (UA)
dual, two days; 'My Bill' (FN) and
'Woman Against Woman' (M-G)
dual, last two days. Fairish $1,900.

Last week, 'Kidnapped' (20th) and
'Seven Seas' (M-G) dual, first half;

'Stolen Heaven' (Par), 'Sky Giant'
(RKO) and 'Devils Party* (U)
tripler, last half, good, $2,200.

Brandeis (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 10-
25-35r40)—'Daughters' (FN) and 'I'm

From City' (RKO) (2d wk). Headed
for $4,700, okay. Last week, same
bill pulled excellent $6,600.

Omaha (Blank) (2,200; 10-25-40)—
'Boys Town' (M-G) (3d wk). Looks
like satisfactory $5,800 after big
$26,500 in first two weeks, including
world premiere.

Orpheum (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-35-
55)—'Sailor' (Par) and Horace
Heidt's orch on stage. Aiming at big
$19,000, with five shows daily and a
Saturday midnight show. Last week,
'Sinners' (Par) and 'Million' (20th).
prosperous $10,300.

Town (Goldberg) (1,250; 10-20-25)
—'Prison Break' (U), 'Arizona' (Col)
and 'Sailing Along' (20th), all first-

runners, tripler, split with 'Valley
Raiders* (Rep), first-run. 'Sky Giant'
(RKO) and 'My Bill* (FN), trioler.

So-so $1,400. Last week, 'Hills'
. <T>nnsom' (GN) and 'Rio

all first-runners,
"\<ng Plains'

: "* '20th

)

Astaire-Rogers $90,000, Marxes Big

With 37G, Merman-Garber-'Moon'

Ditto, Co-Ed' 40G-OK Bway B.O.

The Jewish New Year's Monday
(26) and yesterday (Tues.), with
good weather prevailing, brought
downtown Broadway a spurt in
business that ran 25% and more
above advance expectations. Extra
shows were put on in most cases
Monday (26) and some attractions
which had started out disappoint-
ingly will owe much of their recov-
ery to the holidays. Many persons
took time out to listen to Hitler's
speech at 2 p. m. Monday, but box
offices boomed just the same, the
downtown sector drawing large
crowds.
Numerous new pictures came in,

only holdovers being 'Boys Town'
and 'Spawn of North,' both on third
weeks. 'Spawn,' with the Eddy
Duchin band, at the Paramount fin-
ished very strongly on its third lap
ending last night (Tues.), topping
$30,000. House did as much as $5,000
Monday (26), thereby losing a bet
for Y. Frank Freeman, who guessed
away under that early in the morn-
ing, and last night (Tues.), a pre-
view of 'If I Were King' added to the
hypo. 'King' opens today (Wed.)
with Tommy Dorsey orchestra. 'Boys
Town' isn't as powerful on its third
week which will be up tonight
(Wed.) but at about $17,000 will be
okay, giving the Cap one of the best
profits it has drawn from a single
feature in a good, long time.

Of the fresh first runs, the strongest
are 'Room Service,' at the Rivoli,
and 'Garden of the Moon,' with Jan
Garber, at the stage-show Strand.
'Service' lopes off on its second week
today (Wed.) after smashing through
to $37,000 the first seven days with-
out benefit of a stage bill and against
a lot of in-person opposition. Mean-
time, the Strand is pushing ener-
getically toward the same figure of
$37,000 or bit over, beating the two
prior shows under its new combina-
tion policy.. 'Garden of Moon'
started out ordinarily Friday (23)
when business- was away off every-
where for some reason, but snapped
into action surprisingly, over the
weekend and holidays to push to

the $37,000 point. Picture and Gar-
ber, plus Ethel Merman, will hold
over,

Harry Gourfain, who is producing
the shows at the Strand, and Zeb
Epstein, who succeeded B. F. (Dinty)
Moore in 1 operation of the theatre,
are both conceded to be doing a
bang-up job here. Ostensibly the
Strand policy isn't putting into the
Paramount at all. It seems, on the
other hand, to be interfering with
the Roxy and State. The Roxy does
not use name bands or personalities
except on rare occasions which may
mean, the pictures being equal, that
the Strand enjoys an edge under its

b. o. in-person policy.

This week the Roxy will push to
possibly $40,000, not smash but okay,
aided by holidays, with 'Hold That
Co-Ed .' Despite the holidays, how-
ever, the State is quite disappoint-
ing at $18,500 or so with 'Three
Loves Has Nancy,' plus Benny Fields
and Block and Sully. It's apparently
a case this week where the Roxy
benefits by the picture and the State
suffers heavily from its film feature,
Fields and Block-Sully not being
enough to offset the deficiency.

'Carefree' gets but one week at the
Music Hall though it may finish at as
much as $90,000 with the good holi-
day play. 'Drums' opens tomorrow
(Thurs.).

Remnants of Broadway business
scattered. 'Wanted by Police' is out-
distancing lesser first" runs and will
get the Globe a probable $8,000,
good. Against this the Rialto fin-

ished with 'Fugitives for Night' Mon-
day night (26) at $6,500, mildish, and
Criterion is going nowhere at all

with 'Campus Confessions,' looking
less than $5,000.

'Marie Antoinette' last week (5th)
dropped to $11,200 from $15,200
scored prior week but satisfactory.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—

'Antoinette' (M-G) (6th week). Last
week (5th) went off to $11,200, com-
pared with $15,200 the previous (4th)
week.

Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—
'Boys Town' (M-G) (3d-final week).
Ends 21-day run tonight (Wed.), final

x lap looking about $17,000, okay. Sec-
ond week was around $22,000.

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Cam-
pus Confessions' (Par). Getting no-
where, under $5,000. Last week,
'Come On,. Leatherneck' (Rep),
around $5,000, also poor.

Globe (1,274; 25-40-55)—'Wanted
by Police' (Mono). This one doing
well, appearing $8,000 or there-
abouts. In ahead, 'Mr. Moto' (20th)
went to $8,300, nice.

Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Four
Daughters' (WB) (2d run) and
'Breaking the Ice' (RKO) (1st run),
doubled. This pair should get about

$9,500. Last week, 'Alexander'
(20th) (2d run), singly, did $11,000.
Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-85-99)

—'If I Were King' (Par) and Tommy
Dorsey orchestra. Opens here today
(Wed.). The third week for 'Spawn'
(Par) and Eddy Duchin was slightly
over $30,000, very good, after a sec-
ond week's take of $40,000, excel-
lent, and first of $53,000, huge profits.

Radio City Music Hall (5,980; 40-
-60-84-99-$1.65)—'Carefree' (RKO)
and stage show. ' Astaire-Rogers
musical didn't catch on big and gets
only one week; holiday helped
toward possible $90,000 which, aside
from no holdover, is good. Last
week (3d) for 'You Can't Take It'

(Col) also $90,000, picture exhibiting
great staying qualities. Total on
three weeks' run amounted to
$311,000. 'Drums' (UA) opens to-
morrow (Thurs.).

Rialto (750: 25-40-55)—'Mr. Doodle
Kicks Off' (RKO). Opened here
yesterday (Tues.). Full week for
'Fugitives for Night' (RKO) only
$6,500, no squawk but not good.

Rivoli (2,092; 25-40-55-85)—'Room
Service' (RKO) (2d week). Starts
on holdover today (Wed.) after scor-
ing pretty $37,000 first seven days,
best, for house in ages. Last week,
third for 'Letter of Introduction
(U), under $5,000, poor.
Roxy (5,836; 25-40-55-75)—'Hold

That Co-Ed' (20th) and stage show.
Football comedy got off very slowly
but picked up amazingly and may
push to $40,000, satisfactory though
not smashy. 4My Lucky Star* (20th)
picked up a bit last week but not
enough to make a vital difference,

ending at $32,500 after initial seven
days of $42,500, but agreeable profit.

•Straight, Place and Show' (20th)

opens Friday (30).

Strand (2,767; 25-55-75)—'Garden
of Moon' (WB), Ethel Merman, Jan
Garber band. Remarkable recovery
from ordinary opening will mean
$37,000 or bit over on week, best for
house since installing combination
policy month ago. Holds. Last
week, second for 'Valley of Giants'
(WB) and Ozzie Nelson, Harriet
Hilliard and Johnnie 'Scat' Davis
close to $24,000, very good.

State (3,450; : 35-55-75)—'Three
Loves' (M-G) and, on vaude bill,

Benny Fields and team of Block and
Sully. Stage show not strong
enough to make up for weakness of

feature and $18,500 looks the answer,
disappointing. In ahead, 'Sing You
Sinners' (Par) (2d run) and Duke
Ellington, under $23,000, oke but
considerably below hopes.

TOWN'-VAUDE

TOP BALTO,

$16,000

Baltimore, Sept. 27.

Strong product helping maintain

steady pace all around here. 'Boys

Town' and new" 'Musical Divertisse-

ment' stage flash at Loew's Century

fighting it out for town's lead with

combo Hipp featuring strong line-'

up of 'I Am the Law' and Ina Ray
Hutton's orch, but Tracy-Rooney film

is out front by comfortable margin.-

Nicely building is 'Sing You Sin-

ners,' which left the barrier Satur-

day night (24) and is holding up
strongly.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15-

25-35-40-55) — 'Boys Town' (M-G)
plus new 'Musical Divertissement'
stage flash. Drawing them in to
solid $16,000. Last week, second of
•Marie Antoinette' (M-G), held
nicely to $9,200 after bango opening
session of $18,900.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) 2,205;

15-25-35-40-55-65)—'Am Law' (Col)
coupled to Ina Ray Hutton's orch.
Maintaining -.teady pace to $14,000.
Last week, 'Annabel' (RKO), thanks
to strong vaude layout headed by
p.a. of Chester Morris, got satisfac-
tory $12,900.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 15-
25-35-40-55)—'Sinners' (Par). Good
$9,000. Last week. • /e days of 'Sail-
ing Along' (G-B), n.g. $2,800.
New (Mechanic) (1,558; 15-25-35-

55)—'Lucky Star' (20th) (2d week).
Mild pace to possible $3,000 ori
strength of dLvtime play after un-
eventful starting session of $4,300.
Stanley (WB) (3.250; 15-25-35-40-

55)—'Daughters' iWB) (3d Week).
Cashing in on good comment to pos-
sible $6,500 after rosy total of $22,400
for two previous weeks played.
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Henie Nice $8,500 in Mpk, Cagney

Cool $5,000, but Shearer H.O. Warm

Minneapolis, Sept. 27.

Lack of outstanding attractions,

outside of the hold-over, 'Marie An-
toinette/ and the sure-seater World
offering, 'La Boheme,' is holding
down grosses. After a succession' of

big" weeks, however, box offices can
stand the present slight recession.

Weakest of the newcomers is

'Boy Meets Girl* at the Orpheum.
•My Lucky Star' will fall behind re-

cent Sonja Henie predecessors be-
cause of its failure to make a strong

impression with critics and custom-
ers. After a sensational first week
at the State, 'Antoinette' has moved
over to the Century and continues
to click profitably.
Week-end trade was stimulated by

an influx of visitors for the Minne-
sota-Washington football game, ush-
ering in the local, gridiron season be-
fore a crowd of 48,000,

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)—

'Racket Busters* (WB) and 'Num-
bers' (20th), dual. In for entire Week
and en route to good $1,500. Last
week 'Gladiator* (Col) and 'Sky
Giant* (RKO), $1,800, good.
Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 25-

35-40)—'Antoinette' (M-G). Moved
here after smash biz in its initial

canto at the State. Still hitting on
all cylinders and reaching toward
fine $7,000. Last week, 'Carey's
Chickens' (RKO), $4,200, mild.
Orpheam (Par-Singer) (2,800; 25-

35-40)—'Boy Meets Girl' (WB). Crit-

ics rate it better than play seen here
last season but biz not there. Light
$5,000 in prospect. Last week
•Algiers* (UA), $7,500, good.

State (Par-Singer) (2,300; 25-35-
40)—'Lucky Star' (20th). Scandina-
vians here not turning out in antici-

pated numbers for this one and
Maybe Sonja Henie's slipping locally
at the box office, though mixed opin-
ions regarding picture undoubtedly
most important influence on gross.
Good $8,500 indicated. Last week
•Antoinette' (M-G), $12,000, very big.
Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)—'Vice

Trust' (Indie). Playing up sensa-
tionalism. Climbing toward big
$1,600. Last week 'Down Stretch'
(M-G) (reissue), $700, fair.

Uptown (Par) (1,200; 25-35)—
•Andy Hardy* (M-G). Gaining mo-
mentum and likely to top fine $3,000.
Last week 'Yank at Oxford' (M-G),
$2,500, nice.
World (Steffes) (290; 25-35-40-55)

—'La Boheme' (Foreign). Built to
order for house that caters to car-
riage trade. Jan Kiepura a magnet
here, and picture is likely to run
several weeks. Gobd $1,800 indi-
cated. Last week 'Limberlost'
Mono), $300, poor, in four days.

GABIE-LOY 17G.

AROUSES BUFF.

week, 'Sinners' (Par), good $6,300.
Liberty (Stan) (1,200; 20-25)—

'Tough Guy' (U) and 'Men Pools'
(WB). No better than $2,000, below
average. Last week, 'Poor Man'
(M-G) and 'Prison Break' (U), split

with 'Born' (WB) and 'Meet Girl'

(20th), poor $1,800.
Midwest (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—

'Carefree' (RKO). Will cop good
$6,000. Last week, 'Boys Town'
(M-G), swelled to good $5,900.

State (Noble) (1,100; 20-25)—
'Music Mountain' (Rep) and 'I Cover
Waterfront' (UA). Should pull aver-
age $2,500. Last week, 'Star Born'
(UA) and 'Leathernecks' (Rep), cold

$1,800
Tower (Stan) (1,100; 25-35)—

'Boys Town' (M-G). Following one
week at Midwest, should get nice

$3,000. Last week, 'Antoinette' (M-G)
(2d run), failed to make par at $2,000.

HOT' STEAMING

TO $16,

INK.C.

erage draw, $4,500 In seven days.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40)

—'Daughters' (FN). In couple of
days -early and set to hold eight
days. Long week looks for $7,800
good. Last week 'Clitterhouse' (FN),
$5,000, fair.

Tower ^Fox-Midwest) (2,200; 10-
35-55)—'Co-Ed' (20th) with Johnny
Perkins heading vaude. Take very
light, $7,000. Last week 'Freshman
Year' ,(U) and Benny Goodman's
band jammed in the jitterbugs for a
new house record at $19,500.
Uptown (Fox-Midwest) (1,200; 10-

25-40)—'Dracula' (U) and 'Frank-
enstein' (U) (reissues). Eclipsing
everything of past two years, $6,300.
phenomenal. Last week 'Alexander'
(20th), in third week here and fifth

in town, satisfactory $3,000.

Guild Stands Pat

(Continued from page 5)

Buffalo, Sept. 27.
Too Hot to Handle' is all of that

fit the Buffalo and looks to bring in
the best business in town for the
current stanza. Elsewhere grosses
are moderate.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)—

•Hot Handle' (M-G). Gable-Loy
should get best gross in months,
probably $1-7,000. Last week, 'Sin-
ners' (Par), slightly under estimates
although okay at $11,300.
Century (Shea) (3,000; 25-35)—

•Spawn* (Par) (2d run). Nine days
for "this and looks good $6,500. Last
week, 'Kid' (Rep) and 'Fugitives for
Night' (RKO), five-day double fea-
ture struck fair $4,700.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50)

—'Antoinette* (M-G) (2d week).
Holdover does not look particularly
strong, probably fair $7,500. Last
week, first, fine $14,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 25-40)—'Co-

Ed* (20th) and 'Mr. Moto' (20th).
Good $6,000. Last week, 'Actress*
(WB), weak $4,800.
Lafayette (Ind) (3,300; 25-35)—'G

Men Step In' (Col) and 'Gladiator*
(Col). Looks like fair $7,500. Last
week, 'Am Law* (Col) and 'Show
On' (G-B), neat $9,800.

ASTAIRE-ROGERS, 'CO-ED'

OK $6,000 EACH IN 0. C.

«« m?1^0013 Clty- Sep*- 27-
•Hold That Co-Ed,* at Criterion,

and 'Carefree,' at Midwest, are both
paced for good $6,000. 'Boys Town'
shifted to Tower for second stanza
after swell $5,900 at the Midwest last
week.
State fair, in town all this week,

should hypo i>. o.s with large out-
state crowds.

Estimates for This Week
Criterion (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)

•-'Co-Ed' (20th). Good $6,000. Last

Kansas City, Sept. 27.

Line-up of films shows sturdy at-

tractions, with Gable-Loy combo in

'Too Hot to Handle' at Midland over-
shadowing. Film started bullishly

at top-notch pace, but is figured to

ease off somewhat due to negative
word-of-mouth.
Orpheum and Newman broke up

their customary opening day poli-

cies to bring in new films on mid-
week dates. Single featured, both
'Four Daughters' and 'Sing You Sin-
ners' are showing sufficient strength
to hold out for extra days. At
Tower, where recent attention has
been concentrated on vaude names,
it's the film which shows the major
draught this week.
Annual Jubilesta closed Sunday

(25), giving show business back to
the theatres, although most man-
agers agree the event has been good
for business in general. In the face
of it, Benny Goodman set a new
house record at the Tower last week.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox-Midwest) (820; 15-

25-40-55)—'Lucky Star' (20th)., Took
over in middle of week and looks
like first eight days will get $6,000,
good. Last week 'Letter' (U), gave
out in its fifth day of second week;
$2,500 in short week only fair.

Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40k
—'Hot Handle' (M-G) and 'Lady Ob-
jects' (Col). Headed for $16,000, very
good. At this pace will shade pre-
vious week's take. Last week 'Boys
Town' (M-G) and 'Danger on Air'
(U) big $15,500.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10-

25-40)—'Sinners' (Par). Soloing with
a mid-week opening. Looks like
nine-day run at least and chalking
up $7,500, nice. Last week 'Boy
Girl' (FN) proved less than an av-

theory that there i: no likely ma-
terial for such a sizable investment.

No Coi*. LLortage

There is no shortage of coin in

legit, the playwrights claim. On the

contrary, there is a shortage of suit-

able scripts. There are a number of

producers who have backing, but
can't find satisfactory scripts, but no
known cases of producers with likely

scripts unable to obtain backing. On
that theory, additional coin would
merely encourage the production of

unsuitable scripts and thereby in-

crease the percentage of flops, but
would not bring about any increase

in the number of hits. According to

the authors, flops hurt the theatre,

r.jt help it. Fo* another thing, it is

argued that the period of frenzied
production several seasons ago, when
some of the leading managers had
huge chunks of picture coin for use
over periods of a full season or
more, led to all jorts of extremes in

lavish production and costly flops,

but contributed little to the good of

the theatre as a whole.
Only signs of a possible future re-

turn of Hollywood money to legit

are what is viewed as a slowly grow-
ing restlessness among picture execs
and the • undeveloped plan being
worked out by a joint committee of
studios and Guild reps. As for the
former, some persons in position to

know claim that it is meiely a ques-
tion of time before the Hollywood
enC. will grow tired of trying to wait
out Broadway. Whe. . the studio
heads are Convinced that legit can
get along without them and that no
concessions will be made, they will

resume Broadway financing, it is

thought. However, that is merely
an unsupported theory and shows no
visible sign of coming to pass.

As regards the plan being consid-
ered by Hollywood and Guild reps,

this was suggested almost a year ago
by John Wharton, theatrical attor-

ney. Fact that both the picture end
and the Guild reps have worked so
long without beini able to settle on
a plan is viewed as evidence that
the idea is extremely difficult and
complex. On the other hand, the
fact that both groups are still work-
ing indicates they believe it has pos-
sibilities.

'Hot Handle Terrific $20,000 Despite

Frisco Crix; Drums Loud $12,

San Francisco, Sept. 27.

'Too Hot to Handle,' with Clark
Gable and Myrna Loy, is pretty hot

stuff at the Warfield. Gable and Loy
always have been plenty potent at
the b.o., although not treated kindly
by the crix in this opus.

•Drums,' Korda's Technicolor pic-
ture, at the United Artists, got off
to a noisy start following nine weeks
of 'Algiers' at this house. A second
Technicolor picture, 'Valley of the
Giants,' is faring fairly well at the
Fox. Paramount, Orpheum and St.
Francis all have holdovers.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75)—

'Giants' (WB) and 'Meet' Girls'
(20th). Technicolor treatment has
given this old-fashioned story a mod-
ern touch, Which is helping to put it

over. Geared for $16,000, nice. Last
week, 'Daughters' (WB) and 'Higgins
Family' (Rep) slipped a bit and
ended week with $16,500.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55)

—'Annabel' (RKO) and Maxine Sul-
livan on stage. Latter getting

-

a >big
buildup in ads and largely respon-
sible for most of biz this week, which
looks like $14,000, average. Last
week, 'Rackets' (RKO) with Pinky
Tomlin on the stage, average $14,000.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-55)—

'Am Law' (Col) and 'Freshman Ro-
mance' (U) (3d wk.). Biz skidded
so badly in third week that Manager

Hal Neides had to yank this bill two
days earlier than intended and rush
in 'Youth Takes Fling' (U) and 'City
Streets' today (Tues.). Latter two
pictures will now run nine days in-
stead of seven-day stretch. For five
days 'Law' and 'Romance' will be
lucky to get $3,000. Last week (2d),
v.g. $8,000 after first big week.
Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 35-55-

75)—'Has Nancy' (MG) and 'Actress'
(WB) (2d wk.). New Janet Gaynor
picture with Bob Montgomery and
Franchot Tone a honey. Holdover
stint will get around $9,000. Last
week, great $16,000:

St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 35-55-
75)—'Daughters' (WB) and 'Higgins
Family' (Rep). Hopeful of $6,000.
good. Last week (5th), 'Alexander'
(20th), strong $5,500.
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-

55-65). 'Drums' (UA). Crix raved
about Technicolor treatment of
'Drums' and liked its star, 'Sabu,'
who made a p.a. here last week. Big
$12;0Q0- is anticipated. Last week
(9th) 'Algiers' closed with good
$3,500.
Warfield (F-WC) (2,680; 35-55-75)—

•Hot to Handle' (MG). Headed for
terrific $20,000, big money these days.
Twenty-four sheet posters have been
up so long on this picture th?*-.-"*^*-?

was some danger of it p<- -
'

when it finallv
week, 'Co-v r •:*

(RepV *

Kyser-loon Sock (32,000 as All

Pitt B.0.s Boom; Handle' Hot $20,000

Canadian Sex Campaign

Ties In 'Damaged Goods'
Vancouver, Sept. 27.

For first time on record, govern-

ment authorities came through with
whole-hearted endorsement of a sex

picture when 'Damaged Goods'
played the Plaza here. Highly con-

servative English-type government
consistently refuses any tieup which
has suggestion of commercial angle,

but this picture played in too nicely

with the current campaign against

sex diseases to be passed up.

Resulting endorsements from Pro-
vincial Board of Health, Parent
Teachers Federation, and other
prominent, bodies engaged in social

work put the picture over to excel-

lent grosses .on its two-week run at

this independent deluxer.

GABLE-LOY BIG

12G IN INDPLS.

Indianapolis, Sept. 27.

Business continues above normal
for this time of year and is sur-
passing last season's figures for the
same period here. 'Too Hot to Han-
dle,' at Loew's, is turning in a sock-
eroo session to lead the downtown
houses by a healthy margin. In the
runner-up slot is Gene Krupa and
his band at the Lyric in combination
with 'Meet the Girls.'

'Four Daughters,' at the Circle, is

managing to build to fairly decent
figures after a slow start. Apollo
trails in the moderate class with
'Hold That Co-Ed.'

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Katz-Dolle) (1,100; 25-30-

40)—'Co-Ed' (20th). Plunged in

newspaper ad space, but take is only
fairish. at $3,400. Last week, 'Racket
Busters' (WB), lukewarm $3,000.

Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 25-30-

40)—'Daughters' (WB) and 'Missing

Guest' (U). Disappointing, although
satisfactory at $6,000. Last week.
•Carefree' (RKO) and 'Sky Giant'

(RKO), $7,800, good.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)—

'Hot Handle' (M-G). Gable-Loy
team powerful magnet here with
gross at $12,000, very big. Last week,
•Boys' Town' (M-G) and 'Lady Ob-
jects' (Col), also $12,000, socko.

Lyric (Olson) (1,900; 25-30-40)—
'Meet Girls' (20th) and Gene Krupa
hand on stage. Latter credited with
drawing $10,000, good. Last week,
'Four's Crowd' (WB) and vaude,

$9,800, plenty okay.

PROJECTIONISTS BONE

UP ON TELEVISION

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.

New fad among the members of

the Projectionists' Union turned up
here last week. Theatre reel-twid-

dlers are going in heavily for a
course in television operation being
offered by RCA-Victor at its plant in

Camden. Lessons cost $25 per series

of five, which includes necessary
text books.
Boy Scouts at heart, the projec-

tionists have been repeatedly
warned that visio will be here in two
years, and they're being prepared.

Power Off, 3 Illinois

Towns Darken Cinemas
St. Louis, Sept. 27..

Picture theatres in Murphysboro,
Carbondale and West Frankfort, 111.,

were darkened last week when van-
dals blew up a 75-foot transformer
tower with dynamite charges near
Murphysboro. The tower carries
juice generated by the Central Illi-

nois Public Service Co. 12 miles
from Murphysboro and the energy
is transmitted to the Western United
Gas & Electric Co. which distrib-
utes it.

Repairs were quickly made for
Carbondale and West' Frankfort con-
sumers but Murphysboro was with-
out juice until the next a. m.

Small Gets 'Duke' Away
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Edward Small got his long delayed
'Duke of West Point' under w^v
General Service studjp"
Haywprr* ~

Pittsburgh, Sept. 27.

Town's biggest weekend in years,

what with Sesqui celebration vind-
ing up in a mammoth parade, Pitt

footballers uncorking grid campaign
at Stadium and pennant-bound Pi.

rates closing home season, almost
doubled normal population and in-

flux reflected beautifully at down-
town b.o.s. Looks like the top stanza

here in several months, with every-

body cashing in.

Way out in front of pack is* Stan-

ley, with Kay Kyser's band and
'Garden of Moon,' flirting with house

record and a sure thing to come out

with a new high here for band shows.

Also hot is 'Too Hot to Handle' at

Penn, steaming along in great fash-

ion with 'Boys Town' at Warner,

after great session at Penn, heading

.

for a five-figure medley and likely to

stick another seven days.

Estimates for This Week
Alvln (Harris) (1,850: 25-35-50)—

'Place and Show' (20th). Off a bit

on tag end of week, but, coasting

through on great four-day start and
should wind up pretty close to $8,500,

good but not quite strong enough to

rate h.o. ' House gets 'You Can't
Take It With You' (Col) Thursday
(29) for a run, with legit version
opening against it at Nixon four days
later. Last week, 'Gladiator* (Col)

and 'Reformatory' (Col), poor $5,300.

Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,700; 25-40)

'Lucky Star' (20th) (2d wk). Gen-
erally healthy condition of town giv-

ing Henie flicker break and attrac-

tion looks to wind up with around
$5,000, or slightly better. Last week,
'Star' went to $7,000, good, but a loss

over takes of Henie in past.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300: 25-35-50)

'Hot Handle' (M-G). Gable-Loy
combo spreading itself nicely in ac-

tion-packed comedy meller and
should have no trouble waltzing
through with pretty close -to $20,000.

Ordinarilv a h;o. figure for second
week at Warner, but 'Boys Town' do-
ing so well at latter soot it may stay
over again and edge 'Hot' out. Last
week. 'Boys Town' (M-G), terrific

$26,500.
Stanley (WB) (3.600; 25-40-60)—

•Garden Moon', (FN) and Kay Ky-
ser's band. Sensational's the word
for Kyser. Two years ago WB de-
luxer wouldn't take him for $2,500.

Now he's the biggest thine house has
ever had in a band. Shooting at
$32,000 mark, a new high for orch
shows, and with any kind of break
may even forge ahead of Judy Gar-
land's $33,000 to set a new Stanley-
record for current scale. Last week,
'Giants' (WB) and Jan Garber's
band, only $15,000, a big disappoint-
ment.
Warner (WB) (2,000: 25-35-50)—

'Boys Town* (M-G). Moved after
great week at Penn and still has
plenty of stuff left. Paced for $10,000
and may go above that to snatch big-
gest h.o. biz site has ever had. prob-
ably will stay another week. Last
week. 'Rich Man* (M-G) and 'Booloo*
(Par), pretty terrible at $3,800 in
eight days.

MARX BROS. BIG

$14,500 IN WASH.

Washington, Sept. 27.

'Four Daughters,' which rode in on
push from the crix after opening
new nabe house week before down-
town debut, is easy leader this week.
Everything doing okay, with 'Room
Service' and third stanza of 'Marie
Antoinette' pleasantly surprising.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 25-35r40-

66)—'Lucky Star' (2Cth) and vaude.
No-name vaude li'.lle help and Sonja
Henie alone won't get over fair $17,-

000. Last week 'Boys Town' (M-G)
and 'National Barn Dance' on stage,

smash $33,000.
*

Columbia (Loew) (1,242; 25-40)—
'Alexander' (20th) (2d run). Second
week of reoeat after two weeks up
street getting nice $4,000. Last week
same pic built to swell $7,300.

Earle (WB) (2,216; 25-35-40-66)—
'Daughters' (WB) and vaude. Bally
and reviews plus Wayne Morris on
stage leading town with nice $19,000.

Last week 'Giants' (WB) and Ben
Bernie's orch to good $10,500.

Keith's. (RKO) (1,830; 35-55)—
'Room Service' (RKO). Big $14,500.

Last week 'Annabelle' (RKO), lasted

six days for passable $5,000.
Met (WB) (1,600; 25-40)—'Actress'

(WB). In smaller WB house and
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Coliseum, Once Ace London Vauder,

In Successful Comeback; Names Set

London, Sept. 19.

The Coliseum, once the ace Lon-

don vaudeville house, which has had

imany policies recently, mostly to

crippled results, has gone back to its

first love. Now in its fourth week

ox vaude, house is paying dividends.

Management claims it's not just

another stopgap till something bet-

ter comes along, but a determined

effort to again put vaudeville on the

map here. To prove it, operators

©re reported to have signed acts well

into next year.

Some of the acts already reported

to have been lined up are Molly
Picon, Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon,

Stanley Holloway, Elsie and Doris

"Waters, Evelyn Laye, Morton
Downey, Eddie Peabody, Forsythe,

Seamon and Farrell, Lecuona Boys,

currently playing the Casino, Monte
Carlo. Negotiations pending for

Beatrice L.illie, Maurice Chevalier,

Sally Rand, Simone Simon, Grock,
Eric Blore, the Comedy Harmonists,
Gladys Cooper and Philip Merivale.

WILLIAMS PLAY'S GOOD

RECEPTION IN LONDON

London, Sept 27.

The Corn Is Green' opened . at

the Duchess theatre last Tuesday
(20) to acclaim of the press. Play,

by Emlyn Williams, will probably be
tiis greatest success to date.

Twentieth-Fox reported dickering
for the film rights.

'Goodbye, Mister Chips,' opening
at the Shaftesbury, Sept. 23, is a
quiet adaptation of the novel. Show
la beautifully played but plot is

anemic.
'Paprika' closed Sept. 24 after nine

flays. 'Idiot's Delight' is closing Oct. 8.

Hoyts Shows $300,000

.

Profit in Aussie for Yr.

Sydney, Sept. 8.

Hoyts* exhibitor circuit will show
ft profit of about $300,000 for the
year ending June 30, about $85,000

less than in the preceding 12-month
period. Earnings rated a tribute to

Charles Munro's capable direction,

particularly since many exhibitors

were badly pressed during this pe-
riod.

Probably the toughest break the

circuit received was the outbreak of

Infantile paralysis, which cost ex-

hibitors plenty in Brisbane and Mel-
bourne. The 150th anniversary cele-

brations and cricket air returns from
England also cut into the boxoffice.

Hoyts is well supplie^with Amer-
ican product, most of it under long-

term contract. Under Munro, neigh-

borhood theatre construction con-

tinued in addition to considerable

renovating.

2 Aussie Chains Compete

In Valentino Pix Reissues
Sydney, Sept. 8.

"When Stuart F. Doyle secured dis-

tribution rights in Australia for the

Rudolph Valentino picture, 'Son of

Sheik,' reissue, it's reported he ex-
pected to be alone with this type of

oldie. After Hoyts' executives saw
the picture and made a deal with
Doyle, it had been set to premiers
Jxere Sept. 3.

Greater Union officials, however,
lined up reissue of Valentino's The
Sheik,' through Paramount. Result
was that rivals of G.U.T. found
heavy opposition when they opened
'Son of Sheik,' with the Par reissue
&>ing in same day. Trade is afraid

that splitting of biz may hurt both
Circuits.

Marcus Revue Does

Big Biz in Cape Town
Cape Town, Sept. 9.

A. B. Marcus revue 'La Vie Paree,'
In its third week at the Alhambra
here,, under direction of African Con-
solidated Theatres, is doing capacity.
Something novel for So. Africa is

the 'Curtain of Steam,' manipulated
through pipes laid along the front
of the stage. It staggers audiences.
Ren McAtree, show's comedian, is a
Dig click.

Final week starts Monday (12)
with 'Marcus Follies' of 1938.*

French Exporters Seek

Outlet in So. Africa
Johannesburg, Sept. 12.

. Union of French Film Exporters is

anxious to crash into the South Afri-
can market, two films having gone
into this country from France this
year. American and British pictures
have dominated thus far. France has
60 to 70 features available for ex-
port annually.
Because only $5,000 to $7,500 is be-

ing asked for French features.
French Film Exporters may be able
to obtain some business here.

JAPS EASE BAN

ON GERMANY

Tokyo, Sept. 4.

American distributors here are

still sitting tight waiting for the gov-

ernment either to let down the bars

or continue the ban which would

mean the end of their business in

Japan. Embargo on films has been
in force for a year and a majority
of distribs have given up hope and
are laying plans to quit the country.
However, a ray of hope came this

week when the government an-
nounced that about $125,000 worth
of German pictures would be al-

lowed to enter the country via Man*
choukuo, which recently made a
trade pact with Germany on the
barter system, with films included.

Understood that UFA will distribute

through Towa Shoji and Tobis via

Cocco Film Distributing Co. Also
announced that a similar deal is

under way with the Italian govern-
ment.
Americans take the attitude that

admission of European pictures on
any basis, to the exclusion of U. S.

productions, is discrimination, even
if based on barter arrangement.
Might be made basis for pressure
from the American government but
distributors are not too hopeful.

Aside from a few weak American
films, present releases, all are Eu-
ropean, with French in majority.

Lillie, Paul Draper Set

For London Cafe Dates
London, Sept. 19.

Beatrice Lillie's return to the Cafe
de Paris Sept. 12 was so successful
that Martinus Poulsen, who's also
part owner of the Embassy Club, has
booked her into the latter for the re-
opening Sept. 26, when she goes in
for three weeks, doubling the first

week from the Cafe.
Then is replaced at the Cafe by

Paul Ddaper. Latter is slated to

open in November at the Waldorf-
Astoria, New York.

Budapest Hits London

Daily's Attack on Poor

Pay (or Players in Stix

Budapest, Sept. 15.

Article in the London Observer
about the distress of theatrical com-
panies in the Hungarian provinces
has brought repercussions here. Al-
though there's no denying the Ob-
server's story, Hungarian papers re-
sent criticism of cultural conditions
without being acquainted with local
circumstances.

Average salary of provincial ac-
tors and actresses is $60 a month,
but most of them earn no more than
$25 to $35. Stars' salaries in Buda-
pest have recently been fixed at a
maximum of $25 per performance
for an actress and $20 for an actor.
There are few exceptions to this
rule, however. Actresses, too, must
provide their own clothes. Provincial
hotel and restaurant keepers calcu-
late fabulously low prices for mem-
bers of the profession. A restaurant
proprietor in one town supplies 'two-
for-one' menus for players, a meal
for two persons for 25c. Similar
arrangements exist everywhere, but,
nevertheless, the life of a touring
company in Hungary is a perpetual
struggle. In Kecskemet, a big agri-
cultural town about two hours by
rail from Budapest, there were 15
at the opening performance of a
touring company recently;

When a newspaperman from Kecs-
kemet asked Sir Anthony Eden for
an interview some days after the
appearance of the article, the latter
is said to ,have answered that he
didn't care to talk to anyone from
a city that was so indifferent to
dramatic art.

Denmark's Amus. Taxes

Up 5%—$2,090,000 in All

Washington, Sept. 27.

Tax haul from amusements ,in

Denmark hit $2,090,000, a 5% rise,

with film houses contributing three-

quarters of .the .total, .Commerce .De?.

partment learned last week. Take
for the fiscal year 1936-37 was upv

$71,500. Fatter return from the cur-

rent year is anticipated, American
commercial attache at Copenhagen
reports. Estimate is $2,224,000.

Film houses forked over $1,628,000

of the 1936-37 sum and were chiefly

responsible for the gain in total re-

ceipts. Theatrical performances
were fewer but yielded about the

same amount <_s in the prior year.

Remainder came from circuses, which
paid $39,600, up 6%, despite decline

in performances. Little change in

revenues from vaudeville' shows,
dances, races, etc.

Current London Plays
(With Dates When Opened)

'French Without Tears,' Criterion—Nov.
6, '3«.

•Robert's Wife.' Olobp-Nov. 23, '37.

'Me and My Girl,' Victoria Palace—Dec.
16 '3T
•Nine" Sharp.' T,lttle-Jai). 20, '38.

'Jdlot's Delight.' Apollo-Murch 22, '38.

'Wild Ottts.' Princess— April J3, '38.

'Banana Rldice,' Strfehd— April 27. '38.

'Glorious Morning,* Whitehall, May 26,

•3S.

•Spring Meeting,' Ambassador — May 31,
'39.

'hot's Wire.' Aldwyr-h—June 10.

'Comedienne,' Hixymnrket—June 1(1.

'She Too Was Youn ,' Wyndham's—Aug.
1(1. -

'The Fleet's I-.lt t'p,' Hippodrome—Aug.
17.

'George and Margaret, ' Piccadilly—Aug.
30.
Thmi fitialt Not,' Playhouse—Aug. 31.

'Cunning Jtlol,' Gaiety—Aug. 31.

'Ii'iashing Stream,' Lyric—Sept. 1.

'Itoitm tor Two,' Comedy—Kept. 6.

'Tol>l:i3 and the Angel,'- St. Martin's—
Sept. (>.

'The r.ast Trump,' Duke of York's—Sept.
13.

'Penr Olnpus.' Queens—Sept. 14.

'Ili'iii'v V," Drurv J.:tne—Sept. 17.

'Tli*> Chin la Green,' Duchess- Sept. 20.

'Gi).i'l'>>e, .Mr. (.'hips,' yhattesbury—Sept.

Kid Vacash Ups Sydney;

Melbourne Fair, NX OK

Sydney, Sept. 8.

With the kiddies on two-week
vacation, biz all over town took a
decided uplift, despite mild out-
break of flu. 'Snow White' (RKO)
continuing strong In 15th week.
'Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm'
(20th) looks a cinch and 'Kidnapped'
(20th) likewise. 'Girl of Golden
West' (M-G) strong with the
femmes, but 'Yellow jack* (M-G)
concluded a very mild three weeks.
'You and Me' (Par) is decidedly
weak, with The Texans' (Par)
slated for run. 'We're Going to Be
Rich' (20th) and 'Owd Bob' (G-B)
very popular, but 'Of Human Hearts'
(M-G) not so hot. Three Blind
Mice' (20th) started nicely. Uni
will bring in 'Rage of Paris.' 'Ro-
mance for Three' (M-G) and 'Return
of Arsene Lupin '(M-G) okay. 'Ras-
cals' (20th) and 'Port of Seven Seas'
(M-G) same.

Melbourne, Sept. 8.

Nothing really hot here. Metro's
'Yank at Oxford' looks to be the best
currently. Rest includes 'Four Men'
(20th), 'Dead End' (UA), 'Broken
Melody' (BEF), 'Boy of Streets'
(BEF), 'Hollywood Hotel' (WB),
'Cocoanut Grove' Par), 'Kate Plus
Ten' (G-B) and 'Sailing Along'
(G-B).

Auckland, N. Z., Sept. 8.

Dandy lineup set for Auckland,
Wellington, Dunedin and Christ-
church. Yanks have the most say
with 'Rosalie* (M-G), 'Vivacious
Lady' (RKO), Three Comrades'
(M-G), 'Blockade' (UA), 'Baroness
and Butler' (20th), 'Stolen Heaven'
(Par),' 'Goldwyn Follies' (UA) and
'Varsity Show' (WB)

.

Tomack-Reis Bros. May
H,0. After London Click

London, Sept. 27.

Sid Tomack and Reis Bros., who
opened at Ciro's to big reception,

will probably be held over.

Club toqk in $5,000 opening night,

breaking record for the nitery.

Many British Theatre Operators

Seen Defaulting on Expiring Quota

Women' Gives 2 Shows

At Premiere in Oslo
Oslo, Sept 17.

Something new in legit here with
Charles Booth's The Women' play-

ing two performances night of re-

cent premiere here. Shows were
put on at 7

:
00 and 10:00, first being

a sellout and second only slightly

less.

John Borgen's adaptation to the

Norwegian appears to have lost

nothing, laughs being spontaneous
and many lines heavily applauded.
Settings were excellent.

SHANGHAI ROW

ON FILM RENTS

Shanghai, Sept. 12.

Wrangle over product between the

majority on Film Board of Trade
here and Asia Theatres, Inc., is

blamed for the shuttering of the

Metropol theatre, distributors refus-

ing to allocate more pictures. Dis-

pute is over new contracts for 1939

product as well as features still un-
released for current season. New
Asia Theatres, controlling first-run

houses, refuses 'to pay 50% film

rental asked on top pictures.

Asia Theatres, Inc., was organized

this summer, being an amalgamation
of three Shanghai companies for op-,

erating purposes. It's Chinese-owned
but has an American charter. Cir-

cuit has. reduced newspaper adver-
tising 40% but publishers are threat-

ening higher rates to get even.

Understood that houses under Asia
Theatres have only about three

month's supply of product, much of

it several years old,
.
Warner Bros,

thus far has not discontinued sup-
ply but Universal is expected to join

other distributors in firm front. Dis-

tribs appear willing to handle lesser

product for next season on 1938 basis

but want 50% rental on features.

Fifteen 1938 features, including
'Old Chicago' (20th), «Young in

Heart' (UA) 'Test Pilot' (M-G), 'The
Texans' (Par) and 'Marie Antoinette'

(M-G) remain in distributors' vaults.

Representatives of eight major
U. S. companies believe business will

slip off this winter because of rate

of exchange, distributors getting only
about half the dollar revenue com-
pared with nine months ago. They
also fear that business in Hankow
will be badly crippled if Japanese
capture the city. Reimport duties at
Canton, Peiping and Tientsin in-

crease costs as do separate censor
• fee's

BLACKPOOL HAS WORST

SEASON IN 30 YEARS

London, Sept. 17.

Blackpool, the second important
entertainment center in England and
its biggest summer resort, which, al-

though having a population of
123,000, manages to cater to 7,000,000
visitors annually, is in the doldrums.
Main reasons for the drop are said

to be the general lull in the cotton
industry, affecting the pull from such
important manufacturing towns as
Manchester, Leeds and Bradford,
and the Glasgow Exhibition, which
has drawn many who ordinarily go
to the resort. Said to have been the
worst season in 30 years.

Hutchinson to S. Africa

After Central, S. America

Cape Town, Sept. 12.

W. J. Hutchinson, 20th-Fox foreign
manager, is due here Oct. 15 for a
check on developments in South
Africa, according to Otto W. Bolle.
managing director for 20th-Fox in
South Africa. He's stopping off first

in Central and South America.

Hutchinson will survey conditions
here for about six weeks. Will go
back to U. S. via London after hav-
ing fulfilled his plan of visiting every
20th-Fox distribution outlet in the
world.

London, Sept. 20.

Last year of old quota setup is

due to expire here next week and

original Films Act will go out of ex-

istence with hundreds of exhib

scalps on its belt Expectation is,

when returns are made to Board of

Trade, that very large proportion of

theatre operators here will have de-

faulted on their last commitment by
showing under-stipulated percentage

of domestic product.

New law, which came into force

last April, granted last-minute relief

to exhibs by scissoring their quota

from 20 to 15%. Otherwise, prac-

tically all theatres would have failed

to reach the required total. Official

figures indicate there was well in

excess of the minimum available,

but so much was of inferior quality,

either from home studios or from
Empire outposts, that many exhibs

preferred to . gamble on exemption
permits instead of putting over prod-
uct that would disgrace their screens.

Nevertheless, many theatres will

be under the quota, though it is not

expected Board of Trade will take

any action • to penalize them. Old
law is on the skids, anyway, and
it would be difficult to enforce fines

under a piece of legislation that no
longer existed.

Relief of 5% certainly eased situa-

tion for many, but in areas where
competish is stiff, indie operators

were unable to make up. All worth-
while British product automatically

goes into the major circuits, so the

rest are left with the alternative of

showing rubbish quickies, playing

second runs of better pictures or

frankly' falling down.

Meantime, under new setup, situ-

ash appears very much eased, with
hardly a quickie production having
been seen under the present code.

Nearly all British films screened
lately have rated better than ordi-

nary and estimates locally put the

quantity of local production well

above the 12%% minimum the Act
demands. That has been due to fact

that number of U.S. imports are be-

low the average, with only around
200 having arrived over a half-year

period. If Hollywood increases ex-
ports (there are usually around 600

U.S. films played here annualy), lo-

cal studios ..will have to work fast

to keep in step.

But while actual production, which
reckons multiple credits in its com-
putations, is up, there's no guaran-
tee to indies that they will be able

to play their quota. Most of the

usable domestic films are naturally

already booked by the circuits and
indies will have no choice but to

play second runs or default. In the

latter case, they could not expect the

lenient treatment they are getting

under the old law.
Position is that in remoter areas,

where competish is not stiff, there

are enough films for all, but in the

industrial cities, and in uptown sec-

tions of this city, so many theatres

are throat-cutting each other that

it would need at least twice-the leg-

islated production to provide pic-

tures for everybody.

16-ACT, 3-H0UR VAUDE

FOR 25c IN LONDON

London, Sept. 19.

Harry Kaufman, local 10%er, has
hit on new style of vaudeville enter-
tainment. Has leased the Grand the-
atre, Clapham, which has been starv-
ing for years, and is presenting 16
acts, twice daily. It's three hours
entertainment for 25c. top at matinees
and 50c. top evenings. Acts are not
billed, but sometimes include well-
known standards of bygone days.
House doing well, taking in around

$4,000 weekly, good for this old spot.
Agent is also giving away prizes.

Hoyts in Theatre Deal
Brisbane, Sept. 27.

Deal is under way whereby Hoyts
circuit would secure a major in-
terest in two ace- theatres in Bris-
bane, through Dan Carroll, an ex-
hibitor. This may lead later to a
major link in Queensland territory
with the important Birch, Carroll
and Coyle chain, which has about 10
theatres.

Not revealed but understood that
two film houses sought are the Win-
ter Garden and New Majesty.
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FREDRIC MARCH'and VIRGINIA BRUCE
Stars with popular appeal— in the most appealing roles of their careers!
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HOLD THAT CO-ED
(WITH SONGS)

20th-Fox release of David Hempstead
production. Features John Barrymore,

Ceorge Murphy, Marjorle Weaver. Joan

t)aviB, Jack Haley and Georgo Uaibler. Di-

rected by George Marshall, Story, Karl
Tunberg and Don Ettllnger: adaptation,

Tunberg, EtHlnger and .Tuck Yellen; songs,

Mack Gordon, Harry Revel. Lew Pollack,

Lew Drown, Sidney Clnre. Jule Styne ami

Nick Castle; dances. Nick Castle: editor.

Louis Loeffler; photography, Itobf rt Planck.

At Roxy, N. Y.. week Sept. 23, '38. Run-
ning time, «0 mins.
Governor John Bnrrymore
Busty Geoi-fte Murphy
Marjorle Marjorle Weaver
Lizzie Olsen Joan Davis

Wilbur Jaolt Haley
Breckenrldge George Darbler

Bdle Kuth ret™
Dean Fletcher Donald Meok
Dink Johnny Downs
Slapsy Fnu' Hur!lt

Mike. :
Gulnn Williams

The Twins , Brewster Twins
Sylvester Bill Benedict

Steve •. Frank Sully

Coach Burl: ..Charles Wilson
Spencer Gloitn Morris

Miss Weatherby Dora Clement
President Russell Hicks

There Goes My Heart
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

United Artists release of Hal Roach pro-
duction. Stars Fredrlo March and Vir-
ginia Bruce. Directed by Norman Z. Mc-
Leod. Screenplay by Eddie Moran and
Jack Jevne fromrorlglnal Idea by Ed Sulli-

van Camera, Norbert Urodlne; editor,

William Terhune: eltects, Roy Seawrlght;
music, Marvin Hutley. Previewed at Grau-
man's Chinese. Hollywood, Sept. 23, '38.

Running time, 81 mlns.
Bill Spencer Fredrlc March
Joan Butterfleld... Virginia Uruce
Peggy O'Brien Patsy Kelly
Pennypepper Alan Mowbray
Dorothy Moore Nancy Carroll

Mr. Stevens Eugene Pallette
Cyrus Butterfleld laude Gllllngwater
Flash Fisher Arthur Lake
Hinckley Etlenne Glrnrdot
Detective O'Brien Robert Armstrong
Mr.-Dobbs Irving Bacon
Mr. Gorman Irving Plchel
Robinson Slfl Saylor
Officer J. Farrell MacDonald

On the wacky side and fairly

amusing, but not quite making the

big league, 'Hold That Co-Ed' is a

football comedy that has the benefit

of good performances by John Bar-

rymore and Joan Davis, a story that

veers a little off the beaten path,

some listenable- music and a dance
creation known as 'Limpy Dimp' that

assays high in novelty value. Pic-

ture is a little longer- than it might
have been and in spots the story lets

down appreciably'.

Looking wilder than he's ever
looked and hamming Vp his, per-
formance a lot, Barrymore plays a
screwy governor of an unnamed
state (naturally) who wins a sena-
torial election by winning a football

lame. Taking his budget for a
merry ride, Barrymore plays patron
saint to a worn-down college and by
unique means, as well as such acci-

dents as Joan Davis, builds it up to
bigtime status. A couple man-moun-
tain wrestlers help do the trick, but
the night before the game that is

to decide whether Barrymore or a
rival (George Barbier) withdraws
from the bitter senatorial race, the
grunters are revealed as profes-
sionals.

Plot is said to have some foun-
dation in the saga of Huey Long, the
Louisiana politico. Barbier, Barry-
more's political rival, has decided to
build up a team of his own, and it all

looks in his favor after the gov's
eleven has lost its wrestlers. However,
Miss Davis, a tomboy character who
revels in dropkicks, goes in at the
last minute to win. She actually
had made a dropkick earlier in the
action, but for the big blowoff she
is carrying the ball against a stiff

wind. This scene is very funny, as
the wind's strength not only holds
her back (she tries to. fall across
the line several times), but the play-
ers that are trying to teach her as
well.

Miss Davis is a near panic all the
way, either on or off the football
field and her presence, plus that of
Barrymore, saves the picture. One
of the funnier sequences deals with
a wrestling match in which the
brothers, later recruited for foot
ball, are mawling each other but,
between .grunlj, talking the deal
over with Miss Davis, seated at ring-
side.

The romantic flavor is agreeable,
though not

j
pungent. George Murphy

and Marjorie Weaver, former as the
football coach, latter the governor's
secretary, are on that major assign-
ment. One of the numbers, 'Here
Am I Doing It,' becomes a double for
a love scene between* Murphy and
Miss Weaver, topped by an effective
dance by Murphy. Other numbers
are used more as background, in
eluding 'Hold That Co-Ed,* while
"Limpy Dimp' is a special creation
that brings out a novelty dance. It
is done in the manner of people
limping and employed in the pic-
ture for chorus purposes, a group of
students both singing and dancing It
Number has an enticing sound to il;

musically, and was specially written
by Sidney Clare, Jule Styne and
Nick Castle. 'Heads High' is by Lew
Pollack and Lew Brown, while the
other three numbers are from the
Sens of Mack [Gordon and Harry

;evel.

Backgrounds provided are suitable
In every respect and the sequences
in which football play figures are
well handled. A good deal of extra
talent was required, representing
student groups, game spectators, etc.
The casting of minor supporting

Elayers is satisfactory, Donald Meek
eing a good dean and Barbier an

effective Republican senatorial as
pirant, but Jack Haley isn't the best
choice, as. a stooge for Barrymore.
His opportunities in that part are
not great either. Char.

Hal Roach makes his bow as a.

producer for United Artists with
'There Goes My Heart.' It's a flying

start for the man who first launched
Harold Lloyd in 'Lonesome Luke'
one-reelers for Pathe back around
1915. Picture is top-notch comedy
drama with plenty of zip and zing,

and geared to garner important coin
up and down the line, and generate
holdover business in numerous spots.

Picture contains many elements
necessary to provide enjoyable en-
tertainment. Script, with its com-
edy passages, is brilliantly magnified
in transference to the screen, through
capable and inspired direction by
Norman Z. McLeod.
There's a closely-knit story which

is generally- lacking in a picture
containing as many wholesome
aughs and comedy sequences as this

one. Getting under way at the start,

yarn moves with increasing pace,
with no letdowns, and McLeod has
skillfully guided it through dramatic
episodes with a lightness and deft-

ness that retains the sparkle and
charm necessary in a comedy-drama
—but too seldom secured.
Fredric March handles role of a

reporter, very similar to his por-
trayal in 'Nothing Sacred,' with all

the capabilities he displayed in the
Selznick picture of a year ago. Vir-
ginia Bruce is sweet and sincere,
turning in a sterling performance
that will further her standing.

Story of the millionaire heiress
who runs away from her drab exist-

ence to become a salesgirl in her
own store, finally winding up in love
with the newspaper reporter as-
signed to uncover her in the big
city, has been nicely plotted. Of
moje importance, however,, is the
abundance of fresh and breezy dia-
log 'throughout, combined with nu-
merous comedy sequences that will
be long remembered. And those
comedy spots are really something.
The writers and McLeod dug up
some fresh laugh sequences ' to dis-
pute contentions of gag writers that
every good gag has been used.
Of particular freshness is Patsy

Kelly in the cafeteria routine; her
demonstration of a vibrator machine;
and the ice-skating sequence with
March and Miss Bruce, ably assisted
by an uncredited acrobatic skater
doing a tipsy drunk. Latter routine
is a standout, and is due for repeat-
ing with variations as soon as Hol-
lywood writers get a peek at the
picture. It's too good for them to
overlook.

Pats.y Kelly, slimmer by 40 pounds,
is outstanding as a tough-and-ready
salesgirl, providing many of the
laughs on her own. Supporting cast
is particularly effective. Nancy Car
roll and Harry Langdon get new
starts in minor roles; former off the
screen about three years, and Lang
don out of features double that time.
Adventures of Barbara Hutton

probably inspired original story idea,
but aside from the department store
heroine, yarn goes far afield of any
similarly to the heiress' escapades.
Picture is given every advantage

of smart and substantial production,
and rates A calibre throughout.

Miniature Reviews

STORY BUYS
.., Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Sol Lesser purchased 'Wings of
Tomorrpw,' original by W. Anthony
Rowland.

Leslie Bain sold 'She Wanted
Danger' to Columbia.
Metro bought 'The Love Machine,'

by Nard Jones.
Edward Finney acquired 'Little

Miss Fix-It' by Betty Laidlaw and
Robert Lively.

Straight, Place and Show
(WITH SONGS)

Hollywood, Sept. 27.
20th-Fox release of David ' Hempstead

production. Stars Rltz Bros., features
Richard Arlen, Ethol Merman, Phyllis
Broolcs. Directed by David Butler. Screen
play by M. M. Musselmnn and Allen Rlv
kin, based on piny by Dnmon Runyon and
Irving Caesar; additional dialog by Lew
Brown; eongs by Lew Brown and Lew
Pollack; special material by Sid Kuller
Ray Golden, Jules Styne; camera, Ernest
Palmer; editor, Irene Morrn; musical 01
rcctlon, Louis Sliver. ' Previewed at Alex
ander, Glendale, Sept. 23, '38. Running
time,- 00 mlns.
Rltz Brothers Themselves
Denny Richard Arlen
Linda Ethel Merman
Barbara Drake Phyllis Brooks
Drake George Barbier
Braddock Sidney Blackmer
Truck Driver Will Stanton

f Ivan Lebedeff
Russians -{Gregory Gayo

I Rafael Storm
Slippery Sol Stanley Fields
Terrible Turk Tiny Roebuck
Promoter Ben Welden
Detective Ed Gargan
Referee Pat McKee

'Hold That Co-Ed' (20th).

Football comedy of moderate
entertainment weight.
•There Goes My Heart' (UA).

Roach's first for UA, with
March-Bruce starred, a comedy
clicko.

Straight, Place and Show'
(20th). Rite Bros, laughfest

cinch for above-average b.o.

'Personal Secretary' (U). Mild
newspaper programmer with
limited marquee strength.

•Youth Takes * Fling' <U).

Pleasing romantic comedy with
Andrea Leeds-Joel McCrea top-

ping the cast.

•Girls' School' (Col). Light,
bright comedy which only lack

of marquee power relegates to

the dualers.

'Fugitives for a Night'

(RKO) . A lightweight 'B' about

a Hollywood stooge.

'In Old Mexico' (Par). A
blue chip Hbpalong westerner,

to dress up the uppers and
lowers..
•Wanted by the Police'

(Mono). Hot car racket pic,

with Frankie Darro, Evalyn
Knapp and Robert Kent. Fair

multipler.

sonal secretary, and being on inside

of developments. Miss Hodges
tahgl,es him up plenty, but in so

doing falls in love with Gargan.
Novel development is disclosure of

murderer through pet dog in chat-

terer's office, when pup licks stamp
and passes out. Through this, Miss
Hodges is able to trace the real

murderer while Gargan is on a wild
goose chase.
Production is standard for mod-

erate-rated picture. Nothing to rave
about in direction line. Photography
is ordinary.

Youth Takes a Fling
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Universal roIeaBe-of Joe Pasternak pro-
duction, features Andrea Leeds, Joel Mc-
Crea. Directed by Archie Mayo. Screen-
play, MyleB Connolly; camera, Rudolph
Mate; editor, Philip Cahn; asst. director,
Frank Shaw; musical direction, Charles
Previn. Previewed at Tantages, Holly-
wood, Sept. 21, '38. Running time, 77
mlns.
Helen Brown -. ...Andaea Leeds
Joe Meadows .Joel McCrea
Frank ; Frank Jenks
Jean. . Dorothea - Kent
Mrs. Merrlvale Isabel Jeans
Madge Virginia Grey
Mr. Duke .Grant Mitchell
Dunham Henry Mollison
Tad.; Brandon Tynan
Captain Walters, ............. Oscar Q'Shea
Mr. Judd ...Granville Bates
Floorwalker Roger Davis
George ....Willie Best

houses. For la igh purposes, and as

a well-tailored comedy, it will' stand
as a solo attraction.

Basically burlesque in broad
strokes and no pretense at satire,

picture is chuckful of nonsense with
several crisply-timed laugh se-

quences hung on the framework of

a slender yarn.

But the story really doesn't mean
much. When the Ritzes appear, au-
diences expects laughs, and this racy
comedy should easily fill the bill.

Picture is all Ritz Bros, from bar-
rier to wire. Richard Arlen, Phyl-
lic Brooks and George Barbier are
in the cast only to keep progress of
the background story going, and
have little opportunity to do much.
Ethel Merman, however, does get in

two song numbers by Lew Brown
and Lew Pollack, 'With You on My
Mind' and 'Why Not String Along
with Me?' in her usual capable style.

Based on a play by Damon Run-
yon and Arthur Caesar, picture,

after slow get-away, has been geared
to fast tempo that rolls along at

lightning speed, to finish with a rush
when the R;tz Bros, get aboard
horses in the steeplechase and find

themselves ahead of their own horse
in the race.
Reminiscent of 'The Hottentot,'

with three riders instead of one, se-

quence runs at high pitch for a
lengthy stretch, with audience along
for a laugh-ride all the way.
Although the steeplechase is tops,

it is closely followed by burlesque
wrestling routine between Harry
Ritz and Tiny Roebuck, smartly
timed to tumble laughs on top of
each other from start to finish.

The Ritzes operate a pony-ride,
and run across a hot race tip. Trio
hop to the track with their bankroll
of $15, playing it across the board
on their nag. Ticket seller punches
wrong .key and gives ticket on out-
sider, 'Playboy' that comes through
to pay. the boys 300—1. They later
are given the nag, which makes for
most of the plot sequence.
M. ' M. Musselman and Allen Riv-

kin are credited with Crackerjack
screenplay, with Lew Brown adding
some fine dialog. Director David
Butler maintains a sharp pace, and
got everything possible out of the
comedy material.

Personal Secretary
Hollywood, Sept 27.

Universal release of Max H.. Golden pro-
duction. Features William Gargan, Joy
Hodges, Andy Devlne, Rulh Donnelly. Dl
rected by Otis Garrett. Screenplay by
Betty Laidlaw, Robert Lively and Charles
Grayson; original- by Betty Laidlaw and
Lively; camera, Stanley Cortez; editor,
Frank Gross; musical direction, Charles
Previn. Previewed at Pantages, Holly
wood, Sept. 24, '38.' Running time, 62
minutes.
Mark Farrell..,.. William Gargan
Gale Joy Hodges
'Snoop' Lewis -.«....Andy Devlne
'Grumpy' Ruth Donnelly
Alan Lemke f-'nmuel S.- Hinds
June Reese Frances Robinson
Mrs Fnrrell Florence Roberts
Flo Samson Kay LInnker
'Slim' Logan Matty Fain
Blackmerc. ..: Selmer Jackson

Universal reached into the Gold-
wyh bag. of talent to borrow director
Archie' Mayo, Joel McCrea and An-
drea Leeds for this one. Combining
the trio with producer Joe Paster-
nak, studio had expectations that
picture would turn out as something
to shout about. Missing that high
goal, it nevertheless is good standard
entertainment with many light and
diverting passages.
Combo of Joel McCrea and An-

drea Leeds provides some draw
ability, but Frank Jenks and
Dorothea Kent walk off

.
with all

comedy honors. .Latter should prove
a satisfactory duo in a series of fea-
tures being planned " for the pair
by U.
Picture has been given all-around

production of high quality. Main
handicap is dragginess of portions of
.the script. First two reels are par-
ticuarly slow. Direction is well-
paced throughout, but Archie Mayo
couldn't overcome the basic script
shortcomings.
McCrea gives an able performance

in the lead, with Miss Leeds sincere
and appealing. Jenks has an op-
portunity to display plenty of his
familiar characterization, while his
wise and tough gal friend, Dorothea
Kent provides swell comedy touches.

Joel McCrea, from a Kansas farm,
becomes a truck driver for a N. Y.
department store in which Miss
Leeds is a saleslady. Girl takes a
gander and decides he's her man.
With the aid of Jenks and Dorothea
Kent, attentions of Miss Leeds are
forced on the unwilling McCrea,
whose continual brushoffs of the
girl's romantic overtures are the ful
crum of the plot.
Very much of a lightweight yarn,

but highlighted in spots with some
enjoyable passages. Arguments be-
tween Frank Jenks and Dorothea
Kent, especially routine in' crowded
subway train, are. standouts and
make up for story lag. Photography
by Rudolph' Mate is excellent.

PHANTOM GOLD
Columbia production' and release. Stars

Jack Luden, features Beth Marlon, Charles
Whittaker, Hal Taliaferro. Directed by
Joseph Levering. Screenplay and original,
Nate Gatzert; camera, James S. Brown,
Jr.; editor, Dwlght Caldwell; music, Lee
Zahler. At Klva, Lincoln, dual. Running
time, 64 mlns.
Breezy Jack Luden
Mary Beth Marlon
Buddy Barry Downing
Rattler Charles Whittaker
Dan Hal Taliaferro
Happy Clark Davis
Pancakes '.....Jimmy Robinson
Pete Jack Ingram
Pedro .„ Buzz Barton
Mag Marin Sals

The Ritz Bros, second . starrer for
20th-Fox will definitely promote the.
b. o. status of the three funmakers.
With less of the Ritz routines and
mannerisms as displayed in earlier
pictures, and more development of
hilarious comedy material and se-
quences especially suited to their
talents, 'Straight, Place and Show'
emerges as a laugh hit that will gar-
ner profits in direct proportion to
draw ability of the trio in individual

A lightweight programmer that

will suffice for the nabes and lower
brackets of duals. With no names
to hang on the marquee, and a mod-
erately budgeted production, picture
is just what it - was .intended—

a

pleasing drama with no pretensions
of greatness.
William Gargan, as a radio-col-

umnist chatterer and personal ex-
pert on guilt of defendant at a mur-
der trial, is a prototype of Winchell.
Latter is buffaloed by unknown gal
chatterer on opposition sheet, who
blows down all his scoops. After
being in his hair continually, girl,

whose Column takes on prediction
as worked out by horoscopes, de-
cides to get Gargan's birthdate so
she can print his horoscope. This
leads to her getting job as his per-

The Jack Luden westerns are
coming fast on the release charts
and 'Phantom Gold' is slightly bet-
ter than the previous ones. Trite-
ness of western story possibilities is
still the curse of the series, but the
surefire material of fist fights, gun-
play, and the last minute saving of
the day has been worked into 'Gold
by scriptist Nate Gatzert.
From the ruins of a ghost town,

a gang of looters prey on the trails,
led by Charles Whittaker, who uses
Marin Sais as a fence. Pickings none
too good, he decides to fake a gold
discovery in the old diggings, and
then pounce on all the wagons and
cars rushing with pick and shovel to
the scene. Into this rides Jack Lu-
den, in time to find the. murdered
parents of Barry Downing, and take
the kid along with him. Suspecting
Whittaker as a faker, Luden finds
that Whittaker is right about the
gold, but doesn't know it. Luden
files on the old diggings and then
has a fight to get it. A trap set for
him catches the whole outlaw pack
in a murderous blast.
Film has quite a bit of snap, only

ducking in those places where Luden
is called upon to utter sappy dialog
Beth Marion's femme lead is pe-
rioded in manner of the kerosene
footlight era. Tuffy, the dog, out-
does all the humans in the cast in
intelligence. Average biz in sight
for it. Barn.

GIRLS' SCHOOL
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Columbia release of Sam 'Marx produc*
tlon. Features Anne Shirley, Nan Grey,
Ralph Bellamy. Directed by John Brahm.
Screenp'ay by Tess Sleslnger and RJchard
Sherman from original by Teps Sleslnger.
Camera, Frana Planer; asst. dlreotor, Art
Black; editor, Otto Mayer. Previewed at
Pantages, Hollywood, Sept. 20, '38. Run-
ning time, 71 minutes.
Natalie Freeman Anne Shirley
Linda Simpson.... v ..Nan Grey
Michael Hendragln. . .., Ralph Bellamy
Betty Fleet '. Dorothy Moore
Miss Laurel..;, v. ...Gloria Holden
Miss Armstrong .Marjorle Main
Gwennle. .Margaret Tulllchet
Myra ' Peggy Moran
Edgar .Kenneth Howell
Miss Brewster Ceoil Cunningham
Mr. Simpson Pierre Wntkln
Mrs, Simpson Doris Kenyon

A wholesome and entertaining
comedy-drama with sub-deb board-
ing school setting. However, 'Girls'

School' is carrying handicap of an
ordinary moniker that gives no ad-
vance intimation of the sterling en-
tertainment contained in the picture.
Featured names of Anne Shirley,
Ralph Bellamy and Nan Grey are
not any too hot for that marquee,
but picture is a substantial pro-
grammer that will build on word-
of-mouth comment. In key runs,

lack of draw elements necessitates
strong supporting attraction.

Neither title nor cast names indi-

cates the surprisingly humanness of
the story, smoothness of direction
and deft delineations of characters.
Add two swell performances by
Anne Shirley and Nan Grey, which
should greatly enhance their re-

spective standings, and top it with
fine jobs by. all members of the sup-
porting cast It's a bright combina-
tion all around to provide a picture
of decided capabilities, but there's

the question of whether or not it

can overcome the handicaps c" poor
title and weak. top names to obtain
attention it deserves.
There's gaiety, lightness, charm

and drama in the story of an adoles-
cent boarding school sub-deb who
plans to elope after the senior prom,
with a ' moonstruck youth—and a>

great twist for windup- -with sole

elopement- being popular teacher
and her boy friend, while the kids
exclaim for the tag line, 'Who'd
elope with her? She's 29 years old.'

Etching of the various characters
was capably handled by John Brahm
in his direction. Latter made two
previous pictures for Columbia this
year after arriving from Germany.
Columbia execs figure he's big-time
directing timber, and present job
shows such indications. There's
warmth and realism in the unfold-
ing of a rather simple tale of adoles-
cent youngsters.

'

Sound casting judgment was ex-
ercised in lining up the competent
group of supporting players. Misses
Shirley and Grey click strongly in
carrying most of the picture on their
youthful shoulders. Dorothy Moore,
whose early appearances indicated
some fine comedy sequences later,

was sidetracked when the tempo
stepped into high. Gloria Holden is

excellent as the popular teacher who
finally eloped, and Cecil Cunning-
ham sternly carries off the role of
dean. Beery, Jr., Is on briefly near
windup in well-performed job as the
plumber boy. Ralph Bellamy, split-

ting featured billing with Misses
Shirley'and Grey, only appears in
a few scenes at the finish.

Heather Thatcher delivering a
lecture to the sub-deb ; on charm is

excellent in a comedy dialog se-
quence that rUn&~about three min-
utes. Refreshirig-also is that there
are no pillow fights, or other antics
generally injected into boarding
school yarns—and not one box of
candy w#s passed around among the
girls.

Fugitives for a Night
RKO release of Lou Lusty production.

Features Frank Albertson, Eleanor Lynn.
Allan Lane, Bradley Page, Adrlanne Amen.
Directed by Leslie Goodwins. Story, Rich-
ard Wormser; adaptation, Dalton Trumbo:
editor, Desmond Marquette; photography,
Frank Redman. At Rlalto, N. Y.. week
Sept. 20. '38. Running tlma. 03 mlns.
Matt Ryan Frank Albertson
Ann Wray ...Eleanor Lynn
Nelson .....Allan Lane
Poole.;..... Bradley Page
Eileen Baker Adrlanne Ames
Captain .Jonathan Hole
Tenwrlght.. Russell Hicks
Monks Paul Gullfoyle

What starts out to be the epic of a
Hoolywood stooge develops into a
rather cumbersome, dull murder
mystery in Lou Lusty's production of
'Fugitives for a Night.' It's a 'B' of
lesser importance, which not only
lacks the distinction of being a No. 2
feature for duals that means safe
support, but has nothing for box of-
fice lure in the way of cast members.
The top parts are played in ordi-

nary manner by Frank Albertson and
Eleanor Lynn, while the others in the
cast lend little to the proceedings.
Page turns in the best performance
as the star for whom Albertson
stooges. He also is the surprise mur-
derer of the finish.
• The story, adapted for the screen
by Dalton Trumbo, is slow, hack-
neyed and colorless. Plot as well as
dialog represents a handicaD for pro-
ducer Lusty, director Leslie Good-
wins and the entire cast. The escape
of the romantic leads from a situa-
tion that places them in a dubious
light in the face of a night club mur-
der and their adventures by car,

freight train and foot provide some
(Continued on page 21)
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WEEK
OF

RELEASE
TITLE PRODUCER DISTRIB. TYPE TALENT DIRECTOR

7/8/38
FAST COMPANY
MAN'S COUNTRY
CRIME RING

LITTLE WOMEN (R)
DURANGO VALLEY RAIDERS

PANAMINT'S BAD MAN
ALGIERS
MY BILL

7/16738

7/22/38

PIONEER TRAIL
SHOPWORN ANGEL
PRIDE OF THE WEST
GOLD MINE IN SKY
PASSPORT HUSBAND

PRISON BREAK
REFORMATORY

LOVE FINDS ANDY HARDY
TROPIC HOLIDAY

BOO-LOO
SKY GIANT

I'LL GIVE A MILLION
LITTLE TOUGH GUY

PENROD'S DOUBLE TROUBLE

F. Stepharii MGM Rom-Com.
Mono Mono Western

Cliff Reid RKO Mystery
K. MacGowan RKO Rom-Dr
A. W. Hackel Rep Western
Sol Lesser 20th Western

Walter Wanger UA Rom-Mel
Bryan Foy WB Drama

M. Douglas-F Rice
• Jack Randall

A. Lane-F. Mercer
Hepburn-J. Bennett-F. Dee

Bob Steele-L. Stanley
S. Balleiv-N. Beery

C. Boyer-S. Gurie-H. Lamarr
K. Francis-J. Lltel

Col
J, L. Manckiewicz
Harry Sherman

C. E, Ford
Sol Wurtzel
Treih Carr

Col
Hal Roach.

A. Hornblow, Jr.

C. E. Elliott
Robert Sisk
K. MacGowan
Ken Goldsmith
Bryan Foy

Col
MGM
Far
Rep
20th
__U
Col
MGM
Par
Par
RKO
20th
U
WB

Western
Rom-Dr
Western
Western
Com-Dr
Meller

J. Lnden-J. Barkley
M. Sullavan- J. Stewart

BUI Boyd
G. Autry-S. Burnette
P. Moore-S. Erwin

G. Farrell-B. McLane
- Drama J- Holt-C, Wynterji
Com-Dr M. Rooney-J. Garland
Musical D. Lamour-Burns-Raye
Adv-Dr C, Tapley-S. Asmara A. Lane
Meller R. Dtx-C. Morris-J. ' Fontaine
Drama W. Baxter-M. Weaver
Drama Dead End Kids
Com-Dr . Manclr Twins

7/29/38 SOUTH OF ARIZONA
STRANGE BOARDERS

THE CHASER
PROFESSOR .BEWARE

MOTHER CAREY'S CHICKENS
HEROES OF THE HILLS
LITTLE MISS BROADWAY

AMAZING DR. CLITTERHOUSE

Col Col Western
Geo. B. Mason GB Mystery
Frank David MGM Com-Dr
Harold Lloyd Par Comedy
P. S, Berman RKO Drama
Wm, Berke Rep Western

D. Hempstead 20th Rom-Com
Anatole liitvak WB Drama

Eddie Buzzel
Robert Hill

Les Goodwins
Geo. Cukor
Sam Newfield
Ray Taylor

John Cromwell
John Farrow
Jos. Levering
H. C. Potter
Les Selander
Joe Kane-

Jas. Tinling
Arthur Lubin
Lew D. Collins

Geo. Seitz
Theodore Rcsd
' C. E. Elliott

Lew Landers
Walter Lang
Herold Young-

. Lew Seilar

C. Starreit-1. Meredith
T. Walls-R. Saint Cyr

D. O'Keefe-A. Morris-L. Stone
H. Lloyd-P, Welch

R. Keeler-A. Shirley
Three Mesqulteers

S. Temple-G. Murphy-Durante
E. G. Robinsori-C. Treyor

Sam Nelson
George Mason
E L. Marin

Elliott Nugent
Rowland V Lee

. Geo. Sherman
Irving Cummings
Anatole LStvak

8/5/38 THE CROWD ROARS
BAREFOOT BOY

BULLDOG DRUMMOND IN AFRICA
I'M FROM THE CITY

COME ON, LEATHERNECKS.
MAN FROM MUSIC MOUNTAIN

PALS OF THE SADDLE
GATEWAY

LETTER OF INTRODUCTION
MR. CHUMP

A. Hitchcock MGM Rom-Dr
Sam Zimbalist Mono Drama
Harold Hurley Par Mystery
Wm Sistrom RKO Comedy

Herman Schlom Rep Sports
Cbas, E. .Ford Rep Outdoor
Win. Berke Rep Western

Samuel G. Engel 20th Drama
John Stahl U Rom-Dr
Bryan Foy WB Com-Rom

R. Taylor-M. O'SulUvan
J. Moran-M. M. Jones-R. Morgan
J. Howard-H. Angel-H. B. Warner

J. Penner-L. Krnecrer
R. Cromwell-M. Hunt
G. Autry-3. Barnette
Three Mesqulteers

D. Ameche-A. Whelan-Ratoff
A. Leeds-A. Menjou-Bergen

Johnnie-Lola Lane

R Thorpe
Karl Brown
Louis King
Ben Holmes .

Jas. Croze
. Joe Kane
Geo. Sherman
Al Werker
John Stahl

Wm. Clemens

8/12/38 THE GLADIATOR
RICH MAN, POOR GIRL

THE TEXANS
PAINTED DESERT
KEEP SMILING

THE MISSING GUEST
RACKET BUSTERS

David L, Loew Col Comedy
Edw. Chodorov MGM Com-Dr
Lucien Hubbard Par Outdoor
Bert Gilroy RKO Western
Sol Wurtzel 20th Com-Rom
B. Sarecky U Mystery
Sam rischoff WB Meller

J, E, Brown-J. Travis
.R. Young-R. Hussey
J. Bennett-R. Scott

G. O'Brien-L. Johnson
J. Withoks-G. Stuart

P. Kelly-C. Mobre-Lundigan
H. Bogart-GIorla Dickson

Ed Sedgwick
R. Schunzel
Jas. Hogan

David Howard
Herbert 1. Leeds
John Rollins'
Lloyd Bacon

8/19/38 . CONVICTED
BLOCK-HEADS

GIVE ME A SAILOR
SMASHING THE RACKETS
A ROMANTIC ROGUE

ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BAND

Col Col Meller
Hal Roach MGM Comedy
Jeff Lazarus Par Comedy
B. P. Fineman RKO Meller
John H. Auer Rep Rom-Dr
H. J. Brown 20th Musical

R. Hayward-C. Qnigley
Laurel and Hardy

M, Raye-B. Hope-B. Grable
C. Morris-F. Mercer
R. Novarro-M. Marsh

T. Power-A. Faye-Ameche

Leon Barsha
John Blystone
Elliott Nugent
Lew Landers
John H. Auer
Henry King

8/26/38 MARIE ANTOINETTE.
SPAWN OF THE NORTH
BREAKING THE ICE
TENTH AVENUE KID
SPEED TO BURN
BOY MEETS GIRL

H. Stromberg MGM Drama
Al Lewin Par Outdoor
Sol Lesser RKO Musical
Harry Grey Rep Meller

Jerry Hoffman 20th Sports
Sam Bischofif WB Comedy

N. Shearer-T. Power
G. Raft-H. Fonda-Laiaoar

B. Breen-C. Ruggles
B. Cabot-B. Robert*
M. Whalen-L. Bar!

Cagney-O'Brien-M. Wilson

. W. S. Van Dyke
Henry Hathaway
Edward Cline
B'nard Vorhaus
Otto Brewer
Lloyd Bacon

9/2/38 PHANTOM GOLD
5 AM THE LAW

THREE LOVES HAS NANCY
UNDER THE BIG TOP
SING, YOU SINNERS

CAREFREE
THE HIGGINS FAMILY

BILLY THE KID RETURNS
MY LUCKY STAR
FRESHMAN YEAR
FOUR'S A CROWD

Col Col Western
Everett Riskin Col Meller
Norman Krasha MGM Rom-Dr
Wm. Lackey Mono Rom-Dr
Wesley Ruggles Par Com-Rom
Pandro Berman RKO Musical
-Sol C Siegel Rep Comedy

Chas. Ford Bep Western
Harry J, Brown 20th Mus-Rom

Geo. Bilson U Comedy
David Lewis WB Com-Rom

J. Luden-B. Marlon
E. G. Robinson-W. Barrie
Montgomery-Gaynor-Tone

A. Nagel-J. LaRue
B. Crosby-F. MacMurray

F. Astalre-G. Rogers
J, Gleason-tL. Gleason
R. Rogers-S. Burnette

Henie-R. Greene-Romero
D. Dunbar-E. Truex-Lundigan

R. Russell-E. Flynn

Joe Levering
Al Hall

R. Thorpe
Karl Brown

Wesley Ruggles
Mark Sandrich
Gus Meins
Joe Kane

Roy Del Ruth
Frank McDonald
Michael Curtiz

9/9/38 THE LADY OBJECTS
COLORADO TRAIL

BOY'S TOWN
STARLIGHT OVER TEXAS

IN OLD MEXICO
AFFAIRS OF ANNABEL
SAFETY IN NUMBERS
PERSONAL SECRETARY

SECRETS OF AN ACTRESS

Wm. Perlberg Col Com-Rom
Col Col Western

John Considine MGM Drama
Ed Finney Mono Western

Harry Sherman Par Western
Lou Lusty RKO Comedy
John Stone 29th. Comedy

Max H. Golden V Drama
David Lewis WB Rom-Dr

G. Stuart-L. Ross
C. Starreti-I. Meredith

S. Tracy-M. Rooney-Holl
Tex Rltter-C. LaRoux
W. Boyd-G. Hayes
J, Oakle-L BaU

J., Pronty-S. Bylngton
W, Garg*n-J. Hodges
K. Francls-G. Brent

Erie C. Kenton
Sam Nelson
N. Taurog ^
Al Herman

Edw.D.VenturinJ
Ben. Stoloff

Mai St Clair
Otis Garrett
Wm. Keighley

9/16/38 juvenile court
too hot to handle

mexicali kid
king alcatraz

the renegade ranger
hold that co-ed
the black bandit
Valley of giants

Col Col Drama
L. Weingarten- MGM Com-Dr
Robt. Tamsey Mono Western

Par Par Drama
Bert Gilroy RKO Western

D. Hempstead 2eth Rom-Com
Trem Carr V Western

Lou Edelman WB Outdoor

P. Kelly-R. Hayworth-Darro
G&ble-Loy-Carrlllo

J, Randall-W. Harry
G. Patrlck-L. Nolan-Naish
G. 0*Brien-R, Hayworth
J. Barrymore-G, Murphy
Bob Baker-M. Reynolds
W. Morrls-C. Treyor

D, R. Ledermaa
Jack Conway
Wallace Fox
Robert Florey
David Howard
Geo. Marshall
Geo. Waggner
Wm. Keighley

9/23/38 STRANGER vROM ARIZONA
WANTED BY POLICE
CAMPUS CONFESSIONS
FUGITIVES FOR NIGHT

PRAIRIE MOON
TIME OUT FOR MURDER
YOUTH TAKES FLING
FOUR DAUGHTERS

Monroe Shaff Col Western
Lindsay Parsons Mono Meller

Par Par Football
Lou Lusty RKO Comedy
Harry Grey Rep Western
Sol Wurtzel 2tth Meller
Joe Pasternak V Com-Dr
Ben Glazer WB Com-Dr

B. Jones-D. Fay
Darro-E. Knapp

B. Grable-H. Luisetti
F. Albertson-E. Lynn
G. Autry-S. Burnette
G. Stuart-M. Whalen
J. McCrea-A. Leeds

Priscilla-Roscmary-Lane

Elmer Clifton
H. Bretherton
G. Archainbaud
Leslie Goodwins
Ralph Staub

HJB.Humb'rstone
Archie Mayo

Michael Curtiz'

9/30/3$ GIRL'S SCHOOL
YOU CANT TAKE IT WITH YOU

MAN WITH 100 FACES
VACATION FROM LOVE
SONS OF THE LEGION

ROOM SERVICE
OVERLAND STAGE RAIDERS

DOWN IN ARKANSAW
STRAIGHT, PLACE AND SHOW

DRUMS
ROAD TO RENO

GARDEN OF THE MOON

Samuel Marx Col Rom-Com
Frank Capra Col Comedy
A. Hitchcock GB Drama
MGM •-- MGM Comedy
Par Par Rom-Dr

P. S. Berman RKO Com
Wm. Berke Rep Western

Armand Schaefer Rep Drama
D. Hempstead 20th Com
Alex. Korda UA Drama
Ed Grainger U Com-Dr
Lou Edelman WB Musical

A. Shlrley-N. Grey-Bellamy .

J. Arthur-L. Barrymore-J.Stewart
L. Palmer-T. Walls
D. O'Keefe-F. Rice

D. O'Connor-B. Lee-B. Cook
Marx Bros.-L. Ball
Three Mesqulteers

R. Byrd-Weaver Bros.
Rltz Bros.-R. Arlen

Sabu-R. Massey-R. Llvesey
R. Scott-H. Hampton

P. O'Brien-J. Payne-M. Lindsay

10/7/38

10/14/38

CRIME TAKES HOLIDAY
STABLEMATES

TOUCHDOWN, ARMY
MR. DOODLE KICKS OFF

THE NIGHT HAWK
MEET THE GIRLS

THAT CERTAIN AGE
BROADWAY MUSKETEERS

Col Col Meller
Harry Rapf MGM Com-Dr

Par Par Football
Bob Sisk RKO Com

Herman Schlom Rep Drama
Howard J. Green 20th Comedy
Joe Pasternak U Mus-Rom
Bryan Foy WB Comedy

J. Holt-M. Ralston
W. Beery-M. Rooney

J. Howard-R. Cummings
J. Penner-J. Travis

R. Livingston-J. Travis
J. Lang-L. Bari-R. Allen

D. Durbin-J. Cooper
M. Lindsay-M. WHson-J. Litel

John Brahm
Frank Capra
A. Hitchcock

G. Fitzmaurice
Jas. Hogan
Wm. Seiter

Geo, Sherman
Nick Grinde
David Butler
Zoltan Korda

S. Sylvan Simon
^usby Berkeley
Lewis D. Collins

Sam Wood
Kurt Neumann
Leslie Goodwins
Sidney Salkow
Eugene Forde
Edw. Ludwig
John Farrow

10/21/38

FLIGHT TO FAME
LADY VANISHES
LISTEN, DARLING

MR. WONG, DETECTIVE
ARKANSAS TRAVELER
A MAN TO REMEMBER
SUBMARINE PATROL

THERE GOES MY HEART
THE SISTERS

Ralph Cohn Col Drama
A. Hitchcock GB Rom-Dr

Jack Cummings MGM Rom-Dr
W. T. Lackey Mono Mystery
Geo. Arthur Par Com-Dr
Bob Sisk RKO Drama

Gene Markey 20th Rom-Mel
Hal Roach UA Rom-Com
David Lewis WB Drama

C. Farrell-J. Wells
M. Lockwood-P. Lucas
Bartholomew-J. Garland

B. Karloff-E. Brent
B. Burns-F. Bainter
E. ElliS-A. Shirley

R. Greene-N. Kelly
F. March-V..Bruce

E. Flynn-B. Davls-A. Louise

HOMICIDE BUREAU
YOUNG DR. KILDARE
MYSTERIOUS RIDER
MAD MISS MANTON

MYSTERIOUS MR. MOTO
MADE FOR EACH OTHER
GIRLS ON PROBATION

Col Col Meller
Lou Ostrow MGM Com-Dr

Harry Sherman Par Western
P. J. Wolfson RKO Mys-Com
Sol Wurtzel 20th Meller

D. O. Selznick UA Rom-Com
Bryan Foy WB Drama

C.C.Coleman, Jr.
Alf Hitchcock
Edw. Marin
Wm. Nigh
Al Santell

Garson Kanin
John Ford

Norman McLeod
Anatole Litvak

B. Cabot-R. Hayworth
L. Ayres-L. Barrymore
D. Dumbrille-C. Fields
B. Stanwyck-H. Fonda
P. Lorre-M. Maguire

C. Lombard-J. Stewart
E. Flynn-B. Davls-A. Louise

C. C.Coleman.Jr.
H. Bucquet

.Les Selander
Leigh Jason

Norman Foster
John Cromwell
Anatole Litvak

TIME
MINS.

75
53
70
117

60
95
60

~54
85
55
60
74

_72
61
99
77
60
80
70
85
65

WHEN
REVIEWED
BY VARIETY

~6/29
8/3
7/27

11/21/33

8/10
6 2£
6/15

9/21
7/13
8/17
7/6
7/27
7/20
'6/29
7/13
7/6
8/3
7/20
7/13
8/24
7/27

75
90
82
55
70

_87
87
63
60
71
65
54
55
73
100
60
70=

70
90
59
65
65
65

50
55
80
68

105

8/10
7/13
7/27
8/3
7/6
6/22_

8/3
8/31
8/31
8/10
8/24
8/17
9/14
8/10
8/3
8/10

a/31

"

8/17
8/3
9/21
8/17
9/14
8/17

8/24
8/31
7/27
8/10

6/1

160
110
80
56
60

_86
54
99
67
63
88
83
62
56
90
65
95

7/13
8/24
9/7
8/31
6/8
8/31

9/28
8/31
9/7
9/14
8/17
8/31
9/7
9/21
9/14
9/21
8/17

9& 9/T
58 9721
62 9/28
73 8/10
55 9/7
62 9/28

68 9/14
108 9/21
56 9/7

60
80 9/28
60 9/21
75 8/17
55 " 9/21
59 9/28
65 9/14
63 9/28

73 9/7
78 9/28
90 8/17
71 9/28

126 9/7

60
76 9/14
55 9/28
65
66 9/28

101 4/20
68
94 9/21

61

73 9/21
75

66 8/31

63

81 9/28

9/21
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LOVE AFFAIR!

it was love at first sight —he swept her off her feet

—he showered her

with jewels

-And now see ^^[^ t̂
^fsSL,SS^Si

\

Miss Box-office gets
—

"

Z VjauM
J)
^EDDY

Just previewed in California and the 1 fjM/H^S^
—

'

^
talk off the Coast! Prediction: it will'top ' ^ ^—4*-irr\f 11.
all MacDonald- Eddy, triumphs. Every

studio in Hollywood watches as hit

follows hit from M-G-M!

- ..corDRT tone- Sonjs ! .

VICTOR HERf
RT "

ol NauaW
1

eve„ ».« .»!** ** £ X(U1 "tulip «**

^^^"JTtI^HIS MATCH!

OF FUNSTERS! HEAVEN MADE TB
^ ^

A CAST OF FUN»
srtalert ul,«.l

«

vou os nwet beto.el

sweethearts indeed!

ay.

t,ll...ou.F.B
nV Mo.«»n n'^ ,„

..My

|„lh*baclaroundloi«»

BRAINS
AT THE
HELM!

ProJu«d by Hunt SwJ{
u

u
bowt tol "M.,1.

M«fle««"l
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PIX AUDIENCE POLLS A GAG
2 THEATRE MEN

STUCK IP FOR

$215 LOSS

Omaha, Sept. 27.

Two theatre men lost $215 to

stickup artists who used a toy gun

for the robbery. The victims were

E. A. Harms, Omaha theatre supply
salesman, and Dale R. Goldie, ex-

hibitor at Cherokee, la.

Harms and Goldie were forced to

drive to a sideroad, where the 'gun'-

men took $15 from Harms and $200
• from the Iowan. Later the stickup

men were beaten off by another vic-

tim who recognized the 'gun' as a

toy.

Pine Bluff, Ark., Sept. 27.

The Pastime at Warren, Ark., was
robbed recently of approximately
$400. Safe was turned on side and.

chiseled through the bottom.

Detroit, Sept. 27.

Pending sentence, Joseph Push was
placed under $10,000 bond last week
by Recorder Judge John V. Brennan
after he had pleaded guilty to charge
of .robbing Kramer, theatre of $42
receipts last Dec. 19.

Tarzan, Jr.

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Metro is making a nation-
wide search for a five-year-old

boy with bulging biceps and a
yell like Tarzan.
Leather-lunged moppet Is

wanted for. the next Tarzan pic-

ture with Johnny_ Weissmuller
and Maureen O'Sullivan,

LA'S 1% TAXTAP

ATTACKED BY

EXHIBS

INTERSTATE EXECS

CO FOR ROLLER DERBY

Dallas, Sept. 27.

Bob O'Donnell and Carl Hoblit-
zelle, who put up a tough fight

against the invasion of the Roller
Derby into this territory last year,

have reversed their stand on the
competition stunt and have moved
in on it.

Have closed a deal with Leo Sel-

zer, entering into a Texas partner-
ship with him by taking over the
Texas franchise for the roller races.

Campus Capers Gives

Sears a Pain in Tummy

Minneapolis, Sept. 27.

Manager Bill Sears of the Or-
pheum was kicked in the stomach
and painfully injured.by high school
football celebrants who tore down
canopy signs, filched several pic-

tures from the lobby and then tried

to rush the entrance to the show-
house.

With the help of ushers, Sears suc-

cessfully repulsed the invaders, but
suffered the hurt.

Colo. Manager Critical

From Proj. Explosion
Denver, Sept. 27.

John Lucas, 39, manager of the
State theatre, Idaho Springs, Colo.,

was rushed to a hospital here fol

lowing a film explosion and fire in

the. projection booth. "All his cloth
ing had been burned off and his en-
tire body was covered by burns. His
condition is serious. Jack Page, 28

operator, was burned on the face and
hands and was treated at. Idaho
Springs.

A panic was averted when Dr.
Freeman D. Fowler, coroner, leaped
to the stage and snouted directions
for an orderly exit of the crowd. The
fire was confined to the booth. Print
of 'Give Me a Sailor' was destroyed

3 Symphonies for Par

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Symphonic Films starts shooting
at General Service studios this week
on three classical music shorts for
Paramount release.

National Philharmonic-Symphonic
orchestra records the overtures
from 'William Tell' and 'Merrj
Wives of Windsor' and 'Blue Dan
ube* waltz, under direction of Fred
erlck Feher.

New Orleans, Sept. 27.

A dozen suits attacking interpre-
tations of the state's 1% general
sales tax were filed in the district

court here Saturday (24) by
Louisiana theatre owners against
Alice Lee Grosjean, collector of
revenue. It is alleged in each suit

that the state demanded that on or
before Aug. 20, under provisions of
the public welfare revenue act of

1938, the general sales tax, the com-
panies pay the state 1% of the
amount paid producers and distrib-

utors for licensing the companies to

exhibit motion pictures publicly for
profit.

The suits aver that all the pic-
tures were produced in New York
and California and licenses were
granted Louisiana theatres under
copyrights. The companies- claim
that they are not leasing tangible
personal property within the mean-
ing of the act but are merely
granted an intangible right to ex-
hibit the film under license.

The companies contend, in the al-

ternative in event the court holds
that delivery of prints is not inci-

dental to the exercise of the in-
tangible limited licenses, that the
value of each print does not exceed
$105 and that the weekly rental
value of each print in no case ex-
ceeds $5.

The plaintiffs claim that the pro-
ducers have paid a like tax, equal
to or exceeding the amount imposed
by the public welfare act, to the
state of California, and that the pro-
visions of the Louisiana law do not
apply in such cases.

INDIE WINS ZONING

DECISH FROM FOX-WC

Los Angeles, Sept. 27.

R. D. Whitson, operator of the
Vista theatre in Hollywood, won the
first independent exhibitor dispute
with Fox West Coast Theatres sub-
mitted for arbitration to the recently
formed committee. of the Independent
Theatre Owners of Southern Cali-
fornia.

Whitson was granted the zoning of
the .Vista as non-competitive to the
F-WC operated Apollo and Para-
mount theatres by agreement with
Charles P. Skouras, F-WC president,

and his partners in the Apollo and
Paramount. Skouras not only agreed
but went further in clarifying the

zoning and clearance status of the

affected area.

ITO committee is made up of Al-
bert Galston, Ned Calvi and Robert
H. Poole.

STUDIO CONTRACTS
Hollywood, Sept, 27.

20th-Fox picked up player options
on Joan Davis, Cesar Romero and
Lynn Bari.
Vincent Lawrence inked writer

deal at Metro.
Warners signed Mary Wrixon to

player contract.
Florence George's player contract

with Paramount abrogated by mu-
tual consent. It had five months to

run.
Paramount renewed Frederick

Hollander's composer pact.

Bert Gillet signed as cartoon direc-

tor for Lantz Productions at Uni-
versal.
Paramount hoisted Dorothy White's

player option.
.

Warners lapsed Anita Louises

contract, expiring Nov. 1.

IT

Operators Conclude That
It's Not Only Futile, but
the Attendant Dissatisfac-

tion Can Even Create An-
tipathy—Vote on> Duals,

Stars, Story Trends, Cy-
cles, Etc., Are Refuted by
Lack of B. O. Support

NO TRUE BAROMETER

Futility of polls as. a means of
sounding out public reaction to

double bills, types of pictures, par-
ticular stars and length of programs
recently was brought to the attention
of various circuit officials when the
question of asking the public about
the sort of stories it wants was
briefly mentioned in the trade. Cir-
cularizing patrons in various thea-
tres, while regarded as fair publicity,

means little or nothing, circuit men
aver, speaking from their own expe-
rience.

Trouble with polls of public opin-
ion basically is that it is entirely vol-
untary, and consequently seldom
gives even a fair cross-section of
opinion. The voluble patrons and
ones who never hesitate to voice their
beliefs Or sign out a card seemingly
represent only a minority of total

ticket buyers. Others who may have
likes and dislikes will not take the
trouble to bother with a question-
naire, but express their opinion by
what they pay for at the box office.

Perhaps the most pertinent exam-
ple of how this works out was the
recent poll on double features. When
circuits again tried carrying out what
the majority seemed to want—the
single feature programs—the theatres
using them did healthy flops. And
the circuits went back to dualing
again, more than ever convinced that
polls of patrons, while making inter-

esting reading, could not be relied on
at the box office.

-Another thing that so-called patron
polls develop is a certain amount of
hard feeling with a percentage of the
potential audience. When the results
of such cockeyed polls are an-
nounced, whether about the type of
program, certain stars or variety of
screen story, and the results are not
carried into effect by the exhibitors,
certain poll-voters are apt to scream
that they are being ignored. Para-
doxically, too, they specify a certain
type of picture in overwhelming
numbers, and then stay away from
the theatre in droves. That may be
traced, of course, to the fact that the
poll really did not reflect correctly
the opinion of a majority of theatre-
goers.

Producers and distributors fully
appreciate certain .< sentiment for
homey, costly historical or spectacle
productions, but they also cannot
ignore the fact that often these pic-
tures gross so little as to sour them
on such for months to come. They
realize there should be a certain
number of them, even if they fail to
register well at the b.o., but are not
kidding themselves into belief that
the mass populace craves them.

In contrast, the rabid knocking of
gangster pictures called a halt to
films of this ilk for a time. Yet today
there are plenty of healthy grossers.
with the racketeer angle stressed.
Consequently, polls of patrons are

being frowned on by wiser heads in
the business, because, first of all, they
are apt to hurt business, and, second-
ly, because past experience has
shown they are likely to mislead cir-
cuits, distributors and producers.

'MIRACIE' AWAY
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

'Westside Miracle' got the gun
yesterday (Mon.) at Universal with
Edmund Lowe, Helen Mack and
Dick Foran in ihc top spots.

Tom Lennon wrote the screen
play from Quentin Reynolds' origi-

nal. Arthur Lubin directs.

Ban on Bingo and Keno Credited

For Smart Upturn in Theatre Biz;

Chi's Triples Kayo Giveaways

Akron, Sept. 27.

Akron theatre owners' drive On
widespread playing of keno and
bingo in resorts and beer gardens
has brought a definite upturn in

business at the boxoffice, the Akron
Independent Theater Owners! asso-

ciation reported today.
Robert C. Menches, president of

the association, declared that about
75% of the liquor and beer spots in

the county are 'within the law' as

far as keno is concerned, while
about 65% of the city's spots have
'quieted down.'
The independents began their war

on bingo and keno as gambling
when the games became so wider
spread that the theatre owners felt

their boxoffice returns definitely

slashed. The first week after the

theatres induced Sheriff Walter
O'Neil to put the lid on the games,
Menches said business increased 10-

50% and that there has been no
drop in the take since that time.

Menches said the drive would be
continued. He plans to present this

week to the state liquor control

board a list 'of those spots which
permit keno and bingo and at the

same time sell liquor and beer. He
will demand the state commission
take action. Merchants, city officials,

parent-teacher groups, ministers and
civic associations have backed the

theatre owners.
Operators' union joined in the

drive with the theatre management
when reduced business caused man-
agers to ask the union for a reduc-

tion in scale owing to the bingo fad.

Chi's Finale

Chicago, Sept. 27.

Giveaways, which had swept over

this territory like a Goldwyn cy-

clone, are on their way out. And
primarily due to their own failings

and weight. .
There is still enough

demand for 'em on the part of the

femmes when offered by the theatres,

but the exhibs have reached the

point of diminishing returns on the

gratis dishes, cooking utensils and
art objects.,

Cost of the giveaway stuff has
reached such a high point that the

more customers the more the the-

atre loses*. Exhibs have found that

if they lose a little bit on each
ticket, they can't make it up on vol-

ume; which is evidently what some
of these exhibs thought they were
doing. They were giving away items
costing as high as 12c each on 20c
admissions.
This represents a climb of nearly

300%, with the giveaway items of

four and five years ago having av-
eraged 4c each. But when the
housewives were up to their necks
in cheap dishes, the exhibs began
stepping up the action with cutlery,

food articles, clothing, bric-a-brac,

house furnishings and even pack-
ages of cigarets.

There was no question that it in-

creased business in practically every
location, but the exhibs have found
that it doesn't pay to do additional

business when you give away prac-
tically all your profit. Found they
could have more money left, in the
bank on a smallsr gross without
giveaways.
Another angle which is putting

the pressure on giveaways is the
new drift towards triple features
here. Started by a fight between
two mammoth Essaness and Bala-
ban & Kat2 houses, the triple fea-

ture bills are indicating the begin-
ning of an epidemic in this terri-

tory. Should trend materialize, it

would result in the complete eradi-
cation of the giveaways -since it

would zoom the product cost up so
high that the exhibs would find it

impossible to cough up for three fea-
tures and then add to it the weight
of the giveaway price.

this state. Action .at that time will

be on an appeal filed last spring by
the gimmick operators after Judge
Harry S. McDevitt nixed the games
in Philly.

Following McDevitt's decision,

practically every county in the east-,

ern and middle section of the State
clamped a ban on the games. They
have been gradually creeping back,
however. Last week in Reading a
Berks county jury found a game op-
erator not guilty and bingo was im-
mediately installed at the^ Reading
Fair.- Likewise, some houses in

suburban Philly have quietly

brought the games back without
squawks from police or district at-

torney's offices.

Decision is also being awaited here
on a criminal action arranged as a
test of 'Quizzo' and 'Hollywood
Party,' new games invented to get
around the law banning bingo and
banko. These were arbitrarily ruled
out by Mayor Wilson, despite the
fact that they had the approval of a
member of the City Solicitor's legal
staff.

St. Loo's Respite

St. Louis, Sept. 27.

Banknite' and similar b.o. stimu-
lants used by theatre owners in
Madison County, 111., across the
river from here, are expected to. be
resumed after a six-week's layoff as
the 'one .jnan' gambling crusade . of
Dr. W. W. Billings, coroner of the
county, was. halted last week. The
purge of all forms of gambling was
undertaken by Dr. Billings when he
charged the sheriff, prosecuting at-
torney, and other law enforcement
officers closed both eyes to the vio-
lations.

The pic shows were the first to
abandon the bait that the coroner
said ran afoul of the law. Then one
of the largest lotto games in the
middle west pulled stakes and
moved into an adjoining county. The
Hyde Park club in, Venice, 111., a
casino which enjoyed heavy patron-
age from St. Louisans, also folded.
Minor gambling enterprises followed
suit. While Dr. Billings was con-
ducting his purge, suits totalling

$50,000 were filed against him al-
leging false entry, .assault, etc.

Last week the coroner in halting
his purge activities said his efforts

had convinced him that the laws
could be enforced if the authorities
desired and he would return the
situation to them. He presented an
expense bill of $222.23 to the County
Board of Supervisors but action • on
the matter was deferred until the
meeting next month. The Hyde Park
club is going full blast, other forms
of gambling have resumed and the-
atre proprietors are expected to re-
new the bank nite policy to lure
customers to their houses.

State' Senator James O. Monroe of
Collinsville is sounding out the
mayors of cities and towns in the
county on his proposal to sponsor a
bill to legalize gambling for revenue
at the next session of the Illinois

legislature.

Bank Nlte Conviction

Lynchburg, Va., Sept. 27.

Defining bank nite as a lottery.

Police Justice Harris S. BirchOeld of
Roanoke fined Elmore D. Heins, v.p.

and rnanager of National Theatres
Corp., $25 and sentenced him to a day
in jail. The jail sentence was sus-
pended.

Pennsy's Appeal Set
Philadelphia, Sept. 27.

Pennsy Supreme Court has set the
fourth Monday in November for its

final decision on legality of bingo,
banko and other, theatre games in

Banko No Lottery

Milwaukee, Sept. 27.

I Welworth Theatres Co. of Wiscon-
in, owner of the Hollywood, and Ted
Bolnick, manager, were found not
guilty by a jury of operating a lot-
tery in the form of bank night. The
jury accepted the defense contention
that no 'consideration' was involved.
Purchase of a theatre admission
ticket, the jury found, could not be
labeled a 'consideration.'
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Acad May Drop 'Oscars 9

(Continued from page 7)

of the board, and the reorganization

committee, .Darryl F. Zanuck, E. J.

Mannix and David O. Selznick ten-

dered their resignations, which were
likewise refused.

'The board felt that the future of

the Academy is too important to the

industry to be jeopardized by any
individual resignations at this time.

The board decided to continue on

its present basis until existing eco-

nomic differences are adjusted and
a more harmonious condition shall

exist in the industry.

Hope for Concerted Action

'At that time, the board hopes that

Guild members, present Academy
members and other artists and cre-

ators in the industry will join in a

concerted participation in the re-

organization of the Academy, com-
pletely free from economic or po-
litical problems, confining itself

solely to the advancement of the arts

and sciences of motion pictures/

Before the meeting Capra had ad-

vised Zanuck that many Guild mem-
bers felt the producers were asking

for cultural cooperation, while at the

same time refusing economic co-

operation with the creative workers.
He said it was impossible to arouse
interest in the proposed reorganiza-

tion unless the producers were will-

ing to resign immediately and turn
over control of the Academy to the

workers.

Because of action by the Academy
governing board, the Inter-Talent

Council may decide to mark time
until it is determined whether the

writers and producers can agree and
an adjustment worked out with the

directors. The actors already have
a basic agreement, but are support-
ing the other two talent groups.

Inter-Talent Council is composed
of Capra, Herbert Biberman, Lewis
Milestone, Ralph. Morgan, Elizabeth

Risdon, Robert Montgomery, Ken-
neth Thomson, Charles Brackett,

Jane Murfln, Philip Dunne and Boris

Ingster. Alternates are Elliott Nu-
gent, W. S. Van Dyke and Frank
Tuttle.

Screen Writers Guild, following
collapse of negotiations with the
producers, secured blanks from the
National Labor Relations Board for

filing unfair labor practice charges
Parley broke up when producers re-

fused to cancel agreement with the

Screen Playwrights, Inc., and to

recognize the SWG as exclusive bar
gaining agent for all scriveners.

Hearing before the NLRB on pe
titions of the Screen Directors Guild
charging 10 major film companies
with unfair labor practice for re

fusing to bargain, and asking to be
certified as collective representative

for directors, unit managers and as-

sistant directors, is now in its fourth

week. Case is being heard by Wil-

liam R. Ringer, NLRB trial examiner
who also conducted hearing in

Screen Writers Guild case.

Delinquents Attacked

Delinquency.lists of SDG members
were introduced by the producers to

show that many directors have never
paid the initial dues, while others

are delinquent from one quarter to

two years. The Guild fought admis-
sion of this testimony, but Examiner
Ringer ruled it might have some
bearing on the bargaining majority
of the SDG at various studios.

If the NLRB sustains this ruling,

the SDG would have a bargaining
majority at only two or three studios

on tfie dates at issue in the hearing.

Darryl F. Zanuck, vice president

in charge of production at 20th-Fox;
Hal Wallis, associate executive in

charge of production at Warners,
and Tenney Wright, production man-
ager at Warners, testified that unit

managers at their studios are not

permitted to direct scenes or handle
second units, and have no part in

cutting of pictures. Executives testi-

fied that unit managers and assistant

directors are hired, assigned and
fired by the production department.
Zanuck stated that his duties are

to select stories, hire directors,

writers, executives and actors, cut

and edit pictures and to supervise
previews to secure audience re-

actions before the picture is shipped
to distributors. The 20th-Fox head
said he spent most of his spare time
sparring with the Guilds.
Asked about changing players in

casts, Zanuck stated the studio prac-
tice allows director judgment to pre-
vail. He recalled an instance where
Sidney Lanfield objected .to Tyrone
Power in 'Sing, Baby, Sing,' with
claim that actor had insufficient ex-
perience and was raw in his lines.

Although he disagreed with the di-

rector after viewing the rushes,

Zanuck said he finally agreed to re-
placement of the player.
Tenney Wright said unit managers

are in reality assistant production
managers. After describing how all
departments aid in preparing a
shooting schedule, Wright stated:

Duties of Unit Manager
'A unit manager works out of the

production office. I consider him
my assistant. He watches after
costs and sees that necessary sets are
built. He is responsible in all Ways
for business running of that picture.
He looks over the cost sheet daily
and always attends the 2 p.m. busi-
ness meeting in my department. He
is really the advance man for the
production department.'
He denied either unit managers or

assistant directors shoot scenes. He
testified that a first assistant director
cannot spend money not listed in
the budget, while the unit manager
pays all bills on locations and con-
fers with the production office on
any script changes requested by the
director.

Sid Rogell, studio manager for
RKO-Radio, gave similar testimony
with reference to duties of unit man-
agers and assistant directors at his

studio.

Testimony was submitted by the
producers in an effort to refute the
contention of the SDG that duties of
unit managers and assistant directors
are similar and often interchange-
able. This was done to show Guild
is a properly constituted bargaining
unit although there is a wide vari-
ance between the salaries of direc-
tors and unit managers and assistant

directors.

Harry Joe Brown, associate pro-
ducer at 20th-Fox, explained the du-
ties of a director from the time he
reports for work until the picture is

completed. He also detailed work of
a unit manager and assistant direc-
tor.

Examiner Ringer refused to per-
mit the SDG to introduce testimony
showing that producers negotiated
a contract with the Screen Actors'
Guild, which they contend is a simi-
lar bargaining unit to the SDG. In
pleading for permission to place the
producer-SAG basic agreement and
by-laws of the SAG in evidence,
Barry Brannen* counsel for the di-

rectors, said:

Ruling , Called Prejudicial

The ruling of the examiner in ex
eluding these exhibs is entirely

prejudicial to the Guild's case. It

has taken us entirely by surprise,

There are fewer relations between
high-salaried actors and extras than
between directors and assistant di

rectors and unit managers.
'The producers found no difficulty

in negotiating a contract with the
actors who had the same sort- of
union setup as the directors. I

would like for the record to show
that these exhibits which are now
excluded were admitted in the
Screen Writers' Guild case.'

Conference between film execu-
tives and National Labor Relations
Board on petition charging that in-

ternational Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes is a company union
and producer dominated has been
postponed until conclusion of the
SDG hearing. Parley was set for

tomorrow (Wednesday). Dr. Towne
Nylander, NLRB regional director,

said the producers asked for the de-

lay because their attorneys are now
engaged in the present hearing.

The Artists Managers Guild has
appointed a committee composed of

Abe Lastfogel, Bert Allenberg, Frank
Vincent, Leland Hayward and M. C.

Levee to confer with committee from
the Screen Actors' Guild on plan of

the SAG to license agents. Levee,
prexy of the AMG, said agents' com-
mittee was named for 'the purpose
of developing a program that would
be of mutual benefit to members of

the two guilds.'

Negotiators for the actors are

Adolphe Menjou, chairman; Basil

Rathbone, Gloria Stuart, Morgan
Wallace, Edward Brophy, Maude
Eburne and George Murphy.
Harry Mayo has resigned as vice-

president of the Junior Council of

the SAG to accept a job as studio

checker for the Guild. SAG by-

laws provide that no Guild employe
can serve as an officer or member
of the board.

Scores of film cases pending be-

fore the NLRB will be set for hear-

ing at conclusion of the directors'

case. Included in these are petitions

by the Screen Publicists' Guild, So-

ciety of Motion Picture Film Ed-
itors, Studio Set Designers' Associ-

ation, Screen Cartoon Guild and
Scenic \rtists.

New Coast Indie Chapter

Los Angeles, Sept. 27.

New local chapter of Independent
Theatre Owners of Southern Cali-
fornia and Arizona was formed in
San Diego with John Keough, vet-
eran indie exhibitor, as president.
Chapter will function autonomously
but under supervision of ITO.'
Other branches and chapters :will

be set up in' Southern California as

part of the expansion program
planned by Albert Galston, ITO
president.

Jackass (a Real

One) Elected; Has

Radio-Film Bids

Tacoma, Sept. 27.

The Republicans of Milton, nearby
town, elected a jackass in the flesh

for precinct committeeman at the

election and as a consequence radio
and motion picture scouts have al-

ready offered the donkey a spot.

The mule was entered as 'Boston
Curtis' on the ballot in the state

blanket primary. Mayor Kenneth
Simmons of the village said he
wanted to prove that a certain per-
centage of the voting public pay no
attention to the names of the candi-

dates. He also thought it would be
a good joke on the Republicans, who
had made no nominations for the
post.

He asked the owner of the long-

eared animal if he could use the
name of his pet donkey for the ex-
periment. Chauncey Curtis, owner
said it was oke if politicos kept his

name out of it. When the mule re-

ceived all of the 51 votes and was
elected, May Simmons remarked,
'Let us bray,' and now the jackass
will be signed for radio and flickers.

All the press services and special

feature writers carried the yarn with
art, which made the prank a nation-
wide joke.

Wichita, Sept. 27.

Claude E. Main, Dodge City, Kan.,
Democratic candidate for Congress-
man, has leased Wallace Bruce Play-
ers, who have been literally packing
'em in as come-on for speeches of the
candidate in towns of western Kan-
sas.

Cast of 10 gives free nightly per-
formances under tent which seats

1,000.

Pros and Cons on UA's Delayed §

Pix in Philly; Selznick's Pledge

Cal-Neva

(Continued from page 1)

thousands of acres of land bordering
Lake Tahoe in Nevada. In fact he
now owns about half of the lake
shore property in the state and it

cost him a couple of million. He has
erected a swank residence in a se

eluded spot and travels back and
forth between San Francisco and the

lake in a $75,000 amphibian plane
The plane was sunk in the lake a
few days ago, without loss of life,

but was retrieved and will soon be
ready for airing again.

Through Norman Biltz, Reno real

estate dealer, Whittell is promoting
the sale of land around the lake in

large and small tracts and recently
signed Janet Gaynor for a choice
parcel. Paulette Goddard spent sev-
eral days looking over the field and
Bette Davis, vacationing at nearby
Glenbrook, a lake resort, also had an
opportunity to select a home site but
as far as known did not. Robert
Taylor also flew to Reno and spent
a day or two in the Tahoe district.

Idea of Biltz is to erect a high
class gambling resort and club near
Incline, which is at junction of direct
road from Reno and lake shore high-
way, and around it build the winter
and summer resort features. Nearby
Mount Rose, highest peak in these
parts, affords excellent skiing facili-

ties and it has been surveyed for
trails, up-skiis and similar attach-
ments.
Cal-Neva resort, largest night spot

In the state, is only a couple of miles
from Incline, and it has enjoyed a
lucrative trade for past several years
with gambling as its money-making
feature. It draws from Hollywood,
San Francisco and Reno and it is the
belief of Whittell interests that the
trade can be expanded if winter
sports are added.
They also use as a selling point

that hard pressed millionaires, who

Kaufman-Hart

(Continued from page 1)

sonate that yesteryear star of 'Potash

and Perlmutter.'
Other yesteryear stars in this cav-

alcade of the' theatre include Weber
and Fields, and others.

'Invalid' deals with the theatre on
Broadway from 1900 to 1930. It

traces a house from the time it was
used for legit, then for burlesque

and finally films. Scenes showing
name players will be brief and are

for montage effect, but are expected
to have an important part in the

show. There are well over 100

speaking parts in the play, but the

cast will be kept within 77 by dou-
bling. Show is currently rehearsing

for a scheduled opening Oct. 8 at

the Broadhurst, New York. Pro-

ducer is Sam H. Harris.

MILGRAM-PIZOR

START PLENTY

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.

Feud between Dave Milgram, head
of Affiliated Theatres, Inc., and
Lewen Pizor, prez of United Motion
Picture Theatre Owners, reached a

new peak last Wednesday when
Pizor, in partnership with Charles

Segall. chairman of UMPTO's board,

opened a new house in competish to

Milgram. House is the Chelten, in

Germantown, and the original cause

of the hatred that has now come to

be generally known to exhibs as

The Second Battle of Germantown.'
It is close to Milgram's Allen and
Walton theatres..

First thing that happened in con-

nection with unveiling of the new
house was last Tuesday night when
the Evening Bulletin called Pizor

and asked if he had called up to or-

der a large '30c' inserted in his ad
for the opening. Pizor said he did

not, as the house is a 20-center.

Ledger didn't bother to check back
and its ad the next day carried the

30c.
' Second thing that happened was

that merchahts in the neighborhood
on opening day found themselves
deluged with tickets that admitted
anyone to the Allen upon payment
of 5-10c. On the night of the open-
ing, 'lined up at the bpxoffice were
scores of Negroes. Wondering where,
they had all obtained 20c Pizor had
several of them collared and ques-
tioned. They all replied, 'A man up
the street gave us the money.'
A few minutes later a sound truck

began ploughing back and forth
along the block where the new the-
atre is located. Although it bore
no advertising, it soon became a

source of extreme annoyance. Then
a taproom across the street sudden-
ly lighted up with signs all over the
windows plugging the Allen.
And, finally, a mob of kids bore

down on the Chelton, carrying her-
alds for the Allen. They tossed
them all around and succeeded in

pasting a few on the walls around
the new house. Police car was then
called and remained there all night.
Although the change in the news-

paper ads, the presence of the Negro
aud or the appearance of the sound
truck couldn't be connected with
Milgram in any way, his actions
seem to have been a serious tactical

blunder. For while he -had almost
unanimous support of other indie
exhibs before for his side of the ar-
gument, he alienated a good bit of
this opinion last week.

Shoe, too, will be on the other foot
next month when Milgram opens the
Adelphia, which will be in direct
competition to Pizor and Segall's
Apollo in West Philadelphia.
Cause of the entire feud is the fact

that Segall and Pizor built the Chel-
ten in competish to Milgram's houses.
Milgram immediately started the
Adelphia to compete with them on
other grounds and the battle went
on from there.

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.

Exhib meeting, as result of United
Artists' notification that it won't de-
liver six pictures promised for 1937-
38, has been called for Thursday
(29) by Lewen Pizor, prez of United
Motion Picture Theatre Owners.
Although most exhibs are under the
impression that it will be a protest
meeting to frame a beef about UA's
action, it is understood that the
meeting won't turn out to be that
at all. Instead, Pizor will attempt
to explain away and justify UA.
Whether he can do it is another
question, but it is known that he has
been in constant touch for the past
week or so with George J. Schaefer,
UA sales chief, who is a great per-
sonal friend of his.

Some exhibs have been somewhat
appeased by a letter Harry Perel-
man, of the Lehigh and New Alle-
gheny theatres, claims to have re-

ceived from David O. Selznick, two
of whose pictures are among those
being held back by UA. Following
a direct personal protest to Selznick
by Perelman, the latter says he re-

ceived a reply in which Selznick
said he himself will guarantee de-
livery of his own pictures. Inas-

much as it is these two films in
which operators are most interested,

there isn't too much indignation

about the others.
Pizor is expected to explain that

inasmuch as UA contracts are only
for six months, they had run out and
the exchange had the legal right to

do what it did. Exhibs agree on the

legal right, but claim there is a
moral as well as legal point involved.

PRODUCT DEALS

New York and Elsewhere—Selling

Away In Midwest

find the California tax burdens tob.

heavy, can establish permanent resi-
dence in Nevada by building houses
at lake and visiting it occasionally,
and thus escape many tax nicks in
;heir income. Nevada has no trick
taxes of any kind. Property tax and
the universal gasoline tax are all the
state exacts.

The RKO product deal closed with
United Artists for the 1938-39 sea-

son, retroactive to include 'Algiers/

does not include metropolitan New
York houses. Loew's has played UA
in this 'section -for many years.

A major '38-39 contract closed by
Columbia has been signed with the
Martin circuit operating 55 houses in
Georgia, Alabama and Florida. Deal
embraces entire feature, shorts and
serials lineup. W. W. Anderson, Col
branch manager at Atlanta, nego-
tiated the buy with Roy E. Martin.

Republic has closed several im-
portant sales contracts in the North-
ern California region, with James R.
Grainger in San Francisco to per-
sonally marshal the forces on the
deals. Grover C. Parsons^Rep west-
ern division manager, is also there,
with Sid Weisbaum, Frisco branch
manager, sitting in. Largest deal is

with the affiliated Golden States and
T. & D. Enterprises operating 75 the-
atres in the far northwest. R. A.
McNeil and Mike Naify negotiated
the terms in behalf of Golden States-
T. & D. Other deals, involving a
total of around 30 houses, have been
signed with the Redwoods Theatres
and Midland chains.

Two Republic deals closed up by
Jack Bellman, eastern division sales
manager, including WB's Jersey
houses, numbering around 40, as well
as the upstate N. Y. Warner houses,
and the Si Fabian circuit in Brook-
lyn.

" FN Sell* Away From Cooper
Lincoln, Sept. 27.

First National joined United Ar-
tists in selling away from J. H.
Cooper in this situation, the rst con-
certed break among the majors away
from Cooper. Puts the T. B. Noble-
Nebraska Theatres, Inc., closely al-
lied with the L. L. Dent-Westland
Theatres, in its strongest position
here so far. Cooper and Dent have
battled over the face* of three states

—

Nebraska, Oklahoma and Colorado—
for several years. Howard Federer,
general manager of the situation
here, now has Col, FN and UA to
hook into the Varsity, with sub-
sequents to go into the Kiva.
Change of situation and the clos-

ing of nouses is expected to curtail
the selling of a great number of sub-
sequents here. Sale of FN puts WB
in the position of selling away from
their partner in Oklahoma City.

UA Splits Cooper-Dent
Omaha, Sept. 27.

First-run United Artists pictures at
Lincoln are now split by Cooper
and Dent theatres in a deal just
signed. Cooper houses formerly had
UA first-runners exclusive. Dent-
operated Varsity theatre will handle
UA first-runs with move-overs going
to the Kiva.
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Film Reviews

Fugitives for a Night
(Continued from page 14)

action but not much interest. One
minute the heroine, Miss Lynn, is

freezing; the next she and her stooge

b.f. are turning a fan on a garage at-

tendant they have strapped up that

they might make off with one of his

cars
- s • <

Numerous scenes are inside and
around a studio. They may appeal to

the curious somewhat but here again
is a picture that tips inside stuff and
picture industry behavior that does
not one any good. Other industries

don't seem to indulge in publicizing
their most undesirable side, even for
gain. Side shown in 'Fugitives for a
Night' isn't so terribly bad, however,
that it will result in more than casual
observations on the point. Char.

IN OLD MEXICO
(WITH SONGS)

Paramount release of Harry Sherman
production. Features William Boyd. GeorRe
llnyes, Russell Hayden. Directed by Ed-
ward D. Venturlnl. Screenplay, Harrison
Jacobs, based on original story by Clarence
K. Mulford; camera, Russell Hurlln. At
Control. N. Y.. dual, week Sept. 24, '38.

Running time. 07 mlns.
Hopalonfr Cnssldy William Boyd
Windy Halllday George Hayes
Lucky Jenkins Russell Hayden
The Fox Paul Sutton
Janet Leeds Betty Amann
Anita Gonznles Jane Clayton
Don Carlos Gonzales Al Garcia
Burk Glen Strange
Colonel Gonzales Trevor Bordette
Klenn Anna Demetrlo
Fancho Tony Roux

Another nice, well-directed west-
ern in the Hopalong Cassidy series,

made by Harry Sherman. Not sen-
sational, but smooth and superior to

the usual mesa film, this picture has
some comedy, nice singing and hefty
riding, enough to please as a com-
panion program film.

Hopalong and his pals ride into a
pretty secluded part of old Mexico
to discover that they came there on
a phoney summons and that one of

Hopalong's best friends has been am-
bushed and murdered. The murdered
friend is a son of the senor who owns
the rancho where Cassidy is stopping.
Also, the rancho owner has a pretty
daughter who sings and likes Cassidy,
but she has a girl friend who is a spy
and is a sister of the murderer. Cas-
sidy's detective work, with the help
of several horsemen, unravels the
mystery of the ambush and captures
his old enemy again.

Betty Amann is a bit shrill, but
Jane Clayton, as the senorita, is quite
pert and pleasing. Shan.

Wanted by the Police
Monogram production • and release. Fea-

tures Frankle Darro, Evalyn ICnapp. Thel-
ma White. Directed by Howard Brether-
ton. Original by Donn Mullaly and Renaud
Hoffman; screenplay, Wellyn Totmnn;
camera, Bert Longeneckcr. At Globe. N. Y..
dual, week Sop. 24, '88. Running time. 60
mlns.
Danny Frankle Darro
Mrs. Murphy Lillian Elliott

Mike... Robert Kent
Kathleen Evalyn Knapp
•Williams Matty Fain
Owens Don Rowan
Stinger Sam Bernard
Marty Maurice Hugo
Lillian Thelma White
Russo Willy Costello
Trigger. Walter Merrill
Jess Ralph Peters

Crime picture which is fair for its

kind and the type of program for
which it is intended. No humor, but
wastes little time getting into action
and down to the romance end.
Hero is a lad who has a nice Irish

mother, despite v/hom he gets in-

volved with a hot car mob. There's
some highjacking, but when mom
finds out what's ailing the kid she
calls in her daughter's sweetheart, a
cop,*and in the end, after a couple of
shootings everything' winds up
hunky-dory.

Frankie. Darro is the hero, and he
does an okay job. Evalyn Knapp
hasn't much to do in her sister role.

As the cop. Robert Kent stands up
all right. None of them is burdened
with any particular dramatic mate-
rial. Howard Bretherton has han-
dled the drama end well. Shan,

Orphan of the Pecos
Victory Pic release of Sum Katzmnn

production. Stars Tom Tyler; features
Jeanne Martel, Marjorlc Beebc. Directed
by Sam Katzman. Screenplay, Basil Dick-
ey; camera, Bill Hyer; editor. Holbrook
Todd. At .Liberty, Lincoln, dual. Run-
ning time, 57 mlns.
Rayburn Tom Tyler
Ann Jeunnc Mnrtel
Mrs. Barnes Marjorlc Beebc
Pete Howard Bryant
Brand Forrest Taylor
Sheriff Charles Whittaker
Mathews Ted L'Teh
Slim Roger Williams
Gelbert Lnfo McKei-

Success of Bergen and McCarthy
has brought a cycle of ventriloquism
to the westerns. Now it isn't only
possible to catch outlaws in the open
spaces with a horse, a sheriff or
radio, but by throwing curves with
the vocal cords. 'Orphan' comes as
the third western series to use a
voice juggler and his dummy, the
3 Mesquiteers and the Jack I.udcn
opuses having preceded. Tom Tyler
uses Ted Lorch, the vent, to ghost a

murderer into spilling as the climax
of this one.
'Orphan' gives the idea in title that

there are kids mixed up in it, but the
'Orphan' turns out to be Jeanne Mar-
tel, who is old enough to be an eye-
catcher. Lafe McKee, her father, gets
the goods on his foreman, Forrest
Taylor, fires him and gets potted for
doing it. Safe is looted, and when
found, Tom Tyler, who had been
sent for by the old man, was bending
over the body. In a hole, he scours
the country trying to find the guilty
man. Getting an idea who it is, he
follows through by having Lorch un-
limber his threat, and the case pops.

•Pic is a family affair, Jeanne Mar-
tel being Mrs. Tyler in real life. She
straights for Marjorie Beebe, who
shows the whites of her eyes in tight
places and romances in a very sub-
dued manner with Tyler. Tyler
shows off in several scraps which do
a great deal of damage to the furni-
ture, and the chases are up to par.
Tempo is a little too slow. There's

not a whole lot of talking in the
screenplay, Basil Dickey evidently
figuring audiences are so familiar
with the basic western story it only
takes action-r-because the western
follower knows the right words to
put in the right places. As biz goes,
it'll average so-so. Barn.

Overland Stage Raiders
Republic release of William Berke pro-

duction. Features the Three Mesquiteers.
Directed by George Sherman. Screanplay,
Lucl Ward, original, Bernard McConvllle.
Edmond Kelso; based on characters created
bv William Colt McDonald; camera. Wil-
liam Nobles. Reviewed In Projection
Ror.m, N. Y., Sept. 22. Running time 53
mlns.
Stony Brooke John Wayne
Tucson Smith Ray Corrlgan
Lullaby Joslln Max Terhune
Beth Hoyt Louise Brooks
Ned Hoyt Anthony Marsh
Bob Whitney Ralph Bowman
Mulllns. Gordon Hart
Harmon Roy James
Jake Olin Francis
Ma Hawkins ...Fern Emmett
Sheriff Henry Otho
Clan ton George Sherwood
Waddcll Archie Hall
Milton Frank La Rue

This series improves with each new
adventure. Starting out as typical

cow country stories, Republic has
seemingly upped the budget as suc-

cessive chapters caught on. 'Raiders'

is as modern as today, yet contains

plenty of cross-country hoss chases

and six-shooter activity. It's based
on time-worn stage holdups, but in
this case the stages are first a bus
then a fast air transport. Should
please juves and elders alike.
Yarn has the trio preventing a

stickup of a bus carrying a gold ship-
ment, as a reward for which the
head of the mining company agrees
to try ferrying the stuff out by plane.
Ned Hoyt and his sister are partners
in the ownership of the plane and
airport with the Mesquiteers, but the
crate flown by Hoyt is an old one and
the ferrying contract is granted on
condition a new one is bought.
Wayne and his partners round up

all the surrounding ranchers and get
them to sell their beef and con-
tribute toward the purchase of the
new ship. Gordon Hart, as owner
of the bus line and secret head of
the gang lifting the shipments from
his own jallopies, has his mob shoot
up a train crew and take over the
cattle, on the thought that if the beef
is rustled, the rancher-Mesquiteer
combine can't buy a new plane and
the contract will revert to his
method of transporting it by bus.
Direction and story permit numer-

ous technical errors which sharp-eyed
kids will pick out. It's never ex-
plained how the ranchers, who kick
in with practically everything they
own to help buy the new transport,
will benefit. All through the film
there's the shadow of the offense
Hoyt had earlier committed hanging
over him, but story doesn't tell what
he's done or whether it was in con-
nection with previous sky activities.
When the trainload of cattle is

rustled by overpowering the train
crew, the gang start off with the
loaded train with no apparent desti-
nation.
Louise Brooks is the femme appeal

with nothing much to do exceDt look
glamorous in a shoulder-length
straight-banged coiffure. Anthony
Marsh turns in a good performance
as Ned Hoyt, and Ray Corrigan and
Max Terhune are their usual fighting
selves.

PROSFYGOPOULA
('The Girl Refugee')
(GREEK-MADE)
(WITH SONGS)

Behna Bros, production and release.
Stars Sophia Vebo; features Mnnos Philip-
pldes, Touloj Anzos, Allka Vcbo, Directed
by Demctre Bcxrls. Story by Demetre
Hogris; munle, J. Yannldes. At Miami,
X. Y.. starting Sept. 23. '38. Running
lime, 115 mlns.
Sophia Sophia Vebo
Lukns Manos Philippines
Kitn Toula Anzea
Didl Scmartzes
Muslclii PleHsas
Maid Alike Vebo

(In Greek; with English Foreword)
Boasting top talent from Greek

ranks, elaborate production for such
type foreign film, tuneful Grecian

songs and a fairly spicy, melodra-
matic story, 'The Girl Refugee' obvi-
ously must appeal exclusively to
Greek patronage in this country.
Labored method of unfolding

story is reminiscent of struggles by
other foreign producers to conquer
art of talking films. However, it is

much better than previous attempts
from Greece's studios and probably
will do okay in American cities pos-
sessing a large Greek population.

Picture is another case of having
the talent but not being sure of what
to do with " it, as compared with
American standards of production.
Had the director been as skillful as
some of singers in film, the result
doubtlessly would have been more
satisfying.
For a production filled with as

many warbling efforts and trim
musical scoring as this, director
managed to evolve a fairly dramatic
Dlot. Story is that of a wealthy
farmer, noted for his kindness to

refugees, who quits his faithful wife
for a dark-haired vamp. He learns
his mistake when he discovers her
with her young lover. Censors
stepped in here, but sufficient epi-

sodes previously give the. audience
a rou<?h idea. Apparent weaknesses
are faulty recording and photog-
raphy.
Sophia Vebo, who is known to

Greeks in America through her
vocal records, is the wronged wife.

Effective, particularly in several

songs. Manos- Philippides makes a
stalwart husband, his vocalizing

helping him over several Tough
spots. Toula Anzes, as the Greek
golddigger, is comely and her initial

romantic scene is reminiscent of pre-

Breen days. Pless?s, as an energetic

musician, is mostly flat with his

comic efforts. Wear.

coincidence of Stolz composing both,
but it ends there.

Story concerns the custom-bound
Viennese hack driver who refuses to
sell his home to an auto-manufactur-
ing concern as a factory site. He
mortgages it to one of his daughter's
suitors and forbids her to see the one
who wanted to buy the property. But
she falls in love with the disapproved
swain, and the other one tries to fore-
close the mortgage. However, the old
man finally consents to sell the place,
and young love triumphs, with the
fond daddy singing a serenade to the
happy couple as he drives them off
in his carriage.
Leo Slezak has beguiling warmth

as the hackie, although his playing is

somewhat ponderous. He sings sev-
eral numbers rather heavily. Lizzi
Holzschuh is beauteously appealing
as the daughter, while Hans Holt has
romantic dash as the successful
swain. Annie Rosar is the cab-driv-
er's wife; Hans Gotz is a sleek heavy,
while Rudolf Carl makes faces with
the comedy part of a chauffeur.
Director Hubert Marischka has

failed to infuse the yarn with suffi-

cient movement, and consequently
numerous scenes are static. The
lighting is also faulty, although the
photography is surprisingly good for
a foreign production. Sound is im-
properly controlled: While the com-
edy is broad, it is spotty, so the
laughs are scattered. Picture is a
fair bet in German-language nabes,
but offers nothing elsewhere. Hobe.

Delay Clearances

(Continued from page 7)

Childhood of Maxim
Gorky

(RUSSIAN-MADE)
Amklno release of Soynzdetfllm produc-

tion. Directed by Mark Donskol. Scenario,
I. Gruzdyev; camera, P. Yermolov. I.

Malov; music, L. Shvarts. A-t Cameo. N.
Y., week Sept. 23, '38. Running time, 09
mlns.
Alexel Peshkov Gorky Alyosha Lyarsky
Grandmother V. O. Massalltlnova
Grandfather M. G. Troyariovaky
Yarvara E. Alexeyeva
Uncle Ya';ov V. Xovlkov
Uncle Mikhail A. Zhukov
Grlgorl K. Zlubkov
Gypsy D. Sagnl
Lodrrer S. Tlkhonravov
Lenka Igor Smlrnov

(In Russian; With English Titles)

An immortality that Soviet Russia

has heretofore allotted only to Lenin
and Marx is bestowed upon the coun-

try's greatest writer, Maxim Gorky,

in this tale of his childhood. While
production efforts, including direc-

tion and camera, are obviously

poor, there is sufficient in the 'Child-

hood of Maxim Gorky' to interest his

readers.

Producers have probably taken
much from Gorky's memoirs, written
before the World War, and turned it

into what .is actually just an ordinary
film. Even to Gorky's most ardent
adherents his childhood would seem
only commonplace, along with the
adolescence, for instance, of his
young playfellows of the '70's.

His are the trials of an orphaned
youngster living in a household gov-
erned by an inconsistently despotic
grandfather and one in which the
bonds of kinship are threadbare. For
there are his uncles, betraying, sneak-
ing and mercenary, eager to seal their
father's coffin so they might gain his
pitifully few kopecks.
To Alexei, most impressionable in

this stage of his maturity, all this
secured him in a vise-like grip and
undoubtedly influenced him in his
later writings.
A fallacy that escaped the Soviet

censors, however, was the inconsist-
ency of the picture. There are sug-
gestions of plenty in this Czarist re-
gime, while other items show how
the lot of the Russians was distinctly
unfavorable during the period.
Of the cast, Alyosha Lyarsky. as

the young Gorky, stands out. Buxom
V. O. Massalitinova, as his grand-
mother, also plays well.

LIEBE IM % TAKT
('Love ?n Waltz Time')
(GERMAN-MADE)

(MUSICAL)
Casino Film Exchange release of Dafa

production. Stars Leo Slezak. Directed by
Hubert Marischka. Music. Robert .Stolz.

At 8(lth Street Casino. X. Y.. Sept. 23, '38.

Running time, 00 mlns.
Leopold Welnzlerl Leo Slezak
Resl Welnzlerl Annie Rosar
Franzl Llzzl Holzschuh
Erich Lob Hans Holt
Stlerbnck Rudolf farl
FerJl Schoberl:- Hans Gotz

(In German; No English Titles)

Mildly entertaining musical with
Leo Slezak, Viennese baritone-come-

dian. Story is strong enough for the

modest requirements of musical .com-
edy, but the treatment is lusterless.
Score by Robert Stolz. who com-
posed 'Two Hearts in Waltz Time,'
only moderately engaging, pace is

slow, while the direction and act-
> ing are stereotype. Technically the
! picture is about as expected. Sug-
gestion of being a sequel to 'Zwei
iHerzen' is only in the title and the

S.A.G. Accord

(Continued from page 5)

arbitrations and adjustments un-
der this agreement.

2. Time and a half for overtime
and double pay for work on
Sundays and holidays, for certain

classes of players, when required

to work more than 48 hours in

one week, or more than 10 hours
in one day.

3. Rest period of 12 hours.

4. Regulations and specific defi-

nitions of time required by play-

ers foi tests, fittings, publicity in-

terviews and photographs, and
other studio and outside activi-

ties not directly involved in

making of pictures.

5. Time and a half pay for day
and extra players required to

work on Sundays and additional

safeguards and concessions deal-

ing with rest periods, computa-
tion of work time, transportation
to locations and similar miscel-
laneous problems.

Agreement also provides Improved
procedure for requesting and grant-
ing of waivers by Guild for employ-
ment of extras when such waivers
are needed to prevent delay in pro-
duction or unnecessary expense.

Guild's Concessions
Recognition by the Guild of cer-

tain responsibilities by its members
is also incorporated in the agreement
in the form of provisions in respect
to overtime expense, due to failure of
Guild members, other than extras, to

report promptly.
Producers feel these and similar

provisions in agreement establish a
firm foundation for friendly relations
between all groups and point the way
for other branches of the industry
toward sensible and satisfactory ad-
justment of existing differences.

'For unselfish and capable leader-
ship in these negotiations, I person-
ally desire to thank Robert Mont-
gomery, Kenneth Thomson, Laurence
Beilenson and others in the Guild, as
well as Darryl Zanuck, E. J. Mannix,
Edwin J. Loeb and their many co-
workers who gave so generously- and
ably of their, time and efforts. To all

others whose cooperation and coun-
sel is essential we are grateful. This
help and support is especially valu-
able because it marks an historic
trend in labor relations in the U. S.

and comes at a time when promotion
of industrial justice and harmony are
so vital to our national life and pros-
perity,' Schenck's statement con-
cluded.

Signatories to the agreement are
Roach, RKO, Paramount, Warners.
20th-Fox, Loew's, Universal, Wanger,
Selznick, International, Columbia.
Goldwyn, Screen Actors' Guild, and
such other parties who are producer-
signatories to the Producer-Screen
Actors' Guild basic minimum con-
tract of 1937, who, with the consent
of the Guild, may become signatory
to this agreement.

mit sketches on winter resort and
cruise clothes for what will be
known as Motion Picture Industry's

First Annual Fashion Salon. Al-
though as many designs as can be
had are desired, it is indicated that

sketches of styles designed as studio

routine are satisfactory, it not being
expected that original stuff will be
created for the -fashion salon.

No Canadian Obstacles

Montreal, Sept. 28.

Opposition to tree use of radio for

purpose ©^publicizing films ..as evi-

den.ly failed tj gain much ground
in Canada. Several - stations report
amount of publicity material re-

ceived daily is greater than c /er and
has now reached a point where press

stuif is waste basicctcd without a
reading.

Canauian film exchanges seem to

be of ihe opinion that radio .lugs

for films are all to the good. Sta-
tion men report they recently re-

ceived letters from exchange han-
dling Metro pioduct asking .tations

to run trailers for pictures such as

'Love Finds Andy Hardy/. 'The

Crowd Roars' and 'Shopworn AngeU
Broadcasters are even told where

to apply for trailers and how to

word applications, this causing addi-

tional resentment. Station men so

far take stand th: trailers should

be paid for as commercials and pooh-
pooh value of trailers as entertain-

ment.

FINED $50 FOR FIGHT FILMS
Birmingham, Sept. 27.

J. W. McCormick and Walter L.
Brandenberg were fined $50 each
in Federal court after they pleaded
guilty to transporting pictures of
the Braddock-Farr fight into Ala-
bama.
Fight films are not allowed in the

state.

Radio's Seattle Plu?.

Seattle, Sept. 27.

Vic Gauntlett, advertising head of

Hamrick-Evergreen, quieted radio

squawks on film quiz money-spend-
ing partly when he suggested that

locals tie up with KOL for 'Movie
Quiz Editor* stint 15 minutes each
Saturday eve. This program, script-

ed by Eddie Rivers, p.a. of Hamrick-
Evergreen, and Jack Sampson of

Sterling chain, carries all the an-
swers to various queries of the pub-
lic and asks them to write in to the

station if they want to know what
it is alt' about. All theatres partici-

pating in the quiz boost over KOL
also are carrying a short trailer,,

spotted between features, calling the
audience's attention to' station and
time. A total of 12 ducats also given
to listeners selected at random, for

seats in first runs.

Tacoma's Squawks
Tacoma, Sept. 27.

Some Of the subsequent runs in
the northwest who have contributed
their share in the $250,000 Movie
Quiz contest, and so far have not
received the necessary material in
the form of booklets, broadsides and
banners, are up in arms that they
should be forgotten.

The attitude of the third ami
fourth runs, who say they put up
their money and are not able to cash
in on the campaign because they
lack the material, are hollering to
the housetops. One operator was
more than peeved that the little fel-

lows should be so treated, threaten-
ing to refuse renewal on some of
the major's subsequents and expect-
ing to throw out a line to the inde-
pendents. They are taking the at-

titude that while admitting they are
small fry, the producers should show
more interest in their problems and
"especially in a case like this where
any momentum of grosses in the big
houses is bound to reflect in the
small-seaters. A meeting of the
smallies in the northwest for the
purpose of making a holler heard at
major headquarters has been sug-
gested.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

•Little Tough Guys in Society' is

the new tag for 'AH in a Lifetime'
at Universal.

'Up the River' is the final handle
for 'Hard to Get* at 20th-Fox.
Samuel Goldwyn switched The

Lady and the Cowboy' back to 'The
Cowboy and the Lady.'

'Comet Over Broadway' is release
title for 'Curtain Call* at Warners.

'The Restless Age' is final tag for
Samuel Goldwyn's The Daring Age.'
'Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse" at War-

ners becomes The House of Dread'
for Hungarian release.
Marquee tag for 'Escape from Yes-

terday' at Paramount is 'The Last
Ride.'
Republic picked 'Storm Over

Bengal' as final title for 'Bengal
Lancer Patrol/ nee 'Command to
Glory.'
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Schlatter's Charley

Charles Schlaifer, of United Ar-
tists theatre, San Francisco, has de-
veloped a mighty good idea in a
•spokesman' to be known as U. A.
Charley, a miniature figure drawn
about the initial letters, the U serv-

ing as a head and the A for a body.

It was Schlaifer's idea to create a
personality to which could be attrib-

uted plugs which might sound a bit

overdone if simply printed. With
Charley telling 'em, it sounds and
looks different, and already Charley
has proven his value. Incidentally,
Schlaifer thought well enough of the,
idea to copyright the figure, thou^j
there is no stoppage against similar,
but non-conflicting ideas.

The introductory ad announced
him as 'The Voice of the United Ar-
tists theatre' and urged the reader to
look for him. Subsequent usage on
'Sabu' offered, 'Blowing my horn.
Come on, 'you swingsters, 'Saba' is

right in the groove.' 'It's a gal's pic-
ture, but you'll be crazy about it,

too. Don't say I didn't tell you,'
and 'This is Motion Pictures' great-
est year. 'Sabu' proves it.' All are
signed, U. A. Charley.
The advantage of the simple de-

vice is all out of proportion to the
cost. In this case Charley is taken
over to the screen with the manni-
kin on a trailer saying: 'U. A. Char-
ley takes pride in presenting our
feature attraction . . .' followed by
the main title. Similar use is made
of trailers for shorts and for the
newsreel. Already- Charley is a
powerful second to the press agent.

Crowning the 'King'
With four weeks to go at the N. Y.

Paramount, starting today, the press
department got behind 'If I were King'
for a big push. Lead off was pres-
ence in town of Basil Rathbone and
Ellen Drew. Rathbone went on the
Vallee hour and was interviewed by
most of the dailies. He knows how
to talk and landed some good stuff.

He also appeared on the Information,
Please' program, NBC. Miss Drew
got several plugs, mostly on the wo-
men's pages.
A week before the opening the

Journal-American started a contest
on 'What I Would Do If I Were
King.' This ran into the second week
as the picture opened, and prize
winners were announced the follow^
ing week, which gave a three weeks'
play. Paper was unusually generous
in the use of art and used one sheet
on all delivery trucks. Also distrib-
uted 1,000,000 heralds via news-
stands.
Red Book, which was featuring

the pictures as the film of the month,

Blank's 'Boys Town' Bally
One of the most elaborate cam-

paigns on a picture ever attempted,
put on by A. H. Blank in his terri-

tory, which embraces Iowa and
Nebraska mostly, resulted in a pre-
miere for 'Boys Town' in Omaha
that brought out 30,000 people and
required 110 cops, plus f.remen, for
control of order. Blank, now in

New York, declares that records are
being broken by the picture on top
of the campaign, including business
that tops 'Snow White,' record-
maker in many spots.
Blank brought a specially prepared

record of the campaign east, which
Y. Frank Freeman, Leon Netter and
others consider the best they've seen.
It is planned to make the campaign
available to other operators.
Obtaining unusual cooperation

from the Catholic Church in his ter-

ritory and feeling that 'Boys' Town'
is the industry's most powerful force
in maintaining relations,,with the
church, Blank formed a general
committee on the opening of the pic-

ture, including political, industrial

and other dignitaries, among them
the mayor of Omaha, president of
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handed cards to all stands, and
played it up strong.
Macy's used a gown display,

pinned to Miss Drew, which gave
special ads as well as several win-
dow and inside displays. Abraham
& Straus, Brooklyn, and Bamberg-
er's, Newark, sister stores, also rode
the picture in and Best & Co. tied
Miss Drew to a beauty parlor ad
while Saks used Frances Dee for the
same purpose. A Fifth avenue fur-
niture store displayed a bed of the
period, sent on from the studio.
Wanamaker's gave five windows to
costumes and props, and Brentano's
made a book display.
' -Eastman Kodak tied Rathbone and
Colman to candid cameras, and Lux
dealers contributed about 2,500 win-
dow strips.

Two Trippers
Paramount, which will preem 'Ar-
kansas Traveler* at Little Rock next
month, is sending out two expedi-
tions to bally. One is a native cov-
ered wagon, which will trip through
the south, carrying invitations to at-
tend the premiere to the governors
and mayors of the states and cities

visited. Tour dips down to Birming-
ham and Atlanta and then north to
New York and back home.
Other outfit is an auto carrying

the official 'Miss Arkansas' who will
tour the west and northwest. ' This
is in cooperation with the AAA and
various chambers of commerce.
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GANS G.M. FOR R. & R.

Louis Gans to become general
manager for Rapf & Ruden's seven
New Jersey theatres, with headquar-
ters in Bloomfield. , . .

Bert Korbel quits as manager of

the Five-Boro Fenway theatre to

open the Costello, in Washington.
Heights section of N. Y. C. for Louis
Myers and Charles Goldreyer.

the Union Pacific, etc. A special
broadcast with these dignitaries was
included and after the preem at
Omaha (home of Boys Town) Blank
threw a party. He got John W. Con-
sidine, Jr., 'Spencer Tracy and
Mickey Rooney to come on from the
Coast. Blank, probably one of the
strongest forces in the industry be-
hind good-will campaigns, having
put on many, is one of the larger of
the Par partners.

Yamming the Yam
Rutgers Nielson, of RKO, sent

around last week, coincident with
the opening of 'Carefree' at the Ra-
dio City Musical Hall, ocarinas, more
generally referred to as sweet po-
tatoes or yams.- To advertise the
Yam dance created by Fred Astaire
and Ginger Rogers in the picture.
Nielson explains it can be used as a
paper weight in case you do not want
to play it.

Musical authorities have been try-
ing £nr years to decide whether, or-
not the ocarina should be classed as
a musical instrument, but there
seems to be no question as to the
publicity value of the darned thing.
It is bound to make itself heard.

Theatres—Exchanges

Dubuque, la.

Jack Neary, manager of the Or-
pheum (Mort Singer), transferred
to Orpheum, Davenport, replacing
Glen Caldwell, who is leaving for
Hollywood. Louis McComish named
temporary manager of Orpheum
here. House, closed four days a
week during hot weather, is back on
seven-day schedule.

Oklahoma City.
S. C. Callahan opening new the-

atre at Broken Bow Oct, 1. Now
operates Arrow there.

Earl Barrett opens new 300 seater
at Atoka Oct. 1.

New Orleans.
Site of one of the first pix houses

in the commercial district of the city
is again to become a picture house,
itw as announced Wednesday (14).
The space has been leased by M.A.
and Ira Weingrun, operators of the
Laurel theatre, for 10 years and will
be remodeled into a modern, air-
conditioned house to be opened
about November 1.

The .new house will give St.
Charles street three pix theatres,
others being the Liberty and the
Lyceum. St. Charles has been dark
for months.

Spartanburg, S. C.
Criterion, Wilby-Kincey house,

dark all season except week-ends,
plans late fall resumption of full
schedule.

Fort Wayne.
Quimby Theatres, Inc., took over

Riley theatre last week (15), leasing
house from Mailers Brothers Amuse-
ment Corp. Quhriby now has four
theatres in city.

Manny Marcus has taken over
Creighton and Capitol theatres here,
and is hurrying up work on re-
modeling of Paramount. Paramount,
built in 1930, is newest house in
city. The stage is being rebuilt for
vaude.

Louisville.
Several changes in the personnel

of Fourth Avenue Amus. Co. houses
were made, following the resigna-
tion of A. J. Kalberer as manager of
Strand, who went to Washington",
Ind. In his place at Strand is A. B.
McCoy, formerly at Uptown. J. H.
Boswell, formerly Rex. shifted to
Uptown, while William Metzger, for-
merly assistant of Rialto, now in
charge of Rex.

Mrs. E. M. Eagleston, owner of
Majestic and 'Little, Seymour, Ind.,
has completed negotiations for M.
Switow & Sons of Louisville to take
over management of two houses.
Mrs. Eagleston has operated houses
in Indiana and Illinois for number
of years.

Los Angeles.
Kurt and Max Laemmle bought a

majority interest in the Franklin
theatre in Highland Park from
Harry Rackin and associates. House
will be managed by Kurt Laemmle.
who also operates the Ritz theatre,
Lowell, Ind.
Al Hanson reached an amicable

agreement with Fox-West Coast in
the product controversy centering
around his Vogue theatre in South

-

gate. Threatened suit was dropped.
Fox-West Coast bought the Cali-

fornia theatre, 1,854-seater, in San
Bernardino, from Santa Fe Savings
and Loan Assn. at price reported in
excess of $125,000. F-WC has op-
erated the house under lease since
1927.

Cullen Espy shifted six Fox West
Coast house managers. Dave Freed
moved to the Ritz. Earl Rice to the
Westlake, W. C. Ricord, Jr., to the
Egyptian, William McBreen to the
Melrose, A. J. Aylesworth to the
Marquis, and Sidney Pink to the
Ravenna. . , .

G. W. Page announced plans to re-
model a store into a picture theatre
in- -Tor-rence, -and - Harry. Milstein.

,

operator of the town's only film
house, plans to build a new one.

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Upon learning that Nixon legit season would open in Pittsburgh Oct. 3
with 'You Can't Take It With You,' Harris-Alvin tried to get Columbia
to release screen version of Pulitzer Prize play ahead of regular date.

Distribs refused to sanction deal, however, and both flicker and its stage
duplicate will buck each other, picture getting under way three days
after play starts at Nixon. It'll mark third visit of show to Smoky City*

Paging from a New York City curbstone answered problem of locating a
film salesman. Outfit wanted to contact a picture peddler and was told he
could be located outside 729 7th avenue (film curb) almost any time.
Western Union boy was dispatched and called name for over an hour be-
fore locating a friend of the salesman who led him to party sought.

Helen Vinson, stage and screen player, with her husband, Fred Perry,
the British tennis ace, last week visited the N. Y. federal building, accom-
panied by her father, to huddle with John F. Daily, assistant U. S. attorney;
Gregory F. Noonan, chief of the N. Y. Criminal Division, and Chief Postal
Inspector James J. Doran, for the purpose of finding out whether she
could bring suit against certain California individuals for gyping her in
a securities deal. The same action was tossed out by the Coast courts
recently. At that time she was advised to bring the matter to the atten-
tion of the N. Y. fed authorities, but so far she has gotten nowhere.

Paramount is experimenting with a new type of interchangeable Neon
light for marquees on which, it is claimed, a saving of 65% in operating
costs will be realized. Brought to the attention- of Bob Weitman, managing
director of the N. Y. Par by the Par h.o., the new light is being used first

at this house and will be spread, according to plans, among other first-

run 'A' theatres of the chain.
In addition to the saving in costs, claims for the new light are that It's

oasically 'Neon, that it permits interchangeability and that the letters can
be switched without replacement of the whole sign.

Combination of Sol Lesser and Jed Buell for the production of two
more midget pictures is off, following the recent announcement that Buell

would tie in with Mack Sennett on 'The Problem Child' with Stan Laurel
and several half-pint actors in the cast. Lesser invested about $50,000

in 'The Terror of Tiny Town,' and there was talk of further financing.

Since the Buell-Sennett deal, Lesser has declared he will await further

b.o. reports on 'The Terror' before' making a decision. Meanwhile Lesser

is concentrating on kid pictures starring Bobby Breen, Irene Dare and
Tommy Kelly.

Contest angle tied in with airshow being peddled back east by Jesse

Lasky would have RKO participating only insofar as it affects the signing

of talent appearing on the program. Lasky would embrace a role similar

to that of Major Bowes, and billed as The Star Maker, would trot out a
new set of tyros each week. Those making the best showing on the air

and carrying the recommendation of Lasky would be screen-tested for

stock contracts. Palmolive and Wrigley gum, among other program shop-
pers, are said to be interested in the setup as a half-hour program.

Business is booming in the Ozarks since the 20th-Fox troupe moved into

Pineville, Mo., to shoot 'Jesse James.' Hillbillies are getting rich as con-
cessionnaires. Owner of the old James farm is cleaning up $100 a day
selling pop and $200 every Sunday on a parking lot. Survey of Noel, a
once sleepy village nearby, showed 15 hot doggeries, 22 pop stands, one
tattoo parlor, four photo selling booths, five popcorn layouts, seven ice-

cream and four novelty joints, and a flock of pass-the-hat street shows.

People in Show Business

Everywhere
Are Using

Postal Telegraph
Because Postal Telegraph is bidding for their

business with speedier and more accurate
service.

Of Special Interest

To Those in

Show Business

Postal Telegraph's low cost Money Order
Service—for changing cash into checks for safe
transfer of funds... Good anywhere. . .Avail-
able any office of Postal Telegraph . . . Con-
venient . . . Inexpensive . . . Cost as little as
five cents.

Always Use

tostal Telegraph
And, Uh affiliated onbio nnd radio Hervkcs. Commercial Cables,

All America Cables, und Muckay Itndlo und Telegraph.
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RESENT WEBS' TACTICS
Patent Medicines Veracity Hit

Several Radio Advertisers Among Those Rebuked
by Federal Trade Commish

Washington, Sept. 27.

Wholesale spanking for merchants

who have disseminated false and

misleading propaganda concerning

their products via radio was meted

out last week by Federal Trade
Commission. Kolynos toothpaste,

Gardner's Food Herbs, Montecatini

Salts and Cystex received direct re-

bukes for their radio advertising.

Dr. Lyons Tooth Powder, also a user

of radio time, given a general re-

buke without specific mention of

broadcasts.

Rival claims of dentifrice makers
have been equally exaggerated, ac-

cording to Commish. No reason for

knob-twiddlers to believe in Kolynos
company's assurances that gleam-
ing molars will result from use of

its tooth paste or that .the product
kills germs and is better and more
economical than other makes. Dr.

Lyon's Tooth Powder, manufac-
tured by R. L. Watkins Co., New
York, was accused of having 'un-

fairly disparaged competitive denti-

frices, including paste' by similar

claims and also was charged with
misrepresentation of the value of a
bracelet given away to purchasers
for a Dr. Lyon's box-front and 10

cents cash.

Cystex Rapped
Cystex kidney remedy will not

cure kidney and bladder troubles ir-

respective of the cause of such ail-

ments, Commish declared. Makers
of the specific—Knox Co., Los An-
geles—must quit representing that

its product is recommended and en-
dorsed by competent medical au-
thorities as this is not true, com-
plaint insisted. Same company also

was scolded for broadcasts advertis-

ing Mendaco, a so-called asthma
cure, as 'dissolving' the cause of

asthma and permanently relieving

its symptoms.
Montecatini Salts, put out by

Banfl Products Corp., New York,
are not a harmless laxative and
cannot be used freely without irri-

tating the intestines, according to

F. T. C. complaint. Considerable
doubt expressed as to their efficacy

in treating 'rheumatism, gout,

obesity, high blood pressure, uric

acid' and other diseases and proof
will have to be given before the out-

fit can resume such representations.

Same holds true, of Gardner Reme-
dies, Inc., Washington, in its bally-

hoo for Gardner's Food Herbs, a

purported stomach, liver and kidney
remedy.
All outfits cited by the Commish

were given 20 days in which to an-
swer the complaints. Will receive
a cease and desist order if they
don't promise to be good.

Fels Naptha Forsakes

Its Traditional Daytime

Policy for 'Hobby Lobby'

Although rated as one of the old-

est accounts in radio, mostly spot,

Fels Naptha will for the first time
tuke to night-time plugging when it

becomes the underwriter for Dave
Elman's 'Hobby Lobby' on the NBC-
blue (WJZ) starting Oct. 5. It will
be a Wednesday spot, 8:30 to 9

o'clock. In its previous seven years
experience with air advertising the
washing &oap has elected to direct
its housewife appeal to daytime lo-
cal live shows or network hookups.
'Hobby Lobby' ceased pinch-hit-

ting in Jell-O's Sunday night spot
on the NBC-Red (WJZ) last Sunday
(25). During the summer 'Lobby\
rated second among half-hour shows
in the CAB ratings.
Harry Salter will continue as ma-

estro of the show.

Ice Skates Prospect
Chicago, Sept. 27.

Goodkind & Morgan agency here
has acquired, the Alfred Johnson
skate company account.
Planning to set an ether campaign

to Plug the Alfred brand of ice
skates.-

Fibbing Privilege

Performers on programs han-
dled by J. Walter Thompson
may quote any salary they want
(but the actual one) for publi-
cation purposes and they won't
be contradicted by the agency.
There's a clause in the Thomp-
son contracts which binds both
sides from disclosing what the
contractee is really paid.
Arrangement is responsible

for the common practice among
Thompson artists of giving
themselves all sorts of puffed
salaries in chatter columns and
fan mag stories.

OVALTINE'S

PENETRATION

DEEPENED

Chicago, Sept. 27.

Ovaltine company is trying a
couple of new radio angles this sea-
son in addition to the regular gallop

of 'Little Orphan Annie,' which re-

news for another year. On Oct. 17

will test a daytime strip show on
WMAQ here, aiming at strictly the
adult femme audience.
Tagged 'Carters of Elm Street,'

will ride five times weekly at 11 a.m.
Spotted through the local Blackett-
Sample-Hummert agency.

In order to garner enough coin
for the local testing for the femme
family program, the Wander com-
pany had to throw the harpoon into

five spot stations around the coun-
try which had been scheduled to
carry 'Little Orphan Annie' on spot.

Cancellations were necessary to get
the cash both for time and talent on
the WMAQ test.

With Ovaltine being given plugs
now on afternoon kid ' time and
morning matron time, the chocolate
drink has decided also to test the
late evening periods to sell the prod-
uct as an insomnia cure. Will use
nighttime announcements on WMAQ.
Also through B-S-H here.

Wm. A. Brady's Playlets

Produced by Ed Wolf

William A. Brady will present a
series of quarter-hour playlets to be
produced by the Ed Wolf office for

Sweetheart soap. Series begin Oct.

5 and will go out twice weekly on
the NBC red ribbon.

Some unusual angles to the pro-
gram. Brady will do a Cecil B. De-
Mille in part but will also tell anec-
dota of his long and colorful thea-

trical career. .
Playlets will be done

by young talent bearing the title,

'Little Playhouse Players,' which is

an integral part of another idea for

subsequent unfoldment over the air.

Latter will materialize ' later as

'Young America,' a junior revue Of

which Mary Small, now 17, is to be
the pivot personality.

Carlo de Angelo will direct for Ed
Wolf and on behalf of the Peck
agency. Series will run six or eight

weeks and lead into the rest of the

program idea..

Rosalind Greene M.C.

Of Milwaukee Tryout
Milwaukee, Sept. 27.

Another serial, 'Doc Seller's

Stories,' will be given a test on
WTMJ, Milwaukee, to study audi-

ence reaction before it goes network.

Opening Monday (3) at 10 a.m., 'Doc

Seller* will provide a complete yarn

each week in Monday through Fri-

day broadcasts.

Rosalind Greene, woman radio

m.c., will handle.

SELLING AWAY

FROM AFFILIATES?

Networks, in Seeking to

Unite Industry Before
Monopoly Investigation

Opens, Find Criticism of

Their Selling Policies

INVIDIOUS MAPS

Attempt of NBC and Columbia to

line up their affiliates stations for

joint action at the forthcoming
monopoly investigation by the Fed-
eral Communications Commission
may become snarled as a result of

the smaller outlets' reaction to the
question of overlapping coverage.
These smaller markets are burning
over the loss of business they have
had to suffer this season on network
accounts because of the coverage
claims made by the webs for their

highpowered stations.

Through their own maps the net-

works have been showing that the
highpowered outlets have primary
coverage in markets where the webs
themselves have other allied stations

with the result that the advertiser

has become educated to eliminating
such local representation from his

list. As the highpowered stations

improve their technical facilities this

primary coverage become further
extended and the webs' research de-
partments are quick to point it out
to the networks' customers.

Smarter accounts and agencies are
now in the habit of studying these
revised station coverage maps as

they come out and of winnowing
those transmitter-markets which the
latest maps show to be within the
same primary sphere of a high-pow-
ered outlet that is also under con-
tract. Smaller affiliates feel that the
networks have been too diligent in

this direction and that the sum total

of the webs' efforts have been to
prove to clients that they have been
buying unnecessary duplication.

One recent incident that has forci-

bly brought home this situation to
the small affiliated outlets is the
sharp reduction in the station list of
Ford's Sunday Night Concerts. Last
year the motor company had 94 sta-
tions under contract. This season the
list totals 75 stations. Several sta-
tions thus eliminated wrote N. W.
Ayer, agency on the account, for an
explanation, and were told that CBS'
own latest maps show that the mar-
ket in question comes within the pri-
mary area of a distant highpowered
outlet and that the agency has be-
come convinced that the listeners in
the former are able to tune in on the
program effectively.

Washington, Sept. 27.

Three committees to voice feeling
of network members on operating
policies were designated last week
as sounding boards for the Inde-
pendent Radio Network Affiliates.
Groups named in accordance with
plan to provide more direct mode
of interchanging ideas about matters
affecting the web links as a whole.
Assignments are:

To deal with NBC: Robert T. Con-
vey, KWK, St. Louis; Ed Craig, WSM,
Nashville; Ed. Craney, KGIR, Butte;
Walter Damm, WTMJ, Milwaukee;
Harold Hough, WBAP, Fort Worth;
Paul Morency, WTIC, Hartford; W. J.

Scripps, WWJ, Detroit; L. B. Wilson,
WCKY, Cincinnati, and Samuel R.
Rosenbaum, WFIL, Philadelphia.
To deal with CBS: Vince Callhan,

WWL, New Orleans; Arthur B.
Church, KMBC, Kansas City; John
A. Kenndy, WCHS, Charleston; I. R.
Lounsberry, WGR, Buffalo; Chuck
Myers, KOIN, Portland (Ore), and
Mark Ethridge, WHAS, Louisville.
To deal with 'MBS: H." K. Car-

penter, WHK, Cleveland; Gene
O'Fallon, KFEL, Denver; Lew Weiss,
Don Lee System, and John Shep-
pard, Yankee Network. y

Fanny Brlce guesting with Eddie
Cantor on his tee-offer Oct. 3 for
Chesterfield.

Cereals Elbow Each Other For

Kid Hour Space and Nite

Rates May Start at 5 P. M.

Modesty Personified

Suggesting luncheon to a
friend, Goodman Ace quipped:

'I'm only 4.9 in the C.A.B., so
if you get a better offer I won't
be sore.'

PAINE TO BE

ASCAP RADIO

SPOKESMAN

Board of directors of the Ameri-
can Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers will tomorrow
(Thursday) hold its first monthly
meeting since last June. Among
the subjects slated to come up is the

designation of John G. Paine, gen-

eral manager, as official spokesman
in any preliminary discussions with
the broadcasting industry regarding

the negotiating of a new contract.

Board will also act on the royalty

payoff for the third quarter of 1938.

WKRC'S 'SECRET DIARY'

TAKEN UP BY ZIV

Cincinnati, Sept. 27.

Secret Diary, a 15-minute serial

script, originated on WKRC some
months ago, returned to that station

this week under sponsorship of Al-

bers Super Markets, Inc., local gro-

cery chain. Spotted at 9:30 a. m. four

mornings a week. Account is han-
dled by the Ziv agency, Cincy, which
is also offering the serial in tran-

scription form for various stations in

this country, New Zealand and Aus-
tralia.

A now WKRC sustainer also got
under way this week for nightly

quarter-hour airings. It's a musical
show, styled Ruth Lyons and Her
Swingliners. Miss Lyons, the sta-

tion's chief of music; heads a six-

piece combo. Vocals are by Bob
Brown, baritone, and the Savoy Sis-

ters (3).

Dave Owen on Production

Of General Mills Shows
Chicago, Sept. 27.

To handle the increasing details

on General Mills radio programs,
Blackett-Sample-Hummert agency
here is bringing Dave Owen back
into the fold to act ::s general super-
visor of ' the GM shows. Owen will

o.o. and route scripts, production and
casting on the General Mills pro-
grams for the agency.
Owen was formerly with B-S-H

as producer for several radio shows,
including 'Skippy,' 'Orphan Annie'
and 'Jack Armstrong.' Has been
out of the Coast for thi past couple
of years.

CBS Drops 4 Singers

Columbia Broadcasting clipped
four singers from its sustaining rolls

last week. Hollis Shaw, who so-

pranoed with Mark Warnow's Blue
Velvet orch, Lois Elliman, Romiro
Gomez, and Del Casino were the
ones dropped.
Web explained that the amputa-

tions were not economy moves, but
rather the dropping of artists for
whom there were no spots, Del
Casino is currently on a vacash and
recuperation trip to Bermuda follow-
ing a tonsil operation.

Chicago, Sept. 27.

Growing demand for t<me in the
late afternoon-early evening period
is causing the abandonment of radio's'

traditional policy of avoiding simul-
taneous or contiguous airing by spon-
sors with similar products. This
competition is particularly intense in
the case of makers of children's

foods, all of whom want the 5-6 pjn.

slot. Among the outfits elbowing for

such time are General Mills, Quaker
Oats, Kellogg and Malto-Meal.

Situation is settling down to a tus-

sle between the already-ins and the
want-Ins. Former, -established with,

programs in the desired time bracket,,

are trying to keep out newscomers by
raising the howl about 'similar prod-
ucts' to the broadcasters. Wantins
are offering various explanations and
dodges to get a foot planted in the
door.

In Driver's Seat ,

Sitting in the driver's seat are the
stations whose time is in demand.
None of the established sponsors has
cancelled a contract because of ad-
jacent competition, as apparently the
belief is that radio advertising is es-
sential, regardless of minor incon-
veniences. Meanwhile, there is talk
of stations meeting the growing de-
mand by revising their rate cards to
move the 'A' time classification for-

ward from 6 to 5 p.m. That would
have little immediate effect, how-
ever, as most of the regular sponsors
have standing contracts giving one-
year protection on rates.

Seattle, Sept. 27.

KOL, Mutual outlet, has total, of
eight kid shows on the air, all spon-
sored. Those in the listing are:
'Jimmy & Jip,' Tuesday and Thurs-
day; 'Dick Tracy,' Monday through
Friday; 'Orphan Annie/ Monday
through Friday; 'Jack Armstrong,'
Monday through Friday; 'Phantom
Pilot,* Monday through Friday;
'Howie Wing,' Monday through Fri-
day; 'Lone Ranger,' Monday.-Wednes-
day and Friday, and 'Cheerio Crew,*
local kid amateur studio show every
Saturday morning for half-hour
stanza.

Himber on Two Co-ops

Runs Afoul Similarity

Of Sponsor Product

Richard Himber's orchestra is in the
middle of a squabble between Fred
Mayer and Ben Rocke, competitive
radio, producers, each with coopera-
tive commercials, and both commer-
cials employing the Himber dansa-
pation. At first, th.- new WOR-Mu-
tual show starting this past Sunday
(25) was ostensibly for Howard
Clothes alone, until radio agent
Mayer discovered that it was a co-
op program, and that some local beer
brand in St. Louis was bankrolling
that outlet.

On Mondays Himber works on a
co-op beer show over CBS, for
Mayer, and it was originally soon-
sored by Trommers via the New
York outlet However, in the past
four weeks, Trommers bowed out, so
Himber is sustaining in the metro-
politan sector, but commercial for a
.flock of beer sponsors outside of New
York. Hence the squawk against his
Sunday show also having a beer un-
derwriter in one community, such as
St. Loo. It was compromised by
Fred Waring maestroing the Him-
ber band on Sunday's (25) teeoff
show. Vincent Lopez next week;
maestros change weekly.

Von Zehle to Consolidated

As Paul Kapp's Aide
William von Zehle, formerly with

radio department of Music Corp. of
America, has joined Consolidated Ra-
dio Artists. Left MCA last week.
He will assist Paul Kapp in radio

production and sales in new spot.
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Automobile Ad Prospects Vague

Maybe Will Perk Up in 1939—Radio Will Be Last

to Feel Upswing, It Is Thought

Detroit, Sept. 27.

Appears, here it may be some time

before auto makers return to ozone

with any considerable amount of

cash. At least not until after first

of year, or until public's reception

of 1939 model cars can be gauged

accurately.

Most ad budgets so far are based

on only reasonable expectation of car

sales, but there's plenty of reasons

why the estimates may fall pretty

short, and therefore bring about a

sudden shift upward. As a result of

the conservative advertising outlay,

bulk of automotive ad expenditures

prior to N.Y. auto show, Nov. 11-18,

will go to newspapers and mags,

with an occasional spot announce-

ment schedule going to radio sta-

tions.

As an indication of what's happen-

ing generally, Studebaker has set up

an ad splurge for announcement of

its new models, covering four na-

tional, mags arid 2,000 newspapers,

but with no provisions for radio or

billboards. But, like other com-

panies' original budgets, Studebaker's

outlay is based on the most con-

servative expectancy of car sales and

therefore subject to upward revision

at any time. Which, if it happens,

and observers believe it will, would

undoubtedly mean some sort of ap-

propriation for radio.

Leading auto moguls are freely

predicting a 25-30% rise in new car

sales in 1939, which would mean a

similar upswing in advertising ex

penditures, since latter are based on

stipulated amount for each car sold.

However, moguls are prone to hold

off on radio layout until a steady car

market is at hand, because of the

added expense in getting program on

air, plus the 13-week or longer con

tracts necessary. Newspaper copy

can be jerked much more easily and
quickly.

Time All Gone

Available network time may be

another determi ing factor in the

automotive radio decisions. With
choice spots practically gone, it may
force auto makers to hold off alto

gether; but the more logical move
seems to be that they'll plunge in

when, and if, the market seems ripe

for auto sales perk.

Ideas and plans for automotive

ether shows are all set, in many in-

stances awaiting only the 'go' sign

from the brass hats.

N. Y. WORLD FAIR'S

GAIN, RADIO'S LOSS

Ad agenci r handling General

Motors business have recon-

ciled themselves to the almost

certain fact that the corpora-

tion will spend no money on
network advertising during the

coming winter. Only chance

they see for a veering from
this policy, is a heavy and spon-

taneous response to one of its

new automobile lines, such as

Chevrolet; Otherwise it will

stay clear of any network tie-

ups.

GM has earmarked over $5,-

000,000 for the New York
.Vorld's Fair, with this money
slated to come out of the ad-

vertising budgets of the various

component companies. What
will be the Fair's gain, say

these agencies, is due to be felt

decidedly by radio.

WIN, PLACE AND SHOW

New Shepard-Finanoed Survey Sug-
gests Rivals Just a Mirage

Boston, Sept. 27.

John Shepard, 3rd, has 'just

financed a new survey of Boston pop-

ularity which brings in win, place,

an dshpw as follows: WNAC, first,

WAAB,' second, John Shepard, 3d.

According to this report, Colum-
bia's programs' as manifest on WEEI
and the.non-Shepard NBC programs

as represented by WBZ are just also-

rans.

COUGHLIN SET

UNDER REVISED

DEAL

Shortwave listening has increased tremendously in the past fortnight.

This, in turn, has brought home to Americans the difference between the

various English-speaking announcers 'regularly employed as foreign news

t isseminators. Considered entirely apart from what they say, and merely

how they say it, the dope seems to be-about as follows:

Germany—use a salesman type of announcer, not unlike the soap boys

on American networks. But the English sponken rrom Berlin is gen-

erally the poorest.

Czechoslovakia—clear, cool, clever.

Italian—one of the regular news broadcasters is a woman who speaks

English with a corn-fed American accent.

France—marked by beautiful diction and a pharaseology notable for

academic preciseness.

England—sometimes painfully slow, deliberate and syllable-weighing,

Kaltenborn's Good Job

Hans Von Kaltenborn of CBS seemed to be emerging as the dominant

broadcasting personality of the siege and CBS was credited with a gen-

eral edge over NBC. Kaltenborn is on the air, or so it seemed, morning,

noon and late night. Interpreting, interviewing, reporting. And going out

on the limb that there would not be a war.

CBS policy of using the same persons rather than bringing in new
viewpoints all the time seemed to work out best. At least the family

parlor brigade was apparently rooting for CBS' way. of doing things.

'FAMOUS JURY TRIALS'

REVIVED AS CO-OP

A new selling angle will surround
return of 'Famous Jury Trials' to

Mutual on Oct. 12. Program will be
sold to participating sponsors for

half time rate of sti.tions along, the

co-operative route.

Program aired last year fo. Men-
nen. This year there are already six

sponsors set in St. Louis, Chicago,

Cincinnati and Philadelphia for the

Wednesday 10:00-1C:30 p.m. broad-
casts.

Ralph Corbett produces the show
which is written by Sam Baker.
Martin Young, attorney, checks each
script for technical perfection. Wal-
ter Freeman, Chi rep of Mutual, is

on the road peddling program whi h
will originate from New York. Also
possible that show will air from stu-

dios of station WMCA, local riv

since WOR's facilities are already
crowded.

New 'Green Hornet' Time

Presupposes Fans Listen

Vallee, Smith Shows Thru

Mutual is changing the release

Hme for 'The Green Hornet' from
8:30 to 8 p.m. so as to give the show
a better chance to compete with the
two-hour network shows opposite it

Thursday nights, namely, Rudy Val-
lee-Standard Brands and Kate Smith-
General Foods. Theory advanced at

Mutual is that listeners are more
likely to tune in on the shocker on
the hour than shift from one of the
60-minute competitors at the midway
point.

KSO, Des Moines, which takes

both the NBC-blue (WJZ) service

and Mutual, recently asked the lis-

teners to vote on which of two pro-
grams, 'Information Please' or 'The
Green Hornet,' they preferred to

hear. Idea was tom-tomed in the Des
Moines Register and Tribune and in

the hour's runoff 'Information' was
aired as part of the regular Tuesday
night hookup while 'Hornet' was fed
from an instantaneous record. Vote
was 384 for 'Information' and 345
for 'Hornet.'

SCRIPT STRIPPED TO FIT

AU-Negro Show Budget Adjusts to

Memphis Better Than Harlem

Title of proposed all-Negro NBC
ustainer, 'Harlem Hotel,' being

readied by Moe Gale, has been
changed to 'Beale Street' and script

altered to fit.

Cost of regular band, with attend-

ant rehearsals pay, large cast and
material worries xor story script of

hotel caused change. Juano Her-

nandez and Mel Ronson are re-

writing and economizing setup.

TRADE PAPERS BEST

RADIO-FILM TEXT

Detroit, Sept. 27.

A course in radio and motion pic-

tures is being offered this fall at

Western high, school here, with
Arthur Stenius as teacher. Since
there are no suitable textbooks
available, studes will visit Detroit
radio stations and commercial film

studios and expect to gain experi-
ence through school's radio and film

equipment.
Rate cards, trade journals, cover-

age maps and sales surveys will be
used for references in studying radio,
while publicity releases, press books,
trade papers and working scripts
will be studied in motion picture
field.

SOIREE FOR KAR0L

KMOX Will Educate, Entertain and
Feed Business Group

St. Louis, Sept. 27.

Presence of John A. Karol, CBS
market research chief here on Oct. 7
to 'address the local Kiwanis Club
will be utilized by KMOX for an
attention-getter with the St. Louis
Association of Manufacturers' Repre-
sentatives, a group of wholesale food
distributors. Latter with wives,
friends, relatives, etc., invited to a
party that KMOX will present in its

auditorium.
Program will consist of an address

by Karol, a full hour radio show, a
card party and refreshments. KMOX
and the food distributors will bank-
roll the event which is expected to
attract a capacity house.

Detroit, Sept. 27.

Under a revised setup completed

Monday (26), Father Charles E.

Coughlin wil\ return to ozone Nov.

6 over 44-station hookup on a 52-

consecutive-week contract. Previous-

ly it had been planned to continue

one-hour Sunday afternoon talks for

only 30 weeks, or until around
Easter.

But for prohi itions against longer-

than-one-year contracts, radio

priest's deal would have been set

for 104 weeks. However, Stanley

Boynton, head of Aircasters, Inc.,

which handled deal, declared that

contracts would be renewed for the

additional 52 weeks as soon as it is

possible.

WJR here will again be the key
station, but 50,000-watter will be re

quired tov air recordings of priest's

talks on three occasions this fall,

due to conflict with WJR's broad'

casts of Detroit Lion pro grid games
for Chrysler Corp. Coughlin's talks

will hit ozone from 4 to 5 p. m. when
grid games will be in progress on
three Sundays in November.
Besides Coughlin's talks, opening

program will air for first time new
$95,000 electric organ, recently in-

stalled in priest's new Shrine of the
Little Flower in suburban 'Royal
Oak. A 14-voice choir will also take
part.

Coughlin's Status

It is understood that Coughlin
who had a run-in with Archbishop
Edward Mooney shortly after latter's

appointment here year ago, will sub
mit his talks to a diocesan superior
before rendition. Thereby avoiding
another run-in or suspension of air

talks.

List of stations carrying priest's

talks:

WJR, Detroit; WGR, Buffalo
WJAS, Pittsburgh; WHN, New York
WFBL, Syracuse; WHAM, Roches
ter; WOKO, Albany; WCAO, Balti
more; WDAB, Philadelphia; WJJD,
Chicago; WCKY, Cincinnati; WHO,
Des Moines; WOC, Davenport
WEW, St. Louis; WTCN, Minneapo
lis; WGAR, Cleveland; WHKC, Co
lumbus, O.; WTMJ, Milwaukee
WIRE, Indianapolis; WHBI, Newark
WPG, Atlantic City; WIBA, Madison
Wis.; WREN, Lawrence, Kans.
WIND, Gary, Ind.; WBAX, Wilkes
Barre, Pa.; WGBI, Scranton, Pa
WKBO, Harrisburg, Pa.; WESG, El
mira, N.' Y.; and the Colonial net
work of WAAB, WEAN, WICC
WSAR, WSPR, WLBL, WFEA
WLLH, WTHT, WNBH, . WBRY,
WLNH, WRDO, WNAI, WNLC and
WCOY.

Hugh Cross on WCKY
Cincinnati, Sept. 27.

Hugh Cross and his radio pals, on
WLW and WSAI for many months
past, have left the Crosley staff to
work independently. Hillbilly 'combo
starts a daily 30-minute morning
stint on WCKY this week.
But also working Saturday night

shows with Renfro Valley Barn
Dance troupe, aired by WLW.

Overseas Radio Slants

Jamming Has Started?

Broadcast engineers became suspicious at the difficulty they were hav-

ing Monday night (26) in picking up the Czechoslovakian stations and the

speculation developed that perhaps the Nazi government was testing out

its tactics of jamming the enemy's radio signals. A severe storm did pre-

vail over the.Atlantic at the time but the persistent failure to get the least

coherency from Prague made things look somewhat more than nature-

manufactured.
In case of war it is expected that the opposition camps will engage in a

diligent campaign to jam each other's broadcast efforts.

The Old Belgian Routine
Propaganda of the atrocity type was heard Saturday night when lurid,

tales of Czech soldiers affronting the opposite sex were heard in English

broadcasts.

A. T. & T. Checks War Needs
New York Telephone Co. has during the past week been inquiring of

its teletypewriter subscribers, particularly newspapers and radio stations,

whether they would have immediate needs for additional circuits in the_
event war was declared,

"

Wire combine explained that it wanted to be prepared in case of an
emergency.

Where the Press Wins Out
Newspapers may have lost the spot news edge to radio's space-leaping

ability but the full story has to be told by the press. This was vividly-

clear when Monday's New York Times and Herald Tribune printed maps
that visualized, as no radio comment over the weekend could, the full

extent of the Reichchancellor's demands.
Incidentally, the Herald-Trib man, Walter Kerr, broadcasting from

Prague, has packed a lot of solid fact behind a hesitant, about-to-weep
sort of delivery. Kerr remained eminently fair and dispassionate even
as it became clear that he admires Czechoslovakia.

Morrow Interprets CBS' Ideals

Statement which made a marked impression on the trade was the one
that Ed Murrow, CBS' chief European rep, appended to his review of the
international crisis Sunday night (25). Broadcasting, he said, was playing
a tremendous role in Europe where the nations were engaged in hurling
invectives against one another.
Because of this Columbia fully appreciated its responsibility to Amer-

ican listeners. The network was, he added, 'trying to give information
upon which an opinion could be based and not what the opinion should be*

Static Marred Eden Talk
Anthony Eden's speech offered an instance when radio, which has func-

tioned so impressively in the current international crisis, was lamentably
inadequate. Trouble in this case was simply that old bugaboo of trans-
ocean broadcasting, static. Eden spoke Wednesday (21) night, or mid-
afternoon New York time, at the annual dinner of the Stratford-on-Avon
branch of the English Speaking Union.
As it happened, that was just about the high point of the hurricane

that was lashing the Atlantic seaboard. As a result, the talk was never
clear and frequently was almost unintelligible. Only the fact that Eden
spoke ultra slowly and deliberately gave it any clarity—and, in a way,
that marred the dramatic effect.

Chamberlain Keeps Cool - ....

Neville Chamberlain, in. a brief talk over BBC and NBC on arriving
at Heston Airport, near London, after his conference with Hitler, displayed
a clear, firm voice and a calm manner. In its phraseology and delivery,
address seemed perfectly adapted to the occasion. Did not sound either
jittery or tired.

Jolson East for Pair

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Al Jolson will take his air troupe
east late next month for two broad-
casts. His contract allows for a fort-
night on the other seaboard.
Sonja Henie guests on the Life-

buoy program Oct. 4. Pat O'Brien is

spotted for the following Tuesday.

BUILDING AN ALUMNI

Doctorate of Radio Acquires Payroll
Lustre

Detroit, Sept. 27.

Two more grads of Garnet Garri-
son's radio department at Wayne U.
have just landed ether jobs here-
abouts.

Frank Telford, who obtained
master's degree in radio last spring

by adapting and producing 'Tale of

Two Cities,' is now 'scripting and
producing for Detroit Board of Edu-

Gram Swing in Prague
Raymond Gram Swing, who arrived in London just as the Chamberlain-

Hitler talk was scheduled, has slipped into Prague. Mutual was anxiously
hoping to hear from him from that point but could not be sure of the
time. Vojta Benes, brother of the president of Czechoslovakia, was heard
over Mutual Monday afternoon immediately following Hitler's speech. An
exclusive. Also rebroadcast from disc of Chamberlain's Tuesday (27) talk.

Must Get Re-broadcast OK
American stations must obtain (F.C.C. rules require) direct permission

to re-broadcast. This applies to the foreign senders as well. When WOR,
New York, got permission 10 days ago it was fairly simple to get an. okay.
Larry Nixon of WNEW, New York, in applying later got an okay from
Germany within five hours and from Czechoslovakia within one day.
Russia and Roumania took two days. And it takes longer now. Today
Prague is shut off from the world save for its powerful DX station which
sends out the A.P. and U.P. dispatches.

WOR's Smart Platterlzlng
G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone of WOR, New York, has reaped lots of word-

of-mouth from his stunt of recording the contradictory propaganda of

the two sides and re-broadcasting, without comment, over Mutual. This
has continued into the second week. With daylight saving it now is heard
at 10:30 p.m. instead of 11:30. Europe does not conserve sunlight.

cation radio department. Henry
Schneidewind joined WMBC last

week as spieler, but will continue
work on his M.A. in radio this year.
Other Wayne U. radio grads now

in radio include Frank Gill and Bill

Doemling, now scripting and comedy
foils for new Joe E. Brown show;

Robert White, now production di-

rector at NBC, Chicago; Edgar
Willis, script writer and producer

for Detroit Board of Ed.; Glendora
Forshee, free lance acting on De-

troit stations; Harry Gojder, spieler

at WXYZ, and James Irwin, an-

nouncer at WMBC here.
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RADIO INDUSTRY FEARS WAR

Washington Already Pon-

der* Ifs and Maybes
of Hostilities— American
Neutrality Might Be Em-
barrassed and, in Event

of U.S.A. Goin« to War,
Censorship Is Certain

DISQUIETING

Washington, Sept. 27.

Imposition of stringent Federal

regulations involving news and prop-

aganda censorship threaten the

American broadcasting industry in

the event Europe blows off the lid

with a major war.

This, of course, is vague and be-

yond the reach of confirmation at

the moment. But broadcasters have
been quick to consider what war
would mean, either from a distance

or with America possibly drawn into

the situation, e en remotely. Events

of the past fortnight have slowed
-business, unsettled people in their

regular habits and, added to the re-

cession in the spring and the
- long

and rathor painful business summer,
has already made radio men realize

that abnormal conditions will pinch

them in many unforeseen ways.

Speculation also has considered

the predicament of foreign-language

stations in the event of war. A ban
of languages, other than English,

is to be expected, sin e Americans
traditionally dislike the unfamiliar

consonants, once national feeling is

itirred up.

Conflict within the Government,
with the Army and Navy fighting the

.civilians, is feared by broadcast ob-

servers who have picked up murmurs
of informal, unofficial conversations

about intensifying the Government's
control of broadcasting, if a conti-

nental conflict actually breaks out.

What may happen to radio remains
conjectural and the answer seems to

rest with President Roosevelt. But
in advance there is noticeable agita-

tion for use of the emergency pow-
ers in Section 606 of the Communi-
cations act. Fundamental question of

national policy is likely to deter-

mine the course followed.

Broadcasters are becoming anxious
because of the rumors floating around
semi-official circles, although no vis-

ible evidence has been turned up to

justify much apprehension. Specu-
lative conversations seem to fertilize

the , gossip that nationalization of

radio is an extremely real danger. Un-
official talks with persons in respon-
sible positions throughout the Gov-
ernment show, however, that Federal
people are doing considerable think-
ing about the place of broadcasting
In the national defense setup.

Extent, of the President's powers
Is not fully appreciated. While many
restrictions Would be imposed in

event the United States is dragged
into hostilities, the statute also per-
mits the Chief Executive to 'suspend
or amend, for such time as he may
see fit, the rules and regulations' of

the FCC whenever he feels there is

a foreign war, 'a threat of war, or a

state of public peril or disaster or
other national emergency' or if he
deems it necessary in attempting 'to

preserve the neutrality of the United
States.'

Under this far-reaching language,
the President could place tight curbs
on commercial broadcasting merely
if he considers it would improve the
nation's chances of avoiding involve-
ment in overseas shooting.
Although more attention naturally

is being paid commercial carriers

—

international cable, telephone, radio
mediums and domestic communica-
tions systems—in making plans for
the future, there is a lively concern
over broadcasting. , Two schools of
thought are emerging from the do-
bate whether public interest would
require Governmental throttling.

In. many quarters there is appre-

Ait Important News Omission

With broadcasts from Europe occupying much attention, and cop-
ping lots of favorable comment for radio, there still remains one
oversight from a listener standpoint This is the failure of the com-
mentators when going on the air in Europe to mention the time of
day or night at the point of origin. Americans must necessarily be a
bit vague on the differential in Prague, Berlin and other cities.

Bfest of all, however, such mention along with identification of the
speaker and the city would add a further element of dramatic, in-
terest^ permitting the listener to realize even more fully how swift
a courier of the news radio variably is.

Time-calling was ndted. however, in some instances. Edward
Murrow from London seemed to realize the dramatic value over the
past weekend.

hension that broadcasting would be
a menace to continued maintenance
of peace, from the U. S. point of

view. Possibilities of propagandizing
the people are pointed out, with
alarmists declaring public animosity
could be worked up to the blazing

point in short time via the micro-
phone.
On the other hand, opinion is that

drastic moves, such as censorship,

would not be justifiable until the

U. S. actually takes up arms. More
desirable is it to keep on a normal
basis, permitting fullest freedom of

speech, as long as possible. Persons
with this view are confident the
American populace cannot be stam-
peded, although aware 'incidents'

might occur that would be embar-
rassing. Idea that commercial sta-

tions would, be used for spying or
code transmission is pooh-poohed
quite generally.

Chief reason why the Government
might take over radio is to facilitate

mobilization and keep up the public

morale. . Neither of these purposes
would be attempted as long as we re-

matn-at peace.

Chains Fear No Curbs
NBC and Columbia declare that

the Washington admi istration has
not through any of its departments
sought to interfere with or guide
them in the past week's broadcasts
on the European crisis. Networks
are certain that, if anything, the U.
S. Government will lean far back
in the other direction so as to avoid
giving any impression that the news
or views aired are those of the ad-
ministration. [Details of both net-

works* expert coverage in the cur-
rent European crisis will be found
in the radio section.]

Webs are also strong in the belief

that the Government will have
nothing to do with directing the

conduct of foreign news broadcasts
s-> long as there is no evidence of

subsidized propaganda transmission

or this country is not at war.

Canada's Foreign Element
Montreal, Sept. 27.

Current talk of war lends sig-

nificance to the series of broadcasts

on citizenship starting Wed. (28)

with a view to building up a national

viewpoint among peoples of diverse

nationality residing in Canada.
Should a conflict involving Great
Britain break out in Europe, con-

scription which might affect Canadian
citizens would exempt those who
have not been naturalized and pur-

pose of these programs is to 'sell*

citizenship.

Production is under supervision

of Robert England with scripting by
John Kannawin in collaboration with
W. H. Darracott.

Atlanta, Sept. 27.

Robert Arden, author, foreign

correspondent and journalist, has
been added to WATL's staff as for-

eign news commentator, Arden has
reported wars and revolutions

throughout Europe.
He speaks 17 languages.

CBS
CBS Scores Scoop

claimed another scoop this

week when entire net was kept open
until three a.m. Monday morning
(26) to carry news break and sub-

stance of president Roosevelt's peace

plea. -

Net was tipped off by Anne Gillis,

of station WJSV, Washington, that

break would come. Net had been

staying out late nights, anyway until

two a.m. regularly for possible war
breaks. Only network lo carry.

Harry Simeone's chorus signed for

Hollywood Hotel as backup for

vocalists.

PARIS NEWS
UNDER GOVT.

CONTROL

Paris, Sept. 27.

While desiring to avoid the invidi-

ous word 'censorship' the govern-
ment has nevertheless felt it neces-
sary to regulate news broadcasts
over the various French stations.

These stations are of two kinds,
those owned by the government and
those owned by private advertising
interests. French radio dualism is

similar to the Canadian and Aus-
tralian systems.
What the government wishes to

avoid is alarmistic news bulletins
over the air. There is a recently
passed states secret law under which
prosecution is possible for the unau-
thorized revelation particularly of
news concerning the number, loca-
tion or type of troop concentrations.

Diplomatic correspondents not
connected with radio also have been
given to understand that the usual
news liberties are subject to immi-
nent limitation.

Raps Bcake Carter

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.

Boake Carter was accused last

week of spreading false reports in
his column concerning President
Roosevelt's press conferences. Earl
Godwin, prez of the White House
Correspondents Association, made
the charge in a letter to the Ledger
Syndicate, Philly, which distribs the
Carter pillar.

Former radio commentator, who is

about to start a nationwide tour to
lecture on 'Freedom of Speech,' de-
clared that the Prez suppressed the
press by forcing correspondents to
submit queries to Roosevelt's secre-
tary before being permitted to ask
questions at press conferences.

'The trouble with Carter's state-

ment,' Godwin wrote, 'is that it is

100% wrong. The White House press
conferences are as free as air with
no restraint as to questions asked.
This is not -the first time Carter has
made completely erroneous state-

ments concerning newspaper work
in Washington and the White House
correspondents object to this type of
misinformation.'

Viola Brothers Shore scripting Joe
E. Brown's Post Toastie show.

Word Picture of Sponsored Radio

In France and

War Clouds

England With

in the Background

By BOB LANDRY
—A tantalizing vision of large

possible profits that will probably
never be made because of artificial

restrictions.

—A group of men and corpora-
tions working under a constant
threat of extermination.—A growing business stunted in

early youth.

These are the dominant impres-
sions of French and English com-
mercial radios made upon a profes-

sional observer from the United
States. Advertising is a small and
rather furtive weed in the garden
of French-English broadcasting. It

slips into England without formal
sanction and against official wishes.
It exists in France by the tolerance,

not too cordial, of the government,
which has its own stations. And yet
the impression is strong that, given
a chance to find itself and its place
in status quo, commercial radio
would duplicate, in due proportion to
population, wealth and local customs,
the success it has had in the United
States. It could, but it won't. The
newspaper lords will not allow na-
ture to take its course.

Commercial radio for, both coun-
tries uses substantially the same sta-

tions, located in France and Luxem-
bourg. There are time segments set

aside, notably early morning and
most of Sunday, for English language
programs. .This dualism is, of course,
well known. But what is not fully
appreciated is the subtle way in

which the British Broadcasting Co.
overclouds and holds back advertis-
ing over the air.

Plenty of Odds
Commercials have almost every-

thing against them, yet they survive
and get more important. Luxem-
bourg has to jump its signal 200
miles to reach England, yet it has
probably the world's highest adver-
tising rate. Normandy's signal is

probably inferior to BBC throughout
the United Kingdom, with the pos-
sible exception of some coastal
neighborhoods, yet it has built a sun-
rise arid Sunday audience that is

larger than BBC, due to the latter's

chaste and dull program on Sunday
and late rising other days.
Normandy has built up its Eng-

lish program schedule from primi-
tive phonograph recordings four
years ago to a point where, in addi-
tion to the advertising shows, the
International Broadcasting Co. (in
London) is creating sustainers so
that the unsold time shall not be in-

ferior in quality to the adjacent seg-
ments occupied by sponsors. This
is extremely progressive under the
prevailing conditions. It bespeaks the
zip with which Richard Meyer and
Frank Lamping have attacked their
snags.
In Paris there is a busy and ag-

gressive outfit called Radio Cite
which has been going in for stunts
in a big way. It has several Parisian
theatres under contract and origi-
nates programs from them. It has
been increasing its audience by a
variety of devices which are well
known in America, but daringly new

NBC Says Rivals Chisel Foreign

News; Will Identify European Pickups

NBC is trying to stop other net-
works from lifting foreign broad-
casts which it has taken the initia-

tive in arranging by having the an-
nouncer at the shortwave source
open with the words, 'Calling NBC.'
Case in point last week was the re-
lay oi Commissar Litvinov's speech
at the League of Nations, Geneva.
NBC had arranged to have the
broadcast pickup up by an RCA
transmitter In London and relayed
by shortwave to this country, but
the NBC's exclusive tieup with the

station at Geneva didn't stay Mu-
tual from getting the speech by way
of a Press Wireless pickup on this
side.

According to NBC the other webs
have shown no compunction in horn-
ing in on foreign broadcasts whose
American re-transmission NBC has
been first to apply for. NBC cites
not only the current European
crisis but the Howard Hughes
round-the-world flight where other
networks have taken advantage of
NBC alertness.

for France. Bear in mind, too, that
in many ways Frenchmen are re-
sistant to drastic innovations. Poste
Parisien is also on the snappy side.

Government stations are rather
notoriously behind the parade, but
there is evidence of a growing reali-

zation by French cabinet members
and other nabobs that , the develop-
ment of radio and its devotion to the
interests of propaganda and national
interest needs encouraging. There
will undoubtedly be a lot of English-
speaking messages from linguistic

Frenchmen aimed at the United
States in due time.

War Is an 'X' Quantity

War would possibly be a disastrous
blow to the commercial radio in-
terests of France and England, as the

Free Speech?

London, Sept. 27.

Switchboard at the local of-

fices of the Columbia Broad-
casting System was swamped
last Wednesday before, during
and after Capt Anthony Eden's
broadcast which CBS carried to

the United States. British .

listeners, wanted to know,
where or how they could hear
the former British foreign min-
ister's speech. There was no
way in which Britons could
hear, what the leader of the
political opposition had to say
about the precarious war sit-

uation, .

BBC did not schedule Eden al-

though fully informed well
ahead that CBS had made all

arrangements to bring him to.

America. Eden is not in favor
with the government and BBC
is a government monopoly.

inevitable government take - over
might serve as an easy excuse for
those who resent commercial radio
to quietly stick a stiletto into its Tibs.

Meanwhile it is provocative to find

throughout English . show business,

in night clubs, vaudeville, revues and
on phonograph records a widespread
spoofing of ±he BBC. This ranges
from sympathetic chiding to vinegar-
sharp satire. The revue 'Nine Sharp,'
has a prolonged frolic called Thank'
God for the BBC It runs the gamut
of burlesque.

BBC remains aloof. They are too
well bred to answer and too confi-
dent of their own strong position to
worry. In general they are reported
as sportsmanly about the commercial
'opposition/ Heal pressure has al-

ways been indirect, a sort of Tinker-
to-Evers-to-Chance play with the
newspaper publishers using BBC and
the foreign office to get French of-
ficialdom to undermine English-lan-
guage broadcasting on French sta-
tions. It has not been successful,
but it has made life miserable for the
advertising stations.

FADIMAN SPONSORED

Canada Dry Buys Information,
Please/ NBC Sustaincr

'Information, Please* has been
bought by Canada Dry through the
J. M. Mathes agency. Starting date
and number of stations had not been
set by press time yesterday (Tues-
day).

Program will retain the same spot
on the NBC-blue (WJZ), Tuesday
9-9,30, that it has occupied as a sus-
tained and will have Clifton Fadi-
man, Franklin P. Adams (F.P.A.)»
James Kieran, N. Y. Times sports
columnist, and Oscar Levant, com-
poser-pianist, as the continuing cast.
Plus the occasional guesters.

John Barrymore set for dramatic
lead on second week of Texaco Star
Theatre from Hollywood. Olivia.de
Havilland booked for Nov. 2.
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Philippine Stations Assert

ASCAP Payments Unnecessary;

Situation Jams Sponsorship
-
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Inside Stuff-Radio

A bright, new, shiny transmitter may be a joy to behold but Columbia's

50,000-watt antenna on the Coast, which flashes the KNX signal, has caused

much gnashing of teeth among the technical crew. On night radiator was
dedicated, amid much ceremony and speechmaking, something went hay-

wire arid the station lapsed into silence for a long spell, The erring

gadget was put in place and all seemed serene until last Monday night

while the Lux program was airing. This time it was the relay sequence

that took a powder and the transmitter went sour (locally only) for a full

34 minutes. Columbians decided that the old plant at Sherman Oaks
wasn't so bad after all so it has been restored to service as a standby.

KNX has been trying to sell the oldie and failing there, dismantle it.

However, until the new one learns to behave there'll be no sale or

scrapping.

Gracious gesture was made Thursday (22) to WOL, local Mutual outlet,

by WJSV. Washington's CBS transmitter.

WOL's switch from the 1310 kc frequency to 1230 kc was recorded by
the Columbia station, which later presented William Dolph, manager of

the Mutual transmitter, with a platter -carrying the last five minutes of

WOL's. last program on 1310 kc and the first five minutes of the first pro-

gram on the new frequency. Transcription was enclosed in a silver-

mounted box.

Rival station carried brief speeches by Harry Butcher, Columbia's Wash-
ington vice-prexy; A. D. Willard, Jr„ WJSV manager, and Arch McDonald,
sports commentator—all complimenting WOL on its progress in Washing-
ton. Pattycaking was completed with a speech of acceptance by Dolph
in which he thanked WJSV for its continued cooperation.

Horace Heidt is using a postcard campaign to build his audience on the
Stewart-Warner show. Appeal on the card reads: 'Help boost our radio

rating by telling your friends to listen in every Sunday night at 1Q o'clock

EST on the NBC Network. It is now 6.3 and every person you tell to

listen in helps.' On the other side of the card is a picture of a train wreck
with a • couple of inscriptions. One says, 'Even train wrecks can't stop

your Brigadiers from breaking all house records.' Other states, 'Even
though we missed the first show, the Gang played to 125,000 people at the

Orpheum, Minneapolis. One person from every family saw the Gang to

gross business over $25,000.'

Photographs will be taken of every Vox Pop interview session con-
ducted by Parks Johnson and Wally Butterworth when pair resume Oct. 1

for Penn Tobacco, It is one of those 'just in case' safeguards because
the Vox Pop session missed a natural publicity bet by not photographing
Douglas Corrigan interview.

A few days later Corrigan made his 'wrong-way* flight to Ireland but
no photo was available to prove that Parks and Wally were on the job
in advance.

Oliver Riehl, one of oldest production men in radio, may return to

broadcasting via a production job at NBC. Riehl has been running a
citrus farm in Florida for his father but visited in New' York City last

week.
Riehl operated KDKA at Pittsburgh for two years starting in 1920. He

went to Chicago as program and musical director for Frank E. Mullen
at KYW. Later he served on stations at Louisville, Nashville and Tulsa.

Consolidated Edison program over WJZ, New York, uses 16 employees,
ranging from 22 to 45 years of age, as a chorus. They were auditioned
Aug. 15 from. 200 candidates. Chorus rehearses entirely on its own time
but is excused from work for the dress rehearsal Tuesday. All get paid
for their radio labors but did not know at the time they volunteered
that they would get any money.

McCann-Erickson, it is reported, has in recent weeks brought strong
sales pressure to bear on the Ford Motor Co. toward inducing the latter
to assign all its advertising business to that agency. Ford national account
is and has been for Over 10 years with the N. W. Ayer agency. McCann-
Erickson clears all Ford dealer co-operative advertising.

Young & Rubicam has a special disguise for its publicity department.
Blurbs sent out by the agency carry the signature, 'Bureau of Industrial
Service.'

'Living in a Great Big Way' is the title of Kate Smith's autobiography
which will be published Oct. 12 as a Reynal & Hitchcock Blue Ribbon
book. It's illustrated profusely.

Plan of the H. W. Kastor agency

to include the Philippine Islands in

its radio campaigns may be stymied

by the circumstance that the two
stations in Manila, KZIB and KZRM,
have refused to become licensees of

the American Society of Composers.

Authors and Publishers. Operators

of the outlet hold that copyright law
of the United States does not extend

its protection to the islands and have
challenged ASCAP to send over reps

to establish its rights through the

local courts.

In applying for licenses for some
musical transcriptions Kastor,
through World Broadcasting System,

last week informed the mechanical
rights bureau of the Music Pub-
lishers Protective Association that it

understood that the agency would
not have to pay any royalties on
discs used on Philippine stations.

Representatives of the stations had
advised the agency that the islands

were exempt from copyright laws
and that an advertiser could expect
to save himself the expense entailed

in the use of copyrighted music.

Harry Fox, .trustee and agent for

MPPA members in licensing matters,
pointed out that the standard, license
which he issues stipulates that it is

subject to the designated stations'

having the required ASCAP license.

Fox added that even if he issued a
manufacturing license covering the
use of the discs on Philippine outlets
the ASCAP proviso would still make
the advertiser liable for any in-
fringement suits.

From ASCAP it was learned that
there has been reams of correspond-
ence with the two stations on the
Islands and that the latter are still

insisting that the Issue be adjudi-
cated in the local courts.

Normandy's Accounts

London, Sept. 20.

Radio Normandy through Interna-
tional Broadcasting, Ltd., has set the
following accounts:
Kolynos—renewal of Xaugh and

Grow Fit' series for 52 weeks.
•Bisodol—renewal Friday morning

quarter-hour.
Pineate Honey Cough Syrup

—

football results Saturdays 5:30-6
p.- m. C. Mitchell &' ,Co. is the
agency.
Fynnon Salt, 3: 30-4 p. m. Sundays.

Spottiswoode, Dixon & Hunting,
Ltd. is the agency.

Colgate — renewal- Wednesday
morning broadcasts. Lord & Thomas
Is the agency.

Roily Ford at CKOV
Vancouver, Sept. 27.

Stations in small Centres in the^in-
terior of British Columbia have been
jarred out of their lethargy recently
by the energetic expansion of CKOV,
Kelowna. Installation of $20,000
worth of equipment to up the power
to 1000 watts has put this station, op-
erating in a town of 10,000 popula-
tion, in the race for highly lucrative
farmer market.
To get the improved station really

ticking, the owners have imported
Itolly Ford, publicity man from
CJOR, Vancouver, to manage the
Station.

London Calling

'St. Simeon Stylites,' by F. Sladen

Smith will be the first play to be

produced by Denis Johnston for

television since he joined the de-

partment in August.

'Autumn Laughter,' Dorchester

Hotel cabaret production, televised

Sept. 21 and the afternoon of Sept.

23. Show includes Naunton Wayne,
Nick Long, Jr., Vera Haal, Danny
Kaye and the Dor-Chester Hale
Girls. Cecil Madden will be in

charge of the presentation.

Wilfred Walter will be televised

in his own sketch, 'The Man Who
Sold His Shadow,' in the evening
program of Sept. 24. This will be
presented by Jan Russell.

Association Football results broad-

cast from Radio Normandy every

Saturday will from Sept. 24 be spon-

sored by Pineate Honey Cough
Syrup, a product of the Interna-

tional Chemical Co. C. Mitchell &
Co. also were responsible for plac-

ing this 'contract with IBC.

Total number of radio licenses in

force throughout U. K. is now
6,689,850, representing increase of

383,900 in a year. Nearly 500 radio

owners were fined in August for not

having taken out a Post Office li-

cense; one case the court ordered
confiscation of the set.

BBC serial, production of 'Les

Miserables' postponed till 1939,. due
to casting, snags, but Terence de
Marney, set for lead, will switch
into chapter version of 'The^Cloister

and the Hearth.'

Phlneas Barnunr being com-
memorated in BBC program Oct. 2.

'Fats' Waller guest artisting in Jay
Wilbur's Melody Out of the Sky'
program Sept. 29, immediately prior

to sailing for U. S.

'

First gossip column to go on the

air in U. K. will be presented by
Jack House on the Scottish program
Oct. 3.

. 'The Ascent of F6,' by Auden and
Isherwood, and -'The Romantic
Young Lady,' by.Gregorio Martinez
Sierra, down for full-length visio

presentation by BBC.

fiame Marie Tempest is to play
Queen Victoria in. broadcast version
of original radio play, 'Victoria and
Disraeli,' by Hector Bolitho, Sept. 25.

Mantovani and orchestra, featured
On BBC .programs, on continental
commercial air Sundays, from Lux-
embourg for. Snowfire .Cosmetics,

father & Crowther agenting. Ralph
Truman handles commercial spiel.

Newcomer to radio advertising is

J. H. Senior & Co., which has booked
series of broadcasts from Radio Nor-
mandy on weekday afternoons for

Senior's Pastes.

Molly Picon' cutting down her
vaudeville dates' here to return to

America for ether appearances. Has
lined up another 26 weeks with
Maxwell Coffee.

RADIO

DANT0N WALKER PAID OFF

Says Conditions Impossible—Sponsor
Substitutes John B. Kennedy

Danton Walker, columnist on the

N. Y. Daily News, was replaced Mon-
day (26) by John B. Kennedy in the

Gruen Watch spot on CBS. Parting

oetween the columnist and the com-
mercial was friendly, with the for-

mer being paid off for a major part

of the contract, which had 13 weeks
to go. Walker held the late evening

spot, 11-11.10 p.m., on the CBS key

station for a week.
Temperament and unsatisfactory

material were the reasons cited by

the sponsor, while Walker stated

that the conditions imposed upon
him made it impossible for him to

continue the series. Kennedy is doing

a personality in the news' routine.

According to Walker, he was
asked to do the commercials on the

show, which he considered contrary

to the best interests of his position

as a columnist. He states he was
also requested to submit his scripts

early the morning of the broadcast,

which is out of the question for him,

considering his newspaper hours.

Other stipulations were that he re-

hearse the show in the afternoon and
introduce guests not of his own se-

lection. Final unacceptable request

was that he refrain from mentioning
any of the class niteries, but stick to

the more modest spots.

Statement that he was paid off

for a 'substantial' portion of the con-

tract is denied by the columnist,

who says he could have held out -for

the full 13 weeks specified, but in-

stead agreed to tear up the pact on
the payment of two weeks' salary.

Second week payment was to cover
last Monday night's (26) broadcast,

which he expected and was prepared
to make. Walker was set on the pro-
gram by Henry Souvaine agency,
which is seeking to line up another
show for him.

Harold Smith's Web

Starts but WMCA Not In;

Scott Bowen's Plans

Newly created Empire State net-
work, of which Harold E. Smith is

prime mover, hit its first snag day
of announcement when Station
WMCA refused to be associated be-
cause Station WHN, its competitor,
was named originating, station. Net's
first program was to be the Ave
Maria hour from WMCA. Bert Leb-
har nixed.

WMCA was first offered the prop-
osition of being originating station
for net. Claimed that Donald Flamm
station .asked too great a percentage
of income which was turned down
by Smith.
Meanwhile WHN will feed sus-

tainers to the net which was formed
this week with Station WABY and
WOKO, Albany: WIBX, Utica;
WMBO, Auburn; WSAY, Rochester,
and WBNY, Buffalo. Offices will be
set up in New York shortly.

Station ' WIBX of the group is

owned, by Scott Howe Bowen.
Though plans are temporarily sus-
pendedi Bowen may use his station

to double between two nets—one of
his own creation. WIBX would take
from Empire and operate its own
net at same time. Bowen's idea is to
use Postal Telegraph wires, one-
third the cost of A.T.&T. Use of
same makes operation less expensive
for individual stations on proposed
net.

WIBX was announced as in pro-
cess of being sold to J. Curtis Wil-
son and.Emile Gough several weeks
ago. Deal fell through and Bowen
has been quietly working on two
network tieups instead.

KEEN Appeals Verdict

Seattle, Sept. 27.

In the. petition for appointment of

a receiver for KEEN by Howard J.

Ryan, who-, holds a judgment of

$12,500 against the outlet, Judge
Douglas in the Superior court denied
without prejudice the request, but
gave the plaintiff the right to renew
the application. By the order of
denial, plaintiff had to produce a
nominal bond of $10 and the defend-
ant is restrained from in any
manner selling, encumbering or
making disposition of any of its

property unless a supersedeas bond
is posted by the defendant.
KEEN is appealing the judgment

to the Supreme court.

Lucille Ball and Virgi ia Verrill
with Jack Haley on his Wonder
Bread opus.

AIR GOSSIP SPONSORED

Not in Seattle Dailies So Acquires
Commercial Value

Seattle, Sept. 27.

A new show, 'Radio Tips' has just

been inaugurated for this gossip-
stripped town. KOMO has show.
Sponsored by Ben Tipp, jeweler. Bob
Nichols, free lance scripter is

writing.

Working on angle that keeping up
with radio is keeping up with the
world, Nichols has written into his
stanza all the info concerning pro-
grams,- special events and personali-
ties on the air.

Omaha's Big Monday

Omaha, Sept. 27.

Food exposition promoted exclu-
sively by WOW drew an attendance
of over .7,000 persons on its opening
night last Monday (26), despite op-
position of one-night stand by Rudy
Vallee and stage date by the Horace
Heidt band. .Cast at food event in-
cluded Irene Rich, Carl Deacon
Moore band, Jack Baker, Marge
Hudson and Munson Comption.
Expositiohf-w.hich is held annual-

ly, this year had 64 national ad-
vertisers exhibiting.

Alma Dettinger's Sponsor

Bridgeport, Sept. 27.

Alma M. Dettinger hired by Craw-
ford Laundry, Bridgeport, for fash-
ion chore. One of two shots will
be an audience forum, with prizes,
and the other Miss Dettinger's ad-
vice on beauty.
Crawford last season tied in with

George Jessel's Mutual participator.

SMALL STATION WILL

SPEND $1,000 YEARLY

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.
Agreement has been reached by

Musicians Union with WIBG, tiny
suburban kilowatter here. Outlet
will spend its quota of $1,000 a year,
for which it will have a broadcast
once every two weeks by seven men.
Pact is for 39 weeks.
Union agreed to allow educational

concerts on the station by Beaver
College band and glee club.

GUZEND0RFER JOINS KSR0

Another Change Makes Larry
Thatcher the Commercial Manager

San Francisco, Sept. 27.

Wilt.Gunzendorfer is new manager
and studio program director of sta-
tion KSRO, Santa Rosa, formerly in
charge of the San Francisco and later
the Hollywood offices of the Thomas
Lee Artists Bureau, which folded re-
cently. Previously radio and vaude-
ville as a band leader.
Another KSRO appointment gives

Larry Thatcher the post of com-
mercial manager.

Theme Girl Now Actress
San Francisco, Sept. 27.

Ruth Peterson, one of the Golden
Gate International Exposition's
'theme , girls,' Who made her radio
debut recently in the 'Sons of the
Lone Star* westerner over the Coast
NBC-Blue web from San Francisco,
joins the cast of 'Hawthorne House,'
Wesson Oil's Red network drama,
Oct. 3.

Role formerly played by Jeane
Cowan, now in Hollywood.

WSAY SOLIDLY ITALIAN
Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 27.

WSAY has a corner oh Italian pro-
grams in the city with Sunday
booked solid from 9:15 a.m. to 2 p.m.
with Italian commercials, mostly
musical. Only break is Jewish Hour
10-11 a.m. Another series of Italian
shows runs Saturday morning with
sponsors figuring other programs
build up listener interest among na-
tionals sought to reach.

Rival /stations limit number and
tiype of foreign programs.

James', Steady Work
E. P. H. James, manager of sales

promotion, celebrates his 11th an-
niversary with NBC this week.
He came to work for the network

In the same capacity Oct. 1, 1927 and
rates as the only one in the com-
pany that has held down the same
executive job for that number of
years.

Leslie Mitchell, former BCC Visio

announcer and now commentating
for , British Movietone News, re-
turned to the ether to announce visio

programs of centenary celebrations
of first railroad from London to
Birmingham.

John Rhode has written first of
.new BBC series' 'What Happened at
8:20?' to be aired Oct. 7. Second will
be oh air Oct. 21, authored by An-
thony Armstrong.

Launching of 'Queen Elizabeth' by
the Queen herself Sept. 27, went out
to Arabic listeners from Daventry,
with A. K. Sourour, Arabic-speaking
announcer, doing the commentating.

BBC giving horse racing results of
local, meeting, announced that a
horse named Broadcaster came third
of five runners in one of the races.
Announcer added: 'Sorry he came so
low, we would have liked him
higher.*
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CANADA'S NAME
Canada Gets Into Stride

Winter Programs Set—Personnel Shifts and General

Injection of More Zip Forecast

Toronto, Sept. 27.

A general raising of production

standards, more concentration of

personnel efforts, and the greater

high-lighting and polishing of pro-

gram series is the three-fold objec-

tive of the Canadian Broadcasting

Corp. in the completing of its plans

for the new fall program season.

Policy of moving production men
and other executives to the vari-

ous regions within the Dominion,

together with transfers to BBC in

London for six-month periods with

side trips to the Continent, is de-

sighed to acquaint CBC execs with

all parts of Canada and with the

broadcast activities of other coun-

tries.

Following the international suc-

cess last" season of the weekly broad-

casts of the Toronto Promenade
Symphony Orchestra and the Van-
couver Symphony, these again lead

off the music series for this fall, and
will be joined early in the winter

by the Toronto Symphony Orches-
tra. Also pencilled in for later fea-

turing are the Montreal Symphony,
Les Concerts Symphoniques des

Montreal, and the Calgary Sym-
phony.
Dance music is to be highlighted

this season, old-time music programs
are to be further developed, and
leading Canadian choral organiza-

tions are scheduled. Sequel to his

'Streamline' and 'Bands Across the

Sea' series, Percy Faith is scheduled

for an audience program, 'Music by
Faith,' which will be presented
-weekly from the Margaret Eaton
Hall, Toronto.

In addition to 13 Shakespearian
productions and the presentation of

prize-winning plays in the CBC
competition for Canadian authors,

the new season line-up includes

children's series, adventure pro-

grams, interviews, round-table dis-

cussions of world affairs, and sev-

eral novelty and variety shows.
In the Special Events department,

the Canadian scene with regard to

industry and cultural arts will be
presented, this including the discov-

ery ant? production of radium at

Great Bear Lake, panoramic scenes

of the Arctic, and insightj into the

drama of Canada's mines and for-

ests.

From Toronto

New series originating in CBL, To-
ronto, for the national network and
for international exchange include

'Musically Speaking,' which will be
batoned by Harry Adaskin; the sixth

annual series of 'Melodic Strings' un-
der Alexander Chuhaldin; 'Music for

You,' in which Samuel Hersenhoren
replaces Geoffrey Waddington as di-

rector; the Hambourg Trio; 'Along
Gypsy Trails,' in which Leon Zuck-
ert will feature European and South
American Gypsy airs; 'Saturday Re-
view' swing session under Percy
Pasternak; the 'Magical Voyage*
children series, produced by John
Macdonnell of BBC.
Shows which clicked last winter

and are restored to the new sched-
ule include 'The Happy Gang' series

for five times a week; 'Dancing
Strings' under Samuel Hersenhoren;
'Golden Journeys'; 'Chansonettes'
with John Duncan, harpist, Frances
James, soprano, and William Mor-
ton, tenor;' 'Let's All Go to the Music
Hall,' English variety show; the

'Saturday Book Review' by Profes-
sor J. F. Macdonal^.

Cheerio Identifies Self

As Thrill for 111 Boy
Montreal, Sept 27.

Cheerio (Charles K. Field), broad-
casting over the NBC-Blue net from
Montreal last week, broke one of his

cardinal rules not to divulge his

identity, by inviting one of his fans
to come to the CFCF studios during
his broadcast.

. Boy who was granted audience is

Jimmy Darou, a/ jockey, who suffered

a spine injury several years ago
when thrown from a horse and has
never been able to walk since.

Darou accidentally listened in on the
Cheerio broadcast while in the hos-

pital and says that it has helped
keep him alive.

ENGLISH RADIO

EXPOUNDER

'37 MARK

LEGIT STARS FOR

CLASSIC CYCLE

Dominion to Hear Preten-

tious Programs of Shakes-

perian Plays Led by Stars

from Dramatic Stage •

SEEK AUTHORS

Cubans Beg Judge Landis for Right

To Broadcast Series in Spanish

London, Sept. 20.

Executives of Radio Manufac-
turers' Ass'n are hastily inventing

excuses on why this year's Olympia
exposition was something of a let-

down. Final attendance figures

showed aggregate of around 150,000

visitors in 10 days, which is more
than 20,000 jnder 1937 and an all-

time low for the show. Potential

sales of visio sets, too, were below
optimistic estimates pre-set by man-
ufacturers themselves, though intro-

duction of cheap Instrument- met an

encouraging response.

Had been thought all the bally-

hoo on television would have

brought crowds milling in to a new
high, but public is apparently con-

tent to wait a while before plung-

ing. Official reason for low total is

the absence of BBC variety theatre,

from which daily b-oadcasts were
given previous years, with rubber-

necks admitted for a fee. However,
this year's expo had a visio studio

actually in operation, which is a

considerable novelty to plenty of

folks and attracted nearly 40,000

paying visitors.

WWJ as Stude Lab

Paul Wing in Canada

Paul Wing, currently conducting
Spelling Bee for Energine on Nation-
al Broadcasting red network, has
been signatured by Canadian Broad-
casting Corp. to stage 'juvenile pro-
gram, Monday through Friday, at 5:30

P.m.
. The 15-minute program will be

heard in U. S. via Columbia Broad-,
casting System.
Wing went to Toronto last week to

start series, first show going on Mon-
day (26).

Detroit, Sept. 27.

Using WWJ's studios and staff,

University of Detroit will offer an

evening class in radio broadcasting

fundamentals this fall. Pro. E. A.

McFaul, who conducts 'Pronounce It'

and 'Little Known Facts* programs

here, will be in charge. McFaul is

also on U. of D.'s speech faculty.

Course will cover mechanics,

scripting, advertising, dramatics, pro-

duction, announcing, etc., with fol-

lowing WWJ staffers offering, their

specialties:

Ty Tyson, sports spieling; Harry
Bannister, sales manager', advertis-

ing; Walter Hoffman, chief engineer;

Bob Stanton, announcer; Myron
Golden, scripting; Carroll Leedy, of

W8XWJ, and Ole Foerch, of WWJ's
musical staff.

Toronto, Sept. 27.

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. will

launch series of 13 weekly Shake-

spearian productions in which Ca-

nadian talent will support outstand-

ing stage stars. Curtain rises on

the new alliance Oct. 9 (9-10,

EST), when Sir Cedric Hardwicke
will play Shylock in 'The Merchant
of Venice.'

Signed for the series are Ray-
mond Massey, Eva Le Gallienne and
Walter Hampden; negotiations are

under way with Maurice Evans, Wal-
ter Huston and Margaret Anglin.
Latter two, with Massey, are Ca-
nadians.

The 13 Shakespearian plays will

be produced in the studios of CBL,
Toronto, and will be carried by the

CBC national network. Director is

Charles Warburton. Special Eliza-

bethan music will be arranged and
conducted by Reginald Stewart,

baton-wielder of the Toronto
Promenade Symphony Orchestra.

Drastic loosening of the CBC purse-
strings ensures that the new Shake-
spearian series will have the high-
est degree of drama production and
efficiency in the history of Ca-
nadian radio.

Prizes for Radio Plays

In addition, CBC is attempting to

create nation-wide interest in the

development of Canadian playlets

by Canadian authors and is offering

four cash prizes of $250, $150, $100

and $50 for the best 30-minute or

60-minute radio play. Author must
be domiciled and resident in Can-
ada, the CBC intention being to

build a permanent market at fair re-

muneration for Canadian authors.

Hope is that native scribes who
scorned Canadian radio script prices,

and either refused to aim at this

medium or else slipped across the

border, will be induced to turn to a

steady Dominion market and write

on topical themes set against a Ca-
nadian background. Radio drama
contest closes Jan. 1, and will be
judged by a Board_ of Adjudicators
whose members will be independent
of CBC.

In elaborating the new policy,

Major Gladstone Murray, CBC g.m.,

believes that 'public service broad-
casting should ally itself with the

Little Theatre movement, on whose
shoulders has fallen the major task

of perpetuating the legitimate the-

atre in Canada.'
: With regard to the

playwriting competition, the aim of

the CBC program department is 'to

move nearer to the main potential

sources of artistic material in terms

of acting talent as well as writing

and ideas.' He believes that both

radio and the theatre in Canada
will benefit under this plan.

Also for French

Montreal, Sept. 27.

Canadian Broadcasting Cor-
poration may hold a contest for

French-language authors of

plays as well as for those writ-
ten in English and cash prizes
will be offered in addition to

those already announced.
CBC Radio Drama Contest

was originally intended for

English scripts only, foiir prizes

of $250,. $150, $100 and $50 be-
ing offered for the best half or
full hour plays by authors
living, in Canada.
Additional prize money for

works of French authors will

probably be announced shortly.

Understanding is that details

have not yet been completely
worked out.

It is understood that plays
With Canadian background will

be given preference by the

judges of the contest. Opinion
is divided on the advisability of

harnessing inspiration with
locale boundaries, literary

circles contending that plays
should be chosen for quality

without any strings attached.

1940 SUNSPOTS

WILL AFFECT

RADIO

New Detroit Talent

Detroit, Sept. 27.

Gretchen, formerly heard over

WGAR, Cleveland, starts new pro-

gram, 'Songs by Gretchen,' over

CKLW this week. Red Beresford,

guitarist, and Wally Townsend,
pianist, will accompany on Monday
and Friday offerings.

Discontinued during summer,!

Harold True's 'Day in Review' re-

turns to ozone next week over

WXYZ and Michigan web. Will be

heard daily except Sunday, using

United Press material. True just re-

covered from recent operation.

RADIO BANK NITE

PARLEYS CASH PRIZES

Montreal, Sept. 27.

New stunt program, a combination
of quizzing and bank nite, is being
aired here by station CKAC from
the stage of the Salle Jesu, 1,200

seat halL
Contestants are picked from audi

ence and those answering question

correctly are awarded prizes. Audi-
ence . and listeners are requested to

ballot and anyone guessing correctly

in which order the three winners
will be rated by the judges receives

$25 in cash.

Chances of hitting right are con-

sidered slim and prizes can be
parleyed indefinitely until someone
wins a large amount.

London, Sept. 16.

To combat intense sonspot activity

expected to interfere seriously with
world radio communications in 1940,

General Post Office is to build spe-

cial radio receiving station at

Rochester, Kent This will have six

receivers for 12 circuits in times of

good air conditions, and antennae
network, consisting of 16 aerials, will

be erected facing across the Atlantic.

New station is expected to operate
early next year.

General Post Office international

radio-telephone services are' oper-
ated mainly on short waves, which
are particularly liable to bad static

at times of sunspot activity. Periods
of maximum solar activity occur in

cycles of approximately 11 years,

and next is due to occur in 1940.

After intensive research, G.P.O
and U. S. telephone authorities have
decided adverse effects can be
largely offset by new technique in

short' wave reception. Method is

bound up chiefly with use of multi
pie receiving antennae suitably
spaced in direction of incoming
signals.

Havana, Sept. 27.

Strenuous efforts are being made

by various Cuban authorities to get

permission from Judge Landis for a

Spanish language broadcast of a

play-by-play description of the com-

ing World Series. Programs would

be non-commercial, but with RCA
here paying expenses. Nothing is set

so far. however.

Suggestion of the broadcasts was
made over CMQ, Havana, and its

shortwave subsid, COCQ. Idea of

the Spanish language description di-

rect from the games was enthusias-

tically received by listeners who
lave written in from Mexico, Costa

Rica, Guatemala, Panama, Nicaragua,

Puerto Rico, Santo Domingo and
Haiti, as well as Cuba. Not only the

regular listeners, but numerous Cu-
aan government officials and execs

of local firms are petitioning for per-

mission for the broadcasts. Under-
stood here that the matter has not
been decided because no sponsor has
been found for the U. S. broadcasts,

"

and the whole thing is hanging fire.

Nice Gravy

Meanwhile rival Cuban stations

which in previous years cleaned up'
between $500 and $1,000 by selling

spots on their own picked-up and
translated airings of the games are
yelling murder since no local sponsor
wants to buy announcements on n
translated broadcast from this end if

one is to come direct from the games.
In that case the direct airing will be
the only , one getting listeners.

The president of the Cuban Tourist
Commission sent a long cable re-
questing permission reading:

'The Cuban Tourist Commission
kindly requests your permission to
broadcast in Spanish the World Se-
ries from the baseball parks. Such
a concession on your part will be
considered by Cuban people as m.

most gracious gesture and will con-
tribute to strengthen the bonds of
friendship that have always existed
between both our countries. Louis
Machado, President.'

Commander Marine, chief adjutant
to Col. Batista and head of the Sport
Commission of the government, also
sent him a cable.

Chile's Defense Radio

SCOTCH SIGNAL

STRENGTHENED

BY BBC

Washington, Sept 27
Chain of stations to be set up in

southern section of Chile, for both
national defense and aviation uses.

To be situated in Province of Aysen,
cost $23,500.

Will be operated* by the Ministry
of National Defense.

Sustaining Commercial
Vancouver, Sept. 27.

Sustaining special events broad-
cast from on board the Canadian Pa-
cific Empress of Canada, inbound
from the Orient, which was heard
over CKWX last Tuesday, turned
into a smooth commercial plug for
the transportation company's trans-
Pacific service.

In the form of a 'round-table' chat
distinguished passengers gossiped
about their travels in an informal
manner which vividly sold the ro-
mantic angles of world travel and
turned the broadcast into a press-

agent's dream.

London, Sept. 20.

After 15 years of service, BBC has

.

replaced its Aberdeen studio with
new station. Function is to improve
reception in northern Scotland, and
site has been selected to ensure
transmission to coastal areas north
and south of the city shall be largely
over sea, since signal strength is

much greater over water than land.

Program transmitted from new
station is composite, as before, and
will include items originating lo-
cally; facilities for these will be im-
proved by construction of new stu-
dios in Aberdeen. Most program
service will come, however, from
distant BBC studio centres oyer spe-
cial telephone circuits.

Principal improvement which Scot-
tish listeners will notice is quality
of reception, while in all areas pro-
gram will be received at slightly
greater volume.

Louis Moriset, publicity director'
for Station CKAC, Montreal, will
write and deliver a special com-
mentary on current affairs! five days
weekly. Station has two announcers,
Roger and Marcell Baulu, on same,
stanza, 8 to 9 a.m., making it a threes-

I way opinion on political affairs.
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IGNACE JAN PADEBEWSKI
Pianist
MAGIC KEY
Sunday (25), 2 p.m.
WJZ-NBC, New York
•From an emotional as well as an

artistic standpoint, this concert was
a notable international event, one of

the most impressive ever offered on

the Magic Key series. Coming at

the end of several weeks of broad-

casts on the European situation (and

at the actual loment that CBS was
airing a short-wave report about ap-

prehensive crowds in LondonI) this

magnificent old man, still a great

artist in his 78th year, offered nearly

an hour of immortal music. Some-
how that inescapable art versus
anschluss contrast added to the dra-
matic effect.

Even among the conce i greats

Paderewski has always been a per-

sonage apart. At 31 recognized as

the greatest, pianist in the world, he
still held that position virtually un-
challenged at the age of ,71—a rec-

ord probably unique in all artistic

annals. But his piano genius has
been only one of Paderewski's quali-

ties of greatness. He has also
achieved genuine distinction as a
composer, statesman and, in a much
less-publicized sense, as a philan-
thropist and a man. Those qualities,

plus his. dignity and simplicity, have
endeared him to the general public
and concert audiences alike. But
more than that, Paderewski was
always a colorful figure who infused
his music with tremendous emotional
appeal.

All those intangible elements con-
tributed to make last Sunday's
broadcast something extra special.

And the simple old man, making his
radio debut to America by short-
wave from a special studio at his
home in Switzerland, fulfilled all the
promise of the occasion. If, as some
of the critics have said in the past,
Paderewski has occasionally sacri-
ficed technical perfection for emo-
tional warmth, it wasn't evident. It

w?.s a virtuoso performance of taste-
fully selected program. Reception
was almost ideal.

Composers represented included
Haydn, Mozart, Chopin, Wagner and
Schubert. Paderewski was intro-
duced by Max Jordan, NBC's conti-
nental European rep, whose remarks
were impressively concise. He spoke
rather deliberately, with a notice-
able accent. Although he must have
been urged by NBC to do so, Pade
rewski did not speak on the pro-
gram.
Show was m.c.'d on this side by

Milton Cross and Frank Black led
the NBC symphony orchestra in
selections at the opening and close,

RCA's commercials were shrewdly
phrased to plug Victor's Paderewski
.(and other concert greats) records,

Hobe.

AL JOLSON
With Douglas Corrlgan, Martha
Raye, Parkyakarkus, Tiny Ruffner,
Lud Gluskta's Orch.

Variety
30 Mlns.
LIFEBUOY
Tuesday, 8:30 p. m.
WABC, New York

(Ruthrauff & Ryan)
Al Jolson's show returns to the

air-waves after a summer's hiatus

intact in its last season's cast lineup,

with, of course, the exception of the

guests. Tee-off stanza (20) had a

strong name in 'Wrong-way' Corri-

gan, it being the trans-Atlantic fly-

er's first commercial air shot. Other-
wise, as is often typical with name
variety shows returning to the air

after a seasonal layoff, and not yet

in stride, it was pretty rruch of a

clambake.
Jolson's show in the past was al-

ways a problem child so far as com-
edy is concerned. Situation, is un-
changed, the -laughs still being few
and far between. Script handed Cor-
rigan for by-play with Martha Raye,
Parkyakarkus and Jolson was only

fair at best. One hearty chuckle in

the lesson to Corrigan on making
love coming at the bow-off, when he
mistook' a window for the door.

Actually, Corrigan had little to do
and little to say lor the $3,500 he
received for the guest shot. A cou-
ple of gags anent his flight were

Comedy brunt still falls on Park-
yakarkus and the Greek dialectician

is still giving out w !th thos. puns,

anemic comedy at best. Otherwise,
the entertainment was held down to

a minimum due to the excessive
greetings amongst the performers on
their reunion. Martha Raye sang"

but one song, a duet of 'A Tiskef
with Jolson, while the latter's solos

consisted of 'Walking Stick' and 'At

Long Last Love.' On the straight

music side, Gluskin's orch delivered

'I'm Going to Lock My Heart' ex-
pertly.

'

Commercials are hardly the be-
lievable sort; a sketch insert between
two femmes, one of whom suffers

from something her best friend

won't tell her about, but the per-
sonnel manager will. A bath in Life-

buoy is all you need, honey, etc.. and
et cetera. Scho.

Lanny Ross, starring in 'Petticoat

Fever' at Fabian's Harmanus
Bleecker Hall under new rotating
stock-with-names policy in which
Frank McCoy and O. E. Wee exer-
cise a directing' hand, did a 15-min-
ute song interview broadcast over
WGY, from its Albany studios. An-
nounced as 'a Times Union radio

extra,' evening shot had George O.
Williams, managing editor of Hearst
daily, as quizzer. Program brought
a breath of Big Time broadcasting
;o local field, especially in the vocals

by Ross, to his own guitar accom-
paniment.

Led off with 'When I Grow Too
Old to Dream,' a familiar which
sounded fresh under his expert
reatment. Closed with a number of

his own done in the show. Interview

ran off smoothly, although too much
time was spent on Ross' athletic and
musical activities at Yale, and vir-

tually none on his show biz career.

Ross did mention that his first broad-

cast, outside New York City, was
over WGY and short wave, on an
unremembered date.

JERRY COOPER
With The Smoothies, De Vore Sis-

ters (3), Eight Men, William
Stoess, conductor; Jimmy Leonard.

Songs, Music
IS Mlns.
TUMS
Tues-Thurs., 7:15 p.m.
WLW-NBC, Cincinnati

(Kastor)
Starting its. third year, Jerry

Cooper added to the original lineup.
Latter supplies a New York name
and socko to an already sweet se-
lection of talent.
On airing heard he did nifty job of

ballading, using 'So Help Me' and 'I

Won't Tell a 3oul.' In each tune he
was. richly backgrounded by the
Eight Men, de Vore femme three
some, and the Smoothies. A classy
combo, the Eight Men are directed
by Grace Clauva Raine, pipes sul-
tana of the Crosley staff. Accom-
paniment by Stoess orchestra, hotsy-
totsy.

Slow tempo of Cooper's numbers
was cleverly

r sandwiched with the
modern zip of the .Smoothies (Babs,
Charlie and Little), who went to
town on 'Stop Beating Around the
Mulberry Bush' in their own distinc
tive style of arrangement. The. de
Vores are a WLW standby on close
harmony.
Smacking of class from gong to

gong, which goes also for. the spot'
ting and brevity of blurbs, handled
by Jimmy Leonard, this, stint's en
tertainment value is beaucoun long
for 15 minutes. Koll.

'CHECKERBOARD TIME'
Musical
15 Mlns.
RALSTON PURINA
M-W-F, 7:45 a.m.
WGY, Schenectady

(Gardner)
Waxers cut by World of Chicago

to advertise Purina chicken and
other live stock chow, as well as to
plug Purina dealers. 'Checkerboard'
in title is a reminder of dealers'
identification signs: Talent includes
Mary Jane, sin^-r; Checkerboard
Quartet, Cackle Sisters, harmony-
yodelers, and Otto's Melodians, in-

strumentalists.
'Colonel Purina,' one of those

drawling down-to-earthers popular
with farm listeners, emcees and
spiels. An occasional minor guestee
is heard. On Friday the story of a
successful farmer-user of Purina
feed is dramatized, in- addition to
musical part.

Discs, neither real corny nor
swin.iy, untrack entertainment which
should please farm dialers. Most of
the^- numbers- are old favorites,

capably interpreted. Jaco.

THE SHOW OF THE WEEK
With Fred Waring, Ray Perkins,

Stuart Allen
30 Mlns.
Co-operative
HOWARD CLOTHES
Sunday, 6:30 p. m.
WOR-Mutual, Newark

(Red/ield-Johnstone)
This is a new cooperative over

the Mutual network for which the
sponsor in the Greater New York
area is Howard Clothes, a hungry
ad-eater on the program. Not only
the greatly overdone and long-
winded plugs for this maker of
$22.50 ' clothes marred the opening
show, but the other elements of ad
vertising helped make it tiresome,
plus indicating that good judgment
did not stand behind the first per.

formance of the co-op. Divested of
the unwelcome lot of plugging, the
program still left much to be de-

sired as debuted Sunday night (25)
Among other things, original plans

went haywire and there was too
much alibing of that by Ray Perkins,
r*. «., and others. Planning to use
..different name bands each week,
opener scheduled was Richard Him-
ber, but a behind-the-mike booking
circumstance kept him off personally
However, his band was on tap and
Fred Waring was pressed into service
as the name baton-wielder. Himber
musicmen were actually led by
Himber's vocal soloist. Stuart Allen
while Waring read script anc
fronted. Though in the nature of a
face-saver, that being true, air audi-
ences were led to believe that War-
ing's band was playing, that Waring
was trying to emulate the Himbev
technique with a band that was
actually Himber's anyway, and tha;
Waring was taking credit on an outfl';

he has nothing to do with. Band
numbers, employing the Himber
technique and his 'rhythmic pyra
mids,' were not too impressive, as it

happened. -

; ./

Numbers''^were . announced, to
gether with; plugs for two films, but
that was not all over and above the
Howard "ad sessions, two during the
main part of the program, plus the
sign-off. Perkins, whose materia"
rated no degree above fair, aided in
a plug for Waring's mixer and War
ing received another plug on his
coming air show, plus air lineage
for his sponsor (Bromo-Quinine)
Toward the end of the initial show
Vincent Lopez was brought on as
an advance ad on the coming 'Show
of the Week' program.
Each . week the so-called song hit

of the week will be a feature. 'A
Tisket, A-Tasket' was the first

chosen, but that's weeks old, anc
had the same second-hand flavor as
most of the three news sessions in
terspersing the action. Majority o]

1

the news i'.ems had been hearc
earlier in the day on the air or were
printed in morning newspapers,
Vocalizing on program by Stuart
Allen and others reached into no
one's ears with depth and lasting
meaning, being generally ordinary.
Program will have to greatly im-

prove to become b.c. of importance,
though name bands I'^od up for
will provide lure. Char.

Follow-Up Comment

'The Green Hornet! series, origi-

nating at WXYZ, Detroit, is aimed as

spine-tingler and comes pretty

close to the mark. It's frankly pulp
mag stuff, with heavy emphasis on
the ' melodrama of nick-of-time res-

cues, etc. Loaded with hokum, but
shrewdly designed to aopeal to the
thriller fans. CapaLly produced
throughout, with almost continuous
sound effects and all helping toward
authenticity.

. Stanza caught (22) Was labeled

Sinners in Concrete,' and concerned
a gang of hoodlums shaking down
contractors. One of the contractors
refuses to pay, is killed, and the city

editor, who is secretly the 'Green
Hornt* (sort of a 'Shadow'), rounds
up the racketeers. Hardly rates as

intellectual material, but hefty stuff

for lurid crime stuff addicts. Char-
acters are fairly well defined and
played.

Columbia Workshop treated Hilda
Cole's 'Joe Swing Retires' to a lot

of bedlam and some measure of in-

teresting re-telling last Thursday
night (22). Theme was originally

wrapped up in a short story, which
the Detroit Free-Press' Screen and
Radio Weekly published. It's cen-
tral character Is a hot swing bugler
who does all his talking with, a
trumpet and who it finally develops
must be none other than the Great
God Pan. Miss Cole, who does press
agenting for Fred Waring, describes
the figment as a drama with music
on the fantasy side. Carelessness in
production made it easy to substi-

tute the word 'screwy' for 'fantasy.'

Narrator of the anecdote is a rum-
pot p.a. for niteries, to. whom had
fallen the task of keeping the ec
centric bugler in tow. The trumpet
player, impressively played by Pee
Wee Erwin, one of the crack
swingsters in the New York area,
had walked into the night club one
night and invited himself into the
presiding band. In quick time he
becomes a sensation with the round'
ers and the spot is jammed every
night. He scorns cpin and contracts,
and one night when a couple patrons
take to swinging fists over a table
he scrams. The p. a. follows him,
as he is about to catch up with him
in a nearby park he notices that the
quarry's footprints have the con
tours of a hoof. Eureka! it's the
Great God Pan.
Din and hubbub of a night spot

was simulated throughout the mike
retailing, with the result that the 30
minute passage must have made it

tough oh the less delicate ear. Mark
Warnow both arranged and batoned
the incidental music, accounting for
a decided entertainment lift to the
production. William N. Robson di-

rected.

EDWARD Gw ROBINSON-CLAIRE
TREVOR

Blr Town'
Dramatic
30 Mlns.
RINSO
Tuesday, 8 p. m, —
WABC, New York

(Ruthrauff & Ryan)

Edward G. Robinson and Claire

Trevor are back selling soap suds as

the managing editor and his girl

friend. Appropriately enough, the

tee-off sketch (20) had the m. e. re-

turning from a vacation (summer
radio layoff) and the pair slip right

back into the groove of the series of

dis-associated mellers. As in the past,

it's punchy, well-acted listening.

Show last year built a C.A.B. rating

of dimensions.
First playlet, written by Harry

Krooman, concerned the attempt of a
crooked politician to suppress the

press, even going so far as killing a
reporter (not one of Robinson's), a

cause celebre in fiction and fact.

Robinson was given the opportunity
for plenty of flag-waving and a do-
or-die attitude that was highly rem-
iniscent of Hollywood's idea of a
city room, but it held the dial-

twisters. Also held innate appeal for

any juves who were listening, inas-

much as Robinson had to utilize a
flock of kids and a school : press to

get out his expose of the politician's

racket after the Illustrated Press
was sabotaged.
Like the Lever Bros. Lifebuoy

commercials, the Rinso plug sins

toward over-salesmanship. Opener
had an 11-year-old kid reciting a
poem qn the marvelous dish-washing
qualities of the soap suds. Consider-
ing the average adults' antipathy for

precocious children, this method of
plugging a product has its dangers.

Scho.

Ted Husing remains a synthetic
broadcaster of football. He again
emphasized this point when inaugu
rating his 15th grid season. '.Last
Saturday Husing was. at Minneapolis
for the Minnesota-Washington joust,
He had such a pretty pre-game lead
All about King Football, the
Gophers, the Huskies. And when
the game started he told you
whether they shifted right or left

which back was close, which deep
who carried the ball, and whether it

was a gain or loss. Now he even
tells you what type of Hock is used
ahead of the runner. But up to the
end of the first quarter Husing had
not said a word about the weather,
condition of the field, or the wind
(if any). So as the teams changed
goals we waved a fond farewell to
Theodore. For us it was a quick
season.

RELAXATION TIME'
With Nathaniel Shllkret
Musical, Vocal
25 Mlns.
RUPPERT BREWERY
Tues. and Frl., 6-6:25 p. m.
WEAF, New York

(Lennen & Mitchell)

Ruppert's beer is getting radio
plugging via a twice-weekly nostal-
gic music shot aimed strictly for the
dinner-hour. It's . leisurely music in

a saccharine tempo, ably purveyed
by a 24-piece orch betonned by Nat
Shilkret. A mixed choir of 12 voices
backgrounds the orchestral effects

and also Solos, both nicely done.
Shilkret is under wraps, the sponsor
stressing the title, 'Relaxation Time.'
Commercials are spotted in three

portions of the broadcast, beginning,
middle and end. Appropriately, they
are in line with the entertainment
itself, staid and within the bounds
of reason. Announcer, however,
seemed to be talking a bit too fast
on the opening shot (20).
Tune repertoire at the debut was

very much on the sweet side, in-
cluding 'I Love You Only,' 'One
Alone,' a song from the 'Cat and the
Fiddle,' 'Donkey's Serenade,' among
others. While beer is something of a
hot-weather drink, the music was far
from a heater-upper. However, it's

a match for the mealtime spot and
hews to the 'relaxation' theme of the
program. It should gain goodwill
for the sponsor. Scho.

EDWIN C. HILL
Commentator
15 Mlns.
CAMPBELL TOMATO JUICE
Mon.-Wed.; 7:15 p, m.
WEAF-NBC, New York

(Ward Whf.elock)

Hill continues 'as before, but re-
vealed one new talent, interpolating
commercials (once) into the text of
his script a la Boake Carter. And
he did this with admirable off-hand-
edness.' A smoothie.
He had plenty of news to play

around with. His style is editorial*

but actually he doesn't take sides.

It's all illusion. That's playing it

safe, considering the experience of
one food house with an editorializes

Hill's manuscript shows thought in
preparation, and it was delivered
with nice change of pace and linking
together. Campbell Tomato Jujee
claims are reasonable and in pleas-
antly different, good taste. Land.

EDDY DUCHIN
With Nan Wynn, Jimmy Shields,
Tony Russell, Tune Twisters, Mul-
llns Sis.

PALL MALL
Monday, 9:30 p. m.
WEAF-NBC, Now York

(Young & Rubicam)
.

This is a thoroughly big-time
stanza. Duchin's band is a stunning
outfit, playing proficiently and with
style. Arrangements are distinctive,

colorful and arresting, while Du-
chin's pianology is woven in and out
to provide piquancy.
Nan Wynn on the show caught

(19) was subbing for Durelle Alex-
ander, regular singer with the band.
She wasn't identified on the Duchin
show. Singer offered two numbers,
injecting interest into 'Small Fry'
and picking off a chorus in the or-

chestra's arousing version of 'Alex-
ander's Ragtime Band.* Naturally
no temporary singer would be given
much of a buildup.
Male vocalists are Jimmy Shields,

tenor, and Tony Russell, baritone.
Former offered 'Some Day I'll Find
You,' with backgrounding by the
Mullins Sisters,- Latter was not
billed, but did \falrly wfell with the
more difficult 'I've Got a. Date with
a Dream.' The Tune Twisters also
wrapped, their tonsils around a single
number, one of the choruses of the
'Alexander' arrangement.
Besides his frequent and brief

piano injections throughout other
selections, Duchin offered one solo
piece, 'Why Was I Born?' in wallop
style. For the rest, the band offers
exceptionally full though quiet tone,
particularly achieving this effect in
the brasses. The outfit also does a
notable job on the accompaniments.
Program was opened and closed

with the tolling of 'Big Ben,' the
clock atoD Parliament, London, and
the English theme is stressed
throughout. Commercials were
rather frequent, but only two were
of any length and all are cleverly
written. Pronunciation of the cigaret
as 'Pell Mell' is emphasized. Hobe.

GOODYEAR FARM SERVICE
With Don GOddard
15 Mlns.
Mon.-Frl., 1:15 p.m.
WJZ-NBC, New York

(Arthur Kudner)
Goodyear Tire took over Monday

(26) the quarter hour following the
National Farm and. Home Hour (now
reduced to 45 minutes) to regale the
same audience with a motley collec-
tion of news and magazine items
geared strictly for rural consumption.
Considering the time sequence it's

an unusually good buy, and the
chances are that the tieup will prove
a highly effective merchandizing
channel.
Program emanates from three dif-

ferent points every day of the week
but Saturday and Sunday, with Don
Goddard handling the tidbits from
New York, Phil Evans cutting in on
midwest hookup from Chicago, and
Robert S. Clough feeding the far
wes+ern region from Kansas City
Through this arrangement the daily
event is able to groove itself to mat-
ters of particularly local interest.
Goddard's diction and voice fits In

neatly with the assignment. It's pro-
fessional and crisp, and makes no
attempt to simulate a folksy homeli-
ness. When caught Tuesday (27) his
program was inclined more to play
up such items as horeshoe, potato-
picking and cow-milking contests
than feature the farmer angles of the
latest news. . Goddard gave assur-
ances that, while there would be no
lack of turkeys this Thanksgiving,
reports were that the cranberry crop
would be 40% off. He also related
some statistical data on midget cows,
and philosophized on the great help
that science has been in making the
farm home a brighter place in which
to live.

Ad copy treated with a Goodyear
brand especially built for farm use
and briefly called attention to the
same company's battery radio set.

Bill Goodwin Emcees

Diamond Walnut Waxes
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Half hour variety show headed by
Bill Goodwin as emcee and George
Fischer, film commentator, is being
waxed by Lord & Thomas for Dia-
mond Walnuts sponsorship.
Goodwin also did a series with Ken

Carpenter for L & T's Sunkist Or-
ange account.

LOUISE FLOREA
With Jesse Crawford at organ
Singing; Music
15 Mins.
Sustaining
Thursday, 6:00 p.m.
WJZ-Blue, New York
Louise Florea has a voice. Jesse

Crawford grinds a nice organ. But
neither of them have a chance when
presented under the customary slip

shod treatment afforded so many
sustaining artists, which, in this case,
was a prime example.

Originally skedJed for a half-hour,
starting at six p. m., singer was
chopped to 15 minutes. Leopold
Spitalny's orchestra was to back
ground, but Crawford substituted at
the organ. Added to this was a five
minute late start because of news
bulletins locally in New York, plus
chopping off singer after eight min-
utes on air to make room for resume
of stations programs for the evening.
Actually, station presented only a
dash of Miss Florea.

Girl, who has appeared on 'Show-
boat,' 'American Album' and with
radio's better male singers, is an ap-
pealing soprano. Hurl.

SPOTLIGHT ON YOUTH
With Nancy Marshall, Barry Mahool,
Robert Kane, Harry Kibbee, Ken-
dall Wilson, Alda Luongo, John
Frank, Henrietta Additon

30 Mlns. ^ '

Sunday, 1 p. m., EDST
WINS, New York

Society's attempt to right the path
of vagrant youth gains some meas-
ure of compensation from 'Spot-
light of Youth,* a program with a
message. Culled from supposed true
stories by William Hainsworth, ex-
Secret Service agent, and adapted by
Louis Tappe for radio, 'Spotlight,'
while nothing new, manages to serve
one excellent purpose—it's another
link in the chain to stifle America's
crime among its youth.
Sunday's (18) program dealt with

one youngster, who unwittingly,
through the force of unmitigating
circumstances, veered off to a ca-
reer of crime, only to be righted
again. Studio players, a stock cast,

take up the dramatic cudgels each
Sunday, with the other stories in

the series all to focus upon the same
theme.
However, as dyed-in-the-wool en-

tertainment, 'Spotlight' has little

possibility of gaining adult appeal.
Also on the program was Henriet-

ta Additon, former deputy police

commissioner in New York, who
outlined the progress made by the
various social agencies in Gotham to

help its youth.
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BENNY, DEMILLE and BENNY
'Seven Keys, to B»ldp*te'

LUX
Monday, 9 P- m - _

,

WABC-CBS, New York

(J. Walter Thompson)

Radio reviewing is peculiarly

tough. Take this case. Smart spot-

light ads in the dailies must have

aroused keen anticipation in radio

fans. They promised that Lux would
deliver Jack Benny and Mary Liv-

ingstone (Mrs. Benny) and that Cecil

B. DeMille would .turn actor. There

•were other flavorsome dishes, includ-

ing more comedy about 'The Bee/
promised. It added up on paper to

terrific audience-guaranteeing show-
manship. •

.

Now granting the premise that it

was an attraction that would be

S.R.O. in the family parlors, there

are two thoughts that immediately
complicate radio reviewing. First,

what is the" point 0:" boredom and
in what ratio to the total listening

audience will the results of boredom
be effective? If a given line-up of

talent can draw, let us say, 10,000,000

listeners and 35% tune off after 12

minutes, the residue may still be
large enough and important enough
to be a- good buy for the sponsor.

Making a chump out of mere criti-

cism. A second point in the dilemma
of the critic is that the invisible

audience cannot be seen actually

walking out as in a theatre. Every-
thing is thus thrown back on intui-

tive guesswork. But it's a cinch a

theatre audience would walk if this

noisy, wandering, only occasionally
funny and hopelessly old-fashioned
piece was offered them.

It started out with a couple of

minutes of flip exchange between
the Bennys. It brought DeMille into

the situation smoothly. But once the
would-be playwright arrived at

Baldpate Lodge to write, and the
interminable series of screams,
quaint people and other interrup-
tions began, the program was puff-

ing on the ropes. It was much too
long and that goes double for the
spaces, between laughs.
Admitting that the Benny comedy

formula is the most effective on
the air, that it has built and held a
steady C.A.B. rating, that it has
produced many half-hours of top-
flight-humor, this one proved that
It can go wrong in the big way: Here
it exposed all its mechanism. It

creaked, wheezed, strained. And
was, with interruptions, downright
dull.
Legitimate division of opinion

may, of course, exist as to the
shrewdness of forever talking about
making moving pictures in Holly-
wood. Shop talk has apparently be-
come an obsession with Benny and
his writers. Nobody will take this
seriously so long as that rating stays
6ky-high, of course. And nobody
will take this review seriously,
either, unless the Lux program tum-
bles a few points, to further suggest
a correlation. Land.

EDDIE DOOLEY
With Dr. Mai Stevens, Paul Douglas
Sports
IS Mlns.
LIGGETT & MYERS
Thurs.-Sat., 6:30 p.m.
WEAF, New York

(Newell-Emmett)
Eddie Dooley has returned as

Liggett & Myers' quarterback for

this season but,, like all signal-callers

In their first seasonal forays, was a
bit uncertain Thursday night (22).

The former Dartmouth back has a
basically, sound program that should
improve as the season -nrolls along
but first he must learn to better that
monotonous; recitative voice. Guest-
ing with him was Mai Stevens, New
York- University coach, while Paul
Douglas, whose regular baseball
broadcasts have taken place at this

time through the summer, took time
out to give the . day's diamond re-

sults. Stevens, a physician in the
off-season, questioned by Dooley,
spoke informally and generally- on
football. Unlike many other ex-
ponents of football, he disputed the
idea that the game made full fledg
lings of weaklings, insisting on phy
sical and mental fitness first.

One thing that Dooley hasn't
learned as yet is that statements
from coaches on the relative merits
of their teams are not usually re-

liable. Mentors just aren't inclined

to give out the dope on their teams,
particularly if they have sirong ones
coming up. Many times in the past
the early season's too-rated teams
have been knocked off by the lowly
because, in football more than any
other sport, a team that's pointed for

can frequently be beaten" despite the
victor's obvious inferiority.
Minnesota had one of the greatest

teams in collegiate football history
two years ago and Northwestern, a
4-1 underdog, came through to ad-
minister the Gophers' only defeat of

the season. Same with Columbia's
undermanned, light team that trav-
elled out to Pasadena several years
ago to turn back Stanford's 3-1 fa-
vored, giant, well-fortified eleven "by
7-0 in the Rose Bowl. And yet this
}vas a Columbia team that earlier in
the season had taken a 20-0 defeat
from Princeton. These were games
for which the victorious coaches had
pointed. Hence, coaches usually wax
pessimistically so the spotlight won't
he played upon them ..to conspicu-
ously.

Telegrams that Dooley road from
Frank Thomas, coach of Alabama,
and Howard Jones, skipper of the

BERT LYTELL DRAMAS .

'Courage' with Jay Jostyn, Helen
Choate

15 Mlns.
TUMS
Sunday, 10 p.m.
WJZ-NBC, New York

(Kastor)

Bert Lytell, who did 'Jimmy Val-
entine' last year (before Blackett-
Sample-Hummert cheapened the
show), returns to the air in a series
of quarter-hour dramas. First one
was tightly put together. Written
for economy of emotional' effect. Had
to move fast with so limited a time
span and such drenchingly sloppy
commercials fore and aft.

'Courage' was name of the first

playlet. It was anent the crucial
moment of removing "the bandages
from a man who all his life has been
blind. He loves his nurse and will
marry her only if he can see.

Simple, direct, story-telling at ex-
press speed, in general it's calculated
to hold its listeners. One fault was
failing to bring down the curtain
after the tag-line. Final line of the
narrative was instantly followed by
the Turns man. This was the result:

Doctor—The bravest man I know
was terrified of his own shadow!
Announcer—If you suffer from

acid indigestion you need Turns!!
Transamerican produces the show.

It. is workmanlike throughout. The
actors do their part. But the copy
is in that afraid-you-won't-hear style
of the Kastor agency. It's a toss up
which is worse, the copy or the de-
livery. It may or may not sell burp
pills. Radio is too large ever to
predict that it won't. But its a cinch
those toots on the advertising fog-
horn must drive listeners away by
the thousands.
Represents merchandizing in the

its-impossible-to-underestimate-how-
dumb-people-are tradition. Land.

TYPICAL BBC

TELEVISION

SECOND GUESSERS'
Football
30 Mins.
Sustaining
Sunday, 3:30 p. m.
WJZ-NBC, New York
A Sunday afternoon rehash of the

previous day's major games. It aims
to cover the country and includes
three pairs of authorities originating
in New York, Chicago, and Frisco.
It also sounds like a John Royal
elaboration of Benny Friedman's
'Sunday Morning Quarterback,'
which the latter did last year (com-
mercial) over WOR-WGN.
Program needs some laughs so the

sooner the boys stop reading scripts
the better. They should be able to
ad lib from corresponding notes as
it's a question and answer routine.
Teams consist of sports writer and
coach, the newspapermen doing the
probing. Joe Williams (World-Tele-
gram) and Jim Crowley (Fordham)
handle the east; Francis Powers
(INS) and Lynn Waldorf (North-
western) the midwest, and Tiny
Thornhill (Stanford) was the Coast
coach. Inference is that these men
are permanent. V j
All three twosomes take it too

seriously. There must be some fun
in football somewhere (don't press
the point) and they might as well
get a snicker into it here and there
on the air. Especially if the ob-
jective is a commercial.

It also might be an idea to change
the running order weekly, not go
from east to west every Sunday.
That's because who knows if the
eastern fan will stick when they
start talking about the Rocky Moun-
tain Conference? If the listener is

sure of the sequence he can time it

and switch on and off to get merely
what he wants.
The names involved are impres-

sive and should satisfy the grid nut.
But the crossfire must lighten up if

the effort is to mean anything.

BOYS OF THE OLD BRIGADE
With National Military Band
20 Mlns.
Sustaining
Saturdays, 7:30 p. m.
2FC, Sydney
Nice piece of entertainment. Deal-

ing with past episodes in British mili-

tary history such as 'Before Water-
loo,' 'Charge of the Light Brigade.'
Each presentation is built to pro-
vide excitement, with the National
Military Band featured in numbers
popular in the days of yore. In addi-

tion to the band, a corking chorus
acts as a background to the military
airs, and studio artists enact the
various roles of famous soldiers of

that particular period. Production
is able. Noted for expert handling
of special effects, the Australian
Broadcasting Commission goes to

town on this one. Would be good
for the commercials, but the non
advertising A.B.C. got in first with
the idea. Rick.

The British, who aren't very
happy at this particular juncture in
the course of history, do derive
some small satisfaction from a quiet
conviction that they lead in tele-
vision. Added to tea and tweeds
they feel they have the T's nicely
sewed up. All of which is by way
of prelude to remarking that it is

the current fashion, upon disembark-
ing from a transatlantic liner these
days, to promptly inform one's con-
stituents in the U.S.A. about British
television. And who is a mere
Variety mugg to depart from a cus-
tom already under distinguished
auspices?

British televisio.". as viewed in a
British home (not r BBC home) in
London at 9 p.m. any—and every

—

evening is impressive chiefly be-
cause the conditions are approxi-
mately 'normal.' As to size of image,
clarity, type of set and other me-
chanical matters the BBC (EMI)
visio seems similar to RCA and
other American systems. In general
it was pretty good, with no particu-
lar eyestrain noted.
Program itself (and, 90 minutes is

plenty hurdle) is a hodge-podge of
ea^-eye vaudeville. Being BBC, the
educational phase is stressed. And
that, even in the experimental stage;
may definitely be tagged as the one
sure way to curse British television,
once the initial novelty wears off.

However, now is oerhaps premature
to subject television to any detailed
criticism on the score of program
showmanship. Such matters beccme
pertinent, however, as suggestive of
secondary problems still unmet.
Television has promise for sports
eavesdropping, but l

!Irewise looks
like it can be extremely dull.

On the Wednesday eyening when
this itinerant Variety staff member
saw BBC television, there was a
gentleman talking aoou* gardens,
but fortunately with humor and
satire as his pitch. He was quite
good, whoever he was. It was the
absence of humor that made the art
critic who followed something that
positively could not be duplicated
.in the U.S.A. First of all, there is

some doubt that a discussion of
what you should hang on y walls
would ever be considered, much less
executed in America. It was reallv
a ghastly' job for an art critic to
tackle, and this particular one, in a
Van Dyke beard, probably made it

as hi - as possible. It was never-
theless a bit prissy.

Solid foundations of the visio en-
tertainment were cinematic. Notably
a Mickey Mouse cartoon. And the
British Movietone newsreel (then
current in the theatres). Neither
item was wholly on a par with the-
atre or home film projection. Dimi-
nution of the figures even in the
line drawings, but most particularly
in the news long shots, strongly sug
gested that television cannot rely,
when the time comes, on film foot'

age not made directly for television
and with due allowance for the
necessary adjustments in closeups.
Television will need 'intimacy' in
terms peculiar to itself and won't
find it in film made for theatres.
Centre-piece, but not the master-

piece of the television' program re
viewed, was 'A Grand Tour of
Europe.' This :/as staged at Alex
andra Palace with actors, scenery
and costumes. All dialog memorized,
of course. 1 It wasn't precisely ter
rible. Just, ragged. Especially at
the end opsone, sequence and before
the switchover to the next. If awk
ward pauses were bricks, they could
have' built a small garage.
A man of the world has dinner

with his niece, who is about to tour
the continent. He is mellow over
his cigar and speaks to the girl of
the glamors of other lands. That
cues a couple of dances and a few
songs. All supposed to be different
nationalities. But no matter how
many changes of shrwls, it was still

gypsy.
At the signoff a representative of

BBC comes on for a few moments
to chat with the television addicts
on future programs of FBC. Land.

University of Southern California,

for example, revealed nothing basic

on their respective team's chances,

only trading praise for the , other's

team. Both elevens met Saturday
(24) in Los Angeles.
This was a bit of offside, since

jacking up the merits of the other's

team, while good sportsmanship, re-

vealed nothing new. For some weeks
now, newspapers and magazines have
extolled the prowess of the Crimson
Tide and the Trojans. And for a
burdened 15-minuter, this sort of

repetitive stuff gleams too many
frugal moments.

'BRINGING UP SALLY'
Clinton Williams
15 Mins.
Tues.-Thurs., 9:15 p.m.
2 CH, Sydney
Premiere of this new air show was

disappointing after much advance
ballyhoo. May of course improve as
it progresses. Unknown from pre
miere whether show is drama
comedy or what have you? To hole
a continuous audience on twice
weekly span keen improvements
must be made.
Started off with a lengthy adver

tising blurb. This was followed by
little canned music, then added com-
mercial far too long.
When show finally got underway

some good acting was handed out
For home talent. Rick,

Ettlcn Joins Blackett
Chicago, Sept. 27.

Bob Ettien, formerly with the radio
department of the Kastor agency
here, joins the Blackett-Sample-
Hummert office.

Goes into the estimating division.

AROUND THE WORLD IN NEW
YORK

With Roy Chapman Andrews, Josef
Bonime, Employe Chorus, Benito
Callado, Joylta and Marayllla,
Dorita and Valero

30 Mlns.—Local
CONSOLIDATED EDISON
Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.
WJZ, New York

(McCann-Erickson)

This is the fourth year for Con-
solidated as a local sponsor. As be-;

fore, the budget, while not large by
the standards of radio's frenzied
finance, provides for a fairly pre-
tentious local divertissement. In-
evitably a utility company leans to
the conservative side. The board of
directors of any utility practically
guarantees button-shoes and. a high,
starched collar. Still, Consolidated
is progressively more human and in-
timate. Which is all to the good.
And probably due to Henry Ober-
myer, who has 'mado the radio pro-
gram his particular pet. (McCann*
Erickson has the radio and the gas
part of the account; B. B. D. & O.
the electric and newspaper end.)
In the past the show played up the

listoric side of Greater New York.
New formula veers away from the
past and concentrates on present
tense. Basically the new slant in-
volves the employment of some
world-traveler. Hence, Roy Chap-
man Andrews on the opener. He
qualified as both a New York per-
sonality and a trained voice. Con-
solidated insists upon speaking ex-
perience and sidesteps anybody that
might suffer a storm in front of the
mike. With about a dozen' members
already set for the series; there will
no doubt be a moment of reverent
silence at the Explorers Club every
time the name Consolidated is men-
tioned hereafter.
Andrews was taken on a mythical

tour of New York. - As he 'toured'

he tied up experiences in foreign
climes with people and places in the
service area of the utility. It stacked
up as a plausible approach to home-
town ears.
El Chico restaurant in Greenwich

Village got plug and produced at
the microphone the senor in charge,
Benito Collada, as well as Spanish
singers, Joyita and Maravilla and
Dorito and Valero. Latter give out
meritorious samples of native la-

la-la. One singer was mentioned as
discovered a year ago "Hiding out in

a Granada, .cave within war-torn.
Spain.

Several shrewd angles are in-

cluded in half hour. There's always
something being, given away. That
something is $50 in cash every third
week, but gas and electric house-
hold appliances all the time. Again,,
there is an employe tie-in 'through
the use of 16 voices of hired hands.
For the commercials, two anony-
mous performers impersonate 'Mrs.
Homemaker' and The Edison Man.'
Company strives to get a consumer
perspective and to avoid the kind
of advertising gas that requires bi-
carbonate of soda. Land.

JOHN B. KENNEDY
Commentator
10 Mins.
GRUEN WATCH
Dally, 11 p. m.
WABC-CBS, New York

(McCann-Erickson)

Danton Walker, the N. Y. Daily
News'' Broadway columnist, held
down this 10-minute spot last week,
from 11 p. m. on, six nights a week,
Monday through Saturday, but com-
mencing Monday night (26), John B.
Kennedy took up the chore. Unlike
the Walker pattern of 'Gotham Gad-
abouting,' Kennedy's commentation
is more general, teeing off with an
arresting eight minutes or so on the
Hitler .crisis. .

Commercials, as in Walker's se-

quence, (reviewed herewith), are
fore and aft. Kennedy then talks
oh current topics, and nothing, of
course, is more vivid these days than
the Czechs' endeavors to check Hit-
ler's 'drang nach Osteri.' Humanizing
the discpurse, and getting-away from
the Kaltenborn .formula of interpre-
tive discourse, Kennedy high-lighted
the respect that Hitler held for a
former Prussian officer, perhaps the
only one the Fuehrer trusts today.
Fvnnedy wondered why and when
would this veteran officer's temper-
ate and temporizing influence assert
itself on Hitler's consuming ambi-
tions. Kennedy Dointed out the sig-

nificance that within the same cen-
tury lived or were born Napoleon,
Kaiser Wilhelm and Hitler.

Details of Dan Walker's bow-out,
plus a review of his solo week's
crack at the Gruen show, are else-

where in this department. Necessary
mike wallop '.vhich Walker, experi-
enced gadabout, lacked at first, was
gathering momentum at the parting.

Abel.

'VOICES OF YESTERDAY'
P. T. Barnum
15 Mins.; Local
Thursday, 8:45 p.m.
WHN, New York
New series which dramatizes the

lives of well-known Americans
capped by a recording to the voice of
the subject. P. T. Barnum, founder
of the circus bearing his name, was
chosen to lead oft*, probably because
the recording, as gathered from the
airing, was the earliest waxing on
hand.
Program dramatized several impor-

tant periods in the life of the show-
man and dwelt at length on his early
journalistic activities to prove the
character and iron will that drove
him to the top. Program made good
listening.
Several actors are used to tell the

story. One is a guy who delights in
springing a hysterical, up-and-down-
the-scale laugh. Should muzzle it, as
it's annoying. Mention of the. per-
fecting of^the phonograph led up to
the airing of Barnum's voice.
Announcements and necessary ex-

planations were well done.

STORIES IN SONG
With Bernard Mullins, Fred Wade,
Harold Kolb, Edward Begley, Ger-
trude Warner, Edward Worthingr-
ton, Peter Cusaneli, Bruce Kern

15 Mins.
BRANFORD OIL CO.
WTIC, Hartford
Entirely revamped and enlarged,

the current 'Stories in Song' series
is one of the best dramatizations
ever put on over WTIC and shows
definite network possibilities. Pro-
gram caught Thursday (15), D'Arcy's
'The Face Upon the Barroom Floor,'
is a credit to Leonard Patricelli, pro-
duction manager of the station, who
is scripting the series.

In the past Bernard Mullins, in the
role of the Old Colonel, narrated the
story. In its present ' setup Mullins
gives the ; background of the story
with the station actors assuming the
roles of the various characters.
Harold Kolb supplies an organ back-
ground and Fred Wade vocalizes the
different songs that are descriptive
of the plot.
In adapting this ancient ballad for

radio Patricelli managed to catch
all its melodrama. Edward Begley,
as the drunken artist; Gertrude War-
ner, as the face on the barrom floor,

and Edward Worthington turned in
commendable performances. Eck.

DANTON WALKER
'GOTHAM GAZETTE'
10 Mlns.
GRUEN WATCH
Monu-Sat., 11 p. m.
WABC, New York

(McCann-Erickson)

Broadway columnist of the New
York Daily News made his air debut
Monday night (19) in a six-times-a-
week bit about what's doing in New
York. Walker certainly should be up
on the town's news, but he didn't
show it on this initial stanza. Since
then, he's improved. On the tee-
off, he meandered through a dull
script, offering little of timely inter-

est, except to report on the night's
legit premiere, which he managed to
garble'. It was unimpressive. Fur-
thermore, the reviewing idea—based
on catching ov.ly half of the premi-
ere—isnt such a good idea.
Introduced as 'the No. 1 columnist

and man-about-town who knows all

about the Hollywood and Broadway
stars' Walker referred deprecating-
ly to the super-biiildup, then
launched into a spiel about what he
intends doing on the show. His voice
is rather toneless, but he keeps
it low-pitched and conversational.
Main thing he must learn is to ctin-

ceal the fact that he's reading a
manuscript. He was handicapped by
nervousness for the preem program.
This, too, has been improved.
After describing how his work had

taken him all over the world, the
columnist plugged a travel book,
talked about Bermuda, mentioned
his hobby of reading old newspapers
and then gave a up-to-the-minute
flash on 'Missouri Legend,' which, as
he spoke, had just about concluded
its first performance at the Empire,
N. Y. Walker referred, to it as a Gil-
ber Miller production and„went on
to say Miller is noted for his fine
productions and brilliant casting.
Actually, 'Legend' is produced by
Guthrie McClintic, who is not ex-

.

actly unknown himself.
Gruen's commercials on the show

were unleashed fore and aft. First
was fairly brief, the latter on the
windy side.

Caught again subsequently (23),
Walker had already improved con-
siderably over his debut session. His
nervousness was much less marked,
his voice was much more expressive,
and he contrived to disguise to some
extent the fact that he was reading
his material. Also, the material itself
was brighter. Hobe.

JUNIOR MUSICOMEDY
'Stars Over Broadway'
30 Mins.
Sustaining
WABC-CBS, New York
Half hour of the trials and tribu-

lations of -youngsters breaking into
theatricals had little to recommend
it. Story closely paralleled the plot
of 'Stage Door' even to the tony tyro
who eventually and secretly pro-
duced backing for a show to pro-
vide the whole kit and kaboodle with
Darts. Program emanated from
WHEC, Rochester CBS outlet.
Attempt to insert little twists like

scripting Mrs. Kelly's boarding house
as a 'co-ed' institution failed to dis-
guise the origin of the plot. Cast
was admittedly juvenile, between the
ages of 12 and 16, and while they
handled the parts with considerable
skill, failed to be convincing speak-
ing lines better suited to older actors.
Program, however, bespeaks zip and
activity at WHEC.
In various spots kids -broke out

musical stints. Duo handled 'A-Tisket'
and a young solist did an excellent
job on I've Got a Pocketful of
Dreams.' Announcements and ex-
planations were nicely carried.
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I couldn't get a better picture!

It's a PARAMOUNT PICTURE .

.
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from any studio in the world!

of course!
Managing Director, New York Paramount Theatre
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St. Louis Chapter of AFRA Will

Set All-Star Convention Frolic

Radio's Stepchildren

St. Louis, Sept. 27.

If a sufficient number of radio

stars announce their intention to at-

tend the first national AFRA con-

vention here in November, Don

Phillips, president of the St. Louis

Chapter will proceed with plans

tentatively made for broadcast over

CBS, NBC and Mutual of a one-hour

show in which the biggies will be

asked to participate. Definite plans

for the show are very much up in

the air due to the fact that Phillips

has received assurances from only

Eddie Cantor, national president,

that he will be present.

Emily Holt, national executive sec-

retary, won't know for some weeks

what accredited delegates will put in

an appearance.

A sour note in the local situation

was struck last week when J, Nor-

man Green, gabber at KMOX and

secretary of the Special Convention

Publicity Committee handed in his

resignation as a member of the com-

mittee to Phillips. Beyond raying

that 'conditions beyond his control'

had brought about the resignation

Green said a copy of his letter will

be sent to Miss Holt.

With the opening of KXOK, the

new Star-Times Publishing Co.'s

1,000-watter last week, Phillips is

certain that the talent staff, gabbers,

warblers, etc., will become members
of the local AFRA chapter 100%.

His survey thus far shows four em-
ployes of the station, two by transfer

from out of town, are members.
Recently fehe St. Louis Chapter

unanimously adopted the following

resolution: 'Each individual group in

AFRA, announcers, singers nd ac-

tors, shall discuss, argue, arbitrate

and vote' decisively upon their own
individual problems. Announcers',

singers', and actors' respective dis-

cussions shall be attended by the

Individual groups. Announcers by
announcers; actors by actors and
singers by singers. Each group may
be supplemented by any member cf

the other two groups, actors, singers

and announcers, who may at any
time be called upon to perform the

duties of the particular group in

question and their findings will be
supported by the entire organi-

zation.'

HOLLYWOOD OFFERS

EAST FOUR MAYBES

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Four sets of waxed auditions were
shipped east last week for agency
inspection. Western show topped by
Nfck Foran is being dangled before
sponsors by Goldstone & Morrison
agency.
Winslow-Curlis agency is offering^

a variety turn with Leo Carrillo,

Shaw and Lee, Galli Sisters and Gus
Arnheim's orchestra. Walter Batche-
lor fronting for 'Uncle Ned' series
with ,Ned Sparks, and George Raft
and Jane Bryan in a leather-pusher
program being negotiated by Myron
Selznick.

Regional Gets Playlets

Chicago, Sept. 27.

General Mills shuttling the locally
produced 'Curtain Time' out to the
Don Lee web for a once weekly shot,
starting Oct. 14.

Has been on WGN here as a tester
each Friday night. Show is a 30-min-
ute complete playlet. Through Black-
ett-Sample-Hummert here.

Schudt in New York
Cincinnati, Sept. 27.

Bill Schudt, manager of WKRC, is

In New York this week, huddling
with CBS execs.

Bill Williamson, the station's sales
manager, and Jake Latham, of the
Belling staff, divided time last week
in Chicago, Cleveland and Detroit;

ZELLA LAYNE GETS LEAD
San Francisco, Sept. 27.

Zellas Layne, singer and actress,
has been picked for the role of 'Lynn
Miller* in the serial, 'Dr. Kate,'
penned by Hal Burdick and aired
from San Francisco, over the Coast
NBC-Rec} web five mornings a
week. Show is sponsored by Sperry
Flour Co.

Burdick has been auditioning
local actresses for the part since
Vicki Vola, its originator, went east,

several weeks ago.

Radio Blamed Again

Tacoma, Sept. 27.

Radio gave two Federal pris-

ers their liberty from the city

jail when Robert Poore, jailer

of the tank where the boys were
confined, allowed all of the

prisoners in the block to hear a

radio broadcast of a middle-

weight fight held in Seattle.

As the fight boomed in on the

receiver and while excitement
prevailed, the two escapees

climbed up a heavy grating,

gained the fire escape and dis-

appeared.

AFRA ELECTS

BOARD, ALSO

DELEGATES

Election of members of the board
of directors of the New York local,

American Federation of Radio
Artists will be held at the annual
meeting tomorrow night (Thursday)
at the Hotel Edison, N. Y. There
will be 21 directors elected. Meet-
ing will also name 28 delegates and
28 alternates' to the annual conven-
tion Nov. 14 in St Louis.

Nominees for directors are Bill

Adams, Marian Barney, Teddy Berg-
man, John Brown, Ray Collins, .Ted
De Corsia, Eric Dressier, Helene
Dumas,, Anne Elstner, Betty Garde,
John McGovern, John Pickard, Al-
fred Shirley, Marc Smith, Lucille

Wall and Ned Wever, actors; George
Ansbro, Ben Grauer, William Sha-
pard and Robert Waldrop, an-
nouncers, and Taylor Buckley,
Everett Clark, Gordon Cross, Frank
Croxton, Carol Deis, Gertrude Foster,

Alex McKee, Evelyn MacGregor,
Jack Parker, Walter Preston and
Claude Reese, singers. Setup will be
nine actors, seven singers and five

announcers elected.

Delegates to St. Louis

Nominees for delegates include.

Marian Barney, Fred Barron, Teddy
Bergman, John H. Brown, Ray
Collins, Ted De Corsia, Eric Dressier,
Helen Dumas, Anne Elstner, Wilfred
Lytell, John McGovern, John Pick-
ard, Selena^ Royle, Paul Stewart,
Mark Smith and_ Lucille Wall,
.actors; George Ansbro, Nelson Case,
Ben Grauer, William Shapard,
Robert Waldrop and Foster Williams,
announcers, and Rhoda Arnold,
Richard Bonelli, Ruth Gordon Bras-
sil, Taylor Buckley, Frank Chap-
man, Everett Clark, Gordon Cross,
Frank Croxton, Carol Deis, Gertrude
Foster, Virginia George, Paula
Hemlnghaus, Hubert Hendrie, Alan
Holt, Fred Kuhnly, Alex McKee,
Evelyn MacGregor, James Melton,
Jack Parker, Walter Preston, Claude
Reese, Henry Shope and Margaret
Speaks, singers.

Same persons were also nominated
for alternates.

INT'L RADIO SALES

REPS TEXAS WEB

International Radio Sales has been
appointed the exclusive special sales
rep for the Texas State Network. It's

a year's non-cancellable contract and
becomes effective this Saturday (1).

Tieup indicates that Hearst is com-
mitted to keep International Sales in
operation for at least the period of
the TSN agreement.

'Hotel* Guest Lineup
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Guesters in the dramatic spot on
Hollywood Hotel have ^been set for
three weeks. Joan Bennett and
Thomas Mitchell lead off (30) in
•History Is Made At Night.' Fol-
lowing week Ginger Rogers and
David Niven do a half hour version
of 'I Met Him in Paris.' Either
Heather Angel in 'Berkeley Square'
or Charles Butterworth in a comedy
play are slated for Oct. 14 broad-
cast.

Herbert Marshall appears in the
dramatics additional to his emcee
chores.

Bond Leaves Katz

Osborne B. Bond, radio director

of the Joseph Katz agency, resigns

Oct. 1 to become business manager
of the Elks Magazine. With Katz

about five years.

No one named to replace yet.

WSB Key Station For

Football Hook-Ups;

Musician Is Spieler

Atlanta, Sept. 27.

WSB will tee. off Saturday Oct. 1

with first of seven football broad-
casts of Georgia Tech games, when
Tech clashes with Mercer U., under
sponsorship of Atlantic Refining Co.

•This marks third successive year

Atlantic has sponsored WSB's grid

broadcasts.

Tied in with WSB for Tech-Mercer
game airing will be WTOC, Savan-
nah and WRDW, Augusta.

Oct. 8, when Tech. meets Notre
Dame, WSB will be key station in

group of 11 carrying game—WSB-
KYW, Philly, WBTM, WCHV,
WDBT, WFBC, WLVA, WRDW,
WRVA, WSVA and WTOC. .

Oct. 22 game between Tech and
Auburn will find WFBC, WRDW and
WTOC tied up with WSB and on
Oct. 29, when Tech plays Vanderbilt
in Nashville, WBT.WDNC, WRDW
and WTOC will participate.

Same four stations will join with
local mill for Tech-Kentucky clash

Nov. 5, while WRDW and' WTOC
will participate for Tech-Alabama
game Nov. 12.

Final in series Nov. 19, Tech-
Florida clash, will find WRDW,
WTOC, WIOD, WJAX and WRUF
stringing along with WSB.
Marcus Bartlett, musical director,

of WSB, will lay down his baton to

air the Tech contests.

WAGA, little brother of WSB and
barely more than a year old, has al-

ready started airing schedule of

dozen prep games sponsored by Belle
Isle Garage ' and Yellow and Black
and White cab companies.

THOMPSON-KOCH DENTS

STERLING RADIO END

Thompson-Koch, of Cincinnati,
will handle the 'Wife vs. Secretary'
series for California Syrup of Figs.
It's five quarter-hour transcriptions
a week. Agency handles the space
end of the Sterling Products com-
bine's advertising and makes prac-
tically the first radio campaign that
this group hasn't cleared through
Blackett-Sample-Hummert.

Bob Seal Joins NBC

San Francisco, Sept. 27.

Robert Seal, from Columbus, Ohio,
becomes production manager of KPO
and KGO, NBC Company's two local
outlets, this week,
Cameron Prud'homme, former

production manager, has been named
producer in charge pf all dramatic
programs, in which capacity he will
be responsible for all casting and
dramatic production supervision. At
the client's request, he is personally
producing the Sperry Flour Com-
pany's new serial, 'Dangerous Road,'
which debuted Monday (26) over the
Coast NBC-Red web.
Three local NBC execs transfer to

Hollywood next month—Paul Gale,
traffic manager; Cliff Anderson of
the program department and Henry
Masse, sales traffic manager.

Show Biz Watching

Baltimore, Sept. 27.
'True or False,' J. B. Williams pro-

gram on NBC Blue, will have an
audience airing here Oct. 3, at the
Auditorium theatre, via WBAL, lo-
cal participating station. Tickets be-
ing distributed by local dealer
set-up.

First national air show to be given
stub holding audience here. Show
biz watching carefully.

N. Y. Leads in 'Frisco Serial
San Francisco, Sept. 27.

Nancy Douglas and Dan Mc-
Laughlin get leads in Sperry Flour's
new serial, 'Dangerous Road,' which
was preemed Monday (26) over the
NBC-Red chain on the Coast from
San Francisco.
Both were brought to California

from New York, where they ap-
peared in test broadcasts of the
thriller.

(Continued from page 1)

Bowes at his height for competition,

you could put on a Hillbilly outfit

and draw profitable mail for an ad-

vertiser in the same town and at the

same time. . I know from experience

that I can put on Hillbilly music at

six o'clock in the morning or 12

o'clock at night and get an eager, en-

thusiastic response from an invisible

audience. Yes, I mean mail or phone

calls.' True, some of the mail will be

written on suicide note paper and in

pencil but still, it's mail. It is

visible evidence of audience response

to a program.
I have pulled dimes and dollar

bills with Hillbilly music. I've pulled

mail every day from nearly every

state in the Union—not one piece but

mail running into the thousands and

as high as 8,000 in one day.

One experience I recall with a

furniture dealer who had a Hillbilly

on one-half hour a day for five

weeks. The Hillbilly was told that

this was his last day and he made
this announcement to his audience:

'This is my last day because the

sponsor thinks I have no listeners.'

The result was 800 pieces of mail the

next day and countless phone calls.

The Hillbilly was re-employed.
I ask you §gain, Variety, what's

going to happen to the Hillbilly? The
American Federation of Musicians
won't take them unless they can read
music arid usually the good ones
cari't; and they don't seem to want
them, anyway. AFRA doesn't want
them yet (quote Mr. Jaffe). I guess
they're afraid 6f jurisdictional trouble
from the musicians. And yet, from
the Station Manager's standpoint, if

they're honest, with themselves, Hill-

billies "are the most profitable mer-
chandise they can have or get. I

would like to get some here.

A lot of Station Managers and
owners, the past two or three years,

have figured that Hillbilly music, was
'low-brow' and that they should edu-
cate the public to better things—so

they gave the people 'swing.'

I have a postcard in my desk from
a Hillbilly that used to play for me
in the South. He was good for $100

to $150 business for his Song Book
at a dollar a throw every week plus

a fine fee from the sponsor. The sta-

tion time was sold at regular rates

to the sponsor. I can't use him here
because he doesn't belong to the
union.

100% American

Frankly, I have no objections to
the union, but I think something
should be done for the poor Hillbilly.

They have a definite place in radio
entertainment. They portray Ameri-
canism as it was and Americanism
as it will be for many generations
from the true American standpoint. If

there is anything more American
than Hillbilly music, if there is any-
thing that will stir the heartstrings
in the real American mother more
than 'Oh Susanna,' 'She's Comin'
'Round the Mountain/ or 'I Have 11

More Months and 10 More Days,' you
show me what it is. And you only
have to be an American one genera-
tion tor get. the thrill, the cleanliness
and the humor of our American Hill-
billy music,

I know from experience that those
who claim they don't like Hillbilly
m.usic will surreptitiously listen to it

and get a kick out of it and maybe
shed a few tears. Something should
be done for this unorganized group
of real American players.
Usually when a group like this

'loses out'
. in their economic situa-

tion, there is an economic reason for
them losing out. But here on one
hand you have the greatest potential
audience builders of any group of
artists, actors, or, to put it broadly,
entertainers that have ever appeared
before the microphone.
Variety has always taken the stand

for the under dog. Maybe a lot of
the Hipbillies bathe in the old
American fashion, once a week

—

maybe 'some of them don't have
manicured fingernails, but still they
deserve some champion to come for-
ward and make a plea for their
cause. There should be no ifs, ands
or buts, about the Hillbilly. I know
questions will be raised in many sec-
tions where the unions don't inter-
fere but I believe they should de-
velop an organization of their own
and affiliate with some group who
will save them for the American ra-
dio listener.

Cleveland Showdown
Cleveland, Sept. 27.

Milt Krasny's ultimatum that all
hillbilly musicians must join musi-
cians local No. 4, if they want to

stay on the air, has caused WGAR
to drop all of its mountaineer acts.

Before taking any action, WTAM
is taking up the status of its several
Ozarkian programs with the Ameri-
can Federation, of Musicians in New
York. Troupe billed as the 'Plains-
men* had its name changed to the
•Vigilantes' and ordered to play
nothing but strictly hill-billy instru-
ments.
Union action is partly pointed at

WTAM's jug-blowers who have been
adding legit pieces for their stage
dates and who have been working
under the union's scale. It is al?D

directed at niterles which have been
playing up the ledge-leapers lately

and paying them top prices.

To-date it's a deadlock, with the
billies refusing to join the union
since the stations in any event are
unwilling to pay them regular scale.

Krasny considering a ban on night
spots that book non-union hill-billies.

Columbus, Sept. 27.

Barn Dance show with a studio
audience gets under way on WHKC
from Columbus Auditorium Saturday
evening (1). Sponsored by Herman
Hamer, auditorium promotor, as a
draw for his Saturday night barn
dances.

Three-quarters of an hour of show
will go on the air as 'Buckeye Hoe-
down.' Gate price of 25 cents for the
air show entitles payees to hang
around for an entire evening of
dancing.
Montana Meechy cowboy band,

Buckeye Four and other hillbilly

acts are being lined up for the show.

HILLBILLIES

AN INDUSTRY

ATWLW
Cincinnati, Sept. 27.

Four separate programs by tht
Renfro Valley Barn Dance troupe,
plus the Alka Seltzer National Barn
Dance, -completely fill WLW's Sat-
urday night schedule for three and
one-half hours, starting at 7 p.m.,

EST. Of the Renfro shows, which
originate here, one feeds to Mutual
and another starts Oct. 1 for out-
letting on 58 stations in the NBC Red
chain. Both web shows are spon-
sored by the Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Co., Louisville, the one
feeding Mutual blurbing Bugler to-

bacco, and the NBC-fed stanza plug-
ging Avalon cigarets.

Other two Renfro stints are tagged
for the Keystone Fence & Wire Co.
and Pinex. All of them are han-
dled through the Russell M. Seeds
agency, Chicago.
Red Foley, 'singing songs for

everybody,' is featured in the Avalon
Time and Bugler Plantation Party
stanzas. For the Avalon show he
will be supported by guest stars. In
the first NBC Red spread, the An-
drews Sisters (3), will have the ace
visitors' spot. Time for this pro-
gram is 7 to 7: 30 p.m.

Renfro Valley Barn Dance, tagged
for Keystone Fence and starting its

second year's Saturday run on WLW
from 7:30 to 8 p.m., is strengthening
on talent. Show has John Lair as

m.c., A'nt Idy and Little Clifford,

Corn Creek Girls, Slim Miller and
the Corncrackers, Hugh Cross and
His Radio Pals, Owen Sisters (3)

and Shug Fisher.

Pinex's rural opry, 8:30 to 9 p.m.,

has just added Ezra Buzzington as

m.c. along with the Pinex Silver

Cornet Band of nine pieces., Also

has the Three Belles, Range Riders,

Barber Shop Boys, Zebbie, Sunbon-
net Girls and Peanut Roasters.

Whitey Ford is m.c. of the Bugler
Plantation Party, 10 to 10:30 p.m.

Besides Foley, talent on this show
includes Girls of the Golden West,

Southern Planters, Galvano Trio,

Duke of Paducha, Plantation Trio,

Tobacco Town Four, Buddy Ross

and Glenn Hughes.
Avalon broadcast originates \

Crosley's No. 1 studio, with an audi-

ence. The other three shows are

staged in Music Hall, before pay-

ing audiences.

Irene Rich, broadcasting for four

weeks from midwest where she's

personating in food stores for her

sponsor.
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THIS is the tool with which one man

—in one minute—can stamp out ten

million sharp, lasting impressions. Each

different. Each perfect.

A man talks into this microphone

about an automobile. Instantly, at the

other end of the mike, the minds of ten

million people paint the most exciting

automobile pictures in the world! For each

listener sees himselfm a car— in a model

he wants— in the colors he likes best.

That is radio's power, its power to

paint personalized pictures in the mind;

its power to fire the imagination of the

millions of people it reaches.

Eighteen hundred years ago, Pliny said:

"The living voice moves mem" It moves

merchandise, too. And if you have not

seen the most recent facts on radio's

ability to picture and sell automobiles,

as it sells silver and soap and cigarettes,

may we send them to you?

Columbia Broadcasting System

THE WORLD'S LARGEST RADIO NETWORK
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Non-Network Stations Sign Contract

With AM; 1,500 Jobs Created

Musicians employment question

has been amicably settled between

the committee representing non-net-

work stations and the American
Federation of Musicians. The two
factions last week exchanged the

final contracts although some 40 sta-

tions in the group have yet to com-
plete agreements with local AFM
unions. It is estimated that the cove-

nant, effective for two years, will

cause the employment of around
1,500 additional musicians.

Last week's act brought to a suc-

cessful close the AFM's drive to ob-

tain a higher ratio of musician em-
ployment in the broadcasting indus-

try. The drive started in the sum-
mer of 1937, and the agreement with
network affiliated stations and NBC
and CBS-owned outlets was com-
pleted the early part of this year.

Subject of increased rate for

musicians used by recording com-

panies did not come up at last week's
meeting between Joseph N. Weber,
AFM prez, and the non-network sta-

tions' committee. Latter assured

Weber that it had not been respon-
sible for the charges circulated that

this increased scale constituted a

breach of good faith in the federa-

tion's dealings with the broadcasters.
New rates apply to recording,

said Weber, are final and there is

nothing that he or the AFM execu-
tive board can do about changing
them. The phonograph companies, in

protest against the upped rates, have
declared that they will tend to re-
duce the amount of ... musician em-
ployment.

Don Wilson narrating a series of
travelogs at Universal Pictures.

Stroud Twins, off Chase a San-
born, p.a.ing through the east.

Union Agent Murdered;

St. Louis Stations Await

Word on New Contract

St. Louis, Sept. 27.

St. Louis radio stations whose con-
tract with Local No. 1, Intl. Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers expires

Nov. 15, are awaiting word from the

union for the preliminary meeting
which had been set by Arthur C.

Schading, business agent who was
slain by two unidentified .gunmen as

he was leaving the union hall Mon-
day (18). On the afternoon of the

day Schading was assassinated he set

a group meeting with executives of

the local stations for today at the

Missouri Athletic Club, downtown.
Schading made the appointment by
phone and promised to start negotia-

tions for a new contract.

Some 12 hours later he lay dead in

the morgue. His slayers have not
been apprehended although gen-
darmes have recovered the two auto-

matics with which he was riddled

with nine bullets near the scene of

the crime.

Picket Line Around WPEN, Philly

Music Quota Cut Refused by Union, Orchestra Fired

—C.I.O. Panelmen Cooperate

Philadelphia, Sept. 27,

Battle between WPEN and the

Musicians' Local over the station's

demand for a cut in its music quota
almost culminated on Sunday (25) in

a complete shutdown. Picket line

was ordered for 7 a. m., with engi-

neers refusing to go through it, as a

result of the firing by the outlet of

the entire house band, according to

tooter execs.

Orchestra members were notified

a few days in advance, it was said

at union headquarters, that they
would be through on Saturday night.

As a result the picket line was or-

dered for Sunday and co-operation

ot the panelmen, who are members
of the American Communications As-
sociation, CIO, was obtained. Tom
Smith, program director; Ralph Bor-
elli, announcer, and Horace Hustler

Wl wWW WW
THE NATION'S
STATION

SAVE

PRODUCTION
COSTS LOW!
Because with independent talent and operations

free of high overhead WLW is the ROCK
BOTTOM ECONOMICAL POINT OF
ORIGINATION if glamour names are not

needed. Bright talent in its ascendency, seek-

ing reputation rather than dollars at WLW, fur-

nishes many fresh voices—new dramatic and
infectious > personalities. Directed by a large

staff of experienced producers any agency can

O N EY
in show production and thereby fortify and Increase

station appropriations! A staff and spot dramatic

cast of 50 are ably supported by 53 musicians under
direction of nationally known and experienced con-

ductors.

Added to these are a competent staff of writers,

arrangers and directors.

Every production facility is available at WLW, yet

costs will figure as low as HALF of New York or

coast production expense.-

NOW
10 fall commercialnetworkoriginations alreadyscheduledonWLW
Indicate how prominent agencies are findingWLW point of origin

economical and satisfactory. Several WLW sustaining strip

shows with built-up audiences NOW available ifyou act at once.

BUY MORE STATIONS
with what you save. Add more listeners. Increase client's audience,—improve response possibilities ! Many large agencies are findingWLW originations
feasible, practical and economical. Send your script to us. Let us cast it—produce—audition. Then you listen, study oost—decide. Check what we

promise, and what big New York and Chicago agencies have found in our

FREE AUDITION
LARGEST INDEPENDENT
SOURCE OF TALENT
CINCINNATI

WLW
Send us your script. ^We'U have a recording ready for audition
promptly AT NO COST TO YOU.

WLW for NEW IDEAS
Several sustaining strip shows with ready built audiences are now avail-
able for your fall campaigns. Listen to "Midstream" 4:15 p.m. Mondays
through Fridays, and the "Mad Hatterfields" 4:45 p.m. Mondays
through Fridays—examples of WLW'g complete production service of

10 PRODUCERS - - - 10 WRITERS
53 MUSICIANS -- - 50 STAFF
AND SPOT DRAMATIC CAST

and Andy Arcari, musicians who
play on the stat'?n, but are not in
the band, were instructed not to
cross the picket line. They are all
members of the Musicians Local.
Picket line was called off, how-

ever, late Saturday night, after a
call to Rex Riccardi, Union secre-
tary, from WPEN's attorneys. Sta-
tion agreed to continue temporarily
under last year's contract, subject to
a meeting tomorrow (Wednesday)

Over 5%%
Union is demanding quota of $30,-

853. This is about $10,000 less than
las year, but sonsiderably above the
5%% of the gross set in the national
agreement between non-affiliates
and the AFM. Local is demanding
it, however, under a clause which
declares a station shall not spend
less than it aid previously, even
if this is beyond the percentage set.

Outlet would like to spend only be-
tween $25,000 and $27,000.
Riccardi said the quota would be

cut only on instructions from Joe
Weber, AFM prez. Weber wired
him, suggesting the local take less,

he said, but jtlll allowed final judg-
ment to be. a local matter. Later he
phoned, and again suggested that a
smaller sum b.> acecpted because of
bad economic conditions and ^the
fear that the tation may be forced
to shut down entirely. Riccardi said
he won't give in until actually forced'
to do so by Weber, as he thinks
there is no likelihood of the outlet
folding.

Columbus, Sept, 27.

With 10 musicians on the pay-roll
for the fall season, WBNS has
juggled the talent to make three staff
musical organizations. Groups in-
clude seven-piece swing crew, a
string ensemble and a larger orches-
tra combining both outfits. All un-
der direction of Paul Neal.
Various combinations are working

total of 12 programs a week. Among
sustainers getting the musical treat-
ment are Fran Harmon's 'Fashion
Parade/ backed by the strings; Ray
Roese, tenor, with; the string ensem-
ble, and Mary lj,ou Miller's song
session with the swing band,
Lowell Riley is musical director

of WBNS.

SAN FRANCISCO

UNION DICKERS

San Francisco, Sept. 27.

Negotiations with local indie sta-
tions not yet signed with the Ameri-
can Federation of Radio Artists and
the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers are now being
carried on jointly by the two unions.
Decision to work together was made
last week following IBEW's charge
that KSAN, formerly KGGC, is now
employing licensed graduates of a
local radio school as technicians at
small salaries. Station's regular
technicians, of whom there were
three or four, were discharged sev-
eral months ago, it is claimed by
IBEW, and eleven of the school's
graduates were hired. Situation was
discovered when IBEW submitted
contracts to the station, according to
assistant business manager Melville
Larsen of KBEW.
Vic Connors, local AFRA secretary,

is holding up further confabs with
KSAN pending outcome of the IBEW
discussions with the station. Differ-
ences in wages for performers and
announcers have delayed signing of
contracts between AFRA and KSAN.
New AFRA ruling made last week

will require payment of regular $7.50
audition fee by KSFO, local affiliate

of CBS. Rate is the same as that
paid by KPO and KGO, the NBC
local outlets, and by KFRCA, Mutual
affiliate, under AFRA contracts. It

was felt that KSFO, because of its

classification as an indie station, had
an unfair advantage over the other
three stations in the matter of audi-
tions.

Petry Adds Cartwright
Chicago, Sept. 27.

William Cartwright, who hai
been chief salesman here for the

William G. Rambeau station rep
firm, joins the local Ed Petry sales

staff.

Starts new affiliation on Oct. 1.
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REPORTING
MILITARY
MANEUVERS
WITH MILITARY
DISPATCH
UNITED PRESS ace war correspondents, Webb
Miller, Edward Beattie Jr., Reynolds Packard,
Eleanor Packard, Robert H. Best are now at the
European Front reporting minute-to-minute de-
velopments of the most dramatic news stosy since

the World War.

Behind this line is the army of UNITED PRESS
staff men in every vital news center.

Good reasons why UNITED PRESS is consist-

ently scoring the most sensational series of news
beats in modern history.

UNITED PRESS
RADIO'S ONLY COMPLETE NEWS SERVICE

Photographs from top to

bottom: WEBB MILLER,
EDWARD BEATTIE JR.,

REYNOLDS PACKARD,
ELEANOR PACKARD &
ROBERT H. BEST.
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Hopkins, WJBK, Seeks to Wave

American Flag to Embarrass CKLW

'Detroit, Sept. 27.

Seeking to halt Mutual's transmis-

sion of programs to CKLW, Windsor-

Detroit, James F. Hopkins, general

manager of the 250-watter, WJBK,
here, will go before the Federal

Communications Commission next

Monday (3) with numerous charges

that CKLW is unfair competish for

Detroit stations by reasons of its

MBS affiliation.

Hopkins' statement of grievances,

made in depositions here last week,

indicates lively session in Washing-

ton next week. Following the FCC
hearing, it's understood Mutual will

make depositions before Gladstone

Murray, Canadian commissioner, to

bolster its assertion that renewal of

the present pormit is advisable from

the public's standpoint.

According to Hopkins' allegations,

MBS' agreement with CKLW calls

for so little compensation that Mu-
tual just about breaks even on the

deal, 'a situation it is content to

tolerate for the sake of keeping a

5,000-watt outlet in this area.' The
financial advantage accruing to

CKLW as a result of this setup, Hop-
kins declares, plus 'certain alleged

practices made possible by its pe-

culiar dual entity,' make it econom-

ically possible for the larger station

not only to undersell those of com-
parable power in the U. S., but also

to compete successfully against the

smaller -stations, including WJBK, he
said.

'Patriotic'

'If CKLW was undercutting

stations of its own power in the U.S.,

and only by a slight margin, there

might be extenuation,' WJBK
charges. 'But when it is drastically

underselling even smaller U. S. sta-

tions, the situation becomes serious

from the latters' standpoint and jus-

tifies intervention by the FCC on
purely patriotic grounds.'

Hopkins charges that CKLW in-

volves two corporations — Essex
Broadcasters, a Michigan corpora-

tion, and Western Ontario Broad-
casters, Inc., 'which owns Essex'

—

and that 'CKLW has been deriving

85 to 90% of its revenue from ac-

counts in the U. S. and we expect to

show that this has been possible be-
cause it (CKLW) does not operate
according to standards that apply in

the U. S., including copyright, w.ges,
etc.,

Among other allegations are that

CKLW violates both the Canadian
penal code and the Robinson-Patmui
fair trade act; disregards rate cards;

'double-dealing' as regards contracts;

'cross-ruff' as regards importation of

U. S. talent; violations of ban on U. S.

program pickups, etc.

At the depositions here last week,
Mutual was represented by member
of Louis Caldwell's office in Wash-
ington, and WJBK by Elmer Pratt.

Subpoenaed witnesses included Hy
Steed, general manager of WMBC
here; Arch Shawd, sales manager of

WXYZ and formerly in same ca-

pacity at CKYW; Leonard Simons,

prez of Simons-Michelson ad agency
here; Paul Y. Clark, WJKF sales

manager' and formerly on CKLW
sales staff; Joe Gentile and Myrtle
Labbitt, of CKLW; Paul Frincke,

WJBK's chief engineer; W. M. Kem-
thorne, auditor, CKLW; and heads of

two Detroit retail firms who've ad-

vertised over CKLW in past

WCAU Bandwagon Show
May Be Year-Round

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.

Possibility that the 'Bandwagon,'

two-hour show put on by WCAU for

Wheaties to fill in the afternoons that

the Phillies were playing out of

town during the baseball season,

might be put on a year-round basis

was seen this week. Outlet has asked

a concession on pay for musicians
if show continues.

Musicians Union has agreed to

compromise and a meeting will be
held on the proposal today. Station

has asked that the $13.50 commercial
fee for one hour of rehearsal and
one hour on the air be cut to $10

for the 16 men.

Givot Re-Ams

George Givot, who. is just

back from four months of voice

coaching in Italy, will cuffo as

a serious baritone on Major
Bowes Capitol Family program
this Sunday (2), over NBC,
though he long ago lost his

amateur standing. Also tenta-

tively set for Rudy Vallee air

revue in two weeks.
Meanwhile dickering with

Billy Rose for the Casa Manana
on Broadway—but as the Greek
Ambassador.

GOSSIP OF SPONSOR'S

CUSTOMERS ON WJAS

Pittsburgh, Sept. 27.

Karl Krug, night club columnist,

signed by Pittsburgh Brewing Co.

for series of gossip airings over

WJAS. Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, for 15 minutes-. Deal is for 13

weeks.
Air stuff will be patterned after

Krug's twice-weekly 'Pittsburgh by
Night' column in the Sun-Telegraph,
Hearst afternoon sheet, with liberal

plugs in guise of gossip for cafes

handling brewing outfit's product.

GE's Visio

Skelly on 25 Stations

Chicago, Sept. 27.

Skelly Oil will use 25 stations this

year for its schedule on the new
'Captain Midnight' show, which

starts' on Oct. 10.

Will ride in Chicago and points
southwest and west. Through Black-
ett-Sample-Hummert agency. New
show is an aviation flve-a-week serial

aimed at kids, and replacing last

year's 'Court of Missing Heirs', adult
30-minute weekly shot.

Schenectady, Sept. 27.

General Electric's experimental
television broadcasts on a regular
schedule will begin about Jan. 1,

through the erection of a 100-

foot antenna ' in the Heidelberg
Mountains, at an altitude of 1,500

feet over the nearby Schenectady-
Troy-Albany district. The main
studio will be in the old WGY quar-
ters in Schenectady.
Broadcasts will be sent over a

low-powered directional radio beam
to the Heidelberg station. The tele-

vision wave from the latter will

be broadcast at an angle of 180 de-
grees over Albany, to prevent it

from traveling south and interfer-

ing with NBC's Empire State Build-
ing television station.

Agencies-Sponsors

WKRC, CINCINNATI
McCoy Gulf Reflnlnr Co.—5 min-

ute script shows each Sunday.
John Shillito Co.—Full hour- pro-

gram. One time.

Garfield Dry Cleaninr Co.—100-
word announcements.
Hinds Honey A Almond Cream—

100-word announcements twice daily,

five days a week. William Esty

Agency, New York.
Queen City Coal—50-word time

signals—7 weekly. William F. Hol-

land Agency, Cincinnati.

Allied Florists Association—100-

word announcements three times

weekly.

Cocomalt, which formerly bank-
rolled Joe- Penner, has contracted

with KFI (Los Angeles) for a series

of 78 one-minute transcriptions.

First one spins Oct. 4.

'May I Suftest,' weekly home eco-

nomics broadcast by. Helen Watts
Schreiber on WHO, Des Moines,

sponsored by Kellogg.

Duquesne^Brewing Co. has signed

Chester Smith, sports editor of Pitts-

burgh Press, for three 15-minute
spots over WJAS, Pittsburgh,

throughout football season. Smith
will call 'em Wednesdays and Fri-

days and summarize on Saturdays.
Same sponsor has also ticketed Joe
Tucker for quarter-hour broadcast of

grid scores until after Dec. 1. Both
accounts placed by Walker-Down-
ing.

Big Town Fanners

is

Seven-Up Bottling Co. of Cali-
fornia, through Allied agency, is

spotting announcements over KSPO.
San Francisco. Other new announce-
ments are being bankrolled by Hinds
& Co. (Hinds Honey and Almond
Cream) through William Esty;
American Cranberry Exchange,
through B. B. D. & O., New York;
R. B. Davis Co. (Cocomalt), through
J. M. Mathes, New York; Maryland

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.

KYW, in the heart of Philly,
carrying the town's first farmerf
show. 'It is tagged 'Voice of the'
Farm'" and aired every Saturday/ Pharmaceutical Co. (Rem and Rel)

from noon to 12:30 for Quaker Oats'
Full O'Pep Feed
Hayseeders are brought into the

studio to discuss their problems.

.

Ay o if i \i

WB3

the DenveB

so*:

Mountain Region!

i
put your program on

i r:

• Shaded area is KLZ's GUARAN-
TEED MINIMUM daytime listening

area based on ACTUAL LISTENING
(CBS 4th Study), covering 72 counties
in Colorado; Kansas, Nebraska, South,
Dakota and. Wyoming with a tojal
population of 1,140,100.

Coach Francis A. Schmidt of Ohio
State heard weekly on WBNS, Co-
lumbus, in football chatter for Mills
Restaurants. Interviewed by various
Columbus sports writers.

Coty, Inc., contracted for spot an-
nouncements, 13 weeks, on WQXR,
N. Y., through Brown & Tarcher.

through Katz agency.

Folger Coffee Co., through Ray-
mond R. Morgan, Hollywood, is

sponsoring a flve-a-week studio pro-
gram tabbed 'Today's Best Buys'
over KSFO, San Francisco.

R. J. Reynolds (Camel), through
William Esty, New York, sponsoring
news broadcasts five times a week
over KSFO, San Francisco.

Remar Baking Co. (bread), through
Sidney Garflnkel agency, set with
KFRC, San Francisco, for 26 co-op
sponsorships of weekly Mutual net-
work program, 'Show of the Week.'

Pacific Greyhound Bus Lines,
through Beaumont & Hohman, has
renewed its weekly 'Romance of the
Highways' live talent show on
KFRC, San Francisco, and the Mu-
tual-Don Lee network in California
and Oregon. New contract expires
July 27, 1939.

Spreckels Russell Dairy Co.,
through Lyon agency, has renewed
its time on KFRC, San Francisco,
half-hour Monday nights through
Dec. 5, but is using a new show,
'Brain Battle,' with Bill Davidson
emceeing and 12 contestants.

Wheatena Corp. (cereal), through
Rahrabaugh & Gibson, Philadelphia,
is spotting the Mutual network
show, 'Ford Rush and His Tinkle
Toy Band' on KFRC, San Francisco,
via electrical transcription three
nights weekly through March 17,
1939.

Albcrs Bros. Milling Co. (Friskies),
through Erwin Wasey, Seattle, has
placed a transcribed dramatic show,
'Jimmy and Gyp,' ' on KFRC, San
Francisco, twice weekly. Contract
runs to Dec. 22.

AFFILIATED WITH WKY — OKLAHOMA CITY
AND THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CQMPANY

Representative—THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

WNAC, BOSTON
Broadcast Advertising, Inc. (resells

time), 26 30-minute programs, start-
ing Oct. 6, ending March 30, • 1939.
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Fri-
day. Also on WTIC, WEAN, WICC,
WCSH, WLBZ. 'Marjorie Mills, the
Girl from Maine.'
Richard Brothers, Inc. (men's cloth-

ing), 30 100-word announcements,

starting Sept. 1, five times weekly.
McCann-Erickson

.

Chrysler Corp., 24 30-word an-
nouncements, various times daily,

starting Sept. 22. Ruthrauff & Ryan.
California Walnut Growers' Ass'n,

24- 30-minute programs, starting Oct.
15, Saturday mornings. Lord &
Thomas.
Kellogg Co. (All-Bran), 26 partici-

pations in Gretchen McMullen pro-
gram, twice weekly, starting Sept.
13. N. W. Ayer.

Gillette Safety Ba*oi Co., 13 half-

hour programs, starting Oct. 8, Sat-
urdays at 7:30 p.m. Also on WTIC,
WEAN, WTAG, WICC, WCSH,
WLBZ, WFEA, WSAR, WLLH,
WNBH, WLNH, WRDO, WCOU.
Maxon, Inc.

KSO and KENT, DES MOINES
Chrysler Corp. (Plymouth), 18

announcements. J. Stirling Getchell.

American Cranberry Exchange, 52
100-word announcements. B.B.D.&O.
Folger Coffee Co., Ave quarter-

hours per week (Judy & Jane).
Gardner.
Smith Bros, (cough drops) 100

chain break announcements. Brown
& Tarcher.
Plnex Co., three announcements

daily, 26 weeks, Russell M. Seeds
agency.
Midland Milling Co. (Town Crier

flour) daily announcement on Iowa
network's Magic Kitchen.
Iowa Optometrlc Association, three

five-minute periods per week.
Sidles Co. (RCA Victor) one quar-

ter hour per week, Cross-Word
Puzzles. Fairall.

Employers Mutual Casualty Co.,

26 quarter-hour programs, 'History

Speaks.' Fairall.

Sargent Feed Co., daily five min-
ute participation in Cedar Valley
Hillbillies. Fairall.

Schmitt & Henry Mfg. Co., Des
Moines, Co-op (Mutual) one-half
hour per week, 26 weeks, 'Show of

the Week.' Redfleld-Johnstone.

Fred T. Wood, Inc. (real estate),

through Emil Reinhardt, Oakland,
Cal., has signed with KFRC, San
Francisco, for a Sunday morning
quarter-hour of recorded music,
'Moraga Melodies,' over a 13-week
period.

a

Radio Station

WOW
Announces a 26 Weeks9

series of Programs for

the

J.C.PENNEYCO.

A 26 - week live - talent

script show, "The Jan-

gles," started September

19 over WOW, Omaha,

under the sponsorship of

The J. C. Penney Com-

pany. It marks the first

time this nation-wide de-

partment store chain has

used radio advertising in

this manner.

WOW
Omaha, Nebraska

590 KC 5,000 Watts

John Blair Co., Representatives

Owned and Operated by the Wood-
men of the World Life Insurance

Society.

ON THE N.B.C. RED NETWORK
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Large dots indicate, cities from which NBC has originated broadcasts during crisis—Sept. 10 to Sept. 26,

THIS COULDN'T HAPPEN IN 1914
But today, through the miracle of radio,

all America hears history made . • • follows it

across Europe's seething map I

IN
less than three weeks—from Sep-

tember 10 to Hitler's historic declara-

tion on September 26—NBC has brought,

and NBC's affiliated stations from coast

to coast have broadcast, 89 vivid short

wave pick-ups from the cities indicated on

the map above—cities where another chap-

ter in world history is being written. Both

sides of the grave Czechoslovakian ques-

tionhave been radioed to American homes.

Hitler . . . Chamberlain . . . Benes . . . Hodza

. . .Mussolini . . .Litvinoff-all have spoken

over NBC Networks—all have been heard

by millions of Americans.

European correspondents of American

newspapers and press services have graphi-

cally depicted on-the-spot scenes as they oc-

curred in war-conscious cities . • . have

painted accurate pictures of dramatic,

high-strung, angry crowds . . . have ex-

pressed expert opinion on the entire situa-

tion. From city to city across the whole

seething map of EuropeNBC has switched,

taxing man's ingenuity and resources,

keeping its finger on the throbbing pulse

of Europe to bring to American radio lis-

teners history as it's made

!

To keep this country in instantaneous

touch with every new development, NBC
has spared neither time, nor man power,

nor money. Sponsors of commercial pro-

grams have graciously stepped aside, per-

mitting cut-ins on their time or relin-

quishing jt entirely. Hundreds of special

Press Radio bulletins, based on reports of

the AP, UP and INS, broadcast byNBC the

moment they've been received, have

added to the wealth of information Ameri-

ca has heard.

Once again NBC has recognized and ful-

filled—and will continue to fulfill—its ob*

ligation to serve the public interest, cover-

ing with complete neutrality all phases and

viewpoints of the situation.

NATIONAL

BROADCASTING

COMPANY
The World's Greatest Broadcasting System

A SERVICE OF THE RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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MAJOR DECISIONS
Washington, Sept. 27.

California: Application of Anne Jay Levino for a new
station at Palm Springs dismissed with prejudice. Ap-
plicant's attorneys had asked to withdraw without prejudice

but Commlah ruled otherwise. Bequest Involved assignment

of 1370 kc frequency with 100 watts nlehts, 260 watts davs.

District of Columbia: Frequent postponements of a 1 oar-

ing on his plea for a new station for Washington resulted

in Commlsh turndown for Eugene Meyer, wealthy publisher

of the Washington Post. Meyer's application—under the

name of the United States Broadcasting Co,—for 1310 kc
with 100 watts ordered dismissed with prejudice.

Maryland: Transfer of Associated Broadcasting Corp.,

licensee of WTBO, Cumberland, to Delaware Channel Corp.,

collapsed through dismissal with prejudice, after applicants

notified the Commlsh on Aug. 12 that a contract existing

between them had expired Aug. 1. ABlted at that time for

dismissal without prejudice. Delaware Channel group backed
by Malcolm G. Chace, New York financier, who has been
seeking toe-hold in the broadcast mdustry.

Michigan: Application of Kammeraad-Smlth Broadcasting
Co., Holland, for a new station to be opeVated on 1200 kc
with 100 watts days denied as In cases of default after out-

fit changed its mind.

Minnesota: Notification that no evidence would be sub-
mitted in support of tho application of George W. Young,
Minneapolis, for renewal of license for his television station,

W9XAT, led to dismissal with prejudice of the request.

Transmitter has operated on 42000, 60000, C0000 and 86000

kc with 600 watts, emission A-4.

Ohio: Attempted come-back of the Food Terminal Broad-
casting Co.. Cleveland, unsuccessful applicant for a daytime
Btatlon on 1500 kc, again turned down as not proposing a
'broad, general public service,' Group which asked for a
re-argument of Its plea last March comprises a public utility

operating a market-place whore producers of perishable food
can rent space In which to store and sell their produce.
Proposed service would have given considerable time to

the dissemination of market information and. In the opinion
of the Commlsh, had as Its main purpose a furthering of the
interests of the Food Terminal and 'those who are con-
nected with It.' Arthur W. Scharfeld and Philip G. Loucks
appeared on behalf of the applicant.

MINOR DECISIONS
Alabama: WBHP, Wilton Harvey Pollard, Huntsville,

present license further, extended on temporary basis only,
pending aotion on renewal application for the period ending
Nov, 1.

Alaska: KGBTT, Ketchikan, present license further ex-
tended on a temporary basis only, pending determination
on application for renewal for the period Nov. 1.

California: KFWB, Los Angeles, license extended on
temporary basis only, pending receipt of and determination
on application for renewal of license, for the period ending
Nov. 1,

Louisiana: WJBO, Baton Rouge, license extended until
Nov. 1, on temporary basis only, pending receipt of and
determination on application, for license renewal.
Massachusetts: WNAC, Boston, granted renewal of license

on temporary basts only for the period ending April 1, 1939,
subject to whatever action Commish may take on renewal
application now pending before it.

Missouri: KFUO, Evangelic Lutheran Synod of Missouri,-
Clayton, present license further extended to Nov, 1 on tempo-
rary basis only, pending receipt of and determination on ap-
plication for renewal.
New Jersey: WHBI, Newark, granted renewal of license

on temporary basis only, for the period ending April 1, 1939,
subject to whatever action may be taken by the Commish
on the pending application for renewal of license.
New Mexico: KOB, Albuquerque, granted extension of spe-

cial temporary authority to operate unlimited time on 1180
kc, using 10 kw, using directional antenna after 6unset at
Portland, Ore (Sept., 7:30 p,m.; Oct., C:30 p.m., MST) from
Sept. 26 to Oct. 24.'

New York: WCAD, Canton, license extended on a tempo-
rary basis only, pending receipt of and determination on ap-
plication for renewal of license, until Nov. 1.

Oregon: KEX, Portland, granted unlimited operation on
1180 kc with 6 kw, from Sept. 26 to Oct. 24.
Pennsylvania: WCAE, Pittsburgh, granted renewal of

license on temporary basis, subject to Commlsh action on
application for renewal, for period ending April 1.

WKOK, Sunbury, granted special temporary authority to
operate simultaneously with WBAX, Wllkes-Barre, on Tues-

days, Thursdays and Saturdays, evenings during the month
of October, from 6 p.m. to 12 midnight, EST. in order to

make time available for political speakers during the present

political campaign, the time not used for political broadcasts

to be consumed by ' entertainment, educational, clvlo and
similar programs.
WEST, Easton, granted special temporary authority to

operate simultaneously with WICBO, Hurrlsburg, from 8:16

to 8:30 p.m., EST, Sept, 20,« 27; Oct. 4, 11, 18. In order to

broadcast Democratlo State Network political programs.

South Dakota: KUSD, University of South Dakota, Vermil-

lion, present license further extended on temporary basis,

pending receipt of and determination on application of re-

newal, for the period ending Nov. 1.

Vermont: WBNX, Springfield, license extended on tempo-
rary 'basis only, pending receipt of and determination on ap-

plication for renewal for the period ending Nov. 1.

SET FOR HEARING
California: KLX, Oakland, move transmitter locally, In-

stall new equipment and vertical radiator and boost power
from 1 to 5 kw.

Georgia: Atlanta voluntary assignment of license to

Liberty Broadcasting Corp., 1460 kc with 600 watts nights,

1 kw days.

Iown: WOC, Davenport, more transmitter locally, Install

now equipment, directional antenna system, change fre-

quency from 1370 to 1390 kc and boost power from 100

watts nights, 250 watts days, to 600 watte nights, 1 kw
days, Using directional antenna system for night operation.

Pennsylvania: WWSW, Pittsburgh, consent to transfer

control of the Walker & Downing Badio Corp., licensee of

WWSW, from Pennsylvania Newspaper Co. to P. G. Publish-

ing Co., a newly organized Pennsylvania corporation.

NEW APPLICATIONS
California: KIEM. Redwood Broadcasting Co., Inc.,

Eureka, night power jump from 600 watts to 1 kw.
Massachusetts: World Wide Broadcasting Corp., Boston,

new International broadcast station to be operated on 11730,

16130 ko with 20 kw power, emission A-3; Matheson Badio

Co., Inc., Boston, new low frequency relay broadcast station

to be operated on 1622, 2058, 2160 and 2790 kc with 40 watts,

A-3 emission.
Mississippi: Birney Imes, Columbus, new. station to be

operated on 1370 ko with 100 watts nights, 250 watts days;

Julius H. Dixon, Tupelo, new station to be operated on 1600

kc' with 100 .watts nights, 250 watts days (requesting facili-

ties of WHEF, Kosciusko).
Montana: KRBM, BobertB-MacNab Co., Arthur L. Boberts,

B. B. MacNab, A. J. Breltbach, general manager; Bozeman,
volutary assignment of construction permit to KRBM, Broad-
casters.
Tennessee: WSIX, Nashville, new low frequency relay sta-

tion to be operated on 1646, 2090 and 2830 kc, with 40 watts
power, A-3 emission.

Texas: KBIS, Corpus Chrlstl, install new transmitter and
directional antenna for night use, boost power from 500 watts
to 6 kw.

EXAMINERS' REPORTS
North Carolina: Flip-flop on the application of the Ashe-

ville Dally News for a station at Ashevllle was performed
after Commish, last January, has frowned on the request be-
cause of conviction of the applicant under an old State law
which provided jail and line penalties for anyone who pub-
lished 'derogatory' information concerning a candidate for

political office.

Although declaring that 'the procedural steps . . . are some-
what unusual,' Examiner George H. Hill recommended grant-
ing of ttie application of Harold H. Thorns, owner of the
Daily News, for a station to be operated on 1370 kc with
100 watts. Petition signed by a number of Ashevllle's lead-
ing citizens testified to ThOms's excellent character, although
charges flung during the fracas Included: (1) violation of
the State law; (2) payment of the applicant's attorney, "not

as a fee but for the purpose of securing a reduction of the
fine In the case'; (3) keeping a news story out of the paper
In return for securing remittance of a suspended jail sentence
in the same case; (4) conviction of Issuing a worthless check
In August, 1936,
Some discussion as to definition of 'moral turpitude,' but

It was decided that Thorns and his editor—each of whom
was fined $700 and received a suspended sentence of two
years under the State law—were upright citizens.

Duke M. Patrick and Karl A. Smith represented applicant.

"I'VE GOT SOMETHING
JUST LIKE IT!"

And the retailer points to a shelf of goods that

look like real competition. And more than likely

the merchandise is beyond reproach in quality

and price.

But our merchandising crew have been assigned

the job of installing the line advertised on our

facilities—So they pitch in and sell the initial

order, but not without the extra help of five

years of contact with retail trade and the
CONFIDENCE of retailers. who know we talk

facts.
~

WXYZ
KEYSTATION

DETROIT
MICHIGAN

The- PauZ H Ra.ym.er Co., Representaiivt

LEGIT SHOW BUYS TIME

'Helliapoppln' Usinr WOE for Bally-

hoo Via Starlings

'Hellzapoppin,' Broadway musical

has bought four five-minute spots on
WOR, Newark, to plug itself. Series,

which started Monday- (26), will run

through Oct. 3.

The Starlings, a rhythm group, will

dc the entertaining. Business was
placed by the Select Theatres Corp.,

operators of the 46th St. theatre

through the Blaine - Thompson
agency.
Report that NBC had objected to

the use of this showrs itle over its

facilities was yesteiday (Tuesday)

dismissed by John ILyal as having

no basis in fuct. He added that it

would be okay Ao credi* the score

over the network whenever any of

its tunes are aired.

WHAS, LOUISVILLE,

GOES MARATHON

Louisville, Sept. 27.

Robert Kennett, new WHAS pro-

gram director, will put station on a

19-hour daily schedule. Remaining
on the air until 1 a.m. Station in

the very near future will go on the

air half an hour earlier, opening at

5:30 instead of 6 a.m., which will give

19% hours of broadcast time daily.

The 12 to 1 a.m. hour will be filled

with transcribed dance music.

Other changes include the appoint-

ment of Foster Brooks to the an-

nouncing staff, replacing Jack Pey-
ser. Brooks formerly aired over

WHAS, but left to join KWK in St.

Louis, returning to Louisville after

several months with the Missouri

station.

With the new schedule in opera-

tion, WHAS will increase its news
airings to four daily, instead of the

present two, and will go in more ex-

tensively for news events with it's

new mobile unit. Station will carry

most important games on University
of Kentucky schedule, as well as

football games played by other Ken-
tucky and Indiana schools.

WHKC, Columbus, Sets

Several Mutual Shows
Columbus, Sept. 27.

Local sponsors lined up by WHKC
for two Mutual co-op shows. Gray's
Drug Stores signed for 'Show of the
Week' and Boston Store as sponsor
of Jacob Tarshish's 'Lamplighter'
programs. Both new accounts.

Other Mutual commercials which
will be routed through WHKC this

season include 'Voice of Experience'
for Lydia Pinkham, 'Old-Fashioned
Revival* for the Gospel Broadcasting
Association, and the Maine Develop-
ment Assn. programs.
Hank and Slim, hill-billy act, re-

turned to WHKC this week with a
half hour shot daily for Vendol.
Buckeye Four, swing hill outfit,

starts Oct. 3 with 30 minutes daily

for Neo-Vim."

KYW's New Accounts

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.

KYW, which is prohibited by a
tie-up with Esso from peddling
news to any other sponsor on week
days, has, just inked two pacts for
15-minute newscasts on Sunday
nights. First is at 6:45 for Boscul
Coffee with Harry Wood spieling.
Second is at 11 for Sam Gerson
clothiers, Bill Lang gabbing.
Royal Typewriter has bought a

15-minute daily shot on the outlet
from 7:45 to 8 each morning. It

is on Leroy Miller's participating
Musical Clock. Buchanan & Co., N.
Y. ( placed it.

McNamee's Chord in G
Seattle, Sept. 27.

Graham McNamee engaged as
chief announcer of the Washington
Puyallup Fair. Nabbed on arrival
by KJR (NBC) with Royal
Brougham, sport ed of Seattle P-I,
quizzing him for 15 minutes at the
mike.

Fair association 24-sheeted Mc-
Namee name and got him plenty of
art in the press. Officials of the fair
reported largest grosses in history
with over 300,000 passing the turn-
stiles for week.

Local Sports Sponsored

Mason City, la., Sept. 27.
Jim Woods anc George Arnold are

teamed to aircast high school and
junior college football and basket-
ball.

Union Collects

Second $300 Bill

From WIP, Plula

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.

WIP last week paid the Musicians
Union $300 for the second time in

five months for making a recording

of a band show without giving

proper notification. Exec of the
Tooters' local declared it was just a
case of the outlet 'attempting to slip

something over on us and getting

caught.' Disagreement over WIP's
refusal to pay the fee held up inking

of a new annual contract under the

national agreement for non-network
affiliates. Station passed over the

sum last Friday, however, and an
accord has now been reached which
will culminate in the signing of a
termer in a couple days.

Discord arose over outlet making
a disc of a show without telling the

men in the band it was going to do
so. They recognized the platter as

their music, though, when it was
played back on the air a couple days
later and let out a squawk. Union
immediately "sent a bill at the regu-
lar recording rate of $30 per man
for three hours. There were eight

men and the leader, Clarence Fuhr-
man, who gets double the scale, so
the total amounted to just $300. New
recording price is $24 for two hours,

but inasmuch as the disc was waxed
before Sept. 15, when the new rate
became effective, the old figure was
levied.

Similar Case

Last May, the Union just revealed,
WIP was socked $330 for a similar
offense. There were nine men in the
band at the time.. On that occasion
the outlet etched a number of tunes
like 'Hail, Hail, the Gang's All Here'
and 'Sidewalks of New York' and
was caught interspersing them with
election returns on primary night.
As soon as the more recent offense

was detected, the Union called off

all negotiations until the $300 was
paid. As soon as it wag turned over,
a pact was reached for the expendi-
ture of WIP's quota, $17,000. This
calls for nine men and a leader for
two hours daily of sustaining for 47
weeks. Union compromised on its

former 6 p.m. curfew on the station
by allowing the bandsmen to per-
form until 9 p.m. on three days a
week.

Steeplechase Suspends
Cincinnati, Sept. 27.

Josef Cherniavsky's Musical
Steeplechase Wednesday night half-
hour program, which began last
April on WLW and fed to Mutual,
has been taken off the air tempor-
arily, after last week's broadcast. It
was a sustainer. During the show's
last month, listeners were invited to
contribute musical statements, with
an offer of~$l for each acceptance.
Stunt tugged close to 30,000 re-
sponses.

Cherniavsky, who is music direc-
tor of Crosley's WLW and WSAI, is

continuing his Sunday afternoon
concerts, named after the seasons.
They feed to the NBC Blue net.
Under time change they are aired
from 4 to 4:30 p.m., EST.

In
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MORE RUTHERFORD GRIEF
. + • ———

.

Inactive Special Relay licenses

Will Be Canceled by FCC

Second Boomerang Within
Several Months as Leader
of Jehovah Witnesses
Opens Up Again on Cath-

olic Church

CUT OFF AIR

Washington, Sept. 27;

Complaints against several Colo-

rado transmitters which last week
aired an anti-Catholic speech by

Judge Joseph J. Rutherford of the
Jehovah's Witnesses cult have been
lodged with the Federal Communica-
tions Commission, officials revealed
Saturday (24). Though not at

liberty to disclose call letters of the
stations involved, or names of com-
plainants, members of the Commish
legal department admitted that 'sev-

eral' squawks had been received
from individuals outraged by the
hour-long tirade against the Catho-
lic Church.

Believed that KFKA, Greeley, was
chief target for the criticisms, since

other stations hurriedly cut off

Rutherford when knob-twiddlers
protested by telephone. KFKA al-

lowed the broadcast to run the full

hour, but other transmitters threw
the switch after approximately 25

minutes.

Representing the second time in

four months that Western transmit-

ters have burned their fingers on a
Rutherford program, tirade was aired

over KFKA and KLZ and KVOR,
Denver. Blast was also contracted
over WKY, Oklahoma' City. Last
three transmitters were warned be-
forehand and stood ready to take
emergency actoin if Rutherford's

talk got too hot for listeners, accord-
ing to reports from Denver.

Commish law division still ponder-
ing complaints received last June,
when a similar situation arose over
a Rutherford broadcast aired on the
Pacific Coast. In that instance KOL,
Seattle, was principal offender, but
KMO and KVI, Tacoma, KIT,
Yakima, and KVOS, Bellingham, also

carried the sizzling attack on the
Catholic and other religious faiths.

Squawk to the Federal agency
named KOL.

More Apolpgies

Trouble over the Witnesses'
program in the State of Washington
was duplicated in last week's Colo-
rado incident. Public apologies were
run in local papers by KVOR and
other transmitters attempted to paci-
fy listeners by airing their regrets.

Same tactics- were adopted by Wash-
ington stations last summer—par-
ticularly when outraged churchmen
boycotted goods advertised over the
transmitters involved.

Eastern stations apparently .
have

adopted a, policy through which ad-
vances of Rutherford and his Wit-
nesses can be politely ducked. Group
—which is well-heeled by contribu-
tions from followers—has tried un-
successfully to buy time on several
important stations located on the At-
lantic seaboard.

Squawks against the Washington
and Colorado stations will be studied
by the Commish legal department,
but nature of punishment, if any,
probably will remain a secret until
winter business gets under way.

WBNS' Dilemma

Columbus, Sept. 27.
In answer to Catholic criticism of

Judge Rutherford's transcribed talks
on WBNS, Manager Richard A.
Borel has asked a board of citizens
of various religious faiths to pass on
all broadcasts of a controversial
nature.

Rutherford's London speech touch-
ed off the Catholic attack.

* An edi-
torial in the Columbus Catholic Co-
lumbian and severe criticism of the
Rutherford speeches from the Catho-
lic pulpit was followed by threats of
a boycott of the station. Local Catho-

lics brought pressure on merchants
who use WBNS.
WBNS is in a peculiar position in

regard to the Rutherrord talks. Sta-
tion was formerly owned by Ruther-
ford organization, Jehovah's Wit-
nesses, operating as WCAH. When
station was purchased by the Wolfe
newspaper interests it was stipulated
in the contract that WBNS should
continue to broadcast Rutherford's
discs, without recompense, as long as
the Judge's organization wished, as
part of the purchase price.

WBNS is currently broadcasting
the Rutherford transcriptions daily
at 6:30 a.m., with two broadcasts on
Sundays.

Toscaninl Due Oct. 5

Arturo Toscanini starts his new
series of concerts on NBC Oct. 15.

Is due in U. S. Oct. 5.

WHK School Offshoot

Cleveland, Sept. 27.

Outgrowth of WHK's series of 15-

minute educational programs for
schools last semester is a new short-
wave station, operated by municipal
school board, which began broad-
casting the three R's Monday (26) to

138,000 kids in public school system.
Station is a 500-watter, operating

on-41.5 megocycles, and will be heard
in 150 schools equipped with receiv-
ing sets. Each one also has a p.a.

system reaching all class-rooms.

Helen Diller, Canadian cowgirl
yodeler, who guested on WLW's
Boone County Jamboree show Sept.

16, has become a regular member of

the Crosley talent staff.

Washington, Sept. 27.

General tightening of government
supervision over relay broadcast sta-

tions has been started, with more
than two-dozen such transmitters
put on temporary license basis.

Purge of licensees who make little

or no use of the facilities is

scheduled.
As has been done with holders of

experimental permits, the Federal
Communications Commission expects
to hale on the carpet relay station

owners who do not seem to be ex-
ploiting their assignments to the
maximum. Sloths will be knocked
off the roost, in an endeavor to pre-
vent waste of limited number of
facilities.

Kay Kittendorf, Vi Thompson, Jean
Burnet, Nick Mariana and Tom
Campbell are additions to the cast of
'Dude Ranch,' 60-minute dramatic
musical show over KGVO, Missoula,
Mont.

will sell goods. Another
user demonstrates its value !

People listen to WSAI. Long a source of the

better programs. Favorable signal location

on the dial. NBC and Mutual outlet. Popu-

lar through advantages of big brotherWLW.

Constant accumulation of "results" im-

presses local buyers. Extremely wary local

advertising dollars insist on knowing who
got what—refuse to buy on opinion. Satis-

fied sponsors write, talk freely, and act de-

cisively. (See* letter)

.

LOCAL BOYS SEE
WSAI MAKE GOOD
Local dealer household appliances after year

and a half on WSAI led in Cincinnati sales

of Norge appliances. Gives WSAI much

credit. Positive that momentum from this

advertising carried him splendidly through

last spring slump,—but "give away" knife

—

hardly mentioned on recent program, bring-

ing 127 people to store clinched his faith in

WSAI efficacy.
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CELLAR-WATTIC SCRUBBING FORECAST

AS FCC'S INDUSTRY PROBE WIDENS

Curiosity Will Extend to Influence, Direct and In-

direct, of Networks Over Their Affiliates—Out-

line of Hearings Now Fairly Detailed

Washington, Sept. 27.

Prolonged hearings, ranging over a

far wider field than was originally

anticipated, appear certain in the

Federal Communications Commis-

sion's search for facts about need of

strict network regulation and extent

of monopoly in broadcasting. Testi-

mony taking opens Oct. 24.

Broadening of the issues will oc-

cur in the interval before the ses-

sions begin, with other economic and

administrative matters due for in-

clusion in the agenda. Four-man
committee expects to issue supple-

mental orders and statements of

problems to be analyzed, following

survey of additional data which has

been requested in the initial notice

of hearing.

Indictment, which indicates the

web-nionopoly crew will go over

much of the ground already sur-

veyed by the special committee con-

cerning technical rules and policies,

foreshadows a cellar-to-attic scrub-

bing as preliminary for tightening

of the Communications Act and pro-

mulgation of sterner regulatory

principles.

Not So Casual

In announcing the scope of the

study, the committee sprang numer-
ous surprises on industry observers,

who have been inclined to shrug off

the inquiry. Official bill of par-

ticulars gave the first hint the FCC
quartet headed by Chairman Frank
R. McNinch contemplates going into

such propositions as standards of ad-
vertising and entertainment, devel-

opment of talent, financial relations

5000^10009^

ALL YOU
NEED IN

CENTRAL OHIO

WEBB
ON THE NBC RED NETWORK
NRTIONRL REPRESENTATIVES
EDWARD PETRY & CO

with advertisers and agencies, and
dealings with wire companies.

While the notice shows the com-
mittee will delve into a wide range of

topics, the agenda was a disappoint-

ment to sortie reform groups and
critics of FCC operation, -it^- was
noted in many quarters there was no
direct reference to the so-called

Westinghouse leases—basic patterns

for contracts which .affect more than

a score of stations—and the outline

did not place emphasis on the way
stations treat religious, cultural, civic,

labor,. and political groups.

Westinghouse-NBC relations will

be explored, although the notice did

not direct the owner of the stations
1

managed and serviced by the web to

appear as a respondent, it was ex-

plained. General instructions told

the chains to be ready for quizzing

on all relations with affiliates and
demanded detailed statements from
all licensees about pacts with third

parties involving management, oper-

ation or control of transmitters.

These omnibus paragraphs are con-

sidered to comply with the resolution

adopted last spring telling the

probers to find out whether the NBC-
Westinghouse relations are legal.

Network Influence

Inquiry into the third-party aspect
is due to be most important. Nearly
half of the points listed for examina-
tion have a direct or roundabout re-

lation to complaints -

that networks
exercise an excessive degree of con-
trol over the operations of affiliates,

that advertisers can put pressure on
station managers, and that financial

interests are able to pull wires. The
Commish said specifically in an ex-
planatory statement that it 'will ex-
plore the field of so-called 'lease' and
'management' contracts under which
persons other than authorized
licensees may exercise influence over
station management.' <

In connection with this subject, the
FCC ordered three national webs-^-
CBS, NBC and Mutual—as well as i5

regionals to present data and send
responsible officials to take the
stand, besides calling on every one
of the individual stations for what'
ever information they may have
which would be useful in getting a

complete picture. Parties made re

spondents are:

Arrowhead Network (Minnesota),
California 'Radio System, Colonial
Network, Don Lee System, Hearst
Radio, Intercity System,. King
Trendle Broadcasting Corp. (Michi
gan), North Central System (Min
nesota), New York Broadcasting
System, Oklahoma Network, Penn
sylvania Broadcasters, Pennsylvania
Network, Quaker Network, Texas
State Network, Virginia Broadcast
ing System, WLW Line Group, Wis-
consin Radio Network and Yankee
Network.
Data which the commish wants

for use in reaching conclusions on
the remote-control angle covers his

tories, financial arrangements, state

ment of rights of networks and af

filiates concerning substitution of

pro'grams, time used for either com-
mercial or sustaining '\veb programs?

j
contractual relations between net-

I
works and advertisers or agencies,
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stock ownership and sort of service

provided.

Social phages will be scrutinized

closely, with a view to determining
whether facilities are being wasted
through unnecessary duplication of

programs. Both chain features and
transcriptions will be ogled. Net-
works are required to give concrete

facts about the extent of dual ser-

vice in both primary and secondary
areas of their outlets, showing the

population which theoretically can
pick up programs from more than
one source. Individual stations were
directed to submit sworn statements

regarding the kind and amount of

platters used, while transcription

makers were invited to appear for

quizzing about the quality of record-

ings as well as their financial oper-

ations.

Network duplication will be thor-

ughly considered, the FCC statement
said, noting that- considerable info

already has been compiled in con-
nection with engineering studies.

Necessity for providing services from
more than one outlet and advisability

of limiting such operation will be
taken up.

Multiple ownership naturally will

come in for weighing. Commish has
been checking stock holdings for the
purpose of finding out about unre-
vealed links and expects

_
to offer

'revealing evidence' on the' subject.

Special questionnaire was sent out
recently in search for more complete
dope than can be found in the files.

Regulators have become concerned
about danger of small groups' dom-
inating facilities in certain areas and
building up virtual local monopolies.
Economic structure of radio, al-

though already surveyed by the en-
gineering group, will be micro-
scoped.

(
Among the issues to be ex-

amined are the classification of sta-

tions composing networks and the
reasons for signing up or breaking
off with various affiliates.

First notice of hearing makes it plain

that other propositions may be taken
up.- All licensees were told they will

be advised shortly whether the com-
mish will require any witnesses to

tell about operation of individual
stations.

Door was thrown wide open for

all axe-grinders, who are expected
to turn out in substantial numbers.
Committee said the hearings will be
open to any person or organization
desiring to present evidence on any
of the matters carded for considera-
tion.

Extend Australian License Term

Sydney, Sept. 9.

Indications are that the Federal authorities will grant the plea of

commercial station operators that the term of their licenses be ex-
tended. At present it's for a year. The commercial contingent has
asked that it be extended to five years, but the prevailing belief is

that the Government won't make it for more than three years.

Non-Government controlled outlets say that once the extension

goes through, implying long-term protection for their investments,

they will step, up the quality of their program fare in a big. way.

BELITTLED GRANT'S PASS

Chamber of Commerce Protests

Radio Lawyer's Characterization

Grants Pass, Ore., Sept. 27.

Directors of the local Chamber of

Commerce objects to having the town
referred to as a 'crossroads country
village.' Letter containing this senti-

ment has been sent to the Federal
Communications Commission. Pro-
tested description was included in a

brief filed by attorneys for Mrs. W.
J, Virgin, owners of KMED, Medford,
opposing the setting up of a radio

station in Grants Pass.

Walter L. Read, president of the

Pacific Radio Corp., who is trying to

get a station license for Grants Pass,

called the C of C's attention to the
alleged slur. An FCC's examiner's
report had previously held that there
was no need for a station in this

town.

Read was formerly operator of

KOOS, Marshfield.

CITY CANT TAX

STATION WSB

Atlanta, Sept. 27.

Supreme Court of Georgia Friday
(23) ruled that WSB, owned by At-
lanta Journal, is engaged in inter-

state commerce and not subject to
city license tax upon 'local broad-
casters.'

Station contended it derived its

revenues from programs intended to
be heard outside of state of Georgia
as well as within state and was un-

v
able4"-to' -limit, its broadcasts to the
'borders1

'St'the state even if it de-
sired to do so.

'The lower court did not err in

finding that the radio station is not
doing the sort of business described
in the taxing ordinance or in en-
joining the present enforcement of
such a tax,' Supreme court ruled.

Hook, KGLO, on Leave
KGLO has had series of staff

changes. H. B. Hook, KGLO's 'Man
on the Street' has 60-day leave of
absence during which he head-
quarters at Des Moines as campaign
manager and chief press agent for
Gov. N. G. Kraschel.
Taking over Hook's 'Man on the

Streeter' is George Arnold. Arnold
also subs on ! the news, with Wade
Patterson taking care of the bulk of
the newscasting.
New to the staff are Gordon

Thomas, microphoner from WIBU at
Portage, Wis., and Milo Knutson to
sales.

Herbert Flaiff, WLW-WSAI, Cin-
cincinnati, special events director,
marrying Oct. 1.

Fans Petition NBC For

Rowswell on Series;

He's Rabid Pitt Bug

Pittsburgh, Sept. 27.

Hundreds of petitions, already
bearing more than 15,000 signatures,
are being circulated throughout tri-

state area urging NBC to assign
Rosey Rowswell to broadcast World
Series games in event that Pitts-

burgh Pirates cop the National
League flag. Rowswell has been
giving play-by-play accounts of

Pirate doings all season over KDKA
and WWSW, under cooperative spon-
sorship of General Mills and Socbny-
Vacuum, and has built up widest
following ever to be attained by a
sportcaster in this district.

Not only petitions, but also local
radio editors have gone to bat for
Rowswell with NBC, several col-

umns in three Pittsburgh dailies

having been devoted last few weeks
exclusively urging NBC's appoint-
ment of Rowswell. So far network
officials have announced no selec-

tions.

Only thing against Rowswell's ap-
pointment, in opinion of many ob-
servers, is his fanatic' Pirate par-
tisanship. Although okay for local

consumption ,and even quite neces-
sary in view of fans' wild-eyed
frenzy here at Pirate pennant cash,

it's figured this would eliminate him
for consideration in coast-to-coast
hook-ups.

New temporary Licenses

Washington, Sept. 27.

Five more transmitters last week
went. oil the..list of over 50 stations
which, for various reasons, havefbeen
"given only revokable short-term per-
mits, rather than regular six-months
licenses, during prolonged period.
No indication whether program com-
plaints, accusations of illegal opera-
tion, or because they are affected by
pending

' applications.

Four of the arixious-seaters
. won

normal tickets' but the long list of
managers who have only day-to-day
papers was increased at the weekly
session. Temporary documents of
KSD, St. Louis; WCOC, Meridian,
Miss.; WOW, Omaha, and WELI, New
Haven, were replaced with usual
douments as KFWB, Los Angeles;
WCAD, Canton, N. Y.; WYBO, Baton
Rouge; WBNX, Springfield, Vt, and
WBHP, Huntsville, Ala., went on the
tempo status.

WTMJ's Blurb Package
Milwaukee, Sept. 27.

WTMJ is putting through a new
announcement type of service. Of-
fering a 10-word station break an-
nouncement set-up for daytime use
exclusively.

Minimum on this basis is 10 such
spots daily on a 13-week non-can-
cellabe contract.

Radio Success

Stories Basis

Of Broadcasts

St. Louis, Sept. 27.

Success stories, achieved, by com-

mercial sponsors via radio will be

the basis of a series of 15 min pro-

grams to be broadcast over KMOX,
one a month, starting Thursday (28).

Merle S. Jones, general manager of

the local CBS outlet decided that

the achievement stories which are

used for plugging purposes through
brochures, direct mail stuff, etc,

could well be used as sustainers.

President of the Kroger Grocery
& Baking Co. or one of his local

representatives will be first to face
the KMOX mike and tell his em-
ployers what has been accomplished
as a biz builder by radio. Jones said

that the series will also feature
representatives of the automotive,
drug, beer and other industries.

Clay Center Station

Goes to Grand Island
Lincoln, Sept. 27.

KMMJ, Clay Center, Neb., moves
lock, stock and barrel to Grand Is-

land, Neb., next month. Station,
owned by Don Searle and managed
by Randy Ryan, has been one of the
state's leading farmer stations for
10 years, and the move takes it to

a town of three times the population
of its present stand.
KGF-W. Kearney, Neb., recently

opened a remote control studio in
Grand Island.

TUMS
Local Varieties

WLW and NBC
Tues.-Thurs., 7; 15 P.M. EST

means SuiineiS

Uv'Scdtimcie

LISTEN TO

DORIS RHODES
WABC

7:45 P. M. Wednesday : 0:15 P. M.
Thursdny; 5:30 1\ M. Friday

Mgt Columbia Artists Bureau
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HARTFORD HAS

A TASTE OF

FLORIDA

Hartford, Sept. 27.

Hitting Hartford at high speed,

hurricane drew the. three local radio

stations off the air for varying

periods while a flpod in progress at

the same time shuttered four local

theatres, three of them for one day,

and the other for at least a week.

WTIC, WDRC and WTHT were

forced off the air. At New Britain

WNBC was also forced off the air

as were all other stations in the

state, with the exception of one,

WTAR, in Waterbury, unaffected in

any way by the hurricane. WNLC
in New London had its entire trans-

mitting unit located on a dock, de-

stroyed by a tidal wave.

At station WTHT all commercial
committments were cancelled from
Wednesday through Friday. WTIC
and WDBC maintained their com-
mercial committments, but cancelled

all sustaining programs to broadcast

special bulletins. Both stations made
breaks on commercials' to broadcast

urgent messages and bulletins.

The 50,000 watter WTIC and
WDRC were forced off the air late

In the afternoon when high winds
dashed to the ground power lines

leading to their respective trans-

mitters in Unionville and Bloomfield.

WTHT escaped this fate because its

transmitter is located in the same
building with its studios.

WTIC returned to the air about 11

p.m. the same night and WDRC at its

regular time at 7 a.m. Thursday (22).

For some time Wednesday, WTHT,
wtih the exception of WATR, was
the only station in

- the state to be on
the air and was practically the only
means of communication .outside the

city as telephone, Western Union
and Postal lines were ineffective.

Instant that WTIC went off the

air, General Manager Paul W.
Morency organized WTIC's entire

staff on a 24 hour emergency basis

under Program Director Tom Mc-

McNinch 111 Again

Washington, Sept. 27.

Although supposedly all over
his stomach trouble, FCC Chair-
man Frank R. McNinch is back
in the hospital again, with no
indication when he will regrab
the reins. Returned for a rou-
tine check-up and was still in

the institution a week later.

Reports circulated again he
will ask to be relieved of the
Communications headache be-
fore the Congressional appro-
priations committees start ask-
ing their annual questions.

Cray, as ways and means were found
to be of assistance to state and civic

authorities and to individuals in

disseminating flood and hurricane in-

formation and advice.

The station's 7.5 meter short wave
transmitter WIXO was made avail-

able by Plant Manager J. Clayton
Randall to the American Radio Relay
League for personal messages and for

flood and hurricane reports which
were coming in rapidly over Trans-
Radio press wires to the Trans-Radio
Central Connecticut Bureau estab-

lished in the WTIC studios.

A five meter amateur network was
temporarily established in the Hart-
ford area by Engineer Fred Edwards
who located his short-wave trans-

mitter in the station's laboratory to

speed personal messages to points

where telephone communication and
electric power failed. The station

augmented its local and state news
coverage by reports from hams from
all parts of the state. An estimated
500 hams were in operation through-
out the entire period of the flood,

sending information, news, advice

and rendering other sorts of service.

Bridgeport, Sept. 27.

Big wash-out expected to nick
Pleasure Beach, city - operated
amusement park, for more than
$25,000. Biggest loss was damage to

new pier built in spring. WICC
transmitter's location on Pleasure
Beach made it tough going for
broadcaster.

Roton Point Park, South Norwalk,
hit throughout for more than $100,-

000 property wreckage, tidal wave
getting dock, seawalls, roads and sev-
eral rides.

ANOTHER CRISIS BRINGS NEW CASE OF

RADIO PUBLIC SERVICE IN HURRICANE
Boston Daily Praises Stations—Many Off Air as Big

Blow Topples Antenna—Messages, and News
Get Right-of-Way

Boston, Sept. 27.

Many a precedent was broken by
local radio stations here after the
hurricance swept through New
England. Because other key cities

suffered much more damage, Boston
became not only a rescue center,
but a focal point of news dissemi-
nation.

All Hub stations were swept off

the air as the high wind smashed
towers or lotherwise jammed up
power sources. WNAC and WAAB,
key stations of the Yankee and Co-
lonial nets, respectively, were back
on the air about 30 minutes after
they lost their power at Squantum.
Engineers under Paul Demars rig-
ged up an emergency circuit which
gave WNAC and WAAB transmis-
sion.

These stations, for hours, were
the only means of broadcasting
messages into isolated areas, and
early Wednesday night WAAB an-
nounced that it would broadcast all

during the night. At the same time
it was announced that personal mes-
sages would be broadcast to the
flood areas—and Wednesday night,

Thursday and Friday about 5,000
messages were broadcast—many of

them repeated several times. k

These two stations with the
Yankee and Colonial Network news
services kept between 75 and 80
men and women working on the
flood broadcasts; and there were
some volunteers from outside who
stepped in to help the work along.
One woman came into the Yankee-
Colonial headquarters ahd volun-
teered to answer phone calls which
were awamping the board. She
worked three hours on the job.

Direct line was run into- the state

house here and Wednesday night
numerous bulletins were sent put
from various state departments.

WEEI, Boston, also sent out per-
sonal messages Thursday. They
were off the air Wednesday night
but resumed Thursday morning.
WBZ was dead Wednesday night, all

day Thursday, and resumed broad-
casting Friday. WCOP was off only
three and a half hours, and also
broadcast messages Thursday.
WHDH was off Wednesday night
and Thursday. WMEX was off all

Wednesday night. WORL could not
resume until Friday morning after
being blanked at 4.45 Wednesday aft-
ernoon.
Boston Post, breaking precedent

in the usual rivalry between radio
and press, commended the work of
WNAC in their handling of the dis-
aster news and personal messages.

Albany, N. Y:, Sept. 27.

Socony sponsored a half-hour
evening Albany Area flood broadcast
over WABY via the station's mobile
short wave transmitter, with Gen-
Manager Harold D. Smith r -.entry

returned to his desk after a longe
period of recuperation in Florida,
working alongside of Forrest Willis.
It was the first time this *ype of
salvo had been on a commercial
basis here.

Keeping an eye to a sponsor's
business, Smith interrupted Willis to
note the fact that a Mobiloil station,

within their sight and partly flooded,
was still pumping gas and oil.

Worcester's Tribulations
Worcester, Sept 27.

Worcester's two radio stations,

WTAG and WORC, were heavy
losers in the hurricane. WTAG's
three tall steel towers in nearby
Holden, erected early last year, were
blown flat. Plans for immediate re-

construction are under way.
Two .of WORC's three poles in Au-

burn, which are a part of that sta-
tion's antenna system, were snapped
off, putting the station out of com-
mission until Sunday.
Two of the three WTAG towers

were 360 feet high, the other ?60. All
were designed to withstand a wind
velocity of 115 miles an hour.
About an hour before the WTAG

towers went down, the station had
shifted to its emergency power plant
because the service from the Holden
electric station failed. After the fall

of the towers, the station was oT the
air for six minutes and then resumed
service on its auxiliary transmitter
in a penthouse on the roof oL the
Telegram and Gazette building, and
using the antennae on the Bancroft
hotel and Park building.

About two hours later the station

went off the air again for 12 minutes,
and then resumed uninterrupted ser-
vice.

•*b Emergency Stations

Providence, Sept. 27.

Hard hit because of lack of elec-

tric power and flooding of valuable
technical and tuning equipment,
Providence's * Radio stations WJAR,
WEAN and WPRO, are running on
emergency rations. Estimate of
monetary loss is Impossible at this

time.

WPRO lost it's towers ahd tech-
nical and tuning equipment when
cellars were flooded along Barring-
ton Parkway. Station was off the
air from Wednesday (21) to Friday
(23) midnight It is how operating
under it's own power. A tractor and
motor are being used as a generating
unit.

WJAR operated from its power
station in Rumford. All programs,
day and night, have been restricted

to the broadcasting of emergency
messages to persons throughout the
country.

Bill Goodwin barking the NBC si«
for first time in nine years as an-
nouncer. Does the deed on - Bob
Hope's Pepsodent show.

. . he who laughs best

The "Guffaw Club" was a popular WKRC "stunt

broadcast." From the stage of a local movie theatre,

a contest for the loudest and most conjtagious guffaws

was broadcast. Prizes were given, laughs were plenti-

ful. All Cincinnati enjoyed another unique WKRC

broadcast. Some people call it "showmanship." We

think it's simply part of our daily job— operating

Cincinnati's aggressive radio station.

WKRC* COLUMBIA'S STATION FOR CINCINNATI

550 Kilocycles. Owned and operated by Columbia Broadcasting

System. Represented by Radio Sales: New York • Chicago

Detroit • Milwaukee • Charlotte, N. C. • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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Inside Stuff-Music

MUSIC-DANCE

Music Notes

Dick Himber thinks that Chappell has a hit on its hands despite itself

in 'Dream Dust' by J. Fred Coots and Haven Gillespie, judging by the

requests which force Himber to reprise it constantly. Chappell decided

to lay off plugging it because the Cole Porter tunes out of 'You Never

Know' came along and demanded all the plugging resources of the firm,

with decision to hold 'Dream Dust' batk until later.

That's not an uncommon occurrence, 'Lambeth Walk' being a recent

instance where returners from London forced the smart nitery maestros

to dig up copies and play it ad lib, even though Jack Mills was holding

back the American campaign due to a technical difference with the

London show managers from whence 'Lambeth Walk' originated. In the

case of 'Dream Dust,' while Chappell told the maestro they were laying off

plugging it pro tern, the Essex House (N.Y.) leader has been forced to

accede to requests. Another reason for Chappell's holding it back is a

desire to switch a few notes in the song, as the range is too tough for

vocalists.

Plan to erect a monument by subscription to the memory of John Philip

Sousa was accorded excellent coverage in the New York press last

week. Following the story the Times lauded the idea editorially. Sunday

(25) Damon Runyon devoted his column in the Mirror to the former

March King's memorial.
Conference of the National Council of Bandmasters was held early this

week in the offices of Joseph N. Weber, musicians' union head, for the

purpose of formulating final arrangements. These ^present included Weber
who is chairman of the movement, Gene Buck, Arthur Pryor, Dr. George

H. Gartland, Dr. Joseph Maddy, Edwin Franko Goldman, Capt. Francis

W. Sutherland, Lambert L. Eben and August Huebscher.

Ben Oakland and Sam Lerner
cleffed 'Everybody's Laughing,' to be
published by Kalmar-Ruby.

Eddie Cherkose and Walter Kent
doing the songs for 'Rodeo Buster'

and 'Colorado Sunset* at Republic.

Boss' Dl Magglo scoring 'Ride 'Em
Cowboy' for Coronado Films at

General Service studios.

Eddie Cherkose and Walter Kent
wrote 'Just a Busted Broncho Bus-

ter' for Republic's 'Rodeo Buster.'

Only a small portion of the 150,000 shares of Decca Records which

Reynolds & Co., Wall Street house, has just put on the market, came out

of the phonograph manufacturer's treasury. Edward T. (Ted) Lewis,

head of the British Decca setup which controls the American firm, dis-

posed of 133,000 shares of his Decca stock to Reynolds & Co., while another

17,000 shares was sold from the Decca treasury at $5 a share, with the

money received to be*treated as additional working capital. Reynolds

is asking $5.25 a share. It makes the first time that any Decca stock has

been made available to the American investment public.

Bound for Boston and the opening of Clyde Lucas orch at the Statler

Hotel there, Willard Alexander and Bill Goodhart of Music Corp. of

America were trapped on a train near New London, Conn., during the

height, of last week's hurricane and forced to spend the night aboard the

rattler. Pair left New York Wednesday (21) afternoon and arrived at

New London just in time to be caught in the middle of the storm.

Hiring a car Thursday morning the two managed to' reach New Haven
where they caught a train to New York, arriving late in the afternoon.

Lucas is in the Statler for four weeks, with Leighton Noble following.

. For the first time in several years the sheet bestseller list, as compiled
for the past week, gives the first five places to songs with film sources
Although a standard pop, 'Alexander's Ragtime Band' can attribute its

major counter revival only to its inclusion in the filmusical of the same
name. Judging from the call at jobbers with the start of the current week,
this list .of film tunes will be increased to seven in the next compilation
During the past three or four years it has been common for non-film
numbers to dominate the top groupings on best seller compilations.

Fourth installment of ASCAP's index of song titles has gone out; it

numbers 10,400. Thus, over 44,000 compositions have been, indexed anc
distributed to ASCAP licensees.

Victor Young Is scoring 'Flirting

With Fate' at Universal, with three

new tunes by Walter G. Samuels
and Charles Newman.

Lew Porter sold synchronization

rights to his song, 'Symphony of the

Prairie,' to "Edward Finney for a

Tex Ritter western.

Parian Meyers and Harvey William
Moore sold their song, "'Fisherman's

Chanty,' to Sol Lesser. Bobby Breen
will sing it in 'Fisherman's Wharf.*

Smiley Burnette wrote words and
music of 'Throwing the Bull' for

Republic's 'Rodeo Buster.'

Victor Young doing the musical

scoring for Max Fleischer's cartoon,

Gulliver's Travels,' in Miami.

Herbert Stothart finished scoring

on 'Sweethearts' at Metro and went
to work on 'The Wizard of Oz.'

Herb Waters, Chick Kardale and
Jimmy Franklin wrote a nursery-
rhyme swing song, 'R^in. Rain, Go
Away,' to be published by Exclusive.

Mort Green and Will Jason did

the musical score for Metro's 'Once
Over Lightly,' with four original

songs.

Screen Music, Inc., is supervising
the musical scoring on eight Tim
McCoy westerns for Victory Pro-
ductions.

Franz Waxman and Harry Tobias
cleffed 'The Young in Heart' for the
Selznick-International picture of

that title.. It will be published by
Leo Feist.
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New 'light' on Security Tax

Washington, Sept. 27.

Further clarification of the problem of deciding who is liable for-

social security tax payments on behalf of orchestra members was
given last week by the. Internal Revenue Bureau in an advisory

opinion concerning non-name bands. In accordance with former

interpretations, the Treasury held the individual who engages an

agent to recruit a team for specific engagements is the legal 'em-

ployer' and must make contributions, besides deducting the work-

ers' slice, under the old-age pension provisions of the act. This

is the procedure when the 'purchaser' of talent dictates the location,

time, and nature of the performance and the tunesters are not under

formal contract in a permanent organization.

If the agent who lines up the musicians performs as leader or a

member, he likewise is an 'employee' or the talent 'purchaser.'

Band Reviews

PENN WAYNE OBCHESTBA (13)

With Bonnie Chase, Don Juans (3)

Cafe Loyale, N. Y.
Formerly piano player and ar-

ranger with Don Bestor, Wayne is

new as a leader." His crew has
been in existence abou. six months,
but in that time has welded itself

into a smooth and danceable crew.
Spent the summer playing at the

Bluff House, Milford, Pa., where it

was heard and booked for the re-

opening of the Loyale. Spot has
never had a crew as large as this,

which includes two trumpets, two
trombones four sax, and four rhythm,
adding up to 12 pieces and Wayne.
Arrangements, most of which are

written bv members of the band,
call for never less than four pieces

riding together, that is, four beside
the rhythm. It makes for a velvety
tone that urges diners to dance,
and they do. Though essentially a
sweet combo, it occasionally does
break loose to ride for younger pa-
trons, but never employs an offen-

sive, blaring style.

Outfit isn't lacking in showman-
ship, either, its book including sev-

eral numbers in which the band
softly choruses the lyrics in unison.

Ronnie Chase of the brass section

handles the vocals and is occasion-
ally joined by two others to make
up the Don Juans (3). Chase or the
trio make good listening. Wayne
himself makes a neat appearance
stickwaving the crew.
In the past the Loyale has con-

centrated more on the table d'hote
rather than music as a lure, but it

currently has both.

ANDY KIRK Orchestra (IS)

With Mary Lou Williams, Pha Ter-
rell

I Apollo, N. Y.
|

Kirk's crew is from the midwest

MELTON SIGNED BY CHI

OPERA FOR NOVEMBER

James Melton has been signed for

a series of November appearances

with the Chicago Civic Opera Co.,

his first dates with that outfit. He
will do 'Madame Butterfly,' 'La Tra-
viata' and possibly 'Manon.' Tenor
Js also preparing 'Lucia,' 'Mignon,'

and 'Faust,' which will give him a
repertoire of six operas.

Attendance for Melton's appear-
ance in 'Butterfly' with the San
Carlo Opera Co., at the Center the-

ater, New York, last week was the
heaviest of the troupe's engagement.
There were between .500 and 600

Standees and more than that many
firere turned away.

Cleve. Symph Opens Oct. 13

Cleveland, Sept. 27.

Cleveland Symph jumps into its

21st season at Severance Hall Oct.

13 with .
Dr. Artur Rodzinski begin-

ning his sixth season as conductor,
and Rudolph Ringwall as associate

director.

Twelve pairs of concerts scheduled
this winter, in addition to regular
Eastern tour by symph in early
spring. Soloists to include Raya
Garbousova,. Artur Rubinstein, Ar-
tur Schriabel, Ruth Slenczynski, Jan
Smeterlin, Paul Wittgenstein in

Cleveland debut Georges En'escb
and Boris Goldovsky. Orchestra
also to play for Monte Carlo Ballet

Russe, due at Public Music Hall
Dec. 2.

— Armstrong" BuclnrffStoad^
Completing his picture chores,

Louis Armstrong left the «0ast Mon-
day (26) by plane^ for Baton Rouge,
La., where he picks up his band and
starts. on a one-nighter and theatre

tour.

Crew plays two successive dates

Jn Baton Rouge, opening Friday (30).

Date is really one but split into

White and colored hops.

Network Plugs, 8 A.M. to 1 A.M.
Following is a totalization of the combined plugs of current tunes on NBC (WEAF and WJZ), and CBS

(WABC) computed for the week from Monday through Sunday {Sept. 19-25). Total represents accumu-
lated performances on the two major networks from 8 a. m. to 1 o. m. In 'Source' column, * denotes film
song, t legit tunes, and 'pop' speaks for itself.

- GBAND
TITLE PUBLISHES SOURCE. TOTAL.

Stop Beating Around the Mulberry Bush. . BVC. . . Pop 52
Lambeth Walk Mills ;.Pop 38
Change Partners Berlin *Carefree 37
I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams Santly-Joy ,...*Sing You Sinners 35
What Goes on Here in My Heart Paramount *Give Me a Sailor. 33
So Help Me Remick Pop 31
A-Tisket A-Tasket Robbins Pop 31
Small Fry Famous *Sing You Sinners 30
Don't Cross Your Fingers Ager-Yellen '.; ..Pop 28
How Can We Be Wrong Crawford Pop 28
At Long Last Love Chappell tYou Never Know. 28
You Go to My Head Remick Pop 26
Heart and Soul Famous *A Song Is Born 25
Garden of the Moon Harms *Garden of the Moon 25
When Mother Nature Sings Her Lullaby .Santly-Joy Pop 24
Don't Let That Moon Get Away Santly-Joy *Sing You Sinners. 22
There's a Faraway Look in. Your ....Tenney ....Pop 22
If I Loved You More Words-Music Pop 21
My Own Robbins That Certain Age 19
I'm Gonna Lock My Heart..... Shapiro Pop 19
Now It Can Be Told Berlin •Alexander's Ragtime Band 19
I've Got a Date with a Dream Feist *My Lucky Star . . . 19
Why Doesn't Somebody Tell Me Thi Shapiro Pop 18
Alexander's Ragtime Band ABC ^Alexander's Ragtime Band 18
I Haven't Changed a Thing Mills ....Pop 17
You Never Know ...Chappell tYou Never Know.., 17
Lullaby in Rhythm ; Robbins Pop 17
Bambina ••. Spier Pop .. 1 .17
Love Is Where You Fi ...Harms "Garden of the Moon..- 15
The Yam ..Berlin *Carefree ' 15
Monday Morning. Witmaik Pop , 14
Put Your Heart in a Song Miller *Breakin the Ice 14
Could You Pass in Love? Feist My Lucky Star 14
My Walking Stick - Berlin *Alexander's Ragtime Band 13
When a Prince of a Fella Remick -.Pop 13
I Used to Be Color Blind Berlin *Carefree 15;

Toy Trumpet Circle *Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm . . 12
Summer Souvenirs BVC Pop
Girl Friend of the Whirli Harms *Garden of the Moon
All Ashore Shapiro Pop
Colorado Sunset Gilbert -Pop
Marilu ...Fox., Pop
The Night Is Filled with Music' Berlin ""Carefree
Who Blew Out the Flame Feist Pop
You're the Only Star in My Blue Heaven. Shapiro Pop
There's Something About an Old Love. ... Exclusive Pop

and has been climbing slowly to some
iavor among the jitterbugs of Har-
em. Put on a neat little show in it-

self here after shifting from the pit

where they play for the other acts

and skits.

Mary Lou Williams, whose Decca
recordings . of piano solos are best
sellers, is the band's regular pianist,

She and Pha Terrell, male vocalist,

add plenty to the band's appeal. Miss
Williams (Mrs. Kirk) is spotlighted

most of the time at the keyboard.
She clicks heavily but there's a little

1 00 much of her at the opening. First

;wo or three numbers' devotes the
>and to backgrounding her work on
the ivories. That could' be spread
more throughout to intersperse or be
included as a third chorus in num-
bers sung by Terrell. She's also a
composer and arranger and plays one
or two of her own compositions.

Terrell is evidently popular with
Apollo's audiences. He's in solid be-
fore he opens his mouth, and for good
reason. He looks good fronting the
band, sings well with it, and finally

winds up leading while Kirk is off in

the wings. Does 'So Help Me,' a tune
particularly suitable to his voice and
style, 'I'm Glad for Your Sake' and
'I'll Get Along Somehow.'
Band occasionally blasts, but not

too loud. It's the usual ,th£ee . trum-

,

pet, two trombone, Lfour sax, and four
rhythm setup. Kirk would make the
presentation look "better if he dis-

carded the .glaring white stands arict^

substituted ones of a softer color..;

Makes it look too gaudy.

EDDIE BE LANGE ORCH. (15)

With Elissa Cooper
Show Bar, Forest Hills, L. I.

De Laage has gathered a young
crew around his baton' since split-

ting with Will Hudson. When the

two came to the parting of the ways
Hudson took the original outfit,

which,, has since been disbanded be-
cause of its leader's temporary re-

tirement for a rest, and DeLange
went out and built a new one. It's

been riding at this Long Island spot

since last April and recently was
signed by Ed Fishman of the Wm.
Morris office- as part of the latter's

new band dept.
Average age . of the members of

the aggregation DeLange picked for

his start on his own is about 21

years. They're young but they
seem to know their stuff. One ob-
jectionable feature of the butfit is

its blasting. Not every number, of

course, but when it does start riding

sans mutes, it hurts. Show Bar is

not any too large to absorb it easily,

but on the other hand the Bar gets

a lot of shaggers, etc., who aren't

satisfied with anything else. De-
Lange has three trumpets, two trom-
bones, four saxes, four rhythm, him-
self and Elissa Cooper,»vocalist.
When the arrangements call for

the four saxes to come up, with
muted brass in the background, the

crew sends smoothly and solidly for

thdse who like silky dance music.

On the showy side DeLange and his

crew show up well. Leader handles
vocals, too. although on night caught
was suffering with a cold.

DeLange mixes easily and evi-

dently is well liked by Bar's patrons.

Often cuts in on dancers to give his

version of the shag: and Lindy.
Elissa Cooper has a swell set 01

pipes and an engaging mike person-

ality that sets her solid. She and

the band and DeLange do a 'John

Peel' number that's exceptionally

well done.

12
12
12
11
11
11
11
11

.11
No Wonder Crawford +Hellz-a-Poppin ' 11
'

9
9
9
9
9
8
8
8
8

Is That the Way to Treat a Sweetheart. . . . Olman Pop
Flat Foot Floogee Green Bros Pop
Love of My Life ABC Pop
When the Circus Came to- Town Shapiro Pop
Little Kiss at Twilight , Paramount *Give Me a Sailor.
On Sweetheart Bav Witmark Pop
A Mist Over the Moon ABC Pop
I Let a^Song Go Out of My Heart.

Jersey Spots Perking

New Jersey has three dance spots

set to go all winter. Mosque has re-

cently been active as a Saturday

night dancery while the Elks Club

and Continental have also spurted.

Labor trouble holds back Mosque

from developing into a prime spot.

House insists on hiring of six spe-

cial cops with renting of huge dance

space. However, has been running

Saturday and Sunday night promo-

tions at 75c. Elks is also a week-

end affair. Continental, not so new,

going more for semi names lately.

Where in the World ." Feist
.'

.'

"

.' .' .' .' .' .'
.*

.' .' .' .' .' .' .' * .' ." .' .'

*Josette V. 8 Georgie Stoll joined Herbert Stot-

Teacher's Pet Marks Pop - 8 1
hart °n the scoring of Metros me

I Married an Angel Robbins tl Marri 8 I Wizard of Oz.'
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REHEARSE CONTROL
Not in the Script

Although they had been distributed among members of the
;

American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers as a good
'

will building stunt, autograph cards with the ASCAP insignia are

being used by Broadway bookmakers on which to record their bets.

The bookmakers got the cards from the ASCAP writers.

Autograph card was E. C. Mills' idea. He thought that people

meeting writers would be glad to get their autographs and, instead

Of putting their monikers on miscellaneous paper, the writers could

do the inscribing on neat little cards containing an embossed ver-

sion of the ASCAP seal. On second thought, packets of these cards;

were also sent to publisher-members of the Society. The latter are

wondering who would be interested in their autograph unless it is

on a check.

Another Mills idea is that of stamping the words 'Justice for

Writers' on envelopes mailed from ASCAP offices.

Whiteman on 35c Decca Discs;

New Attitude of Recording Artists

Marking a comeback to the phono-

graph records after an absence of

Borne two years, Paul Whiteman will

make Decca records, the first time

he's gone on a 35c label. Even for

RCA Victor, where he was long an
exclusive artist, Whiteman refused

to go on RCA's companionate Blue-

bird label, because of the 35c price,

although it's known that these priced

disks outsell the "75c platters by far.

Guy Lombardo is another Victor

artist going back to Decca, although

that band's radio sponsor at one time
influenced the Lombardos to return

to* Victor on the theory that the 75c

tag and the RCA auspices gave the

'^bahd greater prestige.
:

However, today recordings are

chiefly looked upon by artists for

their exploitation worth. There's

also a vanity angle, although it's

principally that of pride of achieve-

ment. If a recorder makes a good
waxing, it's a proud feat.

Bing Crosby's Stance

Bing Crosby is one who ofttimes

tellj Jack Kapp, prez of Decca, that

the mone^he gets from the record-
ings isn't anything compared to the

satisfaction from doing a good cut-

ting. Still, says Kapp, Crosby today
ia perhaps the top-priced pop record-
ing artist, his wax earnings coming
te around $35,000 Or $40,000 a year,

oh a guarantee and royalty basis.

Crosby, however, prefers to stay with
Decca, although American Recording
Corp. (Brunswick) at one time of-

fered hiftl the heretofore unheard-of
price of $3,000 a record, knowing it

couldn't ctime" but, but relying on
Crosby to be a standard-bearer and
exploitation medium for the rest of
the catalog.

Whiteman will feature a swingo
unit as pfirjt of his large combo, in*
eluding eight jivesters, the Modern*
aires quartet and Jack Teagarden.
Latter wili also have a sub-unit of
his dwn on Decca. Whiteman has
already cut 12 side's, first of Which
will be released Oct. 6.

Jan Garbers Patch Up

Pittsburgh, Sept.. 27.

Jan Garber and his wife, the
former Dorothy Comegys, were
reconciled here last week after a

separation of almost a year. Mrs.
Garber obtained an interlocutory de-

cree of divorce in Hollywood several

months ago but parting wouldn't
have become permanent until De-
cember, reunion calling whole thing
off.

Maestro's missus is a sister of

Claiborne Foster, former legit

actress, and Katherine Comegys,
Broadway player who last appeared
in 'Whiteoaks.'

PUBS' PIANISTS

SIPPING PLUCS

Complaints Heard Sustain-

ing Singers Are Insulated

Against Contact with
Smaller Houses

'COACHING* AS IN

Garber orchestra is current at the
New York Strand, his first Broadway
date in 12 years.

ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE'S

CLEVELAND OFFICE

RacRwell-O'Keefe, Inc., proposes to
o^tt a Cleveland office within the
next 60 days. Organization has a
number of dance alliances in that
area which it thinks could be best
M

^*
lced through a local branch.

Manager for the Cleveland office
will be designated after the lease for
We offices has been closed.

AVAILABILITY

FROM AS IS

All availability ratings for publish^
ers in the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers will

have to remain as is until a special

committee appointed last May-v:td
study the question of availability

system revision has reported its find-

ings to the ASCAP board. Special

committee will hold its first meeting
the early part of October.

Pfesent availability Committee de-

cided last week to go into temporary
retirement after It had heard a num-
ber of protests from publishers seek-

ing availability rate increases. As a
result of this action the availability

setup became frozen until, either the

special committee submits a new
plan acceptable to the ASCAP pub-
directors or it becomes obvious that

this committee will be unable to ar-

rive at more satisfactory formula.
Special committee consists of

Johnny O'Connor, Henry Spitzer,

Lou Diamond, Walter Kramer, Gene
Buck, John G. Paine and Er,C. Mills.

Robbins Ambles West

*
bobbins is" en route to the

<~oast by easy stages, stopping off in
•everal keys before making his Hol-
lywood contacts.

»jX??
ter Do™»l<ison, a staff Metro-

w&bbins writer, left Monday (26) for
quiver City to resume tunestering
Wr M-G.

ufc i!?
Pokrass and Walter Bullock

wrote two ditties, 'Song of th«
«tusketeers' ahd 'My Lady,' for 'One
'<* All' at i20th-Fox.

Welk's Engagement*
Milwaukee, Sept. 27.

Lawrence Welk closes his three-

week engagement at the Hotel

Schroeder in Milwaukee Thursday
(29). From here he goes to Chicago

Friday (30) to make eight disks for

Brunswick. Saturday (1) he plays

at the Coliseum in Greensburg, Pa.;

Sunday (2) one-niter at Cleveland,

and Monday (3) due for return stint

at the William Penn, Pitts. Welk
will play there till Jan. 1, '39. This

is his third stretch at the William

Penn, making & total of seven months

during '38.

Schroeder bills Eddie Varzos and

a new floor show Friday (30).

'My Heart Is Walking,' being used

in the show at Queens Terrace,

Jackson Heights nitery. has not yet

been published. It was written by

Walter Seligman, of the N. Y.

Criterion theatre staff.

Smaller music firms are complain-

ing that the practice common among
publishing-house piano-players of

swapping plugs among themselves

for mike singers they regularly re-

hearse shows signs of developing into

a serious evil. This logrolling angle

stems from the circumstance that

most sustaining vocalists lack their

own coach-accompanists and must
depend on pianists on publishers'

payrolls for this service.

Out of such alliances there has, it

is charged, evolved a peculiarly in-

vincible 'closed .shop,' with the
chances of outsiders getting a plug'

becoming tougher as the networks
continue to reduce the number of

sustaining singers. This ring, it is

said, operates on the procedure of a
publisher's staff pianist offering a
plug on the programs of the singer
he regularly rehearses if the piano-
player with another firm will do the
same thing in the case of the singer
that the latter is handling. With five

or six of these pianist-rehearsers

joined in a swapping setup it would
become practically impossible for
any outsider to crack the repertoire
of a sustaining vocalist.

Some of the rehearsing publishers'

pianists, their paycheck sources and
the sustaining vocalists they have
under their wing follow:
Freddy Cohn (Harms) Nola Day.
Walter Fleischer (Famous) Del

Casino.
Terry Shand (Shapiro-Bernstein)

Rose-Marie, Barry McKinley.
Moriy Howard (Robbins) Ink

Spots,

Fred Phillips (Leo Feist, Inc.)

Dick Todd, Carol Weyman.
Ticker Freeman (Miller) Barry

.Wood.
? George Schottler (Remick) Ray
Heatherton.

Davis Wholesales Sheet Music

To Kresge at 9-10c; to Retail at 15c

Musical Sequel

Something new in music, a

sequel, is being readied by Al
Feldman who wrote *A-Tisket,

A-Tasket.' Second addition will

have Ella Fitzgerald singing 'I

Found My Yellow Basket.'

Will be recorded, Oct. 5 by
Decca with Chick Webb's band
and Miss Fitzgerald vocalizing.

Robbins will publish.

NAB MORE SONG

BOOTLEGGERS

Investigations conducted by the

copyright protection bureau of the

Music Publishers Protective Associa-

tion resulted last week in the return

of indictments by. a Federal grand

jury in Philadelphia against 10

alleged peddlers and distributors of

bootleg songsheets. Arthur Hoffman
and John Wiener, operating for the
MPPA, turned their evidence over to

the Federal Bureau of Investigation

and the latter after doing some prob-
ing of their own relayed what they
had to the office of the U, S. district

attorney in Philadelphia.
Group indicted consists of Morris

Fisher, Sidney Fisher, Abraham
Rosen, Hyman Rubin, Lawrence
Malare, William Calvin, Herman Lis,

Harry D. Nadler, Joseph Feldman
and Anthony Bombaro. There have
-been several convictions against Mor-
ris Fisher on similar charges.

In Special Sessions court, New
York, Murray Eisenberg last week
was sent to the workhouse on
charges of peddling contraband song-
sheets. It was his third conviction.

FRANK TRACT BOOKING
Frank Tracy, who batoned under

the name of Tracy Brown and for

the past three and a half years pro-
duction manager of the Tower,
Kansas City, has opened a booking
office in Oklahoma City.

Donaldson, Piqued at Title Similarity,

Moves to Halt New Blue Heaven

Walter Donaldson has started pro-

ceedings against Shapiro, Bernstein
aiming to estop the publication of a

song titled 'There's a New Star in My
^Blue ... Heaven,' which he charges-

impinges upon the lyric and title of

'My Blue Heaven/ George Whiting
will probably be coupled In the ac-

tion, being credited with collabora-

ting with Donaldson who has been
ih New York for several months.
Stated that he is encouraged to pro-

tect the property by the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers.

Jack Robbins, head of Feist, Inc.,

which has u een handling Donaldson
numbers is understood not to have
protested the publication of the Sha-
piro, Bernstein song of similarity

and there is tension between the
composer and Robbins. Donaldson
proposes to Withdraw his copyrights

from that office, either Irving Berlin
or T. B. Harms getting them. 'My
Blue Heaven' is among the best sell-

ing songs ever written.

Composer also intends seeking in-

junctions against the radio chains,

restraining them from using the

'Star' song. He. is being represented

by attorney Frederick E. Goldsmit'i.

Infringement claim has been made
against Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. in

connection with the tune, 'Cry, Baby,
Cry.' Through local counsel, William
Weiss, of Pittsburgh, last week noti-

fied the publishing firm that the
melody of 'Cry, Baby, Cry' was
similar to a song, 'Cry Baby,' which
he has on file with the Register of

Copyrights in manuscript form.
Weiss also claims that he had at one
time submitted the manuscript to

this publishing house.

Shapiro-Bernstein In return of-

fered to leave it to any musical au-
thority selected by Weiss to decide
whether the melodies were alike. It

also stated that there were over 50
songs with the title 'Cry Baby' copy-
righted in Washington, one of these
being a number by Lucky Roberts
which it published itself in 1923.

Shilkret, Jane Froman On
RCA Gershwin Memorials
RCA Victor is issuing a special

memorial album of recordings of the
late George Gershwin's tunes. Set
includes 32 waxihgs of hits the com-
poser wrote for various stage mu-
sicals and pictures.

Platters were cut by Nat Shilkret's

orch. with Jane Froman doing the
vocals, seconded by Felix Knight,
Sonny Schuyler and a choral group.
Shilkrat did the arrangements.

Max Steiner finished musical score
for 'The Sisters' at Warners.

At the solicitation of Joe Davis

the Kresge store chain will introduce

15c sheet music on its counters.

Floyd Hitchcock, Kresge buyer,

while on a visit to New York yester-

day (Tuesday) said that he had
agreed to make 'Shame, Shame, Go
Away,' a number which Davis has
both written and published, the in-
itial step in an experiment to force
down the price of sheet music. It

is apparently Hitchcock's intention
to show what can be done in stimu-
lating sheet sales if the 1 price is

right.

Davis will wholesale this tune to
Kresge for 9-10c which will allow
the chain to take care of its 40%
gross markup. Wholesale prices
which now -prevail in the industry
are 20c, 22c and 25c, with Kresge
retailing them at a flat 35c.
Davis has been assured by Hitch-

cock that he will receive the maxi-
mum of window and counter mer-
chandising" displays for his tunes.
It is' also Davis' intention to retail
orchestrations at 25c.

DISC LICENSE

UNIFORM AS

OF SEPT. 30

Publishing firms affiliated with,

the mechanical tights bureau of the

Music Publishers Protective Asso-

ciation are under instruction not fo>

issue any licenses direct to pho-
nograph record manufacturers after
Sept. 30. It is on the following day
that this bureau, acting for the en-
tire pop trade, excepting the Metro-
Robbins group, will put its new li-

censing form into effect. This new
license will cover not only the right
to manufacture but the right to
make an arrangement of a copy-
righted work.
MPPA's heads last week ex-

pressed the hope that the record
manufacturers would accept this
amended license in a co-operative
spirit and that if the latter elected
to make an. issue of it the MPPA
was prepared to go into the courts
and vseek to establish the right' of
the copyright owner to license any
arrangements of his work. There
will be no added fee asked for rec-
ords made for home use, but it is

proposed to enter into negotiations
later with the record manufacturers
for the payment of a special royalty
for discs used in coin-operated ma-
chines.

BLIND BENEFIT IN

MADISON SQ. OCT. 31

Combined third and fourth Blind
Musician concert, originally sched-
uled for Sept. 14, will be put on at
Madison Square Garden, N. Y., Oct,
31. Idea for this one will put jitter-

bugs who find it hard to resist hot
sending in the arena, and allow 'em
to go to town for the edification of
more reserved payees in the balcony.
Bands which are sought for the

affair, most of which are not definite-
ly committed as yet are: Larry Clin-
ton, Tommy Dorsey, Raymond Scott,
Count Basle, Cab Calloway and an-
other strictly dance outfit for smooth
rhythm for after show terping of

the customers who'll watch the jit-

terbugs swing out. Tariff will range
from 50c to $2.50.

War Scared Bill Bardy
Bill Bardy, singer-maestro, back

after eigh^ years ji Etjroj^i W-»'-3«
of the war scares and refusal of

consulates to extend visas.

Formerly on NBC,
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New England Cream Territory, Goes

On Fritz for Touring Orchestras

BAND BOOKINGS

Claude Hopkins, Hollywood Rest.,

Tonawanda, N. Y., Oct. 1, one week.

Dance bands in, or scheduled for

dates in the one night territory in

New England, found most of their

dates gone with the big wind fol-

lowing last week's storm. Concen-

trating most of its force in Connecti-

cut, Rhode Island, and Massachusetts

which, with the rest of the New Eng-

land states, is considered one of the

most lucrative areas for touring out-

fits, the blow washed out even loca-

tion dates.

. Bunny Berigari, who was down for

two weeks at the Ritz, Boston, open-
ing Monday (19) arrived there to

find the roof bandstand smashed be-

yond use and the canvas covering
(normally used to protect patrons
from sudden squalls) nowhere in

sight. When Berigan managed to re-

turn from the Hub Friday (23) he
brought with him Johnny Napthbn.
a trumpeter who went up for a try-

out with the band and had to swim
half a mile from the rattler he was
on near Providence. Cat thumbed
the rest of the way and arrived
looking like something another cat
had dragged in.

Chick Webb was flushed out in the
middle of a week at the State, Hart-
ford, where he was supposed to

draw $4,250. Business was so good
the first day the house changed the
payoff arrangement to give Webb
A percentage and more coin—along
came Jupe and melted that to about
half of what he would have received
under the original contract. State
had 12 feet of water in the house and
was expected to be closed for another
week. But pumpers went to work
and the stand brings in Paul White-
man, Friday (30). Webb had six
one-nighters cancelled also.

One Ballroom Ruined

Two Charlie Scribman ballrooms
were eased out of the picture too, one
temporarily and the other will have
to be :entirely rebuilt. Southland in
Boston is undergoing repairs and

Danceland, New London, one of the
hardest hit towns beside Providence,
was completely destroyed. Charlie
Barnet had to cancel a private party
date his crew was down for, and
Sammy Kaye, who had three one
nighters erased, got two of 'em
back. Was down for Providence
Saturday (24) and North Adams, and
Worcester, Mass. Latter two were
rescheduled but Providence stayed
out.

Opinion of bandleaders and book-
ers is that it will be several weeks
before transportation facilities and
repairs on ballrooms, etc., will al-

low- the territory to resume a normal
stride.

CANADA SAYS

IF WAR COMES

"WE CANCEL'

Xavier Cugat, Arcadi a-Inter-

national, Philadelphia, Sept. 26.

Artie Shaw, Chase hotel,

Sept. 30.

is,

Threatening war clouds in Europe
were back of a notice received by
Paul Whiteman's New York office

this week anent three dates he's

down for in Canada next month
Scheduled for Oct. 6 at Montreal, the
7th at Ottawa, and the 8th at To
ronto, note explained they would be
automatically cancelled in the event
of war before Oct. 4.

Explanation is that if England is

drawn into the fracas Canada goes
along, and the country will be much
too busy to think about attending
musical concerts. Whiteman's office

is formulating plans to consolidate
the three dates if the

.
fight starts,

and make it one big affair for ben-
efit of the Red Cross or some worthy
organization.

Gordon and Rovl's Lattst »nd Greatest Score!

I'VE 60T A DATE WITH A DREAM

COULD YOU PASS IN LOVE

THIS MAY BE THE NIGHT

BY A WISHING WELL

rrom the 20th Century -Fox Picture.

"My Lucky Star"

Bisser Than That Old Feeling"!

WHO BLEW OUT THE FLAME?

By Mitchell Parish and Sammy Fai

Honolulu's No. 1 Song Hit

A SONG OF OLD HAWAII

By Gordon Beecher and Johnny Nobl

the Year's Most Beautiful Ballad

MIDNIGHT ON THE TRAIL

By Clay Boland and Blckley Reichner

From the M-G-M Picture "The Great Waltz"

ONE DAY WHEN WE WERE YOHNG

By Oscar Hammerstein II and Johann Strauss I.

Hal Kemp, Drake hotel, Chicago,
Oct. 8.

Vincent Travers, International Ca-
sino, N. Y., Oct. 6.

Neil Golden, De Witt Clinton hotel

Albany, N. Y., Oct. 1.

Anson Weeks, Roosevelt hotel,

New Orleans, Oct. 8.

Glenn Miller, Roseland-State ball

room, Boston, Sept. 30, with two CBS
coast-to-coast hookups, weekly via

Charlie Shribman.
Blanche Calloway, Apollo, N. Y.

Oct. 7; Howard, Washington, pet,

21; State, Hartford, Nov. 6.

Joe Venuti, Book-Cadillac hotel,

Detroit, Oct. 6.

Frank Trornbar, Adolphus hotel

Dallas, Oct. 13.

Frank Dailey, Meadowbrook Club,

Cedar Grove, N. J., Sept. 27.

Lanny Mclntire,- Nicollet hotel

Minneapolis, Minn., Oct. 20.

Segar Ellis, Sui Jen Cafe, Galves
ton. Tex., Sept. 25.

Grant Thompson, Wellington hotel,

N. Y., Sept. 24 afte^ Coast stay.

Ernie Hoist, El Morocco, N. Y.,

Sept. 28, after exiting Glass Hat,
N. Y.

Strollers, Aristocrats of Rhythm,
Jefferson hotel, Peoria, 111.. Sept. 2C;

Two B's, Vendome hotel, Evansville,
Ind., Oct. 10; Versatillions, Thomas
Jeferson hotel, Birmingham, Ala.

Seot. 30.

Rita Rio, Moonlight Gardens, Sagi
naw. Mich., Oct. 21 through Nov. 6.

Lang Thompson, Muehlebach hotel,

Kansas City, Oct. 7.

Lou Breese, Stanley theatre, Pitts-

burgh, Sept. 30. one week.
Don Redman, Savoy ballroom

N. Y., Oct. 11, replacing Erskine
Hawkins.

Strollers, Balladiers, Nelson hotel,
Rockford, 111., Oct. 3.

Eddie Camden, Crystal Terrace,
Louisville, Ky., SeDt. 26. Jack Cofr
fey replaces Oct. 13.

Jimmy Richards, Lantz's Merry-
Go-Round, Dayton, O., Oct. 3.

Charlie Barnet,
.
Randolph Macon

college, Ashland, Va., Sept. 30.

Tony
.
Salamack,, Blue Meadow

Club, Lexington, Ky., Oct. 1, indef.

15 Best Sheet Music Sellers

Art Landry, Ann Butler

Wfll Tour with Unit Of

Harvest BaH Winners

Orchestra pilot Art Landry has
organized some winners of the New
York Daily News 1938 Harvest Moon
Ball to tour with his outfit through
the fall. Mrs. Landry (Ann Butler),
goes along. No dates set yet but

|.tour of theatres, ballrooms, etc., is
expected to get under way about
Oct. 15.

Teams hancocked are the waltz
pair and all around champs, Sylvia
Teitleman and Walter Bourie; Lil-
lian Warga and Luciano DeLucia,
tango; Rose Kuhn and Anthony
Yocavino, rhumba; Grace Murray
and Nick Haas, shag winners, and
the two runner-up teams in the latter
division.

(Week ending Sept. 24, 1938)

*I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams Santly-Joy
Alexander's Ragtime Band . . .

.

; ABC
Now It Can Be Told Berlin
Change Partners '.Berlin
Small Fry Famous
A-Tisket, A-Tasket ' Robbins
What Goes on Here in My Heart. . . . . . .Paramount
I've Got a Date With a Dream Feist
I'm Gonna Lock My Heart

, Shapiro
When 'Mother Nature Sings Her Lullaby Santly-Joy
So Help Me Remick
Music, Maestro, Please Berlin
Garden of the Moon Harms
You Go to My Head 7 Remick
Stop Beating Around the Mulberry Bush..; BVC
Indicates filmusical song. t Indicates stage production song

The others are pops.

On the Upbeat
Herman Waldmtin gets a two

weeks' renewal on his Memphis date
with Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City,
and then Schr'aders, Milwaukee, to
follow.

Matty Malneok christened his new
swing band the St. Louis Blues orch
Outfit is playing in picture of that
name at Paramount.

Lou Silver is recording 'Suez*
20th-Fox with 100-piece ork.

at

Artie Shaw goes into the Lincoln
hotel, N. Y., Oct. 26 for the season
Billy Halliday will do the vocals.

Eddie DeLange looks set for the
Bandbox, 52nd St. niterie.

Ray Herbeck into Willows, Pitts-
burgh, Tuesday (27) for indef stay,
replacing Dick Gardner, who after
flock of one-nighters opens at Chez
Paree in Omaha Oct. 6.

Ted Weems opened a six-week
stand at the Palomar in L. A.

Frank Trombar opens four-week
stand at the Adolphus hotel, Dallas,
Oct. 13.

Joe Venuti into the Book Cadillac,
Detroit, Qct,;*6,

Mark Warnow Blue Velvet orches
tra date at the Paramount, N. Y.,
with Raymond Scott's Quintet has
been deferred until Oct. 19. Orig
inally scheduled for Oct. 12.

Bruno, piano, have quit Clarence
Fuhrman's WIP Philly house band
to join Bill Shannon and Al Subel
in a combo which recently opened
in the cocktail room at the Warwick
hotel.

Faith Carlton Rhumba Rhythm
Boys, taken over by Rockwell-
O'Keefe this week. A new Coast out-
fit.

Jeanne D'Arcy, vocalist, back" with
Johnny Messner's band at the Mc-
Alpin hotel, N. Y., after short vacash.

Tommy Dorsey and Jan Garber al-
ready set for Professional Music
Men's benefit at Manhattan Opera
House, Oct. 9.

Abe Lyman opens at the Roose-
velt, New Orleans, Nov. 30 for a
minimum of four weeks.

Art Schutt Reorganizes

Bowing out of Metro's music dept.

on the coast, Arthur Schutt, pianist

and arranger, Is in New York to put
the final touches on a new dance
band of his own. Crew started re-

hearsals Monday (26).

Crew will probably book through
Rockwell-O'Keefe.
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KRUPA TO PACIFIC SPOT
"Gene KrUpa orch heads for the

coast the latter part of this month
to go into the Palomar, L. A., Nov. 2
for six weeks with an option for a
second six. In between the band
plays a series of one-nighters and
split week theatre dates, last in Mil-
waukee Oct. 21-27.

At the coast dancery the crew will
have its first web wire. Band has
only been on the air two or three
times since its debut.

Sammy Kaye's Radio Time
Sammy Kaye orchestra will have

three and a half hours of air time a
week from the Commodore Hotel,N .Y., where it opens Friday (30).
Will be split into five half hours
Monday through- Friday and a full
hour Saturday' afternoons from 5 to
6 p.m.

Latter will be for homecoming
football crowds and selections will
concentrate on songs of colleges
whose teams' played that afternoon.
Also will include guest stars, Billy
Rose being named for the leadoff.

California Ingenues
Count Bernivici's unit.

added to

Eddie South- with Joe Glaser.

Red Nichols start a two week date
at the Show Boat, Ft. Worth Fri
day (30).

Jack Walton booked into Hotel
Schenley, Pittsburgh, for fall and
winter dance season opening next
month. It's a new crew just organ-
ized by Walton, who for years was
first violinist and leader of Herman
Middleman crew.

Vincent Travers into the Interna-
tional Casino Oct 5 to play the
show.

Little Jackie Heller, currently in
the Hotel Stevens, Chicago, now with
Music Corp. of America.

Duke Ellington at city auditorium
Norfolk, Va., Sept. 27.

Mohawk Mills, Part,, Amsterdam,
N. Y., is now presenting name bands
Sunday nights, with a $1 tap on men
and 50c for women. Larry Clinton's
orchestra was the attraction Sept. 25.

Al (Buddy) Relyca's orchestra
has opened for the fall-winter sea-
son at the Lenox Restaurant in Troy.

Chick Scoggin's orchestra opened
at 400 Club, Wichita, Kans., replac-
ing Buddy Fisher.

Larry Clinton repeats Sunday (2)
at Rltz ballroom, Bridgeport, second
date in two weeks.

Charlie Randel plays Darien,
Conn., firemen's ball Friday (30).

Jask Gorodetzer, bass, and Vince

AGAIN LEADSABC
WHILE A
CIGARETTE

WAS BURNING
(CHARLES & NICK KENNY)

LOVE OF MY LIFE
(TEDDY POWELL)

From the Columbia Picture
"The Lady Objects"

A MIST IS

OVER THE MOON

HOME IN

YOUR ARMS
(HAMMERSTEIN II-OAKLAND)

Two Novelty Dance Hits

THE GANDYDANCER

PEELIN'THE PEACH
From Walt Disney's Latest

of the Same Title

FERDINAND
THE BULL

ABC Music Corp
799 Seventh Ave., New York
FRANK HENNIG9, rrof. Mgrr.

OLD- SONG SUGGESTIONS
FOR YOUR PROGRAMS
JIMMY McHUGH'S

Blue Again
KOIilUNS MUSIC CORP.
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ON
VAUDE'S NEW AUDIENCES

&

J£ and when the 'revival' of vaudeville eventuates from the

talking stage to theatre stages, the profession will have to bend

to the will and taste of a brand new audience! It will have to

look to the wants of a new theatre generation. But whether

vaude can look further ahead now than it did 10 years ago

is a moot question.

Vaude half-jumped and was half-pushed out of its once im-

portant niche in the show business! It was pushed by sound

pictures, radio and disinterested theatre operators. It jumped

off the deep-end by lack of creativeness and an amazing apathy

towards changing and modernizing material.

Finally, as it saw all of its props knocked from under, vaude

out of desperation got dirty. That was the final wallop for the

complete finish to come.

Now its road bacjc, if opened, will be tougher and longer than

the way out. On the surface vaude's comeback should be simple.

It faces the kids of yesterday, most of whom have seen little

variety entertainment since reaching theatre-going age in the

past few years. But if vaude figures 'em as pushovers for its

former slipshod tactics, vaude is going to find itself mistaken;

Quickly.

Radio and filmusicals have wised up the kids to the best in

entertainment. Result is that the supposedly 'dumb' young-

sters are keyed to a faster show-tempo than vaudeville ever had

to face in the past. They know names, music and musicians,

and gags. They can't be cheated.

The 'new generation'' problem is thus also the theatre op-

erators' burden as well as the vaudeville actor's. A perusal of

Variety's gross pages is the best clarifier for the theatre owners.

Week after week ace stage shows attract smash business ;
me-

diocre vaude doesn't draw much more than duals and china-

giveaways.

Creativeness and originality is the vaude actor's chief prob-

lem. Most of its former writers are now in pictures or radio, or

both. They must be forgotten about by vaude, as they will not

bend towards the small coin offered in comparison to their

present earnings.

But there are other writers. New ones. All anxious for a

'break' and probably able to- deliver, if the vaude actor will

spend some money for material. But that was always a big

'IF' in Vaude. -

Flood Maroons

Vaude Bill And

Patrons in Prov.

Tidal wave that swept over Provi-
dence at the height of the New Eng-
land hurricane last Wednesday
(21) washed out the supper and
subsequent vaudeville performances
at Fay's, according to Charlie Alt-
hoff, fiddler, and forced the per-
formers to take to the balcony.
Water on the stage reached up to

Althoffs armpits and the perform-
ers finally had to quit after first

trying to continue by candlelight.
Around 300 patrons were ma

rooned on' the shelf along with the
performers, and when it appeared
that the waters would not subside
for several hours, Althoff and a few
of the musicians from the pit enter-
tained. According to the actor,
there was no evidence of panic
among the patrons, though a few of
them got down on their knees and
Prayed.

Other acts In the show were Paul
LaVarre and Brother, Eddie Lam-
bert, Rasco and Duval and Helen
Morgan. Latter came in as an
added starter on Tuesday, being in
jown on other business, and was in
jne theatre when the full force of
jne tidal wave hit around 4 o'clock
n the afternoon. Performers and
Patrons were marooned in the the-
atre till around 8 p.m.

Rebuild 'Magis' Plant

,
Colon, Mich., Sept. 27.

bott
ag

f'

C ' plant in which Percy Ab "

ha* ,
former Professional magician,

r
' £.;

urned out gimmicks, will be

X- «
shortly, he said last week,

rer flre razed,the factory here.

VALLEE HEADS AUTO SHOW

$25,000 Unit Set by Consolidated, San
Francisco

San Francisco, Sept. 27.

Rudy Vallee and his Connecticut

Yankees have oeen engaged for the

forthcoming San Francisco automo-

bile show to be held in the Civic

Auditorium for eight days starting

Nov. 11.

According to Manager Larry Allen

of the Consolidated Radio Artists

office here, Vallee and a company of

40 people will get $25,000 for the

engagement. Last year Consolidated

placed Paul Whiteman at, the show

and the year before Bobby Breen

and Meredith Willson's orchestra.

N.Y. PAR DENIES DUCHIN

REQUEST FOR WYNN SUB

Eddy Duchin and Paramount the-

atre, New York, officials clashed Fri-

day (23) over keeping Nan Wynn
as the band's vocalist replacement

for Durelle Alexander, who's at her

ill mother's bedside in Texas. Duchin

wanted to substitute Mildred Fenton

for Miss Wynn, claiming the latter

wanted too much coin. She's re-

ported to have received $450. Par

officials vetoed the^change, insisting

Miss Wynn finish out till last night

(Tuesday), when Duchin's engage-

ment ended.

When Miss Wynn opened Sept. 16,

she fell twice while exiting the pit

and injured her knee, which re-

quired her to lean on the piano

when she did her stint for the rest

of the date. Miss Wynn goes into

the Glass Hat of the Biltmore-Plaza

hotel, N.-«Y., tomorrow (28) and most

likely will remain on the Co-opera-

tive Beer radio show with Richard

Himber and Henny Youngman.

She's guested on the air show the

past two weeks.

Major Circuits Steer Clear
Due to Fear of. Labor En-
tanglements — Broadway
Strand's Recent Near-
Strike Cautions Against
Stage Fare

SEEK CONCESH FIRST

According to inside sources, the
major circuits will hold off any ex-
tensive 'vaude revival' until they are
absolutely forced into it by possibly
fast-growing public opinion. Chief
reason for steering clear of stage
shows is the antipathy of the opera-
tors to effect any further union en-
tanglements.
Constant strikes in other industries

in the past couple of years, with the
American Federation of Labor bat-
tling the Committee for Industrial

Organization in many instances be-
ing among the factors in the theatre
operators' idea to give stage shows
a brushoff. They fear labor trouble
would stymie their operations, even
if only temporarily, after they had
expended coin in extensive exploita-

tion on a 'revival.'

Recent attempt by the American
Federation of Actors to call a strike

at the Strand, on Broadway, in the
opening week of that theatre's stage

show revival, is being cited by thea-
tre men to substantiate their fears.

Had that strike gone into effect, the
Strand would have been hooked for

the extensive " advertising of its re-

turn to presentation-band policy.

Opening show was headed by Ben
Bernie's orchestra.

Also pointed to by operators is the
difficulty they are facing in several

keys to get the unions to give trial

concessions to those houses wanting
to reinstate vaude. Theatre men
have approached the crafts with the
idea of a trial-period for vaude, y
eight or 10 weeks, with the theatre's

biz after such a time determining the
future wage scales of musicians and
stagehands. During the test, the mu-
sicians and stage hands would give
the theatre a break on the budget.
Thus far, these talks have wound up
in Mexican standoffs in all spots ex-
cept Baltimore, where Loew's got
something of a concession for the 20-

minute 'streamlined' presentation at

the Century.

REVIVAL
N. Y. Cafes Prep for New Season;

Flock of Sports All Set for '38-39

O.&J. at $3.30

Circuit operators and vaude
bookers should gander 'Hellza-

poppin,' Olsen and Johnson's
revue which opened last Thurs-
day (22) at the 46th Street,

New York.
Idea is that the pop-priced

picture theatres will get this

$3.30 legit show in condensed
form, eventually. It also gives

an idea of vaude's present-day
commercialism.

Pitt Cafes Fear

Cubs Threat To

Pirates Pennant

Pittsburgh, Sept. 27.

Local hotel and night club owners
worried these days about last-

minute surge of Chicago Cubs to

front of hot National League base-
ball chase. Boys stand to lqse what
they conservatively estimate at a
cool $500,000 if the leading Pirates
don't come through as expected.
Elaborate preparations have been

made by cafes, bars and hotels all

over town for World Series crowds.
Augmented floor shows have been
booked, conventions cancelled for

baseball fans and town has otherwise
been preparing for its biggest spend-
ing bender since long before the de-
pression.

When Pirates last week announced
sale of World Series tlx, boys figured
the flag was in the bag and went
ahead with bookings, renovations, re-

openings and general employment
spurt. With race less than a week to

go and Pirates in front by a narrow
margin, however, they're keeping
their, fingers crossed.

Troc's Ice Rink
Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Trocadero opened its new $50,000
rink tonight (Tuesday ) with the first

ic.e revue to appear as cafe enter-
tainment on the Coast. Show fea-
tures 30. skaters.

Rink can be turned into a dance
floor by hidden mechanism.

AFA, Chi Indie Cafes Reach Accord

But Hotel Spots Oppose Unionizing

Chicago, Sept. 27.

With the season getting under way,

the American Federation of Actors

has redoubled its efforts for the or-

ganization of all nite clubs in this

territory, last week signaturing the

Royale Frolics and the late evening

hangout, the 606.

Others due in line shortly are the
Chez Paree, Hi-Hat, Colony Club and
the Blackhawk. Harry Richman,
now headlining at the Chez Paree,
has indicated that should the club
fail to get together with the AFA by
the end of the current week he will

stroll. Richman is the AFA's coun-
cil chairman and a vice-prez.

There apparently will be little dif-

ficulty in obtaining complete recog-
nition from the independent spots

but AFA is meeting general opposi-

tion from hotel-operated cafes.

Hotels locally are"-a pretty solid

organization and have sti&ek to-

gether in battling a number of prob-

lems. Last year, they all walked
off the air-lanes rather than pay $100

weekly to the networks for remote
control pickups. These dissenters

include the College Inn of the Hotel
Sherman, Empire Room of the

Palmer House, Continental Room of

the Stevens, Marine Ballroom., of the
Edgewater Beach hotel, Casino of

the Congress hotel, Walnut Room of

the Bismarck, Blue Fountain. Room
of the LaSalle and Terrace Room of

the Morrison.
AFA intends taking legal steps to

unionize the hostelry niteries, and
will picket these hotels if it becomes
necessary. Will also seek the co-

operation of agencies and bookers to

withhold acts tfnd talent from the
non-signing hotel niteries.

VAUDE-RADI0 UNITS

FOR CLEVELAND NABES

Cleveland, Sept. 27.

Nabe houses looking for one-night
stage shows are .turning to vaude-
radio revues produced by mike-
men on Cleveland's four stations.

Units are being made up and
toured through the film circuits by
the new Airway Radio Broadcast-
ing studio, which has^l8 local an-
nouncers, production men, etc., on
its staff.

Lots of New York nite.y plans in

the air. Sid Solomon plans re-

naming' the old Embassy Club, on
East 57th street1

, as the Central Park
Casino. Herbert Jacoby is just back
from Le Ruban Bleu, Paris, to re-

open his similarly named spot on
East 56th.

Maraschino, headwaite* at La
Conga and the old Lido, will be
maitre at El Rio. Latter, on East
58th, has a Brazilian motif and is

the site of the former Park Ave.
Club, once a speak, which had at

one time also been under Belle Liv-
ingston's aegis. When Joe Zelli last

ran it as the Royal Box, he con-
verted it into a replica of a street

in Montmartre. Now El Rio' will

utilize the same motif, but make it

look like a square in Brazil.

La Conga reopens «/ith Connie
Immerman, Bobby Martyn and
Oscar Roche at the .i lm, and with
Miguel Roldan out. Ramon Ramos
and Oscar de la Rosa will be the
bands. Casino Cubano is another
new Latin spot on West 45th, for-

merly the Afrique, switching from
Harlem to rhumba in motif. Opened
Saturday (24) with Francis Quiros
presenting a show headed by Con-
suelo Moreno, Ramon and Lucinda
and Don Alfredo orchestra.

The Hotel St. Regis' Maisonette
Russe reopened last night (Tuesday)
with a departure policy, that of a
colored band headed by Billy Hicks,

plus Eva Ortega, Mathey's tzigane

orchestra and Yasha Nazarenko.
The reorganizes Hollywood re-

opens early next month with a
Bobby Sanford revue, under Nat
Moss' direction, and the Interna-

tional Casino preems Oct 5i with
the Clifforji C. Fischer revue from
the London Casino. Lee Shelley's

'Shuffle Rhythm' orchestra goes into

the Hollywood.
Last night Eddy Duchin returned

to the Hotel Plaza's Persian Room
along with Paul ahd Grace Hart-
man, doubling from 'You Never
Know,' and Sally Clark, the in-law
chanteuse of the Roosevelt family.
Tomorrow (Thursday) the Biltmore
hotel's Bowman (grill) room re-'

opens with a new maestro, Frank
Novak, the NBC maestro, with a.

special-, combo built around him and
a show including Crawford and
Caskey, the Fashionettes (Emily
Stephenson, Clare Sherman, Joan
Whitney), Hal Hutchinson, Orio
Thomas, Lowell Pontee. Horace
Heidt returns to the Biltmore in

early December.
The Casanova (nee Helen Morgan,

club) reopens Oct. 7 with a show
headed by Dave Apollon's orches-'
tra, Milli Monti, Diane and Dario,
and Wences. Frank Martin from El
Toreador in Spanish Harlem moves
into the Yumuri on Broadway Oct*

6, and another Cuban spot, the Ha-
vana-Madrid, premieres its new
show tomorrow (Thursday) featur-
ing Rosita Ortega, Nano Rodrjgb
orchestra, Pancho and Dolores,
Filepe de Flores, Juanito Sanabria.
Tonight (Wednesday) the Para-

dise's new revue, authored by
Teddy Powell and Leonard Whiter
cup, staged by Marjorie Fielding, a-

(Continued on page 50)

N. Y. ICE SHOW BEEFS ON

H'WOOD UNIT'S MISREP'

Acts in ice show current at New
Yorker hotel, New York, are beefing
about billing of Norval Baptie-
Gladys Lamb troupe current at
Trocadero, Hollywood.

Latter went into the Troc Sept 27,
advertising itself as being from the
New Yorker. Complainants state

that Baptie and Lamb had appeared
in the New Yorker show but that

Coast group, outside of the latter

duo, is otherwise different
Rockwell-O'Keefe office, which

books the New Yorker, states that

nothing can be done about it since

the two Coast principals had fit one
time been at the New Yorker. Pres-
ent New Yorker show exits Oct. 11

for tour.
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Heidt Vallee Success at Mpls.' Orph

Brings House Drive for Name Bands

Minneapolis, Sept. 27.

Record outpourings for Rudy Val-

lee and Horace Heidt, and optimis-

tic prospects at the Orpheum netft

week, when Benny Goodman holds

forth have sent Jjhn J. Friedl and

Mort H. Singer scurrying for all the

name stage bands they can grab.

With the public making plair that it

wants flesh, the sky seems to be the

limit.

Friedl and Singer have lined up

three more stag bands to follow

Goodman during the next two
months. On Oct. 14 Jimmy Dorsey,

augmented by the Andrews Sisters,

comes into the Orpheum. Week of

Nov. 4 brings in Glen Gray's- band,

while Hal Kemp is underlined for

the week of Nov. 18. Dorsey and
Gray played the Hotel Nicollet Min-
nesota Terrace nitery here last sea-

son.

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.

Fox theatre here, after a five-week

vaude experiment, will return to

straight films Oct. 7. House, which
for years was a regular flesh spot,

returned to live talent Sept. 2 after

a year and a half layoff.

Reported that exit of Fox flesh is

due to difficulty of Warner Bros.,

which operates the Earle and Fox
to get leading acts for both theatres,

with .competition of both WB houses

also entering into the situation.

Fox this week has the American
Ice Carnival, with 'Straight, Place

an''. Show' (20th), and is doing fair

biz. Final show, coming in Friday

(30) is Ina Ray Hutton's orchestra.

House, in its opekung week, did nifty

$24,000. Had an xcepti anally strong

combo, however, in. 'My Lucky Star'

(20th) and Mai Hallefs band on
stage.

Fell off the next week though,
v ith *I Am the Law' (Col) and Con-
nie Boswell on stage, getting a very
weak $15,000. Harri t Hoctor, in

third week, with 'Valley of the
Giants* (WB) did $16,000.

Riley, Millindcr Bands

In Albany Music Duel
Albany, Sept. 27.

Fabian's Harmanus Bleecker Hall,

Albany, which is playing name bands

on Sunday to supplement a rotating

stock policy weekdays, has booked
for Oct. 2 a battle of music between
Mike Riley's and Lucky Millinder's

orchestras.

Dukfe Ellington, Ina Ray Hutton

and Mai Hallett have already played

here.

Ft Wayne's Vaudfilm

Fort Wayne, Sept. 27.
.

Plans for a new nabe, styled after

the Esquire theatre in Chicago, were
announced here by Harvey Cocks,

General manager of the Qiiimby

Theatres. The company closed a

deal for property last week, and will

start work on actual construction

soon.

A brisk war is being waged by
the Quimby group and Manny Mar-
cus, who recently leased the Para-
mount, second largest house in the

city. . Marcus opens his house Oct. 1,

with Ozzie Nelson and Harriet Hil-

liard heading the show. Theatre

was remodeled to accommodate
vaudeville.

Mike Riley opens a new 52d street

(N. Y.) spot, the Troc, in early^ No-
vember.

FITZGIBBONS

BODY HELD

3 WEEKS

San Francisco, Sept. 27.

Remains of Bert Fitzgibbon,

credited with being the first nut

comic in vaudeville, were buried

Thursday (22) near Palo Alto, Cal
Fitzgibbon was killed near Ather-

ton, Cal., Aug. 28 when hit by an
auto as he was crossing a highway.

Since then his body has been held

at a Palo Alto funeral chapel pend-

ing payment of a $270 funeral bill

Although Fitzgibbon was said to

have left a $30,000 insurance policy

to his children, it's alleged that his

mother-in-law, Mrs. Amelia McMil
len, of Council Bluffs, la., wasn't

able to raise the money to pay the

funeral bill until last week.

Nitery Reviews

MIDNIGHT SUN, N. Y.

Nils T. Granlund, Jack Melvin
Orch., Michi Taka, Miss New Or-
leans, Hilda Ferguson, Miss Phila-

delphia, Geraldine Ross, Helena An-
derson, Mata Monteria, Carol Bruce,

Paul Marin, Elenore Wood, Charles
Fredericks, Eileen Wenzel.

WB SEEKS MUSIC UNION

CONCESSIONS IN PHILLY

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.

Confab with the Musicians Union
has been requested by Warner Bros,

here to go over contract for next
year. Present termer expires in De-
cember. Meeting, originally called

for last week, was postponed until

next week.
WB indicated it will ask conces-

sions because their profits have al-

legedly been' seriously cuf during the

past year. Union execs declare that

there can be no concessions because

•we are getting too little now.' Prin-

cipal WB demand will probably be

for a better break at the Fox, which
now has a 35-piece Symph.

» 15 YEARS AGO •

(From Variety and Clipper)

Ted Lewis dropped about $100,000

on his 'Frolics,' but planned to try it

as a. summer show.

WILLIE and EUGENE

HOWARD
"Hollywood Hotel" Revue

TOURING

Fuller Circuit, Australia

Per. Address

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
NEW YORK

Best Coffee in England

QUALITY INN
Leicester Square

LONDON, WEST-END

Wini Shaw Too Sick,

Cancels Philly Date
Philadelphia, Sept.

%
27.

Wini Shaw, skedded for the 21

Club this week, was forced to can-,

eel her booking because of a sudden
attack of laryngitis. However, she
made her appearance opening night,

despite the fact she couldn't do any
more than whisper.

Cancellation left the spot without
a name for opening week,

Messner's N. Y. Vauder
Johnny Messner's orchestra, now

at Hotel McAlpin, New York, and
broadcasting three times weekly via
NBC network, is set to open Oct.' 7
at the . Strand, N. Y. He will take
in balladist Jeanne D'Arcy; Pro-
fessor Koloslaw, toy piano musician;
the Three Jacks and Vibraphone
Sam.

Chester Morris, from films, and
Mary Small, latter from radio, also

scheduled for same Strand show.
One week only for this bill.

Mary Small goes into the Strand,
New York, with J. Messner's orches-
tra. Former kid singer, now 17,

opens Oct. 2 with Ben Bernie on the
Half and Half radio program. Also
has just been screen-tested by Metro.

Bert Lytell headlined at the Palace,

N. Y., in 'The Valiant.' Made a pro-

found impression in spite of over-

length and grimness of story. Flor-

ence Walton, back from Europe, was
the draw, and a big one. Clayton

and Edwards were jumped into the

show at the opening mat to supply

badly needed comedy." Edwards was
Cliff, of that ilk.

FASTEST return engagement in

history of Warner's Earle,

Washington

FLORIA
Return by Popular Request—Within One Week
First Engagement Sept. 9, and Again Sept. 23

AS AN EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION
AT THE SAME THEATRE;

•
Thanks MR. JOHN PAYETTE, MR. HARRY MAYER and

MR. HARRY ANGER

Direction: MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Julia Sanderson topped at the

Riverside, N. Y., with Aunt Jemima
fronting a seven piece band and
Clayton and Edwards supplying the

big laughs.

Eddie Cantor at the Alhambra re-

marked that the previous week there

had been, numerous cantors em'
ployed, but this week he was the only

one. Reference was to the Jewish
high holidays. Doubling into the

Royal.

Changing neighborhood put the

Colonial, N. Y., into the grind class

Six acts did two shows daily, with
pictures filling in the remainder of

the time. Pretty good acts, too.

Loew's State, N. Y., celebrated its

second anniversary by going to full

week status. House orchestra- was
getting almost weekly notices for its

novelty overtures and regarded as

part of the bill.

Ben Bernie and Belle Baker topped
the Palace, Chi. Miss Baker topped
Bernie in the billing. Sang with
Bernie's band as an extra stunt.

N. Y. theatres limited to one col-

umn inch in the Sunday papers, due
to short issues on account of the
printers' strike.

Los Angeles was mulling the idea
of two picture shows daily instead of

continuous grind. Sounded well
but did not work out.

Capitol, N. Y., pulled down $53,000
on Elinor Glynn's 'Six Days.' Rivoli
took $28,000 for .'Zaza.'

Betty Hill, of 'Greenwich Village
Follies,' had her costume ignited as
she passed a switchboard on her
way to a number. Stripped off the
dress and finished the number in

what she had left.

Marie Dressier preparing to open
in London. Some opposition due to
the fact that 15 years previously she
had left without paying debts con
tracted. Explained she was pros
trated over her failure and knew
nothing of the unpaid indebtedness
Paying up again.

Capt. Irvin O'Hay and Eddie Garr
back after a . 3,000 mile barnstorm-
ing tour in a truck. Left with $10
Got back with $18. But they had a
whale of a time.

Following extensive alterations on
the site of the bid Montmartre, in

the Winter Garden theatre building,

New York, Nils T. Granlund re-

turned to Broadway last week as

the purveyor of Swedish Smorgas-
bord. Despite his past record for

presenting lavish girl revues, Gran-
lund is concentrating on appealing
to the palate rather than apprecia-
tion for undraped flesh, as the main
lure for his new spot.

However, there's still plenty of

pulchritude. Granlund retained most
of the lookers with him on his re-

cent theatre tour and added more,
including three Atlantic City beauty
contest winners. Nitery is intimate
and softly lighted, seating about 350.

Dance floor is of average size, serv-
iced by Jack Melvin's orchestra,

which plays well for the show arid

dansapation.
Show is pleasant enough, but out-

side of a couple of turns, boils down
to the usual' girl parades:' Presence
of the three beauty winners, includ-
ing Miss Philadelphia, national
champ, is the excuse for a bathing
number midway, which puts plenty
of curves in the spotlight. Of course,
the Swedish motif wouldn't be com-
plete without a native entertainer,
which brings in Helena Anderson,
blonde, who sings in her native
tongue, then encores with 'A-Tisket.'
Accented attempt at the latter is

even- laughable to her, and patrons
take it in the same vein.
Three beauty winners try to con-

vince as being something besides
easy on the eyes, but fail. Miss New
Orleans sings 'Pocketful of Dreams,'
then reproduces Clyde McCoy's
trumpet version of 'Sugar Blues.'
Latter is okay but the vocal n.g.

Miss Philly contributes 'I'm Gonna
Lock My Heart' and falls into the
same category. Hilda Ferguson,
representing Baltimore, is intro-
duced by Granlund as the daughter
of a former star he discovered. Con
fines herself to an interpretative
dance that doesn't mean much.
Michi Taka also shows in semi-

interpretative stuff, mixed with taps,

okay. Geraldine Ross, easy working
Amazon, does high kick and .

aero
routines in' two slots, coming on
early and 'again near the finale. For
a dancer of her type and size, she
makes difficult twists and flips look
simple. A 'natural comedian, -she
mugs and handshakes her way into

favor. Mata Monteria is a Soanish
dancer. Elenore Wood is handi
canoed bv too much interp stuff pre.

ceding. Her style is in the passion
vein.
Show, running slightly less than

two hours, is poorly paced. Eve-fill-

ing end of show is up front with
comparatively little in the second
half, which lists Carol Bruce (New
Acts), singer; Paul Marin, artist, and
Charles Fredericks--- (New Acts),
baritone, would be better to spread
the three throughout instead of hav-
ing therh so close together, Marin
is versatile with a crayon, using
ringside natrons as subiects for cari-
ratures drawn on the bare backs of
the showgirls.

Statler Terrace Room
(CLEVELAND)

Both convey the Impression it's ex-
uberant fun and not an assignment
While it's tops in class terping, and

appreciated by the socialites, revue
needs at least one more act to give
it balance. Dick Barrie's orchestra
and his soloists try hard to fill out an
extra 10 minutes.
Music is strictly mellow-sweet,

with a lot of muted trumpet and con-
trolled clarinet, which gets 'em, but
it's still lightweight. Youth of en-
semble is. in its favor; so is Barrie's
affable manner, ' Band has a few
corny tricks which are hangovers
from its dancehall junket but with
a good Music Corp. of America
buildup and more Individuality, it

may click on hotel chain. Anita
Boyer is a' pert chirper but needs
more poise. Eddie Metcalf, baritone,
and John Kent, whispering tenor,
get together with her in some nice
harmonizing. During lulls, Hayder
Hendershott's Trio send up enough
sweet melody to cover the long
waits. Pullen.

Hawaiian Blue Room
(ROOSEVELT HOTEL, N. O.)

Little Jack Little Orch. Gomez &
Winona, - Lee Wiley, Meymo Holt &
Howard Brooks.

Col. Seymour Weiss has changed
his Hawaiian Blue Room policy* of •

Hawaiian music and native hula
dances to strongly-built shows and
name band with good results.

Packed house on tap Wednesday
(21) opening of Little Jack. Little's

orchestra and new show.
Little dominates the show with

both his m.c.ing and pianoing. His
interpretation of an old-time saloon
piano playing 'I'm Sorry I Made You
Cry' is his biggest applause-getter,
while he's adroit enough also to mix
in a bunch of old favorite tunes with
the newest ones. Dance music, too,

gets over. A mirror above the key-
board to show the patrons his deftly

moving fingers is good showmanship.
Crowding Little for first honors

are Gomez and Winona, who respond,
to continuous applause by running
the gamut of ballroom numbers,
from the stately 'Caprice Viennois'
to the rhumba and truckin'. They
drew five encores when caught. Lee
Wiley, warbler, draws a flock of en-
cores, while Meymo Holt, held over
from outgoing Hawaiian group to

carry out South Seas motif, con-
tributes a graceful hula.
Howard Brooks mixes with his

legerdemain in a clever magical act.

His needle swallowing turn takes- the
house. Liuzza.

PENTHOUSE, BALTO

Cleveland, Sept. 24.

Dick Barrie Orch. Georaes &
Jalna, Anita Boyer, Eddie Metcalf.
John Kent, Hayder Hendershott
Trio.

Statler Hotel's Terrace Room, de-
spite its small show, consisting of one
class dance team and band novelties,
reflects its smartness.
Hotel ^aiming at tophat trade,

which turned out in full force at re-
opening. Specialized talent, as well
as sophisticated atmosphere, suc-
ceeds in making the Terrace the
town's showcase besides boosting the
hostelry's prestige.

Latter point is mainly achieved in
first edition by Georges and Jalna,
from Hollywood's Cocoanut Grove.
Duo's ballroomology gets a world

of slick originality in their dances.

Baltimore, Sept. 24.

Mary Brady, Tania & Kersoff,
Isabella Dawn, Milt Mann Orch (8).

Located atop the Stanley theatre,
Penthouse has been a nitery standby
here for more than a decade. Oper-
ated by Len Trout, vaude agent, and
Milt Mann, who conducts the or-

chestra.
Fair show has Mary Brady,

hoofer; Isabella Dawn, capably
vocaling 'Meet the Beat of My
Heart,' 'Your Broadway and Mine*
and nice arrangement of 'It Can't
Be Anything But Love.' Has robust
style and delivery is similar to
Sophie Tucker's. Should make
friends here. Standout is Tania and
Kersoff, in character dances. Hindu
number, in which a live snake Is

employed, to strong returns, and
dagger dance, in which blades are
tossed at femmi, excellent flash.

Music for show and dansapation by
Mann is adequate. Burm.

Dressed by

BARR and ESTES

SIDNEY FISHER
75/77, Shaftesbury Avenue

PICCADILLY, LONDON, ENG.

FRANK PARIS
AND HIS MARIONETTES

HELD OVER STKAND. NEW YOKK
(2nd Week)

IXGAIXS & DAVIESDirection

:

If You Piny Vaudeville. KlKht Clubs. Hotels. Motion ricttire Presentation
Houses, Showboats, (IriUHcs, Carnivals, Fnlrs, Private Entertainments

This Is Official Notice from
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF ACTORS

BEGINNING NOVEMBER 1, 1038
Initiation lee will be $10 (for principals)

$ 5 (tor chorus)
Dues will bo ?18 a your (for principals) payable $4.50 quarterly
_ $12 a yeur (for chorus) pnynble ?3 quurierly
Death, Benefit Fund membership remains $1.

JOIN NOW AND SAVE MONEY!
Make Checks and Money Orders Payable to American Federation

of Actors, 1560 Broadway, New York)
(AFA Is affiliated with American Federation of. I<abor^
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'He's a Jolly Good Fellow'

London Cafe Patrons Sing in Tribute to Chamber-
lain on Peace Mission

. +

London, Sept. 15.

A significant manifestation of re-

pressed emotions asserting them-

selves occurred at last night's per-

formance (14) at the London Casino.

It was on the occasion of Neville

Chamberlain's first flight to huddle

•with Hitler on a possible peace

njove. Announced from the stage, by

the management* it spontaneously

moved the fashionable nitery audi-

ence to its feet, everyone grasped

his neighbor's hands and total

strangers of a moment before were

Interlocked in the simultaneous sing-

ing of 'He's a Jolly Good Fellow,* as

an ode to the British prime minister,

on his .peace mission.

Unlike some freer expressions per-

mitted in America, the British

democracy is none the less under

wraps when diplomatic crises of this

nature arise. Thus, the man-in-the-

street usually disports himself ac-

cording to his private opinion. When
in public gathering places, like the-

atres, cafes and night clubs, they're

on their decorum, which, makes this

sudden enthusiasm the more marked.

The London Casino revue, just ar-

rived, .which reopens the Interna-

tional Casino on Broadway Oct. 5, to

a $10 premiere, will be considerably

augmented. Grace and Nikko, Kos-

loff, Eileen O'Connor, Emma and
Henry, Harold and Lola, Corinne,

Tito Valde^z and Serban, Shyrettos,

Bood and Bood, Carmen Torres,

Ernie Dillon, the Christians, Rio

Bros, and •Franklyn D'Amore are

the principals. Latter two acts, due
to prior English commitments, only

got in this week, a week after the

rest of the L. C. revue.

Stanley Klein and Eddie Lewis are

busy rehearsing under Clifford C.

Fischer's supervision. Val Parnell's

brother, Arthur, who handled the

London Casino's road revues, is back

managing the L. C, while Lewis re-

mains more or less indefinitely in

America, as personal rep for Fischer,

who also arrived last week with his

show.
A replica of. a Frencl. street scene

In Montmartre is a major rebuild-

ing operation - at the International

Casino right now, where Larry Clin-

ton's band will be esconced, ,in the

outer room, as well as within the

Casino.

Sally Rand in Philly

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.

Sally Rand goes into Fay's theatre

here Friday (30) with her unit for

first local appearance in about four

years.

House also will get Par's 'Bulldog

Drummond in Africa.'

JACK and JUNE

BLAIR
On Tour Fuller Circuit, AuHtrallu

with

"Hollywood Hotel" Revue

MATA MONTERIA
heading Dance Stylist

Soloist of Chicago Grnnd Oporn Co.

Currently Appearing at tho

N.T.G.'S 'MIDNIGHT SUN'
in Spanish Dance Creations

Gainsworth Quits Balto,

Hipp; flutton Too Swingy'

Baltimore, Sept. 27.

Marjorie Gainsworth, operatic
warbler of pops, pulled out of the
Hippodrome here, after . the first

show opening day (23). She claimed
Ina Ray Hutton's orchestra, cur-
rently the stage headliner, was too
swingy to play her type of music.
At the first performance, Miss
Gainsworth had only piano accom-
paniment.
According to the singer, the pull-

out was okay with Izzy Rappaport,
theatre operator. She claims he's

rebooked her for the house, open-
ing either Oct. 14 or Oct. 28.

Steve Evans replaced her at the
Hipp.

CITE 253 CLEVE.

CAFE CURFEW

VIOLATORS

Cleveland, Sept. 27.

Since police formed a nine-man
squad, tagged the 'dawn patrol,' to

stop joints from violating the 2:30

a.m. curfew law, they have swooped
down on 253 niteries that had been
running wild lately. Out of that

number, 38 were given final warn-
ings that their liquor licenses would
be taken- from them in the event of

another violation.
'

On second visit only -nine were
found still open after hours, state

liquor board calling offenders next
week to revoke their permits. Such
policing of niteries hasn't . been so

strict since prohibition days, but new
reform party insisted upon it.

Spots are now trying to lure in

earlier trade by moving up their old

2:30 a.m. -floor shows to 1 at the lat-

est, while most of them put on their

first revues at 6:30 dinners.

Philly Without Negro

Vauder 1st Time in Yrs.

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.

Philadelphia, for the first time in

years, will be without a negro vaude
house this season. Lincoln, which
formerly played colored shows, will

become a Yiddish theatre shortly,

Nixon's Grand, which took over sev-

eral years ago when the Lincoln left

off, is shuttered and for sale.

House, operated by Harry Slatko

last season, has been sold by sheriff.

Zorine's Unbilled Strip

Saginaw, Mich., Sept. 27.

Zorine's Nudists (6), nitery troupe

touring state, lived up to advance

billing here last week, arriving at

the Moonlight Gardens here minus
their wardrobes.
A train look can of 'the latter,

demolishing the small trailer at-

tached to their automobile, at a

crossing near here. Wardrobe had

been in trailer. None was injured.

JACK DURANT
HELD OVER 2nd WEEK
PARAMOUNT THEATRE, LOS ANGELES

WALTER WINCHELL said:—

"Orchids for Jack Durant's routine."

ED SULLIVAN:—

"It's amazing how lack Durant's improved."

No Repeal Here

Altoona, Pa., Sept. 27.

Despite the fact that Altoona
is a wet town in a wet state,

this city of 85,000 people
doesn't have a single nitery.
Reason is the ban imposed for"

the past three years by Mayor
J. Harry Moser on entertain-
ment of any sort where' liquor
is ladled. Moser's order, even
goes so far as to eliminate
radios from saloons.

Mayor is an ardent church-
man and enforces his rulings
arbitrarily by refusing to issue

$25 city license to spots.

Philly AFA, EMA Plan

Fixed Minimum Pay

For Acts and Agents

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.

First step in a plan of co-operation
between the American Federation of

Actors and the Entertainment Man-
agers Assn., booker group, was
worked out here Sunday (25) to

eliminate chiseling agents. Plan en-

visages fixing of minimum pay for

acts and minimum commish for

agents, which will be worked out by
local execs of AFA and EMA.

. Confab took place between Florence
Bernard, prez; other EMA officials

and Ralph Whitehead, AFA prez.

Toift Kelley, on Sunday (25) was
named as local rep of AFA, also at-

tended. Meeting followed imme-
diately after official merger of the
local talent union, United . Enter-
tainers Assn., with the AFA.-
. AFA elections here Sunday also

inducted William G. Jones as secre-

tary while Paul Mohr and Joseph
McFadden were, named treasurer
and recording secretary, respective-
ly. Frank Dowling, Joe Campo,
Dolly Davis, Norma Norton./'BoJj
White and Joan Barrie will -lie the
advisory board. All were formerly
associated with United Entertainers
Assn.', which' has been absorbed by
AFA.
With the Philadelphia situation

under its belt, AFA will next or-
ganize Detroit. Walter Ryan, former
rep there, has been replaced by Dan
Hurley of New York AFA.

CBS Swing Show Booked
Into Hartford Theatre

Columbia Broadcasting's Saturday
night Swing Session orch., will do
p.a. at the State, Hartford, week of

Oct. 9. Lieth Stevens heads.
On Oct. 15, the last day of the

date, the band will play its Swing
Session coast-to-coast program from
the stage of the theatre.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Dr. Karl Fischel, former medical
director of the Will Rogers, who re-
cently won the Leon Bernard
Memorial Prize for tuberculosis re-
search, is skedded to take over the
main job again at the Rogers Oct. 1.

Dorris Andrews, of the Metro-
politan theatre, Boston, is a new-
comer at the Rogers. Needs a rest.

Jim Williams, here years ago as an
ex-N.V.A.-ite, back again for look-
over.

Mrs. Jean Wolf, whose husband is

with the New York Paramount the-
atre, is a new arrival at the Rogers.
She's a former dancer.

' The John Loudens made a trip to

the Big Town for a look-see.

Herman (Will Rogers Fund) Le-
Vihe here to look over the gang.
Ford Raymond, who did his time

here, then went to Los Angeles, will

winter in Phoenix. He's a success-

ful rib case.

From Worcester comes Ed
Schrader, Albert Schrader and Mrs.
H. Schrader to ogle Fred Schrader,
who's doing well.

Hap Ward, Jr., who's improving
had a surprise visit from his dad
and ma, in from Boston.
A ham and egg dinner was

tendered to Christy Matthewson, Jr.,

at Mark's Grill here. Son of the
former pitcher is a loyal booster for

the Actors Colony.
Martha (Universal Pictures) Gill

is one year older.

Jack Edwards, Walter Hoban
downtown shopping for the boys.
Otto Krause, Lotte Lehmann's

stepson, doing par - exel at the
Erkander cottage here, expects his
frau here for a visit soon. The opera
singer has promised to give a con-
cert at the local theatre benefit.

Write to those who are ill.

All He Got Out of S. America Was The

Zamba, Says Maestro Barron Lee

Becker Quits Pitt Cafe

Operation; Peyton Back

Pittsburgh, Sept. 27.

Joe Becker, who owns niteries in

Buffalo, Cleveland and Detroit, has
faded from the Pittsburgh cafe scene
after a three-month try at Eddie
Peyton's old spot. Becker tool: it

over from Peyton last June but
never got going, eventually ran into

some trouble with the musicians
union and finally gave up.
Understood venture cost Becker

plenty. As a result, Peyton, who for
several months has been m.c.'ing in

midwest night clubs, will operate
the spot on hi- own. Holds o--~7

Jack Gamble's orchestra last '.ooking
made by Becker.

MORRIS AGCTS

PROD. UNIT TO

BUCK MCA

William Morris agency will set up
a production department to organ-
ize fairs, exhibitions and large niter-

ies. Music Corp. of America entered
the field recently and has since ex-

panded to legit musicals. Move is in

line with general expansion of Mor-
ris office, which recently included a

band department under Ed Fishman.
V Introduction of production depart-
ment will put Morris and MCA' into
closer competition than ever before.

Heretofore, MCA has had a pretty

clear .field in fairs, except for in-

dividual vaude show producers.
Morris office has already sent' out

feelers to various organizations
around the country. City fathers of

Ft. Worth, Texas, have been con-
tacted by Morris office, which wants
to put on the annual Casa Manana
show there next year. MCA handled
the show as its first venture into

production this summer and success
of the event is said to have stimu-
lated Morris office into going into

the field.

Morris office would take it on per-
centage with no guarantee • from
muny. operators. MCA had it on
guarantee basis. Lou Wasserman of

MCA leaves New York for Texas late

this week.

Hank Greenberg's Unit

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.

Jackie Beekman, who recently
closed as m.c. at the Adelphia Roof
here, reported planning a vaude unit
with Hank Greer berg, Detroit
Tigers' heavy slugger, after close of
the baseball season.

By JOHN HURLEY
South America isn't all pesos for

foreign acts, particularly in Brazil.'

Coffee bean impresarios have you
coming and going, says Barron Lee,'

Negro band leader, just back from
14 weeks at the Casino de Urea, Rio
de Janeiro, where he and his com-
patriots were said to have been
horsed around so often that they
felt like gauchos. '

Lee returned to U. S. this week
with less money, he says, than when
he started, a new pair of shoes and
a resolution never to go back. Ail

he got'—and even that isn't strictly'

material—was a new kind of rhythm,
the Zamba. The payoff came when
he had to sail through last week's
hurricane to get home.
Contract called for band to play

'the policy of the Casino de Urea,**

and there was considerable behind
that clause. Lee found himself

broadcasting for a commercial pro-
gram over Radio Tupi (PRG3) from/
the Casino at no extra pay, available,

for films, possible theatre dates and
prospect of doubling into another
boite, the Nichtoroy. in Sao Paulo.
All extra and all gratis. This did not
include an assorted collection of
tieups for 'publicity purposes.'

Band said to have had to play in

half-hour sessions without a letup.

No announcements were permitted
between songs, one running right
into the other. Arrangements taken
along were ' useless, band having to'

learn the^ Zamba, a native rhythm.
Swing was out entirely and jazz per-
mitted only intermittently. Conse-
quently, Lee has returned with a
collection of Zamba orchestrations
and a Cabaser, a Brazilian rhythm
instrument.

Contracts are. as sacred as Eu-
ropean treaties once an act or band
is landed. Situation is reported to

be so rife with politics that foreign-
ers haven't a chance for a return
bout with managements. Three-day
notice of a salary change, altera-

tion or cancellation is. the limit. Con-
ditions are the same throughout. For'
example, Berry Bros, and Carl Shaw.
Shaw was dropped after four weeks
of an eight-week contract when he
refused a cut. Berry Bros, had their
salary cut in half after two weeks at
the Casino Atlantico. They were
given three days' notice with ulti-

matum. They took the boat instead.

All returned home promptly since
there is no recourse. Government
will not permit lingering once an
engagement is ended and a suit from
this end would get more kicking-
around than a football.

Lee's stay was particularly non-
productive. Of his earnings he could
send only $50 home monthly. He
was paid off in American Express
orders, which were redeemed into
milres at a loss of about 15c. on the
dollar. When milres were cashed
into dollars he

:
lost about 25c. more,

leaving him with 60% of his total
income, which in itself was a Bra-
zilian standoff.

ThaiHE AT RE of the STARS
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NEW
ETHEL MERMAN <1)

Songs
14 Mins.
Strand, New York
In July, 1930, Ethel Merman was

first (and last) reviewed as a new
act, when Al Siegel Was at the

ivories with her at Keith's 86th St.,

and Siegel was also known, in the

biz. as mentoring her with his, spe-

cial arrangements and a unique style

of vocalizing. Miss Merman . was
soon to become his most distin-

guished alumna, for she has since

traveled far, wide and handsome in

topflight Broadway musical com-
edy, Hollywood fllmusicals and on
the radio.
Back bh Broadway, Miss Merman,

in the varieties, is now an expensive
,

name entry. She brings with her an
air and an aura of polish, and the
ultimate in big league vocalizing.

She made her Friday preem at the

,

Broadway Strand something of a
gala occasion, with an entire loge
section roped off for her friends,

who had feted her earlier in the

.

evening at the Stork Club.
In a nifty hoop-skirt creation that

looks like a fugitive from a Champs
Bysees couturier. Miss Merman
doesn't let the class clothes stop her
from singing about 'Eadie' who
spelled class with a capital K. She

.

opens with 'Pocketful of Dreams/
does 'So Help Me* in a manner that

.

makes it sound almost new, reprises
'Heat Wave' and other Berliniana
out of 'Alexander's Ragtime Band'
—wherein she's feature d—and
whams 'em with -a medley, of her
musical 'comedy hits, and songs
she's introduced. The latter pot-
pourri unreels like a double-A rat-

,

ing in ASCAP, and impresses anew
how important is the association of
hit hingers with hit songs.
What vautffilm is around is a

cinch for Miss Merman. As a stage
and screen personality, she must, of
course, find her most important out-
lets in wider media, such as Holly-
wood {depending on the fllmusical
cycle, of course), the air, and musi-
cal comedy. The latter seems in for
a bit of a renaissance, especially if

cinemusicals are to take a temporary
time-out. -But apart from that, she's
a clicko performer in the flesh, as
ever before. Abel.

JAN GABBER ORCHESTRA (19)
With Patricia Gorman, Rudy Rudi-

.
sill, Fritz fiellbron, Lee Benaet

Presentation
Strand, New Tork
Jan Garber has been away from

Broadway about 12 years. From his
1924 start as "the <Sarber-Bavis or-
chestra, collegiate, combo, he's weath-
ered the cycle of sweet and swing,
and still continues in the limelight
by not changing much with the
present trend towards jive, alliga-
tors and out-of-Ibis-world solid-,
senders, liike Ijombardo—an inevi-
table comparison—Garber proved
that there's a market for salon syn-
copation, Benny Goodman, Tommy *

Dorsey and Chick Webb to the con-
trary.
Because of Garber's long absence

from New York, and the fact he has
gone through a significant dance-

,

band cycle, he's reviewed- anew. For

;

the Strand he has an augmented
comboh of 10, heavy on the brass.
(89 and four Teeds, but, despite the

:

brass domination, a surprisingly
smooth and almost long-underwear
combination.
Garber is a dapper chap at the

helm, batoning and Violin-soloing
alternatingly, and making no cap-
itulation on the altar of Broadway
and 47th .street standards. That was
a smart idea. Since his booking is

predicated on a radio rep for smooth
.

dansapation, he'd be foolhardy to at-
;

tempt any phoney heating-up, and
while some of the swing-cats mayi
scoff at Garber's 'Three o'Clock in
the Morning' violining at so late in
his routine,- it's better to be consist-
ent.
There are opportunities for crit-

"ical captiousness, however. For ex-
ample, that off-the-cob bit with the
stage-money, in the course of '111

C".t By, So Long As I Have You,'
whsreupon he flashes the prop cur-
rency. That went out of date with
Gus Sun. But in the main he paces
well and performs expertly.

Patricia Norman's 'Ole Man Mose'
Is a hotcha note, and by contrast, the
more effective, as is her swing-billy
msdley. Ehe also gives out with an
oldie, 'You Made Me Love You.' The
other male soloists of the band con-

.

trib comedy bits and vocal numbers.
Abel.

MOKE and POKE
Bongs, Dancing
12 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

Two colored kids from Baltimore
are getting their second try at this
house Pair easily work their way
into favor with the audience via the
enthusiasm with .which they mix ex-
cellent tap routines, eccentric danc-
ing, songs, chatter and rough and
tumble acrobatics.

It's not so much what they do, but ;

the way afs done that appeals./Taps 1

are clearcut and made to look simple,
and' tune deliveries are good for
laughs, as arc their eccentric antics.

;

Audience didn't want 'em to leave. ;

ACTS
JOHNNY DEVANT
Magician
10 Mins.
Nixon Cafe, Pittsburgh

Slick, suave trickster with a nice
bag of now-you-see-its and a smooth
line of patter. It's Devant's gab
more than his legerdemain that puts

him over and that's not an easy thing

to do with an alcoholically-loaded
ringside. He gets most of his laughs
from a spectator picked at random
from the audience. Ifs slightly dan-
gerous because latter is the butt of

Bevanfs gagging with a set of steel

rings. If he picks the right fellow,

however, clicking is a pushover for
him. x

Style suits him to cafe floor, where
he's a natural, but Devant needs more
than the present setup for stage

work. Cohen.

•RAMON and RENITA
Dancers
Hotel St Regis Roof, N. Y.
Ramon and Renita have been away

from New York for over a year,

playing last winter in Nassau, Ha-
vana, Florida, thence to Mexico City

;

and the Coast. Their return to -the

Hotel St. Regis Roof "thus is backed
by considerable nuance and novelty/
which is further highlighted by ai

somewhat 'new' Renita in that she's

:

more polished and also physically
changed. Instead 61 a blonde

,
she's

a natural chestnut-brown.
Their stuff also is lighter, mixing

up the McCoy terps with novelty
and deftness. For instance, the finale

'impressions' of Veloz arid Yolanda
and the DeMaroos are broad satires

which, in some spots, are a shade too
broad in their travesty. They feature
the zamba, do a waltz and a. fox
seriously, then essay a burlesque on
an amateur dancing couple, in a
Spanish contest, trying to do a
tango. Ramon, of course, is stand-:
ard, and long identified with. Bosita, 1

until partnering with Renita as hi6
new vis-a-vis. Strictly a class team,;
but can perform anywhere. .Abel.

EDITH BROWNE
Mimic, singing
Dancing
Six Mins.; One
RKO 58th St., New York
A rather, rangy girl with an at-

tractive phiz, Edith Browne's imper-
sonations, at best, are lightweight.

,

She doesn't seem to know where

;

satire ends and consequently
stretches it out too far. i

Uses back-to-audience changes to

'

get facial impressions, which are
'

pretty accurate. Takes" off on Helen
Morgan, an unidentified French -per-
sonality singer and ZaSu Pitts in
three singing stints. Smart enough
in her physical tricking-up, but
that's where it stops.
Fades out on impersonation of

Charlotte Greenwood. Drops sequined
cocktail jacket to reveal low cut,
blue evening frock then .goes into
walking on all fours, head between
legs, high kicks and assorted under-
pin acrobatics, with same net result
as her less strenuous efforts at mim-
icry. Would be better off with less
quantity and more quality. H<arl.

;
ORIENTAL TRIO

' Acrobatic
10 Mins.

;
Folly, Brooklyn
This Celestial combo must have

been around, although not in the files

under the present tag, which may be
a phoney at this date.

Girl does little but background
and assist leg balancers. Challenge
work features barrels. A. K. under-
stander is announced as being 70
years old. Flashy bow-out has
younger man doing a hand stand

: -while spinning a long ribboned pole
' on his feet. Hurl.

TED LESTER
Music, Novelty
12 Mins.; One
Folly, Brooklyn
Ted Lester can work anywhere

from a club date to a major house
while offering his novelty musical
trick. Good looking, well dressed
in magico style of topper and cape
and working with a black-covered
table, he fits as prospect for No. 2 and
upwards to next to closer.
Cape is more than dress, hiding a

raft of miniature instruments rang-
ing from a fife to a mandolin. Opens
by fluting on his ivory-topped cane
with fife, ocarina, saxophone, har-
monicas (two), violin and clarinet.
Plays all well and has a nice selec-
tion of tunes, from the classical
'Flight of the Bumble Bee' to hot
stuff. Manner of discovering each
adds to performance.
For an encore he plays an electric

guitar to band accomp. That's an off-
stage prop and equally as good as
rest, musically. Hurl.

LARRY WILE (1)
M.C., Comedian
Folly, Brooklyn
Middle member of late Worth,

Wile and Howe, vaude trio, Is smart—too smart perhaps, in his new
capacity as an mx. Overdoes the job
as far as rest of the .show is con-
cerned and wieenheimer's himself to
death—not slow.
Wile digs the blue gags out of the

trunk for laughs, which are not too
frequent. Every old saw irom the

Strand building curb to the Palace
beach is part of his routine, along
with talking- back and anticipated re-

sponse. HeTs probably seen too many
m.c.-gagsters and has too good a
memory.
His takeoff of Red Skelton's crul-

ler-dunking routine is best described
as another way of doing someone
else's act, and is his best contribu-
tion. He gives credit to the origina-

tor by stating that Skelton gets a
couple of grand for- the stunt. Hurl.

JACK AND ALYCE (2)

Acrobatic Dancing
10 Mins.—Two
RKO 58th St., New York
Mixed terp team impresses nicely.

Get off to mild start with pirouette
tapping in unison, but girl more than
makes up while carrying most of the
load thereafter. Both are nice look-
ing and neatly dressed.
Team starter is followed by boy's

solo. Nothing new, though possibly

a little faster than most. Works in a
couple of new wrinkles to old steps,

but partner puts over the act in her
stint Does backhand springs com-
bined with hand-walking, backwara
and forward flips, without support,

head spins and pirouetting coupled
to turnovers.
Challenge- work makes for exit.

.Act is fast all the way through,
especially so at close. Hurl.

CHARLES FREDERICKS
Songs
Midnight Sun, N. Y.

Baritone of the Nelson Eddy type,
Charles Fredericks uses tunes sung
by Eddy in past pictures and does

[

'em well. Broad-shouldered, virile \

looking, singer is personable and
presents a neat appearance in tails,

!

which isn't missed by femme half of
his audiences.
Only does two tunes at each ap-

pearance here and leaves ' patrons
asking for more. Leads off with
'Tramp, Tramp, Tramp' and follows
with the 'Donkey Serenade' from the
'Firefly.'

CAROL BRUCE
Songs
Midnight Sun, N. Y.

New to the cafe floors, Carol
Bruce displays a nifty set of pipes
and a nice appearance. Her time is

limited, confined to two numbers and
an encore when caught, but her con-
trasting pace mark her as one of
the stand-out turns here.

Attractively decked out, singer
impresses favorably in all depart-
ments. Started off with 'Says My
Heart,' followed by Irving Berlin's
'Always' and encored with a 6wingy
pop.

EARL AND FRANCES
Dancing
7 Mins.
Roxy, N. Y.

Colored teams (mixed) in tap rou-
tines that rate fairly but is far from
sockoroo. Will serve for the same
purposes as No. 2 acts used to in
vaudeville.
A song introductory of no import

figures as team gets under way in a
soft-shoe, followed by a hard-brogan
tap and a third number. In favor of
the team is its fast performance.

Char.

N. Y. Cafes Prep

(Continued from page 47)

former John Murray Anderson aide,
opens with a beaut show and Russ
Morgan as the name maestro. Jerry;
Blaine is back at the Park Central
hotel, with Garland and Maria
ierping and featuring another Brit-
ish imported dance, the 'Palais
Glided

Still another Thursday night
preem is the reopening of the Hotel
St. Moritz's Restaurant de la Paix,
meaning ,the folding of the roof, with
the same show, including Yvonne
Bouvier, Theodore & Denesha and
Basil Fomeen moved art- the street-
floor restaurant intact.

Dick Gasparre and his orchestra
reopen the Trianon Room of the
Hotel Ambassador, N. Y., Jn mid-
October. This is his third successive
year here. The Ambassador Gardens
is staying open an extra month this
year, Arthur Herbert directing for
dancing from cocktail hour through
supper.

Dwight Fiske begins his annual
fall engagement at the Savoy-
Plaza, N. Y., on Oct. 7. Fiske suc-
ceeds Hildegarde in the Cafe
Lounge. Emile Petti band stays on.

Philadelphia, Sept. 27,
Old Club Cadix here, scene of

Helen Kane's first *boop' and Eddie
Davis's first ditty, will be relighted
shortly. It's been taken over by
Gordon Lexton, owner of ithe Hotel
Madison, who's retitled it the Hick-
ory Club. o

Spot shuttered shortly after
gangster Mickey Duffy was mur-
dered .there several years ago .and
was reopened with little success a
couple of years ago as the Kit Kat
Club.

Incorporations

NEW YORK
Albany.

Klrby Grant, Inc., Manhattan; the-
atrical business; capital stock, 100,
shares, no par value. Directors: Lee;
Cohen, Samuel Yudell, Gloria Stroll, 8

w. 40th street, New York. {Jay Win-
ston, same address, llllnfir attorney.)
M. II. Productions, Inc., Manhattan';

theatrical business;- capital stock. 200
shaves, no par value. Directors: Louie
A. Bardoly, 10G-1G Euclid ayenue, Cleve-
land, Ohio; Adelyn Bushnell, Hotel Al-
gonquin. <Sldney K. Flelsher. filing at-
torney. 630 ITlfth avenue, New York.)
Trl-KnMeaul Xtlms, Inc., Manhattan;

motion picture fllms, etc.; capital stock,
100 shares, no' par value. Directors:
Matty Kosbere, Judith Kalin, Ester
Moseson, 1450 Broadway, New York.
(Schwartz & Frohllch, same address,
filing attorneys.)

Cabaret de la Conga, Inc., Manhattan;
cafe and restaurant business; capital
stock, 100 shares, no par value. Direc-
tors: James N. Catlow (filing attorney),
11 W. 42nd street; Martha. D. Krayblch,
107-32 151st street; Marie R. Leahy, 10
Post avenuo, New York.
Amusement, Inc., Niagara Falls;

capital stock, 200 .shares, no par value.
Directors: Charles J.- Grlswold, Bernlce
Grlswold, 117 "Wlnndermere road; TV. Al-
fred Brim, 290 High street, Lockport.
Kaynrt Theatres Corp., Manhattan;

theatrical business; capital stock, 200 •

s.hares, no par value. Directors: Norman
Lazarus {flllng attorney), Ida F. Rlccl.
19 W, 44th atreet; Joseph Klein, 125 W.
48th street, New York.
Darling Theatres Corp., New York;

theatrical business; -capital stock, 100
shares, no par value. Directors: Ben-,
jamln E. Schrolber, 1850 62nd street,
Brooklyn; Michael fl, Vogel, 34-4G 83rd
street. Jackson Heights ; William Swed-
low, 2134 Vyse avenue, Bronx. •{ Julius:
Blumberg. 71 Broadway, filing attorney.)

;

Klila Corp., New York; theatrical'
business; capital stock, 200 shares, no
par value. Directors: Robert Brule, 88-
40 £09 'street, Queens Village; Frank
Kelly.
Veragraph Film Corp., New York; mo-

tion picture fllms; capital stock, 200
shares, no par value. Directors: Milton
I. Stockton, Sidney Goldstein, Helen
Rubin, M0 Broadway, New York. .<Jacob
"W. Friedman, same address, flllng at-
torney,)
Moutab, Ibc, New York; theatrical

business; capital stock, 200 shares, no
par value. Directors:' Esther Streltzcr,
Ethel KalmanofC, Anna Slporln, 28G
Madison avenue, New York. (Hartmnn,
Sheridan & Tekulsky, same address, fll-

lng attorneys.)
Canova-Hunsen, Inc., Manhattan; the-

atrical agency, publicity and advertising
business; capital stock, 200 shares, no
par value. Directors: B. J. Santosplrlto,
Edward J. Donnelly, Ida Slutakln. £80
Fifth avenue, New York. (Saul E.

.

Rogers, same address; flllng attorney.)
Attendance Bui era, Inc., Manhattan ;

:

theatrical equipment; capital stock, 20.
shares, no par value. Directors: Ed-
ward Goldstein, Anne Delehanty, 368 W. :

44th Street; Samuel Goldstein, 326 IS.

20th street, Bronx.
Whipple Street Amusement Corp., 1

Kings; theatrical business; capital stock,
100 shares, no par value.' Directors,
care of Isldor Block, flllng attorney, 42G
Fifth avenue. New York; 1S1 Rutledge,
street, Brooklyn: Rollln Cameron, 24
.Lancaster road, Island Park.

Empress Pictures, Inc., New York;
general theatrical and amuaejnent busi-
ness; capital stock, 100 shares, no par
value. Marks it Marks, G21 Fifth ave-
nue. New York, filing attorneys.
Blverhead Roller Skating Rink. lac.

Queens; roller jkatlng rinks, etc.; capital
stock, JlO.fOuO; |100 par value. Direc-
tors: Howard Hoffman, 244-10 Slat
street, Bellrose, L. I.; John McMoon, 41-
71 249th street. Little Neck, L. I.; Ed-1
ward Moore, 40-26 171st street, Flushing.
Van I>er Scballe Contlmovie, Inc., Man-

hattan; devices for a floating film me-
chanism., etc.; capital stock, %126,000;
S12.60 par value. Directors: Hendrik
Van Der Bchalie, Garden Apartments,
Forest Hills; Graham B. Grosvenor, Old
Westbury ;.John Sloan, 277 Park avenue,
New York.

Scbine Riviera Corp., Gloversvllle; the-
atrical business; capital stock, 10 shares,
no par value. Directors: Alton F. Dock-
atader, Marie Benjamin, R. E. Wallace,

,

40 No. Main street, Gloversvllle. (H. M.
Antevil, JSctolne Circuit, Inc., Glovers-!
ylUe, fliinc attorney.)
Farm enterprises. Inc., New York;

operate theatres, nignt clubs, hotels, etc.

;

capital stock, 200 shares, no par value.

,

Directors: Wm. McKelvey, 217 Broad-'
way; Alexander Spltzer, 217 Broadway,,
New York; Anthony M. Spltaner, 4910
Snyder avenue, Brooklyn.

Change of Name
Miller Film Corp., Delaware to Miller

Broadcasting System, Inc. (Lincoln Hp-
worth, 67 Wall street, filing attorney.)

Dissolutions
Jnrvls Theatres Co., Inc., Binghamton.
Chase Productions, Inc., New York.

(Max Gordon, 214 W. 42nd street, filed.)

ST. LOUIS SETS OUTDOOR

SHOW AS BERGEN SUB

St. Louis, Sept. 27.

A substitute for the three-day cel-
ebration planned by the St. Louis
Festival Assn. and the Chamber of
Commerce, and which was knocked
into a cocked hat when the Music
Corp, of America couldn't deliver
Edgar Bergen for a p.a., is being
worked out All local radio stations
will have a chance to present acts
cuffo at an outdoor fiiesta Oct. 11.
Conference was held last week

among Merle S. Jones, general man-
ager of KMOX; Robert T. Convey,
prez of KWK, and Thomas N. Dysart,
prez of the local C of C, at which it
was decided to hold the outdoor
show.

'Nights' Signs Besser

Comedian Joe Besser has been
signed for a 'Hawaiian Nights' .unit!
produced by Antone Scibella. Unit'
toured theatres last year as "Waikiki
Nights.'

Scheduled to open at the State,
Hartford, Sunday <2), initial date
has been deferred because of last
week's storm.

Burlesque Reviews

TRIBORO, N. Y.

Benny Moore, Mike Sachs, Lou
Petel, Wen Miller, Roxanne, Diane
Johnson, Winnie Garrett, Ina Thomas,
Pastine, Alice Kennedy.

Triboro augmenting its wheel
shows with house talent, so Roxanne,
on tap when spot reopened several
weeks ago, is still starred and satis-
fying. Unusually strong comedy is

made up of only two -comics and two
straights. Tagged 'Oriental Belles,'
unit opened here last week but is
currently in Union City, N. J.

Mike Sachs and Alice Kennedy,
latter a looker and better than aver-
age bUrley singer, are coupled in one.
spot and top rest of show. Sachs
tickles tht ivories well while taking
a heckling from the pit via offkey
accompaniment. He then accom-
panies Miss Kennedy in a couple of
old timers. Pair close in a duet
parody on 'Sonny Boy.' Sachs should
b° allowed a solo on the keys.

Benny "Moore, comic, also finishes
in the black. Works alone here with
a straight where formerly he was.
hitched to another laugh-maker. Ina
Thomas, Diane Johnson, Lou 5 Petel
and Sachs do a '90s quartet of 'My
Hero/ which Sachs uses for laughs,
and Moore comes back with an army
skit that's well liked. All comedy
clicked with a good house opening
night. Wen Miller is another straight.

Peel section is smooth but under
-wraps. Gals give no encores and no
curtain peeks. Roxanne, of course,
features and when caught wore a
two-piece, blue-beaded affair. She
still does the vocals to little effect,

but it might be her way of making
the boys impatient Diane Johnson,
blonde and shapely, is smooth, and
Winnie Garrett, dark-haired, pleases.
Ina Thomas, who wastes no time giv-
ing the customers a peek, is well-
liked.

There doesn't seem to be much ef-
fort towards production. Line is

neither appealing nor well-trained,
and sets for skits, etc., are drab. Pas-
tine and Partner are standouts in
what production there is and look
good in semi-adagio, ballroom and
tap routines. Male half occasionally
helps in comedy skits. Ina Thomas
pipes with the line but doesn't im-
press with a weak voice sans mike.

Vaude half has Billy Harris in a
variety bit; Mason and Freida, tap
and slapstick; Mayo and Conn,
tapsters, and an ineffectai unbilled
m. c.

GARRICK, ST. LOUIS

St. Louis, Sept. 24.
Tommy Raft, Harry Conley, Maxie

Fwrman, Herbie Barry, Charles
Schultz, Jack Buchanan, Roland &
Francine, Musical Alberts, Hashi &
Osai, Vicki McNeei°** Alvena,
Yvonne Barry, Line

Only flesh theatre in the burg,
Garrick is in second week of 15th
season under continuous manage-
ment of Bill Pickens with *Vaniteas-
ers' a bit above the average for this
house. Harry Conley, vet comic,
still retains his enthusiasm and his
spirit is contagious to the rest of the
east, helping, show move at nice
tempo.

A newcomer here and with less
than three years on the burley cir-

cuit is Tommy Raft, personable
youngster, who hoofs, guitars and
possesses .a lair voice. Maxie Fur-
man, wearing lenseless glasses, is the
third comic, while Herbie Barry and
Charles Schultz are the straights.
Several blackouts and skits are salty,
but there are others which aren't
objectionable.

In keeping with his policy of aug-
menting the traveling show with
vaude attfs, current bill has contor-
tionist, Jack Buchanan, six feet five
inches talL Others are the Musical
Alberts, accordion duo; Hashi & Osai,
Jap balancing and tumbling team;
Roland and Francine, ballroom
dancers, and Alvena and Yvonne
Barry, strippers. Roland and Fran-
cine, after a dignified dance in the
first act, return in the second for
another. Before they finish, though,
they tear the clothes from each
other and indulge in amusing pratt
falls.

Vicki McNeeley, shov's top war-
bler, gets applause for her interpre-
tation of 'Music, Maestro, Please.'
Each stripper shows herself twice.
Line has plenty of lookers and works
with gusto. House does well week-
ends, but matinees are way off.

Sahu.

Haidy's Gay 90's, N. Y.,

To Add Bowery Saloon
As soon as alterations are com-

pleted, Bill Hardy's Gay 90's, New
York, will open a Bowery Saloon ad-
dition to his club. Third floor of the

building in which the Gay 90's now
occupies two levels, will house the

lower east side N. Y. atmosphere.
It's expected to be ready within 10

days or two weeks.
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Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK (Oct. 3)

THIS WEEK (Sept. 26)

Numeral* in connection with bills below indicate opening day of
show, whether full or split week

NEW YORK CITY
State (20)

Gwynne
Frank Convllle Co
Gub Van
Mai HaJlett Ore

BALTIMORE
Stanley (30)

S Drews

EVANSVILLE
Majestic (20-1)

Top HRt Rev
WASHINGTON
Capitol (30)

Chester Hale Gls
Louts Da Pron
Commodores
Cass, Gwen & T
Sybil Bowan

NEW YORK CITY
Paramount (28)

Tommy Dorsey Ore
Connie Boswell
Gil Lamb
Titan 3

BUFFALO
Buffalo (30)

Rudy Vallee Oro

CHICAGO
Chicago (30)

Veloz ft Tolanda
O. Kay Smith
Bellett & Eng Bros
MINNEAPOLIS
On>hrum (30)

Benny Goodman Or

LORRAINE and ROGNAN
Plus

"JIGGS"
STRAND, NEW YORK

NOW
Dir.: MARK J. LEDDY

RKO

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (30)

Harrison & Fisher
Ruth Ann Boris
Leon Foklne
Marie Grlmaldl
Herzer ft Zayde
Erno Rapee Symph

ALBANY
Sleeker Hall
(2nd only)
(2 only)

Mike Rellly
Lucky Mellnda

CHICAGO
Palace (30)

Bernlvlcl Rev
(23)

Chester Hale GIs
Chuck & Chuckles
Rolf Holbein
Arren & Broderlck

CLEVELAND
Palace (30)

Mann, Dupree & L
Gordon Co
.Stroud 2

Amer Ice Carnival
(23)

Bobbins Bros ft Sis
Simpson Co
Chester Morris
Andrews Sis
Bert Wheeler

COLUMBUS
Palace (23)

Helene Denlzon
12 Amer Rockets
Jim Lewis Co
Zasu Pitts
Red Skelton
MINNEAPOLIS
Orpheum (30)

Benny Goodm'n Ore

Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Strand (30)

Jan Garber Oro
Ethel Merman
Lorraine & Rognan
Serge Flash

BROOKLYN
Strand (30)

Estelle Taylor
Honey Fam
Joe Besser
Cappy Barra Co
Teddy King Ore

(24)
3 Sophisticates
Frank Paris
Frances Faye
Elate Bros
Teddy King Ore
PHILADELPHIA

Earle (30)
Johnnie Davis Ore
Slate Bros
Frazee Sis
Wayne Morris
Conklln ft Thomas

Buddy Rogers Ore
Mary Brian Co
Brltt Wood

Fox (30)
Ina Ray Hutton Ore

(24)
F ft P Trado
Loretta Lee
Amer Ice Carnival
PITTSBURGH
Stanley (30)

Chester Morris
Lou Breese Oro
3 Sophisticates
6 Antalacks

(24)
Kay Kyser Ore

READING
Alitor (30-1)

Mlnneviteh Co
WASHINGTON

Enrle (30)
Lucy Monroe
Gaston Palmer
Gae Foster GIs

(24)
Johnnie Davis
Gae Goster GIs
Mario & Florla
Wayne' Morris
Paul La. Vnrre Co

YORK
fltrnnd (30-1)

Alex Bartha Ore

Independent

NEW YORK CITY
Roxy (20)

pel Casino
Lathrop Bros & L
3 Bonos
James Evans Co
Gae FoBter GIs
Paul Ash Ore
CLEVELAND
Roxy (20)

Mildred H Chaplin
Charles Country
Eddy Snyder
Walt Stanford
Maxlne. DeShon
Jackie Lynn
Hazel Wnlker

DETROIT
Fox (23)

Hugh Herbert
HARTFORD
State (30-3)

Paul Whlteman Ore

INDIANAPOLIS
Lyric (30)

Hugh Herbert
Masters & Rollins

Sara Ann McCabe
7 Gaurhos
Rochelle & Rita
Deano & Jackson

(23)
Gene JCrupa Oro
KANSAS CITY
Fox Tower (30)

Horace Heldt Ore
(23)

Johnny Perkins
Ruth Petty
Bellett ft Eng Bros
Norton Spur
Evers ft Dolores
Judy Conrad Ore

London

Week of September 26
Astoria D. H.

«oscoe ft Farmer
Dominion

Juanlta ft Champs
Ben Jade Co
Freddy Dosh
CAMDEN TOWN

Gaumont
£ & M Honrl
Eddie Gordon
Georgian 4

CLAPHAM
. Granada
4 White Flashes
Mllson Sis
Connor & Drakewyn McCarthy

Ronald Chesney
Jack Frnncols
Bobby Howell Bd

EAST HAM
Grnnnda

Jose Moreno
Cnrsons
Rusty & Shine

GREENWICH
Granada

Jose Moreno
Carsons
Rusty & Shine

ISLINGTON
Blue Hnll

Ascot & Stanley
Will Carr

TOOTING
Granada

4 White Flashes
MUson Sis
Connor & Drake
Wyn McCarthy
Ronald Chesney
Jack Francois

Bobby Howell Bd
WELLING
Granada

Savoy Jr Bd
WOOLWICH
Granada

Y'ung Bl'ds of Va'ty

Week of September 26
ABERDEEN

Tlvoll
Jack Radcllffe
Vera McLean
Harold Dayne
Sherman Fisher GIs
4 Smith Brothers
Norman ft CUrnot
Neller'ft Clare
Pratova ft Jules
Sandler Sis

BLACKPOOL
Palace

Charlie Kunz
Betty Hobba GIs
George Doonnn
Hector & Pals
•Billy O'Connor
Newman. W & Y
Avant Bros
De Troy ft Lady
Bruce Green

Opera House
Stanley Holloway
Elizabeth Welch
George Lacy
Ross & Stone
J & J Bredwin
John Tiller GIs
Betty Driver

Hippodrome
Sandy Powell

D Wakefield Co
Norman Evans
Gloria Gilbert
Karlna
Vadlo & Hertz
Monroe Bros

Feldmnn's
Reg Bolton
Elsie Prince
Terry Wilson
Peplno's Circus
Hudson's Step Sis

North Pier
Frank Randle
Tessle O'Sltea
Robert Nnylor
5 Sherry Bros t>

Peggy Desmond
Alexis & Dorrano
Terry's Ladles

GLASGOW
Pavilion

Devlto's Ore
Vine, More ft N
Les Plerrotys
Lester & Andre
Jack Stocks
Bobby Henshaw
Ralphono ft Page
Manhattan G
Exhibition Hall

Mantovanl Ore

Cabaret Bids

NEW YORE CITY
Armando's

Jimmy Vincent Ore
Reed Lnwton
Ethel Sayers

Areola Inn
(Areola, N. J.)

Jerry . Carr Ore
Chlquita Venezia
Ruth Warren
Kay Blalre
George Scottl
Wulter Cole

Barney Gallant's

Angela Velez
Carter & Bowie

Bill's Gay 90's

Charles Touchette
John Panter
John lEliot
Don Cortez
Jim Phillips
Mary Roberts
Harold Wlllard
ArthurBehan
Harry Donnelly
Joe Howard
Spike Harrison
Bernle Grauer
Boulevurd Tavern
(Elmhurst, L. I.)

Jlmmle O'Brien
Mac Arthurs
Joyce & Darrel
Ana Pastora
Dorothy Wenzel
Cameron Crosby
Jan Fredrlcs Oro

Cafe Loyale
Penn Wayne Oro

Casa Manana
Ted Lewis Oro
Patricia Ellis
James Barton
Al Slegel
Cardlnl
Al Trahan
4 Step Bros
Robert Wlldhack
Harry Armstrong
Shelton Brooks
Ben Yost Co
Kay Parsons

Casino Cubano
Don Alfredo Ore
Consuelo Moreno
Ramon & Luclnda

Club 1«

Pat Harrington
Ann Rush
Frankle Hyers
Irene Mausoth
Willie Grogan
Leila Gaynes
Beale St Boys
G Andrews Ore

Clnb Gaueho
Dlmltrl ft Virgil
Natalia Kordova
Trlnl Plaza
Don Miguel Oro

El Chlco

Don Alberto Ore
Asuncion Granados
Joylt & Mara villa

Dorlta ft Valero
Francisco Ramos

El Morocco
Ernie Hoist Ore

Fnmous Door
Count Basle Oro
Jerry Kruger
Earl Wilson
Jnmes Rushing
Glen Island Casino

Will Osborne Ore
Havana-Madrid

Nano Rodrlgo Ore
Juanlto Rannhrla Oi
Carlos & Carito
Pancho & Dolores
Fellpo de Flores
Sarlta Herrera

III<*kory House

joe Marsala Ore

Hotel Ambassador
Arthur Herbert Ore
Gabriel Cocco
Jules Brand

Hotel Aslor

X Urandwynne Ore
Lee Wiley

H'tel Belmont-PIaza
Val Olman Ore
Nan Wynn
Ray Hunt
DIosa Costello

Hotel Blltmore
Frank Novak Oro
Hal Hutchison

Hotel Bossert
(Brooklyn)

Will McCune Oro

Hotel Commodore
Sammy Kaye -Ore

Hotel Edison
Blue Barron Oro
Don Alexander

Hotel Essex House
Rloh'd Hlmber Ore
Dell ft Hamory
Hotel Gov. Clinton
Eddy MayehofT Ore
Betty Gale
Hotel Lexington

Ray Kinney Oro
Hotel Lincoln

Tlto'a :Swingtette
Hotel Lombardy

Cholly Drew
Hotel McAlpin

J Messner Ore
Gonzales ft Menen
Jeanne D'Arcy
Hotel New Yorker
Henry Busse Oro
Baptle ft Lamb
Eric, Walt
Roberts ft Farley
Bobby Duffy
May Judels

Hotel Park Central

Jerry Blaine Oro
Sktppy Burton
Randy Brooks
Garland & Maria
Hotel Piccadilly

Adrian Rollinl 3

notel Pierre

Harold Nagel Oro
Hotel Plaza

Eddy Duehln Ore
Don de Vodl Ore
P & G Hartman
Sally Clark
Hotel Savoy-Plaza
Emtio Petti Oro
Hlldegarde

Hotel Sherry-
Netlierland

Tcharkovsky Ore
Geo Scherben
Hotel St. Morltc

Basil Fomeen Ore
Yvonne Bouvler
Theod're & Denesha
Hotel St. Regis

Joe Rlnes Ore
Don Marton Oro
Rnmon & Renlta
(Maisonette Basse)
Mathey Ore
Billy Hicks Oro

Hotel Tuft
Enoch Light Oro
Peggy Mann
George Hlnes
Light Brigade

Hotel Waldorf-
Astoria

Geo Olsen Ore
Mlscha Borr Ore

Hotel Warwick
Gerry Morton Ore
Elinor Sheridan
Dell O'Dell

Kit Kut Club
Al Cooper Ore
3 Peppers
Orlando Roberson
Cook & Brown
Smiles ft Smiles
Pearl Balnea

Ijirue

ISddle Davis Ore
Joseph Smith Ore

1* Coq Rouge
Geo Sterney Ore

Le Mirage
Happy Horton Ore
Maryon Dale '

Jessica Worth
Katherlne Mayfield

Leon * Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Lou Martin Oro
Vlnce & Anita
Llna Basquette
Haines, Tate ft S
Addison Bailey
Iris Adrian
Meredith
Tanner ft Thomas
Helen Walnwrlght
Wally Wanger 6

Midnight Sun
Jack Melvin Ore
Eileen Wenzel
Geraldlne Rose
Carol Bruce

Monte Curio
Pierre Beaucalre
Ann & Burt Royce
Marlte
Julian Altman
Gaston
Rex Meza

Plantation Club
Sheets Tolllver Oro
Philip Mason
Pauline Bryant

Paradise
Russ Morgan Ore
Delia Carroll
Harry Jackson
Mexican 3

Pepper Pot
Joe D'Andrea Ore
Hula Boys Ore
Iris Ray
Boyd Heathen
Frank Carey

Queen Mary
Joe Ellis Ore
Annette Guerlalne
Elsie Hartley
BUI Hanson
Ann White
Queen's Terrace
(Woodslde, L. 1.)

Charlie Strong Ore
Harriett Carr
Ashley & Ware
John Hubert
Harry Rone
Paul Carlton
Radio Franks' Club
Frank Besslnger
Jerry White
Gus Wlcke
Jimmy Burns
Fred Bishop
Wynne Ralph
Lou Williams
Ebony. 8
Truth Leonoff

Rainbow Grill

Paul Kaln Oro
Marlynn & Michael
Rulnbow Room

Al Donahue Ore
Eddie LeBaron Oro
Paula Kelly
Ruth Nlgey
John Hoysradt
Jack Cole Co

Russian Kretchma
Volodla Katrtv Ore
Nastla Poliakova
Simeon Saksonsky
Simeon Karavaeff
Marusla Snva
Darla BIrse
Michel Mlchon
Mlscha Osdonoff
Klavdla Kapelova
Sergei Ignatenko

Stork Clnb
Sonny Kendls Ore
Jose Lopez Ore

Swing Club
Ray Mario Oro
Freddie Fulton
Pete Clifford
Ruth Osborn
Ton I Gaye
Cellnda
Joe Van Green
Jack. Huber
Luclnda Lang

Tavern-on-Green
Hughle Barrett Ore

Tokuy Magyar
Frank Douglas Ore
Ilona de Thury
Johnny Carter
Marget
Marina ft Norlna

Versailles

Cross ft Dunn
M Bergere Ore
Panchlto Ore
D'Avalos Dancers

Village Barn
Mitchell Ayres Ort
Walter Donahue
Maryann Mercer
Zeb Carver Co

Whirling Top
Geo Morris Ore
Russell Dracken
Trent Patterson
Ramon Rlngo
Stephen Harris

Wlvel
Charley Bowman Or
Bob f.ee

Amelia Gllmore
Deane Dickens
Marlon Carrol
Connie Joyce
Al Small

LOS ANGELES
Ball

Charlie ' Lawrence
Bruz Fletcher

Beverly Wllshlre

Howard Jerrard
Viola Vaughn
Lou Sal lee Oro

Blltmore
Billy ft J Severln
Annabelle
Hal Derwln
Jerry Stewart
Tommy Trent
Shep Fields Oro

Cafe Callente

Elenlta
Diana
Leo
Miguel Dilches
Luz Dasquez -

Juan Navarro
Eddie Agullar Ore

Cafe De Puree
Blssels
Luke Peaslee
Geo Burns
Meta Acree
Charlie Ament Oro
Paul McLean

Cafe La Maze
Dona Gordon
Park Avenue Boys
Myrus

Clover Club
Sta-n .Myers Oro
Cocoanut Grove

Morton Downey
Anson Weeks Oro

Hawaiian
Paradise Club

Searlee ft Lena
Bobby Ramos
Princess Luana
Kay Kalalnl
Eddie Bush 3
Andy lone Oro

It Cafe
Joe Moshay
Bob Searles
Bill Roberts Oro
Jerry's Mandalay
Tommy Howard

La Conga
Harry Rosenthal
E Durando R'ba Bd

Margaret Roach
Blue Stone Ore

Little Club
Jane Jones
Tiny Merldith
Chas Thorpe

Omar's Dome
Dorothy Roberts
Walter Wade
Elmer

Palomar
Flagg ft Arnold
Almo Tanner
Perry Como
Allen Speer
Ted Weems Oro

Paris Inn
Marguerite ft M
Dominic Columbo
Thora Matthlson
Ken Henryson
Klml O'Dell
Norska
The Gregorys
Henry Monet
Chuck Henry Ore
P Selznlck's Club

Rose Murphy
Richard Dennis
Grey & Bergen
Evelyn Farney
Nanita Torrass
Max Fldler Oro
Billy Lankln

Seven Hens
Candy Candldo
Joe Frisco
Bill Hoffman
Hal Chancellor
Noel Neil
Dorothy Ellers

Somerset House
Harry Ringland

Topsy's
3 Debutantes
Nick Cochrane
Muzzy Margelllno
Ted Flo Rlto Ore

Trocadero
Jose's Cuban Bd
Fernando Ramos
Bob Grant Ore
V Hugo Restaurant
Griff Williams Ore
Charlie Vaughn

CHICAGO
Bismarck Hotel
(Walnut Room)

Jules Duke Ore
Arlene O'Day
Betty Grey
Santoro ft Lorraine
Maxtne Marfield
Grace McCarthy

Blackhawk
Bob Crosby Oro
Marian Mann
Jim ft J Byrnes
Loina Cooper
Jack Gaulke Oro
Maclovla Ruiz

Blondles

Ginger Lee
Dolores Green
Phil Bernard
Monetta
Najah
Wanda Phillips
Pamella Adair

Blue Goose
Ralph Hovey
Frances Roma
Jane lines
Harry Singer Ore

Bon Air

Eddie Garr
Margie Knapp
Lang Thompson Qr'
Dukes ft Durness oi
Pepplno & Camllle
Lillian Carmen
Rose Ballet

llrrvoort Hotel
(Crystal Room)

Florence Schubert
Charles Baldwin
Grare Katroi
Norma Ballard

HrniMlmont
Lucky Girls

Phllomena
Phyllis Stanway
Dor Keith GIs
Honey Lee
Hank Simons
Alma ft Helen
Herble Rudolpb Ore

Caravan
Eddie Gorman
Rocke Romano
Toddy O'Grady
Don Morgan
Dot ft Jerry
Edna Leonard
Carl Scholtz Oro

Chez Paree
Abe Lyman Ore
Harry Rlchman
3 Oxford Boys
Dolly Arden
6 Jitterbugs
Rose Hlane
Don Orlando Oro
Evans Adorablos

Club Al
Hai Barber
Steen Bright
Avis Miller
Irene Fortess
Nana
Rhythm Kings

Club Alabum
Harriet Norrls
Kay LaSalle
Ilonore ft Gladys
siartle Moore
4 Ambassadors
Phyllis Brooks
Mar.Jorlo King
ICffle Burton
Uernle Adler
Dave t.'nells Ore
Chalk Robinson Ore
Eddie Roth Ore

Club Spanish
.
Pinky Tracy
Loretta DeBoer
Eve Evon
Nola Cooper
Kay Marshall
Ralston Ens
Joe Valentine
Joe Nltti Oro

Colony Club
Lillian Carmen
Jose Manzanares Or
Hugo .lePauls Oro

Colonlmos
B ft F Gilbert
Zang ft Todd
Helen Holmes
Blllie Maehell
Jackson. Reeves ft S
Olga Dane
Frltzie Lure
Banfields
Bobby Danders
Bob Hyatt
Pronaph GIs
Hollywood 6
Henri Gendron Ore

Club Dellsa

Evelyn White
Eloise Williams '

Bristle ft Gay
John Oscar
Rhythm WJllle
Bunny
3 Lu"ky Bucks
Sam Theard
Sam Robinson
Charles Isom
Partello GIs
Red Saunders Oro

Drake Hotel
(Gold Coast Room)
Hal Kemp Oro
Judy Starr
Bob Allen
Saxle Dowell
Harry Willford
Mickey -Bloom
Jack LeMalre
Eddie Kusby

Dutch's
Ralph Cook Rev
Rittm&n Dancers
Roberta' '

Peggy Moore
Helen Dove
Mort Lund Oro
Edgewnter B*acb

Hotel
(Marine Room)

Lelghton Noble Ore
Edith' Caldwell
Chick Floyd
Muriel Grey
Harriet Smith GIs
Evelyn Pelser

Famous Door
Ed Danders Oro
Terry O'Toole
Helen DuWayne
Bernle Plncus
Bryan Wolfe

4th Club
Homer Roberts
Hazel Talbot
Jenne
Isabel ' Gerhart
Adelaide KIrkoff
Shorty Ball Oro
Franke's Casino

Dave Tannen
Rolando ft Dodd
Dorothy Dawn
Sally Hyde
Buddy Klrble
Blllie Rogers
Dana Cameron
Vlr Duvall
Rocke Ellsworth
Bob Tlnsley Oro

The Gables
Leon Chess Oro
Alice Tannen

Gay Paree
Wellington
Mary Williams
Sam Haas'
Patsy Linn
Gladys Beauvllle
Bernlce Bodel
Bob Riley Oro

Grand Terrace
Sonny ft Sonny
Dusty Fletcher
Howell & Coles
SnHle Gooding
Dot Soulters
Connie Harris
Leonard Reed Gle
Earl Hlnes Oro
Graemere Hotel
(Glass House Rm)
Don Pedro Oro
Elsa Harris
Ted ft Mary Taft
Harry's N Y Cab'ret
Bill Anson
Mildred Rock
Natasha
Sakura
Muriel Love
Rankin GIs
Charles Engel Oro

Hickory Inn
4 Top Hats
The New Yorkers

HI Hat
Joe Lewis
Terry Lawlor
Pal-Mar GIs
Jeanne Walker
Sid Lang Oro

Hippodrome
Flo Whitman Rev
Jerry Marks Oro
Sherone
Nyra Lou
Dee Adrian
Muriel Joseph
Genevieve Val

Ivanhoe
Helen Sumnera
Helen Irwin
4 Hawallans
Earl Hoffman Oro

L'Alglon
Mary W Kllpatrtek
George Bay Bd
Erinlo Bolognlnl Or

Hotel La Salle
(Blue Front Room)
Richard Schrelber
Blltmore Boys
Dixie Frances

Liberty Inn
Tommy O'Neal
Dolores Green
Rags Gallagher
Mickey Dunn
Marlta Ryan
Sylvia Tucker
Earl Wiley Oro

McLaughlins
Rue Ana
Mildred Jarre It
Ginger Wood
Deone Pago
Sammy Barry
Stan Carter
Jules Novlt Oro

Melody Mill

Jack Russel Oro
Miami Club

Reza Whlto
Earl Rlckard
Joe Cassldy

Lynn Barclay
Dorothy Johnson

Millstone

Anne Howard
Jane Wagner
Olga Day
4 Monteforte Sis
Roy Swift Ore

Minuet Club*

Margo Gavin
Jack HIlllaTd
Minuet GIs
Gale Lawrence
Jack Morton Ore

Morrison Hotel
(Boston Oyster

House)
Manfred Gottrjelf

Nameless Cafe
Joan LaMae
Ona Mae
Ed Leon
Williams Bros
Lydla Harris
Frank RnMondi
Mae dl Fill

Old Heidelberg

Old Heldelberi; Co
Herr Louie Ore
Geo Gunther Ore

Pulmer House
(Empire Room)

Veloz ft Volanda
Pancho Oro
LaFranronl
Nove.llo Bros
Smith's Ala nonets
Don Hooton
Grace' Dittman
Abbott Danrers
Ed Allen
Phil Dolley Oro

Parody Club
Freddie Abbott
Mpllle Manor
Dollle Dnlene
Sara Thebold
Marie Thomns
Freddie Janln Oro

Rose Bowl
Paulette' La Pierre
Gloria Panlco -
Tom Ferris

Sherman Hotel
(College Inn)

Brandt Sis
Robin Scott
UkslJIa ft Vlda
Jenna
Bud Lewis
Mary Jane Veo
Genevieve Trojan
Duke ft Noble
Betsy Ailing
Lynn Clare
Dorothy Erlckson
Madeline Raymond
Russel ft Genevieve
Snowflake Ballet
F Masters Oro

Dome
Earl Rlckard

Sliver Cloud

Charles Page
Sylvia Tucker
Modernettes
Florence Ray
Frank ft G Rosche
Marian Boyd
Hazel Zalus
Nord Richardson
3 Tops
Johnny McFall Ore

Silver frolics

lone O'Donnell
Continental 4

Ealalne Rabey
Fay Wallace
Art Freeman

eoo club
Billy Carr
Renee Villon
'Marg Faber GIs
Jessie Roselia
Vllma Joszy
Ruby Bennett
Ethel Brown
B ft L Cook
Collette
Peaches Strange
Dolly Sterling
Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli 3

Sky Rocket
Marjorle Whitney
Dictators
Mathews ft Shaw
4 Kings
B Tanks Socialite*

Stevens Hotel
(Continental Room)
Don' Julian ft M
Lois Harper
Louanne Hogan
Jackie Heller Ore

Stockade inn
Charles Chaney

Susl-

Irv Dornflrld
Rosalene GIs
Gloria Starr
Helen Dove
Warren ft Phillips
Edith Principle
Verne Wilson Oro

Bwlrigland
Joe Johnson
Mae Dlggs
Alma Smith
2 Rhythm Pals
Fats PattcrEon
Ted Smith
Billy ft Charles
Jlmmle Noone Ore
Thompson's 10 Club
Patsy Thomas
Bernle Green
Brahmer ft B'hmer
Ellis Logan
Ann Hcihm
Millie Travis
Joan Dawn
Frisco's Oro

Three Deuces
Art Tatum

Tower Inn
Frankle Dovie
Inez Gnnen
Helen LaMarr
Alice Tanner
Rhythm GIs
Kurtls Marionettes
Jerry Lynn
George Arnold
Eleanor Johnson
Frank Davis Oro

Trocadero
Gloria 'Romano
Adelle St Clair
Terry Circle
Roy Rankin Ore

Villa Modern*
Tony Cabot Ore

Villa Venice
C ft C Lambenln
Holly Sis
Lazzeronis
Noll ft Nolan
Felldo ft Tama
Ann Lewis
Linda Marsh
Michel ft Mcdcsna
Lou Hoffman

Renee Jay
Carlos ft Carlta
V Quartello Oro

Yacht Clnb
Gareth McGrath Or
Joe Herbert
Ruth Denning

Alfredo ft Dolores
Colleen
Yacht Club GIs

Zlg Zug
Sunny Bouche
Virginia Dare
Sakura
Larry Lux Oro

PHILADELPHIA
Auchorage

Bill Honey Oro
Glover ft LaMae
Gall-Gall
Jeanne Landls
Judy Lane

Arcadia Int';

Xavler Cuga't Orp
Carmen Castillo
Gall-Gall
Glover ft LaMae
Jennne Landls
Judy Lane
Eddie Asherman
Catallna Rolon
K-Mar
Iteltevue-Strutford
(Main Dining R'm)
Ale.ver Davis' Ore
(Burgundy Room)
Frank Juele Oro
Cliff Hall
Benny . the Bum's

Johnny Howard
Dolly Kay
Oshlns & Lessy
Castalne ft Barry
Delnyd McKay
Johnny Graff Oro
Sherman GIs (12)

Embussy
Helen Benton
Bert Clemoux
Frances Williams
Owen & Parco
Andrews Sis
Gloria Mausler
Betty Lynch
Peggy Tnylor'
Betty Davis
Barbat'a .Innnston
Ann Klrwln
Pedro Blanco Ore
Evergreen Casino

Pat Shevlln
Enters & Borgia
Mario Melton
Duval Sis
Beth Challis
Joe Mlllkopf Ore
Frankle Palumbo's
Les Barclay
Zephyrs
Bobby Morrow Ore
Marone ft Gallo
O'Connor Bros
Whitney ft Parker
Tvonettes (6).

Henri's

Freddy Baker Ore
Top Hatters
Al Behrenos
Pattl Cranford

Hildebrand's

Paula
Denny Montgomery
Richard Bach
Vldell ft Manning
Sinking Sam
Bella Belmont
Bobby Lee Oro

Hotel Adelphla
(Cafe Marguery)

Allen Fielding Oro
Bill Steele
Renee de Jarnette
La Conga GIs
Don Angelina Ore
Herb's 1412 Club

Dotty Strouser
Helen Heath
Lucille Renee
Pepper Carat
Billy Lee
Lillian Kllnn
.Bernlce Burns
Gauchos Ore
Peggy Wagner
Little Rathskeller

Jack Grlffln Ore
Mary Burton
Roy Sedley
Jean Rochelle
Lloyd & Willis
Johnny ft George

Jack Lynch's

Jeno Donath Oro

Vincent Rlzzo Ore
Barney Zeeman Ore
Sophie Tucker
Powers Gourand
Ghezzl
Readlnger 2
Herman Hyde
Jimmy Blake
Mildred Reed
Jack Lynch GIs (6)

PurrlRli Cafe
Blancho Saunders
Anna May KlBher
Billy ft Flo Gross
PeeWee Glllett
Jimmy Shore Oro

Rendezvous
Alan Gale

Stamp's Cafe
Dean ft Thomas
Donna ft, Lanno
Mlml Stewart
Johnny Welsh
Gene Uuylos
Jack HuLcninaon
Irving Braslow Ore
Silver Luke Inn

' (Clementnn)
Mlttkey Familunt Or
3 Escorts
Sally La Marr
Jlmmle Costello
Daphne Stautter
Lana Mono
Bob Ryan
Dutkln'n Ratlihkeller

Brlttel Sis
Peggy Duvan
Marie Duval
Sunny Nash
Tippy Velez
Viola K la les Oro
Frank Pont!

1A23 locust

Linda Ray
Renee
Dolores Merrill
Peggy Bowen
Gladys Crane
Dave Lay ton
Bubbles Shelby
Swing King Oro

, 21 Club
Mltzl O'Neill
Freddie Bernard
Ruth Martin
Joan Gardner *
Marty Landls Oro

Viking Cafe
Frankle Richardson
Suez & Meln
Dot Landy
Sis McCall
Mildred Gllson
Marlon Llndsey
Audrey Jordan
Jerry Delmar Ore

Village Barn
Frank Hall
Dolores O'Neill
Mildred King
Dlnne ft Wlnton
Emerald Sis
Hap. Valley Cowb'e
Harry Wharton Ore
Weber's Hof Brav

' (Camden)
IjOuIs Chalkln Oro
Nino Carmlno
Karl ft Gretehen
International 3
Bavarians
Eldoradlana
Use Hart
Joe Romano
Rudy Bruder
Ray Miller
Agnes Dwyer
Willie Solar
Al Bedell
Mackle ft Paul

Yacht Club
Kitty Helmllng Ore
Jimmy Bailey
Olga Alanolt
Worth Sis
Hazel Elrch
Mnrcla Lee
Patricia Robinson

BOSTON
Brown Derby

Dick Stutz Ore
Blllie ft B Burnett
Virginia Stuart
Chandler 3
Lucille Doran
GIs (8)

Club Moyfalr
Lewis Bonlck Oro
Sheila Barrett
Vernons (2)
Renee DeJarnette
Lois ft Jean
Cocoanut Grove

Billy Lossez Oro
Hylton Sis (3)
Robberts ft White
Margo .

Leary ft Lee
D Parrlsh

Congo
Eddie Deas Oro
Crawford House

Ray Phillips Oro
J>ddle Leonard
Anne Richards

Hamllburg's
Don Humbert Oro
Ginger Gordon

Hofbraa
(Lawrence)

Jlmmle Hodges
Hon Loy Doo

Joo Marot Ore
Hotel Imperial

Cliff Jarvls Oro
Hotel Statler

(Terrace Room)
Clyde Lucas Oro
Lyn Lucas
Johnny Voogdt
Hotel Westminster

(Blue Room)
Kail Rhode Ore

Knotty Pine Room
(Hotel Woodcock)
Freddy Green Oro
Merry-Go-Ronnd

(Copley Pl'za H'tel)
Jimmy Avalono Oro
Old Fashioned Cat*
Nerldda
New Amer. Hotel

(Lowell)
Lou Clarke Ore

Ort's
Billy Stone
Sadie Perry
Paradise Restaurant

(Lawrence)
Freddie Coombs Or

Penthouse
(Bradford Hotel)

Frank Ward Ore
Ken ft Roy Pago
Deauvllle Bros
Barbara Lynn
GIs (8)

Royal Pulms
Margie Dorello
Bltz Carlton Hotel
Bunny Berigan Ore

Seville
Don Rico Ore
Sheraton Room

(Copley PI'zu H'tel)
Walter Miller Ore

Southland
Jim Lunceford Ore
Princess Orella
Pete Co
Engagl
Jimmy Skelton
3 Phantoms
GIs (8)

Steuben's
(Vienna Boom)

Jack Fisher Ore
Trocadero

Al Boorls Oro

MILWAUKEE
Bert Phillip's

Pep Babler Ore
E\hel Seld.el

Hilly Knack's
Collen Hamilton
Louis Stieeter

lue Moon
Jay Jayson
Gale Parker

Chateau Clnb
Carlos ft Doloros
Ann Sutcr
John Poat
Andrlnl Bros

(Continued

Clover Club
Weber Ore
Helen Rita
Ruth Phillips
Ellen Rookay

Club Madrid
Jimmy Rotas Ore
Joe Rio
Mildred Perlea
Druke & Much*
Phyllis Novak

Club Terrle

Jafk Teeter Ore
Phil Kestln
on page 58)
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MUSIC HALL, N. Y.

Richard Leibert, Glee Club, Rock-
ette&t. Jan Peerce, Mary Raye and
Naldi, Sunshine Sammy, Sleepy Wil-

liams, M. H. Orch., with Brno Rapee,

conductor; Mischa Violin, Lamar
Stringfield, associates; 'Carefree'

(RKO>, reviewed in Variety Aug.
31.

This is open season on salutes to

Irving Berlin. There was one, the

wideawake pupils will recall, that

was broadcast more as a parade of

egotists saluting themselves than a

genuine gesture towards the com-

poser. Leonidoff organization at the

Music Hall has committed no such

offense against good taste. It's Irv-

ing Berlin's music all the way.

A good deal of affectionate devo-

tion went into this presentation. By
the 9 p.m. frolic Thursday (22) it

was tight as a shoelace, handsomely
mounted and dressed throughout.
That turns the beam momentarily
on Willa Van, Marco Montedoro and
Hattie Rogge. Blends of color in

fabrics and designs are set off by
Bruno Maine's backgrounds. -

Vin Lindhe's glee clubmen con-
tinue to act unlike themselves. . Or
maybe they are just newly becoming
themselves. Once they are living
statues as rigid as the Buckingham
Palace guards. .They occasionally
pace off a fixed number of steps to
the left, then to the right, then re-
form for another group photograph.
They are singers. That's admitted.
But are they actors? Watch them
gag up the 'Tin Pan' Alley' medley
this week with comic by-play, pan-
tomimic mood-setting and general
moving about It's progress of a
notable sort. Marble continues com-
ing to life. 'On the Road to Manda-
lay' (may it get mislaid in the li-

brary!) is again forgiven.
A clever way of showing off the

mannequins js provided by represent-
ing intermission in front of a thea-
tre. Sunshine Sammy and Sleepy
Williams, two Negro youths, begin
by working as sidewalk huskers,
with their backs to the audience.
Pair perform an assortment of acro-
batics while keeping up a locomotive
pace in hoofing. They register sol-
idly.

Mary Raye and Naldi come on in
the subsequent scene to arouse a
burst of admiration, not alone for
what the audience sees in a finished
performance of ultra-smoothness, but
in the unseen hours of grueling re-
hearsal and creative dancing show-
manship that such composure sug-
gests. Here is not one, or a few, but
a whole basketful of unusual lifts,

leaps and steps. It would be a dense
and purblind audience indeed that,
without knowing the fine points, of
technique, did not spontaneously
recognize the sheer muscular dis-
cipline involved. The Music Hall
hails them as talent worthy of en-
thusiasm.
"'For "tneir "workout this week the
Rockettes are doing the Yam, from
the- dance routine in 'Carefree,' star-
ring Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers.
This has the girls bibbed-and-tucked
in shoe-bows, arm-gloves, hip-frills
and general pertness. Routine is cal-
culated to break down the toughest
critics. For a touch of added show-
manship, girls remain on stage to
quietly beat out a hot tempo as the
opening series of credits for 'Care-
free' comes on. It's a brilliant, final
touch, warming and perfectly car-
ried through.
Other items are Richard Leibert's

organ and Jan Peerce's solo. Land..

LYRIC, INDPLS.

women and two' men, score with foot

balancing on tall poles. Part of the
action takes place in the flies, which
is missed by balcony customers.
Featured number by orchestra is

'Blue Rhythm Fantasy,' in which all

bandmen beat tempo on small drums
attached to music racks, with Krupa
holding the lead. Idea is good be-
cause of drum theme behind show,
but no melody follows and tune runs
extra long, l .nding non-swing cus-

tomers to a psychopathic ward.
Leo Watson, Negro scat singer, is

spotted next to closing. Singing of

'Midnight Ride of Paul Revere'
sounds more like clatter of horse's
hoofs than any articulate vocaliz-
ing.' Follows with a jam bit on
slush-horn, then goes into another
jibberish vocal of 'Mulberry Bush.'
Krupa has talented aggregation

but band needs front man or m. c,

Krupa has to read part of his an-
nouncements from paper held in

plain sight of audience. Set also

needs lighting.
Biz good at last show Fridav (23)

.

Kiley.

CAPITOL, WASH.

Washington, Sept. 24.

The Commoders, Barr & Estes,
Stan Kavanagh, Starnes & Anavan,
Chester Hale Girls (24); 'Lucky
Star' (20th).

STATE, N. Y.

Twenty-four Chester Hale Girls,

who have been booked by house for

indefinite stay, give body and color

to a talent-filled 11th Anniversary

Revue; with has plenty of ideas hut
never seems to hit the mark, at show
caught, before a cold audience.

Bill opens with football overture,
which goes right into first number,
with gals in colored shorts repre-
senting various colleges. Much
wasted time consumed by having
each girl take football and march
about while offstage voice states col-
lege she represents. Eight Com-
modores prance on to ttke center
mike and warble 'Something About
A Soldier' and 'Ride, Tenderfoot,
Ride.'
Barr and Estes out for nut hoof-

ing that's clever and patter which
isn't. Full stage again for gypsy
campfire number, Commodores giv.-

ing 'em 'Smoke Dreams' while gals
flit about walloping, tambourines.
Curtains close and reopen on dark-
ened stage for Starnes and Anavan
adagio bit, effect of having girl and
two men in phosphorescent costume
with invisible third stalwart step-
ping in to hold dame in midair be-
ing first real punch of show. Stan
Kavanagh follows with juggling of
balls and clubs. Even Kavanagh,
who is local favorite, couldn't get
even more than a mild titter, where
he usually gets roars, at this show.
Full stage again, with Commodores
tearing through 'We Are the Mus-
keteers' and the ensemble clicking
in spectacular fencing routine fin-
ishing the show. Biz fair. Craig.

CENTURY, BALTO

Benny Fields, Block <& Sully, Fred
Craig, Jr., Six Honeys* Pritchard <fc

Lord; 'Three Loves Has Nancy'
(M-G).

Five-act show holds to the tradi-
tion that this house has built through
alert bookings.
Benny Fields, who created the

crooning precedent, is back after a
10-month lapse and gets a big re-
ception. For at least 30 minutes he
dallied to the delight of Saturday
(24) nighiers and the show ran
overtime on the fourth of the day's
five performances.

State's show is something of a
family affair with Jesse Block and
wife, Eve Sully, on the bill, too.

Miss Sully insists she's the m.c. and
Block doesn't object, wisely, it

seems. They start mildly in stride

and introduce Fred Craig, Jr., 'devil

with the numbers.' Craig holds the
house spellbound, writing figures

upside-down on a-' series of black-
boards. His type of act is disap-

pearing from vaude, therefore
doubly welcome.
•Your Minstrel Man,' Fields, with

suave style, ever-folding, opera hat

and little bamboo cane, is one of the
positive personalities of the present-
day stage. He can do without sugar,

he says, but not without 'My Walk-
ing Stick.' His 'Now It Can Be Told'
and 'Sentimental Story' are gems of

their kind and so is Ttelovely.' 'Alex-
ander's Ragtime Band' tops his rou-
tine. It brings him back for several
encores and, of course, the inevitable
'Thanks a Million,' which really
speeded him into the limelight. He
also gives out with 'Melancholy
Baby' and only when Block and
Sully come on again to relieve him
does Fields get off.

The duo get their best stuff in
then, changing their pace adroitly.

'Thanks for the Memory' highlights
for the pair, who had not appeared
at the State for three years.
Laughter is their theme and that's

what they get over.
The unusual Six Honeys close with

dancing and acrobatics. Opening are
Ann Pritchard and Jack Lord with a
ballroom routine that earns them
feature billing. Show at this per-
formance ran an hour and 20 min-
utes, about 10 minutes over schedule.

Ibee.

Indianapolis, Sept. 24.
Gene Krupa Orch, Irene Daye,

Leo Watson, Bob King, Antaleka
(6), Smith, Rogers & Eddy; 'Meet
the Girls' (20th).

Gene Krupa's is a solid sender on
the skins, 14-piece band. Running
mostly to brass, it's a big session
for the alligators all the way, with
53 minutes devoted to unrestrained
jive. Cats in the audience take it

big, but more sedate customers are
a little bewildered by the cacophony.
High platform set has Krupa cen*
tered and spotlighted on all band
numbers, with band's doghouse
thumper stepping down to handle
stick for acts and, vocalists.
Band opens with neat arrange-

ment of 'Don't Be That Way' and
goes into medley of 'Now It Can Be
Told,' 'Change Partners' and 'What
Goes On Here in My Heart' For
these, crew turns almost legit, go-
ing out of this world later on
strictly swing tunes.
Deuce held by Smith, Rogers and

Eddy, two men, who do comedy
dancing, and girl, who feeds their
pantomime and contributes second-
rate tap on her own. Followed by
orchestra in ^swing tune with Krupa
shining on brush work at the snares.
Irene Daye garners enthusiastic

salvo with her rendition of 'You
<3o to My Head,' 'You've Got to
Swing' and 'So Help Me.' Band then
gives out on 'You Know That I
Know.' Bob King <does a ventrilo-
quist turn, two dummies, first with a
feminine Charlie McCarthy: other,
"a very tiny figure in sailor suit. Gags
^are did and King was having
'triJuble remembering his lines at
chow caught. Six- Antaleks, four

Baltimore, Sept. 25.
Don Albert House Orch (40), Roy

Smeck, Preble & Branson, 3 Drews;
'Boys Town' (M-G).

Second attempt at newly devised
'musical divertissement* stage flash,

still must be rated neither fish nor
fowl. It's certainly not vaude in the
accepted sense, nor is it a presenta-
tion. Therein' lies its inherent weak-
ness.

Given only 20 minutes by a special
deal with the local musical union,
which permits a scale of $35 per
man, and restricted to such special-
ties that may be termed 'musical in-
terpretation,' development of idea
will take further experimentation to
correctly guage its possibilities.
Not as long-haired in the selection

of musical repertoire as the first at-
tempt, current program calls for de-
cidedly lighter treatment and more
popular appeal. This may be a step
in the right direction, but a potpouri
of excerpts only must disappoint
strictly musical auditors, and lets the
vaude fans down as well. A skill-
fully selected musical rendition in
its entirety, plus one or two fully
developed and sock solo spots, rather
than the conglomeration now at-
tempted, might be one of the an-
swers.
Orchestra on graduated platforms,

opens the show with 'Park Ave. Fan-
tasy' and 'Oriental Nocturne' after
which Preble and Branson sell a
Neapolitan medley. More orchestral
stuff precedes the 3 Drews; Two
boys and girl, at miniature piano in
pit, dressed, a la collegiate, give out
with scat vocals of 'Dipsey Doodle'
and swing arrangement of 'Old Mill
Stream,' just fair.

'Toy Trumpet' puts orchestra In
nice groove and sets good spot for
Roy Smeck, also spotted in pit and
strong with standard electric steel
guitar arrangements of pop medley.
Follows with impression of Bill
Robinson, deftly finger-tapped, on
stringless uke. 'Moon Over Dixie'
by orchestra closes pleasingly.
Biz big, but still no indication of.

drawing power of new attempt
at flesh because of marquee strength
of 'Boys Town.' Don Albert guest
conducts the house orchestra with
showmanship* Gene Ford's produc-
tion also good. Burm.

ouently here with film personages
ill the past. Main fault, as with
most film people, lies in poor ma^
terial.

Following Herbert's setto, Miss
Daley has 'em rolling in the aisles

with her lame-brained antics and
vocalizing. Ex-Follies' performer's
parody on pop tunes, plus zany con-
tortions, et al, brings on deserved
encores. Senor Wenches; ventrilo-

quist and juggler, otters a clever

different routine. Tops it off with
some quiet wit while spinning- plates.

Lafayette add La Verne's snappy
Apache number, in closing, is in-

troed by house line, which also con-
tributes two othev neat routines
during 50-minute show.
Condos Bros, maintain standard of

taps shown on previous occasions
here. Sam Jack Kaufman batons pit

band through overture, besides
m.c.'ing show. Frank Connors, house
tenor, turns in pop following over-
ture.
Fair crowd at early show Friday

evening (23). Pete.

HIPP, BALTO

PALACE, COLUMBUS
Columbus, Sept. 24.

ZaSu Pitts, Cliff Hall, Red Skel-
ton, Edna Stillwell, Helene Denizon,
Texas Jim Lewis's Lone Star Cow-
boys, 12 American Rockets; 'Four's
a Crowd' (WB).-

With ZaSu Pitts for the marquee
and Red Skelton to carry the show.
Manager Harry Schreiber should
have no worries with the fall in-
itialer of the RKO house's now-and-
then stage policy.

Skelton, a hard worker, m.c.'s the
five acts and breaks his own turn
into three parts as well as keeping
the show moving at a fast pace with
his clowning. Takeoff on a woman
dressing is his first solo. Midway
he does his dunking routine, which
he did in 'Having Wonderful Time'
(RKO), and for the windup, a series
of embarrassing moments, with the
assistance of a blonde stooge, Edna
Stillwell.

Cliff Hall introduces and straights
for Miss Pitts. Hollywood come-
dienne tries to take her turn out of
the usual personal appearance grind
by adding a couple songs to the
.customary gab and gags, but fails
to register solidly. A trick hat helps
to get laughs. Songs are a recita-
tion number about her fluttering
hands, followed by 'A-Tisket.' Texas
Jim Lewis's Cowboys are on to as-
sist with the latter.
Five cowboys brought on with a

courtesy line for NBC. A novel
turn for this house, the swing hill-
billies score for laughs as wSIl as
getting a good hand for their yo-
deling, train whistle imitation and
a washboard contraption fitted out
with horns and bells and called a
'Texas hootinanny.'
Helene Denizon keeps her solo

dance routine laudably . brief. Ifs
good but she's smart not to. drag it

out because of its limited appeal.
Twelve American Rockets, six men,
six girls, open show with a Ha-
waiian dance and are on again for
the finale. Biz good. Otis.

FOX, DETROIT

Detroit. Sept. 23.
Dansonettes (16), Condos Bros.

(2), Senor Wenches, Hugh Herbert,
Cass Daley, Lafayette & La Verne,
Sam Jack Kaufman house orch,
Frank Connors; 'Straight; Place and
Shou? (20th).

Advance postings notwithstanding,
current acts finish in about this
order: Cass Daley, straight; Hugh
Herbert, place, and Senor Wenches,
show. Even at that it's nose-and-
nose. for the last two spots.

•Herbert's skit, something about a
befuddled guy trying to send a tele-
gram, not only fails to show his
'woo-woo' stuff to best advantage,
but likewise is pretty hackneyed.
Film comedian dishes out couple of
jokes, not' too original, and takes a
bow with *nis wife.'. Herbert isn't to
be blamed too much for cool recep-
tion,- for that has been the case fre-

Baltimore, Sept. 25.

Ina Ray Hutton Orch, Steve
Evans, Novak & Fay, Emily Van
Loesen, Winsted' Boys A Elaine Mer-
rit; 'I Am Law* (Col).

Current setup looks like nice lay-
out on paper but skids a bit in its

playing. Ina Ray Hutton's band, on
throughout, presents a nice flash but
shduld adjust itself with, better con-
trasted repertoire of shorter num-
bers. It's difficult to stress brass in
an all-girl ensemble and that seems
the inadvisable aim of the Hutton
style.

Off to swingy opener, band goes
into too-long medley, which includes
vocals, instrumental solos and sec-
tional interludes. Makes good spot
for Emily Van Loesen, who's in fair
waltz aero, Vocal by Miss Hutton,
'You Go to My Head,' follows and is

nicely received.
The Winsted Boys and Elaine Mer-

rit scat sing to accompaniment of
guitars of the two boys. 'Lullaby in
Rhythm,' 'Small Fry' and 'A-Tisket'
earn a begoff. Band number next
builds with Novak and Fay, dead-pan
hand balancers in hayseed outfits,

who work smoothly for a flock of
laughs and cash in with okay com-
edy panto.
Steve Evans follows more band

stuff and goes to town with his im-
pressions of Hugh Herbert, Joe E.
Brown, a hunky on a tear and Mus-
solini. Encore of contrasted dramatic
stuff, impersonation of late Lon
Chaney, scores strongly. Evans re-
placed Marjorie Gainsworth who
pulled out after first show Friday
(23) after a tiff with the Hutton style
of music accomp. Scream number
by band closes. Biz just fair open-
ing day. Burm.

FOX, PHILLY

•
; .

Philadelphia, Sept. 23.

Dorothy Franey, Douglas Duffy,
Norton Wait, Frances Johnson, Dick
& Irene Meister, Bobby Heam &
Ballet (12) Loretta Lee, Frank &
Pete Trado, Adolphe Kornspan
House Orch; 'Straight, Place and
Shoiv' (20th).

Fox this sesh presents one reason
why its experiment with vaude dur-
ing the past four weeks has laid an
egg and will be dropped following
Ina Ray Hutton's appearance next
week. Except for the first week,
shows in many ways have been
drawbacks to the normal Fox audi-
ence instead of added attractions to
bolster the film.
Good example* is the present

combo. It's all right in its way, but
it has neither names enough to at-
tract the mob nor sufficient enter-
tainment value to maintain the in-
terest of the audience, which comes
predominantly to see the film.
'American Ice Carnival' is bright

in some spots, weak in most and
pretty slow throughout. Its limita-
tions lie in non-name value and in-
adequate room. Outstanding is the
military number performed by the
ballet gals, dressed in attractive
Scotch kiltie uniforms. Ballet, while
pretty fair, is on too frequently
though. Femmes, on a whole, are
lookers and work in swell precision.
An interesting flash is given by

Bobby Hearn, barrel jumper, who,
despite the tiny space, gets up
enough speed to vault six of the tubs.
Douglas Duffy exhibs some swell ice-
slashing, but his rendition of the
drunk has been done to a frazzle,
both on and off skates. Dick and
Irene Meister, in their figure-skating
duets, graceful but lack personality.
Norton Wait, in a skating exhibit, is
young and a nice looker, but appears
clumsy. Dorothy Franey, star of the
show, is a speed skater but naturally
can|t be expected to do much on the
limited space. Frances Johnson is

just another skater.
Preceding the show, the Fox pre-

sents Frank and Pete Trado and
Loretta Lee, CBS chirper. Trado
Bros, are fair, although their routine
of two people in a dark theatre is
overlbng. Their tall man. in which
one brother sits on the other's
shoulders, with a gigantic overcoat
covering them, is good. M'iss Lee is

most powerful on the bill, although
hampered in warbling by the 35-
oiece symphony outfit. She's a
looker and is especially hot on 'Ti^er
Rag.' Herb.

STRAND, N. Y.

.
Ethel 'Merman, Jan Garber arch

(19), Patricia Norman, Rudy Rn**
till, Frit* Heilbron, Lee Benne*
Serge Flash, Lorraine and Rogman'
fjordeit of the Moon' (WB) ret
viewed in last week's issue.

'

The sweet and the hot make a
good b.c+. combo at the Strand, with
'Garden of the

. Moon' (WB) 0n
screen. Jan Garber is the long-un-
derwear dansapation attraction in
itself a novelty in these days of th*
52d street idiom, and Ethel Merman
is the rhythmic super-saleswoman ot
song. Garber's been away from
Broadway .for about a dozen years,
and Miss Merman was last 'noticed*,
in Variety with Al Siegal, in 1930,
henee both are encoring under New
Acts.

In 1924, when Garber is first re-
corded in this paper's annals, he was
of the Garber-Davis band; in 192jB
he essayed his first solo billing as a
maestro. Through the cycles of
symphonized syncopation to killer-
dillering, he's been doing all right
even though his present attempts at
stage showmanship leave something
wanting.
The show in toto is a well-knit

unit of surefire talent. Most notable
are Jean Lorraine and Roy Rogman
with their expert comedy and
knockabout of the type which be-
speaks seasoning and long-tutoring
before living audiences, since com-
edy acts require that spark for
proper smoothing and kneading. Miss
Lorraine is a particularly clever
comedienne, a cinch for any smart
revue and very worthwhile .HoUyv
wood timber. She has looks,' a nict
chassis, despite the fact her comedy
hokum calls for considerable contor-
tive exaggeration, and can work,
seemingly, as legit as she does
clowningly. There's more dividends
clowning, so she's on the right track.

Her vis-a-vis, Roy Rogman, is chiefly

a straight. Her entrance with the
pooch as neckpiece is laugh No. 1

and there are plenty thereafter.

Their 'Blue Danube' is by now the
classic highlight of their routine.'

Withal, a good low comedy entry for

anybody's rostrum or cafe floor.

Patricia Norman, who came to at-

tention with her somewhat startling

vocalisthenics of 'Old Man Mose,'

with the Eddy Duchin band on a

Brunswick waxing, is opposish to

,

her ex-maestro at the Broadway
Paramount, by fitting into the Gar-
ber combo. Her swing-billy med-
ley is akin to the one Durelle Alex-
ander did with Duchin before she

dropped out and Nan Wynn suc-

ceeded her, and this is, of course,

explained probably by both girls

working with the same maestro in

the past. Both also do *Mose,' but

Miss Norman's energetic and pep-
pery manner of working, further

linked with the recording name'
value, takes on an extra shade of

significance. She's a comely song-

stress and, unlike many of the chirp-

ers with the band's* who get all the

breaks of presentation but rarely

come through importantly, Miss
Norman bespeaks of rosier pros-

pects.
Only other act is Serge Flash,

standard juggler, who, as Flacto,

when he first came over, made much
of the fact he's the first ofay to par

the Jap technique of jugglery. That
was in the g.o. days of vaude, but
somehow that doesn't mean as much
these days. Lee Bennet of the Gar-
ber combo, along with Rudy Rudl-
sill and Fritz Heilbron have solo op-

portunities, former being best known
for his vocal solos on radio and disk.

Harry Gourfain, who is staging the

shows here this week, employs a

sliding bandstand "to attain greater

depth, and as a buildup for Miss
Merman, augmented Garber's regular

band of 11 with extra men.
t

Miss Merman climaxes the hours
presentation with a bell-ringing

cycle of standout warbling in her

now w.k. superlative manner. Biz

good opening night. Abel.

STATE-LAKE, CHI

Chicaqo. Sept. 24.

Roily & Berna Pickard, Sonny
Lamont & Betty Burgess, Sammy
White, Lynn Chalmers, Oswald &
Co. with Ernie Stanton; 'Men Are
Such Fools' (WB).

Looked like it was going to be a

show of unbilled impersonations
from the way the lineup started.

Roily Pickard did plenty of Will

Mahoney and Sonny Lamont tossed

up just a bit of Will Demarest. But
otherwise, the Pickard couple has

good solid variety idea in their stilt

work, mob going for the shagging
and truckin'. Lamont is recently

back from the Coast with Betty

Burgess, who sings and hoofs. La-

mont tops the act with his acro-

batics and comedy.
Sammy White whams home a

smash comedy hoofing turn, necessi-

tating an encore before he can get

away. Lynn Chalmers supplies the

s.a. and tonsil-work, and proves to

the liking of this audience with her

pops. Has to encore, too.
Oswald, with Ernie Stanton and '

femme foil, finales the show wit"

Solid comedy.
Biz good last show Friday (23).'

GoW..
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ROXY, N. Y.

mid Abbott & Lou Coatello, Flor-

ence & Alvarez, Radio Aces, Earl &

Frances, Collegiate Majorettes, Gae

n*ter Girls, Paul Ash house orch;

SoS That Co-Ed' (20th), reviewed

in this issue.

'A long and generally tiresome

stage show accompanies 'Hold That

Co-Ed' (20th), comedy grid subject,

which with the dressing added, in?

duding a fashion short, news"reels

and trailers, almost compels one to

scream for the end.

Paul Ash's departure from pit to

stage, with his orchestra, is a pleas-

ing change but otherwise the usual

routine show persists. Ash m.c.'s

and, at the beginning, announces the

various acts that will appear. Pro-
cession opens with Earl and Frances

(New Acts), tap dancers.

The 50-minute stage session runs

Into some laughs with Bud Abbott
and Lou Costello, here about a year

ago, then switches to the Radio Aces
(Stoner Bros, and Drake), trio of

harmony singers. They're not bad,

yet don't sock either. Act wears
out its welcome by sticking around
too long.

The Gae Foster chorus girls, badly
out of line and acting very tired

when caught, serve as intrq medium
for Florence and Alvarez, who also

carry the clock too far. A fair

enough act, fair attempt to improve
on the Bolero with a very unortho-
dox arrangement of their own but
Ravel's classic remains unap-
proachable.
Abbott and Cpstello/ who earlier

had done a slapstick routine, return
near the close for a play on words
concerning baseball figures. Act gets
laughs and easily outdistances all

others on the show. Radio Aces,
spotted with the band, go into a
medley of college songs for the finale
with the Foster line while the
Majorettes, baton-wielders, are held
over from the prior show.
Business light Friday night (23)

.

Char.

RKQ 58TH ST., N. Y.

Jerry Baker, Jack & Alyce, Edith
Brown, Lois Leonard, Anthony Tosca
house orch (13); 'Four Daughters'
(WB); 'Speed to Burn' (20th).

This show is another copy of the
bandvaude trend and a step in the
right direction. Whether or not it

will mean anything at this peculiarly
situated house is another thing.
House can draw both a middle-class
clientele and also the smart set, both
of whom are in the neighborhood.
Policy is weekend vaude, two days
only, Saturday and Sunday.

Current bill, with two pictures, is

light, and used as a feeler. If suc-
cessful, it will expand, with one film
dropped.
Present show is well-lighted, but

pacing could be better. Needs a
flashier start, which second act, Jack
and Alyce, could supply. Anthony
Tosca's band also should be spread
out more over the large stage.
• Band, a former nitery crew, is

plenty strong for such a house, but
there again the clientele comes into
consideration. A swingy aggrega-
tion, with good arrangements,, a de-
parture for most house bands, this
crew may not be what the oldsters
want. Youngsters, though, ate it up
at first show Saturday after
noon (24).
Band's pretty loud in solos, having

two trombones, three trumpets, four
saxes, plus bass, piano and drums.
Plays well for the show, though.
• After Tosca's swing opening with
'Alexander's Ragtime Band,' rest of
32-minute show gets started with
Edith Brown (New Acts), mimic.
Jack and Alyce (New Acts), fast
tapsters, follow and are best bets on
bill. Band vocalist, Lois Leonard,
brunet, makes a nice appearance and
sings 'Now It Can Be Told' well.
Jerry Baker, radioite and some-

thing of a local fave, then on with
a medley of 'Music, Maestro,' 'So
Help Me' and 'Change Partners'
from latest Astaire-Rogers film,

Carefree' (RKO). Loses some at-
traction of his pleasant baritoning
.because he shifts about on his feet
too much.
Band show closes with a 'Bugle

Call Rag' that goes way out in an-
other world and has gallery kids
stomping. Tosca introes the acts,
and while making a poor m.c, is

showmanly while batoneering.
Last year, house tried Opportunity

Night (acts for free) but the union
and bookers beefed, which ended
that. There was also an attempt at
vaude but mediocre acts killed that,
too. Hurl.

suitable pictures weekly at this
Brooklyn theatre. New setup of one
good second-run and vaude enables
management to book half as many
films annually, ostensibly giving spot
a better break on product.
Apparently; plan is to. bring in

acts from Strand and Loew's State,
on Broadway, and night club names.
Theatre can't afford to compete for
name bands and consequently will
'strive to .develop house' orchestra
under Teddy King.
Management seemingly wants to

appeal to jitterbugs with Frances
Faye. She's okay and personable,
but, oddly enough it's only when she
vocals straight that she garners
heaviest applause. Introduced as
the 'miss from 52d street,' Miss Faye
indicates she's under wraps. Opener
is 'Za. Zu Zaz,' for which she's noted,
followed by 'A-Tisket,' accompany-
ing self on piano. After putting over
'Weekend of a Private Secretary'
with trimmings, Miss Faye follows
with 'Old Man Mose.' Encores with
straight 'Music, Maestro,' which
really sells her.

Slate Bros., recently at State, N.Y.,
get by with much of their clowning.
Fay Carroll, stately blonde, foils for
many of their best gags. True Con-
fession' offers her a chance to dis-
play torchy warbling.
King, m.c, is improved from his

opening week's effort and consider-
ably better than last season. Directs
virtually the same house orchestra
he did last year here, five brasses in

12-piece combo making for hefty
voume. Main fault of orchestra is

leaning too heavily on brass. King
offers three soloists from orches-
tra, including drummer pounding
'Rhythm Mister Drummer Man,'
after he tries vocalizing it. Idea of
getting audience to guess what
drummer is pounding is excellent
but fails to jell because of difficulty

to tag onto tunes.
Three Sophisticated Ladies, Flo

Neil, Bella Lyons and Renee Randal,
in opening spot, click as they did
recently at Manhattan's Strand.
Tapstering, acrobatics and rough-
house clowning have been tightened
since N.Y. showing.
Frank Paris' marionettes go across

well; Manipulating figures of Vera
Zorina, Walt Disney's Dopey, Jose-
phine Baker, a jitterbug he calls

'Polyhotcha,' and Sonja Henie go
over solidly. Ice skating by Henie
doll drew biggest applause at show
caught. He's also from the N. Y.
Strand. Entire setup runs 60 min-
utes. Wear,

APOLLO, N. Y.

STRAND, BROOKLYN
Teddy King house orch (12),

three Sophisticated Ladies, Frank
Paris, Frances Faye, Slate Bros. (3)
with Fay Carroll; 'The Gladiator'
ICol)

.

Looks like vaudeville is' on the
way to permanency in Brooklyn
again. Its second week here this
season is doing nicely at the box-
office.

Since many metropolitan houses
began 4ualing on a wholesale scale,
u had become tough to dig up two view

Andy Kirk Orch with Mary Lou
Williams, Pha Terrell, June Rich-
mond, Moke & Poke, Pigmeat, Diane
& De Campo, Five Shades of Rhy-
thm, George Wiltshire, Jimmie Bas-
kette. House Line (16); 'Reforma-
tory' (Col).

It's clicko week at the Apollo with
Pigmeat, a frequent entertainer

here, back in the lineup, and Andy
Kirk's orchestra (Band Reviews)
beating it out on its third appear-
ance here. Current offering is one
of the best house has had lately,

being lively, compact and well-
paced.
With Moke and Poke (New Acts),

funny youngsters from Baltimore;
June Richmond, who'll be with Cab
Calloway for the reopening of the
Cotton Club, New York, ai d Pig-

meat, plus latter's straights, George
Wiltshire and Jimmie Baskette,

there's plenty of real comedy. House
line, too, is much improved over
recent showings.
Pigmeat is the pet of Apollo audi-

ences, and they giggle if he just

shows his noggin. Appreciation is

well merited, .too. He's on in several

spots, best of which is his first, a
pantomime bit, with the finale find-

ing him cracking a safe to cop a
pin for his pants. Follows it later

with a blackout, nicely done, but not

as effective as the opener. Five
Shades of Rhythm are in between,
including a hi-de-ho singer, backed
by a sax, guitar, piano and bass

violin. Except for the singer, who's
unbilled, turn doesn't seem to have
much to recommend it, but it clicks

anyway. Bass twanger also trips out

for a tap, but it's the vocalist who
really gets over.
House has made some improve-

ments in the pony line, apparent in

several spots, notably one in which
it backs Diane and De Campo, Who
open with a semi-rhumba, and re-

turn in straight ballroom stuff. In

the latter girls decked out in blue

and white beaded attire, wave large,

red fans. Diane and partner are

smooth and make excellent appear-

ance in front of black drop on full

stcl£6.

Although not part of the Kirk set-

up, Miss Richmond works with it

here. Once with Jimmy Dorsey,

she's appearing here with Calloway's

okay. She mixes her vocals with
impromptu terps and sets herself

solidly with the customers. Voice

and style are suitable for most any
type of tune. Swings 'Weekend of

a Private Secretary,* ballads 'What
Do You Know About Love?' and
begs off with 'Darktown Strutter's

Ball.' Even then the customers are

loath to let her go.

Mary Lou Williams is the band's

pianist and Pha Terrell its vocalist,

both covered under Kirk's band re-

STANLEY, PITT

Pittsburgh, Sept 24,
Kay Kyser Orch, Virginia Simms,

Ish Kabibble, Sully Mason, Harry
Babbitt; 'Garden of the Moon' (WB).

Kay Kyser has gone a long way
since he left here a couple of years
ago after an eight-month engage-
ment at the William Penn hotel. And
it's not hard to understand why,
either. The bespectaced maestro, in
addition to his crack radio show, has
developed a stage entertainment
that's among the topnotchers;
Show is merely an elaboration of

Kyer's air program fitted to the foot-
lights. There's an informality about
the whole entertainment that sifts

contagiously through the pews.
Never has a Stanley audience en-
joyed itself more completely.
All this can't be attributed to the

fact that Kyser's more or less con-
sidered a local product. He gained
popularity here for some time pre-
ceding his network click but then
again Smoky City payees are usu-
ally pretty apathetic to home-town-
ers. It's all in the Kyser manner.
With success have come showman-
ship, assurance and an infectiously
antic style that set him definitely
apart from the usual band leaders.
Chef secret lies in Kyser's apparent
enjoyment of the proceedings him-
self; he's all over the stage and get-
ting a big bang out of everything.
Kyser on his own is practically the

whole works. Orchestra is all right,

but not too much above average, and
it stands or falls on batoneer's per-
sonality. First half hour is devoted
to regulation band stuff, with Kyser
holding court in slick fashion, with
latter section going to the musical
quiz in which six ticket-holders are
drafted from the audience and fight

it out for first and second prizes of

$5 and $2.50. Remaining four get a
pair of ducats each to the theatre.
The quiz stuff produces a barrel-

ful of laughs, all due to Kyser, as-
sisted in part by the boys on the
stand. He gets his contestants to
loosen up, clowns around with them
without ever growing offensive and
generally makes them feel they're as

responsible for the unit's click as
he is. Mob eats it up here.
In the opening half, too, Kyser is

everywhere, wise-cracking, whoop-
ing up a novelty presentation of 'Hi

Silver' in hoss opry fashion and get-
ting the gang out front in his corner
before the curtains have had a
chance to stay put. Specialists with
the band are Virginia Simms, looker
with oodles of aopeal and a corking
vocalist; Harry Babbitt, personality-
plus crooner; Sully Mason, kicking
off a crack novelty, 'Stop Beating
Around the Mulberry Bush,' and Ish
Kabibble, dead-pan comedian, who's
always been and still is a Kyser
standby.
Despite fact that opening show

went on an hour before noon for

first time here, house full at break
Cohen.

Roxy, Salt Lake City

played at Butte last week and ac-
companied his daughter here. After
his daughter vocals 'Stardust' and
displays some hot cloggery, father
joins in a challenger hoofing con-
test, with each alternating. Father,
despite his portly appearance, is

agile *otf. buck-wingamology.
' O'Brien and Goldberg, in striped
blazers, stage 'A Night at the Radio,'
chiefly tepid mimicry of ether com-
mercials. New material and less

drollery would buoy act into audi-
ence acceptance class. Billy Irons,
Negro youth, manipulates aptly on a
pair of roller skates, executing, too,

Boj angles' staircase routines.
Guss.

EARLE, PHILLY

Salt Lake City,. Sept. 24.

Grace Johnson, Jackie Fields,
Doris Myston, Alexander Micucci,
Bert & Betty, Billy Irons, O'Brien &
Goldberg, Billy Broadway, Joe &
Marie Smith, Bill Floor house orch';

'Saturday's Heroes' (RKO).

Major Bowes' current unit,"'Inter-
collegiate Revue,' whose personnel
was supposedly recruited from
American rah-rah institutions, pre-
sents a variety bill, but its length,
64 minutes, robs the show of brisk
pacing, which sold previous tyro
units at this vaudfilmer.

Bill Floor's regular house band
opens with a medley of college pops,
with entire outfit on stage for a brief
warbling session. Grace Johnson,
blonde and statuesque, m.c.'s nicely,
doubling effectively as a torcher,
aided by novel musical arrange-
ments.
Ice-breaking tyro is redheaded

Jackie Fields, whose forte is opera-
tic airs on varied . harmonicas.
Youth, apparently green before a
packed house, appeared nervous at

the offset of show caught but gained
confidence as he caught his second
breath. O.K. for an opener. Bert
and Betty, mixed team, has 'em
vociferously palm-patting as they
produce music with a pair of drum
sticks on all the stage props. Pair
have latent talent and of the two
standout acts, theirs by a narrow
margin, is best received.

Doris Myston, the 'mascot' of the
unt, displays senior talent in tapping
while ropeskipping and precision
cloggery. Moppet's costume hinders
her shapely gams. Groan-box offer-

ings of Alexander Micucci borders
on the long hair variety, but, after

a call, responds with 'Alexander,' in
the groove all the way.
Having gained praisery in Ripley's

'Believe It or Not' cartoons as the
most prolific boy soprano, Billy
Broadway unleashes his pipes to
cive out three lush classicals. Miss
Johnson's turn next, singing a couple
of pops. Her subdued contralto
voice is effective and she under-
stands mike technique.
No. 2 standout is the father-

daughter dance team of Joe .and
Marie Smith. Pere Smith, it's ex-
plained, isn't a member of the
•troupe, but -came from New York
City to visit his daughter while unit

Embassy Newsreel, N. Y.
Storm damage in New York, Long

Island and New England states steals
camera spotlight from European
crisis on this program. Paramount,
Universal and News of Day got a
break on coverage when Wednes-
day's- (21) storm let up, permitting
excellent shots from airplanes. Pos-
sibly the most pictorially graphic
Story the newsreel cameramen have
secured in months.
Par and U special their storm

footage, and with good reason. Par
leads off with Gene Marshall's crisp
word picture enhancing superb
photographic story, from New York
City and Long Island, up the eastern
coast to New Hampshire and Con-
necticut. Airplane shots give com-
prehensive idea of the destruction.
Water front damage, wrecked Long
Island train, state guards on duty in

Providence and an unusually effec-

tive night scene of a New London,
Conn., blaze highlight U's excellent
footage. N. of D. includes a second
wrecked train and numerous close-
ups of Westhampton, L: I., wreckage.
All three handle Westhampton dam-
age and New London fire from air.

Nuremberg meeting with Hitler,

in closeups, is hissed. Movietone and
N. of D. treat the subject well.

Former also has speech of Chamber-
lain before boarding plane for first

Hitler conference. U obtains
speeches from Key Pittman, Senator
Nye and Dorothy Thompson, jour-
nalist, on significance of European
situation.
Par also is right on the job at

Southern Pacific rail wreck in Ari-
zona, air view and closeups showing
effect of terrific crash in desert re-
gion. Tokyo flood gives U a disaster

yarn. Pathe and N. of D. cover
American Legion parades in Los
Angeles, latter giving interesting
treatment. N. of D. also shows Gold
Star mothers hosted by Metro and
Marion Davies and Norma Shearer
greeting Legion Auxiliary members
fit A. tG3.
Honoring heroes of Panay sinking

in China- caught by Movietone. Par
has monument to Wiley Post and
Will Rogers in Alaska and unusual
flower show on the Coast. Lew Lehr
furnishing mild humor with chatter
about Chicago bears in zoo and an
Australian bird.
Chicago horse race is covered by

U while Movietone catches a turf

race in England. Latter also pro
vides kick with shots of Texas grid
players training in cowboy garb,

N. of D. shoots Belmont racing in

downpour. Log rolling, competition
on the Coast by U is thrilling.

March of Time's Czech Reel
With the eyes and ears of all

America trained on the present Eu-
ropean situation, March of Time
launches its new season (No. 1 of

Volume 5) with timely treatment of

Czechoslovakian Droblem. Issue has
been cleverly split up between war
—as typified by developments in Eu-
rope, 'Prelude to Conquest'—and
peace, 'Father Divine's Deal,' as typi-

fied by his flock moving into new
peaceful resort on Hudson river
banks.
Europe's war clouds subject looks

as though it might have been pro-
duced just after Chamberlain's fli'st

visit to Hitler, so concise is its pres-
entation of motives in Germany's
move to help Sudeten Teutons in

Czechoslovakia, as well as whys and
wherefores of Czech attitude. It is

nicely balanced between parade of
the military, graphic charts, close-

ups of leaders and routine daily

scenes in Czech territory.

Smoothly built up, with .some pho-
tographic shots that have' been seen
before, this recital of causes and
possible results of biggest story in

today's headlines obtains its lift from
forceful narration of veteran M. of
T. announcer.
Father Divine's arrival with his

flock on bluffs of Hudson opposite
Roosevelt's family estate is pro-
jected as the 'legend of 1938' as com-
pared to other legend of Sleepy Hol-
low country. Possible resentment by
the nation's chief executive is briefly
touched, with Krum Elbow estate
owner designating it as 'Father Di-
vine's Deal,' in contract to New
Deal. Arrival of colored preacher's
flock on river boat is accidentally
climaxed by sudden slip and fall of
Father Divine as he is leaving boat
for opening of Hudson river camp.
Comment of Walter Winchell on
possible controversy is handled via a
photographed scene of Daily Mir-
ror columnist spieling before mike
the actual item used in his column.
Audience reaction at Music Hall,

N. Y., to Czech portion of release
was a round of boos for Hitler and
applause for Benes and the forceful
Czechoslovakian scenes. Wear.

Philadelphia, Sept. 24.

Buddy Rogers' Orch (15), Mary
Brian, Britt Wood, Elizabeth Tilton,
Bob Hannon, Dick Kissinger, Dick
Fisher, Al Leno, Lew Schrader
house orch; 'Secrets of. an Actress'
(WB).

Buddy Rogers, back at the Earle
with an orchestra Of 15, specializes
in comedy and novelty numbers.
Seems that his night club experience
has smoothed Rogers' style, though
bill, as a whole, while not one to ex-
cite the more extreme jitterbugs, is

fast and entertaining.
Opening with a neatly played

swing medley, band demonstrates its

flair for novelty the first time with
'Horrors, the Horoscope,' with'
Rogers soloing the lyrics and some
striking lighting effects helping lift

the whacky number.
Principal femme soloist of the

outfit is Elizabeth Tilton, who dem-
onstrates personality and a good
voice. The crowd likes her 'A Tis-
ket' and 'You Go to My Head.' Britt
Wood, in his hick makeup and with
plenty of clowning, harmonicas well,
but a lot of his gags have whiskers.
No question about his scoring, how-
ever. At second show Friday (23),
audience insisted on three returns,
and Wood ran the gamut of opera
and strictly pop tunes on his instru-
ment.
Dick Kissinger, stout member of

the orchestra, always popular, ex-
tracts a lot of comedy from his bull
fiddle. Mary Brian appears late on
the -program;-she- and Buddy ex-
change some mildly amusing wise-
cracks. Miss Brain introduces her
tap dancing offering amusingly by
calling out her two, male partners in
the routines, Dick Fisher and Al
Leno, and explains that the reason
they're teaming up is that they hap-
pen to be on the same bill. Miss
Brian's tapping is okay, climaxing
with a hotcha number. Bob Han-
non, malt soloist with the outfit,

warbles two numbers brightly to fine
reception.
In the final number the orchestra

gives everything it has and Rogers
returns to his familiar, but always
popular, custom of playing virtually
every instrument. There has been
a change in the presentation, but it

still clicks, especially the part call-
ing for the other members of the
band to strike because Rogers is
'poaching' in their fields. Waters.

JUBILESTA, K* C.
(MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM)

Kansas City, Sept. 24.

Hugh Herbert, Uncle Ezra, Elea-
nore Whitney, Hoosier Hot Shots,
Henry Burr, Les Juvelys, Art La
Fleur, Dorothy Hill Line (16), Ray
Steck orch., Roslta Royce, George
Burns and Grade Allen, Ruth Pryor,
Bartel-Hurst Foursome, Three Tro-
jans, Samuel Bros. & Hayes; Carl
Freed's Harmonica Band, Joe &
Jane McKenna, Jack Fulton, Billy
House, Laugh Liner Radio Show,
Jimmy Dorsey Orch., Rudy Vallee
Orch., Caryl Gould, Chick Kennedy,
Vic Hyde, Mirth & Macfc, Cyril
Smith, Edna Strong, Pansy, the
Horse, Seab Waring, King's Men.

The town's annual vaude feast, the
Jubilesta, ended a nine-day series
with more than 90,000 in attendance
and the tills ringing up slightly
under $100,000. The Jubilesta, staged
in the 11,000-seat new muny audi-
torium, and running three shows
simultaneously, dwarfed any other
"show of the year in the midwest.
Rudy Vallee's crew, playing -the

last two days, was the only act which
played to a packed house. Lincoln
Dickey, in setting the lineup, counted
on Vallee to put the show in the
money, with a final splash.
Monday (19) and Tuesday (20)

programs brought on Hugh Herbert
and Eleanore Whitney, who gave
way to Uncle Ezra and his Hoosier
Hot Shots. Ezra's sentimental trav-
esties and the Hot Shots, regis-
tered solidly with some pop num-
bers. Les Juvelys, French balanc-
ing couple, likewise clicked. Art La
Fleur, human top; JSosita Royce,
dove dancer; Henry^Burr, singing
old songs; the Dorothy Hill line (16),
the Dancing Greyes (5) and Ray
Steck's orchestra rounded out the
hour and a half.
Midweek, Burns and Allen, with

the show built around them,- reached
a slightly higher standard than the
two previous ones. Their 20 min-
utes of gags were interrunted only
by one pop song from Miss Allen.
Another act of their calibre would
have Dut this show on near par with
the closer. In support, the Three
Trojans, with some collegiate acro-
batics, and Samuel Bros, and Hayes,
adagoists, were outstanding.
Main event Friday (23) was the

Jitterbug dance played for by Jimmy
Dbrseyr

s band, which also brought in
four nearby college bands to present
a rhythm rodeo with about 6,500

dancers in attendance.
Earlier in the evening The Laugh

Liner show from CBS in Chicago
presented a preview of a broadcast.

Billy House m.c.'d this one while
Jack Fulton was outstanding. Fri-

day also included a special school

kids' matinee, with some special acts

brought in, some for kid appeal.

Closin* unit, with Vallee. had ft

(Continued on page 6?>
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FMFs 'Gettysburg Fails to Impress

As Native Opera in ffwood Preem

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

First performance of an original

American opera, 'Gettysburg,' was

staged last Friday night (23) in Hol-

lywood Bowl before a disappointing

turnout of 5,000. Although sheeted

with applause at its spectacular

finale, consensus among music critics

and the picture industry's opera de-

votees was that it lacked spark and

punch to qualify it for lasting fame.

All were agreed, however, that it

was the most ambitious effort of any

Federal Music Project

Composer Morris Hutchins Ruger

and librettist Arthur Robinson have

given a symphonic treatment to the

tragedy of the Civil War. Colorful

in its presentation and staging,. 'Get-

tysburg* embodies a. lyrical plea for

peace. Set to music are Lincoln's

Gettysburg . Address and the Lord's

Prayer. Spiritual chants are inter-

spersed.

As an impressive pageant the

opera makes its boldest appeal. The
Ruger-Robinson duo tackled too

tough a job since the theme is ex-

tremely difficult to melodize.

Singing leads were taken by Anne
Jamison, Tandy MacKenzie, Coe
Glade, Charles f » la Plate, Kenneth
Spencer and Emery Darcy. Gastone
Usigli conducted 75 in the pit and a
mixed chorus of 200. Production ol

Isaac Van Grove was inspired and
highly effective. Awan's lighting

and scenic effects rate kudos.

Opera was presented for one night

by FMP in conjunction with Inde
pendent Publishers, Authors and
Composers' Assn. It's pl-nned to

show it in San Diego and San Fran-
cisco and then tour it cross-country

for a stand in New. York.

CHI 4,000-SEATER TO

BE USED FOB LEGIT

Chicago, Sept. 27.

Use of the mammoth Auditorium
as a straight legit house will be
attempted by Max Gordon when he
brings the New York cast of 'The
Women' into the house on Nov. 6 for

two weeks. 'Women' had- a success'

ful stay in the Erlanger here last

season with a second company.

Aud has 4,000 seats and question is

how a theatre that size will work out
for straight legit. Following 'The
Women,' house will get 'I'd Rather
Be Right' for three weeks. Acquisi-
tion raises the number of available
legit houses to a half dozen, with the
regulation-size Blackstone back on
the list following two years under
WPA. Others on the regular list are
the Grand, Erlanger, Harris and
Selwyn.

Expanding Strawhat

Boston, Sept. 27.

Monomoy theatre, strawhat, at

Chatham, Mass., will resume next

season, according to plans of Mary

B. Winslow, producer. Miss Win-

slow, who completed her .Irst sea-

son of strawhat producing at Chat-

ham Labor Day week, has purchased

the theatre and is expanding its fa-

cilities for next summer.

Plans are to further establish

M'onomoy as a permanent summer
theatre and ultimately continue it

through the winter as a sto-:k com-
pany in some New England crty.

PONS Will OPEN

CONCERTS IN

ATLANTA

Atlanta, Sept. 27.

With 3,500 advance reservations

made to date, all-star concert series

will open Oct. 3 with Lily Pons. At-

lanta's 6,000-seat city auditorium, un
available for past three seasons due
to WPA remodeling, plus roof that

caved in under hard rain just before
skedded opaning last year, will be
scene of 1938-39 offerings. Sellouts

expected.

Series is sponsored annually by
Atlanta Philharmonic Society and
Atlanta Music Club. Marvin Mc-
Donald, manager, has been booking
three outside attractions each year
to go with their nine home-talent
shows. A 'non-profit organization,'

series net, last year around $2,500,

is split between two sponsors, Mc
Donald drawing $5,000 per annum as

manager.

In addition to Miss. Pons, series

this season includes: Helen Jepson
and Nino Martini, Oct. 22; Monte
Carlo Ballet Russe, Nov. 22; Jascha
Heifetz, Dec. 15; Philadelphia Sym-
phony, Eugene Ormandy conducting,

Jan. 14; Josef Hofmann, Jan. 27, and
Grace Moore, March 1.

'New World* May

Come to Broadway

This Brave New World,' presented
In English in Paris earlier this
month by Edward Sterling, is a pos-
sibility for Broadway during the
.winter. Play was dramatized from
Aldous Huxley's novel by Louis
Walinsky, teacher in a'/Brooklyn
high school.. Latter has turned out
several scripts; but EWorld' is his
first produced play.

Herman Shumlin was mentioned
being concerned in the chances of
•World' going on the boards over
here, but states he is not interested
in such a presentation at this time.

Engagements

Pete Clifford, 'Why Not Now.'
McKay Morris, 'Herod and Mari-

anne.'

Henry Daniell, 'Generals Need
Beds.'

Mary Servoss, 'Dance Night.'

Tess Gardell, John Hoysradt, 'The
Flying Ginsburgs.'
Mary Martin, Tamara, 'Clear All

Wires.'
Norris Houghton, Henry Oscar,

' Mariana Fiory, 'Waltz in Goose Step.'
Solly Ward, Bobbe Arnst, Grace

Valentino, Barna Ostertag, Ethel
Colby, 'The Fabulous Invalid.'
Robert Lindsay, Evelyn Byrd,

Cl'edge Roberts, Frank Haring,
" Philip Wood, Helen Shields, Charles
Maxwell, j, Arthur Young, 'The
Devfjj Takes a Bride.'

Marg. Webster Slated

To Direct 4 '38-39 Plays
Margaret Webster will probably

stage at least four productions this

season. Currently directing the
Maurice Evans revival of 'Hamlet,'

she'll subsequently stage his 'Henry
IV and one or two other produc-
tions he plans this season. Has also

been propositioned to do an outside

directing- job, but that depends on
whether she'll have time.

Actress-director also hopes to get

to London to see her play, 'Royal
Highness,' which is produced there
by Beaumont & Tennent, under
Tyrone Guthrie's direction. Besides
that, she's trying to complete a book
about her family, for which she's

finished gathering material, but has
done little actual writing.

Shows in Rehearsal

'Herod and Marlamne—Kath-
arine Cornell,

'Victoria Reglna' (repeat )
i-

Gilbert Miller.

Td Rather Be Right' (tour)—

Sam H. Harris.

'Case History1—Louis S. Bar-

doly. .

'Window Shopping'—Thomas
Kilpatrick.

'Dance Night' (June Night')—
Robert Rockmore.

'The Devil Takes a Bride'—
Montgomery Ford.
I'm an American'—Vinton

Freedley.
'Knights mt Sons'—Laurence

Schwab.
'Great Lady'—Dwight Deere

Wiman.
the FabuUus Invalid'—Sam

H. Harris.

'Abe Lincoln In Illinois'—

Playwrights.
'Hamlet'—Maurice Evans.
'Generals Need Beds'—Cheryl

Crawford.
'Madame Capet'—Eddie Dowl-

ing.

The Good'—Norman and Irv-

ing Pincu&
*Bloas»in Time' (road)—Shu-

berts.

'Oscar Wilde*—Norman Mar-
shall.

'Danton's Death'—Mercury.

2 Stows Scram

'Shadow and Substance' finales at

the Plymouth Saturday (1) after a

run of 34 weeks on Broadway, most

of that period seeing the play at the

Golden. Drama from England scored

a distinct success in a moderately-

sized theatre, averaging $11,000

weekly during the early months and

running through summer, save for a

two-week layoff. It goes on tour.

SHADOW AND SUBSTANCE
Opened Jan. 26, 1937. Only

one dissenting opinion among
the criticisms of the Paul Vin-
cent Carroll drama which kept
going for eight months. Robert
Coleman (Mirror), s»fd, 'It is,

we suspect, a play with an ap-
peal for the few rather than the
many.' Richard Lockrldge
(Sun), commenting on Sir

Cedric Hardwlcke's perform-
ance said, 'His is fine playing in

a sincere and moving play.'

Variety (Hobe), 'At least mod-
erate commercial success.'

'Come Across' disappeared from
the Playhouse last Saturday (24),

haying played one and a half weeks,

It was the first show of the new sea-

son and was also an import

COME ACROSS
Opened Sept. 14, 1938. Wasn't

any doubt among the first

stringers opinions, all turning
digits down. John Anderson
(Journal-American), tartly said,

'I shouldn't wonder if the sea-
son outlasted it.' Brooks Atkin-
son (Times), rated it, Thin
and elementary make-believe/
Walter Winchell (Mirror), said,
'lis outstanding feature is that
it's over in two hours instead
of three.' Variety (Ibee), 'Pro-
vides only a fair evening.'

Natl Org to Back Radio Sponsors

Who Push Classics and Curb Jazz

Salt Lake City, Sept. 27.

Radio sponsors, whose shows fea-
ture 'appreciable music,' may receive
record loads of audience mail from
the large membership of the Na-
tional Federation of Music Clubs
during 1939. Federation, it was re-
vealed by Mrs. Edna Evans John-
son, president of the Utah organiza-
tion, plans to distribute several mil-
lion 'thank you' cards, which musi-
cal persons will buy from state fed-
erations to be forwarded to sponsors
not stressing jazz.

Mrs. Johnson, who, in 1937, gained
national prominence by. favoring re-
placement of honky-tonk tunes on
merry-go-rounds with operatic
arias, said the 'thank you' cards
bearing the federal seal will be

mailed to chain as well as local clas
sical music sponsors.
Each of the 48 state. federations

of the national organization will di
rect sales in its locality.

Move is believed to be the first

on a national scale by a well-known
organization to curb prominence of
the jazz idiom. There have been
other similar, movements to solely
plug long-haired cleffers and warb
lers. * Federation's entry in the cam
paign against swing is a potent fac
tor, as clubs, in every sector of the
country are seen as aiding the sponsor
with the o.k. musical talent, in two-
fold manner: loyalty in buyng that
sponsor's products and personally
tossing a bouquet via the 'thank you*
cards.

Inside Stuff-Legit

Growth of the theatrical scenery and stage equipment business during
the 1935-37 period was revealed last week by preliminary report on figures

compiled in the biennial census of manufactures. Commerce Department •

study shows substantial rise in the value of output, as well as rising em-
ployment, with a marked lump over 1933.

The 50 establishments, a rise of two in two years, and 10 in four years,

employed 397 workers as compared, with 27,9 in 1935, and 312 in 1933*.

Wages totaled $488,511, against $436,589 and $396,699 in the preceding

years. Value of product bounded 38.2% above 1935 level, hitting $2,677,549.

Comparable figures were $1,937,004 in 1985, and $2,643,785 in 1933. Cost

of materials, supplies, fuel and electricity likewise shot upward, total of

$1,188,779 being 58.7% higher than 1935, and 92,7% above 1933.

More than 800 mail reservations for tickets for Helen Hayes' return

engagement in 'Victoria Regina' have already been received by the Gil-

bert Miller office. Great majority of the orders are from out of town.

There is a possibility that it will be extended beyond the scheduled four

weeks. Production opens at the Martin Beck, N. Y., Oct. 3. Miss Hayes
and the producer are to confer this weekend about an extension' and
possible future plays for the star.

Actress denies reports to the effect that her decision not to present a:

'Merchant of Venice' revival for a regular Broadway run this season was
influenced in any way by the Jewish question. The drama has long since

become entirely innocuous in that regard, she feels, explaining that several

managers who are members off the Jewish faith have urged her to do the

show this season. Her reason for not doing it, except at possible special

matinees, is principally a desire for a rest, she indicates,

Elissa Land!, will speak Oct 8 on 'The Difference Between Stage and
Screen Acting* at Amos Eaton Hall on the campus of Rensslaer Polytech-

nic Institute, Troy, N. Y., under the auspices of the R, P. I. Players. She
has been booked as one of two outside artists to appear in connection

with the celebration of the Players' 10th anniversary. Blanche Yurka,

who has been giving recitals in college and other auditoriums for several

seasons, will be the second attraction, on Jan. 14.
0

The R. P. I. Players also have scheduled five productions during the

year, the climax of the anniversary being the presentation of an alumni
piece in June with members of the Players from 1929 to 1939 in the cast,

Shuberts are profligate in billing their musical shows, current instance

being 'You. Never Know,' at Winter Garden, N. Y. Cast is not large, but

all the players are either starred or featured. Clifton Webb, Lupe Velez

and Libby Holman get top billing, The Hartmans, Toby Wing, Rex
O'Malley and June Preisser are featured in the program in the same
sized type accorded those starred. In smaller type, Charles Kemper, The
Debonairs, Dan Harden, Roger Stearns and Truman Galge are named.
For the first time, the presenters announced the show as being by the

'Messrs Shubert in association with John Shubert.' Latter is son of J. J.,

under whose direction the show was produced.

Elizabeth B. Ginty, secretary to the late David Belasco, and whose 'Mis-

souri Legend,' based on the life of the midwestern bandit Jesse James,
opened at the Empire, N.Y., last week, has always been interested in

criminal investigations. This led her to delve into the depredations of

the James Boys, also their home life. Miss Ginty spent an unusual length

of time in research anent the outlaw's background.
She has never said whether she collaborated with Belasco in his numer-

ous revisions of plays. Known, however, that she stopped writing when
he died and did not take up her pen until three years after his passing.

Storm that hit the New England coast last Wednesday (21) hurt busi-

ness at both 'What a Life' and 'Whiteoaks' in Boston. Despite heavy can-
cellations for the Wednesday performance, the week's gross for 'Life'

topped that of the previous stanza. Business for the week for 'Whiteoaks*
was likewise better than expected.
Ethel Barrymore, star of 'Whiteoaks,' had di iculty getting to the theatre

for the Wednesday night performance, requiring 45 minutes to go the
seven blocks. Skylight was blown off the roof of the Plymouth theatre,

but it was covered over and the performance began at 9 p.m.

Audience at the closing performance of 'Sing Out the News' at the For-
rest theatre, Philadelphia, last week sang 'The Star Spangled Banner*
after the final curtain. Did not prove very impressive, however, as too
few of those present knew the words. Idea was suggested by Jack Kelly,
local Democratic politician and member of a Pennsylvania organization
to encourage the public singing of the national anthem. Kelly is a brother
of playwright Jack Kelly and actor Walter J. Kelly.

Katharine Cornell was marooned at her country place at Martha's
Vineyard, Mass., during last week's storm. Her husband, Guthrie McClin-
tic, reached the spot Thursday (22), going to Boston by plane after being
unable to reach the star by telephone. Couple again went over the script
of 'Herod and Mariamne,' which will bring Miss Cornell back to the stage
after a year's retirement.
They journeyed back over the weekend, play having started rehearsals

Tuesday (27) in New York.

Thanks for Tomorrow,' comedy which was slated to open last night
(Tuesday) at the Bayes, New York, played a preview performance Sat-
urday (24) inght. Tickets were turned over to an agency in exchange for
$900 worth of advertising.
Management asked Equity if such a deal was to be considered as a paid

preview and the reply was affirmative. Under the rules the player must
be paid for such showings.

George Nicholai, manager of the Plymouth, New York, is recovering
from a nervous affliction which cropped up when he visited Detroit last
month. Showman has theatre interests in that city. Manager occasionally
attends to business but during his indisposition Dave Finestone, of the
Shubert office, is handling the theatre, which relighted last week when
'Shadow and Substance* moved from the Golden.

George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart have another show in mind to follow
'The Fabulous Invalid,' but haven't put anything on paper as yet. Neither
one has any film plans. Hart explains that he prefers working in legit

rather than for pictures and* will never go to the Coast 'unless I get too
hard up.'

The official report of the West Virginia state penitentiary for 1933-37
gives a classification of inmates by "given occupations," and only three
have been listed as actors in that period, all males, received during the
year covering July 1, 1934, to July 1, 1935.

Stephen Haggard, English actor seen in New York with 'Youth Comes
of Age' in 1934, and last year in 'Whiteoaks,' is the author of a novel,
'Nya,' which Little, Brown will publish Oct. 10. He's a grandnephew of late

H. Rider Haggard.

Wells Hawks, who was a topper among press agents, is reported in'

good condition after a long illness. He is still staying at home of Mrs.
William Potter, Pomona, N. Y.
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PLANS SUREFIRE ROAD
Insurance Plan Is Holmes

In a recent Sunday column,. Burns Mantle, critic for the N. Y.

News, indicated that he made the insurance suggestion at the legiti-

mate theatre convention. Idea in' general is that managers put aside

2% of the gross of all legit shows, the coin to be placed in a general

fund -which would be controlled by the American Theatre Council

and used to make up managerial losses. The plan, though, was
broached by Ralph Holmes, critic on the Detroit Times, Mantle stat-

ing at the convention that full credit should be given Holmes. Holmes
addressed the convention on the opening day.

In his address to the convention, Mantle mentioned the Holmes
plan, but thought that if such a fund were raised the coin could be

better used in a campaign to revive the road, rather than to make up
managerial losses. Doubt was expressed that showmen would agree

to paying money into the proposed fund.

Last season, when on a lecture tour, Mantle outlined a plan to

revive interest in the road, his idea being explained to an audience

at Fort Worth. At least part of the plan is expected to be considered

by the American Theatre Council.

Evans Marathon Hamlet' with Half

Hour (or Dinner; Hits Aid Eateries

Marathon 'Hamlet* revival by Mau-
rice Evans is expected to prove a

bonanza to restaurants and cafes in

the neighborhood of the St. James,

in -.vest 44th street, New York Vir-

tually all eating places in the vicin-

ity are expected to share in the tak-

ings. Evans show will last more than

five hours total running time, with a

half-hour intermission about 8:30 for

a meal. The comparatively short in-,

terval is the lone fly in the restaur-

ant ointment, since it's figured audi-

ences will have to be content with a

quick snack.
All theatre district eating places

which cater to the playgoing trade

thrive mainly according to hit shows
in the vicinity. Estimated that the

presence of such a solid hit as 'I

Married An Angel' directly across

the street at the Shubert brings

Sardi's upwards of $1,000 a week on
bar business alone, not counting din-

ner and matinee lunch biz.

Same condition exists in other

legit theatre localities. For instance,

a small bar next door to the National
theatre, in west 41st street, was com-
pletely renovated and modernized
with profits from the short engage-
ment of Noel CoWard and Gertrude
Lawrence in former's one-acters,

'Tonight at 8:30' at the adjacent
house. It was reported at that time
that Miss Lawrence kept a charge
account at the bar for stagehands
in the show, but finally had to call a
halt when one of the boys began
taking out liquor by the bottle.

Bars and Restaurants Aided

In all such cases of bars and eat-

eries cleaning up on nearby legit

shows, much depends on the type of

show, as well as its degree of pop-
ularity. Musicals are traditionally

good for drinking trade at nearby
bars, ditto the comedies. Paradoxi-
cally, grim drama or the starkly
realistic shows rarely mean much to

adjacent tippleries. Figured that's

not so much because the playgoers'
mood doesn't encourage drinking,
but that such plays don't generally
bring out the so-called carriage
trade. Similarly, when a normally
smart show has been running for a
long time, its effect tapers off at the
neighborhood taverns. Audiences in
the shank of an extended run are
principally on limited bankroll.
Evans' 'Hamlet' will be the third

marathon legit to have a dinner in

termission. Previous ones were
Eugene O'Neill's 'Strange Interlude'
and 'Mourning Becomes Eleclra,'

(Continued on page 58)

WiU Re-Try Nel On

Rubber-Check Charge

Buffalo, Sept. 27.

Cornelia Otis Skinner will be sub-
poenaed at the retrial of William J.

Neill, local impresario, scheduled for
Oct. !0, according to Erie county dis-
trict attorney.

Neill is accused of giving Miss
Skinner a bad check for $1,000 for
her performance of 'Edna His Wife"
here on March 28. His first trial in
country court in May resulted in a
disagreement.

No London 'Forest'

It was' planned to present 'The Pet-

rified Forest' in London this season,

despite the fact that the Broadway
hit of several seasons ago was pic-

turized. Deal was called off, how-
ever, because of the war scare.

'Forest' was presented at the
Broadhurst, New York, by Gilbert
Miller. Arthur Hopkins did the

staging and also was interested in the

management. Neither were con-
cerned with the London idea.

*

SHUBERTS OUT,

GORDON IN

The Shuberts appear to have lost

interest in 'Generals Need Beds,'

which Cheryl Crawford is readying
for Broadway. Firm was to have
guaranteed the salaries of the 'Beds'

cast, in lieu of a surety bond re-

quired by Equity otherwise. Max
Gordon' came forth with the guaran-

tee and it is understood he will have
an interest in the Crawford attrac-

tion.

Gordon is aiming for a more active

season than formerly, being 'in' on
three productions among the* new
season's early crop. First show to

open carrying his name is 'Missouri

Legend,' presented at the Empire y
Guthrie McClintic, Gordon being

billed as the latter's associate. 'Sing

Out the News' which opened at the

Music Box Saturday (24), has three

presenters—Gordon, George S. Kauf-
man and M'oss Hart. He is also slated

to be . concerned with the presenta-

tion of an Irving Berlin revue,

scheduled by Sam H. Harris, with

whom Gordon was associated in a

number of legiters. Gordon's silent

partner is Marcus Heiman, latt-r re-

ported to have an interest in all the

producer's ventures.

BYRON BACK

Equity Prexy's Return to N. T.

Delayed by Wife's Injury

Arthur Byron, president of Equity,

has returned to New York after a

summer at Skowhegan, Me. He was
scheduled to preside at the asso-

ciation's first quarterly meeting Fri-

day (23), but was detained because

his wife was injured during the hur-

ricane. Mrs. Byron was removed to

Boston for treatment.

Meeting, which was attended by
more than 650 members, was de-

corous. Principal topics were the

basic agreement with the managers,

the ticket code and suggestions

whereby Hollywood could finance

stock companies for training talent

and to afford stage appearances for

film players.

'Organized Audiences/ Sim-
ilar to Theatre Guild's

Subscription Plan, Is Com-
mittee's Theme—Corps of

Publicists to Contact Civic

Organizations in Keys
After Holidays

6-MONTH BUILDUP

As a result of the American Thea-
tres Council's second legitimate thea-
tre convention held in New York re-
cently, the executive and administra-
tive committees named are expected
to really function and plans already
have been made for the betterment
of the theatre, particularly on the
road. Last year the convention at-

tracted plenty of attention, but the
results were immaterial if not vir-

tually negative.
'Organized audiences' was the

theme of a committee meeting last

week, the topic being treated in de-
tail by showmen in the know. In
particular, Lawrence Langner, of the
Theatre Guild, which built up l?rge

subscription audiences in New York
and the key cities, stated that the
same idea could be applied in any
number of spots. During the con-
vention, the general plan was put
forth by M. E. Holderness, of St.

Louis, whose address was titled

'Civic Co-operation for Guaranteed
Audiences.'

It was declared that stands which
have averaged half a dozen attrac-

tions per season are capable of han-
dling 20, and there is reasonable as-

surance that attendance would be
strong. What ATC anticipates is to

work out a method whereby pro-
ducers would be guaranteed against
loss. Some showmen have been in

clined to pass up the road because
of spotty business, but the ATC idea
would encourage increased'', touring,

the manager having everything to

win and nothing to lose.. Only chance
he would ~ take wpuld be in the
amount of possibl^profit.

Extensive Promotion
After the holidays, a corps of pro

motion people will be sent to the
road, instructed to contact civic or-

ganizations and begin subscription
campaigns. Initial cost of the work
is to be assumed by ATC and it is

hoped that, with expected support
from the communities visited, the
movement would quickly finance it-

self. Sponsors of the plan estimate
that the campaign will take six

months, so that the new road set-up
would not be placed in full operation
until next season.

ATC proposes an international

drama convention and festival dur
ing 1939, it being explained that the
presentations will not be connected
with any other community program
A historical review or calvacade of

the theatre is outlined, a series of

stase classics probably being shown
including Greek. French, English ard
early American Dlays. Festival is

exoected to be financed by contri-

butions solicited from within and
outside the theatre by ATC.

Questionnaire for Producers
Pursing the road revival plan, a

committee will seek advance infor-

mation on managerial production
schedules. Producers will be asked
to fill out a sort of Questionnaire for

the guidance of ATC. Committee
nam«d to encourage more road at

tractions and to devise a method for
regulating booking is composed of

Marcus Heiman. Brock PemVerton
Warren P. M'unsell. James J. Bren-
nan, Robprt T. Haines, Langner
James F. Reilly and Ned Armstrong.

Lil Lorraine in Hosp
Lillian Lorraine, former musical

comedy name actress, is under treat

ment at the Gotham hospital, New
York, where she was taken from a
midtown hotel last week.
She is reported in favorable condi

tion.

Equity, Stage Unions Demand

WPA Clarify Its Commercial

Trend; Road Tour Set Back

SOPH ON BIKE

Tucker Doubling from Philly Nitery
Into 'American' Rehearsals

Sophie Tucker has cancelled book-
ings up until next spring in order Jo.

take .a spot in Vinton Freedley's

forthcoming 'I'm an American,' by
Sam and Bella Spewack, formerly
labeled 'Clear All Wires.' Cole Por-
ter has written 'American's' music.

Singer is doubling currently be-

tween rehearsals in New York and
the Walton Hoof, Philadelphia. Com-
mitments in Florida for the winter
and others have been dropped for

show. Her proposed world tour .for

the William Morris office has been
postponed pending outcome of the
show.

TMATS DIVORCE

PLAN UNLIKELY

TO PASS

Although matters within the The-
atrical Managers, Agents and Treas-
urers' union were aimed towards
unity following a turbulent meeting,
during which proposed constitutional

changes were kicked out; emphatic
objections to the redraft have been'
expressed, and it is doubtful if the
proposed new set-up will be okayed
by the general membership. Staled
that TMAT, with its, various groups,

will have a more complicated mech-
anism than heretofore if the redraft

is adopted.
Trend among the average .members

seems to favor one general union for

all, whereas the committee which re-

wrote the constitution has designed
an intricate pattern with something
like 18 separate groups, or chapters.
Understood thaif each would have of-

ficers, a council and separate treas-

ury. Press agents would have two
or three groups, each with more or
less control over members.
Understood that such a complicat-

ed constitution might be frowned
upon by the American Federation of
Labor, with which TMAT is affiliat-

ed. Principal groups in the union
are press agents, company and house
managers and treasurers. Latter are
said to have come out solidly for one
union instead of many segments.

Gilbert Asks Equity

To Pass on 'Greek'

Pact with Freedley

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Billy Gilbert, who quit RKO to go

into Vinton Freedley's Broadway
production of 'Greek to You,' filed a

complaint with Equity demanding
that the legit producer go through
with the contract.

Comic claims he would have col-
lected at least $10,000 in the Broad-
way show under a six-week guaran-
tee. His RKO pact had six months
to run. Complaint is being handled
direct by Equity's Coast offices with
Freedley in New York.

TOURING STRAWHAT
Rochester, Sept. 27.

After a three-week run at Green
Lake resort near Buffalo, Rochester
Summer Theatre group has reor-
ganized .as Green Lake Players to
try a tour of small communities in
New York and Pennsylvania.
Group, directed by Leonard Alto-

bell, operates on co-op basis.

Watching an apparent trend in the

WPA Theatre Project towards com-

mercialism, Equity and the stage

craft unions haye asked the director

to clearly state the intentions of the

relief show outfit. Equity and the""

^stage—hands., have declared that the

plan to tour 'Prologue to Glory' and

other WPAers would be unfair com-

petition with regular routed road

shows. After engaging special ex-

ploitation people, who worked on the

'Glory' road plan for eight week, it's

understood that WPA has set back

the proposed trouping as a result of

the protests.

The trend was first noted on the

Coast, deal there being to turn 'Run
Lil Chillun,' a colored relief musi-
cal, over to commercial managers.
Latter are reported to have chilled

on the proposition when the stage

unions stepped in and said 'no dice'

if the relief wage scales were to ap-
ply. 'Gettysburg,' an operetta which
opened in Hollywood Bowl with
relief people ana a commercial tie-

up, is also under fire. 'Glory' was
eyed by Lee Shubert, but. there were
objections and he has apparently

lost interest.

Demand Minimum Scale

Actors association and the stage

hands see WPA as possibly hammer-
ing down salaries and wages and it is

indicated that they will insist that

the union minimums be paid if the

relief outfit tours shows in competi-
tion with other attractions. They
also feel that should WPA move
without being checked, before long
managers might try out plays with
relief people and take over, if okay,

at much lower pay than heretofore.

What that amounts to is that actors,

who formerly received from $50 to

$300 weekly, would be working for

$23.50. Equity's $40 weekly mini-

mum is now regarded as one of its

strongest safeguards, but players en-

gaged at that low level for Broad-
way attractions have been in the dis-

tinct minority, except where produc-
ing groups are concerned.

Item of subsistance money for

WPA's Federal Theatre . Project,

which applies to all government peo-

ple when traveling, has cropped up
importantly in the situation. For
WPA'ers on tour, the pay would be
$23.50 plus- $21 ($3 per day sub-
sistance coin) for a total of $44.50,

which is higher than the Equity
minimum.
Stage hands have been able to

maintain a semblance of the union's

wage scale for members in the proj-

ect, by limiting the number of hours
per week they are permitted to work.
Same applies to scenic artists. As yet
the musicians union has not ex-
pressed itself about the WPA com-
mercial trend, but is expected to join

the other stage unions in opposing
such deals; as it did anent the Coast
situation.

Colin to Rep Reinhardt

In N. Y.; Sets Pic Players

Dr. Saul Colin will be New York
representative for Max Reinhardt for
the latter's Hollywood Workshop,
Texaco's show on CBS. .They were
associated in several productions on
the Continent some years ago.

Colin, Who returned from the Coast
last week, has set several Hollywood
players for a legit show he is plan-
ning to offer on Broadway this sea-
son. He will announce the play's title

and cast within a week.

'Pins' to Dcs Moines

Des Moines, Sept. 27.
'Pins and Needles' comes to tho

Shrine auditorium Oct. 3.

It will open the road-show season
here.
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Plays on Broadway

SING OUT THE NEWS
Max Gordon, in association with George

6. Kaufmnn and Moss Hart, present two-
act revue by Harold J. Rome (songs), con-

ceived and directed by Charles Friedman.
Settings, Jo Mlelzlner: dnncer. Ned Mc-
Gurn and Dave Gould: costumes, John
Hambleton: orchestra. Max Meth; orches-

trations, Huns Splnlek. Opened Sept. 24,

•38. at Music Box. N. T.. $5.50 premiere;

regular scale, $4.40.

Principals and cast: Hiram Sherman,
Mnrv Jane Walsh, Ginger Manners, Daisy
Dernier, Christina Llnd. Miriam Franklin,

Thelma Lee, Georgia Jarvls. Jane Fraser,

June Allyson. Eleanor Eberle, Madelyn
While, Rosalind Gordon, Kathryn Lnzell.

Michael Lorglng, Edwin Smith, Bruce Bar-
clny John Harry Dudley King. Howard
Warrlner, Thomas Mitchell, Edward Gallo-

way. RanoIdH Dupler. Bruce Rogers, Philip

Loeb, Will Geer. Leslie Lltomy. Charles
Lawrence. Jooy Faye, The Virginians (8),

Ben Ros>. Jimmy Lydon. Herbert Sumpter,
Reg Ingram (heading large colored group).
Chic Gagnon, Dorothy Fox, Burton Pierce,

Joel Friend. Fred Nay, Michael Moore ,Uer-
nurd Pearce.

'Sing Out the News' is a bright
enough revue which will disappoint
some but should find a welcome on
Broadway. Those who accepted the

..charm of 'Pins and Needles' and its

'social significance' theme, due to its

amateur auspices, that of the Inter-
national Ladies Garment Workers'
Union, may be more captious about
'Sing Out the News,' under de luxe
production auspices of Max Gordon,
George S. Kaufman and Moss. Hart.
The 'Pins and Needles' analogy is in-
evitable, considering Harold J. Rome
and Charles Friedman, present au-
thor and stager, first came to Broad-
way attention via the labor group's
intime revue of last year.

Prime shortcoming of 'News' is

psychological rather than actual,
what generosity of audience reaction
favored 'Pins' will be found wanting
with 'News.' In short, the unseasoned
and yet-to-be-Equityized cast of the
labor union enjoyed a magnanimity
of which the current entry will never
get the benefit. The actual shortcom-
ings, however, are likewise there.
There's a paucity of socko comedy.
There's a tinge of the pinko, Where

—

again odious comparison must assert
itself—it was glossed over on 39th
street, but it's something else again
on West 45th.

The show is a shade too clever in
Its Harold J. Rome lyrics, but not
sufficiently punchy in its general
gusto.

It starts off promisingly with
Hiram Sherman presenting the gen-
eral idea, backed by a group of 10
boys and"'!^ "girls'.

Follow a succession of bright
sketches, the first act climaxing with
'Congressional Minstrels.' The sec-
ond act, in toto," is considerably bet-
ter.

In both acts, the colored group par-
ticipating, headed by Rex Ingram,
Lilyn Brown, Henrietta Lovelace and
Jackie Petty, walk off with the high-
light honors. 'One of These Fine
Days,' in. the Harlem street scene
background, is in the first stanza;
*F. D. R. Jones' is the song theme of
the second half, .both exceptionally
well done. .'Fine Days' has a signifi-
cant lyrical keynote, whereas the
very absence of anything but the na-
tive spiritualizing appeal of the
Tranklin D. Roosevelt Jones' song,
gives the latter the edge.

'My Heart Is Unemployed/ expert-
ly done by Marty Jane Walsh and
Michael Lorihg, is the only other
6ong outstander. It's been imagina-
tively staged. Miss Walsh, last year
In the Cohan show, 'I'd Rather Be
Right/ bears the vocal burden. Lor-
Ing has a nice voice but doesn't per-
colate sufficiently strong across the
foots^
Dorothy Fox and Burton Pierce

are the dance toppers, acquitting
themselves handsomely. Philip Loeb
works hard, often, and invariably ef-
fectively, as the keystone of the com-
edy skits. He's alternately. Mayor
LaGuardia, a "Virginia senator,
Groucho Marx, L. B. Mayer, a dis-
trait tycoon and a hillbilly from the
Bronx, and in all an expert farceur.
He's easily the No. 1 cast member.
Hiram Sherman is at the helm of

several numbers, and Will Geer, Lor-
ing, Joey Faye and Leslie Litomy
are prominent in the skits.

The first act impresses as a moder-
ately pleasant sequence, with 'One of
These Fine Days' the highlight. Its
large colored contingent comprises
Rex Ingram, Benjamin Wailes, Trav-
erse Crawford, Otto Gaines, Harry
Lewis, Elmaurice Miller, Mae Wil-
liamson, Elizabeth Dozier, Lucille
Wilson. Lvdia Holmes, Hazel Scott,
James Lillard. Warren Coleman,
Louie Williams, Estelle and Elizabeth
McDowell, Maude Simmons, William
and Allen Tinney, Ray Harrison. Her-
bert Sumoter, Lillyn and Ethel
Brown, Musa Williams. Add Bates,
Richard Huey, Sally Ellis, Bertram
Holmes. Wanda Macy, Shirley Macy,
Sibol Cain, Sadie McGill, George
Jones; Jr., Gus Jones. Henrietta Love-
lace, Jackie Petty, Emmett Mathews,
Carrington

. Lewis, Grant and Sonny
Timmons. Portia Patterson, Mrs.
Pety, Will Brown and Clarence
Wheeler.
The satire on 'I Married an Angel,

captioned 'I Married a Republican';
TJd. Fiorello/ 'Ordinary Guy/ 'Gone
With the Revolution' (travesty on
Hollywood and 'Marie Antoinette')
and Congressional Minstrels have

more or less significance attached to

their ribbing.
Dorothy Fox does an expert job in

the satire, 'Peace and the Diplomats/
with Burton Pierce as the No. 1 dip-
lomat and Joel Friend, Fred Nay,
Michael Moore and Bernard Pearce
tap-steoping (to Will Irwin's ballet
music) in smart style. Miss Fox
winds up a very much beat-up sym-
bol of 'Pax' in this grimly humorous
terp highlight.
'Cafe Society* is a very bright in-

terlude next to closing. Thence Con-
gressional Minstrels, which features
such phrases from the President as
'Go to hell, Congress' and Congress
retorting, in repeated unison, 'Go to
hell, Roosevelt/
The second act, by far the best, is a

switch on present-day choristers,
with 'Tell Me, Pretty Maiden/ as the
theme. Mary Jane Walsh allows as
how the 1938 Floradoras are aware
of international strife, domestic eco-
nomics, picket lines, etc., and that
stagedoor Johnnies must offer some-
thing more than just candy and
flowers.
Hiram Sherman clicks with his

best solo opportunity, and among the
revue's highlights, 'Plaza 6-9423/ a
smart lyric on the collegiate escort
service. *A Liberal Education/ by
Will Geer and Joey Faye, is equally
cxDert.
The F.L.O.P. Plan, with the Marx

Bros, running the government, is an-
other comedy pepper-upper. Here
again a screen is utilized, the sec-
ond time in the evening; once be-
fore, a°t the tee-off, with a medley of
newsreels shots of dictators, march-
ing feet, symbols of war, etc.
Mary Jane Walsh's 'Entre Nous' Is

a personal click, ribbing the cafe
chanteuses. 'International Mountain
Climbers' finales into Philip Loeb as
Uncle Sam. Hiram Sherman per-
sonates Chamberlain, torn between
the dictator and democratic nations,
in an Alpine scene, and, while as
topical as today's latest radio press
flash from Prague or Godesburg, it's

more printer's ink than mask-and-
wig, as a manifestation of the liberal
arts.

Kaufman and Hart, co-billed as co-
managers with Gordon, for the first
time, are said to have had a creative
refurbishing hand in this, as well as
managerial, since the Philadelphia
tr-yout. What is theirs, if any, is, of
course, eclipsed by the general tenor
of the Rome-Friedman original. The
production is handsome, the talents
varied and effective. Abel.

DAME NATURE
Comedy In three acts presented at Booth,

N. Y Sept. 20 by Theatre Guild; written
by Andre Blrabeau; adaptation by Patricia
Colllnge; staged by Worthlngton Minor un-
der supervision of Theresa Helbura and
Lawrence Langner; $3.30 top.
Max Thomas Coffin Cooke
Beer..... Charles Bellin
Second Schoolboy Frederick Bradlee
Third Schoolboy...,. Edwin Mills
Concierge. . Edwin Cooper
Doctor Faridet Harry Irvine

V*
0," 16 ^e"ot Lois Hall

Andre Brlsac .....Montgomery Clift
Ba tton ...... Morgan James
fourth Schoolboy peter Miner
Canine Kathryn Grill
Marie Grace Matthews
Madame Brisac Jessie Royce Landls
Monsieur Brlsac Onslow StevensUnc e Luclen ; „ .Forrest Orr
Paul Marachal Wilton Graff

.When 'Dame Nature' was tried out
at Westport, Conn., early in the sum-
mer it was favorably regarded and
it looked like the Theatre Guild
would start its 21st subscription sea-
son with a click. Premiere, however,
did not impress nearly as well and
a limited engagement is indicated,
although the play provides interest
and diversion in the third act.
Those who saw the country pre-

sentation thought it was a better
performance, despite the polishing
and attention given the piece since
then. Perhaps there is too much of
the adolescent in the story; also, it is
too repetitious, principally in the
first half.

Play mostly has to do with kids
of highschool age, but does not be-
gin to measure up to 'What a Life'
in providing merriment. Only when
the grown-ups go into action late in
the play is it really funny, but that
seemed too late. Locale is Paris' and
it would seem that the youngsters
are' well behind Americans of sim-
ilar age in knowledge of the facts
of life.

. In that respect, 'Nature* may seem
dated, but there is a well intentioned
background planted by the author.
Andre Brisac. 16, becomes attached
to Leonie Perrot, who is a year
younger. The lass conducts a shop
patronized by school kids, running
the place alone since the death of
an aunt. Because she is lonesome
and he has an unpleasant home life,
they find happiness together. Leonie
soon learns she will have a baby.
There is so much mention of the

expected event that it becomes
rather tiresome. The boy, coddled by
his mother, is given scant attention
by the father and, since the parents
quarrel continuously, Andre sees
escape only in the* companionship
of Leonie. Gabrielle Brisac, his
mother, is of the possessive type and
neither she, nor her husband, ever
realized that the lad was growing
up and needed guidance.
In the last. act, upon learning what

has happened, they snap into further

realization that Andre hat become a
man. Parents come to the shop, the
mother believing her husband had
the affair with the child-wife. The
father's conversation with the boy,
who tells him why he had been un-
happy at home, is almost tender. On
the mother's side, when she discov-
ers she is a grandmother, it is the
funniest bit in the show. As they
exit, the idea of marriage is men-
tioned, but the father says it would
look like a first Communion, what
with the- lad still in short pants—at
mother's insistence. She does say
he'll have to have long ones now.
Montgomery Clift is the actual

lead as the boy Andre and he gives

a clever performance. His anxiety
when Leonie is about to give birth

may seem strange, but it is believ-

able in that he is afraid to tell his

parents. At the time he is kept at

home for a kids' party. Morgan
James as his buddy, turns in a very
good performance. Lois Hall, as

Leonie, looks the part of the child-

wife, a sweet, pleasant girl.

Jessie Royce Landis plays the

mother, giddy in the second act, then
working up the comedy values in

the third. Onslow Stevens is the

father, also a well handled assign-

ment. Harry Irvine quite okay as a
doctor and Thomas Coffin Cooke
makes a small part stand out dis-

tinctly. Jbee.

HELLZAPOPPIN'
Revue In two acts, presented by Olsen

and Johnson. Staged by Edward Duryea
Darling; dances by Bob Alton and Mar-
Jorie Fielding, Features Olsen & Johnson,
Barto & Mann, Radio Rogues (3), Hal
Sherman, Kay Kinney & Aloha Maids (3),

Bettymae & Beverly Crane, The Chariot-
eers (4), Theo Hardeen. Others: Walter
Nllsson, Reed Sisters, Joe Wong, Shirley

Wayne, Billy Adams, The Starlings. At
40th Street theatre, N. Y., opening Sept.

22, '38: $3.30 top._—_ t

Olsen and Johnson, plus a dash of

the Shuberts and a large sprig from
the old NVA roster, total the mad-
dest cocktail fed the NeW York thea-

tre since Clayton, Jackson and Du-
rante first wrecked the Palace stage
some years back. Its heavy hoke,
zany slapstick and blank-cartridge
explosions must leave the audience
quite shell-shocked; if only mode-
rately received, it will at least be
heard during its Broadway run.

'Hellzapoppin' stems from the tall

corn districts, but could have been a
100% wow for' the metropolis. While
in its present form it looks destined
for greater - success in the sticks, a
dash of more class and at least one
whistleable tune would have put it

in the standout hit class on Broad-
way. As is, it's merely a glorified

-version and composite of - the numer-
ous Olsen and Johnson vaudeville
units—entertaining, racy, fast, loud,
but possibly not a $3.30 buy for very
long.

O. and J. are billed as presenting
as well as starring in the revue, but
they are not holding the full finan-
cial bag. Also interested in putting
up the production coin, as well as
providing the theatre, are the Shu-
berts, although the backdrops are
cheap and the costuming unimpres-
sive.

From start to finish, 'Hellzapoppin'
makes no pretentions of being any-
thing else but lowest of vaude's low
comedy. Little more could have
been expected along these lines from
O. and J., whose expert slapstick
didoes in the picture houses are now
known from coast to coast. Cast is.

strictly vaude wth only a couple of
radio ,exceptions, the Radio Rogues
(3) and the Charioteers, male Negro
quartet. Barto and Mann, knock-
about comedy team, only a few
weeks ago at Loew's State, on
Broadway; Hal Sherman, hoofer;
Bettymae and Beverly Crane, sister
dance team; Ray Kinney and the
Aloha M'aids (3), Hawaiian s. and d.
turn; Walter Nilsson, cyclist; Hardeen
(Houdini's brother), magician; Reed
Sisters, singers; Billy Adams, colored
hoofer, Shirley Wayne, comedy fid-
dler,, and Joe Wong, Chinese tenor,
all hail from variety and nitery
ranks. In the main, they comprise a
good vaudeville show, but it's non-
name vaude stretched almost to thei
breaking point to fill out this rev -'s
two and a half hours.
Show has three .distinct standouts.

First is the opening film trailer, a
tongue-in-the-cheek piece of com-
edy that's a surefire howl. Depicts
President Roosevelt extolling 'Hell-;
zapoppin', the dubbed-in wordage
perfectly fitting; then Hitler speak-
ing in a Hebe dialect, John L. Lewis
and finally Mussolini, with a deep-
South drawl, that had the first-night
audience screaming. It should make
the German and Italian legations in
N. Y. quite purplish. No. 2 sock are
Bettymae and Beverly Crane, young,
graceful tap and toe dancers, who
will add class and personality to any
setting, nitery, revue or vaude. Third
is the femme singing duet billed as
The Starlings. They lend an op-
eratic touch to a couple of the show's
tunes and are good enough to almost
sing the mediocre songs into the hit
class.

Otherwise, it's a series of weak
blackouts and^ wild roughhouse, with
O. and J. pacing and taking part in
almost everything. Stooges run wild
in the audience; there's a guy trying
to sell good seats to *I Married An
Angel'; a dame goes through the au-
dience shouting for her 'Oscar'; a
worried florist carrying a small
plant, which eventually grows into
a large tree, keeps looking for a
'Mrs. Jones'; balloon and peanut
salesmen; gorillas chasing femmes in

Plays Out of Town

A Woman's a Fool—To
Be Clever
Philadelphia, Sept. 21.

Comedy by Dorothy Bennett and Link
Hannah; presented by John Wlldberg,
Staged by Frank Merlin. Settings, Don-
ald Oenslager. Features Ian Keith, Vera
Allen, Hulla Stoddard. At the Eiianger,
Philadelphia, Sept. 20. '38.

Christine Foster ....Vera Allen
Jeff Foster Ian Keith
Eddie Sommers Edwin Phillips
Major , Ed Green
Minerva Hlmmel Sandra Stanton
Nina Suffleve Holla Stoddard
Lew Lerner Donald Foster
Josephine Lerner Edith Melser
Rosemary Llttleproud.

Margie Ann Kaufman

First non-musical tryout of the
year to hit Philadelphia is 'A Wom-
an's a Fool—To Be Clever/ which
was attended by a generally favor-
able press -.opening night.

John" Wildberg, the producer, has
given this comedy a neat physical
production and a better-than-aver-
age cast. In the old days, the show
would have been characterized as 'a

nice little show' and would, under
that rating, have won moderate suc-
cess. 'Nice little shows' now have a
small part in the theatrical scheme
of things, and for that reason play
doesn't rate exceptional chances on
Broadway although, it demonstrated
enough stuff in its original 1938
strawhat presentations (Great Neck,
N. Y., and Stony Creek, Conn.) to
warrant this commercial production.
Plot of this collaborative effort of

Dorothy Bennett and Link Hannah
(both associated in other theatrical
enterprises) concerns a retired, ma-
turing actor and his playwrighting
spouse, who have left Broadway flat

and retired to what they fondly hope
and believe will be a peaceful and
comfortable middle-age in Bermuda.
Peace and comfort might have

been possible if Jeff and Christine
Foster hadn't insisted on writing
plays during their Caribbean calm.
The writing of one play, however,
resulted in a near breakup of their
domestic bliss. A young lady with
stage aspirations, hailing from
Brooklyn, for the sake of 'original-
ity/ masquerading as an emotional
Russian star by the name of Nina
Suffieva, comes all the way down
to Bermuda in the hope of winning
a leading role in the Fosters' new
play. Beguiling in appearance and
not unendowed with gray matter,
she decides to try her feminine wiles
on Jeff. Being an ex-matinee idol,

he's extremely susceptible and, for a
while, it looks as if the Foster house-
hold would be disrupted.
However, Nina overreaches her-

self; Jeff finds out that he is too old
for midnight flirtations, and Chris-
tine, by letting wifely sagacity take
precedence over normal, green-eyed
jealousy, defeats her younger rival
and keeps her husband's love and
devotion.
The play improves as it carries on,

last act being decidedly the best.
Better-sustained pace and dialog
that holds to the intended epigram-
matic and1 ironic mood is needed,
though"
Subtle and polished wisecracks,

when spug_.ov6r a comedy's usual
two and-^r half hour period (inci-

dentally, this one. is short, with open-
ing night's curtain upping at 9 and
falling at 11), need a Coward or a
Lonsdale to produce a full flavor of
satisfaction. But the authors of this
piece can't hold that pace.
The authors are more successful

with their characters, however. The
aging author, Jeff Foster, still stage-
conscious and trying, perhaps un-
consciously, to fight against en-
croaching middle-age, is solid and
believable. So, too, is his wife, Chris-
tine, although the authors have given
her some of the play's weakest and
most uninspired lines.

The role of Nina is, to a certain
extent, overwritten, but it provides
meaty opportunities. Two of the sub-
ordinate characters, a languid Broad-
way producer and his brittle, wise-
cracking wife, have a Philip Barry
touch and provide much of the play's
amusement.
Ian Keith, making his first Phila-

delphia stslge appearance in some
time, scores as Jeff. Vera Allen
triumphs over the ineptitude of her
role of Christine. Haila Stoddard,
as Nina, is effective. Edith Meiser,
Eddie Green, Edwin Phillips, and
Donald Foster also play capably. Di-
rection, although generally able,
could be sharpened. Waters.

The Land That God
Remembers

Hollywood, Sept. 27.
Musical drama wltta prolog, two acts, by

Gordon D. Ayres; presented and directed
by Ayros. Songs, 'The Land That God
Remembers,' 'Fancy of My Hoart.' 'Broad-
way Blues,* 'Prairie Stars,' and 'Room In

My Heart for Rent,' by Peggy Montgomery
and Splko Fcatherstone. At the Wllshlre-
Ebcll. L.A., opened S*>pt. 23, '38.

Cast: Gordon Ayres, Robert Howell
Terry, Ken MoMUlnn, Lorraine Ardon,
Barbara Boudwln, Charles . Bancroft,
Peggy Montgomery, Wade Dinning, Jimmy
Boudwln.

Good story basis that fails to regis-

ter due to cast weakness. Musical
contains considerable dialog, five

catchy tunes, and presents a grown-
up 'Baby Peggy' Montgomery. Lack-
ing pace, coordination between or-

chestra and singers, and sadly in

need of a stronger romantic lead,

musical drama will be short-lived
unless changes are made.

Plot has a new York legit pro-
ducer taking cast of his western
musical to Montana to awaken
troupers to feel of the open spaces.

Pl-|7, opens with prolog to plant the
characters, then moves into first act,

where scene is changed to the west.
Introduction of one of the tunes,
'Broadway Blues/ was muffed when
loudspeaker fizzled. Orchestra failed

to supply proper accompaniment,
lagging behind several bars in in-

stances. Idea for piece was supplied
by Miss' Montgomery and executed
by Gordon D. Ayres. Former baby
screen star proves She is song com-
poser of ability, collabing with
Spike Featherstone.
Barbara Boudwin, with looks,

voice and talent, stands out as cast's

lead. Miss Montgomery also does
okay. Robert Howell. Terry, Lor-
raine Arden and Jimmy Boudwin
give capable support.

Title tune is best of the score.

the boxes; spiders (puffed rioe),

snakes, eggs and clothing tossed into
the audience. And there's a belly
laugh when Johnson asks a femme
leaving the audience during the
show where she's gdjing—and she
tells him, ^distinctly?"

-—
The Barto and Mann knockabout

specialty, split up^for two sections
in the show, is.aS fjunny here as in
vaude, but, because of the body
grabs, comprises revue's only
blue stuff; Sherman clicks solidly
with his panto hoofery, but the ac-
tual buck 'n' wing palm must go
to. the colored Billy Adams, a half-
:Pint rhythmic edition of Bill Robin-
son; Walter Nilsson's unicycling is
\Okay, but stretched too far for a sqIo
spot in a show of this type; the
Radio Rogues click solidly with
their imitations of he w.k.s, while
the Charioteers were a complete
smash at the opening with their de-
livery* of three songs, notably the
stylistic rendition of 'Or Man Mose'
and spiritualistic singing of 'Abe
Lincoln,' original by Earl Robinson
and Alfred Hayes. In the Hawaiian
scenes at the close of the show's first
and second halves, Ray Kinney, na-
tive singer, and the hula-hula Aloha
Maids, three brown-skinned lookers,
add a lot to the tune, 'It's Time to
Say Aloha.' Hardeen's illusions are
good in the hokey touch O. and J.
give 'em, while the Reed sisters are
fair hotcha singers.
Sammy Fain and Charles Tobias

are credited with writing the lyrics
and music for the show, but they
provided only three songs, 'Fuddle
Dee Duddle/ 'Aloha' and 'Shaganola.'
Another tune, 'When You Look in
Your Looking Glass/ was provided
by Paul Mann and Stephen Weiss.

If nothing else, 'Hellzapoppin'
should be viewed by the major cir-
cuit heads. It's an object lesson in
how entertaining vaude can be, and
probably many will look at it with
an eye to this show's smash- possi-
bilities at pop prices if cut down to
a totally mad 60 or 70 .minutes to fit

with a picture. Scho.

YOU NEVER KNOW
Musical comedy in two acts presented at

the Winter Garden, New York, Sept.. 21,
by the Shuberts, In association with John
Shubcrt; Clifton Webb, Lupe Velez and
Llbby Holman starred; music by Cole
Porter and. Robert Katscher; adapted from
original of Siegfried Geyer, Katscher and
Karl Farkas by Rowland Leigh; dances
staged by Robert Alton; f!.30 top.
Gaston Clifton Webb
Baron De Romer.... Rex O'Malley
Chauffeur Eddie Gale
Ida Courtney Toby Wing
Maria Lupe Velea
Henri Ballln Charles Kempor
Mme. Baltln Llbby Holman
Headwalter Roger Stearns
Louis Wesley Bender
Geoffrey, .' Dan Harden
General Carruthers Truman Galge
Comptroller Ray Dennis

'You All Know/ a musical of the
intimate type, traipsed around the
east last spring with varying reports,
mostly to the effect that it was not
so hot. Same goes for the show as
now disclosed on Broadway and a
limited stay is indicated, despite the
names in the cast, most of whom are
either starred or featured in the
Shubert manner.
Show is based on 'By Candlelight,'

of Viennese origin, which proved a
fairly good draw at the Empire in

1929, with Gertrude Lawrence, Les-
lie Howard and Reginald Owen top-
ping. •Know' follows the original
closely, too much so, with the result
that it is mildly amusing at best.

There are enough people present to

provide mirth, but the material was
not provided.
Cole Porter is emphasized as top

score writer, but the- songs are No.
2 stuff from the clever lyricist. Pro-
duction has been brightened up over
that seen on the road. Opening
night performance was much too
long and the second act specialties
tossed in did not deter too many in

the audience from taking a walk
some time before the finale.

Lupe Velez wasn't quite a hurri-
cane, but turned in the best indi-

vidual performance. Fiery little

(Continued on page 58)
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SEEK BUCKMAN

OUSTER FROM

CLEVE.AUD

Cleveland, Sept. .27.

Charges of mismanaging Cleve-

land's civic auditorium, which books

concerts, road shows and exposi-

tions into its three theatres, are be-

ing made against Herbert Buck-

man in an effort to oust him before

next Jan. 1. City hall investigation

brought out evidence of theft, sabo-

tage, drunkenness, and immorality

by employees under his regime.

•One recent roadshow exhibitor

squawked that he had been triple-

charged for some carpentry work,

while books revealed that another

exhib was billed only $98 for simi-

lark work, when it should have been
$333. Check further disclosed For-

tune Gallo, opera impresario, is re-

puted to still owe aduitorium sev-

eral thousand dollars on an old bill

that had been overlooked.
Although Buckman helped investi-

gators and made an effort to uncover
and halt irregularities, he shortly

will be asked to resign. If he goes,

the mayor plans a housecleaning.
Harold Miskell, opera booker and

public relations counsel, is being
touted as possible successor to

Buckman.

U. SHOWBOAT OPENS

WITH 'CHARLEY'S AUNT'

Seattle, Sept. 27.

University of Washington Show-
boat, .just completed and the first

student theatre of its kind sponsored
by a university, opened with the old
farce, 'Charley's Aunt,' Thursday
(22) to capacity preview audience.
Preceding the show, the Federal
music project's WPA band enter-
tained.

The attractive grounds and weep-
ing willows fringing the shore made
the event unique. Going across the
gangplank, patrons came to a spa-
clous lobby, a lounge below, prome-
nade decks and railing on the Lake
Union side. Showboat seats 225 on
sloping floor. Enterprise is operated
by the drama division of the univer-
sity under the direction of Glenn
Hughes. It is a large craft, moored
at the foot of the campus with ample
parking space for cars on shore.

Gerty Lawrence Sought

For New Golden Play

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

John Golden due in from the east
this week to confer with Gertrude
Lawrence on her new play, "The
Birds Stop Singing.' Golden will
stay on for the local run of 'Susan,'
and then goes to Chicago with Miss
Lawrence and most of the current
cast, where the new piece breaks ni
Oct. 10.

Play is written by Lenore Coffee,
fcenarist.

WPA MAY RELIGHT

HAITI' IN HARLEM

Closing of 'Haiti,' WPA's colored
cast drama, at Daly's 63rd Street,
New York, is reported to have
aroused the ire of the relief outfit's

colored unit.' Players claim the
show could have been continued
either there or at the Lafayette, Har-
lem, where it originated. WPA used
that spot for the past two years, but
did not renew the lee.se. Understood
that negotiations now are on to

take over the theatre again and, with
that deal pending, nq formal protest

from the colored groups is said to

have been registered with the direc-

tor.

Stated that the reason for taking
off 'Haiti' was to make room for 'On
the Rocks,' the Ceorge Bernard
Shaw comedy-drama tha'; opened at

Daly's last spring, but taken off to

be 'saved' for this season. Matter of

re-taking the Lafayette is explained
merely a matter of arriving at a

rental figure acceptable to WPA. Ex-
pectation is that the lease will be
renewed and 'Haiti,' after laying off

a week or two, will relight at the

Harlem spot.

Current Road Shows

(Week of Sept. 26)
'Brother Eat,' Werba, Brooklyn,

N. Y.
'Brother Eat,' Queensboro, Elm-

hurst, L. I., N. Y.
'Golden Boy' (Luther Adler-Fran-

«es Farmer), Harris, Chicago.
'I Am Different' (Tallulah Bank-

aead), Selwyn, Chicago (28).

'Knickerbocker Holiday' (Walter
Huston), Shubert, Boston.

'Candida' (Ann Harding), Curran,
»an Francisco.

'Personal Appearance' (Dorothy
MacKail), Shubert, Brooklyn, N. Y.

'Pins and Needles,' Forum, Wichita
<26>; Shrine Auditorium, Oklahoma
City (27); Convention Hall, Tulsa
(28); Memorial Auditorium, Kansas
City, Mo. (29-1).
'Susan and God' (Gertrude Law-

rence), Biltmore, Los Angeles.
'Tobacco Road,' Perth Amboy, N

J. (26-27); Long Beach, N. Y. (28)
Shubert, New Haven (29-1).

Whlteoaks' (Ethel Barrymore)
Plymouth, Boston.
'What a Life,' Wilbur, Boston.
Women/ Royal Alexandria, To>

tonto.

•You Can't Take It With You,' Na-
tional, Washington.

'Niobe Wept' Set

By Pitt Playhouse;

1st Local Original

Pittsburgh, Sept. 27.

Pittsburgh Playhouse schedule for

this year set by director Frederick
Burleigh will include an original

play by a local author, Tom Wilmot,
for the first time. It's 'And Niobe
Wept,' which Wilmot, who appeared
at Playhouse last season in closing

musical revue, 'Hold Your Hats,'

finished few weeks ago at Cohasset,
Mass. Drama was tested there by
Burleigh and Alexander Dean by
junior acting group at a special

matinee and inclusion in 1938-39

Playhouse series followed. It's a
first play by Wilmot, who in the past
has chiefly done radio scripting,

spending last couple of years with
Joe Penner and Ben Rocke office,

respectively.

Playhouse season opens Oct. 24

with 'It Can't Happen Here,' with
'Niobe Wept' next. For holidays,

opening Dec. 20, old-fashioned meller
called 'Gold in the Hills,' will be
produced. January production will

be 'Night Must Fall' and- after that

three one-acters, 'Hands Across the
Sea,' 'Ways and Means' and 'Fumed
Oak,' from Noel Coward's 'Tonight

at 8:30.' Sixth show still to be
picked. Season will end April 11

with annual musical. Instead of

original revue, however, it'll be
'Meet My Sister,' Broadway opus of

some years ago.

Each production is to run for three

weeks, all of them opening Tuesday
night so as not to conflict with legit

Nixon's Monday getaways.

White's 'Scandals' For

Fair Condensed Show

George White, who has been east

for some weeks, proposes presenting

a 'Scandals* at New York's World's

Fair in the spring. Revue producer's

idea is to schedule the show four

times daily, seven days weekly, which
would call for a condensed perform-
ance in comparison to the' former
stage presentations.

Understood the contract with the

fair management has not yet been
signed. Not definite whether the

'Scandals' would be in the form of a

floor show in a cafe or a separate

concessions.

ATS Subs Off 1/3 in Chi;

Disappointments Blamed
Chicago, Sept. 27.

American Theatre Society sub-

scriptions this year are off about
one-third from last year's total, in-

dicating an approximate $11,000 as

against last year's $18,000 for the

two-week subscription run.

Blame for drop is laid to disap-

pointments last season, several big

shows promised failing to material-

ize, with several new plays proving

unsatisfactory.

Set for ATS this season are

'GoTden Boy' (current),. 'Amphitryon
38' in repertory with 'The Sea Gull,'

'Of Mice and Men' and 'Shadow and

Substance.' 'Our Town' is a likelir

hood.

BROKERS SEE END OF TICKET CODE

BY JAN. 1; BOOTLEGGING REPORTED
Talks Himself Out
Actor was called to rehearsals

of a new play and found the
part called for just three lines.

He advised the management
that the role might just as well
be eliminated, and. a phone call

that night was to the effect that
the suggestion was okay.
Play is 'Window Shopping,'

wh'ich brings George Sidney
back to Broadway from Holly-
wood.

Vint Freedley Sets

Two B way Musicals;

Mary Martin's Debut

Mary Martin, radio and nitery per-

former, is set for one of the leads in

'I'm an American,' Vinton Freedley's

musical. She replaces June Knight.

Show has a book by Bella and Sam
Spewack and score by Cole Porter.

Principals include Victor Moore,
William Gaxton, Sophie Tucker,
Tamara, George Tobias and Miss
Martin. Show is a turife version of

the Spewacks' play, 'Clear All Wires/
which was done on Broadway in

1932.

Miss Martin is under personal con-

tract to Laurence Schwab, who
planned to use her in a musical of his

own, but it has been postponed. She
was a regular on the Metro 'Good
News' radio program and did a

singing and dancing act at the

Trocadero, Hollywood nitery, but

this is her first Broadway show.

New additions to the cast of 'The

Flying Ginsbergs,' another Freedley

production, comedy by Allen Boretz

and Max Liebman, include Sam
Levene, Hume Cronyn and Everett

Slaone. Already cast are Barbara

Robbins, Percy Kilbride, Dudley
Clements, Ann Pennington, Harold

Whalen and Tess Gardell.

Agencies Complain, League Is Withholding Instruc-

tions on Which Managers, Theatres Are Banned

—Hit Shows Will Put Code to Acid Test

ST. L UNIONS NOW
MULL LABOR STAGE

St. Louis, Sept. 27.

What may possibly develop into

a rival or successor to 'Pins and

Needles,' the dramatic stage success

of the International Ladies' Garment
Workers' Union, is the plan being

mulled by the execs of the St Louis

branch, who also are holding con-

ferences with other local labor

unions with a view towards estab-

lishing a joint Labor Stage in St
Louis.

Tentative plot of a new show, yet

untagged, will be built around a cele-

bration of the five years local union

has had contractual agreements

with local employers. Will drama-
tize the gains the unions have made
since beginning here in 1907.

The new ticket code, or control

system, is now in its third week on

Broadway. All brokers are opposed

to it and some venture the prediction

that it will not work, also that the

code will be out by the first of the
year. Ostensibly, the agencies are
limiting premiums to 75c on the
lower floor and 50c for the balcony,

but undercover or 'bootleg' sales are
believed being made.
Ticket men complain they cannot

secure definite instructions from the.

League of New York Theatres re-

garding whom they now can do busi-

ness with and who are banned, either

because they are not members of the

League or refused to sign the code.

League carefully refrains from issu-

ing a statement, written or verbal, in

U. of P/s Wig Show

Going on Extensive

Road Tour This Yr.

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.

'All Around the Town,' this year's

Mask and Wig show and 51st annual

production by the U. of Pennsyl-

vania organization, will take one of

the most ambitious and lengthiest

tours the Wiggers have ever at-

tempted. Preliminary appearances
in Trenton and Wilmington will be
followed by a week's run at the

Erlanger here Thanksgiving Week.

After that the show will trek west
around the holidays, playing Allen-

town, Harrisburg, Pittsburgh, War-
ren (Pa.), then back east to Mont-
clair, N. J., Albany, New York, then
west once more to Rochester, In-

dianapolis, Chicago and Cleveland,

and finally a performance in Hart-
ford, Conn. Dates will not be played
consecutively.

Clay Boland, who has turned out

many pop successes for the Club's

shows, has again written most of the

score with the aid of Bickley Reich-
ner. Paul B. Hartenstein will again

be in charge of the production as a

whole.

'(Hun' Ron North

Los Angeles, Sept. 27.

Federal Theatre Project's all-negro

production, 'Run Little Chillun,'

opens as a commercial venture at

the Geary, San Francisco, Nov. 1.

Play will be taken north by Louis
Lurie and Arch Selwyn at a guar-

antee of $5,000 a week to FTP for

an indefinite run.

Govt Bldg. at Frisco Expo Will House

3 Theatres-Legit, Kids and Outdoors

San Francisco, Sept. 27.

Three theatres in the north court

of Treasure Island, site of the 1939

Golden Gate International Exposi-

tion, will be combined as the gov-

ernment's amusement sectors at the

fair according, to a plan now being

worked out under the direction of

U. S. Commissioner George Creel

and co-ordinator of exhibits, Wil-
lard White, assisted by Ole Ness,

regional director of the Federal
Theatre Project. Theatres, which
will be a part of the Federal build-

ing, will cost $500,000 and will op-

erate on a grind policy from 10

a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
Shows will be sent from Los An-

geles, Frisco, Denver and Portland,

with a company manager in charge
of each. Heaviest burden of sup-
plying the attractions will fall upon
the Los Angeles project.

Parents will be able to leave the

kiddies in the children's theatre in

the Uncle Sam group while they.atr

tend a show in the main playhouse:

In the main auditorium, equipped
with newest devices in stagecraft,

will be presented 45-minute sessions

of WPA successes.

An innovation in the staging will

be intermediate lighting from over-
head bridges. Another feature will

be the occasional combining of

screen and stage technique, living

players with motion picture back-
grounds./ A living newspaper' of

current events will be another main
theatre attraction. There will also

be marionettes and other amuse-
ments in the children's playhouse.
Sylvan theatre, third in the group,

will afford outdoor entertainment in

symphonies, tableau and dancing
spectacles, under the direction of
Alfred Hertz.

All of the interior equipment of

the scheme will be preserved after

the fair for the establishment of
roadside playhouses for the west's
initial venture in summer theatres.

'connection with managers or the-'

atres outside the league on grounds
that it might lay the League and in-

dividuals within the organization
open to damage suits, if not conspir-

acy charges.

Shows that may test the code are
coming to Broadway soon and if ad-
vance reports are correct the demand
for tickets will be abnormal and or-
dinarily high prices would prevail.

Proponents of the code anticipate

some gypping because of the devious
ways used to sell tickets for hits, but
are confident . the number of such
sales will be at least partially lim-
ited, besides which the theatres will
hold 25% of the house for direct dis-

tribution at the box offices. Possible
collusion between the b.o. and dig-
gers seeking such tickets is expected
to be a development that will be dif-

ficult to detect

Deadline for filing surety bonds by
brokers as guarantee of good faith

has not been set Claimed that detail

is not so important since the drastic
measures in the code covering viola-
tions should be enough to assure
compliance.

May Affect 'Pins'

With the brokers asking the
League for a list of those with whom
they are not supposed to do business
with and getting no answers, the
agencies are continuing to do busi-
ness with houses and managements
on the outside. They are Labor
Stage, with 'Pins and Needles,' and
the Mercury Theatre, which will
soon start operating again. Believed
that if the agencies are charged with
violations, with 'Pins' especially
named, the show's sponsor, which is

the International Ladies Garment
Workers union, one of the world's
strongest, might be impelled to go
into action, legally and otherwise.
League's only answer to queries for
specific information Is that a list of
those signatory to the code was sup-
plied and speaks for itself.

Pointed out by ticket men that
'You Never Know,' which opened at
the Winter Garden last Wednesday
(21), would have been accorded an
eight-week ticket buy in advance of
the unfavorable press, but such
transactions are ruled out by the
code. Lee Shubert is said to have
registered no squawk but J.J.'s atti-
tude is not so certain. Latter put on
the show.

Brokers are well aware why the
League will not crack ahout those
not subscribing to the code. Equity
is equally reticent and for the same
reason. As with the first code dur-
ing the NRA, the control of ticket
premiums applies only to the legiti-
mate theatre. Tickets for all other
types of amusement, where admis-
sions are charged, are not controlled.
Grand opera and major sporting
events furnish a fair percentage of
agency profits, but theatre tickets re-
main the main revenue source.

Abbott Calls Off Deal
George Abbott's deal with the

brokers in connection with his forth-
coming production of 'Two Boys
From Syracuse' (musical version of
'A Comedy of Errors') has been can-
celled by the manager because of
'misinterpretation and misrepresen-
tation of the arrangement.' Producer
states that he doesn't want to be re-
garded as opposing the ticket code
and declares that Equity understands
and okays his position. Deal called
for certain agencies advancing an
estimated total of $20,000, but not as
a ticket buy. Understood, that the
coin sought was not turned over to
Abbott when he decided to call off
the transaction. Manager, is said to
have commented that he did not
need the capital which brokers had
agreed to provide. As far as is
known, he has not applied for mem-
bership in the League, which is a
requisite for signatories. Nor has
John Golden, whose revived 'Light-
nin" is being handled in the agen-
cies. The theatre (Golden) is being
dually operated by the manager and
the Shuberts and, as the latter are
in the League, the code restrictions
do not apply. Same thing will apply
to 'Syracuse,' which goes into the
Alyin, management of which is in
the League.
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Play Abroad

BRAVE NEW WORLD
(IN ENGLISH)

Paris, Sept. 16.

Drama In two acts (U scenes) by Louis
Wullnsky, based on the novel by AUlous
Huxley: presented by Edward Stirling and
the English Players. At Theatre de
l'Oeuvre. Pails,
Director of Hatcheries Edward Stirling

First Student Ib Melehtor
Henry Porster James Mllner
Lenlna Crowe » Irene Dale
Fnnny Beatrice Mackey
Benito Hoover John Stobun
Bernard Marx Hugh Grant
Helmholz Watson Tom Sutterby'
Guide Ib Melchlor
Savage ....Edward Stirling
Linda Rita Tivkelle
Archsongster of Canterbury. ...> Alan Wade
Headmistress of Eton Noel Grohamp
Dr. Shaw Eric Laurlslon
Guest Gordon Jnmes
Nurse ...Noele Grahame
First Child . Donatello
An Alpha Claude Dray
First Delta William Doan
Second Delta Philip Franks
Senrgent Police... Alan Wade
World Controller Arthur Burne
Reporter of the Hourly Radio Flash

Ib Melchlor

'Brave New World* attempts to
take the predicted occurrences of 500
years hence, as set forth in Aldous
Huxley's controversial novel, and
show life of that future in contrast
to the modern time. And basically,
it does very well.

To present our planet as imagined
five centuries hence, where scientific
hypothesis and psychological subtle-
ties unfold in a biological world, is

no mean undertaking, but Louis Wal-
insky has to a great measure suc-
ceeded in condensing Huxley's book
into one evening's entertainment.

It's a world of test tubes where
sex and its relationships are main-
tained but reproduction is confined to
hatcheries, where so much of this or
so much of that, added to the vials
containing the human embryo, makes
Alphas, Betas. Deltas, etc., namely,
administrative workers, laborers,
musicians, et al., once they are
•hatched' and put out into a world
where everyone's body belongs to
everyone else.

Personal liberties and personal
ideas don't exist in this brave new
world and punishment awaits those
who insist on having thoughts which
diverge from the mass 'conditioning'
which make them the types for
which they are created. In this case
Bernard Marx does have a desire for
personal liberties and his friend,
Helmoz. is not entirely satisfied with
the official slogans which make up
the sole literature of the age. They

are, therefore, banished toe the un-
civilized island of England.
Marked contrast is introduced by a

so-called savage, who is brought
back from a reservation in Mexico.
His views are those of today; he
likes Shakespeare and looks upon
love, womanhood and childbirth as
we know it now. With him iz his

mother. Hers are the beliefs of the
new world but the son clings to the
natural likes and dislikes of those
with whom he has been raised. Two
of most tragic anc stirring scenes are
when the savage, brought back to

the new world for study and obser-
vation, falls in love with a laboratory
assistant and she's incapable of re-
ciprocating since she has been taught
to regard her body as belonging to

everyone. The other is when his

mother dies, she withers as a flower,

but to the accompaniment of music
and surrounded by children who are
being taught that death is ordinary
and must be regarded as common-
place, like breakfast each morning.
In the end, when he, too. is banished
for his unorthodox beliefs, •md re-

fuses to be converted to more mod-
ern mannerisms, he hangs himself
rather than continue to live.

From the first scene where the
human spawn are being 'conditioned*
until the savage hangs himself,
events unfold that are ordinary in

that world but amazing even to pres-
ent imaginations. Women giving
themselves freely and speaking of

the act afterwards, as they would
today of a dinner or a show; men
openly discussing what is today re-

garded sacred, a world where none
of the finer relationships exists

leaves the impression that, despite

its shortcomings, our age is better by
comparison.
Edward Stirling, as first the direc-

tor of the hatcheries and later the
savage, carries a great deal of the
nlay with decision and force. Hugh
Grant, as Bernard Marx, just misses
turning in an' excellent oerformance,
but Tom Sutterby, as the emotional
engineer, fails to click at all. Irene
Dale, as the laboratory assistant,

with whom the savage falls in love,

maintains a one-for-all and all-forr

one impression throughout with ex-
cellence. Rita Trekelle, as the sav-
af»e's mother, handles a difficult part
effectively. Arthur Burne makes an
imnressive World Controller.
While efforts have been made to

carry out the futuristic with cos-

tumes and decorations, nothing new
is shown, only the most modern of

what we know as modern being used.

Another fault which it would be

T

After four of the most enjoyable

and successful weeks of my career, I

leave you BILLY ROSE, and the en-

tire cast and staff of the CASA
MANANA, N. Y.f with a feeling of

regret

I am grateful for your offer to remain
four additional weeks, but due to ad-

vance bookings, had to sail Sept. 22

to open at the GROSVENOR HOUSE,
LONDON, ENGLAND, Sept. 29, with

the lovely

SANDRA LYNN
for an indefinite engagement.

AL TRAHAN
Direction

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

P. S.—Many Thanks to My Pal, Larry Puck

most difficult to overcome Is that the
.reactions of those incubator inhabi-
tants are not those of 500 years from
now, not those of the world they are
supposed to live in, but those of to-
day. Mannerisms, ways of speaking
and acting are all every day. In a
brave new world, where life's sta-
tion is predetermined and all men
are born of a certain formula, more
conformity of action should 1 2 seen
than Is shown here.
Biz for the play has been good.

Hugo.

Plays on Broadway

YOU NEVER KNOW
(Continued from page 56)

Mexican previously used raven
tresses on Broadway, but now she
is auburn, and somehow that does
not seem to improve her appear-
ance. She is using .certain manner-
isms which were repeated during
the premiere, probably because the
peppery one was over-anxious. On
tour and during rehearsals here
Miss Velez was reported exhibiting
much temperament, all such stories
being denied by the Shuberts.

Miss Velez scores with Clifton
Webb in 'Alpha to Omega,* 'By
Candlelight' also being well handled
by the duo. Latter is by Robert
Katscher, co-composer with Porter,
and one of the German original's
author. She does well with a num-
ber titled 'What Shall I Do?'
but it's her impressions of name
people of the stage and screen that
turn the trick rather than the ditty.
Best received was her imitation of
Zorina in 'I Married an Angel.'

First night idea of the top num-
ber was 'For No Rhyme or Reason,'
delivered by Toby Wing, film player,
and Charles Kemper, plus a produc-
tion ensemble. Miss Wing comes
through now and. then. Libby Hol-
man has comparatively little to do,
her numbers being weak. Nor does
Webb look at his best for the same
reason. He capers around a lot in
the second act, boringly. 'At Long
Last Love' is fair, while 'No,' an
interpolated song late in the show,
started by Miss Holman and then
duetted by Webb, does not get much
past first base despite plaudits of
friends. Number was staged weird-
ly, which doesn't help either. June
Preisser was added to the show, and
there again the talent is not used to
the best purpose. The Hartmans are
also added starters and do well, with
little aid from the business of the
show. Comic ballroom hoofers are
on twice and first-nighters gave
them the best of the breaks.
Rex O'Malley is the lead on the

book end, playing the part of a
baron, whose valet impersonates him
while ori the make for a wealthy
girl, who turns out to be that lass*
parlor maid (Miss Velez). Story
tfoes on that way and at the finale
the big shots appear as servants to
the dr'essed-uD servants.
Rather small number of girls and

boys in the ensemble are mostly
atmosphere, for the book is majored.
However, there are some production
numbers, best of which is 'Take a
Trip for Yourself,' in a railway sta-
tion, setting being too, but chorus or-
dinary, handling the lyrics is ani-
mated for a change. In the going
are the Debonairs (6), who were
unfortunate enough to be in the
most dislinct musical floo of last
season, 'Between the Devil.' Dance
routine by the male sextet is almost
the same, with a bit of business
added.
There was an excellent ticket de-

mand for 'You Never Know' before
it opened, and good houses are as-
sured for the balance of the week,
but from then on it is likely to be
different. Show was handled en-
tirely, by the J. J. Shubert end of
the firm, Lee having nothing to say
about it. Ibee.

'Romance' in Jersey

Town Forte $8,000

Maplewood. N. J., Sept. 27.

Cornelia Otis Skinner, in 'Ro-
mance,' hit the tops of a very suc-
cessful season for Frank McCoy and
O. E. Wee at the Madewood theatre
by soaring over $8,000 on the week,
with an extra matinee Friday. Cur-
rent attraction is Jane Cowl in 'The
Road to Rome.'

Estimate for Last Week
Ttomance' (Maplewood) (1,420: 25-

$1).
#
With an added matinee Friday,

making nine performances on week,
Miss Skinner's 'Romance' did capac-
ity, $8,000. the tops of three months
exceptional business.

Akron Gets 'Women'
Akron, Sept. 27.

'The Women' will be Akron's first
legitimate attraction this year, hav-
ing been booked by the Colonial
theatre for one night, Oct. 13.

Manager 'Dusty' Rhodes said he
expects to have at least five attrac-
tions, among them George M.
Cohan's 'I'd Rather Be Right,' this
season.

Evans 9 Marathon

(Continued from page 55)

which the Theatre Guild presented

with 60-minute dinner intermissions

'Hamlet' in Its entirety will run
a trifle more than four and a hall!

hours, exclusive of intermissions. It

will be given six times a week, Mon
day, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
nights and Wednesday and Saturday
afternoons. The usual abridged
version will be given Saturday
nights, for a total of seven shwoings
a week. There will be no Wednesday
night performances. When the Guile

presented 'Interlude' and 'Electra' it

offered them only six times weekly
Long 'Hamlet' performances will

ring up at 6:45 and will break about
8:30 for a 30-minute intermission

for dinner. There will be a second
and very brief intermission about 10

or slightly after, and the curtain will

ring down at 11:25. Wednesday and
Saturday matinees will ring up at

2 p.m. Saturday evening perform
ance will begin at 8:30.

Scale for 'Hamlet' will be the same
at all performances, with a top of

$3.30 and running downward to 55c.

House capacity is $2,891 and a ca-

pacity week's gross on the seven
performances can total $20,237. Rea
son Evans is able to charge the
normal $3.30 admission for a

marathon performance which al
lows a limited number of showings
a week is that the house has a large

capacity. With the front "row or-

chestra removed to allow an en-
larged stage, the house will seat

1,487, of which 561 are downstairs,
600 first balcony, and 326 second
balcony. Guild charged .$4.40 for

'Interlude' at the limitedVcapacity

Guild theatre in 1928 and $6.60 for

'Electra' at the small original John
Golden theatre on West 58th (now
the Filmarte) in 1931.

'Back to Methuselah,' which the
Guild offered in 1922 at the old Gar-
rick, was also an extra-length show,
but it was given on three different

nights. Scale at each performance
was the regular admish, but audi-
ences had to attend all three show-
ings to see the whole play.

Figured that Evans' performance
in the full-length 'Hamlet' will be
one of the most exacting physically
ever undertaken by an actor, even
though he has stated that most of
the cuts in the normal versions of
the tragedy are made from the other
parts. Besides the strain of regular
performances, he will presently be
gin rehearsing his production of

'Henry IV in preparation for his

projected repertory schedule. He
plans to revive his 'Richard IF pro-
duction and add a fourth show to

the list.

'WOMEN' HOT $12,500

AS MONTI TEE-OFF

Montreal, Sept. 27.

'The Women,' playing six nights

and two mats at prices scaling from
50c to $2.50, hit on high from start,

despite rain and got excellent $12,-

500. Left here Sunday (25) for week
in Toronto.

Estimate for Last Week
•The Women,' His Majesty's (CT)

(1,600; 50c-$2.50). Packei every night
with SRO out last part of week;
took $12,500, giving Montreal's legit
season best sendoff in years.

Downey to Warble In

Wanger's Campus Carney

Hollywood, Sept. 27.

Morton Downey plays the singing

lead in Walter Wanger's 'Winter Car-
nival,* a picture with a Dartmouth
College background. Shooting starts
after Christmas holidays.

Singer is currently at Cocoanut
Grove.

Seven-Eighths Salary

OK'd for 'Knickerbocker'
Permission to pay only seven-

eighths of a week's salary to the cast
of 'Knickerbocker Holiday' was yes-
terday (Tuesday) granted the Play-
wrights Co. by Actors Equity coun-
cil. 'Knickerbocker,' the Maxwell
Anderson-Kurt Weill musical which
the Playwrights are producing, is at
the Shubert, Boston, this week. It
was to have opened there Monday
(26), but was set back until last
night (Tuesday) by the effects of last
week's storm.

K. C. SLUMP

AFTER TINS'

Kansas City, Sept. 27.

'Pins and Needles,' garment work-
ers' musical, opens the road season
in K. C. with a three-day engage-
ment beginning Thursday (29).
Management is expecting a heavy
turnout, making Thursday CIO night
and Friday A. F. L. night
Union-produced play is the only

legit show set for the Music Hall of
the Muny aud up to the first of the
year. Beginning early in January,
however, town will' have a heavy
season, including George M. Cohan
in 'I'd Rather Be Right,' Ethel Barry-
jnore in 'Whiteoaks' and a return
engagement of 'You Can't Take It

With Yom.'
Several plays will be dated in here

following Chicago runs, notably
'Susan and God,' 'Golden Boy' and
'Our Town.' Season will also see
John and Elaine Barrymore in a
new play, yet unannounced, Alfred
Lunt-Lynne Fontaine and Ed Wynn,
among others.

As was the case during the past
two seasons, Music Hall series will
be under the direction of George
Goldman, Muny aud manager, with
Jimmy Nixon on the promotional
end.

Indianapolis, Sept. 27.

English theatre opens Nov. 1,

when 'Pins and Needles' comes i

for two-day run. Garment workers'
play will be followed by 'I'd Rather
Be Right,' for three evening per-
formances and matinee starting

Nov. 10.

Bills Next Week

(Continued from page 51)

Cornles Ship
Bon Boe Ore
Ralph Lewis
Devlnes Eagles

Rod Roberts Ore
Al Buettner Oro
Vallle Jay Oro
Wally Millar Ore
Mablo Drake
Bob Garrlty
Concertina Eddie
Hotel Schroeder
(Empire Boom)

Lawrence Wells Ore
Jerry Burke
Walter Bloom
Lois Best

Llndy's
Colgrove 3
Rick & Snyder

Miami Club
Ray Wencll.
Jackson & Nedra
Poggy Moore
Ellen Kaye
Sklppy Reel
Rita Devere
Peggy Geary
Johnny Davis Ore

Mllwnukean
Helen Kaye
Harold Wlllette Ore
Bert Snyder
Ramona Costello

Old Heidelberg
Seppol Bock- Ore

Open Door
Tlnnoy LIvong'd Or

l'ncknrd Ballroom
Rod BUllngs Oro
Varadlse Gardens

Anthony Dbrla Oro
Tarts

Al Cavaliers Ore
Caspor Reda Oro
Joe Gumln Ore

Rendezvous
Lou Jennings
Patsy Carrol
Jean Harmon
Cloono Hayes
Jean Jacques
Vera Robsol

Reno
Joe Le Grand
Rudy Sager Oro

Schwartz
Bill Carlson Oro

Tic Top Tap
Bert Gilbert

Town and Country
Club

Frank Grim Oro
Mirth's Futurlstlo

Steve Swedish Oro
Eddy & Eddy
Bill Schweitzer Oro
Wisconsin Roof

NIc Harper Oro
Loralne De Wood
James Noble

DETROIT
Ambnssador Club

Billy Van
Gonzalez & 3
De Nlra
Bcbo Sherman
Don Ernesto
Ambassador Ore
Book-Cudlllac Hotel

(Book Casino)
Bobble Grayson Ore
Bill Conway
Jtmmle Stevenson

(Motor llur)

Callfornlans
Lawrence La Prise

Chene-Tcpmbley
Eddie Farley Ore
Arlene & Borden
Bangor & Andrlllta
WolcOtts
Kim Kco
Marie Keane
Frank Bolasco
Commodore Club

C Cromwell Ore
Joe Penman
Russell & Story
Love Birds
Commodorottes (3)

Hotel Sta tier
(Terrace Room)

Frank Gagen Oro
Neblolo Cafe

Leonard Seel Ore
Belmont!)
Elaine Manzl
Helen Hart
Northwuod Inn

Hay Carlln Ore
Monty Wysong
Bobby Cook
Kantoro & Lorraine
blgrld Dugnlo

Oasis
8 Guardsmen
Ames & Vivian
Leola Taylor
Hal Borne Oro

Tlnntutlon Club
Cecil Lee Ore
Dot Soltcrs
Snooks Howard
Brown Belles (10)
Llthla Hill
June Harris
Dewey Brown
Tundelayo & Lopes

l'onatan
Chaz Chase
2 Waynes .

Paul Neighbor Oro
Dr Arthur Marcus
Yvonne Monoff
Bennett Dancers

Saks
Lcs Arquotte Oro
Ralph Fisher
Wesley Whltohouss
Jean Sargent
Danny White
Duanos

To-Jo Farms
Phil - Burnono Oro

Carroll & Gorman

Webster Ilnll

(Cocktail Urlll)

Art Mooney Oro
Tommy Martin
Jean Shallor
Rosemary Dcorlng
Henry Van Ktecden
Roger Hoffman

Wonder Bar
Dorothy Berlin
Al Vlorra Ore

Australian and Now Zealand Thea-
tres, Ltd., Managing Dlroctors' Frunk
S. Talt, S. S. Crick, G. B. Dean,
Present:

—

VIOLET CARLSON
nn the Star of

"ROSE-MARIE"
ROYAL THEATRE

SIDNEY, AUSTRALIA
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WPA Gives Chi Negro Mikado ;

Bankhead la, 'Golden Boy Big ICG

Chicago, Sept. 27.

Season is picking up. There will

be two shows in town starting to-

morrow (Wednesday), when 'I Am
Different' arrives at the.Selwyn to

supplement 'Golden Boy,' now in its

third smackeroo session at the Har-

ris;

San Carlo opera opens in the big

Auditorium next Monday (3). Ger-

trude Lawrence in 'Susan and God'

makes the Harris Oct. 10, with "The

Women' booked into the big Audi-

torium on Nov. 6.

' WPA had a. big opening Sunday
(25), when the Federal Theatre

brought in a modernized version of

The Mikado,' with an all-Negro cast,

into the Great Northern.
'Goldeh Boy' is a sell-out here and

could go much longer than its dated

four-week gallop. From here moves
into Detroit for a week, Boston for

three weeks, Philadelphia for a fort-

night, with single sessions in Balti-

more, Washington and Pittsburgh.

Estimates for Last Week
'Golden Boy' (Harris) (3d week)

(1,000; $2.75). With second week of

American Theatre Society subscrip-

tions necessitating fewer cut-rate

ducats, the gross shot up another

$2,000, snagging terrific $16,000. Press

handling on this show had been well-

nigh perfect on all angles, with p.a.

Fred Spooner giving the town plenty

of fresh angles on coverage.
•I Am Different' (Selwyn) (1st

week) (1,000; $2.75). Opens tomor-
row night (Wednesday), with fair

advance for Tallulah Bankhead
comedy.

WPA
'Power' ( lackstone). Closed Sat-

urday (24).
'The Mikado' (Great Northern).

Negro unit opened modern version
of Gilbert & Sullivan on Sunday
(25).

Frisco Strike

Hits Bankhead,

. Only Fair $9,500

San Francisco, Sept. 27.

Things were pretty much in the
doldrums here last week, most of

which could be attributed to the

strike which .dosed all warehouses
and the picketing of all the leading
department stores. This, together
with the fact that notices on 'I Am
Different,* the new Zoe Akin's play
for Tallulah Bankhead, were not any
too enthusiastic, didn't help things

too much at the Curran, where Miss
Bankhead closed a two week's en-
gagement Saturday (24).

Since opening here, 'Different' has
undergone plenty of rewriting, which
has helped the play considerably.
Withdrawal from the cast of Glenn
Anders, because of illness, left the
company in bad spot last week in

finding a replacement. Hershel May-
hall finally stepped into Anders' role,

the second most important male part
in the play. Anders is out of the cast

temporarily.

Estimate for Last Week
*I .Am Different' (Curran) (1.771;

$2.75) (2nd wk). New Zoe Akin's
play has undergone plenty of re-
writing the past fortnight and has
Improved considerably since it

opened two week's ago. Second week
netted fair enough $9,500, consider-
ing 'strike conditions, etc. Matinees
were strong. 'Different' folded here
Saturday (24) and opens in Chicago
tomorrow (Wed ).

WPA
These Few Ashes' (Alcazar) (1,269:

$1.10) (1st wk). Although not as
well received by the crix as some of
the former Federal Theatre Project
offerings here, show is doing good
business.

Mpls. Due for Big

Roadshow Season

Minneapolis, Sept. 27.

Leo Murray, manager of Lyceum,
legit roadshow house, claims city

will see more legit traveling attrac-

tions ensuing season than for many
years.

Season opens Oct. 6-8 with" 'Pins

and Needles.' Other underlines are

Lunt and Fontanne, Ed Wynn,
'Shadow and Substance,' 'Golden
Boy,' 'Susan and God,' . Fred Stone
in 'Lightnin',' Ethel Barrymore in
'Whiteoaks,' and a return engage-
ment of *You Can't Take It With
You.'

PH1LLY BOOKING

SET; 'CLEVER'

LIGHT 4G

Setting NW Loop

Vancouver, Sept. 27.

Legit season opened here last week
with 'Pins and Needles,' in for two
days, playing to very nice biz at

$3,000. Rave notices and word of
mouth from opening night built sec
ond day to virtual capacity.

L. A. Allen, partner in the Empress
theatre, sole legiter here, leaves in 10
days for tour of Coast cities to drum
up again the highly profitable north
west loop, planning to sell producer^
the idea of sending San Francisco
and L. A. productions through this
territory. Plan calls for two weeks
playing time split among Portland,
Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria, and
three one-night stands, providing
theatres in these cities are agreeable,

Tins' Fair 8G, Denver
Denver, Sept. 27.

'Pins and Needles' played to fair-
ish biz in three performances—two
nights and mat. Advance sale for
'Susan and God,' here for two nights
and a matinee next week, is heavy.

Estimate for Last Week
'Pins and Needles* (Auditorium)

(2,800; $2.24). Three shows to about
$3,000.

WPA
'Autumn Crocus' (Baker Federal)

(437; 40c). Business picking up as
fall comes on.

BARRYMORE OK

$8,500 IN

f

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.

After numerous charges and
switches, Philly'a legit boosing pro-
gram for the next month or more
has finally been pretty well ironed
out. Two Shubert-controlled houses
offer new shows next week and the
third (Chestnut) relights Oct. 17. Six
shows will be offered at these three
houses during the month of October,
two of them try-outs.
George Cohan's 'I'd Rather Be

Right' leads the list, opening Mon-
day (3), at the Forrest for a two-
week stay. It will be followed by
Dwight Deere Wiman's musical,
'Great Lady' (switched from the
Chestnut where first advertised),
Oct. 20.

Tuesday night (4), the Locust
starts its season with Eddie Dowling's
try-out historical dramatic produc-
tion, 'Madame Capet,' with Eva Le
Gallienne. It will be followed after

a fortnight's stay by 'Whiteoaks,'
with Ethel Barrymore. 'Amphitryon
38,* Theatre Guild offering with the
Luhts, previously set for the Forrest,
opens, instead, at the Chestnut Street
Opera House Oct. 17, where it will
play two weeks, on subscription.
Same stars wiU present The Sea
Gull' for a single week starting Oc-
tober 24. Only other Shubert book-
ing now officially set is 'Golden Boy'
for Nov. 7 at Locust, but it may be
switched to Chestnut.
Erlanger has no booking to fol-

low the comedy try-out, 'A Woman's
a Fool—To Be Clever,' which closes

two-week stay Saturday (1). New
Mask and Wig show, 'All Around the
Town,' is officially skedded Thanks-
giving Week, with 'Tobacco Road'
booked a week or so later. Manage-
ment expects a booking in October,
however.

'A Woman's a Fool—To Be Clever'

was reported the middle of last week
as (tutting its two-week stay in half,

burfinally decided to continue. No-
tices here, with one exception, were
favorable, if not exactly enthusiastic.

Torrential downpour Wednesday
(21) matinee, always good at this

house, hurt total biz a lot, with
$4,500 reported for' seven perform-
ances. However, that was not so

bad for a modestly-produced little

comedy like this.

'Sing Out the News' went out

after Wednesday (21) night's per-

formance, giving the Max Gordon
revue three and a half weeks at the

Forrest.
Estimates for Last Week

'A Woman's a Fool—To Be Clever/

Erlanger (1,800; $2) (1st week). No-
tices good on the whole. Weather
hurt first few days and show was
skedded to close Saturday (23), but
decided to stick out second week;
$4,500 in seven performances.

'Sine Out the News,' Forrest (2,-

000; $2.50) (4th week). Played only

four performances of final week,

ending stay Wednesday (21). An-
other socked by torrential rains;

$5,500 in four shows.

'Boy' 6G, Newark

Newark, Sept. 27.

'Golden Boy,' on its first visit here
wilh a road cast, did exceptionally

well at the Shubert, netting nearly

$6,000 on the week. Current show is

return engagement of 'Brother Rat.'

Estimate for Last Week
'Golden Boy'' (Shubert) (1,950; 50-

$1.50). Without benefit of the origi-

nal leads. Clifford Odets' drama ac-

counted for a good .week at the b.o.,

nearly $6,000.

Boston, Sept. 27.

When 'Knickerbocker Holiday,' first

of the Playwrights' Co. productions,
opens tonight (Tuesday), with Walter
Huston in the lead, the Hub will have
three shows -in town and a good line-
up of bookings for the future. 'Knick-
erbocker' preemed in Hartford Sat-
urday night (24), but the flood han-
dicapped the production, particularly
the lighting. Opening here was post-
poned one day,

'What a Life,' in fourth week, is

holding good, steady pace, partly
through missionary work of Martin
Jurow and Frank McCarthy, who
have been circulating through high
schools of metropolitan Boston, hypo-
ing biz from a natural source for this
comedy.
Ethel Barrymore was received en-

thusiastically in her opening week of
'Whiteoaks.* 'Amphitryon 38,' with
Lunt-Fontanne, comes into Colonial
Oct. 3; 'Golden Boy' is slated for the
Plymouth Oct. 17; 'Clear All Wires,'
new Vinton Freedley musical, Oct.
17; 'Generals Need Beds,' with Ina
Claire, Oct. 18, and 'Boys from Syra-
cuse,* Oct. 3L 'Plant in the Sun,'
produced by local • Transit Players,
opens tonight at Peabody Playhouse,
with Transit,' by Philip Stevenson,
as dual bill.

Estimates for Last Week
'WhataLife' (Wilbur) (1,200; $2.75)

(3d week). Dented slightly by hur-
ricane-flood, which crimped commut-
ing. . Light comedy is fairly staunch
at the b.o. and $8,000 for third frame
was satisfactory.

'Whiteoaks' (Plymouth) (1,480;
$3.30) (1st week). Ethel Barrymore
fans supporting it well, and more are
expected to pass through the gate
this week, with rail transportation
returning to normal. Opening week
okay $8,500.

San Carlo Quitting

New York with OK

60G in l\ Weeks

San Carlo Opera company con-
cludes a two aijd a half week en-
gagement at the Center, N.Y., Satur
day (1), with indications that the
total gross for 20 performances will
top $60,000. With performances
averaging $3,000 nighty, business has
been virtual capacity from the open
ing. Last week's takings were
quoted at $24,000, top being $1.50 (no
admissions tax for grand opera)
Picketing of the house by the Grand
Opera Choral Alliance apparently
had negligible effect.

The Fortune Gallo outfit moves to

Chicago, opening at the Auditorium
Monday (3), date extending to

Oct. 23.

Storm Dents B'way, but 3 New

Arrivals Look Okay; 'Missouri,'

$11,000, 'Sing Out News Favored

Mosque, Newark, Opens

To Legit with 'Blossom'
Newark, Sept. 27.

New Mosque, problem theatre of
Newark, opens Monday night (3)

with revival of 'Blossom Time,' fea-
turing Everett Marshall, Charl6tte
Lansing, Doug Leavitt and William
Kent. House, which has tried vaude-
ville, pictures and opera, has seating
capacity of 3,400, allowing for low
admission for 'Blossom' of 40c to $1.65
evenings, including Sundays, and 40c
to $1.10 matinees Wednesday and
Saturday.
Shuberts producing and Frank L.

Smith managing.

Tins' Tees Off Milw.
Milwaukee, Sept. 27.

Davidson theatre, one of Milwau-
kee's two legits, will open Oct. 9

with 'Pins and Needles.' Theatre
opens later than usual because of re-

modelling.
More than 1,500 season reservations

have been taken and Anthony Phi-
nee, theatre manager, looks forward
to the best season in years with
about 20 playsjn the offing.

While the new season's arrivals
to date do not include a smash, al-
though one ('Kiss the Boys Good-
bye') is touted to unfold this week,
there are at least three new shows
with fairly good money chances on
the, boards.

Two musicals which premiered
late last week are included in the
trio, with 'Hellzapoppin' indicated to
be the topper at • the 46th Street,
judging from the ticket demand
early this week. Show is a vaude-
revue, rated as screwy as anything
displayed in years. Olsen and John-
son concocted this affair, and while
the critics admitted they laughed as
heartily as other first-nighters, the
notices were mostv mild. Looks like
word-of-mouth will send this one
across.

'Sing Out the News' came in Satur-
day (24) at the Music Box, drawing
a fairly good press. Revue had been
highly regarded at the opening in

Philadelphia, where it was pruned
for several weeks. Monday's (26)

attendance was indicative of pros-
perous business. 'Missouri Legend,'
at the Empire, registered a satisfac-

tory though not exceptional gross,

initial week's takings being around
$11,000.
A third early, musical, 'You Never

Know,' Winter Garden, drew an ad-
verse press. It opened last mid-
week with a,heavy advance sale for

the succeeding three days, but the
agency call then dropped away
down. First full week of 'Lightnin,'

Golden, was quoted around $8,500.

which encouraged the management to

expect a stay. 'Come Across,' the first

opening of the season, proved the
first flop and dropped out at the
Playhouse last Saturday.
Business last week was somewhat

affected by heavy rains climaxed by
the hurricane of Wednesday (21).

There were ticket cancellations on
Thursday and Friday. With transpor-
tation disrupted, patrons from out-

lying districts could not reach the
city. By Saturday night, however,
conditions around the metropolis
were much improved and theatre
attendance was excellent all along
the line.

'Shadow and Substance ends a
goodly run this week. Due in next
week: 'Victoria Regina' (repeat),

Martin, Beck; The Fabulous Invalid,'

Broadhurst; 'The Devil Takes a

Bride,' Cort; 'The Good,* Windsor-
WPA is trying to make up its mind
about 'The Big Blow' opening. It

removed 'Haiti' at Daly's, which re-

lights with 'On the Rocks.'

Estimates for Last Week
'Bachelor Born,' Lyceum (36th

week) (C-957; $3.30). Improved and
has been topping $6,000 in past two
weeks; intention is to continue en-
gagement through October.
'Come Across,' Playhouse. With-

drawn after a week and one half;

could not climb after weak press.
'Dame Nature,' Booth (1st week)

(C-708; $3.30). Presented by Thea-
tre Guild; adapted- by Patricia Colt
ings from the French; tried out at
Westport, Conn., in early summer;
opened Monday (26).

'Hellzapoppin,' 46th Street (2d
week) (R-1,375; $3.30). Press bore
down on vaude-revue with some ex-
ceptions, but word-of-mouth claims
it is funniest show in years; built up
after starting late last we.ek.

«I Married An An?el,' Shubert
(21st week) (M-1,367; $4.40). Back
to the $28,000 level, which means ca-
pacity and is expected to stand up
against incoming musicals for some
time.

'Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' Miller
(1st week) (C-944; $3.30). Presented
by Brock Pemberton; written by
Clare Boothe; touted from Washing-
ton a? real good thing.
'On Borrowed Time,' Longacre

(35th week) (D-1,019; $3.30).
Weather affected most business, but
no material drops noted; takings
here quoted at $8,600, which is

profitable.
'Our Town,' Morosco (35th week)

(D-961; $3.30). Went off slightly, but
rated well over the $10,000 mark;
some cancellations, but patrons
switched tickets to this week, which
should help.

'Missouri Legend,' Empire (2nd
week) (D-1,096; $3.30). Starting
business in face of bad weather and
no advance sale indicates first

dramatic success: better than $11,000
quoted and should improve.
'Shadow and Substance,' Plymouth

(34th week) (D-1,036; $3.30). Final
week; import has made excellent
stay and goes to road; has grossed
over $9,500 in recent weeks.

'Sing Out the News,' Music Box
(1st week) (R-1,013; $4.40) Opened
Saturday (24); drew mixed press,
but some distinctly favorable, with
indications it will do.
'Thanks for Tomorrow.' Bayes (1st

week) (D-700; $3.30). Presented by
Jay Strong; written by Le Roy
Bailey with interpolated songs by
others; opened Tuesday (27).

'30 Days Hath September,' Hudson

(1st week) (C-1,094; $3.30). Pre-
sented by Kirby Grant; written by
Irving Gaumont and Jack Sobell;
opens Friday (30).
'Tobacco Road,' Forrest (251st

week) (C-1,107; $1.65). War horse
of the list goes along to modest
money, but turns a profit right along;
$5,000.
'What a Life,' Biltmore (24th

week) (C-991; $3.30). Has been
picking up and now rated over the
$9,000 level, which provides goodly
profit for laugh show.
"You Never Know,' Winter Garden

(2d week) 31-1,671; $3.30;. Opened
middle of last week; drew very mild
press and chances doubtful, although
advance sale for succeeding perform-
ances excellent.
'You Can't Take It with You' Im-

perial (94th week) (C-1,468; $1.65).
Special road show opening; this one
to stick until end of run; business
still profitable, with last week, ap-
proximating $8,000.

Revival
'Lightnin'.' Golden (3d week)

(C-789; $3.30). Doing okay in eyes
of management; Sunday plug by
critics should elp; first full week
rated at $8,500 and satisfactory.

Added
Tins and Needles,' Labor Stage

(44th- week) (R-500; $2.75). Going
along profitably, with last week a
little under previous week because
of weather; quoted at $6,400.

WPA
'One Third of a Nation,' Adelphi

(37th week).
•Haiti,' Daly's. Withdrawn Satur-

day after 30 weeks; may relight at
Lafayette, Harlem; 'On the Rocks'
resumes here.
'Prologue to Glory/ Ritz (24th

'The' Big Blow,' Elliott (1st week).

,

Slated, to open this week after being
postponed several times.

SDSAJTS' 3 WKS.

IN LA. GOOD

FOR53G

Los Angeles, Sept. 27.
Gertrude Lawrence winds up three

weeks at the Biltmore (1), with a
probable $53,000 as the final total for
the run. Second stanza held strong,
topping first week by few hundred
dollars. Biltmore goes dark next
week, relighting (10) with Ann,
Harding in 'Candida.' Opus was
tried out (23) in Santa Barbara, and
is current at the Curran in San
Francisco.

'Soliloquy' comes here Oct. 24,
after couple of weeks in Frisco, and
then heads for New York.

Estimate for Last Week
'Susan and God' (Biltmore) (C-

1,656; $2.75) (2nd week). Gertrude
Lawrence's personal popularity over-
shadowing play; accounted for smart
$18,500 on second week. Advance
strong.

WPA
'Having Wonderful Time' (Holly-

wood Playhouse). Closes (9). fol-

•

lowed (12) by. 'Dance Concert,' in for
one week only before, starting tour
of Northern California.
'Run Little Chillun' (Mayan). Re-

sumed (24) after five-day layoff and
sticks through October before going
to San Francisco as a commercial
venture.
'Dance Concert' (Belasco). Debuts

(29) and runs through Oct 9.

'KISS BOYS' STRONG

$12,000 IN WASH.

Washington, Sept. 27.
Capital legit season bowed in Mon-

day (19) with pre-Broadway tryout
of Clare Boothe's 'Kiss the Boys
Goodbye.' Carriage trade turned out
nicely to provide the glamour and
the balconies, as usual, paid the ex-
penses. Having producer Brock
Pemberton, director Antoinette
Perry and authoress Boothe all in
town day before opening and
throughout week kept show in
papers regularly and take, at $2 top,
started year off satisfactorily all
around.
Current is return engagement of

'You Can't Take It With You.' Film
version opens on next to last day
of legit run (30) and overlapping
ballyhoo is helping stage edition.

Estimate for Last Week
•Kiss the Boys Goodbye' (National;

$2.00 top)—Opening week of season;
plenty bally because producer, di-
rector and author were in town; ap-!
proximately $12,000, good.

- "
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Mustering War Correspondents

The AP, UP and INS are mustering

their forces of potential war cor-

respondents, in anticipation of set-

ting up.foreign news bases. All pass-

ports of former overseas journalists

are being renewed and elaborate

plans being laid. INS (Hearst) fig-

ures on Geneva or Aix-les-Bains

(French spa) for its press headquar-

ters. AP has Deauville or Marseilles

in mind. UP will similarly set up

either in France or a neutral coun-

try.

Idea is to have a field press head-

quarters sufficiently removed from,

the potential war zones, free of com-
munications interference and also as

free of official censorship, outside of

the usual press intelligence that's

perforce set up by the military in

every country, depending on the

sympathies of that nation. Press

tors. Number of other literary fig-

ures will form an advisory board.

According to plans for the mag,

which will begin publication upon
the release of its two sponsors, it will

be an all-round publication to con-

tain all types of fiction, sports,

humor, cartoons, photographs and
even musical compositions.

Husted has had show biz connec-

tions.

Food for Thought

Hunter Gets Promoted
After some years as business and

advertising manager of Silver "creen

and Screenland, Paul C. Hunter was
upped to publisher and v.p. of the

two film fan magi; by Vior G.

Heimbucher, prez of the publishing

company. Hunter was with the

Hearst organization before going

with the Heimbucher publications,

Robert L. Johnson, formerly v.p.

Akron, Sept. 27.

Walter 'Buck' Coyle, erst-

while city editor of the folded

Times-Press here, has gone
from dishing news to dishing

food. Some time ago Coyle

opened a confectionary near the

Times-Press building.

When his paper folded, Coyle

collected his dismissal pay and
went into the restaurant busi-

ness full time, now catering to

more than 300 Beacon Journal

employees wl'O Lave taken over

the old Times-Press plant.

Wednesday; September 28, 1938

of limited editions, he is also an I
Burroughs Buys Pyramid

|,
epicure of no small reputation. Gaige Lewis Robert Burroughs has
recently authored a booklet for the bought out interest of Paul H. For-
spice organization on the uses of man in Pyramid Press, book pub.
spice in food, which led to the ar- lishers, and is now operating the
rangement for a monthly column.

| concern on his own.

Plans an extended publishing poi.

New Payoff I icy, ranging from Action and juven.

Colophon, the quarterly magazine Jks *°^'ActS?%^ a11 Edi

for book collectors-those who can Jorlal duties of Formari taken over

afford $2.8C a copy or pay $10 a bjBurroughs, who continues as gen.

year-has an unusual method of pay- «Jl manager of the publishing or-

ment they call 'honorarium,' which.
|

ganizauon,

that the mag buys an article byis

donating a number of published vol-

umes, runs of the particular article,

and six copies of the issue contain-

ing it, all coming to $5ft in value.

LITERATI OBITS THIS WEEK
John G. Herring, 48, editor of Tif-

ton (Ga.) Gazette, died unexpectedly
of a heart attack Sept. 18 in Atlanta.

Hewitt Turns Publisher

Add to film writers who like the I
there

wS"m6A Communications, is |

of Time mag, was engaged by the ^^^^g^ HewKt *?n
two mags to serve in. an advisory ca- I

w«*t.»c»» c
<- __ ...

making all the preliminary arrange

ments.

Since volumes of Colophon rate high Herring's eldest brother, Lewis Bur-
in rare book store circulars, mebbe ton Herring, died of a heart ailment

some of the poor contribs sell 'em
|
in Lynchburg, Va„ eight days ago.

Charles H. Lincoln, 68, feature ed-
itor of the Boston Post, died Sept

Howey Hypoes Chi H.-E. | 4 at the Boston City hospital of

after beingpacity. Johnsoi recently acquired association wito Cyril M. Hailing Waiter Howey, new publisher of cerebral thrombosis

, nnntrol of Promenade the class mae Hewitt is operating the Press of the
h Hearst morning tab Herald-and- stricken at his desk. „

Back-of-the-front coverage would, £°fft*£™ Sd"^^ has stepped days he would have completed his

of course be chiefly via shortwave - m interfere i& hi
choice l™.1^^0™ up all departments of the paper. .41st year with the Post. He served

radio, but naturally subject to strict ^ tfam o£ tnat publication.
| ™Aj"£t„%?5*L2fnn I

Has brought in two ex-editors of the
|
as city editor, Sunday editor and

military censorship. ^.ISL^thf niffk
a
|£nintf who I

Hearst evening American, spotting I managing editor, before taking up

Nation's Staff Shifts I CoS 'of a longS oSSSfi? ? Ri"ck^ SS f^ J? *n *l
M
,S^r^2?h' TSteinbeck Turning to Stage Departure of Max Lerner as edi- iish printers and publishers. Came Harry Reitlinger on the city desk. than 25 years ago. Survived by wife,

John Steinbeck tells intimates on tor of Tne Nation, to take the post over here shortly after the end of Howey has put the H.-E. on the two brothers ana a sister,

the Coast that after he completes of professor of government at Wil- the World War and is -carrying on air for a six-times weekly ride every Maurice F. O'Brien, 62, ace Roch-
the novel on which he is now work-

iiams College, was followed by a in the family tradition. Hewitt, who evening, with various sub-editors as ester, N. Y., reporter at the turn of

ing- he will devote himself there- numDer of editorial changes on the is from Connecticut, taught English guesters on the 'News Behind the the century and more recently a
after to playwriting.

|

publication.

Exactly why Steinbeck will for- Three new^ regular contributors

sake prose not disclosed, but can't I will be John Gunther, Archibald

be lack of appreciation. His books I MacLeish and Helen Woodward. I.

before taking up screen writing. News' series.

Dell's One-Shots

New affiliate formed by Dell Pub-

'Socker' Coe for Gov.?
Charles Francis Coe, radio com-

i U4II1C„ „ ^w
•have been exceedingly well regarded I F. Stone, of the N. Y. Post, and Keith I mentator and writer, may enter the I .. p"u'"ilfl7nnp £hnrpnhli*h
and big sellers. Playwriting is not Hutchison, formerly of the London raCe for governorship of Florida. JJfJ^J^ '

?

a"e

a

t>

~n
indicates

new for Steinbeck. He dramatized staff of the N. Y. Herald Tribune, During his recent trip north, Coe ")* an°'

:

a
_ one shots

his own novel, 'Of Mice and Men,' become associate editors, with Max- shared a speaking program with Mr"
JJJ

ou1 ™e
. larlance for I

on the Bay City (Mich.) Times, the
and piece was as successful on the well S. Stewart continuing in a like Gov. Cross of Connecticut and was "

tf Siiffnr hut a Lansing Capital News, Detroit Free
capacity. Freda Kirchwey, publisher, introduced by the chairman as the publications gotten out tor out a

| ^ Z^JTu ^ +u „ —

copyreader oh the Rochester Jour-
nal-American until it folded a year
ago, died Sept. 19 after a short ill-

ness. Survived by son, Emmett
O'Brien, political reporter on the
Rochester Democrat & Chronicle.

Frank O'Hare, 29, former reporter

stage as it was between book covers,

Decision of Steinbeck to abandon |
continues as executive editor,

prose for plays closely ' follows that

of Thornton Wilder. Also a leading

American novelist, Thornton Wilder,

ext governor of Florida.' I

single issue. _ , _
-

Coe practices law at Palm Beach. One-Shot Publishing Co headed
|

%™s

;SL^?lhL?J"L
and has received many requests to by Leon Stein, regularly traffic man-
consider the question of becoming ager for the Dell firm. Editorial aid

|

candidate for governor. Only re- for the one-shots will be taken from aent
.
and editor of the United States

the regular Dell staff.
Review died Sept. 21 of heart dis-

1 ease at his home in Philadelphia.

Deardon in 1921 became head of the
Aimee Sues Look

| Review, succeeding his father, who

Press, Detroit Times and the Chicago

•Ep' Hoyt Jumps Again
Palmer 'Ep' Hoyt has been ap-

following the successful presenta- I pointed general manager of the Ore- ... . , , . .

tion of his 'Our Town,' still current, gonian, Portland, largest daily in the cently, he said, has he given the mat

made known that he would write Pacific northwest. Ten years ago
|

ter serious thought,

plays only in the future. Still an- Palmer Hoyt was writing reviews of

other who said he was abandoning the local shows. He rose quickly to I
World Observer to Resume

prose for plays is J. B. Priestley, managing editorship of the paper. In I
The World Observer; monthly mag Aimee Semple McPherson, Los founded the magazine in Chicago 70

Angeles evangelist, filed a $1,500,000 years ago and brought the publica-

libel suit against Look mag as an tion offices to Philadelphia after they
answer to its article, 'I Am God's were burned out by the great Chi-

among the foremost contemporary the latest shake-up he was made of international affairs, whose pub
British novelists. Priestley has since general manager of both news and Ucation was halted by Lucis Publish

written a number of plays, and most advertising departments. ing Co. recently, will resume Pub
.

Publicitv Aeenf published in I ca(m flre
of them successful, but he continues in the same shake-up, C. O. Chat- .Ration's sponsors not decided on Best PuWici^ Agent, puonsnea in cago flre.

to sneak in a new book now and terton was made manager of the fate of resumptionJmt it's not likely the bept. l
J

issue,

then. paper's radio stations, KGW and toJesume before the new year Co-defendants in the suit are J,

KEX, replacing Carey Jennings. L Montt^ had a pretentious^& 1 July, 1937, edited jointly by Alice A. A., charged with writing the arti
Philly Guild's Defense Fund Hoyt and Chatterton have top com- J"""** D* ^"Ke *± A ->

Newspaper Guild of Philly and Lands of the properties unde? O. L. I"?
8
-:* v?

n
«* *u. ^i?a who WlU

I

cle'

Camden voted three to one last, week
|
Price, publisher,

to double its dues for the next five

months to raise a $5,000 defense fund. I Sheed & Ward's Reprints
Action is the result of the firing of

| Anglo - American - Canadian book

again be at the helm.
Lucis Publishing Co. is also a book

|

publishing house, getting' out non-
fiction.

32 employes by J. David Stern, pub- publishing firm of Sheed & Ward
lisher of the Philly Record. ' will take a flier with reprints. To
Record unit of the Guild also re- experiment with six reissues, three

jected last week a proposal by. Stern in October and three in December,. „ ...

that present wages be 'frozen' for an in paper covers at 50c and cloth at
book Publishing Co., which gets

indefinite period, stopping the peri- $1. Will be known as Unicorn started after some months of prepa

Guild Signs 3 Mags
Ken, Coronet and Esquire mags

have gone 100% union in Chicago.

Newspaper Guild signatured for

collective bargaining.

CHATTER
Waldo Frank back from Europe.

Burton Rascoes off for Oklahoma.

May Sarton back in New York
from Europe.

Murrow McCurnin has joined

Look as fashion editor.

Henry R. Luce has bought a new
estate in Greenwich, Conn.

Eleanor Berdon, literary agency
aide, has sold her own first story.

John Gielgud has written his rem-
iniscences. Macmillan publishing in

Sponsors 'Five-Dime Books'
Latest addition to list of paper-

cover book publishers is Five D's

NEW PERIODICALS

F , . __ Hollywood Woman, new femme
odic increases provided in the Rec- Series, and if getting across will be ration. Will sponsor a series of ciass mag with publication headquar- , ^.

ord's Guild shop contract. Stern regularly continued. American is- 'Five-Dime Books'; hence the title, ters in New York. Publisher is Ben 1N
*
*•

asked the Guild's acquiescence, he sues of the reprints will go to around with an occasional volume to sell for Morrison, with E. Travis Haenisch |
Hugh Wiley a newlywed. Bride

admitted under questioning by the 5.000 copies in each price edition at 10 dimes, these with hard covers. as general manager, and James M.
shop committee, not so much for the ^st. Non-fiction only, and on a variety o'Connell, executive director. Prem-
small saving it would mean, but to other new activity of American of subjects. H. Mayer Daxlanden ise of the new periodical, which is

give him a point in dealing with branch of Sheed & Ward is its own heads the firm as president. Jack to appear monthly, is that Holly
other unions on the paper. He said t

ecture bureau for the scribblers on Dames is vice-prez. Two five- wood is now the women's style cen
the Guild would be 'cooperating.'

|

*,
ts «°™ C

;
Winston Co. is un-

|
dimers to go out within a month, ter, and has worked up a fashion

Unit, in its reply, declared it didn't
d.e?^ three more to follow shortly advisory board consisting of fashion

feel that Stern had been 'cooperat-
| gj

1™* Jouse^arrangmg lecture dates
|
thereafter.

1

.
.

_

ing' during the recent firings, so it

6aw no reason for giving up anything
protected in its contract.

is the former Judith Harrison Isen-

berg.

Ira Wolfert has sold another story

to Harper's mag, making the third

in a row.

J. P. Lohman has quit as editor of

, . ... . ... T ,
Homeflnder mag. Prefers the pub-

designers at the various studios. In-
iicity biz

elude Orry Kelly, Milo Anderson ._. . "
, , , .

. . „ ,
Bouve's Hat in Ring land Howard Shoup, of Warners; Sherma

4
n his

.

nov-

» , e ^ Can PreSS
4 J Walter Bouve, Jr., veteran copy- Robert Kalloch, Columbia; Edward elette

. ^f
vi

f,

w
'

to Satevepost for

Paul Scott Mowrer, president of reader on Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, Stevenson and Renie, RKO; Royer, earlv Publication,
tne American Press Society, will tossing his hat in the political, ring Gwen Wakeling and Herschel, 20th- Perhaps only sister trio success-
snortly name a nominating commit-

| again this year, running for Congress Fox; Ernest Schraps, Hal Roach; fully engaged as flctioneers are the

in November on Independent ticket
|
Dolly Tree, Metro, and Vera West, Seiferts — Shirley, Elizabeth and

Universal. Two fashion editors, with Adele.
He ran six years ago for a seat I Edna Davis in New York, and Isobel Gene Fowler sailing the South

but was trimmed badly. Newspaper-
|
Ashe on the Coast.

| Seas and writing a foreword for

Busy Fanny Ellsworth

•SS2«;r El&itior^ will be held early in Na° I

ta
.

?

6*
the Newsstand Fiction Unit, which vember
ehe serves in an advispry capacity, is

additionally turrtng publisher on I nrt
Al

2?.xi
ntment of the nominating man has been long active in. Pitts- Jack and Jill, forthcoming chil- Russell Birdwell's book, 'I Ring

her own. Has organized the Phame
committee was delayed because of burgh politics, stumping for G.O.P. dren's mag of the Curtis Publishing

<-«- —J I
action to be taken cn constitutional practically every election and serv- Co., will be out later than originally

was^ delayed because of
|

burgh politics, stumping for G.O.P. [dren's mag of the Curtis Publishing
| Doorbells,

Publishing Co., and is preparing a
mag to appear in November.

, , , . . . . .„
Phame Publishing Co. will be

c^ a number jf changes in titles committeeman.
1 and duties of national officers. Mem-
bers of the society Iwill vote on the
proposals as soon as the orgamza-

| There is a new reiiodal m»«- I h.ll n» with Mr= E s t..» I
Marion Saunders, story agent, has

TS^ST^i. I i
nAieXeral stretehcs « i [5S^ 'iehStaW ioTow aTound

|^^"^SS^^t
quartered with the Newsstand Fic-
tion Unit in Rockefeller Genter,
tirhere Miss Ellsworth spends a num

Oct. 1, monthly wiU not be out until tnose editorial offices where they are
Oct. 28 bearing a November date- glimpsed for the flrst time.

line. Editor will be Mrs. Ada Camp-
bell Rose, with Mrs. E. S. Lee as

Hudson, N, Y„ Regional—,. —o „ . , , — I
there is a new regional maga- , w*«i x„AiJ . ^. u , . , . ... .

ber of hours each day. Rest of the h
?
nJ leSal counsel completes study zine, of Hudson Valley, N. Y„ pub- art editor. Content will be divided

gon(
l
abroad ln connection with a

day Miss Ellsworth is at the Eltinge of the measures. lished at Hudson, N. Y., called Echo, between art and editorial matter.
number of foreign-language puMi-

Warner offices. — It is drawing upon local writers of Youth Today, digest mag edited by catl0ns of G°ne With the Wind.

New publishing enterprise makes Coast Coin for Frlede the region, William Seabrook, Paul Harry Miller, has for its purpose to Lowell Limpus, political writer for

Miss Ellsworth unique in the indus- Donald Frlede, former partner in Corey, John Wilstach and Shaemus bring good reading to adolescents the N. Y. Daily News, has written a

try, as she will be the only person Covici-Friede, is readying a new O'Sheel. The editors are Ralph S. and to enable youth to 'express its book-length biog of Mayor LaGuar-
simultaneously working for two pub- Publishing house with Hollywood Thorn, Jr., and Carroll E. Osborn. innermost thoughts.' Monthly will dia in collaboration with Capt. Burr
lishing houses and operating a third backing. Since severing connections Contents article- ani fiction, with
on her own. Title and nature of with the Covici-Friede firm, he has farm and home, little theatres, and
her own forthcoming mag is being been connected with the Zeppo Marx local histo: y all balanced.
kept secret for the time bengi

Prisoners' Magr for Prisoners
Two inmates of Michigan State

Prison, Roland Fayette Coon and
Wayne Joseph Husted. shortly to be
released, are planning the publica-
tion of a national monthly mag aimed
principally at the 200,000 inmates of

the country's state and federal

prisons. They will call the publica-
tion America's Unknown. They
claim to have already secured the

services of Charles E.lward Russell,

former Chicago newspaper publisher,

and* Paul Schubert, novelist, as edi-

agency and later conducted his own
advisory service for writers.
New company's headquarters will

be in New York.

carry both fact and fiction. I
Leyson.

Entertainment Guide and Teachers' Howard Merrill, 23, writing the

Travelogue titles of two new semi- daily 'This Minute* column for Es-

monthlies being published by the quire Features, Chicago, is figured

Donoghue Goes WB I
Ray Lessieu Publications. Firm I one of the youngest syndicated col-

Frank Lee Donoghue, N. Y. Amer- headed by Marie Stanton Lessieu, umnists in the business,

ican feature writer, has been signed with Ray Lessieu editing. Herrick Publishing Co. has been

by Warners to cook up an original. |

Contemporary Jewish Record, new organized by Muriel S. Herrick to

bi-monthly review of events of Jew- issue a limited number of volumes

Gaige's Spice Column I
ish interest, sponsored by American of non-fiction. Will specialize m

Rights to subtitle of now defunct Jewish Committee. Periodical will books of particular interest to

Literary Digest, The Spice of Life, carry original articles as well as re- femmes.
. have been acquired by the American prints of important items from other Channing Pollock, dramatist-author,

turns to New York around Oct. 1- to Spice Tirade Assn., which proposes to sources, all aimed at the protection and Stanley High, writer, will speak
resume. Rachel Vixman will again use it as heading for a monthly of civil and religious rights of at meetings of the Eastern Zone Con-
be an associate. column on spice news to be written Jews throughout the world. Harry ference of the New York State

As formerly, the Grossel books by Cr6sby Gaige. Schneiderman and Sidney Wallach, Teachers' Assn., at the Palace theatre

will be non-fiction only. Run mostly Gaige has many interests besides co-editors, with Abraham G. Duker and Harmanus Bleecker Hall, Al-

to artistic subjects.
J his theatrical ones. A book publisher.l managing editor.

|
bany, Oct. 2.

Frances Grossel to Resume
Suspension of the book publishing

activities of Frances Grossel is only
temporary. Femme publisher rus-
ticating in Pennsylvania, and re-
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Broadway

Leland Hayward back to the Coast

yesterday (Tuesday).

Tom Kearns exits, press depart-

ment of WOR this week.

Jack Mclnerney suffering from an

infected arm, the same one he broke

8
Sed slo'ne and John Golden last

,Jek did an experimental television

chow for NBC.
Hiarlie Einfeld, possibly accom-

panied by Harry M. Warner, due

past early in October.

Med Armstrong agenting *Kiss the

now Goodbye,' which opens tonight

(Wednesday ).\t the Miller.

Dario (and Irene) and Ramon (and

Renita), ballroomologists, planning

«n intime boite of their own.

Pat Ballard back scripting, around

Broadway, after finishing a play in

the Poconos during the summer.
Oscar Brooks, Warner Bros.' as-

sistant .manager in Mexico City, is in

New York for homeolflce confabs.

Phil Baker, out o." the hosp, ex-

uects to johrihancock a new radio

commercial by today or tomorrow.
.

The John P. Medburys in town to

aufhor the first three of Burns and
Allen's radio scripts from this -end.

Professional Music Men (song

pluggeTs) hold their annual benefit

at Manhattan Opera House Oct. 9.

Herman Bernstein back from the

Coast and .set as company manager
of "Oscar Wilde,' due to come in

soon.

Lee Marcus, RKO studio producer,

left for the Coast "Monday (26) night

after a quickie east to visit his

mother.
Ethel Merman's "cafe society' pals

gave the Strand a first-night toniness

Friday with a dress-up turnout in

her honor.
Prince Serge Obolensky trying to

introduce the Palais Glide from Lon-
don to Park avenue, as he did the
Lambeth Walk.
Tony -Cand Rehee) DeMarco says

it's off again, matrimonially, between
them, although they may continue
dancing professionally.

Will Green, erstwhile small-time
vaude booker, has turned ballyhoo
artist He supplies acts for theatre-
front exploitation stunts and kindred
tieuos.

Vicki Abbott and Nancy Sheridan
in a special three-day legit show for
the annual convention of the Assn.
of National Advertisers in Hot
Springs, W. Va.
Hal Sloane, former eastern rep

for Walt Disney, ha," joined the
United Artists sales force. Left
Friday (23) for Buffalo, the UA
branch out of which he will work.
Billy Hicks and his Sizzling Six

is the colored band at—of all places
—the snooty St. Regis' Maisonette
Russe. But, as a squarer to its deco-
rum, the hostelry bills it as a 'Nu-
bian Swing Band.'
Mary Schaeffer, composer, recu-

perating in the United' Hospital,
Portchester, N. Y„ from injuries sus-
tained in auto accident Saturday
(17) on the Boston Post Road in

Mamaroneck, N. Y.
Par, Brooklyn, has a display of

motion pict* •> projection equipment
in Its lobby, collection assembled by
Harold Wisher, manager of house,
ranging from early Edison Kineto-
scope up to latest.

Sherman Billingsley enlarging
the Stork with an extra store to ac-
commodate cocktail and private par-
ties he's had to reject heretofore.
Also a preparedness measure for the
Worlds Fair influx.
Add now it can be told: the 40%

drop in r.r. tourism this summer was
reflected in a bad summer season for
theanajor hotels. Swank rooms (air-

conditioned) east of 5th avenue
could be had at $5 a day, single.

Carl Clausen, cost control execu-
tive of Paramount, elected prez of
the Par. Pep Club, which holds its

annual dinner-dance at the Astor
Oct. 28. At the Warner club during
the past -week, John T. Holmes elect-
ed prez to succeed Arthur Saohson.
Quent Reynolds' piece in current

Collier's on the Stork, 21 and Moroc-
co bonifaces is the frankest expose
yet on why the class cafes favor
nice looking' people with short
bankrolls over those who spend
prodigiously but are otherwise ob
jectionable.

here when he finishes directing first
M-G picture.
Drummer Russ Johnson has quit

racket to go into artificial limb biz
with pa-in-law. .

Etzi Covato has lost three of his
ace musickers to other outfits in last
couple of weeks.

•Harry Goldberg and Bob Smeltzer
both in town for a few days on biz.
Ditto Perry Nathan.

'Thanks for Tomorrow,' which
opens on Broadway shortly, authored
by a local—LeRoy Bailey.
May Bcegle sponsoring series of six

New York Children's Theatre pro-
ductions again this season.

Pete Higgins playing second en-
gagement in as mnay months at Half
Moon Club in nearby Stubenville.

Boston

Estelle Taylor in town.
Fred Allen oack home for a brief

stay.

Connie Fanslau left burlesque for
vaude try.

Bill Field in town with 'Knicker-
bocker Holiday.'

Red King is new assistant to Jack
Giwnara in Keith press department.
John Carroll, manager of Para-

mount theatre, in hospital for ap-
pendectomy.

. Brown Derby, Penthouse, South-
land, Flamingo niteries reopened re-
opened for season.

Marty Glazer's finger still in a
splint. He broke, believe it or not,
it pulling on a sock.

Southland, sepia spot, opened a
night later than scheduled (22), with
Jimtnie Ltmceford, due to the hur-
ricane.

Leo Morgan, former assistant pro-
ducer -at the Metropolitan, now at
Strand, Brooklyn. Hjalmar Her-
manson, scenic designer, another
Met alumnus, is with Harry Gour-
lain at the Strand, Ne\ York.

Major Pat Heaiey, state censor,
will be installed commander of A.
Vernon MacAuley Post (Theatrical
Post of the Amerioan Legion) at the
organization's annual dinner-hoof
Oct. 25 in Copley-Plaza Hotel.

MPTOAConsensh

(Continued from page 8)

schedule of the national MPTOA
convention to be held in Oklahoma
City. Added day will make the final

dates "set Oct. £0 through Nov. 2. The
extra day was added because of the

request of members for more time

in which to complete the program
outlined for the convention.

No definite information is avail-

able as yet as to the status of the

'movie ball' .planned for the night of

either Nov. 1 -or 2. The Municipal
Auditorium is tied up for both
nights and the ball will probably
be switched to the new Skirvin

tower Silver Glade room or the Na-
tional Guard armory. According to

Loewenstein, it is hoped that stars,

participating in the ball, -can also be
on hand at the dedication of the Will

Rogers Memorial at Clareiriore two
days later, on Nov. 4.

Booth rentals are being received

by Loewenstein at the rate of several

a day with RCA, American Seat Co.,

Nap-Ad, Burch Mfg. Co., and In-

ternational Seat Co., leading the list

for choice spots. Stalls are $100 each

for an eight feet by eight feet space.

The Biltmore hotel has agreed that

no rooms above the first floor can

be rented for display purposes dur-

ing the convention.

Gilda Gray in town.
Paul Stein now a British citizen.

Molly Picon at the Trbcadero
cabaret Oct. 24.

Cinda Glenn, in Venice, due back
in a couple of weeks.
Charlie Tucker's mother-in-law, 69,

died from pneumonia complications.
Barr and Estas to go into 'Switzer-

land' ice show in Africa for Tom
Arnold.
Lowe, Hite and Stanley in Tom

Arnold ice show for six weeks with
options.

Cliff Whitley reported ready to
finance the new Bill Tilden play for
London.
Bert Aza threatens to retire from

all his show business activities *at the
end of this yeaT.
'The Reno Wide Open' is the name

of a picture theatre in Newcastle-
on-Tyne, England.

George Western, half of George
and Kenneth Western, on crutches as
result of sprained ankle.
Jack Agnew, son of assistant man-

ager William Agnew, of Coliseum, in
fatal motorcycle crash.
Diamond Bros, were held over a

third week at Palladium, first time
for any importation this season.
Gene Sheldon applying for flying

license. Has has 10 solo hours in
America, but may have to take test
here.
Emile Boreo due to be in the next

Clifford C. Fischer International
'Casino, N. Y., show, scheduled for
next March.
'Come Back to Erin,' first colored

Irish film, just finished by British
National Films, will be shown in
early October.
Arnand, -Peggy and Ready out of

'St. Moritz' touring ice show due to
Peggy Somers suddenly developing
appendix trouble.
Tom Mix may play the Coliseum

with the Duncan Sisters in special
prairie setting, with the Duncans
warbling hillbillies.

Bertie Meyer, former theatrical
producer, married Mrs. Helen Sut-
ton-Vane, former wife of the 1Out-
ward-Bound' author, Sept, 15.

First report and accounts of Odeon
Theatres, Ltd., issued for 54 weeks'
trading, after deducting all charges,
etc., shows a profit <of $1,840,890.
Wembley Dog Racing track, using

a panatrope, which plays during the
races, has appointed a music direc-
tor, whose job it is to select suitable
records.
Cardini ' cabled Eddie Deusberg,

head of Scala, Berlin, suggesting
cancellation of his two-month en-
gagement at the theatre on account
of war soare.
John Corfield, head of Brtish Na-

tional Films, to make arrangements
for filming of .'Daughter of India,'
which he's making for Associa' 1
British Pictures Corp.
Firth Shepherd to keep intact the

combination of Sidney Howard, Ar-
thur Riscoe and Vera Pearce, cur-
rent stars, in his musical, 'Wild
Oats/ for future musicals.
v Archie Mezies, Arthur JMcChrae
and Jack Hulbert are collaborating
•on the new Cecily Courtneidge-Lee
EphTaim-Hulb'ert musical, which will
be done in the West End end of next
month.
The Yam danced by Ginger Rogers

and Fred Astaire in RKO's 'Care-
tree' is to be performed for the first

time in England in 'Now for Fun,'
the forthcoming new American
show at Grosvenor House.
Long Tack Sam owns a chop suey

joint here. Former mystifyer ren-
dered feast to former show friends,
including the A. J. Balabans,
Charles Raymonds, Irving Tishmans,
Ross and Bennett and Letty Cooper.
Theatre owner Bronson Albery

and Michel Saint-Denis, French play
producer, are taking over the Phoe-
nix theatre to cater to serious play-
goers. Will have a permanent com-
pany, with stars taking parts when
free.

Danielle Darrieux's "'Katia,' now -be-

ing completed.
Phil Reisman denying communism

has hold in Hollywood, same time
praising French pictures.
Jean Renoir starting studio in-

teriors of 'La Bete Humaine,' star-
ring Jean Gabin and Simone Simon.
Mada.me Van Raalte here from

Holland to attend opening of her
'L'Age Dangereux' at Theatre Dau-
nou.

New Haven
By Harold M. Bone

Late S. Z. Poli's home recently
burgled.
Lincoln reopens (27) with foreign

film policy.
Dan Cummings, of Paramount, lost

his father recently.
Hurricane laid Saving Rock

amusement park low.
Michael Cascioli is "building a new

picture exhibitory in #Iling*own.
Loew three-day vaude hanging on

get-together with musicians' union.
John OConnell elected delegate to

Inter-national Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes' convention.
Bert Doff has sailed tg marry Ben

M. Cohen, ex-Loew house manager
here, now located in Calcutta.
Shubert theatre lifts season's open-

ing curtain tomorrow '(Thursday)
night with a 'Tobacco Road' com-
pany.' %

Hollywood

(Continued from page 3}
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nusimrgii
By Hal Cohen

Rufus Blair in from Par's .Coast
office.

. Tony Stern and Joe Feldman fight-
ing the flu.

Variety Club has set Oct. 10 for

milony0f 1939 officer slate.

«,? Vince Sortinos are home from
their Atlantic City honeymoon.
Mrs. C. J. Latta's sister, trom Los

Angeles, here for a short visit.
Tom Bodkin had Pittsburgh Pirates

as ftis (guests at '-Our Town' last week.
Dave Broudy's lad brought him

Dack a couple of French batons from
Paris.

George Tyson punching out Harris
aas once more after summer leave at
seashore.

t •?^,
cent Carnegie Tech grad, Patti

TVBt
,n returning 'You Can't Take

« With You.'
Campbell Casad here first time in

T?K,ea£s
» ahead of 'You Can't Take

It With You.'
Sylvan Simon plans to visit mother.

Neb.-Ia. for 10-Point Plan

Omaha, Sept. 27.

MPTO of Nebraska and Western

Iowa, meeting here at their annual

conclave, decided to support 'any

anti-blocking bill' rather than con-

tinue to operate under 'the present

situation.'

President Charles E. Williams of

Omaha, who starts his 20th term as

association prexy, said his group will

•continue this stand because nothing

has been done and no response has

been made to exhibito requests un-

der the MPTOA 10-point program.

Exhibs decided legislation to regu-

late 'the situation' is better than no

regulation at all. Williams said group

-would like to see a return of concil-

iation boards, arbitration boards or

some similar group which would

iron out difficulties between distrib-

utors and exhibitors.

Delegates attended an industry

golf tourney and fun festival, spon-

sored by the Oman- Variety Club,

and voiced praise for the Greater

Movie Season campaign.

Other officers re-elected include

Dale R. Goldie, Cherokee, la.; H. F.

Kennedy, Broken Bow, Neb., and

R. E. Falkenberg, Lsxingtoh, Neb.

Paris
By Hugo Speck

E. R. Conne back from Riviera.
Charles Trenet back from tour.
A. C. Blumenthal here for look.
Ernest Hemingway in from Amer-

ica.

RKO's European- convention clos-
ing.

Le Joker, Montparnasse nitery, re-
opening.
ABC open again, with Charpini

topping bill.

June Lang and mother in from
London for few days.
Marc AHegret making "The Thief

of Bagdad' for Korda.
Joe Alex forming Negro troupe to

present plays in Paris.
Restaurant des Ambassadeurs re-

opening set for Oct. 1.

Henry Bernstein sent Italian deco-
rations back to 11 Duce.
'Crime School' (WB) and 'My Bill'

(WB) opening at Apollo.
Johnnv Payne at 'Le Ruban Bleu'

in first European appearance.
Georges Rlgaud set to star in 'Ac-

cord Final.' opposite Kate de Nagy.
'Snow White* (RKO) closing ex-

clusive run at Marignan after 20
Weeks
'Adventures of Marco Polo' (UA)

hod double opening, at Olympia and
Le Biarritz.
Lyda Sue spotted as dancer in

has almost nothing to say to outsid-

ers, the Justice Department people

are rapidly becoming exasperated

with the (film industry. Prolonged
failure of the majors to accept the

offer to talk about a stipulation pre-

serving the status quo in theatre

-ownership has -goaded the prose-"

tutors.- And the majors' muttering

about the economic and financial

reasons why the industry cannot

yield to the Tflew Deal demands

—

which has not been overlooked al-

though not officially recognized—has
not softened the Feds.
The D. J. negotiators go into the

huddle, with a material advantage.

Months of investigation have armed
them with sufficient-evidence to start

criminal machinery rolling in almost

any principal city. With the infor-

mation at hand, the prosecutors could

pick the jurisdiction where they feel

the Government's chances of victory

would be brightest, and ask for an
indictment. No one who has grape-

vine connections with the D. J.

doubts a prima facie case could be
made out and the grand jury would
perform as desired..

Jackson, a Threat

Real reason why the -industry

should try diligently to trade with
the Government is the -character of

Robert Jackson, now solicitor general
and the -individual who had the most
to do with bringing the film investi-

gation to a head. As a veteran crim-
inal lawyer, he is the sort who might
be expected to urge Attorney Gen-
eral Cummings to go into criminal
court and eease trying to settle the
civil action without a trial. His in-

fluence in New Deal quarters is ad-
mittedly' great, and as former chief

of the anti-trust division he is thor-
oughly familiar with the film situa-

tion.

The Government is counting heav-
ily on reported dissension in the
ranks of the majors. Supposed dif-

ferences of -opinion between company
executives cause the D. J. to hope
that a veiled ultimatum will crush
any righteous belligerence on the
part of the industry conferees.

Even though most of the Govern-
ment demands would impose mate-
rial hardship, opportunity is seen for
a trade. While neither Paramount
nor Warner Bros, is^expected to ac-
quiesce in the idea of giving up their

theatre holdings, it is whispered 20th'
Century-Fox oould be induced to go
along on this point. Possibility that
Loew's might accept a counter-pro-
posal under which it Would divest
itself of exhibition interests, or split

with Metro, encourages the govern-
ment, since it is reliably reported
here that the Metro people would
like to get out of the exhibition
branch.
Whether the Government would be

willing to drop some of the suits, in
the event one or two of the com-
panies are disposed to sign a stipula-
tion, is conjectural. In the past, the
D. J. has been quick to leap at the
opportunity to reach agreements with
individual defendants, but in this in-
stance the strength of the Federal
case may depend to an unusually
large extent upon the allegations of
conspiracy and the charges of con-
certed action by all of the eight con-
cerns named in the bill of complaint:

Gloria Dickson to Mexico.

Donald Crisp on yacht cruise.

Irving Crump in from the east

May Robson out o* the hospital.

Matty Fox back froir New York.

Corey Ford returned from Alaska.

Jack Carson flew in from Milwau-
kee.

Carl Lesserman in from Manhat-
tan.

"

Joe Brcen to hospital for observa-
tion.

Dolores del Rio in from Mexico
City.

Roy Del Ruth back from Cleve-
land.

Louis B. Mayer back from Louis-
ville.

James R. Grainger in from New
York.

Harold Hurley sold his racing
stable.

Dick Povell back from yacht
cruise.
Tex Ritter in Nevada buying

horses.
Chicago's Mayor Kelly gandering

studios.
William Powell home from the

hospital.
Wichols Turner to hospital lor ob-

servation.
Spencer Tracy trained in from

Broadway.
Sabu taking .is first gander at

Hollywood.
Ken Allen leaves for Guatemala

next week.
Spyros Skouras in from New York

for confabs.
Rita Stevens recovering from ap-

pendectomy.
Winfield Sheehan dinner host to

Pete Harrison.
Carl Leserman in from -N. Y. for

studio confabs.
Jeanette MacDonald to hospital for

minor operation.
Carl Schaefer and hride back

from honeymoon.
\iDick Spong here from Harrisburg,
Par; for interviews.
Gladys Swarthout and husband,

Frank Chapman, back.
Clark Gahle and. Robert Young

planning Alaska hunt.
Shirley Ross and Ken Dolan back

from their honeymoon.
Lew Landers elected prexy of

RKO studio <oamera dub.
Bert Gordon severed connections

with his Mad Russian cafe.
Joe E. Brown got trophy as captain

of Comedians haseball team.
Charles Skouras and W. H. Lollier

on inspection tour of Rockies.
Bob Burns handed Impound wa-

termelon by Arkansas Legionnaires.
Walt Di .ley threw a birthday

party for Mickey Mouse, 10 years
old yesterday (Tuesday).
Monte and' Helene Samuels back

to Now Orleans after three-month
vacation in Honolulu and Hollywood.
Sam Goldwyn pulled a coilossal

surprise on 200 scribes at a tea
party in honor of Jasoha Heifetz. He
served tea {Ceylon).

PiiladelpJua
By Herb Golden

Tommy LaBrum recuping from an
infected eye.
Irving Phillip's new daughter has

been tagged 'Zelda Elaine.
Mrs. A. . Mitchell 'Palmer back at

her desk at the Censor Board after
aling.
Sam Bushman and Milt -Shapiro

have added the 21 Club to their
p.a.ing list.

Eugene Ormandy arrives in town
this week to start Philadelphia
Symph rehearsals.

Gali-Gali closed at the- Fox <on
Thursday (22 ) and opened at the Ar-
cadia International -Monday (26).
Heavy downpour kept members of

the Showman's Cluh home last week
so that another meeting will have to
be held to lay fall plans.
Larry Mackey combining duties as

manager of the Arcadia with press-
a^enting Charlie Steorman's Cinema
Art theatre, the ex-Poplar.

Minneapolis
By Leg Itees

Cla.rk Gable stopped 'Off briefly en
route to hunting trip.
Joe Behan, Warner Bros.' booker,

in hospitnl as Tesult of fall.
Peck Gommersall, Universal dis-

trict manager, negotiating with Par-
amount on circuit deal.
Dorothy Johnson, formerly of

Warner Bros., here from Los An-
geles with her husband for visit.
President W. A. Steffes. of North-

west Allied, lost entire turkey flock
at country estate due to disease rav-
ages.
Lou Blumberg, film salesman, on

leave from Warner Bros.', returning
to the California desert for his
health.
More than $1;600 in Twin City Va-

riety Clu 1
kit for second and final

•jolf tournament of season at Oak
Ridpc club.
Big delegation of Canadian film

men attend Northwest theatre .own-
ers' iubilee dinner Tor Eddie Gold-
en, Monogram vice-president, here
Oct. 14.
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OBITUARIES
ROBERT L. MADIGAN

Robert L. Madigan, 44, former

Cleveland theatre manager and ex-

change executive, died Sept. 23 at

his home in Lisbon, O., and was

buried in Cleveland.

During his career in the latter

town he ran the Standard theatre

for twelve years, was booker for

Universal film exchange, and also

operated the Lisbon theatre. Sur-

vived by father, one sister and two

brothers.

GUSTAV SCHWAB
Gustav Schwab, for the past quar-

ter century connected with he dis-

tribution end of the film business,

chiefly in Berlin and Paris, but more
recently in New York, died in this

city last week.
An Alsatian by birth and a citizen

of France, he engaged in the business

of film exportation, coming to this

country about three years ago to

deal in French and other continental

films, and it was his import, 'En

Saga' which opened the Continental

theatre last fall. He contributed im-
portantly to the recent promotion of

French productions in America and
also had excellent South American
connections.

Survived by his widow :.nd two
daughters, resident in New York and
a son, now doing service with tt.2

French army. ,v

More recently he had been en-

gaged in exploitation work. Services

and burial in Akron.

House Reviews

VICTOR O. PETERS
Victor O. Peters, 47, building su-

perintendent for the Metropolitan

Edison Company, Reading, at its

Lebanon, Pa., plant, died several

days ago.

He was a vaudeville acrobat for

many years, touring the country in

an act called the Four Victors. He
leaves a widow.

EDGAR J. FELLERS
Edgar J. Fellers, 75, proprietor of

one of the first five cent motion pic-

ture shows in Fremont, O., died in

that city Sept. 19, from injuries re-

ceived when he was struck by a mor
torcycle several weeks ago.

A son and daughter survive.

Services and burial locally.

OTTO RIO
Otto Rio Dohmen, 64, known in

theatricals as Otto Rio, died Sept. 24

at his home in Jamaica, L. I. Death
came as the result of lobar pneu-

monia.
Since his retirement, in 1928, he

had been a real estate broker. Sur-

vived by widow, one son, and a

daughter.

JUBILESTA, K. C.

(Continued from page 53)

decided edge with the masterly band
leader aided by a varied supporting

bill. Wisely dependent, too, upon his

company, Vallee inserted his own
numbers at well-spaced intervals.

Of the company, Vic Hyde, the one-

man swing band, playing several

trumpets simultaneously and imitat-

ing the leading band masters; Mirth
and Mack, with their dancing and
mimicking, and Edna Strong's tap-

ping set the pace.

While the Jubilesta was held in

the main arena, a Variety Parade
was also in progress thrice daily, in

;he downstairs Exhibition Hall, and
Tiny Town show performed continu-

ously in the Little theatre. These
were separate shows, with separate

gates, Tiny Town (at 25c and 10c)

proving the better draw.

The Variety Parade, classed as a

vaude show in its own right, in-

cluded only one bill for the entire

nine days, 25c for mats and 40c

nights. Lineup listed Lottie Mayer's
disaDoearing water ballet; the Swan-
son Bros., with Marjorie Scates and
Earlita Ward, log rollers; Nelson's

boxing cats, Ross. Pierre and Schus-
ter, The Three Flames and the Hud-
son Wonders. Quin.

TOWER, K. C.

KATE CORBALET
Mrs. Kate Corbaley, 60, Metro

story editor and veteran screen

writer, died Sept. 2?, in Hollywood.
One of the old timers of the pic-

ture industry, she began writing for

the Triangle Film Co. after her hus-
band's death. In- the silent days she

did 23 stories for William Farnum.
Sidney Drew, Harry Carey, Florence
Vidor and others. Mrs. Corbaley
worked at various times for the
Palmer Photoplay Co., Thomas H.
Ince and Hunt Stromberg.

Joining Metro in 1926, she was
later appointed story editor by
Irving Thalberg and held it until her
death. Surviving are four daughters.

LYNDE DENIG
Lynde Denig, one of the veterans

of the film industry, died Sept. 24 in

[Pearl River. He had been in ill

health for some years, but death
came suddenly.
Denig had been publicity man for

the old Goldwyn Pictures and later

went to First National in a similar
capacity, but he was best known as

a trade paper writer, having been
editor of Wid's Daily and the Dra-
matic Mirror. He wrote extensively
for the magazines on amusement
topics.

He is survived by his. widow. In
terment in New Haven.

CHARLES RICHARD SAGER
Charles Richard Sager, 53, who

once was advertising agent for the
old Grand Opera house in Youngs-
town, O., and has been a stage hand
ever since, died at his home In
Youngstown Sept. 15 from a heart
ailment.

He was a carpenter at the Park
theatre in Youngstown, later a stage
hand at the Hippodrome until it

was abandoned and has been a stage
hand at the State since it opened.
He was financial secretary of the
stage hands union in Youngstown.
His wife survives.

ORVILLE BROWN
Orville Brown, 93, one time actor

and legit manager, died Sept.. 24 in

Pasadena.
For years he trouped with the

Savoy Players, draifcatic company
operated by his son, Gilmore Brown,
the Pasadena Community Playhouse
director.

MATTHEW D. CHRISTIE
Matthew D. Christie, 78, at one

time manager of an opera house at

Fairmont, W. Va., died Sunday morn-
ing.

For years he had divided his time
between Brooklyn, N. Y., Richmond,
Va., Fairmont, W. Va., and Palmer
Lake, Col.

PATRICK J. MARTIN
Patrick J. Martin, 69, in show busi-

ness for' 40 years, died Sept. 20 at

home in South Norwalk, Conn.
Martin had managed Hoyt's thea-

tre, now Rialto, in South Norwalk,
and Taylor Opera House and Capitol

in Danbury, Conn. Son and three

daughters survive.

HARRY GARSON
Harry Garsori, 56, who directed

and managed Clara Kimball Young
in silent pictures, died Sept. 21 in

Los Angeles.
He also directed and produced

other films, but has been inactive oi:

late. He leaves a son.

LADISLAV PAPEZ
Ladislav Papez, 54, former French

Opera musician, violinist and band
leader, died in New Orleans Sept. 21.

Papez went to New Orleans in 1912
from what is now Czechoslovakia
and joined the French Opera as
violinist. He served in that capacity
until the World War forced its sus-
pension in 1914. After that he had
his own band and worked in various
New Orleans theatres. A sister sur-
vives.

CLIFFORD V. GODDARD
Clifford V. Goddafd, 7J, once man-

ager of the Goddard opera house and
roller rink, died Sept. 17 at his
home in Alliance, O., after a several
weeks illness.

For many years he had- been iden-
tified with early theatrical enter-
prises there. His widow, four sons,

and two daughters survive.

PAUL M. BURKE
Paul M. Burke, 40, a native of

Pittsburgh, Pa., former manager of

WFJC, one of the early radio sta-

tions in Akron, O., died in that city

Sept. 16 in People's hospital from in-

juries received in a fall a week ago.

CHARLES H. HICKMAN
Charles H. Hickman, 62, former

film director, died Sept. 19, in the
National Military Hospital at Saw
telle, Calif.

He retired in 1932 after 24 years
in the picture business.

CHARLES W. MONTGOMERY
Charles Washington Montgomery,

48, former stage manager, Colonial
theatre, Norfolk, died there Sept. 22
He was veteran Of World War.

CLAUDE BURLANDO
Claude Burlando, 20, film extra,

died Sept. 25 from traffic injuries in

Hollywood.

Mrs. Ray Cohen Kessler, 75, widow
of David Kessler, Yiddish actor, died
Sept. 20 in New York. She had been
ill only two days with' a heart ail-

ment.

Seek Aussie Tax Lift

Perth, Sept. 10.

West Australian showmen now are
seeking to have the government re
duce the high amusement tax.

This now amounts to about 4c on
every 25c admission, some exhibitors
regarding the tax as being the same
as a 16% % sales tax as comparec
with current sales tax in commer
cial field of only 3%%.

Kansas City, Sept. 24.

Johnny Perkins, Ruth Petty, Ming
& Toy, Horton Spur, Frank Evers &
Dolores, Marian Bellet & English
Bros., House Line, Judy Conrad
house orch; 'Hold That Co-Ed'
(20th).

A striking contrast is this week's
Tower bill compared to last week's
jitter show. It's standard variety,
with Johnny Perkins as m.c. Acts
upped to five, while the house .prices
are held at 55c top, admission price
when there are names here.

Perkins, making a sudden return,
performed only two weeks ago here
in a similar capacity. He also ex
changes banter with Ruth Petty. As
an m.c. he's okay, but his drawing
power is weakened by his recent ap
pearance.

Miss Petty, singing pop tunes, gets
major applause. She perhaps shades
the remainder of the bill in her
next-to-close spot. Opening is taken
by the house line, which returns
after a week's rest enforced by the
Benny Goodman show last week
Following are Frank Evers and
Dolores, featuring dancing on the
tight wire., A barefoot number by
Dolores is outstanding.

,

Second act is Ming and Toy, Chi-
nese act, with their ukeing, tapping
singing and juggling. They're no
newcomers here and present their
variety briskly. Horton Spurt

single, features a style of pogo-stick
dancing, which outdoes his slow-mo
tion golfer. Miss Petty then torches
and Marian Bellet and English Bros
wind up with a slapstick acrobatics

Quin.

FOLLY, BROOKLYN

BIRTHS
' Mr. and Mrs. Larry Nixon in New
York, Sept. 24, daughter. Father is

p.a. for WNEW;
Mr. and Mr$. John Woodcock,

daughter, Sept. 25, in Los Angeles.
Father is sound cutter at Para-
mount.

Oriental Trio, Ted Lester, Fiji
D'Orsay,.. Larry Wile, Ross & Ed-
wards, Eight Jitterbugs, Ted Eddy
house orch (10); 'International Svv
{Rep).

Folly has had flesh for several sea
sons but this is one of the few times
that it really has a show. Bigger
band, better stage dressing and gen-
erally more spending for acts pro-
vides, the contrast. This show marks
the second in the season's split-week
policy. First half of last week had
an all-colored show.

Bill is not big-time by any means.
There is,' however, enough strength
to attract middle-class patrons to
whom house caters. Films are still

lightweight, consequently leaving
much of load on stage fare.

Bill Miller, booker, inaugurated
new policy of 10 tuxedoed bandsmen
and elevated them from pit to stage
Formerly a half dozen mediocre
clefTers held forth and accomped the
anemic show. Current lineup has
moderate name appeal.
Ted Eddy, who maestroed at the

old N. Y. Coliseum for 10 years
t

opens activities with a windy intro
of himself and crew, during which
members do vocal and instrumental
solos. He's given a little latitude to
build himself up and get acquainted
Larry Wile, m.c, uses every stock
Broadway curb gag and bit of biz
between the acts. Some of it is funny
and a lot of it dirty, too much so for
family spot. Last in vaude with
team of Worth, Wile and Howe
m.c.'ing is seemingly new to. him.
and while able, he's inclined to go
overboard. Orchestra, in later spot,
gets itself across and should improve.
Band members' vocals, however, are
n.s.g. Lighting likewise needed im-
provement, spotter keeping whole
stage lit up at all times and not
spotting individuality.

Wile gets off his first routine pre
ceding ice breaker, Oriental Trio
(New Acts), fast, barrel balancing
by Chinese male duo with gal only

News From the Dailies
This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as pub~

lished during the week in the daily papers of New York, Chicago,

San Francisco, Hollywood and London. Variety- takes no credit for

these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

East

Carlyle Bennet, radio singer and

actor, and Wesley Boynton, actor,

were fined $500 and given a six

months' suspended sentence in Town
Court at Westbury, Conn., Sept. 20.

Pair were charged with breaking

into a summer hom. and removing
$3,000 worth of furnishings.

RKO-Proctor 58th street celebrated

its 10th anniversary last week. Refers

only to the new theatre, which re-

placed the old structure built in 1895.

Musical enthusiasts in Union, N. J.,

gathered Wednesday at Union High
School to hear Amri Galli-Campl,

new Met Op. chirper. Presently told

there were no lights and directed to

Washington School. No lights there,

either, so to Franklin School, where
the now drenched crowd heard the

diva.

N. J. Alcoholic Beverage Control
has refused a permit to a cafe which
proposed to run a gambling casino

with stage money only. Fears some
patrons might use real coin and
branded scheme in its more innocent
phase to be 'a prep school for Monte
Carlo.'
Annie Elms, 99, who used to dance

in the musical productions at Tony
Pastor's, taken to Bellevue last week
suffering from amnesia and exposure.
Remembered her name, but not her
address. Located at the Coolidge,
where the clerk said he urged her
not- to go out in the rain.

N. J. Licensed Beverage Assn. asks
Alcohol board to crack down on all

places using hostesses. Aimed at At-
lantic City.

Paris dress models seized by the
customs from Marcel Rochas, Inc.,

auctioned at the Federal building,

N. Y., Friday. Brought $8,000, but
worth much more originally. Much
handling cut down values.

Estate of lata Thomas Wolfe, nov-
elist, set at less than $5,000 in report
to surrogate's court.

Hotels and restaurants in the
vicinity of the St. James theatre
planning special dinners for the au-
diences at the full length 'Hamlet'
who get 40 minutes out for eats.

Most require advance bookings in
order to properly cater.
Frank Novak plans to use 13

ocarinas when his band comes to the
Biltmore. Not a plug for the Yam
in 'Carefree.'
Howard, Fine and Howard have

notified Paul Garner, Sam Wolf and
Richard Hakins to discontinue billing
themselves as Ted Healey's stooges.
Latter worked with the late come-
dian in Broadway shows.
George Abbott host to 24 guests of

the Percy Williams home at the
matinee of 'What a Life' last Satur-
day. Reception on the stage after-
ward.
'Knickerbocker Holiday' company

moved from Hartford to Boston by
truck after1 giving a performance

with makeshift lighting effects owing
to the flood.

Ely Culbertson has written a who-
dunit which Robert Milton may pro-
duce. Has a bridge angle.
Display of Walt Disney drawings

at the Westchester Community
Center tomorrow (Tuesday) in con-
nection with opening of classes in
the Workshop.

Pittsfleld police searching for
Aurelio Giorni, N. Y. pianist, whose
billfold was found on the bank of
the river. Head of the piano dept.
N. Y. College of Music and known as
a composer.
Olga Baclanova suing Nicholas

Soussanin for divorce in Phila. Had
established residence there.

Josef Casimir Hoffman, resigned
his position as director of the Curtis
Institute of Music in Philadelphia,
Monday (26).

Edward Johnson, N. Y, Met. Opera
g. m., returned frpm a European tour
to announce nlans for the forthcom-
ing opera season.
Long Island parks suffered dam-

age to the extent of $500,000, it was
estimated by Park Commissioner
Moses,

Coast

Patrick. Carlyle, screen director,

was sued for divorce in L.A.

John Richards and Marty Faust,

bit players at Universal, were in-

jured in a storm sequence during
the filming of 'The Storm.' Richards
suffered a broken leg and Faust i
dislocated shoulder.

Norman Hall, film and fiction

writer, was sued for separate main-
tenance in L.A.

Bing Crosby and Albert Johnson,
his horse trainer, were sued in L.A.
for $28,441 by Mrs. Carmen Schootz,
injured in collision with a car driven'

by Johnson. She claims he was on
business for Crosby.
Mildren Ann Deusern, film dancer,

filed suit for divorce from Ray
Deusern, L.A. theatre manager.
Income tax liens were filed In

L. A. against B. P. Schulberg, for

$9,741; Zoe Akins, $8,269; Stepin

Fetchit, $3,615: Henry Lehrman. $823;

Helen Mack, $444, and Benny Rubi ,

$251.
Glenn Morris, film player and for-

mer Olympic champion, told L. A.
court he was broke and could not

pay Charlotte Morris the $700 month-
ly temporary alimony she demanded.
Court upheld his plea.

Bill Robinson, Negro tap dancer
and film player, arrested on a charge
of assault with a deadly weapon, was
released on his own recognizance
pending action by the grand jury.

Paul Moffet, college football player,

claimed Robinson struck him on the

head with a pistol in a traffic argu-
ment. Robinson claimed self-defense.

for background and manual as-
sistance. Do their share to speed
sendoff but unfortunately are fol-

lowed by Wile, who goes into a tele-

phone monolog. He gets laughs in

spots especially when doing takeoff
on Red Skelton's famous doughtnut-
eating routine.

Smooth Ted Lester (New Acts) , in
second rung, is new in theatres, hav-
ing confined novelty musical act
mostly to niteries, but he should go
a long way in houses. Act goes
well here.

Fifl D'Orsay, in third stanza, tickles
the males with her naughtiness.
This also might have been cut a
little, in what is otherwise a deftly-
paced show, but, nevertheless, she
peps the show with her songs and
spirit.

Standards Ross and Edwards hold
up the fourth spot as naturals for
this patronage. Their 'Honeymoon
Is Over' novelty song is right in the
groove. Nothing offensive in their
material but plenty that goes straight
home to solid married class. Finale,
with their customary limey word-
play, requires encores.

Eight Jitterbugs, shag and apple
dancers, give the show necessary
speed for closing but that's about
all they give, being monotonously
similar to many others of the same
type.
Nick Kenny, Peggy Taylor, Paul

Robinson's harmonica gang and
Rodney and Gould on the second
half. Hurl.

Bev. Hills, Ky., Nitery

Goes Heavy for Names

Beverly Hills Country Club, New-
port, Ky., will go in for names heav-

ily during season. Ingalls and Da-

vies, bookers, have already lined up
several headliners.

orvejU^ Current is Belle Baker. Joe E.

Dewis and Terry Lawlor go in Sept

30; Cross and Dunn and George Jes-

sel, Oct. 14; Ozzie Nelson-Harriet

Hilliard, Oct. 28, with Bert Wheeler

and Ted Lewis following.

Going Arty-

Kansas City, Sept. 27.

Something different in the way of

lectures is being tried out here this

fall with a Hollywood series to be
presented in the Muny Auditorium
Music Hall under George Goldman.

Sylvia, dietician, opens the lectures
Oct. 19, with Buddy Westmore, Par
makeup expert, in Nov. 14 and
Travis Banton, designer for Par and
Selznick, to close the series Nov. 30.

MARRIAGES
Gladys Weiland to Walter J. Woz-

nack, in Pittsburgh, Sept. 22. He's

assistant manager of New Oakland

theatre, Pittsburgh.

June Kuhn to Bob Crosby, in Spo-

kane, Sept. 22. He's a band leader

and brother of Bing Crosby.

Mary Frances Rucker to Francisco

Alonso, in Los Angeles, Sept. 17. He's

assistant director at Paramount.

Ruth Bacheller to John McGeehan,

in Seattle, Sept. 21. He's RKOS
northwest publicity rep.

Margaret Jungck to Ray Cox, in

Cedar Rapids, la., Sept. 4. He's p.a.

for WMT, Cedar Rapids.
ROsella Towne to James Lathrop,

in Riverside, Cal., Sept. 14. Bride is

Warner player.
Anne Robinson to Paul M'acWil-

liams, in Hollywood, Sept. 24. Bride

is stand-in for Olivia de Havilland.

Margaret Haase to Charles Seeley,

in Hollywood, Sept. 23. He's in Me-

tro's production department.
Edith Hellman to Paul Schwegler,

Sept. 24, in Hollywood. He's with

Tay Garnett Productions; she of the

Hellman banking family.
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War Scare Palaver

(Continued from page 1}

no decision as to what action to take

"or » shutdown, , in event of hos-

tilities.

Around 80% of the people en-

«need in picture-making in London

«re said to be in the British Army
5y Naval Reserve, and would be

sdbiecf to call. In that event only

propaganda pictures would be turned

out.

Alexander Korda has kept in

touch with London by transatlantic

ohortc and is preparing to leave this

week to return home. Likely that

he would transfer his production

base to Hollywood to meet his

ytiited Artists commitment; in event

of war.

Jack Warner is ^planning to go

abroad after an, regardless of the

gravity of the situation, and if Ger-

many marches, WB would close

down company operations almost en-

tirely abroad and return here with

American members of its staff.

About 200 Hollywood film work-

ers now in London would return to

America should sabre-rattling bring

on conflict.

Newsreel 9taffs being trebled

abroad to be ready should war break

and keep neutral countries supplied

with reels of military march and

drawing of battle lines.

Britain interests, but even they have
largely quit advancing coin with the
continued decline in the frana.

Acts Debate Return
Though act traffic to Europe is

pretty light anyway, acts are not
very anxious to go' abroad because
of war scares. Those already in

England are hesitant about routing

to the Continent.

Fact that the U. S. Government
has instructed all legations to evac-

uate Americans will stymie bookings
anyway. Only established business

men and those repping Uncle Sam
remain. Sailings to Europe have
dropped markedly during past two

Dick Henry of William Morris of-

fice, New York, states that there are

about 150 American acts playing in

England, and that while nearly aE
are a little afraid, they do not want

to return home, being more sure of

work there. Henry just returned

from Europe where he was lining up

possible dates for American acts next

spring—he hopes.

COURT ORDER HOLDS

H-W CIRCUS IN CAL,

Los Angeles, Sept. 27.

Temporary injunction to prevent
the Hagenbeck-Wallace circus from
leaving California was granted in
Superior Court

Suit was filed by the Baker-Lock-
wood Manufacturing Co., which holds
a judgment against the show.

East Also Cress-Checkinr

The effect on picture company in-

come is a general war breaks out in

Europe was being studied carefully

this week by film executives both

from the long-range and current

viewpoint.

Continued warfare conceivably

.would wash up production in coun-

tries participating, excepting for a

few patriotic films. Not only would
coin be lacking for producing, but

studios would be depleted by em-
ployes in war service.

There is no comparison between

today and 19 14, .when the world war
broke out, because American prod-

uct was just beginning to appear in

the world market. Doubtful if U. S.

companies obtained more than 12-

15% of their total revenue from
countries outside America during

the world conflict. Italian and
French pictures (silent) then were
active in the world mart.

U. S. companies did not have dis-

tribution setups in foreign countries

then, but sold films outright to for-

eign distributors. Paramount, which
pioneered in the foreign field, sent

J. C, Graham to London to estab-

lish its first office outside America
in 1919.

All newsreels in France have been
forbidden to show any material on
the Czech-German land dispute and
subsequent war crisis because of the

controversial nature of subject, ac-

cording to word received in N. Y. by
newsreels. 'March of Time' release

which contained Czechoslovakian sit-

uation, with its 'Prelude to Conquest'
subject, was banned the previous
week. Paramount issue, which caught
one speaker attacking the British

government's stand in the present
controversy, pulled Out- this contro
versial subject for showing in Eng-
land.

Peculiar part of the ban in France,
as far as U. S. reels are concerned, is

that most of reels had to depend
largely on library clips to make up
the yarn on the Czech situation,

Later releases may have 1 more lively

material, but- newsreels have been
disappointed .over the material com-
ing in from Europe on war crisis

thus far. Newsreel editors claim they
haven't been able to get more lively
footage out of countries involved.
General European war would crip

pie foreign distributors in America,
distribs in New York claim.
Continuation of present tension

much longer also is likely to cripple
Plans for film production in Europe
Recent reports from Paris indicate
that it is becoming more difficult
daily to obtain sufficient funds with
which to launch new production in

France with the pinch on capital also
being felt elsewhere on the Conti
nent
Setup in France today is such that

most backers have to wait 18 months
before they get loans repaid on film

production. And extremely few are
willing -to risk money over that

period as conditions become more
unsettled daily.

Fluctuation of rates of exchange in

both England and France also is

causing considerable uneasiness. In

the past/ the French producers have
had to ^ecure financing from Great

War Scares British Show Biz

London, Sept. 27.

War scare has thrown a bombshell

into all lines of industry with the

show business seriously affected.

Americans here are panicky and are

besieging steamship offices for re-

turn accomodations but no transpor-

tation is available in American boats

until the end of October. They can't

get bookings in English boats untn

the middle of next month.

Several shows appear to be on the

verge of closing and previously an-

nounced productions are postponing

preparations, awaiting more definite

conditions. >

First year of the World War found

show business in disastrous straits.

Then it boomed.
All show people of military age

have been notified to stand by for

the emergency. Film work has been

suspended. Alexander Korda pro-

duction, 'Four Feathers,' budgeted at

$1,000,000 and due for location work
in Egypt involving 200 actors and

full equipment, has been indefinitely

postponed.
All motion picture companies have

been notified to remove their film

stock from Wardour Street to avoid

possible conflagration in case of

bombing. James Barton, due at Cafe

de Paris Oct. 24 for a month, and

doubling into Coliseum, cabled Ma-
rius Poulsen asking for postpone-

ment of engagement. Buster Shaver

and midgets, George and Olive, Will

and Gladys Ahearn, Gene Sheldon

and Loretta Fischer, Dave and Dor-

othy Fitzgibbon and two French acts,

have cancelled two months work at

the Scala, Berlin, where they were

due to open Oct. 1.

Ed Forde and Whitey, and Cardini,

constituting remainder of program
now are in Germany, are trying to

cancel.

Jack Waller's production, 'Bobby

Get Your Gun/ scheduled for the

Adelphia, Sept. 27, has been post-

poned to Oct. 7.

Vienna—B. H.

Minneapolis, Sept. 27.

Reflecting the increasing feeling

against the German fuehrer, news-

paper ads for 'Charm of La Bo-

heme* at W. A. Steffes' sure-seater

World theatre have been carrying a

line: 'Made in Vienna—Before Hit-

ler.'

S CARNIVALS

SIGN WITH AFA

Mobilization hi France

Paris, Sept. 27.

French picture production is being

considerably sldwed as a result of

the mobilizations. 'Three Waltzes,'

which Ludwig Berger was making,
had to suspend entirely, as Pierre

Fresnay, one of its stars, mobilized.

Similar effect on all branches of

the theatre here.

First film based on current events

is Edward Small's 'Maginot Line,' by
George Bruce, a World War vet, who
knows the sector. It goes into im
mediate production.

Sells Circus Stuff

Milwaukee, Sept. 27.

Some of the- equipment of the
Sells-Sterling circus was sold at

auction at Sheboygan.

CIRCUS ROUTES
Week ef October 2

Barnes-Sells-FIoto
Vjorjii'-a rftv Tex., 2; Tyler, 3: Waco, 4

AiiMtln. 0; *Ui." Antonio, 6-7; Curpus
I'hiipil,

Chicago, Sept.- 27.

After more than two years of

negotiations with the. carnivals to
obtain rights for collective bargain-
ing, the American Federation of

Actors has finally cracked the field

with its current campaign. Five top
carnivals have signatured with the
AFA on an agreement for collective

dickering for the performers.
Carnivals which have monikered
this agreement are Rubin & Cherry,
Royal American* Johnny J, Jones,
Farley & Little, Beckmann & Gerety.
These agreements were negotiated
by Paul Sander, newly appointed
carnival contact for the AFA.
Hennies Bros, carnival is on the

opposite side of the fence and has
walked out on negotiations with the
AFA, Following this walkout the
AFA set immediate plans for the
picketing of the Hennies trick down
in Knoxville, Tenn. Handling the
Knoxville assignment is Jack Mills;

who has many years' experience in

the outdoors field and knows all the
twists and angles of the biz.

HURRICANE HAMPERS

MINEOLA (N. Y.) FAIR

Mineola, N. Y., Sept. 27.

Attendance at the annual Mineola
Fair Sept. 20-24 was hampered by
rain and hurricane, but not seriously
enough to restrain fair officials from
announcing that results were suffi-

ciently cheerful to hold the fair

again next year, even though the
present fair grounds have been sold

to Nassau County.
Rain and wind such as Nassau

hasn't known at any time previous
in its history, handicapped atten
dance the first two days. Trouble
with the electrical system jumbled
things for three nights.

Friday, the fourth day of the fair,

was one of the best in 12 years, with
patrons who were held back earlier,

by the storm, crowding the grounds.
It was believed previously that

this year's fair would be the last,

due to dismemberment of the fair

grounds by sale.

Officials of the fair announced,
however, that nearby land has been
acquired for next year's event. The
Mineola event is close to a century
old, and many Long Island families

boast three generations that have at-

tended it.

Winter Work for Malloy

CanfOn, O., Sept. 27.

J. R. Malloy Circus, which has
been playing here through Pennsyl
vania the past summer, and now
winding up some Ohio fairs, will

winter here, according to owiier-

manager Malloy. Secured suitable

buildings here to house the euip

ment and stock for the winter sea

son, Malloy said.

After playing the Delaware, O.,

fair the circus will return here late

this month, 3ays Malloy, who saic.

he planned to book the unit at

nearby towns during tho winter, and
may play a few theatre dates in the

territory. He also is negotiating

with a Pittsburgh department store

for a six weeks' .oliday engagement
for his trained st^ck and several

acts.

On Its Way Out
Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 27

Another flopperoo of the Rochester
Exposition is trailed by rumors the
city is becoming tired of angeling the
show at a cost of some $150,000 a
year.

City provides the grounds anc
buildings free for the Rochester Ex
position Association which makes no
report on profit or loss figures.

Football

By Nat Kahn
Out on a greater limb this, week.

There are 27 outstanding games this

Saturday and most of them are toss-

ups. Washington, defeated last week
>y Minnesota, and potential Rose

! Jowlers this season, will be interest-

ing to watch in its game with a
strong Idaho team in Seattle, to as-

certain whether it's snapped out of

:ts first-game lethargy. Same holds
true of Louisiana State in its contest

with Texas.
Arizona-S. M. TJ.

Both are stronger this yearj but
SJMLU. looks to come through with a
close one on its passing.

'

Arfcansas-T. C. U.
T.C.U. looked impressive in turning

back Centenary last week; so did
Arkansas in its defeat of Oklahoma
A. & M. But the former is the fa-

vorite this week on Davy O'Brien's

aerials.

Anburn-Tulane
This season's improved Green Wave

eran- team, unbeaten last year, but
Penn, with a new coach and sys-

tem, is tagged to upset the streak

in a close, low-scoring game.

Louisiana State-Texas

Picked as one of the south's best

teams this season, State's power
should assert itself this week against

Texas.
Marquette-WIsconsin

Wisconsin, picked as one of the

most improved teams in the Big
Ten this year, looks good enough to

take Marquette.

Maryland-Penn State

Penn State is coming along and
gets the vote in this one.

Michigan State-Michigan

Both are improved over last sea-

son but State, more consistent of re-

cent years, is the favorite.

Nebraska-Minnesota
This might very well be the upset

of the day, as it was last year when

Probable Football Winners
And Proper Odds

(October 1)

By NAT KAHN

GAMES WINNERS
Arizona-S. M. U S. M. U. .

,

Arkansas—Texas Christian ...... ...T. C. U. .

,

Anbnrn—Tnlane Tnlane .

.

Baylor—Okta, A. & M . Baylor
Brown—Harvard Harvard

ODDS
>•••••**•••»» * • tf/5

>«••*•••••»•• 7/5
.Even

8/5
7/5

California—Washington State California . 9/5
Clemsen—Tennessee .Tennessee . . , Even
Colgate—Cornell -...Cornell 8/5
Colorado—Missouri ...... .Missouri 8/5
Colombia—Yale ..Columbia 5/6
Florida—Mississippi State Florida 5/6
Idaho—Washington .......Washington 6/5

Lafayette—Pennsylvani Penn Even
La. State—Texas .La. State . S/5

Marquette—Wisconsin ..Wisconsin 9/5
Maryland—Penn State Pens State 6/5

Michigan State—Michigan VRcb. State Even
Nebraska—Minnesota .Minnesota, S/5

-N. Carolina—N. Carolina State North Carolina 7/5

Kansas State—Northwestern Northwestern 7/5
Kansas—Notre Dame Notre Dame I Even
Indiana—Ohio State Ohio State 8/5
Oklahoma—Rice .<...Jtice 8/5
U.C.LJVv—Oregon ....Oregon 5/7
Oregon SlAte*TJ« S« C* »•••••«••*•• U* S« C» *»>•••«-••«•»'»«•••«.• 7/5
Pittsburgh—Temple Pitt 3/1
Santa Clara—Stanford .Santa Clara . . .

.' Even

(PredictioTia Based on Fair Wettthef)

didn't show its full power last week
in losing to Clemson. It should come
through in this one.

Baylor-Oklahoma A. & M.
Baylor is strengthened over last

year, particularly in the passing de-
partment, and should topple the Ok-
lahomans by a couple of touchdowns.

Brown-Harvard
Both are untried so far this season,

but, while the Johnnies should miss
their star of last season, Vernon
Struck, they are set to hurdle the
Bears with a couple of touchdowns
to spare.

California-Washington State

California flashed plenty of power
in that second half against St. Mary's
last week for a close victory, and
should come through likewise in this

one.

Clemson-Tennessee
Clemson, with a veteran team, dis-

played surprising drive in upsetting
Tulane 13-10 last Saturday. They're*
pointing for Tennessee, but the latter

look a shade better^
Colgate-Cornell

This will test the big Red team
that's been touted/for eastern honors.
However it's ptHl Cornell by a
couple of touchdown^

Colorado-Missouri
Colorado has lbst-'Whizzer White,

and can only call upon a lot of guys
named Joe. It's Missouri.

Columbia-Yale
Yale has a strong line that will

probably stop Columbia's running
attack. But can it stop Sid Luck-
man's passing? Weakened, too, by
depletion of backfield of last sea-
son, including All-American Clint
Frank, the Elis will be on the short-
end of the score.

Florida-Mississippi State

Florida is climbing and should
reverse last year's close defeat at
the hands of State.

Idaho-Washington
Idaho has plenty of power, a

tough nut for Washington's chas-
tened team. But it might really
show of what stuff

' those Huskies
are made. It's going to be close,

but a shade to Wash.
Lafayette-Pennsylvania

Lafayette comes up with a vet-

the Nebraskans topped the Gophers.
A Nebraska soph team, however,
doesn't look formidable enough
against Bernie Bierman's tried foot-
ballers.

Oregon Stafe-U. S. C.

The Tarheels are slated; for the
Southeast Conference title this sea-
son and should repeat last season's
defeat of State.

Kansas State-Northwestern

Northwestern is picked as the
Big Teh's dark horse, insiders admit
Lynn Waldorf is due for a good sea-

son. Pick Northwestern.

Kansas-Notre Dame
The Kansans displayed plenty of

power in toppling Texas, 19-18, last

week and may do the trick also to

an untried Irish team, thafs con-
siderably weaker in the forward
wall this year. Elmer Layden gets

the wreath, though.

Indiana-Ohio State
Indiana is a good test for the

Buckeyes in their initialer but the
latter should emerge with several
touchdowns to spare.

Oklahoma-Rice

.

This might very well be the best
game in the country but with Ernie
Lain pitching strikes and- Ollie Cor-
dill snaring them and slashing the
tackles for Rice, the Southwest's
outstanding team should garner the
laurels.

V. C. L. A.-Oregon
On its performance of last week

in defeating Iowa, U. C. L. A, should
be favored. But Oregon didn't
show itself to be any slouch in turn-
ing back Washington State. Oregon
will sneak through.

No. Carolina-No. Caroline State

The Trojans should snap out of
last week's doldrums, when it lost

to Alabama, and slap down what is

only a fair Oregon State eleven.

Pittsburgh-Temple
Yes.

Santa Clara-Stanford
This should be a humdinger.

Clara was unbeaten last year but it

should be slightly weaker this sea-
son. Stanford's flashy backs might
turn the trick but it isn't likely.
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570 pages of new
hit-show history

are written here!

First, a best-seller record-setter. Now as great
a love drama as the screen has yet offered . . .

That's the way WARNER BROS, filmed it!

Warner Bros.'

The

ISTERS
NITA LOUISE • IAN HUNTER . DONALD CRISP
BEULAH BONDI . JANE BRYAN . ALAN HALE
:
FORAN • HENRY TRAVERS . PATRIC KNOWLES

An Anatole Litvak Production
Screen Play by Milton Knms . Mus.c by Max Sterner %

Think what it will

mean when you tell

the Biggest Ready
Reader- Audience
since 'Adverse' and
'Robin Hood' that
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